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Preface

The Province of Romblon, part of Region IV, lies on the Sibuyan Sea near the
islands of Masbate and Mindoro, almost at the center of the Philippine archipelago.
The province consists of a cluster of islands and islets with a total land area of
about 1534 square kilometers. Its main island of Romblon has hilly terrain with a
maximum elevation of 444 meters in its southern part. The capital, Romblon, is on
the main island of Romblon Province. Thus the saying, Romblon, Romblon,
Romblon.

The language of Romblomanon is spoken on the islands of Romblon,
Sibuyan, Alad, Lugbon and in the municipality of San Agustin on Tablas Island1

1with slight dialect variations. The dialect spoken in and around the town of
Romblon was chosen as the basis for the lexical description of this dictionary.

The Romblon language is one of the Central Philippine languages known as
Bisayan and is closely related to Hiligaynon. It is the first language of
Romblomanons born and raised in the Romblon area and is used both in the home
and extensively in conducting commerce and trade within the area. There are
approximately 265,000 speakers of the language.

The island of Romblon is well known for its marble deposits layered with an
estimated 120 varieties of the mineral. The province also holds large deposits of
other minerals. Fishing is a year-round activity. The province is also largely
agricultural, with coconut, rice, corn and banana as major crops.

This dictionary was compiled during the years 1986–2003. Many people
contributed to this work. Special thanks to the more than 100 people of various
municipalities throughout the island of Romblon who shared their life experiences
on tape, and to Emilia Tabardilla for her recording and transcription of these tapes.
The entire dictionary was compiled from these collected narratives, which were
analyzed with the aid of a computer program that generated a concordance of the
roots and affixes of the language within the context of sentences. Some sentences
chosen as dictionary examples were slightly edited by me and are my
responsibility, but the sources are entirely taken from the recorded works. Names
of people have been changed so that specific information in illustrative sentences
cannot be identified with specific people.

This project is based on the premise that, in general, a person enjoys the
written word in proportion to the amount of good literature available in her or his
heart language. A survey conducted when the project began in 1986 under the
auspices of the Summer Institute of Linguistics indicated that the amount of
literature in Romblomanon at that time was extremely limited. People were largely
unaware that Romblomanon literature existed at all and only a few were
consistently reading for information or pleasure in Tagalog or English.

Literature provides the opportunity for a linguistic community to record and
share its knowledge and culture with the world, and also opens a window to share

ix

1
Bantoanon is spoken mainly in the Odiongan and Calatrava areas of Tablas Island.
Lo-oknon is spoken in the south of the island.
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the wisdom and enjoyment of other cultures. The main goal of this dictionary is the
provision of an important tool for the translation into Romblomanon of some of the
great literature of the world.

To provide a dictionary that would truly represent the Romblomanon
language as it is spoken, this project experimented with the practicality of basing it
primarily on a corpus of written and spoken texts in contrast to eliciting meanings
from lists of words. Over a period of about ten years a corpus of 1.2 million words
representing almost 250 areas of Romblomanon culture and genres was collected
and transcribed. Computer technology was used to provide a morpheme-
by-morpheme segmentation of these texts, which provided the basis for lexical
analysis and dictionary compilation. A larger corpus and availability of additional
resources would have aided accuracy and completeness. Nevertheless, this
dictionary generally reflects the language as it is currently spoken.

The dictionary has a secondary goal of providing at least some kind of model
for Romblomanon speakers who wish to speak and write in English. Explanations
of adjectives, verbs and most adverbs are full English sentences. Rather than
attempting to account for the meaning of words in isolation, this helps to describe
the linguistic context in which Romblomanon words are typically used. It also
gives some indication of how English words are used. It was considered helpful, as
much as possible, to describe Romblomanon words in linguistic contexts
consistant with Romblomanon grammar. Thus, idiomatic English was sacrificed at
the expense of illustrating grammatical features of Romblomanon. Many more
passives were used, for example, in example translations than would be normally
used in English. Nevertheless, standard grammatical English was used as much as
possible to translate Romblomanon sentences.

Romblomanon, as are other Malayo-Polynesian languages, is agglutinative.
Verbs consist of roots onto which are attached prefixes, infixes, suffixes and
discontinuous affixes. In addition, reduplication and doubling function as affixes.
An attempt is made in this dictionary to display parts of speech on the basis of
affixes that derive them and verb patterns on the basis of affixes that inflect them.

Several anthropologists, lexicographers and linguists have influenced the way
this dictionary has been compiled through their lectures, seminars and personal
communication. Among them are Harold Conklin, Richard Elkins, Joseph Grimes,
Sydney Lamb, Floyd Lounsbury and Ladislav Zgusta. Doug Trick consulted with
me on several areas of the dictionary and made numerous helpful suggestions.

This is a first and incomplete dictionary for Romblomanon. My hope is that it
will be found useful and, as the written language grows, that others will be
challenged to expand and improve this initial effort.

Leonard E. Newell
Summer Institute of Linguistics

x Preface
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Introduction

Extent and Order of Lexical Coverage

This dictionary is a comprehensive listing of approximately 20,000
Romblomanon forms with English explanations of their meanings and uses, and an
indication of the affix system to which each form is subject, with ample
illustrations from a corpus of natural texts. Most of the forms listed here are taken
from written or taped oral sources of Romblomanon, covering a wide range of
topics and styles.

The project that produced this dictionary was modest, requiring rather severe
limitations on the number of lexical items described. Much of the high-frequency
lexicon, representing the basic language stock, was included on the basis of
frequency counts of morphemes. In addition, an attempt was made to fill in gaps to
complete lexical sets, synonyms and antonyms, and closely related words,
especially those used in major occupational and technological fields such as
agriculture, fishing and the marble industry.

Headwords are for the most part roots. This has the advantage of describing
numerous words with the same lexical meaning but with complex patterns of
affixation in one place where they can be systematically displayed and compared.
It has the distinct disadvantage, however, of making it difficult for the user to find
the words encountered in text, especially verbs, that he or she may wish to look up.
A section, Verb Affix and Root Identification, has been included to aid the user in
this process. In cases where only derived forms occur they are entered as
headwords, usually with the roots entered as minor entries.

Lexical descriptions are of words.11 Where root forms are simultaneously
words they are described first within the entry.

The description of verbs is divided according to their affixation to indicate
primary role relationships they have with substantives. A meaning gloss is given
for each role in the order ‘agent’, ‘accessory’, ‘instrument’, ‘goal’, ‘beneficiary’
and ‘location’.22 However, these categories are not labeled; they are indicated by
lexical meaning explanation by putting the substantive with primary role
relationship to the verb first in the sentence. Thus, for example, “Someone buys
something” indicates that “someone” is agent. “Something, usually money, is
used by someone to buy something” indicates that “something, usually money,” is
instrument. “Something is bought by someone from someone else” indicates that
“something” is goal, an item bought. “Someone or something has something

1

1
Brief descriptions of affixes (morphemes smaller than words), however, were included to
help in understanding their use.

2
There is no formal distinction in Romblomanon between accessory and instrument or
between beneficiary and location. These are semantic divisions only, involved in the range
of meaning of the categories labeled “accessory” and “location”.
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bought for them or it by someone else” indicates that “someone or something” is
beneficiary, having something bought for it or them. And “a person, place or thing
from whom or which someone buys something” indicates that “someone or
something” is the location of buying.

Following the gloss of each lexical meaning is the lexical citation and
example of an affixed verb that indicates not only the role relationship between that
verb and a substantive, but also features of tense. Verbs with past tense affixes are
cited and illustrated first, followed by present tense verbs, future tense verbs and
finally neutral tense verbs. Verbs with various features of aspect are cited and
illustrated under each tense.

Whether to include an inflected form and which forms to include was decided
partly on the basis of frequency counts of each affix accompanying verbs. Affixed
forms with only a single occurrence within the corpus were generally not included.

Derived forms are also cited and illustrated within each division according to
role relationship, indicating features of imperative, infinitive and gerund.

Under each sense, causative forms occur in a section following non-causative
forms and are arranged following the same pattern as the latter.

Variants of lexical forms are indicated within parentheses, e.g., (var blýki).
Homophones (words with the same pronunciation and spellings but with

unrelated meanings) are distinguished from each other by the use of subscript
numbers.

Sub-entries (run-on entries) are either derivatives, idioms or set expressions.
They occur at the end of the entry to illustrate the involvement of the entry form
with these forms, which occur as main entries elsewhere in the dictionary. For each
there is a citation followed by a simple lexical gloss.

Birds, Fish, Mollusks and Plants

Several published sources of pictures and descriptive information, identified
by scientific names, were used to describe and classify local fauna and flora. For
birds, John duPont’s Philippine birds was mainly relied on; for fish, extensive
reference was made to Robert Schroeder’s Philippine shore fishes of the Western
Sulu Sea; for mollusks, Simon and Schuster’s guide to shells was referred to; and
for plants, William Brown’s Useful plants of the Philippines was relied on heavily.

Order of Entries

All entries are alphabetical according to the following arrangement: a, ã, b, d,
g, h, i, ÿ, k, l, m, n, ng, p, r, s, t, u, ý, w, y, ˆ.

2 Introduction
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Translation Equivalents and Lexical Descriptions

Where the meaning in Romblomanon and English are more or less
equivalent, lexical glosses are simple translation equivalents.

bughat n a relapse from a recovery from sickness

Commonly such forms are borrowings.

býgi n a boogie; a fast modern dance with rock music

Other forms are specifically related to Romblomanon culture and require lexical
descriptions.

banganan n a buri leaf cutter

Still other lexical glosses are a combination of translation equivalents and lexical
descriptions.

kýgus v Someone or something is carried in the arms of someone else.

The lexical glosses of verbs are full sentences. The lexical glosses of most
adjectives and some adverbs are also full sentences.

The gloss proper is in boldface. One purpose of this is to identify that feature
as distinct and separate from the gloss comment. The comment has the function of
putting the gloss proper in its semantic and grammatical context. A second
important feature is to demonstrate that the lexical gloss corresponds to what is
illustrated in the following example sentence, which provides the basis for the
lexical gloss. (See Example Sentences, last paragraph.)

Example Sentences

Example sentences are used to illustrate typical grammatical, semantic and
cultural contexts of specific senses of lexical forms being described. Almost all
examples are from natural texts. Some examples are slightly adapted from their
occurrence in natural textual context. This is considered necessary to allow them to
stand alone, to aid in sentence understanding, or to limit sentence length. Only
words that do not seem to affect the grammatical structure or basic meaning of the
sentence have either been added or omitted. For the most part additions involve
substituting proper nouns for personal pronouns.

In cases where it seemed that the English translation of sentences would not
be clearly understood, or to conform to English grammar, additions in the
translation were included within square brackets, based on the textual context from
which the examples were taken.

Introduction 3
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Maskin ˆang ˆãkun nadangãtan hay kahugaˆ kag makakahuyaˆ nga ˆikspiryinsya
hay maˆãyu da gihãpun.

Even though what was experienced by me was difficult and [it was] an
embarrassing experience [of being examined by a male doctor], [it] was
still good.

The addition [of being examined by a male doctor] is textual context involving a
woman being examined by a male doctor. The additions [it was] and [it] are
included in consideration of English grammar.

The lexical form being illustrated within the Romblomanon sentence is
boldfaced. The English translation of that lexical form is also boldfaced within the
sentence translation. This is done to identify the translation of the lexical form being
illustrated. Boldfacing the translation of the lexical form also demonstrates agreement
between that translation and the gloss proper of the lexical gloss that is also boldfaced.
(See above, Translation Equivalents and Lexical Descriptions, last paragraph.)

Usage and Context

Grammatical notes are added within square brackets to aid in identifying the
natural grammatical context for the lexical form being described.

nãtun poss adj pron ... [Post-noun or post-gerund possessive pronoun. For
pre-noun or pre-gerund possessive pronoun, see ˆãtun 1a.]

Semantic and cultural notes are added within braces to aid in an
understanding of how the lexical item is used within the semantic and cultural
contexts.

Semantic note:

býyuk nang niyug n an unopened coconut inflorescence {Enclosed within a
spathe ˆuyu with male and female flowers, stem tangãya 1a and branches
byayýbay.}

Cultural notes:

panagˆãraw n second-crop season ....{The season for planting, tending and
harvesting second-crop rice.}

býˆung v Someone breaks something into pieces. ....{Speech of older people.}

Senses

Senses of lexical items are semantic rather than grammatical features. Some
nouns, adjectives and/or verbs are described within a single sense and others
involve sense differences. For example kagwãpa is either a noun “beauty” or an

4 Introduction
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adjective “beautiful”. Both functions are described under a single sense. In
contrast hãbaˆ is a noun: “the length of something”. It is also a verb: “An object
becomes long”. In this case the noun and verb are separated as two senses.

Numbers and letters are used to identify contrastive senses of lexical forms.
These contrasts may be accompanied by modification of the entry form, though not
necessarily so. Indicating senses is a somewhat subjective matter. The intent is to
group under a single sense semantic usage of the form that has a relatively uniform
meaning and to exclude meanings that are judged sufficiently different to warrant
indication of a separate sense. If two senses are judged to be quite close in
meaning, they are separated by, for example, 1a and 1b. If they are judged not to be
close in meaning, they are separated by 1, 2, etc.

pintýra 1a n paint
1b v A surface is painted by someone.

dãhan 1 v Someone does something carefully, slowly, is careful in doing
something.
2 v Someone is given care or respect by someone.

plÿti 1a v Someone pays the fare for or rents something.
1b pagplÿti (var plÿti) n a fare for riding on or carrying something on a vehicle

When the first sense is a generic and the second is some modification of it, the
first sense is indicated by a number and the second sense by a number-letter
combination.

pýkut 1 n a fishnet
1a naylun nga pýkut n a nylon line fishnet

Senses of concrete meanings generally occur within the entry before senses of
abstract meanings, and senses of simpler forms occur before those of more
complex forms. Senses of derivations generally occur before those of idioms and
set expressions.

Synonyms, Antonyms and Related Words

Synonyms are words with the same lexical meaning, though they may vary in
some feature of grammatical, semantic or cultural context.

pantyun n a burial vault syn nitsu

Antonyms are words that are judged to be more-or-less opposite in meaning.

buyag 1a v Someone or something leaves someone or something else; people
or things separate from each other. ant nunut

nunut v Someone accompanies someone else or joins someone else in an
activity. ant buyag la

Introduction 5
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Words too semantically different to be labeled synonyms but which share
some close meaning relationship are cross referenced for purposes of meaning
comparisons. Read “cf” as “compare”.

sapaˆ 1 n a seasonal creek cf subaˆ

subaˆ n a river; a marshy area cf sapaˆ 1

Etymology

No attempt has been made to indicate origins of words not clearly of
Romblomanon origin. The language has borrowed heavily from Spanish. Other
language sources include other Bisayan languages, Tagalog and English.

6 Introduction
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Phonology and Grammar of Romblomanon

1 Phonology

1.1 Sound Patterns

There are nineteen significant and contrastive sounds in the Romblomanon
system. Sixteen are consonants and three are vowels. In addition, there is a significant
feature of length which is found on all vowels. It is verbalized as a single vowel with
two moras of length in contrast to one with a single mora of length.

1.1.1 Consonants

Consonants are divided into obstruents and sonorants on the basis of
articulation.

Bilabial Alveolar Velar Pharyngeal

Obstruents:

voiceless

voiced

p

b

t

d

k

g

glottal stop (ˆ)

Sonorants:

nasal

oral voiced

oral voiceless

m

w

n

l, r

s

ng

y

h

Figure 1. Consonant chart

1.1.1.1 Obstruents

Obstruents are characterized by complete closure of the glottis or of the nasal
cavity and points of articulation in the mouth.

There are four voiceless obstruents, p, t, k and glottal stop (ˆ), and three voiced
obstruents, b, d and g. Paired obstruents have contrastive articulation: p and b are
characterized by bilabial articulation; t and d by alveolar articulation; and k and g by
velar articulation. The glottal stop (ˆ) is characterized by pharyngeal articulation.

There is little discernable variation in the pronunciation of obstruents within
the context of syllables, words or other larger sound segments. At the beginning of
utterances and between vowels, the glottal stop varies from a little more than a
hiatus, through varying degrees of glottal stricture, to complete closure of the
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glottis in deliberate and slow speech. At the end of an utterance or next to a
consonant, this sound is produced with complete closure of the glottis.

1.1.1.2 Sonorants

In contrast to obstruents, sonorants are pronounced with uninterrupted
airflow. There are two kinds: nasal sonorants m, n and ng are pronounced with air
flow through the nose with the oral cavity closed; oral sonorants w, l, r, y and h are
pronounced with air flow through the mouth with the nasal cavity closed.
Sonorants do not have significant pronunciation variants.

1.1.1.3 Consonant distribution

Consonants occur (generally unrestricted) preceding, following, or both
preceding and following vowels. The phoneme h, however, is restricted to syllable
initial position and is not found in clusters with other consonants.

Extensive word appropriations from other languages, chiefly Spanish and
English, have resulted in initial and final consonant clusters and word medial
clusters involving three consonants. Initial syllable vowel loss of indigenous words
has also established word-initial consonant clusters.

A. Word-initial clusters

Bilabial, alveolar and velar obstruents and sonorants l, m, n and s occur as the
first consonant of a word-initial cluster (e.g., byanwag ‘swordfish’; dram ‘wash-
water storage barrel’; gwardya ‘a guard’; klasmit ‘classmate’; lyãki ‘male’;
myagbagu ‘coral rabbitfish’; nwaybi ‘nine’; plastãda ‘position’; sya ‘he’, ‘she’,
‘it’; trabãhu ‘work’).

B. Word-final clusters of two consonants

Word-final clusters are found only in words appropriated from other
languages. Phonemes g, h, ng, w, y and ˆ do not occur as the second consonant of a
word-final cluster (e.g., gawn ‘party dress’; midwayp ‘midwife’; plaslayt
‘flashlight’; ˆubirtaym ‘works overtime’).

C. Clusters of three consonants

Clusters of three consonants are not common; they have not been found in
word-initial or word-final position. They occur medially only in words
appropriated from other languages (e.g., kumplÿtu ‘complete’; mintras ‘until,
while’; plantya ‘clothes’; ˆasimbli ‘assembly’; ˆiskwÿla ‘student’.

1.1.2 Vowels

There are three vowel phonemes. The pronunciation of words appropriated
from other languages also follows this three-vowel pattern.

8 Phonology and Grammar
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Front Central Back

High i u

Low a

Figure 2. Vowel chart

1.1.3 Vowel Length

Length is a phonemic feature of Romblomanon. It occurs, with accompanying
stress, on the penult (second to last syllable) of some words. The last vowel of
words with no discernable length is commonly stressed. Stress is recognized as an
articulatory feature of length. Length has an important function in Romblomanon
and is consistently signaled in this dictionary (e.g., bituˆun ‘a butong tree’; bitýˆun
‘star’; maguyang ‘older sibling’; magýyang ‘mature’, ‘old’; ˆunu ‘what does
someone do?’; ˆýnu ‘one’.

1.2 Orthography

Sounds are phonemically symbolized in all occurrences as indicated in the
consonant and vowel charts (Figures 1 and 2). Phonetic variation of phonemes is
minimal. There is audible variation between e and i and between o and u in some
contexts. In others, a choice of either e or i, or of o or u is preferred. However, these
are sub-phonemic features that do not involve meaning distinctions. We have chosen a
phonemic spelling of words to aid learners of Romblomanon in correct pronunciation
and to simplify the dictionary’s use by linguists as a tool of linguistic research and
comparison with other languages. Because the material is written phonemically with
few sub-phonemic features, pronunciation is not further indicated.

1.2.1 Symbolization of velar nasal N
A digraph ng is used to symbolize this single sound, paralleling its symbolization

in other Philippine languages and in English words such as ‘sing’ or ‘ring’.

1.2.2 Symbolization of length

Length is symbolized as a macron over a lengthened vowel.

ˆibãbaw ‘a position above’

pãhid ‘rubs something’

1.2.3 Alphabetical order of orthographic symbols

The following is the order of the orthographic symbols used in the dictionary:
a, ã, b, d, g, h, i, ÿ, k, l, m, n, ng, p, r, s, t, u, ý, w, y and glottal stop (ˆ).

Phonology and Grammar 9
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1.2.3.1 Alphabetizing ng

The diphthong ng is treated as a single unit, not as n followed alphabetically
by g as in English dictionaries. Thus, hagýnuy occurs alphabetically before hãgung
because n, with any symbol following it, occurs before ng. For the same reason
panyuˆ occurs before pangabay.

1.2.3.2 Alphabetizing the glottal stop

The glottal stop (ˆ) occurs as the last symbol of the alphabet. Content words in
Romblomanon, as in most other Philippine languages, do not occur with
word-initial vowels. Some affixes (e.g., -a, -an1, -an2, -i, -in-1, -in-2, -um-, -un) do
have initial vowels and are found in alphabetical order in this dictionary. Glottal
stop is symbolized in word-initial position. For this reason, there are no content
words symbolized or alphabetized beginning with a, i or u. Words beginning with
ˆa, ˆi or ˆu are found towards the end of the dictionary under the section of words
beginning with glottal stop. Since y occurs alphabetically before glottal stop and
intervocalic glottal stop is written, the word layaˆ, for example, is found in the
dictionary before laˆas.

1.2.3.3 Alphabetizing lengthened vowels

A vowel without length occurs before a vowel of the same quality with length.
Thus, bituˆun is positioned alphabetically before bitýˆun, maguyang before
magýyang and ˆunu before ˆýnu.

1.3 Sound Changes

It is common for sound changes (morphophonemic changes) to occur when
bases (including roots) are affixed.

1.3.1 Suffixes -a, -an, -anan, -anun, -i and -un with length change or
length and vowel loss

The following are general rules involving suffixes:

1) Length on roots and stems commonly shifts one syllable to the
right when suffixed by -a, -an, -i or -un and two syllables to the
right when suffixed by -anan or -anun (with restrictions
described below).

2) When a root or stem ends in a vowel which is retained when
suffixed, the suffix is usually preceded by h ( i.e., the suffix form
is -han, -hanan, -hun, etc.) In a few cases glottal stop (ˆ) occurs
instead of h.

3) When the vowel of the ultima of a root or stem ending in a vowel
is lost when suffixed (see description of vowel loss below), a
consonant cluster results, the second consonant of which is
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usually the h of the suffix (-han, hanan, -hun, etc.). In a few cases
glottal stop (ˆ) rather than h is the second consonant.

1.3.1.1 Word patterns CVCVC and CVCV

A. Verb forms with -an or -un

Commonly there are two forms with no contrast in meaning, one involving
vowel loss. No vowel loss has been found with vowel sequences a-i, u-i, and i-a.
No pattern has been found to predict vowel retention or loss. In some cases, vowel
loss does not occur to avoid uncommon consonant clusters; in others, the
consonant sequence is metathesized to conform to more common clusters (see sec.
1.3.1.6).

Root Vowel of ultima retained Vowel of ultima lost

baba babahun babˆun

bara barahun —

bira birahan birhan

bubuˆ — bubˆan

bunit bunitan —

dahil dahilan —

daya dayahan dayhan, dayˆan

gataˆ ginagataˆan ginagatˆan

gisa gisahun —

hanaˆ hanaˆan —

higut higutan higtan

hilas hilasan —

laba labahan labhan

lakut lakutan laktan

pisa pisahun —

sabat sabatun sabtun

sakay sakayan sakyan

sugut — ginakasugtan

sukut sukutun suktun

Phonology and Grammar 11
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taˆu taˆuhan tawˆan

tiˆis tiˆisan tisˆan

wayaˆ mawayaˆan mawadˆan

ˆabat — ˆabtun

B. Noun forms with -an (variant -anan) or -un (variant -anun) plus vowel
length

Commonly there are two forms, one with either -an or -un and the other with
vowel loss and either -anan or -anun with no contrast in meaning. No vowel loss
with the variants -anan or -anun has been found with vowel sequences a-i, u-i, and
i-a.

Root Vowel of ultima retained Vowel of ultima lost

bakay — balakyãnun

bunit bunÿtan —

huyaˆ — kahuyãnan

laba labãhan —

salaˆ — kasalˆãnan

sugut — ginakasugtãnan

takus takýsan —

tanum tanýman —

tapa tapãhan —

taˆu — tyawˆãnan

ˆabit ˆabÿtan —

ˆinum ˆinýmun ˆilimnãnun

1.3.1.2 Word patterns CVCCV and CVCCVC

Words with this pattern have no variants involving vowel loss. The vowel of
the ultima is never lost (a cluster of three consonants does not occur). Nouns (as in
sec. 2.1.1) are indicated by the addition of length on the vowel of the root or stem
ultima. Variant affixes -anan and -anun do not occur.

12 Phonology and Grammar
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Root Suffixed verb form Suffixed noun form

badbad badbarun badbãrun

bagyu bagyuhun bagyýhun

bantay bantayan bantãyan

dapyas dapyasan dapyãsan

dubli dublihun dublÿhun

gabˆi gabˆihan —

ganˆut ganˆutun ganˆýtun

gastu gastuhun gastýhan

hustu hustuhun hustýhun

kabkab kabkaban kabkãban

kanta kantahan kantãhan

libri librihun librÿhun

panday pandayan pandãyan

parti partihan partÿhan

sambat sambatun sambãtun

ˆagbay ˆagbayun ˆagbãyun

1.3.1.3 Word pattern (CV)C-ÐCV1
1

There are two features involved with this pattern:

1) When a given root is involved with both verb and noun forms,
there is no loss of the ultima vowel.

2) In verb constructions without vowel loss, length shifts one
syllable to the right. Noun constructions occur without length. It
is to be noted, therefore, that with roots that have no length (see
secs. 1.3.1.1 and 1.3.1.2) the noun form is indicated by the
addition of length, and with roots with length (this section) the
noun form is indicated by a loss of length.

Phonology and Grammar 13
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Root Suffixed verb form Suffixed noun form

barÿta baritãhun baritahun

býla bulãhan bulahan

dãli dalÿhun —

gýna gunãhan gunahan

kãli kalÿhun kalihun

lýya luyãhun —

pãlu palýhan paluhan

ˆãgi ˆagÿhan ˆagihan

ˆãni ˆanÿhan ˆanihan

1.3.1.4 Word pattern C-ÐCVC

The majority of words with this pattern have no variants involving vowel loss.
With suffixation of verbs, length shifts one syllable to the right. Noun
constructions occur without length as with the pattern (CV)C-VCV (see sec.
1.3.1.3).

Root Suffixed verb form Suffixed noun form

bÿtay bitãyan bitayan

dãyun dayýnan dayunan

gÿhit gihÿtan gihitan

kãˆun kaˆýnan kaˆunan

pãˆis paˆÿsan paˆisan

bÿtay bitãyun bitayun

hÿgup higýpun higupun

tãban tabãnun tabanun

týgun tugýnun tugunun

yýruˆ yurýˆun yuruˆun

14 Phonology and Grammar
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In two instances involving verb forms in which the root-medial consonant is a
glottal stop, there is a loss of the vowel in the ultima and the resulting consonant
cluster is metathesized (see sec. 1.3.1.6).

lãˆum +gina-an = ginalamˆan

lýˆuy + ginakama-an = ginakamaluyˆan

1.3.1.5 Root-final d

There are two features involving loss or retention of root-final vowel when
the syllable is closed by d.

A. No vowel loss, d is replaced by r

This is the most common sound change involving root-final d.

balÿbad + -an = balibãran

baskad + -un = baskarun

hangad + ma- + -i = mahangari

hýngud + gina-an = ginahungýran

huwad + pag-a = pahuwara

lÿgad + ginapa-a = ginapaligãra

lýmad + magpa-a = magpalumãra

B. Vowel is lost, d is not replaced; resulting consonant cluster is
metathesized

Vowel loss in this situation is uncommon. The following roots have been
observed with this feature.

nÿˆid + ginapa-an = ginapanidˆan

sulud + gina-an = ginasudlan

týˆud + napama-an = mapamatudˆan

1.3.1.6 Metathesis

When a final vowel is lost resulting in a consonant cluster (see sec. 1.3.1.1),
and the first consonant of the cluster (root-medial consonant) is either l or glottal
stop (ˆ ), metathesis sometimes occurs.

Phonology and Grammar 15
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Root Metathesized

consonant cluster

buˆuy buyˆi

buˆuy buyˆun

dulut madutlan

duˆut dinutˆan

lãˆum ginalamˆan

lýˆuy ginakamaluyˆan

ngilit ginangitlan

pulus ginapuslan

sulud ginasudlan

The most common pattern, however, is for the vowel to be retained:

Root Vowel of ultima retained

bãlak ginabalãkan

balay balayan

biˆaw biˆawan

giˆuk giˆukan

tilaw tilawan

1.3.2 Changes involving the nasal of prefix giN-

The nasal of giN- is written as a morphophoneme. Before all root- or
stem-initial consonants it may occur as the phoneme ng; and before all consonants
except nasals and oral sonorants w and y it may occur as n. This morphophoneme
does not occur as the phoneme m.

1.3.3 Changes involving the nasal of prefix hiN-

The nasal of hiN- is written as a morphophoneme. The small capital indicates
that when the final nasal of the prefix and the initial consonant of a stem or root
come together there is coalescence resulting in a single nasal consonant, either m, n
or ng. There is insufficient data to allow a clear statement about the occurrence of
nasal phonemes. This may be because this affix competes with a verbal lexeme
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tinguhaˆ ‘tries hard’. However N and a following bilabial consonant, either b or p,
are together realized as a single nasal m; N and a following alveolar consonant,
either s, t or d, are together realized as a single nasal n; and N and a following velar
consonant g or k or pharyngeal consonant, glottal stop (ˆ ), are together realized as a
single nasal ng.

1.3.4 Changes involving the nasal of prefix paN-

The nasal of paN- is written as a morphophoneme. The capital N indicates
that when the final nasal of the prefix and the initial consonant of a stem or root
come together, the nasal of the prefix undergoes articulatory change. Before root-
or stem-initial consonants it may occur as the phoneme ng; before alveolars d, l and
t it occurs as n; and before bilabials b and p it occurs as m.

1.3.5 Changes involving the nasal of prefix of paN-

The nasal of the prefix paN-, a variant of paN-, is written as a
morphophoneme. As for hiN- (see sec. 1.3.3), the small capital indicates that when
the final nasal of the prefix and the initial consonant of a stem or root come
together, a single nasal consonant, either m, n, or ng, results. N and a following
bilabial consonant, either b or p, are together realized as a single nasal m; N and a
following alveolar consonant, either d, s or t, are together realized as a single nasal
n; and N and a following velar consonant k or g or pharyngeal consonant, glottal
stop (ˆ ), are together realized as a single nasal ng.

2 Grammar

2.1 Parts of Speech

There are four major parts of speech: nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs.
Although the inventory of each class is similar to that of other languages such as
English, the inventory of each class for Romblomanon is unique. It is probably not
identical to that of any other language.

Semantically, a person, place or thing is a noun. Not all nouns, however, fall
into these semantic categories; nouns also include actions or states. Actions are
commonly expressed as verbs, but they also occur nominalized as verbal
substantives. As such they function as nouns.

Verbs are action words. They indicate actions that are beginning, are in
progress, are terminating, or that develop into states. These latter are typically
‘become’ verbs derived from adjectives.

Adjectives describe abstract concepts such as states of being, commonly of
quality or quantity. Adverbs modify verbs, adjectives and sentences.

Since semantic features alone are insufficient to identify parts of speech,
structural features are also used.

Phonology and Grammar 17
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2.1.1 Nouns

Nouns are words which function as the head of a phrase following a
determiner (see sec. 2.2) without the necessity of being further expanded.

ˆang ˆuyan

the rain

nang ˆalbularyu

by a herbalist

Common nouns may be expanded by a possessive noun or possessive
pronoun.

ˆang lupuk nang baril

the report of the gun

sa ˆãmun ˆiskwilahan

at our school

The pronoun optionally follows the noun.

kwarta nindu

your money

An adjective also follows a determiner in some phrase constructions but,
unlike a noun, it requires expansion to include a noun that it modifies. ˆAng maˆãyu
‘the good’ does not normally occur within a larger grammatical context without
expansion. An acceptable phrase is ˆang maˆãyu nga ˆatlit ‘the good athlete’.
Adjectives also occur as sentence comments.

Maˆãyu ˆang ˆatlit.

The athlete is good.

Many nouns occur without affixation. They are simple roots that cannot be
segmented into smaller meaningful units.

kusug ‘strength’

sakit ‘sickness’

ˆalÿhid ‘the edge of an object’

Other nouns are derived, some being that which result from some activity.

lýgit ‘coconut meat’ + -in- ® linýgit ‘gouged-out coconut meat’

tãbas ‘cut-out cloth’ + -in- ® tinãbas ‘remnant cloth’

Nouns are also derived from gerunds and verbs simply by placing a common
noun determiner before them. The resultant noun is a nominalized gerund or
nominalized verb (also referred to as a verbal substantive). Nagalýgit occurring as
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a sentence comment, for example, has the meaning ‘makes copra’; when preceded
by a determiner (ˆang nagalýgit) it means ‘the one who makes copra’. Similarly,
pagdãbuk occurring, for example, as an adverb has the meaning ‘building a fire’;
when preceded by a determiner (ˆang pagdãbuk) it means ‘the building of a fire’.

2.1.2 Verbs

Verbs describe events and actions. They have two identifying structural
features that distinguish them from other parts of speech.

One distinguishing feature of verbs is an affix indicating primary role
relationships with nouns (see sec. 2.10.1). Many verbs have the potential of being
variously inflected to indicate any of two or more role relationships. For example,
the verb bahug describes an action of ‘feeding an animal’. Inflected with naga-
(nagabahug) the associated noun is signaled as being an agent, ‘someone who
feeds an animal’. Inflected with gina- (ginabahug) the associated noun is an
accessory, ‘that fed to an animal’. Inflected with gina-an (ginabahugan) the
associated noun is signaled as ‘that to which something is fed’. Only verbs have the
potential of being inflected for multiple role relationships. Some verbs, however,
have only one role relationship with associated nouns. Since adjectives often occur
with affixes homophonous with verb affixes, a second distinguishing feature
identifies them.

Verbs are inflected for tense (see sec. 2.10.1.5). Some adjectives cannot be
distinguished morphologically from verbs, except for the fact that adjectives are
not inflected for tense. Although many adjectives occur with affixes (mainly ma-)
that on verbs indicate tense, only one such affix occurs on a given adjective,22 and it
does not signal a tense feature. The choice of affix (that on a verb indicates tense)
is, as far as can be determined, completely arbitrary.

Adjectives occur with comparative and superlative degrees (sec. 2.14.1.1);
nouns and verbs do not.

2.1.3 Adjectives

Adjectives as part of adjective phrases are distinguished from nouns in that
they obligatorily occur following determiners with a modifying ligature (nga) and
another form, a following noun.

ˆang malãpad nga dãhun

the wide leaf

Adjectives occurring as sentence comments are not preceded by determiners and
are not inflected for tense.

Malãpad ˆang dãhun.

The leaf is wide.
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2.1.4 Adverbs

The inventories of lexical items identified as nouns, verbs and adjectives are
extensive. In contrast, the inventory of adverbs is relatively small.

Adverbs are of three kinds: adverbs that modify sentences, adverbs that
modify verbs and adverbs that modify adjectives.

2.1.4.1 Sentence-modifying adverbs

The adverb ba indicates that a sentence, of which it is a constituent, is a
question. Some time adverbs establish a time setting for what is expressed in the
clause or sentence.

madaliˆ ‘soon’

pagkaSabadu ‘upon the arrival of Saturday’

Other examples include daw ‘probably’, galiˆ ‘for sure’, halimbãwaˆ ‘for
example’.

2.1.4.2 Verb-modifying adverbs

Verbs are commonly modified by a modifying ligature ning and an adverb.

nagmasakit ning grãbi

became gravely ill

sukuya ning pahãba

measure lengthwise

Occasionally the ligature ning is omitted.

Nagalinabýnuk ˆang pwirtãhan kasisÿpaˆ.

The door continually makes a banging noise in continually being kicked.

Adverbs are sometimes followed by the modifying ligature nga or variant -ng and
an uninflected verb.

Kung ˆang babãyi naman hay bagˆung ˆungaˆ ˆang ginabãwal naman ˆini nga
manga pagkãˆun hay ˆinaˆ ˆang manga madayýnut parÿhu nang gãbi,
bunduˆ, ˆýbi kag tagãbang.

If a woman has just given birth, foods which are forbidden are those slippery
foods such as taro, yautia, greater yam and jute.

2.1.4.3 Adjective-modifying adverbs

Although not common, adverbs modify adjectives with no ligature between.

hãlus punuˆ

almost full
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2.2 Determiners and Their Function

Determiners are similar to words such as ‘a’ or ‘the’ in English. The members
that make up this class of words, however, differ widely from English. Many
determiners, in some environments in which they occur, have no equivalent
translations in English and are left untranslated when glossing example sentences.

Determiners have three major functions: they mark substantives,33 they
classify nouns into various subclasses, and they help identify role relationships
among substantives and between substantives and verbs.

2.2.1 Determiners mark substantives

Determiners mark all substantives. In the case of a noun phrase, the noun
commonly occurs immediately following the determiner.

ˆang kwarta

the money

As in English, single word adjectives come between the determiner and noun.

ˆang mayad nga magburda

an expert embroiderer

A determiner may be followed by a verb or verb phrase. The resultant verbal
substantive functions as a noun.

sa nagaˆãput

on the thing which is flaming

In this common function, the determiner has a derivational function, making a
noun out of a verb or verb phrase.

2.2.2 Determiners subclassify substantives

On the basis of determiners with which they occur, substantives are classified
into two major subclasses: common substantives and personal nouns.

2.2.2.1 Determiners identify common nouns

Determiners identifying common nouns4
4 are of two kinds: common noun

determiners and indefinite adjective determiners.
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In this description the term “substantive” is used to refer to a noun phrase, nominalized
gerund phrase or verb phrase.

4
In this description “common noun” refers to a common noun, common nominalized
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A. Common noun determiners

There are seven common noun determiners that are most often used to signal
common nouns, marking people, things and abstract concepts such as emotions,
thoughts or actions. They contrast in relationship to particular syntactic positions
within the sentence and phrase. The most commonly used determiners are nang
(nang 1a, 1b, 2), ning (ning 1a, 1b), sa and ˆang.

Nagˆistãdi ˆaku nang liksyun.

I studied the lesson.

ˆAng takýsan ning humay hay lãta.

The measuring instrument for the unhulled rice is a tin can.

Nagtanˆaw ˆang pýsa ning maˆãyu sa ˆãyam.

The cat looked carefully at the dog.

ˆAng hãbaˆ nang batu hay duha ka purgãda.

The length of the stone is two inches.

B. Indefinite adjective determiners

There are six indefinite adjective determiners listed and described in this
dictionary: bãwat ‘any’, ‘each’, ‘every’; bãwat ˆisa ‘each’; bÿsan ˆanu ‘any’,
‘whatever’; bÿsan pila ‘any amount or number’; kãda ‘each’, ‘every’; ˆiba
‘another’, ‘other’, ‘some’.

bawat ˆýras

any time

bÿsan pila ka pÿsu

any amount of money

kãda panig

each leaf

2.2.2.2 Determiners identify personal nouns

Names of people are identified as personal nouns by personal noun
determiners, which precede them. There are two kinds of determiners based on
number and they contrast in relationship to syntactic positions within the sentence
and phrase. There are determiners marking the name of a single person (si, ni and
kay) and determiners marking the name of a single person with one or more others
(sina, nina and kana).

Si Pÿtir, hay nagakatuyug sa bayay.

As for Peter, he is sleeping in the house.

Nagatýyuˆ ˆang manga lýhaˆ ni Mamay sa lãngit.

The tears of Mother in heaven were falling.
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Naghuyam si Lýta ning banig kay Sabil.

Lota borrowed a mat from Sabil.

Mabãlik kuntaˆ sina Lÿbi.

Hopefully Libby and friends will return.

Nagpamakay kami ning pasalýbung kana Pitra.

We bought many gifts for Petra and friends.

2.2.3 Determiners help indicate role relationships

In order to communicate, the role relationships among substantives in phrases
and sentences and with verbs must be clearly signaled. A major function of
determiners is to help identify substantives with these relationships. For example, a
verb might express an action in which someone, an agent, causes the action.
Someone else, an accessory, is moved by the agent and a third person, a location
reference (also called a locative), serves as a point of reference for the motion. The
sentence, ˆAng trumpu, hay gintaˆu ni Nurma sa ˆungaˆ ni Marta. ‘The playing top
was given by Norma to the child of Martha.’, consists of a verb (gintaˆu ‘was
given’), a common noun (ˆang trumpu ‘a playing top’), a personal noun (ni Nurma
‘by Norma’) and a common noun (sa ˆungaˆ ni Marta ‘to the child of Martha’). The
occurrence of trumpu with the determiner ˆang identifies the playing top as the
object given (accessory), ni marks Norma as the one giving (agent) and sa marks
the child as the one to whom the playing top is given. However, as described
below, determiners only help to identify these relationships, as both the verb
inflection and the position of occurrence of the nouns within the sentence is also
necessary for a correct understanding of these relationships.

2.2.4 Determiners mark a sentence topic

A sentence topic (see sec. 2.18) is marked by a common noun determiner ˆang
or personal noun determiners si or sina.

Nagakubaˆkubaˆ ˆang ˆãkun dughan.

My chest was beating rapidly.

Si Huwãna ˆang nagkýpu nang mangga.

The one who got all the mangoes was Juana.

Nakurunãhan gid baya si Nÿna ˆadtu ning kurýna hay manga ˆalas dýsing gabˆi.

Nena was crowned with a crown about twelve o’clock in the evening.

Nasayangan ni Mÿlu sina Danÿlu nga yadtu sa Mapula.

Danilo and others happened to be seen by Milo there in Mapula.

2.2.5 Determiners mark a sentence comment

A sentence comment (see sec. 2.18) is marked by a common noun determiner
ˆang or personal noun determiner si.
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ˆAng ginapangayuˆ sa ˆÿmu hay ˆang paghigugmaˆ mu sa ˆiya.

As for what is being asked for from you, [it] is your love for him.

ˆAng gustu ni Pitra nga trabãhu hay ˆang pagnigusyu ning marmul.

As for the work that Petra likes, [it] is engaging in the merchandizing of
marble.

ˆAng ˆãmun miyugpraktis hay si Mistir Lalÿsan.

As for our trainer, [it] was Mr. Lalisan.

2.3 Noun Phrase: Constituents

A noun phrase is introduced by a determiner, followed by an optional
adjective or adjective phrase, followed by the joining ligature nga, a noun head and
an optional possessive noun or gerund.

2.3.1 The noun

2.3.1.1 Plural nouns

A few nouns contrast in being either unmarked or marked for plurality. An
unmarked noun may be singular or plural, whereas a marked noun is always plural
in number.

Plural nouns are marked in several ways. Nouns not borrowed from English
or Spanish typically are pluralized by a ka-an affix with or without length change.

bãtaˆ ‘young person, people’ kabatãˆan ‘young people’

saysay ‘life experience, experiences’ kasaysãyan ‘life experiences’

sýguˆ ‘instruction, instructions’ kasuguˆan ‘instructions’

ˆambuˆ ‘rat, rats’ kaˆambuˆan ‘rats’

A few plural nouns are formed by reduplication or doubling.

bayay ‘house, houses’ bayaybayay ‘houses’

gastu ‘expense, expenses’ panggastugastu ‘expenses’

ˆasãwa ‘spouse, spouses’ ˆasaˆasãwa ‘spouses’

Some plural nouns of English or Spanish origin end in a sibilant.

kÿlu ‘kilogram, kilograms’ kÿlus ‘kilograms’

kunsihal ‘councilor’ kunsihãlis ‘councilors’

Other plural nouns that are unique in their formation are listed in this
dictionary.

2.3.1.2 Intensive or extensive nouns

Intensive or extensive nouns are rare in the corpus.
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kagwãpa ‘a woman’s beauty’ pagwapagwãpa ‘a woman’s extreme or
superior beauty’

lawud ‘the deep sea’ kalawudlawýran ‘the very deep sea’

býhuˆ ‘hole, holes’ buhuˆbuhuˆ ‘many holes’

2.3.2 Noun phrase possessed by noun phrase or pronoun

A possessive common noun is indicated by the common noun determiner
nang (nang 1a) and a noun phrase.

ˆang kwartu nang ˆinda magýyang

the bedroom of their parents

ˆang ˆitlug nang nÿtib nga manuk

the eggs of native chickens

A possessive personal noun is indicated by the determiners ni or nina.

ˆang ˆisturya ni Karlus

the story of Carlos

ˆang manga batãsan nina Dÿnu

the attitude of Dino and others

Nouns are possessed by possessive adjective pronouns.

ˆang ˆãmun bayay

our house

ˆang hambay niya

his saying

2.3.3 Noun phrase modified by adjective

A noun phrase may consist of a modifying adjective followed by the
modifying ligature nga and a noun. The adjective may optionally follow the noun,
and be preceded by the modifying ligature.

ning maˆãyu nga bãruˆ ni Dilya

Delia’s nice dress

ning midyu manãmit nga pagkãˆun

food that is a little bit delicious

ning sãging nga bingkit

a double banana
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2.3.4 Noun phrase modified by demonstrative adjective

A demonstrative adjective, either alone or with a common noun determiner,
may precede the noun (see dictionary entries ˆadtu 1a, ˆinaˆ 1a, ˆini 1a). When
followed by a modifying ligature, the ligature is the variant -ng.

Ginpatýyug nang manga ˆaswang ˆadtung manga tãwu.

Those people were caused by the witches to sleep.

ˆInaˆ ˆang banganan hay kãhuy.

As for that buri stripper, it is a board.

2.3.5 Noun phrase modified by noun phrase

Two nouns occur together, the first modifying the second.

ˆasãwa nga babãyi

woman spouse, i.e., wife

ˆãmu nga lyãki

man employer

English commonly substitutes an adjective followed by a noun for such
expressions: ‘female spouse’, ‘male employer’. Common nouns with optional
post-noun possessive pronouns (ku and nãkun pronouns) follow the first noun and
before the second.

ˆang ˆasãwa ku nga babãyi

my woman spouse, i.e., my wife

2.3.6 Noun phrase extended by number

Some nouns are preceded by a number and number ligature ka.

ˆang duha ka bilug

two pieces

ˆang ˆikaduha nga ˆasãwa

a second spouse

These noun phrases can be extended.

ˆang duha ka bilug nga kawãyan

two pieces of bamboo

ˆang ˆikaduha nga ˆasãwa ni Birta

Bertha’s second husband

The following is a noun phrase taken, unmodified, from Romblomanon text.
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ning ˆisa ka buˆuk nga bagˆu nga ˆitlug nang nÿtib nga manuk

one fresh local chicken egg

2.3.7 Noun phrase modified by verb phrase

A noun phrase may be extended by the modifying ligature nga and a verb
phrase or pseudoverb phrase.

ˆang manga kakaˆibahãnan nga nagpamagpanaguˆ

the several companions who were each hiding

ˆang manga miyugtýpi ning buhuk nga ˆantÿgu nang manga ˆistÿlu

barbers who know [different kinds of hair] styles

2.3.8 Noun phrase extended by locative phrase

Noun phrases are extended by the addition of a locative phrase following
the noun.

kwarta sa patay

money for the dead

supurta sa ˆupisÿna

pension at the office, i.e., office pension

ˆisdaˆ sa dãgat

fish in the ocean

trabãhu sa sãkup nang ˆinda bayay

work inside their house

2.4 Noun Phrase: Distribution

2.4.1 Noun phrase as possessive

A possessive noun phrase, introduced by nang (nang 1a) for common nouns
or ni (ni 1a) for personal nouns, is preceded by a noun phrase or gerund phrase.

sa mayad nga magburda nang bãruˆ

to an expert embroiderer of dresses

ˆang pagbakay nang kamýti

the buying price of sweet potatoes

Nagabãhuy 'ang 'unga' ni Plurintÿna, 'ang 'iya hitsýra parÿhu gid nang 'iya
tatay nga si 'Inrÿku.

[When] the son of Florentina was growing up, his appearance was just like his
father, Enrico.

Pagbãhuy ni Ramun hay mabãlik da siya sa 'ãtun.

Upon Ramon's growing up, he will return to our place.
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Possession is used to indicate a specific part of a general time segment.

ˆalas syÿti nang ˆadlaw

seven o’clock during the day

hanãgub nang gabˆi

late evening at night

A possessive is also used in idioms involving specific days of the week.

ˆadlaw nang Sabadu

on a Saturday

2.4.2 Noun phrase as verb phrase constituents

A common noun phrase, with the determiner nang (nang 1a), functions as
genitive (sec. 2.10.2.1), as referent (sec. 2.10.2.2), as location (2.10.2.3) or as time
(2.10.2.4) of a verb phrase.

2.4.3 Noun phrase as sentence constituents

A noun phrase occurs as either the topic (sec. 2.2.4) or comment (sec. 2.2.5)
of a sentence.

2.5 Pronouns

There are three major kinds of pronouns: personal pronouns, indefinite
pronouns and demonstrative pronouns.

2.5.1 Personal pronouns

There are five sets of personal pronouns that are variously distributed within a
sentence.

2.5.1.1 ˆaku personal pronouns

ˆaku pronouns occur as either topic or comment of a sentence.

ˆaku I

ˆilaw you (singular)

siya he, she, it

kita we (inclusive)

kami we (exclusive)

kamu you (plural)

sinda they
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2.5.1.2 ˆãkun personal pronouns

There are three ˆãkun pronouns: one is a possessive adjective pronoun modifying
a noun or gerund; the second is a possessive comment pronoun occurring as a sentence
comment; and the third is a genitive pronoun which occurs before a verb.

pre-noun, pre-gerund

possessive adjective

possessive

comment

pre-verb

genitive

ˆãkun my mine by me

ˆÿmu your (singular) yours (singular) by you (singular)

ˆiya her, his, its hers, his, its by her, him, it

ˆãmun our (exclusive) ours (exclusive) by us (exclusive)

ˆãtun our (inclusive) ours (inclusive) by us (inclusive)

ˆindu your (plural) yours (plural) by you (plural)

ˆinda their theirs by them

Pre-noun or pre-gerund possessive adjective pronouns are commonly
followed by ning and the nouns or gerunds they modify.

ˆAng ˆãkun ning libru hay kadãmuˆ.

My books are many.

2.5.1.3 nãkun personal pronouns

There are two nãkun pronouns: one is a possessive adjective pronoun that is
found following a noun or gerund it modifies; the other is a genitive pronoun which
occurs following a verb or a negative.

post-noun, post-gerund

possessive adjective

post-verb, post-negative

genitive

nãkun my by me

nÿmu your (singular) by you (singular)

niya her, his, its by her, him, it

nãmun our (exclusive) by us (exclusive)

nãtun our (inclusive) by us (inclusive)

nindu your (plural) by you (plural)

ninda their by them
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The possessive may be a pronoun. The possessive pronoun either follows the
noun as above, or immediately follows the determiner.

ˆang ˆiya matambuk nga bãbuy

his fat pig

2.5.1.4 ku personal pronouns

post-noun, post-gerund

possessive adjective

post-verb

genitive

ku my by me

ta (ˆikaw, kamu) (you) by me5

mu your (singular) by you (singular)

niya her, his, its by her, him, it

nãmun our (exclusive) by us (exclusive)

ta our (inclusive) by us (inclusive)

nindu your (plural) by you (plural)

ninda their by them

ˆang kalingaw nga ˆungaˆ ku

my noisy children

Dinahãnan ku gid ˆikaw.

You were really respected by me.

There is one exception to the function of the post-verb genitive ta.
Immediately preceding the personal topic pronoun ˆikaw or kamu, it has the
meaning ‘by me’. In all other environments the meaning is ‘by us (incl)’.

Tawˆan ta ˆikaw ning rigãlu.

You (sg) will be given a gift by me.

ˆIndiˆ ta kamu pagˆabrÿhan.

You (pl) will not have the door opened for [you] by me.
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2.5.1.5 Locative personal pronouns

There are seven locative personal pronouns:

sa ˆãkun for, to, with me

sa ˆÿmu for, to, with you (singular)

sa ˆiya for, to, with her, him, it

sa ˆãmun for, to, with us (exclusive)

sa ˆãtun for, to, with us (inclusive)

sa ˆindu for, to, with you (plural)

sa ˆinda for, to, with them

2.5.2 Indefinite pronouns

The following is a list of indefinite pronouns found in this dictionary:

bÿsan kaninˆu anyone, everyone wayaˆ nobody, nothing

bÿsan sinˆu no matter who yãraˆ some

bÿsan ˆanu anything, something ˆãbir sinˆu anyone, everyone

kãda ˆisa each one ˆiba some, others

tigtagsa each one, one by one ˆisa kag ˆisa each other

primÿru the first one, the first
thing

ˆýna the first one, the first
thing

tanan everything, everyone

Indefinite pronouns may be extended by one or more verb phrases, each
preceded by nga.

tanan nga ˆãkun nasasayýran

all that was able to be known for sure by me

yãraˆ nga nagapanamkun nga ginahagkut kãda hãpun

some who have pregnancy cravings who feel cold every afternoon
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2.5.3 Demonstrative pronouns

There are five demonstrative pronouns:

ˆini this, this one, this place

ˆitun this, this one, this place

ˆinaˆ that, that one, that place (near)

ˆadtu that, that one, that place (far)

ˆimaw that, that one, that place (far)

2.6 Interrogatives and relatives

There are three major kinds of interrogatives and relatives: interrogative and
relative pronouns; interrogative and relative adverbs; and interrogative and relative
pro-verbs. In almost all cases, kung preceding the interrogative derives a relative.

2.6.1 Interrogative and relative pronouns

There are three kinds of interrogative and relative pronouns: a personal
pronoun; a possessive pronoun; an impersonal pronoun.

2.6.1.1 Interrogative and relative personal pronouns

Sinˆu is an interrogative personal pronoun.

Sinˆu ˆang makapatýbuˆ nang ˆining sãging?

Who will be able to make this banana grow?

Kung sinˆu is a relative personal pronoun.

Kung masayýran mu kung sinˆu, pangutãna na lang dãyun kung sanˆu ˆang
kasay.

When you know who the one [in charge] is, it should then be asked when the
wedding will be.

2.6.1.2 Interrogative and relative possessive pronouns

Kaninˆu is an interrogative possessive pronoun.

Kaninˆu baya ˆining libru?

Whose, I wonder, is this book?

Kung kaninˆu is a relative possessive pronoun.
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Wayaˆ ˆaku kasãyud kung kaninˆu ˆinaˆ tiyuˆ.

I do not know whose puppy that is.

2.6.1.3 Interrogative and relative impersonal pronouns

naˆanu What is the situation of a person, thing?

kung naˆunu what the situation of a person, thing is

pila how many things? how much substance?

kung pila how many there are, how much there is

ˆanu What is a particular action, state?

kung ˆanu what an action, state or thing is

2.6.2 Interrogative and relative adverbs

bãsiˆ Why does an event occur or a state exist?

kung bãsiˆ why an event occurs or a state exists

diˆin Where does an event occur, a condition, thing, person exist?

kung diˆin where an event occurs, a condition, thing, person exists

kasanˆu When did an event occur or a state exist?

kung kasanˆu when or until an event occurred

kung maˆunu How extensive or intensive is something?

how extensive or intensive something is

paˆunu How is it possible for an event to occur or a state to exist?

kung paˆunu an event about doing something, involved in doing something;
how an event occurs; with regards to doing something

sanˆu When will an event occur or a state exist?

kung sanˆu when or until an event occurs or a state exists
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2.6.3 Interrogative and relative pro-verbs

ˆunu What does someone do?

kung ˆunu what someone does

paˆunu How is it possible for an event to occur or a state to exist?

kung paˆunu what someone experiences

2.7 Locatives

There are two kinds of locatives: locative adjectives and locative adverbs.

2.7.1 Locative adjectives

yãri here

yãraˆ there near

yadtu there far

Locative adjective occurs as a sentence comment.

Yãri na ˆang ˆindu ˆãgaw nga matãhaw sa ˆindu.

Your helper is here now who will serve you [food].

Yãraˆ na ˆang ˆãkun bisti.

My dress was already there.

Yadtu baya si Tasya sa bakingkÿˆan.

Maybe Tacia was there at the hopscotch place.

2.7.2 Locative adverbs

diri here

diraˆ there near

didtu there far

Locative adverbs occur in the place margin of a sentence.

Diraˆ na nagtýnaˆ ˆang ˆãmun pagpangabuhiˆ ning maˆãyu.

Our living together well already began there.

Si Nanay nakaˆabut na siya didtu.

As for Mother, she was able to reach there, far.
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2.8 Gerund Phrase: Constituents

A gerund phrase has some characteristics of a noun phrase and some of a verb
phrase.

2.8.1 Gerund possessed by noun phrase or pronoun

Gerunds function as nouns in being possessed by possessive nouns and
possessive adjective pronouns.

ˆang pagbira nang naylun

the pulling of nylon

ˆang pagˆãyu ni Birtu

Berto’s getting well

ˆang pagtaˆu niya ning kwartu

her giving of money

2.8.2 Gerund modified by an adjective

A gerund is optionally preceded by an adjective or demonstrative adjective
and the modifying ligature nga.

ˆang purmal nga pagbaruˆ

the formal wearing of attire

sa ˆiya kadãyum nga pagkatýyug

from his sound sleeping

ˆang ˆinda maˆãyu nga pagsinundãnan

their good living together

ˆadtu nga pagpungkuˆ ni Gilbirt

that sitting of Gilbert

ˆinaˆ nga pagdasay

that praying

2.8.3 Gerund modified by demonstrative adjective

A modifying demonstrative adjective (see dictionary entries ˆadtu 1a, ˆinaˆ 1a,
ˆini 1a) may precede the gerund.

ˆadtu nga pagkandidãta

that competing as a contestant

ˆadtu nga pagpungkuˆ ni Gilbirt

that sitting of Gilbert
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2.8.4 Gerund modified by adverb

Gerunds are modified like verbs.

ˆang pagsinundãnan ning maˆãyu

living together nicely

sa pagbãyad nga dãˆan

in paying at once

2.8.5 Gerund referent

Gerunds, as verbs, occur with referents.

ˆang pagtaˆu ni Silma ning kwarta

Selma’s giving money

ˆang pagbakay ku ning tinãpay

my buying bread

ˆang ˆÿmu pagbutang ning bunut

your placing coconut husks

2.8.6 Gerund locative

Gerunds may be extended by the addition of a locative phrase.

ˆang paghurnal sa manga kaˆintik nga manga bapur

the working on small boats

ˆang pagpÿˆut nang lýgit sa kustal

the putting of copra into a sack

2.9 Gerund Phrase: Distribution

A gerund phrase is distributed to three major environments: it functions as an
adverb phrase; it extends other phrases following nga and sa; and it occurs in
several contexts as a nominalized gerund following a determiner.

2.9.1 Gerund phrase as adverb phrase

Ning and a gerund phrase follow a verb or gerund phrase.

nagtýnaˆ ning pagˆiskwÿlaˆ

‘began going to school’

madýgang ning paglãya

‘adds (something) in weaving’

pagˆiskwÿla ning pagkamaˆistru

‘studying in becoming a teacher’
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2.9.2 Gerund phrase extends other phrases following nga or sa

A gerund phrase extends a nominalized gerund following nga.

ˆang lÿkid nga pagkamãda nang niyug nga nilatak

the placing on edge in arranging the coconut pieces

A gerund phrase extends a verb phrase following sa.

ˆIgwa ˆinaˆ diraˆ ning kumplÿtu nga gãmit nga ˆindu magagãmit sa pagkatýyug.

There are complete supplies there that will be used by you in sleeping.

A gerund phrase extends an adjective phrase.

Si Luˆis gida, hay pwirsãdu kakýsug sa pagsãkaˆ sa býkid.

Really, as for Luis, [he] was very strong in climbing the hill.

A gerund phrase extends a substantive phrase.

ˆAng kababãˆan nga ˆãmun kÿtaˆ sa paghurnal sa kaˆintik nga manga bapur,
nagaparti lang gid ning dyis pÿsus.

As for our very low income in working on small boats, [we each] had a share
of ten pesos.

2.9.3 Distribution of nominalized gerund

2.9.3.1 Nominalized gerund phrase as possessive substantive

A gerund phrase occurs as a possessive substantive following nang (nang 1a).

ˆang ginatunãˆan nang pagpamahaˆ

the beginning of continual flooding

ˆang dahilan nang pagpanglintiˆ

the cause of lightning flashing

ˆang dãyum nang pagkutkut

the depth of digging

ˆibaˆiba klãsi nang pagˆýtud

different ways of cutting

Gerunds are preceded by a nãkun pronoun to form a pronominal possessive
gerund phrase.

ˆang tubtuban ˆini niya nga pagˆistãdi

the result of this one’s studying

ˆang ˆýna nãkun nga pagˆatýbang sa mÿyur

the first time of my facing the mayor
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ˆang ˆulÿhi ninda nga pagkÿtaˆ

the last time of their seeing (someone)

2.9.3.2 Nominalized gerund phrase as time

A gerund phrase sets the time of an event or situation. It is optionally
preceded by nang (nang 3b).

nang pagbakay ku sa ˆiya ning tubaˆ

upon my buying coconut wine from him

nang pagpalapit mu sa ˆãkun

upon your coming near me

pagbãhuy ni Ramun

upon Ramon’s growing up

2.9.3.3 Nominalized gerund phrase as sentence topic

A gerund phrase occurs as the topic of a sentence following the determiner
ˆang.

Dãpat hay ˆindiˆ ka maglagumba pãra nga ˆindiˆ mu madisturbu ˆang
pagkatýyug ni Lýla.

You should not stamp [your] feet in order that Grandmother’s sleeping will
not be disturbed by you.

Tawˆan ta ning ˆatinsyun ˆang pagpanglimpyu sa suyud nang bayay.

Cleaning inside the house will be paid attention to by us.

2.9.3.4 Nominalized gerund phrase as sentence comment

A nominalized gerund phrase commonly occurs as a sentence topic. The topic
is commonly preposed, followed by hay (hay2) and the comment.

ˆAng gustu ni Pitra nga trabãhu hay ˆang pagnigusyu ning marmul.

The work that Petra likes is engaging in the merchandising of marble.

ˆAng ˆintiris ni Tiruy hay ˆang pagpangisdaˆ.

The interest of Teroy is going fishing.

2.10 Verb Phrase: Constituents

A verb phrase proper is composed of a verb, the head of the verb phrase, plus
a maximum of four other substantive phrase constituents: genitive, referent,
location and time. The verb phrase also has optional adverb, negative adverb and
modifying verb phrase constituents.
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2.10.1 The verb

Verb affixes indicating role relationships

agent
(nag- class)

goal
(-un class)

accessory
(ˆi- class)

location
(-an class)

past nag-, -um- giN- 1a,
-in-1 1a

giN- 1b,
-in-1 1b

giN-an 1,
-in-an 1a

present naga- gina- 1a gina- 1b gina-an 1

future ma-1 1 -un ˆi- -an1 1a

neutral mag-, -um- -un ˆi- -an1 1a

neg past nag- giN-a, pag-a gin-an 2 pag-i

neg present naga- gina-a gina-an 2 gina-i

neg future ma-1 1 pag-un pagˆi- pag-an 1a

neg neutral mag- -a -i

past abl naka- na-1 naˆi- na-an

non-past abl maka- ma-1 2 maˆi-, ˆika- ma-an,
ka-an1

neutral abl magka-

neg past abl naka- na-1 naˆi- na-i

neg non-past
abl

maka- ma-1 2 maˆi- ma-i

neg neutral
abl

ka-1

infinitive mag-

imperative mag-, pag-,
-um-, zero aff

-a, -un -a -an, -i,
pag-an

neg imperative mag-, pag- mag-a, pag-a pag-an, pag-i

gerund naga- 1b, pa-2
(pa 1b), pag- 1a,
paN-4 2, zero aff

byu- byu- pag-an

abl gerund kaCV-, pagka- 1a

time gerund pagka- 1b pagka- 1b pag-an 1a

Figure 3. Verb affixes
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The array of affixes and affix combinations that potentially inflect any given
verb is extensive. Though some verbs are inflected with only a few affixes in
natural speech or writing, some have been observed to occur with a hundred or
more. Verbs do occur unaffixed. But when they are affixed, one kind of affix is
obligatory. This is an affix that indicates a primary role (or case) relationship
between the verb and an accompanying substantive (see sec. 2.18). Verbs are
inflected for tense in only some environments, and various features of aspect are
optional (see sec. 2.10.1.5 and 2.10.1.6).

Four major kinds of verbs are recognized depending on inflection by four
classes of affixes that indicate a primary role (or case) relationship between the
verb and an accompanying substantive. For convenience these are called agentive
verbs, goal verbs, accessory verbs and locative verbs.

2.10.1.1 Verbs signal agent role

Verbs that signal a primary relationship with an agent are inflected with a
nag- class affix. An agent intentionally or unintentionally performs an act. The
agent may act with an accessory, which is either a secondary participant or an
instrument. The act is performed in a location or, if an accessory is involved, the
accessory is moved or moved relative to a location. This category includes
“become” verbs, signaling people or things that come into a condition different
from what they were previously.

Si Nancy ˆang nagkilis nang bugas.

It was Nancy who washed the rice.

Nang nagdãmuˆ na ˆãkun sýkiˆ, nagakýyang ˆang ˆãkun lýtuˆ.

When my regular customers became many, my cooking became inadequate.

2.10.1.2 Verbs signal goal role

A goal, signaled by an -un class affix inflecting the verb, is a substantive that
typically undergoes a change of condition.

baril + -un = barilun

Hinadlýkan ˆaku kay bãsiˆ kung barilun.

I was frightened because what if [someone] will be shot.

It is not always possible, however, to postulate a change of condition for all verbs
inflected with an -un type verb. This is because there is not a one-to-one correlation
between form and function.

2.10.1.3 Verbs signal accessory role

An accessory, signaled by an ˆi- class affix inflecting the verb, is a substantive
that is typically moved in the performance of an action. An accessory is either a
secondary participant in an action or an instrument used to perform the action.
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ˆIpilak niya ˆang lãta.

The can will be thrown by him.

ˆIpuypug ku ˆang martilyu sa batu.

A hammer will be used by me to pound the stone.

2.10.1.4 Verbs signal location role

A location substantive, signaled by an -an class affix inflecting the verb, is a
person, place or thing located relative to the motion of an accessory, the place in
which an action occurs, or is the beneficiary of the action. In the following
example, branches are removed from the mango tree.

hãwan + gin-an = ginhawãnan

Ginhawãnan ni ˆAgut ˆang mangga.

The mango tree was cleared [of branches] by Agot.

bakay + gina-an = ginabakyan

Pirmi ˆaku ginabakyan ning tinãpay.

I always have bread bought for [me].

katýyug + -an = katuyýgan

ˆImaw ˆang katuyýgan ni Lusit.

That place is where Lucit will sleep.

2.10.1.5 Verbs signal tense

Some verbs are affixed to indicate tense. In Figure 3, verb affixes are
identified as indicating either past, present or future tense or, in the case of affixes
indicating abilitative aspect, past or non-past tense. These are formal labels.
Semantically each classification covers areas of meaning more complex than past,
present or future tense, and involve features of aspect not formally signaled. These
are briefly described in this section. Features of aspect clearly indicated by
affixation are described in section 2.10.1.6.

Some verbs are affixed to indicate simple past, simple present (or present
progressive) and simple future tense.

A. Simple past tense

Wayaˆ na ˆaku nagnunut kay Marya pagbakay ning bisti.

I did not accompany Mary in buying a gown.

Ginãbut ˆang sundang ni Birtu kag labuˆun si Budung.

Berto’s bolo was unsheathed and Budong was stabbed.

Naghuyat si Lýpu didtu hasta maggab'i.

Lopo waited there until [it] became night.

Nakakÿtaˆ ˆadtung tagaLugbun ning pasahÿru nga naglumpat sa bapur.

The people of Logbon happened to see a passenger jump from the ship.
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B. Simple present tense6

Nagakýnum kag nagaduyum ˆang lãngit.

The sky is becoming cloudy and is becoming dark.

Ginalabuˆ ni Samsun ˆang kawãyan.

The bamboo is being slashed by Samson.

Ginapangganˆut ˆaku ning malamig kay masakit ˆang ˆãkun tiyan.

I am being extensively soaked by cold perspiration because my abdomen
aches.

C. Simple future tense

Diri lang kamu kay mahandaˆ pa ˆaku ning ˆindu miryinda.

Just [stay] here because I will prepare something for your snack.

Gustu ku lakutan ning bãyuy ˆang ˆãkun ˆýtan.

I want that my coconut-flavored vegetables will have dried flat fish mixed into
[them].

The meaning range of verbs inflected for past, present and future tense
includes customary or habitual action. Although customary future and especially
customary present tense verbs are most common, customary past tense verbs do
occur.

D. Customary past tense

Madãmuˆ nga manga hambay nang Tagãlug ˆang naghãluˆ sa ˆãtun nyan nga
tyimpu.

[There were] many words of Tagalog people that mixed with ours during this
period of time.

Pagˆadtu gãniˆ kunu hay ginsuksuk nang prinsÿsa ˆang pakpak ˆang manga
býsuy hay magakahuyug.

Whenever those wings, they say, were worn by the princess, many seeds would
fall down.

In some cases the English translation of a customary past tense verb is
translated as a customary present tense verb.

Kung ˆang ˆisa ka tãwu hay pakadtýˆun sa byãhi kag nakasumpung siya ning
ˆitum nga ˆuning ˆinaˆ kunu siya hay madidisgrasya.

If a person is about to go on a trip and he happens to meet a black cat, that
one, they say, will surely have an accident.
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E. Customary present tense

May bÿsis gid nga ˆindi kamangnu ˆang manuk nga mungaˆ ˆang banug
nagagulpi lang tugpuˆ sa tungud nang ˆisiw.

There are times when the mother hen is not aware that a hawk is just quick
swooping down near the baby chicks.

ˆIni ˆang ˆitlug nang nÿtib nga manuk hay ginahãluˆ sa ˆimplastu nga buyung.

The eggs of local chickens are mixed into medicinal plaster.

F. Customary future tense

Sinda naman ˆang masuyud didtu sa balayan nang sÿhiˆ nang guldin
subrasubra.

They (i.e., hermit crabs) are the ones who will go inside the empty shells of
Hebrew moon snails.

May ˆanÿtu nga kung ˆÿmu kunu ˆini digýsun ˆang ˆuning kag ngitlan hay
magapanglintiˆ kag magaˆinýyan.

There is a belief taboo that if a cat will be bathed, they say, by you and will be
laughed at there will be lightning and continuous raining.

A customary action in past time subsequent to another customary action is
marked by a future tense affix.

Kãda lãpit nang yãki, ginapakang siya.

Whenever the man came near [the girl], he was hit with a stick [by her].

G. Past progressive action

Past progressive action is indicated by a present tense inflection.

ˆAng magˆasawa nga wayaˆ ˆungaˆ hay nakakÿtaˆ ning kabahuy nga kahun nga
nagalutaw sa dãgat.

A married couple who had no children happened to see a big box which was
floating in the ocean.

Nagpãnaw na kami ˆinaˆ nyan kay nagadakuˆdakuˆ na da ˆang ˆuyan nga
nagatýyuˆ.

We left then because the rain that was dripping was becoming very intense.

Past narrative action is indicated by a present tense inflection.

ˆAku ˆang nagakamãda kag nagadasuk nang dýtaˆ.

I was the one arranging [stones] and tamping the earth.

Past potential action is indicated by present tense inflection.

Mabakay ˆaku ˆadtu ning ˆisdaˆ hay wayaˆ ning buˆuy; wayaˆ ˆaku kabakay.

I was going to buy fish, [but] none were gotten; I was unable to buy [any].
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2.10.1.6 Verbs signal aspect

Aspect is used here to categorize formal features of verb action beyond a
tense setting. It involves features such as ability to perform an action or
consistency, duration, intensity, regularity and the like. Four major categories are
mentioned here.

A. Ability

This category is extensively used throughout the language and potentially
modifies any verb. Its range of meaning includes not only actions that are able to be
done, but also actions that happen to be done or are accidentally, casually or
unintentionally done. For affixes used to indicate ability, see those including the
designation “abl” in the left column of Figure 3, page 40.

Mamãnaˆ ˆaku; wayay makapugung sa ˆãkun gustu.

I’ll go spear fishing; no one will be able to prevent what I want [to do].

Kung ˆÿmu sukãtun ˆang sÿhiˆ, dãpat pakut ˆang ˆÿmu gamÿtun kay ˆagud hay ˆindiˆ
mabuˆak ˆang ˆiya ning balayan.

If the mollusk meat is pried out by you, what should be used by you is a safety
pin so that its shell will not be accidentally broken.

Nang magpyista sa ˆinda baryu, ˆisa siya nga napÿliˆ nga kandidãta.

When it was fiesta time in their village, she alone happened to be chosen as a
contestant.

Nakangilit ning sikrÿtu ˆang ˆiya lýlu kaysa ˆiya ˆÿsip hay nagasÿlus si Ramun sa
ˆiya manghud.

His grandfather casually smiled secretly because in his mind Ramon was
jealous of his younger sibling.

B. Continuous action

Action that continues through time is signaled by an infix -in- (-in-3) which
occurs immediately following the first consonant of the root or stem.

ˆAng bãka, hay nagkinãˆun ning bilug gid nga ˆadlaw.

As for the cow, [it] continually ate the whole day.

Ginabinakyan ni Luˆis ning tinãpay ˆadtung magýyang, siya ˆinaˆ wayaˆ siya
gakãˆun.

That old man continuously has bread bought for [him] by Luis, [but] as for
that one, he eats nothing.

C. Durative action

The infix -in- (-in-3) or variant ni- (ni-3) indicates that the action of a verb is
always, continuously or regularly done, or keeps on being done.
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Si Dilya, nagakinãˆun nang býnga nang kanduy.

As for Delia, [she] always eats the fruit of the waxgourd.

ˆIni nga magtýnaˆ ning ˆinýyan matanum ˆaku ning gãbi sa ˆalÿhid nang bayay.

This time when [it] begins to rain continuously I will plant taro at the border
of the house.

Bãsiˆ nagnilýpuk na didtu sa Parayan?

Why was it that [an explosive device] kept on exploding there in Parayan?

D. Extensive action

This category is indicated by a prefix paN- (paN-2). The range of meaning of
this category includes actions that are extensive in their effect on substantives
within the verb phrase or on sentence topics.

Ginpampislit ˆadtu ˆang nasa kustal.

That [charcoal] which was in the sack was extensively squeezed.

Nagapangrikÿsa ˆang kumiti sa ˆiwag nang manga ˆigwa ning manga ˆalãdin.

The light committee is searching all over for those who have pressure lamps.

ˆIndiˆ ka na makapangliˆliˆ sa manga býhuˆ nang manga batu.

You will no longer be able to thoroughly examine the holes in the rocks.

E. Intensive action

A doubling of the root form (D 1a) signals this category. It indicates action
that is extreme, intense or exceeds normal limits.

ˆAng ˆinda dulsi gãniˆ hay gakuyangkýyang sa manga tãwu; ginahabuthãbut
lang ˆang ˆinda tindÿra nga si Mÿsis Wagwag.

Their candies were very insufficient for the people; Mrs. Wagwag, their lady
storekeeper, was kept extremely busy.

Ginadahandãhan ˆinaˆ sa pagsÿhud ˆang ˆuyang nga pãra ˆindiˆ na magpisik.

Scooping up brook shrimp is done very slowly so that they will no longer
escape.

ˆIndiˆ ku masayýran kung ˆanu na ˆang ˆinda kamutãngan, kung sinda
ginahugaˆhýgaˆ ˆu ˆabunda man sa ˆinda pagpangÿtaˆ kwarta.

I do not know what their situation is, whether they are experiencing great
hardship or abundance in their continually looking for money.

F. Repetitive action

Action done repeatedly is indicated by CV reduplication affix (CV- 2) or by
doubling of the root (D 1b).
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Maˆãyu gãniˆ kung dãmuˆ kita kay ˆagud hay dãmuˆ nga manga ˆimpurmasyun
ˆang mabubuˆuy nang ˆining nagapangutana sa ˆãmun.

It is surely good if there are many of us so that much information will be able
to be frequently gotten by this one who is inquiring from us.

'Ang tãwu nga madali' ma'utu'utu', bÿsan pantÿngi' na ning bugas, 'itatangway
pa niya ning tuba'.

A person who becomes easily fooled, even though [the money] is for buying
rice, will still be used by him for continually buying coconut wine.

CV reduplication of the above examples are of the root. When the verb is
affixed with ˆika- (ˆika-2), maka- or naka-, however, reduplication is of the
syllable ka.

Wayaˆ da kami ning kãya nga ˆikakabakay ning labakãra.

We do not have the wherewithal that can be used to frequently buy face
towels.

Bihÿraˆ ˆang nakakadãwi ning maˆãyu nga ˆisdaˆ.

The ones who are consistently able to catch special fish on a hook are rare.

Example sentences with doubling of the root:

Kung sinda nagatanum, ˆigwa sinday ginahugunghýgung nga kanta.

When they planted, they had a song which was repeatedly hummed [by them].

ˆÃkun na ˆinaˆ ginaliwatlÿwat hasta nga wayaˆ na ˆaku ning masasanduk didtu
nga putut ˆinaˆ nga býhuˆ.

That is then repeated by me many times until there are no more small shrimp
at all that will be able to be scooped out by me from that hole.

G. Verification of action

Reduplication of the first consonant and vowel (CV- affixation) indicates that
the action of a verb really, surely or truly occurs.

Wayaˆ kita ning mahahambay nga limpyu gid nga týbiˆ.

We do not have what can truly be called pure water.

Hay nahahadluk na kami hay nagabakwit gãniˆ kami ˆadtu.

We were already truly afraid when we were evacuating there [to that place].

2.10.1.7 Imperative verbs

Imperative verbs indicate commands to those spoken to or that an action must
or should be accomplished either by one or more people spoken to or spoken about.

Imperative verbs are inflected for one of four roles: agent, goal, accessory or
location.
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A. Agent focus imperatives

There are four agent focus imperative verb forms with, as far as has been
determined, no contrast in meaning: mag-, pag-, -um-, and zero affix (with base or
root only).

Kung sinda ˆini ginabuˆuy dãpat hay magdaya ka ning martilyu!

When they (i.e., cockscomb oysters) are gotten, you must bring a hammer!

Pagpungkuˆ lang kamu kag magdasay!

You should just sit down and pray!

Bumuˆuy ning limpyu nga butilya nang kitsap; butangan ning sýkaˆ nga
maˆÿsug!

Get a clean ketchup bottle; put in strong homemade vinegar!

Sãkaˆ na sa ˆibãbaw kag kumatýyug ka!

Climb up above and sleep!

Negative agent focus imperatives occur with either mag- or pag- affixes. The affix
-um- or zero affix (base or root) have not been observed to occur with a negative.

Kung ˆindiˆ mu siya madaya pabãlik, ˆayaw gid magkari sa ˆãkun!

If she cannot be brought coming back by you, do not come to me!

ˆAyaw paghãwid sa mabuling nga bãgay!

Do not hold dirty things!

B. Goal focus imperatives

There are two goal focus imperative verb forms with no observed contrast in
meaning: -a, -un.

Biraha ˆang lamÿsa hampig sa dingding!

The table must be pulled near the wall!

Bakyun mu na lang ˆang plantya ku kag ˆadtung pinggan kag tãsa!

My iron and those plates and cups should be bought by you!

There are two negative goal focus imperatives: mag-a, pag-a.

Kung ˆikaw naman magbahug nang ˆÿmu bãbuy hay ˆayaw magdakýˆa!

When you feed your pig, [the feeding] should not be overdone!

Ayaw ˆãnay pagpatuyýga si Turing kay ginagýtum pa ˆinaˆ siya!

Please, Toring should not be allowed to sleep because that one is still hungry!

C. Accessory focus imperatives

One accessory focus imperative verb form has been observed: -a. No negative
accessory focus imperative has been observed.
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Gabýta ˆang sundang sa tagub!

The bolo must be pulled out from the sheath!

D. Location focus imperatives

There are three location focus imperative verb forms: -an, -i, pag-an.

Dingdingan kãda kÿlid pãra ˆang ˆasu hay paˆibabaw ˆang salÿda!

Both sides [of the smoking rack] must be walled in so that the smoke will go
up!

Tatay, nanay, puydi ba ˆaku makanunut sa bayay ni Lýlu? Sÿgi na! Tugýti na
ˆaku nindu!

Father, mother, can I go to grandfather’s house? Come on! I should be
permitted by you now to go!

Paghawÿran mu ˆang kamut nang tãwu nga may sakit ˆini hay kalamig!

The hands of a person should be held by you whose sickness is that [the hands]
are cold!

There are two negative location focus imperatives: pag-an, pag-i.

Kung ˆaku makahalin diri sa bayay, ˆayaw gid ˆaku pagtudluˆan sa manga
magýyang ˆagud hay ˆindiˆ ˆaku makÿtaˆ!

If I am able to leave this place, don’t point me out to [our] parents so that I
will not be seen!

ˆAyaw gid ˆaku pagtimãki, kay wayaˆ ta ˆikaw pagtimãki nang pagpalapit mu sa
ˆãkun!

I should not be despised because you were not despised by me upon your
coming near me!

2.10.1.8 Infinitive verbs

Infinitives are marked by a mag- prefix. They occur in at least six major
constructions.

A. Infinitives follow adjectives

Nahuyaˆ ˆaku nga maghambay diri sa sýlat.

I was ashamed to say [anything] here in the letter.

ˆIkaw nga bantay hay ˆubligãdu ka gid nga magdaya sa ˆiya ning nyug.

You as a tenant are obliged to bring a coconut to him.

Adjectives followed by infinitives include temporal adjectives.

ˆAng manga magýyang ˆimaw ˆang ˆýna magpakÿtaˆ ning maˆãyu nga
halimbãwaˆ sa ˆinda manga ˆungaˆ.

The parents should be the first to show a good example to their children.
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Following some adjectives such as “enjoy” or “interested”, the English
translation is more naturally a gerund.

ˆIntirisãdu si Sunya magpamatiˆ sa hambay nang duktur.

Sonia was interested in listening to what the doctor said.

B. Infinitives follow verbs

Ginghambay ku gãniˆ ˆang ˆãkun manga ˆungaˆ nga lyãki nga kung puydi ˆindiˆ
ˆãnay sinda magpinãnaw nga magpinamýtung.

My male children were told by me that if possible they should not keep on
walking around to keep on gathering young coconuts.

ˆÝras na pãra makatuˆun ka nga maghÿmuˆ ning bÿsan ˆanu.

It is already time for you to learn to do something [useful].

C. Infinitives follow pseudoverbs

May babãyi nga tÿgu magdaya nang ˆinda sarÿli.

There are women who know how to manage themselves.

Kung ˆang ˆisa nga tagˆÿya nang manuk hay gustu magbaligyaˆ ning manuk,
madakup ˆini sya ning manuk kag dayˆun sa banwa kag ˆibaligyaˆ nya sa
gustu magbakay.

If a chicken farmer wants to sell chickens, she catches the chickens and brings
them to town and sells them to those who wish to buy.

D. Infinitives follow nouns

ˆIndiˆ na gid kami kakãya magpagardin kay sayud nindu talagang yaˆ na gid dri
týbiˆ dri sa ˆiskuylahan.

We surely no longer have the resources to have a garden made because you
know that here at school there is absolutely no water.

E. Infinitives follow determiners as part of substantive phrases

ˆAng sabat ku sa ˆãkun nanay, “Kamu na lang ˆang magˆasãwa kay malãyas
ˆaku.”

I answered my mother, “You [two] just be the ones to get married because I
will run away.”

F. Infinitives follow the subordinate conjunction pãra

ˆAng dãhun, hay ginalãˆub pãra magˆinitˆinit.

As for the leaves, [they] are slowly heated in order to become gradually warm.
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2.10.1.9 Gerunds

Gerunds are nominal verbs, potentially possessed by agent or location
substantives7

7 (commonly nouns or pronouns). They are usually translated by an
English word ending in “-ing”.

A. Gerunds possessed by agent substantives

There are six major gerund forms of this kind with little or no distinguishable
variation in meaning. They occur with one of the following affixes: naga-, pa-,
pag-, pagka-, paN-, or zero affix (root or stem).

A full description of the distribution of each of these forms exceeds the
limitation of this grammar sketch. However, most major distributions with
example affixed forms are listed below.

Gerunds possessed by agent substantives following ˆang:

With naga-

ˆAng nagasaksak nang lýgit, ˆang kãda ka buˆak nang lýgit nga niyug hay ˆupat
ka lasaklasak.

[In] the cutting of copra into pieces, each piece of copra is cut into four parts.

With pag-

Bukun mahÿnay ˆang pagkanta; kasamuksãmuk.

The singing was not slow; [it] was very fast.

With zero affix

ˆAng nagapaˆãput ning kalãyu hay ˆinutˆinut ˆang butang nang baguy.

The ones who make the fire do the placing of the coconut shells little by little.

Gerunds possessed by agent substantives occuring as substantives following
the possessive noun determiner nang:

With pag-

Kung payut na ˆang kaguyãngan, kung magˆinýyan ning týdu, ˆimaw ˆinaˆ ˆang
ginatunãˆan nang pagpamahaˆ.

When the forest is already denuded, when it continually rains heavily, that’s the
time of the beginning of continual flooding.
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Bãwal kunu ˆang magngilit ˆu paligýsan ˆang ˆuning kay ˆinaˆ ˆang dahilan nang
pagpanglintiˆ, dayugdug kag ˆuyan nga dakuˆ.

They say that to laugh at or bathe a cat is forbidden because that is the cause of
lightning flashing, thunder and heavy rain.

Gerunds possessed by agent substantives following an adjective or
demonstrative adjective and nga:

With pag-

ˆAng purmal nga pagbaruˆ hay ˆadtung bãruˆ nga ˆÿmu lang gid ginagãmit kung
may ˆukasyun ka nga kadtuˆan.

The formal wearing of attire is a dress that is used only by you if there is an
occasion to which you will go.

Hay madugaydugay ˆadtu nga pagpungkuˆ ni Gilbirt, ˆadyus! Nagtilitili.

When that sitting of Gilbert was for a little while, oh no! It sprinkled rain.

Gerunds possessed by reciprocal agent substantives following an adjective or
demonstrative adjective and nga:

With pag-in-an

Kung magkasunduˆ gid ˆining ˆãtun manga ˆungaˆ pagkatãpus nang ˆinda kasay,
kag nakikÿtaˆ ku ˆang ˆinda maˆãyu nga pagsinundãnan, ˆinsigÿda tawˆan
ku sinda ning kapital sa pagpangabuhiˆ.

If our children agree [with each other] after their wedding, and I see their good
living together, immediately I will give them a capital investment for
[their] living.

Gerunds possessed by agent substantives following a verb and optional ning
or sa:

With pag-

Ginasuhýyan sa pagbaba ˆang lýgit kay wayaˆ pa ˆadtu ning trak nang ˆýna.

[The transporting of ] copra was paid for by carrying [it] on the back (i.e.,
carriers were paid) because there were no trucks before.

With paN-

Nabubýhiˆ kami sa panãgat kag sa maˆisut ku nga tindãhan.

We were able to live by [means of] ocean fishing and by [means of] my small
store.
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With zero affix

Kung tapus na hãkut ˆang manga pinuntuk nga niyug pwÿdi ka na makatýnaˆ
bunut.

If the transporting of the piled coconuts is finished, then you can start now
husking.

Gerunds possessed by agent substantives following a verb and ning or sa
indicating the purpose of an event:

With pag-

Ginˆindyiksyunan ˆaku ning pangpatýyug nang duktur.

I was injected with [medicine] for causing sleep by the male doctor.

ˆAng kwarta nga ˆãmun ginggãmit sa pagbakay ning pýkut, hay
gingˆambagˆambagan nãmun.

As for the money that we used for buying a fishnet, [it] was contributed by
each of us.

Gerunds possessed by reciprocal agent substantives following a verb and sa:

With pag-in-an

Birta luwas ˆãnay diraˆ; ˆigwa kitay manga bisÿta; kahinangyãnun ka diri sa
pagˆinirgýhan nãmun.

Bertha, please come outside; we have visitors; you are needed here in our
conversing with each other.

Gerunds possessed by agent substantives following a pseudoverb and
optional ning or sa:

With pag-

Kung tapus na siya sa pagˆiskwÿla ning pagkamaˆistru, sya na ˆang
mapaˆiskwÿla sa ˆãkun.

If she is already finished studying in becoming a teacher, she will then be the
one to let me go to school.

With zero affix

Kung tapus na ˆaku ning panghýgas,8 ˆãkun na ˆitun pakatuyýgun ˆang ˆãkun
manga ˆungaˆ.

When I finish washing all [the dishes], my children will then be allowed by me
to sleep.
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Gerunds possessed by agent substantives occuring as the extension of a
sentence:

With pa- (pa2 1b)

Kung ˆÿmu ˆini tuslukun ning sundang, hay gaˆuslup nga dãˆan paˆidayum.

When [jackknife clam mollusks] are stabbed by you with a cutting bolo, they
retract immediately going inside [their shells].

Gerunds possessed by agent substantives following the time gerund
pagkatãpus and an optional ning:

With zero affix

Pagkatãpus ku ning bãsa matýyug na ˆaku.

Upon my completion of reading I will then sleep.

Pagkatãpus kilis, ˆibutang ˆang gataˆ nga pangduha kag pangtatlu nga pýgaˆ.

After the washing [of the sticky rice], put coconut milk [into it] which is the
second and third squeezing.

Gerunds possessed by agent substantives following an optional kaysa, ning or
sa indicating the cause of an event:

With kaCV-

Wayaˆ natuyýgi ˆang prinsÿsa kaysa kaˆiˆÿsip sa prinsipi.

The princess was not able to sleep because of [her] thinking of the prince.

Hay nang patatlu ka ˆadlaw kuy bunitbýnit hay wayaˆ na kay sigýru naˆýbus na
ˆadtu ning kabubýnit ku da.

On the third day of my fishing with hook and line there were no more because
probably they were already depleted by my fishing with a hook and line.

Ginasumbag ˆang dingding; nagalinabýnuk ˆang pwirtãhan kasisÿpaˆ.

The walling is struck with [his] fist; the door continually makes a banging noise
by [his] kicking.

Time gerunds possessed by agent substantives function as sentence
introducers:

With pag-

Pagbãhuy ni Ramun hay mabãlik da siya sa ˆãtun.

Upon Ramon’s growing up, he will return to our place.
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B. Gerunds possessed by location substantives

The majority of gerunds are possessed by agent substantives as illustrated
above. However, a few gerunds are possessed by location substantives with the
affix pag-an.

Gerunds possessed by location substantives following ˆang:

Maˆãyu ˆang pagˆatãman kay Birhinya nang ˆiya ˆãmu.

Virginia’s being cared for by her employer is good.

Time gerunds possessed by locative substantives function as sentence
introducers:

With pag-an

Kung gustu ka magpaligus, buksan lang; pagbuhÿˆan mu, masara na ˆagud
bukun pa magastus sa týbiˆ kag ˆindiˆ maglamˆaw.

If you like to take a bath, you just turn on [the automatic shut-off faucet]; upon
being released by you [it] will then turn off so that [it] will not still
consume the water and [the water] will not become stagnant.

2.10.2 Substantives in the verb phrase

There are a maximum of four grammatical positions in a verb phrase proper
where non-topic substantives occur with a secondary role relationship to the verb.
(For a discussion of substantives as topic, see sec. 2.18.) These are genitive,
referent, location and time. The genitive is reserved for the agent; goal and
accessory occur as referent. In addition, location and time occur in the verb phrase
margin.

2.10.2.1 Genitive

A genitive is an optional constituent of the verb phrase if the verb is inflected
with either an -un, ˆi- or -an class affix. If the verb is inflected with a nag- class
affix, agent is topic with primary relationship with the verb. A genitive does not
occur with nag- class affixes.

Common substantive genitives are marked with the determiner nang (nang
1b); personal nouns by ni (ni 1b) or nina (nina 1b); or by genitive pronoun sets ku,
nãkun or ˆãkun (see 2.5.1.2, 2.5.1.3 and 2.5.1.4), depending on distribution within
the verb phrase (see 2.10.6.2 and 2.10.6.4).

Pinahalin kami nang tagˆÿya.

We were sent away by the owner.

Gingpakyaw ni Lÿna ˆang paggýna sa ˆuma ni Karla.

The weeding in Carla’s upland field was contracted by Lina.
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Sayud nina Pidru na ˆinang barýtu hay bukun ˆãkun.

[It] is known by Pedro and others that the boat is not mine.

Tatay, patawãrun mu ˆaku.

Father, I should be forgiven by you.

Nang ˆaring bagˆu pa lang nãkun siya nga nakÿtaˆ, hay nagahuyaˆhýyaˆ.

When she was first seen by me, she was a little bit shy.

Wayaˆ na nãkun ginasipita ˆang ˆãkun buhuk.

My hair was no longer being trimmed by me.

ˆImaw ˆinaˆ ˆang ˆãmun ginatingiˆ ning bugas.

That is what is used by us for buying rice.

2.10.2.2 Referent

The referent of a verb phrase is a substantive with a secondary role
relationship to the verb of goal or accessory.

A. Referent as goal

Verbs inflected with a nag- class affix are expanded to indicate the referent as
a non-topic goal. The substantive is marked with a nang (nang 2) or rarely a ning
(ning 1a) determiner.99

Si Maryu ˆang nagbãsag nang bangaˆ.

Mario was the one who broke the drinking water jar.

Nagpatay ning manuk ˆang ˆiya lýlu.

His grandfather killed a chicken.

Verbs inflected with an ˆi- class or -an class affix are expanded to indicate the
referent as a non-topic goal marked by a ning (ning 1a) determiner.

Ibakay ninda ning pagkãˆun.

[The money] will be used by them to buy food.

Ginabinakyan ni Luˆis ning tinãpay ˆadtung magýyang.

That old man keeps on having bread bought for [him] by Luis.

B. Referent as accessory

Verbs inflected with a nag- class affix are expanded to indicate the referent as
a non-topic accessory. The substantive is marked with a nang (nang 2) or rarely a
ning (ning 1a) determiner.
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Yãraˆ na ˆang naghatud nang ˆãmun ˆihãpun.

The one who brought our supper was already there.

Nagtaˆu si Birting ning limus.

Berting gave a money offering.

Verbs inflected with an -un class affix are expanded to indicate the referent as
a non-topic accessory. The substantive is marked with a nang (nang 2) determiner.

Ginbunuˆ ˆini niya nang ˆispãda.

[The giant] was stabbed by that one with a sword.

Verbs inflected with an -an class affix are expanded to indicate the referent as
a non-topic accessory. The substantive is marked with a ning (ning 1a) determiner.

Ginabutangan ˆini ninda ning panagang sa lãwas ˆang ˆinda ˆungaˆ.

It was their children on whom body charms were placed by these ones.

2.10.2.3 Location

A verb phrase may express the location to which or from which an action is
directed or in which an action occurs. The location may consist of one or more
words or phrases.

Common noun and substantive phrases occurring as place constituents are
introduced by the determiner sa (sa1 1a).

Ginatusluk ˆang niyug kag ˆiˆitsa sa ginapuntukan.

The coconuts are speared and tossed to the place where [they] are piled
together.

Sa Sibýyan hay lãbut didtu ˆang ˆinda manga hambayãnun.

In Sibuyan, their dialect there is different.

Personal nouns occurring as place constituents are introduced by the
determiner kay (kay1).

Gwãpu ˆadtu si Taluy nang ˆýna; gãniˆ hãngaˆ da si Narsing kay Taluy.

That Taloy was handsome before; that’s why Narsing was attracted to Taloy.

Kay Tãta Dÿnu na ˆaku nagbãhuy hasta nga pinangasãwa.

I grew up with Uncle Dino until [I] was courted.

Demonstrative adverbs diri ‘here’, diraˆ ‘there near’ and didtu ‘there far’
occur as location in the verb phrase, commonly followed by one or more other
words or phrases indicating location.

Ginpahuman si ˆArnuld ning langkãpi didtu sa pýnuˆ nang kãhuy.

Arnold was allowed to make a bamboo table there at the base of the tree.
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Substantives signaled for location usually (but not always) occur following
optional time at the end of verb phrases or preposed to a position before the verb
followed by an optional hay (hay2).

Sa Sibýyan hay lãbut didtu ˆang ˆinda manga hambayãnun.

In Sibuyan, their dialect there is different.

Didtu ˆaku mahigdaˆ kana Silya niyan sa gabˆi.

I will sleep there at the place of Celia and family tonight.

2.10.2.4 Time

A verb phrase may include one or more words or phrases functioning as time.
Time is commonly marked by sa to indicate

a. day of the month (e.g., sa Hulyu baynti singku ‘on July
twenty-five’)

b. day of the week (e.g., sa Duminggu ‘on Sunday’)

c. a named month (e.g., sa býlan nang Marsu ‘in the month of
March’)

d. a numbered time segment (e.g., sa duha ka býlan ‘for two
months’; sa lima ka ˆadlaw ‘for five days’; sa ˆisa ka týˆig ‘for one
year’)

e. time of day (e.g., sa gabˆi ‘at night’; sa hãpun ‘in the afternoon’;
sa ˆadlaw ‘in the daytime’; sa ˆãga ‘in the morning’)

Some time nouns occur without a determiner. These include what are here
called times relative to now (see Appendix 16).

Nagluwas ˆaku kahãpun sa sinihan.

I went out yesterday from the movie house.

Buwas sa ˆãga hay may parãda.

Tomorrow in the morning there will be a parade.

Budlay ˆaku kaˆÿna nang hãpun kay nagtrabãhu kita ning týdu.

I was tired this past afternoon because we worked hard.

Specific hours of the day occur without a determiner.

ˆAlas tris na nang ˆãga nabayãka baya ˆadtu ˆang kusinÿru.

Three o’clock in the morning, maybe the cook was worried.

Time may occur before or after the verb phrase proper. It usually, though not
necessarily, precedes location.
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2.10.3 Adverbs as verb phrase constituents

Most adverbs occurring as verb phrase constituents follow the ligature ning
(ning 3).

ˆAng ˆinda ˆini ginabýbud hay niyug nga ginatuktuk ning pÿnu.

What they feed is coconut chopped thin.

Gingbakay ku ˆang kýgun ning binugkus.

The cogon grass was bought by me by the bundle.

A few adverbs occur with verb roots.

bagˆung ˆungaˆ

just given birth

bagˆung halin

just arrived

2.10.4 Negatives as verb phrase constituent

There are four negatives: bukun, wayaˆ, ˆayaw and ˆindiˆ. Of these, wayaˆ
(wayaˆ 1c), ˆayaw and ˆindiˆ occur as verb phrase constituents preceding the verb.
Wayaˆ is used with verbs inflected for past or present tense, ˆindiˆ is a future tense
negative used with verbs inflected for neutral tense and ˆayaw is used with verbs
indicating imperative mood.

Wayaˆ siya sa ˆãkun nalýyag.

She did not love me.

Wayaˆ na ˆaku nagatrabãhu niyan kay magýyang na ˆaku.

I do not work now because I am already old.

ˆIndiˆ ˆaku magˆasãwa pãra wayaˆ ˆaku ning ˆagwin.

I will not marry so that I will have no disturbance.

ˆAyaw ˆaku pagpakahuyˆi sa manga tãwu.

I should not be caused to be embarrassed in the presence of the people.

2.10.5 Verb phrase as verb phrase constituent

A verb phrase can be extended by a modifying ligature nga and another verb
phrase.

Mintras ˆinaˆ sinda nagakãˆun nga nagaˆatýbang sa lamÿsa, ˆang manga
magýyang nang lyãki kag nang babãyi hay nagaˆirgu na sinda nang
natutungud sa ˆinda manga ˆungaˆ.

While they are eating facing each other at the table, the parents of the boy and
girl are discussing about their children.
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A common extension of a verb phrase is by a modifying infinitive verb
phrase.

ˆAng kahugãˆan sa pagpangabuhiˆ hay ˆisa gid nga dahilan nga kung bãsiˆ ˆang
ˆisa nga tãwu hay nagaˆÿsip nga magkadtu sa ˆiban nga lugar.

Hardship in life is one reason why some people consider going to other places.

ˆAng ˆiya ginhambayan nga magpasãyud sa ˆinda nga maˆabut ˆang bapur, hay
wayaˆ da magkadtu sa ˆinda bayay.

As for the one who was told by him to inform them that the boat will come,
[he] did not go to their house.

2.10.6 Order of verb phrase constituents

All constituents except the verb itself are optional.

2.10.6.1 First verb phrase constituent: negative adverb

The first optional verb phrase constituent is a negative adverb:

wayaˆ (wayaˆ 1c) ‘did not’, ‘does not’, ‘is not’, ‘was not’

wayaˆ na (wayaˆ 1c) ‘is no longer’, ‘was no longer’

waya pa (wayaˆ 1c) ‘had not yet’, ‘has not yet’

ˆayaw ‘do not!’

ˆindiˆ ‘will not’

2.10.6.2 Second verb phrase constituent: genitive pronoun

If the verb is inflected for goal, accessory or location (locative) focus and a
genitive pronoun occurs, and if the verb is preceded by a negative adverb (see sec.
2.10.6.1) or by a sentence-constituent interrogative adverb bãsiˆ ‘why?’ or paˆunu
‘how?’, a genitive pronoun of the ku set is the second verb phrase constituent.

Wayaˆ ta ginapasabuˆuta.

[Something] is not concentrated on by us.

ˆIndiˆ ku madãya.

[Something] will not be able to be lifted by me.

Paˆunu ku kamu pagpakãˆun?

How is it possible for you to be provided food by me?

If the verb is inflected for goal, accessory or location (locative) focus and a
genitive pronoun occurs, and if the verb is preceded by a sentence-constituent
subordinate conjunction kay, kung or pãra, a genitive pronoun of the ˆãkun set is
the second verb phrase constituent.

kay ˆãkun lagaˆun

because [they] will be boiled by me
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kung ˆãkun siya ˆasawãhun

if he will be taken by me as a spouse

kung ˆinda ginagãmit

when [the wings] would be used by them

pãra ˆinda patyun

so that [someone] will be killed by them

2.10.6.3 Third verb phrase constituent: the verb

The third verb phrase constituent is an obligatory verb. It may be preceded by
a negative and/or a subordinate conjunction, but not necessarily so.

naghuyam ning banig kay Birta

borrowed a mat from Bertha

ginbaligyaˆ ku ning binuˆuk

was sold by me by the whole piece

2.10.6.4 Fourth verb phrase constituent: genitive

If the verb is inflected for goal, accessory or location focus and a post-verb
genitive occurs,10

10 the genitive is the fourth verb phrase constituent.

ginakagat nang ˆýmang

is bitten with pincers by hermit crabs

ginagãmit nang manga miyugbýyung

is used by herbalists

If the genitive is a pronoun, it is of the ku set.

ginabaylu ku

is exchanged by me

ginasýgid niya

is being looked for by her

2.10.6.5 Fifth verb phrase constituent: adverb or referent

The fifth verb phrase constituent is either an adverb or a referent, introduced
by ning.

Ginatusluktusluk mu ning kapÿnu ˆang býhuˆ.

Holes should be punched small [into a coconut shell] by you.

Malãya na ˆikaw ˆinaˆ ning sigisÿgi.

Then you will weave that continuously.
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Pinalapitan niya ning dahandãhan.

[Someone] was slowly approached by him.

The referent commonly follows the genitive, though there is some freedom in
distribution within the verb phrase.

Ginahuyýgan ku ning buntýgun.

[The deep-sea fish trap] has a covered fish-trap rope dropped down to [it] by
me.

Nagˆãyap ˆaku ning binhi sa Tablas.

I selected [good quality] seeds for propagation in Tablas.

Nakabuˆuy lang si Birhinya ning sigunda prinsÿsa.

Virginia was able to get the second princess [position].

2.10.6.6 Sixth verb phrase constituent: location

The locative commonly occurs as the sixth verb phrase constituent. However,
there is variation in its position relative to the verb or other substantives.

Nagtilaw ˆaku magbakay ning ˆuruk sa banwa piru wayaˆ.

I tried to buy a piglet in town but there was none.

Location preceding verb:

Sa ˆiba naman nga kahariˆan tinawag si ˆInrÿku.

At another kingdom Enrico was being invited.

Location preceding referent:

Makutkut kamu sa dýtaˆ ning býhuˆ nga maˆisut.

You should dig a small hole in the ground.

Multiple locatives commonly occur:

Buyarun sa luwas sa maˆÿnit nga lugar.

[It] should be sun-dried outside in a hot place.

2.10.6.7 Seventh verb phrase constituent: time

Time commonly follows location in the verb phrase, though there is
considerable variation in its verb phrase position.

Nakaˆabut ˆaku diri sa bayay ˆiksaktu nga ˆalas tris na nang hãpun.

I was able to reach here at the house at exactly three o’clock in the
afternoon.

ˆInýliˆ ku si ˆAndris sa banwa kahãpun.

Andres is [the person] to whom I went in town yesterday.
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Time preceding genitive.

ˆAng ˆutãnun buwas ni Nanay, hay gãbi.

That which will be cooked in coconut milk extract tomorrow by Mother is taro.

Time following location and preceding referent.

Napirdi ˆaku sa býyang kahãpun ning ˆisa ka lÿbu.

I lost one thousand [pesos] yesterday in a cockfight.

Time preceding the verb.

Nang Pibrÿru ˆutsu, manga ˆalas ˆutsu nang ˆãga, nakasãyud ˆaku nga si Lýsi
hay nagbatyag na.

On February 8, at about eight o’clock in the morning, I found out that, as
for Lucy, [she] had already labored in childbirth.

2.11 Verb Phrase: Distribution

A verb phrase occurs in three distinct and important environments: as a
nominalized verb phrase following a determiner; modifying substantives; and as
the comment (i.e., predicate) of a sentence (see sec. 2.18).

2.11.1 Distribution of nominalized verb phrase

Any verb phrase is nominalized by being preceded by a determiner (see sec. 2.2).

'Ining pang'upat nga 'unga' ni Birtu hay nagapamati' gid ma'ãyu sa ginahambay
nang ˆiya lýlu.

This fourth child of Berto is listening carefully to what is being said by his
grandfather.

nagalãbut ‘ang batãsan nang nagaˆasãwa liwat.

The character of the one who marries a second time changes.

A nominalized verb phrase is distributed within the sentence as any noun
phrase as genitive, referent, location or time. It also occurs as a sentence topic (see
sec. 2.18).

2.11.1.1 Nominalized verb phrase as genitive

ˆIndiˆ ˆaku gustu nga ˆaku hay bastusun nang nagapangasawa sa ˆãkun.

I do not wish that, as for me, I will be treated foolishly by the one courting
me.
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2.11.1.2 Nominalized verb phrase as referent

Wayaˆ ˆaku nagatýman nang gingtudluˆ ni ˆAngkul ˆArnuld.

I did not follow that taught by Uncle Arnold.

2.11.1.3 Nominalized verb phrase as location

Pagkablýki na ˆibaligyaˆ naman sa nagakuntrãta ning batu.

After [the marble] is already in blocks, [it] is sold to the ones who make
contracts about marble blocks.

ˆIning pangˆupat nga ˆungaˆ ni Dÿnuˆ hay nagapamatiˆ gid maˆãyu sa
ginahambay nang ˆiya lýlu.

This fourth child of Dino is listening carefully to what is being said by his
grandfather.

2.11.1.4 Nominalized verb phrase as time

Time either precedes or follows the sentence proper.

Manga ˆalas tris nang hãpun lýtuˆ gid ˆang lýgit.

About three o’clock in the afternoon the copra is thoroughly cooked.

Nagapandãbuk sinda kung hapunhãpun.

They build fires when it is evening twilight.

2.11.1.5 Nominalized verb phrase as possessive substantive

Nagalãbut ˆang batãsan nang nagaˆasãwa liwat.

The character of one who marries a second time becomes different.

Ginapasýgat nang manga magýyang nang ˆãkun ginapangasawa sa Tablas
ˆang ˆãkun tatay.

My father was caused by the parents of the one I was courting in Tablas to be
fetched.

2.11.1.6 Nominalized verb phrase as sentence topic

A nominalized verb phrase occurs as sentence topic following a determiner
(see sec. 2.2.4).

ˆImaw da ˆinaˆ ˆang ginasunud nang ˆungaˆ.

Those things are what will be followed by the children.

2.11.2 Verb phrase modifies substantives

A substantive is modified by a following modifying ligature nga and a verb
phrase.

ˆang bayay nga ginakatuyugan ni Samwil

the house in which Samuel sleeps
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ˆang kaban nga nagalutawlýtaw sa dãgat

the clothes trunk that had been continually floating in the sea

si Nistur kag si Tatay nga nagaˆisturya sa kusÿna

Nestor and Father, who are having a conversation in the kitchen

2.11.3 Verb phrase as sentence comment

A common occurrence of the verb phrase is as sentence comment (see sec.
2.18.1).

2.12 Pseudoverb Phrases: Constituents

Pseudoverbs, like adjectives, are not inflected, yet they function semantically
as verbs. A pseudoverb phrase is composed of a pseudoverb, the head of the
pseudoverb phrase, plus a maximum of two substantive phrase constituents labeled
genitive and location. The verb phrase also has optional negative adverb and
modifying verb phrase constituents.

2.12.1 Pseudoverbs, head of pseudoverb phrase

This dictionary lists about twenty pseudoverbs, most of which rarely occur in
the corpus. They occur uninflected as adjectives but, as verbs, commonly describe
actions.

Diritsu siya sa kwartu ni Plurintÿna.

He went directly to the room of Florentina.

2.12.2 Pseudoverbs with genitive

The pseudoverb gustu, unlike most other pseudoverbs that have the agent as
topic, has a relationship with a non-topic agent occurring as a genitive.

Kung gustu mu na magˆasãwa, hay pangasãwa na lang sa ˆiba!

If to take a spouse now is wanted by you, court someone else!

The passive ‘is wanted’ is maintained in the translation when this pseudoverb is
being described in the dictionary; otherwise an active form ‘wants’ is generally used.

In the following example, description focus is on magpabakay, not gustu.

ˆIndiˆ ku na gustu nga magpabakay ning bisti.

I no longer want to buy a dress.

2.12.3 Pseudoverbs with locative

A pseudoverb phrase may express the location to which an action is directed.
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Diritsu siya sa kwartu ni Plurintÿna.

He went directly to the room of Florentina.

2.12.4 Negatives as pseudoverb constituent

Wayaˆ (wayaˆ 1c), ˆayaw and ˆindiˆ occur as pseudoverb phrase constituents
preceding the pseudoverb.

Wayaˆ siya sa ˆãkun nalýyag.

She does not like me.

ˆIndiˆ pa ˆaku ˆantÿgu magbuyung nang ˆãkun bãbuy.

I still do not know how to medically treat my pig.

2.12.5 Pseudoverbs modified by infinitive verb phrase

Pseudoverbs are commonly followed by an optional modifying ligature nga
and an infinitive verb phrase.

Nalýyag si Pidru nga magkadtu sa ˆindu bayay.

Pedro likes to go to your house.

Kagabˆi dýgay gid ˆaku nga matuyýgan.

Last night I took a long time to be able to sleep.

Kung gustu mu nga makatrabãhu, hay maˆãyu.

If to be able to work is wanted by you, that is good.

2.13 Pseudoverb Phrases: Distribution

A pseudoverb phrase, as a verb phrase, occurs in three distinct environments.
It occurs as a nominalized pseudoverb phrase following a determiner, it modifies
and it occurs as the comment of a sentence.

2.13.1 Distribution of nominalized pseudoverb phrase

A few pseudoverb phrases are nominalized by being preceded by a
determiner (see sec. 2.2). Nominalized pseudoverbs have only been observed to
occur as sentence topics.

Sinda ˆang bÿlang ˆýna nga manga maˆistru ˆu maˆistra sa ˆinda manga
kaˆungaˆan.

They are the ones counted as the first male or female teachers of their
group of children.

ˆAng gustu nang nagapamakay ning lýgit sa banwa hay kadagkuˆ ˆang saksak
nang lýgit.

That wanted by those who always buy copra in town is that the chopping of
copra into pieces will be extensive.
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2.13.2 Pseudoverb phrase modifies substantives

ˆang ˆisa nga babãyi nga gustu mu maging ˆasãwa

a woman who is wanted by you to become your spouse

ˆang manga babãyi nga tÿgu magdaya nang ˆinda sarÿli

women who know how to manage themselves

2.13.3 Pseudoverb phrase as sentence comment

A common occurrence of the pseudoverb phrase is as sentence comment (see
sec. 2.18.2).

2.14 Adjective Phrase: Constituents

An adjective phrase is composed of an adjective, the head of the phrase, plus
either an infinitive verb phrase, an adverb or a negative.

2.14.1 The adjective

2.14.1.1 Adjectives are modified for degree

Adjectives are optionally modified by comparative or superlative degree.
Comparative degree is indicated by a set expression, the first word mas ‘more’
being of Spanish origin. Superlative degree is indicated by the affix pinaka-
(pinaka- 1).

Comparative Degree Superlative Degree

malapit ‘near’ mas malapit ‘nearer’ pinakamalãpit ‘nearest’

limpyu ‘clean’ mas limpyu ‘cleaner’ pinakalimpyu ‘cleanest’

maˆãyu ‘good’ mas maˆãyu ‘better’ pinakamaˆãyu ‘best’

ˆimpurtãnti ‘important’ mas ˆimpurtanti
‘more important’

pinakaˆimpurtanti
‘most important’

2.14.1.2 Adjectives are modified by intensity

Adjectives that occur with the prefix ka- (ka-2) are signaled for intensity by
doubling the root of the adjective. On some such intense adjectives, the affix ka-
remains, on others it is absent and on others it is optional. If there is length on an
adjective, length is maintained on intense adjectives. For adjectives without length,
length is unpredictable on intense adjectives. Unaffixed adjectives are signaled for
intensity by doubling the root of the adjective.
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basaˆ ‘wet’ kabasaˆbasaˆ ‘very wet’

buˆang ‘foolish’ buˆangbuˆang ‘very foolish’

dakuˆ, kadakuˆ ‘big’ dakuˆdakuˆ, kadakuˆdãkuˆ ‘very big’

kadãmuˆ ‘many’ kadamuˆdãmuˆ ‘very many’

kagýtum ‘hungry’ kagutumgýtum ‘very hungry’

hugaˆ, kahugaˆ ‘difficult’ hugaˆhýgaˆ, kahugaˆhýgaˆ ‘very difficult’

kapÿnaw ‘faint sounding’ kapinawpÿnaw ‘very faint sounding’

2.14.1.3 Adjectives are modified for veracity

A few adjectives occur with a CV- affix (CV- 1) to indicate that the state
indicated by the adjective clearly, easily, really, surely or truly exists.

punuˆ, napunuˆ ‘full’

mapupunuˆ ‘really full’

2.14.2 Adjectives modified by infinitive verb phrase

An adjective is sometimes extended by the addition of a modifying infinitive
verb phrase preceded by a ligature nga.

maˆãyu nga maghuman ning lãwas nang traysikul

good in making bodies of pedicabs

2.14.3 Adjectives modified by adverbs

Adjectives may be followed by modifying adverbs.

maˆisut lang

only a few

kadagkuˆ gid

very large

mahigkuˆ na

already dirty

2.14.4 Negated adjectives

Adjectives are negated by a preceding negative bukun, bukun na or bukun pa.

bukun bantug

not well known
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bukun na ˆuga

no longer dry

bukun pa masyãdu

not yet extensive

2.14.5 Demonstrative adjectives

Some adjectives have a deictic component, locating a noun in a particular
position in space or time. These are called demonstrative adjectives. There are four
demonstrative adjectives:

ˆadtu ‘that far’

ˆinaˆ ‘that near’

ˆini, ˆitun ‘this’

They have variants ˆimaw ˆadtu; ˆimaw ˆinaˆ; ˆimaw ˆini and ˆimaw ˆitun respectively
with no change of meaning.

ˆInaˆ nga kwarta, hay ginaˆisutˆÿsut ku ˆinaˆ.

As for that money, it was spent by me little by little.

ˆIni ˆang malãˆin nga ˆispiritu ˆimaw ˆini ˆang manga ˆispiritu nga ˆindiˆ makÿtaˆ.

As for these evil spirits, these are spirits that cannot be seen.

Nagapamindÿta ˆang pãriˆ ˆitun ning lukay.

The priest blesses all these palm fronds.

2.15 Adjective Phrase: Distribution

Adjectives, including demonstrative adjectives, have two areas of
distribution: they modify nouns and they occur as sentence comments.

2.15.1 Adjectives modify nouns

Adjectives either precede or follow nouns they modify.

sa kaˆintik nga manga bapur

on small boats

ning týbiˆ nga maˆÿnit

with hot water

A demonstrative adjective marks a topic either unmodified or with the
common noun determiner ˆang either preceding or following. The demonstrative
adjective precedes the noun.

Kaˆãyu ˆadtu nga pabayli.

That benefit dance was good.
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ˆAdtu ˆang ˆÿmu ˆãlay, hay tawˆan mu gid.

As for that tithe of yours, you must surely give it.

ˆAng ˆini nga ˆiwag, ginaˆÿsut gãniˆ ˆinaˆ.

As for this lamp, [the flame] is made small.

A demonstrative adjective precedes or optionally follows any of the common
noun determiners.

ˆAdtu ˆang dagkuˆ nga tinãpay, sa panadirya ka gid magbakay!

Those large buns, buy them at the bakery!

Pagˆabutˆãbut ˆinaˆ nang bapur, kadakuˆ nga nilýgit ˆang karga.

Upon the final arrival of that boat, there was much copra that was loaded.

ˆIni ˆang kandÿlaˆ, puydi ˆini nga ˆiwag sa bayay kung gabˆi.

As for this candle, it is possible for this to be a light at night.

2.15.2 Adjective phrase as sentence comment

A common occurrence of the adjective phrase is as sentence comment (see
sec. 2.18.4).

2.16 Adverbs

There are three major classes of adverbs: verb phrase modifier, sentence
modifier and time adverbs.

2.16.1 Adverbs that modify verbs

Adverbs that modify verbs follow the verb with a ligature ning preceding.

ginbakay ning barãtu

bought cheaply

nagpangabuhiˆ ning malÿpay

lived happily

lumupuk ning kabahuybãhuy

discharged very loudly

The adverb optionally precedes the verb with no modifying ligature.

Kung tambayu nga ˆisdaˆ ˆang ˆiya nasayangan sa kabatuhan, ginatukaˆ da niya
kag diritsu tuyun.

When a pore-headed gudgeon fish is what [a giant heron] experiences in a stony
area, it will be pecked and will be immediately swallowed.
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2.16.2 Adverbs that modify sentences

A relatively large number of adverbs modify the entire sentence. A few
examples follow.

ba question marker man surely

bahãyaˆ lang without hesitation sigýru maybe

bãsiˆ kung probably syimpri of course

basta nevertheless, yet tutal anyway

kadamýˆan for the most part ˆimaw that’s the reason

Most sentence modifiers occur at the beginning of the sentence.

Sigýru ginalipýngan sinda nang dugaˆ nang dalãgang maˆanghut.

Perhaps they were made drowsy by the juice of the dalagang maˆanghut tree.

However, the position within the sentence of some adverbs that add color to
the sentence or that indicate the sentence as a question are more complicated. The
question marker ba, for example, occurs following a verb, pseudoverb or adjective
functioning as comment head and usually before the topic.

Nagˆinintindÿhan ba kita, Dilya?

Did we understand each other, Delia?

Pwÿdi ba ˆaku nga makapangãyuˆ sa ˆÿmu ning týbiˆ?

Is it possible that I will be able to ask for water from you?

However, if the topic is the pronoun ka, it follows the topic.

Masugut ka ba nga ˆakýˆun ku ˆikaw nga ˆungaˆ ku?

Do you agree that you should be treated by me as my child?

If the genitive pronoun mu occurs, it precedes ba.

Ginabuyung mu ba ˆinaˆ?

Will that be used by you for curing?

This adverb precedes the verb, pseudoverb or adjective if a negative is involved.

ˆIndiˆ ba kami kakatýyug sa ˆindu?

Won’t we be able to sleep at your place?

Adverbs na ‘already’, ‘now’ and pa ‘first’, ‘still’ follow the same distribution
patterns as ba. They can also occur with ba, preceding it.
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Gustu mu na ba maghigda’?

Do you want to lie down now?

2.16.3 Time adverbs

Time adverbs are found in the time position of the verb phrase.

Malagatlagat ˆumabut ˆang tatay ni Rýsa.

In a very short time the father of Rosa arrived.

Sigýru ˆini niyan sa gabˆi maˆuyan.

Maybe it will rain today at night.

2.17 Existential Phrase

There are three existential phrases: possessive existential phrase, existential
adjective phrase and existential adverb phrase.

2.17.1 Possessive existential phrase

There are two positive possessive existentials, may (may 1a) and ˆigwa (ˆigwa
1a), and one negative possessive existential, wayaˆ (wayaˆ 1a). ˆIgwa and wayaˆ
consist of the existential followed by an optional referent determiner ning (ning 1b)
and a possessed item. May is followed immediately by a possessed item without a
referent determiner. Possessive existentials occur as sentence comment with the
possessor as sentence topic.

Wayaˆ ning pagˆiba ˆang ˆÿmu trabãhu.

Your job has no variation.

ˆIgwa ning baglis ˆang lugar nga kung sa diˆin siya.

The place where it is has a line.

May siraˆ ˆang ˆãkun mataˆ.

My eyes have a defect.

2.17.2 Existential adjective phrase

There are three existential adjectives, may or may yãraˆ (may 1b), wayaˆ
(wayaˆ 1b) and ˆigwa (ˆigwa 1b).

The existentials may and may yãraˆ, with substantives that indicate that which
exists, are sentence comment. They are optionally extended by a modifying
ligature nga or nga para sa and a substantive phrase.

May babãyi nga tÿgu magdaya nang ˆinda sarÿli.

There are women who know how to manage themselves.

May midisÿna nga pãra sa sagnat nang bãbuy.

There is pharmaceutical medicine for pig fever.
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May yãraˆ nga lyãki nga namamatay ˆang ˆinda ˆasãwa, natural lang nga ˆini
hay maˆasãwa pa liwat.

There are some men whose spouses have died, it is just natural that they will
marry again.

The existentials wayaˆ and ˆigwa, with an optional determiner ning followed
by substantives, that indicate that which exists, are sentence comment. They are
optionally extended by a modifying ligature nga and a substantive phrase.

Wayaˆ ning tiligrãma nga nagapasãyud sa ˆãtun.

There is no telegram that informs us [about it].

ˆIgwa ning ˆungaˆ nga ˆindiˆ kapãnaw.

There is a child who is not able to walk.

2.18 Major Sentence Types

A major sentence has a topic and a comment, roughly equivalent to a subject
and predicate in English.

ˆUmatýbang kay Dilya ˆang ˆiya tatay.

Her father faced Delia.

In this sentence ˆUmatýbang kay Dilya ‘faced Delia’ is comment and ˆang ˆiya tatay
‘her father’ is topic.

The primary (role) relationship between topic and comment is indicated, in
this dictionary, by placing the topic substantive first in the English sentence
translation.

The comment is obligatory, the topic is not. When the topic does not occur in
the examples of this dictionary, it is usually supplied within square brackets.

ˆInirgýhan ginapasãyud nang manga magýyang nang babãyi kung sanˆu ninda
gustu nga kasayun ˆang ˆinda ˆungaˆ.

[The boy’s parents] are informed by the parents of the girl when they like their
children to have the wedding.

In this complex sentence the comment of the main sentence is ˆInirgýhan
ginapasãyud nang manga magýyang nang babãyi ‘are informed by the parents of
the girl’. This is followed by a subordinate sentence beginning with kung sanˆu
‘when’ (see sec. 2.19.7.2).

The topic with a common or personal noun or pronoun follows the comment
in an unmodified sentence. It is transposed to pre-comment position followed by an
optional hay and the comment to emphasize the topic. In this dictionary this is
indicated by the phrase beginning ‘as for...’ in the translation, with the topic
repeated by a suitable pronoun within square brackets to conform to English
grammar.

ˆAng dugaˆ nang sampãluk, hay sawsawan mu ning ˆinÿhaw nga ˆisdaˆ.

As for tamarind juice, [it] is that into which broiled fish will be dipped by you.
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ˆAng ˆiya ginhambayan nga magpasãyud sa ˆinda nga maˆabut ˆang bapur,
hay wayaˆ da magkadtu sa ˆinda bayay.

As for the one who was told by him to inform them that the boat will come,
[he] did not go to their house.

2.18.1 Verbal sentences

A common sentence type has a verb phrase as comment. The relationship
between a verb (nucleus of a verbal comment) and topic is a primary relationship
on the sentence level. On a phrase level, there are also relationships between the
verb (which is the head of a verb phrase functioning as a substantive modifier
(sec. 2.11.2), a nominalized verb phrase (sec. 2.11.1) or the comment nucleus
(sec. 2.11.3), and up to four substantives (nouns, pronouns, nominalized verbs or
gerunds). These substantives, labeled genitive, referent, location and time, have
secondary relationships with the verb.

Naghýngit lang ˆaku ning duha ka kutsãra.

I just put two tablespoons of food in [my] mouth.

Gingsÿhud ni Karlÿtu ˆang manga kaˆintik nga ˆisdaˆ.

Small fish were scooped up by Carlito.

Ginatiˆis tanan ˆang kahugãˆan sa pangabýhiˆ ni Plurintÿna.

All the hardships in living are endured by Florentina.

2.18.1.1 Position of common or personal noun topic in verbal sentences

When common or personal nouns are involved in verbal sentences, the topic
usually follows a common noun genitive, though some freedom of topic position is
observed.

Topic following genitive:

Ginsýlat nang ˆãmu ˆang ˆinda ginkaˆisahan.

Their agreement was written by the master.

Binuˆuy ni ˆInrÿku ˆang ˆiya tinãguˆ nga lambanug.

The sugarcane wine which he kept was taken by Enrico.

Topic following referent:

Ginadasuk nang bayu ˆang lýgit sa suyud nang kustal.

The copra is tamped with a pestle inside the sack.

Topic following location:

Ginabãwal nang manga magýyang sa ˆinda manga kabatãˆan ˆang pagˆinum
ning ˆãlak nga subra kag pagsugay.

The excessive drinking of liquor and gambling are forbidden to their
children by parents.
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Common or personal noun topic follows ku set genitive pronouns:

Gingbakay ku ˆang kýgun ning binugkus.

The cogon grass was bought by me by the bundle.

Paˆuliˆi nindu si Narsÿsa.

Narcisa will be allowed by you to recover.

2.18.1.2 Position of pronoun topic in verbal sentences

If the topic is a pronoun, and if the verb is inflected for goal, accessory or
location (locative) focus and a post-verb genitive pronoun occurs, there are one of
two possibilities for the position of the topic pronoun.

A. Topic pronoun precedes bisyllabic genitive ku pronouns

Ginatawˆan ˆaku ninda ning rigãlu.

I was given a gift by them.

ˆIbagsak kunu ˆaku niya.

I will be dropped, she said, by her.

B. Topic pronoun follows monosyllabic genitive pronouns ku, mu and ta

Dinaya ku siya sa dilibiri rum.

She was taken by me to the delivery room.

Patawãrun mu ˆaku.

I will be helped by you.

Ginapasãyud ta ˆikaw nga si Bÿni hay patay na.

You are being informed by me that Benny has already died.

C. Pre-verb topic pronouns

Topic pronouns (as well as monosyllabic genitive pronouns) occur before the
verb of verbal phrases following negative adverbs, interrogative adverbs bãsiˆ
‘why’ and paˆunu ‘how’, and conjunctions kay, kung or pãra. If a genitive pronoun
occurs, the topic pronoun follows the genitive.

Wayaˆ ˆaku nakabakasyun.

I was not able to take a vacation.

Bãsiˆ ku siya tugýtan kung wayaˆ ku masayýri ˆang ˆiya kakadtuˆan?

Why should he be permitted by me [to go] if the place to which he is going is
not able to be known by me?

ˆUminum ˆaku ning tubaˆ pãra ˆaku matuyýgan.

I drank coconut wine in order that I would be able to sleep.
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2.18.1.3 Preposed topics in verbal sentences

As for any topic, topics in verbal sentences occur pre-verb before an optional
hay for emphasis (see sec. 2.18.1.3).

ˆAng sÿhiˆ, hay maˆãyu nga ˆilakut sa pansit nga bÿhun.

As for the meat of seashells, it is good when it will be mixed into white rice
noodles.

Si Hilda hay wayaˆ nagaˆiskwÿla.

As for Hilda, [she] was not going to school.

Nasayýran naman ˆaku ni Tãtay, nga ˆaku, hay nagaˆiskip sa klãsi.

I was found out by Father that, as for me, [I] was skipping class.

2.18.2 Pseudoverb sentences

Diritsu na kami sa ˆãmun kanaman.

We went directly then to our playground.

ˆAng lyãki, hay maging ˆandir di sãya.

As for the man, [he] will become henpecked.

Wayaˆ siya sa ˆãkun nalýyag.

She did not love me.

Sÿgi lang gid ˆang ˆiya pangasãwa.

His courting [of her] just continued apace.

2.18.3 Equational sentences

A sentence with a substantive phrase as the comment is an equational
sentence in which the comment restates the topic by way of describing it. In an
unmodified sentence, the comment occurs first followed by the topic. If the topic
is emphasized, it occurs first followed by hay and the comment. In the following
examples, the comment is boldfaced.

Noun phrase comment:

ˆAng ˆãkun gustu gid nga sabdyik hay ˆang Susyal ˆIstãdis.

As for the class subject that I liked very much, [it] was Social Studies.

ˆAng masakit sa ˆãkun hay ˆang ˆakun tiyan.

That which is painful for me is my stomach.

Personal noun comment:

Si Magda ˆang nagbanyus ning pahýmut kay Diling.

[It] was Magda who applied perfume onto Diling.

Pronoun comment:
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ˆAku ˆang tagapaˆinum ning buyung.

[It] is I who am in charge of letting the medicine be drunk.

Demonstrative adverb comment:

Hay nahahadluk na kami hay nagabakwit gãniˆ kami ˆadtu.

When we were already truly afraid is when we were evacuating there [to that
place].

Nominalized gerund comment:

ˆAng gustu ni Pitra nga trabãhu hay ˆang pagnigusyu ning marmul.

The work that Petra likes is engaging in the merchandizing of marble.

2.18.4 Adjectival sentences

Nahuyaˆ lang ˆaku nang ˆuna nga magpangasawa kay Turing.

I was embarrassed at first to court Toring.

Kýyang ngãniˆ ˆang tihÿras.

The cots were certainly inadequate.

2.18.5 Possessive existential sentences

A possessive existential phrase functions as a sentence comment.

ˆAng ˆisa nga ˆalãdin nãmun hay wayaˆ ning gãsa.

The other pressure lamp of ours does not have a mantle.

For other examples of possessive existential phrases functioning as a
sentence comment, see sec. 2.17.1.

2.18.6 Possessive pronoun sentences

Sayud nina Pidru na ˆinang barýtu hay bukun ˆãkun.

As for Pedro and the others, [they] know that that boat is not mine.

2.18.7 Locative adjective sentences

Yadtu baya si Tasya sa bakingkÿˆan.

Tacia was perhaps there at the hopscotch place.

Yãraˆ pa lang ˆaku sa grid wan.

I am only there in grade one.

Yãri na ˆaku sa pudir ni ˆInrÿku.

I am here in the care of Enrico.
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2.19 Complex Sentences

Nine commonly occurring complex sentences are surveyed, in which one is a
main sentence and one or more sentences joined to it are subordinate sentences.
These latter sentences either precede or follow the main sentence. If two or more
occur, they are joined by an alternative conjunction 'u ‘or’. They share a
subordinating conjunction and often a topic that are mentioned only once.

Ginasiruˆ ˆinaˆ ninda kung pakabilug ˆang býlan ˆu pakamatay.

They check to see whether the moon is full or new.

Complex sentences exhibit nine contrastive relationships.

2.19.1 Adversative

There are three subordinate conjunctions signaling an adversative
relationship: bÿsan, maskin and ˆãbir.

Bÿsan yaˆ salaˆ ˆang ˆãkun manga ˆungaˆ, basta ginapakatýyug ku.

Even though my children have no fault, nevertheless they are allowed to sleep
by me.

Maskin ˆang kantidad lang ˆadtu nang ˆiya bãruˆ hay subra lang ˆisa ka gatus,
sa ˆiya ˆadtu hay kamahaymãhay.

Although the price of her dress was just over one hundred [pesos], for that one
it was very expensive.

ˆÃbir wayaˆ ˆakuy kwarta hay makakakãˆun ˆakuy kanˆun.

Even though I have no money, I will be able to eat rice.

2.19.2 Causal

A causal relationship between a main and subordinate sentence is marked by
one of six subordinate conjunctions: kay, kay tungud sa, kung, sa, tubtub, and
tungud kay.

Maˆãyu, Lukring, ˆumasãwa ka liwat, kay bãtaˆ ka pa da.

It is good, Lukring, that you will take a spouse again, because you are still
young.

ˆAyaw magtãngis kung ˆimaw ˆinaˆ nga lyãki ˆang gustu nãmun nga ˆipaˆasãwa
sa ˆÿmu.

Don’t cry since that man is the one we want to let marry you.

Sa kadakuˆ nang ˆiya gingkãˆun, nagasakit ˆang ˆiya tiyan.

Because his eating was excessive, his stomach pained.

Nagkãmang ˆang sawa ning kadahandãhan lang tubtub nga nakaˆabut sinda sa
ˆinda ginkadtuˆan.

The snakes crawled very slowly until they arrived at the place where they went.
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Tungud kay kalakaˆ lang didtu ˆang may tanum nga sãging sa ˆãmun lugar,
gãniˆ didtu sinda nagkadtu kana Biranda.

Because only a few had banana plants there in our place, that’s why they went
there to Biranda’s place.

ˆAng ˆiba nga nagakadtu sa sinihan, hay bukun pãra magtanˆaw kundiˆ pãra
makakatýyug kay tungud sa kahagkut sa suyud.

As for some who go to movie houses, it is not in order to watch [a movie] but
so that they will be able to sleep because it is cold inside.

2.19.3 Concomitant

Seven subordinate conjunctions mark a concomitant relationship between a
main and subordinate sentence in which both sentences occur more or less
simultaneously: basta ‘when’, hãbang ‘while’, kãda ‘whenever’, kung ‘when’,
mintras ‘while’, pag ‘whenever’, and samantãlaˆ ‘during the time’.

Basta maˆãyu ˆang tyimpu magahãkut kitay rýbuls kãda Duminggu.

When the time is good, we transport chunks of unsawn marble every Sunday.

Hãbang sinda hay nagaˆigmaˆ, ˆang ˆinda ginaˆirgu hay parti kay Taluy.

While they were eating lunch, their discussion was about Taloy.

Kãda lãpit nang yãki, ginapakang siya.

Whenever the man came near [the girl], he was hit with a stick.

ˆAng manga malapit nga hãli nang namatay kung nagataˆu ning limus hay
dakuˆ.

As for the close co-lateral relatives of the one who died, when [they] give a
money offering it is much.

Mintras wayaˆ pa ˆaku makapaˆýliˆ diri sa Rumblun hay nagpamidikal ˆãnay
ˆaku sa duktur nang ˆidyinsi sa Makãti.

While I had not yet been able to go back to Romblon, I first had my medical
examination by the agency’s doctor in Makati.

Pag nakakÿtaˆ ˆang pispis ning ˆisdaˆ nga nagalutaw sa dãgat, ˆiya ginagulpi
tukaˆ.

Whenever the bird saw a fish floating in the sea, [the fish] would be quickly
pecked at by it.

Samantãlaˆ ˆikaw hay bukun habut, bantayan mu ˆang ˆungaˆ.

During the time you are not busy, the child should be cared for by you.

2.19.4 Conditional

A conditional relationship between a main and subordinate sentence is
marked by one of two subordinate conjunctions: basta ‘if’ or kung ‘if’.

ˆAng manga ˆungaˆ nga nagaˆiskwÿla, basta nagaˆuyan, ˆigwa gid ˆini sinda ning
daya nga pãyung.

The children who go to school, if it is raining, they really have umbrellas that
[they] carry.
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Kung maˆãyu da ˆang tagˆÿya nga ˆÿmu mabakyan ning buli, hay ginatawˆan ka
da ning paˆãman.

If the owner from whom you will buy the buri [palm fronds] is kind, you are
given an extra one.

2.19.5 Excepted

Pwÿra kung indicates that a subordinate sentence, occurring second, is
excepted from that stated in the main sentence.

Diri sa Rumblun hay ˆindiˆ na nãtun mabatiˆan, pwÿra sigýru kung kita hay
magkadtu sa kabukÿran.

Here in Romblon we are no longer able to hear [old songs], except perhaps
when we go to the country.

2.19.6 Purpose

A dependent sentence is introduced by the subordinate conjunction pãra or
ˆagud to indicate the purpose of the preceding main sentence.

Ginapangayuˆ ˆang pagtýgut nang manga magýyang pãra makasay ˆang
nagakasýgut nga magnubyu.

The permission of the parents is asked for in order that the ones who are able
to become engaged will be married.

Bãgu ka magˆýliˆ sa Rumblun, tudluˆi ˆãnay ˆang ˆÿmu manga kaˆibãhan ˆagud
ˆigway ˆÿlis sa ˆÿmu kung ˆikaw ˆumýliˆ!

Before you go back to Romblon, your associates must first be taught so you will
have a substitute when you return!

2.19.7 Relative

A relative relationship between a main and subordinate sentence consists of
the main sentence followed by either nga or one of five relative adverbs and a
subordinate sentence.

2.19.7.1  Relative relationship marked by nga

Subordinate sentences, introduced by nga, either obligatorily or optionally
follow some main sentences depending on the particular verbs that occur in the
comment of the main sentences. These are called relative sentences.

Nagdasay si Plurintÿna nga makabãlik sa ˆiya ˆang ˆiya ˆasãwa.

Florentina prayed that her husband would be able to return to her.

Naghambay si Nurma nga ˆindiˆ siya gustu na magtinir didtu sa ˆãmun bayay.

Norma said that she did not want to stay there in our house.

ˆIntirisãdu gid si Lus nga makÿtaˆ mu ˆang ˆÿmu nanay.

Luz is really interested that your mother will be able to be seen by you.
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In some cases, relative sentences are embedded as the topic following nga of
a sentence with gustu and a genitive phrase as comment:

Gustu ni Tatay nga ˆimaw ˆadtu ˆang mapapangasãwa ku.

Father wants that that one will really become my spouse.

2.19.7.2 Relative relationship marked by relative adverbs

There are five relative adverbs described in this dictionary: kung bãsi, kung
diˆin, kung sa diˆin, kung kasanˆu, kung sanˆu. They introduce a relative relationship
between a subordinate sentence and a preceding main sentence.

Kinadtu ku ˆadtu kag ginpangutana kung bãsiˆ hay binýguy ˆadtung ˆungaˆ.

I went there and asked why that child was stoned.

May nagpangutana sa ˆiya kung diˆin maghalin ˆang prinsipi.

Someone asked him where the prince came from.

Wayaˆ si Lawra nagpasãyud bÿsan kaninˆu kung sa diˆin siya nagkadtu.

Laura did not inform anyone where she went.

Wayaˆ da ˆaku kasãyud kung kasanˆu siya nagbakay ning baruˆ.

I did not know when she bought the dress.

ˆIndiˆ makapangãkuˆ si Mistir Rÿyis kung sanˆu magˆabut ˆang býlig.

Mr. Reyes is not able to promise when the funds will arrive.

2.19.8 Result

The second (subordinate) sentence is the result or consequence of the first. It
is marked by either gãniˆ or kundiˆ.

Nalýˆuy gid sa ˆiya ˆang ˆiya manÿnay, gãniˆ gintawˆan siya nga dãˆan ning
kwarta nga ˆinugbãkay.

His godmother really pitied him, so he was given money without restraint for
spending money.

Tãpus na ˆang prublÿma, kundiˆ hay magkinatýyug na lang ˆãnay kita.

The problem is already finished, so we will just keep on sleeping for now.

Nadumduman ku ˆadtu ˆang ˆisturya nang ˆadtung ˆãkun kakilãya kundiˆ hay
nagpustaˆ ˆaku ning dyis pÿsus sa numiru nga nuwÿbi ˆýnu.

I remembered the story of that friend of mine so I bet ten pesos on the number
nine-one.

2.19.9 Second-in-time

A second-in-time complex sentence consists of a main sentence which
describes an action or state that occurs first in time before that of a subordinate
sentence marked by bãgu, hasta, mintras or ˆadisir.
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Duha pa ka býlan bãgu sinda kasayun.

There are still two months before they will get married.

ˆAng ˆãkun ˆadtu hÿlig nga kãnam sa ˆiskwilahan hay supbul, hasta nga
magˆiskwÿla ˆaku sa hayskul.

As for my favorite game at school, [it] was softball, until I attended high
school.

Pabalikbãlik kay hãkut mintras wayaˆ pa naˆýbus!

Go back and forth carrying until there are none left!

ˆAdisir si Minda malÿgus, nagaˆinit ˆãnay siya ning týbiˆ.

Before Minda will take a bath, she heats water.

2.20 Compound Sentence

A compound sentence consists of two (or more) main sentences joined by a
coordinating conjunction. These main sentences often share the same topic which
commonly only occurs in the first sentence.

Kung limpyu na ˆang putut, pwÿdi mu na ˆini nga ˆibaligyaˆ, humanun nga
dayuk kundiˆ man hay sabãgun.

When the pond-field shrimp are already clean, it is acceptable that these will
be sold by you, will be made into salted shrimp or will be roasted.

This is a complex compound sentence. The compound sentence, indicated in
boldface, has three main sentences. The first two have no joining conjunction; the
third is joined by kundiˆ man ‘and’. They share a topic, ˆini ‘these’, mentioned only
once in the first main sentence.

2.20.1 Conjunctive sentences

Conjunctive compound sentences consist of two main sentences joined by the
coordinating conjunction kag.

Kung ˆÿmu ˆini lakutlakýtun ˆang kulur, magalãˆin ˆang kulur nang ˆÿmu tinÿnaˆ
nga buli, kag kalãˆin ˆang sabat nang ˆÿmu banig.

If you mix up the colors, the color of your dyed buri [strips] becomes bad, and
the design of your mat is also bad.

In this example, the compound sentences are joined to a subordinate sentence
to form a complex compound sentence.

2.20.2 Adversative sentences

The coordinate conjunctions kundi, pÿru and ˆugãling kay signal an
adversative relationship. They mark sentences as expressing an event or state that
is adverse or contrary to that expressed by the other.
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ˆIni ˆang sãging nga bingkit hay bukun lang sa nabdus ginabãwal kundiˆ sa
manga ˆungaˆ nga babãyi kag manga dalãga.

These double bananas are not only forbidden to pregnant women but also to
young girls and unmarried women.

ˆInaˆ ˆang mangga nga hilaw, ginasaksak ku ˆinaˆ, pÿru ginapanÿtan ku ˆãnay.

As for those unripe mangoes, they were chopped into pieces by me, but were
peeled by me first.

2.20.3 Alternative sentences

Alternative sentences present a choice between two (or more) alternative
actions or situations. They are signaled by either kundiˆ man (kundiˆ 2) or ˆu (ˆu1).

Pwÿdi ˆini nga prÿtu kundiˆ man dinugˆan kag pwÿdi da ˆini nga ˆihãluˆ sa pansit.

This can be fried or [it] is cooked in blood and can also be mixed into Chinese
noodles.

Ginasiruˆ ˆinaˆ ninda kung pakabilug ˆang býlan ˆu pakamatay.

They look to see whether the moon is full or new.

Kundiˆ man is followed by an optional hay.

ˆAng bãyuy, hay ginaˆÿhaw kundiˆ man hay pirÿtu.

As for dried flat fish, [it] is broiled over coals or fried.
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Verb Affix and Root Identification

Entry forms of this dictionary are roots and stems, not necessarily words. This
section is included to aid the user in learning how to identify root forms by
stripping off affixes. In this way, the user can begin with a word found in text and,
in most cases, find the root which serves as the entry form in the dictionary where
that word and other words with the same root are described.

The chart below indicates six possible affixes in pre-root position (one affix
from each column). Infixes in position 5 occur immediately following the first
consonant of the affix or root immediately following them. Usually, however, not
more than three affixes are found together on one root.

The most common consonant (C) — vowel (V) pattern is either CVCV,
CVCVC, or CVCCVC. Other patterns are found but these are commonly
borrowings from other languages.

Examples of verb affix/root combinations:

nagsiling nag- siling pagbãhuy pag- bãhuy

ginpangbakay giN- paN- bakay ginakatuyugan gina- ka- tuyug -an

gingpidasupidasu giN- D pidãsu maˆipadãya ma- ˆi- pa- dãya

pangugdýkan paN- ˆugduk -an pinanghiniksik -in- paN- hiN- siksik

Since the final N of hiN- or paN- and the initial consonant of the root coalesce
to form a single nasal, there is difficulty in identifying the initial root consonant
(see the example in the last row above). Rules for predicting root-initial consonants
with these affixes are found in sections 1.3.3 and 1.3.5 of Phonology and Grammar
of Romblomanon.

6 5 4 3 2 1 Root

giN-, gina-, ma- ˆi- pamag- paN- ka- CV -a

mag- maga- -in- paN- ki- D -an

magka-, maka-, maki- -um- hiN- -anan

maN- (ma- paN-) -anun

manaN- (ma- paN- CV) -i

na-, nag-, pag-, naka- -un
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Romblomanon—English Dictionary

A

-a neg gf suf Someone or something is not

or was not acted upon by someone else.

[The suffix -a inflects verbs found in

negative sentences. Negatives, how-

ever, are expressed in the verb context.]

Maˆãyu da kay nagpãti da sa ˆãkun ˆang
ˆãkun maguyang; wayaˆ na da niya
kadtuˆa ˆang ˆupirÿtur. It is good

because my older sister agreed with me;

the [music] operator [at the dance] was
not approached by her.

imper gf suf Someone or something must
or should be acted upon by someone
else. [The suffix -a inflects imperative
goal-focus verbs.] Kung puydi lang patiˆ
ˆinang banig buyˆa na lang kag ˆimaw
ˆinang ˆitãbun sa ˆindu. If possible, that
mat should just be gotten and that is
what will be used to cover yourselves.
With causative affix pa-: Naghambay
ˆaku sa ˆiya nang pagbakay ku sa ˆiya
ning tubaˆ nga, “Pabakya ˆãbi ˆaku ning
tubaˆ.” I said to him upon my buying
coconut wine from him, “I should be
allowed to buy coconut wine.”

neg imper gf suf Someone or something
must or should not be acted upon by
someone else; an action must or should
not be accomplished by someone.
ˆAyaw na kunu ˆinaˆ tapýsa ˆang
pagbuˆuy nang sãyap. Getting the
small-mesh fishnet, they said, must not
be completed. cf giN-a, gina-a, pag-a,
pag-un, -un

-an1 1a (var paga-an) locf suf A person,

place or thing will be the location of an

action performed by someone. Pwÿdi na
tawˆan mu si Birtu ning tinãpay. It is

appropriate that Berto will be given
some bread by you. Sanˆu ku baya
matãpus ˆang ˆãkun hugasan? When, I

wonder, will the [utensils] that will be

washed by me be able to be finished?

[The range of meaning of this locative

focus affix includes what is generally

called beneficiary focus.] Bakyan ku
kamu ning bãruˆ kag sapãtus. You will
have a dress and shoes bought for
[you] by me. Kung magˆugduk ning
halÿgi sa bagˆu nga bayay dãpat
padagãˆan ˆãnay. When erecting the

foundation posts for a new house, first

[the house] should be allowed to have
a bloodletting ceremony performed
for [it]. [A minor variant, paga-an,

occurs with a few verbs.] ˆÝras nang
kasay, ˆinanunsyu nang hãriˆ sa tanan
nga ˆang ˆiya pagatawˆan nang ˆiya
kurýna hay wayaˆ ning ˆiba kundiˆ si
Prinsipi ˆAdýnis. During the wedding

ceremony, [it] was announced by the

king to everyone that the one who

would be given his crown by him

would be no other than Prince Adonis.

cf giN-an 1, gina-an 1, -i, -in-an 1a,

pag-an 1a
1b recip suf Two or more do something to or

with each other. [Marks a verb for

reciprocal action or state. Stem ˆinum
with agent focus verb prefix mag- plus

length and reciprocal suffix -an.] ˆAng ˆiya
hambay sa magýyang, “Lýlu, maˆãyu
baya magˆinýman ˆãnay kita, ˆagud
malÿpay ˆang ˆãtun pagˆinisturyãhan.”
He said to the old man, “Grandfather,

maybe it is good that we drink with
each other first, so that our telling

stories to each other will be delightful.”

syn -in-an 1b
-an2 n derv suf Derives a noun from another

noun or a verb. [A few examples: bahug
animal feed, bahýgan feed container;

hugas washes, hugãsan washed utensils;
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kãnam game, kanaman playground; lÿlas
buri strip, lilasan a buri leaf cutter; mitrus
meter, mitrýsan meter measuring instru-

ment; pãnaw walks, panawan walking

area; sãyaˆ strains, sayaˆan strainer; takus
measures, takýsan measuring instrument.]

syn -ãnan
-ãnan n derv suf Commonly derives a noun

from a root or stem. [handum think about,

handumãnan souvenir, remembrance;

týbuˆ plant shoot, tubuˆãnan coconut fruit

with shoot.] ˆAng ˆãmun ning kasugtãnan
hay kwatru syintus pÿsus ˆang bãyad. Our

agreement is that four hundred pesos is

the payment. syn -an2

B

ba adv question marker Pwÿdi ba ˆaku diri
kakatýyug sa ˆindu bayay? Is it possible

for me to sleep in your house? Hambay
ku hay, “Gustu mu na ba maghigdaˆ?”
“Hýˆu,” kunu. I said, “Do you want to

lie down?” “Yes,” she said.

diˆ ba set expr Isnˆt it so?

baba v Someone or something is carried on
the back by someone else.

ginababa Ginababa lang gãniˆ kunu ˆaku
ˆinaˆ kay ˆang ˆãkun nanay namatay. I
was carried on the back [by someone
else], they say, because my mother had
died.

babahun Ginapÿˆut sa kustal tagsatagsa
kag babahun pakadtu sa tapãhan.
[Coconuts] are put into a sack one by
one and will be carried on the back
going to the smoking rack.

pagbaba ger someone’s carrying some-
thing on the back Ginasuhýyan sa
pagbaba ˆang lýgit kay wayaˆ pa ˆadtu
ning trak nang ˆýna. [The transportation
of] copra was paid for by carrying [it]
on the back (i.e., carriers were paid)
because there were no trucks before.
(See daya 1b, Ways of Carrying for
table.)

babalaˆ n a warning about something

Kundiˆ kumaraˆ ˆaku ˆadtu ˆãbir ˆaku hay
gingtawˆan ˆaku babalaˆ na ˆindiˆ ˆaku
pakadtuˆun nga gabˆi. So I went there

even though I had already been given a

warning that I was not to go at night.

bãbaw 1a ˆibãbaw (var kaˆibabãwan) n a

position above; the top of someone,

something, of two or more things piled

one on top of the other ˆAng ˆiya hýni
kung nagalupad sa ˆibãbaw hay “kwak,

kwak, kwak.” As for the cry of this

[bird] when flying above, [it] is “kwak,

kwak, kwak.” Piluˆun sa ˆibãbaw para
ˆindiˆ maˆuyak ˆang bugas. [This basket]

should be folded at the top so the

unhulled rice will not leak out.

Gingbutang ku ˆang ˆãkun bãruˆ sa
kaˆibabãwan nang ˆÿmu pinalantya nga
bãruˆ. My dress was placed by me on the

top of the clothes which you ironed.

ant ˆidãyum (dãyum1 2a)

1b paˆibabaw ger someone’s or some-

thing’s going to the top, going up ˆAng
hagdãnan ˆinaˆ hay pýru marmul
paˆibabaw kag ˆang bayay didtu yadtu
sa manga kabatuhan. Those house steps

were all marble going up and the house

was there at the stony area.
kapaˆibabaw neg v Someone or something

does not go up. [This verb form
concords with a negative within a verb
phrase.] ˆAng bunut nga ginabutang sa
ˆibãbaw hay labˆas pa; ˆadtung mabirdi
pa pãra kung magdãyab hay ˆindiˆ
kapaˆibabaw ˆang kalãyu. The coconut
husks which are put on top are still
fresh; they are still green so that when it
flames, the fire does not go up.
ant paˆidayum (dãyum1 2b)

1c mabãbaw adj The depth of something is

shallow; something is in a shallow
place. Didtu sa wãtir ˆirya, hay dãti
ˆadtu hay may kaˆÿngin kag kadamýˆan
didtu hay niyug nga mabãbaw lang ˆang
gamut. There in the water area,

previously, there was an upland field

and for the most part there, as for the

coconut trees, the roots were shallow.

ant kadãyum, madãyum (dãyum1 2c)

-ãnan 86 bãbaw
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ngÿpun sa ˆibãbaw (ngÿpun 1a) idiom a

front tooth
babãyi 1 n a female animal, fish, mollusk,

lady, woman Gustu nang ˆãkun ˆãmu
nga babãyi ˆaku ˆang matahiˆ nang ˆiya
bisti sa kasay. My lady employer likes

that I will be the one who will sew her

wedding dress. Nang ˆýna nga panahun,
bãgu magˆasãwa ˆang ˆisa nga babãyi,
hay ˆang ˆiban nga natatabuˆ hay ˆang
magýyang ninda ˆang nagadisisyun. In

the past, before a woman married, in

some instances the parents were the

ones who made the decision. May
babãyi nga sigay kag ˆigwa da ning
lyãki nga sigay. There is a female sigay
mollusk and there is also a male sigay
mollusk.

2 tigbabayi n an engaged woman’s close
relatives ˆAng tigbabayi masabˆit ning
kwarta sa bãruˆ nang lyãki. The

engaged woman’s close relatives will

pin money onto the clothing of the man

[at the wedding reception].

3 pagkababãyi n a woman’s feminine
purity Si Minda hay binayãˆan na ni
Birtu kay nabuˆuy na ˆang ˆiya
pagkababãyi. As for Minda, [she] was

already left behind by Berto because her

feminine purity was already taken [by

him]. Sa nyan nga panahun ˆang manga
kabatãˆan nga babãyi, hay wayaˆ na
nindu ginatawˆi ning ˆimpurtansya ˆang
ˆinda pagkababãyi. At this time as for

young girls, their feminine purity is not

given importance by them.

ˆumãgad nga babãyi (ˆumãgad) set
expr a daughter-in-law; sakit sa
babãyi (sakit 1a) set expr a venereal
disease

babaˆ 1 v Someone, something, an action

goes low in physical position.
nagababaˆ Kung may makikÿtaˆ na siya

nga matutukub, nagababaˆ na ˆang ˆiya
paglupad pãra magtugpuˆ sa dýtaˆ.
When it sees something to easily eat by
pecking, its flying goes low so that it
alights onto the ground.

mababaˆ (var kababaˆ) adj Something is
low in relationship to something else, in
doing something. Kung pungkuˆan mu

hay hangad ˆang sa may duyut kag
mababaˆ ˆang ginapungkuˆan. When [a
copra gouger] will be sat on by you, that
which has a point is raised (i.e., it is on
an upward angle) and that which is sat
on is low.

pagkababaˆbãbaˆ int adj Something is
very low in relationship to something
else, in doing something. ˆIni nga pispis
kung nagalupad hay pagkababaˆbãbaˆ;
may bÿsis pa gãniˆ nga nagasuyud sa
sãkup nang bayay. As for this
[Himalayan swiftlet] bird, when [it]
flies [it] is very low; there are times
when it enters inside houses.

kababãˆan int adj a very low object ˆAng
kababãˆan nga ˆãmun kÿtaˆ sa
paghurnal sa kaˆintik nga manga bapur,
nagaparti lang gid ning dyis pÿsus. As
for our very low income in working on
small boats, [we each] had a share of ten
pesos.

2 mababaˆ adj Someone is poor, i.e.,

lacking material possessions. Nang daw
nakÿtaˆ ninda nga ˆasinsu na, daw lubug
na sinda; naging mababaˆ ˆaku parÿhu
kung sa tãwu hay natimãkan ka na.
When they found out that they were

already successful, it seemed [to them]

that they were already rich; I became

poor [in relation to them] like a person

already being despised. syn pubri cf

lubug1, makalulýˆuy (lýˆuy 2) ant

manggarãnun (manggad 2a)
bãbuy 1 n a pig, pork Higuti ˆãbi ˆang ˆÿmu

manga bãbuy kay nagakinadtu sa ˆãkun
ning ˆuma. Please tie your pigs up

because they keep on going to my

upland field.

1a matsýra nga bãbuy n a barren sow
1b tayýnun nga bãbuy n a wild pig
2 inj pig! i.e., greedy! dirty! Turpi nga

manga bãbuy ˆini! You are stupid pigs!
{Said to someone in anger.}

bayaybãyay nang bãbuy (bayaybãyay
1b) idiom a pigpen; karni nang bãbuy
(karni 1b) set expr pork

badyit n a budget for regulating expenses

Basta maˆipadaya na tanan nga papÿlis
sa gubirmint, ˆinaˆ hay sigurãdu ˆang
Lýnus may badyit. Provided all the

babãyi 87 badyit
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documents will be able to be sent to the

government, that’s when [it] is sure that

Lonos will have a budget [for its

project].

bag 1 n a handbag, knapsack, shoulder
bag (See ˆabri 1b, Things that are
Opened for table. See sara 2a, Things
that are Closed for table.)

2 bag nga nÿtuˆ n a nito fern handbag
3 bag nga buli n a buri handbag
4 plastik bag n a grocery bag made of

plastic {Used by merchants to contain

purchases of customers, including

groceries and dry goods.}

bãga n smoldering or live coals Sa
pagˆugsung mu lang ning bunut
kadanggadangga sa ˆÿmu lãwas ˆang
kaˆÿnit kay pwirsãdu ˆang bãga sa
ˆidãyum nang tapãhan. In your feeding

of coconut husks the heat is very intense

on your body because there are very

many live coals under the smoking rack.

bagãkay n thin-walled bamboo,

Schizostachyum lumampao (Blanco)

{Used as an ingredient of a medicinal

plaster ˆimplastu; house walling sadyap;

a javelin sumbiling.} genr kawãyan 1
bãgay1 n a thing with which or to which

something is done; a thing done, i.e., an

act Nagbakay ˆaku ning manga bãgay sa
kusÿna. I bought things (i.e., utensils)

for the kitchen. ˆAng bãgay nga ˆitaˆu ku
sa ˆÿmu hay pãyung. The thing which

will be given to you by me is an

umbrella. ˆAng ˆiba naman hay
nagapamasyar sa ˆalÿhid nang baybay
pãra nga ˆang ˆinda hunaˆhýnaˆ hay
mapakadtu naman sa ˆiba nga bãgay
nga ˆinda nakikÿtaˆ sa dãgat. Some

people roam around the edge of the

beach so that their thoughts will really

go to other things which are able to be

seen by them in the ocean. Sa tanan nga
bãgay, ˆimaw ˆini ˆang pinakaˆimpurtanti,
nga tawˆan ta ning ˆatinsyun ˆang
pagpanglimpyu sa suyud nang bayay. Of

all things [done], this is most important,

the cleaning inside the house will be paid

attention to by us. cf butang 1a, daya 1a,

gãmit 1a

bãgay2 adj Something is appropriate or fit
for a particular situation or use.

bãgay3 v Someone tunes a musical

instrument. [nagbãgay tuned]

bãgaˆ n The lung of a person or animal.

baglis 1a n A line marked on a surface. Kung
ˆikaw hay mayad manÿhiˆ, madaliˆ mu
ˆini makilãya kay ˆigwa ning baglis ˆang
lugar nga kung sa diˆin siya. If you are

clever in gathering mollusks, you can

easily recognize them because the place

where it is has a line (i.e., where it

crawled in the sand). ˆAng ginagãmit mu
sa paghuman ning baglis sa dýtaˆ hay
kãhuy nga kiˆisut kag may talÿwis sa
punta puydi da ˆang kiˆisut nga kawãyan
nga may talÿwis da. As for what you use

for making lines on the ground, [it] is a

small stick and there is a point at the

end; it might also be a small bamboo

which also has a point. syn gýhit cf

gýlis, kýrit, linya
1b v Someone or something makes a line

on a surface. [mabaglis will make a line]

bagsak v Someone is dropped from a

course of study by a teacher.
ˆibagsak ˆIbagsak kunu ˆaku niya; tapus

pagˆabut nang ˆýras matãˆas ˆang ˆãkun
nabuˆuy; ˆang ˆãkun manga nutbuk hay
kumplÿtu. I would be dropped, she said,
by her; [but] later, when the time came
[the grades] I got were high [because]
my notebooks were complete.

mabagsak Paˆunu ˆaku niya nga
mabagsak kay ˆaku hay kumplÿtu? How
could I be able to be dropped by her
[from the class] because, as for me, [my
notes] were complete?

bagtung v Someone bundles objects or

carries objects in a bundle.
nagabagtung Wayaˆ nagdýgay ˆumabut

ˆang prinsipi nga nagabagtung ning
sariˆsãriˆ nga prýtas. Soon the prince
arrived and was carrying all different
kinds of fruit in a bundle.

v Something is bundled or carried in a
bundle by someone.

bagtungun Kung mahÿmuˆ hay
bagtungun lang kay kung ˆanung
matabuˆ kag masÿraˆ ˆang ˆãtun bayay;
puydi nãtun makapilak ˆinaˆ sa bintãnaˆ.

bag 88 bagtung
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If possible, just bundle [the clothes]
because something might happen and
our house will be destroyed; it is
possible that those [clothes] could be
thrown by us out the window.
cf bugkus 1a, bugkus 2

bagu n a fly fastener, used to fasten the fly

tirilin to the fishhook tagaˆ of a fishing

line labay {A small tube to which a fly is

attached. Together they are fastened to a

fishhook.} (See labay, Parts of a
Multiple-Hook Fishing Line for table.)

bãgu 1 subord conj before something

happens or a state exists something else

happens; or something happens before
something else happens or a state exists

Bãgu ka magˆýliˆ sa Rumblun, tudluˆi
ˆãnay ˆang ˆÿmu manga kaˆibãhan!
Before you go back to Romblon, your

[working] associates must first be

taught! Didtu na kami nagkatuyug bãgu
bumãlik naman pagkaMyirkulis. We

slept there again before [we] returned

on Wednesday. Duha pa ka býlan bãgu
sinda kasayun. There are still two

months before they get married.

2 ti adv First something is done before

something else is done. [Commonly both

acts are expressed within a single

sentence. Sometimes, however, a

subsequent act or state is not expressed

within the sentence.] Bãgu, nagbakasyun
ˆaku diri sa Rumblun, kay kadýgay na da
nga wayaˆ ˆaku nakabakasyun. First, I

had a vacation here in Romblon because it

was a long time that I was not able to take

a vacation.

bagunbun n shallow coastal sand
cf kalusãyan (lýsay 1b)

bagutãyum n a red-spot emperor fish,

Lethrinus lentjan (Lacepede) {Predom-

inently silvery brown, lighter below,

characterized by an elongated bright red

spot on the posterior edge of the

operculum. Lives in shallow waters;

caught with fishnets. pýkut 1 or hook

and line bunit 1.}

baguy 1 n the back covering of some sea

creatures such as cuttlefish; the hard

shell of a coconut, covered by the husk

bunut and containing the meat niyug;

the shell of an egg. ˆAng nagapaˆãput
ning kalãyu hay ˆinutˆinut ˆang butang
nang baguy. The ones who make the

fire do the placing of the [coconut]

shells little by little. (See ˆitlug, Parts of
an Egg for table. See Appendix 7, Parts

of a Coconut Fruit.)

1a buliˆ nga baguy n the blunt end half of
a coconut shell {The hard shell half

opposite the end which was attached to

the plant before it was picked and

husked.}

1b mata nga baguy n the stem end half of
a coconut shell, i.e., the half which

attached to the plant before it was

picked and husked {When the husk is

removed, it exposes three small holes at

the end of the coconut shell where the

fruit was attached to the tree.}

baguyan n a three-spotted damselfish,

Dascyllus trimaculatus (Ruppell) {Gray

to dusky brown. One white spot occurs

on the nape and another on the upper

side, just below the middle of the dorsal

base. Inhabits branching corals to 55 m.}

baguyan nga lýkus (var of lýkus 1) a

cuttlefish
baguˆbaguˆ n a bagubagu climbing vine,

Brucea amarissima {Used as tying

material.}

bagyu n a typhoon ˆAng ˆãmun lang tubas
hay ˆutsu kabãnis kay ˆinagÿhan nang
bagyu. Our harvest was only eighty

cavans of rice because [our field] was

passed through by a typhoon.
v There is a typhoon. (lit, It typhoons.)
bumagyu Masunud naman nga týˆig hay

bumagyu, hay nagkasÿraˆ naman ˆang
ginalugÿtan nãmun sa Tyamban. The
next year there was a typhoon, so [the
coconut palms] where we make copra in
Tiamban were destroyed.

mabagyu Gumulpi da býnuk ˆang ˆuyan;
ngãniˆ daw sa ˆãkun kahadluk kag daw
sa ˆãkun byubantaˆ hay daw mabagyu
gid. The rain quickly pelted down; so in
my fear and in my being threatened it
seemed as though there would be a
strong typhoon.

bagyýhan n a vase mollusk, genus Vasum
bagˆang n a molar tooth (See ngÿpun 1,

bagu 89 bagˆang
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Kinds of Teeth for table.)

bagˆu 1a adj An object is new; a person is

new in performing an action, being in a

particular location or state; a food

product is fresh; a present-day event,

situation. ˆAba nga kalÿpay ku, kay
mababakyan na ˆaku ni Nanay ning
bagˆu nga bãruˆ kag sapãtus! Oh, I am

happy, because I will surely be able to

be bought a new dress and shoes by

Mother! Wayaˆ mu pa ˆinaˆ nasasayýri
ˆang manga batãsan nina Nÿlu kay
bagˆu sinda diri sa ˆãtun lugar. The

attitude of Nilo and others was not yet

able to be known at all by you because

they are new here in our place. Bumuˆuy
ning ˆisa ka buˆuk nga bagˆu nga ˆitlug
nang nÿtib nga manuk. Get one fresh
local chicken egg.

1b pamagˆu v Someone is unaccustomed
to a place, in performing an activity.

namagˆu [Namagˆu consists of na- plus
pamagˆu.] Namagˆu si Linda sa
paghãwid ning kumpyýtir. Linda was
unaccustomed to caring for a computer.

mamagˆu [Mamagˆu consists of ma- plus
pamagˆu.] Mamagˆu ˆaku magpaligus
ning malamig nga týbiˆ. I am
unaccustomed in taking a bath with
cold water. ant gamun 1

2 adv An event has just happened or is just
happening. Ginagãmit ˆini sa pagpadãgaˆ
sa bayay nga bagˆu pa lang nga
ginapahuman. This is used in practicing a

bloodletting ceremony for a house that is

just being allowed to be constructed.

[Commonly this adverb is followed by

the modifying ligature -ng (variant of

nga) and an uninflected verb, illustrated

below; bagˆu + -ng = bagˆung.] Bãwal
ˆang magkãˆun ning ˆýtan nga langkaˆ nga
may lakut nga lumbay kay ˆini kunu hay
nagapahubas ning gãtas nang nanay nga
bagˆung ˆungaˆ. It is forbidden to eat

coconut-flavored jackfruit which has a

mixture of lumbay leaves because, they

say, as for these [leaves, they] cause the

milk of the mother who has just given
birth to be reduced. Nang ˆaku hay
bagˆung halin sa Manÿlaˆ, may
nagpangasawa sa ˆãkun. As for me, when

[I] had newly arrived from Manila,

someone courted me.

bagˆung kasay (kasay 3) idiom a

newlywed couple; bagˆung tãwu
(tãwu 3) idiom a newborn baby;

Bagˆung Týˆig (týˆig 3) idiom New
Year’s Day; bagˆung halin (halin 2)
set expr newly arrived

bahag n a loincloth
bãhas n a death certificate
bãhaw n leftover cooked rice, from a

previous meal

pamãhaw derv a breakfast meal, break-
fast time, someone eats breakfast

bahãyan n the main fishing line of a

multiple-hook fishing line {Consists of

a line up to 100 m long or more with

leaders and hooks interspersed every

half meter or so.} (See labay, Parts of a
Multiple-Hook Fishing Line for

table.)

bahãyaˆ n the one responsible for doing

something Si Dÿnuˆ na ˆang bahãyaˆ
magpasãyud sa manga tãwu nga ˆigwa
ning mÿting sa Duminggu. Dino is the

one responsible to inform the people

that there is a meeting on Sunday.

bahãyaˆ  lang adv Something is done

without hesitation, suddenly. May
yãraˆ nga miyugpangutang nga ˆãbir
diˆin kamu magkÿtaˆ basta sya hay may
kwarta, bahãyaˆ lang ˆinaˆ mapalapit sa
ˆÿmu. There are some debtors who, no

matter where you see each other,

provided that, as for her, [she] has

money, without hesitation that one just

comes to you. Bahãyaˆ lang kinuybãˆan
ˆang hãriˆ sa nabatiˆan niya nga hambay
nang tatlu. Suddenly the king was

greatly disturbed about what he heard

which was said by the three.

bahãyaˆ na inj Never mind! or It doesnˆt
matter! Bahãyaˆ na! Magbinuyãgan na
lang kita. Never mind! We will just

separate from each other.

bahaˆ 1a n a flood of water

1b v an area or an object is flooded ˆAng
ˆinda lãtiˆ hay ˆupaw na, kundiˆ maˆisut
lang nga ˆuyan; sigurãdu gid nga bahaˆ
na ˆang ˆinda lugar. As for their
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woodlot, [it] is denuded already, so

there is only a little rain; surely their

area will be easily flooded.
binahaˆ Kadakuˆdãkuˆ gid ˆang ˆuyan;

kadãmuˆ nga bayay ˆang binahaˆ
pakadtu sa dãgat. The rain was very
heavy; there were many houses that
were flooded going to the sea.

pagpamahaˆ ger its continual flooding
Kung payut na ˆang kaguyãngan, kung
magˆinýyan ning týdu, ˆimaw ˆinaˆ ˆang
ginatunãˆan nang pagpamahaˆ. When
the forest is already denuded, when it
continually rains heavily, that’s the time
of the beginning of continual flooding.

bahug 1 n animal feed ˆAng ˆÿmu bahug
dãpat hay maˆãyu, ˆinang may sustansya.
As for your animal feed, [it] must be

good, that which has nutrients. {Pig feed

might be rice bran ˆupa, upper trunk

coconut pith ˆýbud nang niyug, cooked

vegetable leaves lãˆun.}

2 v Someone feeds an animal.
nagabahug Kung ˆaku gãniˆ nagabahug

nang ˆãkun bãbuy hay duha lang ka bÿsis
sa ˆisa ka ˆadlaw. When I feed my pig, it
is only two times in one day.

magbahug Kung ˆikaw naman magbahug
nang ˆÿmu bãbuy hay ˆayaw magdakýˆa.
When you feed your pigs, do not give
[them] too much [food].

v Something is fed to an animal by
someone.

ginabahug ˆAng býwaˆ nang niyug kag
ˆang ˆiya sabaw hay ginabahug sa
bãbuy. As for the white ball of coconut
fruit and its flavored liquid, [they] are
fed to pigs.

v An animal is fed animal feed by
someone.

ginabahugan Kung tapus na ning ˆuruk
pãra nga dakuˆ ˆang gãtas, ˆang
ginabisyu ku ˆitun hay ginabahugan ku
sa mata nga baguy. When [the sow] is
finished giving birth, in order that there
will be much milk [for the piglets], what
is done by me for this one is that [she] is
fed by me from the stem end half of a
[coconut] shell. {Many feed a sow from
the stem end half of a coconut shell
shortly after she gives birth. This allows
water in the soupy pig feed to seep out

through three small holes in the shell. It
is believed that this will increase the
sow’s flow of milk.}

3 bahýgan n A feed container from which

an animal eats. ˆInaˆ ˆang kadagkuˆ gid
nga balayan nang sayˆut hay puydi nga
humanun nga bahýgan nang bãbuy. As

for those very large empty shells of

fluted giant clams, [they] can be made

as feed containers for pigs.

bãhuy 1a v A child, animal, animate object

becomes swollen, grows big, grows
up, matures.

nagbãhuy Kay Tãta Nistur na ˆaku
nagbãhuy hasta nga pinangasãwa. I
grew up with Uncle Nestor until [I] was
courted.

nagabãhuy Nagabãhuy ˆang ˆungaˆ ni
Plurintÿna, ˆang ˆiya hitsýra parÿhu gid
nang ˆiya tatay nga si ˆInrÿku. [When]
the son of Florentina was growing up,
his appearance was just like his father,
Enrico.

magabãhuy Wayaˆ gid ning natunˆan nga
trabãhu ˆang manga ˆungaˆ kag
magabãhuy pa nga tamad kay
nagapanalig sa magýyang. Children
had no work which was able to be
learned [by them] and they also grow
up lazy because [they] depend on their
parents.

magbãhuy Nakaˆÿsip ˆaku nga magbãhuy
lang gid ˆaku hay babayãˆan ku gid
kamu diri sa bayay. I thought that when
[I] grow up, I will surely leave you here
at the house.

pagbãhuy ger someone’s or something’s
becoming swollen, growing big,
growing up, maturing Bukun siya
ˆintirisãdu paˆunhun nãmun ˆinaˆ siya
mapaˆãyu ˆang ˆiya pagbãhuy. He is not
interested in what could be done in
improving his growing up.

pagbãhuy ti ger after or upon someone’s
or something’s becoming swollen,
growing big, growing up, maturing
Pagbãhuy ni Ramun hay mabãlik da
siya sa ˆãtun. Upon Ramon’s growing
up, he will return to our place.

pagpabãhuy ger someone’s bringing up
children Batãsan nang sa pagpabãhuy
nang manga ˆungaˆ, ˆang pagtaˆu kag
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ˆang pagpakÿtaˆ ning manga maˆãyu nga
halimbãwaˆ labi na gid sa maˆãyu nga
pamatãsan. The [proper] attitude when
bringing up children [is] the giving and
showing a good example of behavior
especially in a good character.

pabãhuy caus v A child or animal is
brought up, nurtured or reared by
someone.

ginpabãhuy ˆIni hu ˆang ˆupat ku nga ˆapu
hay ˆungaˆ nang ˆadtung ˆakun
gingpabãhuy nga ˆungaˆ. As for these
four grandchildren of mine, [they] are
the children of that child who was
brought up by me.

napabãhuy Napabãhuy nãmun ˆadtu si
Pitra maskin kahugaˆ ˆang pagdipãra
ning ˆungaˆ. Petra was able to be
brought up by us even though the
caring for a child is difficult.

pabahýyun Pabahýyun ˆãnay niya ˆang
bãbuy kag ˆibaligyaˆ niya kung kabahuy
na. The pig will first be nurtured by
him and it will be sold when it is already
big. cf ˆalÿlaˆ 2b

1b pabãhuy nga ˆungaˆ n a nurtured or

reared child Si Rusÿta hay pabãhuy
nga ˆungaˆ ni Nãna Pirla. As for Rosita,

[she] is the reared child of Aunt Perla.

cf ˆalÿlaˆ nga ˆungaˆ (ˆalÿlaˆ 3a), ˆampun
2a kabahuy (var kibahuy, mabahuy) adj

Someone or something is big; a noise is

loud. Pabahýyun ˆãnay niya ˆang bãbuy
kag ˆibaligyaˆ niya kung kabahuy na.
The pig will first be nurtured by him and

it will be sold when it is already big.
kabahuybãhuy int adj Someone or

something is very big; a noise is very
loud. May magˆasawa nga nakakÿtaˆ
nang kaban nga kabahuybãhuy. There
was a couple who saw a very big
clothes trunk [floating in the ocean].

mas mabahuy cmpr adj Someone or
something is bigger than someone or
something else; a noise is louder than
another noise. ˆAng ˆambuˆ naghambay
man nga sigýru wayaˆ pa niya
napamatuˆýri kung maˆunu kahugaˆ
ˆang nagadaya ning niyug nga mas
mabahuy pa sa ˆiya. The rat said that
perhaps he had not yet realized how
difficult the carrying of a coconut was

which was bigger than he.
kabahuy adv Someone or something

makes a noise loudly.
kabahuybãhuy int adv Someone or

something makes a noise very loudly.
ˆUmugwad ˆang kalãyu ning paˆibabaw
kag lumupuk gid ning kabahuybãhuy.
The fire [of the gun] came out going up
and discharged very loudly.

2b pabahuybãhuy v People compare the
size of two objects.

nagpabahuybãhuy Nagpabahuybãhuy
kami ning bayay nang ˆãkun tatay. My
father and I compared the size of our
houses.

3 bãhuy ˆang pýwak v Someone becomes
puffed up or proud (lit, the throat

becomes swollen).
nagbãhuy ˆang pýwak Nagbãhuy ˆang

pýwak ni Rinãtu kay gingpýri siya ni
Mistir Rÿyis nga siya, hay mayad nga
karpintÿru. Renato became puffed up
(lit, Renato’s throat became swollen)
because he was praised by Mr. Reyes
that, as for him, [he] is an experienced
carpenter.

4 pabãhuy adj The moon waxes. Maˆãyu
kunu magsaylu sa bagˆu nga bayay kung
pabãhuy ˆang býlan. It is good, they

say, to move to a new house when the

moon waxes. (See Appendix 11, Shape

of the Moon.)

bãhuˆ 1 n an odor, smell

Kinds of Body Odor

humut pleasant smelling

mabãhuˆ (bãhuˆ 2) bad smelling

mabangˆug (bangˆug) smelling of

human

excrement

malangsa (langsa) fishy smelling

mapangsu (pangsu) smelling of

urine

maˆanghit (ˆanghit 1) smelling of

body odor

ˆanghuy underarm odor

2 mabãhuˆ adj Something has a bad smell
of decaying flesh, garbage, animal or

human excrement. Diri nga lugar hay
mabãhuˆ ning patay nga ˆambuˆ. As for

this place, it has a bad smell of a dead
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rat. (See bãhuˆ 1, Kinds of Body Odor
for table.)

bãka n a cow, bull, steer; cattle; beef Kung
ˆang bãka hay nagpÿtuˆ kag wayaˆ
magluwas ˆang ˆiya pÿtuˆ, ˆini hay
ginabãwal sa manga babãyi nga
nagapangýngaˆ pa nga ˆindiˆ magkãˆun
nang karni. As for a cow, if [it] gives

birth and her calf does not come out [so

that the cow dies], it is forbidden for

women who are still [of the age of]

giving birth to not eat the meat.
kabakãhan n a herd of cattle (See

Appendix 20, Groups of Animals,
People, Things.)

bãkal n iron metal

bakanti adj A cot, house, seat is vacant; an

object, especially, one that might be

rented, is not for use. Wayaˆ kami týyug
kay wayaˆ kami higdãˆan kay wayaˆ ning
tihÿras nga bakanti. We had no sleep

because there was no place for us to lie

down because there were no vacant
cots.

bãkas 1a bakãsa imper v Continue! Keep
going!

kabãkas adj Someone or something is
continuous in being involved in an
action. Kabãkas ˆini ˆang pangutãna ku.
As for these questions of mine, [they]
are continuous. Kabãkas ˆang ˆinda
tinda kay wayay tindãhan sa luwas.
Their merchandise is continuous [in
being sold] because there was no store
outside [the dance area].

1b kabãkas adj Someone is quick in doing

something; something is quick to be

depleted or bought. [Kabãkas is

predicate, the one quick in doing

something is topic, and that quick to be

done is a phrase introduced by an

optional modifying ligature nga.]

Kabãkas gid ˆinaˆ si Rubin maghinãkut
ning batu diraˆ sa Agbuyug. That Ruben

is surely quick in continually carrying

stone on the shoulder there in Agboyog.

bakay 1a v Someone buys something.
bumakay, nagbakay ˆAdtu ˆang sa kay

Pransis ning tambur hay si Gilbirt ˆadtu
ˆang nagbakay. As for that tambourine
that Francis has, that is what Gilbert

bought.
nagapamakay May mutur nga Sibuhãnu

nga nagapamakay sÿhiˆ. There is a
Cebuano pumpboat that is buying all
kinds of seashells.

mabakay, magabakay Mabakay na lang
kita ning kagamitan nga human sa
kawãyan. We will just buy furniture
that is made of bamboo.

mamakay [Mamakay consists of ma-
plus pamakay.] Maˆigmaˆ lang ˆaku kag
mamakay ˆaku nang manga gãmit
nãmun sa bayay. I will just eat my lunch
and will go buying things for our house.

magbakay ˆIni ˆang kandÿlaˆ puydi ˆini
nga ˆiwag sa bayay kung gabˆi pãra nga
ˆindiˆ ka na magbakay ning pitrulyu. It is
possible for this candle to be a light at
night in the house so that you will no
longer buy kerosene.

bakay, magbakay, bumakay imper v Buy
something! Something must or should
be bought by someone! ˆAdtu ˆang
dagkuˆ nga tinãpay, sa panadirya ka gid
magbakay! Those large buns, buy them
at the bakery! Bumakay ka na lang ning
dãyum kag bunang kag tahiˆun ˆang ˆÿmu
manga gisiˆ nga manga bãruˆ! You just
buy a needle and thread and sew your
worn-out dresses!

pagbakay ger someone’s buying of
something ˆAng kwarta nga ˆãmun
ginggãmit sa pagbakay ning pýkut, hay
gingˆambagˆambagan nãmun. As for
the money which we used for buying a
fishnet, [it] was contributed by each of
us.

v Something, usually money, is used by
someone to buy something.

ginbakay ˆIndiˆ mu gãniˆ masakar ˆang
kwarta nga ˆÿmu ginbakay ning pýkut.
You will not get back the money which
was used by you to buy the fishnet.

pinamakay [The prefix paN- of the
combination pinaN- (paN- plus -in-)
indicates multiple things bought. Focus,
indicated by -in-, is either on that used to
buy (illustrated here) or that bought
(illustrated in ginpangbakay below).]
Pinamakay ni ˆÃna ˆang kwarta ning
bãruˆ pãra sa ˆiya manga ˆapu. The
money was used by Ana to buy several
dresses for her grandchildren.
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ginabakay ˆAng narimidyu ku hay
ginabakay ku naman ning gãtas sa
manga ˆungaˆ. My indispensable wages
are what I use to buy milk for my
children.

ˆibakay ˆIbakay ninda ning pagkãˆun sa
ˆinda pamilya. [The money] will be
used by them to buy food for their
family.

maˆibakay, ˆikabakay ˆIgwa kami ning
maˆibakay ning ˆasin, puspuru, ˆasýkar
kag habun. We have [money] which
will be able to be used for buying salt,
matches, sugar and soap. ˆInaˆ ˆang
manga tãwu nga may manga kwarta
nga ˆikabakay, ˆinaˆ sinda hay
nagagãmit ning pahýmut. As for those
people who have money which will be
able to be used for buying, they use
perfume.

pangbãkay pur ger Money is used for
buying something. Kung sinda hay
makabaligyaˆ ning ˆisdaˆ, ˆigwa na sinda
ning pangbãkay ning sigarilyu. If they
will be able to sell fish, they will then
have [money] for buying cigarettes.

v Something is bought by someone from
someone else.

binakay ˆIgwa kami papÿlis nga
pinirmahan; inaˆ nga dýtaˆ hay binakay
ku na kay Pÿnu. We have signed papers;
as for that land holding, [it] was already
bought by me from Pino.

bakya, ginbakya [These forms follow a
negative.] ˆAng ˆiya ˆini balayan hay
wayaˆ ˆini ginbakya. As for the shells of
these (i.e., of ghost murex mollusks),
[they] were not bought.

bakya, ginbakay, ginbakya [These
forms follow the interrogative adverb
diˆin.] Diˆin niya bakya ˆang sim? Where
was the galvanized iron bought by him?

ginpangbakay, pinangbakay, pinamakay
[The affix paN- or paN- of the
combination pinaN- or pinaN- (paN- or
paN- plus -in-) indicates extensive
buying. Focus is either on that bought
(illustrated here) or that used to buy
(illustrated in pinamakay above).] ˆAng
manga gãmit nga ginpangbakay ku hay
ˆipadaya ku na lang. As for the many
things which were bought by me,
[they] will be brought [home] by me [in

preparation for the wedding]. ˆAng ˆinda
pinamakay nga pabisti hay kumplÿtu.
As for the wedding wardrobe which
was bought by them, [it] is complete.

ginabakya Wayaˆ ˆini ginabakya sa
banwa nga baskit. This basket is not
bought in town.

bakyun Kung ˆikaw hay nagabakay ning
tÿla, ˆinaˆ hay dipindi sa ˆÿmu kung ˆanu
klãsi nga tÿla ˆang ˆÿmu bakyun. If you
buy cloth, as for that, [it] depends on
you as to what kind of cloth will be
bought by you.

pagbakyun [Used in a negative sentence.]
Kung wayaˆ da ˆini ning sabat hay ˆindiˆ
da pagbakyun nang miyugpamãkay ning
banig. If there is no design, [the mats] will
not be bought by the mat buyers.

bakya, bakyun imper v Something must
or should be bought by someone.
Bakya, Idna, ˆang ˆisdaˆ kay ˆaku
mamalantya nang ˆãkun ning bãruˆ!
Edna, the fish should be bought [by
you] because I will iron my clothes!
Bakyun mu na lang ˆang plantya ku kag
ˆadtung pinggan kag tãsa! My iron and
those plates and cups should be bought
by you!

v Someone or something has something
bought for them or it by someone else.

binakyan, ginbakyan Ginbakyan si
Birtu ning ˆalambri, pãra humanun nga
tabýnan. Berto had chicken wire
bought for [him] in order to make a
deep-sea fish trap.

ginabinakyan Ginabinakyan ni Luˆis
ning tinãpay ˆadtung magýyang, siya
ˆinaˆ wayaˆ siya gakãˆun. That old man
keeps on having bread bought for
[him] by Luis, [but] as for that one, he
eats nothing.

ginabakyi Kung wayaˆ ning sagnat ˆu
sakit ˆang ˆungaˆ, wayaˆ da ginabakyi
ning Pipsi. If a child has no fever or
sickness, [he] does not have Pepsi
bought for [him].

bakyan Bakyan ku kamu ning bãruˆ kag
sapãtus. You will have a dress and
shoes bought for [you] by me.

v a person, place or thing from whom or
which someone buys something

mabakyan Kung maˆãyu da ˆang tagˆÿya
nga ˆÿmu mabakyan ning buli hay
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ginatawˆan ka da ning paˆãman. If the
owner from whom you happen to buy
buri [palm fronds] is kind, you are given
an extra one. cf tangway, tingiˆ

1b pagbakay n the buying price of

something Kung nilãta naman ˆang
pagbakay nang kamýti, hay kwarinta
ˆang ˆisa ka lãta. If the buying price of

sweet potatoes is by the utility can, one

sixteen-liter measure is forty [pesos].

1c bakãyan n a buying place, as a store,

market

1d ˆiyugpamãkay n a resource for buying
ˆAng ˆÿmu manga paninda hay ˆÿmu lang
ˆini ˆipaˆýtang sa ˆÿmu manga kalãpit,
wayaˆ ka naman ning ˆiyugpamãkay sa
banwa. As for your items for sale, if you

let your neighbors get [them] on credit,

you will not have resources for buying
in town.

1e miyugpamãkay (var miyugbãkay,
minugbãkay, minugpamãkay) n a

commercial buyer of items made for sale

Kung wayaˆ da ˆini ning sabat hay ˆindiˆ
da pagbakyun nang miyugpamãkay ning
banig. If there is no design, [the mats] will

not be bought by mat buyers. Pagkablýki
na ˆibaligyaˆ naman sa miyugpamãkay
ning blýki kag dayˆun naman sa manga
kãtir pãra mahuman nga marmul ˆislabs.
After [the marble] is already in blocks,

they are sold to a marble block buyer and

[they] are taken to various marble

factories so that they will be able to be

made into marble slabs. (See miyug-,
Words with Miyug- for table.)

2 balakyãnun (var bayakyun, biyakyun)

n a purchase item Nyan nga tyimpu,
ˆang kwarta hay madaliˆ nga sugÿrun,
pÿru madaliˆ lang madýyaˆ kaysa
kamahay nang balakyãnun. At this

time, money is easy to find, but also

easy to lose because of the expense of

the purchase items. Bastanti na ˆadtu
ˆang kwarta ninda nga gastuhun kay
kabarãtu da ˆang bayakyun. That

money of theirs which will be spent [by

them] is enough because the purchase
items are cheap.

kwarta nga ˆinugbakay (kwarta 2) set

expr spending money
bakãyan n the wall stud of a building

(See Appendix 2, Parts of a House.)

bakhaw n a bakawan mangrove tree,

Rhizophora candelaria {Characterized

by a profusion of erect spongy air roots

where small fish live. Grows in

mangrove swamps katunggan. Used for

firewood and charcoal.} cf piyãpi
bakilid n a mountain slope Mabugˆat nga

ˆalsahun ˆang ˆÿmu siki, labi na gid kung
sa bakilid; ka magˆãgi; daliˆ ka gid
maglÿgid. Your feet are heavy to be

lifted, especially if you pass along a

mountain slope; you roll down easily.
pinakabakilid n the peak or highest point

of a mountain
kabakilid adj An incline is steep.

ˆAgbayun ta lang; sÿging kãmang kay
kabakilid. I will hold your hand;
continue crawling because [the slope] is
steep. cf tayud 1a, katayýran (tayud 2),
tangkap, ˆalipukpuk

bakingkiˆ 1a n a game of hopscotch
Gahambay gãniˆ sinda sa ˆãkun, “Sa
diˆin baya diri ˆang ginapangasawa ni
Tyãgu?” Kay nagakinãnam pa ˆaku ˆadtu
ning bakingkiˆ. They were saying to me,

“Where is the one being courted by

Tiago?” Because I was still playing that

game of hopscotch. syn bikaˆkaˆ 1a
(See kãnam 1a, Games Children and
Others Play for table.)

1b v Someone plays hopscotch.
nagabakingkiˆ Ginpasugahan ˆaku hay

nagabakingkiˆ pa kunu ˆaku. When I
had a wedding announcement feast held
for [me], they say, I was still playing
hopscotch. {Players have a rock batu
which is successively cast up and down
to columns of squares. A contestant
must miss the square containing a rock,
jump up and down all other squares. The
contestant who first completes all
squares in this manner wins. If the rock
lands on a line when cast, the player is
“dead” patay and an opponent takes her
or his turn.}

2 bakingkÿˆan n a hopscotch place; i.e., a

place or squares drawn in the earth

where hopscotch is played Yadtu baya si
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Tasya sa bakingkÿˆan. Maybe Tacia

was there at the hopscotch place.

bakÿru n a caretaker of animals, herdsman
baklid v Someone is held with one or both

hands behind the back by someone

else.
ginbaklid Hay ˆadtu si Danti, siya ˆang

ginbaklid. As for that Dante, he was the
one who was held with hands behind
the back.

baktas v Someone walks.
nagbaktas Wayaˆ sinda nagsakay sa dyip;

nagbaktas lang sinda kay ˆindiˆ gustu si
Libi nga magsakay sa dyip. They did not
ride in a jeepney; they just walked
because Libby does not like to ride in a
jeepney.

v A particular road or place is walked by
someone.

ginabaktas Magtýnaˆ sa Bunbun
ginabaktas lang ˆinaˆ pakadtu sa
Bangˆug kay kalãpad ˆang hunas.
Beginning from Bonbon that [strip of
sand] is just walked going to [the island
of] Bang-og because the tide is low.
cf pãnaw 1

bakýna n a vaccination; i.e., an injection of

a vaccine ˆAng pasãyud nang nars sa
ˆãmun nga basta ˆisa ka bÿsis sa ˆisa ka
býlan ˆang bakýna. The message of the

nurse to us was that the vaccination
[should be given] just one time a month.

v Someone vaccinates someone else.

bakýyud 1a n a mountain, a mountainside
Kung kaˆisa nagashurtkat na lang ˆaku
sa bakýyud pagˆýliˆ ku sa bayay.
Sometimes I just take a shortcut over the

mountain in my going back to the

house.

1b byubakýyud n a hill, a hillside
Dumyãgan ˆang ˆãyam pakadtu sa
byubakýyud kag nagtinãngis ning
katunugtýnug. The dog ran going to the

hillside and kept on crying very loudly.

cf býkid 1, tayud 1a
bakwa n a triple-tailed wrasse fish,

Cheilinus trilobatus (Lacepede) {Olive

green with vertical red lines across the

body. Head is covered with red spots.

Frequents live coral reefs, dead coral

rubble, sand flats and algae-covered

rocks in lagoons and other nearshore

areas.}

bakwit (var ˆibakwit) 1a v Someone evacuates
to a particular place, especially during

wartime.
nagˆibakwit ˆImaw ˆadtung nagˆibakwit

na kami nang yadtu na kami sa Suwaˆ.
That time when we evacuated was
when we were already there in Suwa.

nagabakwit Hay nahahadluk na kami,
hay nagabakwit gãniˆ kami ˆadtu. When
we were already really afraid, that’s
when we were evacuating there [to that
place].

imper v Evacuate! Bumwilta pakari ˆinaˆ
si Huwan dri sa bayay kag humambay
sa ˆãkun, nga “Bakwit kita!” John
returned coming here to the house and
said to me, “Let’s evacuate!” Sÿgi,
dyãgan na kamu! ˆIbakwit na kamu! Go
ahead, run now! Evacuate now!

1b bakwÿtan n an evacuation place, i.e., a

place to which someone evacuates Diraˆ
naman kami sa ˆãmun bakwÿtan; yãraˆ
kami nagakatuyug. We were there again

in our evacuation place; we were

sleeping there.

bakyaˆ n wooden clogs worn, especially in

past times, as slippers Gapãnaw kami
bÿsan pa man sinÿlas wayaˆ gid kami,
kay nang ˆýna bakyaˆ pa ˆang ˆãmun
sinÿlas, bukun ˆismãgul, wayaˆ pa
nagaˆusar ning ˆismãgul. We walked

even though we did not have slippers,

because in the olden days our slippers

were wooden clogs, not rubber slippers

because they were not yet being used.

cf tyinÿlas, ˆismãgul
bãla n a bullet or shot used in a gun for

shooting Kung ˆang ˆinda baril hay
ˆigwa na ning bãla, matýnaˆ na ˆinaˆ
sinda ning binarÿlan. If, as for their

[toy] guns, [they] already have shots,
they will start then shooting [one

another]. {A toy gun has either a seed of

an appropriate size or a wad of wet

paper for a shot.}

bãlak n a plan to do something
v An action is planned by someone.
ginabalãkan ˆAng gintaˆu sa ˆãkun nga

dýtaˆ, hay ginabalãkan nga ˆinda
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bawÿˆun. As for this land holding which
was given to me, [it] is being planned
that [it] will be recovered by them.
cf distinasyun, plãnu, tãning

balakbak n a commercially made cigar
cf tabãkuˆ nga dubya (tabãkuˆ 1b)

balakyãnun (see bakay 2) a purchase item
balasahun (see bãsa 2) reading material
balat n a sea cucumber Kung nagabýsu

ning balat, ˆang ginagãmit hay
kumprÿsur. If [one] dives for sea
cucumbers, what is used is a

compressor. spec bangkulungan
balãtung n a cowpea vine, pod or seed,

Vigna sinensis (Linn.) {Tender pods or

seeds are eaten as a vegetable.}

balayan 1a n the empty shell of a mollusk;

i.e., a seashell in which the meat ˆunud
has been removed ˆAng balayan nang
kapinan hay ˆigwa ning manga
buhuˆbuhuˆ. The shells of limpets have

many holes. Kung ˆÿmu sukãtun ˆang
sÿhiˆ, dãpat pakut ˆang ˆÿmu gamÿtun kay
ˆagud hay ˆindiˆ mabuˆak ˆang ˆiya ning
balayan. If the mollusk meat is pried out

by you, what should be used by you is a

safety pin so that its shell will not be

accidentally broken.

1b balayan nang ˆitlug n an eggshell ˆAng
balayan nang ˆitlug hay ginabutang ni
Rus sa ˆiya urkids pãra kunu magbýyak.
As for eggshells, [they] are put by Rose

on her orchids so that, she says, they

will bloom.

balayan nang sÿhiˆ (see sÿhiˆ 4) a seashell
balãyi 1 n a co-parent-in-law; i.e., the

parent of one’s child-in-law ˆAng balãyi
ku hay si Kumpãri Ramun. My

co-parent-in-law is Co-father-in-law

Ramon. (See Appendix 23, Social

Relationships.)

2 magbalãyi n the parents of the bride
and groom Nagapanumsuman na ˆinaˆ
sinda nga magbalãyi. Those parents of
the bride and groom eat and drink a

food delicacy together.

pamalãyi derv an initial wedding-
planning session; holds an initial
wedding-planning session

baldi n a water pail, used primarily for

carrying water from a distant source;

sometimes used for catching rainwater

or for water storage in the kitchen

Ginabantayan gid maˆãyu ˆang tapãhan
kag ˆigway nakahandaˆ nga týbiˆ sa
baldi. The smoking rack is being

watched very carefully and there is

water prepared in a water pail [to put

out a fire]. cf lãta 2a

Water Containers

baldi water pail

bangaˆ drinking-water jar

dram wash-water storage barrel

galun 3 drinking-water storage

container

lãta 2a utility can

tadyaw wash-water storage jar

tangki communal water tank

tibud small multipurpose clay jar

bãli 1 adj approximately a certain number

of things Kung ˆigwa ka ning dyis pÿsus,
bãli napýyuˆ lang ˆinaˆ ka buntay ˆang
ˆÿmu mababakay. If you have ten pesos,

what you will frequently buy is

approximately just ten of those [buri
palm] fronds.

2 diˆ bãli adv Never mind a particular

action or state. Diˆ bãli ˆadtu, kay yaˆ da
ˆaku maglãˆin ˆang buˆut kay matãˆas
ˆang ˆãkun manga nabubuˆuy sa
pagˆiskuyla. Never mind that, [that my

class rival was the teacher’s favorite]

because anyway I had no hard feelings

because what was consistently gotten by

me in studying (i.e., my grades) were

high.

3 bãli wayaˆ adj A particular action or

circumstance is of no account, has no
value, is useless. Dãmuˆ gid ˆinaˆ nga
býlig ˆang naˆitaˆu ku kay Dilya, pÿru
nyan daw bãli wayaˆ na lang ˆadtu sa
ˆiya. That help was certainly generous

which was able to be given Delia by me,

but now it seems as though that has no
value to her. Nagtinãngis gid ˆaku kay
bãli wayaˆ lang sa ˆãkun manga
magýyang ˆang ˆãkun binalÿtaˆ. I cried

much because what was told by me [to

them] was just of no account to my
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parents. cf bãsag
balÿbad v Someone falsely denies or tells a

lie about something.
magbalÿbad inf to falsely deny or to tell a

lie about something Hay ˆaku naman
nagapangutana gid sa ˆiya kung ˆanu
ˆadtu; hay nahuyaˆ da siya magbalÿbad;
nagbalitaˆ na lang siya sa ˆãkun. I really
asked him what that [medicine] was; he
was reluctant to tell a lie; he just told
me.

balibag v Someone or something is thrown
to a particular place by someone;

something is thrown away by

someone. Nang nakabãngun naman si
Prÿdi sa lýnang, ˆinutruhan naman ni
Karlus ning balibag sa lanas. When

Freddie was able to stand up in the mud,

he was thrown again by Carlos [this

time] into a rice field.
gingpangbalibag ˆAng manuk galiˆ

nãmun, ˆimaw ˆang gingpangbalibag
nang ˆadtung manga sundãlu. As for
[our] chickens, those were the ones that
were all thrown away by those
soldiers. cf týnud 1

balibul n volleyball
v Someone plays volleyball. [mabalibul

will play volleyball] (See kãnam 1a,
Games Children and Others Play for
table.)

baligyaˆ 1 n the selling price of an item of

merchandise tinda 2. Pila ˆinaˆ ˆang ˆÿmu
baligyaˆ? How much is that selling
price of yours? cf bãyad 1a, kantidad 1,

kantidad 2, prisyu
2 v Someone sells an item of merchandise

tinda 2.
nagabaligyaˆ ˆAng rigatunÿra hay

nagabaligyaˆ ning ˆisdaˆ kãda ˆadlaw.
Female fish vendors sell fish every day.

makabaligyaˆ Kung sinda hay
makabaligyaˆ ning ˆisdaˆ, ˆigwa na
sinda ning pangbãkay ning sigarilyu. If
they are able to sell fish, they will have
something for buying cigarettes.

imper v Sell something! Someone must or
should sell something! Sÿgi na! Baligyaˆ
na sÿhiˆ! Go ahead! Sell fish now!

magbaligyaˆ inf to sell something Kung
ˆang ˆisa nga tagˆÿya nang manuk hay
gustu magbaligyaˆ ning manuk,

madakup ˆini sya ning manuk kag
dayˆun sa banwa kag ˆibaligyaˆ nya sa
gustu magbakay. If a chicken farmer
wants to sell chickens, she catches the
chickens and brings them to town and
sells them to those who wish to buy.

v An item is sold by someone.
binaligyaˆ, gingbaligyaˆ, ginbaligyaˆ

Nang dýgay na binaligyaˆ na ninda ˆang
syap kay sinubhan na da. After a long
time their shop was sold by them
because they were tired [of managing
it]. Gingbaligyaˆ ku ˆang dýtaˆ nga
gingsubliˆ ku sa ˆãkun tatay. The land
holding which I inherited from my
father was sold by me.

ˆibaligyaˆ Pabahýyun ˆãnay ni Rubin ya
ˆang bãbuy kag ˆibaligyaˆ niya kung
kabahuy na. Ruben will first let the pig
grow up and it will be sold by him when
it is already big. cf tinda 1

3 baligyãˆun n goods for sale ˆAng manga
baligyãˆun nang ˆýna, hay manintimus
ˆang kantidad. As for goods for sale
previously, the price was by centavos.

bãlik v Someone or something returns to a

person, place, or object.
nagbãlik, bumãlik Si Birunika kag ˆang

ˆiya lýla hay nagbãlik diri sa Pilipÿnas.
Birunika and her grandmother returned
here to the Philippines. Didtu na kami
nagkatuyug bãgu bumãlik naman
pagkaMyirkulis. We slept there again
before [we] returned on Wednesday.

bãlik, mabãlik Bayˆilang! Hay
pagkaˆãga na pagkaMartis nang ˆãga
bãlik naman kami ˆinaˆ sa bayay, didtu
kana Manung Daryu. Never mind!
When it is already morning on Tuesday
morning, we will return again home to
[the house of] Older Brother Dario and
family.

magbãlik ˆIndiˆ ˆaku magbãlik diri kay
mabýlig ˆaku ning dikurasyun sa ˆãmun
ˆiskwilahan. I will not return here
because I will help decorate at our
school. Matýˆud nga wayaˆ magbãlik
ning maˆãyu ˆang sayug sa parÿhu gid sa
dãti. It is true that the [bamboo] floor
did not return well, the same as before
[the flooding when it was level].

pabãlik ger someone’s returning to a
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person, place, or object Nagsakay naman
ˆaku liwat sa traysikul, pabãlik sa bayay.
I rode again then on a motorized pedicab,
returning to the house.

pagbãlik ti ger after or upon someone’s
returning to a person, place, or object
[optionally preceded by nang] Nang
pagbãlik ku diri sa Rumblun nagpakasay
ˆaku sa ˆãkun ˆasãwa nga si Hilda. Upon
my return here to Romblon, I married
my spouse, Hilda.

balikbãlik, pabalikbãlik ger someone’s or
something’s going back and forth to
and from a person, place, or thing Kapitu
gid ning balikbãlik sa pantalan ˆang
batil. The one-sail outrigger boat was
seven times going back and forth to the
pier. Kadãmuˆ ˆang salimbabãtang nga
naganilupadlýpad pabalikbãlik kag
maghinýni ning “ˆit, ˆit, ˆit.” There were
many Himalayan swiflets that kept on
flying going back and forth and kept on
calling “it, it, it.”

v Someone or something is returned to by
someone else.

balÿkun Balÿkun ku ˆadtung ˆisturya ku
tungud kay Binung. That story of mine
about Benong will be returned to by
me.

pabãlik caus v Someone is allowed to
return to a person, place, or object by
someone else.

pinabãlik Nang naˆariglu na ˆang ˆãkun
kãsu, pinabãlik na ˆaku diri sa
Rumblun. When my case was already
settled, I was allowed to return here to
Romblon.

ginapabãlik Nabatiˆan ni Magbayýtu
ˆang singgit ni Marya nga ginapabãlik
na siya sa bayay. Magbayoto heard the
call of Mary in which he was being
allowed to return to the house.

v Someone or something is brought back,
returned to a particular place.

binãlik, gingbãlik Dãhil sa kadãmuˆ ˆang
nagapangasawa kay Rýsa, binãlik siya
nang ˆiya nanay sa Rumblun. Because
there were [so] many courting Rosa, she
was brought back to Romblon by her
mother. Paglÿgad ˆadtu, ˆãmun naman
gingbãlik ˆadtung manga gãmit didtu sa
ˆidãyum nang katri. After [the typhoon]
passed by, those things under the bed

were returned [to their original place]
by us. cf bwilta

baliktýnun n the gizzard of a fowl, bird

balikwaˆ v Something is turned over by

someone.
ginabalikwaˆ Ginabalikwaˆ ni Rusalinda

ˆang batu kung siya nagapanihiˆ. Stones
are turned over by Rosalinda when she
gathers mollusks. cf lÿgid 2

balila n a dorab wolf herring fish,

Chirocentrus dorab (Forsskål) {Long

fanglike teeth in both jaws. Bluish

dorsally, silvery laterally and ventrally,

with these two colors separated by a

golden stripe. Found in surface coastal

waters.}

balilig n the hull of a boat or ship ˆAng ˆýyu
hay ginãpus naman sa balilig nang
barýtu, ginalabuˆ naman nang ˆadtung
suyut. As for the head, [it] was tied to

the hull of the boat and was being cut

with that digging bolo.

balilÿtu n a rainbow runner fish, Elagatis
bipinnulata (Quoy and Gaimard)

{Marked with two parallel blue bands

extending along the flank from the head

to the caudal peduncle, separated by a

broad yellowish band. Grayish above

the bands, silvery yellow below.

Usually lives alone in the open ocean.

Caught with hook and line bunit 1 or

fishnets pýkut 1.} syn sÿluˆ
balinsyãna n a leafed telline mollusk,

Tellina foliacea
balingbing n a balimbing tree, Averrhoa

carambola (Linn.) {Fleshy fruit is eaten

raw as a snack food.}

balinghuy 1 n a cassava plant or root,
Manihot esculenta (Crantz.) {Root is

eaten as a vegetable. Cassava varieties:

dyãba; kinaya; tukyu.} (See Appendix

3, Kinds of Cultigens.)

1a ginatˆan nga balinghuy n cassava
cooked in coconut milk extract (See

Appendix 9, Foods Cooked in Coconut

Milk Extract.)

2 balinghuyan n a cassava plant grove
Tãmaˆ da ˆadtu ˆang tudluˆ kay wayaˆ
didtu sa may bayayˆang lyãki; sa may
kabalinghuyan. The information was

correct because the man was not in the
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house [but] in the cassava plant grove.

(See Appendix 20, Groups of Animals,

People, Things.)

tinumãkan nga balinghuy (tinumãkan
1a) set expr cassava mush; pýtu nga
balinghuy (pýtu 1a) set expr a

steamed cassava cake
balisbis 1 v A liquid runs down a surface.

nagapamalisbis Pagkatãpus bãsa nang
sýlat si Plurintÿna, nagatýyuˆ ˆang ˆiya
lýhaˆ nga nagapamalisbis sa pisngi,
nga “Bãsiˆ kami ˆitýnud sa dãgat?”
After Florentina read the letter, her tears
were falling, running profusely down
on her cheeks [and she said], “Why will
we be cast away into the ocean?”

2 balisbÿsan n the drip space of a house;

i.e., the space between where the water

drips off the roof and the house wall

baliskad 1a adj Something is backwards,
inside out. ˆAng lýkus nga panus, kung
nagalanguy hay baliskad kay naˆuˆuna
ˆang ˆiya buliˆ. As for a squid, when [it]

swims [it] is backwards because its tail

end is always first.
v Someone or something goes or falls

backwards.
bumaliskad Sumãngit ˆang siki nang

higanti sa gamut kag bumaliskad siya
paˆubus. The giant’s feet became
entangled in the roots and he fell down
backwards.

1b kabaliskaran n an untruth Wayaˆ
nagaparÿhu ˆang pananamgu; may
kabaliskaran kag may kamatuˆýran.
Dreams are not the same; there are

untruths and there are truths. ant týˆud
balisung n a butterfly knife {10 cm to 15

cm long blade enclosed by two hinged

casings, one on either side. Casings

open lengthwise, exposing the blade.}

balÿtaˆ 1 n gossip, a message, news Kung
matýˆud ˆinaˆ nga balÿtaˆ, bãsiˆ wayaˆ
ning tiligrãma nga nagapasãyud sa
ˆãtun? If that news is true, why is there

no telegram which informs us [about

it]? Bãsiˆ ˆigwa ˆadtuy balÿtaˆ na kami
kunu hay nagahinarýˆan na? Why is

there gossip, they say, that we are

already kissing each other? Ginˆilÿsan
naman ˆang manga nakasýlat nga

balÿtaˆ ni Plurintÿna sa ˆiya ˆasãwa. The

written messages of Florentina to her

husband were being changed.

2 v Someone tells something to someone

else. [The placement of length varies

with various affixes.]
nagbalitaˆ Hay ˆaku naman nagapangutana

gid sa ˆiya kung ˆanu ˆadtu; hay nahuyaˆ da
siya magbalÿbad; nagbalitaˆ na lang siya
sa ˆãkun. I really asked him what that
[medicine] was; he was reluctant to tell a
lie; he just told me.

magbalitaˆ inf to tell something to
someone ˆKung sinˆu diraˆ ˆang gustu
maghambay kag magbalitaˆ kung
paˆunu ˆang maging mimbru nang LCA?
Who is there who wants to talk and to
tell how to become a member of the
LCA?

v Something is told someone by someone
else. Sa ˆisa ka gatus nga balÿtaˆ ni Lusit,
pila ka bilug ˆang ˆÿmu mapapatÿhan.
Out of a hundred stories told by Lucit,
the ones that will be truly believed by
you are [only] a few.

binalÿtaˆ, ginbalitaˆ, gingbalitaˆ
Nagtinãngis gid ˆaku kay bãli wayaˆ lang
sa ˆãkun manga magýyang ˆang ˆãkun
binalÿtaˆ. I cried much because what was
told by me [to them] was of no account
to my parents. Gingbalitaˆ ni Marya sa
hãriˆ ˆang ˆiya týnay nga pagkatãwu.
Who she really was, was told by Mary to
the king.

ˆibalÿtaˆ Dãpat daw ˆibalÿtaˆ sa ˆinda kung
ˆanu ˆang ˆãkun prublÿma diri sa
Rumblun. What my problems here in
Romblon are should, it seems, be told
to them.

v Someone is told something by someone
else.

ginabalitaˆan ˆIndiˆ na gid ˆaku magliwat
kadtu sa Hinablan kay mahugaˆ kung
ˆikaw hay ginabalitaˆan lang kay ˆindiˆ
mu da masigýru kung ˆigwa ˆu wayaˆ. I
will surely not go again to Hinablan
because it is difficult if, as for you, [you]
are the only one who is told [about the
lost boat], because you will not be sure if
there is [one there] or not. cf hambay 1,
sabat1 1, salaysay, siling 1

balitsaw n a salted fish delicacy ˆIni ˆang
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gamus hay ginalýtuˆ nga balitsaw.
Cured anchovy is [sometimes] cooked

into a salted fish delicacy. {Made by

sautéing cured anchovy gamus 1 in

coconut milk extract gataˆ 1 until only

the coconut oil remains of the liquid.

Used as a side dish at mealtimes. Eaten

with rice or root crops (excluding sweet

potato kamýti 1). Thin slices of unripe

mango are dipped in a salted fish

delicacy and eaten as a snack food or a

side dish at mealtimes.}

bãliˆ v A tree branch, the handle of an axe

wãsay, chisel tigib, hammer mãsu,

martilyu is broken off by someone or

something.
mabãliˆ Ginakahadlukan ku ˆang nyug

kay bãsiˆ kung may mabãliˆ kag may
matumba kag tamãˆan kami. The
coconut trees were feared by me
because it might happen that something
would be accidentally broken off and
something might fall down and we
would be hit.

Things Broken and Ways Broken

bãliˆ branch, handle is

broken off

bãsag, býˆung breaks into pieces

buˆak 1c broken, broken off,

broken open,

split apart

gubaˆ, wasak completely destroyed,

shattered

gunaˆ slightly cracked

pãka1 stick, bolo handle is

broken

pusaˆ broken, crushed

siraˆ broken, damaged,

decayed, destroyed,

out of order, rotten,

unusable

tiltil breaks off a piece,

breaks into pieces

balkun n the porch of a house (See

Appendix 2, Parts of a House.)

baluˆ n a giant needlefish, Tylosurus
giganteus (Temminck and Schlegel)

{Metallic dusty green above, silvery

white below. Swims in surface coastal

waters.}

balyÿna n a whale
balyus meas n a nonspecific or specific

number of horsepower of an engine

{Horsepower, especially for motorboats,

is measured as follows: singku ka balyus
five horsepower, sayis ka balyus six

horsepower, dyis ka balyus ten

horsepower, baynti ka balyus twenty

horsepower, etc.} syn di
balyýˆang n the hip of a person or animal

balˆung n a deep well
banaba n a manaba tree, Premna cumingiana

(Schauer.) {Leaves are sometimes used as

a source of herbal medicine.}

banãhan n a saddleback grouper fish,

Plectropomus melanoleucus (Lacepede)

{Whitish yellow with bright yellow fins

and caudal peduncle. Inhabits inshore

coral and rocky reef areas down to 40 m.}
n a coral trout fish, Plectropomus

leopardus (Lacepede) {Color varies
from red to brown or green; numerous
blue dots cover the head, body and
unpaired fins. Inhabits coastal reefs at
depths of 3 m to 30 m.}

n a blue-spotted grouper or coral trout
fish, Plectropomus maculatus (Bloch)
{Background color varies from almost
black to brown or reddish pink. Head
and body are covered with dark-edged
blue spots. Inhabits rocky and coral
reefs at depths of 3 m to 60 m.}

n a vermiculate coral trout fish,
Plectropomus oligacanthus (Bleeker)
{Bright red with a series of parallel blue
lines running horizontally on the head,
back and breast, and vertically behind
the operculum; posteriorly covered with
small blue spots. Inhabits rock and coral
reefs near sandy flats at depths of 4 m to
40 m.}

banãkay n a tree trunk ring, surrounding the

heart lýbas. {Used for house-building

material, furniture.} cf lýbas
banawbãnaw v Information, news is heard

by someone.
banawbanãwa ˆAdtung sa kana Tãta

Binung, bãsiˆ wayaˆ na ning
banawbanãwa? As for those
[happenings] at [the place of] Uncle
Benong and family, why is it that there
is no longer [news] that will be heard?
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cf batiˆ 1a
banãwug n a banawug plant {Deep black

sea plant with slender leaves about 3 m

long. Placed as a charm near the

doorway of houses to prevent witches

ˆaswang from entering. Tradition

indicates that it may be used to whip

witches to drive them away. A small

piece is included in a herbal charm bag

karminkarmin.}

banban n a bamban herb, Donax
cannaeformis {Split, shaved stems are

sometimes used for sewing nipa

shingles.}

banda1 1a adj An activity occurs or a state

exists near a particular location or

person. ˆAng bayay ni Romil hay didtu
banda kana Nilson. As for the house of

Romil, [it is] there near [the place of]

Nelson and family. cf kalãpit (lãpit 1a),
hampig

1b banda sa adv from or in the direction
of a particular location or person Banda
sa nurti ˆang halin nang hãngin. The

coming of the wind was from the
direction of north.

1c manga banda (var manga2) adv about
a numbered unit of measurement or a

particular number of people, things,

time periods Pagˆabut ku liwat sa bayay
sigýru manga bandang ˆalas nuwÿbi na.
When I arrived home, maybe [it was]

about nine o’clock in the morning

already. Nang manga ˆalas syÿti nang
ˆadlaw nagparãda na kami. When it was

about seven o’clock during the day, we

then paraded.

banda2 n a band of musicians
bandihãdu n a serving platter for food

bandÿra n a banner or flag
bandurya n a bandore, a bass stringed

instrument similar to a guitar

bandyu n a short-necked banjo with six

double strings

banig n a mat Nagabuskad ning ˆamãkan
nga banig si Nanay pãra pangsãyud sa
ˆupa. Mother is unfolding a drying mat
in order to [use it] for catching the rice

bran.

banlaw v Someone rinses off, especially

after playing or working.
magpamanlaw Kung kamu magpangisdaˆ,

wayaˆ na kamu pagprublÿma kay puydi
kamu makaˆabri nang grÿpu kung kamu
magpamanlaw, ˆagud pagˆabut nindu hay
maˆÿlis na lang kamu. When you go
fishing, you no longer experience a
problem because you will be able to turn
on the faucet when you rinse off so that
upon your reaching home you will just
change [your clothes]. (See limpyu,
Different Ways of Cleaning for table.)

bantay 1a n a guard, a caretaker of

something, as a building or plantation

Natingãya ˆaku kay bãsiˆ yadtu ˆaku
napakadtu sa may manga bantay? I was

surprised because why did I happen to

go where there were many guards?
ˆIkaw nga bantay hay ˆubligãdu ka gid
nga magdaya sa ˆiya ning nyug. You the

caretaker are obliged to bring a

coconut. cf gwardya
1b pamantayan v Someone works as a

guard, a caretaker, a tenant
nagpamantayan Nagpamantayan ˆaku

nang ˆýna sa Bakýlud; ˆang manga kalãpit
ku diraˆ, hay sinda lang magmanghud. In
the past I worked as a tenant in Bacolod;
as for my neighbors there, they were just
[my] younger siblings.

1c v Someone guards, waits for or

watches over someone or something.
nagabantay ˆIni ˆang “santu ˆanghil” nga

ginatawag, hay ˆimaw kunu ˆini ˆang
nagabantay sa ˆÿmu pirmi. As for this
one called “guardian angel,” this is the
one, they say, who is guarding you
always.

kababantay abl ger someone’s being able
to guard, wait for or watch someone or
something Si Sýsan wayaˆ kakatýyug
hasta nagˆãga sa kababantay nga pãra
siya ˆindiˆ maˆubayan ni Rýki. Susan was
not able to sleep until morning came in
being able to guard so that she would
not happen to be slept with by Roque.

v Someone or something is guarded,
waited for or watched over by
someone.

ginbantayan Ginbantayan ku ˆang
draybir nang traysikul. The driver of the
motorized pedicab was waited for by
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me.
ginabantayan Ginabantayan gid maˆãyu

ˆang tapãhan kag ˆigway nakahandaˆ
nga týbiˆ sa baldi. The smoking rack is
being watched very carefully and there
is water prepared in a pail [to put out a
fire].

ginabinantãyan Ginabinantãyan siya
nang ˆiya ˆisa nga hãli, kay kung
magbikti siya. She was continually
guarded by one of her relatives because
she might commit suicide.

bantaˆ n a threat Tinawˆan si Birting ning
bantaˆ nga ˆindiˆ magpalapit kay Nÿna.
Berting was given a threat not to allow

[himself] to come near Nena.
v Someone is threatened by someone

else.
binantaˆan Nang dýgay na nga ˆimaw

nang ˆimaw ˆang ˆiya ginahuman,
naˆimpitu na da ˆang ˆiya ˆasãwa;
nahãngit, binantaˆan ˆinaˆ siya. When it
was for a long time that she was doing
the same thing, her spouse was already
tired [of it], he became angry [and] she
was threatened by that one.

bantaˆi Kung wayaˆ mu siya bantaˆi nga
ˆÿmu siya patyun, wayaˆ naglãyas ˆang
ˆãkun ˆungaˆ. If she had not been
threatened by you that she would be
killed by you, my daughter would not
have run away.

byubantaˆ loc ger someone’s being
threatened by someone else or by
something Gumulpi da býnuk ˆang
ˆuyan, ngãniˆ daw sa ˆãkun kahadluk kag
daw sa ˆãkun byubantaˆ hay daw
mabagyu gid. The rain fell down
heavily, so in my fear and in my being
threatened it seemed as though there
would be a strong typhoon.

bantÿling n a hard round or oblong smooth
stone (See batu 1, Kinds of Rock for

table.)

bantug adj Someone is popular or well
known. Bukun da ˆaku mahambay ˆãbi
nga bantug nga dalãga; gãniˆ hay wayaˆ
da ˆadtu may gakadtu sa ˆãmun bayay. I

certainly do not say that I am a popular
young lady; that is the reason why no

one (i.e., no young boys) comes to our

house. ˆAng manga Santus kunu bukun

bantug sa bilug nang Rumblun; gãniˆ
ˆindiˆ sa ˆãkun ˆang manga magýyang
nang ˆãkun ˆasãwa. The Santos [clan],

they said, were not well known in the

whole area of Romblon; that’s the

reason the parents of my wife did not

[like me]. cf pupular
bantuy n a hawkfish, family Cirrhitidae ˆInaˆ

ˆang manga malãya nga ˆisdaˆ hay
ginabãwal da parÿhu nang buyãwis,
manangpuyuk, bantuy, mabyad kag
myagbagu. Those fire-spined fish are also

forbidden [to be eaten by pregnant

women] such as streaked rabbitfish, zebra

firefish, hawkfish, golden rabbitfish and

coral rabbitfish. {There are several species

of hawkfish: freckled Paracirrhites
forsteri, ring-eyed Paracirrhites arcatus
(Cuvier), long-nosed Oxycirrhites typus
(Bleeker), blotched Cirrhitichthys aprinus
(Cuvier), two-spotted Amblycirrhitus
bimacula (Jenkins). Elongated, ovoid,

somewhat compressed body; single

dorsal fins notched between the spinous

and soft portion; small mouth with fine

pointed teeth; and bright color patterns.

Found on coral and rocky reefs, usually in

shallow waters.}

bantuy gatasan n a stonefish, Synanceia
verrucosa (Bloch and Schneider)

{Resembles a rough, algae-covered rock

with its spiny head and warty flabby

skin. Color varies through different

shades of green, brown and red. The

sharp dorsal spines of a stonefish, alive

or dead, are very poisonous. Found on

coral reefs, in rocky intertidal zones and

on sandy-rubble bottoms in shallow

coastal waters.}

bantuy nuˆugnuˆug n a sailfin leaf fish,

Taenionotus triacanthus (Lacepede)

{Covering of papillae rather than

typical scales. Light or dark brown with

white blotches. Found on sand and

rubble bottoms near reefs in shallow

coastal waters. Its oscillating dorsal fin

gives the appearance of a dead leaf.}

banug n a large hawk, a bramingkite bird

with dark brown feathers and a white

breast
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banwa 1 n a town Bakyun ni Nilda ˆang
tinda sa banwa. The groceries will be

bought by Nelda in town. ant býkid 2
2 v Someone goes to town.

pumabanwa ˆUmÿlis ˆaku kag
pumabanwa pãra magˆatindir ning
mÿting sa ˆupisÿna. I changed my dress
and went to town to attend a meeting at
the office.

banyus v Someone applies medicine, an

ointment, paint, perfume onto someone

or something.
nagbanyus Si Magda ˆang nagbanyus

ning pahýmut kay Diling. Magda was
the one who applied perfume onto
Diling.

ger someone’s applying medicine, an
ointment, paint, perfume onto someone
or something Mapatýnaˆ ka ning dasay
sa kalag kag ˆadtung ˆÿmu ˆungaˆ nga
may sakit hay sÿgi lang banyus ning
manga dãhun. Have a prayer said to a
departed soul, and as for your sick child
just continue on applying [herbal]
leaves.

v A medicine, an ointment, paint, perfume
is applied by someone onto someone
else, something.

ginbanyus Ginbanyus ni Sidru ˆang
pintýra sa dingding. The paint was
applied by Sidro onto the wall.

ˆibanyus ˆAdtu ˆang tãwas, ˆÿmu ˆibanyus
sa may sakit. As for those alum crystals,
[they] should be applied by you onto
those who have a sickness.

v Something or someone has medicine, an
ointment, paint, perfume applied by
someone else onto it or them, a part of it
or them.

ginabanyusan Hãbang si Buy hay
nagasýka, ginabanyusan siya nang ˆiya
lýla ning nilãˆub nga dãhun nang
katumbay sa ˆiya tiyan pãra ˆindiˆ siya
sapdukun hãngin. While Boy was
vomiting, he was having slowly heated
chili pepper leaves applied by his
grandmother onto his abdomen so that
he would not have air enter him. cf hÿbuˆ

banganan n a buri leaf cutter Kung ˆalistu
ka na nang ˆÿmu banganan, ˆÿmu na
baskarun ˆang ˆÿmu linikid. If you have

already prepared your buri leaf cutter,

you then unroll your cylindrically rolled

objects [i.e., buri sections]. {Made of

four razor blade pieces inserted into a

block of wood; used to cut buri leaf

sections pãnig into strips lÿlas in

preparation for weaving.} syn lilasan
(lÿlas 2)

bangãyaw n a checkered snapper fish,

Lutjanus decussatus (Cuvier) {Greenish

above, lighter below with broad red

stripes from the snout to the caudal fin.

Found either alone or in small schools at

depths of about 2 m to 40 m. Caught

with fishnets pýkut 1, hook and line

bunit 1 or in woven bamboo fish traps

tambãkan (tambak 2).}
n a Spanish flag snapper fish, Lutjanus

carponotatus (Richardson) {Silvery
blue to pinkish brown with longitudinal
golden bands extending across the snout
and flank. Swims in small schools
around coral reefs.}

bangaˆ n a drinking-water jar ˆAng týbiˆ nga
ˆÿmu ginsãyud, nga ginabutang sa bangaˆ,
hay mahigkuˆ na. The water which you

caught, which [you] are putting in the

drinking-water jar, is already dirty.

{Made of clay or plastic with a lid and

faucet; kept in the kitchen.} (See baldi,
Water Containers for table.)

banggaˆ v Someone or something is
bumped by someone or something else.

nabanggaˆan Nabanggaˆan ni Lÿna
ˆadtung manga masãkaˆ sa dyip sa ˆiya
kahuyaˆ. Those climbing into the jeep
happened to be bumped by Lina
through her embarrassment.

banggirahan n a dish rack, for eating

utensils such as cups tasa 1a, glasses bãsu
1a, saucers platitu, plates pinggan,

spoons kutsãra 1a, kutsãrita 1a (See

Appendix 2, Parts of a House.)

bangguk n the grunt of a pig {Squeal of a

pig: ˆiwik.} syn ˆÿguk (See Appendix 24,

Sounds of Animals and Fowl.)

bãngiˆ 1 kabãngiˆ n one of a matched pair
of objects, as an earring ˆarÿtus, shoe

sapãtus, sock midyas ˆAng kabãngiˆ
nang ˆakun ˆarÿtus hay nadýyaˆ. One of
a matched pair of my earrings was lost.

magkabãngiˆ n A matched pair, of
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objects as described above. Nagbakay si
Pidru ning midyas pÿru bukun
magkabãngiˆ. Pedro bought socks but
[they] were not a matched pair.

2a tigkabãngiˆ adj An unmatched pair of

objects, as a pair of earrings ˆarÿtus,
shoes sapãtus, socks midyas, are one
each of two matched pairs of objects.

ˆAng tyinÿlas ni Lÿna hay tigkabãngiˆ
kay ˆang ˆisa hay puyaˆ, ang ˆisa hay
ˆasul. Lina’s slippers are one each of
two matched pairs because one is red,

the other is blue.

2b v Two people wear one each of a
matched pair of something as

described above.
nagatigkabãngiˆ Nagatigkabãngiˆ kami

ni Lÿta nang bakyaˆ. Lita and I are
wearing one each of a matched pair of
wooden slippers.

3 bangiˆbangiˆ n A small crab with one

large and one small claw. Nagbuˆuy si
Tiruy ning bangiˆbangiˆ sa hunãsan.
Teroy got crabs in the tidal flats.

bangkat n a bamboo copra basket (See

baskit, Kinds of Baskets for table.)

bangkaw n a metal-tipped javelin {Without

barbs and with a roundwood shaft, 1 m or

more long. Kept in one’s house or carried

for protection against enemies, or carried

for spearing wild animals.} cf panaˆ 1,

sayangsang 1, sumbiling
bangkil 1 n a canine or bicuspid tooth; a

boar’s tusk
1a bangkil sa ˆibãbaw n a canine tooth

(See ngÿpun 1, Kinds of Teeth for

table.)

1b bangkil sa ˆubus n a bicuspid tooth
(See ngÿpun 1, Kinds of Teeth for

table.)

2 v Someone or something bites someone

or something with canine and/or

bicuspid teeth.
binangkil Binangkil ni Bãbuy si

ˆAlimãngu. Pig bit Crab with his canine
and bicuspid teeth.

bangku n a monetary bank
bangkud n the back non-cutting edge of a

bolo sundang, suyut, or knife sipuy
bangkulisan n a tuna fish
bangkulungan n a variety of sea cucumber

genr balat
bangkýru n an Indian mulberry tree,

Morinda citrifolia (Linn.) {Young leaves

are used as a poultice and applied to the

temple for headaches.}

bangkuˆ n a bench or chair ˆAng manga
tãwu nga may kãya ˆang nakakabakay
nang ˆaparadur nga nãra, bangkuˆ nga
nãra kag lamÿsa nga nãra. The people

with resources are the ones who are able

to consistently buy narra cabinets, narra

chairs and narra tables. cf silya,

pungkýˆan (pungkuˆ 2)
bangkwang n a woven rattan clothes basket

{Round, about 60 cm to 70 cm high.

Used for storing clean or dirty clothes.}

(See baskit, Kinds of Baskets for

table.)

bãngun v Someone gets up. Nagdaliˆdãliˆ si
Nistur bãngun kag diritsu sa kusÿna.
Nestor got up hurriedly and went right

there to the kitchen.
nagbãngun ˆAng ˆuning, nagbãngun kag

nagpanlamˆus sa ˆiya pisngi. As for the
cat, it got up and washed its cheeks all
over with [its] paws.

nagabangunbãngun Milba, katýyug na
ˆãbi; bãsiˆ nagabangunbãngun ka?
Melba, please sleep now; why are you
always getting up?

mabãngun Mabãngun na ˆaku kay
mangabri nang tindãhan. I will get up
now because [I] will open the store.

makabãngun Daw kung hãlus ˆindiˆ ˆaku
makabãngun. It was as though I would
not be able to get up.

bangus n a milkfish, Chanos chanos
bangˆaw n a rabid dog, i.e., a dog infected

with rabies

bangˆug 1 mabangˆug adj Something has
the smell of human excrement. (See

bãhuˆ 1, Kinds of Body Odor for

table.)

bapur n a ship Pagdungguˆ matýˆud nang
bapur hay yãraˆ sa bapur nakasiling gid
ˆaku sa ˆãkun sarÿli, “ˆAy! Matýˆud
ˆadtung ˆãkun pananamgu nga, si Sam,
hay makari sa Rumblun.” Upon the

docking of the ship, [he] was there on

the ship; I said to myself, “Oh! That

dream of mine is true that, as for Sam,
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[he] will come to Romblon.”

Kinds of Ocean Vessels

bapur ship

barýtu multi-passenger

outrigger paddle

boat

batil, liplip one-sail outrigger

boat

binulˆanun two-sail outrigger

boat

damyug single-passenger

outrigger boat

dyãpang paddle boat

mutur, pambut motorboat

pasãhi large two-sail

outrigger boat

barãha n a playing card cf kard
baranggay n a village ˆIntirisãdu ˆaku sa

pagpamãtiˆ nang mÿting nang manga
baranggay ˆupisyal. I am interested in

listening to the meeting of the village
officials.

baranggay kapitan (kapitan 2) set expr
a village leader; baranggay tãnud
(tãnud) set expr a village policeman

barãtu (var kabarãtu) adj Something is

cheap or low in price. Bÿsan barãtu
matýˆud ˆang litsun. Truly, even roast

pork was cheap. ˆAng ˆisa ˆini ka bilug
nga balayan hay tigbaynti sintimus ˆang
ˆisa—masyãdu nga kabarãtu. As for

one piece of this empty [mollusk] shell,

it is twenty centavos each—very cheap.
kabaratubarãtu int adj Something is very

cheap or very low in price.
Kabaratubarãtu pa ˆang swildu sa
ˆãkun—ˆang býlan hay kwarinta pÿsus.
My salary was still very low—forty
pesos a month.

adv Something is bought or sold cheaply.
ˆAng balayan nang ˆini nga sÿhiˆ hay
ginabakay da ning barãtu lang gid kay
ˆýnu trinta lang ˆisa ka kustal. This
empty [mollusk] shell is being bought
very cheaply because it is one [peso
and] thirty [centavos] for one sack. ant
kahugaˆ (hugaˆ 2), mahay 1a

baril 1 n a gun Nabatiˆan ku ˆang lupuk nang
baril. I heard a report of a gun.

2 v Someone shoots someone or something

with a gun.
bumaril Kung ˆindiˆ mu siya madaya

pabãlik, ˆayaw gid magkari sa ˆãkun kay
bãsiˆ kung ˆaku ˆang bumaril sa ˆÿmu. If
you cannot bring her back, do not come
to me, because it might be I will be the
one who will shoot you.

mamaril [Mamaril consists of ma- plus
pamaril.] Mahuyam ˆãnay ˆaku nang
ˆÿmu baril kay mamaril lang ˆaku ˆilãhas
nga bãbuy. May I please borrow your
gun because I will just go shooting wild
pigs.

v Someone or something is shot by
someone else.

barilun Hinadlýkan ˆaku kay bãsiˆ kung
barilun. I was frightened because what
if [someone] will be shot.

3 barilbãril n a wad shooter {Has either a

seed of an appropriate size or a wad of

paper for a shot.}

4 binarÿlan n a game of cops-and-
robbers Kung ˆang ˆinda baril hay
ˆigwa na ning bãla, matýnaˆ na ˆinaˆ
sinda ning binarÿlan. If their toy guns

already have [paper wad] bullets, they

will then start [the game] cops-and-
robbers. {Commonly played with a

wad shooter.} (See kãnam 1a, Games
Children and Others Play for table.)

barÿna n a posthole digger
barÿta 1a n a crowbar, used for digging into

hard ground or prying heavy objects.

ˆÝna ˆãnay, ˆang pagkutkut nang batu,
ginagamÿtan ninda ning barÿta sa
pagkutkut. First, as for the digging of

[marble] stone, [it] is worked on by

them with a crowbar in digging.

1b v Something is pried or pried out from

a confined space with a crowbar.
ginabarÿta Nagahýkay na ˆadtu ˆang

marmul kung ginabarÿta. That marble
moves when [it] is pried with a
crowbar.

baritãhun Kung nagagiltak na, masýhun
naman ˆadtu kag baritãhun. When [the
marble] already cracks, it will be
hammered with a sledgehammer and
will be pried out with a crowbar.

barkãda n an associate Malÿpay si Rýni kung
ˆang ˆiya barkãda hay napapaˆinum nyay
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hustu. Ronnie was happy if, as for his

associate, [he] happened to be caused by

him to frequently drink in excess. ˆAy
sus! kay ginapanãwan lang gid ˆaku ni
Dyýwil kay nagakinadtu sa ˆiya barkãda.
Oh my! because I am left behind by Joel

because he keeps on going to his

associates.
magbarkãda n a group of associates Sa

ˆinýman may magbarkãda nga malÿpay
sinda. In drinking places there are
groups of associates in which they are
happy. cf kaˆibãhan (ÿba 1b)

bãru n a metal or plastic water pipe ˆIndiˆ
kami gustu nga ˆang bãru hay guwaˆ;
dãpat gid sa ˆidãyum nang dýtaˆ pãra
ˆang týbiˆ hay malamig. We do not like

that the water pipes come out [of the

ground]; [they] should be under the

ground so that the water is cool.

barumbãdu adj Someone is ill-mannered
or rude. ˆAng tãwu nga nagaˆinum bukun
parÿhu ˆang batãsan; may barumbãdu
kag may maˆãyu batãsan bÿsan bayung.
As for people who drink, their moral

characters are not the same; some are

ill-mannered and some have good

moral characters even when drunk.

barung Tagãlug (var barung) n a formal
traditional shirt (See bãruˆ 1, Kinds of
Clothing for table.)

barungbarung n a rude pen mollusk,

Pinna rudis
barýtu n an outrigger paddle boat

Binayãwan na nãmun ˆang barýtu
pakadtu sa mutur kag ˆãmun ginggýyud
pakari diri sa Lýnus. The outrigger
paddle boat was then carried by us

going to the motorboat and it was towed

by us coming here to Lonos. {About 7 m

or more long, 36 cm wide and 30 cm

deep. Hull constructed of plywood.

Depending on its size, carries from two

to ten or so people. Usually propelled by

paddling, though sometimes a sail is

used.} (See bapur, Kinds of Ocean
Vessels for table.)

bãruˆ 1 n a garment, clothes, clothing
ˆIgwa ˆaku ning pangkatýyug nga bãruˆ
nga gintahiˆ ni Nanay. I have a sleeping

garment which Mother sewed. Wayaˆ
da kami ning kãya nga ˆikakabakay ning
labakãra; ˆang ˆãmun ginagãmit hay
ˆang limpyu nga bãruˆ. We do not have

the wherewithal which can be used to

frequently buy face towels; the things

we use are [old] clean clothes.

Kinds of Clothing

barung Tagãlug formal traditional

shirt

bãruˆ 2 dress

baruˆbãruˆ baby’s dress

(bãruˆ 2a)
bãruˆ nga pang- house dress

bayay (bãruˆ 2b)
bãruˆ nga pang- wedding gown

kasay (bãruˆ 2c),
bisti sa kasay
(bÿsti 1d)

bãruˆ nga pang- work clothes

trabãhu
(bãruˆ 2d)

bisti 1c dress, gown

bistÿda, gawn party dress

blaws modern blouse

bra brassiere

brip, putuy man’s underpants

býka mangga Maria Clara gown

dastir housecoat

hapslip half-slip

kamisÿta pullover shirt,

undershirt

kamisun full slip

kimýna traditional blouse

midyas stockings, socks

padyãma pajamas

panti woman’s panties

pantyu sleeveless

undershirt

pýlu barung casual traditional

shirt

pýlu syirt modern shirt

sãya, palda skirt

sayway trousers

syurt short trousers

tÿsirt short-sleeved

undershirt

týga graduation gown

2 n the dress of a girl or woman ˆAba nga
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kalÿpay ku, kay mababakyan na ˆaku ni
Nanay ning bagˆu nga bãruˆ kag
sapãtus! Oh, I am happy, because I will

surely be able to be bought a new dress
and shoes by Mother! (See bãruˆ 1,
Kinds of Clothing for table.)

2a baruˆbãruˆ n a baby’s dress (See bãruˆ
1, Kinds of Clothing for table.)

2b bãruˆ nga pangbayay n a house dress
(See bãruˆ 1, Kinds of Clothing for

table.)

2c bãruˆ nga pangkasay n a wedding
dress syn bisti sa kasay (bisti 1d) (See

bãruˆ 1, Kinds of Clothing for table.)

2d bãruˆ nga pangtrabãhu n work clothes
(See bãruˆ 1, Kinds of Clothing for

table.)

3 v Someone wears a dress, attire.
nakabãruˆ Nakikÿtaˆ kunu ˆadtu siya nga

may nakabãruˆ ning kaputiˆ nga
kahãbaˆ. That one saw, she said,
someone who happened to wear a long
white dress.

pagbaruˆ ger someone’s wearing of a
dress, attire ˆAng purmal nga pagbaruˆ
hay ˆadtung bãruˆ nga ˆÿmu lang gid
ginagãmit kung may ˆukasyun ka nga
kadtuˆan. The formal wearing of attire
is clothing that is used by you only if
there is an occasion to which you will go.

pabaruˆ caus v A dress, attire is caused
by someone to be worn by someone
else.

ginpabaruˆ ˆAng ˆãmun ginpabaruˆ sa
ˆÿmu, bukun bagˆu kay pubri gid kami
kaˆãyu. As for the dress that was
caused by us to be worn by you, [it]
was not new because we were very
poor.

baryu n a village {Under the administrative

control sãkup 3 of a town banwa.}

kunsihal nang baryu (kunsihal 1a) set
expr a village councilor

bas n a passenger bus
bãsa 1 v Someone reads a piece of reading

material.
nagabãsa Nang ˆaku hay nagtýnaˆ ning

pagˆiskwÿla sa grid wan, ˆaku hay pirmi
nagabãsa ning libru. When I started
going to school in grade one, I was
always reading a book.

magbãsa inf to read Bãwal nga ˆaku hay
magbãsa kay may siraˆ ˆang ˆãkun mata.
I am prohibited [by the doctor] to read
because my eyes have a defect.

bãsa, pagbãsa ger someone’s reading
printed or written material Pagkatãpus
ku ning bãsa matýyug na ˆaku. Upon my
completion of reading I will then sleep.

v Something is read by someone.
gingbãsa Gingbãsa nang manga

masinahun kay Marya ˆang sýlat nang
prinsipi, pÿru hay pinusung. The letter
of the prince was read to Mary by the
envious ones (i.e., servants), but [what
they read] was a lie.

pagbasãha Ginbãtun da ni Birta, pÿru
pagˆabut na sa ˆinda bayay wayaˆ niya
pagbasãha. Bertha took [the letter]
then, but when she arrived at their house
[it] was not read by her.

pabãsa caus v Someone is allowed to read
by someone else.

ginapabãsa Kung minsan ginapabãsa
ˆaku sa pisãra nang ˆãkun maˆistra kag
nababãsa ku ˆang tanan na ginatudluˆ
nang ˆãkun maˆistra. Sometimes I was
allowed to read at the blackboard by
my teacher and all that my teacher
pointed out [for me to read] was surely
able to be read by me.

2 balasahun n reading material ˆIgwa
ning manga libru kag balasahun nga
nagataˆu ning laygay kung paˆunu ˆang
pagpagwãpa kag kung paˆunu magpÿliˆ
ning bãruˆ. There are some books and

reading material that give advice on

how to make [oneself] beautiful and

how to choose clothes.

bãsag v Someone breaks something into

pieces.
nagbãsag Si Maryu ˆang nagbãsag nang

bangaˆ. It was Mario who broke the
drinking water jar.

v Something is broken into pieces by
someone.

gingbãsag Gingbãsag ni Sandi ˆang
baldi. The water pail was broken by
Sandy.

nabãsag Nabãsag ˆang tãsa kay nahýyug
sa simintu. The cup happened to be
broken because it was dropped on the
cement [floor].
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basag adj a broken item {Broken items: a
broken drinking glass basag nga bãsu; a
broken mirror basag nga ˆispÿhu; a broken
bottle basag nga butilyu; a broken clay
pot basag nga kýyun; a broken water pail
basag nga baldi.} syn býˆung (See bãliˆ,
Things Broken and Ways Broken for
table.)

basaˆ1 adj Someone or something is wet.
Nakaˆabut ˆakuy bayay nga basaˆ ˆang
ˆãkun lãwas kag bãruˆ. I was able to

reach our house [and] my body and

clothes were wet.
kabasaˆbãsaˆ int adj Someone or some-

thing is very wet. Mabakay ˆaku ning
bãruˆ nang ˆÿmu ˆungaˆ; kalulýˆuy siya
kay kabasaˆbãsaˆ. I will buy your son’s
clothes; he is very pitiful because he is
very wet.

v Someone or something becomes wet
with a liquid. Kung midyu madãyum
ˆang paglutaˆ nang ˆisdaˆ, ginabýsu ˆinaˆ
ninda; basaˆ gid ˆang ˆinda lãwas. When
the swimming of fish in a school is
moderately deep, [the fish] are dived for
by them (i.e., by tayataya birds); [so]
their bodies become wet.

nagkabãsaˆ ˆAng ˆiban nga manga nuˆug,
nagkabãsaˆ na; hay bãsiˆ kung talikiˆun.
As for some of the cloth, [it] already
happened to become wet, [and it]
might become mildewed.

mabasaˆ Patuwarun ˆang butilya hasta
mabasaˆ ˆang papil ning pitrulyu. The
bottle should be turned upside down
until the paper will become wet with
kerosene.

v Someone or something is wet by
someone else.

ginabasaˆ Mahuman ning tãku nga
kawãyan kag ˆang ˆinda bãla hay ˆinang
ginabasaˆ nga papil. [You] should make
a bamboo ramrod and, as for their shots,
[they] should be paper which is wet.

basaˆ2 n a horse’s hoof mollusk, Hippopus
hippopus

bãsi v Something is based by someone on

something else.
ginabãsi ˆAng mababatiˆan mu, hay ˆang

manga kinantãhan kag ˆang paglaygay
nang pastur nga ginabãsi sa Biblÿya. As
for what will surely be heard by you, [it]

is singing and pastoral advice which is
based on what is read in the Bible.

pagabasÿhan n the basis on which an
action is taken ˆAng pagabasÿhan kung
sinˆu ˆang daˆug, hay kung sinˆu ˆang
makabuˆuy ning mataˆas nga bÿlang
nang numiru. As for the basis [to
determine] who will be the winner, [it]
is whoever is able to get a high number
count (i.e., a high score).

basÿyu adj A container, as a bottle butilya,

wash basin plangãna, water pail baldi,
is empty.

bãsiˆ 1a intg adv Why does an event occur or

a state exist? Bãsiˆ hay gabinãkay siya
ning ˆitlug didtu sa magýyang? Why
does she keep on buying eggs from that

old woman? syn ministir
1b kung bãsiˆ rel adv why an event occurs

or a state exists Kinadtu ku ˆadtu kag
ginpangutana kung bãsiˆ hay binýguy
ˆadtung ˆungaˆ. I went there and asked

why that child was stoned.

Relative Adverbs

kung bãsiˆ why an event occurs or

(bãsiˆ 1b) a state exists

kung diˆin where an event occurs

(diˆin 1b) or a condition, thing or

person exists

kung sa diˆin where someone or

(diˆin 1c) something is located;

where someone or

something comes from,

goes, is taken from,

taken to

kung kasanˆu when or until an event

(kasanˆu 1b) occurs

kung paˆunu an event about doing

(paˆunu 1b) something, or involved

in doing something;

how an event occurs

kung sanˆu when or until an event

(sanˆu 1b) occurs

2 bãsiˆ kung adv Probably, it might be that,
in case a particular event occurs or a state

exists. ˆAng hambay nang ˆiba ku nga
manga manghud, “Bãsiˆ kung pinusung
lang ˆinaˆ ˆang ˆÿmu hambay.” What some

of my younger siblings said was,

“Probably that which you are saying is
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just a lie.” Dãpat ˆÿmu da siya ˆalagãˆan;
bãsiˆ kung ˆanu naman ˆang matabuˆ sa
ˆiya. You should take care of him; it
might be that something will happen to

him. Hay Byarnis maˆãga, maˆãyu baya
mapustaˆ ˆaku sa ˆinding bãsiˆ kung
dumaˆug ˆaku. This coming Friday

morning, maybe it is good for me to bet in

the ending game in case I might win. cf

baya, daw, kabay pa, kuntaˆ, sigýru, ˆãbi
2, ˆaraˆ, ˆugãling1

kay bãsiˆ (kay2 1, kay2 2) set expr so
that

baskad v A cylindrically rolled object is
unrolled by someone; something tied

around something else, a knot is untied
by someone.

gingbaskad Gingbaskad ni Pirla ˆang
higut nang kahun kay buyˆun niya ˆang
libru. The tying material of the box was
untied by Perla because she will get the
book.

baskarun Kung ˆalistu ka na nang ˆÿmu
banganan, ˆÿmu na baskarun ˆang ˆÿmu
linikid. If you have already prepared
your buri leaf cutter, your cylindrically
rolled objects (i.e., buri sections) are
then unrolled by you. ant lÿkid2 1a,
lýkut

baskit n a woven basket ˆIni nga baskit hay
human sa ˆuway. This basket is made of

rattan.

Kinds of Baskets

bangkat copra basket

bangkwang clothes basket

bayýˆung unhulled rice storage

basket

busluˆ picnic basket

lÿbun hulled rice storage basket

nÿgu rice winnowing basket

tabig harvest basket

tampipiˆ shopping basket

ˆayat shrimp colander basket

baskitbul 1 n a basketball
2a n a game of basketball Sa baskitbul,

kadamýˆan nga lakut diraˆ hay manga
sultÿru; malakaˆ lang ˆang ˆasawãhan. In

the game of basketball, most of those

who join are unmarried men; only a few

are married men. (See kãnam 1a,

Games Children and Others Play for

table.)

2b v Someone plays basketball. [mabaskitbul
will play basketball]

baskug 1a n a storm cf habãgat
1b kabaskug, mabaskug adj [It], the sea is

stormy. Yãraˆ pa lang ˆaku sa Puntang
Kawãyan; nagsinýka na ˆaku kay
kabaskug. I was still just there in

Puntang Kawayan; I kept on vomiting

already because [the sea] was stormy.
kabaskugbaskug int adj It, the sea is very

stormy. Nang mahãpun na, malapit na
kami sa Pwirtu Galyÿra; kabaskugbaskug
kay ˆigwa galiˆ ning signal nambir tu na sa
Manÿlaˆ. When it was already afternoon,
we were near Puerto Gallera; it was
already very stormy because it was
already signal number two in Manila.

basta 1a subord conj An event occurs or a

state exists if, provided that, so long as
another event occurs or state exists.

[Introduces a conditional clause.] ˆAng
manga ˆungaˆ nga nagaˆiskwÿla, basta
nagaˆuyan, ˆigwa gid ˆini sinda ning
daya nga pãyung. As for children who

go to school, if it is raining they

certainly have umbrellas that are

carried. Kung ˆini ˆang ˆÿmu ˆuma hay
tãpus mu na ning duyuk, pwÿdi mu na
nga tamnan basta nakikÿtaˆ mu nga
nagatýnaˆ na ning ˆuyanˆýyan. If this

upland field of yours is finished being

cleared by you, it can be planted by you

provided that it was able to be seen by

you that intermittent rain is beginning.

Hýˆu! Mapatýnud ˆaku basta ˆindiˆ ku
lang siya maˆasãwa. Yes! [I am willing

that] I will be caused to be cast [into the

deep sea] so long as he will not be able

to be married by me. cf kung 1a
1b subord conj At a time when something

happens or a state exists, something else

happens or another state exists. Basta
maˆãyu ˆang tyimpu magahãkut kitay
rýbuls kãda Duminggu kung ˆindiˆ lang
magˆuyan. When the time is good, we

transport chunks of unsawed marble

every Sunday if it just does not rain. syn

kung 1b
1c adv Even though a particular event
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occurs or a state exists, nevertheless
another event occurs or state exists.

Bÿsan yaˆ salaˆ ˆang ˆãkun manga ˆungaˆ,
basta ginapakatýyug ku kay kung ˆindiˆ
magkatuyug, ˆa! Ginapangbunãyan ku
ˆinaˆ. Even though my children have no

fault, nevertheless they are allowed to

sleep by me because if [they] do not

sleep, oh! They are all whipped by me.

1d prep A statement is valid except for a

thing, person, a particular activity or

situation. ˆAng patakaran ninda wayay
byubaligyaˆ litsun basta ˆang litsun
yãraˆ sa ˆinda kantin. Their regulation

[was] no roast pork being sold except
for roast pork there in their canteen.

1e subord conj A statement is valid even
though another activity or situation

exists. Si Badu hay pirpik gida, basta
Mangyan; talagang pinakaprupisur na
siya. Bado is really an expert [herbalist],

even though [he is] a Mangyan; surely

he is already a specialist. cf pwÿra kung
2 bastabasta adj an ordinary person or

thing Nabatiˆan nãtun sa ˆãtun bisÿta
nga ˆinaˆ galiˆ siya, hay bukun
bastabasta nga tãwu. [It] was heard by

us about our visitor that, as for him, [he]

is not an ordinary person.

bastanti na adj An action or state is

enough, sufficient for a specific

purpose; nothing further is needed.

Bastanti na ˆadtu ˆang kwarta ninda nga
gastuhun kay kabarãtu da ˆang
bayakyun. That money is enough to be

spent by them because the purchase

items are cheap. syn tãmaˆ 2
bastus adj Someone is foolish in their

relationship with someone else. Maˆãyu
da na duktur kay bukun bastus kag
manirispitýhun. The doctor is good

because he is not foolish and [he] is

respectful [of his patients].
v Someone is treated foolishly by

someone else.
bastusun ˆIndiˆ ˆaku gustu nga ˆaku hay

bastusun nang nagapangasawa sa
ˆãkun. I do not wish that, as for me, I
will be treated foolishly by the one
courting me.

kabastus n a foolish person

bãsu 1a n a drinking glass
1b meas n a nonspecific or specific number

of glassfuls of a liquid; a volume

measurement [The number is followed

by the number ligature ka.] Halýˆan
ning sýkaˆ nga ˆisa ka bãsu kag
butangan ning dãhun nang kapãya. Into

[the buri leaves] mix one glassful of

vinegar and into [the mixture] put some

papaya leaves. {A glassful measure is

used in selling liquids or semiliquids

such as coconut wine tubaˆ, cooking oil

lãna, cured anchovy gamus, soy sauce

týyu, and vinegar sýkaˆ at small stores.}

(See kubyirtus, Kinds of Tableware
for table. See Appendix 19, Dry or

Liquid Volume Measurement.)

basurahan n a trash can or trash box for

garbage, trash linghut
bãsuy n blame, reproach made against

someone Nang patay na ˆang ˆãkun
ˆungaˆ, dãmuˆ na nga bãsuy ˆang ˆãkun
nababatiˆan. When my child was

already dead, there was much reproach
that happened to be clearly heard by me.

v Someone is blamed or reproached by
someone else for a particular action or
state.

basýyun ˆIndiˆ ˆaku gustu nga magˆabut
ˆang panahun nga ˆindiˆ gid ˆaku ninda
basýyun nga ˆaku nagˆasãwa liwat; diri
hay ˆãkun kagustýhan nga ˆaku
magˆasãwa. I do not like that the time
will come when I will be blamed by
them that I got married a second time; as
for that, my getting married was what I
wanted.

basya v Something or someone has a liquid

poured onto them or it.
basyahan ˆAng paglimpyu nang putut hay

ginaˆinÿtan ning týbiˆ kag basyahan
pãra magkamãtay. As for the cleaning
of small shrimp, [they] are heated with
water and [they] have [it] poured on
[them] so that [they] all die. cf bubuˆ,
sabwag

batabya n a batabya eating banana plant or

fruit, Musa paradisiaca {Commonly

eaten raw as a snack food.} (See sãging
1a, Kinds of Bananas for table.)

batad n sorghum grass, Andropogon
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sorghum (Linn.)

batalyun n a battalion of soldiers

bãtang n a drift log or drift tree which has

been carried away by flooding

batãsan 1 n someone’s customs, habits,
moral character Kung ˆang nakikÿtaˆ
nang manga ˆungaˆ sa ˆinda magýyang
hay malãˆin ˆang ˆinda batãsan, ˆimaw
da ˆinaˆ ˆang ginasunud nang ˆungaˆ. If

what children repeatedly see from their

parents is that their customs are bad,

those things are what will be followed

by the children. May hambayãnun nga
kung ˆanu ˆang ˆÿmu namatˆan sa ˆÿmu
magýyang hay ˆimaw na ˆang batãsan
nga ˆÿmu nadadaya hasta ˆikaw
magbãhuy. There is a saying that what is

observed by you from your parents,

those are the habits which are surely

able to be carried by you until you grow

up. Magtýnaˆ pa lang sa pagpangasãwa
ni Nardu, hay wayaˆ siya nagapakÿtaˆ
ning malãˆin nga batãsan. From the

beginning of Nardo’s courting, he has

not evidenced a bad moral character.

2 pamatãsan n someone’s identifying

characteristics {Good characteristics

involve being respectful, helpful,

thoughtful, kind, generous.} Nang ˆýna
ˆang manga ˆungaˆ hay may maˆãyu nga
pamatãsan. In past times children had

good characteristics.
bãtaˆ 1a n a young person, from about

eleven years old until adolescence

sultirÿtu, dalagÿta
kabatãˆan pl n young people ˆAng manga

kabatãˆan nagapãti nga sa manga
magýyang nagahalin ˆang maˆãyu nga
disisyun. Young people believe that
good ideas come from elders. cf ˆungaˆ
1a (See tãwu 1a, Life Stages of People
for table.)

1b kabãtaˆ adj Someone is young.

Kagwãpa da matýˆud, kabýkud kag
kabãtaˆ pa. [She] was truly beautiful,

plump and still young.
kabataˆbãtaˆ int adj Someone is very

young. ˆAbaw! Kahãpun pagˆabut,
waw! Kagwãpu galiˆ ˆini si Taluy kag
kabataˆbãtaˆ pa! Oh! Yesterday when
he arrived, wow! Taloy is really

handsome and still very young!

1c kabatãˆan n someone’s children; sons,
daughters Ginabãwal nang manga
magýyang sa ˆinda manga kabatãˆan
ˆang pagˆinum ning ˆãlak nga subra kag
pagsugay. The excessive drinking of

liquor and gambling are not allowed

their children by parents. cf ˆungaˆ 1b
(See bapur, Kinds of Ocean Vessels
for table. See Appendix 23, Social

Relationships.)

batil n a one-sail outrigger boat Kapitu gid
ning balikbãlik sa pantalan ˆang batil.
Seven times the one-sail outrigger
boat went back and forth to the pier. syn

liplip (See bapur, Kinds of Ocean
Vessels for table.)

batiri n a battery for an electronic device, a

flashlight, a vehicle

batiˆ 1a v A person or animal hears a sound,

as a voice, conversation, song, cry of an

animal or bird, a sound of nature;

something that produces sound, as a

church bell, footsteps. [The root batiˆ is

inflected with an abilitative, actor focus

affix to indicate the simple form of the

verb ˆhearsˆ. ˆHearingˆ is beyond the

conscious control of the hearer, therefore

ˆabilityˆ is embedded in the meaning of

ˆhearˆ; abilitative affixes mark agreement

with this semantic feature. The words

ˆable toˆ are not usually required in the

English gloss of simple forms. Ability is

formally marked by the stem pamãtiˆ
inflected by abilitative, actor focus

affixes ˆable to hearˆ.]
nakabatiˆ ˆIsa ka ˆadlaw nakabatiˆ ˆining

manga ˆungaˆ ning bagting nang
simbãhan. One day these children
happened to hear the church bell.

nakakabatiˆ ˆAng ˆãkun mata nagapÿyung
pÿru ˆang ˆãkun talÿnga hay nakakabatiˆ
pa. As for my eyes [they] are closed, but
as for my ears [they] can surely still
hear.

nakapamãtiˆ ˆAng tãwu nga nakapamãtiˆ
ning maˆãyu nga balÿtaˆ hay malÿpay.
The people who were able to hear good
news were happy.

nakapamãtiˆ Nakapamãtiˆ kuntaˆ kita
ning mÿting kahãpun kung wayaˆ
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magˆuyan. Probably we would have
been able to hear the meeting
yesterday if it had not rained.

makabatiˆ Makabatiˆ lang gid ˆang ˆãkun
ˆãyam ning kãyas sa kalinghutan
ginakadtu niya kag ˆayukun. [Whenever]
my dog happens to hear a hissing sound
in a rank vegetation area, [the sound] is
approached by it and barked at.

makakabatiˆ Makakabatiˆ ka na lang
ning syaksyak nang ˆisiw sa ˆibãbaw
kung kumkum na nang kuku nang banug
ˆang ˆisiw. You can clearly hear the
peeping sound of the chick above when
the talons of the hawk grip the chick.

makapamãtiˆ Kung kumadtu ka sa
simbãhan kag pagkatãpus hay ˆindiˆ ka
da makapamãtiˆ sa mÿsa wayaˆ ning
puyus. If you go to church and
afterwards you are not able to hear
mass, there is no use.

kabatiˆ [Used with a negative.] ˆIndiˆ ˆaku
kabatiˆ nang ˆÿmu býsis; palapit ˆãnay
diri sa ˆãkun. I am not able to hear your
voice; please come near here to me.

pagkabatiˆ ti ger after or upon someone’s
or something’s hearing someone or
something else Pagkabatiˆ nang ˆãmun
ˆinirgýhan hay humalin si Lusit sa ˆiya
pagkãˆun kay nahãngit siya. After
hearing our conversation, Lucit left
[her] eating because she was angry.

v A voice, conversation, song, cry of an
animal or bird, a sound of nature;
something that produces sound, as an
animal or person, a church bell is heard
by someone or something. [With actor
focus affixes, ability (‘able to hear’) is
formally signaled as distinct from the
simple forms (‘hears’) by replacing the
root batiˆ by the stem pamãtiˆ (see
above). This distinction does not occur
with affixes which focus on that heard.
The root batiˆ is inflected by abilitative
affixes to indicate either declarative or
abilitative mood.]

nabatiˆan Nabatiˆan ni Magbayýtu ˆang
singgit ni Marya nga ginapabãlik na
siya sa bayay. The call of Mary was
heard by Magbayoto in which she was
letting him return to the house.

nababatiˆan May nababatiˆan si Diring
nga hýni nga halin sa ˆibãbaw. There

was a noise from above which was able
to be clearly heard by Dereng.

mabatiˆan Kung ˆigwa kita ning
mabatiˆan nga hambay nga masanting
hay nagatanum nga dãˆan sa ˆãtun ning
ˆÿsip. If there are offensive words that
will be heard by us, they immediately
become established in our minds.

mababatiˆan Mababatiˆan ˆang ˆãkun
tÿkang nang tãwu, nga ˆaku hay
paˆabýtun. My footsteps will surely be
heard (or will be clearly heard) by the
people, that I am coming.

binatÿˆan agf recip v Two or more hear
each other or hear something from
each other.

magabinatÿˆan Palapit ˆãnay diri sa ˆãkun
ˆagud magabinatÿˆan kita nga duha
nang ˆãtun ˆisturya. Please come near
here to me so that we two will hear our
stories from each other.

magbinatiˆãnan ˆIndiˆ na magbinatiˆãnan
sa suyud nang ˆiskwilahan ˆang manga
ˆiskwÿla kay ˆang labýnuk nang ˆuyan sa
bubung nga sim hay kakusugkýsug. The
students no longer hear each other
inside the school because the roar of the
rain on the tin roof is very strong.

v Something is heard from various
sources by someone or something.

batiˆbatiˆ, ginbatiˆbatiˆ ˆAng batiˆbãtiˆ ku
diraˆ sa ˆilãwud nga ˆini ˆang gintaˆu sa
ˆãkun nga dýtaˆ, hay ginabalãkan nga
ˆinda bawÿˆun. These things heard from
various sources in the shore area by me
was that, as for this land holding which
was given to me, they are planning that
they will take it back. Ginbatiˆbãtiˆ
nãmun nga ˆigwa may nagdungguˆ nga
ˆisdaˆ didtu sa ˆÐpil. We heard from
various sources that there are fish
which went near the shore in Ipil. [With
a negative the meaning is ‘does not hear
from any source’.]

batiˆbatiˆa, ginabatiˆbatiˆa Wayaˆ ni Nÿna
batiˆbatÿˆa kung diˆin na ˆang ˆiya nanay.
Nothing is heard from any source by
Nena as to where her mother is now.
ˆAng manga býruy nga tãwu, hay wayaˆ
ginabatiˆbatÿˆa nga magˆasinsu sinda.
As for uneducated people, nothing is
heard from any source that they will
become successful.
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pagpamãtiˆ mn v the way of someone’s
hearing something Kapinawpÿnaw ˆang
pagpamãtiˆ ni Sãli sa býsis nang tãwu.
The way Sally’s hearing the voice of
the person is very faint sounding.

pabatiˆbatiˆ caus v Someone allows
someone else to overhear something.

nagpinabatiˆbatiˆ Nagpinabatiˆbatiˆ sina
Lÿtu kay Rÿki nga gustu ninda
magharãna. Lito and others kept on
allowing Ricky to overhear that they
wanted to go serenading.

nagapabatiˆbatiˆ ˆAng hambay gid ni Rýsa,
“Dyima, bãsiˆ hay nagapabatiˆbatiˆ ka
diraˆ sa ˆãkun ning kalãˆin nga hambay?”
Rosa said, “Gemma, why are you there
allowing me to overhear bad words?”

nagapinabatiˆbatiˆ Kung ˆamat hay
nagapinabatiˆbatiˆ si Bÿni nga “ˆIndiˆ
gid madýgay ˆigwa ˆaku ning pakangun
nang ˆining trangka nang bintãnaˆ.”
From time to time Benny keeps on
allowing [someone] to overhear that,
“[It] will not be long [until] there is
someone I will strike with this window
bar.”

v Someone is allowed to overhear
something by someone else.

ginpabatiˆbatiˆ Ginpabatiˆbatiˆ si Nansi
ning manga malãˆin nga manga
hambayãnun hasta nga magˆÿnit ˆang
ˆiya ˆýyu. Nancy was allowed to
overhear those bad words until her
head became hot (i.e., became angry).

ginapabatiˆbatiˆ Si ˆArnuld ginapa-
batiˆbatiˆ ni Nistur nga kung may
matabuˆ nga malãˆin sa ˆãkun
gumangkun, ˆigwa gid diri makatilaw
ning sumbag. Nestor is allowing Arnold
to overhear that if there is something
bad that will happen to my niece,
someone here will suffer a punch.

ginapinabatiˆbatiˆ ˆAng balÿtaˆ ni Nýra kay
ˆAnti Kuntying nga ginapinabatiˆbatiˆ
gãniˆ siya ni Marÿsa nga siya hay
matãmad. Nora told Aunt Conching that
Marissa keeps on allowing her (i.e.,
Nora) to overhear that she (i.e., Nora) is
lazy.

handaˆ sa pagpamãtiˆ v ready or
prepared to listen

malýya sa pamãtiˆ v slow in hearing
because the sound is unclear

maˆabtik sa pamãtiˆ v easy or quick to
hear because the sound is clear cf
banawbãnaw

1b pamatiˆ, pamãtiˆ v Someone listens to
advice, a conversation, song, voice, cry

of an animal or bird, sound of nature;

something that produces sound, as an

animal or person, a radio. [Stems pamatiˆ
(paN- + batiˆ) and pamãtiˆ (paN- + bãtiˆ)
are variously inflected to signal the

meaning ‘listen’. Their distribution when

inflected by various affixes or affix

combinations is indicated below.]
nagpamatiˆ ˆAng tanan nga manga ˆungaˆ

nagpamatiˆ ning maˆãyu sa ˆinda
maˆistru. All of the children carefully
listened to their teacher. [When only a
prefix and the infix -in- inflect the stem
pamatiˆ, length occurs on the second
vowel of the stem; if -in- and a suffix
inflect the stem, with or without a
prefix, length occurs on the last vowel
of the stem.]

nagpinamãtiˆ, pinamãtiˆ Nagpinamãtiˆ
ˆãnay ˆaku kung sinˆu ˆang nagakayas
ning gitãra. I kept on listening [to find
out] who was the one strumming the
guitar. ˆAng ˆungaˆ sÿgi lang ˆang
pinamãtiˆ sa sunãta. The child just kept
on listening to the music.

nagapamatiˆ ˆIning pangˆupat nga ˆungaˆ
ni Karlus hay nagapamatiˆ gid maˆãyu
sa ginahambay nang ˆiya lýlu. This
fourth child of Carlos is carefully
listening to what is being said by his
grandfather.

nagapinamãtiˆ, magpinamãtiˆ Si Santus
hay gapinamãtiˆ nang diskusyun nina
Mama kag ni Papa. Santos keeps on
listening to the discussion of Mother
and Father. Nagahinÿpus lang ˆinaˆ si
Dýdung kag magpinamãtiˆ sa ˆiya tatay.
Dodong keeps on being quiet and keeps
on listening to his father.

mamãtiˆ [Mamãtiˆ consists of ma- plus
pamãtiˆ.] Mamãtiˆ kita maˆãyu pãra
makasãyud kita kung ˆanu ˆang
ginahambay ni Hÿlin. We will listen
carefully so that we will be able to know
what Helen is saying.

magpamatiˆ ˆIndiˆ na magpamatiˆ ˆang
manga ˆiskwÿla sa maˆistra kay hãpun
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na. The students no longer listen to the
teacher because it is now late afternoon.

magpamatiˆ imper v Listen to something!
Someone must or should listen to
something! Maghÿpus ka lang gid kag
magpamatiˆ kung sinˆu ˆang tãmaˆ kag
kung sinˆu ˆang salaˆ. You (sg) be very
quiet and listen to who is right and who
is wrong!

magpamatiˆ inf to listen to something
ˆIntirisãdu si Sunya magpamatiˆ sa
hambay nang duktur kay nakakataˆu
ning maˆãyu nga ˆihimplu ˆang ˆiya
ˆisplikasyun. Sonia was interested to
listen to what the doctor said because
his explanation was really able to
provide a good example.

pagpamãtiˆ, pamãtiˆ ger someone’s
listening, to listen [When the stem
pamatiˆ or the stem with the prefix pag-
occurs as a gerund, there is length on the
second-to-last stem vowel.] Kung ˆikaw
hay malýya sa pamãtiˆ wayaˆ ka na parti
sa pagkãˆun. If you are slow in
listening, you have no share in eating.
Lýlu Talyu, tunãˆi na ˆang ˆÿmu ˆisturya,
kay handaˆ na kami sa pagpamãtiˆ.
Grandfather Talyo, begin your story
now, because we are now ready to
listen.

v Something is used by someone for
listening.

pamãtiˆ ˆAng ˆãkun ning pamãtiˆ yadtu sa
kay Nistur kag kay Tatay nga
nagaˆisturya sa kusÿna. That which is
used by me for listening (i.e., my ears)
are there with Nestor and Father who
are having a conversation in the kitchen.

v A voice, conversation, song, cry of an
animal or bird, sound of nature;
something that produces sound, as an
animal or person, a church bell is heard
or listened to by someone or something.

ginpamatiˆan, pinamatÿˆan Ginpamatiˆan
ku ˆinaˆ niyan maˆãyu kay daw ˆigwa gid
ˆaku may nababatiˆan nga gahinambay sa
ˆidãyum nang bayay. That was now all
carefully listened to by me because it
seems there was really [someone] who
was able to be clearly heard by me who
keeps on talking under the house.
Pinamatÿˆan nang Dyus sa lãngit ˆang
ˆãtun pangamýyuˆ nga kita hay padayˆan

ning magabýlig sa ˆãtun. Our prayers that
we would be sent someone to help us
were all listened to by God in heaven.

ginapamatiˆan Sayud mu wayaˆ ka pa diri
nagapamatiˆ ˆaku sa radyu kay
ginapamatiˆan ku ˆang balÿtaˆ tungud
didtu sa bulkan nga naglupuk na. You
know that [when] you were not yet here,
I was listening to the radio because the
news about the volcano which had
already erupted was being listened to
by me.

ginapinamatÿˆan Ginapinamatÿˆan lang
gid ni Lurÿta ˆang ginangýyab sa ˆiya
nang ˆiya nanay. Her mother’s scolding
of her keeps on being listened to by
Loreta.

ginapamatiˆi [Follows a negative.] ˆInang
manga ginalaygay sa ˆãkun nang ˆãkun
nanay, hay wayaˆ ku ˆitun ginapamatiˆi.
As for those words of advice to me by
my mother, these are not being
listened to by me.

pamatÿˆan Pamatÿˆan ku naman ˆang
parti nang kay Mistir Martÿnis. The
topic of Mr. Martinez will be listened to
by me.

pamatÿˆi imper v Someone or something
must, or should be listened to! ˆAku
ˆãnay ˆang pamatÿˆi nindu kay kwarta
nãmun ˆadtu, bukun kwarta nindu! I
should be the one listened to by you
because that is our money, not your
money!

bãtiˆ v Someone wakes up.
nagbãtiˆ “Hay ˆãnay,” kunu, “kay kadtuˆun

ku; bãsiˆ kung nagbãtiˆ na ˆadtu.” “But
wait,” he said, “because I will go; what if
she already woke up.”

nagabãtiˆ Marta, luwas draˆ; sayud ku
nagabãtiˆ ka; wayaˆ ka gakatuyug.
Martha, come out from there; I know
you have woken up; you are not
sleeping.

pagbãtiˆ ti ger after or upon someone’s
waking up Pagbãtiˆ mu gid nga tagˆÿya
sa ˆãga, dãpat bubýran mu ˆang ˆÿmu
manga manuk pãra hay ˆindiˆ magkadtu
sa ˆiba nga bayay. Upon your waking
up in the morning you, as the owner,
should feed your chickens so that they
will not go to other houses.

batÿˆis n the lower leg of an animal or person
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from the knee to the ankle Hay ˆaku da
daw ginahadlýkan da kay nakÿtaˆ ku da
nga ˆabaw na nga duguˆ! Nagapanunýyuˆ
sa batÿˆis. I was already afraid because I

saw that, oh, [there was much] blood! It

was extensively running down her lower
leg. cf pãˆa, siki 1

batlak v An object or place is engulfed in

something.
batlãkan ˆAng pagbuyad, hay ˆÿmu ˆini

pahapyaˆun maˆãyu nga wayaˆ
nagasyawãrang kag sugÿran mu ning
lugar nga batlãkan sa sÿlak pãra daliˆ
maˆuga. As for sun-drying [buri
leaves], these should be allowed by you
to carefully lay flat so [they] are not
scattered and [they] will have a place
looked for by you which will be
engulfed in sunlight so that [they] will
be quick to dry.

batu 1 n a stone

Kinds of Rock

bantÿling hard smooth stone

batu 1a marble

býgaˆ lava rock

ˆanapug soft shale

1a (var batu nga marmul) n a marble
block Pagkablýki na ˆibaligyaˆ naman
sa nagakuntrãta ning batu kag dayˆun
naman sa manga kãtir pãra mahuman
nga marmul ˆislabs. After [the marble]

is already in blocks, [they] are sold to

the ones who make contracts about

marble blocks and are taken to various

marble factories so that [they] will be

made into marble slabs. (See batu 1,
Kinds of Rock for table.)

2 kabatuhan n a stony area on land or in

the ocean near the shore.

batubalãniˆ n a magnet
bãtuk n Something has stripes on its

surface. ˆAng pakpak nang pispis nga
mãyang Tagãlug may bãtuk nga kapi,
putiˆ kag ˆitum. The wings of tree

sparrow birds have dark yellow, white

and black stripes.
batýkan adj An object is striped. ˆAng

pakpak nang pispis nga salˆing hay
batýkan ning putiˆ. The wings of sal-ing
birds are striped with white. cf gýlis

batukãti n a bar scale weight {A movable

weight which, by positioning it on the

bar of a bar scale rumãna, determines the

weight of that being weighed; usually

graduated in grams and kilograms.}

batukbãtuk v A cuttlefish, octopus or squid

turns bluish when threatened.
nagabatukbãtuk Kung sinda ˆini

ginapãnaˆ, hay nagabatukbãtuk ˆang
ˆiya ning lãwas. When these [cuttlefish]
are speared, their bodies turn bluish.
{The body of a cuttlefish, an octopus or
squid adjusts to the color of its
environment when threatened, usually a
deep blue color in the ocean.}

bãtun v Someone accepts someone else;

someone receives or takes something

given to them.
nakabãtun Nakabãtun da ˆaku nang

ˆãkun ning býnus, nakabakay ˆaku
simintu. [When] I finally was able to
receive my bonus, I was able to buy
cement.

v Someone or something is accepted or
received by someone.

binãtun, gingbãtun Pagˆabut ninda sa
ˆinda bayay, binãtun da sinda,
pinasãkaˆ, kag nagˆinatubangan sinda
sa tatay ni Taluy. Upon arriving at their
house, they were accepted, invited to
come up, and they met each other with
the father of Taloy.

nabãtun Nabãtun ni ˆInrÿku ˆang sýlat ni
Plurintÿna, “ˆAbaw ˆInrÿku! ˆAng ˆãtun
ˆungaˆ ˆang hitsýra parÿhu gid sãpat.” A
letter of Florentina was able to be
received by Enrico [and it said], “Oh,
Enrico! As for our child, the appearance
is like a domestic animal.”

ginabãtun Ginapangutana si Lukrisya
nang pãriˆ nga “Lukrisya, ginabãtun
mu ba nga maging ˆasãwa mu si
Nistur?” Lucresia was asked by the
priest, “Lucresia, is Nestor accepted by
you to become your husband?”

ginabatýna Wayaˆ gãniˆ ginabatýna
didtu ˆang wayaˆ katãpus sa hayskul.
Those who were not able to finish high
school were not accepted [into the
sewing school].

babatýnun Hay nyan nga may trabãhu
ka nga pirmaminti , maˆãyu da kay ˆãbir
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ˆumuyan sumÿlak sigurãdu gid nga may
babatýnun ka. Now that you have
permanent work it is good because even
though it rains [or] shines it is sure that
there will be [income] that will
consistently be received by you.

mabãtun ˆIndiˆ gid baya niya mabãtun
nga siya hay kasayun kay Rubin. [It]
can not be accepted under any
conditions by her that she will be
married to Ruben.

mababãtun Kung gustu ku magˆubirtaym
sa pagtahiˆ pwÿdi kay gahingabut da
ˆaku nga kadãmuˆ ˆang ˆãkun matatãpus
ˆagud dakuˆ da ˆang mababãtun ku nga
bãyad. If I like to work overtime in
sewing, [I] can because I try hard to be
able to consistently finish many [articles
of clothing] so that more payment can
be consistently received by me.

pagkabãtun ti ger after or upon
someone’s accepting or receiving
something Pagkabãtun ku nang
tiligrãma, ˆinsigÿda lumarga nga dãˆan
ˆaku. Upon my receiving the telegram, I
left at once.

batýta n a whipping stick or whipping
cane

bãtuˆ v Someone fights with someone else.
nagbãtuˆ Maˆãyu lang kay nagbãtuˆ ˆaku;

wayaˆ ˆaku napirdi. It was good, because
I fought [him and] I was not defeated. cf
puyuk

batyag1 1 v Someone notices someone,

something, an action, a situation.

Batyag ku ˆang pagˆabut mu kahãpun
kay nabatiˆan ku nga nagˆabut ˆang
ˆawtu. I noticed your coming yesterday

because I heard that the car had arrived.
nakabatyag Pagbãlik ku ˆadtu sa bayay

hay wayaˆ gid sinda nakabatyag nga
nakaˆagi na ˆaku ning ˆãway. Upon my
return there at home, they did not
happen to notice that I happened to
experience quarreling.

v Someone or something is noticed by
someone.

nabatyagan Nabatyagan ku ˆang ˆÿmu
tÿkang sa kusÿna. Your footsteps in the
kitchen were noticed by me.

nababatyagan Kung nababatyagan nya
sa ˆiya sarÿli nga midyu malÿpung na

ˆang ˆiya ˆýyu, ˆinaˆ sya hay nagabãlik na
sa ˆiya bayay. When [it] was clearly
noticed within herself that her head was
a little bit dizzy, that one returned to her
house.

pabatyag caus v Someone causes or lets a
particular action or state be noticed.

nagpabatyag ˆAng hambay nang ˆadtung
tagˆÿya hay nagpabatyag siya nga
maˆãyu ˆang ˆiya pagdipãra nang
barýtu. As for that which that owner
said, he let [it] be noticed that the way
of his taking care of the boat was good.
cf hangad 1, lingig, liˆliˆ, mata 1b,
paniˆid, purba, siruˆ 1a, tanˆaw 1a, tutuk

2 pamatyag n someone’s feeling Kung
dakuˆ na ˆang ˆÿmu nabubuˆuy hay daw
kalÿpay na da ˆang ˆÿmu pamatyag.
When much [money] has been able to be

repeatedly obtained by you, you then

feel happy (lit, your feeling is happy).
v Something is felt or sensed by someone.
ginapamatyagan ˆAng manga magýyang,

hay dãmuˆ na ˆang ˆinda ginapamatyagan
sa ˆinda lãwas. As for old people, there is
much [pain] which is felt by them in their
bodies. syn pamãtiˆ cf ginhãwa 1

batyag2 n a woman’s childbirth labor
Duha ka gabˆi nãkun batyag kag ˆisa ka
ˆadlaw. My childbirth labor was [for]

two nights and one day.
v Someone labors in childbirth.
nagbatyag Nang Pibrÿru ˆutsu, manga

ˆalas ˆutsu nang ˆãga, nakasãyud ˆaku
nga si Lýsi hay nagbatyag na. On
February 8, at about eight o’clock in the
morning, I found out that Lucy had
already labored in childbirth.

nagabatyag Maˆungaˆ na si Linda kay
nagabatyag na. Linda will give birth
now because she is now laboring in
childbirth.

batˆaw n a bataw vine or pod, Dolichos
lablab (Linn.) {Young pods are cooked

and eaten as a vegetable side dish.}

bãwal adj A particular event or state is

forbidden, undesirable or unlawful.
[Bãwal is predicate; the expressed event

or state, preceded by an optional nga, is

topic.] Bãwal nga magkadtu ka sa bayay.
For you to go to our house is forbidden.

{Some actions, often involving specific
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objects, are traditionally forbidden,

sometimes (but not always) because of

figurative implications they have to

undesirable happenings in life.} Bãwal
kunu ˆang magngilit ˆu paligýsan ˆang
ˆuning kay ˆinaˆ ˆang dahilan nang
pagpanglintiˆ, dayugdug kag ˆuyan nga
dakuˆ. To laugh at or bathe a cat, they say,

is forbidden because that is the cause of

lightning flashing, thunder and heavy

rain.
v A particular event is forbidden,

undesirable or unlawful. {An agent is
implied but not identified.}

ginbãwal, gingbãwal Nang ˆýna nga
tyimpu ˆang manga magýyang hay may
ginbãwal. In olden times the old folks
had things that were forbidden.

ginabãwal Kung, halimbãwaˆ, may ˆisa
nga babãyi nga naganabdus, ginabãwal
ˆini sa ˆiya ˆang magkãˆun ning sãging
nga bingkit kay magaˆungaˆ kunu siya
ning kãpid. If, for example, there is a
woman who is pregnant, to eat double
bananas is undesirable to this one
because, they say, she will deliver twins
[which is undesirable].

bãwang n a garlic plant or bulb, Allium
sativum (Linn.) ˆAng sabyaˆ nga
ginabutang sa karni hay bãwang,
sibýyas, paminta kag katumbay nga
dagkuˆ. The ingredients which are put

with meat are garlic, onions, black pepper

and large peppers. {Used mainly as a

flavoring in cooking and as a source of

herbal medicine. Included in a herbal

charm bag karminkarmin.} (See Appendix

3, Kinds of Cultigens.)

bawangbawang n a lipped cask mollusk,

Phalium labiatum
bãwat indef adj any, each or every person,

place, thing, situation, time period Si
Nanay, nagakadtu sa mirkãdu bãwat
ˆadlaw. Mother goes to market every
day. Mahal ku pa gid siya; ˆindiˆ ku gid
siya malimýtan, sa bãwat ˆýras. He is

still adored by me; I really cannot forget

him at any time.
prep during each activity [Followed by a

stem or root form.] cf kãda 1a
bãwat ˆisa (ˆisa 1b) set expr each person,

condition, thing, grouping of something

bãwiˆ v Someone or something given to

someone else, lost or stolen is gotten
back or recovered by someone.

Dinaliˆdãliˆ niya bãwi ˆadtung singku
pÿsus kag nanãˆug. Those five pesos

were recovered by her and [she] got

down [from the jeep].
binãwi Binãwi ni Lÿna ˆang ˆiya ˆungaˆ

kay ˆindiˆ siya gustu nga si Mandu ˆang
maging ˆiya ˆasãwa. Her daughter was
gotten back by Lina because she did not
want that Mando would become her
(i.e., her daughter’s) spouse.

bawndiri n the boundary between two

areas Nahadluk ˆaku ˆini magkadtu kay
wayaˆ pa ˆaku nakaˆabut sa Katipýnan
sa bawndiri gid nang Kubaw kag nang
Marikÿna. I am afraid to go because I

have not yet been able to reach

Katipunan at the boundary of Cubao

and Marikina.

bawˆas adj A man or woman is sterile.
Nagˆalÿlaˆ si Magda ning ˆungaˆ kay
bawˆas siya. Magda adopted a child

because she was sterile. syn baˆug cf

matsýra
baya adv maybe, perhaps, I wonder, not

under any conditions Sa tanantanan
nãmun nga maghãli, hay sigýru ˆaku
lang baya ˆang makaˆabut nang hayskul.
Of all of us siblings, maybe I am the

only one who will be able to go to high

school.
adv about a particular time Nang ˆadtung

býlan baya ˆadtu nang Pibrÿru, ˆini ˆang
manga madri hay nagpangbayaybayay
diri sa ˆilãya nang Lýnus hasta diraˆ sa
ˆilãwud. That month, about that
February, as for these nuns, [they] went
from house to house here in the interior
of Lonos until [they reached] the beach.
cf bãsiˆ kung (bãsiˆ 2), daw, kabay pa,
kuntaˆ, sigýru, ˆãbi 2, ˆaraˆ, ˆugãling1

bayãbas 1 n a guava plant or fruit, Psidium
guajava (Linn.) Bayãbas ˆang ˆãmun
ginabuˆuy kag kaˆunun nga tanum nang
ˆiban nga tãwu. Guavas were what we

got and ate which were planted by other

people. {Fruit is eaten raw as a snack

food.}
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2 kabayabãsan n a guava plant grove
Pagˆabut naman nãmun diraˆ sa
kabayabãsan sa tayud, ˆang manga
tagaBaktãsan yadtu didtu nagabinakwit.
Upon our arriving there in the guava
plant grove on the hill, as for those from

Baktasan, [it] was there that [they] were

being evacuated. (See Appendix 20,

Groups of Animals, People, Things.)

bãyad 1a n the buying or selling price of an

item of merchandise tinda; the price of

a service Kung ˆÿmu ˆibaligyaˆ sa
minugbãkay ning banig, mabakay man
pÿru ˆang bãyad, hay may ˆÿban da.
When you sell this to a mat buyer, [he]

will surely buy [it] but, as for the price,

there will be a discount. cf baligyaˆ 1,

kantidad 1, kantidad 2, prisyu
1b bayãran n the payment for something

purchased Kung pýru tigdýha ka kupya
kãda ˆisa ka tÿra, hay masãpit sa syintu
saysinta ˆutsu ˆang bayãran ku. If there

are always two copies for each shot [of

pictures taken], my payment will

amount to one hundred sixty eight

[pesos].

2a bãyad (var pagbãyad) n the payment
for something, a service rendered ˆAng
ˆãmun swildu bukun binýlan; pur pidãsu
ˆang bãyad sa ˆãmun. Our wage was not

by the month; the payment to us was by

the piece. Sa pagbunut naman may
ginasuhýyan da gihãpun; ginatus ˆang
pagbãyad. In the husking of coconut

fruit, someone will also be paid; the

payment is by hundreds.
v Someone pays for something or for a

service.
magbinãyad Pãra nga ˆindiˆ ka

magbinãyad ning dakuˆ nga pursintu
kãda býlan, dãpat hay ˆÿmu gid nga
hutuhýtan sa pagbãyad nga dãˆan. So
that you will not continually pay a high
percentage every month, you should be
careful to pay at once.

v Something, a service is paid for by
someone.

binayãran Binayãran ˆang ˆinda gastus
pagkasay; ˆinýliˆ ˆang manga pabisti.
The expenses for the wedding were
paid for [and] the wedding wardrobe

was returned.
pagabayãran loc imper v Something must

or should be paid for by someone. ˆAng
kuntrãta ninda hay kung may kasiraˆan
ˆang ˆalãdin hay pagabayãran nang
manidsmint. As for their agreement, [it
was that] if the pressure lantern has
some damage, [it] must be paid for by
the management.

pabãyad caus v Someone is allowed or is
caused by someone to pay for
something, a service.

ginapabãyad Nagbakay si Pilar ning
bitamaks; ginapabãyad niya ˆang
manga nagasiruˆ. Pilar bought a video
player; those who watch are being
caused by her to pay.

2b bãyad sa kunsulta n a consultation fee
bayãka 1 nabayãka adj Someone is

worried about a particular situation.

ˆAlas tris na nang ˆãga nabayãka baya
ˆadtu ˆang kusinÿru; gindayˆan ˆaku ning
kapi kag gingtungtungan ˆaku sa tiyan
nang maˆÿnit na kapi nabubutang sa
tãsa. Three o’clock in the morning,

maybe the cook was worried; I was

brought coffee, and I had the hot coffee

which had been put in a cup placed on

top of [my] abdomen. cf kalibug (libug),
kalisud (lisud 1)

bayakyun (see bakay 3) a purchase item
bãyan (see sangguniˆan bãyan) a municipal

councilor
bayãnak n a mullet fish, family Mugilidae

Kahãpun Lýnis nang manga ˆala ˆýna
ˆimidya, nagbunit ˆaku sa ˆãmun tungud;
ˆaba kadamuˆdãmuˆ ˆang bayãnak!
Yesterday, Monday, at about one-thirty

o’clock, I went fishing with hook and

line near our house; oh, there are very

many mullet fish! {Two species are

identified: diamond-scaled Liza vaigiensis
(Quoy and Gaimard); blue-spotted

Valamugil seheli (Forsskål). Elongated,

posteriorly compressed bodies, large

dorsally flattened heads with a blunt

snout, thick lips, fine teeth, large silvery

scales, and two widely separated dorsal

fins. Common in shallow muddy-sand

coastal areas.}

bayanban n a barred-halfbeak fish,

bãyad 119 bayanban
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Hemiramphus far (Forsskål) {Greenish

blue above, silvery laterally below, and

four to nine black bars across its upper

side. Upper lobe of the deeply forked

caudal fin is yellow; lower lobe is blue.

A surface schooler common in inshore

waters.}

bayang n spotted sicklefish, Drepane
punctata (Linn.) {Inhabits sandy and

silty bottoms near reefs in shallow

inshore waters. Silvery with a golden to

purple tinge, and several vertical bands

of small black spots across the flank.}

bayangaw n a rainbow
bayãran (see bãyad 1b) payment
bayaw n a brother-in-law or sister-in-law

(See Appendix 23, Social Relation-

ships.)

bãyaw v Someone or something is carried
by two or more people.

binayãwan Binayãwan siya ning ˆupat ka
tãwu. ˆAng kalayuˆ nang kampusantu sa
bayay nang lýlu ni Birting hay wayu ka
kilumitru. He was carried by four
people. The distance to the cemetery
from the house of Berting’s grandfather
is eight kilometers.

bayay 1 n a house Nang pabãlik na ˆang
tatlu sa ˆinda bayay hay nagnunut ˆang
hãriˆ. When the three returned to their

house, the king went [with them]. ˆAng
bayay nga ginakatuyugan ni Samwil
hay sa ˆibãbaw. The house in which

Samuel is sleeping is above. [Bayay
preceded by the determiner sa without

further expansion means ‘our house’.]

Nakaˆÿsip ˆaku nga magbãhuy lang gid
ˆaku hay babayãˆan ku gid kamu diri sa
bayay. I thought that when I became

grown up, you would surely be left

behind by me here at our house.
bayaybayay pl n houses Kung lýtuˆ na

tanan ˆãga pa, nagalÿbud na ˆakuy pýtu
sa manga bayaybayay. If it is all cooked
early, I then peddle sweet sticky rice to
many houses. {See also entry
bayaybãyay.} (See ˆabri 1b, Things
That Are Opened for table. See sara
2a, Things That Are Closed for table.
See Appendix 1, Kinds of Buildings.
See Appendix 2, Parts of a House.)

1a ˆibãbaw nang bayay n the upstairs of a

house Si Pakit nagapinamãtiˆ nang
yamyam ni Papa sa ˆibãbaw nang
bayay. Paquit keeps on listening to the

talk of Father upstairs.
1b ˆidãyum nang bayay n the area under a

house Ginpamatiˆan ku ˆinaˆ niyan
maˆãyu, kay daw ˆigwa gid ˆaku may
nababatiˆan nga gahinambay sa
ˆidãyum nang bayay. I listened

carefully to that now, because it seems

there was really someone who was able

to be clearly heard by me who keeps on

talking under the house. {Houses are

commonly built on foundation posts

with an open space underneath.}

1c luwas nang bayay n the outside ground

area of a house

1d sãkup nang bayay (var suyud nang
bayay) n the inside area of a house ˆAng
ginahÿmuˆ nang manga babãyi sa sãkup
nang ˆinda bayay hay manilhig. What is

being done by women inside their

houses is that [they] will sweep. Sa
tanan nga bãgay, ˆimaw ˆini ˆang
pinakaˆimpurtanti nga tawˆan ta ning
ˆatinsyun ˆang pagpanglimpyu sa suyud
nang bayay. Of all things, this is most

important, that cleaning inside the
house will be paid attention to by us.

2 panimalay n a household, a home
3 pabayay v Someone goes home. Wayaˆ

gid nagpãti ˆang ˆãkun ˆasãwa; diritsu
sinda pabayay. My spouse did not

listen; they went home directly.

4 v Someone owns a house. [nagkabayay
owned a house]

magkabayay inf to own a house Matÿpun
ˆaku ning kwarta pãra magkabayay. I
will save money in order to own a
house.

5 pangbayaybayay v Someone goes from
house to house.

nagpangbayaybayay Nang ˆadtung
býlan baya ˆadtu nang Pibrÿru, ˆini ˆang
manga madri hay nagpangbayaybayay
diri sa ˆilãya nang Lýnus hasta diraˆ sa
ˆilãwud. That month, about that
February, as for these nuns, [they] went
from house to house here in the interior
of Lonos until [they reached] the beach.
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magpinanumbãyay inf to always go
from house to house Sigýru may
lyunar sa lapalapa kay mahÿlig
magpinanumbãyay. There is probably
a mole on the sole of [her] foot because
she enjoys to always go [visiting] from
house to house.

6 bayay nang lãwaˆ n a spider web
bãruˆ nga pangbayay (bãruˆ 2b) idiom a

house dress; bayay nga lambun
(lambun) set expr an upland field
shelter; bayay nga kinamarin (see

kamarin) set expr a perpendicular-
gabled building

bayaybãyay 1a n a hut, shed, temporary

shelter ˆAng ˆinda ˆini ginahuman nga
bayaybãyay hay ˆinang manga ˆinutýran
nga paywa nang niyug. That which is

being used to make a shelter by those

ones are those cut-off coconut fronds. {A

temporary shelter is any kind of building

intended for temporary dwelling of

people or animals. Commonly built in a

field for shelter during work hours or for

sleeping overnight.} (See Appendix 1,

Kinds of Buildings.)

1b bayaybãyay nang bãbuy n a pigpen
syn tangkãyan

1c bayaybãyay nang manuk n a chicken
house Humuman ka, Lÿbi, ning
bayaybãyay nang manuk kag butangan
mu ning pugayan pãra didtu magˆitlug
ˆang manuk. Libby, make a chicken
house and put a nest basket [inside] so

that the chicken will lay eggs there. syn

pultri
1d bayaybãyay nga ˆinýman n a drinking

shed {A shelter next to a convenience

store tyindãhan where people

congregate to socialize and drink

alcoholic beverages.}

1e bayaybãyay sa kampusantu (var

bayaybãyay sa simintiryu) n a

mausoleum; i.e., a cemetery hut
Pagˆabut ku diri sa Rumblun
gingpahumanan ku ning bayaybãyay sa
kampusantu sa ˆãkun ˆasãwa ˆang
pantyun nang ˆãkun nanay. Upon my

arrival here in Romblon the tomb of my

mother was caused by me to have a

mausoleum built [over it] by my

husband. {A miniature house, built over

a burial vault pantyun. May be

elaborate, built of marble, or built of

cement, hollow block or wood. It is a

place for bringing food and flowers for

ancestral dead and a place to pray and

meditate.}

2a n a game of playing house ˆIni hay ˆisa pa
na klãsi nga kãnam nang manga ˆungaˆ;
ˆini naman hay ˆang ginatawag nga
bayaybãyay. This is one more kind of

children’s game; this then is called

playing house. {A children’s game. A

temporary structure bayaybãyay is built

by children as the playhouse. Members

of a family including a pretend mother

nanaynãnay (nanay 4) and a pretend

father tataytãtay (tatay 4) are chosen and

activities are engaged in, such as cooking

and eating meals.} (See kãnam 1a,
Games Children and Others Play for

table.)

2b n a playhouse used in the game “playing

house” Diraˆ ˆinaˆ sa ˆinda bayaybãyay,
hay ˆigwa da ˆinaˆ sinda ning
nanaynãnay kag tataytãtay. There in

that playhouse of theirs, they also have

a pretend mother and a pretend father.

bãyaˆ (var pabãyaˆ) v Someone abandons,
leaves, neglects someone else,

something; leaves someone else,

something alone or behind; stops an

activity.
nagbãyaˆ Nang nagaˆiskuyla na ˆaku, hay

mahugaˆ gida kay syimpri, duha ka týˆig
ˆaku nga nagbãyaˆ bãgu gãling
nagdiritsu. When I was studying in high
school, it was really difficult because I
stopped for two years before [I]
continued.

magbayaˆ, magpabayaˆ Gãniˆ ˆini kuntaˆ
kita, hay kung hýˆu hay hýˆu; kag ˆindiˆ
kÿtaˆ magpabayaˆ sa trabãhu. As for us,
if we say yes it is yes; we will not
neglect our work.

magbãyaˆ, magpabayaˆ inf to abandon,
leave, neglect someone else, something;
to leave someone else, something alone
or behind; to stop an activity Naˆuna pa
gãniˆ sinda magbãyaˆ kay ˆindiˆ ninda
kãya ˆang liksyun, kay kahugaˆ ˆang
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pradyik. They were the first to leave
because they could not do the lesson
because the project was difficult. Bukun
pa tãmaˆ sa ˆýras nga sinda hay
magbãyaˆ sa pagsýsu. It is not yet the
right time for them to stop breast-
feeding.

v Someone or something is abandoned,
left, neglected, left alone or behind by
someone; an activity is stopped by
someone.

binayãˆan, pinabayãˆan, pinabayˆan
Nang purt yir na binayãˆan ku na ˆinang
manga ˆatlitˆatlit kay ˆindiˆ ku na
kursunãda ˆinaˆ nga bãgay. When I was
in fourth year, those athletics were left
by me because I did not like those things
any more. ˆAng ˆãkun gid ginasýngun,
pinabayãˆan gid ˆaku nang ˆãkun manga
ˆungaˆ. What really offends me is that I
was neglected by my children.

ginapabayˆan Si Nanay, ginapabayˆan
na ˆaku; pirmi na lang siya sa
ˆatubãngan nang ˆãkun manghud. As for
Mother, I am already neglected [by
her]; she is always in front of my
younger sibling [paying attention to
him].

bayãˆan, pabayˆan Bãsiˆ bayãˆan ˆaku
niya? Hay mahal na mahal ˆaku niya.
Why would I be left behind by her? I
am loved very much by her. ˆAng Ginýˆu
nga sa langit, hay ˆindiˆ kita pabayˆan.
As for God in heaven, we will not be left
alone [by him].

babayãˆan Nakaˆÿsip ˆaku nga magbãhuy
lang gid ˆaku hay babayãˆan ku gid
kamu diri sa bayay. I thought that when
I became grown up, you would surely
be left behind by me here at the house.

pabayˆi imper v Someone or something
must or should be abandoned, left,
neglected, left alone or behind by
someone! An activity must or should
be stopped by someone! ˆAy! Pabayˆi
lang, kay nataranta na gid ˆaku ˆini! Oh!
[It] should just be left alone, because I
happened to be greatly rattled by this! cf
bÿlin, buyag 1a, lãyas

baybag n a coconut frond torch Nang ˆýna
kunu ˆadtu nga wayaˆ pa ning ˆalãdin,
hay pwÿdi ˆinaˆ ˆang baybag. In the past,

they say, when there were still no

pressure lanterns, what was acceptable

was a coconut frond torch. {Made of a

dried coconut frond tied into a long

bundle with either buri strips or coconut

frond leaflets. Used for walking at night

away from home and for night fishing.}

(See ˆiwag 1a, Artificial Lights for

table.)

baybay 1a n an ocean beach ˆAng ˆãmun
kaˆunan hay sa baybay kung kami
nagalanguy. Our eating place is on the

beach when we swim. cf pÿliw, tãkas 1
1b ˆalÿhid nang baybay n the dry edge of a

beach ˆAng ˆiba naman hay
nagapamasyar sa ˆalÿhid nang baybay
pãra nga ˆang ˆinda hunaˆhýnaˆ hay
mapakadtu naman sa ˆiba nga bãgay
nga ˆinda nakikÿtaˆ sa dãgat. Some

people roam around the edge of the
beach so that their thoughts will really

go to other things which are able to be

seen by them in the ocean.

2a n ocean or river sand Kung masapya
nga haphapun ˆang hambay nang
miyugbýyung hay baybay ˆang
nabuˆuy. If [the bundled cloth of a

medicine concoction] is grainy to feel

around in [after rubbing it on a skin

irritation], the herbalist says that it was

sand that was removed [from the

body]. {River sand is used in making

cement. Measured by the utility can

lãta 2a.}

2b mabaybay adj a sandy place ˆIni nga
sÿhiˆ hay nagakaraˆ da sa mabaybay nga
lugar. As for this shell, it stays in sandy
areas.

bayli 1a n a modern dance sãˆut nga mudirn
(sãˆut 1a), either an event or a single act

May ˆisa pa baya ˆadtu ka ˆýras nga
ˆãmun paghalin didtu, natãpus na da
ˆang bayli. About one hour after we left

there, the dance was finished. cf sãˆut
nga mudirn (sãˆut 1a) (See sãˆut 1,
Different Ways of Dancing for table.)

1b n a waltz; a slow modern dance (See

sãˆut 1, Different Ways of Dancing for

table.)

1c v Someone dances a modern dance with
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a partner.
nagbayli Hay ˆalas dýsi na nang gabˆi

kami naglarga kay nagbayli pa ˆang
kapitan sa San ˆAgustin. We sailed at
twelve o’clock midnight because the
[boat] pilot still danced in San Agustin.

v Someone is the one with whom someone
else dances.

ginabinaylÿhan Si Pilar ˆang ˆãkun
ginabinaylÿhan pirmi. Pilar is the one
with whom I always dance.

magbayli inf to dance with someone Kung
sinˆu ˆang magbayli sa ˆãmun dãma hay
magtaˆu ning ˆintrans nga pÿsu.
Whoever the ones are to dance with our
princesses, [they] must give a peso
entrance fee.

pabayli caus v Someone is allowed by
someone else to dance a modern dance
with a partner.

ginapabayli Pagkatãpus ˆinaˆ kãˆun nang
bagˆung kasay ˆigwa naman ˆinaˆ ning
sunãta; ginapabayli sinda nga duha.
After the newlywed couple finish eating
there is music; the two are allowed to
dance.

2a pabayli n a benefit dance Si Manung
Dÿnuˆ nagpangayuˆ býlig sa munisipyu
nga magpadaya ning pulis bÿlang
gwardya sa ˆinda pabayli. Older

Brother Dino asked help from the

municipal office to have policemen sent

as guards at their benefit dance. ˆAng
hambay ku sa ˆãkun kaˆibãhan nga
dalãga makadtu pýyung ku kita sa ˆÐpil
kay matanˆaw kita pabayli. I said to my

young lady companion that we will go

to Ipil because we will watch a benefit
dance.

2b pabayli v Someone holds or sponsors a
benefit dance.

nagpabayli Nang pitsa trÿsi nang Pibrÿru,
nagpabayli ˆang ˆurganisasyun nang
LCA. On February 13, the LCA orga-
nization sponsored a benefit dance.

nagapabayli Nagbýlig ˆadtu sinda sa
ˆãmun kay kami da nga tagaLýnus kung
sinda nagapabayli hay nagabýlig da.
They helped us because we of Lonos, if
they hold a benefit dance, [we] also
help [them]. cf binipisyu

3 baylÿhan n a dance hall, dancing area

ˆAng primÿru ninda nga gingtrabãhu
hay gingpakaˆãyu ninda ˆang kuray
nang baylÿhan, kag ˆang ˆiban, hay
nagpanilhig sa baylÿhan. The first thing

they worked on was that they decorated

the fence of the dancing area and, as for

the others, [they] swept around the

dancing area.

baylu v Something is exchanged for some-

thing else by someone; someone’s

partner is changed for a new partner.
bayluhan Kung nakabuˆuy ka ˆadtu,

dayˆun mu sa tindãhan kag bayluhan
ˆisa nga mirinda kag ˆisa nga tinãpay
nga biskwit. When you were able to get
that [paper], you would bring it to the
store and [it] would be exchanged for
one orange pop and one cookie.
Magkaˆunuˆýnu, ˆindiˆ ku gid bayluhan
si Dÿnu. Whatever happens, [my
husband] Dino will surely not be
changed by me.

baylýkan n a three-quarter liter measuring
shell {A coconut shell used in the kitchen

for measuring rice for cooking.} cf

tyupahan (tyýpa 2)
baynti 1a card num adj twenty actions,

people, pieces of something, situations,

things, times, units of measurement ˆAng
ˆisa ka bilug nga kawãyan, hay baynti
pÿsus ˆang maˆintik. As for one piece of

bamboo, a small one is twenty pesos.

ˆAng ˆãmun prisidinti hay magakadtu sa
Manÿlaˆ kag magapinirmãhan naman
nang ˆadtung lun nga baynti tris
milyýnis. Our president will go to Manila

and will sign for that monetary loan

amounting to twenty-three million

[pesos]. {Numbers eleven ˆunsi up to

ninety-nine nubinta ˆinuwÿbi are Spanish

words. For a description of the use of

Spanish numbers, see entry ˆýnu.} (See

Appendix 21, Cardinal Numbers.)

1b baynti ˆýnu card num twenty-one
Magtýnaˆ sa primÿru nga lÿlas,
mabÿlang ka ning ˆisa hanggang baynti
ˆýnu lilas sa tigtagsa. Beginning at the

first buri strip, you will count up to

twenty-one buri strips one by one. (See

Appendix 21, Cardinal Numbers.)

1c baynti dus card num twenty-two
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{Numbers eleven ˆunsi up to ninety-nine

nubinta ˆinuwÿbi are Spanish words. For

a description of the use of Spanish

numbers, see entry ˆýnu.} (See Appendix

21, Cardinal Numbers.)

2 card num Twenty are involved in an

event or state.

3 kababaynti n An event occurs twenty
times.

4 pangbaynti (var ˆikabaynti) ord num a

twentieth action, person, situation,

thing, time, unit of measurement (See

Appendix 22, Ordinal Numbers.)

bayu 1 n a pestle used with a mortar lusung,
ˆalmiris for pounding grain ˆÃkun na
ngãniˆ gingbuˆuy ˆadtung bayu nang
ˆãmun lusung kag ˆimaw ˆang ginghÿmuˆ
ku nga pangdasuk didtu sa dýtaˆ. That

pestle of our mortar was gotten by me

and that was what was used by me for

tamping there on the soil.

2 v Something is pounded by someone

with a pestle.
ginabayu Ginabayu ˆini nga manga

buyung; tapus halýˆan ning ˆãpug nga
maˆisut lang kag putusun sa limpyu nga
nuˆug. These medicines are pounded
with a pestle; then a little lime is mixed
in and wrapped in a clean cloth.

bayuhun Butangan mu ning ˆasin,
katumbay, luyˆa, bitsin, kag bayuhun
ˆini sinda hasta nga magpÿnu. [A hand
mortar] should have salt, sweet peppers,
ginger, [and] monosodium glutamate
put into [it] by you and they should be
pounded with a pestle until [they]
become fine.

v Something, usually a mortar lusung,
ˆalmiris is that in which something is
pounded with a pestle.

ginabayuhan ˆAng paghuman naman nang
ˆalmiris ˆinang ginabayuhan hay
ginasinsil ˆãnay ˆinaˆ pagkurti bãgu ˆinaˆ
bayˆagan. In making a condiment mortar,
which is that in which [something] is
pounded with a pestle, [it] is first
chiseled in being shaped before it is filed.

pabayu caus v Something is caused by
someone to be pounded with a pestle
by someone else.

ˆipabayu Kung makakÿtaˆ ˆang manga
sundãlu nang bãka, ginaˆÿhaw, kung

makasayang ning bayay nga ˆigway
nagÿˆuk, ˆipabayu sa manga sibilyan.
When soldiers happen to see a cow, it is
butchered; when [they] happen to pass
by a house where [rice] has been able to
be trodden out, [it] is caused to be
pounded with a pestle by the civilians.

binayu nga bugas (bugas 1a) idiom
pounded rice

bayubu n a balubo tree or fruit, Diplodiscus
paniculatus (Turcz.) {Fruit is occasion-

ally eaten as a snack food.}

bayudãta n a curriculum vitae, i.e., a brief

biographical sketch of one’s career

ˆImaw lang ˆini ˆang ˆãkun napangãyuˆ
nga bayudãta. The curriculum vitae
was the only thing that was able to be

asked for by me.

bayukuˆ n a black tankard Angaria
mollusk, Angaria melanacantha (Reeve)

bayulit adj Something is violet in color. ˆIni
nga sungkudsungkud nga sÿhiˆ, hay
kadãmuˆ ˆini sinda nga klãsi: ˆigwa ˆini
ning kulur puya kag kulur ning bayulit.
As for this auger mollusk, its shell has

two kinds of color: there are those with a

red color and [others with] the color of

violet. (See kulur 1, Colors for table.)

saˆang nga bayulit (saˆang 1b) idiom a

violet spider conch mollusk
bãyun 1 n a carried lunch taken on a trip, to

work, on a picnic Mapriparar ning
bãyun nga dayˆun sa langýyan; kag
pagˆabut sa dãgat malanguy na.
Kadamýˆan nga tãwu nagadaya sinda
ning ˆilimnãnun. They will prepare a

carried lunch that will be brought to the

swimming place, and when they are

there at the ocean they will swim. Most

people bring their liquor.

2 bayunan n a lunch container or pail for

a carried lunch

bayung adj Someone is drunk from drinking

an alcoholic beverage. ˆAng ˆãkun ˆasãwa
nga bayung nga yadtu didtu sa bangkuˆ
nagapungkuˆ. As for my husband who is

drunk, [it] is there on the bench that [he]

is sitting down.
kabayungbãyung int adj Someone is

very drunk from drinking an
alcoholic beverage. Kami ˆadtu hay
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paˆagaˆãga gid; sina Manung Yýli hay
kabayungbãyung na nagapinangãkat
na ˆinãway. We were there until early
morning; Older Brother Yolie and
companions were very drunk already;
[they] were continually challenging
[others] to fight.

kabayung n someone’s drunkenness May
tãwu nga kung maˆýbus na ˆang ˆinda
kwarta katatangway, bÿsan týdu na ˆang
kabayung mangungýtang pa gid sa
tindãhan ning ˆinýmun. There are
people who, when their money was all
gone in being able to buy [liquor], in
spite of the drunkenness [they] still
incur credit at the store for intoxicating
drinks.

v Someone becomes drunk from drinking
an alcoholic beverage.

nagbayung Nagbayung ˆãnay sina Nistur
bãgu sinda nagkadtu sa baylÿhan.
Nestor and companions [deliberately]
became drunk before they went to the
dancing place.

nabayung Wayaˆ pa nagatungaˆ ˆang
galun; nabayung na ˆang magýyang.
The gallon [of coconut wine] had not yet
become half; the old man had already
become drunk.

nagabinãyung ˆAng ˆãmun tãtay ˆang
trabãhu nagabinãyung; ˆindiˆ siya gustu
magdipãra sa ˆiya pamilya. As for our
father, what he did was that he always
became drunk; he did not like to care
for his family.

kabayung v An intoxicating beverage
causes someone to become drunk.

nakakabayung ˆÃbir ˆanu nga kabýˆut
ˆang tãwu, basta sya hay magˆinum
nang tyad ˆini nga manga ˆilimnãnun,
ˆinaˆ ˆang nakakabayung; makikÿtaˆ mu
gid ˆang ˆipiktu. Even though a person is
gentle, if he drinks intoxicating drinks
like these, that is what is able to cause
[one] to become drunk; the effects can
really be seen by you.

bayungbung n a tagbak herbaceous plant
or fruit, Kolowratia elegans {Edible

fruit the size of a chicken egg.}

bãyus v Someone answers or responds to a

question or to an action, either verbally

or by a responding action.

nagbãyus Nagbãyus naman si Plurintÿna,
“Hýˆu, mahal kung ˆInrÿku, padayˆan ku
gid ˆikaw ning sýlat pãra ˆibalÿtaˆ sa ˆÿmu
kung ˆanu ˆang ˆungaˆ nãtun.” Florentina
answered, “Yes, my dear Enrico, you
will be sent a letter by me to tell you
about our child.”

bãyus, igabãyus n a response to a
question or to an action, either verbal or
by a responding action Yãri na ˆang
bãyus nang ˆÿmu ˆungaˆ; napuputus sa
panyung burdãdu. Here now is the
response of your daughter; [it] was
surely able to be wrapped in an
embroidered handkerchief. ˆAng ˆãkun
ˆigabãyus sa ˆiya, ˆutýrun ku ˆang ˆãkun
kamut kag putusun ku sa panyung
burdãdu kay ˆipadaya ku sa ˆiya. My
response to him was that my hands will
be cut off by me and will be wrapped by
me in an embroidered handkerchief
because [they] will be sent by me to
him.

bayuy n a lacatan eating banana plant or

fruit, Musa sapientum var. lacatan
{Commonly eaten raw as a snack food.}

syn lakatan (See sãging 1a, Kinds of
Bananas for table. See Appendix 3,

Kinds of Cultigens.)

bãyuy 1 n dried fish Kung týdu ˆang sÿlak,
tuyu ka ˆadlaw ˆuga na ˆang bãyuy;
pwÿdi na kaˆýnun. If the sunlight is

strong, in three days the dried fish is

already dry; it can now be eaten. {Any

variety of fish can be dried. It is scaled

himbisan, cut along the top edge to open

bislarun, washed hugasan and salted

ˆasinan. It is put aside to cure for three or

more days. It is broiled over coals

ginaˆÿhaw, fried pirÿtu, or mixed with

coconut-flavored vegetables ˆýtan 1a.}

(See ˆisdaˆ 1, Kinds of Cured Fish for

table.)

1a ginatˆan nga bãyuy n dried fish cooked
in coconut milk extract {Made by

cooking dried fish in coconut milk

extract gataˆ 1.} (See Appendix 9, Foods

Cooked in Coconut Milk Extract.)

2 v Fish is cured by drying by someone.
gingbãyuy Gingbãyuy nang rigatunÿru

ˆang ˆiya ˆisdaˆ kay wayaˆ maˆýbus
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bakay. His fish were cured by the fish
vendor by drying because they were
not able to be consumed by being
bought.

bayýyun Maskin ˆanu klãsi nga ˆisdaˆ
pwÿdi nga bayýyun. It is possible that
any kind of fish will be cured by
drying.

bayýˆuk n mumps
bayýˆung n an unhulled rice storage

basket {Made of woven buri strips.

About 35 cm square at the bottom and

about 20 cm diameter at the top. About 1

m or more high. Used for storing

unmilled rice after treading gÿˆuk. It is

folded piluˆun at the top and tied for

storage.} (See baskit, Kinds of Baskets
for table.)

bayˆag 1 n a marble or wood file
2 v Marble or wood is filed by someone.

bayˆagan ˆAng paghuman naman nang
ˆalmiris ˆinang ginabayuhan, hay
ginasinsil ˆãnay ˆinaˆ pagkurti bãgu ˆinaˆ
bayˆagan. In making condiment
mortars which are used in pounding,
they are chiseled in being shaped before
they will be filed.

bayˆilang inj Never mind! Hambay ku,
“Bayˆilang! Hay pagkaˆãga na
pagkaMartis nang ˆãga bãlik naman
kami ˆinaˆ sa bayay, didtu kana Manung
Nistur kay didtu gida kami gatinir kung
yadtu kami sa Mindoro.” I said, “Never
mind! When it is already morning on

Tuesday morning, we will return again

to that house, there at [the house of]

Older Brother Nestor and family

because certainly we will stay there if

we are there in Mindoro.”

baˆbaˆ n the mouth of animal, container,

living being, person, fish-trap funnel

tube Ginsumbag ni Dabid ˆang ˆiya
maguyang sa baˆbaˆ kundiˆ hay wasiˆ
gid ˆang ˆiya ˆupat ka bilug nga ngÿpun
sa ˆibãbaw. His older brother was

punched on the mouth by David so that

his four front teeth were completely

removed. ˆAng lÿtub nga sÿhiˆ kung
malayuˆ sa tãwu naganganga pÿru kung
may malapit nga tãwu hay nagakÿpuˆ
ˆang ˆiya baˆbaˆ. As for the unequal arc

mollusk shell, when [it is] far from a

person [its mouth] opens but if the

person is near its mouth closes.

Bumuˆuy ning maskin ˆanu klãsi nang
butilya basta maˆisut ning baˆbaˆ kag
butangan ning pitrulyu. Get any kind of

bottle but with a small mouth and put

kerosene [in it]. Ginabutangan ning
higut ˆang baˆbaˆ nang kustal kag ˆihigut
sa ˆibãbaw. The mouth of the sack has a

tie placed on [it] and [it] should be tied

above. (See tabýnan 1, Parts of a Deep-
Sea Fish Trap for table.)

bãˆid 1 v Someone sharpens a blade, as a

knife, bolo, etc.
nagbãˆid Nagbãˆid si Nistur nang ˆiya

sundang. Nestor sharpened his bolo.

2 baˆiran n a whetstone
baˆu n a turtle Sa kahãngit nang baˆu, kay

wayaˆ siya paghuyýgi, nagpamunpun
siya tunuk nang kawãyan kag ˆiya
binutang sa lãwas nang sãging. In anger

the turtle, because he was not thrown

down [any fruit by the monkey], picked

up spiny bamboo spines and they were

put by him at the bottom of the banana

plant.

baˆug adj a sterile man or woman

Gingbayãˆan ni Pitra ˆang ˆiya ˆasãwa
kay baˆug. Her husband was abandoned

by Petra because [he] was sterile. syn

bawˆas cf matsýra
bÿbi n a domestic duck ˆIgwa ˆinaˆ diri nga

tanum malapit sa baybay, diraˆ lang sa
luyu nang pultri nang ˆãmun bÿbi. That

plant is here, near the beach, there

behind the poultry house of our ducks.
syn pãtu

bibig 1a n the lips of a person, animal

1b bibig nang pýkiˆ n the labial lips
bibigan n a clown sweetlips fish,

Plectorhynchus chaetodonoides
(Lacepede) {Juveniles are dark

brownish orange; larger young are

white with dark brown blotches;

adults are silvery gray with black spots

over the body and fins with a white

belly. Inhabits coral and rocky reefs in

shallow coastal waters.}

bibingka n a rice cake {Made with rice flour

bayýˆuk 126 bibingka
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bukbuk, coconut milk extract gataˆ 1,

sugar ˆasukar and optionally with one or

more flavorings.}

Bibliya n the Bible, a collection of the books

of the Old and New Testaments of the

Christian faith Nagtýtum si Pilar sa
pagsimba týnaˆ nang nagabinãsa siya
ning Bibliya. Pilar became loyal in

always going to church since she has

been constantly reading the Bible.

bidliˆ v Someone is afflicted with acid
stomach.

ˆigbidliˆun Kung ˆikaw kunu hay nagaˆinum
ning tubaˆ kung hãpun, dãpat hay ˆindiˆ ka
magkãˆun ning matamˆis nga pagkãˆun
parÿhu nang linýgaw nga balinghuy ˆu
biku nga mayagkit pãra ˆindiˆ ka
ˆigbidliˆun. If you drink coconut wine
when it is the afternoon, they say, you
should not eat sweet foods such as
coconut-flavored cassava gruel or a white
sticky rice delicacy so that you will not be
afflicted with acid stomach.

bÿgaˆ n a biga plant Alocasia macrorrhiza
{Corms are used as a famine food.}

bihÿraˆ adj That a particular action occurs or

a state exists is rare. Bihÿraˆ ˆang
nakakadãwi ning maˆãyu nga ˆisdaˆ. The

ones who are consistently able to catch

special fish on a hook are rare. Kung
tyimpu ˆuyãnun bihÿraˆ ˆang Mangyan
magpãnaw; yãraˆ lang sinda sa suyud
nang ˆinda bayay. When it is

rainy-season time, it is rare for the

Mangyans to go out; they are just there

inside their house.

bÿhud n an unlaid fish egg {Eggs found

inside a long-jawed halfbeak fish

hamãlit.}
bÿhun (see pansit) noodles, a noodle dish
bikaˆkaˆ 1a n a game of hopscotch syn

bakingkiˆ 1a (See kãnam 1a, Games
Children and Others Play for table.)

1b v Someone plays hopscotch. [nagbikaˆkaˆ
played hopscotch]

bikti v Someone commits suicide.
nagbikti Halimbãwaˆ ˆikaw hay nagbikti

kundiˆ man hay nagˆinum ka ning hiluˆ
kag ˆikaw hay namatay, kung ˆikaw ˆini
ˆilubung hay ˆindiˆ ka puydi didtu sa
Bagãkay kundiˆ hay didtu ka ˆilubung sa

ˆAgbuyug. For example [if] you
committed suicide or you drank poison
and you died, when you are the one
buried it is not possible for you there in
Bagacay but you will be buried there in
Agbuyug.

biku 1 n a sticky rice delicacy {Either white

sticky rice mayagkit or black sticky rice

tapuy1 is boiled and mixed with brown

sugar and coconut milk extract gataˆ1 to

make this delicacy.} (See Appendix 8,

Foods Made with Coconut.)

1a biku nga mayagkit n a white sticky
rice delicacy

1b biku nga tapuy n a black sticky rice
delicacy

bilabila n a butterfly May nagadãpuˆ nga
dagkuˆ nga langug, may bilabila, kay ˆini
sigýru nga manga ˆinsiktu ˆimaw ˆini ˆang
simbulu nang manga malãˆut. There are

some big flies which congregate; there

are [also] butterflies because, perhaps,

as for these insects, these are signs of evil

spirits.

bÿlang 1 n a count of the number of things; a

score in a game Pagkatãpus bÿlang
nang manga binuˆuk nga niyug, pwÿdi
na nga tunãˆan paglatak. After the

count of the whole pieces of coconuts is

finished, you can then start breaking

them open.
v People or things are counted by

someone.
ginbÿlang Nang natãpus na ˆang sunãta,

ginbuˆuy ˆang manga kwarta nga
nasasabˆit sa ˆinda bãruˆ kag ginbÿlang.
When the music was finished, the
money that was able to be ritually
pinned on their clothes was gotten and
was counted.

nabÿlang Kãda gatus nga nabibÿlang mu
hay ˆigwa ning palilyu nga ginasiling
pãra ˆindiˆ ka malÿmut kung pila ka
gatus ˆang nabÿlang mu na. For every
hundred [coconuts] that are counted by
you there is a one-hundred-coconut
representative so that you will not forget
how many hundreds that have already
been able to be counted by you.

bilãngun Pagkatãpus mu ning sãbat sa
primÿru, madýgang naman ˆikaw ning
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lãya bilãngun mu hasta magˆabut ning
sitinta ˆidus lÿlas sa tigdýha. Upon your
completing the weaving of dyed buri
strips at the beginning, you will then add
to the weaving; it will be counted by
you by twos until it reaches seventy-two
buri strips.

2 pseudov Someone is considered or

counted as having a particular position

or function. Sinda ˆang bÿlang ˆýna nga
manga maˆistru ˆu maˆistra sa ˆinda
manga kaˆungaˆan. They are the ones

counted as the first male or female

teachers of their group of children.
prep one’s position or function as a person

with a particular characteristic or
designation Kung ˆang babãyi kag lyãki
nagkasýgut na sinda, kag ˆang ˆinda
rilasyun bÿlang magnubyu hay maˆãyu
gid, ginaˆapura na ˆinaˆ nang magýyang
nang babãyi nga mamalãyi na ˆang
tiglyaki. If the girl and boy are already
engaged, and their relationship as a pair
of lovers is considered very good, the
engaged man’s close relatives will hold
an initial wedding-planning session
which will be expedited by those
relatives of the bride.

bilas n a man’s brother-in-law, i.e., the

husband of a wife’s sister cf kunyãda (See

Appendix 23, Social Relationships.)

bilat 1 n the vagina of a female syn pukiˆ 1 cf

puyas
2 bilat mu inj Your vagina! {An offensive

interjection malawˆay nga hambayãnun
spoken to someone to indicate anger or

extreme displeasure with that person.}

syn pukiˆ 2
bÿlin v Someone leaves or leaves behind

someone or something.
nagbÿlin Nagbÿlin siya ning gãtas sa bãsu

kag ginbutang sa luyu nang ˆiya ˆungaˆ.
She left a glass of milk and put it beside
her baby.

v Someone or something is left, is left
behind by someone.

binÿlin, ginbÿlin Si ˆArdin, hay ˆimaw ˆang
ˆãmun binÿlin kay wayay magaˆintindi
nang ˆãmun bãka, kag wayaˆ tãwu sa
bayay. As for Arden, [he] was the one
left behind by us because there was no
one attending to our cow and no person

at the house. Wayaˆ na lang ˆaku nagpÿlit
na ˆaku mismu ˆang mabuˆuy nang
pasapurti ku; ˆimbis ˆãkun na lang
ginbÿlin ˆang ˆãkun sirtipÿku kag ˆang
ˆiyugbayad. I didnˆt just insist that I
would be the one to get my passport;
instead my birth certificate and the
payment were left behind by me.
[Abilitative affixes ma- and na- and the
prefix ka- are affixed to stems without
length.]

nabilin May ˆungaˆ pa gãniˆ ˆadtu na
nabilin sa ˆinda bayay; maˆãyu gãniˆ
ˆadtu ginligãran nang ˆadtung manga
sundãlu. There was a child who
happened to be left behind in their
house; it was good that those soldiers
just passed by. Pagkatãpus latak nang
niyug ginabuˆuy ˆang buybuy nga
nabilin. After breaking open the
coconuts the fibers that happened to be
left behind were removed.

nabibilin Kung nabuntan na ˆang niyug
ginahimuybuyan pa gid kay ˆigway
nabibilin nga sabuysabuy. If the
coconuts are already husked, the hairy
fibers are still attempted to be picked off
because there are fibers that happen to
be frequently left.

nagkabilin [The affix ka- indicates a
plurality of people or things left.] Wayaˆ
nay nagapatahiˆ nga kustumir kay ˆang
nagkabilin hay ˆindiˆ malaˆýman. No
more customers go there because the
[sales people] that were left cannot be
trusted.

nabibilin [With a negative: ‘no one left at
all’ or ‘nothing left at all’.] ˆAng
nagaprublÿma lang da ˆini diri hay ˆang
manga ˆasãwa nga babãyi kay kung
masuhung ˆang ˆinda manga ˆasãwa sa
pagkinadtu sa manga tyadni nga
ˆinýman hay wayaˆ ning nabibilin nga
kwarta sa ˆinda swildu. The ones who
have this problem here are the wives
because if their husbands become
accustomed to going to drinking places
like this surely there is no money at all
left from their salary.

pabÿlin caus v Someone or something is
allowed to be left or left behind by
someone.

nagpabÿlin Si Klãra, hay nagpabÿlin diri
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sa bayay nina ˆAngkul Rubin. As for
Clara, [she] allowed [someone] to be
left behind there in the house of Uncle
Ruben and family. cf bãyaˆ, buyag 1a,
lãyas

biliˆ n a bili tree {Leaves are used for

sandpapering.} cf lÿha
bilug1 adj Something is solid having

changed from a liquid state. Kung
malamig na ˆang gulãman, hay bilug na.
When gelatin is cold, it is already solid.

v Something becomes solid, as when
frozen, all liquid is removed, it becomes
congealed.

nagbilug Nagbilug na ˆang ˆays kindi.
The ice candy became solid [because it
was frozen].

bilug2 v Two or more numbers are added
together, or put together, as in the

ending game ˆinding.
nabilug ˆAng numiru nga ˆãkun nabilug

sa ˆãkun hunaˆhýnaˆ hay dus ˆýnu. The
numbers which happened to be put
together by me in my mind were two
one.

bÿlug1 1a n an entire group, an individual,
a whole area, whole piece, whole
thing or whole unit of measure

Nagkatuyug ˆaku ning bilug nga
ˆadlaw. I slept a whole day. Bÿlang
bãyus kay Huwan, naghambay ˆang
prinsÿsa nga mapapakadtu sa ˆiya ˆang
bilug nga ginharÿˆan. As a reward to

John, the princess said that the whole
kingdom area would surely be able to

be given to him. Masakit ˆang ˆãkun
bilug nga lãwas. My whole body

aches. [An item referred to in its

entirety sometimes follows the genitive

determiner nang.] ˆAng manga Santus
kunu bukun bantug sa bilug nang
Rumblun; gãniˆ ˆindiˆ sa ˆãkun ˆang
manga magýyang nang ˆãkun ˆasãwa.
The Santos [clan], they said, were not

well known in the whole area of

Romblon; that’s the reason the parents

of my wife did not [like me].

Pieces of Things

bÿlug1 1a whole piece, unit

buˆuk 1a whole egg, coconut

dãhun 2 whole-leaf piece

guyut 1a slice or cut-up piece of

fish

hiwaˆ 1a slice or cut-up piece of

something

pãnig 1a leaf section

pidãsu 1a page, whole piece of flat

object

1b meas n eleven or more individuals,
whole pieces or units ˆunsi bÿlug nga
bãka eleven individual (or head of)

cattle Kinsi bÿlug kamu tanan; paˆunu ku
kamu pagpakãˆun kag pagpaˆiskwÿla,
kay kadurudýru kamu? You are fifteen

individuals in all. How is it possible for

you to be provided food by me and to be

sent to school, because you are very

many?
bilug meas n a nonspecific or specific

number of individuals, units, commonly
one through ten, uncommonly eleven and
above [The word bilug is preceded by the
number ligature ka.] Nagbaligyaˆ si
Sanang ning tuyu ka bilug nga manuk.
Sanang sold three individual chicken
(i.e., three chickens). {Not used for things
which are in pairs, as shoes, eye glasses or
slippers.}

1c binÿlug adj Something is done by the
whole piece or by the unit. Ang bãyad sa
ˆãkun paghuman nang pigurin hay
binÿlug. The payment to me for making

figurines is by the whole piece. cf binuˆuk
(buˆuk 1c), pinidãsu (pidãsu 1c)

buˆuy nga bilug (buˆuy1 1b) set expr
Someone gets something as a whole;

pila ka bilug (pila 3b) set expr a few
actions, people, situations, things; pÿsu
nga bilug (pÿsu 2) set expr a one-peso
bill

bÿlug2 1a v Something becomes round.
nagbÿlug Nagbÿlug na si Marya kay

nagtambuk. Mary became round
because she became fat.

bilugbÿlug int v Something becomes very
round.

nagabilugbÿlug ˆAng ˆakun bãbuy hay
nagabilugbÿlug kaysa katambuk. As for
our pig, it is becoming round all over
because it is fat.

kabÿlug (var mabÿlug) adj Something is
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round, i.e., like a circle. ˆIni nga baskit
hay human sa ˆuway mabÿlug ˆang buliˆ
kag ˆang tãˆas hay mababaˆ lang. This
basket is made of rattan; the bottom part
is round and the height is only short.

bilug adj The shape of something is
round. ˆAng ˆãmun lamÿsa hay bilug
ˆang kurti. As for our table, its shape is
round.

1b bilugbÿlug v Something, or the shape of

something, is fashioned round.
bilugbilýgun ˆIni ˆang tikling nga pispis,

kung siya nagaˆitlug ginagýmuk nya ˆang
dãhun nang humay kag bilugbilýgun
ˆang kurti kag didtu na siya maˆitlug. As
for this barred rail bird, when it lays eggs
it crumples the leaves of unhulled rice
and the shape is fashioned round and it
lays its eggs there.

2a kabilýgan ti n the time of full moon
Kung kabilýgan, hay kahãyag kung
gabˆi. When [it is] full moon, it is bright

at night. cf matay 2a
2b kabilýgan v The moon becomes full.

[nagkabilýgan became full]
magkabilýgan inf to become full Kung

pakamatay kunu ˆang býlan hay lãˆin
magpakasay; maˆãyu gid kunu ˆang
madaliˆ na magkabilýgan ˆang býlan. If
it is new moon, they say, to have a
wedding it is bad; it is good, they say, if
the moon is almost to become full.

pakabilug adj The moon is full. Ginasiruˆ
ˆinaˆ ninda kung pakabilug ˆang býlan ˆu
pakamatay. They look to see whether
the moon is full or new. cf matay 2b
(See Appendix 11, Shape of the Moon.)

bilyu (see kabilyýhan)

binarÿlan (see baril 4) a game of cops-
and-robbers

bindisyun n a blessing given by someone to

someone else Sa nabatiˆan nang
prinsipi lumuhud siya sa ˆatubãngan
nang hãriˆ kag nagpangayuˆ bindisyun.
When the prince heard [this], he knelt in

front of the king and asked for a

blessing. cf grasya
bindÿta v A Roman Catholic priest blesses

something by sprinkling holy water

binditãdu nga týbiˆ on it.
nagabindÿta ˆImaw na ˆitun nga

nagabindÿta ning týbiˆ ˆang pãriˆ. This is

now the time that the priest blesses with
water. cf bugnaˆ

binditãdu 1 adj a blessed or holy item,

designated as such by Catholic Church

ritual {A Catholic priest, by means of a

prayer, blesses items used in church

worship or by a priest or parishioners at

home. Some items blessed: candles

kandÿlaˆ; charms ˆantingˆanting; images

ribultu or santus 2; water týbiˆ.}
binditãdu nga týbiˆ blessed water

binhud (from *buhud + -in-) adj The arms

or legs are prickly with tiredness or

from being asleep.

bininditu n a bininditu cooking banana
plant or fruit, Musa sapientum var.
flabellata {Commonly eaten either

boiled or fried.} (See sãging 1a, Kinds
of Bananas for table.)

binipisyar v Someone preserves food for

later use. [nagbinipisyar preserved food]
pagkabinipisyar mn v the method of

preserving food Kung bukun maˆãyu
ˆang pagkabinipisyar, kung ˆÿmu ˆini
lutýˆun kag ˆÿmu ˆini kaˆýnun ˆikaw hay
maˆayungˆãyung. When the method of
preserving is not done well, when they
will be cooked by you and they will be
eaten by you, you will experience
severe symptoms of poisoning.

binipisyu 1 magbinipisyu inf to hold or to
sponsor a benefit dance, holding or

sponsoring a benefit dance Pagduha pa
ka ˆadlaw bãgu magbinipisyu hay
nagakadtu ˆaku didtu sa tagˆÿya nang
pýnu kag magpakigˆirgu. Two days

before holding a benefit dance I would

go over there to the owner of the

phonograph and talk to [her]. cf pabayli
(bayli 2b)

binÿray n a seven-fold procession of a saint

or the Holy Infant Santu Ninyu. ˆAng
binÿray nang Santu Ninyu, hay sa
Sabadu ˆalas nuwÿbi nang ˆãga. As for

the seven-fold [ocean] procession of the

Holy Infant, [it] is on Saturday at nine

o’clock in the morning. {Tradition holds

that when the Spanish conquerors left

Romblon town they took the statue of the

Holy Infant with them. However, they

were blown back into the harbor seven
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times and finally left the statue behind.

Each year during the fiesta of the Holy

Infant, in remembrance of this event, a

replica of the statue is taken by ship

leading a procession of boats circling the

Romblon harbor seven times. Other

towns in Romblon province follow this

practice with their patron saint, taking it

around in procession either by boat or on

land through the town.}
v Someone participates in a seven-fold

procession.
nagabinÿray Nagabinÿray si Lÿya kãda

pyista ni Lurinsu Ruwis. Lea
participates in the seven-fold pro-
cession each fiesta of Lorenzo Ruiz.

makabinÿray ˆInaˆ ˆang manga magýyang
nga nagahalin pa kung diˆindÿˆin nga
baranggay, maˆýliˆ lang ˆitun sa banwa
pãra kay makabinÿray nga ginatawag.
Those old people who come from
different villages, these will go to town
in order that [they] will be able to
participate in what is called the
seven-fold procession.

binitlag (see bitlag 1b, 1c)

binlad n sun-drying grain Binayãˆan ˆang
ˆiya pagbantay nang ˆiya binlad; kadtu
didtu sa kang Tãta Katalÿnu kay
maˆÿhaw gãniˆ nang bãka. His guarding

of his sun-drying grain was left behind

[and he] went to Uncle Catalino’s

[place] because [he] was going to

butcher a cow.

binlud 1a n cracked grain
1b v Grain becomes cracked by pounding

in a mortar or by grinding gãling2.
magbinlud ˆAyaw magbayuha ning týdu

ˆang humay pãra ˆindiˆ magbinlud. The
unhusked rice must not be pounded
intensely so that it will not become
cracked.

binta n the sales money of merchandise

tinda. Nakabakay na kami ning ˆisa ka
sagaˆ nga ˆisdaˆ kay didtu ˆaku nagˆÿban
ˆinaˆ ning kwarta sa binta nang ˆays
kindi. We were able to buy one string of

fish because I deducted that money from

the sales money of the ice candy.

bintãnaˆ 1 n a window opening Nagasugaˆ
ning kaˆýtud nga lukay kung

nagapangilat; ginapilak sa bintãnaˆ
para kunu ˆindiˆ magsuyud ˆang kilat sa
suyud nang bayay. A piece of blessed

palm leaf is lit during lightning; it is cast

out of the window opening so that, they

say, the lightning will not go inside the

house. (See ˆabri 1b, Things That Are
Opened for table. See sara 2a, Things
That Are Closed for table. See

Appendix 2, Parts of a House.)

2 pamintanaˆ v Someone looks out a
window.

nagapamintanaˆ Kung humangad si
Raming paˆibabaw kÿtaˆ gid siya sa
bintãnaˆ, kay kÿtaˆ gid didtu ˆang
nagapamintanaˆ. When Raming looked
above, she was being seen at the
window because the one who was
looking out the window was being
seen there.

pagpamintãnaˆ ger someone’s looking
out a window Sa ˆiya pagpamintãnaˆ,
nakÿtaˆ niya si Raming, nagasakay sa
trak nga kargãhan nang manga tabla
nga kãhuy. Upon her looking out the
window, she saw Raming riding in the
truck that was loading plank siding
lumber.

trangka nang bintãnaˆ idiom a

window bar
bÿnu 1 n wine, made from the juice of

various fruits

1a n communion wine or juice; eucharistic
wine {Communion wine or juice is

served along with communion bread

tinãpay 1a during holy communion

kalãwat in churches of several protestant

faiths; eucharistic wine is drunk by a

Catholic priest.} cf tinãpay 1a
binulˆanun n a two-sail outrigger boat Hay

maˆãyu lang da kay didtu sa San Pidru
hay nagˆabut kami hay ˆigwa ning
binulˆanun didtu kami nakasakay, wayaˆ
kami naghuyat sa dyãpang. It was good

because there in San Pedro where we

arrived there was a two-sail outrigger
boat [so] we were able to ride on it; we

did not wait for the paddle boat. {6 m or

more long and about 40 cm deep.

Typically has a mainsail mayur na layag
with a foresail puk rigged in front of the

binitlag 131 binulˆanun
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mainsail. Steered with a rudder timun.}

(See bapur, Kinds of Ocean Vessels for

table.)

binýnga n a binunga tree, Macaranga
tanarius (Linn.) {Bark and leaves of this

small tree are sometimes added to

sugarcane juice in making sugarcane

wine.}

binga n a volutes mollusk, subfamily

Cymbiinae

bingaw adj Something, as a blade, or

something consisting of a series of

things in a row, as teeth, corn with

kernels on a cob, is notched. May
bingaw nga ngÿpun si Marta. Martha

has notched teeth [i.e., one or more is

missing]. Nabakay si Rus ning bagˆu
nga husay kay bingaw na ˆang ˆiya lumaˆ
nga husay. Rose bought a new comb

because her old comb was notched [i.e.,

a tooth was missing].
v Something becomes notched, as a blade,

by a piece of the straight edge being
removed or teeth by one being removed.
[nabÿngaw became notched]

bingkit adj Two elongated objects, as

fingers, pieces of wood are fused or

stuck together.
v Two elongated objects are fused or

stuck together by someone. [nabingkit
were fused or stuck together]

sãging nga bingkit (sãging 2a) set expr
a double banana

bir n beer Hay pagˆabut ninda sa San
ˆAgustin hay nagˆinum kunu sinda bir
nga tigdýha ka butilya. Upon their

arrival in San Agustin, they say, they

each drank two bottles of beer.

bira v Someone or something is hauled,

pulled or hauled out, pulled out by

someone from a particular location; a

door or window shutter sara is pulled
open by someone.

ginabira Kung gulpihun mu dýyug ˆang
pagbira nang naylun, nagakupkup sa
batu nga ginabira. When the pulling of
the nylon fishing line is suddenly
stopped by you, the small octopus holds
firmly onto the stone which is being
pulled.

ginabirabÿra Kilãya mu nga nagaluwas sa

býhuˆ ˆang ˆamumuˆpuˆ kay ginabirabÿra
niya ˆang ˆudyung nga ˆigway paˆun. [It]
will be known by you that the small
octopus is coming out from the hole
because the spear head which has bait is
being pulling back and forth.

birahun Malagatlagat nagaluwas lang sa
býhuˆ ˆang ˆamumuˆpuˆ; malýya na ˆang
lãwas; mayutaˆ na nga birahun mu sa
býhuˆ. In a very short time the small
octopus just comes out of the hole; the
body is already weak; [it] is soft when
[it] will be pulled out by you from the
hole.

birabirahun Birabirahun maˆãyu ˆang
pabÿlu, pãra makatãkud sa hãngin. The
wick should be carefully pulled out
little by little so that it will be able to
survive in the wind.

biraha imper v Something must or should
be hauled, pulled, hauled out, pulled
out! A door or window shutter sara
must or should be pulled open! Biraha
ˆang lamÿsa hampig sa dingding! The
table must be pulled near the wall!

pagbira ger someone’s or something’s
hauling or pulling something, hauling
out or pulling out of something from a
particular location; someone’s pulling
open a door or window shutter sara.
Kung gulpihun mu dýyug ˆang pagbira
nang naylun, nagakupkup sa batu nga
ginabira ˆang ˆamumuˆpuˆ. When the
pulling of the nylon [fishing] line is
suddenly stopped by you, the small
octopus holds firmly onto the stone
which is being pulled. ant tuyud

birdi adj Something is green in color. May
kulur puya, ˆigway kulur birdi, hay kung
siruˆun mu sa kalayuˆ, ˆaba! Hay kaˆãyu
da kay sariˆsãriˆ kulur. There was red

color, there was green color, and if you

look at it far away, wow! How nice it is

because of the many colors. [The

adjective birdi has a variant mabirdi
when followed by the adverb pa ‘still’.]

ˆAng bunut nga ginabutang sa ˆibãbaw
hay labˆas pa; ˆadtung mabirdi pa pãra
kung magdãyab hay ˆindiˆ kapaˆibabaw
ˆang kalãyu. The coconut husks put on

top are still fresh ones; they are still

green so that when it flames the fire will

binýnga 132 birdi
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not go up.
mabirdibirdi adj Something is light green

in color. ˆAng buyatuk nga lawudnun,
hay lãbut kulur; mapuyapuya ˆang ˆiya
kulur nga may bãtuk nga mabirdibirdi.
As for the strawberry-top mollusk that is
in the deep sea, the color is different; its
color is light red with light green marks.

v Something becomes green in color.
nagabirdi Nagabirdi ˆang kulur kung

ˆÿmu na ˆini humanun nga banig; hay
kalãˆin na nga siruˆun ˆang banig. The
color (i.e., of buri leaves not properly
dried) becomes green when you make it
into a mat, [and] the mat is not nice to
look at. (See kulur 1, Colors for table.)

birhin n a virgin woman Bãwal kunu ˆang
maghawuk ning pagkãˆun sa kaldÿru
nga ˆindiˆ ˆibutang sa pinggan bãgu
kaˆýnun kay makaˆasãwa ka ning subra
na lang da nga babãyi ˆinaˆ baya ˆang
bukun na birhin. As for men, they say, it

is forbidden to get food from a kettle if

[it] will not be put on a plate before [it]

will be eaten because you might just

marry a neglected girl who is perhaps no

longer a virgin.
pagkabirhin n a woman’s virginity

Nabuˆuy na ni Naldu ˆang pagkabirhin
nang ˆiya nubya. The virginity of
Naldo’s girlfriend was already taken by
him.

birhinbirhin n a ghost murex mollusk,

Chicoreus spectrum
Birmýda n Bermuda grass, Cynodon

dactylon (Linn.) {Commonly used in

making lawns.}

birsu n the lyrics of a song ˆIning Plýris hay
sariˆsãriˆ ˆang týnu nang kanta, pÿru
pariparÿhu man ˆang manga birsu. As

for this Flowers of May observance, the

tunes of the song are of different kinds,

but the lyrics are all the same.

birtdi n someone’s birthday Hay ˆadtu nga
pagkaˆãga mamanyanÿta kami ˆadtu kay
ˆUganda kay birtdi gãniˆ ˆadtu ni
ˆUganda. That morning we were going

to serenade Uganda because that was

ˆUganda’s birthday. syn kumpliˆanyu,

kinatãwu

bÿsan 1a subord conj Although or even

though a particular event occurs or a

particular state exists, nevertheless

another event occurs or another state

exists. Bÿsan wayaˆ salaˆ ˆang ˆãkun
manga ˆungaˆ, basta ginapakatýyug ku
kag kung ˆindiˆ magkatuyug, ˆa!
Ginapangbunãyan ku ˆinaˆ. Even
though my children have no fault,

nevertheless I let them sleep because if

they do not sleep, oh! They are all

whipped by me. [Sometimes bÿsan is

followed by ˆanu with no apparent

change in meaning. The construction is

followed by the modifying ligature nga
and a clause.] Bÿsan ˆanu nga tãguˆ
ninda kay Tãta ˆAdur nang sikritu, hay
nakasãyud gihãpun gid siya. Even
though they kept that secret from Uncle

Ador, still he was able to find out [about

it]. [For another function of bÿsan ˆanu,

see entry below.] syn ˆãbir 1a, maskin
1a cf magkaˆunuˆýnu

1b adv A particular event can occur even
for a particular time period. ˆAnung klãsi
nga manga ˆunga? Kay bÿsan sÿlat wayaˆ
ˆaku madumdumi. What kind of children

[are they]? Because even in a letter I

have not been able to be remembered.

bÿsan diˆin 1 indef loc adj whatever place,

regardless of the place Bÿsan diˆin nga
baryu ˆaku magkadtu, palanggaˆ gid
ˆaku nang manga tãwu. [In] whatever
village I will go, I am loved by the

people.

2 bÿsan diˆin (var ˆãbir diˆin, maskin diˆin)

loc adv anywhere, no matter where
Nakakalanguy ˆinaˆ ˆang pakaˆ,
nakakalumpat, kag nakakadtu bÿsan
diˆin ninda gustu. The frogs were surely

able to swim, jump, and were able to go

anywhere they liked. May yãraˆ nga
miyugpangutang nga ˆãbir diˆin kamu
magkÿtaˆ basta sya hay may kwarta,
bahãyaˆ lang ˆinaˆ mapalapit sa ˆÿmu.
There are some debtors who, no matter
where you see each other, provided as

for her [she] has money, without hesi-

tation that one just comes to you [to pay

her debt]. ˆInang ˆãkun ˆasãwa, nang
ˆýna ˆinaˆ nang nagapangasawa pa lang,
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maskin diˆin ka makadtu, manunut
ˆitun. As for that husband of mine,

before when that one was courting [me],

no matter where one would go, this

one would accompany [me].

bÿsan kaninˆu (see kaninˆu 2) anyone,

everyone
bÿsan kasanˆu (see kasanˆu 2) at any time
bÿsan paˆunu adj Someone, someone’s life

is careless, free, without care or
reservation. ˆAng kabýhiˆ nang ˆuwak
kunu hay bÿsan paˆunu na lang kay
kahugaˆ da siya nga dakupun. The life

of the crow, they say, is just without
care because it is difficult for it to be

caught.

bÿsan pila (see pila 1c) regardless of how
many, how much

bÿsan pila (see pila 2) any amount of
something; any number of actions,

people or things

bÿsan sinˆu (see sinˆu 2a) no matter who;

(see sinˆu 2b) anyone, everyone
bÿsan ˆanu 1 indef pron anything, some-

thing that someone does [Preceded by

an indefinite determiner ning.] Wayaˆ
ˆaku sa ˆinda nagapakÿtaˆ ning bÿsan
ˆanu. I did not reveal anything to them

[about my character]. ˆÝras na pãra
makatuˆun ka nga maghÿmuˆ ning bÿsan
ˆanu. It is now time for you to be able to

learn to do [at least] something [useful].

2 bÿsan ˆanu (var maskin ˆanu, ˆãbir ˆanu)

indef adj det any thing, whatever thing

[Preceded or followed by the modifying

ligature nga.] Nagpinãnaw ˆinaˆ siya sa
kaguyãngan ning pila ka ˆadlaw gakãˆun
ning pagkãˆun nga bÿsan ˆanu lang. That

one kept on walking in the forest for

several days eating just any food. ˆÃbir
ˆanu nga buyung basta ginapisti ˆang
manuk wayaˆ ka gid ning mahuman.
Whatever medicine, nevertheless if a

chicken becomes sick with fowl pox, you

cannot do anything. Maskin ˆanu klãsi
nga ˆisdaˆ pwÿdi nga bayýyun. Any kind

of fish can be cured by drying. {In some

contexts, bÿsan ˆanu means although,

even though (see bÿsan).}

Bisãyan adj the Bisayan region, consisting

of a number of islands in the central

Philippines Nang yadtu na kami sa Wist
Bisãyan, nakanunut na ˆaku. When we

were in the Western Bisayan [region], I

was able to join [the athletic group].

Bisãyaˆ 1 n a Bisayan person; a member of

any of several people groups of the

Bisayan region in the Philippines ˆInaˆ
ˆang ˆýbud nang niyug kung ˆaku ˆinaˆ
nagaˆýtan; ˆang ˆiba ˆinaˆ nga Bisãyaˆ
ginalaˆgaˆ sa týbiˆ. As for upper trunk

coconut pith, if I am the one, [I] cook [it]

in coconut milk extract; some Bisayan
people boil it in water.

2 n a Bisayan language; any of several

Austronesian languages of the Bisayan

region of the Philippines ˆAng tawag ˆini
nga pispis sa Bisãyaˆ hay tangkaliˆ. The

name of this bird in Bisayan is

kingfisher.

bÿsi gubirnadur (see gubirnadur 2) set expr
vice-governor

bÿsi prisidinti (seeprisidinti 2) vice-president
bisiklÿta 1 n a bicycle ˆIgwa ˆaku diri ning

kalãpit nga kung wayaˆ ning kwarta nga
pangpustaˆ sa sugay hay nagabaligyaˆ
ning gãmit parÿhu nang ˆalãdin kundiˆ
man hay bisiklÿta. I have a neighbor

here who, if he has no money for betting

in gambling, he sells his personal

belongings such as a pressure lantern or

bicycle.

2 v Someone rides a bicycle.
nagbisiklita Nagbisiklita lang kami ˆadtu

ni Lãri. Larry and I just rode a bicycle.

bÿsis 1a n a time when something happens or

a state exists May bÿsis da nga ˆini ˆang
sÿhiˆ hay nagagãtaw; makikÿtaˆ punaˆ gid
sinda. There are times when, as for

these mollusks, [they] crawl out; [and]

you will see them in groups.

1b meas n a nonspecific or specific number of

times in a given number of time periods

[Numbers one through ten are commonly

followed by ka bÿsis; numbers above ten

are commonly followed by nga bÿsis.]
Kung ˆaku gãniˆ nagabahug nang ˆãkun
bãbuy hay duha lang ka bÿsis sa ˆisa ka
ˆadlaw. When I feed my pig, it is only two

times in one day.
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bisÿta 1 n a visitor Gustu ku lang sa ˆindu
maˆipasãyud nga may maˆabut kita nga
bisÿta. I want to inform you that we have

a visitor who will arrive.
bisitanhun pl n visitors Kung may

nagaˆabut nga manga bisitanhun,
dãmuˆ gid ˆinaˆ ˆang nagabakay diri sa
Rumblun. When there are visitors who
come, many buy here in Romblon.

2 v Someone visits a person or place;

someone looks in on a child, a sick

person.
nagabisÿta Si Lýlu kag si Lýla, hay pirmi

nagabisÿta sa ˆiya lubung; ˆadlawˆadlaw
nagadaya sinda býyak, kag ˆibutang sa
ˆibãbaw nang ˆiya nitsu. Grandfather
and Grandmother were always visiting
his tomb; every day they would bring
flowers and would put them on top of
his tomb.

v Someone, a place is visited by someone
else; a child, a sick person is looked in
on by someone.

binisÿta Nang binisÿta siya nang ˆiya
ˆamÿga nga nagbýlig sa ˆiya hinambay
ni Nÿna nga kung maˆãriˆ hay kuntakun
ˆang ˆiya nubyu nga pãra sinda
magkÿtaˆ. When she was visited by her
friend who helped her, Nena asked that
if possible her fiancé would be
contacted so that they would meet each
other.

ginabisÿta ˆAng Pilipÿnas nga ˆimaw ˆang
ˆiya ginabisÿta kay siya hay kuˆurdinÿtur.
The Philippines is the place visited by
him because he is the coordinator.

bisitãhun Bisitãhun ku ˆang manga
ˆungaˆ kung nagkatuyug na. The
children will be looked in on by me [to
see] if [they] are already asleep. cf
human 4, pamasyar 1b, tãtap

biskwit n a biscuit, cookie, cracker Kung
nakabuˆuy ka ˆadtu, dayˆun mu sa
tindãhan kay bayluhan ˆisa nga mirinda
kag ˆisa nga tinãpay nga biskwit. When

you were able to get that [paper], you

would bring it to the store and [it] would

be exchanged for one bottle of orange

pop and one piece of cookie.

bislad v A fish is opened along the top edge
by someone, cutting with a knife.

bislarun Himbisan ˆang ˆisdaˆ kag

bislarun. The fish should be scaled and
should be opened along the top edge.

bistãdu adj Someone or something is

clearly visible in a given location. Kung
tumindug nga nãkun kita, bistãdu kita
sa karsãda. When we two stood up, we

were clearly visible along the road.

bisti 1a n clothing Makakabakay lang kami
ˆadtu bisti kung nagapanganihan kami.
We will only be able to really buy

clothing if we go harvesting.

1b bisti (var pabisti) n a wedding
wardrobe ˆAng hambay ni Manang,
“Kung matýˆud nga nakapamakay na
kamu nang bisti, hay dayˆun diri sa
Rumblun.” Older Sister said, “If it is

true that you were able to buy the

wedding wardrobe, bring it here to

Romblon.” ˆAng ˆinda pinamakay nga
pabisti hay kumplÿtu. The wedding
wardrobe which they bought is

complete.

1c bisti (var pabisti) n a dress or gown ˆAng
ˆãkun bisti hay wayaˆ pa mababakay kay
tungud gãniˆ nga wayaˆ pay kwarta. My

dress cannot really be bought yet

because there is no money yet. Si Tãtay
kag si Manung Karlus ˆang nagnunut kay
Rubin sa pagpamakay ning bisti. Father

and Older Brother Carlos were the ones

accompanying Ruben in buying a gown
[for the bride]. Matahiˆ ˆaku nang pabisti
sa kasay ni Lus. I will sew the wedding

gown of Luz. (See bãruˆ 1, Kinds of
Clothing for table.)

1d bisti sa kasay (var pabisti sa kasay) n a

wedding gown Matahiˆ si Pilar nang
pabisti sa kasay ni Lus. Pilar will sew

the wedding gown of Luz. syn bãruˆ
nga pangkasay (bãruˆ 2c) (See bãruˆ 1,
Kinds of Clothing for table.)

bistÿda n a party dress Tÿgu na sinda
magpanahiˆ bistÿda. They know how to

sew party dresses. (See bãruˆ 1, Kinds
of Clothing for table.)

bistu v A happening or situation is noticed
by someone.

nabistu Kãda gabˆi ˆadtung ˆiya nubyu
nga tagaˆiban lugar, nagabisÿta sa ˆiya;
hay nabistu ˆinaˆ niyan nang ˆiya tatay,
nga daw maˆãyu na sinda sa ˆisa kag

bisÿta 135 bistu
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ˆisa. Every night her fiancé from another
place was visiting her; this was noticed
by her father, that they already had a
good relationship with each other. cf
mangnu 1

bisyu (var binisyu) n that done by someone

ˆAng bisyu nang ˆãmun nanay
ginabudbud, ginabaylu ning humay
diraˆ sa banwa. That done by our

mother [was that the fish] would be

wrapped [in coconut fronds and] would

be exchanged for unhulled rice in town.

ˆAng binisyu da kunu ˆadtu nang ˆãmun
lýla sa kahadluk, ginbýkut ˆang ˆiya
banig. That done, they said, by our

grandmother in fear [was that] her mat

was used to cover [her].

bÿta (see pabÿta)

bitaˆ n a dita tree, Alstonia scholaris
{Characterized by its milky sap.

Lumber is used for boat hulls kasku.}

bitbit v Someone carries something by
hand.

nagbitbit Kundiˆ hay nang pakadtu na
sinda sa baybay, hay binuˆuy na kay
Dirãnu nang manga ˆarmi ˆadtung baril;
yaˆ na si Dirãnu nagbitbit. When they
were going to the beach, those army
soldiers got the gun; it was no longer
Derano who carried [it] by hand.

masigbitbit Masigbitbit sinda. Each of
them will carry [something] by hand.
(See daya 1b, Ways of Carrying for
table.)

bitik n a dog flea

Kinds of Parasitic Insects

bitik dog flea

dãpaw chicken louse

kayumad undeveloped head louse

kýtu mature head louse

sýrut bedbug

ˆýtuy cow tick

bÿtin v Something is hung or hung up on a

projection by someone.
bitÿnun, ibÿtun Pagkatãpus mu ning tÿpun

tanan nang ˆÿmu lÿlas, ˆÿmu na ˆini
bugkusun tanan kag bitÿnun ˆang lÿlas.
Upon your completion of gathering all
your buri strips, then they will all be tied
by you in a bundle and will be hung up.

Nagtýgun si ˆIrnistu sa ˆiya nanay nga
kung siya mamatay hay buyˆun ˆang ˆiya
tagipusýˆun kag ˆibutang sa butilya kag
ˆibÿtin sa ˆinda bintãnaˆ nga kÿtaˆ ni
Birunika, kay maˆãyu kunu ˆinaˆ nga
kanãman ni Birunika. Ernesto advised
his mother that if he died, his heart
would be taken and put into a bottle and
would be hung in their window so that
it could be seen by Veronica because, he
said, that would be good for playing
with by Veronica.

bitlag 1a v Bamboo is split into strips by

someone.
gingbitlag Gingbitlag ni Naldu ˆang

kawãyan nga gingtaˆu sa ˆiya ni Danÿlu.
The bamboo was split into strips by
Naldo which was given to him by
Danilo.

1b binitlag (var bitlag) n a split-bamboo

strip ˆAng bakay ku nang kawãyan, hay
binitlag. As for my buying of bamboo,

[it] is by the split strip. [The form bitlag
is used when the number of pieces (one

or more) is cited.] ˆAng ˆisa nga babãyi
pagˆinabut nang ˆiya ˆýna nga rigla hay
ginapalumpat sa hagdãnan kag
ginapapungkuˆ sa tatlu ka bitlag nga
sayug kag sa ˆikatlu nga halintang nang
hagdãnan pãra hay tatlu lang ka ˆadlaw
ˆang ˆiya rigla, hay wayaˆ na. As for a

girl, when her first menstrual period

arrives, she is caused to jump down from

the house steps and is caused to sit down

on three split [bamboo] floor strips and

on the third step of the house steps so that

her menstrual periods will be only three

days [and] no more. {A split-bamboo

strip binitlag, bitlag may or may not have

the inner surface tiyan 2, tãˆi 2b
removed.} syn patpat 1 cf ˆinagýsan

1c binitlag adj by the split strip of bamboo

ˆAng bakay ku nang kawãyan, hay
binitlag. As for my buying of bamboo,

[it] is by the split strip.

bitsin n monosodium glutamate, used to

enhance the flavor of foods Butangan
mu ning ˆasin, katumbay, luyˆa, bitsin,
kag bayuhun ˆini sinda hasta nga
magpÿnu. [A hand mortar] should have

salt, sweet peppers, ginger, [and]

bisyu 136 bitsin
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monosodium glutamate put into [it] by

you and they should be pounded with a

pestle until [they] become fine.

bitsuylas n a common bean plant or fruit,
Phaseolus vulgaris (Linn.) {Usually

imported from Baguio; sometimes

grown locally. Eaten as a vegetable.}

bÿtus 1 n an intestinal worm
2 v Someone is infected with intestinal

worms. [bitýsun will be infected with

intestinal worms]

bituˆun n a butong tree, Barringtonia
asiatica (Linn.) {Old fruit is used for net

sinkers.}

bitýˆun n a star
biyakyun (see bakay 3) a purchase item
bÿˆaw v Someone exorcises an evil spirit

from someone else.
nagabÿˆaw ˆIkaw ˆinaˆ nga nagabÿˆaw;

parÿhu ˆikaw ˆinaˆ ning buˆang kay ˆikaw
lang da ˆinaˆ nga ˆisa ˆang nagasinggit.
You are the one who exorcises evil
spirits; it is as though you are crazy
because you alone are the one shouting.

bÿˆaw, pagbÿˆaw ger someone’s exorcising
of evil spirits ˆIni naman ˆang manuk nga
bukay ˆigwa da ˆini ning ˆimpurtanti nga
gãmit, kay ˆini hay ginagãmit nang
manga ˆalbularyu sa pagbuyung labi na
gid ˆinaˆ ˆang ginatawag nga “bÿˆaw.” As
for this white chicken, there is another
important use because, as for this, [it] is
used by herbalists in medically treating,
especially what is called “exorcising of
evil spirits.” Kalitan ta ˆini ˆang ˆýras,
kay wayaˆ pa nagalitÿra ˆang manga
ˆiskwÿla, ˆagud hay ˆindiˆ masýya ˆang
ˆãkun pagbÿˆaw. This time should be
taken advantage of by us, because the
students have not yet gotten out [of
school], so that my exorcising of evil
spirits will not be disturbed.

v A person has an evil spirit exorcised
from them by someone else; a person or
place from whom or which an evil
spirit is exorcised by someone else.

ginbiˆãwan Ginsÿgi ku lang ˆadtu ˆang
pagbuyung kay ˆUganda nga ˆãkun siya
ginbiˆãwan. I just continued medically
treating Uganda in which she had an
evil spirit exorcised from [her] by me.

ginabiˆãwan Hay pagkatãpus ku ˆadtu

singgit, ˆang nagˆabut didtu sa ˆãmun
ginabiˆãwan nga lugar hay bãbuy nga
kulur putiˆ. Upon my completion of that
shouting, what arrived there at the place
from which evil spirits were exorcised
by us was a pig that was white in color.

biˆawan adj A sickness is relieved by
exorcism of an evil spirit. ˆInaˆ ˆang
kwarta hay ginalukat sa lãwas nang
may sakit nga biˆawan. As for that
money, [it] is being used for redeeming
the body of one who has a sickness that
is relieved by exorcism.

biˆbiˆ n the beach edge of the ocean; the line

reached by sea water at high tide

Pagˆabut sa may biˆbiˆ nang dãgat,
ˆiˆitsa mu ˆang batu nga may higut nga
naylun. Upon reaching the beach edge
of the ocean, throw [into the ocean] the

stone that has a nylon tying line [tied

onto it]. cf kantu, pÿliw, tungaˆ 2a,

tungaˆtýngaˆ (tungaˆ 2b), ˆalÿhid
blakˆawt v Someone observes a blackout

because of air raids during a war.
nagblakˆawt Mil nuwÿbi syintus kwarinta

ˆidus, ˆimaw na ˆadtu nga nagblakˆawt kay
nagtýnaˆ na ˆadtu ˆang gyÿra. Nineteen
forty-two, that was the time when [they]
observed blackouts because war had
already started. [The forms nagablakˆawt,
nagblakˆawt, and mablakˆawt only occur
indicating tense contrasts.]

blãtir 1 pablãtir v A situation or event for

investigation is caused by someone to be
filed in police headquarters.

gingpablãtir Gingkadtu ku sa munisipyu
kag gingpablãtir. [The matter of my lost
boat] was taken by me to the municipal
building and it was caused to be filed
[there].

blaws n a modern blouse (See bãruˆ 1,
Kinds of Clothing for table.)

blukÿti (var blýki) 1 n a marble block taken

from a quarry; a piece of marble shaped

into a cube Pagkatãpus ˆinaˆ hay
ginahuman ninda nga blukÿti kag bãgu
ˆibaligyaˆ sa manga may kãting. After

that they make [the stone] into marble
blocks before [they] are sold to those

who have marble factories.

2 v Something becomes a block by being
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shaped kurti.
magablýki Kung nabuˆuy na ˆadtu ˆang

marmul sa ˆidãyum, kurtihun pãra
magablýki na. When marble is gotten
from under the ground, [it] is shaped so
that it will become a block.

pagkablýki ag/tif v when something is in
the shape of a block Pagkablýki na,
ˆibaligyaˆ naman sa nagakuntrãta ning
batu kag dayˆun naman sa manga kãtir
pãra mahuman nga marmul ˆislabs.
When [the marble] is already in blocks,
[they] are sold to the ones who make
contracts about marble blocks and are
taken to various marble factories so that
[they] will be made into marble slabs.

3 blukitihan n a marble quarry ˆIgwa may
nagˆãgi nga ˆisa nga tãwu nga
tagaKahÿmus nga halin sa blukitihan.
There was one person who was from

Cajimos who passed by the marble
quarry.

blukitista n a marble quarrier Kadakuˆ
ˆang kÿtaˆ nang manga blukitista kay
kabãkas ˆang blýki. The income of

marble quarriers is large because

marble blocks are quick [to be bought].

bra n a brassiere Nang nakaˆýba na ˆaku
nang ˆãkun tÿsirt kag bra ginbuyˆan ˆaku
hartbit nang duktur. After I removed my

short-sleeved undershirt and brassiere, I

had [my] heartbeat taken by the doctor.

(See bãruˆ 1, Kinds of Clothing for

table.)

brakÿlan n a roof purlin {Purlins are

horizontal roof members onto which

roof wattles kãsaw are fastened.}

bras 1 n a brush for cleaning limpyu a

surface

2 v A surface, such as a floor, the teeth,

fingernails are brushed by someone.
brasan Pãra kaˆãyu nga siruˆun ˆang

balayan hay ˆÿmu ˆini brasan pãra hay
pumutiˆ. In order for the empty shell will
look nice it should be brushed by you
so that it will become white in color.
(See limpyu, Different Ways of
Cleaning for table.)

brip n a man’s underpants, either briefs or

undershorts. syn putuy (See bãruˆ 1,
Kinds of Clothing for table.)

brukýli n a broccoli plant or inflorescence,
Brassica oleracea var. italica {Imported

from Baguio; sold in markets. Boiled and

eaten as a vegetable.}

býbu n a very deep-sea fish trap {Con-

structed of either chicken wire with

reinforced bamboo strips or woven

bamboo strips about 5 cm wide. Medium-

sized stones are placed inside the four

corners to weigh it down to about 30

armspans in the deep ocean.} cf

tabýnan, tambãkan (tambak 2)
bubud 1 n feed for an animal or fowl ˆAng

ˆiba naman nga wayaˆ ning ˆikakãya nga
ˆitingiˆ ning bugas pãra bubud sa ˆinda
manuk; ˆang ˆinda ˆini ginabýbud hay
niyug nga ginatuktuk ning pÿnu kundiˆ
man hay ginakãyus. Some who have no

[money] at all to spend for buying rice

as feed for their chickens, what they

feed [them] is coconut fruit chopped

into thin pieces or which is grated.

2 býbud v An animal or fowl is fed some

appropriate feed.
bubýran Pagbãtiˆ mu gid nga tagˆÿya sa

ˆãga, dãpat bubýran mu ˆang ˆÿmu
manga manuk pãra hay ˆindiˆ magkadtu
sa ˆiba nga bayay. Upon your waking up
in the morning as owner, your chickens
should be fed by you so that [they] will
not go to other houses.

v Some kind of feed is fed by someone to
an animal or fowl.

ginabýbud ˆAng ˆiba nga tagˆÿya nang
manuk ˆang ˆinda ginabýbud sa ˆinda
manuk hay bugas. Some owners of
chickens, what is fed by them to their
chickens is uncooked rice.

v An animal or fowl is fed an appropriate
feed by someone.

ginabubýran ˆIni ˆang nÿtib nga manuk,
kãda ˆãga hay ginabubýran. As for
these native chickens, every morning
[they] are being fed. cf týgun2

bubun1 n the soft spot on a newborn infant’s

head

bubun2 n a shallow spring pool of water

bubung 1a n the roof of a building ˆIndiˆ na
magbinatiˆãnan sa suyud nang ˆiskwilahan
ˆang manga ˆiskwÿla kay ˆang labýnuk
nang ˆuyan sa bubung nga sim hay

blukitista 138 bubung
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kakusugkýsug. The students no longer

hear one another inside the school

because the roar of the rain on the tin roof
is very strong. cf dugdug 1 (See Appendix

2, Parts of a House.)

1b n a roof ridge strip preferably made of

galvanized iron sim; or of tin cans cut

into strips, many layers of woven

coconut frond shingles salirangdang,

cogon grass kýgun or nipa thatch

shingles pãwud.

1c bubýngan n the roof structure of a

building including roofing materials

dugdug 1 and underlying wattles kãsaw 1.

{House roofs are of two styles: bubýngan
nga pinanuluk a hip roof with pitched

gables, and bubýngan nga kinamarin a

pitch roof with perpendicular gables.}

Nagatinýyuˆ da sa ˆãmun ˆibãbaw nang
ˆãmun bubýngan. [The rain] was

continually dripping in our house above

our roof structure. (See Appendix 2,

Parts of a House.)

bubuˆ v A liquid is poured out from a

container by someone.
bubuˆ, ˆibubuˆ Kung matinˆaw na ˆang

týbiˆ nga nasãyud sa planggãna,
ˆibubuˆ dahandãhan; ˆindiˆ mu gulpihun
bubuˆ kay madadaya ˆang natuk nang
buli. If the water that was able to be
caught in the basin is already clear, it
should be poured out slowly; [it]
should not be poured out quickly by
you because the buri starch will surely
be accidentally carried away. cf basya,
sabwag

budbud 1 n fish wrapped in a young

coconut frond ˆAng suyaˆ ni Luˆis hay
budbud. The side dish of Luis is fish
wrapped in coconut fronds. {Fish used

for this dish are varieties of anchovies

such as bulinaw, dilag, hagungan and

lambÿyung 1; gold striped sardines lupuy;
and small fish such as gunuˆ, hirishiris
and manamsi. The fish is placed in a

young coconut frond hanig about 15 cm

long. Salt and about 4 tablespoons of

vinegar are added. It is wrapped, tied

with a buri strip, boiled and eaten as a

side dish suyaˆ.} (See sumsýman 1,
Some Kinds of Food Delicacies for

table.)

2 v Fish is wrapped in a young coconut
frond hanig by someone.

ginabudbud ˆAng bisyu nang ˆãmun
nanay, ginabudbud, ginabaylu ning
humay diraˆ sa banwa. The practice of
our mother [is that] fish is wrapped [by
her] in coconut fronds [and] exchanged
for unhulled rice there in town.

budlay 1 n someone’s effort in doing

something ˆAng pagpamanday hay dakuˆ
ˆang budlay nga ˆÿmu ginaˆuyak. As for

carpentry work, the effort that is

expended by you is much.

2 adj Someone is tired. Budlay ˆaku kaˆÿna
nang hãpun kay nagtrabãhu kita ning
týdu. I was tired this past afternoon

because we worked hard.
v Someone becomes tired.
mabudlay Mabudlay na ˆang pamatyag

ni ˆAngkul Birtu kay subra na ˆang ˆiya
trabãhu. The way Uncle Berto feels is
[that he] is already becoming tired
because he has too much work.

kabudlay, mabudlay adj tiring activity
ˆAng pangisdaˆ hay mabudlay nga
trabãhu. Fishing is tiring work.

kabudlay n tiredness ˆAng nagalýgit hay
bukun tiˆawtÿˆaw ˆang kabudlay nang
ˆÿmu lãwas. In the making of copra the
tiredness of your body is not a joke.

subra nga kabudlay, subra sa kabudlay
adj Someone is overtired. Pagˆabut ku
diri sa býkid nagpahuway ˆãnay ˆaku
kay subra gid nga kabudlay. When I
arrived here in the village, I took a rest
first because I felt overtired. ˆAng tãwu
nga subra sa kabudlay madaliˆ
mabuyˆan ˆanimu. A person who is
overtired easily loses consciousness.

budyung 1 n bull mouth helmet mollusk,

commonly called a conch shell,

Cypraecassis rufa (Linn.)

2 n a conch horn used for signaling

budˆuy v Something juts out or protrudes
from what covers it.

nagabudˆuy Wayaˆ ning batu nga
nagabudˆuy sa dýtaˆ. There were no
stones that were jutting out from the
ground.

bugang n talahib grass, Saccharum
spontaneum (Linn.) {Coarse bunch grass
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similar to cogon grass.} syn tigbaw
bugas 1 n hulled rice, either pounded or

milled Nakakabakay ˆini sina Pitra
nang kahinangyan sa ˆinda panimalay
parÿhu ˆãbi nang bugas kag pitrulyu.
Petra and family were consistently able

to buy what is needed for their house,

such as hulled rice and kerosene. ˆAng
ˆiba naman nga wayaˆ ning kãya nga
ˆitingiˆ ning bugas pãra bubud sa ˆinda
manuk ˆang ˆinda ˆini ginabýbud hay
niyug nga ginatuktuk ning pÿnu. Some

who have no [money] at all to spend for

buying hulled rice as feed for their

chickens, what they feed [them] is

coconut fruit chopped into thin pieces.

1a binayu nga bugas n pounded rice
1b ginãling nga bugas n rice meal Lutýˆun

mu na ˆang ˆÿmu ginãling nga bugas.
Cook your rice meal. {Soaked rice with

a little water is ground in a rice grinder

galingan nang bugas to produce rice

meal.}

1c bagˆu nga bugas n newly milled rice
1d laˆun nga bugas n old milled rice; i.e.,

rice from a previous year’s harvest

1e kumirsyal nga bugas n commercial
rice

2 bugãsan n an uncooked-rice container
{Usually a plastic container with lid, of

any convenient size.}

binukbuk nga bugas (bukbuk 1a) set
expr rice flour; galingan nang bugas
(galingan 1a) set expr rice grinder;

kustal nang bugas (kustal 1b) set expr
a hulled rice sack; pýtu nga bugas
(pýtu 1b) set expr a steamed rice cake

bugasbugas 1 n white-rice disease of a pig

{Causes white foreign particles through-

out the meat of pigs. Pork so infected can

be eaten, though some find it unde-

sirable.}

2 v A pig is infected with white-rice
disease. [ginbugasbugas was infected

with white-rice disease]

býgaw v Someone drives away something;

someone drives something in a

particular direction, into a particular

space.

býgaˆ n lava rock, commonly found on the

ocean bed (See batu 1, Kinds of Rock
for table.)

bughat n a relapse from a recovery from

sickness ˆIba gida ˆang pulsu nang sa
malãˆut kag ˆiba ˆang sa manga bughat.
The pulse beat of one who has [a

sickness] from a bad spirit is different

from one who has [a sickness] from a

relapse.
v Someone suffers a relapse in recovering

from a sickness.
mabughat Tanan nga ˆãkun nasasayýran

nga malãˆin hay ˆãkun ginahambay sa
ˆãkun ˆasãwa pãra nga ˆindiˆ sya
mabughat. All the bad things which are
able to be found out for sure by me are
being told by me to my wife so that she
will not suffer a relapse.

bughaˆ v Someone constructs a boat.

[nagbughaˆ constructed a boat]
magbughaˆ inf to construct a boat ˆIsa ka

ˆadlaw si Magbayýtu nagkadtu sa ˆisa
ka lugar pãra magbughaˆ ning barýtu.
One day Magbayoto went to one place
in order to construct a small boat. cf
hÿmuˆ 2, human 2, ˆugduk

býgi n a boogie; a fast modern dance with

rock music (See sãˆut 1, Different
Ways of Dancing for table.)

bugkus 1a n a bundle of something wrapped

together with wrapping material, as a

bundle of cogon, firewood, something

purchased at a store; a bunch of objects,

as corn ears, tied together {Corn ears are

tied into a bunch by outer husks pãnit
nang maˆis; inner husks cover the corn.

There are from two to perhaps ten ears in

a bunch.} cf bagtung, pýnuˆ1 1a, pyÿsa,

rulyu 1a
1b meas n a nonspecific or specific number

of bundles of something wrapped

together; a nonspecific or specific

number of bunches of objects ˆAng ˆisa
ˆini ka bugkus nga maˆis hay tuyu ka
pusuˆ. In this one bunch of corn there

are three unshucked cobs. cf pýnuˆ1 1b,

rulyu 1b, tambi 1a
1c binugkus adj An action is performed by

the bundle. Gingbakay ku ˆang kýgun
ning binugkus. The cogon grass was

bought by me by the bundle.
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2 v Something is tied in a bundle with

suitable wrapping material by someone.
ginabugkus ˆAng ˆÿmu naman ˆini pagtÿpun,

hay ginabugkus. As for your gathering of
these [buri strips], [they] are tied in a
bundle.

bugkusun Bumuˆuy ning dãhun nang
sãging, kag putusun ˆang ˆimplastu nga
ginghuman kag bugkusun ˆang dahun
nang sãging. Get a banana leaf, and the
medicinal plaster that was made should
be wrapped and the banana leaf should
be tied in a bundle. cf bagtung

3 pangbugkus n bundling or wrapping
material

bugnay n a bignay tree or fruit, Antidesma
bunius (Linn.) {Dark purple fruit

consisting of multiple one-seeded drupes

similar to mulberry fruit. Commonly

eaten raw as a snack food.}

bugnaˆ v Someone is blessed by God, by

someone else.
binugnaˆan Dakuˆ ˆang kalÿpay nang

magýyang kay binugnaˆan kunu siya
nang Dyus. The old man was very
happy because he was blessed, they say,
by God. cf bindÿta

bugrit n diarrhea syn dayarya, kursu2 1,

sýka maˆýyu (ˆýyu2 2)

bugsay 1 n a boat paddle or oar
2 v Someone paddles or rows a boat.

[nagbugsay paddled or rowed a boat]
ger someone’s paddling or rowing a boat

Natingãya siya sa ˆiya ginasakayan nga
barýtu kay wayaˆ nagasalÿda bÿsan
tudýhan niya ning bugsay. He was
surprised about the boat on which he was
riding because [it] was not moving even
though [the effort] was being performed
intensely by him in paddling.

bugsuk v An instrument, as a spear, is stuck
into something by someone.

ˆibugsuk Dãpat ˆadtu ˆang ˆalambri hay
ˆÿmu bugkusun maˆãyu pãra nga kung
ˆÿmu ˆibugsuk sa ˆisdaˆ hay ˆindiˆ
magtangsuˆ. As for the wire [umbrella
ribs], you should tie them securely [onto
the bamboo spear shaft] so that when
[they] will be stuck into the fish by you
[they] will not come off.

bugtuˆ v Something is lost to a person.
nabugtuˆan Nanãˆug na ˆang miyugbýyung,

kag malagat nagkýrug na si Tasyu manga
dus minýtus ˆang ˆiya pagkýrug
nabugtuˆan nay ginhãwa si Tasyu. The
herbalist went downstairs and soon Tacio
trembled and after two minutes his breath
was lost to Tacio (i.e., he expired). {The
expression nabugtuˆan nang ginhãwa (or
nonpast mabugtuˆan nang ginhãwa)
translated “breath was lost” (or “breath
will be lost”) is a polite euphemism for
“die” and might be translated “expired”
or “will expire”.}

buguy n a ruffian
býguy v Someone hits or pelts someone else

or something, with something as a

stone, a ball.
mabýguy ˆAdtu naman ˆang manga lakut

nga bukun “ˆaswang” hay ˆimaw ˆadtu
ˆang mabýguy nang lãta hasta gid nga
ˆilaswa. As for those chosen who are not
the “witch”, those are the ones who will
pelt the empty can until [it] will be
removed [from the circle].

v Someone or something is pelted or hit
by someone.

ginbýguy, binýguy Maˆãyu lang kay may
nagpasãyud sa ˆãkun nga ginbýguy si
ˆInrÿku, gãniˆ nakasãyud ˆaku. It was
good that there was someone who
informed me that Enrico was pelted
[with stones], so that I was able to know.
Kung halimbãwaˆ binýguy ˆadtu ˆang
lãta kag nilaswa, buyˆun ˆãnay ˆadtu
nang bantay. Supposing that can was
hit [with a slipper] and moved, that
[can] will be gotten by the guard.

pagbýguy ger someone’s hitting or
pelting someone else or something with
an object ˆAng ˆinda ˆini ginagãmit sa
pagbýguy sa lãta, hay tyinÿlas. As for
what is used by them for hitting the can,
[it] is a slipper.

bugˆat 1a n the weight of something Yãraˆ
lang ˆang bugˆat hay nagaˆãbut sa dus
kÿlus kung dumayãga ˆu suyug nga
manuk. The weight just reaches two

kilograms if the chicken is a young

pre-laying hen or a cockerel.

1b kabugˆat (var mabugˆat) adj Something

is heavy. Kabugˆat na galiˆ si Birting;
ˆindiˆ ku na madãya. Berting is already

heavy; [he] can no longer be lifted by me.
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Mahugaˆ kaˆãyu ˆang nagahurnal,
mabugˆat ˆang ˆÿmu ginapasˆan. Working

in manual labor is really difficult; what

was being carried by you on [your]

shoulder was heavy.

2 mabugˆat adv Someone or something

does something hard. Nagatrabãhu
ˆang ˆuning ning mabugˆat pÿru ˆindiˆ
magpãti ˆang ˆãyam. The cat worked

hard but the dog did not believe it.

bugˆãtan n a scallop-like bittersweet
mollusk, Glycymeris pectiniformis
(Lamarck)

bugˆus adj a whole or entire event, situation

or thing Didtu ku nasayangan ˆang wayaˆ
ku pa naˆagihi sa bugˆus ku na kinabýhiˆ.
There was experienced there that which

was never before experienced by me in

my whole past life.

býhat v Something is done by someone; an

event is held by someone.
ginabýhat Diri sa ˆãtun dãpat makatýbiˆ

kita kay dãmuˆ diri ˆang ginabýhat nga
manga kalÿpay. Here in our place we
should be able to have running water
because there are many happy events
which are being held here.

buhãtun ˆAnu ˆang maˆãyu ku nga
buhãtun? What is the best thing that
will be done by me?

buhãwi n a whirlwind
býhay n someone’s life, way of life Niyan,

ˆang ˆãkun býhay, nagasaylusaylu na
lang ˆaku. As for my way of life now, I

just move from place to place. cf kabýhiˆ
(buhiˆ 2a)

buhayun n a fire-banking piece of wood {A

piece of dry hardwood up to 1 m long and

12 cm in diameter, used to keep a fire

smoldering for an extended period.}

buhis n a government tax Maˆãyu kung ˆadtu
ˆang dýtaˆ nga ˆÿmu nabakay hay bukun
ˆamurýsu sa buhis. It is good if there are

no taxes owing on the land holding that

you were able to buy.

buhiˆ1 1 adj Someone or something is alive.

Kadãmuˆ ˆang natingãya sa natabuˆ kay
Luˆis. May nagahambay nga si Luˆis hay
ˆinaswang; may nagahambay naman
nga buhiˆ si Luˆis. Many were surprised

about what had happened to Luis. Some

said that Luis had become a witch;

others said that Luis was alive. Nang
ˆýnang panahun nang buhiˆ pa ˆang
tãtay ku, sa Tablas kami nagaˆistar.
Some time ago when my father was still

alive, we were living in Tablas.
adv Someone does something alive (lit,

does something living). Pagbuyag
ninda magˆasawa, naglinýhud sa ˆaltar
kag nagdasay nga makabãlik sa ˆiya
ning buhiˆ ˆang ˆiya ˆasãwa. When they
departed, [Florentina] kept on kneeling
at the altar and prayed that her husband
would be able to come back alive.

v Someone or something lives. [Abilitative
affixes na- and ma- are affixed to the
stem býhiˆ.]

nabýhiˆ Sa ˆinda ning pagtiˆis hay
nabýhiˆ da ˆadtu ˆang manga ˆuruk. By
their enduring, those piglets were able
to live. Nabubýhiˆ kami sa panãgat kag
sa maˆisut ku nga tindãhan. We were
able to live by [means of] ocean fishing
and by [means of] my small store.

mabýhiˆ ˆAng manga putyýkan ˆindiˆ da
mabýhiˆ kung wayaˆ ˆang manga býyak.
As for honeybees, they would not be
able to live if there were no flowers.

pangabuhiˆ v Two or more people or
things live together.

nagpangabuhiˆ Nang yadtu na kami sa
Tablas, didtu kami nagpangabuhiˆ
magˆasawa. When we were already
there in Tablas, we lived together there
as husband and wife.

nagapangabuhiˆ Kung ˆang lyãki kunu
ˆang maˆulihi pirmi, kung sinda
nagapangabuhiˆ na hay ˆang babãyi
pirmi ˆang nagadisisyun nang ˆinda
manga prublÿma. If the man is always
late [in what they do at the altar], they
say, when they already live together the
girl will always be the one to make the
decisions regarding their problems.
Nagapangabuhiˆ da ˆang manga sÿhiˆ
nga parÿhu da kita nga nagakãˆun.
Mussels live together like us with
reference to eating.

magpangabuhiˆ Kung ˆang babãyi lang
ˆang magˆÿlis nang ˆiya bãruˆ hay kung
sinda magpangabuhiˆ ˆang lyãki ˆindiˆ
gid magbýlig sa babãyi kung ˆanu ˆang
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prublÿma nang babãyi. If the bride is the
only one to remove her dress [following
the wedding], when they live together
the man will surely not help the woman
whatever the problem of the woman
[might be]. cf ˆÿba 2a

2a kabýhiˆ n someone’s life Mangamýyuˆ
ˆaku nga magahãbaˆ pa ˆang ˆÿmu
kabýhiˆ. I will pray that your life will

still become long. cf býhay
2b pagpangabuhiˆ (var pangabýhiˆ) n

someone’s life, livelihood, living, way
of life Nagˆasãwa na lang ˆaku liwat kay
nagasiguru ˆaku nga ˆigwa ˆakuy
katuwang sa pagpangabuhiˆ. I got

married a second time because I wanted

to be sure that I would have a partner in

[my] life. ˆAng gustu ni Kanut nga kami
hay magsarili na sa pagpangabuhiˆ.
What Canot wants is that, as for us, [we]

be separate [from our parents] in living.

Sa niyan, ˆang ˆãkun manga ˆungaˆ
pamilyãdu na; maˆãyu da ˆang ˆinda
pangabýhiˆ. As of now, my children

already have their families; their way of
life is good.

2c kinabýhiˆ n someone’s past life, i.e.,

someone’s life that has passed Didtu ku
nasayangan ˆang wayaˆ ku pa naˆagihi
sa bugˆus ku na kinabýhiˆ. There, that

which was never before experienced by

me in my whole past life was

experienced by me.

2d pangabuhÿˆan n someone’s source of
livelihood ˆAng ˆãkun pangabuhÿˆan
diri, gintaˆu ku na sa ˆinda nga manga
ˆungaˆ ku. As for my source of
livelihood (i.e., property) here, [it] was

given by me to my children.

muyuˆ nang buhiˆ (muyuˆ 4) idiom A

child is made sick through being
admired by someone.

buhiˆ2 v Someone or something gets free of
something that holds them, it.

pagbuhÿˆan loc ti ger after or upon some-
one’s or something’s being released
Kung gustu ka magpaligus, buksan lang;
pagbuhÿˆan mu, masara na ˆagud bukun
pa magastus sa týbiˆ kag ˆindiˆ
maglamˆaw. If you like to take a bath, you
just turn on [the automatic shut-off

faucet]; upon being released by you, [it]
will then turn off so that [it] will not still
consume the water and [the water] will
not become stagnant.

*buhud (see binhud)

buhuk n head hair
buhus n a small hole in an object Sÿgi ˆang

ˆiya ning sýyup; sÿgi da ˆang ˆÿlig nang
sabaw sa buhus nang baguy. His

slurping continued; the flow of flavored

liquid continued from the small hole of

the [coconut] shell.
buhusbuhus n several small holes ˆInaˆ hay

ginalãya da; ˆigwa ning buhusbuhus kag
hayanghag ˆang paglãya. Those [colander
brook-shrimp scoops] are woven; there
are several small holes and the weaving
is loose.

býhuˆ 1a n a hole, an opening Bumuˆuy ning
limpyu nga papil; kurtihan ning pabÿlug
kag butangan ning maˆisut nga býhuˆ sa
tungaˆtýngaˆ; tapus, ˆibutang ˆang
ˆimplastu. Get a clean piece of paper;

make it round and put a small hole in the

middle; then put the medicinal plaster

[on it]. ˆAng pukiˆ nang ˆuruk ni Lurna
hay wayaˆ ning býhuˆ. As for the vagina

of Lorna’s piglet, [it] has no opening.
buhuˆbuhuˆ ext n many holes, or many

openings ˆAng balayan nang kapinan hay
ˆigwa ning manga buhuˆbuhuˆ. The
empty shells of limpets have many holes.

1b meas n eleven or more holes
buhuˆ meas n a nonspecific or specific

number of holes, commonly one through
ten, uncommonly eleven and above
Kung magˆugduk ning bayay nga bagˆu,
bãgu ˆibutang ˆang halÿgi sa býhuˆ,
butangan ning buyung ˆang kãda buhuˆ.
When [you] build a new house, before
the foundation posts will be put into the
holes, each hole should have [herbal]
medicine put into [it] to ward off evil
spirits. [The measure noun buhuˆ is
commonly preceded by pila ‘how many’
or a number and the ligature ka.] Pila ka
buhuˆ ˆang ˆÿmu gingkutkut? How many
holes did you dig out?

2 v An object is that into which a hole is
made by someone.

buhýˆan Kung ˆÿmu buhýˆan ning sipuy
ˆang balayan, hay katugastýgas. If an
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empty shell is that into which a hole
will be made by you with a knife, it is
very hard.

v An instrument is used by someone to
make a hole in something.

ˆibýhuˆ ˆIbýhuˆ ku ˆang sipuy sa balayan.
A knife is what will be used by me to
make a hole in the empty shell.

3 býhuˆ nang dãyum n the eye of a needle
4 býhuˆ nang patay n a grave Ginabutangan

nina Santus ning tandaˆ ˆang býhuˆ nang
patay. The grave is having a temporary

grave marker put on [it] by the Santos

family.

5 býhuˆ nang ˆilung n a nostril (lit, a nose

hole)

býka n the width of something Masigkabýˆak
nang baˆbaˆ nang kustal ginatusluk ˆang
kãhuy nga duha pãra parÿhu ˆang býka
nang baˆbaˆ nang kustal. On both sides of

the mouth of the sack, the wood is

pierced through so that the width of the

sack’s opening is the same [as the

length].

býka mangga n a Maria Clara gown
Nakaˆabut sinda sa bayay, hay ˆang
ˆinda bãruˆ nga býka mangga hay
nagpamagnihnih na. When they were

able to arrive at the house, their Maria
Clara gowns were each already snagged.

{A traditional formal gown with a low

neckline, full skirt and puff sleaves; worn

mainly for folk dancing.} (See bãruˆ 1,
Kinds of Clothing for table.)

býkad v The lid of a box, a trunk is opened;

cloth is unwrapped; paper is unfolded
by someone.

binýkad Binýkad niya ˆang kaban.
ˆAbaw! ˆIsa ˆini nga prinsÿsa ˆang suyud
nang kaban! The clothes trunk was
opened by him. Oh! That inside the
clothes trunk was a princess!

pagkabýkad ger someone’s opening the
lid of a box, a trunk; unfolding paper;
unwrapping a cloth Pagkabýkad, ˆindiˆ
makapãti ˆang hãriˆ nga ˆutud na kamut
nang prinsÿsa ˆang nakaputus sa
panyung burdãdu. Unwrapping [the
handkerchief], the king could not
believe that the hands of the princess
were what was wrapped in an

embroidered handkerchief.

bukay adj a white animal, bird, chicken,

person ˆIni naman ˆang manuk nga
bukay ˆigwa da ˆini ning ˆimpurtanti nga
gãmit, kay ˆini hay ginagãmit nang
manga ˆalbularyu sa pagbuyung labi na
gid ˆinaˆ ˆang ginatawag nga “bÿˆaw.” As

for this white chicken, there is another

important use because, as for this, [it] is

used by herbalists in medically treating,

especially what is called “exorcising of

evil spirits.” (See manuk 1, Kinds of
Chickens for table.)

bukãyuˆ n coconut sweet dessert {Grated

coconut kinãyus, brown sugar and water

týbiˆ are boiled until thick and translucent.

Eaten at the end of a meal as a dessert.

Sometimes eaten, especially by children,

as a side dish with rice when fish or

side-dish vegetables are unavailable; or

eaten as the main dish.} (See dulsi 1,
Dessert Following a Meal for table. See

Appendix 8, Foods Made with Coconut.)

bukbuk (var binukbuk) 1 n crusher dust,
flour or powder produced by grinding

or pounding in a mortar, as corn or rice

flour, marble dust ˆAng manga ritãsu
nga manga batu ginabutang sa krãsir
pãra himýˆun nga bukbuk, grãba kag
ˆiban pa. The remnants of this [marble]

stone will be put into a marble crusher in

order that it will be made into crusher
dust, gravel and other [material].

1a binukbuk nga bugas n rice flour May
sýman nga binukbuk nga bugas. There

are sticky rice flour cakes. {Used to

make rice cakes sýman.}

1b binukbuk nga maˆis n roasted-corn
flour {Corn grains are roasted, well

pounded and sifted to produce flour. In

past times was used for making coffee.

An ingredient in making corn mush

tinumãkan nga maˆis.}
býkid 1 n highlands, a hill or mountain

ˆAku nagabýlig sa ˆãkun ning manga
magýyang kag kung minsan nagatukad
kami sa býkid kag mangãhuy. I help my

parents and sometimes we go to the hills
and get some firewood. Kung dãmuˆ na
ˆang ˆÿmu ˆitlug nang manuk kag wayaˆ
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da ˆini ning nagabakay diri sa býkid,
dayˆun mu ˆini sa banwa. When you

have many chicken eggs and no one

buys [them] here in the highlands, you

bring them to town.
kabukÿran, bukÿran n a hill or mountain

area Kung kita hay magkadtu sa
kabukÿran, ˆinaˆ nga manga lumaˆ nga
kanta hay ˆãtun pa mababatiˆan. If we
go to the mountain areas, we still will
be able to clearly hear those old songs.
cf byubakýyud (bakýyud 1b); tayud 1a

2 n the countryside ant banwa 1
buku n the node of a bamboo or sugarcane

bukubýku n someone’s ankle
býkud 1 kabýkud (var mabýkud) adj An

animal, fruit, person is plump.

Kagwãpa da matýˆud, kabýkud kag
kabãtaˆ pa. [She] was truly beautiful,

plump and still young. {It is desirable

that a person be considered plump.}

bukug n a fish or eel bone cf tuyˆan
bukun neg not a particular quality,

quantity, person, thing, event Bukun
negates adjectives: Tubaˆ kag ˆinaˆ ˆang
bukun matamˆis nga pagkãˆun hay
pwÿdi nga kaˆýnun ning dungan. As for

coconut wine and foods which are not
sweet, for them to be eaten at the same

time is acceptable. Kung ˆang
langitlangit hay ˆindiˆ maglãkut sa
dawadawa, nagapakilãya nga ˆang sakit
hay bukun grãbi. If, as for an egg, the

white of the egg is not mixed into the egg

yolk, it shows that the illness is not
serious. Bukun negates nouns and

pronouns: Bukun na ˆuyãnun; bukun na
tigtatãnum ning tubu. It is not yet the

rainy season; it is not yet the planting

season for sugarcane. Napakaswirti nang
babãyi nga makaˆasãwa ning bukun
buratsu. A woman is very lucky who will

be able to take a spouse who is not a

drunkard. ˆAng nagalýgit hay bukun
tiˆawtÿˆaw ˆang kabudlay nang ˆÿmu lãwas.
In the making of copra the tiredness of

your body is not a joke. Sayud nina Pidru
na ˆinang barýtu hay bukun ˆãkun. Pedro

and the others know that that boat is not
mine. Bukun negates a clause: ˆAng ˆiba
nga nagakadtu sa sinihan hay bukun

pãra magtanˆaw kundiˆ pãra
makakatýyug kay tungud sa kahagkut
sa suyud. Some go to movie houses

not in order to watch a movie but in

order that they will be able to sleep

because it is cold.
bukun na neg no longer Makaˆasãwa ka

ning subra na lang da nga babãyi ˆinaˆ
baya ˆang bukun na birhin. You might
just marry a neglected girl who is
perhaps no longer a virgin.

bukun pãris nga numiru (see numiru 2b)

an odd number
býkut v An object that can be spread out is

used by someone to cover herself,

himself or someone else.
ginbýkut ˆAng binisyu da kunu ˆadtu nang

ˆãmun lýla sa kahadluk ginbýkut ˆang
ˆiya banig. That done by our grand-
mother in fear, they said, [was that] her
mat was used to cover [herself].

v Someone or something is covered by
someone with an object that can be
spread out.

gingbukýtan Hay ˆãmun naman
gingbukýtan ning banig ˆang ˆãmun
ˆungaˆ nga kaˆisut si Dyÿgu. Our small
child Diego was covered by me with a
mat. Nagatinãngis ˆang ˆungaˆ kay ˆindiˆ
gustu nga bukýtan. The child keeps on
crying because he does not like that he
will be covered [with a mat].

býkuy (var býkuy nga niyug) n a beginning
coconut fruit {Coconut fruit that first

begins to form.} (See Appendix 6, Stages

of Coconut Fruits.)

bukyug n table-edge strips consisting of

two boards or bamboo strips on either

edge of a table top along its length.

bul1 meas n a nonspecific or specific number

of liter bowls; a volume measurement

Pagˆabut ni Birhinya kag ni Kumpadri
Danti hambay ku sa ˆinda, “Pagtagãna
kamu ning tubaˆ nga ˆisa ka bul.” When

Virginia and Co-parent-in-law Dante

arrived, I told them, “Set aside one liter
bowl of coconut wine.” {A glass or

plastic bowl measuring 1 L.} genr litru
(See Appendix 19, Dry or Liquid Volume

Measurement.)

bul2 n a social ball {A social gathering for

buku 145 bul2
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dancing during which a queen of the ball

is crowned.}
kurunasyun bul (kurunasyun 2) set

expr a coronation ball or dance
buladur n a kite
bulakbul n a truant from school, from work

Salãmat Luˆis, kay maˆãyu ka nga
ˆungaˆ; bukun ka bulakbul sa ˆiskwÿla.
Thanks Luis, because you are a good

child; you are not a truant from school.

bulalãkaw n the morning star, seen in the

early-morning western sky

býlan 1 n the moon ˆAng bitýˆun, ˆadlaw,
býlan, kag kumÿta hay yadtu sa lãngit
As for the stars, sun, moon and comets,

[they] are there in the sky.

2a n a month ˆAng býlan nga maˆãyu ˆang
pagtanum ning pitsay hay býlan nang
bukun pa masyãdu ˆang ˆuyan. The

month during which it is good to plant

Chinese cabbage is during the month
when the rain is not yet extensive. (See

Appendix 12, Months of the Gregorian

Calendar.)

2b meas n a nonspecific or specific number of

months; a time measurement [Numbers

one through ten are commonly followed

by ka býlan; numbers above ten are

commonly followed by nga býlan.] Sa
niyan nagalýgit na ˆaku ning subra sayis
mil buˆuk kãda tatlu ka býlan. As of now,

I am making copra; over six thousand

whole pieces [of coconuts] every three

months. (See Appendix 13, Major Time

Segments.)

2c binýlan adj by the month, monthly
ˆAng ˆãmun swildu bukun binýlan; pur
pidãsu ˆang bãyad sa ˆãmun. Our wage

was not by the month; the payment to

us was by the piece.

bulãwan n gold metal ˆAng ˆinda kulur hay
maduyaw nga kaˆãyu nga siruˆun nga
daw bulãwan. Their color (i.e., of a

spider conch mollusk) is yellow, being

nice to look at as though gold. cf gintuˆ
bulgar adj a manner of doing something,

speech is indecent, vulgar. ˆAng manga
kanta sa nyan hay napapamatÿˆan nãtun
hay bukun manga maˆãyu nga pamatÿˆan,
kay bulgar ngãniˆ ˆang pagkakanta hay

bukun simpli. As for songs today, the

only things able to be repeatedly listened

to by us are not good ones to listen to,

because [the lyrics] are vulgar, not in

good taste.
kabulgaran n an indecency, a vulgarity

Midyu nadudýyaˆ ˆang manga
kabulgaran nga manga ginapakÿtaˆ
nang kabatãˆan sa nyan nga tyimpu.
Indecencies allowed to be seen by
young people at the present time have
almost been eliminated.

buli 1 n a buri palm, Corypha elata (Roxb.)

{Parts of a buri palm: unopened frond

buntay, leaves dãhun, leaf stem

pakyang, palm base pýnuˆ2 1a, root

gamut.}
2 buntay nang buli n an unopened buri

frond {Unopened buri fronds are made

into strips and woven into baskets and

mats.}

3 ˆãyung nang buli n an opened mature
buri frond {Mature buri fronds are used

for making baskets, mats and house

walling.}

4 natuk nang buli, yýruˆ nang buli n
buri starch Kung matinˆaw na ˆang
týbiˆ nga nasãyud sa planggãna
ˆibubuˆ, dahandãhan; ˆindiˆ mu
gulpihun bubuˆ kay madadaya ˆang
natuk nang buli. If the water which

was already caught in the basin is

already clear, pour it out slowly; do

not pour it out quickly because a large

amount of the buri starch will surely

be accidentally carried away. {The

trunk of an old buri tree is cut into

small pieces, pounded in a mortar and

placed in a cloth which is suspended

horizontally at the four corners on four

posts. Water is poured on the pieces;

they are stirred. The resulting liquid,

containing a fine starchy substance

yýruˆ nang buli, is strained through the

cloth and caught in a basin under the

cloth. The starchy substance is

allowed to settle out of the liquid. This

buri flour is cooked and eaten as a

famine food.}

pÿsiˆ nga buli (pÿsiˆ 1a) idiom handmade

buri rope; bag nga buli (see bag 3) set

buladur 146 buli
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expr a buri handbag
býlig1 1 n help which comes from a

spiritual source, from someone, an

organization, a government agency;

something offered as help Sinda hay
nakatuˆip nga magbinuligan kung sinˆu
ˆang nagakahinangyan ning býlig. As

for them, they learned to help each

other, whoever needed help. {Help may

be in the form of a deed that benefits

someone, a material or financial gift.}

Magpangayuˆ ka ning býlig sa ˆãtun
Ginýˆu nga kabay pa ˆikaw hay maˆãyu
ˆang ˆÿmu kadtuˆan. You ask help from

our God so that it might be that the place

to which you will go will be good. Si
Manung Luˆis nagpangayuˆ býlig sa
munisipyu nga magpadaya ning pulis
bÿlang gwardya sa ˆinda pabayli. Older

Brother Luis asked help from the

municipal office to have policemen sent

as guards at their benefit dance.
v Someone helps someone else to do

something.
nagbýlig Nagbýlig ˆadtu sinda sa ˆãmun

kay kami da nga tagaLýnus, kung sinda
nagapabayli hay nagabýlig da. They
helped us because we from Lonos, if
they have a dance, [we] also help
[them].

nagabýlig ˆAng ˆãkun manga ˆungaˆ hay
wayaˆ gid nagabýlig sa ˆãkun, wayaˆ
ˆaku ginapadayˆi ning kwarta. My
children are not helping me; I am not
sent money by them.

mabýlig, magabýlig ˆIndiˆ ˆaku magbãlik
diri kay mabýlig ˆaku ning dikurasyun
sa ˆãmun ˆiskwilahan. I will not return
here because I will help decorate at our
school. Pinamatÿˆan nang Dyus sa
lãngit ˆang ˆãtun pangamýyuˆ nga kita
hay padayˆan ning magabýlig sa ˆãtun.
God in heaven listened to our prayers
that he will send us someone who will
help us.

makabýlig Kay dakuˆ gid ˆang prublÿma
ku ˆindiˆ gid sinda makabýlig sa ˆãkun
nga manga ˆungaˆ ku. Because I have a
big problem, as for them, my children
are unable to help me.

magbýlig Kung ˆang babãyi lang kunu
ˆang magˆÿlis nang ˆiya bãruˆ, hay kung

sinda magpangabuhiˆ ˆang lyãki ˆindiˆ
gid magbýlig sa babãyi kung ˆanu ˆang
prublÿma nang babãyi. If the bride alone
is the only one to remove her dress
[following the wedding], they say, when
they live together the man will surely
not help the woman whatever the
problem of the woman [might be].

binuligan agf recip v Two people help
each other.

nagbinuligan Kaˆãyu ˆadtu nga pabayli
kay tanan nga manga myimbru hay
nagkaˆunyun gid nga magtugpa,
nagbinuligan sinda. That benefit dance
was good because all the members
worked together in their assigned tasks;
they helped each other.

magbinuligan recip inf to help each other
Sinda hay nakatuˆip nga magbinuligan
kung sinˆu ˆang nagakahinangyan ning
býlig. As for them, they learned to help
each other, whoever needed help.

pagbýlig imper v I, we must be helped!
Kinadtu gãniˆ ˆaku ni Pari Saryu kay
hambay nya hay “Maring,” kunu hay,
“pagbýlig naman!” Friend Sario came
to me and said, “Friend,” he said, “I
must surely be helped now!”

magpabýlig caus inf to let someone help
do something Ginatawag si Birto nang
ˆiya nanay pãra magpabýlig sa manga
trabãhu sa ˆinda bayay. Berto is called
by his mother in order to let him help in
the work at their house. cf tãbang

2 kabýlig n a helper, either paid or

voluntary ˆIgwa da ˆinaˆ sya kabýlig nga
tatlu nga dalãga nga sirbidýra. That

one has three young helpers who are

servant ladies.

A Helper

dyaganan a voluntary

(unpaid) helper

sirbidýra, suluguˆun, a paid servant

ˆãgaw
ˆalÿlaˆ 1 a slave; a debt

slave

ˆimpliyãda a female

employee

ˆimpliyãdu a male

employee

ˆulÿpun a slave

býlig1 147 býlig1
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býlig2 n a stalk of bananas ˆAng ˆisa ka býlig
nga sãging hay nagaˆabut ning pitu ka
sãpad. One stalk of bananas has up to

seven hands.

bulihaw n a partially ripe papaya fruit

kapãya {Eaten raw or cooked.} genr

kapãya 1b cf lugkãnun, pyasabˆahan
bulinaw n a bulinaw anchovy fish, family

Engraulidae cf dilag, hagungan,

lambÿyung 1, tabyus
buling 1a n dirt, a black substance

Nagapamalhit ˆinaˆ sinda ning manga
buling sa ˆinda lãwas. They apply a

black substance to their bodies.

1b mabuling adj Something is dirty.

ˆAyaw paghãwid sa mabuling nga
bãgay! Do not hold dirty things!

buliˆ 1a n the apex part of a shell; the base of

a container, as a basket, drinking glass,

pail, pot; the bottom of a sack; the

buttocks of a human; the rump of an

animal; the tail of a bird, chicken,

cuttlefish, fish, squid; the blunt end of a

fruit or vegetable, such as a coconut or

papaya, opposite the stem end. Kung
ˆÿmu ˆini lutýˆun nga sÿhiˆ hay dãpat nga
tiltilan mu ˆang ˆiya buliˆ. If this [kind

of] shell will be cooked by you, it should

be that its apex will be broken off by

you. Nabýhus ˆang buliˆ nang baldi. The

base of the pail has a hole. Kulur kapi
ˆang ˆiya dughan pakadtu sa ˆiya buliˆ.
Its chest (i.e., of a tree sparrow) going to

its tail is the color brown. ˆAng lýkus
nga panus kung nagalanguy hay
baliskad kay naˆuˆuna ˆang ˆiya buliˆ kay
kung ˆatubãngan ˆang ˆinda ˆunãhun hay
ˆindiˆ sinda makatýlin. As for a squid,

when [it] swims [it] is backwards

because its tail is always first, because if

their front part goes first they will not be

able to go fast. syn kibut 1a cf pýnuˆ2 1a,

katapýsan nga dãyun (tãpus 5),
tungud2, ˆubus

1b n the seat of trousers or shorts ˆAng buliˆ
nang sayway ni Panduˆ hay may
hakyup. The seat of Pando’s trousers

has a patch [on it]. syn kibut 1b
1c n the anus of a person, animal, living

being Nagbuslu ˆang buliˆ nang bãka.

The anus of the cow protruded.

2 buliˆ mu inj Your ass! {An offensive

interjection malawˆay nga hambayãnun
spoken to someone to indicate anger or

extreme displeasure with that person.}

syn kibut 2
buliˆ nga baguy (baguy 1a) set expr the

blunt end half of a coconut shell
bulkan n a volcano Wayaˆ ka pa diri

nagapamatiˆ ˆaku sa radyu kay
ginapamatiˆan ku ˆang balÿtaˆ tungud
didtu sa bulkan nga naglupuk na.
[When] you were not yet here, I was

listening to the radio because I was

listening to the news about the volcano
that had already erupted.

bulsa 1 n the pocket of a garment ˆAng kurti
nang pýgad nang tamsi hay parÿhu ning
bulsa. The shape of yellow-backed

sunbird’s nest is like a pocket.
2 pangbulsa v Someone puts something

secretly in a pocket.
magpangbulsa Kami nyan, ˆindiˆ kami

magpangbulsa nang ˆãmun ginakÿtaˆ.
As for us now, we will not secretly put
in [our] pockets what we earned.

bumba1 1a n a bomb
1b v Someone of a particular nationality

bombs a place or thing during wartime.
nagabinumba Mananãguˆ kita kay

nagabinumba na ˆang sundãlu. We
were hiding ourselves because the
soldiers kept on bombing already.

v A location or object is bombed by
someone of a particular country during
wartime.

ginbumbahan Pagˆabut didtu nang
ˆiruplãnu ginbumbahan ˆadtu ˆang
bapur. When the airplane arrived over
there, the boat was bombed.

ginabumbahan ˆInaˆ ˆang ginabumbahan?
ˆAng ˆiruplãnu, hay ˆabaw, nagaˆãbug gid
ˆinaˆ! What was being bombed? Oh, the
airplanes were flying everywhere in
groups!

bumba2 n a drilled well including the pump

bunang 1 n thread ˆAng nahut nang bunang
nga ˆakun gingbakay hay numiru dyis.
The thickness of the thread that was

bought by me was number six.

2 v Someone threads a needle in pre-

býlig2 148 bunang
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paration for sewing.

býnay v Someone is beaten or whipped by

someone else.
ginabunãyan Ginabunãyan pa niya ˆang

ˆiya manga ˆungaˆ kay wayaˆ suyaˆ. His
children were even beaten by him
because there was no side-dish food.

ginabinunãyan Hambay naman ˆadtu nang
ˆãmun lýlu, “Bãsiˆ hay ginabinunãyan
mu ˆinaˆ ˆang ˆÿmu ˆungaˆ?” Our
grandfather said, “Why are your children
continually whipped by you?”

ginapangbunãyan Bÿsan yaˆ salaˆ ˆang
ˆãkun manga ˆungaˆ, basta ginapakatýyug
ku kay kung ˆindiˆ magkatuyug, ˆa!
Ginapangbunãyan ku ˆinaˆ. Even though
my children have no fault, nevertheless
they are allowed to sleep by me because if
[they] do not sleep, oh! Those ones are all
whipped by me.

pagbýnay ger someone’s beating or
whipping someone else Diri sa ˆãmun
sa Rumblun, pag ˆidad nang ˆungaˆ ning
lima ka býlan ginabýnay na nang
makabýhay pÿru ˆang pagbýnay hay
ˆadlaw lang nang Martis kag Byirnis,
malãya nga ˆadlaw. Here in our place in
Romblon, when a baby has reached the
age of five months, [he or she] is gently
whipped with a makabuhay vine, but the
whipping is only done on a Tuesday or
Friday, a bad day.

bunduˆ n a yautia plant or tuber,

Xanthosoma violaceum (See ˆýpak 1b,
Things That Are Peeled for table.)

bunit 1 n a hook and line; used to catch fish

2 v Someone goes fishing with a hook-and-
line.

nagbunit, bumunit Kahãpun nang manga
ˆala ˆýna ˆimidya, nagbunit ˆaku sa ˆãmun
tungud. Yesterday at about one-thirty
o’clock I went fishing with a hook and
line near our house. Bumunit ˆaku ˆinaˆ
niyan didtu; ˆang ˆãkun lang ˆadtu nadãwi
hay kadãmuˆ da, manga dýsi bÿlug, pýru
gid dagkuˆ. I then went fishing there
with a hook and line; what were able to
be caught on the hook were many, about
twelve pieces, all large.

magbunit inf to go fishing with a hook
and line Pwÿdi ba hay magãmit ku ˆang
ˆÿmu barýtu? Gustu ku lang magbunit.

May I use your boat? I want to go
fishing with a hook and line.

kabubýnit ger someone’s fishing with a
hook and line Hay nang patatlu ka
ˆadlaw kuy bunitbýnit hay wayaˆ na kay
sigýru naˆýbus na ˆadtu ning kabubýnit
ku da. On the third day of my fishing
with hook and line there were no more
because probably they were already
depleted by my fishing with a hook
and line.

pagbunit, pagpamunit ger someone’s
catching fish with a hook and line
ˆAng ˆamumuˆpuˆ ginapaˆun sa pagbunit
ning ˆisdaˆ. Small octopus are used as
bait in catching fish with a hook and
line. cf dãwi 1

3 bunÿtan n a place to fish with hook and
line Pagkaˆãga nga pakadtýˆun na si
Huwan sa bunÿtan, bãgu sya pumãnaw
ginlýbung ˆãnay ni Huwan ˆang ˆiya lýla
sa tungud nang hagdan. In the morning

when John was about to go to the place
to fish with hook and line, before he

left his grandmother was first buried by

John in a place nearby the doorstep.

4a minugbýnit (var miyugbýnit,
miyugpamýnit) n a hook-and-line
fisherman Sa kadãmuˆ nang
miyugbýnit, si Birtu lang ˆang wayaˆ
dãwi nga ˆisdaˆ. Of the many hook-
and-line fishermen, Berto alone was

unable to catch fish. (See miyug-,
Words with Miyug- for table.)

4b miyugpamýnit v Someone becomes a
hook-and-line fisherman.

magamiyugpamýnit Magamiyugpamýnit
da si Rýdi sa ˆulÿhi nga ˆadlaw kaysa
niyan hay nagatuˆun na siya. Rudy will
become a hook-and-line fisherman
someday because, as of now, he is already
learning.

buntay 1 n the unopened frond of a palm

tree; an emerging frond still in its sheath

ˆAng ˆÿmu humanun hay mamuntay ka
na lang; pagustu ˆinaˆ sa ˆÿmu kung pila
ka buntay nga buli ˆang ˆÿmu buntayun.
What you will do is to just cut unopened

fronds; it is up to you how many

unopened buri fronds you will cut.

spec hanig
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2 v Someone cuts an unopened frond.
mabuntay, mamuntay ˆImaw ˆini ˆang

manga paraˆan, ˆýna: mabuntay ka ning
buli kung pila ka buntay ˆang gustu mu,
kung ˆini hay ˆigwa ka ning kabulihan.
These are the steps, first: you cut the
unopened buri frond depending on
how many fronds you want, if you have
a buri grove.

v An unopened frond is cut from a palm
tree by someone.

buntayun ˆAng ˆÿmu humanun hay
mamuntay ka na lang; pagustu ˆinaˆ sa
ˆÿmu kung pila ka buntay nga buli ˆang
ˆÿmu buntayun. What you will do is to
just cut the unopened buri fronds; it is
up to you how many unopened buri
fronds will be cut by you.

buntay nang buli (buli 2) idiom an

unopened buri frond
buntikÿlun adj Someone’s stomach is ex-

tended through undernourishment.
v Someone’s stomach becomes extended

through malnutrition. [nagbuntikÿlun
became extended through malnutrition]

buntýgun n a fish-trap rope Ginahuyýgan
ku ning buntýgun nga may kahit, kag
kahitun ku ˆadtu ˆang ˆãkun tabýnan
paˆibabaw. [The deep-sea fish trap] has

a covered fish-trap rope, which has a

fish-trap hook, dropped down to [it] by

me, and that deep-sea fish trap of mine

is hooked up by me to the surface. {This

rope is used to retrieve a deep-sea fish

trap tabýnan from the ocean floor.}

(See tabýnan 1, Parts of a Deep-Sea
Fish Trap for table.)

býnuk v Rain pelts down.
nagabýnuk Kung nagabýnuk na ˆang

ˆuyan nagadãbuk ˆang Mangyan ning
kadakuˆ nga kalãyu kag sumãkaˆ sinda
sa langkãpi para maˆinÿtan sinda. If the
rain pelts down, the Mangyan people
build a large flaming fire [underneath]
and they climb up on the bamboo table
in order that they will be warmed.

býnuk, binýnuk ger the rain’s pelting
down Gumulpi da býnuk ˆang ˆuyan;
ngãniˆ daw sa ˆãkun kahadluk kag daw
sa ˆãkun byubantaˆ hay daw mabagyu
gid. The rain quickly pelted down (lit,
quickened its pelting down); so in my

fear and in my being threatened it
seemed as though there would be a
strong typhoon. ˆÃmun da gingpakaˆãyu
ˆang ˆiba nga manga bubung sa ˆibãbaw
kay ˆindiˆ kami kapahýway sa ˆuyan kay
sÿgi ˆang binýnuk nang ˆuyan. Some of
the roofing was fixed by us because we
would not be able to relax in the rain
because of the rain’s pelting down
[inside the house].

býnus n a bonus; money given an employee

above her or his salary or wages

Nakabãtun ˆaku nang ˆãkun ning býnus;
nakabakay ˆaku simintu kag naghalublak
ˆaku. I received my [Christmas] bonus; I

was able to buy cement and I made

hollow-block bricks.

bunut 1 n a coconut husk Magˆitsa sa
ˆidãyum nang tapãhan ning ˆuga nga
bunut. Throw dry coconut husks under

the smoking rack. (See Appendix 7,

Parts of a Coconut Fruit.)

2 v A coconut is husked by someone.
nabuntan Kung nabuntan na ˆang niyug

ginahimuybuyan pa gid kay ˆigway
nabibilin nga sabuysabuy. If the
coconuts have already been able to be
husked, the hairy fibers are still tried to
be picked off because there are fibers
that happen to be frequently left.

mabuntan Sa pagbunut naman, ginatus
ˆang pagbãyad: ˆang ˆisa ka gatus buˆuk
nga mabuntan, hay dyis pÿsus da ˆang
sýhuy. In husking coconuts, the payment
is by hundreds: for one hundred pieces
that are able to be husked, the payment
is ten pesos.

bunut, pagbunut ger someone’s husking
of a coconut Kung tapus na hãkut ˆang
manga pinuntuk nga niyug pwÿdi ka na
makatýnaˆ bunut. If the transporting of
the piled coconuts is finished, then you
can now start husking. Sa pagbunut
naman nang niyug, mahuman ka ˆãnay
ning buynasan. In husking a coconut,
first you have to make a husking stick.

3 binuntan n a coconut nut, i.e., the hard

shell with its meat inside after it has

been husked. ˆIbuyag ˆang binuntan
nga niyug sa bunut. The coconut nut is

separated from the husk.

binuntan nga niyug (see niyug 2b) set

buntikÿlun 150 bunut
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expr a husked coconut
bunuˆ v Someone stabs someone else with a

pointed instrument.
binunut, ginbunuˆ, gingbunut Nakÿtaˆ

siya ni Langguy nga may duguˆ kay
binunuˆ gãniˆ siya didtu da tungud sa
kwartu ni Pirla. He saw Langgoy; there
was blood because he was stabbed
there near the bedroom of Perla.
Kaˆýnun na kuntaˆ nang higanti ˆang
ˆungaˆ pÿru ginbunuˆ ˆini niya nang
ˆispãda kag namatay ˆang higanti. The
giant was about to eat the child, but [the
giant] was stabbed by that one with a
sword and the giant died.

bunyag n baptism, performed by a minister

or priest Nang ˆiba nga manga Pilipÿnu,
tuyu ka ˆadlaw nga pagkaˆungaˆ
nagapÿliˆ na sinda ning manga manÿnuy
kag manÿnay sa bunyag. Some Filipino

[mothers], three days after giving birth

they already choose a godmother and

godfather for the baptism [of their

child].
v Someone is baptized by a minister or

priest.
binunyãgan ˆIndiˆ ka da makasay kung

ˆikaw hay bukun ning binunyãgan. You
will not be able to get married if you
have not been baptized.

ˆanak sa bunyag (‘anak 1a) set expr a

godchild through baptism; manÿnay sa
bunyag (manÿnay 1a) set expr
godmother through baptism; manÿnuy
sa bunyag (manÿnuy 1a) set expr
godfather through baptism

bunyýgan n a floor joist that either rests on

the floor sill sukug or is flush with it at a

90 degree angle cf sukug (See Appendix

2, Parts of a House.)

bunˆi n ringworm
bung inj an exclamation, Found! {Shouted

by the “witch” when someone is

discovered in the game tag-the-can

tutupung. For a summary of this game,

see tutupung.}
v Someone hiding in a game is declared

found.
nabung Kung sinˆu ˆadtu ˆang primÿru mu

nga nabung, hay ˆimaw naman ˆadtu
ˆang ˆaswang. Whoever is the first one

who was able to be declared found by
you, that one is the witch.

bungun Kung halimbãwaˆ sya hay may
nakÿtaˆ nga ˆisa, ˆiya ˆinaˆ bungun. If, for
example, as for him someone is found
[by him], that one (i.e., the one found)
will be declared found by him.

býnga 1a n the fruit of a plant, tree or vine

May býnga ˆadtu ˆang mangga nu? That

mango tree has fruit, isnˆt that right? Si
Lukrisya ˆang nagakinãˆun nang býnga
nang kanduy. Lucresia is the one always

eating the fruit of the waxgourd. {Parts of

fruit: flesh ˆunud; fruit stem ˆapungãngu;

pit or seed býsuy; peeling, skin pãnit.}
1b pamýnga v A tree, plant, vine bears

fruit.
nagpamýnga Kung nagpamýnga na ˆang

ˆiya manga tanum ˆigwa pa ning kaˆýnun
ˆang ˆiya manga ˆungaˆ. If his plants have
already borne fruit, there will be
something that his children can eat.

1c n the result of something, usually a

desirable result ˆAng dugus hay býnga
nang rilasyun nang manga putyýkan kag
ˆiba pa klãsi nga manga ˆalimbubýyug
nga nagadãpuˆ sa manga kabuyãkan.
Honey is the result of the relationship of

honeybees and other kinds of insects that

alight on flower beds.

1d primÿru nga býnga (var ˆýna nga
býnga) n first fruits picked at harvest

time

2 n a betel nut palm plant or fruit, Areca
catechu (Linn.) {An ingredient of a

betel nut masticatory mamaˆ.}
bungang ˆadlaw n prickly heat
bungkag v Things tied together become

loosened.
mabungkag ˆIndu ginabugkus ˆinaˆ ˆang

lastiku kag ˆindu ˆinaˆ sipãˆun hasta gid
nga mabungkag. Those rubber bands
should be tied together by you and they
should be kicked by you until [they] will
become loosened.

bungkuy v Someone or something is hit by

someone else with an object held in the

hand.
ginabinungkuy ˆAng ˆisa, hay

ginabinungkuy kunu ninda nang ˆadtung
bugsay. As for one, they say, [he] was

bunuˆ 151 bungkuy
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continually being hit by them with that
boat paddle. cf pakang 1b, tãmaˆ 5

býngut n a mustache, a beard
bungutbungut n a ruby triton mollusk,

Cymatium rubeculum. ˆIni nga sÿhiˆ hay
ginatawag nga bungutbungut kay ˆang
luwas nang ˆiya balayan hay may buybuy.
This mollusk is called bungutbungut (i.e.,

ruby triton mollusk) because on the

outside of its shell there are hairs like a

mustache.

bunguy 1 adj Someone is deaf.
2 bunguy ˆang talÿnga adj Someone is fed

up with a particular activity or condition.

Bunguy na ˆang talÿnga ni Dyÿgu sa
pagpinamãtiˆ sa tabil nang ˆiya ˆasãwa.
Diego is already fed up with listening to

the loud talk of his wife.

buratsu n a drunkard Wayaˆ ning swirti
ˆining ˆãkun nanãhun sa pagˆasãwa kay
ˆang ˆiya ˆýna nga ˆasãwa hay buratsu
kag sugaruy. This consanguine aunt of

mine had no luck in taking a spouse

because her first husband was a

drunkard and gambler.

burda 1a n embroidery on cloth or clothing

Duha da ka simãna bãgu natãpus burda.
[It was] two weeks before the

embroidery [on the dress] was finished.

1b paburda caus v A piece of cloth or

clothing is caused by someone to be
embroidered by someone else.

pinaburdahan Pinaburdahan pa gid ni
Karla. [The dress] was still caused by
Carla to be embroidered.

2 magburda n an embroiderer of cloth or

clothing Nang natãpus na tahiˆ, dinaya
naman nãmun sa mayad nga magburda
nang bãruˆ. When the sewing was

finished, [it] was brought by us to an

expert embroiderer of dresses.

burdãdu adj Cloth or clothing is em-
broidered. ˆInýtud nang prinsÿsa ˆang ˆiya
kamut kag pinutus sa panyung burdãdu.
Her hands (i.e., of the princess) were cut

off by the princess and were wrapped in

an embroidered handkerchief.

býru n cured sardines {Black-tipped sardines

tambangkyaw are used. After washing

hugãsan and salting ˆasinan, they are

placed in a container with a tight lid. In

four days they are ready to eat. They are

broiled over coals ginaˆÿhaw, or fried

prÿtu.} (See ˆisdaˆ 1, Kinds of Cured
Fish for table.)

býruy adj Someone is stupid. Maˆãyu ka
naman kay mayad; hay ˆaku ˆini hay
býruy, pÿru bukun da býruy kay
nakakaˆãyu da. It is good for you

because you are clever; as for me, I am

stupid, but not so stupid because [I] can

also cure [a sick person]. cf buˆang,

gãgu 1, kalukýhan (lýku 1b), tuntu 1,

turpi 1 ant kamayad (mayad 1)
býsak v A container has water run into or

over [it].
nabubusãkan Sa gabˆi ˆÿmu naman ˆadtu

ˆihýˆum sa planggãna nga mabahuy nga
nabubusãkan ning týbiˆ. At night that
[nami root] should be soaked by you in a
big basin that has had water run
repeatedly into [it].

caus v Something is allowed to have
water run into or over [it].

pabusãkan Dayˆun mu naman ˆini sa týbiˆ
kag pabusãkan ˆagud ˆadtu ˆang dãgat
hay mabuˆuy. This [nami root] should be
taken by you to [running] water and
should be allowed to have [the water]
run over [it] so that that sea water will
be removed.

busalug n a parrot fish {There are several

species: rainbow Scarus quoyi; tattooed

Scarus fasciatus; half-toothed Calotomus
spinidens; two-colored Cetoscarus bicolor;
blue-spotted Leptoscarus vaigiensis.}

busay n a waterfall
busÿna 1a n the honk of a motor vehicle

horn Malýya ˆang busÿna nang kutsi;
gãniˆ wayaˆ mabatˆi ni Sandra. The car

honk was soft; that’s why it was not

able to be heard by Sandra. (See tunug
1, Kinds of Noises and Sounds for

table.)

1b v Someone sounds the horn of a motor

vehicle.
nagbusÿna Wayaˆ nagbusÿna ˆang draybir

nang trak; gãniˆ naligis ˆang ˆungaˆ. The
driver of the truck did not sound [his]
horn; that’s why the child was run over.

býsis n the voice of a person ˆAng býsis nang

býngut 152 býsis
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manga babãyi, hay may mababatiˆan ka
nga primÿra kag sigunda. As for the

voices of the women, there are first and

second [voices] that you can clearly hear.

buskad 1a v Something opens; something

unfolds.
magbuskad Ginapiluˆpiluˆ mu gid ˆinaˆ

ning na maˆãyu ˆang papil para ˆindiˆ
magbuskad. The paper should be folded
carefully several times by you so that
[it] will not unfold. cf ˆabri 1a

1b v Someone opens something closed,

with the fingers; unfolds a folded

object.
nagabuskad Nagabuskad ning ˆamãkan

nga banig si Nanay pãra pangsãyud sa
ˆupa. Mother is unfolding a drying mat
in order to catch rice bran. Bumuˆuy ning
katumbay nga hinug kag buskarun ˆang
mata nang manuk; buyˆun ˆang maputiˆ
nga yadtu sa ˆidãyum nang mata kag
pagkatãpus butangan ning katumbay.
Get ripe pepper and open the eyes of the
chicken; get out the white thing inside
the eyes of the chicken and afterwards
put the ripe pepper [into the eyes]. cf
ˆabri 1b

buslu v Something protrudes from its

surroundings.
nagbuslu Nagbuslu ˆang buliˆ nang bãka.

The anus of the cow protruded.

busluˆ n a picnic basket {Made of woven

rattan ˆuway. The bottom is round, about

25 cm diam and 30 cm high. Some have

lids. Used as a container for carrying

food when going swimming or to work

in an upland field. Sometimes suspend-

ed from the ceiling and used to store

leftover side-dish food if there is no

storage cabinet.} (See baskit, Kinds of
Baskets for table.)

býsu v Someone dives for something.
nagabýsu Kung nagapangisdaˆ, nagabýsu

ning sÿhiˆ; ˆang ginagãmit hay kumprÿsur.
If [one] fishes, [he] dives for seashells;
what is used is a compressor.

v Something is dived for by someone.
ginabýsu Kung midyu madãyum ˆang

paglutaˆ nang ˆisdaˆ, ginabýsu ˆinaˆ
ninda. If fish swimming in schools are
moderately deep, they are dived for by
them (i.e., by tayataya birds).

busug adj Someone is satisfied in eating.

Busug gid ˆaku kaˆãyu kay kadakuˆ ˆang
pagkãˆun. I am really very satisfied in
eating because the food is abundant.

busun n a post office Nang nabuˆuy na nang
suluguˆun ˆang sýlat sa busun, ˆinãgi
naman liwat sa nanay ni ˆInrÿku. When

the servant got the letter from the post
office, he brought it by to Enrico’s

mother.

býsuy n a seed ˆAdtung dagkuˆ nga manga
býsuy, hay tagýˆun sa limpyu nga lugar
nga wayaˆ ginakadtuˆi nang manga
sãpat nga parÿhu ˆãbi nang ˆambuˆ kag
kuratsa kag ˆiban pa. As for those big

seeds, keep them in a clean place where

living things are not going such as rats

and cockroaches and other things also.

cf saguˆsuˆ 1a
busˆak v Someone splits wood.

nagabusˆak Nagapangagad na si Lusyu sa
ˆinda bayay; kãda hãpun nagasinãyuk
ning týbiˆ, nagabusˆak kãhuy. Lucio was
already rendering a service at their
house; each afternoon [he] was fetching
water [and he] was splitting wood.

buta n a blind person Si Mãming nga
manghud ni Sulidad hu, ˆang ginˆasãwa,
hay ˆadtu ˆang buta. Mameng, the

younger sibling of Solidad, the one he

married, that one is a blind person.

butanug n undercooked rice {The result of

insufficient water in the rice pot or

insufficient heat under the pot.}

butang 1a n a thing Wayaˆ ning ˆimpusibli
nga butang kung ginagustu mu. No

thing is impossible if [it] is wanted by

you. [Commonly occurs pluralized with

manga.] May manga butang kita diri sa
Rumblun nga wayaˆ ta masasayýri nga
ˆinaˆ galiˆ hay makwakwartahan. We

have things here in Romblon that are

not able to be known at all by us from

which money can surely be acquired. cf

bãgay1, daya 1a, gãmit 1a
1b ˆisa ka butang n one thing ˆAng tinãpay

kunu hay ˆisa ka butang nga ginakãˆun.
The bread, they say, is one thing that is

eaten.

2a ger the placing of something ˆAng
nagapaˆãput ning kalãyu hay ˆinutˆinut

buskad 153 butang
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ˆang butang nang baguy. The ones who

make the fire do the placing of the

coconut shells little by little.
v Someone puts something somewhere.
nagabutang ˆAng plastãda nang baguy

kung nagabutang sa býhuˆ hay pýru
pakuyub. The position of the coconut
shells when [someone] puts [them] into
the hole are all upside down.

v Something is put somewhere by
someone.

ginbutang, binutang Nagbÿlin siya ning
gãtas sa bãsu kag ginbutang sa luyu
nang ˆiya ˆungaˆ. She left milk in a glass
and it was put beside her baby.
Binutang ku ˆang ˆisdaˆ sa lamÿsa kag
hambay ku, “ˆIni hay lyãki nga tibakya
kag ˆining ˆisa hay babãyi nga tibakya.”
The fish was put on the table by me and
I said, “This is a male grasshopper and,
as for this other one, [it] is a female
grasshopper.”

nabutang Hay nyan nang sÿkund yir na
ˆaku nabutang ˆaku sa siksyun wan.
Now that I am already second year I was
able to be put in section one.

ginabutang ˆAng týbiˆ nga ˆÿmu
ginasãyud nga ginabutang sa bangaˆ
hay mahigkuˆ na. The water which you
are catching, which is being put into the
drinking water jar, is already dirty.
Kung sinˆu ˆang gustu maglimus kwarta
sa patay, ginabutang sa garapun.
Whoever wants to give a money
offering to the dead, it is put in a
collection jar.

ibutang ˆIbutang ku sa kabinit ˆang
prýtas para ˆindiˆ magkasÿraˆ. The fruit
will be put in the cabinet by me so that it
will not become rotten.

v Someone or something is that beside
which, into which, on which, through
which or where something is put or
placed by someone.

ginbutangan Wayaˆ na didtu sa ˆinda
ginbutangan ˆang pakpak ni Marya. It
was not there by them where the wings
of Mary were put.

ginabutangan Ginabutangan ˆini ninda
ning panagang sa lãwas ˆang ˆinda
ˆungaˆ. It was their children on whom
body charms were put by these ones.
Ginabutangan nina Santus ning tandaˆ

ˆang býhuˆ nang patay. The grave is that
on which a temporary grave marker is
being placed by the Santos family.

butangan Butangan mu ˆang lãta ning
maˆisut nga býhuˆ nga ˆadtu ˆang maˆÿguˆ
lang ˆang sinsilyu nga kwarta, parÿhu
nang dyis, baynti singku, salapiˆ, kag
pÿsu. [The lid of] a tin can should have a
little hole put into [it] that coins of
money will just fit through such as ten
[centavos], twenty-five [centavos], fifty
[centavos], and one peso. Naˆÿsip baya
nga maˆãyu ˆini butangan papil nga
ˆinang kagilak. It was perhaps thought
that this is that onto which it would be
good to put that shiny paper.

pagbutang mn ger the way of placing or
putting down of something somewhere
by someone Ginapusaˆ ˆang baguy bãgu
ˆibutang sa nagaˆãput nga bunut;
ˆinutˆinut ˆang pagbutang nang baguy.
The coconut shell is broken [into pieces]
before putting it on a burning husk; the
way of placing the coconut shell
[pieces] is little by little. Gamÿtun ku
ˆang ˆisa nga kamut sa pagbutang sa
mabugˆat nga batu. One hand will be
used by me in putting down the heavy
stone.

2b butãngan n a place for putting things,

a receptacle Hugãsan ˆang ˆisdaˆ kag
ˆibutang sa limpyu nga butãngan kag
ˆasinan. Wash the fish and put it into a

clean receptacle and salt it. cf lugar
2c pagkabutang n the position of someone

or something Kung ˆang ˆungaˆ, hay
maˆãyu ˆang pagkabutang sa sãkup
nang tiyan, hay ˆindiˆ maˆãgas. If for the

child, the position inside the womb is

good, it will not abort.

2d ˆisa ka butãngan n one placing of

something in or on something else ˆAng
ˆasýkar hay ˆisa na lang ka butãngan sa
kapi. The sugar is just enough for one
placing in a cup of coffee.

3 v Someone or something is endowed with

something by God.
ginabutangan Ginabutangan ˆang tãwu

ning siki pãra siya makapãnaw. People
are endowed with feet in order to be
able to walk.

4 kamutãngan n someone’s condition or

butang 154 butang
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situation ˆIndiˆ ku masayýran kung ˆanu
na ˆang kamutãngan ni Ramun sa
Tablas. I do not know what Ramon’s

situation is now in Tablas.

butãngan býyak (býyak 5) set expr a

flower vase; butãngan singsing nga
tudluˆ (tudluˆ 1b) idiom the ring finger
of either hand

butasyun n an election day
butÿka n a drugstore Gingtawˆan nang

duktur risÿta kag ˆimaw ˆadtu ˆang ˆãkun
gingbakay sa butÿka nga buyung. The

doctor gave a prescription and that is the

medicine that was bought by me at the

drugstore.

butilya 1 n a bottle Bumuˆuy ning maskin
ˆanu klãsi nang butilya basta maˆisut
ning baˆbaˆ kag butangan ning pitrulyu.
Get any kind of empty bottle but the

mouth should be small and put kerosene

into it.

2 butilya nang dyin meas n a nonspecific

or specific number of gin-bottle
measures; a volume measurement {In

small stores, liquids such as kerosene

pitrulyu or cooking oil lãna are sold by

the gin-bottle measure.} (See Appendix

19, Dry or Liquid Volume Measurement.)

sýkaˆ nga sa butilya (sýkaˆ 1d) set expr
commercially made vinegar

butingting v Someone accomplishes a

particular task.
makabutingting Pagkatýyug nang ˆungaˆ

hay makabutingting ka naman ning ˆiba
nga trabãhu. During the time of the
child’s sleeping, you will be able to
accomplish some work.

butÿti n a narrow-lined puffer fish, Arothron
immaculatus (Bloch and Schneider)

{Yellowish olive to gray above, white

below, and covered with a number of

horizontal dusky-olive lines which loop

around the gill opening on the head.

Inhabits reefs and seaweed beds in

shallow coastal waters and estuaries.}

butkun n someone’s arm ˆIbanyus halin sa
ˆagtang, sa butkun, sa dughan, likud
kag sa siki. [Alum crystals] should be

rubbed starting from the forehead, to the

arms, chest, back and feet.

butu v Eggs hatch.
mabutu ˆIgwa da ning ˆanÿtu nga kung

may nagalumyum nga manuk kag
naglÿnug nga wayaˆ pa mabutu ˆang
manga ˆitlug, ˆini nga manga ˆitlug hay
ˆindiˆ na mabutu. There is also a taboo
belief that when there is a hen sitting on
the nest and [the ground] quaked when
these eggs are not yet hatched, these
eggs will no longer hatch.

býtu n a vote
v Someone votes for a particular issue or

person.

butýnis n a button ˆAng ˆiya ˆini balayan, hay
ginahuman nga butýnis kag lãkit nang
kulintas. As for the empty shells of these

(i.e., of a map cowry mãpa), they are made

into buttons and necklace pendants. {A

button requires a buttonhole ˆuhãlis for

fastening something.} cf siradýra
butung (var butung nga niyug) 1 n a young

coconut fruit Ginadisidihan ku nga ˆaku
makabuˆuy butung pãra lang gid ˆaku
makakãˆun kay kagýtum na gid. I

decided that I should get a young
coconut so that I would be able to eat

because I was already hungry. cf niyug
2e (See Appendix 6, Stages of Coconut

Fruits.)

2 pamutung v Someone gathers young
coconuts. [nagpamutung gathered young

coconuts]
magpinamýtung inf to keep on gathering

young coconuts Ginghambay ku gãniˆ
ˆang ˆãkun manga ˆungaˆ nga lyãki nga
kung puydi ˆindiˆ ˆãnay sinda
magpinãnaw nga magpinamýtung. My
male children were told by me that if
possible they should not keep on walking
around to keep on gathering young
coconuts.

býtuˆ 1 n the penis of a male {A somewhat

vulgar word.} syn tuliˆ 1
2 býtuˆ mu inj Your penis! {An offensive

interjection malawˆay nga hambayãnun
spoken to someone to indicate anger or

extreme displeasure with that person.}

cf tuliˆ 2
3 punta nang býtuˆ n the glans penis of a

male {A somewhat vulgar expression.}

syn punta nang tuliˆ (tuliˆ 3)

butasyun 155 býtuˆ
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butˆýhan n a butuan cooking banana
bearing a seeded fruit, Musa errans var.

botohan {Commonly eaten either

boiled or fried.} (See sãging 1a, Kinds
of Bananas for table. See Appendix 3,

Kinds of Cultigens.)

buwas (var bwas) 1 adv tomorrow
Matýyug na kita kay buwas sa ˆãga hay
may parãda. We will sleep now because

tomorrow morning there will be a

parade. (See Appendix 16, Times

Relative to Now.)

2 ˆisa nga buwas ti adv the day after
tomorrow (See Appendix 16, Times

Relative to Now.)

býwaˆ n a white coconut ball which forms

inside a coconut feeding the developing

shoots and roots {Also refers to

something like a white ball which is said

to sometimes be expelled from the

uterus when a woman gives birth.}

Kung siya kunu ˆini magkãˆun nang
manga madayýnut nga pagkãˆun hay
may magaluwas sa ˆiya parti; ˆimaw
ˆinaˆ ˆang ginatawag nga býwaˆ. When

she (i.e., a pregnant woman), they say,

eats these slippery foods, there is

something which comes out of her

private parts; that is what is called white
coconut ball. (See Appendix 7, Parts of

a Coconut Fruit.)

buyad v Someone sun-dries something.
mabuyad Kami na lang kunu ˆang

mabuyad na manga yãki. We men, they
say, are the ones who will sun-dry [the
net].

v Something is sun-dried by someone.
gingbuyad ˆÃmun ˆadtu gingdaya sa

luwas ˆang banig kag ˆãmun gingbuyad.
The mat was brought outside by us and
was sun-dried by us.

buyarun Hugãsan ˆang ˆisdaˆ kag ˆasinan.
Buyarun sa luwas sa maˆÿnit nga lugar.
The fish should be washed and salted.
[It] should be sun-dried outside in a
hot place [in the sunlight].

buyad, pagbuyad ger someone’s sun-
drying of something Manga tuyu ka
ˆadlaw buyad, ˆuga nga dãˆan ˆang niyug
basta tudutýdu ˆang sÿlak maghãpun.
About three days of sun-drying, the

coconuts will be dry without delay
provided the sunlight is very strong the
whole day. ˆAng ˆýna nga sÿlut nga gintaˆu
kay Magbayýtu hay ˆang pagbuyad ning
dãwa sa baybay dãpat hay ˆihãluˆ ˆang
dãwa sa baybay. The first punishment
which was given to Magbayoto was the
sun-drying of the pearl millet seeds on
the beach.

buyag 1a v Someone or something leaves
someone or something else; people or

things separate from each other. May
yãraˆ naman nga byýda nga ˆang
ginaˆasãwa liwat hay lyãki nga buyag
sa ˆasãwa. There are some widow ladies

who marry men who separated from

their wives.
nagbuyag Nagbuyag gãniˆ kami ˆadtu

nina Berto. We left Berto and the others.
magabuyag Kung ˆãkun gid pilÿtun, daw

magabuyag ˆang manga halublaks. If
[they] will be forced by me, perhaps the
hollow blocks will separate [from each
other].

magbuyag ˆIndiˆ na magbuyag sa ˆãkun,
kay gustu kunu niya manunut sa ˆãkun
pabayay. [He] will no longer leave me
because, they say, he wants to join me in
going to our house.

sigbuyãgan dist v Two or more each leave
a particular person, place or thing.

magsigbuyãgan Pagkatãpus nãmun
punpun, magsigbuyãgan na kami.
After our picking up [of the coupons],
we each left.

binuyãgan agf recip v Two or more
separate from each other.

nagbinuyãgan Nagbinuyãgan na kami
kay maduyum na. We separated from
each other because it was already dark.

magabinuyãgan Ngãniˆ nakaˆÿsip da siya
na siya hay makari na lang sa ˆãmun
bayay kay magabinuyãgan matýˆud
kami. Hay tutal kasýgut na gida kami
ˆadtu. She thought that she would just
come to our house because otherwise
we truly would separate from each
other. Anyway, we were already
engaged.

magbinuyãgan Bahãyaˆ na, magbinuyãgan
na lang kita. Never mind, we will just
separate from each other.
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pagbuyag ti ger after or upon the leaving
or separating of two or more Pagbuyag
ninda magˆasawa, naglinýhud si
Plurintÿna sa ˆaltar kag nagdasay nga
makabãlik sa ˆiya ning buhiˆ ˆang ˆiya
ˆasãwa. After the married couple’s
separating, Florentina kept on kneeling
at the altar and prayed that her husband
would be able to come back to her alive.

kabuyagbuyag v Two or more become
separated from each other.

nagkabuyagbuyag Nagkabuyagbuyag
kami; ˆang ˆiban yadtu sa ˆisa nga mutur.
We all became separated; some were
there at the other pumpboat. cf bãyaˆ,
bÿlin, lãyas ant nunut

1b Someone separates something from

something else.
bumuyag Hay nakaˆÿsip da ngãniˆ ˆaku,

mas maˆãyu pa, nga nãkun, bumuyag na
lang bayay kita ˆagud nãkun makatuˆun
nãkun kita sa pagpangabuhiˆ. What I
thought was that it would be better, I
said, for us to separate our house [from
that of our parents] so that we two could
learn about the way of living.

v Something is separated from something
else by someone.

ˆibuyag ˆIbuyag ˆang binuntan nga niyug
sa bunut. The husked coconuts will be
separated from the coconut husks.

v Something is separated from something
else by someone.

ginabuyagbuyag Ginabuyagbuyag ˆang
kãda panig nang buli. Each buri leaf
section is separated from the others.

2 buyagbuyag adj Two or more are

disunited in belief or purpose. Kung
kita buyagbuyag, wayaˆ kita prugrÿsu. If
we are disunited, we will not have

progress.

býyak 1a n a flower; the inflorescence of a

plant Pãra makahuman nang ˆisa ka
libra nga dugus, ˆang ˆisa nga putyýkan
kahinangyãnun gid nga magbalikbãlik
sa býyak ning kinsi mil kabãlik. So that

it will be able to make one pound of

honey, one honeybee must go back to

the flowers fifteen thousand times. (See

Appendix 5, Parts of a Coconut Palm.)

1b n an ornamental flowering plant, such as

rose rus, hibiscus China rose gumamÿla,

gardenia rusal
2 v a plant blooms

nagabýyak Halin sa kung pila ka lÿbu
nga klãsi nga tanum nga nagabýyak,
nga ˆigwa ning niktar. Coming from
thousands of kinds of plants that bloom,
there is nectar.

3 buyakbuyãkan n flower-designed cloth
or clothing

4 kabuyãkan n a flower bed ˆAng dugus
hay býnga nang rilasyun nang manga
putyýkan kag ˆiba pa klãsi nga manga
ˆalimbubýyug nga nagadãpuˆ sa manga
kabuyãkan. Honey is the result of the

relationship between honeybees and

different kinds of insects that land on the

flower beds. (See Appendix 20, Groups

of Animals, People, Things.)

5 butãngan býyak n a flower vase
buyang1 n a grouper fish {There are

numerous species: spotted Epinephelus
macrospilus; honeycomb Epinephelus
merra; areolate Epinephelus areolatus;
speckle-finned Epinephelus summana;

brown-marbled Epinephelus fuscoguttatus;
marbled Epinephelus microdon; black-

tippedor red-bandedEpinephelus fasciatus;
six-banded Epinephelus sexfasciatus;
wavy-lined Epinephelus undulosus;
speckled Epinephelus hoedtii. See also

banãhan, sulig, ˆinid.}

buyang2 n a fighting cock’s spur
býyang1 1a n a cockfight Napirdi ˆaku sa

býyang kahãpun ning ˆisa ka lÿbu. I lost

one thousand [pesos] yesterday in a

cockfight. cf dirbi
1b v Someone gambles on a cock in

cockfighting.
nagbýyang Nagbýyang ˆaku kahãpun

kag napirdi ˆaku. I gambled on a cock
yesterday and I lost.

býyang2 v A newlywed couple dance a
money-pinning dance.

ginabýyang Sinda nga duha hay
ginabýyang; ˆang tiglyaki masabˆit ning
kwarta sa bãruˆ nang babãyi. The
[newlywed] couple dance a money-
pinning dance; the engaged man’s close
relatives will pin money onto the dress of
the girl.

buyangan 1a n a fighting cock used in

býyak 157 buyangan
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cockfight gambling.

1b n a cockpit Kung Duminggu kadãmuˆ
ˆang tãwu sa buyangan. On Sunday

many people are at the cockpit. {A

cockpit consists of an arena where the

cocks fight with seats surrounding it for

spectators and gamblers.}

buyatuk n a strawberry-top mollusk,

Clanculus pharaonius. ˆAng buyatuk nga
lawudnun hay lãbut kulur mapuyapuya
ˆang ˆiya kulur nga may bãtuk nga
mabirdibirdi. As for the deep-sea

strawberry-top mollusk, [it] has a

different color; its color is light red with

light green marks.

buyaw1 n a blue-and-gold fusilier fish, Caesio
caerulaureus (Lacepede) {Metallic blue

above and silvery white below. A broad

gold stripe extends from the head, just

above the lateral line, to the upper caudal

lobe. Found around inshore reefs to 40

m.}

buyaw2 n & adj Someone is a late riser, is
late in rising in the morning. Si Marta
hay buyaw; gãniˆ pirmi lang siya ˆulÿhi
sa ˆiskwilahan. Martha is a late riser;

that’s why she is always late for school.
v Someone rises late in the morning.
nagabýyaw Si Nilda hay pirmi lang

nagabýyaw; gãniˆ gingpahalin siya
nang ˆiya ˆãmu. Nelda always rises late;
that’s why her boss let her go [from her
job].

buyaw3 (see kabubuyaw) an event, a

person is humorous
buyãwis n a streaked rabbitfish, Siganus javus

(Linn.) {Deep-bodied, greenish gray with

small silvery spots on the nape and above

the lateral line. The face, anal and ventral

fins are yellowish. Inhabits rocky and

sandy areas in brackish water areas such

as mangrove swamps and bays.}
n a white-dotted rabbitfish, Siganus

canaliculatus (Park) {Shallow-bodied,
olive to brownish above, silvery white
below and covered with distinct white
dots. Inhabits reefs with abundant
seaweed.}

buyaˆ 1 n bubbles, froth, suds
2 v Water bubbles; soap, water forms suds,

a mouth froths.

nagabuyaˆ Kung nagagutas si Rinãtu,
hay nagabuyaˆ ˆang ˆiya baˆbaˆ. When
Renato has an epilepsy seizure, his
mouth froths.

buybuy 1 n fine or wooly body hair of

animals and humans; body feathers of

chickens or birds; hairy fibers of the

hard shell of a coconut or any other

object ˆIni ˆang bukay nga manuk ˆang
buybuy ˆini hay pýru gid putiˆ. As for

this white chicken, its body feathers are

all white. Pagkatãpus latak nang niyug
ginabuˆuy ˆang buybuy nga nabilin.
After breaking open a coconut, the

hairy fibers which are left are removed.

cf sabuysabuy 1
2 v Body feathers, body hair, hairy fibers

are picked off by someone from the

body or surface of something.
ginahimuybuyan Kung nabuntan na ˆang

niyug ginahimuybuyan pa gid kay
ˆigway nabibilin nga sabuysabuy. If the
coconuts are already husked, [they] still
have hairy fibers [that are] attempted
to be picked off because there are fibers
that happen to be frequently left.

buyna (see hilba buyna) a hilba buyna
shrub

buynasan n a coconut-husking stick Sa
pagbunut naman nang niyug, mahuman
ka ˆãnay ning buynasan. In husking a

coconut, first you will make a

coconut-husking stick.

buyug1 adj A fruit is unripe. cf hilaw 1a
buyug2 adj A man is bald. cf kalbu
býyuk (var of býyuk nang niyug (niyug 3))

an unopened coconut inflorescence
buyung 1 n a pharmaceutical or herbal

medicine used for curing a sickness in

humans, animals, plants ˆAng manga
buyung nga ginagãmit sa pagsãpuˆ hay
duyaw, kusuy, lubigan kag ˆãpug. As for

the medicines that are used in curing

skin irritations, [they] are turmeric

rhizomes, kusuy rhizomes, lubigan
rhizomes and lime powder. Kung
magˆugduk ning bayay nga bagˆu, bãgu
ˆibutang ˆang halÿgi sa býhuˆ butangan
ˆãnay ning buyung ˆang kãda buhuˆ.
When [you] build a new house, before

the foundation posts will be put into the

buyatuk 158 buyung
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holes, each hole should have [herbal]

medicine put into [them to ward off evil

spirits]. cf midisÿna
2 v Someone medically treats an illness,

someone else.
magabuyung Kung may dipirinsya ˆang

ˆisa sa ˆãtun hay ˆaku mismu ˆang
magabuyung. If there is someone in our
family who has a health problem, I am
the one who will medically treat
[them].

v Something, as medicine, is used by
someone to medically treat a person,
animal, an illness.

ˆibuyung ˆÃbir ˆanu nga buyung ˆang ˆÿmu
ˆibuyung basta ginapisti ˆang manuk
wayaˆ ka gid ning mahuman. Whatever
medicines will be used by you to
medically treat [an animal disease],
when chickens are attacked by fowl pox
you cannot do anything.

v An animal, person, a sickness is
medically treated by a herbalist
miyugbýyung or a medical doctor
duktur.

ginabuyung Kung ginabuyung ˆini nang
ˆalbularyu hay tyad ˆini: nagabuˆuy siya
ning kapisnguy nga luyˆa, ginahÿbuˆ sa
ˆagtang, sa kamut, kag sa siki ning
pakurus kag ˆang ˆalbularyu hay
nagakutibkutib ˆang ˆiya baˆbaˆ kag
nagapinanghuyˆab. When [a soul-
inflicted disease] is medically treated by
this herbalist, it is like this: she gets a
piece of ginger, rubs it on the forehead,
hands and feet as a cross and, as for the
herbalist, her mouth murmurs and [she]
keeps on yawning.

pagbuyung ger someone’s medically
treating of an animal, someone else, a
sickness ˆIni naman ˆang manuk nga
bukay ˆigwa da ˆini ning ˆimpurtanti nga
gãmit kay ˆini hay ginagãmit nang
manga ˆalbularyu sa pagbuyung labi na
gid ˆinaˆ ˆang ginatawag nga “bÿˆaw.”
As for these white chickens, there is
another important use because they are
what are used by herbalists for
medically treating [a sickness],
especially what is called “exorcising of
evil spirits.”

pabuyung caus v An animal, person, a

sickness is allowed by someone to be
medically treated by someone else, as
a herbalist miyugbýyung or a medical
doctor duktur.

ginapabuyung Nagagrãbi ˆãnay ˆang
ˆÿmu hãyup nga ginapabuyung bãgu
sinda ˆumabut. Your domestic animals
which are allowed [by you] to be
medically treated become serious
before they (i.e., herbalists) come.

3 miyugbýyung n a herbalist; that is, a

specialist in the use of herbal medicines

ˆIni ˆang ˆitlug nang nÿtib nga manuk hay
ˆimaw ˆang ginagãmit nang manga
miyugbýyung kung sinda nagakilÿbit.
The eggs of the local chickens are the

ones used by herbalists when they

divine an illness with an egg. syn

ˆalbularyu (See miyug-, Words with
Miyug- for table.)

býyus (see sulig mabýyus) a yellow-
striped caesio fish, black-tipped
fusilier fish, slender fusilier fish

býyuˆ n a betel pepper vine or leaf, Piper
betle (Linn.) {Leaves are mixed with

betel nuts býnga 2 and lime ˆãpug for a

stimulating chew.}

buyˆa, buyˆun (see buˆuy1 1a)

buˆak 1a meas n a nonspecific or specific

number of pieces of something cut,

broken or split off ˆAng nagasaksak
nang lýgit, ˆang kãda ka buˆak nang
lýgit nga niyug hay ˆupat ka lasaklasak.
In the cutting of copra into pieces, every

piece of copra is cut into four parts. Pila
ka buˆak ˆang ˆãkun humanun? How

many pieces shall I make? Tuyu ka
buˆak. Three pieces.

1b binuˆak (var kabuˆak) n a half piece of

something divided into two parts, as a

fruit, a nut; one of a pair Ginaˆitsa sa
tapãhan ˆang binuˆak nga niyug. The

coconut-half pieces are placed on the

smoking rack. Kaˆýnun ku ˆang kabuˆak
nga tinãpay. I will eat a half piece of

bread. [For another function of kabuˆak,

see 2a below.]

1c v Something is broken, broken off,
broken open, split apart lengthwise by

someone.
ginabuˆak Nagasãkaˆ ˆaku sa ˆibãbaw kag

býyus 159 buˆak
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didtu ku mismu ginabuˆak sa ˆibãbaw. I
climbed up [a coconut palm] and
[coconuts] were broken off by me right
there at the top.

buˆakun Buˆakun ˆang tirik; pagkatãpus
kutsarãhun ˆang ˆunud. The sea urchin
should be broken open; afterwards the
meat should be spooned out. Buˆakun
ku ˆang kawãyan kay humanun ku nga
saguyung. The bamboo will be split
apart by me because I will make it into
a trough.

mabuˆak Kung ˆÿmu sukãtun ˆang sÿhiˆ,
dãpat pakut ˆang ˆÿmu gamÿtun kay ˆagud
hay ˆindiˆ mabuˆak ˆang ˆiya ning
balayan. If the mollusk meat is pried out
by you, what should be used by you is a
safety pin so that its shell will not be
accidentally broken. (See bãliˆ, Things
Broken and Ways Broken for table.)

2a kabuˆak n one side of two sides or the

other side of an object; one half or the

other half of an object; one object of a

pair of objects ˆAng ˆinda gãniˆ ˆini ning
kabuˆak nga balayan hay nagasaput sa
batu. Only their one side (i.e., one valve

of a mollusk) sticks onto the stone.

Yadtu na kami sa ˆinda bayay sa lanas
didtu sa kabuˆak. We were there at their

house at the rice field there on the other
side. Kabuˆak nga gamut nang tyÿku
kag kabuˆak nga gamut nang ˆãtis, ˆÿmu
ˆinaˆ tadtarun kag laˆgaˆun sa týbiˆ nga
ˆisa ka bãsu, kag pagkatãpus ˆimaw
ˆadtu ˆang ˆÿmu ˆinumun. One half of a

soursop root and one half of a sugar

apple root should be cut into pieces by

you and should be boiled in one glass of

water, and afterwards that is what

should be drunk by you. Marya, kung
yadtu ka lang, nakÿtaˆ mu gid ˆang
kagwãpa na babãyi kag nabilin ngãniˆ
ˆang ˆiya kabuˆak na sapãtus. Mary, if

you had just been there, a very beautiful

lady would have been seen by you and

that one of her shoes had been left

behind. [For another function of

kabuˆak, see 1b above.]

2b masigkabýˆak adv on each side, of two

sides ˆAng dãyum nang pagkutkut hay
manga duha ka dãngaw masigkabýˆak.

The depth of the digging is about two

hand spans (i.e., thumb to middle

finger) on each side.

binuˆak nga niyug (see niyug 2c) set

expr a coconut-half piece
buˆãlaw n coconut-flavored corn ˆInaˆ ˆang

buˆãlaw nga ginatawag, hay ginalaˆgaˆ
ˆinaˆ ˆang maˆis hasta nga magyutaˆ. That

which is called coconut-flavored corn,

that is corn which is boiled until it

becomes tender. {Made by boiling corn

grains maˆis in water or coconut milk

extract gataˆ 1 until tender. Usually eaten

with grated coconut niyug nga kinãyus
(kãyos 2) and a little salt ˆasin 1a or sugar

ˆasýkar. Used as a snack food and,

during wartime, as a main meal.}

buˆang adj Someone is deranged or foolish.

Parÿhu ˆikaw ˆinaˆ ning buˆang kay ˆikaw
lang da ˆinaˆ nga ˆisa ˆang nagasinggit.
It is as though you are deranged
because you are alone shouting.

buˆangbuˆang int adj Someone is very
deranged or very foolish. Buˆangbuˆang
ka kung ˆindiˆ ka magpasýgut. You are
very foolish if you will not agree [with
me].

magpinabuˆang imper v Someone behaves
foolishly or in a deranged manner.
ˆAyaw ˆãbi diraˆ magpinabuˆang! Do not
always behave foolishly!

pabýˆang n A particular action is foolish-
ness. Hay hambay naman ni Kumpadri
Rýki sa ˆãkun hay pabýˆang gãniˆ kunu.
What Co-parent-in-law Roque said to me
was that [that] was surely foolishness, he
said. syn kalukýhan (lýku 1b) cf býruy,
gãgu 1, tuntu 1, turpi 1

buˆãya n a crocodile
buˆuk 1a n a whole piece of an egg or a

coconut; i.e., a whole egg or a whole

coconut Kung ˆang ˆisa nga manuk hay
nagˆitlug; yãraˆ ˆang ˆitlug nagaˆabut sa
dýsi ˆu trÿsi buˆuk. When a particular

chicken is laying eggs, those eggs reach

to twelve or thirteen whole pieces. Sa
niyan, nagalýgit na ˆaku ning subra
sayis mil buˆuk kãda tatlu ka býlan. As

of now, I am making more than six

thousand whole pieces of copra every

three months. (See bÿlug1 1a, Pieces of

buˆãlaw 160 buˆuk
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Things for table.)

1b meas n a nonspecific or specific number

of egg or coconut whole pieces or units,
commonly one through ten, uncommonly

eleven and above [The number is

followed by the number ligature ka.]

Kumãyus ka ning niyug nga duha ka
buˆuk kag pagkatãpus mu ning kãyus,
ipriparar ˆang kayãhaˆ nga lutýˆan nang
balitsaw. Grate two whole pieces of

coconut and upon your completion of

grating, prepare the frying pan in which

you are going to cook the salted fish

delicacy.

1c binuˆuk adj Something is done to

coconuts or eggs by the whole piece.
Ginbaligyaˆ ku ˆang niyug ning binuˆuk. I

sold the coconuts by the whole piece. cf

binÿlug (bÿlug1 1c), pinidãsu (pidãsu 1c)
býˆung v Someone breaks something into

pieces.
nagbýˆung Si Maryu ˆang nagbýˆung

nang bangaˆ. It was Mario who broke
the drinking water jar.

v Something is broken into pieces by
someone.

nabýˆung Nabýˆung ˆang tãsa kay
nahýyug sa simintu. The cup happened
to be broken because it was dropped on
the cement [floor].

buˆung adj a broken item Natimakan ku
ˆang buˆung nga butilya. I happened to
step on a broken bottle. {Speech of
older people.} syn bãsag (See bãliˆ,
Things Broken and Ways Broken for
table.)

buˆut 1a n someone’s heart as the seat of

emotion Nagsabat lang siya ning
“Hýˆu,” pÿru daw wayaˆ gid sa ˆiya
buˆut, kay kalayuˆlãyuˆ gid ˆang ˆiya
ginaˆÿsip. She just answered “Yes,” but

it [i.e., her answer] was not in her heart,
because the one she was thinking about

was very far away. Kahinangyãnun ta
gid ˆang maˆÿsug ˆang ˆãtun buˆut nga
ˆikaw makatrabãhu sa paghurnal. [It]

will certainly be needed by us that our

hearts be courageous [so] that one is

able to engage in manual labor [on a

ship]. cf pýsuˆ 1, tagipusýˆun
1b maˆãyu nga buˆut n Someone is

good-hearted; i.e., they are gentle or

kind. Nagapasalãmat gid gãniˆ kami
magnanay kay may maˆãyu nga buˆut
ˆang nakasambat sa ˆãmun. We, mother

and son, were very thankful because

those who were able to intercept us were

good-hearted.

2 kabýˆut (var mabýˆut) adj Someone is

gentle, kind. ˆÃbir ˆanu nga kabýˆut ˆang
tãwu, basta sya hay magˆinum nang tyad
ˆini nga manga ˆilimnãnun, ˆinaˆ ˆang
nakakabayung; makikÿtaˆ mu gid ˆang
ˆipiktu. Even though a person is gentle, if

he drinks intoxicating drinks like these,

that is what causes one to repeatedly

become drunk; the effects can really be

seen by you. Nagapasalãmat ˆaku kay
nakakÿtaˆ ˆakuy ˆasãwa nga mabýˆut kag
mapinalanggãˆun ginadipãra ˆang ˆãkun
manga ˆungaˆ nga wayaˆ pay ˆasãwa. I

give thanks because I was able to find a

husband who is kind and who lovingly

takes care of my children who still have

no spouses.
kabuˆutbýˆut int adj Someone is very

gentle, very kind.

3 v Someone acts appropriately.
magapakabýˆut Magapakabýˆut ˆaku

didtu kay kabýˆut sina ˆUlÿba sa ˆãkun
kag palanggaˆ pa ˆaku ninda. I will act
appropriately there because Oliva and
companions are good to me and they
love me.

magbýˆut imper v Act appropriately!
Bÿni, magbýˆut ka didtu! ˆIndiˆ ka
magpasabyaw sa ˆÿmu lýlu kag lýla!
Benny, act appropriately there! Do
not disobey your grandfather and
grandmother!

buˆuy1 1a v Someone gets, removes, steals
or takes something from a person, thing

or place. Mabakay ˆaku ˆadtu ning ˆisdaˆ,
hay wayaˆ ning buˆuy; wayaˆ ˆaku
kabakay. I was going to buy fish, [but I]

got none; I was unable to buy [any].
nagbuˆuy Niyan pagˆãgi ku kay Nãna

Lusit, nagbuˆuy ˆaku duha ka putus nga
tinãpay. At the time when I passed by
the place of Aunt Lucit, I got two
packages of bread.

nakabuˆuy Nagulpÿhan si Dãdung;

býˆung 161 buˆuy1
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nakabuˆuy sipuy, dinugkay niya si
Tibuˆ. Dadong was startled; he was able
to get a knife [and] Tibo was stabbed by
him.

mabuˆuy Diˆin ka mabuˆuy nang ˆÿmu
kakaˆýnun masunud nga ˆadlaw? Where
will you get that which you will be able
to eat the next day?

magbuˆuy Kung ˆikaw magbuˆuy ˆini nga
sÿhiˆ, dãpat tutukun mu ˆang ˆiya býhuˆ.
If you get this [kind of] shell, it should
be that its hole will be carefully looked
at repeatedly by you.

magbuˆuy imper v Get something!
Remove something! Steal something!
Take something! ˆAng ˆiban sa ˆindu,
hay magbuˆuy nang pÿliˆ nga balayan
nang sÿhiˆ! As for some of you, get
selected empty shells of mollusks!

magbuˆuy inf to get, remove, steal or take
something Nagsýguˆ ˆang miyugbýyung
nga magbuˆuy ning dãhun nang
sambung kag pumabakay ning rãbing
ˆalkuhul. The herbalist instructed [them]
to get leaves of the sambung herb and
[she] let rubbing alcohol be bought.

v Something is gotten, removed, stolen or
taken from a person, place, or thing by
someone or something.

ginbuˆuy Ginbuˆuy nang nanay nga
ˆambuˆ ˆang dãhun kag ginhÿmuˆ nga
pýgad. Leaves were gotten by the
mother rat and made into a nest.

ginabuˆuy Kay Tatay ku, ginabuˆuy ˆang
ginagastus ku sa manga ˆintirisãdu nga
ˆungaˆ magˆiskwÿla. From my Father,
that which I am spending for the
children who are interested to go to
school is being gotten [by me].

buyˆun ˆAng ˆunud nga yadtu didtu sa
suyud, ˆimaw ˆadtu ˆang ˆÿmu buyˆun. As
for the contents that are there inside,
they are what will be gotten by you.

mabuˆuy Dãpat hay hugãsan mu ˆang
planggãna pãra mabuˆuy ˆadtu ˆang
kabãhuˆ. It should be that you will wash
the basin so that the bad smell will be
able to be removed.

buyˆa imper v Something must or should
be gotten by someone. Kung puydi lang
patiˆ ˆinang banig buyˆa na lang kag
ˆimaw ˆinang ˆitãbun sa ˆindu. If possible,
that mat should just be gotten and that is

what will be used to cover yourselves.
v Someone, something, or a place has

something gotten, removed or taken
from it or them by someone or
something else; someone is robbed of
something.

ginbuyˆan Nang nakaˆýba na ˆaku nang
ˆãkun tÿsirt, ginbuyˆan ˆaku hartbit nang
duktur. After I removed my
short-sleeved undershirt, I had [my]
heartbeat taken by the doctor.

nabuyˆan Nabuyˆan ˆaku ning gãna sa
ˆãkun ˆasãwa kay kapintas siya. I had
affection towards my husband taken
[from me] because he is cruel.
Nabuyˆan si ˆUlibir ning silpun. Oliver
happened to be robbed of his cell
phone.

pagabuyˆan loc ger someone’s place for
getting something ˆAri nga ˆãga
nagkadtu sinda didtu sa ˆãtun
pagabuyˆan nang týbiˆ. This morning
they went there to our place for getting
water.

pabuˆuy caus v Someone lets someone else
get, remove, steal or take something
from someone, something, a place.

nagpabuˆuy Nang pagkaˆãga hay
nagpabuˆuy ˆaku ning litrãtu kag nang
masunud na manga ˆinadlaw hay
nagbuˆuy na kami nang pasapurti. In the
morning I let [someone] take a picture
and the next day we got the passport.

v Something is allowed by someone to be
gotten, removed or taken by someone
else from someone, something, a place.

ginpabuˆuy Ginpabuˆuy sa ˆambuˆ ˆang
dãhun pãra ˆipakÿtaˆ sa ˆiya. The [rolled
banana] leaf was allowed to be gotten
from the rat in order that it would be
shown to it (i.e., to the dog).

1b buˆuy nga bilug v Someone gets
something as a whole.

gingbuˆuy nga bilug Gingbuˆuy ku nga
bilug ˆang ˆunud nang ˆýbi sa ˆidãyum
nang dýtaˆ The root of the greater yam
was gotten by me as a whole from the
ground.

buˆuy ning ginhãwa (ginhãwa 3) set expr
Someone faints, loses consciousness.
buˆuy ˆanimu (ˆanimu 2) set expr Some-

one faints, loses consciousness.

buˆuy1 162 buˆuy1
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buˆuy2 n the heel of a foot or shoe

bwilta v Someone or something returns to a

person, place, or object.
bumwilta Hay bumwilta pakari ˆinaˆ si

Binung dri sa bayay kag humambay sa
ˆãkun nga, “Bakwit kita.” Benong
returned here to the house and said to
me, “We should evacuate.” cf bãlik

byãhi 1 n a journey Kung ˆang ˆisa ka tãwu
hay pakadtýˆun sa byãhi kag
nakasumpung siya ning ˆitum nga
ˆuning ˆinaˆ kunu siya hay
madidisgrasya. If a person is about to

go on a journey and he happens to

meet a black cat, that one, they say,

will surely have an accident.

2 v Someone travels or a vehicle runs to a

particular place.
nagbyãhi Nagpangitaˆ si Milba ning

sayakyan; ˆadtu da nga ˆýras wayaˆ gid
bÿsan ˆisa nga dyip nga nagbyãhi.
Melba looked for a vehicle [but] at that
time there wasnˆt even one jeepney that
ran.

nagabyãhi Ta niyan, nang kami
nagabyãhi na, dãmuˆ gid ˆang ˆãkun
naˆagihan nga kasakÿtan; kag ˆisa pa,
wayaˆ kami týyug kay wayaˆ kami
higdãˆan kay punuˆ ˆang tihÿras. Now
that we are already traveling, there are
many bad experiences of mine which
cause me to suffer; and another thing,
we donˆt have sleep because the cots [on
the ship] are full of passengers.

mabyãhi ˆAng maˆãyu baya hay mabyãhi
kita pakadtu sa Manÿlaˆ; kadtuˆun ta ˆang
ˆãtun manga ˆungaˆ. What is perhaps
good is that we will travel to Manila; our
children will be visited by us.

pagbyãhi ger someone’s traveling to a
particular location Pagˆabut ku gid ˆinaˆ,
tumýyug na ˆaku kay kabudlaybudlay
gãniˆ ˆaku sa byãhi. Upon my arrival at
that time, I then slept because I was very
tired in traveling. Kung nakaprisintar
na ˆang manga kyasãyun ginabãwal na
diraˆ ˆang pagbyãhi sa malayuˆ nga lugar
nga matabuk pa ning dãgat kay madaliˆ
kunu maˆaksidinti. When couples about
to be married are already able to apply
for [a marriage license], traveling to a
far place in which [they] will still pass

over the sea is forbidden because it is
easy, they say, to have an accident.

byanwag 1 n a swordfish
2 pangbyanwag pur ger A particular kind

of net is used for catching swordfish.

ˆIni naman ˆang pýkut nga pangbyanwag
ˆini klãsi nang pýkut hay naylun. As for

this net which is for catching sword-
fish, this kind of net is [made of] nylon

[material].

byanwag tangkaliˆ n a black-spot needlefish,

Strongylura strongylura (van Hasselt)

{Black spot at the base of the rounded

caudal fin. Olive above and silvery white

below. Schools on surface waters.}

Byarnis (var Byirnis) 1 n Friday ˆIndiˆ si
Lÿlay kakatýyug kay Byarnis na; maˆabut
na ˆang Sursugun; malarga na siya. Lilay

cannot sleep because it is already

Friday; the [ship named] Sorsogon will

arrive now; she will leave.
ˆadlaw nang Byirnis adv on a Friday

Kung ˆadlaw nang Byirnis kung ˆãga pa
ˆang bapur nagalaktud na lang ˆaku sa
bakýyud. When [it is] on a Friday, if the
ship is early I just take a shortcut over
the mountain [to save time reaching the
ship]. (See Appendix 17, Days of the
Week.)

2 Byarnis Santu (var Byirnis Santu) n
Good Friday Kung Byarnis Santu
ˆigwa ning prusisyun. Ginaprusisyun
ˆang ribultu ni Hisus nga nagapasˆan
ning krus. When it is Good Friday,

there is a procession. They carry in

procession around the town an image of

Jesus carrying the cross.

byayýbay n a branch of a coconut stem
tangãya 1a on which the fruit grows

byu- 1 ac/g loc ger pref someone’s being the

accessory or goal of an action [This

affix occurs with an accessory, goal or

location (locative) focused substantive.]

Accessory focus: ˆAng patakaran ninda
wayay byubaligyaˆ litsun basta ˆang
litsun yãraˆ sa ˆinda kantin. Their

regulation [was] no roast pork being
sold except for roast pork there in their

canteen. Location focus: Gumulpi da
býnuk ˆang ˆuyan; ngãniˆ daw sa ˆãkun
kahadluk kag daw sa ˆãkun byubantaˆ,

buˆuy2 163 byu-
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hay daw mabagyu gid. The rain quickly

pelted down; so in my fear and in my

being threatened, it seemed as though

there would be a strong typhoon. cf

kaCV-, pag- 1a
2 n derv pref derives a noun [bakýyud

mountain, byubakýyud hillside]

Dumyãgan ˆang ˆãyam pakadtu sa
byubakýyud kag nagtinãngis ning
katunugtýnug. The dog ran, going to

the hillside, and kept on crying very

loudly.

byýda (var byýdu) n a widow, a widower
May yãraˆ naman nga byýda nga ˆang
ginaˆasãwa liwat hay lyãki nga buyag sa
ˆasãwa. There are some widows who take

men who are separated [from their wives]

as their husbands. ˆAng dalãga nga
nagakanta sa ˆabýhan mintras siya
nagalýtuˆ hay makakaˆasãwa ning byýdu.
A young lady who sings at the cooking

place while she is cooking will surely

happen to take a widower as a spouse.
byýda nga babãyi n a widow woman May

yãraˆ nga byýda nga babãyi nga ˆang

naˆaˆasãwa liwat hay sultÿru nga may
ˆidad na. There are some widow women
in which, as for those who were
consistently able to be married a second
time [by them, they] were unmarried
middle-aged men.

byýdu nga lyãki n a widower Kung ˆang
byýdu nga lyãki hay ˆang ˆiya naˆasãwa
liwat hay dalãga, ˆini hay ˆubligãdu gid
siya nga magpangasawa. If a widower is
able to take a young lady as a spouse a
second time, he is obliged to court [her].
(See Appendix 23, Social Relationships.)

byukãwi n a bayog bamboo, Dendrocalamus
merrillianus (Elm.) {A climbing bamboo

with a circumference of up to 4 cm to 5

cm.} genr kawãyan 1
byýti kultyur (var kultyur) n beauty

culture, i.e., the enhancement of one’s

physical appearance Pagˆabut ku sa
Manÿlaˆ, nagpaˆinrul naman ˆaku sa
ˆiskwilahan nang patahÿˆan ning
sayway, kag sa byýti kultyur. When I

arrived in Manila, I was allowed to

enroll in a sewing school for trousers

and in [a school of] beauty culture.

C

CV- 1 ver aff Reduplication of the first

consonant and vowel of a stem

indicates that the action of a verb or

the state of an adjective clearly,

easily, really, surely or truly occurs

or exists. Nyan yãri ˆaku sa ˆÿmu kay
gustu ku nga ˆikaw ˆang maˆaˆasãwa
ku. Now I am here with you because

my desire is that you will really be
able to become my spouse. Hay
nahahadluk na kami hay nagabakwit
gãniˆ kami ˆadtu. We were already

truly afraid when we were evacuating

there [to that place]. [With affixes

naka-, maka- and ˆika-2, reduplication

is of the affix syllable ka.] ˆAng ˆãkun
mata nagapÿyung pÿru ˆang ˆãkun
talÿnga hay nakakabatiˆ pa. As for my

eyes, [they] are closed, but, as for my

ears, [they] can surely still hear.

2 rep aff Reduplication of the first

consonant and vowel of a stem

indicates that an action is con-
sistently, frequently or repeatedly
accomplished. [This affix indicates

successive recurrence over a period of

time of a single act.] Kung nabuntan
na ˆang niyug ginahimuybuyan pa gid
kay ˆigway nabibilin nga sabuysabuy.
If the coconuts are already husked, the

hairy fibers are still tried to be picked

off because there are fibers that

happen to be frequently left. ˆAng
tãwu nga madaliˆ maˆutuˆutuˆ, bÿsan
pantÿngiˆ na ning bugas, ˆitatangway
pa niya ning tubaˆ. A person who

becomes easily fooled, even though

[the money] is for buying rice, [it] will
still be used by him for repeatedly
buying coconut wine. Wayaˆ da kami
ning kãya nga ˆikakabakay ning
labakãra. We do not have the

byýda 164 CV-
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wherewithal which can be used to
frequently buy face towels. [With a

negative, this affix indicates that the

action of a verb does not happen at all.]

May manga butang kita diri sa
Rumblun nga wayaˆ ta masasayýri

nga ˆinaˆ galiˆ hay makwakwartahan.
We have things here in Romblon

which are not able to be known at all
by us from which money can surely be

acquired. syn -in-3 cf D 1b, paN-2
kaCV- derv being able to do something

D

D 1a int aff Word doubling intensifies the

meaning of an adjective, a verb derived

from an adjective or a noun.

Kadamuˆdãmuˆ ˆang nagpangtÿbul kay
namagˆu sinda nang patakaran nang
tibulan. Very many sat at tables because

they were attracted by the novelty of the

decorations of the table areas. Nagpãnaw
na kami ˆinaˆ nyan kay nagadakuˆdakuˆ
na ˆang ˆuyan nga nagatýyuˆ. We left

there then because the rain that was

dripping was becoming very intense.

Ginadahandãhan ˆinaˆ sa pagsÿhud ˆang
ˆuyang nga pãra ˆindiˆ na magpisik.
Scooping up brook shrimp is done very
slowly so that they will no longer escape.

Bãgu sinarhan ˆang kaban, nakahambay
pa gid si Plurintÿna, “Paˆãlam na mahal
kung ˆInrÿku, ˆitutýnud na kami nang
ˆungaˆ mu sa kalawudlawýran.” Before

the clothes trunk was closed, Florentina

was able to say, “Goodbye my dear

Enrico; we, your children, will surely be

cast into the very deep sea.” cf paka-
1b rep aff Word doubling indicates

repetitive action or states or successive

actions or states often of an unremitting

nature; objects, things or people are

extensive in some aspect of distribution.

Si Birting lang kag ˆang ˆiban sa ˆindu
hay nagturagtýrag didtu sa lugar nga
ginabuyˆan nang týbiˆ. Only Berting and

others of them thoroughly tramped
around there in the place where water is

gotten. ˆAdtung natumpag na sayug
ˆãkun gingpidasupidasu kay ˆindiˆ ku
madãya pagplastar kung ˆang bilug nga
simintu ˆang ˆãkun hakwatun. That

[cement] floor that collapsed was

divided into many pieces by me

because it would not be able to be lifted

by me in arranging [it] if what I would

move would be whole cement pieces.

Maˆãgi ˆini sa ˆÿmu kamut tagsatagsa nga
trabãhu. These jobs will pass repeatedly
one by one through your hands. ˆAng
nagapaˆãput ning kalãyu hay ˆinutˆinut
ˆang butang nang baguy. The ones who

make the fire do the placing of the

[coconut] shells little by little. [With a

negative, the extent of an action or state

is negated.] ˆIndiˆ naman, nga nãkun,
mahabuthãbut ˆang nagadumãya nang
tindãhan. The one managing the store, I

said, will not at all be busy. [For another

function of doubling, see giN-D-an.] cf

D 1b, CV- 2, -in-3, paN-2
2a cas/min aff Word doubling indicates that

an object or thing is a superficial or

miniature replica of another object or

thing; the position or status of a person

is an imitation of the position or status of

people in general. Diraˆ ˆinaˆ sa ˆinda
bayaybãyay hay ˆigwa da ˆinaˆ sinda
ning nanaynãnay kag tataytãtay. There

in their playhouse, those ones have a

pretend mother and a pretend father.

2b mod aff Word doubling indicates that

something is moderately or somewhat

of the nature or quality of how it is

described. ˆAng kulur nang ˆunud nang
daminsuy hay mapuyapuya. The color

of the meat of common bubble mollusk

is reddish (or light red).

da adv also ˆAng ginagãmit mu sa
paghuman ning baglis sa dýtaˆ hay
kãhuy nga kiˆisut kag may talÿwis sa
punta; puydi da ˆang kiˆisut nga kawãyan
nga may talÿwis da. As for what you use

in making lines on the ground, it is a

D 165 da
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small stick and there is a point at the end;

it might also be a small bamboo which

also has a point.

dabuk 1a n cooking fuel; firewood, dried

coconut husks, dry palm fronds, and the

like ˆAng dabuk ni Lusya, hay paywa.
As for Lusya’s cooking fuel, [it] is [dry]

palm fronds. syn gatung 1a cf ˆãput 2
1b dãbuk v Someone builds a fire.

nagadãbuk Kung nagabýnuk na ˆang
ˆuyan nagadãbuk ˆang Mangyan ning
kadakuˆ nga kalãyu kag sumãkaˆ sinda
sa langkãpi para maˆinÿtan sinda. If the
rain falls heavily, the Mangyan build a
large flaming fire [under a bamboo
table] and they climb up on the bamboo
table so that they will be warmed.

madãbuk (var magadãbuk,
magapandãbuk) Kung ˆýras na nga
madãbuk sa sÿlung nang tapãhan,
dãpat hay ˆÿmu ˆãnay kutkutan ˆang
dýtaˆ sa sÿlung nang tapãhan. When it
is time in which [you] will build a fire
in the space underneath the smoking
rack, you should first dig out the soil
under the smoking rack.

magdãbuk Hay ˆindiˆ na kami magdãbuk.
We will no longer build a fire.

magdãbuk inf to build a fire Kung wayaˆ
diri ˆang sundãlu, magdãbuk kamu kay
ˆimaw ˆadtu ˆang ˆinda sinyãlis na pãra
may tãwu. If there were no soldiers here,
you [were] to build a fire because that
was their signal that there was
somebody [there].

pagdãbuk ger someone’s building a fire
Kung tunãˆan mu ning ˆalas sayis nang
ˆãga ˆang pagdãbuk manga ˆalas tris
nang hãpun lýtuˆ gid ˆang lýgit. If
building a fire will be begun by you at
six o’clock in the morning, about three
o’clock in the afternoon the copra will
be well cooked.

v Combustible material is used for
building a fire by someone.

gingdãbuk ˆAng gingdãbuk ni Tintay
nang naglýtuˆ siya ning bibingka, hay
bunut. What was used by Tintay for
building a fire when [she] cooked rice
cakes was [dry] coconut husks. cf
gãtung (gatung 1b)

2 dãbuk v Something is burned by

someone.
ginadabýkan Ginadabýkan ˆinaˆ ˆang

batu hasta magyutaˆ. That stone [marble]
is burned [with a big fire] until it
becomes soft. cf sugaˆ1, sýnug, ˆugdaw

dagadaga n a winged termite ˆAng ˆiya
ginakãˆun hay ˆang manga langawlangaw
kag dagadaga. What they eat are moths

and winged termites.
dagãmi n rice stubble Kung tãpus ka na

ning hÿmuˆ nang pamutýtan, makadtu
na ˆikaw sa kalanasan kag siruˆun sa
manga dagãmi nang humay kung yãraˆ
ˆang kapututan. If you are finished

making the colander basket pond-field

shrimp scoop, you then go to the rice

field and look among the rice stubble if

that is a pond-field shrimp area. cf ˆuhut
dãgat 1a n the ocean ˆAng puyuˆ nga

ginpilakan kay Marya hay yadtu sa
tungaˆtýngaˆ nang dãgat. The island

where Mary was banished was there in

the middle of the ocean.

1b n sea water Tinapwakan ˆaku kadakuˆ
nga dãgat; hãlus sigýru daw sa punuˆ
gid ˆang baldi. I was splashed by much

sea water; it seemed as though perhaps

almost a whole pailful.

2 panãgat n the industry of ocean fishing
Nabubýhiˆ kami sa panãgat, kag sa
maˆisut ku nga tindãhan. We were able

to live by means of ocean fishing and

by [means of] my small store.

mutur nga pangdãgat (var of mutur)

set expr a motorboat, a pumpboat;
tilapyang dãgat (see tilapya 1a) set
expr an ocean tilapya fish

dãgaˆ v Someone performs a bloodletting
ceremony for a structure about to be

built.
nagdãgaˆ Nagdãgaˆ sina Hulyu nang

tangki ni Miryam. Julio and companions
performed a bloodletting ceremony
for the water tank of Meriam.

padãgaˆ caus v Someone allows a
bloodletting ceremony to be
performed for a structure about to be
built.

nagpadãgaˆ Si Pidru ˆang nagpadãgaˆ
nang bayay ni Bilin. Pedro is the one
who allowed a bloodletting ceremony
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to be performed for Belen’s house.
v A chicken is allowed by someone to be

used for performing a bloodletting
ceremony for a structure about to be
built.

ginapadãgaˆ ˆAng kulur nang manuk nga
ginapadãgaˆ hay putiˆ kundiˆ man hay
puya. The color of the chicken that is
allowed to be used for performing a
bloodletting ceremony is white or red.

v A structure about to be built is allowed
by someone to have a bloodletting
ceremony performed for it.

padagãˆan Kung magˆugduk ning halÿgi sa
bagˆu nga bayay dãpat padagãˆan ˆãnay.
When erecting the foundation posts for a
new house, first [the house] should be
allowed to have a bloodletting
ceremony performed [for it].

pagpadãgaˆ ger someone’s practicing a
bloodletting ceremony for a structure
about to be built ˆAng ginaˆÿhaw nga
manuk sa pagpadãgaˆ hay bukay. A
chicken which has its neck cut for
practicing a bloodletting ceremony is a
white chicken. {A bloodletting ceremony
is performed before beginning a new
activity. It is done to placate evil spirits so
that no one involved will have an
accident, get sick or die. It is performed
before activities such as building a new
house paghuman bayay, digging for a
treasure pagkutkut ning ˆýru, getting
water from a source pagbuˆuy ning týbiˆ
sa pýnuˆ, constructing a bridge paghuman
ning tulay.}

dagkuˆ 1 v Someone or something becomes
big, extensive, grown up.

nagadagkuˆ ˆIni nga sÿhiˆ, hay wayaˆ da
nagadagkuˆ. As for these shells, they
do not become big.

magdagkuˆ Dãpat kamu na ˆang
magdýgang sa ˆindu ˆiniskwilãhan kung
kamu hay magdagkuˆ na. You should be
the ones to add to your education when
you have already become grown up.

magpandagkuˆ ˆAng maˆis nga ˆãmun
ginatanum ˆimaw ˆang nagmantinir
hasta magpandagkuˆ na ˆang ˆãkun
manga ˆungaˆ. The corn which had been
planted by us is that which sustained
[us] until all my children became
grown up.

pagdagkuˆ ger someone’s becoming grown
up ˆAng manga magýyang nagapãti nga
sa pagbãhuy nang ˆinda manga ˆungaˆ
nga gamun sa trabãhu sa sãkup nang
ˆinda bayay hasta sa ˆinda pagdagkuˆ,
ˆimaw gihãpun ˆang ˆinda manga batãsan.
The parents believe that in bringing up
their children to be taught in doing
household work until their becoming
grown up, that’s how their characters
will continue to be.

kadagkuˆ adj a big or large object, an
extensive action [Occurs in a phrase
preceding or following the noun it
modifies.] ˆAng banug kung nagahýyun
hay sa kadagkuˆ nga manga kãhuy. As
for hawks, when they alight it is on big
trees. Kaˆisut lang ginpÿliˆ ku lang ˆini kay
ˆang ˆiban, hay kaˆintik; ˆimaw lang ˆini
ˆang kadagkuˆ tatlu ka bilug. Only a few
of these were selected by me because, as
for some, [they] are small; only these are
three big pieces. [Occurs as a predicate.]
Kung kadagkuˆ ˆang ˆiya balayan
kabahuy da ˆang ˆiya lupun. If its shell is
big, the shell valve covering is also big.
Maswirti kay dagkuˆ na ˆang ˆÿmu ˆungaˆ
nga namatay ˆang ˆÿmu ˆasãwa. It is
fortunate because your children were
already big when your husband died.
Kadagkuˆ ˆang paglasaklasak kay ˆang
gustu nang nagapamakay ning lýgit sa
banwa hay kadagkuˆ ˆang saksak nang
lýgit. The cutting of copra is extensive
because the ones who always buy copra
in town want that the cutting of copra
will be extensive.

kadagkuˆdagkuˆ int adj very big, very
large; very extensive Barãtu gãniˆ ˆini;
tuyu ka bilug kadagkuˆdagkuˆ pa.
These are cheap; three are still very big.

2 kadagkuˆ (var kadagkýˆan) n the size of

something ˆAng ˆiya ˆini ning kulur hay
bayulit; wayaˆ ˆini ginabakya nga sÿhiˆ;
ˆang kadagkuˆ lang ˆini, hay parÿhu lang
ning sigay. As for its color (i.e., of the

shell of a pitted murex), [it] is violet and

this shell is not being bought; as for the

size of this, [it] is just like a cowry shell.

ˆAng kadagkýˆan lang da ˆini, hay daw
lang da ˆadtu ˆang kumayagkuˆ lang ˆang
kadagkuˆ. As for its size (i.e., of a
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sinistral miniature horn), probably the

size is only like a thumb.

katumbay nga dagkuˆ (katumbay 1a)
idiom a bell pepper or sweet pepper
plant or fruit

dagsaˆ v Something or someone is carried
away or taken by some natural force.

gindagsaˆ Gindagsaˆ diraˆ sa Paˆuwãhan
ˆang barýtu. The outrigger paddle boat
was carried away [by the waves] to
Pauwahan.

ˆidagsaˆ ˆIndiˆ ku masayýran nga kung
diˆin ˆidagsaˆ nang kapalãran. I do not
know where [we] will be taken by
future happenings.

dãhan 1 v Someone does something care-
fully, slowly, is careful in doing

something.
magdãhan, pagdãhan imper v Be careful!

Do it carefully, slowly! Someone
should or must do something carefully,
slowly! Kung nagapanakaˆ ning niyug,
magdãhan gid, lãluˆ na kung nakaˆabut
ka na sa ˆibãbaw! When [you] engage in
climbing coconut trees, do [it] very
carefully, especially when you are able
to reach the top! Hambay ni Birta hay,
“Pagdãhan Nãna Pirla; magsÿlus gãniˆ
si Tãta Prÿdi sa ˆÿmu.” Bertha said, “Be
careful Aunt Perla; Uncle Freddie might
become jealous of you.”

v An action is done slowly or carefully by
someone. ˆIni nga sÿhiˆ kung ˆikaw ˆini
hay magpanihiˆ dãpat hay dãhan lang
gid ˆang ˆÿmu ning pãnaw. As for these
mollusks, if you gather them it should
be that your bringing them out is done
slowly.

ginadahandãhan Ginadahandãhan ˆinaˆ
sa pagsÿhud ˆang ˆuyang nga pãra ˆindiˆ
na magpisik. Scooping up brook shrimp
is done very slowly so that they will no
longer escape.

dahandahãnun Pag ˆabut sa may biˆbiˆ
nang dãgat, ˆiˆitsa mu ˆang batu nga may
higut nga naylun kag dahandahãnun
mu lýkun sa lukunan. Upon reaching the
beach edge of the ocean, the stone
which has a nylon tying line [tied onto
it] should be thrown by you into the
ocean and the winding onto the spool
should be done very slowly by you.

dahandãhan (var kadahandãhan) int adv
Something is done very carefully, very
slowly. Pag maˆihýyug mu na tanan
ˆang magýyang nga niyug manãˆug ka
naman ning dahandãhan hasta ka
makaˆabut sa ˆubus. When all the mature
coconuts are able to be dropped by you,
then you should go down [the coconut
palm] very carefully until you are able
to reach the base [of the tree].
Nagkãmang ˆang sawa ning
kadahandãhan lang tubtub nga
nakaˆabut sinda sa ˆinda ginkadtuˆan.
The snakes crawled very slowly until
they reached the place where they were
going. ant gulpi 1a

2 v Someone is given care or respect by

someone; something is cared for by

someone.
dinahãnan Dinahãnan ku gid ˆikaw

bÿsan yãri ka sa ˆãkun kahariˆan. You
were given respect by me while you
were here in my kingdom.

ginadahãni Magbinãkay kamu ning
lamÿsa kag bangkuˆ, pagkatãpus wayaˆ
nindu ginadahãni. You will keep on
buying tables and benches, [but]
afterwards [they] are not cared for by
you. {Respect is especially given older
folks; boys and men give respect
especially to girls and women their own
age or older.} cf dipãra, ˆalãgaˆ 1,
ˆatãman, ˆaturgar, ˆintindi 2

dahilan (from *dahil + -an) n the cause or

reason for an event or state Pag ˆindiˆ na
sinda katukaˆ ˆimaw na ˆinaˆ ˆang
dahilan nang ˆinda kamatãyun. When

they (i.e., chickens) are no longer able to

peck, that is then the cause of their death.

ˆAng kahugãˆan sa pagpangabuhiˆ hay
ˆisa gid nga dahilan nga kung bãsiˆ ˆang
ˆisa nga tãwu hay nagaˆÿsip nga
magkadtu sa ˆiban nga lugar. Hardship

in life is one reason why some people

consider going to other places.

dãhun 1 n a blade of grass, frond leaflet, a

leaf {Leaves grow on tree branches and

on palm frond stalks.} (See paywa 1,
Parts of a Palm Frond for table.)

2 dahun meas n a nonspecific or specific

number of whole-leaf pieces; i.e., one

or more whole leaves Bumuˆuy ka ning
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tuyu ka dahun nang dãhun nang
mangga. Get three whole-leaf pieces of

mango leaves. [Note this contrast:

ˆunum ka dahun six whole-leaf pieces,

ˆunum nga dãhun six leaves.] (See

bÿlug1 1a, Pieces of Things for table.)

dãkan n a common eggshell mollusk, Ovula
ovum

dakdak (see pandakdak)

dakmuy 1 kadakmuy (var madakmuy) adj
Something is thick. ˆAng ˆiya naman ˆini
ning balayan, hay wayaˆ da ˆini
ginabakya kay kadakmuy. As for its

empty shell, [it] is not being bought

because it is thick. ant nipis
dakup v Someone arrests or seizes someone

else; someone catches someone else or

something.
madakup Kung ˆang ˆisa nga tagˆÿya hay

gustu magbaligyaˆ ning manuk,
madakup ˆini sya kag dayˆun sa banwa
kag ˆibaligyaˆ nya sa gustu magbakay. If
the owner likes to sell chickens, she will
catch them and bring them to town and
sell them to [those who] like to buy.

nakakadakup ˆIndiˆ siya dãpat
magkalibug kay kung nagakadtu sinda
sa bakýyud kag nakakadakup ning
pispis, ˆiya gid tanan ˆang karni kag
tuyˆan. He should not be worried
because if they go to the mountain and
are frequently able to catch birds the
meat and bone are all his.

magdakup inf arresting, to arrest or
seizing, to seize someone; catching, to
catch someone or something ˆImaw
ˆinaˆ nga manga lugar ˆang
ginakadtuˆan nang manga tãwu nga
mahÿlig magdakup ning dagkuˆ nga
manga pispis. Those places are where
the many people go who are fond of
catching big birds.

v Someone is arrested or seized by
someone else; someone or something is
caught by someone.

gindakup Gindakup na ˆadtu ninda; hay
lumanguy, nagluksu diraˆ sa pantalan.
That one was already arrested by them;
[he] swam; jumped [into the water]
there at the pier.

ginpandakup, ginpinandãkup Damuˆdãmuˆ
na kunu gãniˆ ˆang ginpandakup diri na

manga tãwu. The people who were all
arrested here, they say, were very many.

nadakup Hay nang nadakup ˆadtu, tapus
ˆang gyÿra. When that one happened to
be arrested, the war was finished.

dakpun Kung ˆang ˆÿmu manga manuk
hay maˆila, mahugaˆ nga dakpun. If
your chickens are wild, it is difficult that
[they] will be caught.

madakup Maˆãyu pa kung kami ˆang
madakup, ˆindiˆ lang ˆang ˆãmun tãtay
kag nãnay. It is good if we are the ones
who will happen to be arrested, not
our father and mother.

dakuˆ 1a adv An action occurs extensively.

Sinaylu naman ˆadtung ˆaparadur kay
nagatamsak na ning dakuˆ didtu sa
ˆãmun bayay. We moved our cupboard

to another place because it was

spattering extensively inside our house.

1b dakuˆ (var kadakuˆ) adj The size of

something is big; the distribution of

something is extensive; a situation is

extreme; an emotion, natural pheno-

menon is intense; people, things are

many; an amount is abundant or

plentiful. Siruˆa ˆinaˆ nyan! Nagapangitaˆ
ka gid ning dakuˆ nga prublÿma. Look at

that now! You are surely looking for a big
problem. Bãwal kunu ˆang magngilit ˆu
paligýsan ˆang ˆuning kay ˆinaˆ ˆang
dahilan nang pagpanglintiˆ dayugdug kag
ˆuyan nga dakuˆ. It is forbidden to laugh at

or bathe a cat, they say, because that is the

cause of lightning flashing, thunder and

intense rain. ˆAng ˆÿmu nabubuˆuy nga
sÿhiˆ hay sariˆsãriˆ kung kadakuˆ ˆang
hunas. Shells which you are able to

frequently get are of various kinds when

the low tide is extreme. Dakuˆ ˆang
kalÿpay nang magýyang kay binugnaˆan
kunu siya nang Dyus. The happiness of

the old man was intense because, he

said, he was blessed by God. Kahugaˆ
ˆang nagapamutut kay kadýgay ka
makatÿpun ning dakuˆ sa ˆÿmu pilitˆan.
Gathering pond-field shrimp is difficult

because it takes a long time for you to

gather many in your container. Busug gid
ˆaku kaˆãyu kay kadakuˆ ˆang pagkãˆun. I

am really very satisfied in eating because
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the food is plentiful.
dakuˆdakuˆ, kadakuˆdãkuˆ int adj very big

in size; very extensive in distribution; a
very extreme situation; a very intense
emotion, natural phenomenon; very
many people, things; very much
quantity; a very plentiful amount ˆIndiˆ
kita kapahýway kay ˆang ˆãtun bayay
parÿhu nay lanãsan ˆini kay ˆang lýnang
hay kadakuˆdãkuˆ. We were not able to
rest because our house was already like a
rice field because the mud was very
extensive. Hambay ni Pari Saryu hay sÿgi
na siya kay dakuˆdakuˆ da ˆadtung
makikÿtaˆ kung pyista. Friend Sario said
that he would go ahead [with the
fund-raising project] because very much
[money] can be realized if there is a fiesta.

dãkuˆ v Something becomes abundant,
big , extreme, intense, much; people or
things become many, plentiful.

dakuˆdakuˆ int v Something becomes very
extreme, very intense, very large;
people or things become extremely
many.

nagadakuˆdakuˆ Nagpãnaw na kami ˆinaˆ
nyan kay nagadakuˆdakuˆ na da ˆang
ˆuyan nga nagatýyuˆ. We left then
because the rain that was dripping was
becoming very intense.

dãkuˆ nga dãkuˆ v Something becomes
increasingly extreme, intense, large;
people, things, the amount of something
becomes increasingly more.

gadãkuˆ nga nagadãkuˆ Gadãkuˆ nga
nagadãkuˆ ˆang ˆabˆab nang baybay
didtu da sa ˆãmun kwartu na ˆisa ˆadtung
malapit sa dãgat. The holes in the sand
in our other room near the sea became
increasingly large.

1c dãkuˆ v Someone overdoes an action.
magdakýˆa neg imper v An action must or

should not be overdone by someone!
Kung ˆikaw naman magbahug nang ˆÿmu
bãbuy hay ˆayaw magdakýˆa! When
you feed your pig, [the feeding] should
not be overdone!

1d dakuˆdakuˆ v Something is made very
big in size, is made very extensive in

distribution.
dakuˆdakuˆan Kung makabýlig kunu

sinda, ˆang ˆindu ginghÿmuˆ nga býlig

niyan, hay dãpat dakuˆdakuˆan pa gid.
If they are able to help, they say, as for
your help that is done now, [it] should
be made very extensive.

dakuˆdakuˆi imper v Something must or
should be made very big in size, very
extensive in distribution! Dakuˆdakuˆi
ˆãbi ˆang pabÿlu nang murun kag
birabirahun maˆãyu ˆang pabÿlu pãra
makatãkud sa hãngin! The wick of the
bottle torch should please be made
very big and the wick should be
carefully pulled out little by little so that
it will be able to survive in the wind!

2 padãkuˆ v Someone brings up a child.
nagpadãkuˆ ˆAng ˆãkun lýla ˆang

nagpadãkuˆ sa ˆãkun kay namatay ˆang
ˆakun nanay nga dãˆan. My
grandmother was the one who brought
me up because my mother died early.

pagpadãkuˆ ger someone’s bringing up a
child May tuyu ka klãsi sa pagpadãkuˆ
nang lapsag. There are three ways in
bringing up children.

3 pakadakuˆ v Someone is admired by

someone else.
ginapakadakuˆ Ginapakadakuˆ ku gid

ˆang ˆikaduha ku nga ˆasãwa. My second
husband is really admired by me.

tãmaˆ lang kadakuˆ (tãmaˆ 4) set expr a
moderate amount of something.

dalãga (var darãga) 1a n an unmarried
woman beginning at puberty until

marriage; usually a young unmarried

woman; a spinster Maswirti ˆang
makaˆasãwa sa ˆungaˆ ni Dun Lurinsu kay
kagwãpa nga dalãga. The one who will

be able to marry the daughter of Don

Lorenzo will be lucky because she is a

beautiful unmarried woman. Kung si
Pirla hay ˆindiˆ pa makaˆasãwa,
magagýyang siya nga dalãga. If Perla is

no longer able to take a spouse, she will

become an old unmarried woman. Hay
kami naman ˆinaˆ pagsiling ninda na
“Darãga, darãga,” gaˆiskapar na kami
ˆinaˆ sa pampang. As for us, when they

said, “Unmarried ladies, unmarried
ladies,” we already escaped to the cliff.

v A girl becomes a young unmarried
woman.

nagpamagdalaga Nagpamagdalaga na
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ˆang ˆãmun ˆungaˆ kag nagˆidad ning
dyis ˆanyus ˆang ˆãmun kamanghýran.
Our children had already each become
young unmarried women and our
youngest sibling was already ten years
old. (See tãwu 1a, Life Stages of
People for table.)

1b laˆun nga dalãga n a spinster, an old
maid (See Appendix 23, Social

Relationships.)

2 manghud nga dalãga n someone’s

younger unmarried sister ˆAng ˆiya
manghud nga dalãga hay ginabakyan
si Linda ning bagˆu nga bãruˆ. As for her

younger unmarried sister, Linda is

having a new dress bought for [her by

her younger unmarried sister]. (See

Appendix 23, Social Relationships.)

dalãgang maˆanghut n a dalagang ma-anghut
tree Sigýru ginalipýngan si Nÿlu nang
dugaˆ nang dalãgang maˆanghut.
Perhaps Nilo became drowsy from the

juice [of the leaves] of the dalagang
ma-anghut tree. {Bears tiny yellow and

pink flowers. The tiny, coarse leaves are

used as a source of herbal medicine for

curing infected wounds.}

dalagÿta n a young unmarried girl, an

adolescent female from about 12 to 17

years ˆAng trabãhu diri nang manga
dalagÿta, kung ˆindiˆ magˆiskwÿla,
sigurãdu pangasawˆun lang gida ˆinaˆ.
What young unmarried girls here are

doing is, if they do not go to school, they

will surely be courted by someone. (See

tãwu 1a, Life Stages of People for

table.)

dalimãsuˆ n smallpox, a severe infectious

disease

dalisyang n a black gaybird
dãlit n poison or infection, from a

snakebite, the peck of a bird
madãlit adj Something is poisonous or

infectious. Madãlit ˆang tukaˆ nang
tangkaliˆ. The beak of the kingfisher is
infectious.

daliˆ 1a daliˆdãliˆ v Someone hurries in

doing something. Daliˆdãliˆ ˆaku ning
kadtu sa banig kag kumadtu sa ˆiya nga
nagawinãwa, nagasiling nga “ˆAruy!” I

hurried in going to the sleeping mat and

went to him who keeps on crying,

saying “Oh, how painful!”

1b daliˆ (var kadaliˆ, madaliˆ) adj A

particular event is easy or quick to

happen. ˆAng pagbuyad, hay ˆÿmu ˆini
pahapyaˆun maˆãyu nga wayaˆ
nagasyawãrang kag sugÿran mu ning
lugar nga batlãkan sa sÿlak pãra daliˆ
maˆuga. As for sun-drying [buri leaves],

these should be allowed by you to

carefully lay flat so [they] are not

scattered and [they] will have a place

looked for by you which will be

engulfed in sunlight so that [they] will

be quick to dry. ˆAng ˆÿmu manghud,
daw madaliˆ gid nga magˆasãwa kay
kadãmuˆ ˆang nagapangasawa. As for

your younger sister, it seems that for her

to take a spouse is very easy, because

there are many courting her.
daliˆdaliˆ (var kadaliˆdãliˆ) int adj A

particular event is very easy or very
quick to happen. Distribution of
kadaliˆdãliˆ is the same as described
above for madaliˆ: Kadaliˆdãliˆ lang gid
nga lukarun kung ˆigwa kay panglukad
sa lýgit. It is very easy to gouge out
[coconut meat from its shell] if you have
a copra gouger.

madaliˆ adv Something will happen or a
state will exist soon. Kung ˆini hay
ˆuyãnan, nga madaliˆ na maˆuga, ˆimaw
ˆinaˆ ˆang ginatalikiˆ. When these [buri
leaves] are rained on when [they] will
soon be dry, that’s why [they] become
mildewed.

1c madaliˆ ti adv for a short time Bumuˆuy
ning dãhun nang sãging kag putusun
ˆang ˆimplastu nga ginghuman kag
bugkusun ˆang dahun nang sãging;
tapus tuˆýmun ning madaliˆ lang. Get a

banana leaf, and the medicinal plaster

which was made should be wrapped,

and the banana leaf should be tied in a

bundle; then it should be cooked in the

banana leaf over live coals for just a
short time.

daluk adj Someone is ravenous with a

strong desire for something, as for food.

ˆAng ˆungaˆ nga nakukuyãngan sa
pagkãˆun hay naging daluk. A child

dalãgang maˆanghut 171 daluk
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who frequently lacks food becomes

ravenous [for food].
v Someone becomes ravenous for food.

[nagdaluk became ravenous]

dama 1 n a game of checkers (See kãnam 1a,
Games Children and Others Play for

table.)

2 v Someone plays checkers. [nagdama
played checkers]

3 damadãma adj a checkered or plaid
design ˆAng bãruˆ ku hay damadãma.
My dress is plaid.

dãma n a princess, a lady-in-waiting Kung
sinˆu ˆang magbayli sa ˆãmun dãma hay
magtaˆu ning ˆintrans nga pÿsu. Whoever

they are to dance with our princesses,
[they] must give a peso entrance fee.

Nang mapipirdi na ˆang kahariˆan ni
Prinsÿsa Rusãna, nagdaliˆdãliˆ sakay sa
kabãyuˆ ˆang mahal na rayna kaˆibãhan
ˆang duha nga dãma. When the kingdom

of Princess Rosana was surely to be lost,

the beloved queen quickly rode on horse

along with two ladies-in-waiting.

damgu (var pananamgu) v Someone dreams
something.

nagdamgu Sa pagkatýyug ni Marsya
nagdamgu siya nga may nakÿtaˆ siya
nga lãbut nga kãhuy. During Marcia’s
sleeping, she dreamed that she saw a
strange kind of tree.

nagapananamgu Pãti kamu sa manga
pananamgu; kalukýhan lang ˆitun kung
sa ˆãkun lang ˆidÿya; hay kýyang lang
ˆitun sa palÿgus; nasubrahan sa ˆÿnit ˆang
lãwas, gãniˆ nagapananamgu. You
believe in dreams; that’s foolishness in
my opinion; this is the result of
infrequent bathing; the body has [its]
temperature increased, so [you] dream.

pananamgu ger someone’s dream or
dreaming [Only the form pananamgu
occurs as a gerund.] ˆAng kagãsi ni
Pidil, hay matýˆud ˆang ˆiya
pananamgu. What Fidel thought was
that his dream was true.

v Something is dreamed by someone.
napananamgu Bãgu kunu ˆiˆisturya sa

tãwu ˆang ˆiya napananamgu nga
nagkatangsuˆ ˆang ˆiya ngÿpun,
ginahutik ˆãnay sa halÿgi nang bayay
kaysa halÿgi kunu ˆinaˆ nagatãmaˆ,

bukun sa tãwu. Before, they say, what
happened to be dreamed by someone
will be told to anyone—that [all] his
teeth happened to come out—[it] is first
whispered to a house foundation post
because, they say, this [then] comes true
to the foundation post, not to the person
[who had the dream].

dãmil n a Mediterranean Sea purple sea
snail, Janthina nitens

daminsuy n a common bubble mollusk,

Bulla striata
damut v Fruit or root crops are completely

used up; saved money is completely
spent by someone.

gindamut Gindamut ni Lukring ˆang ˆiya
kamýti kay ˆiya gintaˆu sa ˆiya ˆungaˆ.
Her sweet potatoes were completely
used up by Lukring because she gave
them to her child.

damutun Damutun ku ˆang ˆãkun
natatãguˆ nga kwarta. My money which
was saved will be completely spent by
me. cf hilamut, tiˆtiˆ, ˆýbus, ˆýrut

dãmuˆ 1a dãmuˆ (var kadãmuˆ, madãmuˆ)
adj People or things are numerous;
many people or things; much action,

quantity of something, substance.

Functions as a substantive modifier

preceding nga or ning: Kung diˆin ˆang
dãmuˆ ning tayaˆtãyaˆ nga
nagalupadlýpad patÿyug, yadtu ˆang
lutaˆ nang lambÿyung. Wherever there

are many tayataya birds all flying

around, [it shows that] that’s where

there are schools of lambiyung anchovy

fish. Kadãmuˆ nga yýyuˆ ˆang
mababakay ku ˆini nga kwarta. I can

surely buy many yo-yos with this

money. Madãmuˆ nga manga babãyi
ˆang magakaˆintiris nga sinda hay
magˆasãwa. Many women are

interested in taking spouses. ˆAng
pagbutang ning sýkaˆ hay dipindi kung
maˆunu kadãmuˆ nga ˆisdaˆ ˆang ˆÿmu
pangatun. The [amount of] vinegar put

in depends on how many fish that will

be cooked by you. Occurs in predicate

position: Kung nagahurnal ka, dãmuˆ
ˆang ˆÿmu ning naˆuˆuyak nga kabudlay
bãgu ka makakÿtaˆ ning kwarta. If you

dama 172 dãmuˆ
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engage in manual labor, much effort

will have been expended by you before

you will be able to see money. Nahuyaˆ
lang ˆaku nang ˆuna nga magpangasawa
sa ˆiya kay kadãmuˆ ˆang ˆãkun karÿbal
sa ˆiya. At first I was shy to court her

because my rivals for her were

numerous. The topic is commonly

indicated for plural with manga:

Madãmuˆ na da ˆang manga tãwu diri,
bukun parÿhas nang ˆýna nga malakaˆ
pa lang ˆang tãwu. People here are

numerous, not like before in which

there were still only a few.
damuˆdãmuˆ (var kadamuˆdãmuˆ) int adj

People or things are very numerous;
very many people or things. Occurs in
predicate position: Kadamuˆdãmuˆ gid
ˆang gingpanghýyug na papil; hay
nakabuˆuy da ˆaku. Very many papers
were dropped all around [and] I was also
able to get [some].

mas dãmuˆ comp adj People or things are
more numerous than other people or
things; something is a greater amount
than something else. Paˆunu ˆang ˆiya
pagbãyus kay mas dãmuˆ ˆang ˆiya
manga kakuntra? How could he
respond [to their actions] because his
opponents were more numerous [than
he and his friends]? Sa masunud kunu
nga pruyiktu, mas dãmuˆ ˆang ˆindu nga
parti kay nakaˆikspiryinsya na da kamu.
In the next project, he said, your part
will be greater [than now] because you
are already becoming experienced.

v People or things become many.
nagdãmuˆ Nang nagdãmuˆ na ˆãkun sýkiˆ

nagakýyang pa ˆang ˆãkun lýtuˆ. When
my regular customers became many,
my cooking was not enough.

nagadãmuˆ ˆAng hambay ku sa ˆiya,
“ˆAba! ˆIkaw galiˆ ˆang nagabinýˆuy nang
ˆitlug gãniˆ wayaˆ ˆinaˆ nagadãmuˆ.”
What I said to her was, “Oh! So it was
you who has been taking the eggs; this is
why they are not becoming many.”

nagapakadãmuˆ Nyan nga panahun ˆang
nagasigarilyu hay nagapakadãmuˆ na
gid. At this time, those smoking
cigarettes are really becoming very
many.

magdãmuˆ inf to become many
Nagapangagda lang da kita ning ˆiba pa
nga mimbru pãra magdãmuˆ kita. We
are just still inviting other members in
order for us to become many.

padãmuˆ v Someone lets things become
many. [nagpadãmuˆ let things become
many]

magpadãmuˆ inf to let people or things
become many Gãniˆ ˆimaw ˆadtu ˆang
dahilan nga kung bãsiˆ ˆaku hay
nahadluk magpadãmuˆ ning bãbuy
nang ˆýna. That is the reason why I was
afraid to let [my] pigs become many
before. cf dýru ant lakaˆ

1b kadamýˆan (var kadamˆan) adj most
people or things Sa baskitbul, kadamýˆan
nga lakut diraˆ hay manga sultÿru;
malakaˆ lang ˆang ˆasawãhan. In

basketball, most of those who join are

unmarried men; few only are married

men. Mapriparar ning bãyun nga dayˆun
sa langýyan; kag pagˆabut sa dãgat
malanguy na. Kadamýˆan nga tãwu
nagadaya sinda ning ˆilimnãnun. They

will prepare a carried lunch which will be

brought to the swimming place and when

they are there at the ocean they will swim.

Most people bring their liquor.
adv For the most part a particular state or

event occurs. Kadamýˆan ˆang gustu
gid ninda nga ˆihãwun nga manuk hay
ˆinaˆ ˆang dumayãga nga madaliˆ na
magˆitlug. For the most part, the
chickens they like to butcher are the
pre-laying hens which are soon to lay
eggs.

damyug n a single-passenger outrigger boat
Kadãmuˆ ˆang liplip, pÿru kadãmuˆ da ˆang
nagasabuˆsãbuˆ nga manga damyug.
There were many one-sail outrigger

boats, but there were also many single-
passenger outrigger boats which were

roaming around. (See bapur, Kinds of
Ocean Vessels for table.)

danaˆ n animal or human footprints
dans (puk dans) set expr a folk dance
dãngat v An event is experienced by

someone or something.
nadangãtan Maskin ˆang ˆãkun nadangãtan

hay kahugaˆ kag makakahuyaˆ nga

damyug 173 dãngat
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ˆikspiryinsya, hay maˆãyu da gihãpun.
Even though what was experienced by
me was difficult and [it was] an
embarrassing experience [of being
examined by a male doctor], [it] was still
good.

dãngaw meas n a nonspecific or specific

number of hand spans; i.e., the distance

between an extended thumb and index

or middle finger; a linear measurement

ˆAng dãyum nang pagkutkut hay manga
duha ka dãngaw masigkabýˆak. The

depth of the digging is about two hand
spans on both sides. (See Appendix 18,

Linear Measurement.)

dangga 1 kadangga adj Something, as body

temperature, is high; heat is intense.
Kung ˆang sakit ni Nurma hay sagnat,
ˆãbir ˆanu nga kadangga, natutuyýgan pa
siya ning mamýˆuk. When the sickness of

Norma is fever, even though it is high,

she is still surely able to sleep soundly.
kadanggadangga int adj Something, as

body temperature is very high; heat is
very intense. Sa pagˆugsung mu lang
ning bunut kadanggadangga sa ˆÿmu
lãwas ˆang kaˆÿnit kay pwirsãdu ˆang
bãga sa ˆidãyum nang tapãhan. In your
feeding of coconut husks the heat is
very intense on your body because
there are very many live coals under the
smoking rack.

danggit n a vermiculate rabbitfish, Siganus
vermiculatus (Valenciennes) {Covered

with a wormlike wavy pattern of dark

brown and pale gray. Yellow head,

caudal fin has brown spots. Inhabits

shallow reefs, sandy-seaweed beds and

muddy brackish waters.}
n a scribbled rabbitfish, Siganus spinus

(Linn.) {Olive brown above, silvery
white below and covered with a network
of pale-yellow lines. Inhabits shallow
nearshore seaweed areas.}

dangguy n a cone shell mollusk, Conus
bengalensis

dãpat 1a adj A particular event or state is

appropriate, desirable, necessary, or

right. Dãpat is predicate; the expressed

event or state, preceded by an optional

nga, is topic: Dãpat pagkadtu mu sa

Manÿlaˆ magdaya ka ning kwarta. [It is]

desirable when you go to Manila for

you to take some money. {An event

associated with dãpat refers either to a

future or customary event.} Dãpat
mabahuy ˆang ˆÿmu humanun nga
baskit. [It] is desirable that the basket

you will make is big. Kung ˆinaˆ
halimbãwaˆ nga bãka ˆu karabaw nga
prindãdu sa ˆÿmu kag gustu nga
ˆibaligyaˆ nang tagˆÿya dãpat hay
pasayýrun ka nga ginprindahan. If, for

example, a cow or carabao which is

mortgaged to you, and the owner wants

to sell [it], [it] is necessary that you, the

one who was given the mortgage, will

be informed. Dãpat is negated by ˆindiˆ:
Naghambay ka nga ˆindiˆ dãpat nga ˆaku
magmanggarãnun kag ˆikaw hay pubri.
You said that for me to become rich and

you [remain] poor is not right. The

prefix mag- inflects the verb to indicate

agent focus: Dãpat hay magpamatiˆ ka
ning maˆãyu kung maˆãyu ˆang
ginalaygay sa ˆÿmu. [It] is appropriate
that you listen carefully [to see] if the

advice to you is good.
dãpat kuntaˆ adj It would have been

appropriate, desirable, or right for a
particular event to occur or a state exist,
but it did not. Dãpat kuntaˆ is predicate;
the expressed event or state, preceded
by an optional nga, is topic: Dãpat
kuntaˆ tawˆan ninda ˆaku bÿsan pila na
lang ka pÿsu ˆu kung ˆanu pa man nga
makakabýlig da sa ˆinda manga
manghud. [It] would have been
desirable [that] I would have been
given any amount of money by them or
whatever would really be able to help
their younger siblings [but nothing was
given].

1b v Something is used for a particular

purpose.
ˆidãpat Tinaˆu ku na ˆang risÿta kag

hambay ku hay, “ˆUlÿba bakyan ˆinaˆ
didtu sa banwa kay ˆidãpat ˆinaˆ sa
lãwas ni Ramun.” The medical
prescription was given by me [to Oliva]
and I said, “Oliva, buy that [medicine]
in town because that will be used for
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Ramon’s body.”

dãpaw n a white chicken louse (See bitik,
Kinds of Parasitic Insects for table.)

dapayan n a chopping board Nagunaˆan
ˆang pinggan kay natingkuˆ sa dapayan.
The dish was slightly cracked because it

was struck on the chopping board.

dapudapu n dust
dãpuˆ1 v Birds alight in a particular place;

animals, people, birds, chickens, insects

congregate or stay together in a

particular place.
nagadãpuˆ ˆAng dugus hay býnga nang

rilasyun nang manga putyýkan kag ˆiba
pa klãsi nga manga ˆalimbubýyug nga
nagadãpuˆ sa manga kabuyãkan.
Honey is the result of the relationship
between honeybees and different kinds
of insects that alight on flower beds.
May nagadãpuˆ nga dagkuˆ nga langug;
may bilabila, kay ˆini sigýru nga manga
ˆinsiktu, ˆimaw ˆini ˆang simbulu nang
manga malãˆut. There are some big flies
which congregate; there are [also]
butterflies because, perhaps, as for these
insects, these are a sign of evil spirits.

dãpuˆ2 n a bird’s-nest fern, Aplenium
macrophyllum (Sw.) {An epiphytic

ornamental plant.}

darãga (var of dalãga) an unmarried
woman

Darling pers n Darling, an address or

reference term of endearment cf Dir
dasay n a prayer to God Pagkatãpus nang

dasay sa simbãhan hay dinaya na siya
sa kampusantu. After the prayers in

church he was taken to the cemetery.
v Someone prays to God.
nagdasay Pagbuyag ninda magˆasawa,

naglinýhud sa ˆaltar si Plurintÿna kag
nagdasay nga makabãlik sa ˆiya ning
buhiˆ ˆang ˆiya ˆasãwa. When the
married couple separated, Florentina
kept on kneeling at the altar and prayed
that her husband would be able to come
back to her alive.

nagadasay Nagadasay ˆaku kãda ˆãga
bãgu ˆaku magtrabãhu. I pray every
morning before I do my work.

madasay Pagmukyat ku nang ˆãkun mata
sa ˆãga, ˆang ˆãkun nga dãˆan ginaˆÿsip
hay madasay. Upon opening my eyes in

the morning, what I think about
immediately is that [I] will pray.

magdasay imper v Pray! Someone must
or should pray! Pagpungkuˆ lang kamu
kag magdasay! Just sit down and pray!

masigdasay v each will pray
pagdasay ger someone’s praying for

someone else cf pangamýyuˆ
dãsig 1 kadãsig (var madãsig) adj Some-

one’s body is robust, strong. Sa kalýˆuy
nang Ginýˆu, madãsig pa da ˆang lãwas
ku. With the mercy of the Lord, my

body is still strong.

dastir n a housecoat {A loose-fitting dress

for sleeping, casual wear; occasionally

worn when visiting locally.} (See bãruˆ
1, Kinds of Clothing for table.)

dasuk 1 v Someone, a pestle tamps some-

thing in or into a space.
nagadasuk ˆAku ˆang nagakamãda kag

nagadasuk nang dýtaˆ. I was the one
arranging [stones] and tamping the
earth.

v Something is tamped in or into a space
by a pestle.

ginadasuk Ginadasuk nang bayu ˆang
lýgit sa suyud nang kustal. The copra is
tamped with a pestle inside the sack.

kadasukdãsuk Kadasukdãsuk gid ˆang
suyud nang kustal. The contents of the
sack should be well tamped.

pangdasuk pur ger Something is used for
tamping something in or into a space.
ˆÃkun na ngãniˆ gingbuˆuy ˆadtung bayu
nang ˆãmun lusung, kag ˆimaw nang
ginghÿmuˆ ku nga pangdasuk didtu sa
dýtaˆ. I was the one who got the pestle of
our mortar, and that was what was used
by me for tamping the earth.

2 v Something is inserted by someone into

a space.
ˆidasuk Tapus bumuˆuy ka na ning ˆisa ka

panig kag ˆidasuk mu didtu sa
banganan. Then you get one [buri] leaf
section and it will be inserted by you
into the buri leaf cutter.

dãti adj former; old ˆAdtu nga bayay hay
dãti ˆadtu bayay nang ˆãmun Nanay,
gãniˆ panãtag na da ˆang pamãtiˆ ku nga
didtu gid kami magtinir. That house is

the former house of our mother, so my

feeling is peaceful if we stay there. Dãti
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siya nga mÿyur sa Rumblun. He was the

former mayor of Romblon. Dãti ka na
ba diri sa Rumblun? Were you already a

former [resident] here in Romblon? cf

dãˆan 1
datiˆ n a dati eating banana plant or fruit,

Musa sapientum {Commonly eaten raw

as a snack food.} (See sãging 1a, Kinds
of Bananas for table.)

daw adv It seems as though or probably a

particular event happens or a state

exists. ˆAng ˆãmun naˆagihan, daw gid
kami ˆang ginaˆabayan ning manga
dimunyu kay týdu gid ˆang ˆinýyan.
What was experienced by us, it seems
as though we are accompanied by many

devils because the continual rain was

heavy. ˆAng ˆÿmu manghud, daw madaliˆ
gid nga magˆasãwa kay kadãmuˆ ˆang
nagapangasawa. As for your younger

sister, probably it would be easy for her

to take a spouse because there are many

courting her. cf bãsiˆ kung (bãsiˆ 2),
baya, kabay pa, kuntaˆ, sigýru, ˆãbi 2,

ˆaraˆ, ˆugãling1
dãwa n a pearl millet grass or seed,

Pennisetum glaucum. ˆAng ˆýna nga
sÿlut nga gintaˆu kay Magbayýtu hay
ˆang pagbuyad ning dãwa sa baybay.
The first punishment which was given

to Magbayoto was the sun-drying of

pearl millet seeds on the beach. {Seed

grain is cooked as a staple food.} (See

Appendix 3, Kinds of Cultigens.)

dawadawa n the yolk of an egg Kung ˆang
ˆitlug hay naglãkut ˆang langitlangit sa
dawadawa, kag ˆigwa ning mapuya nga
parÿhu ning duguˆ, nagapakilãya nga
ˆang sakit hay grãbi. If, as for an egg, the

white of the egg is mixed with the yolk,

and there is a reddish [substance] like

blood, it shows that the sickness is

serious. (See ˆitlug, Parts of an Egg for

table.)

dãwi 1 v Someone catches fish on a hook.

Kadãmuˆ ˆang dãwiˆ nga ˆisdaˆ ni
Kanduy. Kandoy’s fish caught on a
hook were many. The uninflected form

dãwi commonly follows a negative:

Dinaya na ni Gilbirt pabãlik ˆang

kaban, bÿsan wayaˆ siya dãwi nga ˆisdaˆ.
The big clothes trunk was then taken by

Gilbert going back, even though he had

not caught fish on a hook.
makadãwi Hambay ku gãniˆ buwas ˆini

hay makabunit naman ˆaku kag
makadãwi, magadakuˆdakuˆ ˆining
bãyuy ku. I said, if tomorrow I will be
able to fish with hook and line again and
will be able to catch [them] on a hook,
these dried salted fish of mine will be
more.

nakakadãwi Bihÿraˆ ˆang nakakadãwi
ning maˆãyu nga ˆisdaˆ. The ones who
are consistently able to catch special
fish on a hook are rare.

v Fish is caught on a hook by someone.
nadãwi ˆAng nadãwi nga ˆisdaˆ ni ˆUrli

hay tulÿngan. As for the fish which were
able to be caught on a hook by Orly,
[they] were tuna fish. cf bunit 2

2 padãwi n the time fish bite a baited hook

Makadtu na ˆaku kay ˆalas dus na; bãsiˆ
kung maˆulihi ˆaku sa padãwi. I will go

now because it is already twelve

o’clock; I might be late for the time fish

bite. {There are certain times known to

fishermen minugbýnit as ‘the time fish

bite.’}

daya 1a n someone’s carried personal
things; i.e., things one carries around,

as things found in a purse or pocket

Yadtu didtu ˆang manga daya ni Pilar.
Those there are the carried personal
things of Pilar. cf bãgay1, butang 1a,

gãmit 1a
1b v Someone or something brings, carries,

carries away or takes someone or

something else to a particular person or

place.
nagdaya ˆAng nagdaya nang gitãra

pakadtu sa ˆUdyýngan si Bÿni. The one
who took the guitar to Odiongan was
Benny.

nagadaya May nagadaya na ˆinaˆ niyan
ning manga prýtas; may nagadaya ning
bir. At that time some were bringing
various fruits; others were bringing
beer.

magdaya imper v Someone must or
should bring, carry, carry away or
take someone or something! Kung

datiˆ 176 daya
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sinda ˆini ginabuˆuy dãpat hay magdaya
ka ning martilyu! When they (i.e.,
cockscomb oysters) are gotten, you
must bring a hammer!

inf to bring, carry, carry away or take
someone or something ˆIkaw nga bantay
hay ˆubligãdu ka gid nga magdaya sa
ˆiya ning nyug. You as a tenant are
obliged to bring a coconut to him.

v Someone or something is brought,
carried, carried away or taken by
someone else to a particular person or
place.

dinaya Pagkatãpus nang dasay sa
simbãhan hay dinaya na siya sa
kampusantu. After the prayer in church
he was brought to the cemetery.

dayˆun Kung matýˆud nga nakapamakay
na kamu nang bisti, hay dayˆun diri sa
Rumblun. If it is true that you were able
to buy the wedding wardrobe, it should
be brought here to Romblon.

madadaya Kung matinˆaw na ˆang týbiˆ
nga nasãyud sa planggãna ˆibubuˆ,
dahandãhan; ˆindiˆ mu gulpihun bubuˆ
kay madadaya ˆang natuk nang buli. If
the water which was already caught in
the basin is already clear, pour it out
slowly; do not pour it out quickly
because a large amount of the buri
starch will surely be accidentally
carried away.

madaya Kung sya ˆinaˆ mamatay, ˆindiˆ da
ˆinaˆ niya madaya pakadtu sa ˆiya
kakadtuˆan. When that one dies, [her
belongings] will not be able to be taken
by that one in going to where she will be
able to go.

dayˆa imper v Someone or something must
or should be brought, carried, carried
away or taken by someone else. Dayˆa
sa banwa kag ˆipasiruˆ sa miyugbýyung
bãsiˆ kung may sabid! He must be
taken to town and allowed to be
examined by a herbalist [to see] if there
might be a spirit-induced sickness!

padaya caus v Someone sends someone or
something to a person or place; someone
has herself, himself, someone else,
something brought to a person or place.

magpadaya caus imper v Someone must
or should let or have someone or
something brought or sent someplace!

Magpadaya kamu ning pulis bÿlang
gwardya sa ˆinda pabayli! You (pl)
should let the police be sent as guards
to their benefit dance! Hinambay ˆaku ni
Mama nga, “Magpadaya na lang ˆikaw
sa huspital sa ˆÿmu ˆasãwa!” Mother
said to me, “You must just have
[yourself] brought to the hospital by
your husband!”

magpadaya inf to send someone or
something to a person or place Si
Manung ˆAwing nagpangayuˆ býlig sa
munisipyu nga magpadaya ning pulis
bÿlang gwardya sa ˆinda pabayli. Older
Brother Awing asked help from the
municipal office to send policemen as
guards to their benefit dance.

v Someone or something is sent to a
person or place by someone.

gingpadaya Gingpadaya ni Pirla ˆadtu
ˆang kaˆayuˆãyu niya nga bãruˆ sa
prinsipi. Her beautiful dress was sent
by Perla to the prince.

ˆipadaya ˆAng manga gãmit nga
ginpangbakay ku hay ˆipadaya ku na
lang. The many things which I bought
will just be sent by me.

v A particular person, place or thing is
where someone or something is sent by
someone else.

ginapadayˆi ˆAng ˆãkun manga ˆungaˆ hay
wayaˆ gid nagabýlig sa ˆãkun, wayaˆ
ˆaku ginapadayˆi ning kwarta. My
children are not helping me; I am not
sent money by them.

padayˆan Pinamatÿˆan nang Dyus sa
lãngit ˆang ˆãtun pangamýyuˆ nga kita
hay padayˆan ning magabýlig sa ˆãtun.
Our prayers were listened to by God in
heaven that, as for us, [we] will be sent
[someone] to help us. cf sýgat, karga 1b

Ways of Carrying

baba carries on the back

bitbit carries by hand

pasˆan carries on the shoulder

tusˆung carries on the head

2 magdaya inf to manage someone,

something May babãyi nga tÿgu magdaya
nang ˆinda sarÿli. There are women who

know how to manage themselves.

dãyab 1 n a flame

dãyab 177 dãyab
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v A combustible material flames.
magdãyab ˆAng bunut nga ginabutang sa

ˆibãbaw hay labˆas pa; ˆadtung mabirdi
pa pãra kung magdãyab hay ˆindiˆ
kapaˆibabaw ˆang kalãyu. The coconut
husks put on top are still fresh ones; the
color is still green so that when [they]
flame the fire will not go up. cf ˆãput 1b

2 dãyab sa kaˆugut v Someone flames
with anger. [nagdãyab sa kaˆugut
flamed with anger] cf kayadkad sa
kaˆugut (kayadkad 2)

dayag n fallen leaves from a tree

dãyan (var dayanun) n a road, a way in

going somewhere ˆAng dãyan nãmun
nang ˆýna ˆang ginatakyuban nãmun
ˆinaˆ ning paywa kundiˆ ˆindiˆ na
makilãya ˆang dãyan. Our road, before

[during wartime], was what was being

covered by us with [dry coconut] fronds

so that the road could no longer be

recognized. Sÿgi lang ˆang dyãgan ku
kay bãsiˆ kung may manga matapuk nga
nyug kag tinamãˆan pa ˆaku sa
dayanun. My running just continued

because supposing there would be a

coconut palm which would be broken

over and I would be hit on the way.

dayangdang n a brown-stripe snapper fish,

Lutjanus lutjanus (Bloch) {Brownish

pink above, silvery yellow below with a

brown stripe from the eye to the upper

caudal peduncle. A schooler, found on

shallow coastal reefs, often hiding in

crevices during the day.}

dayarya n diarrhea Kadamýˆan nga manga
tãwu nga nagamasakit ning dayarya
hay kung panahun nang tinguyãnun kay
wayaˆ sinda ning kasilyas sa ˆinda
bayay. As for most people who become

sick with diarrhea, it is during the rainy

season because they have no toilets at

their houses. syn bugrit, kursu2 1, sýka
maˆýyu (ˆýyu2 2)

dãyu v Someone goes someplace.
nagadãyu Nagadãyu diri sa ˆUdyýngan

pãra lang makamanyanÿta. [They] go to
Odiongan just so that [they] will be able
to serenade [someone]. cf kadtu

dayugdug n thunder Bãwal kunu ˆang
magngilit ˆu paligýsan ˆang ˆuning kay

ˆinaˆ ˆang dahilan nang pagpanglintiˆ
dayugdug kag ˆuyan nga dakuˆ. It is

forbidden to laugh at or bathe a cat, they

say, because that is the cause of

lightning, thunder and heavy rain.
v It thunders. [nagdayugdug thundered]

dayýhan n a foreigner Wayaˆ madýgay ˆang
pagˆinãway kay napirdi nina Prinsipi
ˆAdýnis ˆang manga dayýhan nga
kaˆãway. The continual fighting did not

take a long time because the foreign
enemies (lit, foreigners who were

enemies) were defeated by Prince

Adonis and companions.

dayuk 1 n salted shrimp made from

pond-field shrimp putut or imported from

Iloilo, Capiz or Manila Kung limpyu na
ˆang putut pwÿdi mu na ˆini nga ˆibaligyaˆ
humanun nga dayuk kundiˆ man hay
sabãgun. When the pond-field shrimp are

already clean, it is acceptable that they

will be sold by you, will be made into

salted shrimp, or will be roasted.

2 v Shrimp are made into salted shrimp
by someone.

dayukun Kung ˆÿmu ˆini dayukun ˆang
putut, hugãsan mu gid maˆãyu. If
pond-field shrimp will be made into
salted shrimp by you, they should be
cleaned by you very well.

dãyum1 1 n the depth of something ˆAng
dãyum nang pagkutkut hay manga duha
ka dãngaw masigkabýˆak. The depth of

the digging is about two hand spans on

both sides.

2a ˆidãyum (var kaˆidayýman) n a position
below; the bottom or underside of

someone, something, of two or more

things piled one on top of the other; the

interior of something; a location deep
inside something; a position underneath
something Sa ˆidãyum, ˆang plastãda
pagbutang nang niyug hay ginalÿkid
patindug. At the bottom [of the pile of

coconut pieces], the position in placing

the coconut [pieces] is placing them

standing on edge. ˆAng ˆini balayan, hay
kulur ˆitum sa ˆibãbaw kag putiˆ sa
ˆidãyum. As for this empty shell, the color

is black on top and white on the

underside. ˆIni ˆang mãpa nga sÿhiˆ hay

dayag 178 dãyum1
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bihÿraˆ mu ˆini makikÿtaˆ kay gasuksuk gid
ˆini sa kaˆidayýman nang manga batu. As

for this map cowry mollusk, [it] is rare

that [they] will be seen by you because

these go to the bottom of the stones. [The

noun following ˆidãyum is marked as a

possessor by nang: ˆidãyum nang kãhuy
‘underneath the tree (lit, the tree’s

underneath part’), ˆidãyum nang dýtaˆ ‘the

earth’s interior’.] Ginpamatiˆan ku ˆinaˆ
niyan maˆãyu kay daw ˆigwa gid ˆaku may
nababatiˆan, nga gahinambay sa ˆidãyum
nang bayay. I listened carefully to that

now because it seems there was really

someone who was able to be clearly heard

by me, who keeps on talking underneath
(lit, in a position underneath) the house.

Buyˆun ˆang maputiˆ nga yadtu sa ˆidãyum
nang mata kag pagkatãpus butangan
ning katumbay. Get out the white

[substance] from the interior of the

[chicken’s] eye and afterwards put in ripe

pepper. ˆIni nga sÿhiˆ, kung yadtu sa
ˆidãyum nang dãgat, hay ˆindiˆ mu
makilãya maˆãyu. As for those shells, if

[they are] in a location deep inside the

sea, it is hard for you to clearly recognize

them. ant ˆibãbaw (bãbaw 1a)
2b paˆidayum ger someone’s or something’s

going down to the bottom of or inside
something else Kung ˆÿmu ˆini tuslukun
ning sundang, hay gaˆuslup nga dãˆan
paˆidayum kag ˆindiˆ mu na makÿtaˆ.
When [jackknife clam mollusks] are

stabbed by you with a cutting bolo, they

retract immediately going inside [their

shells] and you cannot see them

[anymore]. ant paˆibãbaw (bãbaw 1b)
2c kadãyum (var madãyum) adj Something

is deep, in a deep place. Kung midyu
madãyum ˆang paglutaˆ nang ˆisdaˆ
ginabýsu ˆinaˆ ninda. If the swimming in

schools of the fish is moderately deep,

they dive for them. ˆIni ˆang sayˆut nga
sÿhiˆ, yadtu ˆini sinda sa kadãyum
makikÿtaˆ. As for fluted giant clam

mollusks, they can be found in the deep
[ocean].

kadayumdãyum int adj Something is
very deep, in a very deep place. ˆIndiˆ

na lang ˆaku, Nanay, magsuyud kay
kadayumdãyum; mamamatay na lang
ˆaku diraˆ. Mother, I will no longer go
inside [the cave] because it is very
deep; I would die there. cf tislub ant
mabãbaw (bãbaw 1b)

3 kadãyum adj someone’s deep or sound
sleep ˆIsa ka hanãgub na nang gabˆi si
Nunÿta hay nakamangnu sa ˆiya
kadãyum nga pagkatýyug. One late

evening Nonita happened to wake up

from her sound sleep.

dãyum2 n a needle Bumakay ka na lang ning
dãyum kag bunang kag tahiˆun ˆang
ˆÿmu manga gisiˆ nga manga bãruˆ. You

just buy a needle and thread and sew

your worn-out dresses.

býhuˆ nang dãyum (býhuˆ 3) idiom the

eye of a needle; katapýsan nga dãyum
(tãpus 5) set expr the base of something

dãyun 1 v Someone lives or stays in a

particular place.
nagadãyun ˆAng kalãˆum ku ˆinaˆ niyan

didtu kami sa Kyãpuˆ kay yadtu ˆang ˆiya
pamilya nagadãyun. What I then
thought about that was that we [would
go] there to Quiapo because her family
was living there.

makadãyun Hay hambay ni Taylo hay,
“Puydi ba,” kunu, “kami ˆAnti Birta
nga makadãyun diri?” Taylu said, “If
possible,” he said, “will we be able,
Aunt Bertha, to stay here?” cf puyuˆ 2,
tinir, ˆistambay 1, ˆistar

2a imper v Come in! ˆAng hambay ku,
“Maˆãyu nga hãpun”; tapus nagsabat
da si Nÿna sa ˆãkun nga “Dãyun!” I

said, “Good afternoon”; then Nena

answered me, “Come in!”

2b v An activity or state is continued by

someone.
nadãyun Wayaˆ nadãyun ˆang pagˆãras

sa ginakasay. The espousal ritual for
those who were being married was not
able to be continued.

madadãyun Kung kita lang hay
magkaˆisa hay madadãyun ˆini nga
týbiˆ. If we just unite in this village, this
water [project] will be able to be
continued.

padãyun caus v Something is allowed by
someone to be continued.

dãyum2 179 dãyun
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ˆipadãyun, padayýnun ˆIpadãyun nãmun
ˆang trabãhu hasta nga matãpus. The
work will be allowed by us to be
continued until [it] is finished. Binuˆuy
na si Lurit nang ˆãtun Dyus sa lãngit,
gãniˆ ˆindiˆ na nindu padayýnun ˆinaˆ nga
ˆisturya, kay kalãˆin nga pamatÿˆan. Loret
was taken by our God into heaven, so
that [bad] story [about him] would no
longer be allowed by you to be
continued because [it] is bad to be heard.

dayýnut v Something becomes slippery.
nagadayýnut Kanãmit gid kung sa gãbi

nga ˆýtan mu ˆilýpus kay nagadayýnut
lang kung ˆÿmu paˆpaˆun. It is very
delicious when you mix [pond-field
shrimp] into coconut-flavored taro
leaves because [otherwise] they become
slippery when you chew them.

kadayýnut, madayýnut adj Something is
slippery. Kung sa Duminggu magˆinýyan
ˆindiˆ ta pagsigÿhun ˆang paghãkut ning
batu kay madayýnut ˆang karsãda. If on
Sunday it rains continually, the carrying
of marble blocks will not be continued by
us because the roads will be slippery.
ˆAng ˆunud nang ˆini nga sÿhiˆ hay
kadayýnut. As for the meat of this
[Mediterranean Sea purple sea] snail, [it]
is slippery.

dayˆa, dayˆi, dayˆun (see daya 1b)

dãˆan 1 adj an old object; i.e., something

that has been used for long time ˆAng
dãˆan nga bayay ni Biktur hay gubaˆ na.
As for the old house of Victor, [it] is

already completely destroyed. cf dãti
2 nga dãˆan adv ahead of time; at once,

without delay; at the time of something

happening; at that time; at this time;
early, before the expected or normal time

for something to happen; easily; now,

instead of later; then; without restraint
Kung ˆigwa kita ning mabatiˆan nga
hambay nga masanting hay nagatanum
nga dãˆan sa ˆãtun ning ˆÿsip. If there are

offensive words that will be heard by us,

they at once become established in our

minds. Wayaˆ pa ˆaku nakatãpus sa
hayskul; nakaˆasãwa ˆaku nga dãˆan. I

had not yet finished high school; I

[nevertheless] took a spouse at that time.
Wayaˆ ninda nakasãyu sa pagkãˆun si

Nistur kay natuyýgan nga dãˆan. Nestor

was not able to join them in eating

because he happened to sleep early.

Bihÿraˆ lang gid magmasakit ning grãbi
ˆang manga ngÿpun nang manga ˆungaˆ
nang ˆýna; hay wayaˆ nagasÿraˆ nga
dãˆan. It was rare that the teeth of children

in past times were badly diseased; [they]

did not easily become decayed. Kalulýˆuy
ˆaku kay ˆaku na lang ˆini nga ˆisa kung
ˆumasãwa ka nga dãˆan. I am to be pitied

because I will be alone if you take a

spouse now. Nalýˆuy gid sa ˆiya ˆang ˆiya
manÿnuy, gãniˆ gintawˆan siya nga dãˆan
ning kwarta nga ˆinugbãkay. His

godfather really pitied him, so he was

given money without restraint for

spending money. [Nga dãˆan commonly

modifies a preceding verb (above

examples); ˆadtu nga dãˆan or sa nga
dãˆan modifies a following sentence.]

ˆAdtu nga dãˆan ˆang lamÿsa hay
mapupunuˆ ning manga butang nga
makakãˆun. At once that table was very

full of served food for eating. Sa nga
dãˆan kumadtu na si ˆInrÿku sa ˆisa nga
kahariˆan. At once Enrico went to one

kingdom.

karãˆan derv an antique
daˆug 1a n the winner in a contest, as a

game, gambling Kung sinˆu ˆang
nakabuˆuy ning matãˆas nga bÿlang hay
ˆimaw ˆang daˆug. Whoever is the one

who is able to get a higher score, that

one is the winner.

1b v Someone, a particular number wins in

a contest. Maˆãyu kung pirmi ka daˆug
kay magãna ˆang ˆÿmu lãwas hay kung
pirdi ka malýya ˆang ˆÿmu lãwas. It is

good if you always win because your

body is alive or active but if you lose

your body is weak.
nagdaˆug Ginakadtu ku naman sa

pulitika kung sinˆu ˆang nagdaˆug
pagkamÿyur. [The topic] was brought up
by me about politics as to who was the
one who won becoming mayor. ˆAng
numiru nga nagdaˆug hay dus ˆýnu.
ˆAba, nga kalÿpay ku, kay dakuˆ ˆang
ˆãkun daˆug! As for the number that
won, [it] was two-one. Oh, I was very

dayýnut 180 daˆug
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happy, because my winnings were
considerable!

dumaˆug Kung dumaˆug ka naman, ˆinaˆ
hay nagaˆãbut da ning manga
singkwinta mil pÿsus. If you also win, as
for those [winnings], [they] go to about
fifty thousand pesos.

2 n someone’s winnings in a contest ˆInang
baynti, kung buynasun ka kag ˆikaw hay
nagdaˆug maˆãbut na ning subra ˆisa ka
lÿbu ˆang ˆÿmu daˆug. As for that twenty

[pesos gambled], if you are lucky and

you win, your winnings will reach more

than one thousand [pesos].

di meas n a nonspecific or specific number

of horsepower of an engine Binaligyaˆ
nãmun kay Samsun ning mil kinyintus
lang, kag ˆinaˆ hay di dyis. We sold that

[pumpboat] to Samson for only one

thousand five hundred [pesos], and that

[engine] is ten horsepower. {Horse-

power, especially for motorboats, is

measured as follows: di singku five

horsepower, di sayis six horsepower, di
dyis ten horsepower, di baynti twenty

horsepower, etc.} syn balyus
dibusyun n devotion to or strong affection

for God, a patron saint, someone Kãda
na lang gid býlan nang Mãyu, ˆang
manga Katuliku hay ˆigwa nang ˆinang
ginatawag nga dibusyun pãra kay santa
Marya. Every month of May, as for

Catholics, [they] have that called strong
affection for Saint Mary.

didal n a thimble used in sewing tahiˆ
didtu dem adv An action moves there, to a

person or place out of sight of, or far from,

the speaker in place, prior reference or

time; an event occurs or a state exists

there in a particular place out of sight of,

or far from, the speaker. [Didtu occurs

most commonly in the place margin of a

sentence; yadtu or yadtu didtu occurs

most commonly as predicate.] Makadtu
na da kuntaˆ kami didtu sa banwa kay
mabakay na ˆadtu nga risÿta kay sarãdu
na ˆang dispinsaryu. We will probably be

going there to town, because [we] will

buy that prescribed medicine because the

dispensary is already closed. cf yadtu
yadtu didtu (yadtu) set expr Someone

or something is there.

dÿga v Someone shows romantic interest
towards someone else, usually of the

opposite sex.
nagadÿga Wayaˆ da ˆadtu magliwat ˆadtu

ˆang nagadÿga sa ˆãkun kay humalin gid
ˆadtu sa ˆãkun pungkýˆan kag nagkadtu
sa ˆãkun manga kaˆibãhan. The [boy]
who was showing romantic interest
towards me did not do it again because
[he] left that place where I was sitting
and went to my companions.

mÿsa digalya (var of mÿsa sa tungang gabˆi
(mÿsa 1a)) midnight mass

dÿgus v Someone bathes an animal.
nagadÿgus Kung ˆikaw nagadÿgus sa

bãbuy, hay ˆayaw magdigýsa ning
ˆayangˆãyang. When you bathe a pig,
[it] should not be bathed carelessly.

v An animal is bathed by someone.
digýsun ˆIni ˆang ˆuning hay may ˆanÿtu

nga kung ˆÿmu kunu ˆini digýsun ˆang
ˆuning kag ngitlan hay magapanglintiˆ
kag magaˆinýyan. As for cats, there is a
taboo belief in which if a cat, they say,
will be bathed by you and [it] will be
laughed at, [it] will lightning and will
continually rain. (see limpyu, Different
Ways of Cleaning for table.)

diklarasyun 1 n the testimony of a witness

during a dispute

2 n a written land document
dikurasyun 1 n a decoration on something

or in an area Kaˆãyu kung ˆang balayan
hay putiˆ kay kaˆãyu nga dikurasyun sa
bayay. It is good if the empty shell is

white because it is good as a decoration
in the house.

2 v Someone decorates something.
nagadikurasyun ˆAng ˆiba nagadikurasyun

nang baylÿhan, kay pãra maˆãyu naman
nga siruˆun. As for others, [they] were
decorating the dancing hall so that [it
would be] very nice to look at.

ger someone’s decorating something ˆIndiˆ
ˆaku magbãlik diri kay mabýlig ˆaku ning
dikurasyun sa ˆãmun ˆiskwilahan. I will
not return here because I will help in
decorating at our school.

pangdikurasyun pur ger Something is
used for decorating. ˆIni nga balayan
nang sÿhiˆ ˆindiˆ da ˆini pwÿdi nga

di 181 dikurasyun
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pangdikurasyun sa bayay. These empty
shells of mollusks are not appropriate for
decorating in a house.

dilag n a dilag anchovy fish, family

Engraulidae ˆAng ginagamus nga ˆisdaˆ
hay ˆang lambÿyung, dilag, lupuy, kag
hagungan. Fish that are cured by salting

and aging are lambiyung anchovies, dilag
anchovies, gold striped sardines and

hagungan anchovies. {Characterized by

no scales; bluish in color, to about 2.5 cm

long.} cf bulinaw, hagungan, lambÿyung
1, tabyus

dilamÿta n a stick of dynamite
dilãta n canned food, as fruit, meat,

vegetables

dÿlaˆ n the tongue of a person or animal

mahãbaˆ ning dÿlaˆ (hãbaˆ 3) idiom
Someone is prone to gossip.; týbuˆ
nang dÿlaˆ (týbuˆ 3) idiom someone’s

sharp tongue
dilibiri rum n a delivery room where

women give birth Bãwal galiˆ ˆinaˆ
niyan ˆang kaˆibãhan nang nagabatyag
hay yadtu sa dilibiri rum. As for

companions of those laboring in

childbirth, [they] are now not allowed to

be there inside the delivery room.

diligãdu n a delegate to a meeting

dilikãdu 1 kadilikãdu adj An action is

risky or dangerous to accomplish.

Kung ˆang buyung nga lumay hay
palatunun mu sa lawud, hay kadilikãdu
gid ˆinaˆ. When you carry magical love

potion medicine with you when passing

across the open sea, that is very risky.

dimindÿmin n a charm, a charm blessing
Hay ˆanu ˆang ˆiya ning dimindÿmin?
Kay ˆigwa kunu ning dimindÿmin ˆang
ˆiya ning barýtu. What is his charm?

Because, they say, his boat has a

charm blessing. {An empty bullet

bãla or small bag is filled with material

known to some herbalists and is used to

ward off evil spirits.} syn panagang cf

karminkarmin
dimunyu n a demon, a devil ˆAng ˆãmun

naˆagihan daw gid kami ˆang
ginaˆabayan ning manga dimunyu kay
týdu gid ˆang ˆinýyan. That which we

experienced was that it seems that we

are surely accompanied by many devils
because the continuous raining is heavy.

syn yãwaˆ 1

Kinds of Spirits

dimunyu, yãwa demon, devil

kalag 1 departed soul

malãˆin nga evil spirit

ˆispiritu
(ispiritu 2),
malãˆut

muytu, santirmu fire soul

santu ˆanghil guardian angel

(ˆanghil 1a)
sãtanas the devil

ˆagtaˆ black devil

ˆanghil 1 angel

ˆingkantãda spirit woman

ˆingkantu spirit-person

ˆispiritu 1 spirit of a living

person

dintista n a dentist
dinugˆan (from duguˆ + -in-an)

1a n blood meat {Consists of beef, pork or

poultry cooked in blood.} (See

sumsýman 1, Some Kinds of Food
Delicacies for table.)

1b v Someone cooks meat in blood.
nagdinugˆan Nagdinugˆan si Pi kahãpun

kay birtdi nang ˆiya ˆungaˆ. Fe cooked
the meat in blood yesterday because it
was the birthday of her child.

v Meat is cooked in blood by someone.
Pwÿdi ˆini nga prÿtu kundiˆ man
dinugˆan kag pwÿdi da ˆini nga ˆihãluˆ sa
pansit. This can be fried or [it] is cooked
in blood and can also be mixed into
Chinese noodles.

dingding 1 n the wall or walling of a

building, a smoking rack tapãhan.
Ginahadlýkan ˆaku kay ˆang ˆinda syap
hay pýru ˆispÿhu ˆang dingding. I am

afraid because, as for their shop, the

wall is all glass. Nahýyug na galiˆ ˆang
ˆãmun halýblaks nga dingding didtu sa
may dãgat. Our hollow-block walling
toppled over there where there was sea

water. (See Appendix 2, Parts of a

House.)

dilag 182 dingding
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Walling Materials

halýblaks hollow-block bricks

lawanit pressed board

playwud plywood

sawãliˆ woven bamboo walling

sikyat bamboo pole and strip

walling

tabla plank siding

tinadtad nga crushed bamboo

kawãyan walling

(kawãyan 2)

ˆaslar marble outside walling

tile

2 v A space, as a building, a smoking rack is
walled in by someone.

nadingdingan Kung nadingdingan na,
pwÿdi ka na makatýnaˆ pagdãbuk. When
it (i.e., the smoking rack) is already
walled in, you can now start to build a
fire.

dingdingan imper v Wall in a space!
Magsalirangdang ˆãnay kag dingdingan
kãda kÿlid pãra ˆang ˆasu hay paˆibabaw
ˆang salÿda! First weave coconut frond
shingles and wall in both sides [of the
smoking rack] so that the smoke will go
up!

paningdÿngan derv outside floor joist,
outside stringer

dipãra v Someone cares for someone else or

something.
nagadipãra May nagadipãra, paghuman

ning kabãˆung. Someone is caring [for
the dead person by] preparing a coffin.

magadipãra Sina Lýlu kag si Lýla hay
maguyang na; kahinangyãnun ninda
ˆang duktur nga magadipãra sa ˆinda.
As for Grandfather and Grandmother,
[they] are already old; they need a
doctor who will care for them.

v Someone or something is cared for by
someone else.

ginadipãra Ginadipãra ˆang ˆãkun manga
ˆungaˆ nga wayaˆ pay ˆasãwa. My
children who still have no spouses are
cared for.

diparãhun Mas gustu pa niya ˆang
magpinanumbãyay kag magkãyat ning
kung ˆanuˆãnu nga manga balÿtaˆ kaysa
diparãhun ˆang ˆiya ˆungaˆ sa pagpakãˆun
sa tãmaˆ nga ˆýras. To go [visiting] from

house to house and to promulgate all
kinds of gossip was more desirable to her
than that her children would be cared for
by being fed at the right time.

pagdipãra ger someone’s caring for
someone or something Mama, ˆinang
ˆÿmu ˆasãwa nga ˆikaduha, pamatyagan
mu kung maˆãyu man ˆang pagdipãra sa
ˆÿmu. Mother, as for that second spouse
of yours, sense if [his] caring for you is
good. cf dãhan 2, ˆalãgaˆ 1, ˆatãman,
ˆaturgar, ˆintindi 2

dipiktu n a defect involving a person, a

thing, a situation

dipindi pseudov Someone, something, a

situation, an unstated actor depends on
someone or something else, a particular

action or state for a desired result.

Pangˆunum: ˆÿmu na ˆini lilãsun; ˆang
paglÿlas dipindi sa ˆÿmu kung maˆunu
kadagkuˆ ˆang ˆÿmu gustu nga lÿlas. Sixth:

you strip them (i.e., rolled buri leaf

sections); the stripping depends on you

[as to] how wide you want your buri strips

[to be]. Kung ˆikaw magbakay dipindi
naman ˆinaˆ sa ˆikaˆÿguˆ nang ˆÿmu kwarta.
When you buy [something], that really

depends on the sufficiency of your

money [as to how much you can afford].

dipirinsya 1a n a health or mechanical
problem Kung may dipirinsya ˆang ˆisa
sa ˆãtun hay ˆaku mismu ˆang
magabuyung. If there is someone in our

family who has a health problem, I am

the one who medically treats [him]. May
dipirinsya ˆang makina ni Huwan.
Juan’s motor has a mechanical
problem. cf sakit 1

1b v Someone, someone’s body is inflicted
with a health problem.

madipirinsyahi Nagapasalãmat ˆaku kay
wayaˆ da madipirinsyahi ˆang ˆiya
lãwas; wayaˆ siya nagˆabnurmal. I give
thanks because her body was not
inflicted with a health problem; she
did not become abnormal. cf sakit 2b

2 n the difference between two events,

states, people, things ˆAnu ˆang
dipirinsya nang nakaˆiskwÿla kag
wayaˆ? What is the difference between

those who are able to go to school and

dipãra 183 dipirinsya
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[those who] are not?

diplýma n a diploma indicating that the

recipient has completed a course of

study Dãmuˆ na nang nagapatahiˆ sa
ˆãkun kay nakabãtun gid ˆakuy diplýma,
sa drismÿking. There are many now of

those who let me sew because I was able

to receive a diploma in dressmaking.

dipusitu 1a n a deposit of a substance, as

money, sand ˆAng ˆãmun nyan dipusitu
ˆisa ka lÿbu. Our deposit now is one

thousand [pesos].

1b v Something is deposited by someone in

a given location.
ginadipusitu ˆAng ˆãmun kwarta nga

ginakÿtaˆ hay ginadipusitu nãmun sa
bangku. As for the money that we earn,
[it] is deposited in the bank.

Dir pers n Dear, an address or reference

term of endearment cf darling
diraˆ (var draˆ, ˆinaˆ diraˆ, diraˆ ˆinaˆ) loc adv

An action moves there, away from the

speaker but sometimes near the hearer in

place, prior reference or time; an event

occurs or a state exists there in a

particular place away from the speaker

but sometimes near the hearer. [Diraˆ
occurs most commonly in the place

margin of a sentence; yãraˆ or yãraˆ diraˆ
occurs most commonly as a sentence

predicate. Diraˆ is commonly followed

by sa and a person or place.] Diraˆ sa
Tyamban, kung ˆikaw nagaplÿti ning
kãtids ˆigwa ˆinaˆ diraˆ ning kumplÿtu
nga gãmit nga ˆindu magagãmit sa
pagkatýyug. There in Tiamban, if you

are renting a cottage, there are complete

supplies there that you can use for

sleeping. Diraˆ ˆinaˆ sa tungaˆ nang kãda
ngÿpun hay ˆigwa ning tigkaˆýtud nga
gilit. There at the middle of every wood

block there is a half piece of razor blade.

[A following hu declares the exactness of

the location indicated by diraˆ.] Hay
kagabˆi hay nakakÿtaˆ kunu si Dÿding
ning gaˆinggat diraˆ hu sa may ˆakasya.
Last night, they say, Diding saw

something which was sparkling right
there near the acacia tree.

loc adj a condition, person or thing there
[This locative adjective commonly

modifies a noun or pronoun.] Basaˆ
gãniˆ ˆang ˆãkun ˆýyu, pÿru sinda didtu,
sÿgi pa ˆang ˆinda bayli. My head was
wet, but as for them there, their dancing
still continued.

diraˆ nga lugar (var ˆinaˆ diraˆ nga lugar)
loc n that place Pagsuyud nãmun ˆinaˆ
niyan sa Pwirtu Galyÿra, naˆÿsip ku,
ˆAbaw! Kaˆayuˆãyu galiˆ ˆinaˆ diraˆ nga
lugar kay týrist ˆispat ˆinaˆ nga lugar.
Upon our entering Puerto Gallera I
thought, “Oh! That place was really
very nice because that place was a
tourist spot. cf yãraˆ 1

yãraˆ diraˆ, yãraˆ ˆinaˆ diraˆ (yãraˆ 1) set
expr Someone or something is there.

dirbi n a special cockfighting event Kãda
pyista sa Rumblun ˆigwa ning dirbi.
During every fiesta in Romblon there is a

special cockfighting event. {Special

cockfighting events are held in con-

nection with other festive occasions.} cf

býyang1 1a
diri 1 (var dri, ˆini diri) dem adv An action

moves here to a person or place near the

speaker; an event occurs or a state exists

here in a particular place near the

speaker. Pagkabatiˆ nãmun ˆadtu nga
maˆãyu na gãniˆ diri, nagpahatud naman
kami diri sa ˆãmun hãli. When we heard

that it was already good here, we

allowed [ourselves] to be brought here to

our co-lateral relatives. [Diri occurs most

commonly in the place margin of a

sentence; yãri or yãri diri occurs most

commonly as a sentence predicate.]

Nagˆinýyan; gãniˆ diri na lang sinda
nagtingiˆ ning bugas sa býkid. It rained

continually; this is the reason they just

bought rice here in the rural area. Wayaˆ
ka pa diri, nagapamatiˆ ˆaku sa radyu kay
ginapamatiˆan ku ˆang balÿtaˆ tungud
didtu sa bulkan nga naglupuk na. When

you were not yet here, I was listening to

the radio because the news was being

listened to by me because of the volcano

which had already erupted there. [Diri is

commonly followed by sa and a person

or place.] Bãsiˆ ˆindu pinaˆasãwa liwat si
Lýlu diri sa Rumblun? Why was

Grandfather allowed by you to marry

diplýma 184 diri
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again here in Romblon? Diri sa ˆãmun
trabãhu mahugaˆ ˆini kay ˆãbir
nagaˆuyan, sÿgi ˆang trabãhu. Here at

our work it is difficult because even

though it is raining, our work continues.
loc adj a condition, person or thing here

[This locative adjective commonly
modifies a noun or pronoun.] ˆAng ˆãkun
pangabuhÿˆan diri gintaˆu ku na sa ˆinda
nga manga ˆungaˆ ku. My source of
livelihood (i.e., property) here I gave to
my children. Diri sa Rumblun labi na
diri sa Lýnus ˆang manga tãwu diri nga
may manga lanas hay nagasalig lang
gid sa ˆuyan. Here in Romblon
especially here in Lonos, the people
here who have rice fields just depend on
rain. ˆIni ˆang kãnam nga sÿpaˆ lastiku,
ˆang ginagãmit ˆini diri, hay lastiku da
nga nababakay sa tindãhan. As for this
game of kick-the-rubber-bands, as for
things that are used here, [they] are
rubber bands which can be bought at a
store. [Diri rarely occurs as a predicate.
In this position it overlaps in function
with yãri.] Gãniˆ ˆini ˆang pagkadtu sa
ˆiban nga lugar hay pabur da ˆaku kay
kung diri ka lang, wayaˆ ning pagˆiba
ˆang ˆÿmu trabãhu. Therefore I am also
in favor of the going to other places
because if you are here only, your job
has no variation. [A following hu
declares the exactness of the location
indicated by diri.] Pagluwas niya, diri
hu sa pirtãhan hay kiniluˆan ˆaku. Upon
his going out, right here at the door he
winked at me.

diri nga lugar loc n this place Diri nga
lugar hay mabãhuˆ ning patay nga
ˆambuˆ. This place has the bad smell of
a dead rat. cf yãri

2 diri na adv This is the reason or this is
the time something happens or a state

exists. ˆAdtung ˆãtun gingkasugtãnan,
kung ˆadtu hay maˆaprubahan, diri na
kita hay mapahuman ning ˆisa nga
pruyiktu nga týbiˆ. That upon which an

agreement was made by us, if [it] will be

approved, this is the time that we would

allow a water project to be constructed.

syn ˆimaw ˆini (ˆimaw 2b) cf ˆimaw 2a
yãri diri (yãri) set expr Someone or

something is here.

dÿris n the unpleasant odor of a civet cat

ˆInaˆ ˆang dÿris nang singgãyung,
ginabutang ˆinaˆ sa karminkarmin nu?
As for that unpleasant odor of a civet

cat, that is put inside a herbal charm bag,

isn’t that right?

diritsu 1 adj The shape of a linear object is

straight. ˆAng ˆiya tukaˆ hay diritsu,
mabahuy ˆang pýnuˆ kag ˆang punta hay
matalÿwis. Its beak (i.e., of a black-naped

oriole) is straight, the base is big and the

end [of the beak] is pointed.

2a pseudov Someone goes directly to a

particular location. Diritsu na kami sa
ˆãmun kanaman kag nagsupbul kami.
We then went directly to our

playground and we played softball.

2b adv Something is done immediately.

Kung tambayu nga ˆisdaˆ ˆang ˆiya
nasayangan sa kabatuhan, ginatukaˆ da
niya kag diritsu tuyun. When a

pore-headed gudgeon fish is what

happens to be seen in a stony area, it is

pecked and is immediately swallowed.

disgrasya v Someone has an accident.
madidisgrasya Kung ˆang ˆisa ka tãwu hay

pakadtýˆun sa byãhi kag nakasumpung
siya ning ˆitum nga ˆuning ˆinaˆ kunu siya
hay madidisgrasya. If a person is about
to go on a trip and he happens to meet a
black cat, that one, they say, will surely
have an accident.

disidi v Someone decides to accomplish a

particular action.
nagdisidi Nagdisidi ˆakuy kadtu sa ˆinda;

maˆÿsug na ˆang ˆãkun buˆut kay
magkasýgut na kami. I decided to go to
their place; my heart was already
courageous because we had already
become engaged.

v A particular action is decided by
someone.

ginadisidihan Ginadisidihan ku gid nga
ˆaku makabuˆuy butung pãra lang gid
ˆaku makakãˆun kay kagýtum na gid. [It]
is really being decided by me that I will
be able to get a young coconut so that I
will just be able to eat because [I] am
already hungry.

disidÿdu adj Someone is sincere about

dÿris 185 disidÿdu
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something. ˆIgwa day nagapangasawa
sa ˆÿmu nga disidÿdu. There is also

someone courting you who is sincere.

Disimbri (var of Disyimbri) the month of

December
disinti adj Behavior, a joke, a song, a story is

decent, proper, respectable. Sigýru
ˆimaw da ˆinaˆ ˆang hýkay nyan nga
disinti ˆang ˆãtun paghýkay. Maybe

[regarding] those doings now, our

actions are respectable. Disinti pa ˆang
manga kanta maskin nilãngas. The

songs were still decent even though

they were humorous.

disinuwÿbi card num adj nineteen actions,

people, pieces of something, situations,

things, times, units of measurement

{Numbers eleven ˆunsi up to ninety-nine

nubinta ˆinuwÿbi are Spanish words. For

a description of the use of Spanish

numbers, see entry ˆýnu.} (See Appendix

21, Cardinal Numbers.)

disir (var ˆadisir) Before an event occurs or a

state exists, another event occurs or

another state exists. Disir ta manghuran,
hay paˆabýtun ta ˆãnay manga ˆunum ka
týˆig. Before a younger sibling will be

begotten by us, [our present child]

should be allowed by us to reach six

years of age.

disisayis card num adj sixteen actions,

people, pieces of something, situations,

things, times, units of measurement

{Numbers eleven ˆunsi up to ninety-nine

nubinta ˆinuwÿbi are Spanish words. For

a description of the use of Spanish

numbers, see entry ˆýnu.} (See Appendix

21, Cardinal Numbers.)

disisyÿti card num adj seventeen actions,

people, pieces of something, situations,

things, times, units of measurement

{Numbers eleven ˆunsi up to ninety-nine

nubinta ˆinuwÿbi are Spanish words. For

a description of the use of Spanish

numbers, see entry ˆýnu.} (See Appendix

21, Cardinal Numbers.)

disiˆutsu card num adj eighteen actions,

people, pieces of something, situations,

things, times, units of measurement

{Numbers eleven ˆunsi up to ninety-nine

nubinta ˆinuwÿbi are Spanish words. For a

description of the use of Spanish

numbers, see entry ˆýnu.} (See Appendix

21, Cardinal Numbers.)

diskarga ger someone’s unloading of

something Pagkatãpus naman nãmun
diskarga nang manga daya, makarga
naman kami ning manga ˆislab nga
marmul. After our unloading of the

things, we will again load marble slabs.
v Someone unloads something.
nagadiskarga ˆAku pa ˆang nagadiskarga

sa binulˆanun nga halin sa Tablas kag
sa ˆÃyad. As for me, [I] am the one who
unloads the two-sail outrigger boat
coming from Tablas and from Alad.

v Something is unloaded by someone.
nadidiskarga ˆAdtung manga tabýnan

nga pãra sa lagang hay wayaˆ pa
gihãpun nadidiskarga ni Rýdi. Those
deep-sea fish traps which were for the
chambered nautilus mollusks were not
able to be unloaded by Rudy.

v the place where something is unloaded
by someone

diniskargahan Kung maˆÿnit ˆang lugar
nga ˆÿmu diniskargahan nang lýtuˆ na
nga niyug, mahuman kay tulda pãra
bukun maˆÿnit ˆang pagtrabãhu. If the
place where your cooked copra will be
unloaded by you is sweltering [because
of the sun’s heat], then you make a tent
so your working will not be sweltering.
ant karga 1b

diskumpyãdu adj Someone is doubtful
about the truth or validity of a particular

situation. Kung diskumpyãdu ka pa gid,
nga nãkun, hay ˆigwa ˆaku daya nga
litrãtu. If you are still doubtful [that this

boat is mine], I said, I have a picture

which I brought.

diskursu n a speech
v Someone delivers a speech. cf

hambayhambay (hambay 9)
diskusyun n an argument or discussion Týdu

na ˆang ˆinda diskusyun pagkaˆãga. Their

argument in the morning was already

intense.
v Two or more people argue about or

discuss something.
nagadiskusyun ˆAng ˆiba naman nga

nababayung, pagˆabut sa ˆinda bayay,

Disimbri 186 diskusyun
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ˆang ˆinda bayay ˆang ˆinda ginapaˆukpan
kung sinda nagadiskusyun magˆasawa.
Some [men] who get drunk, upon
arriving at their house, their house is
what they focus on when they, husband
and wife, argue.

v Something is argued about or discussed
among two or more people.

ginadiskusyunan ˆAng ˆiya lang
maˆipangãkuˆ sa ˆãtun hay
ginadiskusyunan ˆini nang ˆiya ˆunum
nga kaˆibãhan, ˆisa na siya. What is
able to be promised to us by him is that
this will be discussed by his six
companions, [and] he will be one [of
them]. cf rasun 2

dispinsaryu n a dispensary, connected to a

hospital, where medicines are sold

Makadtu na da kuntaˆ kami didtu sa
banwa kay mabakay na ˆadtu nga risÿta
kay sarãdu na ˆang dispinsaryu. We

will probably be going there to town,

because [we] will buy that prescribed

medicine because the dispensary is

already closed.

dispwis prep After an event, another event

happens; an event happens and

afterwards another event happens; an

event happens but afterwards a

different or unexpected event happens.

Dispwis tawˆan ku sya ning tãning nga
ˆýras nga magaˆabut sya diri sa Lýnus.
Afterwards I will give her a time

schedule for her to arrive here in Lonos.

{Speech of old people.} syn pagkatãpus
(tãpus 1c)

distansya n the distance of one person or

thing from another person or thing ˆAng
pagkutkut hay humanan distansya nga
dyis pur dyis ˆang pagsimintu ˆagud ˆinaˆ
man, ˆang nagasãyuk kag ˆang
nagapaligus, hay ˆindiˆ maglýnang ˆang
týbiˆ. The digging should create a

distance in which the pouring of cement

is ten [meters] by ten [meters ] so that,

[as a result of] those fetching water and

those taking a bath, the water will not

become muddy.

distinasyun n a plan ˆInaˆ si Birtu, bukun
ˆinaˆ masiling nga maˆÿsug ˆang ˆiya
buˆut kag wayaˆ siya ning distinasyun

pãra sa pamilya. As for Berto, that does

not mean that his heart was courageous,

and he had no plan for his family. cf

bãlak, plãnu, tãning
distÿnu 1 n someone’s destination Maˆãyu

nga hãpun; diri lang ˆang distÿnu ku.
Good afternoon; my destination is here

only.

2 v Someone is assigned to a particular

place.
nadistÿnu Nagtudluˆ si ˆUhin didtu ning

tuyu ka týˆig kag pagkatãpus nagtrabãhu
naman siya sa Malaysia ning tatlu da
gihãpun ka týˆig kag bãgu nadistÿnu diri
siya sa Pilipÿnas. Ohin taught there for
three years and afterwards he worked in
Malaysia for another three years and
before [he] was assigned here in the
Philippines.

Disyimbri (var Disimbri) n the month of

December ˆAng ˆãkun ˆisturya hay ˆang
natabuˆ nang naglÿgad nga býlan nang
Disimbri. My story is about what

happened the past month of December.

(See Appendix 12, Months of the

Gregorian Calendar.)

diˆ ba adv Isnˆt it so? ˆIgwa day
nagapangasawa sa ˆÿmu nga disidÿdu,
diˆ ba? There is also someone courting

you who is sincere, isnˆt it so?

diˆ bãli (see bãli 2b) never mind
diˆin 1a intg adv Where does an event occur

or a condition, thing or person exist?

Diˆin ka ˆinaˆ magbakay ning ˆasýkar?
Where did you buy sugar? Diˆin ka
mabuˆuy nang ˆÿmu kakaˆýnun masunud
nga ˆadlaw? Where will you get that

which you will eat the next day? Diˆin
ˆang ˆãkun gãmit diri sa lamÿsa? Where
are my things [that were] here on the

table?

1b kung diˆin rel adv where an event

occurs or a condition, thing or person

exists Wayaˆ ni Nÿna batiˆbatÿˆa kung
diˆin na ˆang ˆiya nanay. Nena did not

hear from any source where her mother

is now. (See bãsiˆ 1b, Relative
Adverbs for table.)

1c kung sa diˆin rel adv where someone or

something is located; where someone

or something comes from, goes, is taken
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from, or taken to Wayaˆ na gid nina
Luˆis masayýri kung sa diˆin nga lugar
nagkadtu si Nilda. Luis and the others

do not know the place where Nelda

went. ˆIni hay ginasýgid pa nang ˆiba
nga wayaˆ pa makakakÿtaˆ kung sa diˆin
gid ginabuˆuy. As for this, it is still

looked for by some who have not yet

been able to consistently find where it is

gotten from. (See bãsiˆ 1b, Relative
Adverbs for table.)

2 kung diˆindÿˆin indef loc adj People or

things come from or go to various
places. ˆAng manga dalãga kung
diˆindÿˆin halin nga baryu: may sa
Hinablan, may sa Batiˆãnuˆ, ˆigway sa
ˆAgnay, ˆigwa sa ˆÃlad, may tagabanwa,
may tagaSuwaˆ, Lýsud. Young girls

came from various villages: there were

[some] from Hinablan, there were also

[some] from Batiano, there were [some]

from Agnay, there were [some] from

Alad, there were [some] from town,

there were [some] from Suwa, Losod.
loc adv People or things come from

various directions or go in various
directions. Kung diˆindÿˆin lang da
napapakadtu ˆang ˆisturya nang manga
babãyi. The conversations of the girls
were surely sent in various directions.

bÿsan diˆin 1 set expr whatever place,

regardless of the place; bÿsan diˆin 2,
ˆãbir diˆin, maskin diˆin set expr
anywhere, no matter where

dram n a wash-water storage barrel; a

metal drum with a plastic or plywood

cover, kept under the eaves for catching

rainwater used for washing dishes,

floors, clothing, for bathing cf tadyaw
(See baldi, Water Containers for

table.)

draˆ (var of diraˆ)
draybir n a driver of a vehicle Ginbantayan

ku ˆang draybir nang traysikul. The

driver of the motorized pedicab was

waited for by me.

dri (var of diri 1)

drismÿking n the craft of dressmaking
Dãmuˆ na nang nagapatahiˆ sa ˆãkun
kay nakabãtun gid ˆakuy diplýma, sa
drismÿking. There are many now who

let me sew because I was able to receive

a diploma in dressmaking.

dubya (var of tabãkuˆ nga dubya (tabãkuˆ
1b)) a tobacco roll

dýgang v Someone adds something to

something else.
madýgang Pagkatãpus mu ning sãbat,

madýgang ka naman ning paglãya ning
baynti ˆýnu lÿlas ˆuliˆ pãra parÿhu ˆang
bÿlang sa týnaˆ kag sa katapýsan. Upon
your completing the weaving of dyed
buri strips, you will then add twenty
more buri strips to the weaving so that
the count at the beginning is the same as
at the end.

v Something has something else added to
it by someone.

dugãngan Dugãngan mu ˆang bunut;
ˆitsahan mu naman pakuyub. The
coconut husks will be added to by you;
[they] will be placed upside down by
you.

magdýgang inf to add to something
Dãpat kamu na ˆang magdýgang sa
ˆindu ˆiniskwilãhan kung kamu hay
magdagkuˆ na. You should be the ones
to add to your education if you are
already grown up.

dugãngi imper v Something must or
should be added to by selecting an
additional item! Dugãngi ˆadtu ˆang
ˆÿmu kanta! Kadãmuˆ ˆÿmu kanta sa
ˆiskul. Your song should be added to
[by you]! You had plenty of songs in
school.

padýgang caus v Something is allowed to
be added to by someone.

gingpadugãngan Gingpadugãngan ni
Nardu ˆang kantidad nang dýtaˆ. The
cost of the property was allowed to be
added to by Nardo.

panugãngan derv parent-in-law
dýgay 1a (var kadýgay, madýgay) pseudov

Someone or something takes a long
time to do (i.e., before doing or doing)

something; spends a long time doing

something. [Dýgay (or variants kadýgay,

madýgay) is predicate, the person or

thing doing something is topic and that

done is an infinitive preceded by an

optional nga.] ˆIni ˆang nÿtib nga manuk
hay dýgay da nga magˆitlug. As for these

dram 188 dýgay
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local chickens, [they] take a long time to

lay eggs (i.e., before they are mature

enough to lay eggs). Kagabˆi dýgay gid
ˆaku matuyýgan kay ˆang ˆãkun talÿnga
hay masakit. Last night I took a long
time to be able to sleep because my ear

was painful. With verifying affix CV- 1:

Kung huyatun ku gid na mabuˆuy nga
dãˆan, hay madudýgay ˆaku. If [it] will

be waited for by me in order to get [it] at

once, I will truly take a long time.
[Dýgay (or variants kadýgay, madýgay)

is predicate; the expressed event, a noun,

gerund or nominalized verb phrase

preceded by ˆang, is topic.] Kung
diˆindÿˆin lang da napapakadtu ˆang
ˆisturya nang manga babãyi nga kung
dýgay na ˆang ˆinda ˆisturya, ˆang
napapakadtuˆan, hay ˆang pagpanglibak.
The conversations of the girls were

surely sent in various directions, so when

their conversations take a long time,
that to which [the conversations] were

sent is gossip. [Dýgay (or variant

kadýgay) is predicate; the person or thing

doing something is topic and that done is

a gerund preceded by an optional ning.]

Kung si Rýni ˆang ˆãkun maˆasãwa hay
palanggaˆ ˆaku niya kay dýgay na da
siya ning tiˆis sa ˆãkun ning
kapapangasãwa. If Ronnie will become

my spouse, I will be loved by him

because he spent a long time enduring

in being able to court me. Dýgay na ˆaku
ning higdaˆ kagabˆi pÿru wayaˆ ˆaku
matutuyýgi. I spent a long time lying

down last night but I was still unable to

sleep at all.
magdýgay Wayaˆ na kami magdýgay kay

manayumsum na ˆang gabˆi. We did not
spend a long time because the night
was already early evening.

kadýgay ti adv It is a long time before an
event occurs or that an event does not
occur. Nagbakasyun ˆaku diri sa
Rumblun kay kadýgay na da nga wayaˆ
ˆaku nakabakasyun. I took a vacation
here in Romblon because [it had been] a
long time that I had not taken a
vacation.

1b ˆindiˆ madýgay adv In a short time,

soon something will happen. Kung
ˆamat hay nagapinabatiˆbatiˆ si Bÿni nga
“ˆIndiˆ gid madýgay ˆigwa ˆaku ning
pakangun nang ˆining trangka nang
bintãnaˆ.” From time to time Benny

keeps on letting it be overheard that,

“Very soon there is someone I am going

to strike with this window prop.”

1c wayaˆ madýgay adv Not long
afterwards something happened.

Wayaˆ madýgay nagkasunduˆ na ˆang
ˆãmun ˆãmu nga babãyi kag ˆang ˆiya
nubyu nga sinda hay mapakasay na.
Not long afterwards our lady manager

and her boyfriend agreed that they will

get married.

1d sa kadýgay subord conj after a long
time of someone’s doing something Sa
kadýgay ku na da pinamýhun ˆãkun
manga magýyang nga mangamýhan
ˆaku, nagtýgut na da sinda sa ˆãkun.
After a long time in which permission

was asked for by me of my parents for

me to work as a domestic helper, they

then permitted me.

1e nang dýgay ti adv Lately or after a long
time someone did something. Nang
dýgay na, pirmi na ˆaku may nababatiˆan
nga balÿtaˆ sa ˆumãgad ni Karlus. Lately,

news from the son-in-law of Carlos has

often been able to be clearly heard by me.

Nang dýgay na, binaligyaˆ na ninda ˆang
syap kay sinubhan na da. After a long
time, they sold their shop because they

were tired.

2 madugaydugay ti adv Something

happens for a little while. Hay
madugaydugay ˆadtu nga pagpungkuˆ
ni Gilbirt, ˆadyus! Nagtilitili. When that

sitting of Gilbert was for a little while,

oh no! It sprinkled rain.

dugaˆ n the juice of something Sigýru
ginalipýngan sinda nang dugaˆ nang
dalãgang maˆanghut. Perhaps they were

made drowsy by the juice of the [leaves

of the] dalagang ma-anghut tree.

dugdug 1 n roofing material of cogon grass

kýgun, galvanized iron sim, nipa thatch

shingles pãwud, woven coconut frond

shingles salirangdang or thatch shingles

dugaˆ 189 dugdug
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sinibit (sibit 1b) ˆIbutang ninda ˆadtu
ˆang manga paywa nga tigkaˆýtud.
ˆImaw na ˆadtu ˆang dingding kag ˆang
dugdug. They (i.e., the children) will

put the upper part of the palm fronds in

place. Those then are the wall and

roofing material [of the playhouse]. cf

bubung 1a
2 inf putting on roofing material, to put

on roofing material ˆIning ˆãtun manga
ˆasãwa hay ginahuyat ˆãnay nga
magˆuyan bãgu magdugdug. As for

these husbands of ours, [they] wait first

for it to rain before putting on roofing
material.

dughan 1 n the chest of a person, animal,

bird Paligidligÿrun ˆang ˆitlug halin sa
ˆagtang pakadtu sa lÿˆug, dughan,
butkun, likud, kag sa tiyan. An egg

should be rolled, beginning at the

forehead going to the neck, chest, arms,

back, and to the abdomen.

2 n the bosom, the seat of emotions ˆAng
hambay ni ˆInrÿku, “ˆIkaw gid ˆang
mutyaˆ sa ˆãkun dughan; bitýˆun ka nga
nagsubat kag nagasÿga sa ˆãkun manga
mata.” Enrico said, “You are a precious

object in my bosom; you are a star that

has risen and shines into my eyes.”

dugkay v Someone or something is stabbed
by someone else.

dinugkay, ginadugkay Nakabuˆuy sipuy,
dinugkay si Nilda nang ˆiya tatay. [Her
father] was able to get a knife, [and]
Nelda was stabbed by her father. Kung
nagapalapit si Budung nga maˆubay sa
ˆiya, ˆiya ginalabuˆ ˆu ginadugkay.
When Budong was coming close to her
to sleep with her, she stabbed him. (See
ˆýtud 1, Different Ways of Cutting for
table.)

dugudugu v Someone moans in pain.

[nagdugudugu moaned]

dugus n honey, made by honeybees

putyýkan ˆIni hay ˆisa lang gid nga klãsi
nang býyak ˆang ginapÿliˆ nang
putyýkan kãda maghuman nang dugus.
This is only one kind of flower chosen

by the honeybees whenever [they] make

honey.

duguˆ 1a n blood; menstrual discharge

Yuˆyuˆun ˆang manuk sa lÿˆug kag
pagkatãpus patuyýˆun ˆang duguˆ sa
kãda pýnuˆ nang halÿgi. The chicken

should be killed by cutting the neck and

afterwards the blood should be allowed

to drip to the base of each foundation

post. cf rigla 1a
1b v A wound, part of the body bleeds.

nagduguˆ Pagˆabut ning baynti kwatru
ˆýras, kay naghayugaˆ ˆang ˆiya hagkus,
nagduguˆ ˆang ˆiya pýsud gãniˆ maˆisut
lang kag nawayaˆ. After twenty-four
hours, because the narrow abdominal
binder became loose, her umbilical cord
bled and she almost died.

1c madýguˆ adj Something is bloody.

Kung ˆang ˆÿmu naman ˆungaˆ hay may
sakit nga ˆinang kadamuˆdãmuˆ ˆang
gýyus, ginabãwal naman ˆinaˆ ˆang
pagkãˆun nga parÿhu nang munggu,
ˆitlug kag manga malalangsa kag
madýguˆ nga ˆisdaˆ. If your child has

sickness in which there are plenty of

infected insect bites, he is forbidden to

eat food such as mung beans, eggs and

fish that smell fishy and are bloody.

2 kayadkad ang duguˆ (var katãˆas ˆang
duguˆ) v Someone becomes very
angry. (lit, Someone’s blood boils or

goes up.) [nagkayadkad became very

angry]

dinugˆan derv Something is cooked in
blood; blood meat; ˆanti sa duguˆ (var

ˆantihun (ˆanti 1c)) consanguine aunt;
ˆangkul sa duguˆ (var of ˆangkýlun
(ˆangkul 1c)) set expr consanguine
uncle

dugˆun v Someone or something is leaned
on or pushed against by someone else.

dugˆunan ˆIgwa pa gid ning ˆanÿtu nga
kung timãkan nang sapãtus nang babãyi
ˆang sapãtus nang lyãki kag dugˆunan
nang kamut nang babãyi ˆang ˆabãga
nang lyãki ˆinaˆ hay magiging ˆandir di
sãya ˆang lyãki. There is still a taboo that
when the shoes of the boy (i.e., the
groom) will be stepped on by the girl
(i.e., the bride), and the shoulder of the
boy will be leaned on by the girl, that
boy will become henpecked (lit, will
become under the skirt).
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pagdugˆun ger someone’s pushing against
or leaning on something Nagapanunýyuˆ
ˆang ganˆut sa ˆÿmu kabudlay sa
kapapangýsug pagdugˆun nang bunut.
Perspiration extensively runs down
because of your tiredness in being able to
exert strength in pushing against the
coconut husks.

duha 1 card num adj two actions, people,

pieces of something, situations, things,

times, units of measurement Bumuˆuy ka
ning duha ka bilug nga kãhuy nga ˆang
hãbaˆ hay duha ka dãngaw. You should

get two pieces of wood which have the

length of two hand spans. ˆAng dãyum
nang pagkutkut hay manga duha ka
dãngaw masigkabýˆak. The depth of the

digging is about two hand spans on both

sides. Kinari nya sa bayay ni ˆangkul
Birtu, kay yãri dri ˆang duha nga ˆungaˆ.
He came to the house of Uncle Berto,

because the two children were here.

Niyan pagˆãgi ku kay Nãna ˆInday,
nagbuˆuy ˆaku duha ka putus nga
tinãpay. At the time when I passed by

the place of Aunt Inday, I got two
packages of bread. [Cardinal number

adjectives occur as predicates.] Duha
ˆang ˆãkun pispis. My birds are two [in

number]. {For the use of Romblomanon

numbers, see ˆisa 1a.} syn dus (See

Appendix 21, Cardinal Numbers.)

2 card num n Two are involved in an event or

state. ˆAng duha nga ˆinda ginapaˆasãwa,
hay wayaˆ ning kalipãyan sa ˆinda ning
tagipusýˆun. As for the two who are being

caused to marry by them, there is no

happiness in their hearts.

3 kaduha adv An event occurs or a

situation exists twice. Kaduha
magpaligus si Pidru sa ˆisa ka ˆadlaw.
Pedro takes a bath twice in one day.

4 pangaduha (var pangduha, ˆikaduha) ord
num a second action, person, situation,

thing, time, unit of measurement ˆAdtung
ˆiya ning ˆasãwa hay nabakyan niya si
Pitra ning ˆikaduha nga bisti. As for her

husband, Petra was able to have a second
dress bought for [her by him]. ˆIlam lang
kung ˆining ˆãkun ˆasãwa nga ˆikaduha
kung maˆãyu kay bagˆu lang kami nagˆÿba.

I do not know if this second husband of

mine is good because we have only newly

lived together unmarried. pangduha ka
gatus second hundred (i.e., two

hundredth) syn sigunda, sÿkund (See

Appendix 22, Ordinal Numbers.)

ˆikaduha nga latiˆ (latiˆ 1b) idiom The

moon is in its second quarter;

ˆikaduha nga gataˆ (gataˆ 1b) idiom
thin coconut milk; ˆikaduha nga
nanay (nanay 2) idiom a stepmother;

ˆikaduha nga tatay (tatay 2) idiom a

stepfather; pakatigdýha derv a second
cousin

dýhung v Someone bows the head, leans
the head on or against something.

nagduhungdýhung Paglÿsuˆ gid ni
Luˆis nga nakÿtaˆ si Bÿni. ˆAba!
Nagduhungdýhung pa didtu sa may
padir. When Luis turned his back, he
saw Benny. Oh! [He] was still leaning
[his] head there against where there
was a wall.

nagadýhung Si ˆÐna hay nagatãngis nga
nagadýhung kag nagaˆatýbang sa
ˆispÿhu. As for Ena [she] was crying in
which [she] was bowing [her] head and
was facing the mirror.

v The head is bowed, or leaned on one’s
hands, by someone.

ginadýhung ˆAnu ˆang ˆÿmu ginadýhung
sa ˆÿmu suyud tuyugan? What is [the
cause of your] head being leaned by
you [on your hands] inside your
bedroom?

duksuy v Someone or something lunges at

someone or something else.
nagduksuy Nagduksuy ˆang ˆãyam kay

Marta. The dog lunged at Martha.
v Someone or something is lunged at by

someone or something else.
gingduksuyan Gingduksuyan ni Kandidu

si Biktur kag ˆiya gingsumbag. Victor
was lunged at by Candido and [he] was
punched by him.

duktur n a male medical doctor
Ginˆindyiksyunan ˆaku ning pangpatýyug
nang duktur. I was injected with

[medicine] for causing sleep by the

male doctor.
pers n Doctor, a term of address or

reference for a male doctor
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duktýra n a female medical doctor
pers n Doctor, a term of address or

reference for a female medical doctor
ˆAng nakabakay nang syap hay si Pitra
Gunsãlis, gumangkun ni Duktýra
Firnandis, sa banwa. The one who
bought the shop is Petra Gonzales, niece
of Doctor Fernandez in town.

dukumintu 1 n a document, a written

statement giving evidence or proof of

something

2 v Someone documents a paper to give

evidence or proof of something.
nakadukumintu Hambay ku kay Nung

Nÿtuy, “Bãsiˆ nga ˆindiˆ ka magpasýgut?
Tapus na ˆang papÿlis; nakadukumintu
na.” I said to Older Brother Nitoy,
“Why is it that you will not agree? The
documents are already finished; [some-
one] was already able to document
[them].”

padukumintu caus v A paper is caused to
be documented by someone to give
evidence or proof of something.

ginpadukumintu ˆIni hay ligal nga
ˆasusasyun kay ˆini ˆang papÿlis hay
ginpadukumintu kay Mÿyur Rÿyis. This
is a legal association because, as for the
documents, [they] were caused to be
documented by Mayor Reyes.

dular v Someone stays a long time in a

given location. [nagdular stayed a long

time]

dulsi 1 n a dessert, eaten at the end of a meal

ˆAng hinug nga kapãya hay maˆãyu nga
dulsi pagkatãpus kãˆun. Ripe papaya is

a good dessert after eating.

Dessert Following a Meal

bukãyuˆ coconut sweet

hinug nga kapãya ripe papaya

(kapãya 2c)
hinug nga mangga ripe mango

(mangga 1c)
hinug nga sãging ripe banana

(sãging 2c)
langkaˆ nga hinug ripe jackfruit

(langkaˆ 2c)
litsiplan custard flan

mansãnas apple

pýtu nga balinghuy steamed cassava

(pýtu 1a) cake

pýtu nga bugas steamed rice

(pýtu 1b) cake

2 n a candy Nagapaningýhaˆ ˆaku sa pagbakay
ning manga dulsi kag magtyutyinda ˆaku.
I continually try hard buying candies and

trying to sell them casually. {A candy is

eaten at any time; it is not a dessert.}

dýma n a root crop food Kung ˆigwa kita
ning tanum nga manga dýma, ˆigwa kita
ning makakãˆun. If we plant root crops,
we will have something that we can eat.

syn tanum 1f
dumãya v Someone, an organization

manages, supervises or is in charge of
an establishment, an event.

nagadumãya Kadãmuˆ nang ˆiya
ginaˆatindiran didtu kay sya ˆang
nagadumãya nang pabayli. There
were many things he was looking after
there because he was the one who is in
charge of the dance.

magadumãya ˆAng hambay ni Tãta
Gilbirt sa ˆiya hay ˆang LCA na lang
ˆang magadumãya nang ˆining
paˆabýtun nga pyista. And Uncle
Gilbert said to him that the LCA will be
the one that will manage this coming
fiesta.

pagdumãya n the management or
supervision of an organization, an
event Tinaˆu na nya ˆadtu ˆang
pagdumãya nang bayli kay Manung
Nistur kay si Manung Nistur ˆisa nga
kunsihãlis nang baryu. But he gave the
management of the dance to Older
Brother Nestor because Older Brother
Nestor is one of the village councilors.

dumayãga n a pre-laying hen Kadamýˆan
ˆang gustu gid ninda nga ˆihãwun nga
manuk hay ˆinaˆ ˆang dumayãga nga
madaliˆ na magˆitlug. For the most part

the chickens they like to butcher are

pre-laying hens which are soon to lay

eggs. (See manuk 1, Life Stages of
Chickens for table.)

dumdum1 n someone’s thought about a

particular matter Yadtu na sa baybay;
ˆang dumdum ku ˆadtu kami lang gid
ˆang sugãtun. [The boat] was now on the

beach; my thought was that we surely

would be the only ones to be fetched.
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v Someone remembers someone, some-
thing, a particular event or state.

kadumdum [with a negative] Labi na gid
ˆang nagaˆistar sa Manÿlaˆ, bÿsan sýlat
ˆindiˆ kadumdum sa ˆãkun. Especially
the one staying in Manila, even a letter
he is not able to remember [to send] to
me.

v Someone or something a particular event
or state is remembered or thought
about by someone else.

ginadumdum Ginadumdum ku gid si
Mãming. Mameng is remembered well
by me.

madumdumi ˆAnung klãsi nga manga
ˆungaˆ? Kay bÿsan sýlat wayaˆ ˆaku
madumdumi. What kind of children
[are they]? Because even [with] a letter,
I am not able to be remembered.

magdumduma ˆAyaw na magdumduma
ˆang ˆÿmu ˆikspiryinsya kay ˆadtu hay
naglÿgad na. Your experience should
no longer be thought about because
that has already passed.

nadudumduman ˆImaw lang ˆinaˆ ˆang
nadudumduman ku, ˆang pagsinundãnan
ning maˆãyu. Only that was what was
remembered by me, the good living
together.

pagdumdum, pagkadumdum ger some-
one’s remembering or thinking ˆAng
ˆiruplãnu naman, Hapun ˆang ˆãkun
pagkadumdum. My thinking [was that]
the airplane was Japanese. cf hunaˆhýnaˆ
1a, lãˆum 1b, ˆÿsip 1a

dumdum2 n a sea horse, genus Hippocampus
{A small fish which swims upright, with a

head somewhat resembling that of a

horse.}

Duminggu 1 n Sunday Hay pagkaˆãga
Duminggu na nang ˆãga nagkadtu kami
sa simbãhan. When it was already

morning on Sunday morning, we went

to church.
ˆadlaw nang Duminggu adv on a Sunday

Kung ˆumabut naman ˆang bapur ˆadlaw
nang Duminggu, makubra naman ˆang
ˆãmun hinurnalan ˆadlaw naman nang
Martis hasta Myirkulis. If the boat
arrived on a Sunday, our laborer’s
wages would be able to be received only
on a Tuesday or Wednesday. (See

Appendix 17, Days of the Week.)

2 Duminggu di Rãmus n Palm Sunday
Kung panahun nang Duminggu di
Rãmus, ˆang manga tawu nagahuman
ning lukay. When it is time for Palm
Sunday, the people make blessed palm

fronds.

3 Duminggu di Glurya n Easter Sunday
Sa Duminggu di Glurya sa ˆãga ˆigwa
ning mÿsa. Pagkatãpus nang mÿsa
nagapahayuk nang ribultu nang maˆisut
pa si Hisus. On Easter Sunday in the

morning there is a mass. After the mass

[they] kiss the image of the baby Jesus.

dumpuy v Something becomes dull, i.e.,

not sharp.
madumpuy ˆAng ginahuman nga

buynasan hay ˆadtung matugas nga
kãhuy, pãra ˆindiˆ madumpuy nga
dãˆan. As for what is made into a
husking stick, [it] is that hard wood, so
that it will not immediately become
dull. ant tayum

dýmug v Two or more people fall down one
on top of the other.

nagdýmug Nagdýmug ˆang duha nga
bayung. The two drunks fell down one
on top of the other.

v Someone is wrestled down onto a
particular place or into something.

dinýmug Sa subaˆ ˆaku nagˆãgi;
sinumpung ˆaku nang yãki kag dinýmug
ˆaku sa týbiˆ. I passed by the river; I was
met by a man and I was wrestled down
into the water.

Dun pers n Don, a title for an important man,

followed by a man’s family or given

name Maswirti ˆang makaˆasãwa sa
ˆungaˆ ni Dun Lurinsu kay kagwãpa nga
dalãga. The one who will be able to take

the daughter of Don Lorenzo as a

spouse will be lucky because she is a

beautiful young lady.

dungan adv Two or more events occur or

situations exist at the same time. Bãwal
kunu magkãˆun ning pinya nga hinug kag
langkaˆ nga hinug ning dungan kay
magasakit ˆang ˆÿmu tiyan. It is

forbidden, they say, to eat ripe pineapple

and ripe jackfruit at the same time
because your abdomen will become sick.
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v Two or more do something together.
Pãra pariparÿhu ˆang pagsinundãnan
nang magˆasawa hay kung sinda
magluhud kag magpungkuˆ sa
ˆatubãngan nang ˆaltar mintras sinda
ginakasay hay dungan sinda pirmi. In
order that the sharing of the married
couple is equal when they kneel and sit
in front of the altar while they have their
wedding, they should always do [it]
together.

nagadungan Kung nagadungan naman
sinda, bahãyaˆ lang nagatýlin ˆang
pãnaw ni Lÿlay. When they were doing
[it] together, suddenly the way of
walking of Lilay became faster.

padungan caus v Two or more are
allowed to do something together by
someone.

ginapadungan Pagkatãpus ˆalabãdu ˆang
manga bagˆung kasay hay ginapaluwas
naman ˆinaˆ kag ginapadungan sinda
ning kãˆun sa lamÿsa. After the
house-singing ritual the newlywed
couple are sent outside and they are
allowed to do [their] eating together at
the table. cf sãyu

dunggan v Someone is highly honored, as a

high government official, a member of a

wealthy family.
dunggãnun Dunggãnun ˆini ˆungaˆ nang

ˆisa nga hãriˆ. This child of a king will
be highly honored.

dungguˆ 1 v A boat or ship anchors, docks.
nagadungguˆ Kung may nagadungguˆ

nga ˆiba nga bapur, ˆutru pirma naman.
If there is another ship which docks,
[we] have to sign again.

2 dunggýˆan n a dock where boats or ships

are tied up Sa dunggýˆan may
nagatrabãhu ning liplip. At the dock
there was [someone] who was making a

one-sail outrigger boat. cf pantalan,

pyir
dungug n someone’s honor or reputation

syn ˆýnur 1
dupa meas n a nonspecific or specific number

of arms-span measures; i.e., one or

more spans of two outstretched arms; a

linear measurement. ˆisa ka dupa one

arms-span measure tungaˆ sa dupa half

an arms-span measure; i.e., a span of

one arm to the center of the chest (See

Appendix 18, Linear Measurement.)

dýru 1 kadýru adj People or things are

many.
kadurudýru int adj People or things are

very many. Kinsi bÿlug kamu tanan.
Paˆunu ku kamu pagpakãˆun kag
pagpaˆiskwÿla, kay kadurudýru kamu?
You are fifteen [children] in all. How is
it possible for you to be provided food
by me and to be sent to school, because
you are very many? cf dãmuˆ 1a

duryan n a durian tree or fruit Durio
zibethinus (Murr.) {Fleshy sections of

the fruit interior are eaten as a

snack-food delicacy. Foul-smelling;

avoided by the uninitiated.}

dus card num adj two actions, people, pieces

of something, situations, things, times,

units of measurement Nagluwas ˆaku
kahãpun sa sinihan hay ˆalas dus. I went

out from the movie house yesterday at

two o’clock. Yãraˆ lang ˆang bugˆat hay
nagaˆãbut sa dus kÿlus kung dumayãga ˆu
suyug nga manuk. That weight just

reaches two kilograms if the chicken is a

young pre-laying hen or a cockerel.

Pagkatãpus mu ning sãbat sa primÿru
madýgang naman ˆikaw ning lãya;
bilãngun mu hasta magˆabut ning sitinta
ˆidus lÿlas. Upon your completing the

weaving of dyed buri strips at the

beginning, then weave again; count until

it reaches seventy-two buri strips. {For a

description of the use of numbers of

Spanish origin, see entry ˆýnu.} cf duha
(See Appendix 21, Cardinal Numbers.)

dus syintus set expr two hundred; dus
mil set expr two thousand; dus syintus
mil set expr two hundred thousand

dýsi card num adj twelve actions, people,

pieces of something, situations, things,

times, units of measurement Kung ˆang
ˆisa nga manuk hay nagˆitlug; yãraˆ ˆang
ˆitlug nagaˆabut sa dýsi ˆu trÿsi buˆuk.
When a chicken lays eggs, those eggs

reach to twelve or thirteen pieces.

Napýyuˆ ka dãngaw ˆang lãpad kag ˆang
hãbaˆ hay dýsi dãngaw. The width is ten

hand spans and the length is twelve hand

spans. Magsãyud ka na nang ˆadtung týbiˆ

dunggan 194 dýsi
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nang kabýhiˆ bãgu magˆalas dýsi nang
gabˆi. You catch that water of life now

before it becomes twelve midnight.

{Numbers eleven ˆunsi up to ninety-nine

nubinta ˆinuwÿbi are Spanish words. For a

description of the use of Spanish

numbers, see entry ˆýnu.} (See Appendix

21, Cardinal Numbers.)

dusÿna n a dozen measure of people or

things ˆAdtung ˆitlug ku didtu sa baskit
na may tatlu ka dusÿna. Those eggs of

mine in the basket, there were three

dozen.

dusintus (var of dus syintus (syin)) two
hundred

dusˆay v Someone loads marble onto a

conveyance.
nagadusˆay ˆAng ˆiban nagadusˆay;

gabira sa mutur. Some load marble;
[they] haul [it] on a pump boat.

dýtaˆ 1a n ground, sand, seabed, soil,
decayed matter Kung tigˆuyãnun hay
mahugaˆ ˆang pagkãnam nang manga
ˆungaˆ kay madayýnut ˆang dýtaˆ. During

rainy season it is difficult for the children

to play because the ground is slippery.

Maˆãyu kung nagatýnaˆ na ning
ˆuyanˆýyan kay bukun na ˆuga ˆang dýtaˆ.
It is good that intermittent rain is

beginning because the soil is no longer

dry. ˆIni ˆang pusuˆpýsuˆ nga sÿhiˆ, hay
wayaˆ kung kaˆisa nagasaput sa batu
kundiˆ sa dýtaˆ lang. As for these heart

cockle mollusks, sometimes they do not

stick on stones but they are just on the

seabed. ˆAng tangkaliˆ, kung nagapýgad
sa manga pungˆuy nga niyug, may sa
býhuˆ nang dýtaˆ nagakutkut sinda. As

for kingfishers, when [they] build nests

in decayed coconut palm trees there is

decayed matter in the holes which they

dig out.

1b n a land holding Nyan nga panahun
mahay na ˆang prisyu nang dýtaˆ; wayaˆ
ka pa ning mabakay. At this time, the

price of land holdings is expensive;

there are no longer any that you will be

able to buy.

1c n the earth, the dwelling place of

humans Magdasay kita sa kalag ni Lÿbi

nga pumãnaw na diri sa ˆibãbaw nang
dýtaˆ. We should pray for the departed

soul of Libby who passed away from the

face of the earth.

2 v Someone does field work. [nagdutaˆ
did field work]

magdutaˆ inf to do field work Kadãmuˆ
ˆang nagamuyuˆ kay Plurintÿna nga
ˆindiˆ siya magˆãngay nga magdutaˆ.
Many commented to Florentina that to
do field work is not appropriate for her.

3 miyugdutaˆ n a farmer ˆAng trabãhu
nang ˆãkun lýlu hay miyugdutaˆ. The

work of my grandfather is [to be] a

farmer. cf miyugˆýma (ˆuma 2) (See

miyug-, Words with Miyug- for table.)

dýyang n a wooden wash tub, used in past

times

duyaw 1 n a turmeric plant or rhizome,

Curcuma longa (Linn.) ˆAng manga
buyung nga ginagãmit sa pagsãpuˆ hay
duyaw, kusuy, lubigan kag ˆãpug. As for

the medicines that are used in curing

skin irritations, [they] are turmeric
rhizomes, kusuy rhizomes, lubigan
rhizomes and lime powder.

2 adj Something is yellow in color. ˆAng
ˆiya pýnuˆ nang tukaˆ, ˆigway maˆisut
nga kulur duyaw sa ˆibãbaw. As for the

base of its beak (i.e., of the black-naped

oriole), there is a little yellow color on

the top. (See kulur 1, Colors for table.)

duyaˆ v Someone or something disappears.
dýyaˆ 1a v Something is exhausted or used

up.
madýyaˆ Nyan nga tyimpu, ˆang kwarta

hay madaliˆ nga sugÿrun, pÿru madaliˆ
lang madýyaˆ kaysa kamahay nang
balakyãnun. At this time, as for money
[it] is easy that [it] will be found, but
also easy that [it] will be exhausted
because purchase items are expensive.

1b v Someone or something is ignored or

lost by someone else.
duyãˆun Duyãˆun nãtun ˆang pulitika,

tapus na ˆadtu. Politics should be
ignored by us; that is already finished.

madýyaˆ ˆAng paghurnal ˆimaw ˆini pag
malýya ˆang ˆindu taymkÿpir madýyaˆ
ka sa ˆÿmu listãhan. As for engaging in
manual labor, if your timekeeper is
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stupid you will be unintentionally lost
from your list.

madudýyaˆ Subra dyis mil nga klãsi nang
býyak ˆang madudýyaˆ kung wayaˆ ning
manga putyýkan. Over ten thousand
kinds of flowers will all be unin-
tentionally lost if there were no
honeybees.

2 v Someone expires, i.e., dies; something

is eliminated.
madýyaˆ {A euphemism to moderate the

word ‘die’.} Bÿsan ˆaku hay madýyaˆ
ˆindiˆ kamu magutuman nga magnanay.
Even though I should expire, you will
not suffer hunger.

nadudýyaˆ Midyu nadudýyaˆ ˆang manga
kabulgaran nga manga ginapakÿtaˆ nang
kabatãˆan sa nyan nga tyimpu. Inde-
cencies allowed to be seen by young
people at the present time have almost
been eliminated.

duyrug 1 n a metal mollusk probe {A

mollusk probe is made of tempered

metal, about 60 cm long with a pointed

end. Used for probing the shallow ocean

floor for mollusks and for stabbing

them. Bivalve mollusks such as

bugˆãtan, sayˆut and lÿtub are found in

this manner.}

2 v Something is stabbed with a mollusk
probe by someone.

duyrugun Pãra mabuˆuy mu ˆini nga sÿhiˆ
dãpat hay duyrugun mu ning gulpi. In
order that these shells will be able to be
gotten by you, [they] should be stabbed
quickly by you with a mollusk probe.

dýyug v Someone or something stops an

activity.
dumýyug Pagtungud gid niya sa ˆiya dãti

nga nubyu, dumýyug ˆãnay siya kag
lumingig nga nagatýyuˆ ˆang ˆiya lýhaˆ
sa mata. When she was right there near
her previous fiancé, she stopped then
and looked back with her tears running
down from her eyes.

masigdýyug Kung subhan na kamu ning
kãnam masigdýyug kamu. If you are
already tired of playing, you each will
stop.

v An activity is stopped by someone.
Kung gulpihun mu dýyug ˆang pagbira
nang naylun, nagakupkup sa batu nga

ginabira ˆang ˆamumuˆpuˆ. When the
pulling of the nylon [fishing] line is
stopped suddenly by you, the small
octopus holds firmly onto the stone
which is being pulled.

ginadýyug Kung malãˆin ˆang ˆãkun
pamãtiˆ, ginadýyug ku gid ˆãnay ˆang
ˆãkun trabãhu nga mabugˆat. If the way
I feel is bad, my heavy work is first
stopped by me. Duyýgun ˆang
pagkasay! The wedding ceremony
must be stopped!

duyuk v Someone clears an area, as an

upland field, by slashing away the

vegetation. [nagduyuk cleared an area]
duyuk, pagduyuk ger someone’s clearing

of an area by slashing away vegetation
Kung tapus na ˆikaw ning duyuk kag
nagˆuyan na, puydi ka na ˆini makatanum.
If you are finished clearing [your upland
field] and it has rained already, it is
possible that you will be able to plant.
(See limpyu, Different Ways of Cleaning
for table.)

duyum 1 kaduyum (var kiduyum,
maduyum) adj It, the sky, is dark; i.e.,

there is not enough light to see well;

someone’s eyes are dim, i.e., they

cannot see clearly. Nagbinuyãgan na
kami kay maduyum na. We already left

each other because [it] was already

dark. Mahugaˆ lang kay kiduyum na
gãniˆ ˆang mata ku. It is hard [for me]

because my eyes are dim.
kaduyumdýyum int adj very dark, very

dim Pagbãtiˆ ku nga kaduyumdýyum
na, daw gid ˆang sa maˆuyan; ˆang
binisyu ku nagkatuyug ˆaku liwat. Upon
my waking up it was still very dark, it
seemed that it would rain; what I did
was that I slept again.

v It, the sky, becomes dark; someone’s
eyes become dim.

nagaduyum Sigýru ˆini niyan sa gabˆi
maˆuyan kay nagakýnum kag nagaduyum
ˆang lãngit. Maybe tonight it will rain
because the sky is becoming cloudy and is
becoming dark.

2 v Someone’s mind becomes blocked,

because of some emotion such as anger.

[nagduyum became blocked]

duyýnan n a boundary marker

duyrug 196 duyýnan
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duyut 1 n a blade or point of a cutting

instrument Dãpat ˆang ˆÿmu gilit hay
bagˆu pãra katayum ˆang duyut pãra
ˆang ˆÿmu lÿlas hay bukun sabuysabuyun.
Your razor blade should be new so that

the blade is sharp so that your buri strips

will not be frayed. ˆAng nagalukad nang
lýtuˆ nga lýgit hay ginapaduyut maˆãyu
ˆang duyut nang panglukad sa baguy. In

the gouging of cooked coconut meat the

point of the coconut-meat gouger is

caused to stick well inside the coconut

shell. cf punta 1a
2 v Someone or something pierces some-

thing else with a sharp instrument.
makaduyut ˆAng pagkãˆun ˆini nga dãpat

ˆipakãˆun ta kay Lýlu hay ˆinaˆ ˆang
manga mayutaˆ kay kung matugas; ˆindiˆ
na siya makaduyut. The food which we
should let Grandfather eat are those
foods which are soft because, if it is
hard, he can no longer pierce [it] in
biting.

paduyut caus v Something is caused to
pierce something else.

ginapaduyut ˆAng nagalukad nang lýtuˆ
nga lýgit, hay ginapaduyut maˆãyu ˆang
duyut nang panglukad sa baguy. In the
gouging of cooked copra, the point of
the copra gouger is caused to pierce
nicely inside the coconut shell.

3 kadýyut adj An instrument, as a knife, is

sharp. ˆAng ˆiya balayan hay madakmuy
kag kadýyut. As for its empty shell, it is

thick and sharp.

dýˆaw v Someone visits a place, someone else.
nagdýˆaw Mahal kung Plurintÿna may

nagdýˆaw ba sa ˆÿmu? My dear
Florentina, was there someone who
visited you?

duˆundýˆun n a curved outrigger cross-
member extension tied to the outrigger

Parts of a Boat or Ship

duˆundýˆun outrigger

cross-member

extension

harsya guyline

kamarýti cabin

kasku hull

kãtig outrigger

lãyag sail

ligasun boat ribs

mayur na lãyag mainsail

pãlu mast

pamãyung bow

puk foresail

pýpa stern

tarik outrigger cross

member

timun rudder

dyãgan 1a v Someone or something runs.
Dyãgan naman ˆaku pabãlik sa bayay
kag pinasãyud ku ˆang ˆãkun ˆasãwa nga
ˆigwa ning ˆisdaˆ sa baybay. I ran going

back to the house and my spouse was

informed by me that there are fish on the

beach.
nagdyãgan, dumayãgan, dumyãgan,

dyumãgan Nagdyãgan siya nga
matýlin pa sa hãngin bÿsan kasanˆu man
wayaˆ na niya ginaˆulÿˆan ˆang ˆiya
ginapangbuˆuy. He ran faster than the
wind even when the many things gotten
by him were not returned by him.
Dumyãgan ˆang ˆãyam pakadtu sa
byubakýyud kag nagtinãngis ning
katunugtýnug. The dog ran going to the
hillside and kept on crying very loudly.

nagadyãgan Kung gabˆi na gid, ˆang
plastik nga lagang hay nagaˆayamag
kung sinda hay nagadyãgan. When it is
very late at night, as for paper nautilus
mollusks, [they] are caught when they
run. ˆIni ˆang lagang, hay kung
gadyãgan ˆini siya hay patalikud. As for
the chambered nautilus mollusk, when
[it] runs this one goes backwards.

masigdyãgan Masigdyãgan sinda. They
each run.

dyãgan, pagdyãgan ger someone or
something’s running or speed Malãˆin
pa gãniˆ ˆang tyimpu; sÿgi lang ˆang
dyãgan ku kay na nahadluk pa da ˆaku.
The weather was still bad; [but] my
running continued because I was still
afraid.

1b n the flow of a liquid; the rush of a

typhoon or strong wind

2 dyinãgan ger someone’s running of a

machine Kalayuˆlãyuˆ na ˆang dyinãgan
nang traysikul, hay ˆýnu singkwinta
lang galiˆ ˆang plÿti ˆang ˆisa. The

duyut 197 dyãgan
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running of the motorized pedicab was a

long distance, [but] the fare of each

[person] was only one [peso and] fifty

[centavos].

3 magdyãgan inf to run for office Nagbãlik
ˆaku sa banwa nang ˆImilda sa Tablas
pãra magdyãgan sa pagkakunsihal. I

returned to the town of Imelda in Tablas

in order to run for office in working as a

councilor.

dyaganan n a voluntary helper; i.e., a person

one can go to when needing assistance

(See býlig1 2, A Helper for table.)

dyagˆun (var dyagˆýnun) n an evil spirit
observer Si Patrisyu hay dyagˆun; ganiˆ
nakikÿtaˆ niya ang manga malãˆin nga
ˆispiritu parÿhu nang ˆagtaˆ, muytu, kag
ˆiba pa. As for Patricio, [he] is an evil
spirit observer; that’s why evil spirits

such as black devils, fire souls, and

other [kinds] also are able to be seen by

him. {An evil spirit observer (man or

woman) sees spirits at night. This is an

undesirable ability; it results in the

observer becoming sick.}

dyak 1 n a jack for jacking up a vehicle or

structure ˆÃkun da ginghuyaman gãniˆ
ning dyak, pãra dyakun ku pãra
magapantay ˆang kusÿna. [Someone]

had a jack borrowed [from him] by me

so that [the floor] could be jacked up by

me so that the kitchen would become

level.

2 v Something is jacked up by someone

with the use of a level. [nadyak was able

to be jacked up]

dyãnuˆ 1 kadyãnuˆ (var madyãnuˆ) adj An

object, a surface is smooth. ˆIni nga sÿhiˆ
ˆang ˆiya ginakapýtan hay ˆang batu nga
kadyãnuˆ kag ˆigwa ning manga lýmut.
As for this [limpet] mollusk, that onto

which it sticks is a smooth stone and

which has moss on [it].

dyãpang n a paddle boat; i.e., a boat without

outriggers, propelled and steered with a

paddle Hay maˆãyu lang da kay didtu sa
San Pidru hay nagˆabut kami hay ˆigwa
ning binulˆanun didtu kami nakasakay;
wayaˆ kami naghuyat sa dyãpang. It was

good because there in San Pedro where

we arrived there was a two-sail boat [so]

we were able to ride on it; we did not wait

for the paddle boat. {A paddle boat

consists of a hull only puru kasku, is

about 7 m to 8 m long, 51 cm wide and 46

cm deep with a round bottom. It is

propelled and steered with a paddle.}

(See bapur, Kinds of Ocean Vessels for

table.)

dyãˆag n a yard around a house Wayaˆ na
kapanãguˆ si Plurintÿna kay nagapanilhig
siya sa dyãˆag. Florentina was not able to

hide herself because she was sweeping in

the yard.

dyin n gin, an alcoholic beverage, available

in most stores {Gin bottles butilya nang
dyin are used in small stores for

measuring and selling liquids such as

kerosene or cooking oil.}

butilya nang dyin (butilya 2) idiom a

gin-bottle measure
dyip n a jeepney Parãhun ku kuntaˆ ˆang

dyip hay kay nahuyaˆ ˆaku kay kadãmuˆ
ˆang pasahÿru. I wanted to stop the

jeepney but I was shy because there

were many passengers. {A jeepney is a

jeep converted into a passenger vehicle.

A bench seat is located at either side of

the vehicle behind the driver’s seat and

entry is from the back. The driver’s seat

accommodates two passengers.}

dyis card num adj ten actions, people, pieces

of something, situations, things, times,

units of measurement Natýyug ˆaku
kagabˆi hay ˆalas dyis. I slept last night

at ten o’clock. Kung ˆigwa ka ning dyis
pÿsus, bãli napýyuˆ lang ˆinaˆ ka buntay
ˆang ˆÿmu mababakay. If you have ten
pesos, it is only about ten unopened

[buri] fronds which you will

consistently be able to buy. Subra dyis
mil nga klãsi nang býyak ˆang
madudýyaˆ kung wayaˆ ning manga
putyýkan. Over ten thousand kinds of

flowers would be lost if there were no

honeybees. {For a description of the use

of numbers of Spanish origin, see entry

ˆýnu.} syn napýyuˆ 1 (See Appendix 21,

Cardinal Numbers.)

dyugdugay (var dyugdyugay) 1 n a
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dyugdyugay vine {A climbing vine

with a thorny stem, growing near

beaches. The nut is a source of herbal

medicine.}

2 n dyugdyugay medicinal resin {Included

in a herbal charm bag karminkarmin.}

Dyus 1 n God; i.e., the God of the Christian

religion Pinamatÿˆan nang Dyus sa
lãngit ˆang ˆãtun pangamýyuˆ nga kita
hay padayˆan ning magabýlig sa ˆãtun.
God in heaven listened to our prayers

that he will send to us someone to help

us. cf Ginýˆu
2 dyus ku! inj my god! an expression of

excitement, fear, surprise, etc. ˆAng
hambay nang prinsÿsa, “ˆU, dyus ku!
Tatay ku pa; ˆaku pa ˆang higugmaˆun
niya.” The princess said, “Oh, my god!

My father; I will be passionately made

love to by him.”

Panginuˆung Dyus idiom the Lord God

G

ga- (var of naga-)
gãbaˆ n divine punishment for wrongdoing

gãbi 1a n a taro plant, Colocasia esculenta
(See Appendix 3, Kinds of Cultigens.

See Appendix 10, Kinds of Rice, Taro.)

1b ˆunud nang gãbi n a taro rootstock,

boiled and eaten as a main dish (See

ˆýpak 1b, Things that are Peeled for

table.)

2 ginatˆan nga ˆunud nang gãbi n a taro
rootstock cooked in coconut milk
extract {Eaten for breakfast, noon meal

or as a snack.} (See Appendix 9, Foods

Cooked in Coconut Milk Extract.)

3 ˆýtan nga gãbi n coconut-flavored taro
leaves {Leaf stems pakyang and leaves

dãhun with or without the rootstock

ˆunud are thinly sliced and cooked in

coconut milk extract. Dried fish bãyuy,

dried shrimp putut or meat of some

mollusks ˆunud nang sÿhiˆ are added as a

meat complement lupus to create a

delicious side dish.} (See ˆýtan 1a,
Coconut-Flavored Vegetables for
table.)

gabigabi n a gabigabi plant, Typhonium
divaricatum (Linn.) {A small aroid

plant with arrow-shaped leaves growing

on short stems directly from a corm.}

gabuk adj Vegetable matter is decayed.

ˆIgwa pa gãniy kãhuy draˆ hu, kay
paˆunu ˆinaˆ hay manga gabuk na ˆang
kadamýˆan nga kãhuy? There is still

lumber there, but how is it possible that

most of the lumber is already decayed?

cf lunut, pungˆuy nga niyug (niyug 1a),
siraˆ 2a

gãbut v A bolo or sword is unsheathed; a

nail, plant, post, tooth is pulled out
from where it is lodged, a gun is drawn
from a holster.

ginãbut Ginãbut ˆang ˆiya sundang kag
labuˆun si Budung. His bolo was
unsheathed and Budong was stabbed.

gabýta imper v Gabýta ˆang sundang sa
tagub! The bolo must be pulled out
from the sheath!

pagãbut caus v Someone lets a bolo or
sword be unsheathed, a nail, plant,
post, tooth be pulled out, a gun be
drawn by someone else.

nagpagãbut May pasyinti sinda nga
tagaAklan nga nagpagãbut ning
ngÿpun. They had a patient from Aklan
who let [her] tooth be pulled out.

gabˆi 1a n evening, night; i.e., any period

from about 6:00 PM–1:00 AM Wayaˆ na
kami magdýgay kay manayumsum na
ˆang gabˆi. We did not take a long time

because the night was already early

evening. ˆIni ˆang kandÿlaˆ puydi ˆini nga
ˆiwag sa bayay kung gabˆi pãra nga ˆindiˆ
ka na magbakay ning pitrulyu. It is

possible for this candle to be a light in the

house when [it is] night so that you will

not buy kerosene. {Periods within a

night have a possessed (i.e., part-whole)

relationship with ˆnightˆ, beginning about

6:00 PM ˆalas saˆis nang gabˆi to about
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1:00 AM ˆala ˆýna nang gabˆi.}
Magsãyud ka na nang ˆadtung týbiˆ nang
kabýhiˆ bãgu magˆalas dýsi nang gabˆi.
You catch that water of life now before it

will become twelve o’clock at (lit, of)

night. (See Appendix 13, Major Time

Segments. See Appendix 14, Hours of

the Day.)

1b meas n a nonspecific or specific number

of nights; a time measurement [Numbers

one through ten are commonly followed

by ka gabˆi; numbers above ten are

commonly followed by nga gabˆi.] Bãli
duha lang ˆaku ka gabˆi kag duha ka
ˆadlaw ning tinir didtu. I was about two

nights and two days staying there.

1c v It becomes night.
maggabˆi Naghuyat si Lýpu didtu hasta

maggabˆi. Lopo waited there until [it]
became night.

pagkagabˆi ti ger after or upon its
becoming night Pagkagabˆi nang
Sabadu, hay nagpangˆabutˆãbut ˆinaˆ
niyan ˆang ˆãkun manga hãli. Upon
becoming Saturday night, my relatives
arrived then, one after the other.

2 kagabˆi n last night Natuyugtuyug lang
baya ˆaku ning duha ka ˆýras kagabˆi.
Maybe I only slept a little bit for two

hours last night.
3 tungang gabˆi n midnight (See Appendix

15, Times of the Day.)

Simbang Gabˆi (simba 3) set expr pre-
Christmas Mass

4 ˆari nga gabˆi ti adv this evening ˆAri nga
gabˆi, ˆimaw ˆadtu nga natabuˆ nga
nagpananggut si Lurit. This evening,

that was what happened while Loret was

collecting coconut wine. (See Appendix

16, Times Relative to Now.)

5 v Someone is overtaken by night.
nagabˆÿhan Nagabˆÿhan si Dilya sa

banwa kay wayaˆ ning traysikul. Delya
was overtaken by night in town
because there was no motorized
pedicab.

mÿsa sa tungang gab’i (mÿsa 1a) set
expr midnight mass; niyan sa gab’i
(niyan 3) set expr tonight

gãgu 1 n a stupid person syn tuntu 1, turpi 1
cf býruy, buˆang, kalukýhan (lýku 1b)

2 gãgu ka inj You dolt! {An offensive

interjection malawˆay nga hambayãnun
spoken to someone to indicate anger or

extreme displeasure with the person

addressed.} syn tuntu 2, turpi 2
gahãsaˆ v A girl, a woman is raped by a

man.
gahasãˆun Nang nagaˆidad ˆakuy kinsi

ˆanyus, nasayangan ku nga ginbantaˆan
ˆaku nga gahasãˆun nang sultÿru. When
I was reaching the age of fourteen years,
I experienced being threatened in that I
was going to be raped by an unmarried
man

gahirun adj A woman is flirtatious. syn

pisikun
gakud n the climbing or running vine of a

plant, including the roots cf kagang
gãkut v Something is tied onto something

else.
nakagãkut ˆIgway ˆýmang nakagãkut sa

ˆudyung. There was a hermit crab [bait]
which was tied onto the spear head.

gãling1 adv Something will happen late or

later. Gustu ku magkatuyug gãling lang
kay kung gahigdaˆ ˆaku hay ˆindiˆ ˆaku
kakatýyug. I just like to sleep late
because if I lay down I am unable to

sleep. Hambay ku hay, “Sÿgi! Makaraˆ
gãling kami sa hãpun.” I said, “Go

ahead! We will come later this

afternoon.” Bayˆilang, Pari! Sa masunud
gãling, mabýlig na ˆaku sa baylÿhan kay
kung pwÿdi ˆaku magbýlig, mabýlig ˆaku.
Never mind, Friend! The next time,

later, I will help in the benefit dance

because if I am able to help, I will help.

gãling2 1 v Someone grinds a substance,

such as meat, milled rice kernels.
naggãling Naggãling ˆaku ning bugas. I

ground the rice [with a rice grinder].
ginagãling Ginagãling ˆang kinãpaw kag

ginahuman nga ˆalpug. Marble tile
discards are ground and made into dust
[for cement, instead of river sand].

pagãling caus v Someone has something
ground.

nagpagãling Nagpagãling ˆaku ning
bugas. I had the rice ground.

2 ginãling n a ground substance; a cereal

meal; chips of a hard substance, as

gãgu 200 gãling2
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marble rock

ginãling nga bugas (bugas 1b) idiom rice
meal; ginãling nga karni (karni 1c)
idiom ground meat; ginãling nga maˆÿs
(maˆis 1c) idiom cornmeal; marmul nga
ginãling (marmul 2) idiom marble
chips

galingan 1 n a grinder for grinding a

substance into small, often granular,

pieces

1a galingan nang bugas n a hand rice
grinder for making rice meal ginãling
nga bugas

1b galingan nang karni n a hand meat
grinder for making ground meat

ginãling nga karni
1c galingan nang maˆis n a hand corn

grinder for making cornmeal ginãling
nga maˆÿs

2a n a rice-mill place Nakÿtaˆ ku si Nÿta
kahãpun sa galingan sa ˆAgnay. Nita

was seen by me yesterday at the

rice-mill place in Agnay.

2b galingan nang humay (var galingan) n
a rice mill, a machine used for

removing rice hulls from the kernels

Nagbakay si Katalÿnu ning galingan
nang humay kay nagdaˆug siya sa
swipstik. Catalino bought a rice mill
because he won in a sweepstake.

galiˆ adv for sure, really, surely, not at all, not

in any way Masayýran mu lang ˆinaˆ nga
may natabuˆ na galiˆ kung may
nagatãngis na. [It] will be able to be

known by you that something has

happened for sure if there is already

someone crying. Kaˆayuˆãyu gid galiˆ
ˆang magnunut sa pagˆatlit. It is really
very interesting for one to join in athletics.

Hambay ku, “ˆAy maˆãyu gid galiˆ ˆadtu
kay may kamýti didtu kay, ˆaku, mahÿlig
gid sa kamýti.” I said, “That is surely
very good because there are sweet

potatoes because, as for me, [I] like sweet

potatoes very much.” ˆAdtu galiˆ, Hapun
da ba ˆadtu? ˆIndiˆ galiˆ, ˆAmirikãnu galiˆ
ˆadtu. Was that really a Japanese? Not at
all; that was an American. Wayaˆ da galiˆ
ni Rubin ginbakyan ˆang kwarta kay
ginˆýtang. The money was not in any

way used by Ruben for buying because

[he] lent [it]. cf gid, kuntaˆ, man, naman,

talaga, ˆãbi 2
galun 1a n a four-liter measuring bottle;

made of plastic or glass

1b meas n a nonspecific or specific number

of four-liter measures; a volume

measurement {Measure is by a 4-L

measuring bottle. In stores, liquids such

as gasoline gasulÿna, kerosene pitrulyu,

coconut wine tubaˆ, and cooking oil

lãna are sold from bulk stock by 4-L

measures.} (See Appendix 19, Dry or

Liquid Volume Measurement.)

2a midya galun n a two-liter measuring
bottle; made of plastic or glass

2b midya galun meas n a nonspecific or

specific number of two-liter measures;
a volume measurement {Measure is by

a 2-L measuring bottle. In stores, liquids

such as gasoline gasulÿna or kerosene

pitrulyu are sold from bulk stock by 2-L

measures.} (See Appendix 19, Dry or

Liquid Volume Measurement.)

3 n a drinking-water storage container
{Used for fetching water and storing it

inside the house. Typically a 4-L to

20-L capacity plastic container with a

screw-on lid.} (See baldi, Water
Containers for table.)

gamay 1 kagamay (var magamay) adj
Something is slim. Magamay ˆang ˆiya
manga siki kag katayum ˆang ˆiya kuku.
Its feet (i.e., of a black gaybird) are slim
and its claws are sharp. ˆAng ˆiya siki hay
kagamay nga mahagbaˆ ning kuku. As

for its feet (i.e., of a chestnut manikin

bird), [they] are slim with long claws. cf

kanipis (nipis), manÿwang (nÿwang)
gãmit 1a n equipment, furnishings, supplies;

that used for a particular purpose

Maˆigmaˆ lang ˆaku kag mamakay ˆaku
nang manga gãmit nãmun sa bayay. I will

just eat my lunch and will go buying

furnishings for our house. Ginpabakay
ˆaku ˆinaˆ ning manga gãmit sa pagˆupira.
I was allowed to buy those supplies for

the medical operation. cf bãgay1, butang
1a, daya 1a

1b kagamitan n furniture Mabakay na
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lang kita ning kagamitan nga human sa
kawãyan. We will just buy furniture
that is made of bamboo.

1c gãmit sa lãwas n a person’s personal
accessories Gustu ku makakÿtaˆ ˆakuy
kwarta pãra makabakay man ˆakuy
maˆãyu nga bãruˆ kag gãmit sa lãwas. I

wanted to earn money so that I could buy

a nice dress and personal accessories.
{Personal accessories include apparel for

either men or women such as dresses,

shirts, shoes, slippers, earrings, necklaces,

bracelets, underclothing.}

2 v Someone uses something for a

particular purpose.
nagagãmit ˆInaˆ ˆang manga tãwu nga

may manga kwarta nga ˆikabakay, ˆinaˆ
sinda hay nagagãmit ning pahýmut. As
for those people who have money which
will be able to be used for buying, they
use perfume.

v Something is used by someone for a
particular purpose.

ginggãmit ˆAng kwarta nga ˆãmun
ginggãmit sa pagbakay ning pýkut, hay
gingˆambagˆambagan nãmun. As for
the money which was used by us in
buying a fishnet, [it] was contributed by
each of us.

ginagãmit Ginagãmit ˆang traysikul sa
manga pasahÿru. The motorized
pedicab is used for passengers.

gamÿtun Kung ˆÿmu sukãtun ˆang sÿhiˆ,
dãpat pakut ˆang ˆÿmu gamÿtun kay
ˆagud hay ˆindiˆ mabuˆak ˆang ˆiya ning
balayan. If the mollusk meat is pried out
by you, that which should be used by
you is a safety pin so that its shell will
not be accidentally broken.

magagãmit [Magagãmit consists of
maCV- plus gãmit.] Diraˆ sa Tyamban,
kung ˆikaw nagaplÿti ning kãtids ˆigwa
ˆinaˆ diraˆ ning kumplÿtu nga gãmit nga
ˆindu magagãmit sa pagkatýyug. There
in Tiamban, if you are renting a cottage,
there are complete supplies there that
can surely be used by you for sleeping.

v A particular action is accomplished by
someone using a particular implement.

ginagamÿtan ˆAng pagpuˆpuˆ ning mangga
hay ginagamÿtan ni Kardu ning sibut
pãra ˆindiˆ malanug. The picking of

mangoes is accomplished by Carlos
using a net scoop so that [the mangoes]
will not become rotten. ˆAng pagkutkut
ning balinghuy hay ginagamÿtan ni
Panya ning barÿta kay katugas ˆang dýta.
The digging out of cassava underground
is accomplished by Panya using a
crowbar because the ground is hard.

paggãmit ger someone’s using something
Namangyan ˆaku sa paggãmit nang
kamira; gãniˆ nasÿraˆ ku. I was ignorant
in using the camera; therefore it was
broken by me.

v Something is worked on by someone
with the use of an instrument.

ginagamÿtan ˆÝna ˆãnay, ˆang pagkutkut
nang batu, ginagamÿtan ninda ning
barÿta sa pagkutkut. First, in the digging
of [marble] stone, [it] is worked on with
a crowbar by them for digging. cf puyus
2, ˆusar

gamun 1 ger someone’s being accustomed
to something ˆAng manga magýyang
nagapãti nga sa pagbãhuy nang ˆinda
manga ˆungaˆ nga gamun sa trabãhu sa
sãkup nang ˆinda bayay hasta sa ˆinda
pagdagkuˆ ˆimaw gihãpun ˆang ˆinda
manga batãsan. Parents believe that in

their children’s growing up, being
accustomed to household work until

they become big, that will continue to be

their attitude [as adults]. ant bagˆu 1b
2 v Someone is taught a particular custom

or skill by someone else.
ginagamun Ginagamun da nang manga

magýyang sa pagtrabãhu sa sãkup
nang ˆinda bayay mintras maˆintik pa
ˆang ˆinda manga ˆungaˆ. Their children
are taught by the parents in doing
household work while they are still
small.

gamunun Kung ˆang ˆungaˆ hay gamunun
mu lang gid nga nanay sa pagkinãnam
kag sa pagpinanumbãyay, magdagkuˆ
man ˆinaˆ nga manga ˆungaˆ hay wayaˆ gid
ning natunˆan nga trabãhu. If the children
are taught by you, the mother, in
continually playing and in continually
going [visiting] from house to house,
those children will grow up without work
which was able to be learned [by them].

gamus 1a n cured anchovy ˆIni ˆang gamus,

gamun 202 gamus
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hay ginalýtuˆ nga balitsaw. As for

cured anchovy, it is cooked as a salted

fish delicacy. (See ˆisdaˆ 1, Kinds of
Cured Fish for table.)

1b v Anchovy fish is cured by salting and
aging.

ginagamus ˆAng ginagamus nga ˆisdaˆ
hay ˆang lambÿyung, dilag, lupuy, kag
hagungan. Fish that is cured by salting
and aging are lambiyung anchovies,
dilag anchovies, gold striped sardines
and hagungan anchovies. {The fish is
washed hugasan, put into a clean dish,
and salted ˆasinan. After four hours, the
juice is drained off and the fish is
transferred ˆisaylu to a container with a
tight lid and put aside for a month. It is
then ready to be eaten, either raw with
lime juice dugaˆ nang larangha
(larangha 2) or hot vinegar sýkaˆ, or
cooked in coconut milk extract gataˆ 1
to make a salted fish delicacy balitsaw.}

gamut n the root of a plant or tree

gãna n the affection, attraction or interest in

doing something, towards someone

Nabuyˆan ˆaku ning gãna sa ˆãkun
ˆasãwa kay kapintas siya. I had affection
towards my husband taken [from me]

because he is cruel. Nabuyˆan ˆaku ning
gãna sa pagkãˆun kay nagmasakit ˆaku. I

happened to have interest in eating taken

from me because I became sick.
kagãna, magãna adj An activity or

situation is activated, energized, lively.
Kadtu na lang ˆãnay sa bayay kag
magpangalipay kay kagãna niyan sa
bayay. Just go to our house and become
happy because now in the house [things
are] lively. Magãna ˆang lãwas Karlÿtu
kay dakuˆ ˆang ˆiya kwarta. The body of
Carlito is energized because he has
much money. ant lýya

ganansya n the gain or profit realized in a

transaction ˆAng ganansya, hay sa ˆiban
nga tindãhan napapakadtu ˆang
ganansya. As for the profit, the profit
was all able to be repeatedly taken to

another store.

gãniˆ (var ngãniˆ) subord conj A particular

event happens or state exists, so, as a

result, therefore or that’s the reason

another event happens or another state

exists. Nagˆinýyan; gãniˆ diri na lang
sinda nagtingiˆ ning bugas sa býkid. It

rained continually; that’s the reason
they just bought rice here in the rural

area.

gansu n a hook from which or on which

something is hung, as the hook of a bar

scale rumãna
gantas (var gantang) 1a meas n a

nonspecific or specific number of

gantas; a dry volume measurement of

approximately three liters Nagkaˆingin
ˆaku; didtu nagpugas kami ning manga
traynta gantas. I made an upland field;

there we planted about thirty gantas of

rice seed. [With a number ligature ka
preceding, the form is gantang.]

Nagbakay si Turing ning napýyuˆ ka
gantang nga bugas. Toring bought ten
gantas of hulled rice. (See Appendix 19,

Dry or Liquid Volume Measurement.)

1b gantãngan n a ganta measuring box
{Measures one ganta. Used especially

for cereals in buying, selling, borrowing,

paying harvesters in grain.}

ganˆut n someone’s or something’s perspira-
tion Nagapanunýyuˆ ˆang ganˆut sa ˆÿmu
kabudlay sa kapapangýsug pagdugˆun
nang bunut. Perspiration extensively

runs down because of your tiredness in

being able to exert strength in pushing

against the coconut husks.
v Someone is soaked by perspiration as a

result of exertion, sickness.
ginpangganˆut, pinangganˆut ˆAba,

pinangganˆut ˆaku pagkatãpus ku ning
kãˆun. Oh, I was extensively soaked by
perspiration upon my completion of
eating.

ginapangganˆut Ginapangganˆut ˆaku
ning malamig kay masakit ˆang ˆãkun
tiyan. I am being extensively soaked
by cold perspiration because my
abdomen aches.

gangat n a small stick, a twig on which the

leaves of a bush, plant or tree grow ˆAng
ˆinda ˆinaˆ manga gatung nga kãhuy, hay
ˆinang manga gangat nga kiˆintik da. As

for the firewood of those ones, it is just

those small twigs.
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gãpas 1 n a cotton plant, Gossypium
brasiliense (Macf.) (See Appendix 3,

Kinds of Cultigens.)

2a n cotton fiber, used for making thread

2b n a cotton swab
gãpus v Someone ties up someone else, ties

something to something else.
nagagãpus ˆAng masunud hay ˆang

Hudÿyu nga nagagãpus si Hisus nga
ginakastÿgu nang Hudÿyu. The next [in
the procession] were the Jews who were
tying up Jesus who was being punished
by the Jews.

v Someone is tied up by someone else to
prevent escape; something is tied to
something else by someone.

ginãpus ˆAng ˆýyu hay ginãpus naman sa
balilig nang barýtu, ginalabuˆ naman
nang ˆadtung suyut. As for the head, [it]
was tied to the hull of the boat and was
being cut with that digging bolo.

garapun n a collection jar into which money

is placed for the dead Kung sinˆu ˆang
gustu maglimus kwarta sa patay,
ginabutang sa garapun. Whoever wants

to give a money offering to the dead, it is

put in a collection jar. cf tibud
gardin 1 n a garden in which vegetables are

planted.

2 v Someone makes a garden.
magpagardin caus inf to have a garden

made ˆIndiˆ na gid kami kakãya
magpagardin kay sayud nindu talagang
yaˆ na gid dri týbiˆ dri sa ˆiskuylahan.
We surely no longer have the resources
to have a garden made because you
know that here at school there is
absolutely no water.

gãsa n a pressure lantern mantle ˆAng ˆisa
nga ˆalãdin nãmun hay wayaˆ ning gãsa.
The other pressure lantern of ours does

not have a mantle.

gasgas n a scratch on a smooth surface, a

worn area on a piece of cloth, leather,

something woven
adj A smooth surface is scratched; a piece

of cloth, leather, something woven is
worn. Kalulýˆuy ka na gid baya sa
Rumblun; bãsiˆ kunu ˆinaˆ hay ˆang ˆÿmu
kunu bãruˆ hay gasgas na? Perhaps you
are already pitiable in Romblon; why
was it, did they say that, as for your

dress, [it] was already worn?

gãsi v Someone assumes, expects, imagines,
supposes or thinks something.

gagasi Nagkadtu kami ˆinaˆ niyan sa
baylÿhan pÿru wayaˆ ˆaku ˆadtu gagasi
nga yadtu si Nilda. We went there to the
dancing place but I did not expect that
Nelda would be there.

Something is assumed, expected, imagined
or supposed by someone. Gãsi mu gãniˆ!
ˆInaˆ ˆang manga ˆungaˆ ginaˆiksa diraˆ sa
may bintãnaˆ. [It] should be imagined by
you! Those children were being thrown
out through the window. ˆAku, gãsi nindu
pagˆãgi nindu, yãraˆ ˆaku nagatiltil ning
batu. I, [it] was assumed by you upon
your passing by, I was there breaking up
marble.

kagãsi pseudov Something is assumed,
expected, imagined, supposed, thought
by someone. ˆAng kagãsi ni Pidil hay
matýˆud ˆang ˆiya pananamgu. What was
thought by Fidel was that his dream was
true.

gastus (var gastu) 1 n an expense incurred

ˆAng manga magýyang nang lyãki,
ˆimaw ˆinaˆ ˆang nagakalibug nang tanan
nga gastus. As for the parents of the boy,

those are the ones who worry about the

[wedding] expenses.
panggastugastu pl n expenses
2 v Someone consumes a commodity, spends

money for a service, for something.
nagagastu Kung nagapamalayi ˆang

tiglyaki, ˆang nagagastu sa handaˆ nang
ˆinda pamalãyi. When the engaged
man’s close relatives hold an initial
wedding-planning session, [they] are
the ones who spend for their initial
wedding-planning session.

nagaginastu Mabinãkay ka ning pitsipitsi,
gaginastu ka lang. You will keep on
buying junk food; you just keep on
spending.

magastus Kung gustu ka magpaligus,
buksan lang; pagbuhÿˆan mu, masara na
ˆagud bukun pa magastus sa týbiˆ kag
ˆindiˆ maglamˆaw. If you like to take a
bath, you just open [the automatic
shut-off tap]; upon being released by
you [it] will then close so that [it] will
not still consume the water and [the
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water] will not become stagnant.
v Money is spent by someone for someone

else, for buying something.
ginagastus Kay Tatay ku ginabuˆuy ˆang

ginagastus ku sa manga ˆintirisãdu nga
ˆungaˆ magˆiskwÿla. From Father was
gotten that which is being spent by me
for the children who are interested to go
to school.

ˆigastus, gastuhun Hãlus ˆang niyug hay
pulus siraˆ; hay diˆin pa kita ˆini mabuˆuy
kwarta nga ˆigastus sa ˆÿmu? The coconut
palms were almost completely destroyed;
so where would we get money that would
be spent for you (i.e., for your studies)?
Bastanti na ˆadtu ˆang kwarta ninda
nga gastuhun kay kabarãtu da ˆang
bayakyun. That money is enough to be
spent by them because the purchase items
are cheap.

ˆikagastus Nagaˆÿsip gid ˆaku nga ˆang
makatãpus hayskul hay maˆãyu pÿru
nagahambay sinda nga wayaˆ ngãniˆ
kunu sinda kwarta nga ˆikagastus sa
ˆãkun. I really thought that being able to
finish high school would be good but,
they said, that they did not have money
that would be able to be spent for me.

3 panggastus n spending money Nagaˆÿsip
naman ˆaku nga kung nagaˆiskuyla na
hay nagaˆÿsip na da ˆinaˆ sinda hay
tawˆan ˆaku kwarta pãra nga panggastus
ku. I really thought that if I was already

studying maybe they will then think that

I will be given money so that I will have

spending money.

gasulÿna n gasoline used for engines, vehicles

Hay kamahay nyan ˆang gasulÿna, sitinta
ˆang galun. Gasoline is now expensive,

seventy [pesos] a gallon.

gãtas 1 n the milk of a woman or animal

Bãwal ˆang magkãˆun ning ˆýtan nga
langkaˆ nga may lakut nga lumbay kay ˆini
kunu hay nagapahubas ning gãtas nang
nanay nga bagˆung ˆungaˆ. It is forbidden

to eat coconut-flavored jackfruit which

has a mixture of lumbay [leaves] because,

they say, [these leaves] cause the milk of

the mother who has newly given birth to

decrease. {Cow’s milk is commonly

bought in powdered form.} ˆAng
narimidyu ku hay ginabakay ku naman

ning gãtas sa manga ˆungaˆ. My wages

are what I use for buying milk for the

children.

2 kulur gãtas adj Something is milky
colored. ˆAng kulur ˆini nang bugˆãtan,
ˆang ˆiya balayan hay kulur gãtas nga
may gýlis nga kãki. As for the color of

this scallop-like bittersweet mollusk, its

shell is milky colored with brown

stripes.

lãta nga sa gatasan (lata 3) set expr a

milk can
gatasan (see lãta nga sa gatasan (lãta 3))
gãtaw v Something crawls out from a

confined space.
nagagãtaw May bÿsis da nga ˆini ˆang sÿhiˆ

hay nagagãtaw; makikÿtaˆ punaˆ gid
sinda. There are times when these
mollusks crawl out; [and] you will see
them in groups. cf guwaˆ, halin 1a,
kýyap, luwas 1b, tãkas 2, tamwaˆ

gataˆ 1 (var sabaw nga gataˆ) n coconut
milk extract Kung tãpus ka na ning
putus, ˆÿmu na ˆini ˆibutang sa kaldÿru
kag butangan ning sabaw nga gataˆ kag
ˆÿmu na pakayadkaran. When you are

finished wrapping [the salsa], then put

them into a kettle and onto them put

coconut milk extract and [they] should

be boiled by you. {The phrase sabaw
nga gataˆ is not used in a sentence with

the verb form of sabaw. Gataˆ alone is

used.} ˆAng ˆisabaw ku sa balinghuy hay
gataˆ. What will be used by me to

liquefy cassava is coconut milk
extract. {Coconut meat niyug 2a from a

fully mature coconut lanus or a very

mature coconut laˆay is first grated

kãyus. The grated meat is then squeezed

pýgaˆ to remove a coconut milk extract

gataˆ 1, which is an oily liquid mixed

with a small amount of water. Used as

the liquid in which a food is boiled or to

moisten dry foods such as rice.}

Gingbutangan ni Nilda ˆang ˆiya kanˆun
ning sabaw nga gataˆ kay wayaˆ siya
ning suyaˆ. Her cooked rice has coconut
milk extract added [to it] by Nelda

because she has no side-dish food. spec

pãyuk, ˆispÿsu nga gataˆ (gataˆ 1a) (See

Appendix 7, Parts of a Coconut Fruit.)
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1a ˆispÿsu nga gataˆ (var primÿru nga gataˆ)
n thick coconut milk extract {Produced

by a first squeezing of grated coconut

meat kinãyus (kãyus 2) from a fully

mature coconut lanus or a very mature

coconut laˆay.} syn pãyuk genr gataˆ 1
1b ˆikaduha nga gataˆ n thin coconut milk

extract {Produced by a second squeezing

of grated coconut meat kinãyus from a

fully mature coconut lanus or a very

mature coconut laˆay.} (See Appendix 7,

Parts of a Coconut Fruit.)

2 v Food is cooked in coconut milk extract
by someone.

ginatˆan Ginakãˆun ˆini nga sÿhiˆ; kanãmit
ˆini nga ginatˆan. [The meat of] this
shell is edible; this which has been
cooked in coconut milk extract is
delicious.

ginagatˆan ˆAng paglýtuˆ ˆini nang sÿhiˆ,
hay ginagatˆan. The way to cook these
mollusks is that [they] are cooked in
coconut milk extract.

gatˆan ˆAng ˆunud nang ˆini nga sÿhiˆ hay
ginakãˆun; puydi nga gatˆan kag puydi
nga kinÿlaw. As for the meat of this
shell, it is eaten; it is possible that it will
be cooked in coconut milk extract or it
is possible that it will be eaten raw. cf
ˆýtan 1b

2a ginatˆan n food cooked in coconut milk
extract (See sumsýman 1, Some
Kinds of Food Delicacies for table. See

Appendix 8, Foods Made with Coconut.

See Appendix 9, Foods Cooked in

Coconut Milk Extract.)

pãyuk nga gataˆ (var of pãyuk) set expr
thick coconut milk extract

gãtiˆ v Corn pops when roasted.
naggãtiˆ Kung ˆang maˆis nga ˆÿmu

ginasãbang, hay naggãtiˆ na
nagapakilãya nga madaliˆ na malýtu. If,
as for the corn which is roasted by you,
[it] has already popped, it shows that it
will soon be cooked.

gãtu n the short syatu stick {For a

description of this game, see syãtuˆ 1.}

genr syãtuˆ 2
gatung 1a n cooking fuel; firewood, dried

coconut husks, dry palm fronds, and the

like Dãpat gid magtÿpun kita ning

paywa pãra kung ˆumuyan, ˆigwa kita
ning gatung. We should surely gather

coconut fronds so that if it will rain we

will have cooking fuel. Mabuˆuy ˆaku
ning kãhuy kay matÿpun ˆaku kay ˆagud
pagtinguyãnun hay wayaˆ ˆaku ning
prublÿma sa gatung. I will get firewood

so that when it is the rainy season I will

have no problem with cooking fuel. syn

dabuk 1a cf ˆãput 2
1b gãtung v Someone feeds fuel, as fire-

wood, dried coconut husks, dry palm

fronds and the like, into a fire.
naggãtung Si Lÿya ˆang naggãtung nang

bunut sa tapãhan. Leia was the one who
fed [dry] coconut husks into [the fire of]
the smoking rack.

v Something being cooked is fed fuel by
someone.

gatýngan Gatýngan mu ˆang ˆÿmu
ginalýtuˆ pãra magkayadkad nga daˆan.
What you are cooking should be fed
[cooking fuel] by you so that it will boil
quickly. cf dãbuk (dabuk 1b)

gatus card num one or more hundred actions,

people, pieces of something, situations,

things, times, units of measurement ˆAng
sýhuy pagpanãkaˆ ning niyug hay kinsi
pÿsus ˆang gatus daya ˆang hãkut pakadtu
sa tapãhan nang niyug. The payment for

climbing coconut palms [and cutting

down coconuts] is fifteen pesos [per unit

of] a hundred including carrying the

coconuts to the coconut smoking rack.

Maskin ˆang kantidad lang ˆadtu nang ˆiya
bãruˆ nga ˆiya nabakay hay subra lang
ˆisa ka gatus, sa ˆiya ˆadtu hay
kamahaymãhay. Although the price of

her dress which she spontaneously bought

was just over one hundred [pesos], for

her it was very expensive. duha ka gatus
two hundred, ˆunum ka gatus six

hundred, lima ka gatus ka lÿbu five

hundred thousand, ˆisa ka gatus ka bÿsis
one hundred times, pangˆisa ka gatus
first hundred (i.e., one hundredth) cf syin

gatˆan (see gataˆ 2)

gãwad v Someone buys herbal medicine or

something used as a source of herbal

medicine.
nagagãwad ˆAng ˆãmun naman nagagãwad

gãtiˆ 206 gãwad
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ˆaku sa Sibýyan nang ˆadtu nga kãhuy. As
for our [herbal medicine], I buy that [kind
of herbal] tree in Sibuyan.

gãway n the tentacle of a sea creature ˆAng
ˆiya ˆini ning gãway hay parÿhu sa kugÿta
nga nagahãbaˆ. As for its tentacles (i.e.,

of a chambered nautilus), [they] are like

[those of] a common octopus which

become long.

gawn n a party dress Nagsýlat sa ˆãkun ˆang
ˆãkun ˆungaˆ nga gapabakay ning gawn.
My daughter wrote me that [she] is

letting [me] buy a party dress. (See

bãruˆ 1, Kinds of Clothing for table.)

gãyaw n the funnel tube of a covered fish

trap tabýnan (See tabýnan 1, Parts of a
Deep-Sea Fish Trap for table.)

gaylang n a palawan plant, Cyrtosperma
merkusii (Hassk.) {A robust airoid

characterized by huge leaves. Rootstocks

are eaten.}

gaˆan 1 magaˆan adj Something is light-
weight. Bukun da ˆini dãpat mabahuy
ˆang ˆÿmu humanun kundiˆ ˆinaˆ ˆang
tamaˆtãmaˆ lang kay pãra magaˆan.
What you make should not be big but

exactly right so that it will be light-
weight [to carry].

gÿba 1 n someone’s lap Nang napatýyug na
ni Manang Lusit sa ˆiya gÿba si Milba,
pinapãyaˆ ku na lang sa ˆiya sa banig.
When Melba was already caused by

Older Sister Lucit to sleep on her lap,

she was just laid down by me on a mat.

2 v Someone sits on the lap of someone

else. Pumungkuˆ si Lýlu nga gÿba niya si
ˆUlÿba. Grandfather sat down and Oliva

sat on his lap. [magÿba will sit on

someone’s lap]

gid (var gida, gidaw) adv An event certainly
or really happens or a state certainly or

really exists. Kung nagatahiˆ ˆaku, hay
ginahuman ku gid nga ˆindiˆ mapahuyaˆ
sa kustumir. When I sew, I really make

that which will not cause [me] to be

embarrassed before customer. Nang
nagaˆiskuyla na ˆaku, hay mahugaˆ gida
kay syimpri duha ka týˆig ˆaku nga
nagbãyaˆ bãgu nagdiritsu. When I went

to school then, it was certainly difficult

because of course I had stopped for two

years before I went ahead [with my

studies]. ˆAng ˆisa ka bilug nga bãruˆ, hay
ning ˆisa ku da ka ˆadlaw ning tahiˆ, kay
ginanirbyus gidaw ˆaku. As for one piece

of dress, [it] takes me one whole day

because I really feel nervous. [Gid
follows an adjective to intensify its

meaning.] Nagtanum sinda nga
nagtanum, kadãmuˆ gid ˆang ˆinda
gintanum. They planted and planted;

there were certainly many [cultigens]

that were planted by them. cf galiˆ, kuntaˆ,
man, naman, talaga, ˆãbi 2

gid kaˆãyu (var of kaˆãyu (ˆãyu 3)) very
gihãpun adv An event continues to occur,

still occurs or has still not occurred; a

state still exists or, with a negative, no
longer occurs or exists. Nakaˆungaˆ na
siya sa ˆãmun ˆikaduha nga ˆungaˆ kay
Rini, hay ˆimaw da gihãpun ˆang
sitwasyun nang ˆãmun pagpangabuhiˆ.
She was already able to give birth to our

second child Rene, [but] the situation of

our lifestyle was still the same. Maskin
ˆang ˆãkun nadangãtan hay kahugaˆ kag
makakahuyaˆ nga ˆikspiryinsya hay
maˆãyu da gihãpun. Even though what

was experienced by me was difficult and

[it was] an embarrassing experience [of

being examined by a male doctor], [it]

was still good. Hay pagˆabut ku naman sa
mutur ˆadtung mutur hay wayaˆ pa
gihãpun maˆalistu. When I arrived at the

pumpboat, that pumpboat had still not

been prepared. ˆA! Nang sa manga nanay
naman, wayaˆ da gihãpun kami sirbis na
sa baryu; kami mismu hay nagˆarkila
traysikul pakadtu didtu. Oh! When it was

already just the mothers, we no longer
had public service; we ourselves rented a

motorized pedicab going there.

gilak 1 kagilak (var magilak) adj Some-

thing is bright, shiny or fluorescent in

color. Naˆÿsip baya nga maˆãyu ˆini
butangan papil nga ˆinang kagilak. It

was perhaps thought that this is that onto

which it would be good to put that shiny
paper. ˆAng kulur nang ˆiya lÿˆug hay
pula; ˆang kulur nang ˆiya ˆÿkug hay

gãway 207 gilak
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magilak nga kulur birdi. The color of its

neck (i.e., of a jungle fowl) is red; [and]

the color of its tail is fluorescent green.
kagilakgÿlak int adj Something is very

shiny or very fluorescent in color.
ˆIntirisãdu si Birting nga mabuˆuy ˆang
kagilakgÿlak nga býnga. Berting is
interested in getting the very shiny
fruit.

gilis n a citrus fruit section or garlic section
gilit n a razor blade Hawÿran mu sa punta

kag birahun mu ˆang ˆisa nga punta,
pagˆãgi sa gilit. [The buri leaf] should

be held by you at [one] end and the other

end should be pulled, passing through

the razor blade.

giltak 1a n a crack in a breakable object

1b v A breakable object cracks.
nagagiltak Kung nagagiltak na, masýhun

naman ˆadtu. When [the marble] already
cracks, it is hammered with a sledge-
hammer.

gÿluk 1a n itchy hairs on plants, as bamboo

1b kagÿluk, magÿluk adj Plant hairs are

itchy.

gÿlun n gilun grass ˆInda lang gid ˆinaˆ ˆang
ginpanaguˆan hay ˆisa lang gid ka pýnuˆ
nga gÿlun. As for them, the place they

all hid was in one single clump of gilun
grass.

giN- 1a gf pref Someone or something was
acted upon by someone else. Nang
ginsiruˆ na ˆaku, ˆýna gid hay ˆang ˆãkun
duguˆ gingsiruˆ kung pila. When I was
examined, my blood pressure was
looked at as to how much [it was].

Gingbaligyaˆ ku ˆang dýtaˆ nga gingsubliˆ
ku sa ˆãkun tatay. I sold the land which

was inherited by me from my father. [A

substantive with agent focus, indicated by

a nag- class verb, is focused as a goal,

indicated by an -un class causative verb.

Compare the two following sentences,

both with a focus on someone who does

something.] Nagkãˆun na kami ˆinaˆ kay
yãraˆ na ˆang naghatud nang ˆãmun
ˆihãpun. We ate then because the one who

brought our supper was there. Kumadtu
ˆaku kag ginpakãˆun ˆaku ninda. I went

there and I was caused to eat by them. [A

causative affix converts an intransitive

verb into a transitive verb; it is inflected

by an -un class affix. Compare the two

following sentences, both with a focus on

someone who sat.] Wayaˆ nagahigdaˆ si
Maridyun; nagpungkuˆ siya nagasandig
sa dingding. Mary June was not lying

down; she sat down leaning against a

wall. Gindaya niya ˆini sa kabukÿran nga
wayaˆ ning manga bayay kag didtu
ginpapungkuˆ ˆini niya. He brought him

to a mountain where there were no houses

and he was allowed by him to sit down.

[A causative affix converts a ‘become’

verb, with agent focus inflected by a nag-
class affix, into a causative ‘become’

verb, inflected by an -un class affix. For

an example, see -un.] syn -in-1 1a cf gina-
1a, giN-a, giN-D-an, na-1, pag-a, -un

1b acf pref Someone or something was an

accessory to an action by someone else.

[GiN- 1b is an ˆi- class verb affix.] ˆAng
ˆãkun pangabuhÿˆan diri gintaˆu ku na sa
ˆinda nga manga ˆungaˆ ku. My source of

livelihood (i.e., property) here was given
to my children by me. Ginbanyus ni
Sidru ˆang pintýra sa dingding. The paint

was applied by Sidru onto the wall. [The

range of meaning of this accessory focus

prefix includes what is generally called

instrumental focus.] ˆAng binisyu da
ˆadtu nang ˆãmun lýla sa kahadluk,
ginbýkut ˆang ˆiya banig. That done by

our grandmother in fear, [was that] her

mat was used to cover [her]. [A

substantive with goal focus, indicated by

an -un class verb, is focused as an

accessory, indicated by an ˆi- class

causative verb. Compare the two

following sentences, both with a focus

on food eaten.] Pagˆabut ku diri sa San
ˆAgustin ginagýtum na gid ˆaku kay
kaˆisut lang ˆãkun ginkãˆun sa Lusÿna.
When I arrived in San Agustin, I was

already very hungry because only a little

[food] was eaten by me in Lucena. Nang
sinda hay nagpariprisku ˆang ˆinda
ginpakãˆun sa manga dalãga hay sýpas,
makarýni kag karni nang manuk. When

they had their refreshments, that which

was caused to be eaten by the
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unmarried ladies was soup, macaroni

and chicken meat. [Note that ginpakãˆun
which occurs in this sentence is an ˆi-
class causative verb in contrast to

ginpakãˆun which occurs in the sentence

in giN- 1a above which is an -un class

causative verb.] syn -in-1 1b cf gina- 1b,

giN-an 2, naˆi-, ˆi-1
gina- 1a gf pref Someone or something is

acted upon or is or was commonly,
habitually or normally acted upon by

someone else. Kung ˆÿmu malukat hay
ˆigwa ˆakuy pagasayluhan ˆinaˆ nga
kwarta kay may ginabakay ˆaku nga
dýtaˆ. If you will redeem [your mortgage],

there will be that money that I will

transfer, because there is a land holding

that I am buying. Ginabalikwaˆ ni
Rusalinda ˆang batu kung siya
nagapanihiˆ. Stones are turned over by

Rosalinda when she gathers mollusks.

[Indicates a past action subsequent to

another action.] Kãda lãpit nang yãki,
ginapakang siya; bãlik naman sa pÿliw
ˆang yãki. Whenever the man came near

[the girl], he was hit with a stick [by her];

so the man went back again to the corner.

[Causative verbs are inflected by -un class

affixes; for a description and examples,

see giN- 1a and -un.] cf giN- 1a, gina-a,

-in-1 1a, ma-1 2, -un
1b acf pref Someone or something is or was

commonly, habitually, or normally an

accessory to an action by someone else.

[Gina- 1b is an ˆi- class verb affix.] ˆAng
bunut nga ginabutang sa ˆibãbaw hay
labˆas pa. The coconut husks which are
put on top are still fresh. Kung
ginabaligyaˆ hay tigbaynti ˆu kinsi ˆang
ˆisa ka kÿlu. When [squid] are sold, [the

price] is twenty [pesos] or fifteen

[pesos] for each one kilogram. ˆAng
maˆis nga ˆãmun ginatanum ˆimaw ˆang
nagmantinir hasta magpandagkuˆ na
ˆang ˆãkun manga ˆungaˆ. The maize

plant which was commonly planted by

us is that which sustained [us] until all

my children grew up. [The range of

meaning of this accessory focus prefix

includes what is generally called

instrumental focus.]
ginabuyung ˆInang kamalunggay,

ginabuyung mu ba ˆinaˆ? As for that
malunggay tree, is that used by you [as
a herbal medicine] to cure [a sick
person]? [See giN- 1b and ˆi- for a
description and examples of ˆi- class
affixes which inflect causative verbs.]
cf giN- 1b, -in-1 1b, maˆi-, ˆi-1, ˆika-2

giN-a neg gf aff Someone or something was
not acted upon by someone else. [Only

one root, bakay, has been found with this

affix; the affix pag-a commonly occurs.]

ˆAng ˆiya ˆini balayan, hay wayaˆ ˆini
ginbakya. As for the shells of these (i.e.,

of ghost murex mollusks), they were not

bought. [This affix (but not pag-a)

occurs with causative verb stems.] Yaˆ
ninda ginpasayýra si Manang Sýsan
nga ˆang ˆiya ˆungaˆ hay patay na. They

did not inform Older Female Friend

Susan that her child was already dead.

syn pag-a cf -a, giN- 1a, gina-a, pag-un
gina-a neg gf aff Someone or something is

not acted upon by someone else. ˆAng
balayan nang ˆini nga sÿhiˆ, hay wayaˆ da
ˆini ginabakya nang manga Sibuhãnu
kay kanipis. As for the empty shells of

this mollusk, these are not bought by

Cebuano [buyers] because they are thin.

Wayaˆ gãniˆ ginabatýna didtu ˆang
wayaˆ katãpus sa hayskul. Those who

were not able to finish high school were
not accepted [into the sewing school].

[With causative affix pa-.] Wayaˆ ni
Lulÿta ginapasayýra ˆang ˆiya ˆasãwa
kung sya hay may ginabakay. Her

husband is not allowed by Lolita to
know when she has [something] to buy.

cf -a, gina- 1a, giN-a, pag-a, pag-un
gina-an 1 locf aff A person, place or thing is or

was commonly, habitually or normally
the location of an action performed by

someone. Kung ˆindiˆ mu makãya ˆang
pagpanãkaˆ ning niyug, ginasuhýyan
ˆang nagapanakaˆ. If you are not able to

cope with climbing the coconut palms, the

one who climbs is paid. ˆIni nga sÿhiˆ ˆang
ˆiya ginakapýtan hay ˆang batu nga
kadyãnuˆ kag ˆigwa ning manga lýmut. As

for this [limpet] mollusk, that onto which

gina- 209 gina-an
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it commonly sticks is a smooth stone and

which has moss on [it]. Ginanginitlan
kita nang manga babãyi. We are being
regularly laughed at by the women.

[The range of meaning of this locative

focus affix includes what is generally

called beneficiary focus.] Ginakutkutan
ku si Marya ning balinghuy. Mary is
having cassava dug out for [her] by me.

cf -an1 1a, gina-i, giN-an 1, ma-an, -in-an
1a, ka-an1

2 neg acf aff Someone or something is not

an accessory to an action by someone

else. [The range of meaning of this

accessory focus prefix includes what is

generally called instrumental focus.] cf

giN-an 2, pagˆi-
gina-i neg locf aff A person, place or thing is

not or was not the location of an action

performed by someone. May yãraˆ da nga
wayaˆ man ginasakiti ning tiyan. There

are also some [people] who are not

afflicted with stomach pain. ˆAng
natingayãhan ku, hay bãsiˆ wayaˆ
ginahuwasi ning sagnat? What I

wondered was, why was it that [the child]

was not relieved of the fever?

Magbinãkay kamu ning lamÿsa kag
bangkuˆ, pagkatãpus wayaˆ nindu
ginadahãni. You kept on buying tables

and benches, [but] afterwards [they] were
not taken care of by you. [This affix

inflects a causative verb.] ˆAng ˆãkun
manga ˆungaˆ hay wayaˆ gid nagabýlig sa
ˆãkun, wayaˆ ˆaku ginapadayˆi ning
kwarta. My children are not helping me; I

am not being sent money [by them]. [A

past negative locative focus affix *giN-i
does not occur; see pag-i.] cf gina-an 1, -i,
pag-an 1a, pag-i

giN-an 1 locf aff A person, place or thing

was the location of an action performed

by someone. Nalýˆuy gid sa ˆiya ˆang
ˆiya manÿnuy, gãniˆ gintawˆan siya nga
dãˆan ning kwarta nga ˆinugbãkay. His

godfather really pitied him, so he was
given money freely for spending

money. Natingãya siya sa ˆiya
ginasakayan nga barýtu kay wayaˆ
nagasalÿda bÿsan tudýhan niya ning

bugsay. He was surprised regarding the

boat on which he was riding because it

was not moving even though he paddled

very well. [The range of meaning of this

locative focus affix includes what is

generally called beneficiary focus.]

Ginbakyan sinda ning ˆalambri pãra
humanun nga tabýnan. They had
chicken wire bought for [them] so that

[it] would be used for making a deep-sea

fish trap. syn -in-an 1a cf -an1 1a,

gina-an 1, na-an
2 neg acf aff Someone or something was

not an accessory to an action by

someone else. [The range of meaning of

this accessory focus prefix includes

what is generally called instrumental

focus.] Wayaˆ da galiˆ ni Pidru
ginbakyan ˆang kwarta kay ginˆýtang.
The money was not used by Pedro to
buy because [he] lent [it]. cf giN- 1b,

gina-an 2, pagˆi-
ginatˆan (see gataˆ 2a) food cooked in

coconut milk extract
giN-D-an recip gf affix Several were acted

upon by each other. ˆAng masunud ku
nga gingtrabãhu hay nagahinãkut ˆãnay
kami ning batu, gingtuwangtuwãngan
nãmun. The next thing that was worked

on by me was that we all carried stones;

we were all helped by each other. cf

giN- 1a
ginhãwa (from *hãwa + giN-)

1 n someone’s physical condition Naglãˆin
ˆang ginhãwa ni Marya kay naghÿlab
ˆang ˆiya syuksyuk. Mary’s physical
condition became bad because her

stomach was suffering stomach pain. cf

pamãtiˆ, pamatyag (batyag1 2)

2a n someone’s breathing Paˆunu maglãˆin
ˆang ginhãwa ku nga wayaˆ gãniˆ
nagasakit ˆang ˆãkun tiyan? How is it

that my breathing became bad when

there is no pain in my abdomen?

2b v Someone breathes.
nagaginhawa Buhiˆ pa si Lýla kay

nagaginhawa pa. Grandmother is still
alive because she is still breathing.

paginhãwa caus v Someone is caused by
someone else to breathe.

ginpaginhãwa Ginpaginhãwa ning

gina-i 210 ginhãwa
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madãyum ni Duktur Marsÿlu si Kardu.
Cardo was caused by Doctor Marcello
to breathe deeply.

3 buˆuy ning ginhãwa v Someone faints,
loses consciousness (lit, has breathing

taken).
nabuyˆan ning ginhãwa Nabuyˆan si

Pitra ning ginhãwa kay bumaliskad
siya paˆubus. Petra lost consciousness
because she fell down backwards. syn
buˆuy ˆanimu (ˆanimu 2), himatay

ginikãnan n a parent syn magýyang
(gýyang 2a) (See Appendix 23, Social

Relationships.)

ginkaˆisahan (from ˆisa + ginka-an) n an

agreement made by two or more

parties Ginsýlat nang ˆãmu ˆang ˆinda
ginkaˆisahan; pagkatãpus ginlýkut
ˆang malãpad nga dãhun kag gintaˆu
sa ˆuning nang ˆãmu pãra ˆimaw ˆang
maghÿpid. Their agreement was writ-

ten down by the master; afterwards the

wide [banana] leaf was cylindrically

rolled and was given by the master to

the cat so that that one would be the

one to keep [it]. cf hambayhambay
(hambay 8), kasugtãnan (sýgut 3),
kasulatan (sýlat 2b), kasunduˆ 1b,

kundisyun, kuntrãta, trãtu 1
gintuˆ n gold metal, a gold coin ˆItaˆu ku sa

ˆÿmu ˆini ˆang ˆãkun ginapasˆan nga
tadyaw nga punuˆ ning gintuˆ. This

wash-water storage jar which is filled

with gold coins which is being carried

by me on [my] shoulder will be given to

you by me. cf bulãwan
Ginýˆu n the Lord; i.e., the God of the

Christian religion Sa kalýˆuy nang
Ginýˆu, madãsig pa da ˆang lãwas ku.
With the mercy of the Lord, my body is

still strong. cf Dyus 1
gisa v A food is sautéed by someone.

ginisa Ginakãˆun ˆini nga lýkus; kanãmit
ˆini nga ˆadýbu sa gataˆ; kanãmit da ˆini
nga ginisa. This common cuttlefish is
eaten; it is delicious as adobo in coconut
milk extract; it is delicious sautéed.

nagisa Kung nagisa na ˆang bãwang kag
sibýyas, ˆilusˆug na ˆang karni nga ˆÿmu
dinugˆanun. When the garlic and onions
have been able to be sautéed, the meat

which will be cooked in blood by you
will then be added.

ginagisa ˆIni ˆang ˆunud nang sÿhiˆ nga
bugˆãtan hay ginakãˆun; ginagatˆan;
ginagisa; ginahãluˆ sa pansit;
ginaˆasluman sinda nang manga
ˆusbud. As for the meat of this
scallop-like bittersweet mollusk, [it] is
eaten; it is cooked in coconut milk
extract; it is sautéed; it is mixed into
noodles; they have sweet potato vines
stewed into [them].

gisahun Kung maˆÿnit na ˆang mantÿkaˆ
gisahun ˆang bãwang kag kung mapuya
na ˆang bãwang ˆibutang naman ˆang
sibýyas. When the oil is already hot, the
garlic should be sautéed and when the
garlic is already brown, the onions
should be put in.

gisantis n green peas
gisiˆ adj An object such as paper papil, cloth

nuˆug is holey, tattered, torn, worn-
out. Bumakay ka na lang ning dãyum
kag bunang kag tahiˆun ˆang ˆÿmu
manga gisiˆ nga manga bãruˆ. You just

buy a needle and thread and sew your

worn-out dresses. {Result of being

holey, tattered, torn, worn-out: siraˆ 2a
unusable.}

gitãra n a guitar Nagpinamãtiˆ ˆãnay ˆaku
kung sinˆu ˆang nagakayas ning gitãra.
At first I kept on listening [to find out]

who was the one strumming the guitar.

gitarista n a guitar player
gitinggiting n a pattern of scallops; undulated

edges, especially on a seashell ˆAng sa
ˆalÿhid nang ˆiya balayan hay may
gitinggiting. As for that on the edge of its

empty shell (i.e., of an unequal arc

mollusk), there are scallops.
gÿˆuk ger someone’s treading out unhulled

rice from the stalks Pagkatãpus gÿˆuk
partihun ˆang humay. After treading
out, the unhulled rice is divided up.

v Unhulled rice is trodden out from the
stalks.

nagÿˆuk Kung makakÿtaˆ ˆang manga
sundãlu nang bãka, ginaˆÿhaw, kung
makasayang ning bayay nga ˆigway
nagÿˆuk, kag ˆipabayu sa manga
sibilyan. When soldiers are able to see a
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cow, it is butchered; when [they]
happen to pass by a house where [rice]
was able to be trodden out, [it] is
caused to be pounded with a pestle by
the civilians.

giˆýkun Pagkatãpus ning ˆãni, giˆýkun na
ˆang humay. After the rice harvest is
finished, the unhulled rice will be
trodden out.

Glurya (see Duminggu di Glurya
(Duminggu 3)) Easter Sunday;

Glurya (see Sabadu di Glurya
(Sabadu 2)) Black Saturday

grãba n gravel ˆAng ˆiban nga grãba hay
ginapuypug nang martilyu. Some

gravel is pounded with a ball hammer.
marmul nga grãba n marble gravel

{Made by breaking marble tile discards
kinãpaw into chunks. Used in place of
riverbed gravel for making construction
cement. Measured and sold by the utility
can lãta 2a.}

grãbi adj A condition or situation is serious.
Kung ˆang ˆitlug hay naglãkut ˆang
langitlangit sa dawadawa, kag ˆigwa
ning mapuya nga parÿhu ning duguˆ,
nagapakilãya nga ˆang sakit hay grãbi.
If, as for an egg, the white of the egg is

mixed into the egg yolk, and if there is a

reddish [substance] which is like blood,

it shows that the sickness is serious.
adv Something happens seriously. ˆAng

pagtudluˆtudluˆ sa makatitingaya nga
bãgay kung ˆikaw hay nagapamasyar
madaliˆ ka nga ˆamulÿtan kag
magamasakit ˆikaw ning grãbi. As to
the pointing at those strange things
when you are taking a walk, you will
easily become sick [caused by a bad
spirit] and you will become seriously ill.

v Something, as a sickness, becomes
serious.

nagpakagrãbi Nagpakagrãbi na gid ˆang
sakit ni Tatay. The sickness of Father
really became extremely serious.

nagagrãbi Nagagrãbi ˆãnay ˆang ˆÿmu
hãyup nga ginapabuyung bãgu sinda
ˆumabut. Your domestic animals which
are allowed [by you] to be medically
treated become serious before they
(i.e., herbalists) come.

grãdu 1 n a percentage or letter grade in a

course of study Nang si Rumÿyu hay
nagaˆiskwÿla na hay kamayad siya sa
tanan nga liksyun nang maˆistra hay
matãˆas ˆang ˆiya grãdu. When Romeo

was already studying, he was clever in all

lessons of the teacher and his grades were

high. syn grÿding, marka 2 cf ˆabrids
2 n a grade level in the elementary school

system Nang si Buy hay nagˆiskwÿla na
sa grãdu nga lima, hay maˆãyu ˆang ˆiya
risulta sa ˆiya ˆiskwilahan. When Boy

was already in grade five, his results in

his studies were good. (See grid,
Formal Education Grades for table.)

gradwit 1a n a graduate from an academic

program Daya ˆaku sa listãhan nang
manga gradwit. I am included in the list

of those graduates.
1b v Someone graduates from an academic

program.
makagradwit May pÿsiks na, may

kimistri; gãniˆ gingtaˆu ku na lang ˆang
ˆÿsip ku nga magˆistudyu ˆaku pãra ˆaku
makagradwit. There is physics and
chemistry; that’s why I gave my
attention to my studies so that I would
be able to graduate.

panggradwit pur ger An item is used for
graduating. Kung ˆang ˆinda ˆipatahiˆ nga
sayway hay pangkasay, panggradwit ˆu
pangkadtu sa manga purmal nga
ˆukasyun ˆang tÿla ˆini nga ˆinda ginabakay
hay mahay. If the trousers that will be
caused by them to be sewn are for getting
married, for graduating, or for going to
formal occasions, as for the cloth they
buy, it is expensive.

granãda n a pomegranate shrub or fruit
Punica granatum (Linn.)

grasya n a blessing, usually given by God

Ginasabwagan sinda ning bugas pãra
simbulu nga pirmi nga ˆigwa sinda ning
grasya. [The newlyweds] have some

rice poured on them so that it will be a

symbol that there will always be a

blessing for them. cf bindisyun
grid adj A student is or is in grade one, two,

three, four, five or six in the elementary

school system. Hamãkun mu! Grid wan
ˆaku; ˆang ˆãmun ginakãˆun tasãdu gid
kaˆãyu; mapiˆýtan lang bÿsan maˆisut.
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Imagine! I was grade one; what we ate

was very little; only a little was put [in

our stomachs]. Nang nakatãpus na ˆaku
sa grid tri, bakasyun na nãmun kay
wayaˆ na ˆiskwÿla. When I was able to

finish in grade three, it was our vacation

time because there were no more

classes.

Formal Education Grades

grid wan, primÿru grade one

grãdu (elementary)

grid tu, sigundu grade two

grãdu (elementary)

grid tri, tirsÿru grade three

grãdu (elementary)

grid pur, kwatru grade four

grãdu (elementary)

grid payb, singku grade five

grãdu (elementary)

grid siks, sayis grade six

grãdu (elementary)

pirst yir, primÿru first year (high

ˆanyu school)

sÿkund yir, sigundu second year (high

ˆanyu school)

tird yir, tirsÿru third year (high

ˆanyu school)

purt yir, kwatru fourth year (high

ˆanyu school)

pirst yir kãlids first year college

sÿkund yir kãlids second year

college

tird yir kãlids third year college

purt yir kãlids fourth year

college

grÿding n a percentage or letter grade in a

course of study Kataˆastãˆas man ˆang
ˆãkun manga grÿding, gãniˆ sigisÿgi na
ˆaku ˆadtu. My grades surely became

very high, so I continued those [studies].

syn grãdu 1, marka 2 cf ˆabrids
grÿpu n a water faucet Kung kamu

magpangisdaˆ, wayaˆ na kamu
pagprublÿma kay puydi kamu
makaˆabri nang grÿpu kung kamu
magpamanlaw, ˆagud pagˆabut nindu
hay maˆÿlis na lang kamu. When you

go fishing, you no longer experience a

problem because you will be able to

turn on the water faucet when you

rinse off, so that upon your reaching

home you will just change [your

dresses].

gubaˆ v Something is completely destroyed,

completely shattered by someone or

something else. ˆAng dãˆan nga bayay ni
Biktur hay gubaˆ na. As for the old house

of Victor, [it] is already completely
destroyed.

magubaˆ Ginghambayan ˆaku, “Manung
Birtu, masaylu na kita kay magubaˆ na
ˆang ˆãtun bayay.” I was told, “Older
Brother Berto, we should move now
because our house is about to be
completely destroyed.” syn wasak
(See bãliˆ, Things Broken and Ways
Broken for table.)

gubirmint n the government of a particular

country Maˆipadaya na tanan nga
papÿlis sa Kanadyan gubirmint. All the

requirements will be sent to the

Canadian government. syn gubyirnu
gubirnadur 1 n the governor of a province

2 bÿsi gubirnadur n the vice-governor of a

province

gubyirnu n the government of a particular

country syn gubirmint
guhad n roundwood; unsquared timber

used for building a nipa hut, pigpen,

fence cf kwadrãdu nga kãhuy (kãhuy
1a), suliras

gýhit n a line marked on a surface May gýhit
nga puti ˆang kamisÿta ni Landu.
Lando’s pullover shirt has a white line
[on it]. syn baglis 1a cf gýlis, kýrit, linya

*gýhud (see panggýhud)

gýlay n a vegetable, either cooked or

uncooked Mas manãmit pa ngãniˆ ˆang
manga gýlay kisa sa ˆisdaˆ, kaysa ˆãmun
hay pirmi na lang da kami gasuyaˆ
ˆisdaˆ. Vegetables are more delicious

than fish because at our place we always

only serve a fish side dish. syn ˆutanun
(ˆýtan 2) (See ˆýpak 1b, Things that
are Peeled for table.)

guldin subrasubra (see subrasubra 1b) a

Hebrew moon snail
gýlis n a line, a stripe ˆAng kulur nang ˆini

nang lagang nga sÿhiˆ hay putiˆ nga may
gýlis nga kulur marun. The color of the
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shell of this chambered nautilus is white

with some stripes which are dark

orange in color. cf baglis 1a, bãtuk,

gýhit, kýrit, linya
gulpi 1a adv Something is done quickly,

suddenly. Kung makakÿtaˆ sinda ning
nagalutaˆ nga ˆisdaˆ ginahugpaˆan ˆinaˆ
ninda ning gulpi kag tumukaˆ ning
ˆisdaˆ. When they (i.e., tayataya birds)

happen to see fish swimming in a school

they are quickly swooped down on by

them and [they] eat the fish by pecking.

ant dãhan 1
1b v Someone or something is quick doing

something.
gumulpi Gumulpi da býnuk ˆang ˆuyan;

ngãniˆ daw sa ˆãkun kahadluk kag daw
sa ˆãkun byubantaˆ hay daw mabagyu
gid. The rain was quick pelting down;
so in my fear and in my being threatened
it seemed as though there would be a
strong typhoon.

nagagulpi May bÿsis gid nga ˆindiˆ
kamangnu ˆang manuk nga mungaˆ ˆang
banug nagagulpi lang tugpuˆ sa tungud
nang ˆisiw. There are times when the
mother hen is not aware that a hawk is
just quick swooping down near the
baby chicks.

v Something is quickly acted upon by
someone else.

ginagulpi Pag nakakÿtaˆ ˆang pispis ning
ˆisdaˆ nga nagalutaw sa dãgat, ˆiya
ginagulpi tukaˆ. Whenever the bird saw
a fish floating in the sea, [it] was
quickly being pecked at by it.

gulpihun Kung ˆikaw ˆini magtusluk nang
suyut hay ˆÿmu ning gulpihun. When you
stab [a mollusk] with a digging bolo, [it]
should be quickly [stabbed] by you.
Kung matinˆaw na ˆang týbiˆ nga nasãyud
sa planggãna, ˆibubuˆ dahandãhan; ˆindiˆ
mu gulpihun bubuˆ kay madadaya ˆang
natuk nang buli. If the water which was
caught in the basin is already clear, it
should be poured out slowly; [it] should
not be quickly poured out by you because
the buri starch will surely be accidentally
carried away.

2 v Someone or something is amazed,

shocked, startled by an event, someone,

something.

nagulpÿhan Nagulpÿhan si Saryu;
nakabuˆuy sipuy kag dinugkay niya si
Luˆis. Sario was startled; [he] was able
to get a knife and he stabbed Luis.

gulu v Someone experiences trouble.
nagaginýlu Nang nasayýran na nãmun

nga nagaginýlu didtu, gingpaˆuna ˆaku
ni Birting pakadtu sa Manÿlaˆ. When it
was found out by us that [they] were
always experiencing trouble there, I
was sent ahead by Berting to Manila.

gulung n the wheel or tire of a vehicle ˆAng
gulung nang trak hay mahay kung
ˆikumpara sa gulung nang traysikul.
The tire of a truck is more expensive if

compared to the tire of a motorized

pedicab. cf ˆintiryur
gýma n rubber used in making shoes

Gingbakyan ni Bilin ning sapãtus nga
gýma ˆang ˆiya ˆungaˆ kay gamÿtun sa
pagkãnam ning baskitbul. Her son had

rubber shoes bought for [him] by Belen

because [the shoes] would be used when

playing basketball. cf lastiku 1
gumamÿla n a hibiscus China rose bush,

Hibiscus rosasinensis. {Commonly used

as a decorative hedge.}

gumangkun 1a n someone’s niece or

nephew Si ˆÐna hay ˆãkun gumangkun
sa ˆãkun maguyang. Ena is my niece
through my older sibling. (See

Appendix 23, Social Relationships.)

1b gumangkun sa pakaˆisa (var

gumangkun) n the child of someone’s

first cousin (See Appendix 23, Social

Relationships.)

1c gumangkun sa pakatigdýha (var

gumangkun) n the child of someone’s

second cousin (See Appendix 23,

Social Relationships.)

1d gumangkun sa pakatigtýyu (var

gumangkun) n the child of someone’s

third cousin {This relationship is not

commonly recognized.} (See Appendix

23, Social Relationships.)

ˆapu sa gumangkun (see ˆapu 1b) set
expr the grandchild of someone’s
brother or sister

gýmuk v Grass, paper is crumpled by some-

one or something.
ginagýmuk ˆIni ˆang tikling nga pispis,
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kung siya nagaˆitlug ginagýmuk niya
ˆang dãhun nang humay kag
bilugbilýgun ˆang kurti kag didtu na
siya maˆitlug. As for this barred rail
bird, when it lays eggs the leaves of
unhulled rice are crumpled, and the
shape is fashioned round and it lays its
eggs there.

gýna 1 v Someone pulls weeds, including

unwanted grass.
nagagýna Babãyi kag lyãki hay

nagasuksuk gid ning mahãbaˆ nga
sayway kag mahãbaˆ nga bãruˆ kung
sinda hay nagakadtu sa ˆuma, labi na gid
kung sinda hay nagagýna. As for women
and men, [they] wear long trousers and
long shirts when they go to the upland
field; especially when they pull weeds.

maggýna Si Plurintÿna naman sa ˆiya
kamutãngan, týdu ˆang trabãhu;
nagagýna sa ˆuma, nagapasuhuy sa ˆiba
nga maggýna. As for Florentina in her
situation, work was hard; [she] pulled
weeds in the upland fields, [she] earned
money from others pulling weeds.

2a gunahun n grass or weeds Ginbutangan
ˆaku ning gunahun didtu sa ˆýbus nang sa
may baybay sa may sampãluk. Grass was

put on me there below where the beach

was where there was a tamarind tree.

2b kagunahunan n a grassy or weedy
area cf kalinghutan (linghut 2)

gunaˆ n a slight crack May gunaˆ ˆang bãsu
ni Minda. Minda’s glass has a slight
crack.

v Something is slightly cracked by
someone or something else.

nagunaˆan Nagunaˆan ˆang pinggan kay
natingkuˆ sa dapayan. The dish was
slightly cracked because it was struck
on the chopping board. (See bãliˆ,
Things Broken and Ways Broken for
table.)

gunting 1 n a pair of scissors
2 v Someone cuts something with scissors.

guntingun Kung ˆang nabdus nga babãyi,
hay guntingun ˆang ˆiya buhuk, siya
kunu hay magaˆungaˆ ning kalbu. When,
as for a pregnant woman, her hair will
be cut with scissors, as for her, they
say, she will give birth to a bald baby.

gýnut n a coconut-fiber sheet which develops

at the top of a coconut palm just below the

fruit {In past times this was used for

straining coconut milk extract gataˆ 1.}

(See Appendix 5, Parts of a Coconut

Palm.)

gustu 1 n someone’s desire for something

Dakuˆ ˆang gustu ninda nga makaˆungaˆ
ning lyãki, pãra may magdaya nang
ˆinda ˆapilyÿdu kag madãmuˆ ˆang ˆinda
lãhiˆ. Their desire to be able to have a

son is intense, so that there would be

[someone] to take their family name and

their offspring will become many.
pseudov Someone wants to do something

or a particular event or state is wanted
by someone. [When the one wanting
something (agent) is topic, what is
wanted is an infinitive.] Nang ˆumasãwa
na kami, hay tatlu pa lang ka ˆadlaw hay
naghambay siya nga ˆindiˆ siya gustu na
magtinir didtu sa ˆãmun bayay. When
we married, after only just three days
she said that she did not want to stay
there in our house. [When the one
wanting something (the agent) is a
genitive, the topic is that wanted.]
Gustu nang ˆãkun ˆãmu nga babãyi ˆaku
ˆang matahiˆ nang ˆiya bisti sa kasay.
That I be the one to sew her wedding
gown is what is wanted by my lady
employer. [When the person wanting
something and the person potentially
performing the action of that wanted are
the same, that person (a genitive) is
expressed only once in the sentence.]
Gustu ku lakutan ning bãyuy ˆang ˆãkun
ˆýtan. [It] is wanted by me that my
coconut-flavored vegetables will have
dried fish mixed into [them by me].
[When the verb of a phrase which
expresses an event wanted is inflected
for agent focus, the inflecting affix is
mag-.] Kung gustu mu na magˆasãwa,
hay pangasãwa na lang sa ˆiba! If to
take a spouse now is what is wanted by
you, court someone else! [When gustu
is preceded by the negatives ˆindiˆ or
wayaˆ, the person not wanting
something is either a topic or genitive
phrase, though the former is most
common. That not wanted is topic.]
ˆIndiˆ gid si Nãna Birta gustu nga ˆaku
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ˆang mapangasãwa nang ˆiya ˆungaˆ.
That I will become the spouse of her
child is not at all what Aunt Bertha
wants. Wayaˆ pa gid ˆaku ning gustu
nga magˆasãwa; ginapÿlit na ˆaku nang
ˆãkun magýyang sa pagpaˆasãwa.
Taking a spouse yet is not what I
wanted; [but] I was being pressured by
my parents to marry. [A nominalized
gustu phrase is marked by a preceding
determiner; the person liking something
is a genitive pronoun or genitive noun
phrase.] Nominalized gustu phrase as
topic: ˆAng gustu ninda nga maˆasãwa
ni Lawra hay tagaTablas. The one
wanted by them to be married by Laura
is from Tablas. [Nominalized gustu
phrase occurs as predicate, ‘that wanted’
as topic introduced by nga.] ˆAng gustu
ni Kanut nga kami hay magsarili na sa
pagpangabuhiˆ. As for us, that we
separate [from our parents] in our living
is what is wanted by Canot.

gustung gustu (var gustugustu) int
pseudov Someone wants or likes
something, to do something very much.
[Commonly with the intensifying
adverb gid.] Gustung gustu gid ni
Manung Yýli didtu sa Sãwang na siya
nagaˆistar. That he would live there in
Sawang is what is wanted very much
by Older Brother Yollie. Gustugustu ku
gid magnunut kay Samsun kay sa mutur
nga pangdãgat kami masakay. To go
with Samson is wanted very much by
me because we will ride in a motorboat.

n Someone has a desire for an event to
occur or a state to exist. ˆAku may gustu
da nga magˆatlit, gãniˆ naglakut ˆaku sa
kãnam. I had the desire to become an
athlete, so I joined sports.

v Someone, something, a particular action
or state is liked or wanted by someone.

ginggustu, ginustu Ginaˆantus ku ˆang
tanan nga kahugãˆan kay ginustu ku si
Pidru nga ˆãkun ˆasãwa. I am enduring
all the hardships because Pedro as my
husband was wanted by me.

ginagustu Wayaˆ ning ˆimpusibli nga
butang kung ginagustu mu. No thing is
impossible if [it] is wanted by you.

mas gustu pseudov Someone is loved more
or is wanted more by someone else or

something than some other person or
thing; a particular action or state is
preferred by someone to another action
or state. Wayaˆ nagkumpurmi ˆang ˆuning
sa ˆiya kay sayud nang ˆuning nga mas
gustu nang ˆiya ˆãmu ˆang ˆãyam. The cat
did not agree with him because it was
known by the cat that the dog is loved
more [than the cat] by his master. Kung
ˆindiˆ ka lang da magpakasay kay Rinãtu,
mas gustu ku pa nga ˆikaw hay mamatay.
If you will not get married to Renato,
[what] is preferred by me is that, as for
you, [you] will die.

kagustýhan n someone’s desire for a
particular action or situation Kagustýhan
ni Pitra nga magˆasãwa na si Prÿdi.
Petra’s desire is that Freddie will take a
spouse. Nagsunud si Dilya sa kagustýhan
nang ˆiya ˆasãwa. Delia followed her
husband’s desire.

agf recip v Two people love each other.
nagkagustýhan Sa liwat ninda pagkinitaˆan

sa kalatÿˆan; nagkagustýhan sinda nga
duha. Regularly they saw each other in
the woodlot; the two loved each other. cf
lýyag 1, mahal, palanggaˆ

2 kuntra gustu pseudov Someone is
disliked by someone else. Wayaˆ pa
ˆaku nakatãpus sa hayskul, nakaˆasãwa
ˆaku nga dãˆan; ˆinang ˆãkun ˆasãwa
kuntra gustu gid nang ˆãkun mamay.
When I had not yet finished high school,

I [nevertheless] took a spouse at that

time; that spouse of mine was disliked
very much by my mother.

gýsuk n a rib of an animal or person

gutas n epilepsy; a swoon causing uncon-

sciousness ˆAng sakit nang ˆungaˆ ni
Kandida hay gutas. The sickness of

Kandida’s child is epilepsy.
v Someone faints or swoons because of

extreme emotion; someone has an
epileptic seizure.

naggutas Naggutas ˆang ˆiya nanay kag
ˆang ˆiya lýla sa dakuˆ nga kalisud sa
ˆiya pagkamatay. His mother and his
grandmother swooned because of great
sorrow for his death.

nagagutas Kung nagagutas si Rinãtu,
hay nagabuyaˆ ˆang ˆiya baˆbaˆ. When
Renato has an epileptic seizure, his
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mouth froths.

gýtum v Someone becomes hungry.
magugýtum Magugýtum ˆaku kung ˆindiˆ

ˆaku magbakay bugas sa tindãhan. I will
become very hungry if I do not buy
rice at the store.

v Someone is afflicted with hunger.
ginagýtum Pagˆabut ku diri sa San

ˆAgustin ginagýtum na gid ˆaku kay
kaˆisut lang ˆãkun ginkãˆun sa Lusÿna.
When I arrived in San Agustin, I was
already very much afflicted with
hunger because only a little was eaten
by me in Lucena.

magutuman Bÿsan ˆaku hay madýyaˆ,
ˆindiˆ kamu magutuman nga magnanay.
Even though I should die, you, mother
and son, will not be afflicted with
hunger.

gýtum, kagýtum n hunger Kung sinda
makamangnu ning gýtum malupad
naman kay mangÿtaˆ ning nagalutaˆ nga
ˆisdaˆ. When they (i.e., tayataya birds)
feel hunger, [they] fly again because
they will look for fish swimming in
schools. Maˆãyu kung matuyýgan ka
ˆadtu ning maˆãyu kung ˆang ˆÿmu tyan
hay nagadagaˆay sa kagýtum. It is good
if you will [still] be able to sleep well if
your stomach is growling with hunger.

kagýtum, magýtum adj Someone is
hungry. Ginadisidihan ku gid nga ˆaku
makabuˆuy butung pãra lang gid ˆaku
makakãˆun kay kagýtum na gid. I tried
very hard to get some young coconuts
so that I could eat, because I was already
very hungry. Kung ˆikaw hay
miyugpangisdaˆ ˆang trabãhu mu dãpat
may ginahÿpid ka gid nga kwarta pãra
nga kung panahun nang tinguyãnun hay
may makakãˆun ka ˆindiˆ ka magýtum. If
your work is fishing, you should have
money you save so that when it is rainy
season you surely will have something
to eat and you will not be hungry.

kagutumgýtum int adj Someone is very
hungry.

guwaˆ v Someone appears in a particular

place; someone comes out or goes out
of an enclosure, commonly said of a

child being born; a liquid exudes from

what contains it.

gumuwaˆ, nagguwaˆ Týnaˆ nang gumuwaˆ
ˆang ˆiya manghud, hay nagaˆÿmun si
Dyýwil kay hambay niya bukun na kunu
siya palanggaˆ. Since the time his
younger sibling came out [from his
mother], Joel became jealous because, he
said, I do not love him anymore.
Kadagkuˆ nga humbak; nang dýgay na
may nagguwaˆ nga ˆanghil sa sãkup nang
kaban. There were big waves; after a long
time there was an angel who appeared
inside the clothes trunk.

nagaguwaˆ Yaˆ pa gid gãtas nga gaguwaˆ
sa ˆiya sýsu. There is no milk yet which
exudes from her breast.

nagapangguwaˆ Hay kung kahãyag ˆang
býlan ˆang kalãˆum ˆinaˆ nang manga
tãwu ˆang nagapangguwaˆ diraˆ sa
baybay. Whenever the moon was bright,
those people would all appear there on
the beach.

maguwaˆ Hinambay na ˆaku nang nars
nga maluwas na ˆaku kay maguwaˆ na
ˆang ˆungaˆ. The nurse told me that I
should go outside because the child will
come out now.

guwaˆ, pagguwaˆ ger someone’s appear-
ing in a particular location; someone’s
coming or going out of an enclosure;
something’s exuding from what con-
tains it ˆAng guwaˆ niya hay yadtu na sa
may parýla. [The place of] his coming
out was already there at the lighthouse.
Kabahuy kag maˆãyu ˆang ˆiya lãwas sa
pagguwaˆ niya. [He] was big and his
body was healthy upon his coming out.

paguwaˆ caus v Someone or something is
allowed to appear in a particular place;
someone or something is allowed to
come or go out, or is brought out of an
enclosure.

pinaguwaˆ Bãgu niya pinaguwaˆ ˆang ˆisa
ka galun nga lambanug, ˆinirgu niya
liwat ˆang tatay ni Plurintÿna. Before the
one gallon of sugarcane wine was
brought out by him, the father of
Florentina was first talked to by him.

pagpaguwaˆ caus ger someone’s letting
someone else appear in a particular
location; someone’s letting someone
else or something come out, go out, or
be brought out of an enclosure
Mahugaˆhýgaˆ da ˆadtung nanay sa
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pagpaguwaˆ nang ˆiya ˆungaˆ. The
mother found it difficult letting her
child come out. cf gãtaw, halin 1a,
kýyap, luwas 1b, tãkas 2, tamwaˆ

gýyang 1 v Someone becomes old.
magagýyang Kung si Klãra hay ˆindiˆ pa

makaˆasãwa, magagýyang siya nga
dalãga. If Clara is no longer able to take
a spouse, she will become an old maid.

maggýyang Maˆãyu baya nga
magˆiskwÿla ka sa hayskul pãra kung
maggýyang ˆaku may tinãpus ka.
Maybe it is good for you to study in high
school so that when I become old there
is something you have finished.

magýyang adj Someone or something is
advanced in age, old; a fruit is mature.
ˆAng makakãˆun lang ˆini hay ˆinaˆ ˆang
manga babãyi nga wayaˆ na nagaˆungaˆ
kay magýyang na. Those who are able
to eat this [meat] are those women who
are no longer giving birth because they
are already old. Pag maˆihýyug mu na
tanan ˆang magýyang nga niyug
manãˆug ka naman ning dahandãhan
hasta ka makaˆabut sa ˆubus. When all
the mature coconuts are able to be
dropped by you, then you should go
down slowly until you are able to reach
the base [of the tree]. Nang naglÿgad pa
gid kunu nga manga týˆig, ˆang manga
magýyang nga babãyi ˆang ˆinda
ginagãmit sa paglÿlas hay sipuy. During
past years, they say, as for the old
women, what they used in stripping the
buri fronds was a knife. {This life stage
is evidenced by the person beginning to
slow down in working. Magýyang na
gid nga lyãki a very old man; magýyang
na gid nga babãyi a very old woman.}
cf lumaˆ (See tãwu 1a, Life Stages of
People for table.)

2a magýyang n someone’s parent Nang
ˆýna nga panahun, bãgu magˆasãwa
ˆang ˆisa nga babãyi, hay ˆang ˆiban nga
natatabuˆ hay ˆang magýyang ninda
ˆang nagadisisyun. In the past, before a

woman married, in some instances their

parents were the ones who made the

decision. syn ginikãnan (See Appendix

23, Social Relationships.)

2b n magýyang an elder, an ancestor ˆAng

manga kabatãˆan nagapãti nga sa
manga magýyang nagahalin ˆang
maˆãyu nga disisyun. Young people

believe that good ideas come from

elders. Naghalin ˆini nga manga
hambay sa ˆãtun manga magýyang
hasta sa nyan nga hinirasyun. This

language came from our ancestors until

now in this generation. (See tãwu 1a,
Life Stages of People for table.)

kaguyãngan derv a forest; maguyang
1a derv older brother, older sister;

kamaguyãngan (maguyang 1b) derv
oldest brother, oldest sister;

magýyang nga niyug (niyug 2d) idiom
a mature coconut fruit

gýyud v Someone leads (usually forcefully)

someone else, something; someone

drags or tows something.
nagagýyud Nang dispiras nang kasay

may nagagýyud ning bãbuy nga duha
ka bilug kag bãka nga ˆisa ka bilug. On
the wedding eve, someone was leading
two pigs and one cow.

v Someone or something is led by
someone else; an object is dragged or
towed by someone.

ginggýyud Binayãwan na nãmun ˆang
barýtu pakadtu sa mutur kag ˆãmun
ginggýyud pakari diri sa Lýnus. The
paddle boat was then carried by us
going to the motorboat and it was towed
by us coming here to Lonos.

gýyum n a small black ant
gýyus 1 n a suppurating sore, such as a

boil, infected insect bite, scabies Kung
ˆang ˆÿmu naman ˆungaˆ hay may sakit
nga ˆinang kadamuˆdãmuˆ ˆang gýyus,
ginabãwal naman ˆinaˆ ˆang pagkãˆun
nga parÿhu nang munggu, ˆitlug kag
manga malalangsa kag madýguˆ nga
ˆisdaˆ. If your child has an illness which

consists of those very many suppur-
ating sores, the food which is forbidden

to be eaten by that one are [foods] such

as mung beans, eggs and those fish that

smell fishy and are bloody.

2 v The body, a part of the body develops
suppurating sores.

nagagýyus May yãraˆ nga natatabuˆ nga
nagahubag ˆang siki, ginatubýˆan ning
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manga labhag sa lãwas kag, ˆang ˆiba,
hay nagagýyus ˆang ˆinda parti. There
are some instances in which the feet
become swollen, welts come out on the
body and, for some, the private parts
develop suppurating sores.

guyut 1a n a slice or cut-up piece of fish ˆisa
ka guyut nga ˆisdaˆ one slice of fish (See

bÿlug1 1a, Pieces of Things for table.)

1b v Someone slices or cuts up meat, as

when cutting fish or beef into steaks or

cubes. [nagguyut sliced or cut-up meat]

(See ˆýtud 1, Different Ways of
Cutting for table.)

gýˆud 1 magýˆud adj An object or the

positioning of an object is close to

another object or the positioning of

another object. Kung magýˆud ˆang
pagbutang nang tinggaˆ hay lugdang
kung ˆÿmu ˆitaktak sa lawud. If the

attaching of the sinkers is close [to each

other, the net] sinks when you feed [it]

out in the open sea. cf sýˆud
mas magýˆud comp adj Objects or the

positioning of objects is closer than other
objects or the positioning of other objects.
Mas magýˆud ˆang pagtakud nang pataw
kaysa tinggaˆ. The attaching of the fishnet
floaters [to a large-mesh net] is closer
[together] than [that of] the sinkers.

gwãpa 1a kagwãpa adj A girl or woman is

beautiful. Maswirti ˆang makaˆasãwa
sa ˆungaˆ ni Dun Lurinsu kay kagwãpa
nga dalãga. The one who will be able to

take the daughter of Don Lorenzo as a

spouse will be lucky because she is a

beautiful young lady.
kagwapagwãpa int adj Someone is very

beautiful. Nakapangasãwa ˆaku ning
kagwapagwãpa nga babãyi, pÿru wayaˆ
siya sa ˆãkun nalýyag. I happened to
marry a very beautiful lady, but she
didn’t love me.

n someone’s beauty ˆIndiˆ gid siya
magˆãngay sa kagwãpa ni Milba. She
was certainly not on a par with the
beauty of Melba. ˆAba ˆang ˆÿmu
kagwãpa! Wayaˆ nay makaparÿhu sa
ˆÿmu! Oh, your beauty! No one can
compare with you!

pagwapagwãpa int n extreme or superior
beauty ˆAdtu nga pagkandidãta niya

bukun ning pagwapagwãpa, kundiˆ sa
kwarta sinda magalãban; kung sinˆu ˆang
dakuˆ kwarta, siya ˆang rayna. As for her
competing as a contestant, [it is] not for
superior beauty but [it is] for money that
they will compete against [their
opponents]; whoever is the one who has
lots of money, she will be the queen.

1b pagwãpa v Someone makes someone

else, herself or himself beautiful.
pagpagwãpa ger someone’s making

someone, herself or himself beautiful
or to make someone or oneself
beautiful ˆIgwa ning manga libru kag
balasahun nga nagataˆu ning laygay
kung paˆunu ˆang pagpagwãpa kag kung
paˆunu magpÿliˆ ning bãruˆ. There are
some books and reading material that
give advice on how to make [oneself]
beautiful and how to choose clothes.

gwãpu (var kagwãpu) adj a boy, a man is

handsome ˆAba! Maˆãyu; ˆigwa na
kamiy gwãpu kag mayad nga ˆungaˆ.
Oh! It is good; [because] we now have a

handsome and clever child. ˆAbaw!
Kahãpun pagˆabut waw! Kagwãpu galiˆ
ˆini si Taluy kag kabataˆbãtaˆ pa. Oh!

Yesterday when he arrived, wow! Taloy

is really handsome and still very young.
kagwapugwãpu int adj A boy, a man is

very handsome. Kagwapugwãpu ˆang
ˆungaˆ ni Plurintÿna parÿhu gid nang ˆiya
ˆasãwa nga si ˆInrÿku. The child of
Florentina was very handsome like her
husband Enrico.

gwardya n a guard Kung ˆikaw didtu sa
simbãhan magkatuyug hay may
gwardya ka nga santus. If you sleep

there at the church, you have an icon-

saint guard. cf bantay 1a
gyÿra 1a n a war between nations or ethnic

groups ˆÃkun naˆubsirbahan sa ˆãkun
sarÿli nang panahun nang gyÿra talagang
gýtum gid. [It] was experienced by me

within myself that during a time of war
there is really great famine.

1b v Nations or ethnic groups wage war.
magyÿra ˆImaw gãniˆ ˆadtu ˆang ˆinda

hambay na mil nuwÿbi syintus kwarinta
ˆidus baya ˆadtu magyÿra. That was what
they said, in nineteen hundred and forty
two maybe [they] will wage war.
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H

habãgat n a southwest monsoon wind,

which is common from June through

September Pagˆabut diraˆ sa Mindýru
hay kalma na da kay lipud ˆang hãngin
nga habãgat. Arriving there in Mindoro

[it] was already calm because the south-
west monsoon wind was protected. cf

baskug 1a
hãbang subord conj While an event occurs or

a state exists, another event occurs or

another state exists. Hãbang nagabayli
sinda ˆang manga kayasãyun, ginasabˆitan
ning kwarta. While couples about to be

married are dancing, they have money

pinned onto [their clothing]. cf mintras, sa
3a, samantãlaˆ, ˆýras 1d

hãbaˆ 1a n the length of something Kung
ˆanu ˆang hãbaˆ nang tapãhan ˆimaw da
ˆang hãbaˆ nang ˆÿmu pagkutkut sa
sÿlung nang tapãhan. Whatever the

length of the smoking rack, that is also

the length of your digging in the space

underneath the smoking rack.

1b pahãbaˆ adv Something is done

lengthwise. Sukýya ˆang banig ning
pahãbaˆ! Measure the mat lengthwise!

2 kahãbaˆ (var mahãbaˆ, pahãbaˆ) adj
Something is long in linear

measurement or in time; the rhythmic

beats of something as a pulse beat is

slow. Kahãbaˆ pa ˆadtu ˆang ˆãkun
buhuk; kung gakadtu ˆaku sa
ˆiskuylahan, wayaˆ na nãkun ginasipita.
My hair at that time was still long; when

I was going to school, [it] was not being

trimmed by me. Babãyi kag lyãki hay
nagasuksuk gid ning mahãbaˆ nga
sayway kag mahãbaˆ nga bãruˆ kung
sinda hay nagakadtu sa ˆuma labi na gid
kung sinda hay nagagýna. As for

women and men, [they] wear long
trousers and long shirts when they go to

the upland field, especially when they

pull weeds. Duha ka parti nga lugar
ˆang ginakutkutan nga pahãbaˆ ˆang
kurti nang pagkutkut. There are two

sections to dig out in which the shape of

the digging is long. Mahãbaˆ ang tukar
nang pulsu. The beat of the pulse was

slow.
v An object, situation becomes long in

linear or temporal measurement.
magahãbaˆ Mangamýyuˆ ˆaku nga

magahãbaˆ pa ˆang ˆÿmu kabýhiˆ. I will
pray that your life will become long.

mas mahãbaˆ comp adj Something is
longer than something else. Mas
mahãbaˆ ˆang ˆiya tukaˆ kaysa tangkaliˆ
sa lãtiˆ. Its beak (i.e., of a kingfisher
which stays near the ocean) is longer
than [that of] the kingfisher in the forest.
cf hagbaˆ

3 mahãbaˆ ning dÿlaˆ adj Someone is

prone to gossip (lit, has a long tongue).

4 mahãbaˆ ning kamut adj Someone is

prone to thievery (lit, has a long hand).

kahabãˆan derv a ceiling joist of a

building

hãbuk v Something, as one’s stomach

becomes bloated.
maghãbuk ˆAdtung manga ˆimplastu nga

ginatawag pãra kunu hay ˆindiˆ
maghãbuk ˆang tiyan. As for those
things which are called medicinal
plasters, [they were put as poultices on
my child] so that [his] stomach would
not become bloated.

habun 1 n soap ˆIgwa kami ning maˆibakay
ning ˆasin, puspuru, ˆasýkar kag habun.
We have [money] to use in buying salt,

matches, sugar and soap.

2 pahabunan v Something is allowed by

someone to be washed with soap by

someone else.
ginapahabunan Ginapahabunan ku sa

ˆiya ˆang ˆiya buhuk. Her hair is allowed
by me to be washed with soap by her.

3 mahumut nga habun n toilet soap Kung
may kwarta kami nga ˆikabakay ning
mahumut nga habun hay nagabakay
kami. If we have money which can be

used to buy toilet soap, we buy [it].

habut v Someone is busy doing things.
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Habut sila kay may mÿting. They are
busy because there is a meeting.

mahabuthãbut ˆIndiˆ naman, nga nãkun,
mahabuthãbut ˆang nagadumãya nang
tindãhan. The one managing the store, I
said, will not at all be busy.

v Someone is kept busy by someone else,
something, an activity.

ginahabuthãbut ˆAng ˆinda dulsi gãniˆ
hay gakuyangkýyang sa manga tãwu;
ginahabuthãbut lang ˆang ˆinda tindÿra
nga si Mÿsis Wagwag. Their candies
were very insufficient for the people;
Mrs. Wagwag, their lady storekeeper,
was kept extremely busy.

hãbuy 1 n a blanket Ginatakyuban ku ˆinay
hãbuy. That one [child] was covered

with a blanket by me.

2 habuy v Someone puts a blanket on
someone else, puts on a blanket.

[naghabuy puts on a blanket, puts a

blanket on someone]

hadluk v Someone is frightened by some-

one else or something.
ginahadlýkan Ginahadlýkan ˆaku kay,

ˆang ˆinda syap, hay pýru ˆispÿhu ˆang
dingding. I am frightened because, as
for their shop, the wall is all glass.

v Someone or something is that of which
someone is frightened.

ginakahadluk ˆAnu pa ˆang ginakahadluk
mu? What else are you frightened of?

pahadluk caus v Someone allows herself
or himself to be afraid of someone else,
something, a particular situation.

magpakahadluk imper [Commonly with a
negative.] v Do not allow yourself to be
afraid! ˆAyaw kamu magpakahadluk
kay maˆãyu ˆang ˆãkun pamatyag! Do not
allow yourselves to be afraid because I
am feeling well!

nahadluk adj Someone is afraid of
someone else or something. [Nahadluk
is predicate, the one afraid is topic, and
the person or thing which is the object of
fear is a noun or pronoun introduced by
sa.] Nahadluk ˆini siya sa ˆÿmu kay kung
ˆÿmu siya ˆipapatay. This one is afraid
of you because he might be allowed by
you to be killed.

Someone is afraid to do something.
[Nahadluk is predicate, the one afraid is

topic, and the circumstance feared is a
phrase introduced by nga.] Nahadluk si
Rýsa nga masayýran niya kung ˆanu
ˆang ginahambay sa tiligrãma. Rosa
was afraid to find out what was said in
the telegram.

Someone is afraid that something will
happen. [Nahadluk is predicate, the one
afraid is topic, and the circumstance
feared (optional) is a clause introduced
by nga.] Nang ginapangasawa na ˆaku
nagbãlik ˆaku sa Bakhãwan, kay
nahadluk ˆaku nga kadãmuˆ na ˆang
nagapangasawa sa ˆãkun. When
someone courted me, I returned to
Bakhawan, because I was afraid that
there were many who wanted to court
me. Hay nahahadluk na kami hay
nagabakwit gãniˆ kami ˆadtu. We were
already really afraid when we were
evacuating there [to that place].

hagãnas n a swishing sound of something

moving fast (See tunug 1, Kinds of
Noises and Sounds for table.)

hagbaˆ 1 kahagbaˆ (var mahagbaˆ) adj
Something is long in linear mea-

surement. Mahãbaˆ ˆang ˆiya siki;
kahagbaˆ ˆang manga kuku, patiˆ ˆang
ˆiya tukaˆ hay mahãbaˆ kag matalÿwis
ˆang ˆiya punta. The legs [of the barred

rail bird] are long; the claws are long,

also its beak is long and its tip is pointed.

ˆAng ˆiya ning siki hay mahagbaˆ ning
kuku. The feet [of a chestnut manikin

bird] has long claws.
kahagbaˆhagbaˆ int adj Something is very

long in linear measurement. ˆAng kuku
niya hay kahagbaˆhagbaˆ. The claws
[of the bramingkite bird] are very long.
cf hãbaˆ 2

katumbay nga kahagbaˆ (katumbay 1b)
idiom a long red pepper plant or fruit

hagdan (var hagdãnan) n a stepladder,
house steps Si Pidru, kung nagapuˆpuˆ
ning mangga, igwa siya ning hagdãnan.
When Pedro picks mangos, he has a

stepladder. ˆAng ˆamun hagdan hay
marmul. Our house steps are marble.

(See Appendix 2, Parts of a House.)

hagkus n an abdominal binder for a baby

Naghayugaˆ ˆang hagkus nang ˆungaˆ;
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nagduguˆ ˆang ˆiya pýsud; gãniˆ maˆisut
lang kag nawayaˆ. The abdominal
binder of the child became loose; her

umbilical cord bled; she almost was no

more. {Used for a newborn infant or for

others with stomach cramps when apply-

ing a hot medicinal plaster ˆimplastu.}

hagkut v Someone experiences cold.
ginahagkut May yãraˆ nga nagapanamkun,

nga ginahagkut kãda hãpun, kag maskin
ˆãga pa hay gustu na magkinatýyug.
There are some who have pregnancy
cravings, who experience cold every
afternoon, and even though it is already
morning they like to keep on sleeping.

kahagkut adj Someone or something is
cold. ˆAng ˆiba nga nagakadtu sa sinihan
hay bukun pãra magtanˆaw kundiˆ pãra
makakatýyug kay tungud sa kahagkut sa
suyud. Some go to movie houses not in
order to watch [a movie] but so that they
will be able to sleep because it is cold
inside.

hagubhub ger the howling of the wind
hinagubhub Wayaˆ gid ˆaku matuyýgi

maˆãyu kay paˆunu ka nga matuyýgan?
Kay ˆang ˆÿmu nababatiˆan hay ˆang
hinagubhub nang hãngin. I was unable
to sleep well because how is one able to
sleep? Because what was able to be
clearly heard by one is the continuous
howling of the wind. (See tunug 1,
Kinds of Noises and Sounds for table.)

hagumãˆa n an ox-eyed scad fish, Selar
boops (Cuvier) {Greenish blue above

and silvery yellow below; broad golden

band extends from the large eye to the

caudal peduncle; has a black spot on the

hind margin of the operculum. A

schooling fish which ranges from

shallow coastal reefs and sandy areas to

deep pelagic waters.}
n an Indian mackerel fish, Rastrelliger

kanagurta (Cuvier) {Iridescent greenish
blue above, with faint dusky spots along
the dorsal profile and a golden to dusky
longitudinal band along the upper flank,
and a silvery white below. Caught with a
fishnet pýkut 1.}

hagýnuy n a hagunuy vine, Wedelia biflora
(Linn.) {Leaves are heated over a fire to

dry them, then crumpled; used as a

herbal medicine to cure stomachache.}

hãgung n a moan (See tunug 1, Kinds of
Noises and Sounds for table.)

hagungan n a hagungan anchovy fish,

family Engraulidae ˆAng ginagamus
nga ˆisdaˆ hay ˆang lambÿyung, dilag,
lupuy kag hagungan. Fish that is cured

by salting and aging are lambiyung
anchovies, dilag anchovies, gold striped

sardines and hagungan anchovies.
{Characterized by tiny scales; white in

color, to about 10 cm long.} cf bulinaw,

dilag, lambÿyung 1, tabyus
hãkup v Someone or something is restrained

by someone else to prevent escape.
ginahãkup ˆIndiˆ siya makahalinhalin kay

ginahãkup lang siya kung gustu siya
maghalin. He could not get away
because he was being restrained by the
giant whenever he wanted to leave.

hakýpun Kung ˆÿmu naman ˆinaˆ hakýpun
hay gapisikpisik lang gid; gãniˆ ˆÿmu
naman ˆinaˆ pislitun ˆang ˆiya ˆýyu pãra
ˆindiˆ na siya makaluksu sa pilitˆan. If
they (i.e., shrimp) will be restrained by
you, they will just escape; so their heads
should be pressed down on by you so that
they will [die and] no longer be able to
jump out of the container.

hãkut v Someone carries something.
nagahãkut May nagahãkut ning dýtaˆ

may nagahãkut ning batu. Someone
was carrying soil and someone was
carrying stones.

nagahinãkut ˆAng masunud ku nga
gingtrabãhu hay nagahinãkut ˆãnay
kami ning batu. The next thing that was
worked on by me was that we were
continuously carrying stones.

magahãkut, mahãkut Basta maˆãyu ˆang
tyimpu magahãkut kitay rýbuls kãda
Duminggu kung ˆindiˆ lang magˆuyan.
When the time is good, we transport
chunks of unsawed marble every
Sunday if it just does not rain.

maghinãkut inf to continually carry
something Kabãkas gid ˆinaˆ si Karlus
maghinãkut ning batu diraˆ sa
Agbuyug. Carlos is quick to continually
carry stones [on his shoulder] there in
Agboyog.

v Something is carried by someone,
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something.
ginhãkut Ginhãkut nang manga subay

ˆang dãwa pakadtu sa sãku kag wayaˆ
madýgay napunuˆ ˆang sãku. The pearl
millet seed was carried by the ants to
the sack and soon the sack was full.

hãkut, paghãkut ger someone’s carrying
something Kung sa Duminggu magˆinýyan,
ˆindiˆ ta pagsigÿhun ˆang paghãkut ning
batu kay madayýnut ˆang karsãda. If it
rains continually on Sunday, the carrying
of marble blocks will not be continued by
us because the roads will be slippery.
Pabalikbãlik kay hãkut mintras wayaˆ pa
naˆýbus! Go back and forth carrying until
there are none left!

paghinãkut dur ger the continual carrying
of something Gintiˆisan ku gid ˆang
paghinãkut ning tubýˆan. I really endured
the continual carrying of [coconut]
shoots [for planting].

hakwat v Someone moves someone else or

something; someone removes something

from a given place.
makakahakwat Hay makakahakwat ba

ˆadtu kay mabugˆat? How would [we]
really be able to move those [materials]
because they are heavy?

v Someone or something is moved by
someone else; something is removed
from a particular place.

ginhakwat ˆAdtung ˆãmun bayay ginhakwat
diri pakari sa malapit. As for that house
of ours, [it] was moved here going to a
nearby [place].

hakwatun Hakwatun ˆang bangkuˆ kag
ˆibalibag sa luwas; ˆimaw ˆinaˆ ˆang
nahuhuman nang manga buratsu nga
manga tãwu. The chairs will be moved
and will be cast outside; those [chairs]
are the ones that were really able to be
made by those drunk people.

hakwata imper v Remove something!
Hakwata na, nga nãkun, ˆipÿˆut na sa
ˆayat. [You] should remove [the rice]
from the fire, I said, [and] put it into a
colander basket brook-shrimp scoop.

hakyup 1 n a patch on a piece of cloth, an

inner tube

2 v Someone patches a piece of cloth, an

inner tube. [naghakyup patched]

hala inj come on! let’s go! Hala, hãwid sa

kamut ni Raming, kag pumãnaw na
kamu pakadtu sa ˆaltar! Come on, hold

Raming’s hand and leave, going to the

altar!

halangdun adj Someone is beloved. Niyan,
hay pamatÿˆan nãtun ˆang ˆãtun sikritarya
sa ˆiya pagpakilãya nang ˆãtun
halangdun nga bisÿta. Now, let’s listen

to our secretary in her introduction of our

beloved visitor. {A term of congeniality

and respect; used mainly in speeches.}

hãli n someone’s sibling, i.e., brother, sister;

somebody’s co-lateral relative ˆAng
ˆiba ku nga hãli yadtu sa Mindýru; sinda
ˆindiˆ na gustu nga magˆasãwa ˆaku
liwat kay nagalãbut ˆang batãsan nang
nagaˆasãwa liwat. Some of my siblings
were in Mindoro; they did not want me

to marry again because, they say, the

character of one who gets married a

second time changes. ˆAng manga
malapit nga hãli nang namatay kung
nagataˆu ning limus hay dakuˆ. As for

the close co-lateral relatives of the one

who died, when [they] give a money

offering it is much.
maghãli, maghayãli n brother and sister,

brothers, sisters, siblings, co-lateral
relatives, consisting of two or more
people Sa tanantanan nãmun nga
maghãli, hay sigýru ˆaku lang baya ˆang
makaˆabut nang hayskul. Of all of us
siblings, maybe I am the only one who
will be able to go to high school.
Pasinsya lang gid kamu kay kamu,
kadamuˆdãmuˆ kamu maghayãli. Just be
patient [in getting married] because, as
for you, you are very many siblings
[and you must wait your turn].

paghãli, paghayãli n a sibling relationship
or co-lateral relationship between two
or more people ˆAng nagakadtu lang ˆinaˆ
hay ˆang manga magýyang nang lyãki
kag ˆang ˆiban pa nga hãli nga sýˆud pa
gid ˆang ˆinda paghãli. Those who go
there [to the house of the girl to be
married] are the parents of the boy and
some co-lateral relatives whose co-
lateral relationship is still very close.
Sÿgi lang gid ˆang pyupangasãwa ni
ˆArnuld sa ˆãkun; ginaˆãhat gid nya nga
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malayuˆ na ˆang ˆãmun paghayãli. Arnold
continued his casual courting of me; he
insisted that our co-lateral relationship
was already distant. (See Appendix 23,
Social Relationships.)

halÿgi 1 n a foundation post of a house,

anchored into the ground Bãgu ˆiˆisturya
sa tãwu ˆang ˆiya napananamgu nga
nagkatangsuˆ ˆang ˆiya ngÿpun, ginahutik
ˆãnay sa halÿgi nang bayay kaysa halÿgi
kunu ˆinaˆ nagatãmaˆ, bukun sa tãwu.
Before what was dreamed by someone

will be told to anyone–that [all] his teeth

happened to come out–[it] should be first

whispered to a house foundation post
because, they say, this [then] comes true

to the foundation post, not to the person

[who had the dream]. (See Appendix 2,

Parts of a House.)

2 v A piece of roundwood is used by

someone as a foundation post for a

building.
haligihun Nagbakay si Tirsu ning

napýyuˆ ka bilug nga kãhuy nga
haligihun. Terso bought ten pieces of
[round]wood which will be used as
foundation posts.

halihun n a godbrother or godsister; i.e., the

son or daughter of one’s godparent at the

time of baptism or confirmation (See

Appendix 23, Social Relationships.)

halimbãwaˆ adv For example, a particular

event occurs or situation exists.

Halimbãwaˆ, ˆikaw hay tagadiri sa Lýnus
kag ˆikaw hay may hãli sa Karmin
padayˆan ˆikaw ning sýlat nang ˆÿmu hãli
nga ginaˆimbitar nga ginapakadtu ka kay
pyista sa ˆinda. For example, you are

from here in Lonos and you have

co-lateral relatives in Carmen, your

relatives will send you a letter inviting

you to be allowed to go [there] because it

is fiesta time at their place. May tãwu
gãniˆ nga halimbãwaˆ sya hay
nagalanguy tapus kumãˆun sya ning pinya
nga hinug ˆinaˆ hay sakitan siya ning
tiyan. There is a person, for example,
who is swimming then he or she eats ripe

pineapple, as for that one he or she will

have a stomachache. [Commonly with

kung.] Kung, halimbãwaˆ, ˆang ˆisa ka

tãwu hay magýyang na nga nagaˆidad na
ning ˆutsinta ˆanyus ˆinaˆ hay malýya na
kaˆãyu, kahinangyãnun na ˆinaˆ niya ˆang
tagaˆalãgaˆ. If, for example, someone is

already old and reaches the age of eighty

years, as for him, he is now very weak and

a caregiver is really needed by that one.
n an example Batãsan nang sa

pagpabãhuy nang manga ˆungaˆ, ˆang
pagtaˆu kag ˆang pagpakÿtaˆ ning manga
maˆãyu nga halimbãwaˆ labi na gid sa
maˆãyu nga pamatãsan. The [proper]
attitude when bringing up children is the
giving and showing of a good example
of behavior especially in a good
character. cf pananglit

halin 1a v Someone or something comes
from, goes away from, or leaves a

given person, place or thing; comes out
of a given place. May nababatiˆan si
Dyýwil nga hýni nga halin sa ˆibãbaw.
There was a noise which was able to be

clearly heard by Joel coming from
above. Diˆin ka halin? Where [did] you

come from? Gustu nang manga nanay
nga sa ˆinda lãwas halin ˆang ginasýsu
nang ˆinda lapsag. Mothers want that

that which is sucked by their babies [be

that which] comes from their bodies

(i.e., breasts). Halin diraˆ sa bangkuˆ!
Go away from that chair!

naghalin, humalin Mahal na Prinsÿsa, sa
diˆin kamu nga lugar naghalin? Revered
Princess, where did you come from?
Týnaˆ nang ˆaku naghalin, wayaˆ na siyay
naˆaˆasãhan. Since the time I left, she no
longer had [anyone] who could really
be trusted. Pagkabatiˆ nang ˆãmun
ˆinirgýhan, hay humalin si Sýsan sa ˆiya
pagkãˆun kay nahãngit siya. After hearing
our conversation, Susan left her eating
(i.e., stopped eating) because she was
angry.

nakahalin Nang nakahalin sina Rýki sa
týbiˆ nagkinatýyug gid ˆãnay sinda.
When Roque and companions were
able to come out of the water, they just
slept and slept.

nagahalin Wayaˆ ˆini sinda nagahalin sa
ˆinda ginaˆistaran. They do not go away
from where they stay. ˆAng manga
kabatãˆan nagapãti nga sa manga
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magýyang nagahalin ˆang maˆãyu nga
disisyun. Young people believe that
good ideas come from elders. ˆIni nga
sÿhiˆ hay nagahalin da sa ˆinda buhuˆ.
As for these mollusks, they come out of
their holes.

makahalin Kung ˆaku makahalin diri sa
bayay, ˆayaw gid ˆaku pagtudluˆan sa
manga magýyang ˆagud hay ˆindiˆ ˆaku
makÿtaˆ. If I am able to leave this place,
donˆt point me out to [our] parents so
that I will not be seen.

maghalin May nagpangutana sa ˆiya
kung diˆin maghalin ˆang prinsipi.
Someone asked him where the prince
came from.

kahalin Si Pitra, ˆindiˆ kahalin sa ˆinda
bayay kay ginahadlýkan. As for Petra,
[she] would not leave their house
because [she] was afraid.

maghalin inf to come from, to go away
from, or leave a given person, place or
thing; to come out of a given place
Bukun mu ba kami palanggaˆ, nang ˆÿmu
manghud, nga gustu mu gid maghalin sa
ˆãmun? Donˆt you love us, your younger
siblings, that you want to leave us?

v the place from which someone or
something comes or leaves; the place
out of which someone comes

ginghalinan ˆAng ˆiban nga manga dalãga
kalayuˆ ˆang ginghalinan; may sa
Hinablan ngãniˆ kag ˆadtu sa ˆÃyad. As
for some of the ladies, the place from
which [they] came was far; there were
[some] from Hinablan, and from Alad.

halin, paghalin ger someone’s or some-
thing’s coming from, going away from,
leaving or starting from a given person,
place or thing; someone’s or something’s
coming out of a given place; an event or
state beginning from one time period
until hasta another time period Halin sa
kung pila ka lÿbu nga klãsi nga tanum nga
nagabýyak, nga ˆigwa ning niktar.
Coming from thousands of kinds of
flowering plants there is nectar. May ˆisa
pa baya ˆadtu ka ˆýras nga ˆãmun
paghalin didtu, natãpus na da ˆang bayli.
There was still perhaps one hour from our
leaving there [that] the dance was
finished. Paligidligÿrun ˆang ˆitlug halin
sa ˆagtang pakadtu sa lÿˆug, dughan,

butkun, likud kag sa tiyan. The egg is
rolled, starting from the forehead going
to the neck, chest, arms, back and
abdomen. manga sãˆut nga halin sa pirst
yir hasta purt yir dances beginning from
first year until fourth year

pahalin caus v Someone or something is
sent away from a given place.

pinahalin Nagsaylu kami sa Lýsud kaysa
ˆÐpil hay pinahalin na kami nang tagˆÿya,
kay maˆugduk sinda ning marble factory
sa marbul. We transferred to Lusod
because in Ipil the owner sent us away,
because they were going to build a
cutting machine for marble.

ginapahalin Gustu ku masayýran ni
Rubin nga kami ginapahalin na sa
Bantuˆun. I want it to be known by
Ruben that we are being sent away
from Banto-on. cf gãtaw, guwaˆ, kýyap,
luwas 1b, tãkas 2, tamwaˆ

1b v Someone or something is brought,
moved or taken by someone to a

particular location.
ginghalin ˆAng ˆãkun bag hay ginghalin

ku ˆinaˆ sa Kalipurnya. As for my
handbag, it was brought by me to
California.

paghalÿnun Kung ˆindiˆ mu paghalÿnun
ˆang ˆÿmu bayay, pirmi lang kamu
magamasakit. If your house will not be
moved by you [to another place], you
will always get sick.

2 bagˆung halin v newly arrived Nang
ˆaku hay bagˆung halin sa Manÿlaˆ, tuyu
ka týˆig ˆakuy ˆistar sa Manÿlaˆ, pÿru
wayaˆ pa ˆakuy ˆasãwa. When I [had]

newly arrived from Manila, I had lived

in Manila three years, but I did not yet

have a wife.

halintang n a ladder hagdan rung; a stair-

way hagdan step
halublak 1 v Someone makes hollow-block

bricks.
naghalublak Niyan tungud sa kalýˆuy da

nang Dyus, kag ˆisa pa nakabãtun da
ˆaku nang ˆãkun ning býnus, nakabakay
ˆaku simintu kag naghalublak ˆaku.
Now with the help of God, and also
[because] I received my [Christmas]
bonus, I was able to buy cement and I
made hollow-block bricks.
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2 halýblaks n a hollow-block brick ˆAng
ˆãmun bayay hay ˆuyãnan, silãkan, kag
ginlýmut na ˆang halýblaks nga
dingding. As for our houses, they are

rained on, shined on, and the hollow-
block brick walls become mildewed.

(See dingding 1, Walling Materials
for table.)

hãlus 1a adv An event or state is about to
happen or exist, almost happens or

exists. Kadakuˆ da ˆadtung kÿtaˆ ninda
kay hãlus sa tibulan hay punuˆ. That

income of theirs was much because the

tables were almost full. Kalipaylÿpay
kami kay hãlus patÿyug kami sa banwa
nang Bakýlud. We were very happy

because we were about to [parade]

around the city of Bacolod. {With a

negative, an event hardly occurs or a

state hardly exists.} Kadamuˆdãmuˆ
ˆang linghut; hãlus ˆindiˆ ka na
kapãnaw. The rank vegetation was very

extensive; you could hardly walk

[there]. syn ˆisut 3 cf hãyus, midyu 1b
1b adv People or things are almost of a

particular quality or quantity. Hãlus punuˆ
ˆang pungkýˆan, kag ˆang tibulan da hay
kadamuˆdãmuˆ da. The seats were almost
full, and, as for the table area, [it] had very

many [people]. Maˆãyu, nga nãkun, ˆini
nga pabayli kay hãlus tanan nga manga
myimbru hay nagapanghukayhýkay. This

is a good dance, I said, because almost all

of the members are all doing their various

tasks. Pagˆabut nang ˆãkun manga
kaˆibahãnan, hãlus ˆang banwa nang
Bakýlud nagtiyugtÿyug kami. Upon my

companionsˆ arrival, almost the [entire]

city of Bacolod [was where] we roamed

around.

hãluˆ v Something mixes with something

else.
naghãluˆ Madãmuˆ nga manga hambay

nang Tagãlug ˆang naghãluˆ sa ˆãtun
nyan nga tyimpu. [There were] many
words of Tagalog people that mixed
with ours during this period of time.

v Something is mixed into something else
by someone.

ginahãluˆ ˆIni ˆang ˆitlug nang nÿtib nga
manuk hay ginahãluˆ sa ˆimplastu nga

buyung. The eggs of local chickens are
mixed into medicinal plaster.

ˆihãluˆ Pwÿdi da ˆini nga prÿtu kundiˆ man
dinugˆan kag pwÿdi da ˆini nga ˆihãluˆ sa
pansit. It is possible for this to be fried in
blood and it is possible that it will be
mixed into noodles.

v Something has something else mixed
into it by someone.

halýˆan Ginabayu ˆini nga manga
buyung; tapus halýˆan ning ˆãpug nga
maˆisut lang kag putusun sa limpyu nga
nuˆug nga kulur putiˆ. These medicines
are pounded; then [the mixture] will
have a little lime mixed into [it] and [it]
will be wrapped in a clean cloth which is
white in color.

hãluˆ, pagkahãluˆ ger someone’s mixing
of something Kung tãpus mu na ning
hãluˆ ˆang sarsa sa lusung, kag maˆãyu
da ˆang ˆÿmu na pagkahãluˆ ˆÿmu naman
tilawan kung tãmaˆ lang ˆang timpla. If
you are already finished mixing the
salsa in the mortar, and your mixing is
already thorough, taste [to see] if the
flavor is right.

haluˆan n a mudfish, Ophicephalus striatus
haluˆhãluˆ (from hãluˆ + D)

1 n an iced fruit mixture
2 v Someone eats an iced fruit mixture.

[naghaluˆhãluˆ ate an iced fruit mixture]
pahaluˆhãluˆ caus v Someone lets

someone else eat an iced fruit mixture.
mapahaluˆhãluˆ ˆUbligãdu gid ˆini si

Silya nga mapahaluˆhãluˆ sa ˆãkun sa
ristawran. Celia is obliged to let me eat
an iced fruit mixture in the restaurant.

hãmak v hãmak, hamãkun [Found only with

mu you, as an imperative.] v Imagine!
Hãmak mu da nga kamahay ˆang
sigarilyu! Daw kanýgun da nga ˆibinãkay
mu. Imagine how expensive cigarettes

are! It seems as though [your money] will

be wasted in being used by you to

continually buy [them]. Hamãkun mu
nga nagˆinýyan ning tuyu ka ˆadlaw;
wayaˆ gid nagapãra ˆang ˆuyan! Imagine,
it rained continuously for three days; the

rain did not stop at all!

hamãlit n a long-jawed halfbeak fish,

Hemiramphus georgii (Valenciennes)

{Silvery, dark greenish blue above with
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a longitudinal bluish stripe along the

upper flank. Found in surface coastal

waters.}

hambãwan n a serving bowl (See kubyirtus,
Kinds of Tableware for table.)

hambay 1 v Someone mentions, says or

tells something to someone else, speaks
a language, talks to someone else.

humambay [Affix -um- is used in positive
sentences with either direct or indirect
quotes.] Humambay ˆini ˆang ˆisa nga
ˆungaˆ nga, “Kari na kamu.” One of the
children said, “You come here.”

nakahambay May ˆisa nga dalãga ˆang
nakahambay parti kay Luˆÿsa. There is
a young lady who casually said
[something] about Luisa.

nakakahambay ˆImpurtanti didtu ˆang
nakakahambay ka ning ˆIngglis. That
you were able to consistently speak
English was important there.

nagahambay Nagahambay ˆaku sa ˆÿmu
ning kamatuˆýran. I am telling you the
truth. ˆImaw ˆinaˆ ˆang gahambay nga
sya hay nakilkig sa tinãpay. That is the
one who says that she was poisoned
from the bread.

mahambay Kung gustu mu da magbãsa
dãpat hay mahambay ka nga, “Puydi
ba makahuyam ˆaku nang ˆÿmu libru?”
If you want to read, you should say,
“May I borrow your book?”

makahambay ˆIndiˆ ˆaku makahambay
nga matýˆud. I am not able to say if it is
true.

kahambay ˆIgwa ning ˆungaˆ nga ˆindiˆ
kapãnaw kag ˆindiˆ kahambay. There is
a child who is not able to walk and not
able to talk.

maghambay imper v Talk to someone!
Maghambay ka sa ˆãkun manga
magýyang! Talk to my parents!

maghambay inf to talk to someone; to
speak a language; to say something
Kalãˆum ku ˆindiˆ ka tÿgu maghambay
nang ˆãmun ginahambay. I thought that
you did not know how to speak our
language. ˆIndiˆ ku masabat kay nahuyaˆ
ˆaku nga maghambay diri sa sýlat. I
cannot answer because I was ashamed
to say [anything] here in the letter.

hambay, paghambay ger someone’s say-

ing something Nangayag gid ˆaku
paghambay niya hay “Kumusta ka
na?” I was really surprised of his
saying, “How are you now?”

pagkahambay ti ger after or upon
someone’s talking to someone else
Pagkahambay ni Pýpuy sa ˆiya mama,
nanãˆug na siya. After Popoy’s talking
to his mother, he went downstairs.

v Something is announced, communicated,
said, spoken or talked about to someone
by someone else. Bahãyaˆ lang kinuybãˆan
ˆang hãriˆ sa nabatiˆan niya nga hambay
nang tatlu. Suddenly the king was greatly
disturbed about what he heard which was
said by the three. [Hambay is used to
introduce both direct and indirect
quotations. For direct quotations, see also
under sabat1 1. Optionally introduced by
a determiner.] ˆAng hambay ni Margarÿta
gustu niya mabuˆuy ˆang kãhuy. What was
said by Margarita was that she wants to
get the tree. Hambay ku napablãtir ku na
ˆinaˆ sa munisipyu. [It] was said by me
that [the matter of my missing the boat]
was caused by me to be filed in the
municipal office.

ginhambay, hinambay ˆImaw ˆinang
ginhambay sa ˆãkun nang ˆãkun ˆasãwa.
That is what was said to me by my
husband. Nangayag ˆaku sa hinambay
sa ˆãkun ni Manang. I was surprised at
what was said to me by Older Sister.

ginpanghambay Nahãngit siya kag kung
ˆanu ˆang ginpanghambay nga malãˆin.
She became angry and so many bad
things were said.

nahambay Wayaˆ gid ˆaku may nahambay
nang ˆaku ˆang gintawag. There was
nothing that was able to be said by me
when I was called. Nahambay ku ˆini kay
nasayangan ku na gid ˆini nang panahun
nang Hapun. This was able to be talked
about by me because this was really
experienced by me during the time of the
Japanese [occupation]. Bãsiˆ nahambay
mu ˆinaˆ Ramun? Why was that carelessly
said by you, Ramon?

nahahambay ˆIgwa sinda gihãpun ning
nahahambay nga masakit sa ˆÿmu buˆut.
There were still things which were
repeatedly being said by them which
hurt your feelings.
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ginahambay ˆAng ˆãkun manga ginahambay
hay pýru manga bulabýla. The things
which are being said by me are pure
untruths. Madãmuˆ klãsi ˆang ginahambay
nang tãwu nga ginapaˆãgi lang sa sinyas
nang kamut ˆu sa hýkay nang lãwas.
There are different ways that things are
communicated by people in which [the
message] is made known just by signs of
the hands or movements of the body.

ginapanghambay ˆAdtung yadtu na sa
tabuk nang dãgat hay lãbut na ˆang
ˆinda manga hambayãnun nga
ginapanghambay. As for those [people]
there on the other side of the ocean, their
dialect which is spoken is different.

ˆihambay ˆIgwa ˆaku ˆihambay sa ˆindu.
There is something that I will announce
to you. [With affixes ˆi-, naˆi- or maˆi-
focus is on something previously
known: an announcement, a message.]

maˆihambay ˆImaw lang ˆini ˆang
maˆihambay ku sa ˆÿmu kay ˆimaw ˆinaˆ
ˆang ˆãkun ˆidÿya. This is the only thing
that is able to be announced by me
because that is my plan.

mahambay ˆIndiˆ ku da mahambay nga
Rumblumãnun lang ˆang subra nga
maˆinum. [It] will not be able to be said
by me that only Romblomanon people
drink too much.

mahahambay ˆImaw lang ˆini ˆang ˆãkun
mahahambay, nga ˆining sa pagˆasãwa
ning pangaduha hay talagang ˆiba. This
is the only thing that can truly be said
by me, that this getting married a second
time is really different.

v Someone is informed about, talked to
about or told something.

ginghambay, hinambay, hinambayan
Ginghambay ku si Mamay kung puydi
ˆaku makaˆiskuyla pa sa kulihiyu. Mother
was informed by me that if possible I will
study in college. Hinambayan niya si
Buy, “ˆAyaw magˆÿsip nga ˆikaw bukun
palanggaˆ.” Boy was informed by him,
“Do not think that you are not cared for.”
Hinambay ku ˆang nars nga ˆang ˆãkun
ˆungaˆ hay duha na ka ˆadlaw nga
nagakinaˆýyu. The nurse was informed
by me that for two days my child has been
having continuous bowel movements.

ginahambayan Ginanguyãban nang tagˆÿya

ˆang manga ˆungaˆ kag ginahambayan
nga ˆindiˆ na pagliwatun. The children are
being scolded by the owner and are being
told that [it] should not be done again.

mahambay Kung mahambay ku ˆadtung
prisidinti nang ˆAranÿta Yunibirsiti, hay
hambayun ta ˆikaw. If that president of
Araneta University will be able to be
talked to by me, you will be informed
by me.

hambaya Hambaya si Tatay mu
pagkaˆalas ˆunsi ˆimidya, makaraˆ na
kami. Your Father should be told that
upon [its] becoming eleven-thirty
o’clock, we will go. cf balÿtaˆ 2,
sabat1 1, salaysay, siling 1, tawag 2

2 v Someone or something is called a

particular name.
ginahambay ˆIning kuˆut nga ginahambay

hay ginabutangan ˆini ning paˆun nga
manga ˆisiw nang manuk. As for this
which is called kuˆut (i.e., bamboo-tube
lizard trap), [it] has this bait which
[consists of] baby chicks put in it.

mahahambay Diri sa Rumblun wayaˆ
kita ning mahahambay nga limpyu gid
nga týbiˆ. Here in Romblon, we do not
have what can truly be called pure
water. cf siling 2, tawag 1a

3 n someone’s advice to someone else

Tãmaˆ da ˆang manga hambay nang
ˆãkun manga ˆungaˆ. The advice of my

children is correct. Pakatandaˆan mu
ˆang manga hambay ku sa ˆÿmu Luˆÿsa.
Remember my advice to you, Luisa.

4 n a word; usually plural with manga. ˆAng
manga hambay nga nagahalin sa ˆiya
baˆbaˆ hay pýru pamuyãyaw. The

words which came from her mouth are

all bad. Madãmuˆ nga manga hambay
nang Tagãlug ˆang naghãluˆ sa ˆãtun
nyan nga tyimpu. [There were] many

words of Tagalog people that mixed

with ours during this period of time.

5 n someone’s manner of speaking Lãbut
na ˆang týnu nang manga hambay ni
Ramun. The tone of Ramon’s manner
of speaking is already different.

6 hambay (var hambayãnun) a language,

dialect; commonly plural with manga.

Naghalin ˆini nga manga hambay sa
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ˆãtun manga magýyang hasta sa nyan
nga hinirasyun. This language came

from our ancestors until now in this

generation. ˆIning ˆãtun nyan hambay
hay may hãluˆ na nga manga Tagãlug
nga hambayãnun. As for our language
now, there is now a mixture with the

Tagalog language. Sa Sibýyan hay lãbut
didtu ˆang ˆinda manga hambayãnun.
In Sibuyan, their dialect there is

different.

7 hambayãnun n an idiomatic or traditional

saying May hambayãnun nga kung ˆanu
ˆang ˆÿmu namatˆan sa ˆÿmu magýyang
hay ˆimaw na ˆang batãsan nga ˆÿmu
nadadaya hasta ˆikaw magbãhuy. There

is a saying that the [things] which are

observed by you from your parents,

those are the habits which are surely able

to be carried by you until you grow up.

8 hambayhambay n a formal agreement
Gingpirmahan ku ˆang ˆinda
hambayhambay nga ginghuman. I

signed their agreement which was

made [by them]. cf ginkaˆisahan,

kasugtãnan (sýgut 3), kasulatan (sýlat
2b), kasunduˆ 1b, kundisyun, kuntrãta,

trãtu 1
9 hambayhambay n a formal or informal

address delivered to a group of people

ˆAng prinsipal ˆimaw ˆang mataˆu ning
maˆisut nga hambayhambay, kung sinˆu
ˆini nga maˆistra ˆu maˆistru ˆang
namatay. The principal is the one who

will give a short address, whoever the

male or female teacher is who dies. cf

diskursu
10 nahambay adj an aforementioned

person, thing, place ˆImaw ˆini ˆang
ginggikãnan kung bãsiˆ ginakahadlukan
ˆang nahambay nga bayay. This is the

reason why the aforementioned house

is frightening.

hambug (var kahambug) n Someone has

arrogance. May hambug gida; tumindug
kag sulýngan ˆadtung tãwu nga nagˆãgi.
[He] really has arrogance; [he] stood up

and that man who passed by was boxed

[by him]. Si Saryu hay nagayagang sa
kahambug. As for Sario, [he] swaggers

with arrogance.
mahambug adj Someone is arrogant.

Mahambug na kung bayung, ˆindiˆ na nya
matandaˆan kung ˆanu ˆang ˆiya ginhuman
nang gabˆi nga sya nagaˆinum. [He] is
arrogant when drunk; he can no longer
remember what he did the night during
which he was drinking liquor.

hamham 1 n a covering for something; a

pad to protect from something heavy cf

tampuy 1
2 hamham sa pukiˆ n a menstrual napkin

syn tampuy sa pukiˆ (tampuy 1a)
hampig adj An activity occurs or a state exists

near a particular location or person. Hay
bayli kami ˆinaˆ niyan hampig didtu sa
may ˆiskwilahan kay yadtu ˆadtu didtu
nagapabayli. We danced near there,

where there was a school, because it was

there that there was a dance. ˆAng buybuy
nya hampig sa lÿˆug hay kulur putiˆ nga
pintukpintukan. The body feathers near
the neck [of the giant heron] are the color

white with some blotches. cf banda1 1a,

kalãpit (lãpit 1a)
hamu n a baby’s diaper
hamungãnay n a stem banana fruit; i.e.,

fruit closest to the stem of a banana plant

hamus imper v Come! Someone must or

should come or go someplace! Pinalapitan
gid ˆaku ˆinaˆ kag “Hamus!” kunu.
“Mamasyar!” I was approached by those

[friends] and, “Come!” they said. “Let’s

go visiting!”

hanãgub na 1 n late evening Nang nagˆabut
si Tãta Banuy hay hanãgub na kay
nagˆãgi pa siya sa bayay nang ˆiya
ˆamÿgu. When Uncle Banoy arrived, it

was late evening because he dropped by

at the house of his friend [first]. (See

Appendix 15, Times of the Day.)

2 midyu hanãgub na n mid-late evening,

around 9:00 PM to 10:30 PM Diritsu
sinda pabayay kay midyu hanãgub na.
They went directly home because it was

mid-late evening. (See Appendix 15,

Times of the Day.)

handaˆ 1a v Someone is prepared or ready
to do something; something is ready to

be used for a particular purpose. Lýlu
ˆUhin, tunãˆi na ˆang ˆÿmu ˆisturya, kay
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handaˆ na kami sa pagpamãtiˆ.
Grandfather Ohin, begin your story now,

because we are now ready to listen.
nakahandaˆ Ginabantayan gid maˆãyu

ˆang tapãhan kag ˆigway nakahandaˆ
nga týbiˆ sa baldi. The smoking rack is
being watched very carefully and there
is water that is ready in a pail [to put out
a fire]. syn ˆalistu 1a

1b v Someone prepares something for a

particular event.
mahandaˆ Diri lang kamu kay mahandaˆ

pa ˆaku ning ˆindu miryinda. Just [stay]
here because I will prepare something
for your snack.

v Someone or something is prepared by
someone for a particular event.

ginghandaˆ Hay pagˆabut ku diri
ginghandaˆ ku ˆang gasulÿna, kag ˆang
bugsay kag ˆadtung litrãtu nga ˆãkun
ˆipakÿtaˆ nga pinakaˆibidinsya. Upon my
arriving here, the gasoline, paddle and the
picture which was going to be shown by
me as evidence were prepared by me.

ginahandaˆ Kung ginapasugahan ka
ˆadtu hay sariˆsãriˆ gid nga pagkãˆun
ˆang ginahandaˆ. If you have a wedding
announcement feast held for [you], the
foods which are prepared are of
different kinds. ˆÐmu na ˆini ˆihandaˆ
ˆang ˆÿmu sabat sa banig. Your dyed
buri strips for the mat will now be
prepared by you. syn ˆalistu 1b cf
priparar

2 handãˆan n a party Mapasãyud ka na
nang ˆÿmu manga hãli kung ˆigwa ning
handãˆan sa ˆÿmu bayay. You will

inform your co-lateral relatives if there

is a party at your house.

handum 1 v Someone remembers or thinks
about something.

nagahandum ˆAng hambay ku kay Pilar
hay ˆãbir kasanˆu wayaˆ gid ˆaku
nagahandum nga magkaˆigwa ˆinaˆ nga
manga butang kay daw ˆindiˆ ku kãya.
What I said to Pilar was, I did not at any
time think about there being
belongings because it is as if I cannot
cope [with them].

2 handumãnan n a remembrance or

souvenir
Hãni n Honey, an address or reference term

of endearment cf mahal
hanig n a young frond of a coconut palm,

either in its sheath or newly opened

Kung midyu mayutaˆ na ˆang mayagkit,
pwÿdi na ˆini ˆibutang sa hanig nga
ginlãya nga pusuˆ. When the white

sticky rice is already somewhat tender,

this then is ready to be put into young
[coconut] fronds which have been

woven for pusu sticky-rice cakes.

{Young coconut fronds are used for

wrapping fish budbud, snack rolls

pinãˆis, shrimp salsa sarsa nga ˆuyang,

or sticky-rice cakes pusuˆ3, sýman.}

genr buntay (See Appendix 5, Parts of a

Coconut Palm.)

haning adj a deceased person ˆAng hambay
ˆadtu naman ni haning Tãta Danti, “Kun
kumari ˆang sundãlu maˆÿhaw ˆaku ning
bãka.” What was said by the deceased
Uncle Dante [was], “When the soldiers

come, I will butcher a cow.”
v Someone dies.
nahaning Naˆabut kami sa ˆãmun sa

Rumblun, nahaning na si Mandu.
When we arrived at our place in
Romblon, Mando had already died. cf
patay 1a

hantak 1 n a sitaw bean vine or fruit, Vigna
sesquipedalis (Fruw.) (See Appendix 3,

Kinds of Cultigens.)

1a nÿtib nga hantak n native green bean
vine or fruit

1b ˆýtan nga hantak n coconut-flavored
sitaw beans (See ˆýtan 1a, Coconut-
Flavored Vegetables for table.)

hangad 1 v Someone looks up at someone

or something.
humangad, naghangad Kung humangad

si Nardu paˆibabaw kÿtaˆ gid si ˆÐna sa
bintãnaˆ. When Nardo looked up above,
Ena was clearly seen at the window.

naghinãngad Si ˆUlÿba hay naghinãngad
lang sa tayud kay ˆang gustu niya hay
makÿtaˆ kamu nga tatlu diraˆ. Oliva just
kept on looking up to the mountain
because what he wanted was to see you
three there.

ti ger after or upon someone’s looking up
Hay paghangad nãmun nakÿtaˆ nãmun
ˆang manga tãwu na sakay nang
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ˆiruplãnu. Upon looking up we saw the
people who were riding in the airplane.
cf batyag1 1, lingig, liˆliˆ, mata 1b,
paniˆid, purba, siruˆ 1a, tanˆaw 1a, tutuk

2 v Something is raised on an angle by

someone. Kung pungkuˆan mu, hay
hangad ˆang sa may duyut kag mababaˆ
ˆang ginapungkuˆan. When [a copra

gouger] will be sat on by you, that which

has a point is raised (i.e., it is on an

upward angle) and that which is sat on is

low.

hãngaˆ v Someone is attracted to a person,

thing, event. Gwãpu ˆadtu si Taluy nang
ˆýna; gãniˆ hãngaˆ da si Narsing kay
Taluy. That Taloy was handsome

before; that’s why Narsing was
attracted to Taloy. Dãmuˆ gãniˆ ˆang
hãngaˆ sa pabayli nang LCA. There

were many who were attracted to the

dance of the LCA.

hanggang prep until, up to a specified time

Týnaˆ pa kami nang Pibrÿru nagpuˆpuˆ
ning mangga hanggang nyan. Since

February we picked mango fruits until
now. Magtýnaˆ sa primÿru nga lÿlas
mabÿlang ka ning ˆisa hanggang baynti
ˆýnu lilas sa tigtagsa. Beginning from

the first buri strip, you will count up to
twenty-one buri strips one by one.

hãngin 1 n air, wind Hãbang si Buy hay
nagasýka, ginabanyusan siya nang ˆiya
lýla ning nilãˆub nga dãhun nang
katumbay sa ˆiya tiyan pãra ˆindiˆ siya
sapdukun hãngin. While Boy was

vomiting, he was having slowly-heated

chili pepper leaves applied by his

grandmother onto his stomach so that he

would not have air enter him. Paˆunu ka
matuyýgan? Kay ˆang ˆÿmu nababatiˆan
hay ˆang hinagubhub nang hãngin. How

can one sleep? Because what was able to

be clearly heard by one is the continuous

howling of the wind. {Part/whole: huyup
puff, breath. Sound: hinagubhub con-

tinuous howling of the wind.}

2 hangin v The wind blows. [nagahangin
blows]

hãngit v Someone or something becomes
angry.

mahãngit Mahãngit ˆaku sa ˆÿmu kung
ˆindiˆ mu ˆaku tawˆan pagkãˆun. I will
become angry with you if I am not
given food by you.

hinangitan agf recip v Two or more
become angry with each other.

maghinangitan Yaˆ kita nga duha
magˆãway, pãra nga kita hay
maghinangitan. We don’t quarrel,
otherwise we will become angry with
each other.

hangit, nahãngit adj Someone or something
is angry. Kung ˆaku nagarasun, ˆang
ˆãkun býsis, hay daw hangit pÿru bukun
ˆaku hangit; tyad lang gida ˆinaˆ kung ˆaku
nagahambay. When I discuss, as for my
voice, it seems that [it is] angry but I am
not angry; that’s just the way it is when I
speak. Pagkabatiˆ nang ˆãmun ˆinirgýhan
hay humalin si Birta sa ˆiya pagkãˆun kay
nahãngit siya. After hearing our con-
versation, Bertha left her food because
she was angry.

kahãngit n someone’s or something’s
anger Dakuˆ gid ˆang kahãngit ni
Turing nang ˆiya mabatiˆan ˆadtu balÿtaˆ.
The anger of Toring was very great
when she heard that news. cf ˆaburÿdu,
ˆÿnit ˆang ˆýyu (ˆÿnit 2), ˆugut

hapak adj A person lacking a sense of

sanitation is given to dirty habits.
haphap v Something is felt around for or in

or groped for by someone; someone is
frisked by someone else.

ginahaphap Pagkatãpus ning hÿbuˆ,
ˆibutang ˆang pinutus nga buyung sa
limpyu nga pinggan; butangan ning
maˆisut nga týbiˆ kag ginahaphap nang
miyugbýyung kung ˆanu ˆang yadtu. After
rubbing [back and forth on the body], the
wrapped medicine is put in a clean plate;
into it is put a little water and [something]
is felt around for by the herbalist [to find
out] what there is there. {Something
might be felt around for or groped for
because it is in the dark or in murky water,
or the one groping is blind.}

haphapun Kung masapya nga haphapun
ˆang hambay nang miyugbýyung hay
baybay ˆang nabuˆuy. If [the bundled
cloth of a grainy medicine concoction]
is rough to feel around in [after rubbing
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it on a skin irritation], the herbalist says
that it was sand that was removed [from
the body].

haphap ger someone’s feeling around or
groping; someone’s frisking Kung
natãpus mu na ning haphap, ˆÿmu na
ˆalsahun ning dahandãhan ˆang ˆÿmu
ˆayat pãra makÿtaˆ mu kung may suyud
nga ˆuyang ˆu wayaˆ. When the feeling
around is finished by you, your
colander basket brook-shrimp scoop
should then be slowly raised up by you
to find out if there are brook shrimp
inside or not.

haplak adj Something expandable is bulging
or filled out. ˆAba! Dyis minýtus baya
nga ˆãmun nahýyug ˆang pýkut, nakÿtaˆ
nãmun nga haplak na ˆang pýkut. Oh!

Maybe it was only ten minutes after the

net was able to be fed out by us, we saw

that the net was already bulging
[because it was full of fish].

hapnig v Someone lying prone or an

elongated object turns in a longitudinal

arc.
pahapnig caus v Someone lying prone or

an object is turned or turned over in a
vertical arc by someone.

ginapahapnig Kung ˆaku ˆinaˆ nagatampuy
hay tyad ˆinaˆ: ginapahapnig ning
pakuyub, tuyu sa ˆibãbaw, tuyu sa ˆubus,
kag tapus butangan ku ning ˆisa nga
pakurus. When I place a [poultice]
covering, it is like this: [the leaves] are
turned upside down, three on top, three
below, and then [they] will have one
[piece] put crosswise by me.

hapslip n a half-slip (See bãruˆ 1, Kinds of
Clothing for table.)

hapýhap v Someone lightly touches someone

else or something.
maghapýhap Hay pagˆabut ku didtu, ˆay

gustu ni Kiling nga maghapýhap ˆaku
nang ˆiya likud kay kasakit kunu. Upon
my arrival there, what Kiling wanted
was that I would lightly touch her back
because, she said, it was painful.

v Someone or something is lightly
touched by someone else.

ginhinapýhap Nagkanta si Marya,
“Kasÿli, lumuwas ka! Kasÿli, lumuwas
ka!” Ginhinapýhap niya ˆang kasÿli

nang nagakanta siya. Mary sang, “Eel,
you come out! Eel, you come out!” The
eel was lightly touched all over by her
while she sang. cf kablit, kawkaw

hãpun 1a n afternoon, i.e., any period from

about 1:00 PM to 5:00 PM May yãraˆ nga
nagapanamkun nga ginahagkut kãda
hãpun. There are some who have

pregnancy cravings, who feel cold every

afternoon. PagkaLýnis nang hãpun
nagsaylu na kami ˆini niyan kana Luˆis,
kay didtu kami matýyug. When it was

Monday afternoon, we transferred at

this time to [the house of] Luis and

family, because we were going to sleep

there. {Periods within an afternoon have

a possessed (i.e., part-whole) relation-

ship with ‘afternoon’, beginning about

1:00 PM ala ˆýna nang hãpun to about

5:00 PM ˆalas singku nang hãpun.}

Nakaˆabut ˆaku diri sa bayay ˆiksaktu nga
ˆalas tris na nang hãpun. I was able to

reach here at the house at exactly three
o’clock in [lit, of] the afternoon.

pagkahãpun adv When it is afternoon,
something happens or a state exists. Hay
pagkahãpun naman ˆinaˆ, Martis na
nang hãpun, nagkadtu kami kana
Manang Zenaida kay ˆimaw ˆang ˆãmun
ˆinirgýhan. When [it was] afternoon
again, that Tuesday afternoon, we went
to [the house of] Older Sister Zenaida
and family because we told our stories to
each other there. Hambay ku hay sÿgi,
makaraˆ gãling kami sa hãpun. I said, go
ahead for we all will just come in the
afternoon. (See Appendix 13, Major
Time Segments. See Appendix 14,
Hours of the Day. See Appendix 15,
Times of the Day.)

1b kaˆÿna nang hãpun ti adv this past
afternoon Budlay ˆaku kaˆÿna nang
hãpun kay nagtrabãhu kita ning týdu. I

was tired this past afternoon because

we worked hard. (See Appendix 16,

Times Relative to Now.)

1c hãpun na ti n late afternoon, from

about 3:00 PM to almost 6:00 PM Wayaˆ
da si Nÿna nakabakay ning balinghuy
kay hãpun na. Nena was unable to buy

cassava because it was late afternoon.
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(See Appendix 15, Times of the Day.)

1d hapunhãpun n evening twilight
Nagapandãbuk sinda kung hapunhãpun
kay ˆang namuk. They build fires when it

is evening twilight because of mos-

quitoes. (See Appendix 15, Times of the

Day.)

2 v It becomes late
naghãpun Dýgay ninda ning pangÿtaˆ

hasta naghãpun hay wayaˆ da gihãpun
ninda makÿtaˆ. [It] was searched for a
long time until [it] became late but [it]
was still not found by them.

maghãpun Kaˆýna ˆadtu tanan bãgu
maghãpun! Eat all of it before [it]
becomes late!

3 maˆãyu nga hãpun (var maˆãyung hãpun)

inj Good afternoon! ˆAng hambay ku,
“Maˆãyu nga hãpun!” Tapus nagsabat
da si Nÿna sa ˆãkun nga “Dãyun.” I said,

“Good afternoon!” Then Nena answered

me, “Come in.”

4 kahãpun ti adv yesterday Nakapamãtiˆ
kuntaˆ kita ning mÿting kahãpun kung
wayaˆ magˆuyan. Probably we would

have been able to listen to the meeting

yesterday if it had not rained. (See

Appendix 16, Times Relative to Now.)

5 maghãpun n the whole day Manga tuyu
ka ˆadlaw buyad, ˆuga nga dãˆan ˆang
niyug basta tudutýdu ˆang sÿlak
maghãpun. [After] about three days

drying, the coconut fruit will be dry then

if the sunlight is very strong the whole
day.

6 kasanghãpun (from hãpun + ka- + ˆisa

+ nga) ti adv day before yesterday (See

Appendix 16, Times Relative to Now.)

ˆihãpun derv Someone eats supper; a

supper meal.

hãpuˆ v Someone experiences difficulty in
breathing, shortness of breath.

ginahãpuˆ Hasta diri na lang ˆang
ˆisturya ku kay ginahãpuˆ na ˆaku kung
dýgay ˆaku ning hambay. My story ends
right here because I now experience
difficulty in breathing if I talk a long
time.

mahãpuˆ ˆKahugaˆ kunu ˆang ˆatlit kay
mahãpuˆ; tãpus hay ˆÿmu lãwas may
ginamangnu ka pa; naganÿwang ka pa.

[To be] an athlete, they say, is difficult
because you will experience difficulty
in breathing; then in your body there is
something you sense [that is wrong];
you then become skinny.

hapyaˆ v Something lays flat. [naghapyaˆ
laid flat]

pahapyaˆ caus v Something is allowed by
someone to lay flat.

pahapyaˆun ˆAng pagbuyad, hay ˆÿmu
ˆini pahapyaˆun maˆãyu nga wayaˆ
nagasyawãrang. In sun-drying [buri
fronds], they should be allowed by
you to carefully lay flat so [they] do
not become scattered.

harãna v Someone goes serenading.
magharãna inf to go serenading

Nagpinabatiˆbatiˆ sina Lÿtu kay Rÿki nga
gustu ninda magharãna. Lito and
others kept on allowing Ricky to
overhear that they wanted to go
serenading.

hãrang 1 v Someone or something is inter-
cepted by someone else to prevent their

or its reaching the intended destination.
ginahãrang Wayaˆ nakakasãyud ˆang

ˆasãwa ni ˆInrÿku nga ˆang ˆiya sýlat
ginahãrang nang nanay ni ˆInrÿku.
Enrico’s wife did not know at all that
her letters were being intercepted by
Enrico’s mother.

2 v Someone prevents the approval or

accomplishment of a particular action

or plan.

hãriˆ 1 hãriˆ (var hariˆãnun) n a king May
ˆisa naman nga hariˆãnun nga si Dun
Pakasyu; nagapaniˆid sa manga
nagakatãbuˆ sa palasyu ni Dun
ˆInrÿku. There was another king who

was Don Pakasyo; [he] was watching the

various happenings at the palace of

Don Enrico.

2 kahariˆan (var ginharÿˆan) n a kingdom;

a territory ruled by a king hãriˆ. Bÿlang
bãyus kay Huwan, naghambay ˆang
prinsÿsa nga mapapakadtu sa ˆiya ˆang
bilug nga ginharÿˆan. As a reward to

John, the princess said that the whole

kingdom would surely be able to be

given to him. Si Prinsÿsa Plurintÿna,
siya na ˆang nagapamýnuˆ sa ˆinda
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kahariˆan nga pinasubliˆ nang ˆiya
tatay. Princess Florentina was the one

who was leading their kingdom which

she inherited from her father.

harsya (var harsiya) n a rope or wire

guyline of a boat {Attached at one end

near the top of a vertical pole with the

other end outward from the pole

attached at the base. A boat mast is

stabilized by anchoring the guylines to

the outrigger cross members tarik.}

(See duˆundýˆun, Parts of a Boat or
Ship for table.)

hartbit n someone’s heartbeat Nang
nakaˆýba na ˆaku nang ˆãkun tÿsirt kag
bra ginbuyˆan ˆaku hartbit nang duktur.
After I removed my short-sleeved

undershirt and brassiere, I had [my]

heartbeat taken by the doctor.

haruˆ v Someone kisses someone else or

something.
nagharuˆ ˆInabrihan ˆang ˆiya kabãˆung

kag ˆang ˆiya manga magýyang hay
nagharuˆ sa ˆiya kamut. His coffin was
opened and his parents kissed his hand.

v Someone or something is kissed by
someone else.

hinaruˆan Binãtun nang prinsipi kag
nagpasalãmat sa prinsÿsa nga hãwid
niya ˆang kamut nang prinsÿsa.
Hinaruˆan niya kag lumuhud sa
ˆatubãngan nang prinsÿsa. The prince
accepted [the food] and gave thanks to
the princess while he held the hands of
the princess. [She] was kissed by him
and [he] knelt in front of the princess.

hinarýˆan agf recip v Two people kiss
each other.

nagahinarýˆan Bãsiˆ ˆigwa ˆadtuy balÿtaˆ
na kami hay nagahinarýˆan na? Pÿru
wayaˆ da kami ˆadtu ginahÿmuˆ. Why is
there gossip that we are already kissing
each other? But we do not do that.

hasta 1a subord conj An event happens or a

state exists until another event happens or

another state exists. [Hasta is commonly

followed by nga and an infinitive.]

Ginpabatiˆbatiˆ si Nansi ning manga
malãˆin nga manga hambayãnun hasta
nga magˆÿnit ˆang ˆiya ˆýyu. Someone let

Nancy overhear those bad words until her

head became hot (i.e., she became angry).

ˆIpadãyun nãmun ˆang trabãhu hasta nga
matãpus. We will let the work be

continued until [it] is finished. [With a

negative, a period of time is identified

within which an event does not occur or a

state exist. There is no implication that the

event occurred or the state existed at the

end of that time period.] Wayaˆ matuyýgi
si Pirla hasta magˆãga. Perla was not able

to sleep until it became morning. (There

is no implication that she slept when

morning came.)
v An event happens linearly in space until

a particular place is reached. Nang
ˆadtung býlan baya ˆadtu nang Pibrÿru,
ˆini ˆang manga madri hay
nagpangbayaybayay diri sa ˆilãya nang
Lýnus hasta diraˆ sa ˆilãwud. About that
month of February, those nuns went
house to house here in the interior of
Lonos until [arriving] there at the
beach. syn tubtub 1a cf kung kasanˆu
(kasanˆu 1b), kung sanˆu (sanˆu 1b),
mintras, samantãlaˆ

1b prep People or things, including others

of the same kind, are involved in an

event. ˆIni ˆang nÿtib nga manuk, kung
nagaˆabut ˆang pisti nang manuk, tanan
nga ˆalãgaˆ mu nga manuk ˆýbus gid
ˆinaˆ ning kamãtay, hasta ˆisiw. These

local chickens, when fowl pox comes,

all your cared-for chickens will be

consumed by dying, including young

chicks. cf pãtiˆ
hatud 1 v Someone accompanies, brings or

takes someone else or something to a

particular place.
naghatud Nang kami nagbãlik na ˆalas

singku; nagkãˆun na kami ˆinaˆ kay yãraˆ
na ˆang naghatud nang ˆãmun ˆihãpun.
When we had already gone back, it was
five o’clock; then we ate because the
one who brought our supper was there.

nagahatud Kãda ˆabut nang nagahatud
ning sýlat kay Plurintÿna ginapangutana
ni Plurintÿna kung hinýyug na niya ˆang
sýlat pakadtu sa ˆiya ˆasãwa. Whenever
the one who was bringing letters to
Florentina arrived, Florentina kept on
asking if the letters had already been
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mailed by him going to her husband.
v Someone or something is brought or

taken by someone to a particular place.
ginghatud, hinatud Ginghatud na ˆaku

ˆinaˆ ni Simun pakadtu sa Sampãluk kay
makadtu ˆaku kay Birta. I was taken by
that Simon going to Sampaloc because I
was going to Bertha. Pagˆãgi nang dyip
nga katapýsan nga byãhi, ˆigwa karga
nga sãging; pinasakay si Milba;
hinatud siya nang ˆiya ˆamÿga pakadtu
sa Pinamalayan. When the jeepney’s
last trip passed by, it had a load of
bananas; Melba was caused to ride; she
was taken by her friends going to
Pinamalayan.

gingpanghatud Gingpanghatud na
ˆinang manga dalãga; ˆang ˆiban nga
manga dalãga kalayuˆ ˆang
ginghalinan. Those young ladies were
all taken [home]; some of the young
ladies came from far away.

ˆihatud Kung gustu mu, buwas sa ˆãga
hay ˆihatud ku ˆikaw sa ˆimu manga lýlu
kag lýla. If you like, tomorrow morning
you will be taken by me to your
grandfather and grandmother.

pahatud caus v Someone allows someone
else or themselves to be brought or
taken to a given location.

nagpahatud Pagkabatiˆ nãmun ˆadtu nga
maˆãyu na gãniˆ diri, nagpahatud
naman kami diri sa ˆãmun hãli. When
we heard that it was already good here,
we allowed [ourselves] to be brought
here to our co-lateral relatives.

2 tagahatud sýlat n a postman ˆAng katýsu
nang nanay ni ˆInrÿku hinãrang niya
ˆang sýlat nga halin kay Plurintÿna kay
kinuntak niya ˆang tagahatud sýlat nga
ˆiˆãgi sa ˆiya ˆang tanan nga sýlat ni
Plurintÿna. As for the trickery of

Enrico’s mother, the letter which came

from Florentina was intercepted by her

because the postman was contacted by

her so that all the letters of Florentina

would be brought to her.

*hãwa (see ginhãwa)

hãwak n the waist of a garment or person

Kung nagasakit naman ˆang ˆÿmu
hãwak, ˆang hambay ninda kidni. When

your waist aches, they say it is a kidney.

Kung nagalãnaw ning liswi hay ˆang
dãgat hay yãraˆ sa tagatýhud ˆu sa
tagahãwak. When [one] searches down

for liswi mollusks, the sea extends there

to the knees or extends to the waist.
hãwan 1 v Someone clears an area of debris

such as unwanted dried leaves, branches,

etc., from a tree.
naghãwan Si Dyunisyu ˆang naghãwan

nang kanyýgan. Dionisio was the one
who cleared the coconut grove.

v An area, a tree is cleared of debris by
someone.

ginhawãnan Ginhawãnan ni ˆAgut ˆang
mangga kay mabutang na ning kuryinti.
The mango tree was cleared [of
branches] by Agot because [someone]
will put an electric wire [through the
area]. (See limpyu, Different Ways of
Cleaning for table.)

2a v Someone’s vision becomes clear
following temporary blurred vision.

naghãwan Naghãwan na ˆang pagsiruˆ ni
Lýla kay nabuˆuy na ˆang ˆiya lÿpung.
The vision of Grandmother became
clear because her dizziness was gone.

2b mahãwan adj Someone’s mind is clear;

i.e., devoid of problems. Mahãwan na
ˆang hunaˆhýnaˆ ni Pasÿta kay naglãyas
na ˆang ˆiya ˆungaˆ nga buratsu. The

mind of Pacita is already clear because

her son who is a drunkard already went

away.

hãwid 1a v Someone holds or holds onto
something with one or both hands.

humãwid, naghãwid Nang matãpus siya
hambayun nang ˆiya tatay, humãwid si
Dilya sa kamut ni ˆArnuld, kag
pumãnaw na sinda pakadtu sa ˆaltar.
When it was finished that she was talked
to by her father, Delia held Arnold’s
hand and they walked going to the altar.

nagahãwid ˆAng ˆisa nagahãwid sa
ˆunahan ning pÿsiˆ. The one in front was
holding a rope.

hãwid, paghãwid imper v Hold something!
Hold onto something! Hala, hãwid sa
kamut ni Raming, kag pumãnaw na kamu
pakadtu sa ˆaltar! Come on, hold
Raming’s hand and leave, going to the
altar! ˆAyaw paghãwid sa mabuling nga
bãgay! Do not hold dirty things!
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paghãwid ger someone’s holding or
holding onto something Dãpat ˆang
ˆimu paghãwid sa bãsu hay maˆãyu pãra
ˆindiˆ mahýyug. It should be that your
holding of the glass is secure so that it
will not be dropped.

v Something is held or held onto by
someone with one or both hands.

hawÿran Hawÿran mu sa punta kag
birahun mu ˆang ˆisa nga punta, pagˆãgi
sa gilit. [The buri leaf] should be held
by you at [one] end and the other end
should be pulled, passing by [either side
of] the razor blade.

mahawÿran Pag mahawÿran mu ˆang
bunut nga matayum nagapaksiˆ gid ˆang
pãnit nang ˆÿmu pãyad. When the husk
which is abrasive will happen to be
held by you, the skin of your palm will
come off.

paghawÿran loc imper v Something must
or should be held or held onto by
someone! Paghawÿran mu ˆang kamut
nang tãwu nga may sakit ˆini hay
kalamig! The hands of a person should
be held by you whose sickness is that
[the hands] are cold!

paghinawÿran loc ti ger upon something’s
being continually held or being
continually held onto by someone ˆAng
pitik nang pulsu, kung ˆikaw hay
ginaˆamulÿtan hay lapus, paghinawÿran
mu sa ˆibãbaw nagalusut naman diraˆ sa
ˆidãyum. As for the pulse beat, if you are
being harmed by a bad spirit, upon your
holding [the wrist] continually, on the
upper part [the pulse beat] will pass
through to the lower part.

1b v Someone or something is restrained
from doing something by someone else.

ginhawÿran Ginhawÿran ni Nanay ˆang
ˆiya ˆapu nga ˆindiˆ magkadtu sa
baylÿhan. Her grandchild was
restrained by Mother so that she would
not go to the dance. cf sagang 1b

2 v Someone cares for something, as a

business, someone’s affairs, a machine.

[naghãwid cared for something]
paghawÿran loc ti ger after or upon

something, as a business, dealing with
people, a machine being cared for by
someone Paghawÿran ni Mistir Rÿyis ˆang

nigusyu ni Sandra sigurãdu nga
magaˆasinsu. Upon Sandra’s merchan-
dising being cared for by Mr. Reyes, it
will surely succeed.

paghãwid ger someone’s caring for a
business, dealing with people, a machine
Namagˆu si Linda sa paghãwid ning
kumpyýtir. Linda was unaccustomed in
caring for a computer.

3 v Someone keeps or sets aside something.
maghãwid inf to keep or to set aside

something ˆIkaw galiˆ ˆang nakakaˆintindi;
ˆikaw ˆinaˆ ˆang maghãwid tanan nga
papÿlis. You are the one who is able to
clearly understand [the water project
agreement]; you are the one to keep all
the papers.

paghãwid imper v Keep or set aside
something! Paghãwid ning sýyaˆ para
sa ˆãtun ˆihãpun! Set aside the side dish
for our supper!

hawla n a birdcage
hay1 1a ti adv When it is a designated time,

something occurs or a particular state

exists. Hay pagkaˆãga Duminggu na
nang ˆãga, nagkadtu kami sa simbãhan.
When it was already morning on

Sunday morning, we went to church.

1b mk Joins an adverb or adverbial phrase to

a following sentence; untranslated in

English. Nang primÿru ˆaku nga
nagˆalãgaˆ ning bãbuy, hay wayaˆ pa da
ˆaku ning ˆikspiryinsya. When I first

raised pigs, I had no experience yet.

Maghalin diri sa ˆIlawran hanggan diraˆ
sa banwa, hay dýsi ˆimidya kilumitru
ˆang lãyuˆ. From here in Ilauran going to

town, the distance is twelve and one half

kilometers. Mas manãmit pa ngãniˆ ˆang
manga gýlay kisa sa ˆisdaˆ, kaysa ˆãmun
hay pirmi na lang da kami gasuyaˆ ˆisdaˆ.
Vegetables are more delicious than fish,

because at our place we always only

serve a fish side dish.

1c mk An optional constituent; introduces a

main clause following a subordinate

clause introduced by a subordinate con-

junction. [Follows a subordinate clause

introduced by bagˆu.] Nang ˆýna nga
panahun, bãgu magˆasãwa ˆang ˆisa nga
babãyi, hay ˆang ˆiban nga natatabuˆ
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hay ˆang magýyang ninda ˆang
nagadisisyun. In the past, before a

woman married, in some instances the

parents were the ones who made the

decision. [Follows a subordinate clause

introduced by kung.] Kung kabilýgan,
hay kahãyag kung gabˆi. When [it is]

full moon, it is bright during nighttime.

Kung pananglit hay pukãnun ˆang
kãhuy hay magaˆÿsut ˆang týbiˆ kay
magaˆuga. If, for example, trees will be

cut down, the water will become scarce

because [it] will become dry. [Follows a

subordinate clause introduced by nang
or nang ˆaring.] Nang makÿtaˆ niya si
Magbayýtu, hay ˆiya ginsinggitan.
When Magbayoto was seen by her, [he]

was called by her. Nang ˆaring bagˆu pa
lang nãkun siya nga nakÿtaˆ, hay
nagahuyaˆhýyaˆ. When she was first

seen by me, she was a little bit shy.

hay2 lig Indicates a preposed topic; untrans-

lated in English. [A topic commonly

follows the predicate. A preposed topic

adds emphasis to the topic, translated “As

for...”] ˆAng kilãya gid nga maˆãyu nga
maghuman ning lãwas nang traysikul,
hay si Saryu. As for the one who is very

well known to be good in making bodies

of motorized pedicabs, [he] is Sario. [A

preposed topic is emphasized, but some

aspect of it or one of its parts is also topic

following the predicate.] Magsalirangdang
ˆãnay kag dingdingan kãda kÿlid pãra
ˆang ˆasu hay paˆibabaw ˆang salÿda. First

weave coconut frond shingles and wall

both sides so that, as for the smoke, its

movement will go up. ˆIni ˆang sayˆut nga
sÿhiˆ, hay kanãmit nga kinÿlaw ˆang ˆiya
ning ˆunud. As for this fluted giant clam

mollusk, its meat is delicious eaten raw.

ˆAng dugus hay lãbut ˆang sabur kaysa
tamˆis nang ˆasýkar. As for honey, [its]

taste is different from the sweetness of

sugar.

hay3 1a mk Follows the adjective dãpat
introducing a main clause. Dãpat gãniˆ
hay kaˆibãhan ˆang ˆasãwa kung
gapatanˆaw ka sa duktur. It is desirable
that your spouse is your companion if

you will let yourself be examined by a

doctor.

1b mk Optionally follows the subordinate

conjunction ˆagud or kay ˆagud intro-

ducing a dependent clause. Maˆãyu gãniˆ
kung dãmuˆ kita kay ˆagud hay dãmuˆ nga
manga ˆimpurmasyun ˆang mabubuˆuy
nang ˆining nagapangutana sa ˆãmun. It is

surely good if there are many of us so that
much information will be able to be

frequently gotten by this one who is

inquiring from us.

hãyag 1a v Something that gives light

shines.
naghãyag Naghãyag ˆang ˆiwag. The

artificial lights shone.
nagpanghayaghãyag ˆAba! Pagkanta,

hay nagpanghayaghãyag ˆang manga
ˆiwag. Oh! When [we] sang, the lights
were all extensively shining. cf sÿga,
silak 1b, ˆiwag 1b

1b v Someone, something, a place is lit up
by someone with an artificial light.

humãyag ˆAng manga kalãpit hay nang
humãyag ˆadtu ˆang sa may tungud
nãmun. As for the neighbors, the [place]
which is beside us was lit up by them. cf
sÿga, silak 1b, ˆiwag 1b

1c kahãyag (var kihãyag, mahãyag) adj
Something is bright with light. Kung
kabilýgan, hay kahãyag kung gabˆi.
When [the moon] is full, it is bright
during nighttime.

hayakhak v Someone laughs loudly,

guffaws. [naghayakhak laughed loudly,

guffawed] cf hÿyum, kutuˆkýtuˆ, ngilit
hayãli (see hãli)
hayanghag adj A weaving is loose or slack;

two or more teeth are loosely spaced.

ˆInaˆ hay ginalãya da; ˆigwa ning
buhusbuhus kag hayanghag ˆang
paglãya. Those [colander brook-shrimp

scoops] are woven; there are many

[small] holes and the weaving is loose.

cf hayugaˆ ant hugut
hayap adj Someone is partially blind.

hayas 1a v Someone clears out cluttered

growth, debris from an area, the top of a

coconut palm.
nagahayas Tinudluˆ nang nagahayas.

“Yãraˆ sa ˆidãyum nang ˆãkun
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ginahayasan si Rumÿyu.” [He] was
pointed out by the one who was
clearing out [the cluttered growth].
“Romeo is there under [the shrubbery]
that I was clearing out.”

v Cluttered growth, debris from an area,
the top of a coconut palm is cleared out
by someone.

ginahayasan Maˆãyu ˆadtu ˆang ˆãmun
tãtay; gaˆunaˆuna sa ˆãmun kag
ginahayasan niya ˆang ˆãmun
ginaˆagÿhan. That father of ours was
good; he went ahead of us and [the
cluttered growth] where we were
passing through was being cleared out
by him.

paghayas ger someone’s clearing out
cluttered growth, debris from an area,
the top of a coconut palm Nagahayas
naman ˆang ˆãmun nanay sa kanyýgan;
kinsi sintimus da ˆinaˆ ˆang ˆiya ˆadlaw
sa paghayas. Our mother cleared out
[bushes and small trees] in the coconut
grove; fifteen centavos [was] her one
day [wage] for clearing out [those
bushes and small trees]. (See limpyu,
Different Ways of Cleaning for table.)

1b hinayasan n a pile of cleared growth,

stacked in the process of clearing an area

Nagahayas, pasuksuka ˆaku sa ˆindu
hinayasan. [You who] are clearing out

[cluttered growth], I should be allowed

to go underneath your cleared growth.

hayat adj An object is loosely woven.
v An object becomes loosely woven.

[naghayat became loosely woven]

hayblad n high blood pressure Nang ˆýna
ˆigwa ˆaku ning hayblad; hay syintu
ˆutsinta ˆang duguˆ ku. In the past, I had

high blood pressure; my blood

[pressure] was one hundred eighty.

hayhay 1 v Someone hangs something, as

clothes, on a clothesline. [mahayhay
will hang on a clothesline]

2 hayhãyan n a clothesline
hayu v a hayu lizard {About 70 cm long,

brown with a yellow abdomen. Lives in

a burrow býhuˆ and eats chicks ˆisiw.}

Kahugaˆ nga buyˆun ˆang hayu kay
yadtu sa ˆinda býhuˆ. It is difficult to get

lizards because they are there in their

burrow.

hayugaˆ v Something wound tightly becomes
loose.

naghayugaˆ Naghayugaˆ ˆang ˆiya hagkus;
nagduguˆ ˆang ˆiya pýsud. The abdominal
binder [of the infant] became loose; her
umbilical cord bled. cf hayanghag

hãyup 1a n an animal Pamãtiˆ kamu kung
ˆanu nga hãyup ˆang ˆýna nindu nga
mabatiˆan nga maghýni kung Bagˆung
týˆig, hambay ni Lýla. You listen for

which animal is the first one that will be

heard by you to call when it is New

Year’s Day, said Grandmother.

1b kahayýpan n a group or kind of
animal Kadãmuˆ ˆang kahayýpan nang
ˆãkun tatay. My father has many kinds
of animals. (See Appendix 20, Groups

of Animals, People, Things.)

2 ˆalÿlaˆ nga hãyup n a domestic animal,
including fowl

hãyus adv almost the extent of that stated

ˆAng ˆIglisya ni Kristu kunu hay hãyus
kãda ˆadlaw hay nagasamba. As for

Iglesia ni Cristo [followers], they say,

almost every day there are those who

worship. cf hãlus 1a, ˆisut 3
hãˆun v Something, as a pot, is removed

from over a fire.
haˆýnun Paglÿgad nang lima ka minýtus

haˆýnun na ˆang tinuˆum nga ˆimplastu.
After five minutes, the medicinal plaster
cooked in a banana leaf over live coals
should be removed from over the fire.

hÿbuˆ v A particular lotion, medicine, oint-

ment is rubbed on a part of the body by

someone.
ginahÿbuˆ Kung ginabuyung ˆini nang

ˆalbularyu hay tyad ˆini: nagabuˆuy siya
ning kapisnguy nga luyˆa, ginahÿbuˆ sa
ˆagtang, sa kamut, kag sa siki ning
pakurus kag ˆang ˆalbularyu hay
nagakutibkutib ˆang ˆiya baˆbaˆ kag
nagapinanghuyˆab. When [a soul-inflicted
disease] is medically treated by this
herbalist, it is like this: she gets a piece of
ginger, it is rubbed on the forehead,
hands, and feet as a cross and, as for the
herbalist, her mouth murmurs and keeps
on yawning.

ˆihÿbuˆ ˆIhÿbuˆ didtu sa parti nang lãwas
nga nagahubag ˆu may gýyus. This
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[herbal medicine] should be rubbed on
the part of the body which has become
swollen or which has suppurating sores.
cf banyus

higdaˆ 1a ger someone’s lying down or

sleeping Dýgay na ˆaku ning higdaˆ
kagabˆi pÿru wayaˆ ˆaku matutuyýgi. I

had already spent a long time lying
down last night but I was still unable to

sleep at all. Nagapãti sinda nga sa
pagbãhuy nang lapsag hay ˆang hÿlig
ninda nga gamÿtun ˆang manga gãmit
nga ginbutang sa ˆinda primÿru nga
higdaˆ sa banig nang siya bagˆung
tãwu. They believe that when the baby

is growing up, the things they enjoy are

the things which were put on their first

[place of] lying down on the mat when

he was a newborn baby.
v Someone lies down or sleeps

somewhere.
naghigdaˆ Didtu na lang ˆaku naghigdaˆ

sa sayug nang bapur. I just lay down
there on the floor of the ship.

nagpanghigdãˆan Ginsýgat kami ni Karla;
nagpanghigdãˆan kami ning ˆisa ka gabˆi
sa Bakhãwan. We were fetched by Carla;
we slept away from home one night at
Bakhawan.

mahigdaˆ Didtu ˆaku mahigdaˆ kana Silya
niyan sa gabˆi. I will sleep there at [the
house of] Celia and family tonight.

maghigdaˆ inf to lie down, to sleep
Hambay ku hay, “Gustu mu na ba
maghigdaˆ?” “Hýˆu,” kunu. I said, “Do
you want to lie down?” “Yes,” she said.

pahigdaˆ v Someone is laid down or is
allowed to lie down or is allowed to
sleep by someone else.

pinahigdaˆ Dinaya ku siya sa dilibiri rum,
pinahigdaˆ ku na ˆinaˆ siya didtu. She
was taken by me to the delivery room;
that one was then allowed by me to lie
down there.

magpahigdaˆ inf to lay someone down, to
let someone lie down or to let someone
sleep Hambay sa ˆãkun nang ˆadtung
nars, patakilÿra lang kung magpahigdaˆ
sa ˆungaˆ kay nagasýka. That nurse told
me to lay the child down on [his] side
because [he] was vomiting.

v the place where someone lies down or

sleeps
ginahigdaˆan Hinadlýkan ˆaku kay didtu

sa kwartu nga ginahigdaˆan nãmun,
ˆang halÿgi nagkayaw na kag wasak na.
I was frightened because there at the
room where we were sleeping the
foundation post had already raised up
and was already destroyed.

1b panghigdãˆan v Someone sleeps away
from home.

nagpanghigdãˆan Nagpanghigdãˆan si
Dayna kay wayaˆ siya ning kaˆibãhan sa
ˆinda bayay. Dinah slept away from
home because she had no companion at
their house.

manghigdãˆan imper v Sleep away from
home! Manghigdãˆan ka kay kung
magabˆÿhan ˆaku sa baylÿhan! You
sleep away from home because I
might be overtaken by night at the
dance!

2 higdãˆan n a sleeping place Wayaˆ kami
týyug kay wayaˆ kami higdãˆan kay
wayaˆ ning tihÿras nga bakanti. We had

no sleep because we had no sleeping
place because there were no vacant cots

[on the ship].

higkuˆ 1 n a contaminating substance, grime
2 kahigkuˆ (var mahigkuˆ) adj Something

is contaminated, dirty. ˆAng luwas
nang bãsu hay kahigkuˆ. The outside

[surface] of the drinking glass is dirty.

ˆAng týbiˆ nga ˆÿmu ginasãyud nga
ginabutang sa bangaˆ hay mahigkuˆ na.
The water which you are catching,

which is being put in the drinking-water

jar, is already contaminated. cf tapun
higpit adj Someone is harsh, severe, strict

in dealing with someone else.
kahigpithigpit int adj Someone is very

harsh, very severe, very strict in dealing
with someone else. Kahigpithigpit na gid
kunu ˆang manga sundãlu daw. The
soldiers, they say, were already very
harsh.

v Someone is dealt with harshly,
severely, strictly by someone else.

higpÿtan Higpÿtan na gid nang manga
sundãlu, kay ˆãbir kunu diˆin makÿtaˆ
ˆang manga tãwu hay patyun. [People]
will be dealt with very severely by the
soldiers because wherever they happen
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to see people they will kill [them].

higugmaˆ 1 v Someone loves or makes love
to someone else. {Higugmaˆ is used to

express the affectionate or sexual love

between men and women, parental love

for a child.}
magahigugmaˆ, mahigugmaˆ Manga

ˆanghil sa lãngit, bulÿgi ˆaku kay tatay
ku pa ˆang magahigugmaˆ sa ˆãkun.
Angels in heaven, I must be helped,
because my father is the one who will
make love to me.

v Someone is loved or is made love to by
someone else.

ginahigugmaˆ ˆInatýbang ni Dun ˆInrÿku
nga dãˆan si Plurintÿna kag hinambay
niya nga, “Ginahigugmaˆ ku gid ˆikaw.”
Florentina was talked to face to face by
Don Enrico and it was immediately said
by him, “You are really loved by me.”

higugmaˆun ˆAng hambay nang prinsÿsa,
“ˆU, dyus ku! Tatay ku pa; ˆaku pa ˆang
higugmaˆun niya!” The princess said,
“Oh, my god! My father; I will be made
love to by him!”

paghigugmaˆ n the love of one person for
another ˆAng ginapangayuˆ sa ˆÿmu hay
ˆang paghigugmaˆ mu sa ˆiya. What was
asked was your love for him.

2 hinigugmaˆ n someone’s lover
Nagasiruˆ si Dun ˆInrÿku sa kalayuˆ
nga nagapanambÿtun, “Plurintÿna,
Plurintÿna, nga ˆãkun hinigugmaˆ!”
Don Enrico looked far off saying,

“Florentina, Florentina, my lover!”

hÿgup v Someone sips a liquid, as soup, from

a bowl or plate, hot coffee from a cup.

[naghÿgup sipped] cf supsup
higut 1a n cord, tying line, rope, string,

twine ˆAng nagabutang ning lýgit sa
kustal hay ginadasuk maˆãyu;
ginabutangan ning higut ˆang baˆbaˆ
nang kustal kag ˆihigut sa ˆibãbaw. In

putting copra into a sack it is well

tamped; the mouth of the sack has a

cord placed [there] and [it] will be used

for tying above [the tamped copra].

1b n a cord handle on a basket ˆIni nga
baskit hay human sa buli makÿtid ˆang
buliˆ kag ˆang hãbaˆ paˆibabaw hay
manga dýha ka dãngaw kag ˆigwa ning

higut kag wayaˆ ning takyub. This

basket is made of buri; the bottom is

narrow and the height going up is about

two and a half hand spans and there is a

cord handle and no lid.

2a v Tying material is tied or used for tying
onto something by someone.

ˆihigut ˆIni ˆang huwag hay ˆÿmu ˆihigut
palÿbut pãra ˆadtu ˆang pisti hay ˆindiˆ
magtapun sa ˆÿmu manga manuk nga
ˆalÿlaˆ. As for this huwag rattan, it will
be tied around your house so that, they
say, fowl pox will not contaminate your
cared-for chickens. ˆAng naylun nga
ginahigut hay ˆang nahut numiru ˆutsu.
As for the nylon fishing line which is
used for tying, the size is number eight.

v Something has tying material tied onto it
by someone.

ginahigutan ˆAng hãbaˆ hay duha ka
purgãda; ginahigutan sa tungaˆ ning
naylun. The length [of the stone] is two
inches; [it] has a nylon [fishing] line
tied onto [it] at the middle.

higutan Higutan sa tungaˆtýngaˆ ˆang
kãhuy nga may talÿwis ˆang punta; duha
ˆini ka bilug. The wood which has points
at its ends should have [nylon cord]
tied on at the middle; these are two
pieces [of wood].

2b v An animal is tethered by someone.
higuti Higuti ˆãbi ˆang ˆÿmu manga bãbuy

kay nagakinadtu sa ˆãkun ning ˆuma.
Your pigs should please be tethered
because they keep on going to my
upland field.

v the place where an animal is tethered by
someone

hinigutan Kadtuˆa ˆãbi ˆang manga bãka
kung yadtu sa ˆãkun hinigutan. Please
go there to the cows [to see] if [they are]
there at the place where they were
tethered by me.

higut nga naylun (naylun 1b) idiom a

nylon tying line
hÿkug 1a v A rope or cord is used by some-

one for roping a domestic animal.
ˆipanghÿkug Mas maˆãyu ˆipanghÿkug sa

bãbuy ˆang lãnut nga pÿsiˆ kaysa naylun
nga pÿsiˆ. It is better that abaca rope will
be used for roping pigs rather than
nylon rope.
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1b hikug n a lasso for roping animals,

made of stout cord or rope.

hÿlab v The stomach suffers stomach pain.
nagahÿlab Pag matýkar ˆang pulsu nga

týdu kag nagasakit ˆang ˆÿmu ˆýyu,
nagahÿlab ˆang ˆÿmu syuksyuk. When a
strong pulse beats and your head aches,
your stomach is suffering stomach pain.

kahÿlab (var kihÿlab) adj The stomach is
painful because of a stomach sickness,
hunger. Ginakãˆun na lang hasta pãnit
kay kihÿlab na. [Some undesirable food]
was just being eaten including [vegetable]
peelings because [his stomach] was
already painful.

hilamut v Food is completely consumed by

someone, something.
ginhilamut Ginhilamut ni Pitra ˆang

kanˆun sa pinggan kay subra ˆang ˆiya
kagýtum. The rice on the plate was
completely consumed by Petra because
her hunger was intense. cf damut, tiˆtiˆ,
ˆýbus, ˆýrut

hilaw 1a adj Something is uncooked or

unripe; fish or meat is raw. ˆAng patatlu
na ka tumbaw hay pýru na pakuyub kay
kung pýru kuyub ˆang sa ˆidãyum sunug
ˆang niyug nga sa ˆidãyum kag hilaw sa
ˆibãbaw. The third stack are all upside

down (i.e., meat down) because if those

on the bottom are all upside down, the

coconuts which are at the bottom will be

burned and those which are on top will

be uncooked. ˆAng paˆun ni Lurit sa
pagbunit hay hilaw nga ˆisdaˆ nga
hiniwaˆhiwaˆ. As for the bait of Loret

when fishing with hook and line, [it] is

raw chunks of fish. cf buyug1 ant hinug
1b hilawhilaw adj Something is partially

cooked or partially ripe.
v Something becomes partially cooked or

partially ripe. [naghilawhilaw became
partially cooked or partially ripe]

hilba n a mugwort herb, Artemisia vulgaris
(Linn.) {Leaves are combined with other

ingredients to make a medicinal plaster

for stomach cramps (see ˆimplastu).}

hilba buyna n a hilba buyna shrub {Leaves

are dried and steeped in hot water as a

herbal drink for stomachache.}

hÿlig 1 adj a favorite activity or object ˆAng

ˆãkun ˆadtu hÿlig nga kãnam sa
ˆiskwilahan hay supbul hasta nga
magˆiskwÿla ˆaku sa hayskul. As for my

favorite game at school, [it] was

softball until I attended high school.

2 n a hobby ˆAng ˆãkun hÿlig hay ˆang
pagpanahiˆ. My hobby is sewing.

3 mahÿlig adj Someone enjoys or is fond of
doing something. [Mahÿlig is predicate,

the one fond of something is topic and that

fond of is expressed by a following

modifying phrase introduced by an

optional nga.] Sigýru may lyunar sa
lapalapa kay mahÿlig magpinanumbãyay.
There is probably a mole on the sole of the

foot because [she] enjoys always going

[visiting] from house to house. Siruˆa!
Hay madãmuˆ da ˆang nagadãpuˆ nga
manga pispis, kag ˆimaw ˆinaˆ nga manga
lugar ˆang ginakadtuˆan nang manga
tãwu nga mahÿlig magdakup ning dagkuˆ
nga manga pispis. Look! There are many

birds that congregate [there in that place],

and those places are where many people

go who are fond of catching big birds.

hiliˆ v Someone makes an incision in the

body of something, as a fish to remove

the intestines. [naghiliˆ made an

incision]

hÿlut 1 v Someone is massaged by someone

else on a part of the body.
hilýtun ˆAku ˆinaˆ kung nagabuyung hay

ginalaˆgaˆan ku ˆinaˆ ning manga
buyung kag paˆinumun kag hilýtun diri
sa may likud. As for me, when I
medically treat [someone], that one has
herbal medicine boiled by me for [them]
and [they] are caused to drink [it] and
will be massaged there on the back.

2 miyughilut n a massage therapist Parÿhu
ˆãbi ˆinang may ˆungaˆ nga nagkursu,
ˆimbis nga paˆinumun ning buyung sa
kursu, hay dayˆun sa miyughilut kag
ˆipahÿlut kay ˆang hambay nang
miyughilut hay naluˆat. Like, for

example, there was a child who suffered

with diarrhea, instead of letting him

drink diarrhea medicine, he would be

taken to a massage therapist and would

be allowed to be massaged because the

massage therapist said he experienced a
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slight sprain. (See miyug-, Words with
Miyug- for table.)

hiluˆ n a poison, commonly a plant spray

ˆAng hiluˆ ˆimaw ˆang nakamatay sa
ˆiya. Poison was that which killed him.

makahÿlu adj A substance is poisonous.
ˆIni ˆang dãkan nga sÿhiˆ, ˆang ˆiya ˆini
ˆunud hay wayaˆ ginakaˆýna kay
makahÿlu. As for the eggshell mollusk,
the meat of this one is not eaten because
it is poisonous. cf kilkig 1

hilway adj Someone’s mind or thoughts are

peaceful. Hilway na ˆang ˆÿsip nang
ˆãkun tatay kay may ˆasãwa na tanan
ˆang ˆiya ˆungaˆ. The mind of my father

is peaceful now because all of his

children now have spouses. cf panãtag,

matawhay (tawhay)
himatay (from matay + hiN-) v Someone

faints, loses consciousness.
mahimatay ˆAbaw! Daw gid ˆakung

mahimatay sa kalÿpay kay kiniluˆan ˆaku.
Oh! As though I would faint with
excitement because I was winked at [by
him]. syn buˆuy ning ginhãwa (ginhãwa
3), buˆuy ˆanimu (ˆanimu 2)

himay 1a v Someone cleans a fish, by

scaling it, removing the insides (of a fish

whose insides are not eaten), and

washing it.
mahimay Mahimay ˆaku nang lambÿyung.

I will clean the lambiyung anchovy fish.
{The insides of anchovy fish are not
removed.}

1b v Someone removes the bones of a

cooked fish. [naghimay removed the

bones of a cooked fish]

2 v Someone cleans a vegetable, by removing

dried leaves of a leafy vegetable, washing

it. [naghimay cleaned a vegetable]

himbis 1 n the scales of a fish or reptile

2 v A fish is scaled by someone.
himbisan Himbisan ˆang ˆisdaˆ kag

bislarun. The fish should be scaled and
opened along the top edge.

*himtang (see kahimtãngan)

himulsu (see pulsu 1b) someone checks the
pulse beat

hÿmuˆ 1 v Someone acts or does something

in a particular manner.
maghÿmuˆ imper v Act or do something in

a particular manner! Mangyan ka!
ˆAyaw maghÿmuˆ ning malãˆin! You are
an uncivilized person! Donˆt act badly!

maghÿmuˆ inf to act or to do something
ˆÝras na pãra makatuˆun ka nga
maghÿmuˆ ning bÿsan ˆanu. It is already
time for you to learn to do something
[useful].

v Something is used for doing something.
[Followed by nga and a gerund
indicating that done.]

ginghÿmuˆ ˆGingbuˆuy ku ˆadtung bayu
nang ˆãmun lusung kag ˆimaw nang
ginghÿmuˆ ku nga pangdasuk didtu sa
dýtaˆ. The pestle of our mortar was
gotten by me and that was what was
used by me for tamping the soil there.

v Something is done by someone.
nahihÿmuˆ Ginhambayan nang ˆãyam

ˆang ˆuning kag ˆambuˆ nga wayaˆ gid
sinda nahihÿmuˆ pãra sa ˆinda ˆãmu.
The cat and rat were told by the dog that
nothing had been able to be done by
them for their master.

himýˆun Nagpamuhun kami kay ˆArnuld
na kung puydi hay maˆýliˆ na kami pãra
makapriparar kami kung ˆanu ˆang
himýˆun nãmun sa ˆãmun bayay kag
gingtugýtan da kami. We asked
permission from Arnold if we could go
[home] in order to be able to prepare for
what would be done by us to our house
and we were permitted. cf human 1

2 v Someone makes something.
naghÿmuˆ Nang ˆýna pa lang nãmun nga

pagˆasãwa ni Birting, naghÿmuˆ siya
ning tabýnan nga pitu ka bilug. At the
beginning of the marriage of Berting
and me, he made seven pieces of deep-
sea fish traps.

nagahÿmuˆ ˆAng ˆãkun pilitˆan ning putut
nagahÿmuˆ ˆãnay ˆaku ning libunlÿbun
nga dãhun nang buli. As a container for
me to put small pond-field shrimp, I am
making a small basket of buri leaves.

v A person, object, a particular material is
made into something else. [Followed
by nga and a noun indicating that into
which someone or something is made.]

ginhÿmuˆ Ginbuˆuy nang nanay nga
ˆambuˆ ˆang dãhun kag ginhÿmuˆ nga
pýgad. Leaves were gotten by the
mother rat and were made into a nest.
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nahÿmuˆ Ginkadtu niya ˆang pýnuˆ nang
kãhuy, pÿru paghangad niya ginˆipýtan
siya nang pikuy kag nahÿmuˆ siya nga
batu. He went to the base of the tree, but
when he looked up he was excreted on by
the parrot and he was unintentionally
made into a stone.

himýˆun ˆAng manga ritãsu nga manga
batu ginabutang sa krãsir pãra himýˆun
nga bukbuk, grãba kag ˆiban pa. The
remnants of this [marble] stone will be
put into a marble crusher in order that it
will be made into powder, gravel and
other [material].

maghÿmuˆ inf to make something
Ginghambay ku si Langguy nga
maghÿmuˆ ning murun. Langgoy was
told by me to make a bottle torch. cf
bughaˆ, human 2, ˆugduk

hiN- opt derv pref Someone or something tries
hard to do something, something is

attempted to be done by someone or

something, or someone or something has

something attempted to be done for or to

it or them. [siksik + pinaN- + hiN- =

pinanghiniksik] Mintras nga sinda hay
nagapahuway sÿgi ˆang ˆinda ning
pinanghiniksik nang ˆinda buybuy. While

they (i.e., tayataya birds) were resting,

they all kept on trying hard to search
through their feathers [for nits]. Kung
nabuntan na ˆang niyug ginahimuybuyan
pa gid kay ˆigway nabibilin nga
sabuysabuy. If the coconuts are already

husked, [they] still have hairy fibers
[that are] attempted to be picked off
because there are fibers that happen to be

frequently left.

hinaw v Someone washes their hands or feet.
manghinaw [Manghinaw consists of ma-

plus panghinaw-.] Hala! Kadtu kamu sa
planggãna nga ˆigway týbiˆ kag
manghinaw. Hey! You (pl) go to the
wash basin which has water and
thoroughly wash [your] hands. (See
limpyu, Different Ways of Cleaning
for table.)

hÿnay 1 mahÿnay adj The pace or tempo of

something is slow. Bukun mahÿnay ˆang
pagkanta; kasamuksãmuk. The singing

was not slow; [it] was very fast. ant

kasãmuk (sãmuk 2a)
hÿnaˆ 1 kahÿnaˆ (var mahÿnaˆ) adj Things or

people are few; an object is of poor
quality; someone is slow or unskilled in

performing an activity; the speed of

something is slow; a natural condition or

event is weak. Daw mahÿnaˆ diri ˆang
nagapatahiˆ, bukun sigisÿgi, bukun
parÿhu sa Manÿlaˆ nga ˆadlawˆadlaw hay
ˆigwa ˆakuy kustumir. It seems that

sewing customers here were few, not

continuous, not the same as in Manila

that everyday I had customers. Si Birtu
hay kahÿnaˆ magbãsa. Berto is unskilled
in reading. Kahÿnaˆ klãsi ˆang gingbakay
ni Ramun nga bisiklÿta. The bicycle

bought by Ramon was of poor quality.

ˆAng dyãgan nang mutur hay mahÿnaˆ.
As for the speed of the pumpboat, [it] is

slow. Mahÿnaˆ lang ˆang hãngin gãniˆ
wayaˆ masiraˆ ˆang bayay nina Lýlu. The

wind was weak, that’s why the house of

Grandfather and others was not de-

stroyed. Mahÿnaˆ ˆang lãwas ni Karlýta.
The body of Carlota is weak. cf lakaˆ,
lýya, mÿnus 1, ˆÿsut 1b

hiniksik (see siksik)

hinug adj A fruit or vegetable is ripe. Bãwal
magkãˆun ning pinya nga hinug kag
langkaˆ nga hinug ning dungan kay
magasakit ˆang ˆÿmu tiyan. It is

forbidden to eat ripe pineapple and ripe
jackfruit at the same time because, they

say, your stomach might ache.
pahinug caus v Someone lets a fruit or

vegetable ripen.
nagpahinug Nagpahinug ˆãnay siya

nang ˆiya kapãya kag ˆiya ˆibaligyaˆ. He
let his papaya become ripe first and he
was going to sell [it]. ant hilaw 1a

hÿpid v Someone arranges, gathers together,
keeps, saves belongings, money.

nagpanghÿpid Nagpanghÿpid siya kag
dinaya ˆang ˆiya manga lapsag. She
gathered together all [her] things and
took her babies [and left].

v Belongings, money is arranged,
gathered together, kept or saved by
someone.

ginahÿpid Kung ˆikaw hay miyugpangisdaˆ
ˆang trabãhu mu, dãpat may ginahÿpid ka
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gid nga kwarta pãra nga kung panahun
nang tinguyãnun hay may makakãˆun ka;
ˆindiˆ ka magýtum. If you are a fisherman,
you should have money that is saved by
you so that when it is rainy season you
surely will have something to eat; you
will not be hungry. cf kamãda, plastar,
tãguˆ 1b, tatãguˆ, tÿpun 1b

hipÿhip v A granular substance or something

with thick consistency is flattened,

made smooth, wiped off a surface by

someone with the palm of the hand.
hipihÿpun Hipihÿpun ˆang biku sa nÿgu.

The sticky rice delicacy should be made
smooth on the rice winnowing basket.
Hipihÿpun ˆang muhmuh sa lamÿsa pãra
ˆindiˆ magkãyat. The cooked rice grains
should be wiped off from the table so
that it will not become messy.

hÿpus v Someone remains quiet or remains
silent.

nagpinakahÿpus Maˆãyu ˆang ˆinda
pagkatãguˆ kag nagpinakahÿpus. Their
being able to hide was good and [they]
remained very quiet.

nagpamaghÿpus ˆAng manga nabatiˆan
nang manga tãwu sa lýlu ni ˆUlÿba hay
tãmaˆ; gãniˆ nagpamaghÿpus na lang
sinda. As for the things which were
heard by the people from Oliva’s
grandfather, [they were] correct; that’s
why each of them just remained quiet.

nagahÿpus, nagapakahipus Nang pinasãkaˆ
na ˆang manga tãwu sa bayay ninda,
tinawag si Milba sa ˆiya kwartu kay yadtu
siya sa suyud nagapakahipus sa ˆiya
kwartu. When the people were brought up
to their house, Melba was called from her
room because she had been remaining
silent there in her room.

nagahinÿpus Nagahinÿpus lang ˆinaˆ si
Suylu kag magpinamãtiˆ sa ˆiya tatay.
Zoilo just continually remains silent
and keeps on listening to his father.

mahÿpus Mabatiˆan kita ni Lulu kung kita
maglubuk, gãniˆ mahÿpus lang kita. We
will be heard by Grandfather if we make
puffed rice, so we will just remain quiet.

hÿpus, maghÿpus imper v Be quiet! Hÿpus
na gãniˆ týˆu diraˆ kay nagapatýyug ˆaku
ning ˆungaˆ! Please be quiet there now
because I am letting the child sleep!

Maghÿpus kamu! Bukun matýˆud ˆang
ˆindu manga ginahambay. You be
quiet! The things that have been said by
you are not true.

hirpin n a hairpin, put in a woman’s hair to

keep it in place or to keep in place

something worn on the head Kung
magˆÿlis na ning bãruˆ ˆang nubya, ˆang
nubyu ˆinaˆ ˆang maˆÿlis sa ˆiya ning bãruˆ,
maghalin sa pagbuˆuy nang hirpin sa
buhuk nga ginaklip sa ˆasahar, ˆang
pagˆÿlis nang ˆiya bãruˆ, midyas kag
sapãtus. When the bride changes her

dress, the groom will be the one to

remove her clothes, from getting the

hairpin from the hair which is clipped to

the headpiece, the removing of her dress,

stockings and shoes. genr klip 1
Hisus pers n Jesus Christ, head of the

Christian religion Kung Byarnis Santu,
ˆigwa ning prusisyun. Ginaprusisyun ˆang
ribultu ni Hisus nga nagapasˆan ning
krus kag ˆang ribultu ni Marya palÿbut sa
banwa. When it is Good Friday, there is a

procession. They carry in procession

around the town an image of Jesus
carrying the cross and an image of Mary.

hÿtaˆ n the groin
hitsýra 1 n the face of a person Kung

nagatapwak ˆadtu ˆang humbak, hay
nagatapwak sa ˆãmun hitsýra. When

the waves splash, [they] splash onto our

faces. syn ˆuyahun cf pisngi
2 n the appearance of someone or

something; i.e., what they look like

ˆIbutang ˆang ˆitlug sa pinggan kag
siruˆun ˆang hitsýra. An egg will be put

into a plate and the appearance will be

examined.
v Someone or something resembles

someone or something else.
nagahitsýra Nagahitsýra sinda ning

ˆatiˆãti kay ˆinaˆ, hay ˆimaw ˆinaˆ ˆang
ˆinda pinangakýˆan nga dibusyun. They
resemble made-up Negrito-like people
because, as for them, that is their solemn
devotion promised [to the Holy Infant].
cf sunud 4

hitsýra ning kwarta (kwarta 3) idiom
money hungry

*hÿwat (see pagahiwãtun)
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hiwaˆ 1 n a slice or cut-up piece of

something, as bread, fruit, meat, a

vegetable lima ka hiwaˆ nga manuk five

cut-up pieces of chicken
hiniwaˆhiwaˆ n several slices or cut-up

chunks or pieces of something, as
bread, fruit, meat, a vegetable ˆAng
paˆun ni Lurit sa pagbunit hay hilaw nga
ˆisdaˆ nga hiniwaˆhiwaˆ. As for the bait
of Loret when fishing with hook and
line, [it] is several raw chunks of fish.
(See bÿlug1 1a, Pieces of Things for
table.)

2 hÿwaˆ v Something, as bread, fruit, meat, a

vegetable is sliced or cut up by

someone. Hiwãˆun ˆang karni ning
kwadrãdu; tapus hugãsan. The meat

should be cut up into cubes; then

washed.
maghÿwaˆ imper v Slice or cut up

something! Maghÿwaˆ ning sibýyas kag
bãwang! Slice the onions and garlic!
(See ˆýtud 1, Different Ways of
Cutting for table.)

hÿyum v Someone smiles slightly without

the teeth showing. [naghÿyum smiled

slightly] cf hayakhak, kutuˆkýtuˆ, ngilit
hu adv/inj with adverb diraˆ, right there;

with adverb diri, right here Hay kagabˆi
hay nakakÿtaˆ kunu si Dÿding ning
gaˆinggat diraˆ hu sa may ˆakasya. Last

night, they say, Diding saw something

which was sparkling right there near the

acacia tree. Nÿta, kari ˆãnay diri hu kay
kita maˆisturya ning maˆãyu. Nita, come

right here please so that we can have a

good conversation. [With demonstratives,

hu adds emphasis; usually untranslated.]

Hay bãsiˆ ˆinaˆ hu ˆang ˆungaˆ, hay may
timustimus sa mata? Why is it that, as for

that child, [he] has a sty in [his] eye? ˆIni
hu ˆang ˆupat ku nga ˆapu hay ˆungaˆ nang
ˆadtung ˆakun gingpabãhuy nga ˆungaˆ.
As for these four grandchildren of mine,

[they] are the children of that child who

was brought up by me. {Hu sometimes

follows the hesitation pause kuwan
(usually with variant kwan) with little or

no meaning.} Sa diˆin kita maˆãgi?
Malaktud naman kita pakaraˆ sa kwan
hu, sa Rikýdu? Where shall we pass by?

Shall we take a shortcut going to ?, to

Rikudu?

hubag n a swelling of the body; a boil
v A part of the body becomes swollen.
nagahubag ˆIhÿbuˆ didtu sa parti nang

lãwas nga nagahubag ˆu may gýyus.
Rub this [herbal medicine] on the part of
the body which has become swollen or
which has suppurating sores.

hubas 1 v A liquid boils down, dries up,

evaporates; a semiliquid becomes
waterless. Hubas na ˆang sabaw nang
kinalãyu. The flavored liquid of the

cooked rice was already boiled down.
naghubas Naghubas ˆang týbiˆ sa pýnuˆ

kay tigsilãkun. The water dried up at
the source because it was the dry season.

mahubas Kung nagkayadkad na ˆang
gataˆ kag lapýyut na, ˆibutang ˆang
kinalãyu nga mayagkit kag kayuhun nga
kayuhun hasta mahubas ˆang sabaw
kag maglãna. When the coconut milk
has boiled and is already condensed, put
in the cooked white sticky rice and mix
again and again until the flavored liquid
will become waterless and oily.

pahubas caus v Something causes a liquid
to boil down, dry up, evaporate;
something causes a semiliquid to
become waterless.

nagapahubas Bãwal ˆang magkãˆun ning
ˆýtan nga langkaˆ nga may lakut nga
lumbay kay ˆini kunu hay nagapahubas
ning gãtas nang nanay nga bagˆung
ˆungaˆ. It is forbidden to eat coconut-
flavored jackfruit which has lumbay
palm leaves added because, they say,
these [leaves] cause the milk of the
mother who has newly given birth to
dry up.

2 v A newborn child, animal is deprived of

milk by its drying up in the udder or

breast.
mahubsan Kung mahubsan ning gãtas

hay mahugaˆ kay makalulýˆuy ˆang
manga ˆuruk. If [piglets] are deprived
of milk, it is hard because the piglets
will be undernourished.

pahubas derv Nets are used by someone for
catching fish in shallow water.

hýbug ger someone’s rocking or swinging
someone or something back and forth
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Sÿgi lang ˆang ˆãkun ning hýbug sa ˆãkun
ˆungaˆ hasta gid nga matuyýgan liwat.
My swinging my child just continued

until [he] was able to sleep again.
v Someone or something rocks, sways or

swings back and forth.
nagahýbug Matÿbay ˆining ˆãkun bayay,

gãniˆ wayaˆ pa da nagahýbug. My
house was strong, so [it] was not yet
swaying.

Hudÿyu n a Jew; i.e., an Israelite ˆAng masunud
hay ˆang Hudÿyu nga nagagãpus si Hisus
nga ginakastÿgu nang Hudÿyu. The next

[in the procession] were the Jews who

were detaining Jesus who was being

punished by the Jews.
hugas 1a v Someone washes cooking or

eating utensils, food.
nagapanghýgas [This form indicates that

there are several objects washed; with a
negative, not any objects are washed.]
Pagkatãpus ning tahiˆ sa maghãpun,
wayaˆ na kami nagapanghýgas ning
pinggan, ˆang ˆiya ˆãgaw ˆang nagalýtuˆ
kag nagahýgas nang pinggan. After
sewing the whole day, we did not cook
and wash any plates; her maid was the
one cooking and washing the dishes.

v Cooking or eating utensils are washed
by someone.

hugasan Sanˆu ku baya matãpus ˆang
ˆãkun hugasan? When, I wonder, will
the [utensils] that will be washed by me
be able to be finished?

hugãsan imperv Something must or should
be washed by someone. Hugãsan ˆang
ˆisdaˆ butangan ning ˆasin kag ˆibutang sa
limpyu nga butãngan. The fish should be
washed, have salt put on [it] and put into a
clean container.

panghýgas ger someone’s washing all or
many things Kung tapus na ˆaku ning
panghýgas, ˆãkun na ˆitun pakatuyýgun
ˆang ˆãkun manga ˆungaˆ. When I finish
washing all [the dishes], my children will
be allowed by me to sleep. {Result of
washing: clean limpyu.} cf kilis 1 (See
limpyu, Different Ways of Cleaning for
table.)

1b hinugãsan n washed utensils Sa diˆin
baya ˆang ˆãkun hinugãsan nga pinggan?
Where, I wonder, are my washed plates?

(lit, my washed utensils that are plates)

hugaˆ 1 kahugaˆ (var mahugaˆ) adj A par-

ticular event or state is difficult.
[Mahugaˆ or kahugaˆ is predicate; the

expressed event, or state, preceded by an

optional nga, is topic.] Kung ˆang ˆÿmu
manga manuk hay maˆila mahugaˆ nga
dakpun. If your chickens are wild, catch-

ing them is difficult. Kung nagaˆinýyan,
hay kahugaˆ magkwãri kay kalýnang kag
madayýnut sa kwarihan. If it rains

continually, quarrying [of marble blocks]

is difficult because it is muddy and the

quarry is slippery. [Mahugaˆ or kahugaˆ is
predicate; the expressed event, a noun,

gerund, or nominalized verb phrase,

preceded by ˆang, is topic.] Kung
tigˆuyãnun hay mahugaˆ ˆang pagkãnam
nang manga ˆungaˆ kay madayýnut ˆang
dýtaˆ. During rainy season, for children to

play is difficult because the ground is

slippery. Kung ˆindiˆ mabasyahan ning
týbiˆ nga maˆÿnit ˆang kuray hay kahugaˆ
ˆang paglimpyu. If you do not pour hot

water over the land crabs, cleaning [them]

is difficult. [Mahugaˆ modifies a noun.]

ˆAng nagalýgit ning niyug mahugaˆ nga
trabãhu. The making of copra is difficult
work. [Mahugaˆ or kahugaˆ is predicate

(no topic), followed by the conjunction

kung and a clause.] Mahugaˆ kung may
bãbuy nga makabýhiˆ kag makakadtu sa
ˆãkun ning ˆuma kag pangˆibýkun ˆang
ˆãkun tanum nga balinghuy. [It] is
difficult if there are pigs able to slip out of

the rope and go to my upland field and

root out all my cassava plants. Kahugaˆ
kung wayaˆ ˆagýha nga ginagãmit sa
pagtahiˆ nang baˆbaˆ nang kustal. [It] is
difficult if there is no sack needle to use in

sewing the opening of the sack.
kahugaˆhýgaˆ int adj A particular event or

state is very difficult. [Distribution of
kahugaˆhýgaˆ is the same as described
above for kahugaˆ.] Diri sa Rumblun
kadãmuˆ na ˆang ˆãkun nasasayýran nga
nang ˆýna nang yãri pa sina Duminggu
diri nagaˆistar ˆang ˆinda pangabýhiˆ
hay kahugaˆhýgaˆ. Here in Romblon
there were many things that were able to
be found out for sure by me, in which
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before, when Domingo and the others
were still living here, their way of living
was very difficult.

mas mahugaˆ comp adj A particular event
or state is more difficult than another
event or state. Nagahambay nga mas
mahugaˆ gid ˆang ˆiya trabãhu kaysa sa
ˆuning nga nagabantay lang sa bayay.
[He] said his work was more difficult
than [the work of] the cat, which was
only guarding the house.

kahugãˆan n a difficulty, a hardship ˆAng
kahugãˆan sa pagpangabuhiˆ hay ˆisa
gid nga dahilan nga kung bãsiˆ ˆang ˆisa
nga tãwu hay nagaˆÿsip nga magkadtu
sa ˆiban nga lugar. Hardship in life is
one reason why some people consider
going to other places.

v Someone experiences hardship.
nagkahugaˆ Kung wayaˆ sinda wayaˆ

magsýbung ˆang ˆãtun pangabýhiˆ nga
nagkahugaˆ kita. If it were not for them
(i.e., bad people), our way of life would
not have been like this, that we
experienced hardship.

ginahugaˆhýgaˆ ˆIndiˆ ku masayýran
kung ˆanu na ˆang ˆinda kamutãngan,
kung sinda ginahugaˆhýgaˆ ˆu ˆabunda
man sa ˆinda pagpangÿtaˆ kwarta. I do
not know what their situation is,
whether they are experiencing great
hardship or abundance in their looking
all over for money.

magkahugaˆ Kung hinuman ku ˆini hay
pãra da sa ˆÿmu, ˆagud ˆindiˆ ka
magkahugaˆ sa ˆulÿhi nga tyimpu. If
that was done by me (i.e., had you
betrothed to a particular boy), it was
for you so that you will not experience
difficulty in the future.

pahugaˆ caus v Someone is caused to
experience hardship by someone else.

pinahugãˆan Pinahugãˆan gid ˆaku ni
Marÿsa sa ˆiya ning pangasãwa. I was
caused to experience hardship by
Marisa in courting her.

2 kahugaˆ adj Something is expensive to

buy.
kahugaˆhýgaˆ int adj Something is very

expensive to buy. Hay niyan ˆang prisyu
hay kahugaˆhýgaˆ na gid. Nowadays
the price [of purchase items] is very
expensive indeed. cf mahay 1a ant

barãtu
hugpaˆ v Someone or something flying

swoops down, usually with the

intention of landing.
naghugpaˆ Wayaˆ madýgay naghugpaˆ

ˆang tatlu nga pispis sa dãgat. Soon the
three birds swooped down to the ocean.

v Something, a place is swooped down on
by someone or something flying.

ginahugpaˆan Kung makakÿtaˆ sinda ning
nagalutaˆ nga ˆisdaˆ, ginahugpaˆan ˆinaˆ
ninda ning gulpi kag tumukaˆ ning
ˆisdaˆ. When they (i.e., tayataya birds)
happen to see fish swimming in a
school, they are quickly swooped
down on by them and [they] eat the fish
by pecking.

hýgud v Someone is overtaken by indus-
triousness.

ginahugýran Si Birtu, hay midyu bulakbul
sa pagˆiskuyla; kung ˆamat ginaˆãbut ning
tãmad kag kung ˆamat ginahugýran da.
As for Berto, [he] was somewhat of a
truant from school; sometimes [he] was
overtaken with laziness and sometimes
[he] was overtaken by industriousness.

kahýgud, mahýgud adj A person or
animate being is industrious or active.
ˆAng tãwu nga mahýgud hay wayaˆ ning
gustu magkinatýyug sa ˆadlaw. As for
an industrious person, he does not like
to always be sleeping in the daytime.
Kahýgud ˆini nga sÿhiˆ magpangitaˆ
nang ˆiya pagkãˆun. This mollusk is
active in looking for its food.

hýgung v A song, a tune is hummed by

someone.
ginahugunghýgungKung sindanagatanum,

ˆigwa sinday ginahugunghýgung nga
kanta. When they planted, they had a song
which was repeatedly hummed by
them.

hugut adj Something, as a roll of buri strips,

a jar lid, a piece of clothing on the body,

a weaving is firm or tight.
v Something, as rolling of buri strips,

closing of a jar, wearing of clothing,
weaving is accomplished firmly or
tightly by someone.

hugutun Kung ˆikaw hay maglÿkid ˆang
buli, hay ˆÿmu hugutun. When you
cylindrically roll the buri [strips, they]
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should be [rolled] tightly. ant
hayanghag

hýkay 1a n the movement or action of a

person, thing, part of the body Nakikÿtaˆ
ku sa ˆinda hýkay, bãli wayaˆ ˆaku nga
ˆinda Nanay. I really see from their

actions that they do not pay attention to

me, their mother. Madãmuˆ klãsi ˆang
ginahambay nang tãwu nga ginapaˆãgi
lang sa sinyas nang kamut ˆu sa hýkay
nang lãwas. There are different kinds of

things communicated by people in

which [the message] is made known just

by signs of the hands or movements of

the body.
v Someone or something moves.
nagahýkay Nagahýkay na ˆadtu ˆang

marmul kung ginabarÿta. That marble
moves when [it] is pried with a crowbar.
cf hýyag

1b n the doings of someone or something

Hãyus tanan nãtun nga hýkay
kahinangyan ta ˆang týbiˆ. In almost all

our doings, water is needed by us.
v Someone does her or his task, does

things.
magahýkay Kung pyista na hay tanan

kita magahýkay diraˆ sa sãkup nang
baylÿhan. When it is fiesta time, all of us
will do their [assigned] tasks inside the
dancing area.

nagapanghukayhýkay Maˆãyu, nga nãkun,
ˆini nga pabayli kay hãlus tanan nga manga
myimbru hay nagapanghukayhýkay. This
is a good dance, I said, because almost all
of the members are all doing [their]
various tasks.

paghýkay ger someone’s doing a task,
doing things Ginagamun ninda ˆang
tãmaˆ nga paghýkay parÿhu nang
pagpungkuˆ, paghambay, kag pagˆistimar
sa ˆinda bisÿta. The right way of doing
things is taught by them, such as sitting
[properly], talking [nicely] and enter-
taining their visitor [graciously].

panghýkay mn v the way of doing a task,
doing things

panghukayhýkay ˆAng ˆÿmu
panghukayhýkay kag ˆang ˆÿmu hitsýra
daw halin ka gid sa ˆisa kahariˆan. Your
way of doing various things and your
face [makes it seem] as though you

came from another kingdom.

hukut v A fishnet is woven or repair-woven
by someone.

ginghukutan Ginghukutan ni Birtu ˆang
pýkut ni Danÿlu kay dãmuˆ na ˆang gisiˆ.
The fishnet of Danilo was
repair-woven by Berto because it had
many holes.

hýlin 1a n a playing marble used for

playing marbles Nagbakay si Tiruy ning
hulin kay makãnam sinda ni Bulug.
Teroy bought playing marbles because

he and Bolog will play [marbles].

1b n a game of marbles (See kãnam 1a,
Games Children and Others Play for

table.)

Hulyu n July, a month of the Gregorian

Calendar (See Appendix 12, Months of

the Gregorian Calendar.)

hýma n the moo of a cow
v A cow moos.
nagahýma Nagahýma ˆang bãka kay

ginatawag niya ˆang ˆiya pÿtuˆ. The cow
is mooing because it is calling for its calf.
cf ˆingaˆ (See Appendix 24, Sounds of
Animals and Fowl.)

human 1 v Someone acts in a particular

manner.
naghuman ˆIndiˆ ku da kilãya kung sinˆu

ˆang naghuman ning tiyad ˆadtu. I do
not know who acted like that.

maghuman Kung ˆang ˆÿmu ˆungaˆ hay
maghuman ning malãˆin, sa ˆÿmu gid
ˆinaˆ nga nanay napapakadtu ˆang
kahuyˆãnan. If your child acts badly, the
shame will surely be transferred to you
the mother.

v Something is done to someone or
something by someone else.

ginhuman, hinuman ˆAng týbiˆ simbulu
nga pirmi malamig; gãniˆ ˆimaw ˆini ˆang
ˆinda ginghuman pãra ˆang ˆinda
manga hunaˆhýnaˆ hay pirmi da nga
malamig. Water is a symbol of
continuous coolness; that is the reason
why this was done by them (i.e., the
newlywed couple was given water to
drink) so that their thinking would also
always be cool (i.e., they would not
quarrel). Kung hinuman ku ˆini hay
pãra da sa ˆÿmu, ˆagud ˆindiˆ ka
magkahugaˆ sa ˆulÿhi nga tyimpu. If that
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was done by me (i.e., had you betrothed
to a particular boy), it was for you so
that you will not experience difficulty in
the future.

nahuman Kung nahuman niya sa ˆasãwa
nga ˆiya lukýhun, maˆabut man ˆang
ˆýras nga huhumanun da ˆitun niya sa
ˆãkun kung ˆãkun siya ˆasawãhun. If that
was able to be done by him to [his] wife
to whom he acted dishonestly, the time
will come when this will be repeatedly
done by him to me if he will be taken by
me as a spouse.

ginahuman ˆAng ginahuman ninda sa
lãwas nang traysikul hay ˆinda
ginapinturãhan. What is done by them
to the bodies of motorized pedicabs is
that [they] are painted by them.

humanun ˆIndiˆ ku maˆintindihan kung
ˆanu ˆang ˆãkun humanun kaysa
kadãmuˆ nang gabakay. I do not know
what will be done by me because so
many are buying.

mahuman Kung mahuman ˆadtu ninda,
maˆaˆasãwa ninda ˆang manga prinsÿsa.
If that will be able to be done by them,
the princesses will really be able to
become their spouses. cf hÿmuˆ 1

2 v Someone makes, fixes or constructs
something; a couple begets a child.

nagahuman Kung ˆikaw nagahuman ning
halublaks hay ˆinang wayaˆ nagaˆuyan. If
you make hollow blocks, it should be a
time when it is not raining.

mahuman Sa pagbunut naman nang niyug
mahuman ka ˆãnay ning buynasan. In
husking coconuts, first you will make a
coconut-husking stick.

makahuman Pãra makahuman nang
ˆisa ka libra nga dugus, ˆang ˆisa nga
putyýkan kahinangyãnun gid nga
magbalikbãlik sa býyak ning kinsi mil
kabãlik. So that it will be able to make
one pound of honey, one honeybee must
go back to the flowers fifteen thousand
times.

humuman Humuman ka, Lusit, ning
bayaybãyay nang manuk kag butangan
mu ning pugayan pãra didtu magˆitlug
ˆang manuk. Lucit, you should make a
little chicken house and [inside] should
be put a nest-basket by you so that
chickens will lay eggs there.

maghuman Tapus niyan nang kami hay
nakasay na, ˆang plãnu nãmun nga duha
hay ˆindiˆ ˆãnay kami maghuman ning
ˆungaˆ. Now when we were already
married, the plan of the two [of us] was
that we would not yet beget a child.

maghuman inf to construct, fix or make
something Si Tiruy ˆang maˆãyu
maghuman ning lãwas nang traysikul.
Teroy is a good one to make bodies of
motorized pedicabs.

paghuman ger someone’s making,
fixing or constructing something
May nagadipãra paghuman ning
kabãˆung. Someone is discharging his
responsibility making a coffin.

v Something is constructed, fixed or
made or by someone; a baby is
begotten by a couple.

nahuman Nahuman naman ˆinaˆ ˆang
ˆikaduha nang mil nuwÿbi syintus
ˆutsinta ˆidus. That second one was able
to be made in nineteen hundred and
eighty two.

nahuhuman Kadãmuˆ pa gid ˆang
nahuhuman sa batu nga marmul; yãraˆ
ˆang ginabutangan nang ˆupus nang
sigarilyu, ginabutangan ning býyak,
ginagãmit sa paglaminit. There are
certainly still things truly able to be
made from marble stone; some are
cigarette butt containers (i.e., ash trays),
flower vases, [and some] are used for
laminating.

ginahuman ˆAng lãwas nang traysikul,
hay ginahuman diri lang sa Rumblun.
The bodies of motorized pedicabs are
made in Romblon.

mahuhuman ˆAng ˆiya ˆini ning balayan,
hay kadãmuˆ ˆini ˆang mahuhuman
nang ˆiya ning balayan. As for the shell
of this one (i.e., of a fan scallop
mollusk), these things are what are
frequently able to be made from its
shell.

humanun Dãpat mabahuy ˆang ˆÿmu
humanun nga baskit. The basket that
will be made by you should be big.

huhumanun ˆAng subra nga kwarta
binakay nãmun ning kawãyan nga
gamÿtun sa huhumanun nga tabýnan.
As for the extra money, it was used by
us to buy bamboo which will be used in
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repeatedly making deep-sea fish traps.
v Something is used by someone for

constructing, fixing or making some-
thing; someone is made a particular kind
of person by someone else.

ginghuhuman Ginghuhuman naman
ˆaku nga ˆatlit; kay kung sabãgay da ˆaku
may gustu da nga magˆatlit gãniˆ
naglakut ˆaku. I was truly made an
athlete; anyway, I had also an interest to
become an athlete so I joined.

ginahuman ˆAng ˆisdaˆ nga ginahuman
nga býru hay ˆang tambangkyaw. Fish
that is used for making cured sardines
is black-tipped sardines.

humanun Ginbakyan sinda ning ˆalambri
pãra humanun nga tabýnan. They had
chicken wire bought for [them] so that
[it] will be used for making a deep-sea
fish trap.

mahuman ˆAng ˆiya ˆini balayan hay
ginahuman nga butãngan ning býyak;
puydi da ˆini mahuman nga kulintas. As
for the empty shells of these (i.e., of
money cowry mollusks), [they] are used
for making flower vases; it is possible
that these will also be able to be used
for making necklaces.

v Someone has something made or
constructed for them by someone else.

ginhumanan Ginhumanan kami draˆ
ning langkãpi. We were made a
bamboo table there.

humani imper v Someone must or should
have something made for them!
Maridyun, humani ning dýyan ˆang ˆÿmu
ˆungaˆ kag pakatuyýgun! Mary June,
your child should have a hammock
made for [her] and [she] should be
allowed to sleep!

pahuman caus v Someone has something
made, constructed or fixed by
someone else.

nagapahuman Nagakapatas si Yýli sa
nagapahuman ning týbiˆ. Yolie works
as foreman in having the water [system]
fixed.

mapahuman ˆAdtung ˆãtun gingkasugtãnan,
kung ˆadtu hay maˆaprubahan, diri na kita
hay mapahuman ning ˆisa nga pruyiktu
nga týbiˆ. That upon which an agreement
was made by us, if [it] will be approved,
this is the time that we would allow a

water project to be constructed.
v Someone is allowed by someone else to

make or construct something.
ginpahuman Ginpahuman ku ˆadtu si

ˆArnuld ning langkãpi didtu sa pýnuˆ
nang kãhuy. Arnold was allowed by me
to make a bamboo table there at the
base of the tree.

v A particular place is allowed by someone
to have something built on or over it by
someone else.

gingpahumanan Pagˆabut ku diri sa
Rumblun gingpahumanan ku ning
bayaybãyay sa kampusantu sa ˆãkun
ˆasãwa ˆang pantyun nang ˆãkun nanay.
Upon my arrival here in Romblon, the
tomb of my mother was caused by me
to have a mausoleum built [over it] by
my husband.

v Something is allowed to be made or
constructed by someone.

ginapahuman Ginagãmit da ˆini sa
pagpadãgaˆ sa bayay nga bagˆu pa lang
nga ginapahuman. This [white chick-
en] is also used in practicing a
bloodletting ceremony for a house that
is being allowed to be newly con-
structed. cf bughaˆ, hÿmuˆ 2, ˆugduk

3 Someone is chosen for a particular

purpose.
humanun Pagˆabut didtu nãmun, kalãˆum

ku, ˆisuyud ˆaku niya sa trabãhu; hay galiˆ
humanun nga tindÿru didtu sa ˆinda
tindãhan. Upon our going there, I
thought that I would be taken into work
by him; so [I] was chosen as storekeeper
there at their store.

4 v A particular place is visited by

someone.
ginahuman Ginahuman na lang ni

Turing ˆang Malaysia, ˆIndunisya kag
ˆang Pilipÿnas kay siya hay kuˆurdinÿtur.
Malaysia, Indonesia and the Philippines
are being visited by Toring because he
is the coordinator. cf bisÿta 2, pamasyar
1b, tãtap

pahumãnan tinãpay (tinãpay 2) idiom
a bakery

humay 1 n a rice plant, unhulled rice with

or without the stalks, Oryza sativa
(Linn.) Pagkatãpus ning ˆãni, giˆýkun
na ˆang humay. After the harvest is
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finished, the unhulled rice will be

trodden out. Pagkatãpus gÿˆuk, partihun
ˆang humay. After treading out, they

divide up the unhulled rice. (See

Appendix 10, Kinds of Rice, Taro. See

Appendix 3, Kinds of Cultigens.)

2 humãyan n a rice field syn lanas
humay kustal (kustal 1a) idiom a rice
sack; galingan nang humay (galingan
2b) set expr a rice mill

humbak 1a n a lake or ocean wave
Nagapinangamýyuˆ da ˆaku nga kabay
pa kuntaˆ nga maghunas na kay
kadakuˆdãkuˆ ˆang tãˆub; hãlus ˆang
humbak hay nagasuyud na sa ˆãmun
bayay. I kept on praying that it might

possibly become low tide now because

the high tide was very intense; as for the

waves, [they] were about to go inside

our house.

1b pahumbak v Someone or something is
carried by waves.

nagapahumbak ˆIni nga sÿhiˆ hay
nagapahumbak lang sa ˆalÿhid nang
baybay. As for these [common basket]
mollusks, [they] are just carried by
waves onto the edge of the beach.

2 humbakhumbak n a wavy surface, as of

a seashell ˆAng ˆiya ˆini ning ˆalÿhid hay
daw ˆang ˆigwa ning humbakhumbak
nga kasapya ˆini nga sÿhiˆ. As for its

edges (i.e., of this shell), it seems that it

has coarse wavy surfaces.
humut 1 n a pleasant aroma

mahumut adj Something smells nice, as
perfume, flowers, cooking food, new
clothing, newly pounded rice, rice in shot
stage. Pãra nga mahumut ˆang ˆÿmu
balitsaw dãpat hay butangan mu ning
dãhun nang larangha. So that your
salted fish delicacy smells nice, you
should put in calamansi leaves. (See
bãhuˆ 1, Kinds of Body Odor for table.)

2 pahýmut n perfume ˆInaˆ ˆang manga
tãwu nga may manga kwarta nga
ˆikabakay, ˆinaˆ sinda hay nagagãmit
ning pahýmut. As for those people who

have money which can be used for

buying, they use perfume.

mahumut nga habun (habun 3) derv
toilet soap

hunas 1 n low tide Kung kalãpad ˆang hunas,
nagapanihiˆ kami hasta Bangˆug, kag
kadãmuˆ ˆang sÿhiˆ nga ˆãmun nabubuˆuy.
When the low tide is way out, we gather

mollusks until [arriving at] Bang-og, and

there are many shells which are fre-

quently able to be gotten by us.
hunas, pahunas v It becomes low tide.
nagapahunas Mintras nagapahunas pa

lang maglýnguy ka na kag magtýnaˆ ka
na ning panÿhiˆ. While [it] becomes low
tide, you wade [into the sea up to the
chest] and then you begin gathering
mollusks.

maghunas Nagapinangamýyuˆ da ˆaku
nga kabay pa kuntaˆ nga maghunas na
kay kadakuˆdãkuˆ ˆang tãˆub; hãlus ˆang
humbak hay nagasuyud na sa ˆãmun
bayay. I kept on praying that it might
possibly become low tide now because
the high tide was very intense; as for the
waves, [they] were about to go inside
our house. ant tãˆub

2 hunãsan n the seabed, tidal flats ˆIni ˆang
barungbarung nga sÿhiˆ hay nagaˆistar
sa manga kalunãngan diraˆ sa hunãsan.
As for these rude pen shells, they stay in

muddy areas on the seabed. Nagbuˆuy si
Tiruy ning bangiˆbangiˆ sa hunãsan.
Teroy got crabs from the tidal flats.

hunaˆhýnaˆ 1a n someone’s mind or

thoughts ˆAng ˆiba naman hay
nagapamasyar sa ˆalÿhid nang baybay
pãra nga ˆang ˆinda hunaˆhýnaˆ hay
mapakadtu naman sa ˆiba nga bãgay
nga ˆinda nakikÿtaˆ sa dãgat. Some

people roam around the edge of the

beach so that their thoughts will really

go to other things which are able to be

seen by them in the ocean. syn ˆÿsip 1a cf

dumdum1, lãˆum 1b
1b v Someone thinks something.

nakahunaˆhýnaˆ Pagkatãpus nãmun
ˆigmaˆ nakahunaˆhýnaˆ ˆaku nga daw sa
maˆýliˆ ˆaku. After our lunch, I happened
to think that perhaps I would go [home].

hunaˆhýnaˆ, paghunaˆhýnaˆ ger someone’s
thinking ˆAyaw magkadtuˆa ˆang ˆupirÿtur
nga hambayun mu nga “Tãmaˆ na, wayaˆ
nay sunãta!” Salaˆ ˆinaˆ ˆang ˆÿmu
hunaˆhýnaˆ. The [music] operator should
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not be gone to and told by you, “Enough,
no more music!” Your thinking is
wrong. cf ˆÿsip 1b

hýni n a sound, as of an airplane, someone’s

voice, the wind; an animal or fowl’s call
or cry; a noise ˆAng hýni nang tangkaliˆ
hay “takriˆ, takriˆ.” The call of the

kingfisher is “takri, takri.”
v A fowl or animal calls a particular call;

someone, an airplane, the wind makes a
sound or noise.

nagahinýni ˆImaw ˆadtung nagahinýni
lang ˆang ˆiruplãnu. At that time, the
airplane kept on making a sound.

maghinýni Kadãmuˆ ˆang salimbabãtang
nga naganilupadlýpad pabalikbãlik kag
maghinýni ning “ˆit, ˆit, ˆit.” There were
many Himalayan swiflets that kept on
flying going back and forth and kept on
calling “ˆit, ˆit, ˆit.”

maghýni inf to call a particular call; to
make a particular sound or noise
Pamãtiˆ kamu kung ˆanu nga hãyup ˆang
ˆýna nindu nga mabatiˆan nga maghýni
kung Bagˆung Týˆig, hambay ni Lýla.
You listen for which animal is the first
one that will be heard by you to call
when it is New Year’s Day, said
Grandmother.

paghýni ti ger after or upon someone’s or
something’s calling, making a sound
or noise Paghýni nang banug nga
“kwak, kwak, kwak,” ˆang manga
manuk masigpanãguˆ na sa
kalinghutan. Upon the bramingkite
bird’s calling “kwak, kwak, kwak,”
chickens all hide in a rank vegetation
area. cf lingaw, tunug 1 (See Appendix
24, Sounds of Animals and Fowls.)

hýnud 1 pahýnud caus v Someone allows
someone else to have their way in a

particular circumstance.
nagpahýnud ˆAng prinsÿsa nga si ˆIsabÿla

nakaˆintindi da, nagpahýnud na lang
siya sa magnanay. The princess Isabela
was able to understand [the situation,
so] she allowed the mother and son to
have [their] way.

Hunyu n June, a month of the Gregorian

Calendar Primÿru nga simãna nang
Hunyu ˆang ˆãmun kasay. Our wedding

is the first week of June. (See Appendix

12, Months of the Gregorian Calendar.)

hungag adj Someone’s nose is flat and

wide. ˆAng ˆungaˆ ni Magda hay hungag
ˆang ˆilung. As for Magda’s child, [her]

nose is flat.
hýngit v Someone puts food into the mouth.

naghýngit Naghýngit lang ˆaku ning
duha ka kutsãra. I just put two
tablespoons of food into [my] mouth.

mahýngit ˆAng nubya naman ˆang
mahýngit sa nubyu. The bride is the one
who will put food into the mouth of
the bridegroom.

v Someone has food put into [her or his]
mouth by someone else.

ginahungÿtan, ginapahungÿtan ˆÝna
ginahungÿtan nang nubyu ˆang nubya.
First the bride has food put into [her]
mouth by the bridegroom.
Ginapahungÿtan siya kung magkãˆun;
ginapapaligýsan kag ˆilÿsan maˆãyu. She
has food put into [her] mouth when
[she] eats; she is frequently given baths
and [her clothes] will be changed nicely.

hýngut n a coconut-shell dipper (See

sanduk 2, Kinds of Scoops for table.)

hýpiˆ n a runner plant; a plant at the end of a

runner lagway, of plants that propagate

by this method

hurnal 1 n a laborer; i.e., one who does

manual labor Nang ˆaku hay hurnal na,
nagapaningýhaˆ naman ˆaku sa
pagbakaybãkay ning manga dulsi, kag
magtyutyinda naman ˆaku. When I was

still a laborer, I was always trying hard

to buy candies little by little, and trying

to sell them commercially. syn piyun
2 v Someone engages in manual labor.

nagahurnal Kung nagahurnal ka, dãmuˆ
ˆang ˆÿmu ning naˆuˆuyak nga kabudlay
bãgu ka makakÿtaˆ ning kwarta. If you
engage in manual labor, much effort
will be expended by you before you will
see money.

hurnal, paghurnal ger someone’s
engaging in manual labor ˆAng
kataˆãsan nang swildu hay yãraˆ sa
sitinta pÿsus sa duha ka ˆadlaw mu ning
hurnal. The highest wage is about
seventy pesos for two days of your
engaging in manual labor. Nagtýnaˆ
ˆaku sa paghurnal sa bapur hay mil
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nuwÿbi syintus ˆutsinta ˆidus. I started
engaging in manual labor on boats in
nineteen hundred and eighty two.

3 hinurnalan n a laborer’s wages Kung
ˆumabut naman ˆang bapur ˆadlaw nang
Duminggu, makubra naman ˆang ˆãmun
hinurnalan ˆadlaw naman nang Martis
hasta Myirkulis. If the boat arrived on a

Sunday, our laborer’s wages would be

able to be received only on a Tuesday or

Wednesday.

husay 1a n a comb, used especially for

combing the hair {Destroyed condition:

lumaˆ worn-out.}

1b husayan nang kýgun n a cogon grass
comb {A 60 cm-wide comb with teeth

spaced about 4 cm apart. Used to comb

out short and crooked grasses and

weeds in preparation of cogon for

thatching.}

2 maghýsay inf to comb something,

especially the hair Bãwal ˆang
magpaligus, maghýsay nang ˆÿmu buhuk,
ˆang magpanlimpyu sa sãkup nang ˆÿmu
bayay. To take a bath, to comb your hair,

[and] to clean [things] inside your house

is forbidden.

husluˆ v Something is taken off from that

around which it is attached.
ginahusluˆ Kung punuˆ na ˆang kustal

ning lýgit, ginahusluˆ ˆang kãhuy nga
nakasabˆung sa baˆbaˆ nang kustal kag
pasandigun sa dingding nang bayay. If
the sack is already full of copra, the
wood which was attached to the opening
of the sack is taken off, and [the sack of
copra] will be leaned against the walling
of the house.

huspital n a hospital Kami hay maluwas na
sa huspital kay wayaˆ na kami ning
kwarta sa kababãkay ning buyung. As

for us, we will go out from the hospital
because we do not have money to use

for buying of medicines.

hustisya n justice, especially in executing a

law

hustu 1 adj A situation or activity is exactly
of a particular nature or time period, is

enough, sufficient. Hustu na nga ˆisa
ka býlan ˆang tirminu ni Plurintÿna kay
ˆInrÿku. The time allotment of Florentina

[given] to Enrico was exactly just one

month.

2 adv Something is done in excess. Malÿpay
si Rýni kung ˆang ˆiya barkãda hay
napapaˆinum nyay hustu. Ronnie was

happy if, as for his associate, [he]

happened to be caused by him to

frequently drink in excess.
hutik v Something is whispered by some-

one to something or someone else.
ginahutik Bãgu kunu ˆiˆisturya sa tãwu ˆang

ˆiya napananamgu nga nagkatangsuˆ ˆang
ˆiya ngÿpun, ginahutik ˆãnay sa halÿgi
nang bayay kaysa halÿgi kunu ˆinaˆ
nagatãmaˆ, bukun sa tãwu. Before, they
say, what was dreamed by someone will
be told to anyone—that [all] his teeth
happened to come out—[it] is first
whispered to a house foundation post
because, they say, this [then] comes true
to the foundation post, not to the person
[who had the dream].

huwad v Something is transferred from

one place to another by someone.
huwarun ˆAng lýgit nga sinaksak ˆipÿˆut

mu sa lãta kag huwarun sa kustal. The
copra which is chopped into pieces
should be put by you into a can and
should be transferred into a sack.

huwag n huwag rattan, genus Calamus. ˆIni
ˆang huwag hay ˆÿmu ˆihigut palÿbut
pãra kunu ˆadtu ˆang pisti hay ˆindiˆ
magtapun sa ˆÿmu manga manuk nga
ˆalÿlaˆ. As for this huwag vine, it will be

tied around your house so that, they say,

the pest will not infect your cared-for

chickens. {About 2 m tall and 1.5 cm in

diameter. Climbs on trees or grows

horizontal with the ground. Used as

bundling cord, especially for tying

round-wood constructions, and for

tying nipa onto bamboo strips to make

nipa shingles.}

Huwan (see San Huwan) John the Baptist
Day

huwas v Someone is relieved of a sickness,

a symptom by something, as a charm,

medicine, by supernatural intervention.
nahuwasan Nakÿtaˆ ku nga maˆãyu ˆang

buyung kay nahuwasan siya ning sagnat
kag ˆang pagkurugkurug nang ˆiya lãwas
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hay nabuˆuy. I found out that the
medicine is effective because she was
relieved of the fever and the continual
shivering of her body was gone.

ginahuwasi ˆAng natingayãhan ku, hay
bãsiˆ wayaˆ ginahuwasi ning sagnat?
What I wondered was, why was it that
[the child] was not relieved of the
fever?

*hýway (see pahýway)

Huwÿbis (var Waybis) 1 n Thursday (See

Appendix 17, Days of the Week.)

2 Huwÿbis Santu (var Waybis Santu) n
Holy Thursday preceding Easter Kung
Waybis Santu kami nang ˆýna ˆay
nagakadtu sa simbãhan. In the past,

when [it was] Holy Thursday, we went

to church.

huwis n a judge Kung ˆiba ˆang rilihiyun hay
sa huwis na ginakasay. If the religion is

different, [they] are married in the

presence of a judge.

kasay sa huwis (kasay 5) idiom a civil
marrage

hýyag v Someone or something moves.
kahýyag ˆIgway nagapananamgu nga

ˆindiˆ kahýyag ˆang ˆiya lãwas.
Someone was dreaming that her body
could not move. cf hýkay 1a

huyam v Someone borrows something.
naghuyam Naghuyam si Turing ning

banig kay Birta nga ˆiya gingkatuyýgan
kagabˆi. Toring borrowed Bertha’s mat
where she slept last night.

mahuyam Mahuyam ˆãnay ˆaku nang
ˆÿmu baril kay mamaril lang ˆaku ˆilãhas
nga bãbuy. Please, I will borrow your
gun because I will shoot a wild pig.

v Someone has something borrowed from
them by someone else.

ginghuyaman ˆÃkun da ginghuyaman
gãniˆ ning dyak, pãra dyakun ku pãra
magapantay ˆang kusÿna. [Someone] had
a jack borrowed [from him] by me so that
[the floor] could be jacked up by me so
that the kitchen would become level.

pahuyama caus imper v Someone must or
should be allowed by someone else to
borrow something. Pahuyama ˆãnay
ˆaku ning kwarta kay yaˆ ˆakuy daya nga
kwarta. I should please be allowed to
borrow money because I brought no

money [with me].
v Something is allowed by someone to be

borrowed by someone else.
ˆipahuyam Makipagˆisturya ˆang kumiti

sa ˆiwag sa tagˆÿya nang ˆalãdin kung
ˆipahuyam. The light committee
chairperson will be able to talk to the
owner of the pressure lantern [to see] if
it will be allowed to be borrowed.

huyat v Someone waits until an event occurs

or waits for someone, something. [A

verb inflected for agent focus is

predicate; the one waiting for something

is topic and, when expressed, that

waited for is a modifying phrase

optionally introduced by the modifying

ligature nga.]
naghuyat Naghuyat si Lýpu didtu hasta

maggabˆi. Lopo waited there until it
became night.

naghinýyat Naghinýyat da ˆaku hasta
magˆãga kay pãra masayýran kung ˆanu
gid ˆang kasiraˆan nang makina. I
waited and waited until morning in
order that I would be able to know about
the breakdown of the machine.

nagahuyat Pagsuyud ˆinaˆ ninda sa suyud
nang ˆinda bayay ˆigwa ˆinaˆ didtu ning
nagahuyat nga magakanta. When they
entered their house, there were some
who were waiting there to sing.

mahuyat Mahuyat lang kami nga
makapamakay ˆang manga nigusyanti
nang gýlay para kami makalarga. We
will wait for the many vegetable
merchants to be able to buy so that we
will be able to go.

maghuyat Bãsiˆ ˆindiˆ ka maghuyat kung
sa ˆunu sa ˆÿmu ˆitaˆu nang ˆÿmu
magýyang? Why do you not wait until
[it] will be given to you by your parents?

v Someone, something or an event is
waited for by someone.

ginahuyat ˆIning ˆãtun manga ˆasãwa hay
ginahuyat ˆãnay nga magˆuyan bãgu
magdugdug. As for our husbands, for it
to rain is waited for [by them] before
putting on a roof.

huyatun Huyatun mu si Miltyur nga
matuyýgan bãgu ka magpãnaw.
Melchor should be waited for by you
to be able to sleep before you go.

*hýway 254 huyat
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huyaˆ 1 nahuyaˆ (var mahuyˆãnun) adj
Someone is ashamed, bashful, embar-
rassed, reluctant, shy to do something.

[Nahuyaˆ is predicate, the one emotionally

involved is topic, and the cause of the

emotion is expressed by a following

modifying phrase introduced by an

optional nga and followed by an

infinitive.] Nahuyaˆ lang ˆaku nang ˆuna
nga magpangasawa kay Turing ˆiya kay
kadãmuˆ ˆang ˆãkun karÿbal sa ˆiya. At first

I was reluctant to court Toring because I

had many rivals for her. ˆAng Mangyan
nahuyaˆ magkãˆun sa ˆãmun pinggan.
The Mangyan was embarrassed to eat

from our plate. Hay ˆaku naman
nagapangutana gid sa ˆiya kung ˆanu
ˆadtu; hay nahuyaˆ da siya magbalÿbad,
nagbalitaˆ na lang siya sa ˆãkun. I really

asked him what that [medicine] was; he

was reluctant to tell a lie, [so] he just told

me. With intensifying adverb masyãdu:

Wayaˆ da gid ˆaku masyãdu nahuyaˆ kay
tyad gida kunu ˆinaˆ ˆang ginamidikal. I

wasnˆt too embarrassed because, they

say, that’s the way it is in having a

medical. Si Birtu hay bukun mahuyˆãnun
nga ˆungaˆ; gãniˆ gustu siya nang ˆiya
manga tiyãhun. Berto is not a bashful
child; that is the reason why he is liked by

his consanguine aunts.
kahuyˆãnan, kahuyaˆ, kinahuyˆan n

embarrassment, shame, reluctance
Kung ˆang ˆÿmu ˆungaˆ hay maghuman
ning malãˆin, sa ˆÿmu gid ˆinaˆ nga nanay
napapakadtu ˆang kahuyˆãnan. If your
child acts badly, the shame will surely
be transferred to you the mother.
Nabanggaˆan ni Lÿna ˆadtung manga
masãkaˆ sa dyip sa ˆiya kahuyaˆ. Those
climbing into the jeep happened to be
bumped by Lina through her embar-
rassment.

huyaˆhuyaˆ n a mahihiyain herb, Biophytum
sensitivum (Linn.) {A sensitive herb with

pinnately compounded leaves; leaves

close together when touched. Considered

a weed.}

hýyug v Something falls down or topples
over.

nahýyug Nahýyug na galiˆ ˆang ˆãmun

halýblaks nga dingding didtu sa may
dãgat. Our hollow-block walling toppled
over there where there was sea water.

mahýyug Sÿgi ˆang panglikÿtaˆ ku sa
ˆibãbaw kay bãsiˆ kung may mahýyug
nga nyug. I kept on looking above
because there might be a coconut that
would fall down.

v Something is dropped by someone or
something; a fishnet is fed out into the
ocean by someone.

ginghýyug, hinýyug Mapabaylu kami sa
tindãhan nga ˆadtung ginghýyug sa
ˆãmun nga primyu. We had those
coupons which were dropped to us
[from an airplane] exchanged at the
store. Kãda ˆabut nang nagahatud ning
sýlat kay Plurintÿna ginapangutana ni
Plurintÿna kung hinýyug na niya ˆang
sýlat pakadtu sa ˆiya ˆasãwa. Whenever
the carrier of letters (i.e., postman) came
to Florentina, she kept on asking if the
letter going to her husband had already
been dropped (i.e., mailed) by him.

gingpanghýyug Kadamuˆdãmuˆ gid ˆang
gingpanghýyug na papil; hay
nakabuˆuy da ˆaku. Very many papers
were dropped all around [and] I was
also able to get some.

nahýyug ˆAba! Dyis minýtus baya nga
ˆãmun nahýyug ˆang pýkut, nakÿtaˆ
nãmun nga haplak na ˆang pýkut. Oh!
Maybe it was only ten minutes after the
net was able to be fed out by us, we saw
that the net was already bulging
[because it was full of fish]. Nahýyug
ˆang ˆãkun kwarta didtu sa may
tindãhan pagbakay ku ning tinãpay. My
money was accidentally dropped there
at the store in my buying bread.

maˆihýyug Pag maˆihýyug mu na tanan
ˆang magýyang nga niyug manãˆug ka
naman ning dahandãhan hasta ka
makaˆabut sa ˆubus. When all the mature
coconuts are able to be dropped by
you, then you should go down slowly
until you are able to reach the base [of
the tree]. cf lãrag, lýka, taktak, tapuk,
tumba, tupaˆ

hýyun 1 v A bird alights on something, in a

certain location; a person or animal

squats on something, in a particular
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location.
naghýyun Naghýyun ˆang manuk sa

huyunan. The chicken alighted on the
roost.

nagahýyun ˆAng banug, kung nagahýyun
hay sa kadagkuˆ nga manga kãhuy. As for
the hawk, it alights on big trees.

v the place where birds alight
ginahuyýnan Sa manga pýnuˆ nang

kãhuy sinda nagahýyun, lãluˆ na kung
may manga býnga ˆang pýnuˆ nang
kãhuy nga ˆinda ginahuyýnan. They
alight at the base of the trees, especially
if there is fruit at the base of the trees
where they alight.

2 huyunan n a chicken roost Nagalumpat
ˆang manuk sa huyunan kung
nagapamusÿˆag na. The chickens jump

down from their roosts when it is

daybreak.

huyup 1 n a puff or breath of air hãngin
2 v Something as a fire, a musical

instrument is blown on or blown by

someone.
hinuyup Binuˆuy ni Luˆis ˆang tarýtut kag

hinuyup gid niya ning týdu. The horn

was gotten by Luis and was loudly
blown by him.

huyˆab v Someone yawns.
nagapinanghuyˆab Kung ginabuyung ˆini

nang ˆalbularyu hay tyad ˆini: nagabuˆuy
siya ning kapisnguy nga luyˆa ginahÿbuˆ
sa ˆagtang, sa kamut kag sa siki ning
pakurus kag ˆang ˆalbularyu hay
nagakutibkutib ˆang ˆiya baˆbaˆ kag
nagapinanghuyˆab. When [a soul-
inflicted disease] is medically treated by
this herbalist, it is like this: she gets a
piece of ginger, it is rubbed on the
forehead, hands and feet as a cross and,
as for the herbalist, her mouth murmurs
and keeps on yawning.

hýˆu inj yes {Used to answer in the

affirmative.} Hambay nang ˆadtung
nagapapustaˆ hay, “Hýˆu, sÿgi, pustaˆ
na!” The one allowing bets to be placed

said, “Yes, go ahead, place a bet now!”

hýˆum v Someone soaks something,

marinates food. [naghýˆum soaked

something, marinated food]

*hýway (see pahýway)

I

-i neg locf suf A person, place or thing is
not or was not the location of an action

performed by someone. Kung wayaˆ mu
siya bantaˆi nga ˆÿmu siya patyun, wayaˆ
naglãyas ˆang ˆãkun ˆungaˆ. If she had
not been threatened by you that she

would be killed by you, my daughter

would not have run away.
imper locf suf Someone or something must

or should be the location of an action
performed by someone! Higuti ˆãbi ˆang
ˆÿmu manga bãbuy kay nagakinadtu sa
ˆãkun ning ˆuma. Please, your pigs
should be tethered because they keep
on going into my upland field.
Dakuˆdakuˆi ˆãbi ˆang pabÿlu nang
murun kag birabirahun maˆãyu ˆang
pabÿlu, pãra makatãkud sa hãngin. The
wick of the bottle torch should please be
made very big and the wick should be
carefully pulled out little by little so that
it will be able to survive in the wind. [The

range of meaning of this imperative
locative focus affix includes what is
generally called beneficiary focus.]
Milba, humani ning dýyan ˆang ˆÿmu
ˆungaˆ kag pakatuyýgun! Melba, your
child should have a hammock made
for [her] and should be allowed to sleep!
With causative stem: Mahal kung
ˆasãwa, kung ˆikaw na maˆungaˆ padayˆi
gid ˆakuy sýlat, kay dýgay pa ˆaku
kabãlik. Dear wife, when you give birth I
should be sent a letter because it will
take long for me to come back. Sÿgi na!
Palapiti na kay ˆýras na nang ˆãras! Go
ahead! [He] should now be approached
because it is time for the espousal
ceremony! cf -an1 1a, gina-i, pag-an 1a,
pag-i

-in-1 (var ni-1) 1a gf infix Someone or

something was acted upon by someone

else. Kadakuˆdãkuˆ gid ˆang ˆuyan;
kadãmuˆ nga bayay ˆang binahaˆ

huyup 256 -in-1
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pakadtu sa dãgat. The rain was very

heavy; there were many houses that

were flooded going to the sea. Kinýgus
si Buy nang ˆiya lýla. Boy was carried
in the arms by his grandmother.

Nahãngit ˆang ˆuning; nilagud siya pÿru
maˆabtik ˆang ˆambuˆ. The cat got angry;

[the rat] was chased but the rat was

quick [in running]. [Past tense -in- is

affixed to stems with the extensive

prefix paN- (or variant paN-) with no

other affixation. The resultant affix

combination consists of two separate

affixes with distinct functions and not

the prefix variant pinaN- or variant

pinaN- described in paN-2.] ˆAba,
pinangganˆut ˆaku pagkatãpus ku ning
kãˆun. Oh, I was extensively soaked by
perspiration upon my completion of

eating. Kay Tãta Dÿnu na ˆaku nagbãhuy
hasta nga pinangasãwa. I grew up with

Uncle Dino until [I] was courted. syn

giN- 1a cf gina- 1a, na-1, -un
1b acf infix Someone or something was an

accessory to an action by someone else.

Dinaya niya pabãlik ˆang kaban bÿsan
wayaˆ siya dãwi nga ˆisdaˆ. The clothes

trunk was taken by him going back even

though he had not caught fish. [The

range of meaning of this accessory focus

prefix includes what is generally called

instrumental focus.] ˆAng subra nga
kwarta binakay nãmun ning kawãyan
nga gamÿtun sa huhumanun nga
tabýnan. As for the extra money, it was
used by us to buy bamboo which will be

used in repeatedly making deep-sea fish

traps. syn giN- 1b cf gina- 1b, naˆi-, ˆi-1
2 n derv infix Indicates a noun resulting

from an operation performed on

something. ˆAng hambay niya sa ˆãkun
hay matÿpun ˆãnay kami kwarta kay
kahugaˆ ˆang nagapamilya nga wayaˆ
tinipun nga kwarta. He said to me that

we will first save money because it is

difficult having a family when there are

no money savings. ˆAng manga tinãbas,
hay ginatambitambi kag ginahuman
nga punda nang ˆuyýnan. As for

remnant cloths, [they] are all joined

together and made into a pillowcase for

a pillow. [Examples of other nouns

derived with -in- or variant ni-: kilis
washes rice, kinilis rice-wash water;

lÿkid is cylindrically-rolled, linikid,

nilikid a cylindrically-rolled object;

sãbag is roasted, sinãbag roasted food;

sãyaˆ is strained, sinãyaˆ a strained

liquid; týˆum is cooked in a banana leaf

over live coals, tinuˆum food cooked in a

banana leaf over live coals.]

-in-2 (var ni-2) meas infix Something is

bought, sold, carried, measured out,

paid by a particular unit of measure.

binaskit by the basket, binãsu by the

glass, dinupa by arms span, ginalun by
the gallon. Ginbaligyaˆ ku ˆang niyug
ning binuˆuk. The coconuts were sold by

me by the whole piece. Nagabakay ˆaku
ning lãna nga binutilya. I buy cooking

oil by the bottle. [A few measure nouns

are variously prefixed with ni-.] linãta,
nilãta by the utility can {For units of

measure, see Appendices 18, 19.}

-in-3 (var ni-3) dur aff Indicates that the action

of a verb is always, continuously or

regularly done, or keeps on being done.

[This affix is accompanied by length on

verb roots which are otherwise without

length. It occurs on verbs, infinitives and

gerunds.] ˆIni ˆang ˆuning hay may ˆanÿtu
nga kung ˆÿmu ˆini digýsun ˆang ˆuning
kag ngitlan hay magapanglintiˆ kag
magaˆinýyan. As for cats, there is a taboo

belief in which if you bathe a cat and

laugh at it, [it] will lightning and will
continuously rain. Bãsiˆ nagnilýpuk na
didtu sa Parayan? Why was it that [an

explosive device] kept on exploding
there in Parayan? May yãraˆ nga
nagapanamkun nga ginahagkut kãda
hãpun, kag maskin ˆãga pa hay gustu na
magkinatýyug. There are some who have

pregnancy cravings who feel cold every

afternoon, and even though it is already

morning [they] like to continually sleep.

[PinaN- consists of paN- plus -in-.] ˆImaw
ˆinaˆ ˆang dyunyur; gãniˆ hay ˆimaw ˆang
nagmãna sa pagpinangliˆliˆ. That one is

the junior [of father and son, so] he is the

-in-2 257 -in-3
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one who inherited [the habit of his father

of] always investigating [things].

Nagahinÿpus lang ˆinaˆ si Suylu kag
magpinamãtiˆ sa ˆiya tatay. Zoilo just

always keeps silent and always listens to

his father. cf D 1b, CV- 2, paN-2
-in-an (var ni-an) 1a locf aff A person, place

or thing was the location of an action

performed by someone. Si Minda hay
binayãˆan na ni Birtu kay nabuˆuy na ˆang
ˆiya pagkababãyi. As for Minda, [she]

was already left behind by Berto because

her feminine purity was already taken [by

him]. Kinupkupan si Birtu nang ˆiya
nanay; dýgay gid siya kupkup. Berto was
embraced by his mother; he was

embraced for a long time. [Commonly

this affix occurs on stems beginning with

paN- or variant paN-. This latter affix

marks the form as a verb; e.g., pangãkuˆ
+ -in-an = pinangakýˆan.] Nagahitsýra
sinda ning ˆatiˆãti kay ˆinaˆ hay ˆimaw ˆinaˆ
ˆang ˆinda pinangakýˆan nga dibusyun.
They look like made-up Negrito-like

people because, as for them, that is the

devotion that was promised by them [to

the Holy Infant]. syn giN-an 1 cf -an1 1a,

gina-an 1, na-an
1b (var -an) recip agf aff Marks a gerund,

infinitive or verb for reciprocal action or

state; two or more do something to or

with each other. Stem kitaˆ with agent

focus verb prefix nag-: Kalÿpay na kami
ˆinaˆ niyan sa bayay kay nagkinitaˆan na
naman kami. We were happy then at

home because we had found each other
again. Stem higdaˆ with agent focus verb

prefix nag- and an extensive verb prefix

paN-2: Pagˆabut nãmun didtu sa
Kabulýtan, nagpanghigdãˆan kami ning
ˆisa ka gabˆi. Upon arriving there at

Kabulutan, we slept away from home
one night. Stem singgitˆ with agent focus

verb prefix naga-: ˆIndiˆ pagpakalÿngun
nang nubya sa pagbutang sa butãngan
nang pãriˆ pãra ˆindiˆ kunu sinda pirmi
magˆinãway nga nagasininggÿtan kag
nagalinÿngaw. [The ring and money]

should not be allowed by the fiancée to

jingle in putting [them] into the place

where [they] will be put by the priest so

that, they say, they [the couple] will not

always be quarreling in which [they]

shout at each other and always make

noise. Stem býlig with infinitive prefix

mag-: Sinda hay nakatuˆip nga
magbinuligan kung sinˆu ˆang
nagakahinangyan ning býlig. As for

them, they learned to help each other,
whoever needed help. Stem ˆirgu with

gerund prefix pag-: Birta luwas ˆãnay
diraˆ; ˆigwa kitay manga bisÿta;
kahinangyãnun ka diri sa pagˆinirgýhan
nãmun. Bertha, please come outside; we

have visitors; you are needed here in our

discussing with each other. [Other

reciprocal forms: binuyagan (stem buyag)

separate from each other; hinangitan
(stem hangit) become angry with each

other; hinarýˆan (stem haruˆ) kiss each

other; kinupkýpan (stem kupkup) embrace

each other; tinumbýyan (stem tumbuy)
reprove each other.] syn -an1 1b

K

ka1 1 t pron You (sg) do something; you are

in a particular state; you have something

done to you; you have something; you
have a particular designation; you are

allowed by someone to do something or

have something done to you. [Occurs as

sentence topic following the predicate.

For the topic pronoun preceding the

predicate, see ˆikaw.] Mabinãkay ka
ning pitsipitsi, gaginastu ka lang. You
will keep on buying junk food; you just

keep on spending. Maˆãyu pa Lukring
ˆumasãwa ka liwat kay bãtaˆ ka pa da. It

is good, Lukring, that you will take a

spouse again because you are still

young. Kung ˆinaˆ halimbãwaˆ nga bãka

-in-an 258 ka1
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ˆu karabaw nga prindãdu sa ˆÿmu kag
gustu nga ˆibaligyaˆ nang tagˆÿya dãpat
hay pasayýrun ka nga ginprindahan. If,

for example, a cow or carabao which is

mortgaged to you, and the owner wants

to sell [it], you, the one who was given

the mortgage, should be informed.

[Occurs pre-verb following preposed

substantive-nouns, nominalized verbs,

demonstrative pronouns.] ˆAdtu ˆang
dagkuˆ nga tinãpay, sa panadirya ka gid
magbakay. As for those large buns, at

the bakery is where you should buy

them. Kung didtu ka nakapangasãwa,
sigurãdu nga diraˆ ka nga lugar
maˆistar na ning pirmaminti kaˆibãhan
ˆang ˆÿmu pamilya. If you take a spouse

there (i.e., in a given place), surely you
will live in that place along with your

family. [Occurs pre-verb following

negatives and existentials.] ˆIni ˆang
kandÿlaˆ puydi ˆini nga ˆiwag sa bayay
kung gabˆi pãra nga ˆindiˆ ka na
magbakay ning pitrulyu. It is possible

for this candle to be a light in the house

when it is night so that you will not buy

kerosene. ˆAyaw na ˆãbi magˆasãwa kay
ˆigwa ka ning supurta sa ˆupisÿna.
Please do not take a spouse because

you have your office pension. Kung
ˆikaw hay malýya sa pamãtiˆ wayaˆ ka
na parti sa pagkãˆun. If you are slow in

hearing, you have no share in eating.

[Occurs pre-verb following adverbs.]

Nagapahambug ka na hay kasanˆu ka
lang nagsamput diri. You are becoming

proud already when you have just

arrived. Puydi ka makaˆistar ˆãbir sanˆu
basta gustu mu. It is possible for you to

stay anytime provided you want to.

Diˆin ka mabuˆuy nang ˆÿmu kakaˆýnun
masunud nga ˆadlaw? Where will you
get that which you will be able to eat the

next day? [Occurs pre-verb following

the temporal conjunction bãgu.] Bãgu
ka magˆýliˆ sa Rumblun, tudluˆi ˆãnay
ˆang ˆÿmu manga kaˆibãhan! Before you
go back to Romblon, your [working]

associates must first be taught! cf ˆikaw
2 indef pron anyone, one; used in

hypothetical expressions Kung maˆãyu
da ˆang tagˆÿya nga ˆÿmu mabakyan ning
buli hay ginatawˆan ka da ning
paˆãman. If the owner from whom one

will buy the buri [palm fronds] is kind,

one will be given an extra one. Bihÿraˆ
ka ˆini makakÿtaˆ; ˆini nga manuk
nagaˆistar siya sa kaguyãngan. It is rare

that anyone will see this; this kind of

chicken stays in the forest. Paˆunu ka
matuyýgan? Kay ˆang ˆÿmu nababatiˆan
hay ˆang hinagubhub nang hãngin. How

can one sleep? Because what has been

able to be clearly heard by one is the

continuous howling of the wind. [Used

euphemistically for ‘I’.] ˆInang ˆãkun
ˆasãwa, nang ˆýna ˆinaˆ nang
nagapangasawa pa lang, maskin diˆin
ka makadtu manunut ˆitun. As for my

husband, before when that one was

courting me, anywhere one went, this

one would go. cf bÿsan kaninˆu (kaninˆu
2), ˆãbir sinˆu (sinˆu 2b)

ka2 num lig Links a number or pila ‘how

many’ with a thing or a measure of

something. ˆIsa ka ˆadlaw nakabatiˆ
ˆining manga ˆungaˆ ning bagting nang
simbãhan. One day these children

heard the church bell. [A measure

phrase is followed by nga and the noun

it quantifies.] ˆAng ˆisa ka bilug nga
kawãyan hay baynti ˆang maˆintik;
wayaˆ ka pa ning mabakyan. As for one
piece of bamboo, a small one is twenty

[pesos]; there is no place for you to buy.

[Follows a number phrase consisting of

a number and adjectives such as pa,

lang, pa lang.] Nang ˆumasãwa na kami,
hay tatlu pa lang ka ˆadlaw hay
naghambay siya nga ˆindiˆ siya gustu na
magtinir didtu sa ˆãmun bayay. When

we married, after only just three days
she said that she did not want to stay

there in our house. [Follows the number

adjective pila.] ˆAri nyan yaˆ ku pa da
masasayýri kung pila ka ˆiktarya ˆang
ˆãkun ning dýtaˆ. As of now, [it] is still

not able to be known at all by me how
many hectares my land holding

[amounts to]. [Romblomanon numbers

ka2 259 ka2
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from one to ten are linked with a thing or

a measure of something by the ligature

ka; eleven and higher are not usually

linked by a ligature: ˆunsi gantas eleven

gantas. Numbers of Spanish origin are

not linked by a number ligature: dyis
gantas ten gantas.] Nagbakay si Ramun
ning ˆunsi sãgaˆ nga ˆisdaˆ. Ramon

bought eleven strings of fish. {Follows

measurements of length, major time

segments, volume and weight (See

Appendices 18, 19).}

ka-1 (var ki-) neg abl agf pref Someone or

something is not or was not able to do

something. ˆIgwa ning ˆungaˆ nga ˆindiˆ
kapãnaw kag ˆindiˆ kahambay. There is

a child who is not able to walk and not

able to talk. Wayaˆ da kuntaˆ ˆinaˆ si
Nardu kapangasãwa sa ˆãkun kung
bukun si Mamay Dilya. Nardo would
probably not have been able to court
me if it had not been for Mother Delia.

cf mag-, magka-, maka-, naka-
ka-2 (var ki-) adj derv pref Derives an

adjective. Kabugˆat na galiˆ si Birting;
ˆindiˆ ku na madãya. Berting is already

heavy; [he] can no longer be lifted by

me. ˆÃbir ˆanu nga kabýˆut ˆang tãwu,
basta sya hay magˆinum nang tyad ˆini
nga manga ˆilimnãnun, ˆinaˆ ˆang
nakakabayung; makikÿtaˆ mu gid ˆang
ˆipiktu. Even though a person is gentle, if

he drinks intoxicating drinks like these,

that is what causes one to repeatedly

become drunk; the effects can really be

seen by you. [For intensive ka-
adjectives, see D 1a.] syn ma-2, na-2

ka-an1 abl locf aff A person, place or thing is
able to be the location of an action

performed by someone. Kung wayaˆ
ning parýla, hay ˆindiˆ masayýran nang
kapitan nang salakyan kung malapit na
ˆang lugar nga ˆinda kakadtuˆan. If

there is no lighthouse, the pilot of the

boat will not know if the place to which
they are able to go is already near. [A

minor form; more common, ma-an.] cf

gina-an 1 syn ma-an cf ka-an1, ma-i
ka-an2 1 pl aff Describes a plural number of

objects denoted by the root. Kung wayaˆ

syay suyaˆ ginapangnguyãban nya ˆang
ˆiya kaˆungaˆan hasta ˆasãwa. If he has

no side dish, his children were scolded

by him [and] also his wife. [In some

instances the plural form retains length,

and in others it is lost. Other examples:

bãtaˆ young person, kabatãˆan young

people; pispis bird, kapispisan birds;

saysay life experience, kasaysãyan life

experiences; sýguˆ command, instruction,

kasuguˆan commands, instructions; ˆambuˆ
rat, kaˆambuˆan rats; ˆugãli custom,

habit, kaˆugaliˆan customs, habits.]

2a loc n derv aff Describes an area which is

characterized by objects denoted by the

root: batu stone, kabatuhan stony area.

Diri ˆini siya nagaˆistar sa kabatuhan nga
lugar, lãluˆ pa sa ˆidãyum nang batu nga
pantay diraˆ gid ˆinaˆ ˆang ˆinda gustu nga
ˆistaran. This one (i.e., a ruby triton

mollusk) stays here in a stony area,

especially under a flat stone. [In some

instances the derived form retains length,

and in others it is lost. Other examples:

balinghuy cassava, kabalinghuyan cassava

grove; býkid hill, mountain, kabukÿran
hill or mountain area; buli buri palm,

kabulihan buri palm grove; humay rice

plant, kahumayan rice plant area; kýgun
cogon grass, kakugnan cogon grass area;

lãtiˆ woodlot, kalatÿˆan woodlot area;

lýnang mud, kalunãngan muddy area;

lýsay shallow-ocean seaweed, kalusãyan
shallow-ocean seaweed area; niyug
coconut palm, kanyýgan coconut grove;

punta end, kapuntãhan end area.]

2b n derv aff Derives a noun from an

adjective: kahugaˆ (hugaˆ 1) difficult,

kahugãˆan difficulty, hardship. ˆAng
kahugãˆan sa pagpangabuhiˆ hay ˆisa gid
nga dahilan nga kung bãsiˆ ˆang ˆisa nga
tãwu hay nagaˆÿsip nga magkadtu sa ˆiban
nga lugar. Hardship in life is one reason

why some people consider going to other

places. [Other derivations: bulgar in-

decent, vulgar, kabulgaran indecency,

vulgarity; kahãbaˆ (hãbaˆ 2) long,

kahabãˆan ceiling joist; kýyang inade-

quate, kakuyangan inadequacy; nilãngas
(lãngas 1a) humorous, kalangãsan joke;

ka-1 260 ka-an2
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kalãˆin (lãˆin) bad, difficult, evil, severe,

kalaˆÿnan badness, difficulty, evil, sever-

ity; kalÿpay (lÿpay 1) happy, kalipãyan
happiness; mãlas bad, kamalãsan bad

luck; matýˆud (týˆud) true, kamatuˆýran
truth; tãpus 1a finished, katapýsan end.]

n derv aff Derives a noun from a verb: [ˆÿba
accompanies someone, stay together,
kaˆibãhan associate, companion] Bãgu ka
magˆýliˆ sa Rumblun, tudluˆi ˆãnay ˆang
ˆÿmu manga kaˆibãhan! Before you go
back to Romblon, your [working]
associates must first be taught! Other
derivations: lÿbut goes around, kalibýtan
the earth; lýku is fooled, kalukýhan
foolishness; sÿraˆ breaks, damages,
destroys, kasiraˆan breakdown, damage,
decay, destruction.

kaban1 n a clothes trunk or wooden clothes
box ˆInang ˆãkun ˆungaˆ ˆipÿˆut nindu sa
kabahuy nga kaban, kay ˆisa siya nga
matugas ˆýyu. That child of mine was put

by you into a big clothes trunk because

he is hard headed. {Used especially in

past time for keeping clothing and other

personal belongings.} (See ˆabri 1b,
Things that are Opened for table.)

kaban2 meas n a nonspecific or specific

measure of cavans, i.e., a specific

number of 25 gantas or 75 L dry volume

measurement {a Philippine measure}
kabãnis pl meas n two or more cavans of

dry measure ˆAng ˆãmun lang tubas hay
ˆutsu kabãnis kay ˆinagÿhan nang bagyu.
Our harvest was only eight cavans [of
rice] because [our field] was passed
through by a typhoon. (See Appendix 19,
Dry or Liquid Volume Measurement.)

kabay pa adv May it be that an action

occurs or a state exists; something is

done so that it might be that a particular

action occurs or state exists. ˆAng ˆãkun
lang ˆadtu ginapangamuyuˆ nga kabay
pa nga masayýran gid kung sinˆu ˆang
nagpangawat ning kwarta. The only

thing that I am praying for is may it be
that it will be known who is the one who

extensively stole money. Kabay pa
gãniˆ ˆinang LCA na ˆinaˆ hay matãpus
ˆãbi ˆãbir diraˆ na lang ˆang týbiˆ sa
bugnay. May it be that that LCA (i.e.,

the water project) will be finished,

hopefully, so that even the water

[faucet] will just be there at the bignay
tree. cf bãsiˆ kung (bãsiˆ 2), baya; daw,

kuntaˆ, sigýru, ˆãbi 2, ˆaraˆ, ˆugãling1
kabãyuˆ n a horse Nang mapipirdi na ˆang

kahariˆan ni Prinsÿsa Rusãna,
nagdaliˆdãliˆ sakay sa kabãyuˆ ˆang
mahal na rayna kaˆibãhan ˆang duha
nga dãma. When the kingdom of

Princess Rosana was surely to be lost,

the beloved queen quickly rode on a

horse along with two ladies-in-

waiting.

kabãˆung n a coffin Gindiritsu daya ˆang
ˆiya kabãˆung sa simbãhan kag
binindisyunan siya nang pãriˆ kag
pagkatãpus nang dasay sa simbãhan
hay dinaya na siya sa kampusantu. His

coffin was brought directly to the

church and it was blessed by the priest

and, after a prayer in church, it was

taken to the cemetery. (See ˆabri 1b,
Things that are Opened. See sara 2a,
Things that are Closed for table.)

kãbig v Someone or something is treated or

regarded by someone else in a

particular manner.
kabÿgun ˆAng maˆãyu ˆini, kabÿgun

nãmun nga magˆasawa nga kamu
magnanay hay ˆungaˆ nãmun. What is
good here [is that] you, mother and son,
will be regarded by us married couple
as our children. cf tratar, trãtu 2

kabilýgan (see bilug2 2) The moon is full.
kabilya n a steel reinforcing bar used to

strengthen cement Nagpabakay na ˆang
ˆãkun ning ˆãmu ning kabilya. My boss

let steel reinforcing bars be bought.

kabilyýhan (from *bilyu + ka-an) n a

papaya grater, for grating the unripe

fruit of a papaya {A homemade variety

consists of a galvanized iron sheet with

punched holes, about 15 cm by 25 cm,

with a hardwood frame. The two pieces

of wood along the length extend beyond

the sheet to provide handles. Many are

now factory made.}

kabinit n a clothes or kitchen cabinet
Nagabuˆuy kami nang ˆãmun nuˆug sa ˆisa
nãmun nga kabinit; ˆang pinakapartisyun

kaban1 261 kabinit
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ˆadtu nãmun sa suyud. We were getting

our clothes from our other clothes
cabinet; that was used as our divider

inside. ˆIbutang ku sa kabinit ˆang prýtas
para ˆindiˆ magkasÿraˆ. The fruit will be

put in the kitchen cabinet by me so that it

will not become rotten.

kabit v Something hangs from a given place.
nagakabit Kung sinda nagapýgad, hay sa

manga sanga nang kãhuy nagakabit
lang ˆang ˆinda pýgad. When [pitlagu
birds] build nests, their nests just hang
from the branches of trees.

nagapangkabitkãbit Diraˆ sa ˆãmun sa
Lýsud, kung ˆikaw magpamasyar, makikÿtaˆ
mu ˆang býnga nang ˆãkun mangga;
nagapangkabitkãbit lang. Here in our
place in Losod, when you take a walk,
you will see the fruits of my mango tree;
they just all hang [in clusters].

kablit v Someone is touched or tapped by

someone else with a finger.
kinablit Kinadtu si Lusit nang ˆiya tatay

kag kinablit. Lucit was approached by
her father and was touched with a
finger. cf hapýhap, kawkaw

kabubuyaw n a humorous event, story
adj A happening, as a song, a story is

humorous. Nang ˆang ˆisturya ni Minda
hay yadtu na sa tungaˆtýngaˆ, ˆimaw
ˆadtu nga kabubuyaw na. When the
story of Minda was already there at the
middle, that’s when it was already
humorous. syn nilãngas (lãngas 1a)

kabug n a large bat
kabýgaw n a kabuyaw tree or fruit, Citrus

hystrix. ˆAng hinug nga bugnay, pinya
nga hinug, langkaˆ nga hinug kag
kabýgaw hay ˆindiˆ pwÿdi nga kaˆýnun
ning dungan kay bãsiˆ kunu kung
ˆabýtun ka ning sakit nga sýka maˆýyu.
As for ripe bignay fruit, ripe pineapple,

ripe jackfruit and kabuyaw fruit, that

these will be eaten at the same time is

not expedient because, they say, you

might be afflicted with diarrhea. {Fruit,

similar to a pomelo lukban but more

astringently sour; eaten as a snack food.

The juice is used as a seasoning and in

drinks. Other citrus fruit: green orange

kahil; mandarin orange mandarin;

pomelo lukban.} syn kulisung (See

Appendix 3, Kinds of Cultigens.)

kabus adj Something is lacking in a

particular quality or quantity. Dãpat
ˆang ˆÿmu banig hay tãmaˆ gid sa sýkuy
kay kung kabus sa sýkuy bãsiˆ kung
ˆindiˆ mabakay. Your mat should be

right in linear measurement because if

[it] is lacking in linear measurement it

might be that it will not be purchased.

kabuyay n a small wild honeybee, living in

hollow trees ˆInaˆ ˆang manga putyýkan
kag ˆang ˆiban pa nga klãsi parÿhu ˆãbi
ˆinaˆ nang kabuyay ˆigwa da ning dugus.
The honeybee and other kinds such as

those wild honeybees have honey. cf

putyýkan
kaCV- abl ger aff Someone’s or something’s

being able to do something. Kung si
Rýni ˆang ˆãkun maˆasãwa hay palanggaˆ
ˆaku niya kay dýgay na da siya ning tiˆis
sa ˆãkun ning kapapangasãwa. If Ronnie

will become my spouse, I will be loved

by him because he spent a long time

enduring in being able to court me. Si
Nilda wayaˆ kakatýyug nagˆãga sa
kababantay nga pãra siya ˆindiˆ
maˆubayan ni Dyýwil. Nelda was not

able to sleep until morning came in being
able to guard so that she would not

happen to be slept with by Joel. syn

pagka- 1a cf byu- 1, naga- 1b, pag- 1a,

paN-4 2
kãda 1a indef adj each or every action,

person, thing, situation, time period

Naˆiˆÿli ˆaku sa ˆãkun manga kaˆibãhan
nga kãda Duminggu hay nagapamakay
sinda. I was truly jealous of my

companions in that every Sunday they

went buying. [Commonly followed by a

particular time period: kãda Duminggu
every Sunday; kãda býlan every month;

kãda tatlu ka býlan every three months;

kãda ˆãga every morning. Followed by a

mag- verb, kãda is translated each time.

Kãda is commonly followed immedi-

ately by a substantive.] Patuyýˆun ˆang
duguˆ sa kãda pýnuˆ nang halÿgi. The

blood should be allowed to drip to the

base of each foundation post.
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[Followed by a gerund.] Kãda butang
nang lýgit, hay ginadasuk nang bayu.
As for each placing of copra, [it] is

tamped with a pestle. [Rarely kãda is

followed by the number ligature ka and

then a substantive.] ˆAng nagasaksak
nang lýgit, ˆang kãda ka buˆak nang
lýgit nga niyug hay ˆupat ka lasaklasak.
In the cutting of copra into pieces, each
piece of copra is cut into four parts.

Gãniˆ kãda ˆisa ka klãsi nga býyak, ˆinaˆ
hay pãra sa ˆisa da nga sabur nang
dugus. Each kind of flower, that has a

distinct taste of honey. cf bãwat
1b subord conj Whenever a particular

action occurs or a state exists, another

action occurs or state exists. Kada siya
pumÿyung nang ˆiya mata, nakikÿtaˆ niya
sa ˆiya kalimutaw ang prinsipi nga ˆiya
pinatawˆan ning pagkãˆun. Whenever
she closed her eyes, the prince was seen

by her in her imagination in that he was

allowed to be given food. ˆIni hay ˆisa
lang gid nga klãsi nang býyak ˆang
ginapÿliˆ nang putyýkan kãda maghuman
nang dugus. This is only one kind of

flower that is chosen by honeybees

whenever [they] make honey.

kãda ˆãga (ˆãga 1b) set expr every
morning; kãda ˆisa (ˆisa 1c) set expr
each one

kadÿna n a metal link chain
kadkad v Something is exposed by erosion.

nakakadkãran Nagaluwas ˆang bugˆãtan
nga baguyan kung nakakadkãran nang
humbak. scallop-like bittersweet mollusks
come out when they are exposed by
erosion by big waves.

kadtu v Someone goes someplace.
nagkadtu, kumadtu Hay pagkaˆãga

Duminggu na nang ˆãga nagkadtu kami
sa simbãhan. When it was already
morning on Sunday morning, we went to
church. Wayaˆ pa da ˆaku ˆadtu kasãyud
nang ˆãkun baldi nang kumadtu si
Marya sa grÿpu. I was not yet able to
catch [water] with my pail when Mary
went to the faucet. Madãmuˆ ˆang manga
tãwu nga nagpangkadtu sa tanýman.
There are many people who went to the
planting place.

nakakadtu Manang Nitang, didtu naman
kamu sa bayay týyug kay yaˆ da kunu
kamu nakakadtu sa ˆãmun. Older Sister
Nitang, you [go] there to our house for
sure to sleep because, they say, you
have not been able yet to go to our
place.

nagpamagkadtu Nang natãpus na ˆang
pabÿta, nagpamagkadtu na ˆang manga
tãwu sa baylÿhan. When the video show
was finished, the people each went to
the dancing place.

nagakadtu Kung hãpun nagakadtu ˆaku sa
mirkãdu kay mabakay suyaˆ. In the
afternoons I go to the market to buy
[uncooked] side dishes. Nagpinangasãwa
si Dÿnuˆ sa ˆãkun; nagakadtu na sya sa
bayay kay manirbÿhan. Dino kept on
courting me; he would go to our house to
help.

makadtu Mapasãyud ku ˆang ˆãkun
ˆungaˆ nga makadtu ˆaku sa Manÿlaˆ. I
will inform my child that I will go to
Manila. ˆInang ˆãkun ˆasãwa, nang ˆýna
ˆinaˆ nang nagapangasawa pa lang,
maskin diˆin ka makadtu manunut ˆitun.
As for my husband, before, when he
was courting me, anywhere one went
this one would go.

magkadtu ˆAng ˆiya ginhambayan nga
magpasãyud sa ˆinda nga maˆabut ˆang
bapur, hay wayaˆ da magkadtu sa ˆinda
bayay. As for the one who was told by
him to inform them that the boat will
come, [he] did not go to their house.

magkadtu, kumadtu Kung kita hay
magkadtu sa kabukÿran, ˆinaˆ nga
manga lumaˆ nga kanta hay ˆãtun pa
mababatiˆan. If we go to the mountain
villages, we still will really be able to
hear those old songs. Kung kumadtu ka
sa simbãhan kag pagkatãpus hay ˆindiˆ
ka da makapamãtiˆ sa mÿsa wayaˆ ning
puyus. If you will go to church and
afterwards you are unable to hear mass,
there is no use.

magkadtu inf to go someplace Gustu ku
magkadtu sa banwa. I want to go to
town.

pakadtu ag/tif v while someone was going
someplace Pakadtu na ˆaku sa Makãti
sa ˆãmun bayay, nakakatýyug ˆaku sa
dyip. While I was going to Makati to
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our house, I fell sleep on the jeep.
pagkadtu ti ger after or upon someone’s

going somewhere Pagkadtu ku sa
Tablas, mabakay ˆaku ning kamýti.
Upon my going to Tablas, I will buy
sweet potatoes.

v Something is what someone goes
someplace for.

ginkadtu Ginkadtu ku sa Tablas ˆang ˆiya
kard kag ˆang ˆiya diplýma; pasãdu siya
kag ˆang ˆiya ˆabrids hay ˆutsinta. His
report card and his diploma were [what]
I went to Tablas for; he passed, and his
average [grades] were eighty [percent].

v Something or someone is gone to or
visited by someone else.

kadtukadtýˆun ˆAku ˆãbi hay
kadtukadtýˆun; hay ˆinaˆ ˆang ˆãkun
ˆasãwa. As for me, hopefully, [I] will
be visited again and again; and that
[person] is my husband.

v A person, place or thing is approached,
arrived at, or reached by someone or
something.

ginakadtuˆi ˆAdtung dagkuˆ nga manga
býsuy, hay tagýˆun sa limpyu nga lugar
nga wayaˆ ginakadtuˆi nang manga sãpat
nga parÿhu ˆãbi nang ˆambuˆ kag kuratsa
kag ˆiban pa. As for those big seeds, keep
them in a clean place which is not
reached by living beings such as rats and
cockroaches and other things also.

pakadtu dir ger going to a particular
location, person or thing Patuyýga lang
ˆãnay si Nÿna kay dayˆun ku pakadtu sa
banwa ˆinaˆ niyan! Please, Nena should
just be allowed to sleep because [she]
will soon be brought by me going to
town!

pangkadtu pur ger Something is used for
going someplace. Kung ˆang ˆinda
ˆipatahiˆ nga sayway hay pangkasay,
panggradwit ˆu pangkadtu sa manga
purmal nga ˆukasyun ˆang tÿla ˆini nga
ˆinda ginabakay hay mahay. If the
trousers that will be caused by them to
be sewn are for a wedding, for
graduation, or for going to formal
occasions, as for the cloth they buy, it is
expensive. cf dãyu

kadyus n a pigeon pea pod or shrub,
Cajanus cajan (Linn.) {Tender pods

and seeds are eaten as a vegetable.}

kag coord conj and [Joins nouns or noun

phrases.] ˆIni ˆang sýkaˆ kag dãhun nang
kapãya hay ginagãmit pãra magputiˆ ˆang
nilaˆgaˆ nga buli, bukun ˆayum. This

vinegar and papaya leaves are used so

that the boiled buri leaves will become

white, not dark. [Joins clauses.] Kung
bukun maˆãyu ˆang pagkabinipisyar, kung
ˆÿmu ˆini lutýˆun kag ˆÿmu ˆini kaˆýnun
ˆikaw hay maˆayungˆãyung. When the

method of preserving is not done well,

when they will be cooked by you and will

be eaten by you, you will experience

severe symptoms of poisoning. [Joins a

single topic to multiple predicates.]

Nakakalanguy ˆinaˆ ˆang pakaˆ,
nakakalumpat, kag nakakadtu bÿsan diˆin
ninda gustu. The frogs were surely able to

swim, jump, and were able to go

anywhere they liked. cf ˆi-2
kagabˆi (see gabˆi 2) last night
kagadkad n a dull obovaria mollusk,

Obovaria retusa
n a ribbed sunset clam mollusk, Gari

costulata
kagamitan (see gãmit 1b) furniture
kagankan n scaly scalp incrustation

{Commonly found on the scalp of an

unbathed infant; consists of dead skin

and grime.}

kagang n a leaf stem, to which a plant leaf is

joined {Stems (not the vines gakud) of

sweet potato plants kamýti or greater

yams ˆýbi, ˆýmag are planted for

growing new plants.} cf gakud
kagat 1 n the pincers of an ant, crustacean

syn sipit 1
2 v Someone or something bites something

else; an ant or crustacean bites someone,

something with its pincers.
magkagat ˆAng pagkãˆun ˆini nga dãpat

ˆipakãˆun ta kay Lýlu hay ˆinaˆ ˆang
manga mayutaˆ kay kung matugas ˆindiˆ
na sya makaduyut magkagat. The food
we should let Grandfather eat are those
foods which are soft because if it is hard,
he can no longer pierce [it] to bite [it].

pagpangagat ger something’s always
biting Nagamantas pagpangagat ˆang
ˆãyam kung ˆini hay nakapangagat na. A
dog becomes aggressive in always
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biting when it is already able to bite.
v Someone or something is bitten by

someone or something else; someone or
something is bitten with pincers by an
ant or crustacean.

ginakagat ˆAng ˆiya ˆini ning ˆunud, hay
ginakagat nang ˆýmang pãra hay
malýnut. As for its meat, [it] is bitten
with pincers by hermit crabs so that it
will be masticated.

kãgaw 1a n germs
1b v Someone or something is contaminated

with germs. [gingkãgaw was contami-

nated]

kagãwad n a village councilor syn kunsihal
nang baryu (kunsihal 1a)

kãgud 1a n a glutton, an intemperate
person cf lãmun

1b adj makãgud Someone is intemperate
or immoderate in doing something as

drinking or eating. Sinabat ˆaku nga
ˆaku hay makãgud ning tubaˆ. I was told

that I am the one who is intemperate in

[drinking] coconut wine.
kakagudkãgud int adj Someone is very

intemperate or immoderate in doing
something as drinking or eating. ˆAku
hay yaˆ gabaytamin, pÿru sa katýyug
naman, hay kakagudkãgud gid ˆaku. As
for me, [I] am not taking vitamins, but as
for sleeping, I am very immoderate.

1c v Someone becomes greedy for or be-
comes excessively fond of something.

nagakãgud Maˆãyu kung tinakus ˆang
bahug nang bãbuy kay nagakãgud. It is
good if the pig feed has been measured
because [they] become greedy [for it].

kagunahunan (see gýna 2b) a grassy area
kaguyãngan (from gýyang + ka-an) n a

forest, located in remote areas and

usually publicly owned Bihÿraˆ ka ˆini
makakÿtaˆ; ˆini nga manuk nagaˆistar
siya sa kaguyãngan. It is rare that one

will see this; as for this kind of chicken,

[it] stays in the forest. cf lãtiˆ
kagwãpu (var of gwãpu) handsome
kãha n the packing case of various items, as

beer, matches, soft drinks; the hull of a

boat or ship ˆAdtu ˆang makina nang
mutur hay ginbaligyaˆ na lang nãmun
kay nabãsag ˆang kãha nang ˆadtu hay

nagbagyu. As for that engine of the

pump boat, it was just sold by us

because the hull of that [boat] was

broken when there was a typhoon.

kãha nang puspuru (puspuru 3) idiom
a matchbox

kahabãˆan (from hãbaˆ + ka-an) n a ceiling
joist of a building ˆAng punta nang pÿsiˆ
ˆihigut sa ˆibãbaw nang kãhuy; pwÿdi sa
may kahabãˆan nang ˆÿmu bayay. Tie the

end of the rope on the upper part of a tree;

[or] it might be [tied] onto the [two

outside] ceiling joists of your house.

(See Appendix 2, Parts of a House.)

kãhang 1 makãhang adj A food or food

condiment is pungent or hot with a

burning sensation, as sweet pepper

katumbay, vinegar sýkaˆ. (See sabur 1a,
Tastes for table.)

sýkaˆ nga makãhang (sýkaˆ 1a) set expr
hot vinegar

kahãpun (see hãpun 4) yesterday
kahil n a green-orange kahil plant or fruit,

Citrus aurantium (Linn.) {Rather sour

fruit eaten as a snack food. Juice is made

into orangeade kahilãda.} cf kabýgaw
(See Appendix 3, Kinds of Cultigens.)

kahilãda n an orangeade drink, made with

green-orange juice, sugar and water

kahimtãngan (from *himtang + ka-an) n a

particular situation; the way something is
done Kag niyan si Turing magahambay
sa ˆãtun nang ˆiya kahimtãngan kag nang
manga kasuyuˆan. And now Toring will

tell us about her situation and many

happenings [in the past].

kahinangyan adj That a particular event

happen or a state exist is necessary or

obligatory. Kahinangyan gid kung
ˆikaw hay may gardin kãda ˆãga dãpat
hay ˆÿmu tatãpun. It is surely necessary
if, as for you, [you] have a garden, [that]

every morning [it] will be visited by you.

Dãpat kahinangyan gid, paghambay
nang tyÿkir mapirma kamu, pumirma ka
da. [It] should be obligatory that, when

the timekeeper says that you will sign

[the paper], you sign [it].
v Someone needs someone else or

something.
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nagakahinangyan Sinda hay nakatuˆip
nga magbinuligan kung sinˆu ˆang
nagakahinangyan ning býlig. As for
them, they learned to help each other,
whoever needs help.

v Someone, something, an action or state is
needed by someone. Hãyus tanan nãtun
nga hýkay, kahinangyan ta ˆang týbiˆ.
In almost all our doings, water is
needed by us.

kahinangyãnun Maridyun, luwas ˆãnay
diraˆ; ˆigwa kitay manga bisÿta;
kahinangyãnun ka diri sa
pagˆinirgýhan nãmun. Mary June,
please come outside; we have visitors;
you are needed here in our
conversation. Nang ˆýna, nakakabakay
ˆini sinda nang kahinangyãnun sa
ˆinda panimalay, piru nyan ˆindiˆ na.
Before, they were consistently able to
buy the [things that] would be needed
in their house, but now, no more.
Kahinangyãnun ta gid ˆang maˆÿsug
ˆang ˆãtun buˆut nga ˆikaw makatrabãhu
sa paghurnal. [It] will certainly be
needed by us that our hearts be
courageous [so] that one is able to
engage in manual labor [on a ship].

kahÿru n a cashier Kay ˆang ˆãmun kahÿru
nagabýyang pa, ginasugay ˆãnay ˆang
ˆãmun kinitãˆan sa paghurnal bãgu
ˆitaˆu sa ˆãmun. Because our cashier
was engaging in cockfighting, our

income for engaging in manual labor

were being used for gambling before

they could be given to us.

kahit n a fish-trap hook Ginahuyýgan ku
ning buntýgun nga may kahit, kag
kahitun ku ˆadtu ˆang ˆãkun tabýnan
paˆibabaw. [The deep-sea fish trap] has a

covered fish-trap rope, which has a

fish-trap hook dropped down to [it] by

me, and that deep-sea fish trap of mine is

hooked up by me to the surface. {About

30 cm long. Tied onto a fish-trap rope

buntýgun and weighed down with a stone

weighing about 1 kg tied to the hook

shank. Used to hook into the fish-trap

handle to bring a deep-sea fish trap

tabýnan or a very deep-sea fish trap býbu
to the surface.} (See tabýnan 1, Parts of
a Deep-Sea Fish Trap for table.)

kahÿta n a wallet or purse
kahun n a box ˆAng magˆasawa nga wayaˆ

ˆungaˆ hay nakakÿtaˆ ning kabahuy nga
kahun nga nagalutaw sa dãgat. A

married couple who had no children

happened to see a large box which was

floating in the ocean.

kãhuy 1 n a stick, tree, lumber, firewood
{Parts of a tree: top kaˆibabãwan (bãbaw
1a), trunk lãwas, main branches sanga
1a, secondary branches kaˆintik nga
sanga (sanga 1b), twigs gangat, leaves

dãhun 1, base pýnuˆ2 1a, and roots

gamut.}
1a kwadrãdu nga kãhuy n squared

lumber {Used in the construction of

buildings such as door frames, ceiling

joists kahabãˆan, wall studs bakãyan,

floor joists bunyýgan, and for making

furniture.} syn suliras cf guhad
mitrýsan nga kãhuy (mitrus 2a) set
expr a wooden meter stick

kahuyugan n that which is the interpretation
or meaning of an event, object or

situation which symbolizes it ˆÃkun na
ˆinaˆ nyan gingˆÿsip kung ˆanu ˆang
kahuyugan nang ˆãkun pananamgu. I

now think it over [as to] what the

interpretation is of my dream.

kakaw n a cacao tree or bean, Theobroma
cacao (Linn.) {Beans are dried, roasted

and pounded. Cocoa powder is made

into a cocoa drink, and used in choco-

late candy and cocoa butter.}

kãki adj Something is brown in color. ˆAng
kulur ˆini nang bugˆãtan, ˆang ˆiya balayan
hay kulur gãtas nga may gýlis nga kãki.
As for this common basket mollusk, its

shell is a milky color with brown stripes.

(See kulur 1, Colors for table.)

kaktan (see lakut 2b) someone’s mixing an

ingredient into something else

kakugnan (see kýgun 1b) a cogon grass
area

kalag 1 n a departed soul, i.e., the soul of a

dead person ˆIni hay kalag nang tãwu
nga nagabalikbãlik sa lugar nga ˆiya
namatyan. This is the departed soul of

a person which goes back and forth to

the place where he died. {A departed
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soul often wanders around and some-

times inflicts sickness lýˆuy 3 on the

living.} (See dimunyu, Kinds of Sprits
for table.)

2 pangalagkãlag n a departed-soul food
offering Natãpus na ˆadtu ˆang
pangalagkãlag; wayaˆ gihãpun nagaˆaˆãyu
ˆang ˆungaˆ; ˆimbis na gid gãniˆ nga
naggrãbi. That departed-soul food
offering was already finished [but] the

sick child still did not become well at all;

instead [she] becomes worse. {A departed-

soul food offering is a sacrifice of food,

and sometimes liquor and tobacco, for the

relief of a sickness inflicted on someone

lýˆuy 3 by a departed soul kalag 1.}

muyuˆ nang kalag (muyuˆ 2) is inflicted
with soul sickness

kalanasan (var of lanas) a rice field
kalaparan (var lãpad 1) the width of

something

kalapatu n a finlet scad fish, Atule mate
(Cuvier) {Silvery blue above, becoming

lighter below. Pectoral and caudal fins

are yellowish. Inhabits waters down to

depths of 50 m.}

kalatsutsi n a kalasutsi tree, Plumiera
acuminata (Ait.) {Planted as an orna-

mental tree.}

kalãwat v Someone receives holy commun-
ion from a minister or priest.

nagakalãwat ˆInaˆ ˆang ginatawag nãtun
nga manga matýtum nga manga
Katuliku, hay kãda gid ˆinaˆ Duminggu
hay nagakalãwat. As for those who we
call true Catholics, every Sunday [they]
receive holy communion.

pakalãwat caus v A minister, a priest,
someone serves holy communion.

nagapakalãwat Nagapakalãwat na ˆang
pãri nang nagˆabut si Marit sa simbãhan.
The priest was already serving holy
communion when Marit arrived at the
church. {In serving holy communion, a
Catholic priest serves the eucharistic
bread ˆustyas. Both communion bread
tinãpay 1a and communion wine or juice
bÿnu 1a are served in protestant churches
by either a minister or some other
designated person.}

v Someone is served holy communion by

a minister, a priest, a designated person.
gingpakalãwat Gingpakalãwat ni Padri

Damasu ˆang tãwu nga may sakit. The
sick person was served holy
communion by Father Damasu.

kalayu 1 v Someone cooks rice.
nagakalayu Nagakalayu si Rýsa kãda

ˆãga ning bãyun nang ˆiya manga ˆungaˆ.
Rosa cooks rice every morning as lunch
for her children.

2 kinalãyu n cooked rice
2a kinalãyu nga mayagkit n cooked white

sticky rice
2b kinalãyu nga tapuy n cooked black

sticky rice
kalãyu n a fire, flame ˆAng bunut nga

ginabutang primÿru sa ˆidãyum hay ˆang
ˆuga nga bunut pãra magaˆãput ˆang
kalãyu. As for the coconut husks, put

the dry husks first on the bottom so that

the fire will kindle.

kalaˆkalaˆ n the croak of a frog pakaˆ
v A frog croaks. (See Appendix 24,

Sounds of Animals and Fowl.)

kalbu adj Someone is bald.
n a bald person Kung ˆang nabdus nga

babãyi, hay guntingun ˆang ˆiya buhuk,
siya kunu hay magaˆungaˆ ning kalbu.
When as for a pregnant woman, her hair
will be cut with scissors, as for her, they
say, she will give birth to a bald baby.
cf buyug2

kaldirÿta n a meat and vegetable stew
Nagˆinum lang da ˆadtu si Pidil ning bir
kag nagkãˆun nang ˆadtung kaldirÿta
nga kambing. Fidel only drank a bottle

of beer and ate goat stew. cf tinýya,

ˆinasluman (ˆaslum 1b) (See sumsýman
1, Some Kinds of Food Delicacies for

table.)

kaldÿru n a cooking pot {Undesirable

condition: buhus has a hole.}

kalibýtan (from lÿbut + ka-an) n the earth
Ginapangamuyuˆ ku sa Ginýˆu nga ˆindiˆ
na siya magˆiba ˆang batãsan hãbang
mintras býhiˆ diri siya sa kalibýtan. I

pray to God that he (i.e., my husband)

will no longer change his character

while he is still living here on earth.

kãlids n a college Sigýru kung maggradwit
na si Lýsi sa kãlids makakadtu ˆaku
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liwat sa Manÿlaˆ. Maybe when Lucy

graduates from college I will be able to

go to Manila again.

kalimutaw 1 n the pupil of an eye syn

tawutawu
2 n someone’s imagination Kada siya

pumÿyung nang ˆiya mata, nakikÿtaˆ niya
sa ˆiya kalimutaw ang prinsipi nga ˆiya
pinatawˆan ning pagkãˆun. Whenever

she closed her eyes, the prince was seen

by her in her imagination in that he was

allowed to be given food.

kalindaryu n a Gregorian calendar ˆAng
ˆiba naman ginasunud ˆang ngãyan sa
kalindaryu, ˆu manga ngãyan nang
manga santu kag manga kilãya nga
tãwu. Some get the names from the

calendar (i.e., months), or the names of

saints and well-known people [in

naming their children]. (See Appendix

12, Months of the Gregorian Calendar.)

kãling 1a n a jingling sound of something,

as of a chain, coins (See tunug 1, Kinds
of Noises and Sounds for table.)

1b pakãling v Things, as chain links, coins

are allowed by someone to jingle.
pagpakalÿngun Kung nagaˆãras na ˆang

pãriˆ sa ginakasay hay ˆindiˆ
pagpakalÿngun nang nubya sa
pagbutang sa butãngan nang pãriˆ
pãra ˆindiˆ sinda pirmi magˆinãway
nga nagasininggÿtan kag nagalinÿngaw.
When the priest performs the espousal
ritual for the ones being married, [the
ring and money] should not be
allowed by the fiancée to jingle in
putting [them] into the place where the
priest puts [them] so that they [the
couple] will not always quarrel in
which [they] are always shouting and
always making noise.

kalÿngag n a kalingag tree, Cinnamomum
mercadoi (Vidal) {Bark is used as a

source of herbal medicine.}

kalit v Something is taken advantage of by

someone.
kalitan Kalitan ta ˆini ˆang ˆýras, kay

wayaˆ pa nagalitÿra ˆang manga
ˆiskwÿla, ˆagud hay ˆindiˆ masýya ˆang
ˆãkun pagbÿˆaw. This time should be
taken advantage of by us, because the

students have not yet gotten out [of
school], so that my exorcising of evil
spirits will not be disturbed.

kalkulasyun n a calculation or estimate
ˆAng ˆisa ˆinaˆ hay may hãbaˆ nga ˆisa ka
pyi kag tungaˆ; ˆinaˆ hay ˆãkun lang ning
kalkulasyun. As for that one, [it] has a

length of one and one half feet; that is

only my estimate.

kalma adj The weather is calm. Pagˆabut
diraˆ sa Mindýru hay kalma na da kay
lipud ˆang hãngin nga habãgat. Arriving

there in Mindoro, [it] was already calm
because the southwest monsoon wind

was protected.
kakalmakalma int adj The weather is very

calm. Kung ˆang buyung nga lumay hay
palatunun mu sa lawud hay kadilikãdu
gid ˆinaˆ; gãniˆ ˆang nagatabuk ˆinaˆ
hay dãpat nga tyimpuhan gid nga
kakalmakalma kag matýlin gid ˆang
salakyan. When you bring the love potion
with you across the open sea, it is really
very risky; so, as for the time to cross [the
open sea], it should be carefully timed for
when [the weather conditions] are very
calm and the boat will be fast.

v The weather becomes calm.
magkalma Kãda magkalma, sÿgi naman

ˆang ˆãmun pinangbýˆuy kag kung
nagakýsug ginasirahan ˆãnay nãmun.
Whenever [the wind] became calm, the
getting of many [things inside the
cabinet] continued and when [the wind]
would become strong, [the house] was
closed again by us.

kalusãyan (see lýsay 1b) a shallow-ocean
seaweed area

kãma n a bed consisting of a platform and

usually with legs Hay naˆuna ˆadtung
ˆungaˆ didtu sa kãma nga ˆinda higdãˆan.
That child was the first on the bed which

was their sleeping place. syn katri
kamãda v Someone arranges things in

relationship to each other.
nagakamãda ˆAku ˆang nagakamãda

nang manga batu didtu sa ˆãmun kusÿna.
I am the one who arranges the stones in
our kitchen.

pagkamãda ger someone’s arranging
things in relationship to each other ˆAng
lÿkid nga pagkamãda nang niyug nga
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nilatak hay ˆagnãnay ˆang pagkalýtuˆ.
As for the placing on edge in arranging
the coconut pieces, the cooking takes a
long time.

v Things are arranged by someone in
relationship to each other.

gingkamãda ˆAng manga bangkuˆ, ˆãmun
na gingkamãda ˆinang may maˆagÿhan
kami kung halimbãwaˆ matumba na
ˆang ˆãmun bayay. As for the chairs,
they were arranged by us so that we
would have a place to pass in case our
house would collapse. Kung maˆisangˆat
na tanan, ginakamãda na ˆang binuˆak
nga niyug. When all are able to be put
down, the coconut-half pieces are then
arranged. cf hÿpid, plastar

kamãgu n a top string, wound around a top

trumpula to make the top spin when the

string is quickly unwound Kung wayaˆ
ning kamãgu hay ˆindiˆ gida magtÿlik
ˆang trumpu. If there is no top string,

the top will not rotate.

kamaguyãngan (see maguyang 1b) oldest
brother, oldest sister

kamãlig n a granary for storing grain

kamalunggay n a malunggay tree, Moringa
oleifera (Lam.) ˆInang kamalunggay,
ginabuyung mu ba ˆinaˆ? As for that

malunggay tree, will [it] be used by you

[as a herbal medicine] for curing [a sick

person]? {Young leaves, flowers and

partially ripe fruits are used as a

vegetable; bark and root are used as a

source of herbal medicine.}

kamansi n a kamansi tree or fruit {Fruit is

boiled and eaten as a vegetable.}

kamantÿgi n a kamantigi plant, Impatiens
balsamina (Linn.) {Leaves are used as a

source of herbal medicine.}

kãmang v Someone or something crawls to

or onto something.
nagkãmang Nagkãmang na ˆinaˆ niyan

ˆang sawa ning kadahandãhan lang
tubtub nga nakaˆabut sinda sa ˆinda
ginkadtuˆan. Now the snakes crawled
very slowly until they reached the place
where they were going.

nagakãmang ˆAng sigay kung ginaˆãbut na
nang tãˆub ˆang hunãsan nagakãmang
ˆinaˆ sinda sa ˆibãbaw nang manga batu.

As for gold-ringed cowry mollusks, when
the tidal flats are reached by high tide,
they crawl on top of stones.

nagapangangãmang Kung ˆindiˆ
mabasyahan ning týbiˆ nga maˆÿnit hay
kahugaˆ ˆang paglimpyu kay
nagapangangãmang. If [they] do not
have hot water poured on [them],
cleaning them is hard because they
keep on crawling.

ginkãmang Something is taken by some-
one’s crawling. Pagkaˆýba ninda nang
ˆinda suyˆub nga pakpak ginkãmang ni
Magbayýtu ˆang pakpak ni Marya kag
gintãguˆ. Upon their taking off their
attached wings, Mary’s wings were
taken by Magbayoto’s crawling and
were hidden.

v that to which or onto which someone or
something crawls

ginakamãngan ˆAng ˆiya ˆini ning
ginakamãngan hay ning batu nga
katãˆas. That onto which it (i.e., a
lotorium triton mollusk) crawls is a big
stone.

kamanghýran (see manghud 1b) the

youngest sibling or son of two or

more

kamangyan n storax gum of a storax tree,

Liquidambar orientalis {Imported into

Romblon and bought in stores. Used by

an acolyte sakristan to cause smoke and

incense to surround the priest during a

mass. Sprinkled over live coals; its

pleasant-smelling astringent smoke is

used to drive evil spirits away from a sick

person.}

kamarin (var bayay nga kinamarin) n a

perpendicular-gabled building {The

house has a two-pitch roof with gables

that are perpendicular, in contrast to the

traditional house style in which the

gables slant inward pinanuluk.} (See

Appendix 1, Kinds of Buildings.)

kinamarin derv A house, a roof is

perpendicular-gabled.

kamarýti n the cabin of a large two-sail

outrigger boat pasãhi or a ship. The

former has a single cabin; the latter has

several. (See duˆundýˆun, Parts of a
Boat or Ship for table.)
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kamatãyun (see matay 1) the death of

someone or something

kamãtis (var tamãtis) n a tomato plant or

fruit, Lycopersicum esculentum (Mill.)

{Used as a vegetable.}

kamatsili n a guamachili tree, Pithecolobium
dulce (Roxb.) {Bark is used for tanning.}

kamatuˆýran (see týˆud)

kamatuˆýran (see týˆud 1) the truth
kamatyãnan (see matay 2a, 2b) a new

moon, the moon becomes new
kambing n a goat Nagˆabut ˆang ˆýras nga

naˆýbus na niya ning kãˆun ˆang tanan
nga manga bãka kag karabaw, patiˆ
manga ˆuning, kag ˆãyam kag kambing
hay nawayaˆ na. The day came when he

had depleted eating all the cows and

carabao as well as the cats and dogs and

goats; they were all gone.

kambingkambing n a spurred star mol-
lusk, Astraea calcar

kami t pron We (excl) do something; we
(excl) are in a particular state; we (excl)

have something done for, to, with us; we
(excl) have something; we (excl) have a

particular designation; we (excl) are

allowed by someone to do something or

have something done to us. [Follows an

adjective, noun, pseudoverb or verb

predicate.] PagkaLýnis nang hãpun
nagsaylu na kami ˆini niyan kana Tãta
Birting, kay didtu kami matýyug. When it

was Monday afternoon, we (excl)

transferred then to [the place of] Uncle

Berting and family, because we were

going to sleep there. [Precedes adjective,

noun, pseudoverb or verb predicates,

following adverbs, including negatives.]

Bãgu kami nakasakay pakadtu sa ˆãmun
pagaˆistaran hay nagpanunýka ˆãnay
ˆaku sa ˆalÿhid nang manga kutsi kag
dyip. Before we (excl) were able to ride

going to the place where we stay, I

vomited all over on the sides of cars and

jeeps. Wayaˆ pa kami kasuksuk ning
maˆãyu nga bãruˆ kag sapãtus. We (excl)

had not yet worn new dresses and shoes.

[Precedes the adjective, pseudoverb or

verb in a dependent clause.] ˆInÿru ˆang
gustu ku nga býlan kung kami kasayun.

January is the month I like when we
(excl) will be married. [Follows genitive

or possessive adjective pronouns.]

Pagkatãpus ta ning ˆihãpun hay
kantahan mu kami kag sumãˆut ka. Upon

our finishing our supper, we (excl)

should be sung to by you and you dance a

modern dance.
cmt pron We (excl) are the ones to do

something; we (excl) are in a particular
state. [Occurs as sentence predicate
followed by a substantive topic
introduced by ˆang.] Maˆãyu pa kung
kami ˆang madakup, ˆindiˆ lang ˆang
ˆãmun tãtay kag nãnay. It is good if we
(excl) are the ones who will happen to
be arrested, not our father and mother.

kaminÿru 1a n a roadway maintenance
worker ˆAku lang ˆinaˆ ˆang nagatrabãhu
sa lýgit kay ˆang ˆãkun ˆasãwa hay
kaminÿru. I alone am the one working in

[making] copra because my husband is a

roadway maintenance worker. {A

roadway maintenance worker cuts grass

along the edges of roads and streets and

fills in potholes.}

1b v Someone works as a roadway
maintenance worker.

makaminÿru Si Rubin hay makaminÿru;
kamu hay dãpat diri sa pãtag kay
malapit sa karsãda. Ruben will work as
a roadway maintenance worker; as
for you [two, you] should [live] here on
level ground because it is near the
roadway [where he will work].

kamisÿta n a pullover shirt, undershirt
(See bãruˆ 1, Kinds of Clothing for

table.)

kamisun n a chemise, full slip (See bãruˆ 1,
Kinds of Clothing for table.)

kampusantu n a cemetery Pagkatãpus
nang dasay sa simbãhan hay dinaya na
si Lýlu sa kampusantu. After the prayer

in church, Grandfather was then taken

to the cemetery. syn lubýngan nang
patay (lýbung 2b), simintiryu

bayaybãyay sa kampusantu (bayaybãyay
1e) set expr a mausoleum

kamu t pron You (pl) do something; you (pl)

are in a particular state; you (pl) have

something done to you; you (pl) have
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something; you (pl) have a particular

designation; you (pl) are allowed by

someone to do something or to have

something done to you. [Follows an

adjective, noun, pseudoverb or verb

predicate.] Magbinãkay kamu ning
lamÿsa kag bangkuˆ, pagkatãpus wayaˆ
nindu ginadahãni. You (pl) keep on

buying tables and benches, [but]

afterwards [they] are not taken care of by

you. [Precedes adjective, noun, pseudo-

verb or verb predicates, following

adverbs, including negatives.] May yãraˆ
nga miyugpangutang nga ˆãbir diˆin
kamu magkÿtaˆ basta sya hay may kwarta,
bahãyaˆ lang ˆinaˆ mapalapit sa ˆÿmu.
There are some debtors who, no matter

where you (pl) see each other, provided

that as for her, [she] has money, without

hesitation that one just comes to you.

Hambay ku, “ˆIndiˆ ba kami kakatýyug sa
ˆindu kung wayaˆ kamuy pasuyaˆ sa
ˆindu?” I asked, “Won’t we be able to

sleep at your [house] even though you (pl)

do not have a side dish at your [place]?”

[Precedes the adjective, pseudoverb or

verb as a preposed topic to denote

emphasis.] Kamu hay dãpat diri sa pãtag
kay malapit sa karsãda. As for you [two,

you] should [live] here on level ground

because it is near the roadway. [Pre-

cedes the adjective, pseudoverb or

verb in a dependent clause.] Kung
kamu magpangisdaˆ, wayaˆ na kamu
pagprublÿma kay puydi kamu makaˆabri
nang grÿpu kung kamu magpamanlaw,
ˆagud pagˆabut nindu hay maˆÿlis na lang
kamu. When you (pl) go fishing, you no

longer experience a problem because you

will be able to turn on the faucet when you

rinse off so that upon your reaching home

you will just change [your dresses].

[Follows the verb, preceded by ta, to

denote that you plural are the objects of

something done by me.] ˆIndiˆ ta kamu
pagˆabrÿhan. You (pl) will not have the

door opened for [you] by me.
cmt pron You (pl) are the ones to do

something; you (pl) are in a particular
state. [Occurs as sentence predicate

followed by a substantive topic
introduced by ˆang.] Dãpat kamu na
ˆang magdýgang sa ˆindu ˆiniskwilãhan
kung kamu hay magdagkuˆ na. It should
be that you (pl) now will be the ones to
add to your education if you are already
grownup.

kãmug v Someone touches something.

[nagkãmug touched something]

kamut n a person’s hand Madãmuˆ klãsi
ˆang ginahambay nang tãwu nga
ginapaˆãgi lang sa sinyas nang kamut ˆu
sa hýkay nang lãwas. There are many

kinds of communication by people in

which [the message] is made known just

by signs of the hands or movements of

the body.

mahãbaˆ ning kamut (hãbaˆ 4) idiom
Someone is prone to thievery.

kamutãngan (see butang 4) someone’s

condition or situation
kamýti 1 n a sweet potato plant, Ipomoea

batatas (Linn.) (See Appendix 3, Kinds

of Cultigens.)

Kinds of Sweet Potato

manÿlaˆ3 red-skinned, yellow

meat

marabilyas red-skinned, white meat

tapuy2 red-skinned, violet meat

tihil yellow-skinned, white

meat

ˆasmak white-skinned, yellow

meat

ˆinaswang, yellow-skinned, yellow

ˆinitlug meat

1a ˆusbud nang kamýti n sweet potato
greens {Consists of the vine and leaves

of a sweet potato plant; boiled and eaten

as a green vegetable.}

1b kagang nang kamýti n a sweet potato
stem of the plant, without the leaves

2 n a sweet potato tuber Kung ˆaku naman
nagapamanaˆ ˆang ˆisdaˆ ginabaylu ku
naman ning kamýti kag balinghuy.
When I would go spear fishing, I would

exchange the fish for sweet potato and

cassava. {Boiled and eaten as a main

dish.} (See ˆýpak 1b, Things that are
Peeled for table.)

2a ˆýtan nga kamýti n coconut-flavored
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sweet potato tuber {Eaten as a

delicacy.} (See ˆýtan 1a, Coconut-
Flavored Vegetables for table.)

kamuykamuy n a finger or toe (excluding

the big toe kumayagkuˆ) syn tudluˆ 1a
(See tudluˆ 1, Fingers, Toes for table.)

kana pl indef pron someone named by

person and others who are associated

with her or him Hay pagkahãpun
naman ˆinaˆ, Martis na nang hãpun,
nagkadtu kami kana Manang Zenaida
kay ˆimaw ˆang ˆãmun ˆinirgýhan. When

it was afternoon again, that Tuesday

afternoon, we went to Older Sister

Zenaida and others, because there we

told our stories to each other.

PagkaLýnis nang hãpun nagsaylu na
kami ˆini niyan kana Luˆis, kay didtu
kami matýyug. When it was Monday

afternoon, we transferred at that time to

[the place of] Luis and others, because

we were going to sleep there.

Kanadyan adj the Canadian government, a

Canadian entity or person Basta
maˆipadaya na tanan nga papÿlis sa
Kanadyan gubirmint, ˆinaˆ hay sigurãdu
ˆang Lýnus may badyit. When all the

requirements will be able to be sent to

the Canadian government, that’s when

it is sure that Lonos has a budget.

kanal n a canal May nagahãkut ning dýtaˆ
didtu sa may kanal kag ˆaku ˆang
nagakamãda nang manga batu didtu sa
ˆãmun kusÿna. There was someone who

was carrying earth from where there

was a canal and I was the one who was

arranging stones there in our kitchen.

kãnam 1a n a game ˆIni ˆang kãnam nga
sÿpaˆ lastiku, ˆang ginagãmit ˆini diri,
hay lastiku da nga nababakay sa
tindãhan. As for this game of

kick-the-rubber-bands, as for things that

are used here, [they] are rubber bands

which can be bought at a store.

Games Children and Others Play

bakingkiˆ 1a, hopscotch

bikaˆkaˆ
balibul volleyball

baskitbul 2a basketball

bayaybãyay 2a playing house

binarÿlan cops-and-robbers

(baril 4)
dama 1 checkers

hýlin 1b marbles

lastiku 2 kick-the-rubber-

bands

pinikutan blindman’s bluff

(pÿkut 2b)
sãkir soccer

sungkaˆ 1a sungka game

supbul 1a softball

syãtuˆ 1 syãtuˆ game

taksiˆ rubber bands

tãmaˆ 6 dodgeball

trumpu 1b tops

tumba lãta topple-the-can

tutupung tag-the-can

1b v Someone, usually a child, plays a

particular game.
nagakãnam Nang ˆýna, ˆaku ˆay maˆisut

pa, ˆaku nagakãnam ning trumpu kag
lastiku. Long ago when I was still small,
I used to play with playing tops and
rubber bands.

nagakinãnam Nagakinãnam pa ˆaku
ˆadtu ning bakingkiˆ. I still kept on
playing hopscotch.

v Something, as a toy, is played with by
someone.

kanãman Kaˆãyu diri; palanggaˆ ˆaku
ninda; pirmi ˆaku ginabakyan ning
tinãpay kag kanãman. It is good here; I
am loved by them; I always have bread
bought for [me] and [something which]
will be played with. ˆAng balayan nang
ˆini nga sÿhiˆ hay kaˆãyu nga kanãman.
As for its empty shell (i.e., of a rotten
amber snail), [it] is nice in that [it] can
be played with.

pagkãnam ger the playing of someone
Kung tigˆuyãnun hay mahugaˆ ˆang
pagkãnam nang manga ˆungaˆ kay
madayýnut ˆang dýtaˆ. If it is rainy
season, the playing of children is
difficult because the ground is slippery.
[The infix -in- of the gerund pagkinãnam
indicates continuous action.] Kung ˆang
ˆungaˆ hay gamunun mu lang gid nga
nanay sa pagkinãnam kag sa
pagpinanumbãyay, magdagkuˆ man ˆinaˆ
nga manga ˆungaˆ hay wayaˆ gid ning
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natunˆan nga trabãhu. If the children will
be trained by you, the mother, in
continually playing and going [visiting]
from house to house, those children will
grow up without work which was able to
be learned [by them].

2 kanaman n a playground Diritsu na
kami sa ˆãmun kanaman kag nagsupbul
kami. We then went directly to our

playground and we played softball.

kandãdu 1 n a padlock Pagˆabut ni Pakasyu
sa suyud ˆindiˆ siya kasuyud kay ˆigwa
kandãdu. When Pakasyo arrived inside

[the palace], he could not go inside [the

room of Florentina] because there was a

padlock.

2 v A door, the lid of a box is locked with a
padlock by someone.

kinandadýhan Kinandadýhan ˆang
pwirtãhan nang suyud ni Plurintÿna
pãra wayay makasuyud sa ˆiya kwartu.
The door of Florentina’s bedroom was
locked with a padlock so that nobody
could get inside her room.

v Someone or something is locked inside
an enclosure with a padlock.

kinandadýhan Bãsiˆ kinandadýhan ka
diri sa ˆÿmu kwartu? Why were you
locked with a padlock there inside
your room?

kandidãta 1a n a female contestant, as in a

beauty pageant Nang magpyista sa ˆinda
baryu, ˆisa siya nga napÿliˆ nga
kandidãta. When it was fiesta time at

their village, she was one who happened

to be chosen as contestant. cf kalãban
(lãban 2)

1b v Someone competes as a contestant.
[nagkandidãta competed as a contestant]

pagkandidãta ger someone’s competing
as a contestant ˆAdtu nga pagkandidãta
niya bukun ning pagwapagwãpa, kundiˆ
sa kwarta sinda magalãban; kung sinˆu
ˆang dakuˆ kwarta, siya ˆang rayna. As
for her competing as a contestant, [it is]
not for superior beauty but [it is] for
money that they will compete against
[their opponents]; whoever is the one
who has lots of money, she will be the
queen. cf lãban 1

kandidãtu n a political candidate
kandÿlaˆ n a candle Nagadaya kami ning

kandÿlaˆ kag magsuyud sa simbãhan.
We brought some candles and went

inside the church.

kanduy n a waxgourd vine or fruit,
Benincasa hispida (Thunb.) Si Dilya
nagakinãˆun nang býnga nang kanduy.
As for Delia, [she] always eats the fruit of

the waxgourd. {Fruit reaches a length of

up to 40 cm. Unripe fruit is boiled and

eaten as a vegetable.} syn kundul
kaninˆu (from sinˆu + *kaN-)

1a intg poss pron Whose possession is

someone or something? Kaninˆu baya
ˆining libru? Whose, I wonder, is this

book?

1b kung kaninˆu rel poss pron whose
possession someone or something is

Wayaˆ ˆaku kasãyud kung kaninˆu ˆinaˆ
tiyuˆ. I do not know whose puppy that is.

ˆIgwa nagkari nga tãwu ginapangutana
ˆaku kung kaninˆu ˆaku ˆungaˆ. There is

a person who came who asked me

whose child I am.

Relative Pronouns

kung kaninˆu whose possession

(kaninˆu 1b) smb or sth is

kung naˆunu what the situation of a

(naˆunu 1b) person or thing is

kung pila how many, how much

(pila 1b)
kung sinˆu who a particular

(sinˆu 1b) person is

kung ˆanu what an action, state

(ˆanu 2) or thing is

2 bÿsan kaninˆu indef pron anyone,

everyone [Bÿsan kaninˆu indicates

anyone or everyone involved in a past

event or state. For a present or future

event or state, see ˆãbir sinˆu under sinˆu
2b.] Wayaˆ si Lawra nagpasãyud bÿsan
kaninˆu kung sa diˆin siya nagkadtu.
Laura did not inform anyone where she

went. cf ka1 2, ˆãbir sinˆu (sinˆu 2b)
kanipãˆan (see nÿpaˆ 1b) a nipa palm grove
kanlay n a Maori snapper or blue-spotted

snapper fish, Lutjanus rivulatus (Cuvier)

{Relatively deep bodied. Olive and dusky

along the dorsal region; a number of wavy

blue lines extend across the snout and
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each scale on the dorsal half of the body

has a small light blue spot.}

kanta 1 n a song Kung kita hay magkadtu sa
kabukÿran, ˆinaˆ nga manga lumaˆ nga
kanta hay ˆãtun pa mababatiˆan. If we

go to the mountain villages, we still will

really be able to hear those old songs.
v Someone sings a song.
nagakanta ˆAng dalãga nga nagakanta

sa ˆabýhan mintras siya nagalýtuˆ hay
makakaˆasãwa ning byýdu. A young
lady who sings at the cooking place
while she is cooking will surely happen
to take a widower as a spouse.
Nagakanta ˆang manga nanay kung
sinda hay nagapakatýyug nang ˆinda
ˆungaˆ. Mothers sing when they let their
children sleep.

magkanta inf to sing ˆAntÿgu ka ba
magkanta? Do you know how to sing?

pagkakanta mn ger the manner or way of
singing ˆAng manga kanta sa nyan hay
napapamatÿˆan nãtun hay bukun manga
maˆãyu nga pamatÿˆan, kay bulgar
ngãniˆ ˆang pagkakanta, hay bukun
simpli. As for songs today, the only
things able to be repeatedly listened to
by us are not good ones to listen to,
because the manner of singing is
vulgar, not in good taste.

imper v A song must or should be sung by
someone!

kanta, kantahan Kanta na ˆang ˆÿmu
kanta; sa ˆiskul kantahan! Your song
should be sung now; [one] from school
should be sung!

2 kantãhan n a singing contest Si Magda,
wayaˆ magdaˆug sa kantãhan kay
naglÿbag siya. As for Magda, [she] did

not win in the singing contest because

she sang out of tune.

kantidad 1 n the buying or selling price of

something ˆIni ˆang balayan nang
trumpit nga sÿhiˆ hay ginabakay sa
kantidad nga tris syintus pÿsus. ˆang
ˆisa. As for the shell of this trumpet

mollusk, one is bought for the price of

three hundred pesos. ˆAng manga
baligyãˆun nang ˆýna hay manintimus
ˆang kantidad. As for goods for sale

previously, the price was by centavos.

syn. prisyu cf baligyaˆ 1, bãyad 1a

2 v Something costs a particular amount.
nagakantidad Nagakantidad ning syÿti

pÿsus ˆang ˆisa ka bilug nga balayan.
One piece of this empty shell costs
seven pesos. cf baligyaˆ 1, bãyad 1a,
prisyu

kantu n the interior or exterior corner or

edge of an object ˆIbutang ku ˆang bãsu
sa kantu nang lamÿsa. The glass will be

placed by me at the edge of the table.
kakantukantýhan n a precise corner or

edge of an object Ang ˆinda pwistu hay
sa kakantukantýhan gid. As for their
location, it was at the very precise
corner. cf biˆbiˆ, pÿliw, tungaˆ 2a,
tungaˆtýngaˆ (tungaˆ 2b), ˆalÿhid

kantun (see pansit)
Kanuˆ n an American Hay ˆadtu galiˆ ˆang

nagatÿyug hay ˆang manga Kanuˆ.
Those who were turning in circles were

the Americans [flying airplanes]. syn

ˆAmirikãnu
kanyýgan (see niyug 4) a coconut grove
kanyun n a cannon used in warfare ˆImaw

galiˆ ˆinang kanyun, makýsug ˆang
lupuk. As for that cannon, the discharge

was loud.

kanˆun 1 n cooked rice Paˆiyaˆÿya sinda
ning bakay ning suyaˆ, pÿru sa kanˆun
hay pinsan. They are separate buying

side-dish food, but for cooked rice
[they are] all together.

2 kanˆun nga maˆis n cooked cornmeal
Wayaˆ gid ˆaku kasayang sa pudir nang
ˆãkun magýyang nga magkãˆun ning
kanˆun nga maˆis. When I was under the

authority of my parents, I really did not

experience eating cooked cornmeal.
kang (var of kay1)
kangkung n a kangkong aquatic vine or

kangkong leaves, Ipomoea aquatica
(Forsskål) {Leaves are boiled and eaten

as a green vegetable.}

kapalãran (from *pãlad + ka-an) n a future
happening ˆIndiˆ ku masayýran nga kung
diˆin ˆidagsaˆ nang kapalãran. I do not

know where [we] will be taken by future
happenings.

kapatas 1 n a foreman for a particular work

project

2 v Someone works as foreman of a

kanta 274 kapatas
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particular work project.
nagakapatas Nagakapatas si Saryu sa

nagapahuman ning týbiˆ nga ginatawag
nga NIA. Sario works as foreman in
having the water [system] fixed when
the NIA calls.

kãpaw 1 v Someone clips short the hair of

someone else.
nagkãpaw Si Bituy ˆang nagkãpaw nang

buhuk ni Bisinti. Betoy was the one who
clipped short Vicente’s hair.

v Someone has their hair clipped short or
someone’s hair is clipped short by
someone else.

gingkapãwan Gingkapãwan ku ˆang
buhuk ni Birni kay kahãbaˆ na. Bernie’s
hair was clipped short by me because
[it] was already long.

2 v Someone removes the outer part of

something.

kinãpaw1 derv a scrap slab of lumber;

kinãpaw2 derv young coconut meat
kapay v Wings are flapped by a bird.

ginakapay Kung nagalãnaw ˆang banug
sa ˆibãbaw, ˆang plastãda nang ˆiya
pakpak hay tadlung; wayaˆ nya
ginakapay ˆang ˆiya pakpak. When the
hawk searches down from above, the
position of its wings is straight; its
wings are not flapped by it.

ˆikapay Kung sya nagalupad, tadlung
ˆang duha niya nga siki; ˆang ˆiya pakpak
hay mahãbaˆ kung ˆiya ˆikapay
paglupad. When it flies, its two feet are
straight; its wings are long when they
will be flapped in flying.

kapãya 1a n a papaya plant, Carica papaya.

Halýˆan ning sýkaˆ nga ˆisa ka bãsu, kag
butangan ning dãhun nang kapãya. [The

water with rolled buri strips] should have

one glass of vinegar mixed in, and into [it]

are put some leaves of a papaya plant.
(See Appendix 3, Kinds of Cultigens.)

1b n a papaya fruit {Eaten green as a

vegetable ˆutanun.} ˆAng putut pwÿdi mu
na ˆini nga kaˆýnun; ˆilýpus mu sa ˆýtan
nga kapãya, langkaˆ ˆu bÿsan ˆanu nga
ˆýtan nga gustu mu lakutan. As for

pond-field shrimp, you can eat these;

you mix them into coconut-flavored

papaya, jackfruit or whatever vegetable

into which you want to mix [them]. spec

bulihaw, hinug nga kapãya (kapãya 2c)
(See ˆýpak 1b, Things that are Peeled
for table.)

2a ˆýtan nga kapãya n coconut-flavored
papaya (See ˆýtan 1a, Coconut-
Flavored Vegetables for table.)

2b sarsa nga kapãya n papaya salsa {A

cooked mixture of unripe grated papaya

kapãya, thick coconut milk extract

ˆispÿsu nga gataˆ (gataˆ 1a), broiled fish

ˆinÿhaw nga ˆisdaˆ (ˆisdaˆ 1f), onion

slices sibýyas, chili peppers katumbay
1c, and other seasonings; used as a side

dish suyaˆ at mealtimes or as a food

delicacy sumsýman at other times, often

at drinking parties.}

2c hinug nga kapãya n ripe papaya fruit
{Eaten at the end of a meal as a dessert.}

genr kapãya 1b (See dulsi 1, Dessert
Following a Meal for table. See ˆýpak
1b, Things that are Peeled for table.)

kapi 1a n a coffee tree or bean, Coffea spp.

ˆAng maˆãyu nga pagtanum nang kapi
hay sa primÿru gid nga pagˆuyan. The

best time to plant coffee trees is at [the

time of] the very first rain.

1b n a coffee drink ˆAng ˆasýkar hay duha
na lang ka butang sa kapi. The sugar is

just enough for two placings in a cup of

coffee.

2 adj Something is dark yellow in color.

ˆAng pakpak nang pispis nga mãyang
Tagãlug may bãtuk nga kapi, putiˆ kag
ˆitum. As for the wings of tree sparrow

birds, they are dark yellow, white and

black. (See kulur 1, Colors for table.)

sabaw nga kapi (sabaw 1a) set expr
coffee-flavored liquid

kãpid n a twin person Kung halimbãwaˆ
may ˆisa nga babãyi nga naganabdus;
ginabãwal ˆini sa ˆiya ˆang magkãˆun
ning sãging nga bingkit kay magaˆungaˆ
kunu siya ning kãpid. If, for example,

there is a woman who becomes

pregnant, to eat double bananas is

forbidden to this one because, they say,

she will deliver twins [which is

undesirable].

kapinan n a limpet mollusk, subfamily

Emarginulinae. ˆAng kapinan hay

kãpaw 275 kapinan
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maˆãyu nga magkãput sa batu. As for

limpets, [they] are good in sticking to

rocks. syn ˆalpa
kapis n a pearl oyster, Pinctada imbricata
kapital n a capital investment, an aggre-

gation of goods (monetary or otherwise)

used to promote the production of other

goods. ˆAng ˆãkun bayay nga yãraˆ sa
ˆalÿhid nang karsãda, ˆitaˆu ku ˆinaˆ sa
ˆinda, kag tawˆan ku sinda ning kapital
sa tindãhan. My house which is there

along the road, that will be given to

them by me, and they will be given a

capital investment by me for a store.

kapitan 1 n the pilot of a boat or ship Kung
wayaˆ ning parýla hay ˆindiˆ masayýran
nang kapitan nang salakyan kung
malapit na ˆang lugar nga ˆinda
kakadtuˆan. If there is no lighthouse, the

pilot of the ship will not know if the

place to which they are going is already

near.

2 baranggay kapitan (var baranggay
kaptin, kapitan) n a village leader
Bãgu kita magakadtu sa pagˆiliksyun,
mamãtiˆ ˆãnay kita nang hambay nang
ˆãtun baranggay kapitan. Before we go

to the election [of officers], we will first

listen to the speech of our village
leader. ˆIndiˆ magsabat nang prisyu kay
ginahuyat pa ˆadtung kapitan nga
mahuman nang kasulatan. [He] will not

answer [about] the price because that

village leader is being waited for, who

will make a written agreement.

kapitu (see pitu 3) seven times
kapitulu n a chapter of a book; commonly a

chapter of a Bible book.

kãput v Something sticks to a surface.
kumãput ˆAng kapinan hay kumãput

ning maˆãyu sa batu. As for the limpets,
[they] stuck securely onto the rocks.

nagakãput ˆAng kuyãput nagakãput sa
batu gãniˆ ginasungkat ning suyut. The
Conrad’s false shell mollusk sticks to
stones; that is the reason it is pried out
with a digging bolo.

magkãput inf to stick or in sticking onto a
particular surface ˆAng kapinan hay
maˆãyu nga magkãput sa batu. As for
limpets, [they] are good in sticking onto

rocks.
v A particular surface is that onto which

something sticks.
ginakapýtan ˆIni nga sÿhiˆ ˆang ˆiya

ginakapýtan hay ˆang batu nga
kadyãnuˆ kag ˆigwa ning manga lýmut.
As for these [limpet] mollusks, that
onto which it commonly sticks is a
smooth stone and it has moss on [it]. cf
saput

kapýti n a raincoat
kapyistãhan (var of pyista 1) a feast day
karabaw n a carabao Nagaˆingaˆ ˆang

karabaw kay ˆang ˆiya pÿtuˆ hay
nagapãnaw. The carabao is lowing

because its calf is roaming around.

karakãra v Things are placed in a row by

someone. [gingkarakãra were placed in

a row]

karanasan (from *ranas + ka-an) n an

experience in being involved in a

happening or situation ˆAng ˆãkun
karanasan nang ˆaku maˆisut pa, daw
ˆindiˆ ku gid maˆintyindihan nga ˆang
ˆãkun manga magýyang masyãdu nga
kaˆÿmun sa ˆãmun nga ˆinda manga
ˆungaˆ. My experience when I was yet

small was that it seemed as though [it]

could not be understood by me that, as

for my parents, [they] were very

nonpermissive to us, their children. syn

ˆikspiryinsya cf paˆunu 2b, tilaw 3, ˆagi
1, ˆubsirba

karatula n a signboard
karaˆ 1 v Someone comes or goes to a

particular place away from the speaker.
kumaraˆ Kundiˆ kumaraˆ ˆaku ˆadtu ˆãbir

ˆaku hay gingtawˆan ˆaku babalaˆ na
ˆindiˆ ˆaku pakadtuˆun nga gabˆi. So I
went there even though I had already
been given a warning that I was not to
go at night.

nagpangkaraˆ Kadamuˆdãmung nag-
pangkaraˆ; may tagaˆAgnay, ˆigway
tagabanwa. There were very many who
went; there were [some] from Agnay,
there were [others] from town.

nagakaraˆ ˆIni nga sÿhiˆ hay nagakaraˆ da
sa mabaybay nga lugar. As for these
mollusks, [they] go to sandy areas.

makaraˆ Hambay ku hay, “Sÿgi! Makaraˆ

kapis 276 karaˆ
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gãling kami sa hãpun.” I said, “Go
ahead! We all will surely come in the
afternoon.”

pakaraˆ ger someone’s or something’s
going to a particular place [Pakaraˆ
commonly occurs followed by diraˆ
‘there’.] Diraˆ na kami ˆinaˆ nagˆãgi sa
bakýyud pakaraˆ diraˆ sa may týbiˆ. We
passed there on the mountain going
there where there was [a] water
[source]. cf kari

2 pakaraˆ v Something is given or given
over to someone by someone else.

mapapakaraˆ Kung ˆang ˆãtun ˆasusisyun
magpabayaˆ, swirti mu kay
mapapakaraˆ sa ˆÿmu ˆang tangki, kay
may kundisyun. If our association will
neglect [its responsibility], it is to your
advantage because the water tank will
surely be given over to you, because
there is a conditional agreement.

karãˆan (from dã’an + ka-) n an antique
kard n a report card indicating someone’s

grades in school; a playing card
Ginkadtu ku sa Tablas ˆang ˆiya kard
kag ˆang ˆiya diplýma; pasãdu siya kag
ˆang ˆiya ˆabrids hay ˆutsinta. His

report card and his diploma were

what I went to Tablas for; he passed

and his average [grades] were eighty

[percent]. Pagka’ãga ‘adtu ‘ining
‘ãkun kakilãya nag’ýli’ sa banwa kag
nagpusta’; dãmu’ nga kard ‘ang ‘iya
gingpusta’an. That morning, this

friend of mine went to town and bet;

many playing cards were that on

which she bet. cf barãha
karga 1a n a passenger or load carried on a

vehicle, ship Kadãmuˆ ˆadtu ˆang manga
karga na manga Hapun. There were

many Japanese passengers. Pagˆãgi
nang dyip nga katapýsan nga byãhi,
ˆigwa karga nga sãging. When the

jeepney’s last trip passed by, it had a

load of bananas.

1b v Someone loads something onto a

vehicle or ship.
nagakarga Ginghuyat ku didtu ˆang

bapur nga Bakhãwan kay yadtu pa da
sa Bakhãwan nagakarga ning nilýgit.
The Bachawan boat was waited for by

me because [they were] still there in
Bachawan loading copra.

v Something is loaded onto a vehicle or
ship by someone.

ginakarga Bukun lang marmul ˆang
ˆãmun ginakarga, may manga lýgit;
sariˆsãriˆ ˆang ˆãmun ginakarga sa
bapur. It was not only marble which
was being loaded by us, there was also
copra; there were different kinds [of
material] which were being loaded by
us into the boat.

v A vehicle or ship is loaded with cargo by
someone.

kargahan Pag natãpus na ning tahiˆ
tanan ˆang kustal nga ˆigway suyud;
matrãtu ka naman ning draybir sa
traysikul ˆu dyip nga kargahan nang
lýgit. When the sewing of all the sacks
which have contents is already finished,
then you agree with the driver of a
motorized pedicab or jeepney that [it]
will be loaded with copra. cf daya 1b,
sýgat ant diskarga

kargãdu adj Something is excessively
supplied or weighed down with

people, things, a large quantity of

something. Nang nagaˆiskwÿla kami sa
grid wan, ˆabaw! ˆAng ˆãmun ginakãˆun
linýgaw nga may sabaw; kargãdu lang
gid sa sabaw. When we attended school

in grade one, oh! What we used to eat

was rice gruel with broth; [it] was

excessively supplied with broth. Midyu
ˆaku ginahadlýkan magsakay kay
kargãdu kag kadãmuˆ pa ˆang tãwu nga
masakay, kýyang ngãniˆ ˆang tihÿras. I

was somewhat afraid to ride because

[the boat] was excessively weighed
down with the cargo and also many

passengers; the cots were certainly

inadequate.

kargadur n a baggage carrier
kari v Someone comes to a particular place

towards the speaker.
kinari (var nagkari) Kinari ni Birting sa

bayay ni ˆAngkul Dyÿgu, kay yãri dri
ˆang duha nga ˆungaˆ. Berting came to
the house of Uncle Diego, because the
two children were here. ˆIning duha
naman, ˆang lulãhun nãmun kag si
Lÿlay, nagkari diri sa tayud. As for

karãˆan 277 kari
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these two, maternal grandmother’s
younger sister and Lilay, [they] came
here on the elevated area [of the
mountain].

makari Kundiˆ makari lang sya kung
kahinangyan na nãmun, pãra wayaˆ na
ˆakuy gastus sa pamasãhi pakadtu pa sa
ˆiya. He will just come [here] if [his
phonograph] is needed by us, so that I
will have no transportation expenses
going to his place.

kari (var magkari, kumari) imper v
Come to a particular place! Hambay
nang ˆamuˆ, “Baˆu, kari! Dayˆun ta ˆini
sa ˆãtun ˆang sãging kay ˆãtun ˆitanum!”
The monkey said, “Turtle, come! Let’s
get this as our banana plant because it
should be planted by us!” [Kari na
‘come now’ is sometimes contracted to
karna.] Karna kamu kay ˆimaw na ˆini
ˆang ˆistimasyun sa ˆindu! Come now,
because this is the food being prepared
for you! Kung ˆindiˆ mu siya madaya
pabãlik, ˆayaw gid magkari sa ˆãkun! If
she cannot be brought coming back by
you, do not come to me! Hay ˆimaw
ˆadtung hambay ni Pitra: “ˆIni,” kunu,
“nga gabˆi, kumari ka diri!” Hay
kumaraˆ ˆaku diraˆ. That was what Petra
said: “This evening,” she said, “Come
here!” So I went there.

kari, pagkari, pakari ger someone’s or
something’s coming to a particular
place towards the speaker Nang primÿru
ku nga kari, waw! Nakakÿtaˆ ˆaku ning
sultÿru nga nagasakay sa bisiklÿta,
kaputiˆpýtiˆ. Upon the first [time] of my
coming [here], wow! I was able to see a
young man, white in complexion, riding
on a bicycle. Hay pagkari ni Nÿlu, týdu
da ˆang týyug ni Sandra; bumãlik siya
didtu. At [the time of] Nilo’s coming,
Sandra’s sleep was sound, [so] he
returned there [to the dance].
Binayãwan na nãmun ˆang barýtu kag
ˆãmun ginggýyud pakari diri sa Lýnus.
The boat was carried by us [from where
it sat] and was towed by us coming here
to Lonos. cf karaˆ 1

karÿbal n a rival who competes in the matter

of love, sports, work Nahuyaˆ lang ˆaku
nang ˆuna nga magpangasawa kay

Turing kay kadãmuˆ ˆang ˆãkun karÿbal
sa ˆiya. I was shy at first to court Toring

because I had many rivals for her. cf

kalãban (lãban 2)
karikari n an annatto pork dish {Colored

with the pulp around the seeds of the

annatto plant ˆastyýtis along with rice,

peanuts and various flavorings such as

garlic and onions.}

karÿra 1 n a race
v Someone runs a race.

2 karirahan n a racetrack
kãrit n a harvest sickle Napÿlas ˆang ˆãkun

kamut nang kãrit pagˆãni ku kahãpun.
My hand became wounded with the

harvest sickle when I harvested rice

yesterday. {Has a curved blade about 30

cm long with a handle about 20 cm long,

held in one hand. It has almost

completely replaced the harvest knife

yãtab for harvesting.}

karminkarmin n a herbal charm bag ˆInaˆ
ˆang dÿris nang singgãyung, ginabutang
ˆinaˆ sa karminkarmin nu? As for that

unpleasant odor of a civet cat, that is put

inside a herbal charm bag, isnˆt that

right? {Red or black bag, about 3 cm by 3

cm, containing the following items: small

pieces of a deep-sea plant banãwug, garlic

bãwang, medicinal resin dyugdugay 2,

kusuy rhizome, ginger luyˆa, asafetida

gum resin ˆinggu and charcoal ˆýling.

Pinned to the clothing of babies, children,

pregnant women and other adults to ward

off evil spirits.} cf dimindÿmin, panagang
karni 1 n meat, as beef, bird, chicken, goat,

pork Bumakay ning karni nga gustu mu;
pwÿdi ˆang karni nang bãka, bãbuy kag
manuk. Buy the meat you like; beef, pork,

and chicken are acceptable. ˆIndiˆ siya
dãpat magkalibug kay kung nagakadtu
sinda sa bakýyud kag nakakadakup ning
pispis, ˆiya gid tanan ˆang karni kag
tuyˆan. He should not be worried because

if they go to the mountain and are

frequently able to catch birds, the meat
and bones are all his. {Undesirable

condition: siraˆ 2a rotten; lunut over-

cooked.} cf kasudlan (suyud 3)
1a karni nang manuk n chicken meat
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Nang sinda hay nagpariprisku, ˆang
ˆinda ginpakãˆun sa manga dalãga hay
sýpas makarýni kag karni nang manuk.
When they served refreshments, what

they had the ladies eat was soup,

macaroni and chicken meat.
1b karni nang bãbuy n pork Kung ˆikaw

naman hay may sakit parÿhu nang sakit
nga risipula ˆinaˆ hay ginabãwal ˆang
pagkãˆun nga parÿhu nang kugÿta, lýkus,
pasãyan kag karni nang bãbuy. When

you have a sickness such as erysipelas

sickness, the eating of things such as

common octopus, cuttlefish, dried

imported shrimp and pork are forbidden.

1c ginãling nga karni n ground meat
1d ˆadýbu nga karni n meat adobo (See

ˆadýbu, Kinds of Adobo for table.)

1e ˆinÿhaw nga karni n broiled meat
galingan nang karni (galingan 1b) set
expr a hand meat grinder

karpintÿru 1a n a carpenter ˆInaˆ ˆang
banganan hay kãhuy nga ginahuman
nang karpintÿru ˆu bÿsan bukun siya
karpintÿru basta tÿgu siya maghuman.
This buri stripper is a board which is

made by a carpenter or even [by one

who is] not a carpenter as long as he

knows how to make [it]. syn panday 1
1b v Someone carpenters. [nagkarpintÿru

carpentered]
pagkarpintÿru ger someone’s

carpentering Didtu naman ˆaku
nagkadtu sa ˆãmun kwartu; ˆãkun
gingpamagpangitaˆ ˆang ˆãkun manga
gãmit sa pagkarpintÿru kag sa
pagkamasun. I went there to our room;
my things for carpentering and for
stone masonry were each being looked
for.

karsãda 1 n a roadway Nang sinda
nagabaktas na sa karsãda, nagaˆunaˆuna
gid si Lÿlay magpãnaw. When they were

now walking along the roadway, Lilay

walked ahead.

2 v Someone passes along a roadway.
nagpangarsãda ˆAng bisyu nãmun, hay

nagpangarsãda kami. What was done
by us was that we many passed along
the roadway.

pakarsãda ger someone’s passing along

a roadway Nagdyãgan na ˆang ˆangkul
ni Birting, pakarsãda, kay masýgat ning
miyugbýyung. The uncle of Berting ran,
passing along the roadway, so that he
would bring a herbalist.

kartun n a cardboard box or carton; a

piece of cardboard
kãrul 1 n a carol
2 v Someone goes caroling. [nagkãrul went

caroling]

kãrut n a carrot plant or root, Daucus
carota (Linn.) {Carrot roots are eaten as

a vegetable ˆutanun.} (See ˆýpak 1b,
Things that are Peeled for table.)

kasãhus n salted meat {Beef or pork is

salted and placed under the hot sun.

When it is dry it is known as kasãhus.}
kasanˆu (from ˆunu + sa + ka-) [Kasanˆu

or its variant indicates an event or state

in the past. For an event or state in

present or future time, see sanˆu.]

1a (var kaˆunu2) intg adv When did an

event occur or a state exist? Pitra,
kasanˆu ka nagˆabut? Petra, when did

you arrive? Kaˆunu ka pa diri? When
were you still here? syn sanˆu 1a

1b kung kasanˆu rel adv when an event

occurs Wayaˆ da ˆaku kasãyud kung
kasanˆu siya nagbakay ning baruˆ. I did

not know when she bought the dress.

syn kung sanˆu (sanˆu 1b) cf hasta 1a,

mintras, samantãlaˆ, tubtub 1a (See

bãsiˆ 1b, Relative Adverbs for table.)

2 ˆãbir kasanˆu (var bÿsan kasanˆu, maskin
kasanˆu) indef ti adv at any time ˆAng
hambay ku sa Pilar hay, “ˆÃbir kasanˆu
wayaˆ gid ˆaku nagahandum nga
magkaˆigwa ˆinaˆ nga manga butang kay
daw ˆindiˆ ku kãya.” What I said to Pilar

was, “I did not, at any time, think about

there being belongings because it is as if I

cannot cope [with them].” Bÿsan kasanˆu
hay bukun gid tiyad ˆadtu nga kagwãpa
ˆang ˆiya lýla. Her grandmother was not at
any time really beautiful like that.

Natingãya ˆang lyãki kay maskin kasanˆu
wayaˆ pa gid siya makakÿtaˆ ning ˆisdaˆ
nga nagahambay. The man was surprised

because he had not yet at any time seen a

fish which talked.
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kasanghãpun (see hãpun 6) the day before
yesterday

kãsaw 1 n a roof wattle tied or nailed to the

roof purlins brakÿlan {Cogon grass

bundles bugkus or nipa roofing strips

are tied to wattles kãsaw to form a roof

bubung.}

2 n an umbrella rib ˆInaˆ ˆang kãsaw nang
pãyung hay ginahuman ˆinaˆ nga gãmit
sa pagpanayangsang ning ˆisdaˆ. As for

those umbrella ribs, [they] are used in

making fish spears.

kasay 1 v A couple are married by a pastor

or priest.
gingkasay Gingkasay kami nang pãriˆ

nang Duminggu. We were married by
the priest last Sunday.

kasayun ˆInÿru ˆang gustu ku nga býlan
kung kami kasayun. January is the
month I like when we will be married.

makasay ˆIndiˆ ka da makasay kung ˆikaw
hay bukun ning binunyãgan. You will
not be able to be married if you are not
baptized.

pangkasay pur ger Something is used for
getting married. Kung ˆang ˆinda
ˆipatahiˆ nga sayway hay pangkasay,
panggradwit ˆu pangkadtu sa manga
purmal nga ˆukasyun, ˆang tÿla ˆini nga
ˆinda ginabakay hay mahay. If the
trousers that will be caused by them to
be sewn are for getting married,
graduation, or for going to formal
occasions, as for the cloth they buy, [it]
is expensive.

pakasay caus v Someone marries (lit,
causes herself or himself to be married
to) someone else.

nagpakasay Nang pagbãlik ku diri sa
Rumblun, nagpakasay ˆaku sa ˆãkun
ˆasãwa nga si Dilya. When I returned here
to Romblon, I married my spouse Delia.

v Someone is allowed by someone to
marry someone else.

ˆipakasay Kung sinˆu ˆang maˆigýˆan nang
sapãtus hay ˆipakasay kay Dun Huwan.
Whoever fits the shoes will be allowed
to be married by Don Juan.

2a kasay (var pakasay) n a wedding
ceremony Primÿru nga simãna nang
Hunyu, ˆang ˆãmun kasay. Our wedding
ceremony will be the first week of June.

ˆAng bãbuy hay ginaˆÿhaw ˆini kung may
pakasay. A pig will be killed if there is a

wedding ceremony. {Traditionally the

wedding ceremony is preceded by an

initial wedding-planning session pamalãyi,
a wedding-announcement feast pasuga
and a final wedding-planning session

sigir.}
ˆispisyal nga kasay n a special wedding

ceremony {The church is decorated,
there are bridesmaids and best men, a
special mass is held in which the church
bell is rung and a priest says a special
mass.}

ˆurdinaryu nga kasay n an ordinary
wedding ceremony {An early mass is
held, about 5 o’clock in the morning;
several couples are married at the same
time; there is no church decoration;
payment is modest.}

2b v Someone has a wedding ceremony
performed.

magpakasay inf to have a wedding
ceremony performed ˆAng ginaˆÿsip
niyan nang manga tãwu hay
magˆinasãwa na kag magpakasay. The
thinking now of people is to keep on
marrying and to have wedding
ceremonies performed.

3 bagˆung kasay n a newlywed couple
Pagkatãpus ˆinaˆ kãˆun nang bagˆung
kasay ˆigwa naman ˆinaˆ ning sunãta;
ginapabayli sinda nga duha. After the

newlywed couple finish eating there is

music being played; they let the two

dance.

4 kayasãyun (var kyasãyun) n a couple
about to be married Kung nakaprisintar
na ˆang manga kyasãyun ginabãwal na
diraˆ ˆang pagbyãhi sa malayuˆ nga lugar
nga matabuk pa ning dãgat kay madaliˆ
maˆaksidinti. When couples about to be
married are already able to apply [for a

marriage license], traveling to a far place

in which [they] will still pass over the sea

is forbidden because it is easy to have an

accident.

5 kasay sa huwis n a civil marriage (lit,

marriage by a judge)

bisti sa kasay (bisti 1d) idiom a wedding
gown; ˆanak sa kasay (ˆanak 1b) set

kasanghãpun 280 kasay
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expr a godchild through marriage;
manÿnay sa kasay (manÿnay 1b) set
expr godmother through marriage;
manÿnuy sa kasay (manÿnuy 1b) set
expr godfather through marriage

kasÿli n an eel Sýkad na kay nalýtuˆ ku na
ˆang kasÿli. Dish out [the food] now

because the eel has already been cooked

by me.

kasilyas n a bathroom; an indoor or outdoor

toilet Kadamýˆan nga manga tãwu nga
nagamasakit ning dayarya hay kung
panahun nang tinguyãnun kay wayaˆ
sinda ning kasilyas sa ˆinda bayay. As

for most people who become sick with

diarrhea, it is during the rainy season

because they have no toilets in their

houses. (See Appendix 2, Parts of a

House.)

kasingan n an all-wood playing top, used by

children in play {Identified as having a

wooden spindle at the top around which

a string is wrapped for spinning.} genr

trumpu 1a cf langsãngan (langsang 2)
kasirýla n a kettle, for boiling water

kaskÿru n a string of barges, boats tied one

after the other

kasku n the hull of a boat or ship (See

duˆundýˆun, Parts of a Boat or Ship
for table.)

kastÿgu v Someone is punished or abused
by someone else.

ginakastÿgu ˆAng masunud hay ˆang
Hudÿyu nga nagagãpus si Hisus nga
ginakastÿgu nang Hudÿyu. The next [in
the procession] were the Jews who were
detaining Jesus who was being
punished by the Jews.

kãsu n a case requiring official investigation

or action Nang naˆariglu na ˆang ˆãkun
kãsu, pinabãlik na ˆaku diri sa
Rumblun. When my case was already

settled, I was allowed to return here to

Romblon.

kasudlan (see suyud 1a) edible organs of

an animal

kasugtãnan (see sýgut 3) an agreement
kasunduˆ (from *sunduˆ + ka-)

1a n a promise made to someone Wayaˆ
lang siya kasãyud nga ˆang ˆiya manga
magýyang hay ˆigwa nay kasunduˆ nga

ˆisa ka sultÿru nga ˆipaˆasãwa sa ˆiya.
She did not know that, as for her

parents, there was already a promise
which was an unmarried man who

would be allowed to marry her.

1b v Someone agrees with someone else

about a certain matter.
nagkasunduˆ Natãpus ˆadtu nga

pagˆinirgýhan; nagkasunduˆ sinda nga
kung sanˆu ˆang kasay. That conver-
sation was finished; they agreed when
the wedding ceremony would be.

magkasunduˆ Kung magkasunduˆ gid
ˆining ˆãtun manga ˆungaˆ pagkatãpus
nang ˆinda kasay, kag nakikÿtaˆ ku ˆang
ˆinda maˆãyu nga pagsinundãnan,
ˆinsigÿda tawˆan ku sinda ning kapital sa
pagpangabuhiˆ. If our children agree
[with each other] after their wedding,
and I see their good living together,
immediately I will give them a capital
investment for [their] living.

v A certain matter is agreed to by
someone.

ginkasunduˆ ˆIgwa na ˆakuy ginkasunduˆ
nga pãra sa ˆÿmu mapapangasãwa.
There was [something] that was agreed
to by me that there is someone who will
really become your spouse. cf
ginkaˆisahan, hambayhambay (hambay
8), kasugtãnan (sýgut 3), kasulatan
(sýlat 2b), kundisyun, kuntrãta, trãtu 1

1c pagkasunduˆan v An agreement is
made by two or more people.

napagkasunduˆan Napagkasunduˆan
ˆadtu nga didtu lang sa ˆinda baryu
kasayun. An agreement was able to be
made that the wedding ceremony would
be held at their village.

1d kasundýˆan n an agreement between

two or among several people Sa
kadýgay nay pangalýyag ni Dun ˆInrÿku
kay Plurintÿna, may kasundýˆan sinda
nga duha. During the long period of

Don Enrico’s courting Florentina, they

two had an agreement [that Don Enrico

would not sleep with Florentina for one

month after they married].

kasuy n a cashew tree or nut, Anacardium
occidentale (Linn.) {Kernel of the kidney-

shaped nut is roasted and eaten as a snack

food.}
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kasuyuˆan (from *suyuˆ + ka-an) n a happen-
ing Kag niyan si Turing magahambay sa
ˆatun nang ˆiya kahimtãngan kag nang
manga kasuyuˆan. And now Toring will

tell us about her situation and many

happenings [in the past].

katambak n a thumb-print emperor fish,

Lethrinus rhodopterus (Bleeker) {Char-

acterized by a large black blotch with an

orange border just below the central

portion of the lateral line. Olive above and

silvery white below. Fins and lips are

pinkish orange. Found in shallow coastal

waters of less than 50 m. Caught with

fishnets pýkut 1 or hook and line bunit 1.}

katangkuyan (from *tangkuy + ka-an) n a

stony seabed area especially where

lava stones are scattered ˆAnu baya
ˆinang nagalutawlýtaw sa dãgat nga
yãri na sa katangkuyan? What, I

wonder, is that thing that is continually

floating in the ocean which is already

here in the stony seabed area?

katarãta n a cataract of the eye

katayýran (see tayud 2) the highest point
of a hill, mountain

kãtids n a cottage; a simple house, usually for

rent on a daily or monthly basis Diraˆ sa
Tyamban, kung ˆikaw nagaplÿti ning
kãtids ˆigwa ˆinaˆ diraˆ ning kumplÿtu nga
gãmit nga ˆindu magagãmit sa
pagkatýyug. There in Tiamban, if you are

renting a cottage, there are complete

supplies there that will be used by you for

sleeping.

kãtig n a bamboo outrigger of a boat {Boats

with outriggers: an outrigger paddle

boat barýtu, one-sail outrigger boat

liplip, two-sail outrigger boat

binulˆanun, large two-sail outrigger

boat pasãhi, single-passenger outrigger

boat damyug.} (See duˆundýˆun, Parts
of a Boat or Ship for table.)

kãting masyin (var kãting, kãtir) n a marble
factory for cutting marble into tiles

Ginahuman ninda nga blukÿti kag bãgu
ˆibaligyaˆ sa manga may kãting masyin.
[The marble stone] is made into marble

blocks by them before [they] are sold to

those who have marble factories.

Pagkablýki na ˆibaligyaˆ naman sa
nagakuntrãta ning batu kag dayˆun
naman sa manga kãtir pãra mahuman
nga marmul ˆislabs. After [the marble] is

already in blocks, [they] are sold to the

ones who make contracts about marble

blocks and are taken to various marble
factories so that [they] will be made into

marble slabs.

katri n a bed, consisting of a platform and

usually with legs Naghigdaˆ si Birting
didtu sa katri ni Bÿni kag nagkatuyug.
Berting lay down there on Benny’s bed
and slept. syn kãma

katsa n a flour sack; a sheet of flour sack
cloth Gingtambi ku ˆang duha nga
katsa. Two sheets of flour sack cloth
were joined together by me [by sewing

them].

katsubung n a talampunay shrub, Datura
metel (Linn.) {Various parts are used as

sources of herbal medicines.}

Katuliku (see Rumãnu Katuliku 1a) the

Roman Catholic Church
katumbay 1 n a pepper plant, genus

Capsicum (See Appendix 3, Kinds of

Cultigens.)

1a katumbay nga dagkuˆ n a bell pepper or

sweet pepper plant or fruit, Capsicum
anuum (Linn.) var. grossum {Boiled and

eaten as a vegetable.} (See Appendix 3,

Kinds of Cultigens.)

1b katumbay nga kahagbaˆ n a long red
pepper plant or fruit, Capsicum anuum
(Linn.) var. longum {Used as a food

seasoning.} (See Appendix 3, Kinds of

Cultigens.)

1c n a chili plant; a chili pepper, i.e., the

red fruit of the chili plant, Capsicum
frutescens (Linn.) {Used as a food

seasoning.} (See Appendix 3, Kinds of

Cultigens.)

katungdãnan (from *tungdan + ka-an) n
someone’s duty or responsibility
Katungdãnan nang manga magýyang
nga tawˆan ning maˆãyu nga ˆidukasyun
ˆang ˆiya manga ˆungaˆ. [It is] the

responsibility of parents that their

children be given a good education by

them.
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katunggan n a mangrove swamp; i.e., an

area where mangrove trees grow ˆIni ˆang
bugˆãtan, hay sa katunggan lang ˆini
nabubuˆuy. As for this common basket

mollusk, they can only be repeatedly

gotten in a mangrove swamp. {Most

common trees growing in mangrove

swamps: bakawan, pagatpat, piyapi,
tabigi and alipata mangrove trees.} cf

kapiyapÿhan (piyãpi 2)
katýray n a katuray tree or fruit, Sesbania

grandiflora (Linn.) {Flowers and young

pods are eaten as a vegetable.}

katursi card num adj fourteen actions,

people, pieces of something, situations,

things, times, units of measurement

Nang ˆaku nagaˆidad katursi ˆanyus, ˆaku
hay ginpangasawa na. When I reached

the age of fourteen years, as for me, [I]

was already courted [by someone].

{Numbers eleven ˆunsi up to ninety-nine

nubinta ˆinuwÿbi are Spanish words. For

a description of the use of Spanish

numbers, see entry ˆýnu.} (See Appendix

21, Cardinal Numbers.)

katuy n an itch caused by an irritating

substance
makatuy adj An irritating substance causes

itching. Makatuy pÿru naman hay
nakakaˆãyu kay nabubuˆuy ˆang sakit
nang tiyan. [Leaves of the hagunuy vine]
cause itching but they are able to cure
because stomach pain is frequently able
to be removed [by them].

n itchiness
v A part of the body becomes itchy,

caused by an irritating substance.
[nagkatuy became itchy]

katuyugan (see týyug 2) a bedroom,

sleeping place
katuyuˆan (see týyuˆ1) aim, purpose
kãwat 1a v Someone steals something.

nagapangawat ˆIning tãwu nga sugaruy
kadamýˆan, kung wayaˆ na ning kwarta
nga ˆikapustaˆ, hay nagapangawat. Most
of these gamblers, if they have no more
money which can be used for betting,
[they] steal extensively.

v Something is stolen by someone.
ginakãwat Bayãbas ˆang ˆãmun ginabuˆuy

kag kaˆunun nga tanum nang ˆiban nga

tãwu; ginakãwat nãmun. Guavas which
were the plantings of other people were
what were gotten by us and were eaten;
[they] were being stolen by us.

pangãwat ger someone’s stealing some-
thing Nang ˆaku nagˆiskwÿla naman sa
grid pur, nakatuˆun gid ˆakuy pangãwat
butung. When I was in grade four, I
learned about stealing young coconuts.

1b v People commit adultery (lit, steal

with each other).
nagapangawatan May yãraˆ man nga

manga babãyi nga nagahuman da ning
malãˆin; nagapangawatan da ˆini sinda.
There are certainly some women who
do evil; they commit adultery.

pagpangawatan ger committing adultery
Parÿhu nang ˆinang pagpangawatan
may yãraˆ nga manga yãki nga ˆang
ˆasãwa man hay duha. Like, for example,
committing adultery, there are some
men who have two spouses.

2 mangangawat n a thief ˆAbang katurpi nga
pangutãna mu! ˆAnu ˆaku mangangawat
sayud mu; daˆug ku ˆini sa ˆinding. Oh,

that’s a stupid question by you! What is

known by you is that I am a thief; these

are my winnings in the ending game.

3 kawãtan n a female paramour; i.e., a

woman with whom a married man has a

sexual relationship. Gingdýmug ni
Magdalÿna ˆang kawãtan nang ˆiya
ˆasãwa. Her husband’s paramour was

thrown to the ground by Magdalena. cf

pýta 1a
kawãyan 1 n a bamboo, genus Bambusa

{Bamboo varieties: spiny bamboo

kawãyan 1a; thorny bamboo ˆanunýˆu;

bamboo variety tiling.} spec bagãkay,

byukãwi, kawãyan 1a, kawãyan tsina,

tiling, ˆanuný’u (See Appendix 3, Kinds

of Cultigens.)

1a n a spiny bamboo, Bambusa spinosa
(Roxb.) Sa kahãngit nang baˆu, kay
wayaˆ siya paghuyýgi, nagpamunpun
siya tunuk nang kawãyan kag ˆiya
binutang sa lãwas nang sãging. In great

anger the turtle, because he was not

thrown down [any fruit by the monkey],

picked up spiny bamboo spines and put

them at the bottom of the banana plant.
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{Commonly used for roof and wall

framing materials for houses and for

strip flooring. Thin narrow bamboo

strips are used for tying framing and

thatching materials. Commonly used in

making furniture such as chairs,

benches, beds and tables, and for hats

and fish traps. Young tender shoots are

boiled and eaten.} genr kawãyan 1
2 tinadtad nga kawãyan n crushed

bamboo walling (See dingding 1,
Walling Materials for table.)

likud nang kawãyan (likud 2) set expr
the hard outer surface of bamboo;

tinãˆi nang kawãyan (tãˆi 2b) set expr
the inner surface of bamboo; tiyan
nang kawãyan (tiyan 2) set expr the

inner surface of bamboo; murun nga
kawãyan (see murun 1a) a kerosene

bamboo torch
kawãyan tsÿna n a kawayan-china bamboo,

Bambusa multiplex (Lour.) {A small

bamboo reaching about 1 m to 3 m with

culms up to about 5 cm in diameter. Used

as hedges and for ornamental purposes.}

genr kawãyan 1
kãwaˆ n a large wok ˆAng kurti nang ˆinda

ning balayan hay daw ˆadtu ˆang kãwaˆ
da ning hitsýra. As for the shape of their

empty shell (i.e., of common keyhole

limpets), the appearance is like a wok.

{Wok handle: pãkaw.}

kawaˆkãwaˆ n a common keyhole limpet,
Diodora graeca

kawit 1 n a bamboo coconut wine trans-
porting container {Carried by the

gatherer mananggÿti or miyugpananggut
carries when he climbs trees to collect

coconut wine tubaˆ. It has a hook which is

hung over the shoulder.} (See tubaˆ 1a,
Items Involved in Making Coconut
Wine for table.)

2 n a coconut wine transporting container
handle

kawkaw v Someone touches something

with a hand.
nagakawkaw Nagakawkaw si Danti sa

manga pugayan kay ˆitlug ˆang
ginapangitaˆ. Dante was touching
those chicken’s nests because eggs were

being looked for. cf kablit, hapýhap
kay1 (var kang) pers n loc det Someone does

something beside, at the place of or to a

person; an action is done to, or directed

towards someone. ˆUmubay si Kanur
kay Tunyu; tapus pinatýyug na niya ˆang
ˆungaˆ. Canor lay beside Tonyo; then he

let the child (i.e., Tonyo) sleep. Kung
ˆikaw magbakay sa butÿka, ˆang prisyu
hay parÿhu nang sa kay Rýsa. If you buy

at the drugstore, the price is the same as

at the place of Rosa. Pýyung ku kay
ˆAndris, “Sa supa pagkatuyug ˆagud
makaˆunatˆýnat ka.” I said to Andres,

“Sleep on the sofa so that you will be

able to stretch a little bit.”

kay2 1 (var kaysa, kay bãsiˆ) subord conj
Something is done or a state exists

because something else is done or

another state exists. ˆAyaw na ˆaku nindu
pagbakyi ning makina kay kanýgun
lang ˆang kwarta! I should not have a

sewing machine bought by you because
the money will just be wasted! Maˆãyu
pa Lukring, ˆumasãwa ka liwat, kay
bãtaˆ ka pa da. It is also good, Lukring,

that you will take a spouse again,

because you are still young. ˆIndiˆ ku
maˆintindihan kung ˆanu ˆang ˆãkun
humanun kaysa kadãmuˆ nang gabakay.
I do not know what I will do because so

many are buying. Magbayýtu, tãkas na
kay bãsiˆ kung nagbãtiˆ na si Týtuˆ.
Magbayoto, come out now [from the

water] because it might be that Toto is

already awake.

2 kay (var kay bãsiˆ, kay pãra) subord conj
A particular event occurs or a particular

state exists so that another event will

occur or another state will exist. Kung
hãpun nagakadtu ˆaku sa mirkãdu kay
mabakay suyaˆ. In the afternoons I go to

the market so that [I] will buy

[uncooked] side dishes. ˆAng ˆiba
nagadikurasyun nang baylÿhan kay pãra
maˆãyu naman nga siruˆun. Others were

decorating the dancing hall so that [it]

would be good to look at. Ginhambayan
ku ˆang manga kaˆibãhan ku sa bayay
nga maglýtuˆ nga dãˆan mas timprãnu,
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kay bãsiˆ kung magˆabut hay priparãdu
na. I told my companions in the house to

cook right away so that if [he] comes

[we will be] prepared already. syn ˆagud
3 kaysa (var kisa) conj/prep from or than,

indicating a comparison between events,

states, people or objects {Preceded by a

comparative adjective (commonly intro-

duced by mas), kaysa is translated

‘than’.} Mas mahãbaˆ ˆang ˆiya tukaˆ
kaysa tangkaliˆ sa lãtiˆ. Its beak (i.e., of a

kingfisher which stays near the ocean) is

longer than [that of] the kingfisher in

the forest. Mas gustu pa niya ˆang
magpinanumbãyay kag magkãyat ning
kung ˆanuˆãnu nga manga balÿtaˆ kaysa
diparãhun ˆang ˆiya ˆungaˆ sa pagpakãˆun
sa tãmaˆ nga ˆýras. To go [visiting] from

house to house and to promulgate all

kinds of gossip was more desirable to her

than that her children would be cared for

by being fed at the right time. Mas maˆãyu
ˆipanghÿkug sa bãbuy ˆang lãnut nga pÿsiˆ
kaysa naylun nga pÿsiˆ. It is more

desirable that abaca rope will be used for

roping pigs than nylon rope. Mas
manãmit pa ngãniˆ ˆang manga gýlay kisa
sa ˆisdaˆ, kaysa ˆãmun hay pirmi na lang
da kami gasuyaˆ ˆisdaˆ. Vegetables are

more delicious than fish because at our

place we always only serve a fish side

dish. [Kaysa (or kisa as illustrated above)

is commonly followed by sa and the item

being compared to a previously men-

tioned item. Sometimes sa does not

follow kaysa and at other times only sa
occurs.] Mas matãˆas si ˆAmur sa ˆãkun.
Amor is more expert than I [in the use of

herbal medicine]. {Preceded by lãbut
‘different’, kaysa is translated ‘from’.}

ˆAng dugus hay lãbut ˆang sabur kaysa
tamˆis nang ˆasýkar. As for honey, [its]

taste is different from the sweetness of

sugar.

kay ˆagud (ˆagud) set expr so that;
ˆugãling kay set expr but; parti kay
(see parti 2b) set expr about

kãya 1a n financial, physical or mental

resources ˆAng manga tãwu nga may
kãya ˆang nakakabakay nang ˆaparadur

nga nãra, bangkuˆ nga nãra kag lamÿsa
nga nãra. The people with resources
are the ones who are consistently able to

buy narra cabinets, narra chairs and

narra tables.

1b v Something is used as a resource for

doing something.
ˆikakãya ˆAng ˆiba naman nga wayaˆ ning

ˆikakãya nga ˆitingiˆ ning bugas pãra
bubud sa ˆinda manuk, ˆang ˆinda ˆini
ginabýbud hay niyug nga ginatuktuk
ning pÿnu. Some who have nothing
which can be used as a resource when
they will buy rice as feed for their
chickens, as for what they feed, [it] is
coconut meat chopped into thin [pieces].

2 v Something is coped with by someone.

ˆIndiˆ ninda kãya ˆang liksyun, kay
kahugaˆ ˆang pradyik. The lesson was
not coped with by them, because the

project was difficult.
makãya Kung ˆindiˆ mu makãya ˆang

pagpanãkaˆ ning niyug; ginasuhýyan
ˆang nagapanakaˆ. If the climbing of
coconut palms is not able to be coped
with by you, the one who climbs is paid.

kayab 1 n a fan, any suitable flat object used

to fan someone in hot weather

1a pangayab n a woven fan {Leaf strips of

the ˆanãhaw palm are woven to make

this non-folding fan.}

kayabkãyab n a fan scallop mollusk,

Chlamys flabellum. ˆIni ˆang kayabkãyab
nga sÿhiˆ hay kadãmuˆ ˆini ˆang ˆinda
kulur. As for these fan scallop mollusks,
they are of different colors.

kayadkad 1a v A liquid boils.
nagkayadkad Kung nagkayadkad na

ˆang gataˆ kag lapýyut na, ˆibutang ˆang
kinalãyu nga mayagkit kag kayuhun nga
kayuhun hasta mahubas ˆang sabaw kag
maglãna. When the coconut milk has
already boiled and is thick, the cooked
sticky rice should be put in and should
be mixed again and again until the liquid
will boil down and becomes oily.

magkayadkad inf to boil Malaˆgaˆ ka na
ning týbiˆ nga tungaˆ sa litru, tapus pag
madaliˆ na magkayadkad ˆÿmu ˆibutang
ˆang tinaˆ. You should boil one half liter
of water, then, when it is about to boil,
colored dye should be put in by you.
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1b pakayadkad v Something is boiled by

someone.
pakayadkaran, pakayadkarun Kung

tãpus ka na ning putus, ˆÿmu na ˆini
ˆibutang sa kaldÿru kag butangan ning
sabaw nga gataˆ kag ˆÿmu na
pakayadkaran. When you are finished
wrapping [the salsa], then put them into a
kettle and onto them put coconut milk
extract and [they] should be boiled by
you. ˆAng ˆÿmu ˆini paglaˆgaˆ, ˆÿmu gid
pakayadkarun ning maˆãyu manga subra
tungaˆ sa ˆýras. In your boiling [of buri
leaves, they] should be boiled very well
by you for over half an hour. syn laˆgaˆ

2 kayadkad sa kaˆugut v Someone boils
with anger. [nagakayadkad sa kaˆugut
is boiling with anger] cf nagadãyab sa
kaˆugut (dãyab 2)

kayãhaˆ n a frying pan Kung sabãgun mu
ˆang putut butangan mu ning lãna nga
kaˆisut ˆang kayãhaˆ; pagkatãpus ˆibutang
mu na ˆadtu ˆang putut kag ˆÿmu butangan
ning ˆasin. When pond-field shrimp are

roasted by you, a small amount of oil is

placed by you in a frying pan; then the

pond-field shrimp are placed [into the oil]

by you and into [them] you put salt.

kayapkap n a red-toothed triggerfish or

queen triggerfish, Odonus niger
(Ruppell) {Deep blue to black with an

olive to brown face and breast. The

distal margins of the dorsal, anal and

caudal fins are bright blue. Common on

inshore and offshore reefs.}

kayas vSomeone strums amusical instrument.
nagakayas Nagpinamãtiˆ ˆãnay ˆaku kung

sinˆu ˆang nagakayas ning gitãra. At
first I kept on listening [to find out] who
was the one strumming the guitar.

kãyas n a hissing sound, as of a snake

Makabatiˆ lang gid ˆang ˆãkun ˆãyam
ning kãyas sa kalinghutan ginakadtu
niya kag ˆayukun. [Whenever] my dog

happens to hear a hissing sound in a

rank vegetation area, it is approached by

him and [it] is barked at. (See tunug 1,
Kinds of Noises and Sounds for table.

See Appendix 24, Sounds of Animals

and Fowl.)

kãyat 1 v A particular space becomes clut-

tered or messy with objects strewn

around.
nagakãyat Pagˆabut nang tagˆÿya, ˆang

ˆinda ginasiruˆ hay ˆang ˆinda bayay
kung nagakãyat ˆu wayaˆ. Upon the
owners’ arrival, as for what is looked at
by them, [it] is their house [to see if] it
has become cluttered or not.

2 magkãyat inf to promulgate a message,

gossip, news Mas gustu pa niya ˆang
magpinanumbãyay kag magkãyat ning
kung ˆanuˆãnu nga manga balÿtaˆ kaysa
diparãhun ˆang ˆiya ˆungaˆ sa pagpakãˆun
sa tãmaˆ nga ˆýras. To go [visiting] from

house to house and to promulgate all

kinds of gossip was more desirable to her

than that her children would be cared for

by being fed at the right time.

kayaw v Something raises up.
nagkayaw Hinadlýkan ˆaku kay didtu sa

kwartu nga ginahigdaˆan nãmun, ˆang
halÿgi nagkayaw na kag wasak na. I was
frightened because there at the room
where we were lying down the foundation
post had already raised up and was
already destroyed.

magkayaw ˆAng kãhuy nga may talÿwis
ˆang masigkapunta hay ginatugsuk sa
baˆbaˆ nang kustal pãra magkayaw sa
dýtaˆ ˆang buliˆ nang kustal. As for the
[two pieces of] wood which have points
at both ends, [they] are used to pierce
the mouth of the sack so that the bottom
of the sack raises up from the ground.

kayaˆ v Something lies face up.
nagakayaˆ ˆAng niyug ginapakayaˆ sa sÿlak

kag kurayun ning pýkut palÿbut pãra ˆindiˆ
tabãnun nang ˆãyam ˆang nagakayaˆ nga
niyug. The [half] coconuts are placed face
up in the sunlight and are fenced around
with a net so that the dogs will not carry
away in their mouths the [half] coconuts
which lie face up.

pakayaˆ caus v Something is placed face
up by someone.

ginapakayaˆ ˆAng niyug ginapakayaˆ sa
sÿlak kag kurayun ning pýkut palÿbut
pãra ˆindiˆ tabãnun nang ˆãyam ˆang
nagakayaˆ nga niyug. The [half]
coconuts are placed face up in the
sunlight and are fenced around with a
net so that the dogs will not carry away
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in their mouths the [half] coconuts
which lie face up.

kaysa (see kay2 1, 3)

kaya sãyun (see kasay 4) a couple about to
be married

kayu v A liquid is mixed by someone.
kayukayýhun Kayukayýhun ˆang gataˆ

pãra ˆindiˆ magkurta. The coconut milk
extract should be thoroughly mixed so
that it will not curdle.

kãyu 1 n a ceiba tree, Ceiba pentandra
(Linn.) {Produces kapok, used for filling

pillows, mattresses.}

2 n kapok, the silky fibers that surround the

seeds of the ceiba tree {Used for filling

pillows, mattresses.}

kayumad n a small, white undeveloped head
louse cf kýtu (See bitik, Kinds of
Parasitic Insects for table.)

kayumÿtu n a chico or sapodilla plant or

fruit, Achras zapota (Linn.) {Sweet,

edible fruit.}

kayunggu n a wart
kãyus 1 v Coconut meat is grated by

someone.
kayýsan, kayýsun Kung lýtuˆ na ˆang

mayagkit kayýsun ˆang duha ka buˆuk
nga niyug. When the sticky rice is
already cooked, grate two pieces of
coconut [fruit]. cf raska

2 kinãyus (var niyug nga kinãyus) n
grated coconut meat Kung natumuk na
ˆang ˆuyang kag ˆang manga lakut ˆihãluˆ
mu na ˆang ˆÿmu niyug nga kinãyus sa
ˆuyang nga ˆÿmu hinãluˆ sa lusung.
When the brook shrimp and the [other]

ingredients have already been crushed,

then your grated coconut should be

mixed by you into the shrimp which has

been mixed by you in a mortar.

{Coconut meat lýgit of a fully mature

coconut lanus or a very mature coconut

laˆay is grated with a coconut grater

kyakuran. Eaten as a side dish when

nothing else is available or fed to

animals such as chickens, dogs and

pigs; made into a coconut sweet dessert

bukãyuˆ or sometimes mixed with sugar

as a coating on boiled yautia bunduˆ. A

food flavoring for several salsa dishes

sarsa.} (See Appendix 7, Parts of a

Coconut Fruit.)

kãyuˆ 1 n a hat
1a kãyuˆ nga týga n a mortarboard, i.e.,

an academic cap worn by teachers and

graduating students during graduation

exercises

2 v Someone puts on a hat.
kaˆibahan (see ˆÿba 2b)

kaˆibãhan (see ˆÿba 1b)

kaˆÿna adv A situation existed or an event

occurred a little while ago. Kaˆayuˆãyu
ka pa lang kaˆÿna nga matutýyug, kag
bahãyaˆ ka lang nagakýrug. You were

still healthy a little while ago when you

were falling asleep, and [then] suddenly

you were just trembling.

kaˆÿna nang hãpun (hãpun 1b) idiom
this past afternoon

kaˆÿngin 1 n an upland field syn ˆuma 1
2 v Someone constructs an upland field.

nagkaˆingin Nagkaˆingin ˆaku; didtu
nagpugas kami ning manga traynta
gantas. I constructed an upland field;
there we planted about thirty gantas of
[rice] seed.

v An area has an upland field con-
structed on it by someone.

makaˆingÿnan Dãmuˆ na nga kãhuy na
ginapatýbuˆ, ngãniˆ hay ˆinaˆ hay ˆindiˆ
makaˆingÿnan. There are many trees
that are grown, so that’s why, as for that
[area, it] is not able to have an upland
field constructed [on it].

kaˆisa (see ˆisa 6a) once
kaˆisa (see ˆisa 7) unite
kaˆugalÿngun (from *ˆugãling2 + ka-un)

1a n someone’s own body May namangnuhan
ˆaku nga masakit sa ˆakun kaˆugalÿngun.
Sickness in my own body was noticed by

me. syn sarÿli 1a
1b adj one’s own possession Si Lula hay

may kaˆugalÿngun nga bayay. As for

Grandmother, [she] has [her] own
house. syn sarÿli 1c

kãˆun 1a v Someone or something eats
something.

nagkinãˆun ˆAng bãka, hay nagkinãˆun
ning bilug gid nga ˆadlaw. As for the
cow, [it] continually ate the whole day.

nakakãˆun Diri lang ˆaku sa Rumblun
nakakãˆun ning kanˆun nga maˆis. Here
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only in Romblon I was able to eat
cooked corn.

nagakãˆun Ginabinakyan ni Luˆis ning
tinãpay ˆadtung magýyang, siya ˆinaˆ
wayaˆ siya gakãˆun. That old man
continuously has bread bought for [him]
by Luis [but], as for that one, he eats
nothing.

nagakinãˆun Si Dilya nagakinãˆun nang
býnga nang kanduy. As for Delia, [she]
always eats the fruit of the waxgourd.

makãˆun Makãˆun kita ning mangga. We
will eat mangoes.

makakãˆun Ginadisidihan ku gid nga
ˆaku makabuˆuy butung pãra lang gid
ˆaku makakãˆun kay kagýtum na gid. I
am really deciding that I should get a
young coconut so that I will be able to
eat because I am already hungry.

magkãˆun ˆIndiˆ gid siya magkãˆun kag
wayaˆ gid ning duktur nga makapaˆãyu
sa ˆiya. She really does not eat and no
doctor is able to make her better.

kakãˆun [Preceded by a negative.] Nang
ˆulÿhi na gid ˆindiˆ na ˆaku kakãˆun kay
ˆang ˆãkun panamsam hay mapaˆit.
Lately, I have no longer been able to
eat because, as for the way I taste
[things], [they] are bitter.

magkãˆun inf to eat Kung ˆaku didtu gustu
magkãˆun, yaˆ na ˆaku galingaw. If I
like to eat there, I do not make noise.
ˆAng Mangyan nahuyaˆ magkãˆun sa
ˆãmun pinggan. The Mangyan was
embarrassed to eat from our plate.

ger someone’s eating ˆAba, pinangganˆut
ˆaku pagkatãpus ku ning kãˆun. Oh, I
was extensively soaked upon my
completion of eating.

pagkakãˆun ti ger after or upon
someone’s eating Pagkakãˆun nãmun,
nagpahuway na kami. After our eating,
we rested.

panginãˆun ti ger the time of someone’s
eating Nagahuyat lang ˆinaˆ sinda nga
magtãˆub kag ˆimaw ˆang ˆinda
panginãˆun. Those just wait for [it] to
become high tide and that’s the time of
their eating.

v Something is eaten by someone or
something.

ginkãˆun, kinãˆun ˆAng ginkãˆun nang
bãka hay pwÿdi gid bÿsan sa ˆisa ka týˆig.

As for that which was eaten by the cow,
it is very possible [for it to last] even one
year. Kinãˆun ku nga dãˆan ˆang ˆitlug
nga ˆisa ka buˆuk. One egg was eaten by
me at once.

ginakãˆun [Past progressive narrative
commonly uses the present tense.]
Ginatanˆaw gid niya ˆang ginakãˆun
kag týbiˆ nga ginaˆinum. He was
carefully looking at that which was
being eaten and water which was being
drunk.

ginakaˆýna Kung panahun nga makýliˆ
ˆang manga pagkãˆun nga wayaˆ mu
ginakaˆýna hay ˆÿmu na ginakãˆun.
During times of famine, foods that are
not eaten by you are then eaten by you.

ginakinaˆýn ˆAng býnga nang ˆini nga
kãhuy hay ˆimaw ˆang ginakinãˆun ni
Marya. As for the fruit of this tree, that
is what is always eaten by Mary.

nakãˆun Ginpangutana niya ˆang bãka
kung nakãˆun niya ˆang tanan niya nga
gustu. He asked the cow if everything
she wanted was able to be eaten by her.

kaˆýnun Kung nagpamýnga na ˆang ˆiya
manga tanum ˆigwa pa ning kaˆýnun
ˆang ˆiya manga ˆungaˆ. If his plants
have already all borne fruit, there will
still be something that will be eaten by
his children.

kakaˆýnun Diˆin ka mabuˆuy nang ˆÿmu
kakaˆýnun masunud nga ˆadlaw?
Where will you get that which will be
eaten by you the next day?

v An eating utensil is used by someone for
eating something.

gingkaˆýnan Tagahýgas ˆaku nang bãsu
nga gingkaˆýnan nang haluˆhãluˆ. I am
the one in charge of washing the glasses
which were used for eating halo-halo.

v that from which someone eats
{Utensils from which one eats: a plate
pinggan, coconut-shell bowl payaˆ,
woven plate nÿtuˆ nga pinggan.}

kaˆýnan ˆAng ˆãkun kaˆýnan hay ˆang
pinggan. That from which I will eat is
a plate.

pakãˆun caus v Food is allowed by
someone to be eaten by someone else.

ˆipakãˆun ˆAng pagkãˆun ˆini nga dãpat
ˆipakãˆun ta kay Lýlu hay ˆinaˆ ˆang
manga mayutaˆ. The foods that will be
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allowed by us to be eaten by
Grandfather are those foods which are
soft. cf lãmun

1b pagkãˆun n prepared food Busug gid
ˆaku kaˆãyu kay kadakuˆ ˆang pagkãˆun.
I am really very satisfied in eating

because the food is abundant. Bãwal
nga kaˆýnun lãluˆ na gid ˆinang manga
maˆasin na pagkãˆun. [They] are

forbidden to be eaten, especially those

salty foods. cf priparasyun, tãhaw 1
1c kaˆunun n something to eat Nagpangitaˆ

siya ning kaˆunun nga sabsãbun pãra sa
ˆiya bãka. He looked for something to
eat for his cow which was grazing grass.

{Kaˆunun and pagkãˆun are virtually the

same in meaning.}

1d kaˆunun nga pagkãˆun n food for
eating, as bread, fast foods

1e n stomach food of an animal, bird, sea

creature, removed when preparing the

meat for eating

2 pakãˆun n an eating event, as at the

reception of a baptism or wedding

Nakakatilaw lang ˆinaˆ sinda ning midyu
manãmit nga pagkãˆun kung sinda hay
nakakadtu sa manga pakãˆun. Those

ones were consistently able to taste food

that is somewhat delicious when they

were able to go to eating events.
3 kaˆunan n an eating place ˆAng manga

kaˆungaˆan nagkadtu sa ˆinda kaˆunan.
The group of children went to their

eating place. {Any area where one

eats—a table, the floor, a beach.} ˆAng
ˆãmun kaˆunan hay sa baybay kung
kami nagalanguy. Our eating place is

on the beach when we swim. [Compare

with the verbal substantive kaˆýnan ˆthat

from which one eatsˆ described above.]

kaˆunun nga tanum (tanum 1f) a root
crop food

kaˆunu1 v Someone cares for one’s body,

someone else, something.
nakakaˆunu Nakakaˆunuy dãhan siya sa

ˆiya lãwas nang siya hay naganabdus.
She was able to care for her body
carefully during her pregnancy.

kaˆunu2 (from ˆunu + ka-) adj Something

has an adverse effect on a person,

thing. ˆIndiˆ da kunu ˆinaˆ kaˆunu ˆang

dãgat sa pilaw. Sea water does not have
an adverse effect [on one swimming]

when drowsy.

kasanˆu derv When did an event occur

or a state exist?

kaˆuyu v Someone defecates.
nagakaˆuyu Sinˆu baya ˆadtu nga tãwu

ˆang ˆãkun nasayangan nga nagakaˆuyu
sa ˆalÿhid nang dãyan? Who, I wonder,
was that person who happened to be
seen by me who was defecating at the
side of the road?

ki- (var of ka-2) Derives an adjective.

kibut 1a n the apex part of a shell; the base of

a container, as a basket, drinking glass,

pail, pot; the bottom of a sack; the

buttocks of a human; the rump of an

animal; the tail of a bird, chicken, fish,

squid; the blunt end of a fruit or

vegetable, such as a coconut or papaya,

opposite the stem end syn buliˆ 1a cf

pýnuˆ2 1a, katapýsan nga dãyun (tãpus
5), tungud2, ˆubus

1b n the seat of trousers or shorts syn buliˆ
1b

2 kibut mu inj Your ass! {An offensive

interjection malawˆay nga hambayãnun
spoken to someone to indicate anger or

extreme displeasure with that person.}

syn buliˆ 2
kidni n a kidney Kung nagasakit naman

ˆang ˆÿmu hãwak ˆang hambay ninda
kidni. When your waist aches, they say

it is a kidney.

kÿha n a formal complaint or charge against

someone in a court of law Gingˆÿsuy nina
Pidru ˆang ˆinda kÿha sa ˆinda kaˆãway.
Their formal complaint against their

enemy was withdrawn by Pedro and

companion.
v Someone files a formal complaint at the

police headquarters. Gingkunsulta ku sa
ˆÿmu ˆini nga prublÿma bãgu ˆaku
nagkÿha. This problem was talked over
by me with you before I filed a formal
complaint.

kilat 1 n lightning Nagasugaˆ ning kaˆýtud
nga lukay kung nagapangilat; ginapilak
sa bintãnaˆ para kunu ˆindiˆ magsuyud
ˆang kilat sa suyud nang bayay. A piece

of blessed palm leaf is lit during

kaˆunu1 289 kilat
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lightning; it is cast out of the window so

that, they say, the lightning will not go

inside the house. cf panglintiˆ
2 v Lightning flashes. [makilat Lightning

will flash.]

*kÿlaw (see kinÿlaw)

kÿlay n an eyebrow Kung ˆang ˆiya mata hay
makilãya mu hay maˆãyu kay kung tãˆub
hay gamukyat da ˆang ˆiya mata parÿhu
sa tãwu nga may kÿlay. If, as for its eye

(i.e., the eye of the common basket

mollusk), you are able to recognize [it],

it is good because when it is high tide its

eye is open like [the eye] of a person

who has an eyebrow.

kilãya 1 adj Someone is well known. ˆAng
ˆiba naman ginasunud ˆang ngãyan sa
kalindaryu, ˆu manga ngãyan nang
manga santu kag manga kilãya nga
tãwu. Some get the names from the

calendar (i.e., months) [in naming their

children] or the names of saints and

well-known people. ˆAng kilãya gid
nga maˆãyu nga maghuman ning lãwas
nang traysikul hay si Saryu. As for the

one who is very well known to be good

in making bodies of motorized

pedicabs, [he] is Sario. cf malakas
(lakas1)

2a v Someone knows, finds out, or recog-
nizes someone or something or that an

event occurs or a state exists; someone

knows about something.
makakilãya Pagkatãpus nãmun ning

kãˆun, hambay nang ˆadtung tindÿra hay
wayaˆ siya makakilãya kung sa diˆin
kunu ˆang lýlu. After our eating, the
thing said by the storekeeper was that
she is not able to find out, she said,
where the grandfather is.

v Someone or something is known or
recognized by someone; [it] is known by
someone that a particular action occurs or
a state exists. {“Knowing” or “recog-
nizing” someone or something is an
unintentional act. The verb is therefore
inflected for abilitative mode (able to be
known, etc.). Glosses generally omit ‘able
to’ since this meaning is implied in the
verb meaning.}

nakilãya Siling ku sa ˆiya, “ˆAy taya!

Kasanˆu mu lang ˆaku nakilãya?
Mangasãwa ka na sa ˆãkun?” I said to
him, “My goodness! How long have I
been known by you? Do you want to
court me?”

makilãya, kilãya ˆIndiˆ ninda makilãya
nga ˆimaw ˆadtu ˆang ˆasãwa ku. [It] is not
known by them that that one is my wife.
ˆAng ˆiya balayan hay ˆigwa ning manga
buhuˆbuhuˆ nga maˆintik; gãniˆ makilãya
nga kapinan. As for its shell covering,
[it] has small holes; that’s how it is
recognized that [it is] a limpet. Dãpat
nga makilãya nang ˆãkun manga
partÿdus ˆang ˆikaduha ku nga ˆasãwa. It
should be that my second husband will
be known by my relatives. Kilãya mu
nga nagaluwas sa býhuˆ ˆang ˆamumuˆpuˆ
kay ginabirabÿra niya ˆang ˆudyung nga
ˆigway paˆun. [It] will be known by you
that a small octopus is coming out of [its]
hole because it is pulling the baited spear
head back and forth.

makikilãya Makikilãya mu nga kapinan
kung mayad ka na gida magsiruˆ ning
klãsi nang sÿhiˆ. [They] will be con-
sistently recognized by you as limpets
if you are really clever in recognizing
different kinds of mollusks.

2b pakilãya v Someone or something

demonstrates or shows that a particular

event happens or a state exists; someone

introduces herself, himself or someone

else to someone.
nagpakilãya Pagkahãpun nagpakilãya

sa ˆãkun; ˆimaw ˆinaˆ si Tãta mu Binung.
In the afternoon [he] was introduced to
me; that one was your Uncle Benong.

nagapakilãya Kung ˆang ˆitlug hay
naglãkut ˆang langitlangit sa dawadawa
kag ˆigwa ning mapuya nga parÿhu ning
duguˆ, nagapakilãya kunu nga ˆang
sakit hay grãbi. If, as for an egg, the
white of the egg is mixed with the yolk,
and if there is a reddish [substance]
which is like blood, they say, it shows
that, as for the sickness, [it] is serious.

pagpakilãya ger someone’s demonstration,
showing, introduction of someone else
or something Niyan, hay pamatÿˆan nãtun
ˆang ˆãtun sikritarya sa ˆiya pagpakilãya
nang ˆãtun halangdun nga bisÿta. Now,

*kÿlaw 290 kilãya
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our secretary should be listened to by us in
her introduction of our beloved visitor.

v Something is demonstrated or shown to
someone by someone else; someone is
introduced to someone by someone else.

ginapakilãya ˆIni hay ginapakilãya ku sa
ˆindu ˆang ˆãtun bisÿta nga halin sa
Kanadyan ˆImbasi. As for this one, our
visitor who came from the Canadian
Embassy, [he] is being introduced to
you by me.

maˆipakilãya ˆAng sabat ku sa ˆãkun
manga ˆungaˆ, “Hýˆu, bãsiˆ nga ˆindiˆ?
Gustu ku gãniˆ nga maˆipakilãya ku sa
ˆinda ˆang ˆasãwa ku.” My answer to my
children was, “Yes, why not? I want
that my husband will be introduced to
them by me.”

2c v It is acknowledged by someone that a

particular action occurs or state exists.
ginakilaya Ginakilaya ku si Pirla nga siya

ˆang ˆãkun nanay. [It] is acknowledged
by me that Perla is my mother.

kilÿbit v A herbalist divines a sickness with
an egg.

nagakilÿbit ˆIni ˆang ˆitlug nang nÿtib nga
manuk hay ˆimaw ˆang ginagãmit nang
manga miyugbýyung kung sinda
nagakilÿbit. As for these eggs of the native
chickens, [they] are the ones used by
herbalists when they divine a sickness
with an egg.

kÿlid n the side of the body, a building, an

object Magsalirangdang ˆãnay kag
dingdingan kãda kÿlid pãra ˆang ˆasu
hay paˆibabaw ˆang salÿda. First weave

coconut frond shingles and wall in each

side [of the smoking rack] so that the

smoke will go up.

kilis 1 ger someone’s washing of rice in

preparation for cooking Pagkatãpus
kilis, ˆibutang ˆang gataˆ nga pangduha
kag pangtatlu nga pýgaˆ. After the

washing [of the sticky rice], put

coconut milk [into it] which is the

second and third squeezing.
v Someone washes rice in preparation for

cooking.
nagkilis Si Nancy ˆang nagkilis nang

bugas. It was Nancy who washed the
rice.

v Rice is washed by someone.

gingkilisan Duha ka bÿsis ku gingkilisan
ˆang bugas bãgu ginglýtuˆ. The rice was
washed two times by me before [it] was
cooked. cf hugas 1a

2 kinilis n rice wash water {Is either cast

out or fed to pigs.}

kilkig 1 n a poison, a deadly or harmful

substance Kung tinãpay ˆang ˆÿmu
ginkãˆun nga may kilkig, ˆimaw da ˆinaˆ
ˆang ˆÿmu ˆisýka. If bread is what was

eaten by you, which has poison, that is

surely what you will vomit. cf hiluˆ
2a n a poison sickness, i.e., a sickness

resulting from ingesting a poisonous

substance Nãna Salba, ˆaku mangutãna
sa ˆÿmu kung ˆanu ˆang ginabuyung sa
sakit nga kilkig? Aunt Salva, I ask you

what is used to medically treat poison
sickness?

2b v Someone is afflicted with poison
sickness.

makilkig ˆIni ˆintirisãdu ˆaku kay kung ˆaku
makilkig. As for this [medicinal plant] , I
am interested [in this] because I might be
inflicted with poison sickness.

v Something, as a poisonous substance, a
particular shell, a snake poisons someone
or something.

nakikilkig Sa týbiˆ ˆigwa da ning
nakikilkig. In water there are [things]
which surely poison.

kÿlu 1 meas n a nonspecific or specific number

of kilograms; a weight measurement

Bukun parÿhu nang ˆinang ginatawag nga
“hýbard” nga traynta ˆutsu ˆadlaw pa
lang hay ˆang bugˆat hay yãraˆ na sa ˆisa
ka kÿlu kag tungaˆ. These [chickens] are

not the same as what are called “hobard”

which in only thirty-eight days, as for the

weight, [it] is there at one and a half

kilograms.
kÿlus pl n two or more kilograms Yãraˆ

lang ˆang bugˆat hay nagaˆãbut sa dus
kÿlus kung dumayãga ˆu suyug nga
manuk. The weight just reaches two
kilograms if the chicken is a young
pre-laying hen or a cockerel.

1a kinÿlu adj The rate of something is by
the kilogram. ˆAng pagplÿti sa traysikul
hay kinÿlu. As for the fare for the

motorized pedicab [hauling goods], [it]

kilÿbit 291 kÿlu
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is by the kilogram.

2 kiluhan n a weigh scale
2a n a pan scale for weighing produce, an

instrument especially found in stores

2b ˆispãda nga kiluhan n a bar scale for

weighing produce syn rumãna
kilumitru meas n a nonspecific or specific

number of kilometers; a linear meas-

urement Maghalin diri sa ˆIlawran,
hanggan diraˆ sa banwa, hay dýsi ˆimidya
kilumitru ˆang lãyuˆ. From here in

Ilauran, going to town, the distance is

twelve and one half kilometers. (See

Appendix 18, Linear Measurement.)

kiluˆ v Someone is winked at by someone

else.
kiniluˆan ˆAbaw! Daw gid ˆakung

mahimatay sa kalÿpay kay kiniluˆan
ˆaku! Oh! As though I would faint with
excitement because I was winked at [by
him]!

kilyaw n the call “kilyaw” of a black-naped

oriole ˆAng ˆinda hýni hay “kilyaw,
kilyaw!” As for its call (i.e., of a

black-naped oriole), [it] is “kilyaw,

kilyaw!” (See Appendix 24, Sounds of

Animals and Fowl.)

kimi n a sharksucker fish or remora fish,

Echeneis naucrates (Linn.) {White,

grayish-brown dorsally, with a broad

black band from the snout to the caudal

fin. Caudal and paired fins are black;

dorsal and anal fins are yellowish, with

dusky bars. Commonly found attached

to sharks, rays, sea turtles or other large

reef fishes.}

kimýna n a traditional blouse (See bãruˆ 1,
Kinds of Clothing for table.)

kinalãyu (see kalayu 2) cooked rice
kinamarin (from kamarin + -in-) adj A

house, the roof of a house is perpen-
dicular gabled. {A perpendicular gabled

house bayay nga kinamarin has two

slopes, with gables suyung that are

perpendicular. A relatively new house

style in contrast to the traditional hip-

roof Romblomanon house bayay nga
pinanuluk.} ˆang bubýngan nga kinamarin
a perpendicular gabled roof

kinãpaw1 (from kãpaw + -in-) n a scrap

slab of lumber {The rounded first

lengthwise cut of a log in sawing planks.}

ˆInaˆ naman ˆang manga kinãpaw,
ginabakay ˆinaˆ nang ˆiban nga kinustal
kay ginabutang ˆinaˆ ninda sa sayug. As

for those scrap slabs, those are bought by

some [people] by the sack because [they]

are put on the floor by those ones.

kinãpaw2 (from kãpaw + -in-) n young
coconut meat {Sweet, soft, watery

inner meat of the coconut fruit; a

delicacy for children.} (See Appendix

7, Parts of a Coconut Fruit.)

kinatãwu (from tãwu + ka- + -in-) some-

one’s birthday Mabakay baya ˆadtu ning
karni si Simun kay batiˆ ku kinatãwu nyan
nang ˆiya ˆasãwa. Maybe Simon will buy

meat because I heard that it is the

birthday of his spouse today.

kinãyus (see kãyus 2) grated coconut
kinaˆagman 1 n someone’s knowledge

Bukun maˆawaˆ si Tãtay sa ˆiya ning
kinaˆagman; gintudluˆan ˆaku nya.
Father was not selfish with his knowl-
edge; I was taught by him. cf ˆisip

2 n a charm, worn to ward off evil or to

bring good luck and protection syn

ˆantingˆanting
kindi (see ˆays kindi) ice candy
kinÿlaw (from *kÿlaw + -in-) adj Seafood

is eaten raw by someone. ˆIni ˆang
sayˆut nga sÿhiˆ, hay kanãmit nga
kinÿlaw ˆang ˆiya ning ˆunud. As for this

fluted giant clam mollusk, its meat is

delicious when eaten raw.

kinÿlaw nga ˆisdaˆ (ˆisdaˆ 1b) idiom raw
marinated fish

kinsi card num adj fifteen actions, people,

pieces of things, situations, things, times,

units of measurement Kinsi bÿlug kamu
tanan. Paˆunu ku kamu pagpakãˆun kag
pagpaˆiskwÿla kay kadurudýru kamu?
You are fifteen [children] in all. How is

it possible for you to be provided food by

me and to be sent to school, because you

are very many? ˆAng sýhuy pagpanãkaˆ
ning niyug hay kinsi pÿsus ˆang gatus. As

for the payment for climbing coconut

palms, [it] is fifteen pesos per hundred

[coconuts]. Paglÿgad nang manga kinsi

kilumitru 292 kinsi
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minýtus kayuhun naman liwat ˆimaw
nang ˆimaw hasta magyutaˆ. After about

fifteen minutes, mix [what you are

cooking] again and repeat several times

until it becomes soft. Pãra makahuman
nang ˆisa ka libra nga dugus, ˆang ˆisa
nga putyýkan kahinangyãnun gid nga
magbalikbãlik sa býyak ning kinsi mil
kabãlik. So that it can make one pound of

honey, one honeybee must go back to the

flowers fifteen thousand times. {Num-

bers eleven ˆunsi up to ninety-nine

nubinta ˆinuwÿbi are Spanish words. For a

description of the use of Spanish num-

bers, see entry ˆýnu.} (See Appendix 21,

Cardinal Numbers.)

kintsay n a Chinese celery plant or stalk,

Apium graveolens (Linn.) {Used as a

food seasoning.} (See Appendix 3,

Kinds of Cultigens.)

kinyintus card num the number five
hundred {For a description of the use

of numbers of Spanish origin, see entry

ˆýnu.} (See Appendix 21, Cardinal

Numbers.)

mil kinyintus set expr one thousand
five hundred

kÿpuˆ v Someone’s or something’s mouth,

the valve of a mollusk closes.
nagakÿpuˆ Kung mamangnuhan ninda

nga ˆigwa ning tãwu nagakÿpuˆ ˆinaˆ
ˆang ˆinda baˆbaˆ. When [it] is sensed by
them (i.e., unequal arc mollusks) that
there is a person [present], their valves
close. cf pÿyung, sarãdu 1, sara 2a,
takyub 2

kisa (see kaysa (kay2 3)) rather than
kisami n the ceiling of a building Sumãkaˆ

ˆang ˆuning paˆibabaw pakadtu sa
kisami. The cat climbed up going up to

the ceiling. (See Appendix 2, Parts of a

House.)

kÿsiˆ v Things, as leaf sections of a palm

frond, are stripped down by someone;

i.e., they are removed from the leaf

midrib kugung of the frond.
kisÿˆun Pangaduha, ˆÿmu ˆini kisÿˆun;

ˆini nga ginatawag nga “kÿsiˆ” hay
ginabuyagbuyag ˆang kãda panig
nang buli. Second, [the leaf which has
two parts with a rib in the center] will

be stripped down by you; as for this
which is called “stripping down,”
each leaf section of the buri [leaf] is
separated from the others.

kiskis v A relatively flat surface is rubbed
hard by someone using an instrument.

ginakiskis Ginakiskis ˆadtu; pagkatãpus
ginapuknit ˆang pãnit; tapus ginahýˆum
sa týbiˆ; pag singku minýtus ginaˆinum
pÿru mapaˆit naman. That (i.e., the bark
of a particular tree) is rubbed hard
[with some instrument]; then the bark is
peeled off; then [it] is soaked in water;
after five minutes [it] is drunk, but it is
surely bitter.

kislap v Something sparkles with reflected

light.
nagakislapkislap ˆAng ˆiya ˆini ning

balayan hay gakislapkislap kay lãluˆ pa
kung ˆang kaˆintik. The shells of these
[chambered nautilus mollusks] sparkle
all over, especially when they are small
ones.

kita 1a t pron We (incl) do something; we
(incl) are in a particular state; we (incl)

have something done for, to, with us; we
(incl) have something; we (incl) have a

particular designation; we (incl) are

allowed by someone to do something or

have something done to us. [Follows an

adjective, noun, pseudoverb or verb

predicate.] Maˆãyu gãniˆ kung dãmuˆ kita
kay ˆagud hay dãmuˆ nga manga
ˆimpurmasyun ˆang mabubuˆuy nang
ˆining nagapangutana sa ˆãmun. It is

surely good if we (incl) are many so that

much information will be able to be

frequently gotten by this one who is

inquiring from us. [Precedes adjective,

noun, pseudoverb or verb predicates,

following adverbs, including negatives.]

Bãgu kita magakadtu sa pagˆiliksyun,
mamãtiˆ ˆãnay kita nang hambay nang
ˆãtun baranggay kapitan. Before we
(incl) go to the election [of officers], we

will first listen to the speech of our

village leader. Wayaˆ pa gãniˆ kita
makakãˆun ning ˆihãpun; bãsiˆ natýyug
ka na? We (incl) had not yet eaten

supper; why did you already sleep?

[Precedes the adjective, pseudoverb or

kintsay 293 kita
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verb as a preposed topic to denote

emphasis.] Kita hay pubri lang nga yãri
diri sa býkid nagaˆistar. As for us, [we]

are just poor people who are living here

in the country. [Precedes the adjective,

pseudoverb or verb in a dependent

clause.] Kung kita buyagbuyag, wayaˆ
kita prugrÿsu. If we (incl) are disunited,

we will not have progress.

1b nãkun kita t pron We two do

something; we two are in a particular

state; we two have something done for,

to, with us; we two have something; we
two have a particular designation; we
two are allowed by someone to do

something or have something done to

us. Kung tumindug nga nãkun kita,
bistãdu kita sa karsãda. When we two
stood up, we were clearly visible along

the road.

kitãwin (var of katãwin) short
kÿtaˆ 1a v Someone finds or sees someone,

something.
nakakÿtaˆ Nakakÿtaˆ ˆadtung tagaLugbun

ning pasahÿru nga naglumpat sa bapur.
The people of Logbon happened to
see a passenger jump from the ship.
Nagapasalãmat ˆaku kay nakakÿtaˆ
ˆakuy ˆasãwa nga mabýˆut kag
mapinalanggãˆun ginadipãra ˆang ˆãkun
manga ˆungaˆ nga wayaˆ pay ˆasãwa. I
give thanks because I was able to find a
husband who is kind and who lovingly
takes care of my children who still have
no spouses. [For a second sense of
nakakÿtaˆ, see 2b below.]

makakÿtaˆ, makikÿtaˆ Bihÿraˆ ka ˆini
makakÿtaˆ; ˆini nga manuk nagaˆistar
siya sa kaguyãngan. It is rare that you
would be able to see this; this kind of
chicken stays in the forest. Kaˆabtik ˆang
tikling lumupad kung makakÿtaˆ tãwu.
The barred rail bird is quick to fly if it
happens to see a person. Kung may
makikÿtaˆ na siya nga matutukub,
nagababaˆ na ˆang ˆiya paglupad pãra
magtugpuˆ sa dýtaˆ. When it (i.e., a
bramingkite bird) is able to see things
that can be easily eaten by pecking, its
flying goes down in order to alight on
the ground. [The form kakÿtaˆ occurs
with a negative.]

kakÿtaˆ ˆAng ˆinda mata hay ˆindiˆ na
kamukyat kag ˆimaw na ˆini ˆang
ginatunãˆan nga ˆindiˆ na sinda kakÿtaˆ
kung sinda gatukaˆ nang bubud. As for
their eyes, [they] are no longer able to
open and this is the time when they are
not able to see when they peck chicken
feed.

kinitaˆan agf recip v Two or more find or
see each other.

nagkinitaˆan Kalÿpay na kami ˆinaˆ niyan
sa bayay kay nagkinitaˆan na naman
kami. We were happy then at home
because we had found each other
again.

pagkakÿtaˆ ti ger after or upon someone’s
seeing someone else or something
Pagkakÿtaˆ kay Buy, hay nagpanaˆug sa
bayay ˆang ˆiya lýla pãra sugãtun sya.
After seeing Boy, his grandmother
went down from the house so that he
would be fetched.

pagkÿtaˆ ger someone’s seeing someone
else or something Tanan ˆinaˆ nga
manga paryinti nang namatyan hay
nagakadtu ˆinaˆ kag nagabisÿta sa
namatay, kay ˆimaw na ˆinaˆ ˆang ˆulÿhi
ninda nga pagkÿtaˆ. All the relatives of
the one who died go there and visit the
one who died because this is the last
time of their seeing [him].

v Someone or something is found, or seen
by someone; a particular situation is
observed by someone. Kung balikwaˆun
mu ˆang batu kÿtaˆ mu gid ˆini sinda. If you
turn the stone upside down, they can be
seen by you there. [For another function
of kÿtaˆ, see below under sense 2a.]

nakÿtaˆ May ˆisa naman nga miyugpangisdaˆ
nga nakaˆabut sa tungang lawud; nakÿtaˆ
niya ˆang kaban nga nagalutawlýtaw sa
dãgat. There was one fisherman who was
able to reach the middle of the open sea;
the clothes trunk which had been
continually floating in the sea happened
to be seen by him. [Commonly may
nakÿtaˆ ‘there was something seen’ is
followed by a topic pronoun or noun
specifying the person who saw, and ‘that
seen’ is expressed following nga.] Sa
pagkatýyug ni Marsya, nagdamgu siya
nga may nakÿtaˆ siya nga lãbut nga
kãhuy. During Marcia’s sleep, she

kitãwin 294 kÿtaˆ
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dreamed that there was something
happened to be seen by her which was a
different (i.e., strange) kind of tree. [A
particular situation observed follows the
ligature nga.] Nang magˆabut ˆang ˆãga,
nakÿtaˆ ku nga malapit na ˆaku sa ˆisa
naman nga puyuˆ. When morning came,
that I was already near another island was
able to be seen by me.

nakikÿtaˆ Nakikÿtaˆ ku sa ˆinda hýkay,
bãli wayaˆ ˆaku nga ˆinda Nanay. [It]
was really seen by me in their attitude
that they did not pay attention to me,
their mother. Kaˆãyu kung nagabaktas
ka pakadtu sa Bangˆug kay kadãmuˆ nga
sÿhiˆ ˆang ˆÿmu nakikÿtaˆ. It is good if you
just walk going to Bang-og because
many shells will surely be seen by you.
Kung ˆang nakikÿtaˆ nang manga ˆungaˆ
sa ˆinda magýyang hay malãˆin ˆang
ˆinda batãsan, ˆimaw da ˆinaˆ ˆang
ginasunud nang ˆungaˆ. If what is
repeatedly seen by children from their
parents is that their [parentsˆ] customs
are bad, that’s what will be followed by
the children.

makÿtaˆ ˆIni ˆang malãˆin nga ˆispiritu
ˆimaw ˆini ˆang manga ˆispiritu nga ˆindiˆ
makÿtaˆ. These bad spirits are spirits
that are not able to be seen. ˆIni ˆang
puya nga buyatuk, hay bihÿraˆ lang ˆini
makÿtaˆ. This strawberry top shell can
only rarely be found. Kung ˆaku
makahalin diri sa bayay, ˆayaw gid ˆaku
pagtudluˆan sa manga magýyang ˆagud
hay ˆindiˆ ˆaku makÿtaˆ. If I am able to
leave this place, donˆt point me out to
[our] parents so that I will not be seen.

makikÿtaˆ May bÿsis da nga ˆini ˆang liswi
nga sÿhiˆ hay nagagãtaw; makikÿtaˆ
punaˆ gid sinda. There are times that, as
for these liswi mollusks, [they] come
out; they will surely be consistently
seen in groups. ˆÃbir ˆanu nga kabýˆut
ˆang tãwu basta sya hay magˆinum nang
tyad ˆini nga manga ˆilimnãnun, ˆinaˆ
ˆang nakakabayung; makikÿtaˆ mu gid
ˆang ˆipiktu. Even though a person is
gentle, if he drinks intoxicating drinks
like these, that is what causes one to
repeatedly become drunk; the effects
can really be observed by you.

pakikitãˆan Halimbãwaˆ, ˆini nga gabˆi

may nakakÿtaˆ sa santirmu; masunud
ˆinaˆ nga gabˆi may pakikitãˆan naman
nga tãwu. For example, tonight someone
saw an evil spirit; the following night
surely [a bad spirit] will be easily seen
by a person.

pakÿtaˆ caus v Someone allows someone
else to see something; someone evi-
dences, reveals or shows an event or
situation to someone else.

nagapakÿtaˆ Magtýnaˆ pa lang sa
pagpangasãwa ni Rumÿyu, hay wayaˆ
siya nagapakÿtaˆ ning malãˆin nga
batãsan. From the beginning of
Romeo’s courting, he has not
evidenced a bad attitude.

v Something is evidenced, revealed, or
shown to someone by someone else.

ginapakÿtaˆ Hay ˆinaˆ siya nang
nagaˆiskuyla na, ginapakÿtaˆ da niya sa
ˆãmun ˆang maˆãyu nga risulta nang ˆiya
pagˆiskuyla. When that one was already
studying, the good results of her studies
were shown to us by her.

ipakÿtaˆ Ginpabuˆuy sa ˆambuˆ ˆang dãhun
nang sãging pãra ˆipakÿtaˆ sa ˆãyam.
The banana leaf was allowed to be
gotten by the rat in order that it would
be shown to the dog.

magpakÿtaˆ inf to evidence, reveal or
show something ˆAng manga magýyang
ˆimaw ˆang ˆýna magpakÿtaˆ ning
maˆãyu nga halimbãwaˆ sa ˆinda manga
ˆungaˆ. The parents should be the first to
show a good example to their children.

pagpakÿtaˆ ger someone’s evidencing,
revealing, showing something Batãsan
nang sa pagpabãhuy nang manga ˆungaˆ
ˆang pagtaˆu kag ˆang pagpakÿtaˆ ning
manga maˆãyu nga halimbãwaˆ. The
[proper] attitude when bringing up
children is giving and showing a good
example of behavior. cf sýgid 1b, tundug

1b pangitaˆ (var panglikÿtaˆ) v Someone

looks for someone else, something;

someone looks in a particular direction

to see someone else or something.
nagpangitaˆ Nagpangitaˆ si Luˆis ning

kaˆunun nga sabsãbun pãra sa ˆiya
bãka. Luis looked for grazing grass for
his cow.

nagpinanglikÿtaˆ Pagˆabut niya sa kalatÿˆan,

kÿtaˆ 295 kÿtaˆ
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nagpinanglikÿtaˆ ˆang prinsÿsa; ginasýgid
niya ˆang prinsipi kung diˆin nagkadtu.
Upon her arrival in the forest, the princess
continually looked; the prince was being
looked for by her as to where [he] had
gone.

nagapangitaˆ Pirmi pãnawkaynagapangitaˆ
nang ˆinda makakãˆun. [His father] was
always out because he was looking for
something for them to eat.

mangÿtaˆ [Mangÿtaˆ consists of ma- plus
pangÿtaˆ-.] Maˆãyu nga mabãlik na lang
kita sa Rumblun kay mangÿtaˆ na lang
ning ˆisdaˆ. Maybe it is good for us to go
back to Romblon because [we] will just
look for fish.

magpangitaˆ inf to look for someone or
something ˆAng manga sugaruy nga
tãwu, kung sa ˆinda bisyu nga sugay,
tÿgu magpangitaˆ ning rimidyu. As for
those gambling people, if it is regarding
their gambling vices, they know how to
look for a solution [to their problem].

v Someone or something is looked for by
someone else.

gingpamagpangitaˆ Didtu naman ˆaku
nagkadtu sa ˆãmun kwartu; ˆãkun
gingpamagpangitaˆ ˆang ˆãkun manga
gãmit sa pagkarpintÿru kag sa
pagkamasun. I went there to our room;
my things for carpentering and for
stone masonry were each being
looked for.

pangitãˆun Naghambay siya nga ˆiya
kadtuˆun ˆang tanan nga lugar pãra
pangitãˆun ˆang prinsÿsa. He said that
all places would be gone to by him so
that the princess could be looked for.

gingpamagpangitaˆ pangÿtaˆ imper v
Look for something! Hambay ku sa
ˆãkun manga ˆungaˆ, “Pangÿtaˆ lang
kamu ning lugar na ˆinang ˆindiˆ kamu
mabasaˆ!” I told my children, “You just
look for a place where you will not get
wet!”

panglikÿtaˆ, pagpangÿtaˆ ger someone’s
looking for someone else or something;
someone’s looking in a particular
direction for someone else or something
Nagdyãgan ˆaku kag sÿgi ˆang panglikÿtaˆ
ku sa ˆibãbaw kay bãsiˆ kung may
mahýyug nga nyug. I ran and my looking
above continued because it might be that a

coconut would fall down. ˆIndiˆ ku
masayýran kung ˆanu na ˆang ˆinda
kamutãngan, kung sinda ginahugaˆhýgaˆ
ˆu ˆabunda man sa ˆinda pagpangÿtaˆ
kwarta. I do not know what their situation
is, whether they have need or abundance
in their looking for money. cf lãnaw,
rikÿsa, sýgid 1a, tanˆaw 1b

2a kÿtaˆ (var pangÿtaˆ) n income Maˆãyu
kung ˆikaw hay maˆãyu ˆang kÿtaˆ; wayaˆ
ka ning prublÿma sa pagkãˆun kay may
kwarta ka nga ˆikakabakay. It is good if

you have a good income; you have no

problem in eating because you will have

money which can be used to frequently

buy. Nang ˆýna, hay pangisdaˆ lang ˆang
pangÿtaˆ. Before, fishing was the only

[source of] income.
kinitãˆan pl n incomes of two or more

people Kay ˆang ˆãmun kahÿru
nagabýyang pa, ginasugay ˆãnay ˆang
ˆãmun kinitãˆan sa paghurnal bãgu
ˆitaˆu sa ˆãmun. Because our cashier was
engaging in cockfighting, our income
for engaging in manual labor were being
used for gambling before they could be
given to us.

2b v Someone earns money.
nakakÿtaˆ Nakakÿtaˆ kami ning maˆisut

nga pangabýhiˆ. We were able to earn
a small amount for living.

makakÿtaˆ Kung nagahurnal ka, dãmuˆ
ˆang ˆÿmu ning naˆuˆuyak nga kabudlay
bãgu ka makakÿtaˆ ning kwarta. If you
are engaged in manual labor, much
effort will be expended by you before
you will be able to earn money.

v Income is earned by someone.
makikÿtaˆ Dakuˆdakuˆ da ˆadtung makikÿtaˆ

kung pyista. Much [income] can be
earned if there is a fiesta.

kÿtid 1 makÿtid adj The width of something

is narrow. ˆIni nga baskit hay human sa
buli; makÿtid ˆang buliˆ kag ˆang hãbaˆ
paˆibabaw hay manga dýha ka dãngaw.
This basket is made of buri; the bottom

is narrow and the height going up is

about two and a half hand spans. cf pÿnu
1a, ˆintik, ˆÿsut 1b

kitsap n ketchup Bumutang ning kitsap sa
platÿtu kag sawsawan nang ˆisdaˆ nga
pirÿtu kundiˆ man hay inÿhaw. Ketchup

kÿtid 296 kitsap
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is put in a saucer and is [that] into

[which] fried or broiled fish is dipped.

kiwit v An upright object leans from a

vertical position.
nagakiwit Nagakiwit ˆang kusÿna, ngãniˆ

bumuˆuy ˆaku ning kãhuy kag ˆãkun
gingˆispiki. The kitchen was leaning, so I
got a piece of wood and I straightened it.

kiˆkiˆ n teeth incrustation; a yellow substance

on teeth as a result of not brushing

klãru adj A situation or the report of a

situation is clear. Klãru gid ˆinaˆ; ˆigwa
ˆaku ning ˆisturya, ˆugãling lang kay
ˆang nagsýlat hay salaˆ. That is really

clear; I had a story, but as for the one

who wrote it down, [he] made a mistake.
v Someone clarifies or makes clear a

particular communication. Kung ˆikaw
hay nagaˆisturya sa ˆisa ka tãwu, dãpat
hay klãru mu gid pãra maˆintyindihan
gid maˆãyu. When you tell a story to
someone, you should make [it] clear so
that it can be easily understood.

klarýha Gãniˆ ˆang hambay ku kay Mÿsis
Balgýna, “Klarýha gid maˆãyu ˆang
pagsýlat pãra maˆintyindihan da.” So
what I told Mrs. Balgona was, “Clarify
the writing very carefully so that it can
be easily understood.”

klãsi 1a n a class or kind of object; a way to

do something Nagbakay si Pilar ning
ˆisa nga klãsi nang buyung nga maˆãyu
sa sagnat. Pilar bought another kind of

medicine which is good for fever.

1b meas n a nonspecific or specific number of

classes or kinds of object; a nonspecific

or specific number of ways to do some-

thing Gãniˆ kãda ˆisa ka klãsi nga býyak,
ˆinaˆ hay pãra sa ˆisa da nga sabur nang
dugus. Each distinct kind of flower, that

has a distinct taste of honey. May tuyu ka
klãsi sa pagpadãkuˆ nang lapsag. There

are three ways to bring up children.

klasmit n a classmate
kaklasmit pl n classmates

klinika n a medical clinic Primÿru, pagˆabut
gid nãmun didtu, dýgay pa gid gãniˆ
nãmun matundugi ˆang klinika ninda.
First, when we arrived there, it took a

long time before their medical clinic
was found by us.

klip 1 n a clip for fastening something onto

something else or fastening things

together, as a hair clip, hairpin, paper

clip spec hirpin, klip sa papil (klip 1a),
sipit 2a

1a klip sa papil n a paper clip genr klip 1
2 v A hair clip or hairpin is clipped onto the

hair or onto something on the head held

to the hair; a paper clip is clipped onto

paper.
ginaklip Kung magˆÿlis na ning bãruˆ ˆang

nubya, ˆang nubyu ˆinaˆ ˆang maˆÿlis sa
ˆiya ning bãruˆ, maghalin sa pagbuˆuy
nang hirpin sa buhuk nga ginaklip sa
ˆasahar, ˆang pagˆÿlis nang ˆiya bãruˆ,
midyas kag sapãtus. When the bride
changes her dress, the groom will be the
one to remove her clothes, from getting
the hairpin from the hair which is
clipped to the headpiece, the removing
of her dress, stockings and shoes. spec
sipit 2b

krãsir n a marble crusher used in making

marble dust or marble gravel ˆAng manga
ritãsu nga manga batu ginabutang sa
krãsir pãra himýˆun nga bukbuk, grãba
kag ˆiban pa. The remnants of this

[marble] stone will be put into a marble

crusher in order that it will be made into

crusher dust, gravel and other [material].

krayýla n a crayon
krip nga papil n crepe paper, used in

decorating ˆAng ˆaltar hay ginapunihan
pa ˆinaˆ ning manga ˆartipisyal nga
manga býyak nga ˆang kulur nga
ginagãmit nga krip nga papil hay putiˆ
kag rýsa. The altar is still decorated

with artificial flowers in which the color

of the crepe paper which is used is white

and pink.

kristal n crystal, a crystal-like substance
ˆAng manga lýhaˆ ni Plurintÿna hay daw
kristal nga nagapangamuyuˆ. Florentina’s

tears were like crystal [flowing down

her cheeks] as [she] entreated [Enrico not

to leave her].

krýdu n crude oil
krus 1a n the cross of Jesus, an image or

replica of that cross, or a mark or sign of

that cross Kung Byarnis Santu ˆigwa
ning prusisyun. Ginaprusisyun ˆang

kiwit 297 krus
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ribultu ni Hisus nga nagapasˆan ning
krus palÿbut sa banwa. When it is Good

Friday, there is a procession. They carry

in procession around the town an image

of Jesus carrying the cross. Butangan
ning krus nga ˆýling ˆang ˆagtang kag
ˆang pulsu nang may sakit. The forehead

and wrists of the sick person have a

charcoal cross [mark] put onto [them].

1b pakurus adv Something is marked as a
cross; something is placed crosswise to

something else. Kung ginabuyung ˆini
nang ˆalbularyu hay tyad ˆini: nagabuˆuy
siya ning kapisnguy nga luyˆa ginahÿbuˆ
sa ˆagtang, sa kamut kag sa siki ning
pakurus kag ˆang ˆalbularyu hay
nagakutibkutib ˆang ˆiya baˆbaˆ kag
nagapinanghuyˆab. When [a soul-inflicted

disease] is medically treated by this

herbalist, it is like this: she gets a piece of

ginger, it is rubbed on the forehead, hands

and feet as a cross and, as for the

herbalist, her mouth murmurs and keeps

on yawning. Kung ˆaku ˆinaˆ nagatampuy,
hay tyad ˆinaˆ: ginapahapnig ning
pakuyub, tuyu sa ˆibãbaw, tuyu sa ˆubus,
kag tapus butangan ku ning ˆisa nga
pakurus. When I place a [poultice]

covering, it is like this: [the leaves] are

turned upside down, three on top, three

below, and then [they] will have one

[piece] put crosswise by me.

ku 1a poss adj pron my person or thing; a

person or thing of mine; my doing

something [Post-noun or post-gerund

possessive adjective pronoun. For

pre-noun or pre-gerund possessive

pronoun, see ˆãkun 1a. As part of a

substantive phrase, follows the noun.]

Kung ˆang manga ˆungaˆ ku tanan
magpamagˆasãwa na, ˆaku hay wayaˆ na
kaˆibãhan. If all my children will each

take a spouse now, I will no longer have a

companion. Nagpamakay kami ning
pasalýbung ku kana Dilya pagbãlik ku.
We bought many gifts of mine for Delia

and others upon my return. Hambay ku,
“ˆAy salãmat! Mababakay ku gid ˆang
ˆãkun ginaplãnu nga bakyun.” I said (lit,

My saying), “Oh thank you! That which

is planned by me to be bought will really

be able to be bought by me.” ˆAba nga
kalÿpay ku, kay mababakyan na ˆaku ni
Nanay ning bagˆu nga bãruˆ kag sapãtus!
Oh, I am happy (lit, my happiness),

because I will surely be able to be bought

a new dress and shoes by Mother!

[Occurs pre-noun, following a number.]

ˆIni hu ˆang ˆupat ku nga ˆapu hay ˆungaˆ
nang ˆadtung ˆakun gingpabãhuy nga
ˆungaˆ. As for these four grandchildren of
mine, [they] are the children of that child

who was brought up by me. [Occurs

pre-noun, following an adjective.]

Makadtu ˆaku sa bayay nang dãti ku nga
ˆãmu. I will go to the house of my former

employer. Sarÿli ku gãniˆ nga ˆungaˆ hay
wayaˆ nagasabat sa ˆãkun. My own son

certainly does not talk back to me. syn

nãkun 1a cf ˆãkun 1a
1b gen pron Something is done by me.

[Follows a verb or pseudoverb as a

non-topic pronoun.] Kadãmuˆ nga yýyuˆ
ˆang mababakay ku ˆini nga kwarta.
There are many yo-yos that can surely be

bought by me with this money. Nyan
yãri ˆaku sa ˆÿmu kay gustu ku nga ˆikaw
ˆang maˆaˆasãwa ku. Now I am here with

you because [what] is wanted by me is

for you to truly be able to become my

spouse. [Follows a negative in pre-verb

position.] ˆIndiˆ ku maˆintindihan kung
ˆanu ˆang ˆãkun humanun kaysa kadãmuˆ
nang gabakay. [It] is not known by me
what will be done by me because so

many are buying. [Ku immediately

precedes a topic pronoun in a negative

sentence. For the pronoun preceding

ˆikaw ‘you (sg)’, see ta.] ˆIndiˆ ku kamu
pagˆabrÿhan. You (pl) will not have the

door opened for [you] by me. cf nãkun
1b, ˆãkun 1c

pýyung ku set expr I said
kubaˆkubaˆ v Someone’s chest or heart

beats rapidly.
nagakubaˆkubaˆ Nagakubaˆkubaˆ ˆang

ˆãkun dughan kay, kung ˆaku mapirdi,
kanýgun ˆang ˆãkun kwarta. My chest
was beating rapidly because, if I
happened to lose, my money would be
squandered.

ku 298 kubaˆkubaˆ
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kubra v Someone receives wages for work

accomplished.
makakubra Ginapatangaˆtangãˆan

nagaˆãbut ning tuyu ka ˆadlaw bãgu
kami makakubra. [It] is taken for
granted that [it] will reach three days
before we will be able to receive
[our] wages.

v Wages are received by someone.
kubrãhun ˆAng kubrãhun nang manga

hurnal, wayaˆ ninda nga dãˆan
ginaˆintindiha. As for [wages] received
by the laborers, they did not attend to it
immediately.

makubra Kung ˆumabut naman ˆang bapur
ˆadlaw nang Duminggu, makubra naman
ˆang ˆãmun hinurnalan ˆadlaw naman
nang Martis hasta Myirkulis. If the boat
arrived on a Sunday, our laborer’s wages
would be able to be received only on a
Tuesday or Wednesday.

ti ger the time of someone’s receiving
wages

kubrãhan ˆAng ˆãmun naman kubrãhan
paghalin nang bapur, maˆabýtan pa
ning tatlu ka ˆadlaw bãgu nãmun
makubra. As for the time of our
receiving wages after leaving the ship,
it will reach three days before [they] will
be able to be received by us.

pakubra v Wages or money for wages is
allowed to be received by someone by
someone else.

ˆipakubra Si Birtu, ˆindiˆ ˆãnay ˆipakubra
ˆang kwarta sa manga hurnal. As for
Berto, the money for wages will not be
allowed [by him] to be received by the
laborers.

kubrikãma n a bed cover
kubyirtus n tableware, including chinaware,

glassware, silverware Nasýnug ˆang
kubyirtus nang ˆãkun lýla kay nasýnug
ˆang ˆiya bayay. The tableware of my

grandmother got burned because her

house burned.

Kinds of Tableware

bãsu drinking glass

hambãwan serving bowl

kutsãra tablespoon

kutsarÿta teaspoon

kutsilyu table knife

payaˆ coconut-shell bowl

pinggan plate

platÿtu saucer

tãsa cup

tinidur table fork

kugan n a dry crusty scab which forms over

a sore or wound

kugÿta 1 n a common octopus, Octopus
vulgaris. ˆAng ˆiya ˆini ning ˆunud hay
parÿhu sa kugÿta pÿru kasãbur ˆang
ˆunud nang sÿhiˆ nga ˆini. The meat of

this chambered nautilus is the same as

the common octopus, but the meat of

this mollusk is more tasty.

1a ginatˆan nga kugÿta n octopus cooked in
coconut milk extract cf ˆamumuˆpuˆ 1
(See Appendix 9, Foods Cooked in

Coconut Milk Extract.)

kugnan (see kýgun 1b) a cogon grass area
kugtung n kugtung grass ˆAng kugtung

ˆang ginabuyung sa kilkig. Kugtung
grass is what is used for medically

treating [ingested] poison.

kýgun 1a n cogon grass Imperata cylindrica
and Imperata exaltata {Leaves are used

for thatching.} cf pãwud, salirangdang
1, sim, sinibit (sibit 1b), sýni

1b kakugnan n a cogon grass area Hay
paˆunu mabakay ˆadtu ˆang ˆasyinda ni
Pirla, kay pýru kunu ˆadtu kakugnan?
How is it that that hacienda of Perla is

able to be bought, because that, they

say, is completely a cogon grass area?

husayan nang kýgun (see husay 1a)

idiom a cogon grass comb
kugung n the leaf midrib of a leaf dãhun.

ˆAng niyug hay maˆãyu kay napupuyusan
mu ˆang lãwas, napupuyusan mu ˆang
gamut, napupuyusan mu tanan kay ˆang
kugung hay ginahuman nga silhig. A

coconut tree is good because the trunk

can easily be made use of by you, the

roots can easily be made use of by you,

everything can easily be made use of by

you because [even] the leaf midribs are

made into brooms. (See paywa 1, Parts
of a Palm Frond for table.)

kýgus v Someone or something is carried in
the arms of someone else.

kinýgus Kinýgus si Buy nang ˆiya lýla.

kubra 299 kýgus
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Boy was carried in the arms by his
grandmother.

v Someone lets herself or himself be
carried in the arms of someone else.

nagpakýgus Pagkakÿtaˆ ni Bÿni, nga
dãˆan hay nagpakýgus gid siya sa ˆiya
lýlu. Upon Benny’s seeing [him], at
once he let himself be carried in the
arms of his grandfather.

kukhan n a hard-tailed scad fish, Megalaspis
cordyla (Linn.) {Greenish blue dorsal

region, silvery white ventral half. A black

spot occurs along the upper edge of the

operculum. Schools in a variety of

inshore habitats at depths of 80 m.}

kuku n a fingernail or toenail; the hoof of

an animal; the claw of an animal or bird;

the talon of a bird Makakabatiˆ ka na
lang ning syaksyak nang ˆisiw sa
ˆibãbaw kung kumkum na nang kuku
nang banug ˆang ˆisiw. You can clearly

hear the peeping sound of the chick

above when the talons of the hawk grip

the chick.

kýkuk n a coucal bird, Centropus viridis
kulantru n a coriander plant, Coriandrum

sativum (Linn.) {Ripe fruits are used for

flavoring foods; seeds are used in

confectionery.}

kulasyun n Good Friday food, eaten by

Catholics during Good Friday Kung
Byarnis santu ˆitun hay nagahandaˆ
naman nang ˆinang ginatawag nga
kulasyun nga ˆimaw ˆini ˆang ginakãˆun
paghalin sa prusisyýnan. During Good

Friday, these [Catholics] have something

they prepare called Good Friday food
and this is what is eaten when leaving the

procession. {Good Friday food is

coconut-flavored gruel linýgaw prepared

especially to be eaten on Good Friday.}

kulawut adj The shape of something is

curved. Mahãbaˆ ˆang ˆiya ˆÿkug ˆang
punta nang tukaˆ hay midyu kulawut
magamay ˆang ˆiya manga siki kag
katayum ˆang ˆiya manga kuku. The tail

[of a black gaybird] is long and the end

part of the beak is slightly curved and

the feet are slim and the claws are sharp.

kulihiyu n a college; i.e., an institution of

higher learning offering courses leading

to a bachelor’s degree Ginghambay ku
si Mamay kung puydi ˆaku makaˆiskuyla
pa sa kulihiyu. Mother was informed by

me that if possible I will study in

college.

kulintas n a necklace Halimbãwaˆ ˆinaˆ ˆang
kulintas mu, hay binakay mu lang sa
baratilyu; ˆisuksuk mu ˆini pila lang ka
ˆadlaw hay nagkýpas na. For example,

as for your necklace, you bought [it]

from a sidewalk vendor, it will be put on

by you for only a few days and it is

already tarnished. genr ˆalãhas
kuliplãwir n a cauliflower plant or inflore-

scence, Brassica oleracea var. botrytis
{Imported from Baguio, sold in markets.

Boiled and eaten as a vegetable.}

kulisung n a kabuyaw tree or fruit, Citrus
hystrix {Fruit juice is used for seasoning

and making a herbal medicine.} syn

kabýgaw (See Appendix 3, Kinds of

Cultigens.)

kulÿtis n a spiny amaranth weed, Amaranthus
spinosus (Linn.) {Tender leaves are

sometimes used as a vegetable.}

kýliˆ n deprivation or shortage of something

Nakasayang si Pablu ning týdu nga kýliˆ
nang gyÿra. Paul experienced intense

deprivation of war.
v Someone, something, someone’s condition

or situation becomes impoverished;
people or things become scarce.

nagkýliˆ Nagkýliˆ si Landu kay nalýgi sa
nigusyu. Lando became impoverished
because [he] lost in merchandising.

nagakýliˆ Nagakýliˆ na ˆang Pilipÿnas
kay subra na ˆang tãwu. The Philippines
is becoming impoverished because
there are too many people.

magakýliˆ Sa manga masunud nga týˆig,
magakýliˆ na ˆang ˆisdaˆ sa dãgat kay
ˆang manga miyugpangisdaˆ hay
nagagãmit ning palýpuk. In years to
come, fish in the ocean will become
scarce because fishermen are using
explosives.

makýliˆ (var kakýliˆ) adj Someone,
someone’s condition or situation, a time is
impoverished; people or things are
scarce. Kita, hay makýliˆ gid kay ˆãbir
ˆasin wayaˆ. As for us, [we] are

kukhan 300 kýliˆ
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impoverished because there is not even
salt. ˆAng kamutãngan nang manga tãwu
diri sa ˆãmun lugar hay makýliˆ kay
nagbagyu. The condition of the people
here in our place is impoverished
because [our place was] hit by a typhoon.
Kung panahun nga mabaskug, makýliˆ
da ˆang ˆisdaˆ. When it is the time of
stormy seas, fish are scarce.

kultyur (see byýti kultyur)

kulukyu n a stage play involving local artists

syn sarswÿla 1a
kulung v Someone or something is confined

in an enclosure, as in a net, a room.
gingkulung, kinulung Gingkulung nang

tatay ˆang ˆiya ˆungaˆ. His child was
confined by the father [in a room]. ˆIni
ˆang sibut hay ginagãmit nang
miyugpangisdaˆ sa pagsÿhud ning ˆisdaˆ
kung ˆadlaw kag gabˆi, labi na kung ˆang
ˆisdaˆ hay nagapunaˆ kundiˆ man hay
kinulung. This fishnet scoop is used by
fisherman for scooping up fish during
daytime and nighttime, especially when
the fish swim in schools or are confined
[in nets].

ginakulunga Diri sa Rumblun kung
nagaˆalãgaˆ ning manuk, hay wayaˆ
ginakulunga ˆang manuk kundiˆ hay
ginapabayˆan lang ninda nga nabubuhÿˆan
ˆang manuk. Here in Romblon, when [we]
raise chickens, the chickens are not
confined, but the chickens are just
allowed to be free.

kulur 1 n a color ˆAng kulur nang lãngit hay
ˆasul. The color of the sky is blue. ˆIni nga
manga kulur nang tinaˆ hay ginabakay sa
tindãhan nang nagapamakay ning banig.
These dye colors are bought at the store of

one who is buying many mats.

Colors

bayulit, ˆýbi 2 violet, purple

birdi green

duyaw 2 yellow

kãki brown

kapi 2 dark yellow

marun dark orange

putiˆ white

puya red

rýsa 1 pink

ˆabu 2 gray

ˆasul blue

ˆitum black

ˆurins orange

1a sariˆsãriˆ kulur adj Something is

multicolored. May kulur puya, ˆigway
kulur birdi, hay kung siruˆun mu sa
kalayuˆ, ˆaba, hay kaˆãyu da kay
sariˆsãriˆ kulur! There were those that

were red colored, those that were green

colored, and, if you look at [the lights]

from a distance, wow, how nice because

[they were] multicolored!

kulur gãtas (see gãtas 2) set expr milky
colored

kuluring n a coloring
kulurÿti 1a n makeup used by women to

beautify their faces May kulurÿti si
Miryam kay makadtu siya sa baylÿhan.
Miriam has makeup because she will

go to the dance.

1b magkulurÿti inf to make up or making
up the face Si Mirna hay mahÿlig
magkulurÿti nang ˆiya ˆuyahun. Myrna

is fond of making up her face.

kulyaw n a black-naped oriole, Oriolus
chinensis. ˆAng tukaˆ nang kulyaw, hay
diritsu kag ˆang punta, hay matalÿwis.
As for the beak of a black-naped
oriole, [it] is straight and, as for the end,

[it] is pointed. {Black head and wings,

yellow breast, and tail black tipped with

yellow. The meat of this bird is eaten.}

kumadri 1a pers ref n Co-parent-in-law,

i.e., the parent of one’s child-in-law

Pagˆabut ni Mãming kag ni Kumpadri
Rubin, hambay ku sa ˆinda, “Pagtagãna
kamu ning tubaˆ nga ˆisa ka bul!” When

Mother and Co-parent-in-law Ruben

arrived, I told them, “Set aside one liter

of coconut wine!” Hay kay nakukuyãbus
sinda sa kwarta, nagsýlat diri si
Kumadri ˆÐna nga ginapabaligyaˆ ˆang
ˆinda trak. Because they repeatedly ran

out of money, Co-parent-in-law Ena

sent a letter here that their truck had been

caused [by her] to be sold. spec kumãri
1b, kumpãri 1b (See Appendix 23, Social

Relationships.)

1b magkumadri n co-parents-in-law, i.e.,

the relationship between the parents of the

kultyur 301 kumadri
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bride and the parents of the groom spec

magkumãri (kumãri 1c), magkumpãri
(kumpãri 1c)

kumãri 1a n someone’s co-mother-in-law of

a couple, i.e., a female co-parent-in-law of

a couple or someone’s female co-sponsor

at either a baptism or a marriage {The

mother of a groom is kumãri to the

parents of the bride, and conversely the

mother of a bride is kumãri to the parents

of the groom. Similarly, the mother of one

sponsored at a baptism or wedding is

kumãri to the sponsors, and a female

sponsor at a baptism or wedding is kumãri
to the parents of the one sponsored.} cf

kumpãri 1a (See Appendix 23, Social

Relationships.)

1b pers ref n Co-mother-in-law, i.e., some-

one’s female co-parent-in-law of a couple

or someone’s female co-sponsor at either

a baptism or a marriage; female friend
{The friendship term of reference,

“friend”, is immediately followed by the

name of a woman in the same general age

range as the speaker.} genr kumadri 1a cf

kumpãri 1b, Pari 1a
1c magkumãri n co-mothers, i.e., the

relationship between the mother of

the bride and the mother of the groom

cf magkumpãri (kumpãri 1c) genr

magkumadri (kumadri 1b)
kýmay n an olive tang or shoulder tang fish,

Acanthurus olivaceus (Bloch and

Schneider) {Olive brown to bluish green,

characterized by an elongated, black-

edged, orange spot behind the eye.

Common over sandy-rubble bottoms

between coral and rocky reefs.}

kumayagkuˆ n the thumb or big toe ˆIni nga
sÿhiˆ hay mahãbaˆ; tuyu ka pulgãda ˆang
hãbaˆ, pÿru ˆang kadagkýˆan lang da ˆini
hay daw lang da ˆadtu ˆang kumayagkuˆ
lang ˆang kadagkuˆ. As for this [sinistral

miniature horn] shell, the shape is long;

the length is about three inches, but its

width is only about like a thumb. (See

tudluˆ 1, Fingers, Toes for table.)

kumayingking n the little finger or little
toe (See tudluˆ 1, Fingers, Toes for

table.)

kumbinsi 1 kumbinsiha imper v Someone

must or should be convinced by some-

one else about something. Kumbinsiha
si Marya nga pãra masayýran kung ˆanu
ˆang maˆãyu. Mary should be convinced
so that she will know what is a good

thing [to choose].

kumbintu n a convent, the residence of nuns

ˆAng ginhÿmuˆ naman ni Nistur hay
nagkutkut didtu sa padir nang kumbintu
nga ˆiya ginˆagÿhan pasuyud. What Nestor

did was that [he] dug there into the cement

wall of the convent through which he

passed to go inside.

kumirsyal nga bugas (see bugas 1e) com-
mercial rice

kumÿta n a comet, a celestial object ˆAng
bitýˆun, ˆadlaw, býlan, kag kumÿta hay
yadtu sa lãngit. As for the stars, sun,

moon and comets, [they] are there in the

sky.

kumiti n a committee or committee chair-
person in charge of something Bwas
ˆãbi ˆang pabayli; ˆini nga dãˆan nga
ˆadlaw hay nagapangrikÿsa ˆang kumiti
sa ˆiwag nang manga ˆigwa ning manga
ˆalãdin. Hopefully tomorrow is [the

time of] the benefit dance; today the

light committee is searching all over for

those who have pressure lanterns.

kumkum v Something is gripped by a claw,

hand, talons. Makakabatiˆ ka na lang
ning syaksyak nang ˆisiw sa ˆibãbaw
kung kumkum na nang kuku nang
banug ˆang ˆisiw. You can clearly hear

the peeping sound of the chick above

when the chick is gripped by the talons

of the hawk.

kumpara v Someone or something is com-
pared by someone to someone or

something else.
ˆikumpara ˆAku, wayaˆ gid ning ˆabilidad

sa pagbuyung ˆinaˆ kay ˆaku kung
ˆikumpara hay yãraˆ pa lang ˆaku sa
grid wan; ˆikaw naman hay yãraˆ na sa
grid tu. As for me, [I] do not have skills
like that in curing [sick people] because,
as for me, if [I] will be compared [to
someone else], I am only in grade one;
you are already there in grade two.

ˆikukumpara Kung ˆikukumpara nãtun

kumãri 302 kumpara
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ˆang ˆãtun kanta sa nyan nga tyimpu hay
mas maˆãyu gida ˆang ˆãtun kanta nang
ˆýna nga tyimpu. If our songs now are
consistently compared by us during
this time period [to songs of the past],
our songs of the past were much better
[than now].

kumpara sa prep in comparison to or
with Bukun parÿhu sa ˆambuˆ kag ˆuning
nga maˆintik lang kumpara sa ˆãyam. It
is not the same regarding the rat and cat
in that they are small in comparison to
the dog.

kumpãri 1a n someone’s co-father-in-law;

i.e., a male co-parent-in-law of a couple or

someone’s male co-sponsor at either a

baptism or a marriage ˆAdtung kumpãri
ni Sam nga tagaBagãkay hay diraˆ
nagkatuyug sa bayay. That co-father of

Sam who is from Bagacay slept there at

our house. {The father of a groom is

kumpãri to the parents of the bride, and

conversely the father of a bride is kumpãri
to the parents of the groom. Similarly, the

father of one sponsored at a baptism or

wedding is kumpãri to the sponsors, and a

male sponsor at a baptism or wedding is

kumpãri to the parents of the one

sponsored.} cf kumãri 1a (See Appendix

23, Social Relationships.)

1b pers ref n Co-father-in-law; i.e.,

someone’s male co-parent-in-law of a

couple or someone’s male co-sponsor at

either a baptism or a marriage; friend
ˆAng balãyi ku hay si Kumpãri Ramun.
My co-parent-in-law is Co-father-in-law
Ramon. {The friendship term of reference

“friend” is immediately followed by the

name of a man in the same general age

range as the speaker.} genr kumadri 1a cf

kumãri 1b, Pari 1a
1c magkumpãri n co-fathers, i.e., the

relationship between the father of the

bride and the father of the groom cf

magkumãri (kumãri 1c) genr magkumadri
(kumadri 1b)

kumplÿtu adj An arrangement, a task, lists,

notes, things are complete. ˆAng ˆinda
pinamakay nga pabisti hay kumplÿtu.
The wedding wardrobe which they

bought is complete. Diraˆ sa Tyamban,

kung ˆikaw nagaplÿti ning kãtids ˆigwa
ˆinaˆ diraˆ ning kumplÿtu nga gãmit nga
ˆindu magagãmit sa pagkatýyug. There

in Tiamban, if you are renting a cottage,

there are complete supplies there that

will be used by you for sleeping.
v An arrangement, a task, lists, notes,

things are completed by someone.
makumplÿtu Gingpaˆýtang niya kami

ning kwarta pãra nga makumplÿtu
nãmun ˆang pangbãkay nãmun ning
hus. We were allowed by him to borrow
money in order that the buying of our
water hose would be completed by us.

kumpliˆanyu n someone’s birthday syn

birtdi, kinatãwu
kumprÿsur n a compressor for supplying air

to a diver Kung nagabuˆuy nang tyad ˆini
nga sÿhiˆ hay ginagamÿtan ning kumprÿsur.
When one gets this kind of shell (i.e., a

paper nautilus) a compressor is used.

{Used to supply air for divers both for

gathering shells for sale and for spear

fishing.}

kumpurmi v Someone agrees or is satisfied
with a particular action or situation. ˆIndiˆ
pa gid ˆaku kumpurmi kay ˆang ˆãkun
manga ˆungaˆ hay wayaˆ gid nagabýlig
sa ˆãkun; wayaˆ ˆaku ginapadayˆi ning
kwarta. I surely do not yet agree [with

that] because my children did not help

me; no money was sent to me.
nagkumpurmi Wayaˆ nagkumpurmi

ˆang ˆuning sa ˆiya kay sayud nang
ˆuning nga mas gustu nang ˆiya ˆãmu
ˆang ˆãyam. The cat did not agree with
[the dog] because the cat knew that his
master liked the dog more [than the cat].

kumpyansa n the trust or confidence one

person has in another

kumusta inj How are you (sg or pl)?

Nangayag gid ˆaku paghambay niya hay
“Kumusta ka na?” I was really surprised

of his saying, “How are you now?” {An

interrogative greeting.}

kun (var of kung)

kundisyun n a conditional agreement about

something Kung pabayˆan may
kundisyun ˆinaˆ. If [the water project]

will be neglected, there is a conditional
agreement about that. cf ginkaˆisahan,

kumpãri 303 kundisyun
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hambayhambay (hambay 8), kasugtãnan
(sýgut 3), kasulatan (sýlat 2b), kasunduˆ
1b, kuntrãta, trãtu 1

kundiˆ 1a subord conj Something happens

so, as a result, something else happens

or another state exists. Tãpus na ˆang
prublÿma, kundiˆ hay magkinatýyug na
lang ˆãnay kita. The problem is already

finished, so we will just keep on

sleeping for now.

1b coord conj not a particular thing but, to

the contrary, something else; not (only)

a particular event or condition but (also)

another event or condition; not any

event or state except for one particular

event or state Bukun ku kahinangyan
ˆang kwarta kundiˆ ˆang dýtaˆ. I do not

need the money but the property. ˆIni
ˆang pusuˆpýsuˆ nga sÿhiˆ, hay wayaˆ
kung kaˆisa nagasaput sa batu kundiˆ sa
dýtaˆ lang. As for this heart cockle shell,

sometimes they do not stick on stone

but [they are] just on the seabed. ˆIni
ˆang sãging nga bingkit hay bukun lang
sa nabdus ginabãwal kundiˆ sa manga
ˆungaˆ nga babãyi kag manga dalãga.
This double banana is not only

forbidden to pregnant women but [also]

to young girls and unmarried women.

Wayay mahuman si Dyýwil kundiˆ
manunut sa ˆiya tatay kaysa ˆiya lýlu hay
ˆindiˆ siya kaˆiskwÿla kay kalayuˆ sa ˆinda
ˆang ˆiskwilahan. Joel could not do

anything except go with his father

because at the place of his grandfather

he would not be able to go to school

because the school is far from their

house. cf pÿru
2 kundiˆ man coord conj one action, person,

situation, thing or another action, person,

situation, thing Kung siya ˆini ginabuˆuy,
dãpat hay magdaya ka ning martilyu ˆu
kundiˆ man mãsu pãra ˆipusaˆ sa batu.
When this one (i.e., a cockscomb oyster)

is gotten, you should bring a hammer or
sledgehammer in order to break it off

from the stone. Bumutang ning kitsap sa
platÿtu kag sawsawan nang ˆisdaˆ nga
pirÿtu kundiˆ man hay ˆinÿhaw. Ketchup is

put into a saucer and into it is dipped fried

or broiled fish. ˆAng bãyuy, hay ginaˆÿhaw
kundiˆ man hay pirÿtu ˆu ginalakut sa
ˆýtan. As for dried fish, it is broiled over

coals or fried or it is mixed into

coconut-flavored vegetables. syn ˆu1
kunduktur n a boat or public vehicle

conductor; i.e., one who collects fares

from passengers Hambay ku gid didtu
sa kunduktur, “Pards, mabakay ˆaku
ning makina kay siraˆ ˆang Tyariti.” I

said to the conductor, “Friend, I will

buy an engine because the engine of the

Charity [pumpboat] is out of order.”

kundul n a wax gourd vine or fruit,
Benincasa hispida (Thumb.) {Fruit

reaches up to 40 cm long. Unripe fruit is

boiled and eaten as a vegetable.} syn

kanduy
kýnit v Someone pinches someone else.

kunsihal 1 n a councilor, a member of a

government council
kunsihãlis pl n councilors
1a kunsihal nang baryu n a village

councilor
1b munisipal kunsihal n a municipal

councilor Naging munisipal kunsihal
ˆaku sa banwa nang Rumblun. I became

a municipal councilor in the town of

Romblon. syn kagãwad
2 v Someone works as a councilor.

[nagkunsihal worked as a councilor]
pagkakunsihal ger someone’s working as

a councilor Nagbãlik ˆaku sa banwa
nang ˆImilda sa Tablas pãra magdyãgan
sa pagkakunsihal. I returned to the town
of Imelda in Tablas in order to run for
working as a councilor.

kunsimisyun v Someone becomes exasperated
with someone else.

nagkunsimisyun Maskin bãtaˆ pa ˆaku
nga ginkasay sa ˆãkun ˆasãwa, wayaˆ da
ˆaku masiling nga nagkunsimisyun sa
ˆãkun ˆasãwa. Even though I was still
young when I was married to my
spouse, I will not say that [I] became
exasperated with my spouse.

kunsulta 1 v Something is talked over by

someone with someone else.
gingkunsulta Gingkunsulta ku sa ˆÿmu ˆini

nga prublÿma bãgu ˆaku nagkÿha. This
problem was talked over by me with you
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before I filed a formal complaint.

2 pakunsulta caus v Someone lets herself

or himself be examined by a doctor.

Nagpakunsulta si Magda kay Duktur
Dabid kay masakit ˆang ˆiya dughan.
Magda let [herself] be examined by

Doctor David because her chest was

painful.

bãyad sa kunsulta (bãyad 2b) set expr a

consultation fee
kuntadur n a water meter, an electric meter
kuntak n the contact of someone with

someone else
v Someone is contacted by someone else.
kuntakun Nang binisÿta siya nang ˆiya

ˆamÿga nga nagbýlig sa ˆiya, hinambay ni
Nÿna nga kung maˆãriˆ hay kuntakun
ˆang ˆiya nubyu nga pãra sinda magkÿtaˆ.
When she was visited by her friend who
helped her, Nena asked that if possible
her fiancé would be contacted so that
they would meet each other.

kuntaˆ adv Possibly or probably, undoubt-
edly a particular state or action will occur

if another condition or action precedes it;

hopefully a particular state or action will

occur. Nakapamãtiˆ kuntaˆ kita ning
mÿting kahãpun kung wayaˆ magˆuyan.
Probably we would have been able to

listen to the meeting yesterday if it had not

rained. ˆAng sa ˆãkun lang ˆadtu
hunaˆhýnaˆ hay magbãlik kuntaˆ sina
Lÿbi. That which is in my thoughts is that

hopefully Libby and companions will

return. cf kabay pa, sigýru, ˆãbi 2, bãsiˆ
kung (bãsiˆ 2), baya, daw, galiˆ, gid, man,

naman, talaga, ˆaraˆ, ˆugãling1
dãpat kuntaˆ (dãpat 1a) set expr it would

have been appropriate, desirable, or

right; kung kuntaˆ (kung 1a) set expr if
only something had existed or happened

kuntra 1a adj Something is to be avoided; a

particular action is unwise, unreason-
able. Kuntra pa ˆang manga mantÿkaˆ
parÿhu nang manga ginapirÿtu. Oily

[foods] were still to be avoided [by the

sick person] such as fried [foods].

1b kuntra sa prep Something is for use

against someone or something else. Sa
ˆãmun ˆinaˆ sa Mindýru buyung naman
ˆinaˆ kuntra sa ˆaswang. In our place in

Mindoro, that is a charm [used] against
witches.

2 kakuntra n an opponent in a game or in

fighting May nababayung nga kung
malaksan ˆinum, nagatãngis bÿsan
wayaˆ siya kakuntra. There is one who

repeatedly gets drunk who, when [he]

takes a long time drinking, he cries even

though he has no opponent.
3 n a competition in a game or in fighting

ˆIni hay kãnam nang duha ka tãwu kay
kinuntrãhan gãniˆ. As for this, [it] is a

game for two people because it is a

competition.

kuntra gustu (see gustu 2) Someone is

disliked by someone else.

kuntrãta n an agreement about the use of

things borrowed or rented; a contract
about implementing a work project ˆAng
kuntrãta ninda hay kung may kasiraˆan
ˆang ˆalãdin hay pagabayãran nang
manidsmint. As for their agreement, [it

was that] if the pressure lantern has

some damage [it] should be paid for by

the management.
v Someone makes an agreement about

the use of things borrowed or rented;
someone makes a contract with
someone else about implementing a
work project.

nagakuntrãta Pagkablýki na ˆibaligyaˆ
naman sa nagakuntrãta ning batu kag
dayˆun naman sa manga kãtir pãra
mahuman nga marmul ˆislabs. After [the
marble] is already in blocks, [they] are
sold to the ones who make contracts
about marble blocks and are taken to
various marble factories so that [they] will
be made into marble slabs. cf
ginkaˆisahan, hambayhambay (hambay
8), kasugtãnan (sýgut 3), kasulatan (sýlat
2b), kasunduˆ 1b, kundisyun, trãtu 1

kuntribusyun n a contribution given a

person, a cause Nagpakÿtaˆ kamu nga
ˆigwa kamu parti, nga bukun lang sa
ˆinda halin ˆang kabilugan nga kwarta,
kundiˆ ˆigwa da kamu kuntribusyun nga
tigmaˆintik. You should show that you

have a share, in that all the money does

not only come from them, but you should

each have a little contribution also.
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kunu adv he, she, they said Hay sanˆu ka,
kunu, sa ˆãmun matýyug? When, they
said, will you sleep at our place?

Kasanˆu ka, kunu, Klãra, nagˆabut?
When did you, they said, arrive, Clara?

cf nga nãkun (nãkun 2), pýyung ku
kýnum v The sky becomes cloudy.

nagakýnum Sigýru ˆini niyan sa gabˆi
maˆuyan kay nagakýnum kag nagaduyum
ˆang lãngit. Maybe tonight it will rain
because the sky is becoming cloudy and
is becoming dark.

kýnus n a common cap mollusk, Capulus
ungaricus

kunya n a marble-splitting bar ˆIgwa pa gid
sinda ning manga daya nga gãmit nga
parÿhu nang kunya, mãsu kag ˆiban pa
nga ginagãmit sa pagbatu. There are still

other things which are used such as a

marble-splitting bar, a sledgehammer,

and other things used for working in

marble. {A round bar, up to 4 cm in

diameter, tapering to a point. Used to

split out marble blocks in a quarry.}

kunyãda n a woman’s sister-in-law, i.e., the

wife of a husband’s brother cf bilas (See

Appendix 23, Social Relationships.)

kung (var kun) 1a subord conj An event

occurs or a state exists if, provided
that, so long as another event occurs or

state exists. [Introduces a conditional

clause.] Magugýtum ˆaku kung ˆindiˆ
ˆaku magbakay bugas sa tindãhan. I will

be hungry if I do not buy rice at the

store.
kung kuntaˆ subord conj If only a

particular state had existed or action had
occurred, another state would have
existed or another action would have
occurred (but it did not). Kung ˆaku
ginatudluˆan kuntaˆ nga ˆindiˆ na ˆaku
magˆasãwa masunud da ˆaku sa ˆinda. If
only I had been advised that I shouldnˆt
get married again, I would have
followed them [but I got married]. cf
basta 1a

1b subord conj At a time when something

happens or a state exists, something else

happens or another state exists. Kung
hãpun nagakadtu ˆaku sa mirkãdu kay
mabakay suyaˆ. When afternoons [arrive]

I go to the market to buy [uncooked] side

dishes. Maˆãyu baya nga magˆiskwÿla ka
sa hayskul pãra kung maggýyang ˆaku
may tinãpus ka. Maybe it is good for you

to study in high school so that when I

become old there is something you have

finished. Kung ˆaku hay tumindug hay
matindug da ˆining kaˆungaˆan. When I

stood up these children would also stand

up. syn basta 1b
2 subord conj because, since something

happens or a state exists [Marks a clause

which expresses a logical consequence.]

Ang hambay nang ˆãkun nanay, “ˆAyaw
magtãngis kung ˆimaw ˆinaˆ nga lyãki
ˆang gustu nãmun nga ˆipaˆasãwa sa
ˆÿmu.” My mother said, “Donˆt cry since
that man is the one we want to let marry

you.” [The dependent clause commonly

has a past tense verb.] Ginatahãwan ku
ˆinaˆ siya kag pakaˆýnun kung nakalýtuˆ
na ˆaku. That one was served by me and

was allowed to eat since I was able to

cook already.

3 subj mk An event might or should occur

[Marks a subjunctive clause or phrase.]

Nahadluk ˆini siya sa ˆÿmu kay kung ˆÿmu
siya ˆipapatay. This one is afraid of you

because he might be allowed by you to

be killed. Sa dayanun kadãmuˆ ˆang
nagapangutana kung pila ˆang ˆãkun
bakay nang tiyuˆ. Along the road, many

are asking how much my buying price

of the puppy might be.

kung bãsiˆ (bãsiˆ 1b) set expr why an

event occurs or a state exists; kung diˆin
(diˆin 1b) set expr where an event

occurs or a condition exists; kung
diˆindÿˆin (diˆin 2) set expr People or

things come from or go to various
places, come from various directions
or go in various directions; kung
kaninˆu (kaninˆu 1b) set expr whose
possession someone or something is;

kung kasanˆu (kasanˆu 1b) set expr
when an event occurred; kung kaˆisa
(ˆisa 6b) set expr sometimes; kung
naˆunu (naˆunu 1b) set expr what the
situation of a person or thing is or was;
kung paˆunu (paˆunu 1b) set expr an
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event about doing something, or

involved in doing something; how an

event occurs; kung paˆunu (paˆunu 2b)
set expr what someone experiences;
what is done in performing an action;

kung pila (pila 1b) set expr how much,

how many; kung sa diˆin (diˆin 1c) set
expr where someone or something is

located; where someone or something

comes from, goes, is taken from, or

taken to; kung sanˆu (sanˆu 1b) set expr
when or until an event occurs; kung
sinˆu (sinˆu 1b) set expr who the person

involved in an event or in a particular

state is; kung sinˆu (sinˆu 2a) set expr
no matter who; kung ˆanu (ˆanu 2) set
expr what an action, state or thing is;

kung ˆunu (ˆunu 1b) set expr what
someone does; pwÿra kung set expr
except when

kung maˆunu 1a intg adv How extensive is

something, as how big, how heavy, how

small? How intensive is something, as

how difficult, how salty, how loud?

[Followed by an adjective.] Kung
maˆunu kalãpad ˆang ginabaligyaˆ sa
ˆÿmu nga dýtaˆ? How wide is the

property that is being sold to you?

1b rel adv how extensive the dimension of

something is, as how big, how heavy,

how small; how intensive something is

as how difficult, how salty, how loud

[Followed by an adjective.] Siniruˆ ˆang
sagnat ni Birta kung maˆunu katãˆas.
Check the fever of Bertha [to see] how
high [it is].

kung minsan ti adv Sometimes an event

occurs or a state exists. ˆAku nagabýlig
sa ˆãkun ning manga magýyang kag
kung minsan nagatukad kami sa býkid
kag mangãhuy. I help my parents and

sometimes we go to the mountain and

get firewood. syn kung kaˆisa (ˆisa 6b) cf

kung ˆamat (ˆamatˆãmat)
kung ˆamat adv From time to time, some-

times an event occurs or a state exists.

Kung ˆamat hay nagapinabatiˆbatiˆ si
Bÿni nga, “ˆIndiˆ gid madýgay ˆigwa ˆaku
ning pakangun nang ˆining trangka nang
bintãnaˆ.” From time to time Benny

keeps on letting it be overheard that, “It

will not be long [until] there is someone I

will strike with this window bar.” ˆIgwa
da ˆaku ning kwarta nga pangbãkay piru
kung ˆamat lang da may ˆisdaˆ. I have

money to be used in buying but only

sometimes is there fish. cf kung kaˆisa
(ˆisa 6b), kung minsan

kungrisman n a congressman
kýpit v Someone pilfers something, i.e., steals

items in small amounts. [nagkýpitpilfered]

kupitan n a chicken basket
kupkup v Someone embraces someone

else; someone or something holds
tightly onto something with the arms,

tentacles, etc.
nagakupkup Mahãbaˆ ˆang ˆiya lãwas

kag kung gulpihun mu dýyug ˆang
pagbira nang naylun nagakupkup sa
batu nga ginabira. His body is long and
when you suddenly stop pulling the
nylon [fishing] line [the small octopus]
holds tightly onto the stone which is
being pulled.

v Someone is embraced by someone else;
something is held onto tightly by
someone or something with the arms,
tentacles, etc.

kinupkupan, kupkup Kinupkupan si
Birtu nang ˆiya nanay; dýgay gid siya
kupkup. Berto was embraced by his
mother; he was embraced for a long
time.

kinupkýpan agf recip v Two people
embrace each other.

nagkinupkýpan Nagkinupkýpan ˆang
magˆasawa nang nagtinambur na sa
ˆubus ˆang manga kaˆibãhan ni ˆInrÿku.
The married couple embraced each
other while the companions of Enrico
kept on drumming downstairs.

kýpu v Someone does all of an activity, gets
all objects.

nagkýpu Si Huwãna ˆang nagkýpu nang
mangga. The one who got all the
mangoes was Juana.

v Something is all done or is all gotten by
someone.

ginakupýhan Ginakupýhan ni Landa
ˆang labãhan; gãniˆ dýgay siya. The
laundry is all being done by Landa;
that’s why she is taking a long time.
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makupýhan ˆIndiˆ ku makupýhan ˆang
trabãhu sa bayay. The work in the
house cannot be all done by me.

kupya 1 n a carbon or duplicate copy of

something

2 v Someone copies or makes a copy of

written, printed material.

kura n the chatter of a monkey (See Ap-

pendix 24, Sounds of Animals and Fowl.)

kuralun n synthetic fiber used in making

fishnets pýkut 1 and rope pÿsiˆ
kuratsa 1 n a cockroach
2 n a kuratsa folk dance (See sãˆut 1,

Different Ways of Dancing for table.)

kuray1 n a fence ˆAng primÿru ninda nga
gingtrabãhu hay gingpakaˆãyu ninda
ˆang kuray nang baylÿhan, kag ˆang
ˆiban, hay nagpanilhig sa baylÿhan.
What was worked on first by them was

that the fence of the dancing area was

decorated by them and, as for others,

[they] swept all around the dancing area.
v Something is fenced in or fenced

around by someone.
kurayun ˆAng niyug ginapakayaˆ sa sÿlak

kag kurayun ning pýkut palÿbut pãra
ˆindiˆ tabãnun nang ˆãyam. The
coconuts are placed face up in the
sunlight and are fenced around with a
net so that the dogs will not carry [them]
away in their mouths.

kuray2 1 n a land crab found in swamp

areas

1a ginatˆan nga kuray n a land crab
cooked in coconut milk extract (See

Appendix 9, Foods Cooked in Coconut

Milk Extract.)

kurbãda adj A road karsãda is winding.

kurÿput adj Someone is stingy.

kýrit n a line syn linya cf baglis 1a, gýhit,
gýlis

kursu1 n a course of study ˆAng gingbuˆuy
nga kursu ni ˆAlis hay pagkamaˆistra.
The course which Alice took was

becoming a teacher.

kursu2 1 n diarrhea syn bugrit, dayarya,

sýka maˆýyu (ˆýyu2 2)

2 v Someone suffers with diarrhea.
nagkursu Parÿhu ˆãbi ˆinang may ˆungaˆ

nga nagkursu, ˆimbis nga paˆinumun
ning buyung sa kursu, hay dayˆun sa

miyughilut kag ˆipahÿlut kay ˆang
hambay nang miyughilut hay naluˆat.
Like, for example, there was a child who
suffered with diarrhea, instead of
letting him drink diarrhea medicine, he
would be taken to a massage therapist
and would be allowed to be massaged
because the massage therapist said he
experienced a slight sprain.

kursunãda n Someone has an interest in

something or someone else. Sigýru nga
nãkun ˆini hay may kursunãda da. I

said, perhaps this [young lady] also has

an interest [in me]. {Commonly refers

to romantic interest.}
v Something or someone has an interest

taken in it or them by someone else.
nakukursunadãhan ˆAng tãwu nga

nakukursunadãhan ni Birting hay may
gustu gid siya. People (i.e., girls) who
really have a [romantic] interest taken
[in them] by Berting also like him very
much.

kurta adj Something as coconut milk

extract, milk is curdled. Kalãˆin na nga
ˆinumun ˆang gãtas kung kurta na. Milk

is bad to drink if [it] is curdled.
v Something as coconut milk extract, milk

curdles.
magkurta Kayukayýhun ˆang gataˆ pãra

ˆindiˆ magkurta. The coconut milk
extract should be thoroughly mixed so
that it will not curdle.

kurti1 n the shape of something, as a ball, a

tube, a disk, the moon ˆIni nga baskit
hay human sa kawãyan. Mabÿlug ˆang
kurti nang buliˆ kag ˆang tãˆas hay duha
ka dãngaw. This basket is made of

bamboo. The shape of the bottom part is

round, and the height is two hand spans.
v Something is shaped by someone, as to

be shaped round, shaped to represent a
particular object.

kurtihan (var kurtihun) Bumuˆuy ning
limpyu nga papil; kurtihan ning pabÿlug
kag butangan ning maˆisut nga býhuˆ sa
tungaˆtýnga ;̂ tapus, ˆibutang ˆang ˆimplastu.
Get a clean piece of paper; it is shaped
round and a small hole is put in the
middle; then put medicinal plaster [on it].
Kung nabuˆuy na ˆadtu ˆang marmul sa
ˆidãyum, kurtihun pãra magablýki na.
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When marble is gotten from under the
ground, [it] will be shaped so that it
becomes a block.

pagkurti ger something’s being shaped
ˆAng paghuman naman nang ˆalmiris
ˆinang ginabayuhan, hay ginasinsil ˆãnay
ˆinaˆ pagkurti bãgu ˆinaˆ bayˆagan. In
making condiment mortars which are
used in pounding, they are first chiseled
in being shaped before they will be
filed.

kurti2 n a court of justice

kurtÿna n a curtain
kýrug v Someone trembles because of fear

or weakness.
nagakýrug Kaˆayuˆãyu ka pa lang kaˆÿna

nga matutýyug, kag bahãyaˆ ka lang
nagakýrug. You were still healthy a
little while ago when [you] were falling
asleep, and [then] suddenly you were
just trembling.

magakýrug Kung ˆang nabdus hay
magpungkuˆ sa lusung kung siya
magˆungaˆ hay magakýrug kunu ˆang
ˆiya týhud. If a pregnant woman sits
down on a mortar, when she gives
birth, they say, her knees tremble.

pagkurugkurug ger continual trembling
or continual shivering of the body
Nakÿtaˆ ku nga maˆãyu ˆang buyung kay
nahuwasan siya ning sagnat kag ˆang
pagkurugkurug nang ˆiya lãwas hay
nabuˆuy. I found out that the medicine is
effective because she was relieved of
the fever and the continual shivering of
her body was gone.

kurýna n the crown of royalty or of one

crowned in a beauty contest

Nakurunãhan gid baya si Nÿna ˆadtu
ning kurýna hay manga ˆalas dýsing
gabˆi. Nena was crowned with a crown
about twelve o’clock in the evening.

Pinatawag nang hãriˆ ˆang prinsipi;
nilamãnu nang hãriˆ ˆang prinsipi kag
hinambay niya nga, “Sa ˆÿmu
naˆaˆãngay nga ˆitaˆu ˆang kurýna ku.”
The prince was called by the king; the

prince had his hand shaken by the king

and he (i.e., the king) said, “Because of

you it is clearly appropriate that my

crown be given [to you].”

kurunasyun 1 n the coronation of someone

during the crowning of royalty or of one

who wins in a beauty contest Hay nang
kurunasyun sa kabatãˆan, yadtu da
kamu nu? When it was [the time of] the

coronation of the young people, you

were there also, isnˆt that right?

2 kurunasyun bul n a coronation ball or

dance
kurut v Something is pinched or scratched

by someone or something.
ginkurut Ginkurut ni Rýki ˆinang

pangãyan sa butilya pãra nga ˆindiˆ
masayýran kung ˆanu ˆadtu nga buyung.
Roque scratched the name on the
[medicine] bottle so that it would not be
known what kind of medicine it was.

kurutun ˆAng pýnuˆ nang ˆÿmu kuku, kung
ˆÿmu kurutun ˆigwa ning kapuya. The
root of your nails, when you will pinch
[them], there is a reddish [color].

kuryinti n an electric current
kusÿna n a kitchen Kumadtu ˆaku didtu sa

likud nang kusÿna kag yadtu galiˆ sina
ˆUlÿba nga nagaˆinum ning tubaˆ. I went

there to the back of the kitchen and

Oliva and companions were there

drinking coconut wine.

kusinilya n a small cooking stove, usually

fueled by kerosene

kusinÿru n a cook, involved in institution-

alized or commercial cooking ˆAlas tris
na nang ˆãga nabayãka baya ˆadtu ˆang
kusinÿru; gindayˆan ˆaku ning kapi kag
gingtungtungan ˆaku sa tiyan nang maˆÿnit
na kapi nabubutang sa tãsa. Three

o’clock in the morning, maybe the cook
was worried; I was brought coffee and I

had the hot coffee, which had been put in

a cup, placed on top of my stomach.

kuskus v Someone brushes or sandpapers
a surface.

nagakuskus Ginabaligyaˆ ˆinaˆ ninda kag
ˆang nagabakay na ˆang nagakuskus
pãra barãtu. They sell that and the one
who buys is the one who sandpapers so
that it is cheaper. (See limpyu,
Different Ways of Cleaning for table.)

kusmud v Someone frowns. [makusmud will

frown]

kustal 1 n a sack with a capacity of about

twenty-five gantas. ˆIbutang ˆang parti

kurti2 309 kustal
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nga humay sa kustal. The shares of

unhulled rice will be put in sacks.
1a humay kustal n a rice sack, for

unhulled rice with or without the stalks

humay 1.

1b kustal nang bugas n a hulled rice sack
1c kustal nang simintu n a cement sack

{Made of woven plastic or other

material using fine threads.}

1d kustal nga lãnut n an abaca sack
1e kustal nga plastik n a plastic sack
{Made of woven plastic.}

2a meas n a nonspecific or specific number

of twenty-five gantas sackfuls of

cement simintu, copra lýgit, mollusks

sÿhiˆ, unhulled rice humay; a dry volume

measurement ˆAng balayan nang ˆini
nga sÿhiˆ hay ginabakay da ning barãtu
lang gid kay ˆýnu trinta lang ˆisa ka
kustal. The shell of this mollusk is just

sold very cheaply because it is just one

[peso and] thirty [centavos] for one

twenty-five ganta sackful. Mabakay
ˆaku ning duha ka kustal nga bugas. I

will buy two twenty-five ganta sackfuls

of hulled rice. (See Appendix 19, Dry or

liquid volume measurement.)

2b kinustal adj by the sackful ˆInaˆ naman
ˆang manga kinãpaw, ginabakay ˆinaˆ
nang ˆiban nga kinustal kay ginabutang
ˆinaˆ ninda sa sayug. As for those scrap

slabs [of lumber], those are bought by

some [people] by the sackful because

[they] are put on the floor by those ones.

kustumir n a customer; i.e., one who buys

merchandise tinda. ˆAku kung nagatahiˆ,
hay ginahuman ku gid nga ˆindiˆ
mapahuyaˆ sa kustumir. As for me

when I sew, I really make that which

will not cause [me] to be embarrassed

before the customer. cf tinda 1
nagapatahiˆ nga kustumir (tahiˆ 2) set
expr a sewing customer

kýsug 1a v Someone or something becomes
physically strong; a noise or something

that makes a noise becomes loud.
nagakýsug Kãda magkalma sÿgi naman

ˆang ˆãmun pinangbýˆuy kag kung
nagakýsug ginasirahan ˆãnay nãmun.
Whenever [the wind] became calm, the

getting [of things inside the cabinet]
continued, and when [the wind] became
strong, [the house] was closed again by
us.

kýsug nga kýsug v Someone or something
becomes progressively stronger; a
noise or something that makes a noise
becomes progressively louder.

nagakýsug nga nagakýsug Nang
nagaˆamatˆãmat ˆaku palýsub sa
Bunbun, nagakýsug nga nagakýsug
ˆang hãngin. When I was slowly going
down to Bonbon, the wind was
becoming progressively stronger.

kakýsug (var makýsug) adj Someone or
something is physically strong; a noise
or something that makes a noise is loud.
ˆÐguˆ ˆaku maluwas, namatay da ˆang
ˆiwag kay masyãdu nga kakýsug ˆang
hãngin. [When it was] the time that I
would go outside, the light went out
because the wind was very strong.
Ginaˆanudˆãnud na sinda nang kakýsug
nga sulug. They were gradually being
carried away by a strong current.

kusug n the physical strength of someone
or something as a current, the wind; the
loudness of a noise or of something that
makes a noise

1b pangýsug v Someone exerts strength
in doing something.

kapapangýsug abl ger someone’s being
able to exert strength Nagapanunýyuˆ
ˆang ganˆut sa ˆÿmu kabudlay sa
kapapangýsug pagdugˆun nang bunut.
Perspiration extensively runs down
because of your tiredness in being able
to exert strength in pushing against the
coconut husks.

kusuy n a kusuy plant or rhizome,
Kaempferia galanga (Linn.) ˆAng manga
buyung nga ginagãmit sa pagsãpuˆ hay
duyaw, kusuy, lubigan kag ˆãpug. As for

the medicines that are used in curing skin

irritations, [they] are turmeric rhizomes,

kusuy rhizomes, lubigan rhizomes and

lime powder. {A portion of the kusuy
rhizome is included in a herbal charm

bag karminkarmin.}

kutak n the cackle of a hen {For other

sounds of chickens see kutuˆkutuˆ.}
v A hen cackles. [nagkutak cackled] (See

kustumir 310 kutak
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Appendix 24, Sounds of Animals and
Fowl.)

kutibkutib v Someone murmurs.
nagakutibkutib Kung ginabuyung ˆini

nang ˆalbularyu hay tyad ˆini: nagabuˆuy
siya ning kapisnguy nga luyˆa ginahÿbuˆ
sa ˆagtang, sa kamut kag sa siki ning
pakurus kag ˆang ˆalbularyu hay
nagakutibkutib ˆang ˆiya baˆbaˆ kag
nagapinanghuyˆab. When [a soul-
inflicted disease] is medically treated by
this herbalist, it is like this: she gets a
piece of ginger; it is rubbed on the
forehead, hands and feet as a cross and,
as for the herbalist, her mouth
murmurs and keeps on yawning.

kutkut 1 a hole in the ground

2 v Someone or something digs out
something from the earth.

nagakutkut ˆAng tangkaliˆ kung nagapýgad
sa manga pungˆuy nga niyug may sa
býhuˆ nang dýtaˆ nagakutkut sinda. As
for kingfishers, when [they] make nests in
decayed coconut palm trees, they [first]
dig out decayed matter from the holes.

v Something is dug out by someone or
something from what confines it.

ginakutkut Ginakutkut sa dýtaˆ pãra
matÿbay ˆang batu. [Marble rock] is dug
out from the ground so that the [marble]
rock is of durable quality.

kutkutun Pag nagahýkay na ˆadtu ˆang
marmul kung ginabarÿta, hay kutkutun
gid ˆadtu pakadtu sa ˆidãyum nang dýtaˆ
kung diˆin gid ˆadtu ˆang ˆiya katapýsan
nga dãyum. When that marble moves
when [it] is pried with a crowbar, [it]
should be dug out very well going
under the earth where its base is.

Someone has something dug out for them
by someone else.

ginakutkutan Ginakutkutan ku si Marya
ning balinghuy. Mary is having cassava
dug out for [her] by me.

v A surface such as the ground is the place
from which something is dug out by
someone or something.

kinutkutan Kung nagˆãput na ˆang kalãyu,
ˆinutˆinut na ˆang ˆÿmu pagbutang ning
bunut hasta magtupung sa kinutkutan.
When the fire has kindled [some coconut
husks], your putting of the coconut husks

is little by little until they become level
with the place from which [soil] was dug
out.

ginakutkutan Duha ka parti nga lugar
ˆang ginakutkutan nga pahãbaˆ ˆang
kurti nang pagkutkut. Two sections are
the places from which [soil] is dug out
in which the shape of digging is long.

kutkutan Kung ˆýras na nga madãbuk sa
sÿlung nang tapãhan, dãpat hay ˆÿmu
ˆãnay kutkutan ˆang dýtaˆ sa sÿlung
nang tapãhan. When it is time to build a
fire in the space underneath the smoking
rack, the ground in the space underneath
the smoking rack should be the place
from which [soil] will be dug out by
you.

pagkutkut ger someone’s digging out of
something ˆAng dãyum nang pagkutkut
hay manga duha ka dãngaw
masigkabýˆak. The depth of the digging
out is about two hand spans on either side.

kutsãra 1a n a tablespoon Bumuˆuy ning
limpyu nga pinggan kag kutsãra kag
buˆakun ˆang ˆitlug. Get a clean plate and

tablespoon and break open the egg.

(See kubyirtus, Kinds of Tableware
for table.)

1b meas n a nonspecific or specific number of

tablespoonfuls; a volume measurement

Naghýngit lang ˆaku ning duha ka
kutsãra. I just put two tablespoonfuls of

food in [my] mouth. (See Appendix 19,

Dry or Liquid Volume Measurement.)

kutsarÿta 1a n a teaspoon (See kubyirtus,
Kinds of Tableware for table.)

1b n a nonspecific or specific number of

teaspoonfuls; a volume measurement

(See Appendix 19, Dry or Liquid

Volume Measurement.)

kutsay n a kutsay plant, Allium tuberosum
{An onion-like plant used as a flavoring

for vegetables.}

kutsi n a car, i.e., an automobile Bãgu kami
nakasakay, pakadtu sa ˆãmun pagaˆistaran,
hay nagpanunýka ˆãnay ˆaku sa ˆalÿhid
nang manga kutsi kag dyip. Before we

were able to ride, going to the place where

we stay, I vomited all over on the sides of

cars and jeeps.

kutsilyu n a table knife ˆAng ˆÿmu naman

kutibkutib 311 kutsilyu
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ginagãmit sa pagkuyhad hay sipuy pwÿdi
da ning kutsilyu, ˆang ˆiba gãniˆ hay
sanggut ˆang ginagãmit. What is used by

you in removing leaf midribs [from the

buri leaves] is a jackknife or table knife;
as for others, a coconut wine collection

scythe is used. genr sipuy (See kubyirtus,
Kinds of Tableware for table.)

kutsÿtis n a clothes snap fastener {Used

especially on the front opening of a

blouse.}

kutsun n a mattress
kýtu n a mature head louse cf kayumad

(See bitik, Kinds of Parasitic Insects
for table.)

kýtub 1 v Someone or something reaches a

particular place or ends at a particular

place. Tungud sa ˆindiˆ ku makÿtaˆ
maˆãyu ˆang dãgat kung diˆin na kýtub
ˆu ˆang kasiraˆan nang ˆãmun bayay
nagapangayuˆ ˆaku sa ˆinda ning ˆiwag.
Because I could not clearly see the sea

where it reached [in eroding the

shoreline] or the damage to our house, I

asked them for a light. ˆAy ˆamuˆ! ˆAyaw
na, kay diraˆ na lang ˆaku kýtub. Hey,

monkey! Donˆt do that, because I will
just end there (i.e., I will die).

2 kutub sa prep until a particular time,

place, the attainment of something Diraˆ
lang kamu kýtub sa grid ˆunum. You

were only there until grade six.

kýtum 1 kakýtum (var makýtum) adj
Something is a dark color. ˆAng ˆiya
kulur sa likud hay ˆitum; ˆang ˆiya
dughan hay kakýtum nga pula. Its color

on the back [of a Himalayan Swiflet] is

black; its chest is dark red. Magtýnaˆ sa
tiyan, dughan, lÿˆug kag siki hay
makýtum nga kulur kapi. Beginning

from the abdomen, to the chest, neck

and feet, the color [of the feathers of the

yellow-backed sunbird] is dark yellow.

kutuˆkutuˆ n the cluck of a hen, calling her

chicks {Other sounds of chickens: ˆÿliw
warning cry; ˆisak peep or cry of a chick;

kutak cackle of a hen; tuyãˆuk crow of

rooster.}
v A hen clucks. [nagakutuˆkutuˆ is

clucking] (See Appendix 24, Sounds of

Animals and Fowl.)

kutuˆkýtuˆ v Someone chuckles or giggles.
nagakutuˆkýtuˆ Nagakutuˆkýtuˆ ning

ngilit. [Someone] chuckles in smiling.
cf hayakhak, hÿyum, ngilit

kuwan (var kwan, kuwan hu, kwan hu) n a

hesitation pause; a substitute word for

one or more words the speaker cannot

remember Pagˆabut nãmun didtu sa
kwan hu, ginsýgat kami ni Dilpÿna.
Upon our arriving there at ? (the speaker

was unable to remember the place),

Delpina fetched us. {Kwan is sometimes

used as a hesitation pause, as a filler

when something is temporarily forgotten

but is then supplied.} Nang yadtu na
kami, didtu kwan kami ka býlan, didtu
ˆupat kami ka býlan sa kwartu. When we

were already there, we were there ? (the

word ˆupat ‘four’ was momentarily for-

gotten) months, we were there in the

room four months.
v Kuwan, a hesitation pause, is inflected as

a verb for which it substitutes.
nagkuwan Nagkuwan siya nagpahinug

ˆãnay siya nang ˆiya kapãya kay ˆiya
ning ˆibaligyaˆ. He (the verb was
temporarily forgotten) he let his papaya
first ripen because he was going to sell
that.

kuyãbaˆ n white coconut wine sediment,
left behind after pouring out the

collected coconut wine tubaˆ from the

coconut wine collecting container sayud
(See tubaˆ 1a, Items Involved in
Making Coconut Wine for table.)

kuyãbus v Someone runs out of a

commodity, money.
nakukuyãbus Hay kay nakukuyãbus

sinda sa kwarta, nagsýlat diri si
Kumadri ˆÐna nga ginapabaligyaˆ ˆang
ˆinda trak. Because they repeatedly ran
out of money, Co-parent-in-law Ena
sent a letter here that their truck had
been caused [by her] to be sold.

kuyagi n a coconut wine collecting container
brush {Consists of a strip of bamboo,

frayed at one end by pounding; used to

clean out the coconut wine collecting

container sayud after removing the

coconut wine tubaˆ and before replacing

kutsÿtis 312 kuyagi
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at the end of the bundled inflorescence

býyuk nang niyug (niyug 3).} (See tubaˆ
1a, Items Involved in Making Coconut
Wine for table.)

kýyang adj The amount of something or

the number of people or things is

inadequate. Midyu ˆaku ginahadlýkan
magsakay kay kargãdu kag kadãmuˆ pa
ˆang tãwu nga masakay; kýyang ngãniˆ
ˆang tihÿras. I was somewhat afraid to

ride because [the boat] was excessively

weighed down with cargo and also many

passengers; the cots were certainly

inadequate.
v The amount of something or the number

of people or things become inadequate.
nagakýyang Nang nagdãmuˆ na ˆãkun

sýkiˆ, nagakýyang ˆang ˆãkun lýtuˆ.
When my regular customers became
many, my cooking became inadequate.

nagakuyangkýyang ˆAng manga dulsi ni
Mÿsis Balaw, hay gakuyangkýyang sa
manga tãwu. As for the candies of Mrs.
Balaw, [they] are becoming completely
inadequate for the people.

kakuyangan n the inadequacy of the
amount of something or the number of
people or things ˆAdtung babãyi hay
gasakit ˆang ˆýyu tungud sa kakuyangan
nang katuyugun. That woman has a
headache because of the inadequacy of
sleep.

kýyap v Something comes out from where it

stays.
nagakýyap ˆIni ˆang sÿhiˆ nga daminsuy

hay nagakýyap ˆini kung gabˆi kay ˆini
nga sÿhiˆ hay nabubuˆuy ˆini sa pangÿwag.
This common bubble mollusk comes out
at night because, as for this mollusk, [it]
is frequently gotten by gathering aquatic
invertebrates with an artificial light. cf
gãtaw, guwaˆ, halin 1a, luwas 1b, tãkas
2, tamwaˆ

kuyapnit n a variety of small bat
kuyãput n a Conrad’s false shell mollusk,

Mytilopsis leucophaeta
kuyawyaw n a malabatino tree, Paralstonia

clusiacea
kýyaˆ n a cockscomboyster,Lopha cristagalli
kuyba n a cave ˆIsa nga kuyba ˆang ˆiya

nakÿtaˆ kag nagpasilung siya didtu. It

was a cave that he saw and he hid there.

kuybaˆ n someone’s apprehension or fear
ˆAbaw! ˆang kuybaˆ ku, ˆinaˆ niyan nga
nakÿtaˆ ku ˆinaˆ si Daryu nang ginagýyud.
Oh! my great fear, when I saw Dario

who was being led [by the soldiers].
v Someone is overcome with appre-

hension or fear.
ginakuybãˆan, kinuybãˆan Nang hãpun

na, nagatýnaˆ na ˆang baskitbul; ˆaku
daw ˆang ginakuybãˆan kay bãsiˆ kung
mapirdi ˆadtung ˆãkun pustaˆ. When it
was late afternoon, the basketball game
was now beginning; it seemed that I was
overcome with apprehension because
it might happen that that bet of mine
would be lost. Bahãyaˆ lang kinuybãˆan
ˆang hãriˆ sa nabatiˆan niya nga hambay
nang tatlu. The king suddenly was
overcome with apprehension when he
heard what the three told him.

kuyhad 1 v Someone removes a leaf midrib
from a palm leaf. [nagkuyhad removed a

leaf midrib]
pagkuyhad ger someone’s removing a

leaf midrib from a palm leaf ˆAng ˆÿmu
naman ginagãmit sa pagkuyhad hay
sipuy pwÿdi da ning kutsilyu, ˆang ˆiba
gãniˆ hay sanggut ˆang ginagãmit. What
is used by you in removing leaf
midribs [from the buri leaves] is a
jackknife or table knife; as for others, a
coconut wine collection scythe is used.

2 kinuyhad n a leaf half with the leaf

midrib removed Pagkatãpus mu ning
kuyhad, ˆÿmu ˆini bugkusun ˆang ˆÿmu
kinuyhad nga buli. Upon your removal

of leaf midribs, your buri leaf halves
will be tied by you into a bundle.

kuyub adj Something is upside down. ˆAng
patatlu na ka tumbaw hay pýru pakuyub
kay kung pýru kuyub ˆang sa ˆidãyum
sunug ˆang niyug nga sa ˆidãyum kag
hilaw sa ˆibãbaw. As for the third layer

[of coconut halves, they] are all placed

upside down (i.e., meat down) because

if those on the bottom are all upside
down, the coconuts which are at the

bottom will be burned and those which

are on top will be uncooked.
pakuyub caus v Something is placed

kýyang 313 kuyub
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upside down. ˆAng patatlu ka tumbaw
hay pýru pakuyub. As for the third layer
[of coconut halves, they] are all placed
upside down (i.e., meat down).

kýyun 1 n a clay pot

Kinds of Clay Pots

kýyun 1a medium-sized clay fish pot

sugnãyan big clay rice pot

ˆanglit small clay fish pot

1a n a medium-sized clay fish pot {Com-

monly used for cooking fish in vinegar

pinangat (pangat 1a) to avoid a

chemical reaction of vinegar on metal

pots.} (See kýyun 1, Kinds of Clay
Pots for table.)

kuyut n a nami vine or root, Dioscorea
hispida (Dennst.) ˆIbutang mu ˆang kuyut
sa kustal kag dayˆun sa dãgat. The nami
root should be put into a sack by you and

brought to the ocean. {Roots are thinly

sliced, put into a sack and soaked in sea

water for a day or more ˆunaw to remove

a poisonous alkaloid called dioscorine.

Water is allowed to run over them to

remove the sea water. They are pressed

in a basket with a weight to remove as

much liquid as possible pintay and then

sun dried. Finally they are cooked and

eaten, commonly as famine food.} cf

lupÿsan, ˆýbi, ˆýmag, ˆuraru
kuˆupirar v Someone cooperates in an

endeavor.
nagakuˆupirar ˆAng ˆiban, hay pangsÿraˆ

kag ˆang ˆiban, wayaˆ nagakuˆupirar.
As for some, [they] were destroying [the
organization] and, as for others, [they]
were not cooperating.

magkuˆupirar Dãpat gid kamu
magkuˆupirar kag ˆasikasýhun gid.
You should cooperate and prepare
well [for the project].

kuˆupirasyun n cooperation between two or

among many people May kuˆupirasyun
kag may pagkakaˆisa sa bilug nang baryu
nang Lýnus. There is cooperation and

there is unity in the whole village of

Lonos.

kuˆupirãtib n a cooperative organization

kuˆurdinÿtur n a coordinator of a particular

activity ˆAng Pilipÿnas nga ˆimaw ˆang ˆiya

ginabisÿta kay siya hay kuˆurdinÿtur. The

Philippines is visited by him because he is

the coordinator.
kuˆut n a bamboo-tube lizard trap
kwadirnu n a notebook syn nutbuk
kwadrãdu n a cube, a square Hiwãˆun ˆang

karni ning kwadrãdu; tapus hugãsan.
The meat should be cut into cubes; then

it should be washed. ˆIni nga baskit hay
human sa buli. ˆAng buliˆ, hay
kwadrãdu kag ˆang baˆbaˆ hay mabÿlug.
This basket is made of buri. As for the

bottom, [it] is square and the opening is

round.

kwadrãdu nga kãhuy (kãhuy 1a) set
expr squared lumber

kwalipikasyun n the qualification of some-
one to perform a particular office or duty
ˆImaw gãniˆ ˆining pangayýˆun sa ˆãtun ni
Mistir Rÿyis: ˆang manga kwalipikasyun
nang manga mimbru, ˆang pagmantinir
nang watirsistim nindu, ˆang pagmantinir
sa watirshid nga ginabuyˆan nang týbiˆ,
kag ˆang paglýbung nang manga bãru.
This is what Mr. Reyes is asking from

us: the qualification of members, the

maintenance of your water system, the

maintenance of the watershed where the

water is gotten, and the laying of water

pipes.

kwan, kwan hu (var of kuwan) a hesitation

pause

kwãri 1 v Someone quarries stones, especi-

ally marble pieces, from the ground.
nagakwãri ˆAng nagakwãri ning marmul

hay mahugaˆ da nga trabãhu. Quarry-
ing marble is surely hard work.

2 kwarihan n a quarry where stones,

especially marble pieces, are taken Kung
nagaˆinýyan hay kahugaˆ magkwãri kay
kalýnang kag madayýnut sa kwarihan.
If it rains continually, it is difficult to

quarry marble blocks because it is

muddy and the quarry is slippery.

kwarinta 1a card num adj forty actions,

people, pieces of things, situations,

things, times, units of measurement

(See Appendix 21, Cardinal Numbers.)
1b kwarinta ˆýnu card num forty-one

(See Appendix 21, Cardinal Numbers.)

kýyun 314 kwarinta
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1c kwarinta ˆidus card num forty-two {For
a description of the use of numbers of
Spanish origin, see entry ˆýnu. For a
description of the function of the con-
junction ˆi- joining number combinations,
see entry ˆi-2.} (See Appendix 21,
Cardinal Numbers.)

kwarisma 1 n the dry season ˆAng býlan
nang Marsu kag ˆAbril hay panahun
nang kwarisma. The month of March

and [the month of] April is the time of

the dry season. syn tigsilãkun (sÿlak 2)
2 n the Lenten season Kung panahun pa

galiˆ nga malapit na ˆang ginatawag nga
Kwarisma hay nagapamindÿta pa galiˆ
ˆitun ning lukay. When what is called the

Lenten season is still near, that is also

the time that the priest blesses all these

palm leaves.

kwarta 1a n money, an instrument used in

buying bakay. ˆAng subra nga kwarta
binakay nãmun ning kawãyan nga
gamÿtun sa huhumanun nga tabýnan.
As for the extra money, it was used by

us to buy bamboo which will be used in

repeatedly making deep-sea fish traps.

1b v Someone acquires money.
makakwarta Kung may swirti ka sa

pagpanÿhud kag makaˆasirta ka ning
dãmuˆ nga ˆuyang hay makakwarta ka gid
kaysa nyan mahay ˆang sarsa nga ˆuyang.
If you have good luck gathering [brook
shrimp] with a colander shrimp scoop and
are able to find many brook shrimp, you
will be able to acquire money because
shrimp now are expensive.

v Something is a source from which
money is acquired.

makwakwartahan May manga butang
kita diri sa Rumblun nga wayaˆ ta
masasayýri nga ˆinaˆ galiˆ hay
makwakwartahan. We have things here
in Romblon which are not able to be
known at all by us from which money
can surely be acquired.

2 kwarta nga ˆinugbãkay n spending
money Nalýˆuy gid sa ˆiya ˆang ˆiya
manÿnuy, gãniˆ gintawˆan siya nga dãˆan
ning kwarta nga ˆinugbãkay. His

godfather really pitied him, so he was

freely given spending money.

3 hitsýra ning kwarta adj Someone is

money hungry. Kung nagabaligyaˆ si
Narda ning ˆisdaˆ, hay kamahay kay
siya, hay hitsýra ning kwarta. When

Narda sells fish, [it] is expensive

because, as for her, [she] is money
hungry.

v Someone becomes money hungry.
naghitsýra ning kwarta Nang si Minda

hay nagkaˆigwa ning dakuˆ nga swildu,
siya hay naghitsýra ning kwarta.
When, as for Minda, [she] got a big
salary, as for her, [she] became money
hungry.

4 ˆimirdyinsi nga kwarta n occupation
money, issued by the Japanese

government during occupation of the

Philippines ˆAng gantang ˆadtu nang
humay kung tigˆiyãni hay kinsi pÿsus
nga ˆimirdyinsi nga kwarta. A ganta
of unhusked rice, when it was harvest

season, was fifteen pesos occupation
money.

kwartu1 n a bedroom (See Appendix 2,

Parts of a House.)

kwartu2 1 ord num the fourth action,

person, situation, thing, time, unit of

measurement syn pangˆupat, ˆikaˆupat
(ˆupat 4); purt (See Appendix 22,

Ordinal Numbers.)

2 adj The moon is in its first quarter.

Kwartu ˆang býlan. The moon is in its
first quarter. syn latiˆ 1a (See

Appendix 11, Shape of the Moon.)

kwatru card num adj four actions, people,

pieces of things, situations, things,

times, units of measurement Kwarinta
pÿsus ˆang plÿti; kãda kÿlu hay kwatru
pÿsus. The fare is forty pesos; for every

kilogram [of cargo] it is four pesos.

{For a description of the use of numbers

of Spanish origin, see entry ˆýnu.} syn

ˆupat 1 (See grid, Formal Education
Grades for table. See Appendix 21,

Cardinal Numbers.)

kwilyu n the collar of an upper garment

kwinta n the value or worth of something in

terms of monetary or other consi-

derations May tãwu nga maˆãyu
gumastus kung sa ˆinýman; wayaˆ
kwinta ˆang kwarta sa ˆiya. There is a
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person who is good in spending

[money] when it is for drinking; money

has no value [to him]. syn puyus 1
kwirdas n a steel string of a musical

instrument syn ˆasÿru 3
kwÿtis n a sky rocket {Sky rockets and

firecrackers lubintadur are used for

festive occasions, especially during

New Year celebrations.}

kyabãsa 1a n a squash vine, Cucurbita
maxima (Cucurb) cf tabuˆ2 1

1b a squash gourd {Eaten as a vegetable.}

(See ˆýpak 1b, Things that are Peeled
for table.)

2 ˆýtan nga kyabãsa n coconut-flavored
squash (See ˆýtan 1a, Coconut-
Flavored Vegetables for table.)

kyakuran n a coconut-meat grater {Used

for making grated coconut kinãyus
(kãyus 2), coconut milk extract pãyuk.}

kyasãyun (see kasay 4) a couple about to
be married

L

laba 1 v Someone washes clothes.
nagalaba ˆAng ˆãmun nanay sa bayay

lang gid ˆang trabãhu; nagalýtuˆ,
nagalaba kag nagadipãra sa ˆãmun
maghãli. Our mother, [her] work was
only in the house; [she] cooked, washed
clothes and cared for us siblings.

v Clothes are washed by someone.
labahan, labhan Labahan ni Glurya ˆang

baruˆ ni Marta. The clothes of Martha
will be washed by Gloria.

paglaba ger someone’s washing clothes
ˆAng sýhuy ˆadtu niya sa paglaba hay
bukun ˆinadlaw kundiˆ pinidãsu. The
wage of that one in washing clothes
was not by the day but by the piece. (See
limpyu, Different Ways of Cleaning
for table.)

2 labãhan n a clothes-washing place; a

clothes-washing basin ˆAng labãhan
nina Nÿta hay sa sapaˆ. The clothes-
washing place of Nita and companion

is at the seasonal creek. ˆAng labãhan ni
Lýla Santa hay dýyang. The clothes-
washing basin of Grandmother Santa is

a wooden wash tub.

3a labãhan n laundry to be washed

Ginakupýhan ni Landa ˆang labãhan;
gãniˆ dýgay siya. The laundry is all

being done by Landa; that’s why she is

taking a long time.

3b linabhan (var nilabhan) n washed
clothes Plantyahun ku ˆang ˆãkun
manga linabhan kay may trabãhu na
ˆaku buwas. My washed clothes will be

ironed by me because I have work

tomorrow.

labãbu n a kitchen sink, a washstand with

built-in washbasin ˆÃkun ˆiniwãgan ˆang
dãgat sa ˆidãyum nang ˆabýhan patiˆ sa
labãbu; hay yaˆ na ning suyud. The sea

water was illuminated by me under the

fireplace as well as under the sink; [but]

there was nothing inside.

labakãra n a face towel Wayaˆ da kami ning
kãya nga ˆikakabakay ning labakãra;
ˆang ˆãmun ginagãmit hay ˆang limpyu
nga bãruˆ. We do not have the

wherewithal which can be used to

frequently buy face towels; what we use

are clean clothes. genr tuˆalya 1a
lãban 1 v Someone competes against some-

one else for a particular prize or result.
magalãban, malãban ˆAdtu nga

pagkandidãta niya bukun ning
pagwapagwãpa, kundiˆ sa kwarta
sinda magalãban; kung sinˆu ˆang
dakuˆ kwarta, siya ˆang rayna. As for
her competing as a contestant, [it is]
not for beauty but [it is] for money that
they will compete against [their
opponents]; whoever is the one who
has lots of money, she will be the
queen.

v Someone is competed against by
someone else for a particular prize or
result.

ginlãban Nang kami ginlãban sa tatlu ka
lugar, kami ˆang nakabuˆuy ning ˆisa sa
pinakamatãˆas na puntus. When we
were competed against in three places,
we alone were the ones able to get the
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highest score points.
labanlãban n a competition ˆIni ˆang

nagataksiˆ hay labanlãban da ˆini. As
for this playing of rubber bands, this too
is a competition. cf kandidãta 1b

2 kalãban n a competitor or rival in an

activity ˆAng ˆãkun naman kalãban sa
pamayadmãyad hay midyu malakas
siya sa maˆistra, ngãniˆ ˆaku wayaˆ
nabutang sa pangduha. My rival in the

class was somewhat popular with my

teacher, so I was not able to be placed in

second honors. cf kandidãta 1a, karÿbal
labandÿra n a laundry woman
labay n a multiple-hook fishing line {Con-

sists of a line bahãyan up to 100 m or

more long with leaders and hooks

interspersed every half meter or so. Used

in the open sea to catch tuna fish

tulÿngan.} syn lambu 1

Parts of a Multiple-Hook

Fishing Line

bagu fly fastener

bahãyan main line

tagakan multiple-hook fishing line

holder

tagaˆ fishhook

tirilin fishhook fly

ˆasÿru 2 fishing line leader

labhag n a welt on the body, caused by an

infection May yãraˆ nga natatabuˆ nga
nagahubag ˆang siki, ginatubýˆan ning
manga labhag sa lãwas kag, ˆang ˆiba,
hay nagagýyus ˆang ˆinda parti. There

are some instances in which the feet

become swollen, welts come out on the

body and, for some, the private parts

develop suppurating sores.

labi 1a palabi caus v Something is given
importance by someone.

ginapalabi Ginapalabi ku gid ˆang ˆãtun
kanta sa Rumblun nang ˆýna nga tyimpu.
Our songs in Romblon in past times are
really given importance by me.

1b labi na adv A particular event occurs or

state exists especially when certain

conditions are met; a person, place, time

or thing, especially a more limited or

specific person, place, time or thing.

Kanãmit ˆang sabur nang karni kag

nang sabaw, labi na gid kung ˆang
paglýtuˆ hay laˆýya nga manuk. The

flavor of the meat and the broth are

delicious, especially when the cooking

of the chicken is by boiling. Diri sa
Rumblun labi na diri sa Lýnus, ˆang
manga tãwu diri nga may manga lanas
hay nagasalig lang gid sa ˆuyan. Here in

Romblon especially here in Lonos, the

people here who have rice fields just

depend on rain. cf lãluˆ
labnug n a hawili shrub or tree, Ficus

hauili (Blanco) {Leaves and root are

sometimes used as a source of herbal

medicine.}

labu 1 kalabu (var malabu) adj A food is of
a soft consistency. ˆAng ˆiya ˆini ning
ˆunud hay kalabu nga ˆÿmu kaˆýnun. As

for the meat of this [Hebrew moon

snail], [it] is of a soft consistency when

[it] is eaten by you. Kung magýyang na
ˆang býnga nang lýsay ˆang ˆiya naman
ˆini ning ˆunud hay malabu. When the

fruit of the shallow-ocean seaweed is

already matured, as for its meat, it is of a
soft consistency. ant matãli (tãli)

lãbud 1a n sediment from a liquid ˆAng kapi
nga gingtimpla ni Marisil sa ˆiya bisÿta
hay may lãbud. The coffee which was

prepared by Maricel for her visitors had

sediment.
1b n edible ocean sediment, eaten by sea

creatures Kung may nagapalapit ˆini sa
ˆinda nga lãbud hay ˆinda ˆini ginakãˆun.
If there is edible sediment that goes near

these ones (i.e., cockscomb oysters), it is

eaten by these ones.

lãbug v A plant or tree blooms.
nagalãbug Naghambay siya sa ˆiya ˆungaˆ,

“Týyug na Pidirÿku nga ˆungaˆ ku;
sýbung kita sa kãhuy, hãbang
nagalãbug ˆang sanga ginabãliˆ naman
ninda.” She said to her child, “Sleep
now, my son Federico; we are like a tree,
while it is blooming the branches are
being broken by them (i.e., the wicked
mother of Enrico and her soldiers).”

malãbug (var kalãbug, kilãbug) adj A
plant, tree is in bloom.

labýnuk n a thud, a sharp crashing noise
v Something makes a banging or
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crashing noise.
nagalinabýnuk Ginasumbag ˆang dingding,

nagalinabýnuk ˆang pwirtãhan kasisÿpaˆ.
The walling is struck with [his] fist, the
door continually makes a banging noise
in being kicked. cf lagãbung (See tunug
1, Kinds of Noises and Sounds for
table.)

labus n a starry puffer fish, Arothron
stellatus (Bloch and Schneider) {Light

olive green and covered with small black

blotches; the belly is white. Liver and

gonads are highly poisonous. Eaten after

careful cleaning. Inhabits coral reefs.}

lãbut 1 adj An object or taste is strange or

different. Sa pagkatýyug ni Dilya,
nagdamgu siya nga may nakÿtaˆ siya
nga lãbut nga kãhuy. At the time of

Delia’s sleeping, she dreamed that she

saw a strange tree. Lãbut gid ˆang
ˆitsãhan nang bunut kag lãbut ˆang
ˆitsãhan nang binuˆuk nga niyug. The

place where the husks are cast and the

place where the coconut pieces (i.e., the

whole coconuts without husks) are cast

are different (i.e., they are cast in

separate places). [Lãbut is followed by

kaysa to indicate a comparison.] ˆAng
dugus, hay lãbut ˆang sabur kaysa
tamˆis nang ˆasýkar. As for honey, [its]

taste is different from the sweetness of

sugar.
labutlãbut rep adj many different or

many strange (kinds of) objects ˆIni nga
sÿhiˆ hay labutlãbut ning kulur kag
labutlãbut da ning kurti. As for these
mollusks, [they have] many different
colors and many different shapes. ˆAng
ˆasýkar ˆisa lang ˆang sabur: basta kay
matamˆis, pÿru ˆang dugus labutlãbut
ˆang sabur. Sugar has only one taste: that
it is sweet, but honey has many different
tastes.

v Something becomes different or
strange.

nagalãbut Nagalãbut ˆang batãsan nang
nagaˆasãwa liwat. The character of one
who marries a second time becomes
different.

v Something seems different or strange to
someone.

nalalãbut ˆAng ˆinda tibulan hay nalalãbut

gid sa tanan kay ˆang tibulan ginbutangan
ning linya. Their table area seemed
different to everyone because the table
area was where a line was placed.

2 v Someone has concern for someone

else, something.
magpasinlabut Kung magˆasãwa ˆaku sa

ˆindiˆ ninda gustu, hay ˆindiˆ da sinda
magpasinlabut. If I take a spouse whom
they do not like, they will not have
concern [for me].

labuˆ v Someone or something is slashed or

stabbed by someone else.
ginlabuˆ Kung nagpalapit si Lÿbi nga

maˆubay sa ˆiya, ˆiya ginlabuˆ. When
Libby came close to sleep with her, he
was stabbed by her.

ginalãbuˆ Ginalabuˆ ni Samsun ˆang
kawãyan. The bamboo is being slashed
by Samson.

maglabuˆ inf to slash or stab someone or
something ˆIkaw ˆang may sundang,
kundiˆ ˆikaw ˆang maglabuˆ ˆini nang ˆýyu.
You are the one who has a bolo, so you
are the one to slash this [chicken’s] neck.

ginanilãbuˆ Namatay na. Ngãniˆ ˆinaˆ
ginanilãbuˆ pa nÿmu? [That one] is
already dead. Why is that one still being
continually stabbed by you? (See
ˆýtud 1, Different Ways of Cutting for
table.)

lagãbung n a banging noise, a sharp crash-
ing noise Wayaˆ ka mababatiˆan kundiˆ
hay lagãbung na lang. You will be able to

clearly hear nothing except only the

banging noise. cf labýnuk (See tunug 1,
Kinds of Noises and Sounds for table.)

lagang 1a n a chambered nautilus mollusk,

Nautilus pompilius. ˆIni ˆang lagang, hay
kung gadyãgan, ˆini siya hay patalikud.
As for the chambered nautilus mollusk,

when [it] runs, this one goes backwards.

1b plastik nga lagang n a paper nautilus
mollusk Kung gabˆi na gid, ˆang plastik
nga lagang hay nagaˆayamag kung
sinda hay nagadyãgan. When it is very

late at night, as for paper nautilus
mollusks, [they] are caught when they

run.

lagãriˆ 1 n a saw, used for sawing a hard

substance, as metal or wood
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2 Something is sawn by someone. Nang
ˆýna ˆinaˆ hay kanyýgan hay ˆigwa da
nãga nga kãhuy nga ginlagãriˆ na kay
nalýka. In the past, there where there was

a coconut grove there was a narra tree

which was sawn because it fell over.
ginalagãriˆ ˆInaˆ niyan ˆinda ginalagãriˆ

ˆang blukÿti sa makina. During this
period of time, the marble blocks are
sawn by them with a machine.

lagat 1 malagat adv Soon or in a short time
something happens. Pakaˆayýha didtu
ˆang higdãˆan ni mamay mu kay
malagat hay ˆisaylu. Prepare the

lying-down place of your mother there

because soon [she] will move [there].
malagatlagat int adv Very soon or in a

very short time something happens.
Yadtu sa baybay nagasiruˆ sa barýtu ni
Lýlu; malagatlagat ˆumabut na da ˆang
ˆiya tatay. [He] was at the beach looking
for Grandfather’s boat; in a very short
time his father arrived.

lagãtuk n the clack of a shoe on a hard

surface (See tunug 1, Kinds of Noises
and Sounds for table.)

lagayan n a Hebrew moon snail, Naticarius
hebraeus

lagaylay n a lagaylay vine or bean,

Canavalia ensiformis (Linn.) {Tender

pods and beans are eaten as a vegetable.}

lagãˆit n the squeak of a chair, house, table

etc. when it is old and about to collapse.
v A chair, house, table etc. squeaks

because it is old and about to collapse.
nagalagaˆit Malapit na masÿraˆ ˆang ˆãmun

bayay kay nagalagaˆit na ˆang
bubýngan. Our house is about to be
destroyed because the roof is squeaking.
cf ˆÿgut (See tunug 1, Kinds of Noises
and Sounds for table.)

lagmaw 1 n dishwater; water in which

dishes and cookware are washed {Added

to pig feed bahug.}

2 lagmãwan n a slop pail in which

dishwater is put

lagu n an earthworm Kung ˆang tikling, ˆang
ˆiya ginatukaˆ hay humay, tibakya, lagu;
nagatukaˆ da ning býnga nang kãhuy. If a

barred rail bird, as for that eaten by it by

pecking, it is rice, grasshoppers, earth-

worms; [they] also eat the fruit of trees.

lagud v Someone chases or runs after some-

one else.
nagalinagýran Kung ˆÿmu siruˆun sa

dãyan hay daw nagalinagýran. If you
would look at [them] on the road, it
seemed that [Sario] was running after
[Lucy].

v Someone or something is chased by
someone or something else.

linagud Linagud pa gid ˆaku. I was still
surely being chased.

ginalagud Pakadtu pa lang, hay ˆinda
ginalagud kay nagkadtu gãniˆ ˆaku sa
ˆUdyýngan. Still going there, [I] was
being chased by them because I went to
Odiongan.

nalagud, nilagud Nahãngit ˆang ˆuning;
nilagud siya pÿru maˆabtik ˆang ˆambuˆ.
The cat got angry; he (i.e., the rat) was
able to be chased, but the rat was quick
[in running]. cf lãhay

lagumba v Someone stamps her or his feet.
maglagumba Dãpat hay ˆindiˆ ka

maglagumba pãra nga ˆindiˆ mu
madisturbu ˆang pagkatýyug ni Lýla.
You should not stamp [your] feet in
order that Grandmother’s sleeping
will not be disturbed by you.

lagundiˆ n a lagundi shrub, Vitex negundo
(Linn.) {Leaves are used as a source for

herbal medicine.}

lãgut n the growl of a dog {Other calls of a

dog: ˆayuk bark, ˆuyãgik yelp.} (See

Appendix 24, Sounds of Animals and

Fowl.)

lagway n a plant runner to which a runner

plant hýpiˆ is attached

lãhay v Someone is chased by someone else

with a weapon.
nilãhay Nilãhay ˆadtu ˆang ˆãmun lýlu;

nilãhay ning sanggut. That grandfather
of ours was chased; [he] was chased
with a coconut wine collection scythe.
cf lagud

lãhiˆ n the offspring of a person, animal

Dakuˆ ˆang gustu ninda nga makaˆungaˆ
ning lyãki, pãra may may magdaya
nang ˆinda ˆapilyÿdu kag madãmuˆ ˆang
ˆinda lãhiˆ. Their desire to be able to

have a son is intense, so that there will

be [someone] to take their family name

lagat 319 lãhiˆ
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and their offspring will become many.

lakas1 1 malakas adj Someone is popular
with someone else. ˆAng ˆãkun naman
kalãban sa pamayadmãyad hay midyu
malakas siya sa maˆistra, ngãniˆ ˆaku
wayaˆ nabutang sa pangduha. My rival

in the class was somewhat popular with

my teacher, so I was not able to be

placed in second honors.
palakãsan n popularity Wayaˆ ˆaku

nagˆiskwÿla; palakãsan lang ˆang
nagapaˆinrul. I did not go to school; to
enroll is only [by] popularity. cf kilãya 1

lakas2 v Someone takes a long time doing

something.
nalaksan Si Pari Tasyu naman ˆang

nagabýsu; hay nalaksan siya sa ˆidãyum.
Friend Tacio was the one who dived; he
took a long time under [the water].

malaksan May nababayung nga kung
malaksan ˆinum, nagatãngis bÿsan
wayaˆ siya kakuntra. There is one who
repeatedly gets drunk who, when [he]
takes a long time drinking, he cries
even though he has no opponent.

lakatan n a lacatan eating banana plant or

fruit, Musa sapientum var. lacatan
{Commonly eaten raw as a snack food.}

syn bayuy (See sãging 1a, Kinds of
Bananas for table. See Appendix 3,

Kinds of Cultigens.)

lakaˆ 1 kalakaˆ (var malakaˆ) adj few people,

things; little action, substance Sa
baskitbul, kadamýˆan nga lakut diraˆ hay
manga sultÿru; malakaˆ lang ˆang
ˆasawãhan. In basketball, most of those

who join are unmarried men; few only are

married men. Kalakaˆ lang didtu ˆang
may tanum nga sãging sa ˆãmun lugar.
Only a few had banana plants there in our

place.
kalakaˆlãkaˆ int adj very few people,

things; very little substance, action
v People or things become few in number.
nagpakalãkaˆ Nilibýgan na ˆang hãriˆ kay

nagpakalãkaˆ na gid ˆang býnga nang
ˆiya manga kanduy. The king was now
worried because the fruit of his native
cucumbers had become very few. cf
hÿnaˆ, lýya, ˆÿsut 1b ant dãmuˆ 1a

lakbang v Something is missed or skipped

over by someone.
ginalakbangan Ginalakbangan ni Pidru

ang ˆiba nga litra kung siya nagabãsa.
Pedro skips over some of the words
when he reads.

lakbanglakbang adj Someone or something
is missing. Bukun ˆinaˆ tãmaˆ kay sigýru
ˆang pagsýlat hay bukun pasýnud;
lakbanglakbang. That’s not correct
because maybe the writing is not in order;
[some of the words] are missing. ˆAng
tahiˆ nang makina hay lakbanglakbang.
The stitches of the sewing machine
are missing (i.e., it has skipped some
stitches).

lãkit n a pendant hung from the neck on a

necklace ˆAng ˆiya ˆini balayan hay
ginahuman nga dikurasyun sa bayay
kag ginahuman nga lãkit nang kulintas.
As for the empty shells of these (i.e., of

an olive mollusk laklak), [they] are

made into house decorations and are

made into necklace pendants.
laklak n an olive mollusk, Oliva
lakpunlakpun n a white-spotted boxfish,

Ostracion meleagris (Shaw) {Brownish

black and covered with small, white

spots, which extend onto the caudal fin.

The dorsal, anal, pectoral and distal half

of the caudal fins are translucent. The

male adult has bright-blue and orange

markings over its body. Inhabits lagoon

coral reefs.}

laktud v Someone takes a shortcut to a

particular place.
nagalaktud Kung ˆadlaw nang Byirnis,

kung ˆãga pa ˆang bapur, nagalaktud na
lang ˆaku sa bakýyud. When [it is] on a
Friday, if the ship is early, I just take a
shortcut over the mountain [to save
time reaching the ship].

malaktud Sa diˆin kita maˆãgi? Malaktud
naman kita pakaraˆ sa Rikýdu? Where
shall we pass by? Shall we take a
shortcut going to Rikudu?

lakut 1 v Someone joins a cause, an organ-

ization, others in doing something;

participate in a cause, a game, a stage

play. Sa baskitbul, kadamýˆan nga lakut
diraˆ hay manga sultÿru; malakaˆ lang
ˆang ˆasawãhan. In basketball, most of
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those who join are unmarried men; only a

few are married men.
naglakut ˆAku sa niyan nga ˆaku naglakut

sa Lidyunaryu, hay daw nahadluk na
gid ˆaku nga magpakasalaˆ. As for me,
now since I joined the Legion, it is as
though I am afraid to commit sin.

malakut Malakut ˆikaw, Rãyan. Kari,
maˆirgu kita kay kamayad da ˆikaw
magBisãyaˆ! Ryan, you should join
[us]. Come, let’s have a conversation
because you are already clever in
speaking Bisayan!

maglakut inf to join a cause, an
organization, others in doing something
ˆIndiˆ na gustu ˆang ˆãkun magýyang na
ˆaku hay maglakut. My parents no
longer wanted me to join again [in
athletics].

palakut caus v Someone is allowed by
someone else to join a cause, an
organization, others in doing
something.

ginpalakut Nang dýgay na nga manga
ˆinadlaw, ginbuˆuy ˆaku na buy ˆiskawt
kag ginpalakut ˆaku sa manga kãnam
na sariˆsãriˆ. When several days had
passed, I was called as a boy scout and I
was allowed to join in various games.

2a n the ingredients combined in a food

dish Kung natumuk na ˆang ˆuyang kag
ˆang manga lakut, ˆihãluˆ mu na ˆang
ˆÿmu niyug nga kinãyus sa ˆuyang nga
ˆÿmu hinãluˆ sa lusung. When the brook

shrimp and the [other] ingredients are

already crushed, then your grated

coconut should be mixed by you into the

brook shrimp which has been mixed by

you in a mortar. cf sabyaˆ
2b ger someone’s mixing an ingredient into

something else ˆAng ˆunud nang ˆini nga
sÿhiˆ, hay ginakãˆun; kaˆãyu ˆini nga lakut
sa ˆýtan. As for the meat of this mollusk, it

is being eaten; it is good for mixing into

coconut-flavored vegetables.
v An ingredient is mixed into something

by someone.
ginalakut ˆIni hay ginaˆÿhaw, kundiˆ man

hay pirÿtu ˆu ginalakut sa ˆýtan. This
[dried fish] is broiled, fried or is mixed
into coconut-flavored vegetables.

ˆilakut ˆAng sÿhiˆ, hay maˆãyu nga ˆilakut

sa pansit nga bÿhun. As for the meat of
seashells, it is good when it will be
mixed into white rice noodles.

v Something has an ingredient mixed
into it by someone.

lakutan (var laktan) Gustu ku lakutan
ning bãyuy ˆãkun ˆýtan. I want that my
coconut-flavored vegetables will have
dried fish mixed into [them]. ˆAng ˆiya
ˆini ˆunud, hay kanãmit nga ˆinasluman
kag laktan ning kangkung. As for the
meat of this one (i.e., a zigzag venus
mollusk), [it] is delicious for stewing
and with kangkong [leaves] mixed into
[it].

lakutlãkut v Things are mixed together.
lakutlakýtun Kung ˆÿmu ˆini lakutlakýtun

ˆang kulur, magalãˆin ˆang kulur nang
ˆÿmu tinÿnaˆ nga buli kag kalãˆin ˆang
sabat nang ˆÿmu banig. When the colors
will be mixed together by you, the color
of your buri [strips] which were dyed by
you become bad and the color of the
decoration of your mat is [also] bad.

maglakutlãkut Pãra ˆindiˆ maglakutlãkut,
kãda ˆisa nga buntay, hay ˆisa da ˆinaˆ nga
bugkus. In order that [they] will not be
mixed together, as for each distinct
[buri] frond shaft, that is also one bundle.

lalang 1a v God creates something.
lumalang ˆAng Dyus ˆang lumalang nang

lãngit kag dýtaˆ. God is the one who
created heaven and earth.

1b nilalang n a creature; a created being
ˆAng ˆuning nagbãngun kag nagpanlamˆus
sa ˆiya pisngi kag nagtanˆaw ning maˆãyu
sa ˆãyam kag nagsiling, “Maˆãyu ka nga
nilalang.” The cat got up and washed its

cheeks all over with [its] paws and looked

carefully at the dog and said, “You are a

good creature.”
lalip n dried cassava or sweet potato chips
lãlung adv It rains heavily.

mas lãlung comp adv more heavily Hay
mas lãlung magaˆinýyan kung ˆindiˆ
nãtun pagtabýnan ˆinaˆ. It would have
been rained on more heavily if that had
not been covered by us.

lãluˆ adv especially Bãwal nga kaˆýnun,
lãluˆ na gid ˆinang manga maˆasin na
kaˆunun. [They] are forbidden to be

eaten, especially those salty foods.
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lalunglãluˆ int adv most especially ˆDiri
sa ˆãtun kahugaˆhýgaˆ ˆang týbiˆ kag
lalunglãluˆ na sa býlan nang Marsu
hasta ˆAbril. Here in our place the water
is very difficult and most especially
during the month of March until April.
cf labi na (labi 1b)

lamãnu v Two or more people shake hands.
naglamãnu Nagsabat siya ning “Hýˆu,”

kag naglamãnu kunu sinda. He said
“Yes,” and, they say, they shook hands.

v Someone has a hand shaken by
someone else.

ginalamãnu Nang matãpus na ˆang
kasay, kadãmuˆ ˆang nagpalapit sa ˆinda
nga sinda hay ginalamãnu. When the
wedding ceremony was finished, many
approached them and, as for them,
[they] had their hands shaken [by
them].

nilamãnu Pinatawag nang hãriˆ ˆang
prinsipi; nilamãnu nang hãriˆ ˆang
prinsipi kag hinambay niya nga, “Sa
ˆÿmu naˆaˆãngay nga ˆitaˆu ˆang kurýna
ku.” The prince was called by the king;
the prince had his hand shaken by the
king and he (i.e., the king) said,
“Because of you, it is clearly appropriate
that my crown be given [to you].”

lãmay1 n a naturally dried banana leaf,
brown in color

lãmay2 n a night vigil for a dead person

lambanug n sugarcane wine Bãgu niya
pinaguwaˆ ˆang ˆisa ka galun nga
lambanug, ˆinirgu niya liwat ˆang tatay
ni Plurintÿna. Before the one gallon of

sugarcane wine was brought out by

him, the father of Florentina was first

talked to by him. {Sugarcane wine is

commercially made and imported. The

actual source of this wine is uncertain.}

cf tubaˆ 1a
lambÿyung 1 n a lambiyung anchovy fish,

family Engraulidae ˆAng ˆinda ginakãˆun
nga ˆisdaˆ hay ˆang lambÿyung, lupuy,
tapuyuk. The fish that they eat are

lambiyung anchovy fish, gold striped

sardines [and] white sardines. {Charac-

terized by tiny scales; bluish in color; to

about 8 cm long.} cf bulinaw, dilag,

hagungan, tabyus
2 miyugpanglambiyung n a lambiyung

anchovy fisherman ˆAng tayaˆtãyaˆ
ˆang palatandãˆan nang manga
miyugpanglambiyung kay kung diˆin
ˆang dãmuˆ ning tayaˆtãyaˆ nga
nagalupadlýpad patÿyug, yadtu ˆang
lutaˆ nang lambÿyung. The tayataya
birds are a sign for lambiyung anchovy
fishermen because where there are

many tayataya birds all flying around,

[it shows that] that’s where there are

schools of lambiyung anchovy fish.

(See miyug-, Words with Miyug- for

table.)

lambu 1 n a multiple-hook fishing line
{Consists of a line up to 100 m or more

long with leaders and hooks interspersed

every half meter or so. Used in the open

sea to catch tuna fish tulÿngan.} syn

labay
2 v Someone fishes with a multiple-hook

fishing line.
nagalambu ˆIni ˆang nagalambu ning

tulÿngan hay lyãki lang da gihãpun.
When [one] fishes tuna with a
multiple-hook fishing line, still only
men can do this.

pagpanglambu ger someone’s going fish-
ing with a multiple-hook fishing line
Hay ˆang ˆÿmu mutur, wayaˆ mu ba
ginagamÿta sa pagpanglambu? About
your motor boat, is it not being used by
you for going fishing with a multiple-
hook fishing line?

lambun (var bayay nga lambun) n an

upland field shelter (See Appendix 1,

Kinds of Buildings.)

lamig 1 v Someone or something becomes
cold, cool or clammy.

nagapanglamig Syimpri kung manÿwang
na ˆang ˆungaˆ kag malýya na ˆang lãwas,
nagapanglamig ˆang siki kag kamut. Of
course when a child is already thin and
the body is already weak, the feet and
hands become clammy all over.

maglamig Pabayˆan na lang hasta nga
magˆugdaw ˆang kalãyu; huyatun mu
naman hasta nga maglamig ˆang lýgit.
[The copra] is left until the fire dies
down; then you wait until the copra
becomes cool.

malamig adj Someone or something is

lamãnu 322 lamig
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cold, cool or clammy of temperature.
ˆAng tãwu nga ginakamaluyˆan ning
kalag hay malamig ˆang ˆiya siki, kamut
kag nagakinatýyug. As for a person who
is afflicted with a soul-inflicted
sickness, their hands and feet are cold
and [they] are always sleeping.

2 malamig adj Someone is cool as to

temperament. ˆAng týbiˆ simbulu nga
pirmi malamig; gãniˆ ˆimaw ˆini ˆang
ˆinda ginghuman pãra kunu ˆang ˆinda
manga hunaˆhýnaˆ hay pirmi da nga
malamig. Water is a symbol of continu-

ously being cold; they do this, they say,

so that their thoughts are also always

cool [i.e., they are even tempered].

laminit 1 paglaminit ger someone’s lami-
nating something Kadãmuˆ pa gid ˆang
nahuhuman sa batu nga marmul; yãraˆ
ˆang ginabutangan nang ˆupus nang
sigarilyu, ginabutangan ning býyak,
ginagãmit sa paglaminit. There are

certainly still many things able to be

made from marble stone; some are

cigarette butt containers (i.e., ash trays),

flower vases, [and some] are used for

laminating.

lamÿsa n a table ˆAng tigbabayi mapungkuˆ
lang ˆinaˆ sinda sa bangkuˆ kag kumãˆun
nang priparasyun nang tiglyaki nga
nakahandaˆ sa lamÿsa. The engaged

woman’s close relatives just sit down on

chairs and eat the prepared food of the

engaged man’s close relatives which is

ready on the table. spec. langkãpi syn.

tÿbul 1
lamparilya n a kerosene lamp {Usually a

small can or bottle with a rag wick.} (See

ˆiwag 1a, Artificial Lights for table.)

lampas (var of lãpas) over or beyond a

particular age or time measurement

lampãsu 1 n a coconut-husk floor polisher
2 v Someone polishes a floor with a coconut

husk. (See limpyu, Different Ways of
Cleaning for table.)

lãmun v Someone eats something glutton-
ously.

palãmun imper v Let something be eaten
gluttonously by someone!

palamýnan “Bãlik ˆãnay,” kunu. “ˆA
ˆindiˆ! Palamýnan,” kunu, “sa ˆiya

panugãngan.” Someone said, “Please
go back.” “Ah no! Let [that person] be
eaten gluttonously,” they said, “by his
parents-in-law.” cf kãgud 1a, kãˆun 1a

lamˆaw adj A liquid, usually water, is

polluted, stagnant. Naˆubsirbahan niya
sa ˆiban nga bayay nga ˆang týbiˆ hay sÿgi
lang ˆang ˆÿlig kag ˆigwa kunuy lamˆaw
nga didtu gatÿpun ˆang týbiˆ sa ˆimburnal.
[It] was observed by him in some houses

that, as for the water, the flow is just

continuous and, they say, the water that

gathers in the ditches is stagnant.
v A liquid, usually water becomes

polluted, stagnant.
maglamˆaw Kung gustu ka magpaligus,

buksan lang; pagbuhÿˆan mu, masara na
ˆagud bukun pa magastus sa týbiˆ kag
ˆindiˆ maglamˆaw. If you like to take a
bath, you just open [the automatic
shut-off tap]; upon being released by
you, [it] will then close so that [it] will
not still consume the water and [the
water] will not become stagnant.

lamˆus v A cat washes its face with its paws;

a person washes her or his face.
nagpanlamˆus ˆAng ˆuning nagbãngun

kag nagpanlamˆus sa ˆiya pisngi. As for
the cat, it got up and washed its cheeks
all over. (See limpyu, Different Ways
of Cleaning for table.)

lãna 1 n cooking oil {Commonly sold in 1-L

or 4-L plastic bottles. In smaller stores it

is apportioned out and sold by the gin

bottle butilya nang dyin (butilya 2) or

drinking glass bãsu 1.} cf mantÿka
1a lãna nang niyug n coconut oil {Pro-

duced by boiling down coconut milk

extract gataˆ 1.}

2 v Something becomes oily.
maglãna Sigisigÿhun lang gid ˆang pagkayu

hasta nga maglãna. Just continue stirring
until [the coconut milk extract] becomes
oily.

lanas (var kalanasan, lanãsan) n a rice field
Nang nakabãngun naman si Puldu sa
lýnang, ˆinutruhan naman ni Pidru ning
balibag sa lanas. When Puldu was able

to stand up again in the mud, Pedro

repeated casting him [this time] into a

rice field. Kung tãpus ka na ning hÿmuˆ

laminit 323 lanas
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nang pamutýtan, makadtu na ˆikaw sa
kalanasan kag siruˆun sa manga dagãmi
nang humay kung yãraˆ ˆang kapututan.
When you are finished making the holes

of the colander basket pond-field shrimp

scoop, then you can go to the rice field
and look in the stubble if that is a

pond-field shrimp area. ˆIndiˆ kita
kapahýway kay ˆang ˆãtun bayay parÿhu
nay lanãsan ˆini kay ˆang lýnang hay
kadakuˆdãkuˆ. We were not able to rest

because our house was already like a rice
field because the mud was very exten-

sive. syn humãyan (humay 2)
lãnaw v Someone or something searches

below for something.
nagalãnaw Kung nagalãnaw ˆang banug

sa ˆibãbaw, ˆang plastãda nang ˆiya
pakpak hay tadlung; wayaˆ nya ginakapay
ˆang ˆiya pakpak. When the hawk
searches below from above, the position
of its wings is straight; it does not flap its
wings.

nagapinanglãnaw ˆAdlawˆadlaw
nagapinanglãnaw sa dýtaˆ ning ˆisiw nang
manuk kay ˆimaw ˆang ˆiya ginatýgun sa
ˆiya manga pisuˆ. Everyday [bramingkite
birds] continually search below on the
ground for the young of chickens because
[they] are what are fed to their young.

v Someone or something is searched for
below by someone.

lanãwun ˆAng ˆiba ginagamÿtan ning
ˆantipãra kag lanãwun ˆang liswi kung
midyu madãyum na. Some get goggles
and liswi mollusks are searched for
below if the ocean is already somewhat
deep (i.e., about waist deep). cf lingig,
pangitaˆ (kÿtaˆ 1b), rikÿsa, sýgid 1a,
tanˆaw 1b

lãnay v Something, as butter, becomes soft
at room temperature. [naglãnay became

soft] cf týnaw 2
landing 1a v An airplane lands. [naglanding

landed]

1b landÿngan n a runway on which an

airplane lands

lansýnis n a lansones tree or fruit, Lansium
domesticum (Correa.) {Translucent pulp

somewhat similar to large grapes; a

favorite snack food.}

lantýˆag v Someone roams around a given

area.
naglantýˆag Kung diˆin naman kami

pakadtu kay ˆang sundãlu, hay
naglantýˆag na sa býkid. We just went
anywhere (i.e., we could not make plans
as to where we would go) because the
soldiers already roamed around on the
mountain. syn pãnaw 1 cf pamasyar 1b,
pasÿyu, sãbuˆ, turag, ˆãbug

lantya n a launch, a large motorboat May
yadtu sa ˆAgnay na nga manga lantya.
There were some launches that were

already there in Agnay.

lãnug n an echo (See tunug 1, Kinds of
Noises and Sounds for table.)

lanus (var lanus nga niyug) n a fully mature
coconut fruit Kung maˆilãrag mu na
tanan ˆang linghut ˆÿmu naman ˆilãrag
ˆang laˆay nga niyug kag ˆang lanus nga
pwÿdi na malýgit. If all the vegetative

clutter is able to be dropped down by you,

then the very mature coconuts and the

fully mature coconuts that could be

made into copra should be dropped down

by you. {Fully mature coconuts are about

7 to 8 months old. They are grated kãyus 1
and squeezed pýgaˆ to extract coconut

milk extract gataˆ 1; used in cooking

coconut-flavored vegetables ˆýtan 1a.}

(See Appendix 6, Stages of Coconut

Fruits.)

lãnut 1 n an abaca banana plant, Musa
textilis (See sãging 1a, Kinds of
Bananas for table. See Appendix 3,

Kinds of Cultigens.)

2 n raw abaca fiber {Made from the coarse

fibers of the leafstalk of Manila hemp.

Used in past times for binding or

bundling things, to make abaca sacks

kustal nga lãnut (lãnut 2), or to make

abaca rope lãnut nga pÿsiˆ (pÿsiˆ 1b) for

tethering animals.}

kustal nga lãnut (kustal 1d) idiom an

abaca sack; pÿsiˆ nga lãnut (pÿsiˆ 1b)
idiom an abaca fiber rope

lang (var na lang) adv Someone only, just
does something; someone, something

will just be acted upon or with, be in a

particular state. ˆAyaw na ˆaku nindu
pagbakyi ning makina kay kanýgun

lãnaw 324 lang
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lang ˆang kwarta! I should not have a

sewing machine bought by you because

the money will just be wasted!
adj just or only the person, item, number

or amount mentioned Nang ˆumasãwa
na kami, hay tatlu pa lang ka ˆadlaw hay
naghambay siya nga ˆindiˆ siya gustu na
magtinir didtu sa ˆãmun bayay. When
we married each other, after only three
days she said that she did not want to
stay there in our house. ˆAng sabat ku sa
ˆãkun nanay, “Kamu na lang ˆang
magˆasãwa kay malãyas ˆaku.” I
answered my mother, “You [two] just
be the ones to get married because I will
run away.”

bahãya lang set expr Never mind! It
doesn’t matter!

lãngas 1a nilãngas (var nilangãsan) adj A

happening, as a song, a story is

humorous. Maskin ˆini hay nilãngas
lang nga ˆisturya, hay nakakataˆu ˆini sa
ˆãmun ning kalÿpay. Even though these

are just humorous stories, they are

really able to give us happiness. cf

kabubuyaw
1b nilãngas v Someone does foolish things.

naganilãngas ˆAng kabubuyaw ˆadtu hay
naganilãngas kami didtu sa mutur.
What was humorous there was that we
were doing [some] foolish things there
in the pumpboat.

1c kalangãsan n a joke; an entertaining

anecdote, phrase, sentence Sa Rumblun
nang ˆýna nga tyimpu, ˆigway may
ginakanta nga ginatudluˆ nang manga
magýyang nga kalilipay nga pamatÿˆan
nga may kalangãsan. In Romblon in

past times, there were [songs] which

were sung which were taught by the

elders which were really joyful in being

listened to which included jokes.
2 kalangas adj Someone is undisciplined

or unruly. ˆAng ˆãmun tatay, kalangas
ˆadtu. As for our father, that one was

unruly.

lãngaw n a common housefly Kung ˆini hay
magtinguyãnun, yãraˆ na nga ˆang
lãngaw dãmuˆ kag ˆang namuk. When it

becomes rainy season, it is now the time

of many houseflies and mosquitoes. cf

langug
langawlangaw (from lãngaw + D) n a moth

ˆAng ˆiya ginatukaˆ nga pagkãˆun hay ˆang
langawlangaw, lãwaˆ, ˆýyud kag tibakya.
As for that food which it (i.e., yellow-

backed sunbird) eats by pecking, [they]

are moths, spiders, worms and grass-

hoppers.

lãngaˆ v Someone looks all around for

someone else, for something.
nagalãngaˆ Naglãngaˆ si Tãta Haimi

ning sýgid nang ˆiya tabýnan. Uncle
Jaime looked all around [while swim-
ming], looking for his deep-sea fish
trap.

langgaˆ (see palanggaˆ)
langgab 1a (var panglanggab) v Someone

land-grabs a portion of the property of

someone else, commonly by moving the

boundary markers.
nagalanggab Si Pidru ˆang nagalanggab

nang ˆãkun dýtaˆ. Pedro is the one
land-grabbing my land holding.

nagpanglanggab Nagpanglanggab si
Kulas ning dýtaˆ, gãniˆ siya, hay
gingkÿha sa kurti. Colas land-grabbed
[some of] the land-holding so, as for
him, [he] was charged in court.

v A portion of a land holding is land-
grabbed by someone.

ginglanggab Ginglanggab ni Bisinti ˆang
dýtaˆ ni Pablu. The land holding of Paul
was land-grabbed by Vicente.

1b miyugpanglanggab n a land-grabber;
i.e., someone who quickly and unlawfully

seizes land belonging to someone else

(See miyug-, Words with Miyug- for

table.)

langgarÿti n a two-ply strand fishnet ˆIni
naman ˆang langgarÿti ˆang mata ˆini
hay numiru syÿti kag ˆang nahut hay ˆang
ginatawag nga tuplay. As for this

two-ply strand fishnet, its mesh is

number seven and as for the thickness

[of the net material, it] is what is called

two-ply. {The size of a single mesh of

this net is about 7 mm to 9 mm. Used

especially in catching black-tipped

sardine fish tambangkyaw.} (See pýkut
1, Kinds of Fishnets for table.)

*langgaˆ (see palanggaˆ) loves, is loved,

lãngas 325 *langgaˆ
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beloved
lãngit 1 n the sky where birds fly Sigýru ˆini

niyan sa gabˆi maˆuyan kay nagakýnum
kag nagaduyum ˆang lãngit. Maybe

tonight it will rain because the sky is

becoming cloudy and is becoming dark.

2 kalangÿtan (var lãngit) n heaven, the

abode of God and angels ˆAng Ginýˆu
nga sa lãngit hay ˆindiˆ kita pabayˆan.
As for God in heaven, [he] will not

leave us alone. Manga ˆanghil sa
kalangÿtan, bulÿgi kami nga makatãkas
kami sa pÿliw nang lawud. Angels from

heaven, we must be helped so that we

will be able to come out to the edge of

the open sea.

langitlangit n the white of an egg, i.e., the

albumen Kung ˆang ˆitlug hay naglãkut
ˆang langitlangit sa dawadawa kag
ˆigwa ning mapuya nga parÿhu ning
duguˆ, nagapakilãya nga ˆang sakit hay
grãbi. If, as for an egg, the white of the
egg is mixed with the yolk, and if there

is a reddish [substance] like blood, it

shows that the [person’s] sickness is

serious. (See ˆitlug, Parts of an Egg for

table.)

langkag v Someone feels sad or lonely.
ginalangkag ˆImaw pa lang ˆadtung ˆãkun

byãhi ˆisa ka simãna; ˆadtung ˆãkun
ˆasãwa ginalangkag na gid baya! My
traveling was only one week [and] that
husband of mine already felt sad!

kalangkag, malangkag adj An event, a
situation is sad. Pagkahãpun hay
nagtãngis ˆaku kay kalangkag didtu
kung gabˆi kay tatlu lang kami. In the
late afternoon I cried because [it] is sad
there during night because we were only
three. Maˆãriˆ malangkag gid ˆini ˆang
ˆãtun Paskwa; wayaˆ gid kita ˆini maˆãyu
nga Paskwa kundiˆ kahugãˆan. Maybe
our Christmas celebration was really
sad; we did not have a good Christmas
celebration but [to the contrary] it was
difficult.

kalangkaglangkag int adj An event, some-
one’s expression, a situation is very sad.
Lumuwas si Milba, pÿru makikÿtaˆ mu gid
sa ˆiya hitsýra nga kalangkaglangkag gid
ˆang ˆiya ˆuyahun nga nagapamuya ˆang

ˆiya mata. Melba came outside, but you
could really see on her face that her face
was very sad indeed and her eyes had
become red.

kalangkag n sadness, loneliness Bÿsan
yadtu na siya sa kalÿpay nagaˆabut gid
sa ˆiya ˆang kalangkag. Even though he
was there at the party, sadness would
come over him.

langkãpi n a bamboo table, made of

bamboo strips Kung nagabýnuk na ˆang
ˆuyan nagadãbuk ˆang Mangyan ning
kadakuˆ nga kalãyu kag sumãkaˆ sinda
sa langkãpi para maˆinÿtan sinda. If the

rain falls heavily, the Mangyan build a

large flaming fire [under a bamboo

table] and they climb up on the bamboo
table so that they will be warmed. {Two

strips of bamboo bukyug, about 3 m

long, have holes drilled equidistant

along the sides into which squared

boards suliras, about 1.5 m long, are

inserted to form cross pieces. Bamboo

strips are tied onto these to form a table

top sayug. Four legs tuku, about 1 m

high, are inserted into the bottom side of

the two bamboo strips. Used for eating.

Rice with stalks are placed on a bamboo

table and unhulled grains are trodden

out gÿˆuk, falling through the strips onto

the floor.} genr lamÿsa, tÿbul 1
langkawas n a langkawas herb, Languas

pyramidata (Blume) {Rhizome is used

as a mild ginger-like condiment. Young

rhizomes, tender undeveloped shoots,

flowers and flower pods are eaten.}

langkaˆ 1 n a jackfruit plant, Artocarpus
heterophyllus (Morac.)

2a n an unripe jackfruit; i.e., the fruit of a

jackfruit plant {Eaten as a vegetable.}

(See ˆýpak 1b, Things that are Peeled
for table.)

2b ˆýtan nga langkaˆ n coconut-flavored
jackfruit Bãwal ˆang magkãˆun ning
ˆýtan nga langkaˆ nga may lakut nga
lumbay kay ˆini kunu hay nagapahubas
ning gãtas nang nanay nga bagˆung
ˆungaˆ. It is forbidden to eat coconut-
flavored jackfruit which is mixed with

lumbay leaves because, they say, these

leaves cause the milk of the mother who
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has newly given birth to be reduced.

{Made by boiling jackfruit in coconut

milk extract gataˆ 1.} (See ˆýtan 1a,
Coconut-Flavored Vegetables for
table.)

2c langkaˆ nga hinug n a ripe jackfruit
Bãwal magkãˆun ning pinya nga hinug
kag langkaˆ nga hinug ning dungan kay
magasakit kunu ˆang ˆÿmu tiyan. It is

forbidden to eat ripe pineapple and ripe
jackfruit at the same time because, they

say, you may have a stomachache.

{Eaten at the end of a meal as a dessert.}

(See dulsi 1, Dessert Following a Meal
for table. See ˆýpak 1b, Things that are
Peeled for table.)

langsa 1 malalangsa adj Something is fishy
smelling. Kung ˆang ˆÿmu naman ˆungaˆ
hay may sakit nga ˆinang kadamuˆdãmuˆ
ˆang gýyus, ginabãwal naman ˆinaˆ ˆang
pagkãˆun nga parÿhu nang munggu,
ˆitlug kag manga malalangsa kag
madýguˆ nga ˆisdaˆ. If your child has an

illness which consists of very many

infected insect bites, the food which is

forbidden to be eaten by that one are

[foods] such as mung beans, eggs and

those fish that are really fishy smelling
and bloody. (See bãhuˆ 1, Kinds of
Body Odor for table.)

langsang 1a n a nail Ginatusluktusluk mu
ning kapÿnu ˆang býhuˆ, kag ˆikÿtun gid
ˆang pagtusluk nang langsang. Small

holes should be punched [into a coconut

shell] by you, and the punching should

be spaced closely with a nail.
1b v Someone nails something.

nagpinanglangsang Pagkatãpus nãmun
kãˆun nang ˆãmun ˆihãpun,
nagpinanglangsang ˆaku nang ˆãmun
bayay. After we ate our supper, I nailed
many [parts] of our house.

2 langsãngan n a nailed playing top, used

by children in play {Characterized by a

nail at the top center around which a

string is wrapped for spinning.} genr

trumpu 1a cf kasingan
langug n a fly; especially a blowfly May

nagadãpuˆ nga dagkuˆ nga langug; may
bilabila kay ˆini sigýru nga manga

ˆinsiktu, ˆimaw ˆini ˆang simbulu nang
manga malãˆut. There are some big flies
which congregate; there are [also]

butterflies because, perhaps, as for these

insects, these are signs of evil spirits. cf

lãngaw
languy 1 v Someone swims.

lumanguy, naglanguy Gindakup na
ˆadtu ninda; hay lumanguy, nagluksu
diraˆ sa pantalan. That one was already
arrested by them; [he] swam, jumped
[into the water] there at the pier.

nakakalanguy Nakakalanguy ˆinaˆ ˆang
pakaˆ, nakakalumpat kag nakakadtu
bÿsan diˆin ninda gustu. Those frogs
were surely able to swim, jump, and
were able to go anywhere they liked.

nagalanguy ˆAng ˆãmun kaˆunan hay sa
baybay kung kami nagalanguy. Our
eating place is on the beach when we
swim.

languy, paglanguy ger someone’s swim-
ming Magpakamatay na lang kaysa
magbudlay pa gid kita ning languy. [It is
better] to let [ourselves] die than for us to
still exert energy in swimming.

2 langýyan n a swimming place Mapriparar
sinda ning bãyun nga dayˆun sa
langýyan; kag pagˆabut sa dãgat
malanguy na. They will prepare carried

lunch which will be brought to the

swimming place, and when [they] are

there at the ocean [they] will then swim.

lãpad (var kalaparan) 1 n the width of

something Napýyuˆ ka dãngaw ˆang
lãpad kag ˆang hãbaˆ hay dýsi dãngaw.
The width [of the mat] is ten hand spans

and the length is twelve hand spans.

ˆAng kalaparan nang ˆãkun banig, hay
ˆunum ka dãngaw. As for the width of

my mat, [it] is six hand spans.

2 malãpad adj An area or object is wide.

Bukun na da si Pÿnu ˆintirisãdu sa
malãpad nga dýtaˆ. Pino is not now

interested in the wide property. ˆAng
paglÿkid, hay ginatýnaˆ sa maˆintik nga
pãnig pakadtu sa malãpad. As for the

cylindrical rolling, it is begun with the

narrow [buri] leaf sections going to the

wide [sections].

3 kalãpad adj Low tide is far out from the
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shore line. Kung kalãpad ˆang hunas,
nagapanihiˆ kami hasta Bangˆug, kag
kadãmuˆ ˆang sÿhiˆ nga ˆãmun nabubuˆuy.
When the low tide is far out, we gather

mollusks until [arriving at] Bang-og, and

there are many shells which are fre-

quently able to be gotten by us.

lapalapa n the sole of the foot Sigýru may
lyunar sa lapalapa kay mahÿlig
magpinanumbãyay. There is probably a

mole on the sole of the foot because she

always enjoys going [visiting] from

house to house.

lãpas (var lampas) adj over or beyond a

particular age or time measurement

Niridyik ˆaku kay lampas na sa ˆidad. I

was rejected because [I] am already

overage. cf lÿpas 1
lapay n a giant heron ˆIning lapay nga

pispis ginaˆalÿlaˆ da nang manga tãwu.
As for this giant heron bird, [it] is

sometimes cared for by some people.

lapida n a tombstone {Bears the name of the

deceased, and typically includes the ini-

tials “RIP” (Roman Catholic), birthdate,

date of death, and an appropriate phrase

such as “in remembrance of his beloved

family”. It is cemented to the door of a

burial vault pantyun, or placed erect at the

head of a grave lubýngan (lubýng 2).} cf

tandaˆ
lapÿnig n a yellow jacket wasp

lapis n a slender queenfish, Scomberoides
tol (Cuvier) {Silvery color; found in

small schools in coastal waters.}
n a skinnyfish, Scomberoides lysan

(Forsskål) {Silvery color; found from
shallow lagoons to open ocean.}

lãpis n a pencil ˆInaˆ nga duha ka sintimus hay
ginbakay ku ning papil kag lãpis kag
tinãpay. Those two centavos were used

by me to buy paper, pencils and bread.

{Preparation for use: tasa sharpen.}

lãpit 1a (var palapit) v Someone or some-

thing approaches, comes near or goes
near someone, something, a place.

naglãpit, nagpalapit, pumalapit Nabatiˆan
nang ˆãkun ˆãmu, ˆang ˆãkun hambay;
nagpalapit siya kag naghambay siya nga,
“ˆAba!” My supervisor heard what I said;
she came near and said, “Hey!” Manga

ˆunum na ka býlan nga nagapinangasãwa
sa ˆãkun si ˆUhin pumalapit siya sa ˆãkun
manung. About six months after Ohin had
been courting me he approached my
older brother.

nagalãpit, nagapalapit Kung may
nagapalapit ˆini sa ˆinda nga lãbud hay
ˆinda ˆini ginakãˆun. If there is edible
sediment that goes near these ones (i.e.,
cockscomb oysters), it is eaten by these
ones.

nagalãpit nga nagalãpit Nagalãpit nga
nagalãpit ˆang ˆiya barýtu nga
ginasakyan. The boat on which he was
riding came nearer and nearer [to
the dock].

malãpit, mapalapit Malãpit ˆaku sa ˆÿmu
pãra mabatiˆan ku ˆang ˆÿmu hambay. I
will come near to you in order that what
you are saying will be able to be heard
by me.

palapit imper v Come near! Palapit ˆãnay
diri sa ˆãkun ˆagud magabinatÿˆan kita
nga duha nang ˆãtun ˆisturya! Please
come near here to me so that we will
hear our stories from each other!

magpalapit inf to come near someone,
something, a place Tinawˆan si Pÿnu
ning bantaˆ nga ˆindiˆ magpalapit kay
Birta. Pino was given a threat so that
[he] would not come near Bertha.

v Someone is approached by someone
else.

pinalapitan Hay kundiˆ pinalapitan ni
Langguy kag tampaˆun. Then [he] was
approached by Langgoy and was
slapped [on the face].

palapiti imper v Someone must or should
be approached! Sÿgi na! Palapiti na
kay ˆýras na nang ˆãras! Go ahead! [He]
should now be approached because it
is time for the espousal ceremony!

kalãpit, malapit adj Someone or something
is near someone or something else; a
nearby person or thing. ˆAng lÿtub nga
sÿhiˆ kung malayuˆ sa tãwu naganganga
pÿru kung may malapit nga tãwu hay
nagakÿpuˆ ˆang ˆiya baˆbaˆ. As for the
unequal arc mollusk shell, when [it is] far
from a person [its mouth] opens but if
there is a nearby person its mouth closes.
Wayaˆ siya kasãyud nga, ˆadtu ˆang ˆinda
kalãpit nga bayay, hay may nalýyag sa
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ˆiya. He did not know that, as for that
nearby house of theirs, there was
someone who was fond of him [there].

kalapitlãpit int adj a place very near
someone, something

pinakamalapit sup adj a place nearest
someone, something Ngãniˆ ˆãmun na
pinangsaylu tanan ˆang daya sa
pinakamalapit nga pirtãhan. So all the
many things were transferred by us to
the nearest doorway. cf banda1 1a,
hampig

1b v Someone or something is brought by

someone else to a particular person or

place.
ginlãpit Ginlãpit naman ni Tasyu kay

Tãta ˆInrÿku; tinawãran naman ning
nuwÿbi syintus. [The matter of the truck]
was brought by Tacio to Uncle Enrico;
[it] was bargained for for nine hundred
[pesos].

2 kalãpit n a neighbor; i.e., someone who

lives near one’s usual dwelling Kung
ˆindiˆ maˆýbus bakay ˆang ˆutanun nang
ˆÿmu manga kalãpit, ˆÿmu na ˆini ˆilÿbud
sa ˆiban. If the vegetables will not be

consumed by being bought by your

neighbors, peddle them to others.
magkalãpit n Two or more people are

neighbors. Magkalãpit kami ni Pingki
sa Rumblun. Pinky and we are
neighbors in Romblon.

lapsag n a baby from birth until it begins to

walk Kung ˆigwa kita ning ˆungaˆ nga
lapsag, ˆang pagkãˆun ˆini nga dãpat sa
ˆiya hay ˆinaˆ ˆang lýgaw kag ˆinaˆ ˆang
pagkãˆun nga madaliˆ matýnaw sa tiyan.
If we have a baby, the food we should

give it is rice gruel and those foods

which will be digested easily in the

stomach. (See tãwu 1a, Life Stages of
People for table.)

lapunãya n a mayana shrub, Coleus blumei
(Benth.) {Used as an ornamental shrub.}

lapýti n a laputi tree or fruit, Eugenia Curanii
(C.B. Rob.) {Fruit is occasionally eaten.}

lapýyut 1 kalapýyut adj A viscous sub-

stance or something on which there is a

viscous substance is sticky; a semiliquid

is condensed in consistency. Pag ˆini
ˆang dugus hay nabuˆuy nga tãmaˆ lang

gid baya sa tyimpu ˆini hay masyãdu gid
nga kalapýyut kag kanãmit gid ˆang
sabur nang ˆiya katamˆis. If this honey is

gotten at the right time it is very sticky
and the taste of its sweetness is very

good. Kung nagkayadkad na ˆang gataˆ
kag lapýyut na, ˆibutang ˆang kinalãyu
nga mayagkit kag kayuhun nga kayuhun
hasta mahubas ˆang sabaw kag maglãna.
When the coconut milk has boiled and is

condensed, put in the cooked white

sticky rice and mix again and again until

the flavored liquid becomes dried and

oily.

lãrag v Someone or something falls down
from a height.

nalãrag ˆAdtu ˆang ˆãmun lýlu naghambay
na, “ˆAbaw nga yãwaˆ ka! Maˆãyu ka pa
nalãrag sa niyug.” Our grandfather said,
“Oh, you devil! It is good if you will fall
down from the coconut palm.”

v Something or someone is dropped
down from a height by someone.

ˆilãrag ˆIlãrag ˆang gýnut kag ˆang layaˆ
nga paywa nang niyug. The coconut
fiber sheets and the [dry] coconut fronds
should be dropped down [from the top
of the coconut palm].

maˆilãrag Kung maˆilãrag mu na tanan
ˆang linghut ˆÿmu naman ˆilãrag ˆang
laˆay nga niyug kag ˆang lanus nga
pwÿdi na malýgit. If all the vegetative
clutter is able to be dropped down by
you, then the very mature coconuts and
the fully mature coconuts that could be
made into copra should be dropped
down by you. cf hýyug, lýka, tapuk,
tumba, tupaˆ

larangha 1a n a calamansi tree, Citrus
microcarpa

dãhun nang larangha n calamansi tree
leaves {Leaves are added to things being
cooked, such as a salted fish delicacy
balitsaw, to give them a pleasant aroma.
A handful of leaves is boiled in about a
gallon of water, added to cold water and
used for bathing small children with
coughs or colds.}

1b n a calamansi fruit
2 dugaˆ nang larangha (var larangha) n

calamansi juice Buˆakun ˆang tirik;
pagkatãpus kutsarãhun ˆang ˆunud kag
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ˆibutang sa bãsu. Butangan ning
larangha kag pwÿdi na kaˆýnun. Sea

urchins should be broken open; then the

meat should be spooned out and put into a

glass. [It] has calamansi juice added and

it is ready to eat. {Uses of calamansi juice:

with sugar and water as a refreshing drink

for snacks; as a flavoring in cooking to

give a sour taste in fish salsa sarsa nga
ˆisdaˆ (ˆisdaˆ 1e) or seafood stew tinýya; a

dip for cured anchovy gamus 1a, dried

fish bãyuy, dried sardines tuyuˆ, salted fish

ˆisdaˆ nga ˆinasinan.}

larga v Someone leaves a given place.
lumarga, naglarga Pagkabãtun ku nang

tiligrãma, ˆinsigÿda lumarga nga dãˆan
ˆaku. After I received the telegram, I left
at once. PagkaDuminggu ˆadtu hay
naglarga kami ni Mamay ˆInday pa
Manÿlaˆ. When it was that Sunday we
left with Mother Inday going to Manila.

malarga Kung ˆikaw hay malarga,
mabãlik na lang ˆaku pa Manÿlaˆ. If you
leave, I will just go back to Manila.

makalarga Mahuyat lang kami nga
makapamakay ˆang manga nigusyanti
nang gýlay para kami makalarga. We
were just waiting for the vegetable
merchants to all buy [their vegetables] so
that we would be able to leave.
[Maglarga occurs in a negative sentence.]
Ginaˆisipˆÿsip ku nga daw ˆindiˆ ˆãnay ˆaku
maglarga. That I might not leave was
thought over and over by me.

maglarga inf to leave Prublÿma ku naman
kay dýgay maglarga; hay kasakit na
naman ˆang ˆãkun ˆýyu. I had a problem
because it was taking a long time to
leave [and] my head was aching again.

lãsik v Something is thrown by someone by

hand or with the aid of a stick.
ˆilãsik ˆAdtu ˆang bukun mãnu ˆimaw ˆang

mabantay sa malayuˆ kung sa diˆin
ˆilãsik ˆang syãtuˆ. The one who is not
the lead player is the one who will guard
in a far place where the syãtuˆ stick will
be thrown [by flicking it with another
syãtuˆ stick].

lastiku 1 n a rubber band, a strip of
rubber, a strip of elastic Nang ˆýna
ˆaku ˆay maˆisut pa ˆaku nagakãnam
ning trumpu kag lastiku. Long ago

when I was still small, I used to play

with playing tops and rubber bands.
ˆAng ginggãmit ni Naldu nga
pangbugkus hay lastiku. As for the

material used by Naldo for tying, [it] is

strips of rubber. cf gýma
2 sÿpaˆ lastiku n a game of kick-the-

rubber-bands ˆIni ˆang kãnam nga sÿpaˆ
lastiku, ˆang ginagãmit ˆini diri, hay
lastiku da nga nababakay sa tindãhan. As

for this game of kick-the-rubber-bands, as

for these things that are used, [they] are

rubber bands which can be bought at a

store. (See kãnam 1a, Games Children
and Others Play for table.)

lãsu n a ribbon Ginabutang ˆini ninda sa
ˆinda buhuk ˆang lãsu kung sinda hay
may ginakadtuˆan, labi na gid kung
sinda hay masimba. This ribbon is put

in their hair by them if there is a place to

which they are going, especially when

they will go to church.

lãsug 1 n a testicle of a male

2 lãsug mu inj Your testicles! {An

offensive interjection malawˆay nga
hambayãnun spoken to someone to

indicate anger or extreme displeasure

with that person.}

laswa v Someone or something moves, moves
away from, separates off from a par-

ticular place, someone, something else.
naglaswa Kung pagsÿpaˆ mu hay wayaˆ

ning naglaswa, ˆang ˆÿmu naman
kalãban ˆang masÿpaˆ. If when you kick
[those rubber bands] nothing separates
off, your opponent is the one who will
kick [them].

v An object is removed by someone from
another object, from a given place.

ˆilaswa ˆAdtu naman ˆang manga lakut
nga bukun “ˆaswang”, hay ˆimaw ˆadtu
ˆang mabýguy nang lãta hasta gid nga
ˆilaswa. As for those chosen who are not
the “witch”, those will be the ones who
will throw [a slipper] at the empty can
until it will be removed [from the
circle].

lãta 1 n a tin can; any commercially fabri-

cated can for canned fruits, liquids, meat,

vegetables Butangan mu ˆang lãta ning
maˆisut nga býhuˆ nga ˆadtu ˆang maˆÿguˆ
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lang ˆang sinsilyu nga kwarta parÿhu
nang dyis, baynti singku, salapiˆ, kag pÿsu.
[The lid of] a tin can should have a little

hole put into [it] that coins of money will

just fit through such as ten [centavos],

twenty-five [centavos], fifty centavos,

and one peso.

2a n a sixteen-liter metal utility can {Used

for fetching and storing water, for

transporting substances such as copra,

marble chips, sand, rice; commonly

reinforced at the top with wooden strips

and having a wooden handle. A square

variety is used without reinforced strips

or handle as a measuring can for grains

such as corn, mung beans, rice or chips

such as marble, copra in commercial

trade, borrowing, paying harvesters.}

ˆAng lýgit nga sinaksak, ˆipÿˆut mu sa
lãta kag huwarun sa kustal. As for the

copra which was chopped into pieces,

put it into a utility can and transfer it

into a sack. {Undesirable condition:

buhus has a hole; lunut crumpled.} cf

baldi (See baldi, Water Containers for

table.)

2b meas n a nonspecific or specific number

of sixteen-liters; a volume measurement

(See Appendix 19, Dry or Liquid Vol-

ume Measurement.)

2c linãta, nilãta adv Something is bought

or sold by the utility can measure.

Kung nilãta naman ˆang pagbakay nang
kamýti hay kwarinta ˆang ˆisa ka lãta. If

buying is by the utility can, the buying

price of sweet potatoes is forty [pesos]

for one sixteen-liter measure.

3 lãta nga sa gatasan n a milk can, usually

a commercially made can into which

powdered milk is placed ˆIni naman
ˆang kãnam nga tutupung, hay ˆang
gãmit lang gid ˆini hay lãta nga sa
gatasan; ˆimaw ˆini ˆang ginahuman nga
sikyýˆan. As for this game tag-the-can,

that used for this [game] is an [empty]

milk can; this is used as the home base.

tumba lãta set expr a game of topple-
the-can

latab n a mojarra fish {Three species are

recognized: deep-bodied Gerres

abbreviatus (Bleeker); common Gerres
Oyena; longfin Pentaprion longimanus.
Has a very deep body, an indistinct

dusky line running along the scale rows

and a narrow, black margin on dorsal

fin.}

latak v Something, as a coconut, is broken
or cut open by someone.

nilatak ˆAng lÿkid nga pagkamãda nang
niyug nga nilatak hay ˆagnãnay ˆang
pagkalýtuˆ. As for the placing on edge in
arranging the coconuts which have
been broken open, the cooking takes a
long time.

latak, paglatak ger someone’s breaking
or cutting open something Pagkatãpus
latak nang niyug, ginabuˆuy ˆang
buybuy nga nabilin. After breaking
open the coconut fruits, the fibers which
were left are removed. Pagkatãpus
bÿlang nang manga binuˆuk nga niyug
pwÿdi na nga tunãˆan paglatak pãra
makatýyuˆ ˆang niyug. After counting
the whole coconut pieces, it is possible
to start now breaking [them] open so
that the coconuts will be able to drip.

lataˆ adj Food is overcooked. ˆAng ˆãkun
kinalãyu hay lataˆ gãniˆ bukun kanãmit
nga kaˆýnunun. My cooked rice is

overcooked, so it is not delicious to eat.
v Food becomes overcooked. [naglataˆ

became overcooked]

latik n coconut milk extract scum Bãgu mu
masayýran nga lýtuˆ na ˆang lãna,
mapuya na ˆang latik. Before you will

know that the [coconut] oil is cooked,

the coconut milk extract scum is

already red (i.e., a rusty-brown color).

{In boiling down coconut milk extract

gataˆ 1 to make coconut oil lãna nang
niyug (lãna 1a), a rusty-brown scum

forms on the surface; this is skimmed

off.} (See Appendix 7, Parts of a

Coconut Fruit.)

latiˆ 1a (var primÿru nga latiˆ) adj The

moon is in its first quarter. syn

kwartu2 2 (See Appendix 11, Shape of

the Moon.)

1b ˆikaduha nga latiˆ adj The moon is in its
second quarter. Maˆãyu magtanum ning
balinghuy kung ˆikaduha nga latiˆ kay
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nagaˆunud kunu ˆini. It is good to plant

cassava when [the moon] is in its second
quarter because, they say, they will

develop tubers. (See Appendix 11, Shape

of the Moon.)

1c ˆikatuyu nga latiˆ adj The moon is in its
third quarter. (See Appendix 11,

Shape of the Moon.)

1d ˆikaˆupat nga latiˆ adj The moon is in its
fourth quarter. (See Appendix 11,

Shape of the Moon.)

lãtiˆ 1a n a woodlot Gãniˆ siruˆa nyan sa
ˆiban nga lugar nga ˆang ˆinda lãtiˆ hay
ˆupaw na; kundiˆ maˆisut lang nga ˆuyan;
sigurãdu gid nga bahaˆ na ˆang ˆinda
lugar. Look now in other places where

their woodlots are already denuded;

therefore there is only a little rain;

surely their area will be flooded now.

1b kalatÿˆan n a woodlot area ˆAng mãya,
kung nagapýgad hay sa kalatÿˆan. As for

chestnut manikin birds, when [they] build

nests [they] are in woodlot areas.
{Privately owned; consist of trees, shrubs

and grass. An area potentially used for

constructing an upland field ˆuma.} cf

kaguyãngan (See Appendix 20, Groups

of Animals, People, Things.)

latun v Someone or something passes
across, passes by an object or passes
through a substance or several

scattered objects.
nagalatun “Bãsiˆ,” hambay ku, “yaˆ kami

nagalatun kag didtu kami masakay sa
dyip nga pa ˆilãya?” “Why”, I said, “do
we not pass across [the street] and we
will ride on a jeep which will [go] to the
interior?”

naglatunlatun Didtu kami nagsalta sa
ˆIsla Puting Batu; kahugaˆhýgaˆ kay
wayaˆ pantalan; hay naglatunlatun
kami sa manga batil na manga siraˆ. We
disembarked at Puting Bato Island; it
was very difficult because there was no
pier [so] little by little we passed
through those destroyed one-sail
outrigger boats.

palatunun ti ger after or upon someone’s
passing across, passing by an object or
through a substance or several
scattered objects Kung ˆang buyung nga

lumay hay palatunun mu sa lawud, hay
kadilikãdu gid ˆinaˆ. When [you carry]
magical love potion medicine, upon
your passing across the open sea, that is
very risky. cf lÿpas 2, ˆãgi 1

latˆas v Someone crosses a river or stream.

[naglatˆas crossed a river or stream]

lawanit n pressed board, used for walling

(See dingding 1, Walling Materials
for table.)

lãwas 1a n the body of a person, living

being, an object; the trunk of a tree

Nagapãti sinda nga mabýˆut kag maˆãyu
ˆang lãwas nang lapsag kung sa nanay
nagasýsu. They believe that the body of

the baby is healthy and strong when it is

breast fed. Mahãbaˆ ˆang lãwas nang
ˆamumuˆpuˆ. The body of a small

octopus is long. Si Rýni ˆang maˆãyu
maghuman ning lãwas nang traysikul.
Ronnie is good in making bodies of

motorized pedicabs.

1b kalawãsan n a body part Manga
masakit na ˆang manga kalawãsan. The

various parts of [my] body are now all

painful.

gãmit sa lãwas (gãmit 1c) set expr
personal accessories

lãway n saliva cf pilaˆ
lãwaˆ n a spider ˆAng ˆiya ginatukaˆ nga

pagkãˆun hay ˆang langawlangaw, lãwaˆ,
ˆýyud kag tibakya. As for that food which

it (i.e., a yellow-backed sunbird) eats by

pecking, [they] are moths, spiders,
worms and grasshoppers.

lawi n a long curved tail feather of a rooster

lawud 1 n the deep or open sea
kalawudlawýran int n the very deep or

very open sea Bãgu sinarhan ˆang
kaban, nakahambay pa gid si
Plurintÿna, “Paˆãlam na mahal kung
ˆInrÿku; ˆitutýnud na kami nang ˆungaˆ
mu sa kalawudlawýran.” Before the
clothes trunk was closed, Florentina
was still able to say, “Goodbye, my dear
Enrico; we your children will surely be
cast into the very deep sea.”

2 palawud v Someone goes to the open
sea.

nagpalawud Nagpalawud ˆang tatay ni
Buy; ˆalas sayis na nang gabˆi wayaˆ pa
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gaˆabut ˆang tatay ni Buy, nagˆuna na
lang sinda pagˆihãpun. The father of
Boy went to the open sea [to fish]; at
six o’clock already at night he had not
yet arrived [home], [so] they just went
ahead and ate supper.

mapalawud ˆIndiˆ ka diri maghalinhãlin
sa bayay kay mapalawud ˆaku kay
mangÿtaˆ ˆakuy suyaˆ nãtun niyan. Do
not upon any condition leave this house
because I will go to the open sea [to
fish] because I will look for our
side-dish food there.

pumalawud Kung gustu mu magpalawud
hay pumalawud ka na kay ˆalas kwatru
nang hãpun ˆang kãˆun nang tulÿngan. If
you want to go to the open sea, you
should go to the open sea now because
the eating time of the tuna fish is four
o’clock in afternoon.

magpalawud inf to go to the open sea
Nang ˆýras na magpalawud ˆang
magýyang, ginatýgun niya si Plurintÿna
nga, “ˆIndiˆ ka diri maghalinhãlin sa
bayay.” When it was time for the old
man to go to the open sea [to go
fishing], Florentina was advised by him,
“Do not leave the house here.”

lawudnun adj a deep-sea creature, plant,

object ˆAng buyatuk nga lawudnun hay
mapuyapuya ˆang ˆiya kulur nga may
bãtuk nga mabirdibirdi. As for the deep-
sea strawberry-top mollusk, its color is

light red with light green marks.

lãwug n a bunch of things growing or

gathered together Kung tagsa ka lãwug
ˆang laˆay nga niyug ginatabtab ning
sundang ˆang ˆiya tangãya pãra wayaˆ
ning dãmuˆ nga pusiˆpýsiˆ kãda buˆuk. If

the very mature coconuts are each a

bunch, its stem (i.e., the stem of each

bunch) is cut off with a bolo so that there

will not be much twisting of individual

pieces.

lawˆay 1 kalawˆay (var malawˆay) adj
Someone is bad with regard to

character; someone or something is not
good to look at; a particular word or

sentence is bad to hear or say;

something is useless. Mas maˆãyu pa
ˆang wayaˆ kung kalawˆay siya ning
batãsan. It is better to have no

[husband] if he has a bad character.

Pinalapitan si Milba nang ˆiya nanay,
kag hinambay nga, “Milba, ˆayaw
magˆunaˆuna; kalawˆay nga siruˆun nga
ˆang ˆÿmu nubyu hay naˆuˆulihi.” Melba

was approached by her mother and she

said, “Melba, donˆt go first because it is

not good to look at, that your fiancé

went behind.” ˆAdtu hay kalumaˆlýmaˆ
na nga barýtu kag kalawˆay pa. As for

that, [it] is already a very old boat and

useless. cf santing
lãya1 v Someone weaves an item such as a

basket or mat.
nagalãya Hay ˆang ˆiya ˆinaˆ trabãhu hay

nagalãya, ˆaku naman nagapangnunýtan
sa pýkut. As for that one’s work, she
weaves [mats]; as for me, I fish with a
fishnet.

malãya Malãya na ˆikaw ˆinaˆ ning
sigisÿgi hasta nga magtagˆud ˆang lÿlas.
You will then weave that continuously
until the buri strips become short.

maglãya inf to weave a basket or mat ˆAng
ˆãmun trabãhu hay maglãya banig. As
for our work, it was to weave mats.

lãya, paglãya ger someone’s weaving of a
basket, mat Pagkatãpus mu ning sãbat
sa primÿru, madýgang naman ˆikaw
ning lãya. Upon your completing the
weaving of dyed buri strips at the
beginning, then you will add to the
weaving. ˆInaˆ hay ginalãya da; ˆigwa
ning buhusbuhus kag hayanghag ˆang
paglãya. Those [colander-basket brook-
shrimp scoops] are woven; there are
many [small] holes and the weaving is
loose.

v A basket or mat is woven by someone.
layãhun Sa ˆupat ka likid kung midyu

maˆintik da hay ˆisa na ˆinaˆ nga banig
kung layãhun. In four rolls [of buri
strips], if they are somewhat small, they
are already [enough for] one mat when
it will be woven.

lãya2 1 malãya n a fire-spined fish ˆInaˆ
ˆang manga malãya nga ˆisdaˆ hay
ginabãwal da parÿhu nang buyãwis,
manangpuyuk, bantuy, mabyad kag
myagbagu. Those fire-spined fish are

also forbidden [to be eaten by pregnant

women] such as streaked rabbitfish,
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zebra firefish, hawkfish, golden rabbit-

fish and coral rabbit fish.

lãya3 n a cast fishnet {Conical-shaped, with

a fine mesh.} ˆInaˆ naman ˆang lãya nga
pýkut ˆang ˆiya ning nahut hay daw
bunang, kag dipindi ˆinaˆ sa ˆÿmu nga
magagãmit kung ˆanu nga numiru nang
mata, kay ˆibaˆiba klãsi ˆini ˆang mata.
That cast fishnet, as for its thickness,

[it] is like thread, and it depends on you

who use it what the number of the mesh

is, because that mesh is of various kinds.

(See pýkut 1, Kinds of Fishnets for

table.)

lãyag 1 n the sail of a sailboat {Boats with

sails: a two-sail outrigger boat binulˆanun,

a one-sail outrigger boat liplip, and a large

two-sail outrigger boat pasãhi.} (See

duˆundýˆun, Parts of a Boat or Ship for

table.)

1a mayur na lãyag n the mainsail of a

two-sail outrigger boat binulˆanun, pasãhi
(See duˆundýˆun, Parts of a Boat or
Ship for table.)

lãyas v Someone leaves or runs away from

someone else, something, a particular

place.
naglãyas ˆIbalÿtaˆ ku gid ˆikaw nga naglãyas

ka. You will be reported by me [to our
parents] that you ran away.

malãyas Nang sinda nagkÿtaˆ nagkasunduˆ
sinda nga duha nga malãyas sinda. When
they met each other, they two agreed that
they would run away.

maglãyas inf to leave or to run away from
someone, something, a particular place
Ginaˆinãway ninda pãra maglãyas.
[She] was always quarreled with by
them so that [she] would leave.

v Someone is left behind by someone else.
nilayãsan Nilayãsan ku ˆadtu si Tãta mu

Saryu kay nagalinÿngaw na. Your Uncle
Sario was left behind by me because he
is already continually making noise.

palãyas caus v Someone is sent away by
someone from someone else, someone
or from a particular place.

ginapalãyas ˆAng hambay ninda kay
Marya, “ˆIkaw, Marya, hay ginapalãyas
na nang ˆÿmu ˆasãwa kay nakaˆungaˆ ka na
da kunu.” They said to Mary, “You,

Mary, are being sent away by your
husband because, he said, you already
gave birth.” cf bãyaˆ, bÿlin, buyag 1a

layaˆ adj a dry or withered leaf ˆIlãrag ˆang
gýnut kag ˆang layaˆ nga paywa nang
niyug. Drop the coconut fiber sheets and

the dry coconut palm fronds.

laygay v Words are given as advice by

someone.
ginalaygay ˆInang manga ginalaygay sa

ˆãkun nang ˆãkun nanay, hay wayaˆ ku
ˆitun ginapamatiˆi. As for those [things]
which are given as advice to me by my
mother, they are not being listened to by
me.

laygay (var paglaygay) n advice given by
someone ˆIgwa ning manga libru kag
balasahun nga nagataˆu ning laygay
kung paˆunu ˆang pagpagwãpa kag kung
paˆunu magpÿliˆ ning bãruˆ. There are
some books and reading material that
give advice on how to make [yourself]
beautiful and how to choose clothes.
ˆAng mababatiˆan mu hay ˆang manga
kinantãhan kag ˆang paglaygay nang
pastur nga ginabãsi sa ginabãsa sa
Biblÿya. As for what will be clearly
heard by you, [it] is singing and pastoral
advice which is based on what is read in
the Bible.

laygit v A doctor ligates the fallopian tubes
of a woman to prevent pregnancy.

[naglaygit ligated the fallopian tubes]
palaygit caus v A woman is allowed by

someone to have her fallopian tubes
ligated.

ginpalaygitan Kung sayud ku lang ˆinaˆ
nga maglýya ka, wayaˆ ku na lang ˆikaw
ginpalaygitan. If [it] had only been
known by me that you would become
weak, you would not have been
allowed by me to have [your] fallopian
tubes ligated.

layrung n a pearly spinecheek fish, Scolopsis
margaritifer (Cuvier) {Olive above,

yellowish white below, with a pearly

yellow spot at the base of each scale;

yellowish brown to olive fins; lower lobe

of the caudal fin is reddish. Found on

reefs down to 20 m.}
n a yellow-banded threadfin bream fish,

Pentapodus caninus (Cuvier) {Dark
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olive brown above, white below, with a
black bar across the pectoral base, and
three longitudinal yellowish bands from
the eye. The first two extend to the
dorsal base, the third across the flank to
the caudal base. Frequents sandy-rubble
and seaweed bottoms.}

lãyug adj Someone or something is tall and
straight. ˆAng manga niyug sa Bunbun
hay layug. The coconut trees in Bonbon

are tall and straight.
layuˆ 1a malayuˆ adj A person, object or

something non-physical such as a

relationship is distant or far. Nang
malayuˆ na ˆang duha nga hãli ni Marya,
hay nagpalapit si Magbayýtu kag
nagpangutana kung bãsiˆ nagatãngis si
Marya. When the two sisters of Mary

were already far, Magbayoto came near

and asked why Mary was crying. Sÿgi
lang gid ˆang pyupangasãwa ni ˆArnuld
sa ˆãkun; ginaˆãhat gid nya nga malayuˆ
na ˆang ˆãmun paghayãli. Arnold

continued his casual courting of me; he

insisted that our co-lateral relationship

was already distant. Malayuˆ nga
kahariˆan ˆang ginhalinan ni Prinsipi
ˆAdýnis. The place from which Prince

Adonis came was a far kingdom.
kalayuˆlãyuˆ int adj very far or very distant

Sinˆu kunu ˆang makakadtu didtu nga
lugar? Kay kalayuˆlãyuˆ kunu ˆadtu.
Who, they say, will be able to go to that
place? Because that place is very far.
Kalayuˆlãyuˆ gid ˆang dipirinsya nang
ˆãtun pagpamuyung. The difference in
our way of curing [a sick person] is really
very far.

1b malayuˆ n a far place Kung ˆadtu hay
ˆiya nasikyuˆ ˆipilak naman ˆadtu nya
ˆang lãta sa malayuˆ kag ˆikaw gihãpun
ˆang mapýyut kay ˆikaw ˆang ˆaswang. If

that one is able to be tagged, then he will

again throw that [empty] can to a far
place and you are still the one to pick it

up because you are the witch.

1c palayuˆ v Someone goes far away.
nagapalayuˆ Sa kahadluk da nang yãki

nga siya hay malabuˆ nagapalayuˆ na
lang siya. Because of fear of the man by
whom he was being stabbed, he just

went far away.

2 n the distance of a person or object from

another person or object Maghalin diri
sa ˆIlawran hanggan diraˆ sa banwa hay
dýsi ˆimidya kilumitru ˆang lãyuˆ. From

here in Ilauran going to town the

distance is twelve and one half

kilometers.

laˆas adj A fruit is overripe.

laˆay (var laˆay nga niyug) n a very mature
coconut fruit Kung maˆilãrag mu na
tanan ˆang linghut ˆÿmu naman ˆilãrag
ˆang laˆay nga niyug kag ˆang lanus nga
pwÿdi na malýgit. If all the vegetative

clutter is able to be dropped down by

you, then the very mature coconuts
and the fully mature coconuts that could

be made into copra should be dropped

down by you. {Very mature coconuts

are about 9 months or more old; the

husk is brown in color. They are grated

kãyus 1 and squeezed pýgaˆ to extract

coconut milk extract gataˆ 1, used either

in cooking coconut-flavored vegetables

ˆýtan 1a or in making coconut oil lãna
nang niyug (lãna 1a).} (See Appendix

6, Stages of Coconut Fruits.)

laˆgaˆ v Something is boiled by someone in a

liquid.
ginlaˆgaˆ ˆAng paglýtuˆ ˆadtu nang manuk

wayaˆ pagbuˆaka kundiˆ ginbuˆuy lang
tanan ˆang kasudlan kag ginlaˆgaˆ sa
týbiˆ. The way of cooking that chicken
was that it was not cut into halves but
only the organs were removed and [it]
was boiled in water.

ginalaˆgaˆ ˆIni hay ginalaˆgaˆ lang kag
pwÿdi da ˆini nga kaˆýnun. As for these
[common basket mollusks], they are
just boiled and it is possible that [they]
can then be eaten.

paglaˆgaˆ ger someone’s boiling of
something ˆAng ˆÿmu ˆini paglaˆgaˆ, ˆÿmu
gid pakayadkarun ning maˆãyu manga
subra tungaˆ sa ˆýras. As for your
boiling of these [buri leaves], let them
boil very well for over half an hour.

linaˆgaˆ, nilaˆgaˆ adj a boiled food ˆAng
pamãhaw ni Linda hay linaˆgaˆ nga
balinghuy. As for the breakfast meal of
Linda, [it] was boiled cassava. ˆAdtu
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ˆang ˆãmun daya nga nilaˆgaˆ nga
manuk, tubaˆ, sýman nga binukbuk nga
bugas, tabãkuˆ kag mama, ˆãkun ˆinaˆ
ginbutang sa langkapi. As for those
things of ours, boiled chicken, coconut
wine, wrapped sticky-rice cakes,
tobacco and betel nuts, they were put by
me on the bamboo table. {Common
boiled foods: linaˆgaˆ nga kamýti boiled
sweet potato, linaˆgaˆ nga mani boiled
peanuts, linaˆgaˆ nga maˆis boiled corn,
linaˆgaˆ nga ˆitlug boiled egg, linaˆgaˆ
nga ˆuraru boiled arrowroot.} syn
pakayadkad (kayadkad 1b)

lãˆin v Something becomes bad, difficult,
evil, severe.

nagalãˆin ˆInaˆ ˆang naˆaˆayungˆãyung, ˆang
ˆÿmu ˆinaˆ ginapamatyagan hay nagalãˆin
ˆang ˆÿmu ginhãwa kag nagasýka. That
one who truly experiences severe
symptoms of poisoning, as for that felt by
one, [it] becomes severe and [one]
vomits.

maglãˆin inf to become bad, difficult, evil,
severe Paˆunu maglãˆin ˆang ginhãwa ku
nga wayaˆ gãniˆ nagasakit ˆang ˆãkun
tiyan? How is it possible for my breathing
to become difficult when there is no pain
in my stomach?

kalãˆin, malãˆin adj Something is bad,
difficult, evil, severe. Wayaˆ na da
katiˆis ˆini si Pitra magpamatiˆ sa manga
hambay ni Lýsi nga kalãˆin gãniˆ
nagˆãway sinda. This Petra was not able
to endure listening to the bad words of
Lucy so they quarreled. May yãraˆ man
nga manga babãyi nga nagahuman da
ning malãˆin; nagapangawatan da ˆini
sinda. There are certainly some women
who do evil; they commit adultery.

kalaˆÿnan n badness, difficulty, evil,
severity Wayaˆ ˆaku nagataˆu sa ˆÿmu
ning kalaˆÿnan. I am not giving you a
difficulty (i.e., a difficult situation). cf
mãlas 1a

malãˆin nga tyimpu (tyimpu 2a) set
expr bad weather; malãˆin nga ˆadlaw
(ˆadlaw 1a) set expr a taboo day;

malãˆin nga ˆispiritu (ˆispiritu 2) set
expr an evil spirit

lãˆub v Something is slowly heated by

someone over a low fire.

ginalãˆub ˆAng gamut hay ginalaˆgaˆ kag
ˆang dãhun hay ginalãˆub pãra
magˆinitˆinit pagkatãpus ˆibanyus sa
tiyan. The roots are boiled and, as for
the leaves, [they] are slowly heated in
order to become gradually warm; then
[they] should be applied [by rubbing]
onto the stomach.

nilãˆub adj Something is slowly heated
over a fire. Hãbang si Buy hay
nagasýka, ginabanyusan siya nang ˆiya
lýla ning nilãˆub nga dãhun nang
katumbay sa ˆiya tiyan pãra ˆindiˆ siya
sapdukun hãngin. While Boy was
vomiting, he was having slowly heated
chili pepper leaves applied by his
grandmother onto his stomach so that he
would not have air enter him.

lãˆum 1a v Someone or something is believed
or is depended on by someone.

ginalamˆan, ginalaˆýman Wayaˆ sigýru
pagkãˆun nga daya, ˆang pangabýhiˆ
nang manga sibilyan ˆimaw ˆang ˆinda
ginalamˆan nga ˆinda kakaˆýnun.
Maybe they had no food, so the
civilians’ means of living was that
which was being depended on by them
which would be eaten by them.

malaˆýman Wayaˆ nay nagapatahiˆ nga
kustumir kay ˆang nagkabilin hay ˆindiˆ
malaˆýman. No more customers go
there because the ones who remained
were not able to be believed.

1b kalãˆum (var pagkalãˆum) n someone’s

belief or thought about a particular

situation Nagˆuyan nang ˆaring býlan
nang ˆAbril; ˆang kalãˆum ku ˆadtu
masigisÿgi na ning ˆuyan. It rained when

[it was] the month of April; I thought
(lit, my thought was) that it would still

continue raining. Nagtugbung ˆinaˆ diraˆ
siya sa ˆubus kay may Hapun; ˆadtung
ˆispay galiˆ pagkalãˆum nãmun ˆadtu
hay ˆIntsik. He went down there below

because there was a Japanese; we

believed (lit, our belief was) that that

spy was a Chinese. cf dumdum1,
hunaˆhýnaˆ 1a, ˆÿsip 1a

laˆun adj an old maid dalãga, old rice bugas 1
lãˆun n cooked vegetable leaves {Used as

pig feed bahug 1.}

*lãˆut (see malãˆut)
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laˆýya ger someone’s boiling or stewing of

a food Kanãmit ˆang sabur nang karni
kag nang sabaw, labi na gid kung ˆang
paglýtuˆ hay laˆýya nga manuk. The

flavor of the meat and broth are

delicious especially when the cooking is

the stewing of chicken.
v Someone boils or stews a food. [naglaˆýya

boiled or stewed] {Meat such as beef
bãka, chicken manuk or pork bãbuy is
boiled until it becomes tender. Vegetables
such as cabbage ripulyu, Chinese cabbage
pitsay and potatoes patãtas are added and
flavored with salt ˆasin, black pepper
paminta, tomatoes kamãtis, onions sibýyas
and monosodium glutamate bitsin.}

lÿbag 1 v A decision, a plan, an idea deviates
from others to which it is compared.

naglÿbag Naglÿbag na naman ˆang disisyun
ni Huwan. The decision of John deviated
again [from his previous decision].

2a libãgun adj A musical instrument, some-

one’s voice is out of tune. Aku, hay
libãgun. As for me, [my voice] was out of
tune.

2b v Someone sings out of tune.
naglÿbag Si Magda wayaˆ magdaˆug sa

kantãhan kay naglÿbag siya. As for
Magda, [she] did not win in the singing
contest because she sang out of tune.

libak n gossip, slander
v Someone gossips about or slanders

someone else. [naglibak gossiped,
slandered]

pagpanglibak ger someone’s extensive
gossiping, extensive slandering Kung
diˆindÿˆin lang da napapakadtu ˆang ˆisturya
nang manga babãyi nga kung dýgay na
ˆang ˆinda ˆisturya ˆang napapakadtuˆan
hay ˆang pagpanglibak. The conversa-
tions of the girls were surely sent in
various directions, so when their con-
versations take a long time, that to which
[the conversations] went is extensive
gossiping.

libang v Someone is comforted by someone

else.
ginalibang Mintras ginalibang ni Saryu

ˆang ˆungaˆ nga nagatãngis, hay may
nakÿtaˆ siya nga magýyang. While his
child who was crying was being
comforted by Sario, he saw an old

person.

libat adj Someone is cross-eyed.

libra meas n a nonspecific or specific number

of pounds; a weight measurement Pãra
makahuman nang ˆisa ka libra nga dugus,
ˆang ˆisa nga putyýkan kahinangyãnun
gid nga magbalikbãlik sa býyak ning kinsi
mil kabãlik. So that it will be able to make

one pound of honey, one honeybee must

go back to the flowers fifteen thousand

times.

libri v Someone saves herself or himself
from a particular situation.

nakalibri Nagatãguˆ sa Bangˆug ˆang ˆisa
hay nakalibri. As for one who was
hiding in Bang-og, [he] was able to
save himself [by running away].

nagalibri Hambay nãmun hay, kay galibri
ˆinaˆ ˆang ˆiban, hay diˆin kamu ˆadtu
dayˆun? We said, because some were
saving themselves, where would you be
brought by them [so you would save
yourselves]?

makalibri Nagaˆintiris ˆaku nga makalibri
sa plÿti, pumanãˆug ˆaku sa may Puktuy. I
was interested in being able to save
myself from the fare, [so] I got down
[from the jeep] near Puktuy.

librÿtu n a small book, especially one

containing magical prayers

libru n a book Nang ˆaku hay nagtýnaˆ ning
pagˆiskwÿla sa grid wan, ˆaku hay pirmi
nagabãsa ning libru. When I began

going to school in grade one, I often

read a book. (See ˆabri 1b, Things that
are Opened for table. See sara 2a,
Things that are Closed for table.)

libtunglibtung n a deep riverbed hole Kung
nagapanihud ka ning ˆuyang hay gakadtu
ka sa sapaˆ nga ˆigwa ning manga
libtunglibtung nga dãmuˆ ˆang batu, kag
ˆigwa ning týbiˆ nga nagapundu. When

you gather brook shrimp with a colander

shrimp scoop, you go to a seasonal creek

where there are riverbed holes which

have many stones, and there is water

which backs up.

lÿbu card num adj a unit of a thousand
actions, people, pieces of something,

situations, things, times, units of

measurement Kung tapus na bunut

laˆýya 337 lÿbu
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tanan, bilãngun ning tagsatagsa kung
pila ka lÿbu. If they are already all

husked, count [the coconuts] one by one

to see how many thousands [you have].

Napirdi ˆaku sa býyang kahãpun ning
ˆisa ka lÿbu. I lost one thousand [pesos]

yesterday in a cockfight. ˆisa ka gatus ka
lÿbu one hundred thousand, ˆisa ka lÿbu
ka bÿsis one thousand times, ˆikapitu ka
lÿbu seventh thousand (i.e., seven

thousandth) cf mil 1a (See Appendix 22,

Ordinal Numbers.)

lÿbud v Someone peddles items for sale to

various places.
nagalÿbud Kung lýtuˆ na tanan ˆãga pa,

nagalÿbud na ˆakuy pýtu sa manga
bayaybayay. If it is all cooked early, I
then peddle sweet sticky rice to the
many houses.

v Items for sale are peddled to various
places.

ˆilÿbud ˆIlÿbud mu ˆini sa kãda tindãhan
nga gustu magbakay nang nÿtib nga
ˆitlug nang manuk. These will be
peddled by you to every store that likes
to buy native chicken eggs.

libug (var kalibug) v Someone worries
about a particular event or situation.

malibug ˆAyaw malibug sa ˆimu ˆungaˆ
kay maˆãyu ˆang ˆiya kamutãngan. Do
not worry about your child because her
condition is good.

nagakalibug ˆAng manga magýyang nang
lyãki, ˆimaw ˆinaˆ ˆang nagakalibug nang
tanan nga gastus. As for the parents of the
boy, those are the ones who worry about
the [wedding] expenses.

magkalibug ˆIndiˆ siya dãpat magkalibug
kay, kung nagakadtu sinda sa bakýyud
kag nakakadakup ning pispis, ˆiya gid
tanan ˆang karni kag tuyˆan. He should
not worry because, if they go to the
mountain and are frequently able to catch
birds, the meat and bones will all be his.

magkalibugi ˆAyaw magkalibugi ˆinaˆ
kay ˆaku ˆang mangatýbang nyan kay
Nÿlu kung sya kumari. Do not be
worried about that because I will be the
one to face Nilo now if he will come. cf
kalisud (lisud 1), nabayãka (bayãka 1)

lÿbun n a hulled rice storage basket {Made

of tightly woven buri strips. Bottom is

about 30 cm square, tapered to a round

top about 15 cm diameter, and about 30

cm high. Folded at the top so that the

milled rice will not leak out. Also used

for holding shrimp or small fish

scooped out of water with a colander

shrimp scoop ˆayat, pamutýtan (putut
2b), panihuran (sÿhud 2).} (See baskit,
Kinds of Baskets for table.)

lÿbut 1a v Someone goes around a given

area or an object.
naglÿbut Naglÿbut ˆãnay ˆaku ka pitu didtu

sa pýnuˆ nang kãhuy, kag ˆimaw na ˆadtu
ˆãkun ginbagting ˆadtu ˆang takyub nang
kaldÿru. I went around seven times at
the base of the tree and that’s when the
lid of the metal pot was rung by me.

nagalÿbut Nang kami hay galÿbut
pabanwa, naˆuna ˆang San Pidru sa
simbãhan. When we were going
around towards town, the San Pedro
[image] was the one that was the first to
be in the church.

palÿbut ger someone’s or something’s
going around an area or object Gatýnaˆ
na ˆang prusisyun palÿbut sa banwa
hasta makaluwas tanan ˆang manga
tãwu sa simbãhan. The procession
begins going around town until all the
people in the church are able to go
outside.

palÿbut caus v Something has an elongated
object placed around it by someone.

palibýtan Palibýtan mu ning huwag ˆang
palÿbut nang ˆÿmu bayay. The perimeter
of your house should have huwag
rattan placed around [it] by you.

1b palÿbut n the perimeter of an object, an

area May ˆanÿtu da nga kung nasayýran
mu nga ˆang ˆÿmu kalãpit hay
nagakamãtay na ˆang manuk nga ˆalÿlaˆ
niya, ˆang ˆÿmu humanun hay palibýtan
mu ning huwag ˆang palÿbut nang ˆÿmu
bayay. There is a belief that when it is

known by you that, as for your neighbor,

his cared-for chickens are dying, what

should be done by you is that the

perimeter of your house should have

huwag rattan placed around it by you.

kalibýtan derv the earth
lÿdir n the leader of a group of people, an

lÿbud 338 lÿdir
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organization, a territory Tuyug pa ˆang
manga lÿdir nang ˆAsusasyun nang
Rumblun. The leaders of the Romblon

Association are still inactive. syn pýnuˆ31
lÿgad v Someone, something, a particular time,

an event, a state passes or passes by.
naglÿgad Kadãmuˆ ˆang tãwu nga

nagsakay didtu kay naglÿgad ˆang bapur
nang Duminggu. Many people rode
there because the boat passed by that
Sunday. Kung naglÿgad na da ning lima
ˆu ˆunum ka ˆýras pwÿdi ka na makakãˆun
ning ˆiba naman nga prýtas parÿhu ˆãbi
nang hinug nga mangga. When five or
six hours has already passed, you can
eat some fruit such as ripe mango.

lumÿgad imper v Someone, something, a
particular time, an event, a state must or
should pass or pass by. Tuparun mu
lang ˆang ˆãtun napagkasundýˆan nga
lumÿgad lang ˆang ˆisa ka býlan nga
wayaˆ mu ˆaku ginatanduga. What was
able to be agreed on by us should be
fulfilled by you, that just one month
should pass by in which I will not have
had anything done [to me] by you.

paglÿgad (var pagkalÿgad) ti ger After or
upon the passing or passing by of an
event, state, person, thing or time,
another event happens or another state
exists. Paglÿgad nang ˆupat ka ˆýras,
ˆisaylu ˆang ˆisdaˆ nga ˆinasinan sa
limpyu nga butãngan nga ˆigwa ning
takyub. After the passing of four hours,
transfer the salted fish into a clean
container that has a lid. Pagkalÿgad
nang tuyu ka ˆadlaw namatay ˆang ˆiya
ˆungaˆ nga may sakit. After three days
had passed, her child who had sickness
died. Pagkalÿgad ku sa ˆinda bayay may
nabatiˆan ˆaku nga nagatãngis. Upon
my passing their house I heard someone
crying.

palÿgad v An event, a state, a person, a
thing or time is allowed by someone to
pass.

paligãrun Paligãrun mu ˆãnay ˆang duha
ˆu tatlu ka ˆadlaw bãgu ka maglÿlas.
Two or three days should be allowed
by you to pass before you strip [the buri
leaves].

ligal adj legal, i.e., conforming to recognized

laws and rules, especially as established

by a government ˆIni hay ligal nga
ˆasusasyun kay ˆini ˆang papÿlis hay
ginpadukumintu kay Mÿyur Rÿyis. This is

a legal association because, as for the

documents, [they] were caused to be

documented by Mayor Reyes.

ligasun n the hull ribs of an outrigger paddle

boat barýtu (See duˆundýˆun, Parts of
a Boat or Ship for table.)

lÿgid 1 v Someone lies down on something

or in a given location.
nagalÿgid ˆIndiˆ makabuskad si Huwan;

nagalÿgid na lang sa sayug kag
matýyug. John is not able to unfold [a
mat]; he just lies down on the floor and
sleeps.

2 v Someone or something rolls away from

a particular location, rolls down an

incline, rolls over.
nagapanglilÿgid ˆÃbir nagapanglilÿgid

ˆaku ˆinaˆ hay sÿgi lang. Even though I
was rolling over and over, [I] just kept
going.

maglÿgid Mabugˆat nga ˆalsahun ˆang
ˆÿmu siki, labi na gid kung sa bakilid ka
magˆãgi; daliˆ ka gid maglÿgid. Your
feet are heavy to be lifted, especially if
you pass along a hillside; you roll down
very easily.

palÿgid caus v Someone or something
heavy is rolled away from a particular
location by someone else.

paligÿran Paligÿran nina Karlus ˆang
kãhuy nga nakahãrang sa karsãda. The
tree which was blocking the road was
rolled away by Carlos and companion.
cf balikwaˆ

ligis v Someone or something is crushed or

run over by a heavy object.
naligis Wayaˆ nagbusÿna ˆang draybir

nang trak; gãniˆ naligis ˆang ˆungaˆ. The
driver of the truck did not sound [his]
horn; that’s why the child happened to
be run over.

lÿgus 1a v Someone takes a bath. [A variant

form paligus of the root lÿgus occurs

with prefixes nag- and naga-.]
nagpaligus Nagpaligus ˆaku kay hanãgub

na. I took a bath because it was late
evening.

nagapaligus Nagapaligus si Rýsa kada

lÿgad 339 lÿgus
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ˆadlaw. Rosa takes a bath every day.
malÿgus Makãˆun ˆãnay ˆaku bãgu

malÿgus. I will eat first before [I] will
take a bath.

v Someone bathes herself or himself;
someone or something is given a bath
by someone else.

nalÿgus Nang nalÿgus ˆaku kahãpun hay
ˆalas tris na. When I was able to bathe
yesterday it was already three o’clock.

paligýsan [With the suffix -an the stem
form has length: paligýsan. The noun
form paligusan, cited below, has no
length.] Bãwal ˆang magngilit ˆu
paligýsan ˆang ˆuning kay ˆinaˆ ˆang
dahilan nang pagpanglintiˆ dayugdug
kag ˆuyan nga dakuˆ. It is forbidden to
laugh at [a cat] or that a cat will be given
a bath because that is the cause of
lightning, thunder and heavy rain.

ginapapaligýsan Ginapahungÿtan siya
kung magkãˆun; ginapapaligýsan kag
ˆilÿsan maˆãyu. She has food put into
[her] mouth when [she] eats; she is
frequently given baths and [her
clothes] will be changed nicely.

palÿgus imper v Take a bath! [Note: the
imperative form palÿgus includes length.]
Linda, palÿgus na kay maˆiskwÿla ˆikaw!
Linda, take a bath now because you are
going to go to school! (See limpyu,
Different Ways of Cleaning for table.)

1b palÿgus v The body (from the neck

down) or the head (including the hair) is
washed by someone.

gingpaligýsan Gingpaligýsan ni ˆImilya
ˆang ˆiya ˆýyu. Her head [including her
hair] was washed by Emelia.

paligýsan Paligýsan ni ˆIlna ˆang ˆiya
lang ning lãwas. Only her body (i.e., not
her head) will be washed by Elna. (See
limpyu, Different Ways of Cleaning
for table.)

2 paligusan n a bathing place, such as a

spring, a particular place along a river

Didtu galiˆ nga lugar hay paligusan
nang tatlu nga babãyi. There in that

place was the bathing place of three

women.

ligˆun 1 kaligˆun (var maligˆun) adj Some-

thing, as a house, a table, is durable,

strong.

lÿha (var papil di lÿha) n a piece of sand-
paper {Used for sandpapering kuskus.}
cf biliˆ

lihÿra v Several people fall in line; i.e., form

a single line. Hay kaduyum, lihÿra gid
ˆinaˆ sa may pwirtãhan. When it was

still dark, [we] fell in line right there at

the doorway.
naglihÿra Kami ˆinaˆ didtu naglihÿra;

tapus nang kami hay nakapanumpaˆ na
nang ˆispurtmansip hay may ˆiruplãnu
sa ˆibãbaw nga naglupad. We fell in
line; then, when we finished taking an
oath in sportsmanship, there was an
airplane above [us] which flew around.

likaw v Someone or something avoids a

particular situation or event.
nagalikaw May manga nanay nga

nagalikaw sa manga pagkãˆun kung
sinda nagapanamkun. There are some
mothers who avoid some foods when
they experience pregnancy cravings.

v A particular situation or event is avoided
by someone or something.

malikawan Nang humambay naman ˆang
ˆuning nga mas maˆãyu sigýru kung
ˆisýlat ˆang ˆinda ginkaˆisahan pãra
malikawan ˆang ˆiban pa nga ˆindiˆ
pagkakaˆintindÿhan. What the cat said
was maybe it was better if their
agreement would be written so that
some [situation of] not being able to
understand each other would be able to
be avoided.

lÿkid1 v Something is placed on edge by

someone.
ginalÿkid Sa ˆidãyum, ˆang plastãda

pagbutang nang niyug hay ginalÿkid
patindug. At the bottom, the position in
putting the coconut [pieces] is that
[they] are placed standing on edge.

ger someone’s placing of something on
edge ˆAng lÿkid nga pagkamãda nang
niyug nga nilatak hay ˆagnãnay ˆang
pagkalýtuˆ. As for the placing on edge
in arranging the coconuts which have
been broken open, the cooking takes a
long time.

lÿkid2 1a v Something is cylindrically rolled
by someone.

likÿrun ˆÐmu na ˆini nang buli likÿrun pãra
masunud nga ˆadlaw pwÿdi ka na

ligˆun 340 lÿkid2
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makalÿlas ning sabat nga putiˆ. These
buri [strips] are now cylindrically
rolled by you so that the next day you
can then strip white dyed buri strips.

lÿkid, paglÿkid ger someone’s cylindrical
rolling of something Pagkatãpus mu
lÿkid ˆÿmu ˆibutang sa mabahuy nga
kaldÿru kag butangan mu ning týbiˆ nga
dakuˆ. After the cylindrical rolling by
you [of the buri strips], put them into a
big metal pot and put in plenty of water.
ˆAng paglÿkid, hay ginatýnaˆ sa maˆintik
nga pãnig pakadtu sa malãpad. As for
the cylindrical rolling, it is begun with
the narrow [buri] leaf sections going to
the wide [sections]. syn lýkut cf piluˆ ant
baskad

1b linikid (var nilikid) n a cylindrically
rolled object Kung ˆalistu ka na nang
ˆÿmu banganan, ˆÿmu na baskarun ˆang
ˆÿmu linikid. If you have already

prepared your buri leaf cutter, you then

unroll your cylindrically rolled objects
[i.e., buri sections].

2 likirun n dry buri leaf without the
midrib ready for rolling

likÿtaˆ (see kÿtaˆ 1b) looks for, looks
liksyun n a lesson, usually taught at a school

likud 1 (var likuran) n the back of someone,

something Kumadtu ˆaku didtu sa likud
nang kusÿna kag yadtu galiˆ sina Taluy
nga nagaˆinum ning tubaˆ. I went to the

back of the kitchen and Taloy and

companions were there drinking coconut

wine. ˆAng likud nang ˆini nga lýkus nga
panus hay wayaˆ ning baguy. The back
of this squid has no back covering. Didtu
gãniˆ sa Giˆub nang sa ˆãmun sa likud
kay kadamuˆdãmuˆ gid kami nga manga
tãwu diraˆ. There in Gi-ob at our place at

the back, we were very many people

there. Nagtanguˆ lang si Rusalinda, kay
ˆang ˆiya tatay hay nagatãngis na da sa
ˆiya likuran. Rosalinda just nodded her

head because her father was still crying

at her back.

2 likud nang kawãyan n the hard outer
surface of bamboo cf tinãˆi nang
kawãyan (tãˆi 2b), tiyan nang kawãyan
(tiyan 2)

likuˆ v Someone or something turns, going

in a different direction.
naglikuˆ Pagˆabut nina Ramun sa

Babangtan, naglikuˆ sinda pakadtu sa
bayay nang ˆinda lýlu. When Ramon
and friend went to Babangtan, they
turned going to their grandfather’s
house.

v An object, as an automobile, is turned by
someone, in order for it to go in a
different direction.

ginglikuˆ Ginglikuˆ ni ˆIprin ˆang ˆiya trak
pakadtu sa may kãhuy gãniˆ wayaˆ
mahýyug sa pampang. Efren’s truck was
turned by him towards where there was
a tree so that [it] did not fall over the cliff.

lÿlas 1 n a buri strip, used for making

baskets, mats

2 lilasan n a buri leaf cutter {Made of four

razor blade pieces inserted into a block

of wood; used to cut buri leaf sections

pãnig into strips lÿlas in preparation for

weaving.} syn banganan
lima 1 card num adj five actions, people,

pieces of something, situations, things,

times, units of measurement Sa lima ku
nga ˆungaˆ ˆisa lang sigýru ˆang maˆãyu
nga ˆungaˆ ku. Out of my five children,

maybe only one of my children is good.

Kung ˆaku nagabakay ning pitsay sa
mirkãdu, hay lima ka pýnuˆ. If I buy

Chinese cabbage in the market, it is five
bunches [that I buy]. Kung naglÿgad na
da ning lima ˆu ˆunum ka ˆýras pwÿdi ka
na makakãˆun ning ˆiba naman nga
prýtas parÿhu ˆãbi nang hinug nga
mangga. When five or six hours has

already passed you can eat some other

fruits such as ripe mango. {For the use

of Romblomanon numbers, see ˆisa 1a.}

syn singku (See Appendix 21, Cardinal

Numbers.)

2 card num Five are involved in an event or

state.

3 kalima n An event occurs five times.
4 panglima (var ˆikalima) ord num a fifth

action, person, situation, thing, time,

unit of measurement (See Appendix 22,

Ordinal Numbers.)

limalÿma n a limalima vine or tuber,
Dioscorea pentaphylla (Linn.) ˆInaˆ ˆang
ˆuraru kag limalÿma, ˆinaˆ hay manga

likÿtaˆ 341 limalÿma
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pagkãˆun da ˆinaˆ nga ginatawˆan lang
ning ˆatinsyun kung panahun nga makýliˆ.
As for those arrowroot and limalima
tubers, they are foods which are given

attention to during times of famine. {Vine

has clusters of five leaves. White, large,

starchy tubers are eaten as a famine

vegetable.}

limita v People or things are limited or

restricted in number or amount by

someone.
nalilimitahan Kadãmuˆ na da ˆang

nakakatrabãhu; nalilimitahan na ˆang
wayaˆ trabãhu. Many already were
consistently able to work; those without
work were already truly limited.

limitãdu adj Things, a supply of something

is insufficient, limited, restricted.

limitasyun n a limit to the number of people

or things Wayaˆ ning limitasyun basta
gustu ninda maglakut hay ginapalakut
sinda. There is no limit [to the number

of participants]; so long as they want to

join, they are allowed to join.

limpyu adj Something is clean. Wayaˆ da
kami ning kãya nga ˆikakabakay ning
labakãra; ˆang ˆãmun ginagãmit hay ˆang
limpyu nga bãruˆ. We do not have the

wherewithal which can be used to

frequently buy face towels; what we use

are clean clothes. {If something is clean it

has one of the following characteristics: a

floor, room, yard is uncluttered; a floor,

teeth are brushed; a clean cloth, article of

clothing, a utensil, a mirror is unsoiled; a

piece of paper is unmarked; honey, water

is pure with no undesirable admixture; a

board, piece of marble, a rough surface is

smooth; meat, poultry, seafood is dressed;

the moral character or conduct of

someone is pure.} Kung gustu mu nga
limpyu na pagbakay pwÿdi da, pÿru
mahay na ˆang ˆÿmu pagbãyad. If you like

that when you buy [marble] it is already

clean (i.e., smooth), that is also possible,

but your payment is then expensive. ˆAng
ˆaltar hay ginapunihan pa ˆinaˆ ning
manga ˆartipisyal nga manga býyak nga
ˆang kulur nga ginagãmit nga krip nga
papil hay putiˆ kag rýsa, simbulu

nang paghigugmaˆ kag limpyu nga
pagkaˆibahan mintras sinda ning buhiˆ
bÿlang magˆasãwa. The altar is still

decorated with artificial flowers in which

the color of the crepe paper which they

use is white and pink, a symbol of love

and clean associating with each other

while they are still living as husband and

wife.
pinakalimpyu sup adj Of things in its

class, something is cleanest. ˆAng dugus
ˆang pinakapýru kag pinakalimpyu na
pagkãˆun. The honey is the purest and
cleanest food.

v Someone cleans something. [naglimpyu
cleaned] {When something is cleaned,
unwanted material or marks are removed
from its surface: it is brushed, erased,
planed, polished, sanded, washed; meat,
poultry, seafood are dressed (see above,
under adj).}

maglimpyu inf to clean something Duha
ka tãwu ˆang kahinangyan nga
magpatay kag maglimpyu sa bãbuy.
Two people are the ones needed to kill
and to clean the pig.

paglimpyu ger someone’s cleaning of
something Kung ˆindiˆ mabasyahan
ning týbiˆ nga maˆÿnit ˆang kuray hay
kahugaˆ ˆang paglimpyu. If the land
crabs do not have hot water poured over
them, the cleaning is difficult.

magpanlimpyu, pagpanglimpyu ger
someone’s extensive cleaning of
something Bãwal ˆang magpaligus,
maghýsay nang ˆÿmu buhuk, ˆang
magpanlimpyu sa sãkup nang ˆÿmu
bayay. The taking of a bath, combing
the hair [and] the extensive cleaning [of
things] inside your house is forbidden.
Sa tanan nga bãgay ˆimaw ˆini ˆang
pinakaˆimpurtanti nga tawˆan ta ning
ˆatinsyun: ˆang pagpanglimpyu sa
suyud nang bayay. Of all things, this is
most important for us to pay attention
to: the extensive cleaning [of things]
inside the house.

v Something is cleaned by someone.
limpyuhan Kung yadtu ka na sa ˆibãbaw

ˆang ˆýna nga humanun mu hay
limpyuhan ˆang niyug. When you are
already at the top [of a coconut tree], the
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first thing that should be done by you is
that the [upper part of] the tree will be
cleaned.

malimpyu Pwÿdi ka na makaˆýliˆ sa ˆindu
bayay pãra malimpyu mu ˆang ˆÿmu
ˆisdaˆ. It is alright that you will go home
to your house now so that your fish will
be able to be cleaned by you.

nalilimpyuhan Kung ˆindiˆ mabasyahan
ning týbiˆ nga maˆÿnit hay kahugaˆ ˆang
paglimpyu kay nagapangangãmang;
pÿru kung patay na nalilimpyuhan mu
gid maˆãyu. If you do not pour hot water
[on small shrimp putut] it is difficult to
clean them because they keep on
creeping; but if they are already dead
they will surely be able to be easily
cleaned by you.

limpyuhun imper v Something must or
should be cleaned! Limpyuhun ˆang
karni nga lutýˆun kag tuktukun! The
meat that you will cook and cut into thin
pieces must be cleaned!

pagkalimpyu ger its condition of being
cleaned Kung magbakay ka ning
sundang sa mirkãdu hay mÿnus ˆang
pagkalimpyu, pÿru kung didtu ka sa
pandãyan bumakay hay maˆãyu. If you
buy a cutting bolo at the market, the
condition of [its] having been cleaned
(i.e., polished) is poor, but if you buy from
a blacksmith shop it is good.

Different Ways of Cleaning

banlaw rinses off

bras 2 brush

dÿgus bathes an animal

duyuk clears an area

hãwan 1 clears away debris

hayas 1a clears out cluttered

growth

hinaw washes the hands, feet

hýgas 1a washes food, utensils,

furniture, genital area,

mouth

kuskus brushes, sandpapers,

scrubs

laba 1 washes clothes

lampãsu 2 polishes with coconut

husk

lamˆus washes face

lÿgus 1a bathes

lÿgus 1b washes the whole body

limugmug rinses the mouth

nusnus mops

silhig 2 sweeps

limugmug v Someone rinses their mouth
with a mouth wash, water. (See limpyu,
Different Ways of Cleaning for table.)

limus 1 n alms for the poor; a money
offering for the dead, for the church

ˆAng manga malapit nga hãli nang
namatay kung nagataˆu ning limus hay
dakuˆ. As for the close co-lateral

relatives of the one who died, when

[they] gave a money offering, [it] was

extensive. cf tyawˆãnan, ˆãlay
2 v Someone gives alms to a poor person or

gives an offering for a dead person, to

the church. [naglimus gave alms or gave

an offering]
maglimus inf to give alms to the poor; to

give a money offering for the dead, to
the church Kung sinˆu ˆang gustu
maglimus kwarta sa patay, ginabutang
sa garapun. Whoever wants to give a
money offering for the dead, [the
offering] is put in a jar.

lÿmut v Someone forgets something.
malÿmut Kãda gatus nga nabibÿlang mu

hay ˆigwa ning palilyu nga ginasiling
pãra ˆindiˆ ka malÿmut kung pila ka
gatus ˆang nabÿlang mu na. For every
hundred [coconuts] that are counted by
you, there is a one-hundred-coconut
representative so that you will not
forget how many hundreds that have
already been able to be counted by you.

v Something is forgotten by someone.
malimýtan Bÿsan ˆaku nagˆasãwa liwat

ˆindiˆ ku pa da siya malimýtan. Even
though I got married a second time, he
(i.e., my first husband) will still not be
forgotten by me. cf lipat

linabhan (see laba 3b) washed clothes
linãhi n a lineage which traces family

relationships to a common ancestor

Wayaˆ ˆini ninda maluyãgi si Sandra kay
nakakasÿraˆ lang sa ˆinda ning linãhi.
Sandra was not liked by them because it

would just destroy their [family]

lineage.

lintiˆ (see panglintiˆ) It lightnings.
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lÿnug n an earthquake
v The ground quakes because of an

earthquake.
naglÿnug ˆIgwa da ning ˆanÿtu nga kung

may nagalumyum nga manuk kag
naglÿnug nga wayaˆ pa mabutu ˆang
manga ˆitlug, ˆini nga manga ˆitlug hay
ˆindiˆ na mabutu. There is also a taboo
belief that when there is a hen sitting on
the nest and [the ground] quaked when
these eggs are not yet hatched, these
eggs will no longer hatch.

linya n a line ˆAng ˆinda tibulan hay
nalalãbut gid sa tanan kay ˆang tibulan
ginbutangan ning linya. Their table area

seemed different to everyone because

the table area was where a line was

placed. syn kýrit cf baglis 1a, gýhit,
gýlis

lingatlingat (from *lingat + D) v Someone

looks around.
nagpanglingatlingat Nagsuyud siya kag

nagpanglingatlingat; wayaˆ pa ˆang
higanti. He went [inside the cave] and
looked extensively all around; the
giant was not yet there.

lingaw n a noise, as of people talking loudly,

quarreling
kalingaw adj Something or someone is

noisy. Daw nagapwirti ˆang hýkay nang
manga nyug kag masyãdu nga kalingaw
ˆang humbak. It seemed that the
movement of the coconut palms was
done vigorously and the waves were
very noisy.

kalingawlÿngaw int adj Someone or some-
thing is very noisy. Kalingawlÿngaw
sinda kung nagahýyun sa manga pýnuˆ
nang kãhuy. These [birds] are very noisy
when they alight at the base of trees.

v Someone or something makes a noise.
nagalingaw Kung ˆaku hay nakaˆinum

wayaˆ da ˆaku nagalingaw sa ˆiya. If I
happened to drink [liquor], anyway I do
not make a noise in her presence.

nagalinÿngaw Kung nagaˆãras na ˆang pãriˆ
sa ginakasay hay ˆindiˆ pagpakalÿngun
nang nubya sa pagbutang sa butãngan
nang pãriˆ pãra ˆindiˆ sinda pirmi
magˆinãway nga nagasininggÿtan kag
nagalinÿngaw. When the priest performs
the ring and money ritual for the ones

being married, [the ring and money]
should not be allowed by the fiancée to
jingle in putting [them] into the place
where [they] will be put by the priest so
that they [the couple] will not always
quarrel, always shout and always make
noise. (See tunug 1, Kinds of Noises and
Sounds for table.) cf hýni, tunug 1

linggiˆ n a large-mesh fishnet ˆAng numiru
nang naylun nga ginatýhug sa mata
nang linggiˆ hay numiru sitinta. As for

the number of the nylon which is strung

through the mesh of this large-mesh
fishnet, [it] is number seventy. {A

single mesh of this net is about 22 mm to

25 mm. Used especially in catching

lambiyung anchovies.} (See pýkut 1,
Kinds of Fishnets for table.)

linggwãhi n a dialect of a language, spoken

in a particular geographic location

ˆIˆisplikar ku na lang sa ˆÿmu pãra nga
mabatiˆan mu ˆadtu ˆang ginatawag nga
manga linggwãhi. [It] will just be

explained by me to you so that those

which are called dialects will be able to

be heard about by you.

linghud 1 malinghud adj A fruit is im-
mature. Kung nagahuman ning sarsa
nga ˆuyang, ˆini hay ginalakýtan ning
niyug nga malinghud. When making

shrimp salsa, it has immature coconut

mixed into [it].

linghut 1 n garbage, trash, rank vegetation,

vegetative clutter Kadamuˆdãmuˆ ˆang
linghut; hãlus ˆindiˆ ka na kapãnaw. The

rank vegetation was very extensive;

you could hardly walk [there]. Kung
maˆilãrag mu na tanan ˆang linghut, ˆÿmu
naman ˆilãrag ˆang laˆay nga niyug kag
ˆang lanus nga pwÿdi na malýgit. If all the

vegetative clutter is able to be dropped

down [from the top of the coconut palm]

by you, then the very mature coconuts and

the fully mature coconuts that could be

made into copra should be dropped down

by you.

2 kalinghutan n a rank vegetation area
Paghýni nang banug nga “kwak, kwak,
kwak”, ˆang manga manuk masigpanãguˆ
na sa kalinghutan. Upon a bramingkite’s

calling “kwak, kwak, kwak”, chickens all
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hide in a rank vegetation area. {An area

where carabao and cows graze.} cf

kagunahunan (gýna 2b)
lubýngan nang manga linghut (see

lubýng 2a) a garbage-burial place
lingig v Someone looks back to a particular

person or place.
lumingig Pagtungud gid niya sa ˆiya dãti

nga nubyu dumýyug ˆãnay siya kag
lumingig nga nagatýyuˆ ˆang ˆiya lýhaˆ
sa mata. When she was right there near
her former fiancé, she stopped and
looked back, and her tears were
running down from her eyes.

paglingig ti ger after or upon someone’s
looking back at someone else or
something Hay paglingig ku sa
pwirtãhan, hay yãraˆ na da si ˆUhin.
Upon my looking back at the doorway,
Ohin was already there. cf hangad 1,
lãnaw, mata 1b, paniˆid, purba, siruˆ 1a,
tanˆaw 1a, tutuk

linguˆ v Someone or something shakes their

head from side to side.
nagalinguˆlinguˆ “Bãsiˆ nagalinguˆlinguˆ

ka?” ˆang pangutãna nang lýlu ni Buy.
“ˆAnu ˆang gustu mu nga hambayun?”
“Why are you shaking [your] head?”
the grandfather of Boy asked. “What do
you want to say?”

lipak n a bamboo stick, sometimes used as a

whipping stick

lÿpas 1 adj over or beyond a particular time

measurement cf lãpas
2 v Someone or something passes by a

particular location; a particular time of

an event passes by.
naglÿpas Nang naglÿpas na ˆang manga

týˆig natingãya ˆang magˆasãwa nga
higanti kung bãsiˆ ˆang ˆisa ninda nga
ˆungaˆ hay kabahuybãhuy pÿru si Huwan
kaˆisutˆÿsut pa. When the years passed
by, the giant couple wondered why one
of their children was so big but John was
still very small.

pagkalÿpas ti ger after or upon the
passing of an event, (i.e., when the
event has passed) Pagkalÿpas nang
bagyu, dãmuˆ nga bayay ˆang nasÿraˆ.
Upon the passing of the typhoon, many
houses were destroyed. cf latun, ˆãgi

lipat v Something is forgotten by someone.

nalipatan Nagtýgun da kami kay ˆIlisir
kahãpun ning ˆisdaˆ; hay ˆilam,
nalipatan baya, gãniˆ wayaˆ kabakay.
We advised Elizer yesterday about the
fish; I donˆt know, perhaps [they] were
forgotten, so none were able to be
bought. cf lÿmut

lÿpay 1 kalÿpay (var malÿpay, nalÿpay) adj
Someone is happy. Kalÿpay na kami
ˆinaˆ niyan sa bayay kay nagkinitaˆan na
naman kami. We were happy then at

home because we had found each other

again. Sa ˆinýman may magbarkãda nga
malÿpay sinda. In drinking places there

are groups of associates where they are

happy. Sa niyan ˆang ˆãkun manga
ˆungaˆ pamilyãdu na; maˆãyu da ˆang
ˆinda pangabýhiˆ; nalÿpay na da ˆaku
kay nagakaˆayu da sinda. As of now, my

children already have their families;

their life is good; I am now happy
because they are improving [their life].

kalipaylÿpay int adj Someone is very
happy. Kalipaylÿpay kami kay hãlus
patÿyug kami sa banwa nang Bakýlud.
We were very happy because we were
about to [parade] around the city of
Bacolod.

malÿpay adv An event occurs happily. Sa
pagkÿtaˆ kag pagtÿpun nang magpamilya,
gindaya nang hãriˆ sina Marya kag ˆang
ˆinda manga kaˆungaˆan sa ˆiya palasyu
kag didtu na sinda nagpangabuhiˆ ning
malÿpay. In order for the family to be able
to see each other and be together, Mary
and her children were brought by the king
to his palace and there they lived happily.

kalÿpay (var kalipãyan) n happiness,
excitement Dakuˆ ˆang kalÿpay nang
magýyang kay binugnaˆan kunu siya
nang Dyus. The old man had much
happiness because, they say, he was
blessed by God. ˆAbaw! Daw gid ˆakung
mahimatay sa kalÿpay kay kiniluˆan
ˆaku! Oh! As though I would die of
excitement because [he] winked at me!
ˆAng duha nga ˆinda ginapaˆasãwa, hay
wayaˆ ning kalipãyan sa ˆinda ning
tagipusýˆun. As for the two who are
being caused to marry by them, there is
no happiness in their hearts.

kalipay v Someone is made happy.
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ginakalipay Ginakalipay nang ˆiba nga
magˆasãwa kung ˆang ˆungaˆ ninda hay
tuyu nga nagasýnud nga lyãki kag ˆisa
nga babãyi. Some married couples are
made happy if, as for their children,
three older ones are boys and one is a
girl.

pangalipay v Someone becomes happy.
magpangalipay ˆAng hambay ku naman

kay ˆAngkul Lÿtu, “Kadtu na lang ˆãnay
sa bayay kag magpangalipay kay
kagãna niyan sa bayay.” I said to Uncle
Lito, “Go there to our house and
become happy because now in the
house it is lively.”

kalilipay adj An event, as a song is joyful,
or cheerful. Sa Rumblun nang ˆýna nga
tyimpu, igway may ginakanta nga
ginatudluˆ nang manga magýyang nga
kalilipay nga pamatÿˆan nga may
kalangãsan. In Romblon in past times,
there were [songs] which were sung
which were taught by the elders which
were joyful in being listened to which
included jokes.

2 kalÿpay n a party, a happy event May
magˆasawa nga nagakadtu sa kalÿpay
kag ˆang lyãki nagaˆinÿnum. There are

married couples who go to parties and

the man keeps on drinking. Diri sa ˆãtun
dãpat makatýbiˆ kita kay dãmuˆ diri ˆang
ginabýhat nga manga kalÿpay. Here in

our place we should be able to have

running water because there are many

happy events being held here.

Malÿpay nga Paskwa (Paskwa 1b)
idiom Merry Christmas

liplip n a one-sail outrigger boat Sa
dunggýˆan may nagatrabãhu ning
liplip. At the dock there was [someone]

who was making a one-sail outrigger
boat. {About 7 or more meters long, 36

cm wide and 40 cm deep. Has a single

sail layag and is steered by a rudder

timun.} syn batil (See bapur, Kinds of
Ocean Vessels for table.)

lipud v Someone or something hides or

protects something from being exposed.

[naglipud hid or protected something]
maglipudlÿpud imper v Always hide

something! Always protect something!
ˆAyaw na Mama maglipudlÿpud nga

nagˆasãwa ka na liwat! Mother, donˆt
always hide [the fact] that you got
married again!

v Something is hidden or protected from
exposure by someone or something
else. Pagˆabut diraˆ sa Mindýru hay
kalma na da kay lipud ˆang hãngin nga
habãgat. Arriving there in Mindoro, [it]
was already calm because the southwest
monsoon wind was protected.

ginalipud May manga tãwu nga
ginalipud ninda sa ˆinda ˆasãwa nga
sinda hay may ˆýtang sa tindãhan nga
ˆilimnãnun. There are some people in
which [it] is hidden by them from their
wives that they have debts at the store
which are alcoholic drinks.

lÿpung v Someone is made dizzy or drowsy
by something drunk or eaten.

ginalipýngan Sigýru ginalipýngan sinda
nang dugaˆ nang dalãgang maˆanghut.
Perhaps they were made drowsy by the
juice of the dalagang ma-anghut tree
[leaves].

kalÿpung adj Someone, one’s head is
dizzy; someone is drowsy. Kalÿpung
ˆining ˆýyu ku. This head of mine is
dizzy.

liraw (see tambud liraw) a weever fish
lisik v Something, as a fish, shrimp jumps

around in trying to escape being

caught; a bird, the heart, a pulse,

flutters.
nagalisiklisik Kung sa pagsanduk mu hay

nagalisiklisik lang nagapakilãya ˆinaˆ
nga kadãmuˆ diraˆ ˆang putut. If during
the time of your scooping out [pond-
field shrimp they] are jumping all
around, that shows that pond-field
shrimp are plenty there.

listãhan 1 lista n a list of activities, figures,

names, things Daya ˆaku sa listãhan
nang manga gradwit. I am included in

the list of the graduates.

listun n a shoelace
lisud 1 kalisud n concern, perturbation,

sorrow, worry Naggutas ˆang ˆiya
nanay kag ˆang ˆiya lýla sa dakuˆ nga
kalisud sa ˆiya pagkamatay. His mother

and his grandmother swooned because

of great sorrow for his death.
v Someone becomes concerned,

liplip 346 lisud
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perturbed or worried about a
particular event or situation.

magkalisud ˆIndiˆ kamu magkalisud kay
kung ˆindiˆ man magbýlig ˆang
Kanadyan ˆImbasi sa ˆini nga pruyiktu
hay bukun ˆini ˆang katapýsan nang
ˆindu ˆAsusasyun. You should not
become concerned because, if the
Canadian Embassy will not help on this
project, this is not the end of your
Association.

nalisud adj Someone is concerned, per-
turbed, worried about a particular event
or situation. Nalisud gid siya kay wayaˆ
gid siya gustu didtu nga yãki. She was
very perturbed because she did not like
that boy. cf kalibug (libug), nabayãka
(bayãka 1)

liswi n a liswi mollusk ˆAng ˆiba ginagamÿtan
ning ˆantipãra kag lanãwun ˆang liswi
kung midyu madãyum na. Some get

goggles and liswi mollusks are searched

for below if [the ocean] is already

somewhat deep (i.e., about waist deep).

litÿra v Someone gets out from a place of

confinement or enclosure.
nagalitÿra Kalitan ta ˆini ˆang ˆýras, kay

wayaˆ pa nagalitÿra ˆang manga
ˆiskwÿla, ˆagud hay ˆindiˆ masýya ˆang
ˆãkun pagbÿˆaw. This time should be
taken advantage of by us, because the
students have not yet gotten out [of
school], so that my exorcising of evil
spirits will not be disturbed.

litratista n a photographer
litrãtu n a photograph Hay pagˆabut ku diri

ginghandaˆ ku ˆang gasulÿna kag ˆang
bugsay kag ˆadtung litrãtu nga ˆãkun
ˆipakÿtaˆ nga pinakaˆibidinsya. Upon my

arrival here, gasoline was prepared by

me and a boat paddle and a photograph
[of the lost boat] which I was going to

show as evidence [to retrieve the boat].

litru meas n a nonspecific or specific number

of liters; a volume measurement Malaˆgaˆ
ka na ning týbiˆ nga tungaˆ sa litru, tapus
pag madaliˆ na magkayadkad ˆÿmu
ˆibutang ˆang tinaˆ nga gustu mu ˆitÿnaˆ sa
buli. Boil a half liter of water then, when

it is ready to boil, the dye which you want

to use for tinting the buri leaves should be

put in by you. spec bul1 (See Appendix

19, Dry or Liquid Volume Measurement.)

litsi n male semen
litsi yãwaˆ (yãwaˆ 2a) set expr dirty
devil!

litsiplan n a custard flan dessert {A custard

baked with a caramel glaze.} (See dulsi
1, Dessert Following a Meal for table.)

litsýgas n a lettuce plant or leaf, Lactuca
sativa (Linn.) {Head lettuce is imported

from Baguio. Open rosette lettuce is

grown locally from imported seeds. Used

especially in salads.} (See Appendix 3,

Kinds of Cultigens.)

litsun n roast pork ˆAng patakaran ninda
wayay byubaligyaˆ litsun basta ˆang
litsun yãraˆ sa ˆinda kantin. Their

regulation [was] no roast pork being

sold except for roast pork there in their

canteen. (See sumsýman 1, Some
Kinds of Food Delicacies for table.)

lÿtub n an unequal arc mollusk, Scapharca
inaequivalvis. ˆIni ˆang lÿtub nga sÿhiˆ
hay ˆang kulur nang ˆiya balayan hay
hãluˆ ˆang putiˆ kag ˆang ˆitum. As for

this unequal arc mollusk, the color of

its empty shell is a mixture of white and

black.

liwag 1a n a ladle ˆAng tiglyaki may daya
nga pinggan may kutsãra may bãsu kag
liwag nga gamitun ninda sa pagsanduk
nang ˆinda lýtuˆ nga ˆitãhaw sa
tigbabayi. The engaged man’s close

relatives bring plates, spoons, glasses

and ladles which they use in dishing out

their food to serve to the engaged

woman’s close relatives.

1b v Something is used for ladling by some-

one. [gingliwag was used for ladling]

liwãnag (see paliwãnag) someone’s expla-
nation

liwat 1 adv An action occurs again. May
yãraˆ nga lyãki nga namamatay ˆang
ˆinda ˆasãwa; natural lang nga ˆini hay
maˆasãwa pa liwat. There are some men

whose spouses have already died; it is

sure that they will take spouses again.

Sabãtan mu naman liwat nga parÿhu da
nang ˆadtung sabat mu sa primÿru.
Weave [dyed buri strips] again the
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same as your first design. cf na naman
(na1 2), ˆutru

2 v Someone repeats doing something.
magliwat ˆIndiˆ na gid ˆaku magliwat

kadtu sa Hinablan. I will surely no
longer repeat going to Hinablan.

v An action is repeated by someone.
ginaliwatlÿwat ˆÃkun na ˆinaˆ ginaliwatlÿwat

hasta nga wayaˆ na ˆaku ning masasanduk
didtu nga putut ˆinaˆ nga býhuˆ. That is
then repeated by me many times until
there are no more small shrimp at all that
will be able to be scooped out by me from
that hole.

pagliwatun imper v Something should or
must be repeated. Ginanguyãban
nang tagˆÿya ˆang manga ˆungaˆ kag
ginahambayan nga ˆindiˆ na pagliwatun.
The children are being scolded by the
owner and are being told that [it] should
no longer be repeated.

liwit n a cutlassfish or largehead hairtail
fish, Trichiurus haumela (Forsskål)

{Very elongated, strongly compressed,

ribbon-like body which tapers posteriorly.

Uniform shiny silver. Lives on shallow

muddy bottoms or open sea areas.}

lÿˆab n the neckline of a garment

liˆliˆ v Someone carefully looks at, checks,
examines, inspects, investigates some-

one else or something.
nagliˆliˆ, lumiˆliˆ Si Katalÿna hay nagliˆliˆ

kag nakÿtaˆ niya nga dãˆan si Marya nga
nagahapaˆ sa pãˆa nang kasÿli. Catalina
carefully looked and she saw imme-
diately that Mary was lying on the eel’s
thigh. Pagˆandar nang trak, lumiˆliˆ
liwat siya sa bintãnaˆ; yadtu gihãpun sa
ˆibãbaw nang trak. Upon the truck’s
moving, she carefully looked again out
of the window; [he] was still there on
top of the truck.

v Someone or something is carefully
looked at, checked, examined or in-
spected by someone.

liˆliˆun Pirmi mu liˆliˆun ˆang sÿlung nang
tapãhan kay kung maˆapýtan ˆang
sayug. The underneath of the coconut-
smoking rack should always be
inspected by you because the floor
might catch fire.

pangliˆliˆ v Someone thoroughly looks at,

checks, examines, inspects or investi-
gates something.

makapangliˆliˆ ˆIndiˆ ka na makapangliˆliˆ
sa manga býhuˆ nang manga batu. You
will no longer be able to thoroughly
examine the holes in the rocks.

magpangliˆliˆ Kung ˆindiˆ ka magpangliˆliˆ
sa kãda býhuˆ nang batu ˆindiˆ ka da
makabuˆuy ning kapinan. If you do not
thoroughly examine each hole of the
rocks, you will surely not be able to get
limpets.

pagpinangliˆliˆ ger someone’s thoroughly
looking at, checking, examining, in-
specting or investigating something
ˆImaw ˆinaˆ ˆang dyunyur; gãniˆ hay ˆimaw
ˆang nagmãna sa pagpinangliˆliˆ. That
one is the junior [of father and son, so] he
is the one who inherited [the habit of his
father of] thoroughly investigating
[things]. cf batyag1 1, hangad 1, lingig,
mata 1b, paniˆid, purba, siruˆ 1a, tanˆaw
1a, tutuk

lÿˆug n the neck of an animal, bird, chicken,

person ˆAng salampãti, magtýnaˆ sa ˆiya
lÿˆug pakadtu sa may tiyan hay putiˆ da
ˆang kulur. A dove, beginning at its neck
going to its breast, the color is white.

lýbag v Something flops or twists back and
forth.

nagalýba Kung matukaˆ ninda ˆang
manuk hay nagalýbag ˆang ˆýyu nang
manuk. If a chicken is pecked by them
(i.e., by kingfishers), the head of the
chicken twists back and forth.

lýbas n the hard heart of a tree {Ideal for

posts, especially the heart of seasoned

hardwoods.} cf banãkay
lubat n arthritis, an inflammation of the joints

lubigan n a lubigan plant or rhizome,

Acorus calamus (Linn.) ˆAng manga
buyung nga ginagãmit sa pagsãpuˆ hay
duyaw, kusuy, lubigan kag ˆãpug. As for

the medicines that are used in curing

skin irritations, [they] are turmeric

rhizomes, kusuy rhizomes, lubigan
rhizomes and lime powder. {Rhizome

is used in the preparation of medicines

by herbalists.}

lubintadur n a firecracker
lubug1 adj A person, a business is poor.

ˆAng nigusyu ni Landa hay lubug na

liwit 348 lubug1
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kay malakaˆ na ˆang ˆiya paninda. The

business of Landa is poor now

because the merchandise is now not

much. cf mababaˆ (babaˆ 2), pubri ant

manggarãnun (manggad 2a)
lubug2 1 kalabug (var malubug) adj

Water is murky. Kung panahun nga
tinguyãnun, ˆang týbiˆ hay malubug. If

it is time for the rainy season, the

water is murky.
v Water becomes murky.
naglubug Naglubug ˆang dãgat kay

nagpamahaˆ kahãpun. The sea became
murky because [it] flooded extensively
yesterday.

lubuk v Someone makes puffed rice.

[naglubuk made puffed rice]
maglubuk Mabatiˆan kita ni Lýlu kung

kita maglubuk, gãniˆ mahÿpus lang kita.
We will be heard by Grandfather if we
make puffed rice, so we will just keep
quiet.

lubung 1 n a grave; i.e., a place under the

earth where someone is buried Si Lýlu
kag si Lýla, hay pirmi nagabisÿta sa ˆiya
lubung; ˆadlawˆadlaw nagadaya sinda
býyak, kag ˆibutang sa ˆibãbaw nang
ˆiya nitsu. As for Grandfather and

Grandmother, [they] were always

visisting his grave; every day they

brought flowers and put them on top of

his tomb. {A grave is commonly

marked by a gravestone lapida.} cf

nitsu, pantyun
2 n the burial of someone in a grave Saˆunu

ˆang lubung ni Birta? When is the

burial of Bertha?

lýbung 1 v Someone or something buries
someone else, something, or themselves,

itself under something, usually earth or

sand.
naglýbung Naglýbung ˆang gulung nang

trak sa kalunãngan. The wheels of the
truck buried in mud.

nagalýbung ˆIndiˆ ˆini sinda makÿtaˆ kung
sa ˆadlaw kay galýbung ˆini sinda sa
baybay. As for these [common bubble
mollusks], you cannot find them during
the day because they bury in the sand.

v Someone or something is buried by
someone or something else.

ginlýbung Pagkaˆãga nga pakadtýˆun na si
Huwan sa bunÿtan, bãgu sya pumãnaw,
ginlýbung ˆãnay ni Huwan ˆang ˆiya lýla
sa tungud nang hagdan. In the morning
when John was about to go to the place to
fish with hook and line, before he left, his
grandmother was first buried by John in
a place nearby the doorstep.

2 lubýngan n a burial place for people or

things

2a lubýngan nang manga linghut n a

garbage-burial place
2b lubýngan nang patay n a cemetery syn

kampusantu, simintiryu
lýbus adj Something is entirely a particular

color. ˆAng kulur nang balayan hay
lýbus gid nga ˆitum. The color of the

empty shell is entirely black.

lugar n a geographical place; the space or

room to accommodate someone, some-

thing, or an action. ˆAng lugar nga
ginapangasawahan ni Saryu hay lugar
nang ginaˆistaran ni Klãra kag nang ˆiya
ˆungaˆ. The place where Sario is courting

is the place where Clara and her children

live. ˆIsa ka ˆadlaw si Magbayýtu
nagkadtu sa ˆisa ka lugar pãra
magbughaˆ ning barýtu. One day

Magbayoto went to one place in order to

make a small boat. Pagkatãpus ni Pitra
magprinsÿsa, sa ˆinda pyista, ˆigwa sa ˆiya
nagpangasawa nga tagaˆibang lugar.
After Petra became a princess at their

fiesta, there was someone who courted

her from another place. Wayaˆ na ˆaku
lugar nga katuyugan; hay diri lang ˆaku
matinir. I have no room for sleeping; I

will just stay here. cf butang 2b
lýgaw 1 n rice gruel, prepared as a soft food

for babies or people who are sick Kung
ˆigwa kita ning ˆungaˆ nga lapsag ˆang
pagkãˆun ˆini nga dãpat sa ˆiya hay ˆinaˆ
ˆang lýgaw kag ˆinaˆ ˆang pagkãˆun nga
madaliˆ matýnaw sa tiyan. If we have a

baby, the food we should give it is rice
gruel and those foods which will be

digested easily in the stomach.

2 linýgaw n a sweet coconut-flavored gruel
Kung nagalýtuˆ ning kuyut ˆini hay
ginagatˆan; ˆimaw ˆinaˆ ˆang ginasiling
nga linýgaw. When cooking nami root, it
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is cooked in coconut milk; that is called

coconut-flavored gruel. {Coconut-

flavored gruel includes coconut-flavored

cassava gruel linýgaw nga balinghuy;
coconut-flavored rice gruel linýgaw nga
kanˆun; coconut-flavored sweet potato

gruel linýgaw nga kamýti; coconut-

flavored taro gruel linýgaw nga gãbi;
coconut-flavored nami gruel linýgaw nga
kuyut; coconut-flavored yam gruel

linýgaw nga ˆýbi, linýgaw nga ˆýmag,

linýgaw nga ˆuyãbi.} (See Appendix 8,

Foods Made with Coconut.)

lýgay n a swollen neck lymph node
lugdang v Something sinks in a liquid. Kung

magýˆud ˆang pagbutang nang tinggaˆ
hay lugdang kung ˆÿmu ˆitaktak sa
lawud. If the attaching of the sinkers is

close [to each other, the net] sinks when

[it] is fed out by you in the open sea.

lýgit 1a (var linýgit, nilýgit) n copra, made

by smoking coconut meat ˆAng nagalukad
nang lýtuˆ nga lýgit hay ginapaduyut
maˆãyu ˆang duyut nang panglukad sa
baguy. In the gouging of the cooked (i.e.,

smoked) copra, the point of the copra

gouger is caused to be stuck nicely inside

the coconut shell. ˆAng prisyu nang
linýgit niyan hay ˆýnu singkwinta ˆang
kÿlu. The price of copra now is one [peso]

fifty [centavos] per kilogram. Pabayˆan
na lang hasta nga magˆugdaw ˆang
kalãyu; huyatun mu naman hasta nga
maglamig ˆang nilýgit. Just leave it until

the fire dies down; then wait until the

copra becomes cool. {Items used in

making copra: coconut-meat gouger

panglukad (lukad 2); coconut-drying rack

tapãhan nang niyug (tapa 2).} (See

Appendix 7, Parts of a Coconut Fruit.)

1b v Coconut meat is gouged out of the

shell by someone.
ginalýgit Ginalýgit ni Nãna Pÿpang ˆang

niyug kay ˆibahug niya sa ˆiya manuk.
The coconut meat is gouged out by
Aunt Pepang because she will feed it to
her chickens. syn lukad 1

1c linýgit nga niyug (var nilýgit nga
niyug) n gouged-out coconut meat
Ginsawsaw ni Lÿtu ˆang linýgit nga

niyug sa ˆasýkar. Lito dipped the

gouged-out coconut meat in sugar.

2a ger someone’s making copra Pagkatãpus
lýgit nang ˆãkun tatay, siya hay
nagaˆýling kay kadãmuˆ ˆang baguy. After

my father’s making copra, he makes

charcoal because there are many empty

[coconut] shells.
v Someone makes copra.
naglýgit Naglýgit si Tãta Saryu kay

mahay na ˆang lýgit. Uncle Sario made
copra because the copra now is
expensive.

nagalýgit Kung nagalýgit ˆang ˆiba nga
manga tãwu wayaˆ na ginatapahi; ˆinda
na lang ginabuyad sa sÿlak. When some
people make copra, [it] is not smoked;
they just dry [it] under the sun.

v Coconut meat is made into copra by
someone.

malýgit Kung maˆilãrag mu na tanan ˆang
linghut ˆÿmu naman ˆilãrag ˆang laˆay
nga niyug kag ˆang lanus nga pwÿdi na
malýgit. If you are able to drop all the
messy things [at the top of the coconut
palm], then you drop the very mature
coconuts and the fully mature coconuts
that will be able to be made into copra.

v the place where someone makes copra
ginalugÿtan Masunud naman nga týˆig

hay bumagyu, hay nagkasÿraˆ naman
ˆang ginalugÿtan nãmun sa Tyamban.
The next year there was a typhoon, so
[the coconut palms] where we make
copra in Tiamban were destroyed.

2b lugitun n a copra coconut, i.e., a

coconut for making copra Kung ˆang
ˆÿmu lugitun hay kadãmuˆ ˆang tubýˆan,
magaˆan ˆang ˆÿmu lýgit kung pisarun sa
rumãna. If your copra coconuts have

many shoots, your copra is light when it

will be weighed on a bar scale.

lugkãnun n a partially ripe guava fruit
bayãbas or partially ripe standing rice
humay {Partially ripe guavas are eaten

raw. Standing rice in this stage is not yet

ready for harvesting.} cf bulihaw,

pyasabˆahan
lýhaˆ n someone’s tears Pagkatãpus bãsa

nang sýlat si Plurintÿna nagatýyuˆ ˆang
ˆiya lýhaˆ nga nagapamalisbis sa pisngi

lýgay 350 lýhaˆ
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nga, “Bãsiˆ kami ˆitýnud sa dãgat?”
After Florentina read the letter, her

tears were running profusely down her

cheeks [and she said], “Why will we be

cast away into the ocean?”

luhud n Someone kneels in front of some-

one else, something, in a given location.
lumuhud Sumuyud kami kag lumuhud sa

ˆaltar kay ˆadtung ˆãmun nanay hay
matýnaˆ na magdasay ning ˆurasyun.
We went inside and knelt at the altar
because our mother would then begin to
pray the Angelus prayer.

naglinýhud Pagbuyag ninda magˆasawa,
naglinýhud si Plurintÿna sa ˆaltar kag
nagdasay nga makabãlik sa ˆiya ning
buhiˆ ˆang ˆiya ˆasãwa. When the
married couple separated, Florentina
kept on kneeling at the altar and prayed
that her husband would be able to come
back to her alive.

maluhud, magaluhud Pagkatãpus ˆadtu
nang ˆurasyun, hay maluhud ka sa
ˆatubãngan nang ˆÿmu nanay, tatay, lýlu,
lýla kag sa manga tãwu nga magýyang
na ˆang ˆidad. After that Angelus prayer,
you will kneel in front of your mother,
father, grandfather, grandmother and
those people who were advanced in age.

magluhud Nagasuyud kami tanan sa
simbãhan kag magluhud sa suyud. We
all go inside the church and kneel
inside.

lýka v Something is toppled over by

someone or something else, as the wind.
nalýka Nang ˆýna hay dãti ˆinaˆ nga

kanyýgan hay ˆigwa da nãga nga kãhuy
nga ginlagãriˆ na kay nalýka. In the
past, there where there was a coconut
grove, there was a narra tree which was
sawn because it happened to be
toppled over. cf hýyug, lãrag, tapuk,
tumba, tupaˆ

lukad 1 v Someone gouges out coconut meat

from a coconut.
nagalukad Malupus ˆang nagalukad

nang niyug kung kaˆãyu ˆang pagkalýtuˆ;
nagaˆukya sa baguy ˆang ˆunud nang
niyug kung lýtuˆ kaˆãyu. It is easy for the
one who gouges out coconut meat if the
cooking is good; the meat just comes out
from the shell if it is well cooked.

lukad, paglukad ger someone’s gouging
out copra lýgit from the coconut shell
baguy. Kung matãpus mu na lukad
tanan, ˆang lýtuˆ nga linýgit hay
ginapÿˆut na sa kustal kag hakýtun na
pakadtu sa bayay. If you are able to
finish gouging out all [the coconuts],
the cooked copra is put into a sack and
they are carried to the house. Kung
nagalýgit kami ˆadtu nang ˆýna nang
ˆãmun niyug, hay kami lang ˆang
nagatrabãhu, sa pagbunut paglatak,
pagdãbuk sa tapãhan, paglukad kag
pagsaksak. In time past when we made
our copra, we were the ones who
worked in husking, breaking open,
smoking on a smoking rack, gouging
out and chopping into pieces.

v Coconut meat is gouged out of a shell by
someone.

lukarun Kadaliˆdãliˆ lang gid nga
lukarun kung ˆigwa kay panglukad sa
lýgit. It is very easy to be gouged out if
you have a copra gouger. syn lýgit 1b

2 panglukad n a coconut-meat gouger
Ginapaduyut maˆãyu ˆang duyut nang
panglukad sa baguy pãra ˆalsa gid
paˆibabaw ˆang ˆunud nang niyug. The

point of the coconut-meat gouger is

caused to stick nicely inside the coconut

shell so that the meat of the coconut will

be raised up. {Consists of a plank about

40 cm long. A person sits on the plank

lengthwise with a metal bar protruding

upward and away from the person,

between the legs. A flattened blade is

fashioned at the tip of the bar and the

meat of half-coconut pieces is cut away

from the shell.}

lukat v Someone buys back or redeems
something.

malukat Kung ˆÿmu malukat hay ˆigwa
ˆakuy pagasayluhan ˆinaˆ nga kwarta
kay may ginabakay ˆaku nga dýtaˆ. If
you will redeem [your mortgage], I will
have that money that will be transfered
[by me] because there is land that I am
buying.

v Something, as money, is used by some-
one for redeeming or buying back
something else.

ginalukat ˆInaˆ ˆang kwarta hay ginalukat

luhud 351 lukat
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sa lãwas nang may sakit nga biˆawan.
As for that money, [it] is used for
redeeming the body of the one who is
sick who will have an evil spirit
exorcised [from him].

paglukat ger someone’s redeeming some-
thing Si Mistir Rÿyis nagpangutana sa
ˆãkun kung paˆunu ˆang ˆidÿya ku sa
paglukat. Mr. Reyes asked me what my
plan was in redeeming [his lost boat].

palukat n the redemption price of some-
thing bought back Hay ˆang hambay
nang manga kalãpit sa ˆãmun, bãgu
kami nagkadtu, ˆang palukat gãniˆ hay
ning kwatru sintus. The neighbors told
us that, before we went there, the
redemption price [of the lost boat] was
four hundred [pesos].

lukay n a blessed palm frond Kung
panahun nang Duminggu di Rãmus,
ˆang manga tawu nagahuman ning
lukay. When it is time for Palm Sunday,

the people make blessed palm fronds.
{Young coconut palm fronds hanig are

woven from the bottom up about 60 cm

in a zigzag pattern with bare leaf

midribs kugung at the top. They are

blessed by a priest on Palm Sunday

Duminggu di Rãmus (Duminggu 2).
Displayed on the private altar of a

house. A piece of blessed palm leaf is lit

during lightning and cast out of a

window to prevent lightning from

coming inside the house.}

lukban n a pomelo tree or fruit, Citrus
maxima (Burm.) {Fruit, characterized

by a thick rind and white or pinkish to

reddish fruit. Eaten as a snack food.} cf

kabýgaw
lukdu n a lukdu fern, Dryopteris pteroides
luksu n Someone or something jumps or

quickly strides either up or down.
nagluksu Gindakup na ˆadtu ninda hay

lumanguy, nagluksu diraˆ sa pantalan.
That one was already arrested by them
but [he] swam; [he] jumped [into the
water] at the port.

nagaluksuluksu Kung yãraˆ na ˆinaˆ ˆang
ˆuyang sa ˆÿmu ˆayat, nagaluksuluksu
na ˆinaˆ. When the brook shrimp are
already there in your colander basket
brook-shrimp scoop, they are already

jumping and jumping.
makaluksu Pislitun mu ˆang ˆiya ˆýyu

pãra ˆindiˆ na siya makaluksu sa
pilitˆan. Their heads (i.e., of shrimp)
should be pressed down on by you so
that they will [die and] no longer be able
to jump out of the container.

luku v An animal lies down. [nagluku lay

down]

lýku 1a v Someone is considered a fool, is

deceived or fooled by someone else.
nalýku Nalýku ku ˆang draybir kay wayaˆ

ˆaku nagbãyad ning pamasãhi. The
driver was able to be fooled by me
because I did not pay my fare.

ginalýku Katapýsan wayaˆ da magˆãyu
kay ginalýku lang ˆadtu. In the end [he]
did not get well because that one was
just being deceived.

lukýhun Dãpat ˆipakitaˆ ni Nistur ˆang
ˆiya pagkalyãki sa ˆiya ˆasãwa pãra ˆindiˆ
siya lukýhun. It is necessary that his
manliness be shown by Nestor to his
wife so that he will not be considered a
fool [by her].

1b kalukýhan n Something, as a saying or

dream, is foolishness. Pãti kamu sa
manga pananamgu; kalukýhan lang ˆitun
kung sa ˆãkun lang ˆidÿya; hay kýyang
lang ˆitun sa palÿgus; nasubrahan sa ˆÿnit
ˆang lãwas, gãniˆ nagapananamgu. You

believe in dreams; that’s foolishness in

my opinion; this is the result of infrequent

bathing; the body has [its] temperature

increased, so [you] dream. syn buˆang cf

býruy, gãgu 1, tuntu 1, turpi 1
1c lukuluku adj A saying, a dream is

foolish, ridiculous. Lukuluku ˆinaˆ!
That’s ridiculous!

2 miyugluku n a trickster (See miyug-,
Words with Miyug- for table.)

lukublukub n a Mediterranean worm
mollusk, Lemintina arenaria

lýkun 1 n a coiled string or coiled rope
2 v String or rope is wound onto a spool or

some suitable object by someone.

Pagˆabut sa may biˆbiˆ nang dãgat ˆiˆitsa
mu ˆang batu nga may higut nga naylun
kag dahandahãnun mu lýkun sa
lukunan. Upon reaching the beach edge

of the ocean, throw the stone [into the

lukay 352 lýkun
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ocean] which has a nylon tying line [tied

onto it] and wind slowly onto the spool

[to catch an octopus].
lukýnun imper v Something must or

should be wound! Lukýnun ˆang
naylun kag kumadtu ka sa dãgat sa
ˆalÿhid nang baybay! The nylon line
should be wound [onto the spool] and
go to the ocean to the edge of the beach!

3 lukunan n a spool onto which a line,

string, thread, twine is wound syn

puyunan
lýkus 1 (var baguyan nga lýkus) n a

cuttlefish, Sepia officinalis {The body

of this sephalopod is flattened; fins

extend the length of the mantle. It has a

shell (cuttlebone) inside its mantle.}

1a ˆadýbu nga lýkus n cuttlefish adobo or

squid adobo (See ˆadýbu, Kinds of
Adobo for table.)

lýkus nga panus (panus) idiom a squid
lýkut v Something is cylindrically rolled by

someone.
ginlýkut Ginsýlat nang ˆãmu ˆang ˆinda

ginkaˆisahan, pagkatãpus ginlýkut ˆang
malãpad nga dãhun kag gintaˆu sa
ˆuning nang ˆãmu pãra ˆimaw ˆang
maghÿpid. Their agreement was written
down by the master, then the wide
[banana] leaf was cylindrically rolled
and was given by the master to the cat so
that that one would be the one to keep
[it]. syn lÿkid2 1a cf piluˆ ant baskad

lýkuˆ v A buri leaf section pãnig is coiled up
by someone.

lukýˆun Lukýˆun ni Salba ˆang buli para
magdyãnu. The buri [leaf section] will
be coiled up by Salva so that [it] will
become smooth.

lýla 1a n someone’s grandmother i.e., a

parent’s mother or aunt Nagˆidad si Buy
ning ˆupat ka týˆig; gustu niya magˆistar
sa ˆiya lýlu kag lýla. Boy was four years

old; he liked to stay with his grandfather

and grandmother. cf lýlu 1a (See

Appendix 23, Social Relationships.)

1b pers n Grandmother; i.e., a parent’s

mother or aunt. Lýla, diri na ˆaku sa
ˆindu maˆistar; may daya ˆaku nga
manga bãruˆ. Grandmother, I will stay

here with you; I have some clothes [that

I brought]. Si Lýlu kag si Lýla, hay
pirmi nagabisÿta sa ˆiya lubung;
ˆadlawˆadlaw nagadaya sinda býyak,
kag ˆibutang sa ˆibãbaw nang ˆiya nitsu.
Grandfather and Grandmother were

always visiting his tomb; every day they

brought flowers and put them on top of

his tomb. {Lýla is a personal noun of

both address and reference for one’s

grandparent or the sister of one’s

grandparent.} cf lýlu 1b
2 lulãhun (var lýla) n the aunt of someone’s

parent cf lulýhan (lýlu 2) (See Appendix

23, Social Relationships.)

lýlu 1a n a grandfather; i.e., a parent’s

father or uncle ˆIning pangˆupat nga
ˆungaˆ ni Dÿnuˆ hay nagapamatiˆ gid
maˆãyu sa ginahambay nang ˆiya lýlu.
This fourth child of Dino is listening

carefully to what is being said by his

grandfather. cf lýla 1a (See Appendix

23, Social Relationships.)

1b pers n Grandfather; i.e., a parent’s

father or uncle Bãsiˆ ˆindu pinaˆasãwa
liwat si Lýlu diri sa Rumblun? Why was

Grandfather allowed by you to marry

again here in Romblon? Lýlu Karlus,
tunãˆi na ˆang ˆÿmu ˆisturya, kay handaˆ
na kami sa pagpamãtiˆ. Grandfather
Carlos, begin your story now, because

we are now ready to listen. Si Lýlu
Santus hay ˆãkun lýlu sa ˆãkun nanay.
Grandfather Santos is my grandfather

through my mother. cf lýla 1b
2 lulýhun (var lýlu) n the uncle of

someone’s parent Si Lýlu Klarens hay
ˆãkun lulýhun. Grandfather Clarence is

the uncle of my parent. cf lulãhun (lýla
2) (See Appendix 23, Social

Relationships.)

lumay n a magical love potion, used to

cause someone to be irresistibly drawn

to the user {Prepared by a herbalist

miyugbýyung who prays over it to

enhance its effectiveness. Purportedly

an oily perfume, no longer commonly in

use. A man or rarely a woman wears this

on the arm, neck or clothing to attract a

potential lover.}

lumaˆ adj Something is old, outmoded or
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worn-out. Kung kita hay magkadtu sa
kabukÿran, ˆinaˆ nga manga lumaˆ nga
kanta hay ˆãtun pa mababatiˆan. If we

go to the mountain villages, we still will

clearly be able to hear those old songs.
kalumaˆlýmaˆ int adj Something is very

old, completely outmoded or complete-
ly worn-out. ˆAdtu hay kalumaˆlýmaˆ na
nga barýtu kag kalawˆay pa. As for that,
[it] is already a very old boat and useless.
cf magýyang (gýyang 1)

lýmaˆ v Someone defeats, outsmarts, outwits
someone else. {Speech of young people.}

cf pirdi 2b
lumbay 1 n a lumbay tree or fruit {Fruit is

about the size of a playing marble. Skin

of the unripe fruit is green, turning red

when ripe. Fruit is boiled to remove the

skin; the nut is roasted with its hard

shell. The nut inside the shell is eaten as

a casual delicacy.}

1a ˆýtan nga lumbay n coconut-flavored
lumbay {Young leaves are cooked in

coconut milk extract gataˆ 1 and usually

mixed with a vegetable to make a

coconut-flavored vegetable dish ˆýtan
1a.} Ginglakutan ni Saling ning bãyuy
ˆang ˆiya ˆýtan nga lumbay. His coconut-
flavored lumbay has dried fish added to

[it] by Saling. (See ˆýtan 1a, Coconut-
Flavored Vegetables for table.)

lumbuy n a duhat tree or fruit, Syzygium
cumini (Linn.) {Fruit is dark purple,

oval shaped with a single seed; delicious

to eat as a casual snack food when ripe.}

lýmut 1 n algae, mildew or moss
2 v Something becomes covered with

algae, mildew, or moss.
ginlýmut ˆAng ˆãmun bayay hay ˆuyãnan,

silãkan, kag ginlýmut na ˆang halýblaks
nga dingding. As for our houses, they are
rained on, shined on, and the hollow-block
brick walls have already become covered
with mildew.

lumyum v A bird, chicken broods.
nagalumyum ˆIgwa da ning ˆanÿtu nga

kung may nagalumyum nga manuk kag
naglÿnug nga wayaˆ pa mabutu ˆang
manga ˆitlug, ˆini nga manga ˆitlug hay
ˆindiˆ na mabutu. There is also a taboo
belief that when there is a hen that is

brooding and [the ground] quakes
when these eggs are not yet hatched,
these eggs will no longer hatch.

lun n a monetary loan ˆAng ˆãmun
prisidinti hay magakadtu sa Manÿlaˆ
kag magapinirmãhan naman nang
ˆadtung lun nga baynti tris milyýnis.
Our president will go to Manila and will

sign for that monetary loan amounting

to twenty-three million [pesos].

lýnang 1a n mud ˆIndiˆ kita kapahýway kay
ˆang ˆãtun bayay parÿhu nay lanãsan ˆini
kay ˆang lýnang hay kadakuˆdãkuˆ. We

were not able to rest because our house

was already like a rice field because the

mud was very extensive.

1b v Someone or something becomes
muddy.

lunãngun ˆIndiˆ magtÿkang si Sayda sa
lunãngun. Sayda will not step where
[it] will become muddy.

maglýnang ˆAng pagkutkut hay humanan
distansya nga dyis pur dyis ˆang
pagsimintu ˆagud ˆinaˆ man, ˆang
nagasãyuk kag ˆang nagapaligus, hay
ˆindiˆ maglýnang ˆang týbiˆ. The
digging should create a distance in
which the pouring of cement is ten
[meters] by ten [meters] so that, [as a
result of] those fetching water and those
taking a bath, the water will not become
muddy.

kalýnang adj Something is muddy. Kung
nagaˆinýyan hay kahugaˆ magkwãri kay
kalýnang kag madayýnut sa kwarihan.
If it rains continually, it is difficult to
quarry [marble blocks] because it is
muddy and it is slippery in the quarry.

1c kalunãngan n a muddy area ˆIni ˆang
barungbarung nga sÿhiˆ hay nagaˆistar
sa kalunãngan sa hunãsan. As for this

rude pen mollusk, [it] stays in muddy
areas in the seabed.

Lýnis n Monday (See Appendix 17, Days of

the Week.)

luntud 1 n a layer of something piled in two

or more layers Duha ka luntud nga lÿkid
ˆang plastãda nang binuˆak nga niyug.
The position of the coconut-half pieces

should be two layers placed on edge.

2 v Someone places something in a layer.
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maluntudluntud Gingsýguˆ ku sinda nga
magbuˆuy manga batu kay ˆaku ˆang
maluntudluntud didtu sa suyud nga
nasÿraˆ. They were instructed by me to
get some stones because I would be the
one who would place them one by one
in a layer there in the destroyed interior.

lunu 1a v A snake sheds its skin. [naglunu
shed its skin]

1b nilunuhan n a snake’s shed skin
lýnud v A boat or ship sinks.

nalýnud ˆAdtu ˆang bapur nga ˆãkun
ginasakyan hay nalýnud kag dãmuˆ nga
manga pasahÿru ˆang namatay. As for
the boat on which I was riding, [it] sank
and many passengers died.

lunut (var malýnut) adj A paper, tin can is
crumpled; a hat, leaves, a person, a

seashell, something pounded in a mortar

is crushed; food is masticated;

something overcooked is mushy; food,

as a fruit, plant, tree, vegetable, is

decayed or rotten. ˆAng ginakãˆun nang
nipaˆnipaˆ nga sÿhiˆ hay ˆang pãnit nang
kãhuy kundiˆ man hay ˆang manga lunut
nga dãhun. What is eaten by pacific

nerite mollusks is tree bark or decayed
leaves. Ginapuypug ˆang dãhun hasta
nga malýnut kag pugãˆun sa býhuˆ nang
ˆamumuˆpuˆ. The leaves are pounded

until they are crushed and they are

poked into the hole of a small octopus.

{Typical result of being crumpled,

crushed, mushy, rotten: siraˆ 2a
unusable.} cf gabuk, pungˆuy nga niyug
(niyug 1a), siraˆ 2a

lunga n sesame herb or seeds, Sesamum
orientale (Linn.) {Seeds are used com-

mercially on cakes and other sweets.}

lýnguy 1 maglýnguy imper v Someone must
or should wade into water! Mintras
nagapahunas, maglýnguy ka na lang
magpabasaˆ na lang! While it is almost

becoming low tide, you must wade
[into the sea] just getting wet!

lupad v A bird, an object flies.
naglupad, nilupad May ˆiruplãnu sa

ˆibãbaw nga naglupad. There was an
airplane above which was flying.

lumupad Kaˆabtik ˆang tikling lumupad
kung makakÿtaˆ tãwu. The barred rail

bird is quick to fly if it happens to see a
person.

nagalupad Kung wayaˆ da ning malãˆin
nga tyimpu nga paˆabýtun, wayaˆ da
nagalupad ning grupugrýpu ˆang
salimbabãtang; paˆiyaˆÿya sinda ning
lupad kung maˆãyu ˆang panahun. If
there is no bad weather coming, these
Himalayan swiflet birds do not fly in
groups; they are one by one in flying
when the weather is good. Kung diˆin
ˆang dãmuˆ ning tayaˆtãyaˆ nga
nagalupadlýpad patÿyug, yadtu ˆang
lutaˆ nang lambÿyung. Wherever there
are many tayataya birds all flying
around, [it shows that] that’s where
there are schools of lambiyung anchovy
fish.

naganilupadlýpad Kadãmuˆ sinda nga
naganilupadlýpad pabalikbãlik. They
are many which are all flying going
back and forth.

malupad Kung busug na ˆang tayaˆtãyaˆ,
malupad na sinda tanan sa may lutaw
nga batu kag didtu sinda mapahýway.
When tayataya birds are already
satisfied, they will then fly onto big
rocks and they will rest there.

v Something is flown by someone or
something.

nilupad Yadtu na kami sa luwas kay ˆang
bubung hay nilupad na. We were
outside because our roof was already
being flown [by the wind].

lupad, paglupad ger a bird’s flying ˆAng
salimbabãtang, hay paˆiyaˆÿya ning
lupad kung maˆãyu ˆang panahun. As
for Himalayan swiflets, [they] are one
by one in flying when the weather is
good. Kung may makikÿtaˆ na siya nga
matutukub, nagababaˆ na ˆang ˆiya
paglupad pãra magtugpuˆ sa dýtaˆ.
When it (i.e., a bramingkite bird) sees
things that can be easily eaten by
pecking, its flying goes down in order to
alight on the ground.

lupÿsan n a lesser yam vine or tuber,

Dioscorea esculenta {Boiled and eaten

as a starchy vegetable.} cf kuyut, ˆýbi,
ˆýmag, ˆuraru

lupug 1a n a crippled person or animal
unable to walk because of a disabling
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sickness

1b v Someone or something becomes
crippled.

nalupug ˆAng bãbuy ˆÃyda hay nalupug
kay nagmasakit. The pig of Ida became
crippled because it became ill. {When
someone or something becomes crippled,
they no longer have the use of their legs
and cannot stand.}

lupuk n the eruption of a volcano, the

discharge of an explosive ˆImaw galiˆ
ˆinang kanyun, makýsug ˆang lupuk. As

for that cannon, the discharge was loud.
v Air, a liquid contained under pressure

bursts forth; an explosive device dis-
charges, explodes; a volcano erupts.

naglupuk, lumupuk Wayaˆ ka pa diri,
nagapamatiˆ ˆaku sa radyu kay
ginapamatiˆan ku ˆang balÿtaˆ tungud
didtu sa bulkan nga naglupuk na.
[When] you were not yet here, I was
listening to the radio because I was
listening to the news about the volcano
which had already erupted. ˆUmugwad
ˆang kalãyu ning paˆibabaw, kag
lumupuk gid ning kabahuybãhuy. The
fire [of the gun] came out in going up,
and discharged very loudly.

nagnilýpuk Bãsiˆ nagnilýpuk na didtu sa
Parayan? Why was it that [an explosive
device] kept on exploding there in
Parayan?

lupun n the shell valve covering of a

univalve mollusk

lupus1 1 malupus adj An activity is easy to

perform. Malupus ˆang nagalukad nang
niyug kung kaˆãyu ˆang pagkalýtuˆ;
nagaˆukya sa baguy ˆang ˆunud nang
niyug kung lýtuˆ kaˆãyu. [It] is easy for

the one who gouges out coconut meat if

the cooking is good; the meat just comes

out from the shell if it is well cooked.

lupus2 1a n a meat complement in coconut-

flavored vegetables ˆýtan 1a {Dried fish

bãyuy 1, pond-field shrimp putut 1a or

the meat of mollusks ˆunud nang sÿhiˆ 3
are sometimes added to vegetables when

cooking coconut-flavored vegetables.}

1b lýpus v Dried fish bãyuy 1, pond-field

shrimp putut 1a or the meat of a mollusk

ˆunud nang sÿhiˆ 3 is added as a meat

complement in coconut-flavored vegeta-

bles ˆýtan 1a by someone.
ˆilýpus ˆAng putut pwÿdi mu na ˆini nga

kaˆýnun; ˆilýpus mu sa ˆýtan nga kapãya,
langkaˆ, ˆu bÿsan ˆanu nga ˆýtan nga gustu
mu lakutan. As for pond-field shrimp, you
can eat these; they will be added as a
meat complement in coconut-flavored
papaya, jackfruit, or whatever coconut-
flavored vegetable you wish them to be
mixed into.

lupuy n a gold striped sardine fish, Sardinella
gibbosa (Bleeker) ˆAng ginagamus nga
ˆisdaˆ hay ˆang lambÿyung, dilag, lupuy,
kag hagungan. Fish that are cured by

salting and aging are lambiyung an-

chovies, dilag anchovies, gold striped
sardines and hagungan anchovies. {Blu-

ish green above and silvery laterally and

below with these two colors separated by

a narrow golden-yellow stripe. A school-

ing fish common in coastal waters.} cf

tambangkyaw, tapuyuk
lupuˆ n a sargassumfish, Histrio histrio

(Linn.) {Small, round body; resembles

sargassum seaweed. Variable mottled

yellow and brown, with small white spots.

Lives in floating masses of sargassum

seaweed either inshore or offshore.}

luras v Something becomes dislodged from

where it is stuck by someone; something,

as a chair or table leg, something fas-

tened to a wall comes off. [nagluras
became dislodged; came off]

lurit (see lurit nga ˆisdaˆ (ˆisdaˆ 1c)) spicy
coconut-flavored fish

lýsay 1a n a shallow-ocean seaweed Kung
magýyang na ˆang býnga nang lýsay,
ˆang ˆiya naman ˆini ning ˆunud hay
malabu. When the fruit of the shallow-
ocean seaweed is already matured, as for

its meat, [it] is soft.

1b kalusãyan n a shallow-ocean seaweed
area cf bagunbun

lusaylusay n a wrasse fish {There are numer-

ous species: zigzag Halichoeres scapularis;
green-spotted Halichoeres chloropterus
(Bloch); checkerboard Halichoeres
centiquadrus (Lacepede); three-eyed

Halichoeres hoeveni (Bleeker); dusky-

headed Halichoeres prosopeion (Bleeker);
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six-barred Thalassoma hardwicke (Ben-

nett). Single dorsal fin, protractile mouth,

thick lips, forward-curving canine teeth,

and pharyngeal teeth adapted for crushing

prey. Sleep at night buried under sand or

wedged between rocks and coral crevices.

Caught with fishnets pýkut 1 or in fish

traps tambãkan (tambak 2), tabýnan 1.}

lusaˆ n a head-louse egg Tuyu ka bilug nga
lusaˆ. Three units of head-louse eggs.
cf talidtalid, ˆitlug

luslus v A herbal medicine is used for
massaging a part of the body by

someone.
ginaluslus Maˆisut pa ˆaku ˆimaw na ˆinaˆ

ˆang ginagãmit ni Nanay pagluslus. Pÿru
naman kung ˆimaw ˆinaˆ ˆang ginaluslus,
nagapamuya ˆang ˆÿmu tiyan. That is
what was used (i.e., dried leaves of the
hagunuy vine) by Mother for massaging
[someone with a stomachache]. But if
that is what is used for massaging, your
stomach becomes reddish.

lýsub v Someone goes downhill to a

particular place.
malýsub Maski kunu kita magtãyang, sa

Kwartu gid kita malýsub. Even though,
they said, we would lose our way, we
really were going to go downhill to
Kwarto.

palýsub dir ger going downhill to a
particular place Maˆãyu na nang yadtu
na kami sa bakýyud na gid nang Karmin
palýsub na kami pakadtu sa Kwartu. It
was good when we were there on top of
the mountain of Carmen going
downhill going to Kwarto.

lusung n a mortar used with a pestle bayu in

pounding Kung tãpus mu na ning hãluˆ
ˆang sarsa sa lusung, kag maˆãyu da
ˆang ˆÿmu na pagkahãluˆ ˆÿmu naman
tilawan kung tãmaˆ lang ˆang timpla. If

you are already finished mixing the

salsa in a mortar, and your mixing is

already thorough, you should taste [to

see] if the flavor is right. cf ˆalmiris
lusut v Something passes through an object.

nagalusut ˆAng pitik nang pulsu, kung
ˆikaw hay ginaˆamulÿtan hay lapus,
paghinawÿran mu sa ˆibãbaw nagalusut
naman diraˆ sa ˆidãyum. As for the pulse

beat, if you are being harmed by a bad
spirit, upon your continually holding [of
the wrist] on the upper part, [the pulse]
passes through to the lower part.

lusˆug v Something is added to something

else by someone.
ˆilusˆug Kung nagisa na ˆang bãwang kag

sibýyas ˆilusˆug na ˆang karni nga ˆÿmu
dinugˆanun. When the garlic and onions
have been able to be sautéed, the meat
which will be cooked in blood by you
will then be added.

lutaw 1 adj Something is exposed, usually

above the surface of something else.

Kung busug na ˆang tayaˆtãyaˆ, malupad
na sinda tanan pakadtu didtu sa lutaw
nga batu. When the tayataya birds are

already satisfied in eating, they all fly

going there onto exposed rocks.

2a n the floating capacity of a boat, a ship;

i.e., the weight that can safely be ac-

commodated Hay ˆanu lang gid ˆadtung
lutaw? Ginapasalta pa ˆadtu nang tagˆÿya
ˆang ˆiban. What is the floating capacity
of that [boat]? Some are caused by the

owner to disembark.

2b v Something floats, or swims on the
surface in water.

nagalutaw ˆAng magˆasawa nga wayaˆ
ˆungaˆ hay nakakÿtaˆ ning kabahuy nga
kahun nga nagalutaw sa dãgat. A
married couple who had no children
happened to see a big box which was
floating in the ocean. Pag nakakÿtaˆ
siyay ˆisdaˆ nga nagalutaw sa dãgat, ˆiya
ginagulpi tukaˆ. When it (i.e., the giant
heron) was able to see a fish that was
swimming on the surface of the ocean,
[it] would quickly be pecked at by it.

nagalutawlýtaw May ˆisa naman nga
miyugpangisdaˆ nga nakaˆabut sa
tungang lawud; nakÿtaˆ niya ˆang kaban
nga nagalutawlýtaw sa dãgat. There
was one fisherman who was able to reach
the middle of the ocean; the clothes trunk
which had been continually floating in
the sea happened to be seen by him.

paglutaw ti ger the time of the floating of
someone or something on water
Paglutaw pa lang gid ba ˆinaˆ nang kay
ˆUwek barÿtu? Was that the time of the
floating of the boat at Uwek’s place?
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lutaˆ 1a n a school of fish Kung diˆin ˆang
dãmuˆ ning tayaˆtãyaˆ nga nagalupadlýpad
patÿyug, yadtu ˆang lutaˆ nang lambÿyung.
Wherever there are many tayataya birds

all flying around, that’s where there are

schools of lambiyung anchovy fish.

1b v Fish swim in a school.
nagalutaˆ ˆIni nga manga pispis, kung

makakÿtaˆ sinda ning nagalutaˆ nga
ˆisdaˆ, ginahugpaˆan ˆinaˆ ninda ning
gulpi kag tumukaˆ ning ˆisdaˆ. These
birds, when they see fish swimming in
a school, they are quickly swooped
down on by them and [they] eat the fish
by pecking.

paglutaˆ ger the swimming in a school of
fish Kung midyu madãyum ˆang paglutaˆ
nang ˆisdaˆ ginabýsu ˆinaˆ ninda. If the
swimming in schools of the fish is
moderately deep, they are dived for by
them (i.e., by the fishermen).

lýtu n a woman’s mourning garment {Worn

upon the death of a family member;

usually black.}

lýtuˆ 1 adj Something is cooked. [Lutuˆ is

commonly followed immediately by

one of the following adverbs: gid,

kaˆãyu or na.] Kung tunãˆan mu ning
ˆalas sayis nang ˆãga ˆang pagdãbuk,
manga ˆalas tris nang hãpun lýtuˆ gid
ˆang lýgit. If you begin building a fire at

six o’clock in the morning, about three

o’clock in the afternoon the copra is

thoroughly cooked. Nagaˆukya sa
baguy ˆang ˆunud nang niyug kung lýtuˆ
kaˆãyu. The coconut meat comes out

from the shell if it is well cooked.

Siruˆun mu ˆang balinghuy kung lýtuˆ
na. You should look at the cassava [to

see] if it is already cooked.
v Someone bakes or cooks something.
nakalýtuˆ Ginatahãwan ku ˆinaˆ siya kag

pakaˆýnun kung nakalýtuˆ na ˆaku. That
one is being served by me and will be
allowed to eat since I was able to cook
already.

nagalýtuˆ ˆAng dalãga nga nagakanta sa
ˆabýhan mintras siya nagalýtuˆ hay
makakaˆasãwa ning byýdu. A young
lady who sings at the cooking place
while she is cooking will surely happen

to take a widower as a spouse.
v Something is cooked by someone else.
ginalýtuˆ Butangi ˆãbi, Papa, ning sýkaˆ

ˆinaˆ ˆang ˆãkun pinangat nga ginalýtuˆ.
Father, please add vinegar to my fish
dish that is being cooked [by me].

lutýˆun Kung ˆÿmu ˆini lutýˆun nga sÿhiˆ
hay dãpat nga tiltilan mu ˆang ˆiya buliˆ.
If this [kind of] shell will be cooked by
you, it should be that its apex will be
broken off by you.

malýtuˆ Madaliˆ nga malýtuˆ ˆang ˆunud
nang niyug kung tapahan na. The
coconut meat will be easily able to be
cooked when it is already smoked.

ginalutýˆa [Follows the negative wayaˆ.]
Kung ginakãˆun ˆang gamus hay wayaˆ
ginalutýˆa, ginabutangan ning larangha
kundiˆ man hay sýkaˆ nga makãhang. If
cured anchovy is eaten when it is not yet
cooked, put calamansi juice on it or hot
vinegar.

v Someone is cooked for by someone else.
lutýˆan Bakyi na lang, pýyung ku, si

Dyýwil ning ˆitlug kag lutýˆan mu siya.
You just buy eggs for Joel, I said, and he
should be cooked for by you.

lutýˆa imper v Cook something! Lutýˆa,
ˆIdna, ˆang ˆisdaˆ kay ˆaku mamalantya
nang ˆãkun ning bãruˆ! Cook the fish,
Edna, because I will iron my clothes!

lýtuˆ, pagkalýtuˆ, paglýtuˆ mn v the way
of cooking something [Follows ˆang.]
Diri sa Rumblun ˆang kadamýˆan nga
lýtuˆ nang manuk hay ˆadýbu sa gataˆ
kag laˆýya. Here in Romblon, the most
[common] way of cooking chicken is
adobo in coconut milk extract and
boiling. Malupus ˆang nagalukad nang
niyug kung kaˆãyu ˆang pagkalýtuˆ. It is
easy to gouge out the coconut meat if the
way of cooking is good. Maˆãyu ˆang
paglýtuˆ ning tinãpay. The way of
baking bread is good.

maglýtuˆ inf to bake, to cook; in baking,
in cooking something. Maˆãyu baya
maglýtuˆ si Pitra ning tinãpay. Perhaps
Petra is good in baking bread.

paglýtuˆ ger someone’s baking or cooking
something ˆAng sabat ni Lulÿta, “Mas
maˆãyu pa gãniˆ baya ˆang magsarili ˆaku
paglýtuˆ.” Lolita said, “It is probably
better for me to be alone cooking.”

lutaˆ 358 lýtuˆ
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Ginapurbahan ni Sitas kung nakaˆisip na
si Dilya sa paglýtuˆ. [It] is being observed
by Sitas [to see] if Delia knows about
cooking.

2 lýtuˆ (var linýtuˆ) n cooked food ˆAng
tiglyaki may daya nga pinggan, may
kutsãra, may bãsu, kag liwag nga
gamitun ninda sa pagsanduk nang ˆinda
lýtuˆ nga ˆitãhaw sa tigbabayi. The

engaged man’s close relatives bring

plates, spoons, glasses and ladles which

they use in dishing out their cooked
food to serve to the engaged woman’s

close relatives.
adj cooked animal or vegetable matter Kung

matãpus mu na lukad tanan, ˆang lýtuˆ
nga linýgit hay ginapÿˆut na sa kustal kag
hakýtun na pakadtu sa bayay. If you are
able to finish gouging out all [the
coconuts], the cooked copra is put into a
sack and carried to the house. {Cooking
utensil: kaldÿru ‘cooking pot’.}

luwag 1 maluwag adj An area is spacious.
Kaˆayuˆãyu kunu didtu sa ˆidãyum kay
maluwag diraˆ. Below, they say, it was

very nice because it was spacious.
luwang n the bilge of a boat or ship; the

inner space at its widest point

luwas 1a n a position outside an object,

either the outside surface or a position

nearby ˆAng luwas nang bãsu hay
kahigkuˆ. The outside [surface] of the

glass is dirty. {The phrase sa luwas
without further modification refers to

the outside area surrounding a house.}

Hugãsan ˆang ˆisdaˆ kag butangan ning
ˆasin nga maˆisut lang kag buyarun sa
maˆÿnit nga lugar sa luwas. Wash the

fish and put only a little salt [on it] and

put in a hot place outside.

1b imper v Come out! ˆIbilin, luwas draˆ!
Sayud ku nagabãtiˆ ka; wayaˆ ka
gakatuyug. Evelyn, come out from

there! I know you are awake; you are

not sleeping.
v Someone, something comes or goes out

from the inside of an object.
naluwas, nagluwas Nagluwas ˆaku

kahãpun sa sinihan hay ˆalas tris. I went
out from the movie house yesterday at
three o’clock.

maluwas Kami hay maluwas na sa
huspital kay wayaˆ na kami ning kwarta
sa kababãkay ning buyung. As for us,
we will go out from the hospital because
we do not have money to use for being
able to buy medicines.

magluwas Kung halimbãwaˆ ˆang bãka
hay nagpÿtuˆ kag wayaˆ magluwas ˆang
ˆiya pÿtuˆ, ˆini hay ginabãwal sa manga
babãyi nga nagapangýngaˆ pa nga ˆindiˆ
magkãˆun nang karni. If, for example, a
cow gave birth and the calf will not come
out [so that the cow dies], that [meat of
the cow] is forbidden for women who are
still [of the age of] giving birth in that
they should not eat the meat.

paluwas dir ger going out Pagkatãpus ˆinaˆ
ning kasay nang pãriˆ dãpat ˆang bagˆung
kasay hay dungan sinda magpãnaw,
paluwas sa simbãhan. When that wed-
ding ceremony is finished being
performed by the priest, the newlyweds
should be together in walking, going out
from the church.

pagluwas ti ger after or upon someone’s
going out Pagluwas niya, diri hu sa
pirtãhan hay kiniluˆan ˆaku. Upon his
going out, right here at the door he
winked at me.

paluwas caus v Someone is sent out by
someone else.

ginapaluwas Pagkatãpus ˆalabãdu ˆang
manga bagˆung kasay hay ginapaluwas
naman ˆinaˆ kag ginapadungan sinda ning
kãˆun sa lamÿsa. After the house-singing
ritual, the newlywed couple is sent out
and are allowed to eat together at the
table. cf gãtaw, guwaˆ, halin 1a, kýyap,
tãkas 2, tamwaˆ

2 luwas lang prep Certain objects are

specified except for one or more which

are not included. Gingbaligyaˆ ku ˆang
dýtaˆ ku luwas lang ˆImilda, kay ˆadtu
ginatagãna ku ˆadtu pãra sa kana Migil,
Lýsi kag Sirÿlu. I sold my land except
for [that which is in] Emelda, because

that is being reserved by me for Miguel,

Lucy and Cerilo.

lýya v Someone becomes hard of hearing;

someone’s income becomes slow;

someone becomes stupid; someone or

something, the body or eyes of someone

luwag 359 lýya
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or something, someone’s performance

becomes weak.
naglýya Magtýnaˆ nang namatay si

Tatay, ˆang ˆãkun nanay naman
naglýya. Beginning when Father died,
my mother became very weak.

maglýya Kung sayud ku lang ˆinaˆ nga
maglýya ka, wayaˆ ku na lang ˆikaw
ginpalaygitan. If [it] had only been
known by me that you would become
weak, I would not have let you be
ligated.

malýya adj Someone is hard of hearing;
someone’s income is meager; someone
is stupid; someone or something, the
body or eyes of someone or something,
someone’s performance is feeble or
weak. Malagatlagat nagaluwas lang sa
býhuˆ ˆang ˆamumuˆpuˆ; malýya na ˆang
lãwas; mayutaˆ na nga birahun mu sa
býhuˆ. In a very short time the small
octopus just comes out of the hole; the
body is already weak; [it] is soft when
[it] will be pulled out by you from the
hole. Malýya ˆang ˆiya mata; ˆang ˆiya
tukaˆ hay mabahuy. The eyes [of a
kingfisher] are weak; its beak is big.
Kung ˆikaw hay malýya sa pamãtiˆ
wayaˆ ka na parti. If you are hard of
hearing, you have no more share [in the
conversation]. Pag malýya ˆang ˆÿmu
pagpangÿtaˆ maˆisut ˆang ˆÿmu kÿtaˆ nga
kwarta. If your income is meager, the
money which you see is little. ˆAng
paghurnal ˆimaw ˆini pag malýya ˆang
ˆindu taymkÿpir madýyaˆ ka sa ˆÿmu
listãhan. As for engaging in manual
labor, if your timekeeper is stupid you
will be lost from your list. cf hÿnaˆ, lakaˆ,
ˆÿsut 1b ant gãna

lýyag 1 v Someone is loved by someone

else.
naluyãgan Kung sinˆu ˆadtung pungkuy

hay ˆimaw pa ˆang naluyãgan nang
prinsipi. Even though that one is stubby
[limbed], still [she] is the one loved by
the prince.

nalýyag pseudov Someone likes, or is fond
of someone, something, doing something;
someone wants someone else to do
something. [A clause consists of a pred-
icate nalýyag and an agent as topic,

followed by a modifying phrase intro-
duced by an optional nga.] Nalýyag si
Pidru nga magkadtu sa ˆindu bayay.
Pedro likes to go to your house. Nalýyag
da kami nga mabakyan mu ning bãruˆ.
We surely want that [we] will be able to
be bought new dresses by you. Wayaˆ siya
kasãyud nga, ˆadtu ˆang ˆinda kalãpit nga
bayay, hay may nalýyag sa ˆiya. He did
not know that, as for that nearby house of
theirs, there was someone who was fond
of him [there].

nalýyag gid v Someone loves someone else,
is very fond of someone, something.
Nalýyag gid ˆakuy dakuˆ sa ˆÿmu. I loved
you very much.

nalulýyag int pseudov Someone really
likes, or is very fond of someone, some-
thing, doing something; or someone
really wants someone else to do some-
thing. Nalulýyag ˆang manga ˆungaˆ
magpamatiˆ ning manga kaˆãyu nga
sunãta. The children really like to listen
to nice music.

kalýyag n someone’s love or desire for
someone Dakuˆ gid ˆang kalýyag ku sa
ˆÿmu ˆungaˆ; gustu ku nga pakasayan
siya nga dãˆan. My love for your
daughter is great; I want that she will be
married [to me] at once. cf gustu 1,
mahal, palanggaˆ

2 pangalýyag ger someone’s courting of

someone else Sa kadýgay nay
pangalýyag ni Dun ˆInrÿku nagpasýgut
na si Plurintÿna. After a long period of

Don Enrico’s courting her, Florentina

agreed.
v Someone courts someone else.
nagpangaluyag Nagpangaluyag si ˆInrÿku

kay Prinsÿsa. Enrico courted Princess
[Isabela].

luyˆa 1 n a ginger plant, Zingiber officinale
(Rosc.) (See Appendix 3, Kinds of

Cultigens.)

2 a ginger root, i.e., the rhizome Pagkatãpus
niya pãhid nang ˆadtung luyˆa tapus na da
siya ning dasay. When she (i.e., the

herbalist) finishes rubbing that ginger
root [on the patient’s forehead, hands and

feet], she also finishes praying. {A favorite

flavoring in cooking foods such as shrimp

salsa sarsa nga ˆuyang (ˆuyang 1a).

lýyag 360 luyˆa
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Herbalists ˆalbularyu rub it on the body of

people to treat soul-inflicted sicknesses

gingkamaluyˆan (lýˆuy 3) or as an

ingredient in making a medicinal plaster

ˆimplastu. A small piece is included in a

herbal charm bag karminkarmin which is

pinned onto the clothing of babies,

children, pregnant women and others who

are traveling, to ward off evil spirits.}

lýˆuy 1a v Someone pities or feels sorry for
someone else or something.

nalýˆuy Nalýˆuy gid sa ˆiya ˆang ˆiya
manÿnuy, gãniˆ gintawˆan siya nga dãˆan
ning kwarta nga ˆinugbãkay. His
godfather really pitied him, so he was
freely given spending money.

nalulýˆuy ˆAku nalulýˆuy ˆinaˆ sa ˆiya kay
nang nagaˆiskuyla ˆinaˆ siya sa hayskul
hay naˆaˆabýtan ˆinaˆ siyay manga ˆalas
dyis nang gabˆi kaˆiˆistãdi. I really
pitied that one because, when that one
was studying in high school, that one
was frequently overtaken by ten o’clock
at night in being able to study.

malýˆuy Malýˆuy kamu sa namatay. You
should pity the one who died.

kalulýˆuy adj Someone is pitiable, i.e.,
deserving of pity. ˆAng ˆungaˆ ku nga
kalulýˆuy! Lãbut galiˆ ˆang ˆiya hitsýra.
My pitiable child! His appearance is
really strange.

1b kalýˆuy n someone’s compassion,

mercy, especially that of God towards

someone Sa kalýˆuy nang Ginýˆu,
madãsig pa da ˆang lãwas ku. With the

mercy of God, my body is still strong.

2 makalulýˆuy adj Someone or something is

poor or undernourished. Kung mahubsan
ning gãtas hay mahugaˆ kay makalulýˆuy
ˆang manga ˆuruk. If [piglets] are deprived

of milk it is hard because the piglets will

be undernourished. cf babaˆ 2, pubri
3 v A departed soul kalag 1 inflicts soul

sickness on a person.
nalýˆuy Pagkatãpus niya ning dasay

mahambay na ˆang ˆalbularyu kung
sinˆu nga kalag ˆang nalýˆuy sa tãwu
nga gingkamaluyˆan nang kalag. After
her prayer, the herbalist will tell who the
departed soul is who inflicted soul
sickness on the person who was
inflicted with soul sickness by a

departed soul.
kamalýˆuy v A particular sickness is soul

inflicted by a departed soul kalag 1.
gingkamaluyˆan ˆAng sakit nang ˆãkun

ˆungaˆ hay gingkamaluyˆan nang kalag.
The sickness of my child was soul
inflicted by a departed soul.

v Someone is inflicted with soul sickness
by a departed soul.

ginakamaluyˆan ˆAng tãwu nga
ginakamaluyˆan ning kalag, hay
malamig ˆang ˆiya siki, kamut, kag
nagakinatýyug. As for a person who is
inflicted with soul sickness by a departed
soul, the hands and feet are cool, and he
always sleeps. {A person with soul
sickness includes one whose hands and
feet are unusually cool and who always
wants to sleep. The body is weak and the
person has no appetite. The attempted
cure of this sickness is undertaken by
uttering the negating words purya muyuˆ
(muyuˆ 3) and/or by a herbalist ˆalbularyu
who rubs ginger luyˆa 2 in the form of a
cross on the forehead, hands and feet
while murmuring prayers kutibkutib and
yawning huyˆab. Finally, the herbalist
reveals the name of the departed soul who
inflicted the sickness. A departed-soul
food offering pangalagkãlag (kãlag 2),
food and sometimes liquor and tobacco,
as well as prayers are offered to the
departed for the cure of the sickness.} cf
muyuˆ 2

lyãki (var yãki) 1 n a boy or man; a male
animal, fish, mollusk Wayaˆ na ˆaku
nagpanahiˆ týnaˆ nang ˆaku nagˆasãwa,
may duha na kami nga ˆungaˆ pýru
lyãki. I did not sew anymore since I got

married; we had two children, only

boys. Kung panahun nga tigsilãkun
nagakaˆingin ˆang manga lyãki pãra
kung magˆuyan hay matanum na lang.
During the dry season the men make

swiddens so that if it rains they will just

plant. Binutang ku sinda sa lamÿsa kag
hambay ku, “ˆIni hay lyãki nga tibakya
kag ˆining ˆisa hay babãyi nga
tibakya.” They were put on the table by

me and I said, “This is a male
grasshopper and this other one is a

female grasshopper.”

lýˆuy 361 lyãki
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2 pagkalyãki n someone’s manliness
Dãpat ˆipakitaˆ ni Nistur ˆang ˆiya
pagkalyãki sa ˆiya ˆasãwa pãra ˆindiˆ
siya lukýhun. It is necessary that his

manliness be shown by Nestor to his

wife so that he will not be considered a

fool [by her].

3 lyãki nga ˆungaˆ n someone’s young
son Nang wayaˆ pa nagaˆasãwa ˆang
ˆãkun lyãki nga ˆungaˆ ˆang ˆinda
pagsinundãnan maghayãli hay kaˆayuˆãyu
gid. When my young son had not yet

taken a wife, their companionship as

siblings was very good. (See Appen-

dix 23, Social Relationships.)

4 tiglyaki (var tigyaki) n an engaged
man’s close relatives Sinda nga duha
hay ginabýyang; ˆang tiglyaki masabˆit
ning kwarta sa bãruˆ nang babãyi. The

[newlywed] couple are allowed to dance

the money-pinning dance; the engaged
man’s close relatives will pin money

onto the dress of the girl. Dinaya ˆãbi
ˆaku sa tigyaki. I was brought with

hopeful expectations to the engaged
man’s close relatives.

byýdu nga lyãki (byýda) set expr a

widower
ˆumãgad nga lyãki (ˆumãgad) set expr
a son-in-law

lyuknan n the knee back; i.e., the space

immediately behind the knee

lyunar n a mole; i.e., a small long-lasting

raised spot on the skin Sigýru may
lyunar sa lapalapa kay mahÿlig
magpinanumbãyay. There is probably a

mole on the sole of the foot because she

always enjoys going [visiting] from

house to house.

M

ma-1 1 agf pref Someone or something will do
something. [Indicates a future action

associated with a potential substantive

with agent focus.] Kung pwÿdi hay
mapãnaw ˆãnay ˆaku sa malayuˆ. If it is

possible, I will just go far away.

Mapriparar sinda ning bãyun nga dayˆun
sa langýyan. They will prepare a carried

lunch which will be brought to the

swimming place. [This agent focus prefix

inflects causative verbs.] Pagkatãpus
ning syam ka ˆadlaw hay mapakãˆun ka
sa ˆÿmu manga kalãpit. After nine days [of

prayers] you will let your neighbors eat
[the food which you prepared]. ˆAdtung
ˆãtun gingkasugtãnan, kung ˆadtu hay
maˆaprubahan, diri na kita hay
mapahuman ning ˆisa nga pruyiktu nga
týbiˆ. That upon which an agreement was

made by us, if [it] will be approved, this is

the time that, as for us, [we] will let a

water project be constructed. cf mag-,
nag-, naga- 1a, -um-

2 gf abl pref Someone or something is or

will be able to be acted upon by

someone else. Dãpat hay hugãsan mu

ˆang planggãna pãra mabuˆuy ˆadtu
ˆang kabãhuˆ. It should be that you will

wash the basin so that the bad smell will
be able to be removed. [Abilitative

aspect includes actions that happen to be

done or are accidentally, casually or

unintentionally done.] Kung ˆÿmu
sukãtun ˆang sÿhiˆ, dãpat pakut ˆang ˆÿmu
gamÿtun kay ˆagud hay ˆindiˆ mabuˆak
ˆang ˆiya ning balayan. If the mollusk

meat is pried out by you, what should be

used by you is a safety pin so that its

shell will not be accidentally broken.

cf gina- 1a, na-1
ma-2 adj derv pref Derives an adjective.

Didtu sa wãtir ˆirya, hay dãti ˆadtu hay
may kaˆÿngin kag kadamýˆan didtu hay
niyug nga mabãbaw lang ˆang gamut.
There in the water area, previously,

there was an upland field and for the

most part there, as for the coconut trees,

the roots were shallow. Mapungkuk
ˆang ˆiya kurti kag ˆang ˆiya tukaˆ hay
kulur ˆýbi. Its shape (i.e., the height of a

chestnut manikin bird) is short and its

beak is violet in color. syn ka-2, na-2

lyuknan 362 ma-2
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ma-an abl locf aff A person, place or thing is
able to be the location of an action

performed by someone. Kaˆýnun mu na
lang ˆãbir pãnit pãra masudlan ˆang ˆÿmu
tyan ning pagkãˆun. Even [vegetable]

peelings would just be eaten by one so

that one’s stomach would be able to
have food put inside. [Abilitative aspect

includes actions that happen to be or are

accidentally, casually or unintentionally

the location of an action.] Kung
matimakan mu ˆini sigurãdu gid nga
pilas ˆang ˆÿmu siki. If these [cockscomb

oysters] happen to be stepped on by

you, it is sure that your feet will be cut.

[The range of meaning of this locative

focus affix includes what is generally

called beneficiary focus.] Makadtu siya
sa ˆiya manÿnuy pãra mabakyan naman
siya ning ˆisa nga bãka. He will go to his

godfather so that he would be able to
have another cow bought for [him by

his godfather]. syn ka-an1 cf gina-an 1,

ma1 2, ma-i, na-an
mabulu n a mabulu tree or fruit, Diospyros

discolor (Willd.) {Edible fruit.}

mabyad n a gold-spotted rabbitfish, Siganus
punctatus (Schneider) {Deep bodied,

dark brown and densely covered with

golden spots. Found around coral and

rocky reefs.}
n a golden rabbitfish, Siganus guttatus

(Bloch) {Deep bodied, olive gray with
reddish-orange spots on the head, body
and fins. Inhabits mangrove swamps
and inshore reefs where seaweeds
abound.}

madri n a nun of the Roman Catholic Church

Nang ˆadtung býlan baya ˆadtu nang
Pibrÿru, ˆini ˆang manga madri hay
nagpangbayaybayay diri sa ˆilãya nang
Lýnus hasta diraˆ sa ˆilãwud. That

month, about that February, as for these

nuns, [they] went from house to house

here in the interior of Lonos until [they

reached] the beach.

madyurit 1 n a drum majorette
2 v A girl performs as a drum majorette.

nagapangmadyurit Sa Bakýlud hay kaˆãyu
didtu ˆang ˆinda nagapangmadyurit. In
Bacolod those who performed as drum

majorettes were nice.

mag- neut agf pref Someone or something

does something. [Mag- occurs in

positive statements without indicating

tense. Following a conjunction.] Bãgu
ka magˆýliˆ sa Rumblun, tudluˆi ˆãnay
ˆang ˆÿmu manga kaˆibãhan! Before you

go back to Romblon, your [working]

associate must first be taught! Hambay ni
Tãta Gilbirt ˆang LCA na lang
magadumãya hasta magpyista. Uncle

Gilbert said that the LCA will be the one

to be in charge until [they] hold the
fiesta. Paglÿgad nang manga kinsi
minýtus kayuhun naman liwat ˆimaw
nang ˆimaw hasta magyutaˆ. After about

fifteen minutes, mix [what you are

cooking] again and repeat several times

until it becomes soft. Kãda magkalma,
sÿgi naman ˆang ˆãmun pinangbýˆuy kag
kung nagakýsug ginasirahan ˆãnay
nãmun. Whenever [the wind] became
calm, the getting [of things inside the

cabinet] continued and, when [the wind]

became strong, [the house] was closed

again by us. Kung ˆang manga ˆungaˆ ku
tanan magpamagˆasãwa na ˆakuy wayaˆ
na kaˆibãhan. If all of my children each
take a spouse I will have no more

companions. Humuman ka, Lusit, ning
bayaybãyay nang manuk kag butangan
mu ning pugayan pãra didtu magˆitlug
ˆang manuk. Lucit, make a little chicken

house and put a nest-basket [inside] so
that chickens will lay eggs there. [A verb

inflected with this neutral tense, agent

focus prefix follows an adverb.] Diˆin
maghalin ˆining tatlu nga manga
kaˆayuˆãyu nga manga ˆungaˆ? Where
did those three nice children come
from? [A verb inflected with this neutral

tense, agent focus prefix follows a

negative.] Wayaˆ na kami magdýgay kay
manayumsum na ˆang gabˆi. We did not
take a long time because the night was

already early evening. ˆIndiˆ ˆaku
magbãlik diri kay mabýlig ˆaku ning
dikurasyun sa ˆãmun ˆiskwilahan. I will
not return here because I will help

decorate at our school. ˆAyaw magkalibugi

ma-an 363 mag-
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ˆinaˆ kay ˆaku ˆang mangatýbang nyan
kay Nÿlu kung sya kumari. Do not be
worried about that because I will be the

one to face Nilo now if he will come.
imper agf pref Someone or something

must or should do something. ˆAng
ˆiban sa ˆindu, hay magbuˆuy nang pÿliˆ
nga balayan nang sÿhiˆ! As for some of
you, [you] should get chosen mollusk
shells! [A verb with this imperative
agent focus prefix occurs with a
negative.] ˆAyaw kamu diraˆ maghalin
kay yãraˆ pa ˆang manga lantsa. You
should not go away from there because
the launches are still there.

inf agf pref to do something [Commonly
follows an adjective and an optional
modifying ligature nga.] Si Saling daw
madaliˆ gid nga magˆasãwa kay
kadãmuˆ ˆang nagapangasawa sa ˆiya. It
is easy for Saling to take a spouse
because many are courting her.
[Follows either another verb or a verb
phrase and an optional modifying
ligature nga.] Nagaˆuyanˆýyan; ˆadtu
gãniˆ nakaˆÿsip ˆaku nga magtanum
ning manga niyug. It is raining
intermittently; that’s the reason I
decided to plant coconuts. [Follows a
pseudoverb.] ˆIndiˆ ˆaku makahambay
kag nagtýyuˆ na lang ˆang lýhaˆ ku kaysa
kalangkag ku man, kay dýgay kami
magkÿtaˆ. I could not speak and my tears
just ran down because of my loneliness,
because it took a long time before we
saw each other. Dãpat gid magtÿpun
kita ning paywa pãra kung ˆumuyan,
ˆigwa kita ning gatung. [It] is surely
desirable for us to gather coconut
fronds so that if it rains we will have
cooking fuel. cf ka-1, ma-1 1, nag-,
naga- 1a, magka-, -um-

mag-a neg imper gf aff Someone or something

must not or should not be acted upon by

someone else. Kung ˆikaw may bãbuy,
ˆayaw magdigýsa ˆadlawˆadlaw! If you

have a pig, [it] should not be bathed
every day! ˆAyaw magkadtuˆa ˆang
ˆupirÿtur nga hambayun mu nga, “Tãmaˆ
na, wayaˆ nay sunãta!” Salaˆ ˆinaˆ ˆang
ˆÿmu hunaˆhýnaˆ. The [music] operator

should not be gone to and told by you,

“Enough, no more music!” Your thinking

is wrong. cf pag-a
mag-an (var of mag-in-an (-in-an 1b))
mag-in-an (see -in-an 1b)

maging pseudov Someone or something will
become of a particular quality, a

particular kind of person or thing. Sa
ˆýras nang kasay kung timãkan nang
nubya sa sapãtus ˆang ˆiya nubyu kag
dugˆunan sa ˆabãga, ˆang lyãki hay
maging ˆandir di sãya. During the time

of the wedding, if the groom has his

shoes stepped on by the bride and [he]

has the shoulder borne down on, as for

the man, [he] will become henpecked.
ger becoming or to become a particular

quality, a particular kind of person or
thing ˆIndiˆ gustu ˆang ˆiya nanay nga
ˆaku ˆang maging ˆasãwa ni Nÿna. Her
mother did not like that I would be the
one to become the spouse of Nena.

naging pseudov Someone or something
became of a particular quality, a
particular kind of person or thing.
Naging mababaˆ ˆaku parÿhu kung sa
tãwu hay natimãkan ka na. I became
poor [in relation to them], like a person
who was already despised by someone.
Kaˆãyu gid ˆang ˆãkun pagˆasãwa kay
kumadtu gid sa Sibýyan ˆang naging
ˆasãwa ku. My marriage is very good
because the one who became my
husband came to Sibuyan.

adj an emerging condition Kung ˆang ˆisa
nga babãyi hay nagapanamkun, kag
ˆang ˆiya gustu nga kaˆýnun hay lýkus
nga panus ˆu kugÿta, ˆang maging
kaparÿhu nang ˆiya ˆungaˆ hay parÿhu
nang lýkus nga panus kundiˆ man nang
kugÿta. When a woman continually
craves [food], and the food she likes to
eat is squid or common octopus, the
emerging likeness of her child will be
like an octopus or squid.

magka- abl agf pref Someone or something

is able to do or happens to do
something. Kung kita magkasalaˆ draˆ
sa ˆãtun ginahuman, hay mapahuyaˆ
kita. If we happen to make a mistake
there in what we do, we will be

embarrassed. [The abilitative affix ka-

of magka-, illustrated here, is distinct

mag-a 364 magka-
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from ka- which inflects an adjective, see

ka-2.]
neg imper abl agf pref Someone or

something must or should not do
something. ˆIndiˆ kamu magkalisud kay
kung ˆindiˆ man magbýlig ˆang
Kanadyan ˆImbasi sa ˆini nga pruyiktu
hay bukun ˆini ˆang katapýsan nang
ˆindu ˆAsusasyun. You should not
become concerned because, if the
Canadian Embassy will not help on this
project, this is not the end of your
Association. [This is a complex affix
consisting of mag- indicating agent
focus and ka- indicating abilitative
aspect. Abilitative aspect includes
actions that happen to be done or are
accidentally, casually or unintentionally
done.] cf ka-1, mag-, maka-, nag-,
naka-, -um-

magkaˆunuˆýnu (from ˆunu + magka-D)

adv Regardless of the circumstances,
whatever happens, a particular event

occurs or state exists. Magkaˆunuˆýnu,
ˆindiˆ ku gid bayluhan ˆang ˆãkun ˆasãwa.
Regardless of the circumstances, I will

certainly not replace my husband. cf

bÿsan 1a, maskin 1a, ˆãbir 1a, 1b
magnanay (see nanay 3)

magtatay (see tatay 3)

magudlung n an ox-eyed scad fish, Selar
boops (Cuvier) {Greenish blue above

and silvery yellow below; broad golden

band extends from the large eye to the

caudal peduncle; has a black spot on the

hind margin of the operculum. A

schooling fish which ranges from

shallow coastal reefs and sandy areas to

deep pelagic waters.}
n a big-eyed scad fish, Selar

crumenophthalmus (Bloch) {Silvery
gray with a dusky spot on the hind
margin of the operculum. Ranges from
shallow coastal waters to open ocean.
Caught with fishnets pýkut 1.}

maguyang (from gýyang + ma-)

1a n an older sibling; i.e., an older brother
or older sister ˆAng ˆãkun manga
maguyang nang ˆýna hay wayaˆ gid
ning gustu sa pagˆiskuyla sa hayskul.
Before, my older siblings had no

interest at all in studying at high school.

ˆAng maguyang ni Dilya, hay sa ˆãtun
pudir natabuˆ ˆang pagˆasãwa niya. As

for the older sister of Delia, her

marriage took place under our authority.
maguyang sa duguˆ n an older con-

sanguine brother or older consanguine
sister Nang ˆýna nga tyimpu tawagun ni
Dabid si Rãyan ning manung kay
maguyang siya sa duguˆ. In former times
Ryan would be called older brother by
David because he is an older con-
sanguine brother. (See Appendix 23,
Social Relationships.)

1b kamaguyãngan (from magýyang +

ka-an) n oldest sibling; i.e., oldest
brother, oldest sister ˆAng hambay ni
Tãtay kay Mariˆan, “Kay ˆikaw ˆang
kamaguyãngan, pagˆasãwa na lang.”
Father told Marianne, “Because you are

the oldest sister, take a spouse now.”

(See Appendix 23, Social Relationships.)

magýyang (see gýyang 2a, 2b)

mahal adj someone’s beloved, precious;
revered loved one; an endearing term

expressing that the person addresed has

great worth of character Mahal kung
prinsÿsa, yãri ˆang padaya nga sýlat
nang mahal nga hãriˆ nga ˆÿmu tatay.
My revered princess, here is the letter

sent by the beloved king, your father.

Hasta niyan sa kalýˆuy nang mahal nga
Ginýˆu maˆãyu pa da ˆang lãwas ku.
Until now, with the help of the revered
God, my body is still good.

v Someone adores, reveres or is loving
towards someone else.

mapagmahal ˆAng ginasýgid ku sa ˆãkun
manga ˆungaˆ, sinda mapagmahal sa
ˆãkun. What is being looked for by me
from my children [is that] they will all
be loving towards me.

v Someone is adored or revered by
someone. Mahal ku pa gid siya; ˆindiˆ ku
gid siya malimýtan, sa bãwat ˆýras. He
is still adored by me; I really cannot
forget him at any time. cf gustu 1, Hãni,
lýyag 1, palanggaˆ

mahay 1a adj Something is expensive. Sa
niyan hay mahay na da ˆang buli kay
ˆang kãda buntay hay pÿsu. As of now,

magkaˆunuˆýnu 365 mahay
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buri is already expensive because every

piece of unopened frond is one peso. cf

kahugaˆ (hugaˆ 2) ant barãtu
1b kamahay n the expense of an item for

sale Nyan nga tyimpu, ˆang kwarta hay
madaliˆ nga sugÿrun, pÿru madaliˆ lang
madýyaˆ kaysa kamahay nang balakyãnun.
At this time, money is easy to find, but

also easy to lose because of the expense
of purchase items.

mahumut (see humut 2) toilet soap
ma-i neg abl locf aff A person, place or thing is

not able to be the location of an action

performed by someone. Bãsiˆ ku siya
tugýtan kung wayaˆ ku masayýri ˆang ˆiya
kakadtuˆan? Why should he be permitted

by me [to go] if the place to which he is

going is not able to be known by me?

[Abilitative aspect includes actions that

do not happen to be or are not

accidentally, casually or unintentionally

the location of an action performed by

someone.] Wayaˆ ˆini ninda maluyãgi si
Sandra kay nakakasÿraˆ lang sa ˆinda ning
linãhi. Sandra did not happen to be liked
by them because it would just destroy

their [family] lineage. cf ka-an1, ma-an,

na-i, pag-i
maka- (var maki-, makipag-, nagaka-) abl

agf pref Someone or something is able
to do or happens to do something. ˆAba
ˆang ˆÿmu kagwãpa! Wayaˆ nay
makaparÿhu sa ˆÿmu. Oh, your beauty!

Nobody is able to compare with you.

Nagadãyu diri sa ˆUdyýngan pãra lang
makamanyanÿta. [They] go to Odiongan

just so that [they] will be able to
serenade [someone]. Makipagˆisturya
ˆang kumiti sa ˆiwag sa tagˆÿya nang
ˆalãdin kung ˆipahuyam. The light

committee chairperson will be able to
talk to the owner of the pressure lantern

[to see] if it will be allowed to be

borrowed. Maskin wayaˆ traysikul,
nagakaˆabut maskin sa ˆalipukpuk nang
býkid. Even though there is no motorized

pedicab, [he] is able to go even to the

peak of the mountain. [This abilitative

agent focus prefix inflects causative

verbs.] “Bayˆilang lang” kunu “ˆining

ˆãkun ˆãbir wayaˆ dãhun; paswirti na
lang. Kundiˆ sinˆu ˆang makapatýbuˆ
nang ˆining sãging?” “Never mind,”

said [the turtle, “that] this [portion of the

banana plant] of mine has no leaves; it is

just [my] lot. But who will be able to
cause this banana to grow?” cf ka-1,
magka-, naga- 1a, naka-

makabýhay n a makabuhay vine or fruit,
Tinospora rumphii {A bitter aqueous

extract from this plant is used for

stomach ailments or as an abortifacient

for pregnant women. As a charm it is

placed near the doorway to prevent witches

ˆaswang from entering a dwelling. A

baby or child might be lightly whipped

býnay with a makabuhay vine on a

taboo day malãˆin nga ˆadlaw 7 to

prevent it being harmed by a witch and

to improve its disposition.}

makapunuˆ n a soft-meat coconut palm
producing nuts, sometimes with soft

meat; soft-meat coconut fruit of a

makapunuˆ coconut tree (See Appendix

4, Kinds of Coconut Palms.)

makarýni n macaroni, a slender-tube pasta

Nang sinda hay nagpariprisku, ˆang
ˆinda ginpakãˆun sa manga dalãga hay
sýpas makarýni kag karni nang manuk.
When they served refreshments, what

they had the ladies eat was soup,

macaroni and chicken meat.

Makaˆãkuˆ n the Mighty One, i.e., God

Maskin diˆin kita sumaylu nga rilihiyun
kung ˆang ˆãtun pagˆiˆÿsip hay wayaˆ ta
ginapasabuˆuta ˆang manga kasuguˆan
nang Makaˆãkuˆ hay bãli wayaˆ da
gihãpun ning kwinta. No matter what

the religion to which we transfer, if in

our thinking the commandments of the

Mighty One are not concentrated on by

us, that is still useless.

maki- (var of maka-)
makina 1 n an engine
2 n a sewing machine
3 makina nang kãting masyin a marble

factory cutting machine
makipag- (var of maka-)
makýpa n a makopa tree, Syzygium

samarangense (Blume) {Small tree

mahumut 366 makýpa
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bearing pink fruit with thin skin, and

white, spongy, somewhat tasteless flesh

that is sometimes eaten.} syn margýpa
mãlas 1a adj An activity or situation is bad.

ˆIning sugay, bukun gida maˆãyu mãlas
gida kay bukun mu sigurãdu ˆang ˆÿmu
daˆug. As for this gambling, it is really

not good; it is really bad because you

are not sure of your winnings. cf lãˆin
1b kamalãsan n bad luck Batýnun ta na

lang ˆini nga nagˆabut sa ˆãtun nga
kamalãsan. This bad luck that

happened to us is accepted by us.

malasugi n a narrow-barred Spanish mack-
erel fish, Scomberomorus commerson
(Lacepede) {Characterized by a lateral

line bent abruptly downward below the

end of the dorsal fin and by wavy,

vertical, dusky bands across its upper

flank. Silvery gray above, lighter below.

Inhabits coastal waters.}

mãlay (see ˆanung mãlay) someone has no
knowledge or idea

malãˆut (from *lãˆut + ma-) n an evil spirit
May nagadãpuˆ nga dagkuˆ nga langug;
may bilabila kay ˆini sigýru nga manga
ˆinsiktu, ˆimaw ˆini ˆang simbulu nang
manga malãˆut. There are some big

flies which congregate; there are [also]

butterflies because, perhaps, as for these

insects, these are signs of evil spirits.
{For sicknesses caused by evil spirits

and cures, see malãˆin nga ˆispiritu
(ˆispiritu 2).} (See dimunyu, Kinds of
Spirits for table.)

maligˆun (var of kaligˆun) durable, strong
malingyan n a lyretail wrasse or moon

wrasse fish, Thalassoma lunare (Linn.)

{Predominantly bluish green; each body

scale is edged with a vertical red line.

Inhabits tidal pools and reefs where

shelter and healthy coral growth are

abundant.}

malisbis (see balisbis)
malÿta n a suitcase
maluyˆan (see gingkamaluyˆan (lýˆuy 3))
Mam pers add ref n Madam “ˆAnu Sir,

Mam,” ˆang hambay ku, “mas matãˆas
siya sa ˆãkun.” “You see Sir, Madam,”

I said, “he is more expert than I.” {Used

as a term of polite reference or address

to a woman.}

mama (var mamay, may) 1a n a mother;

someone’s mother Pagkahambay ni
Pýpuy sa ˆiya mama, nanãˆug na siya.
After Popoy’s talking to his mother, he

went down[stairs]. Wayaˆ pa ˆaku
nakatãpus sa hayskul, nakaˆasãwa ˆaku
nga dãˆan; ˆinang ˆãkun ˆasãwa kuntra
gustu gid nang ˆãkun mamay. When I

had not yet finished high school, I

[nevertheless] took a spouse at that

time; that spouse of mine, my mother
disliked very much. syn nanay 1a cf

tatay 1a (See Appendix 23, Social

Relationships.)

1b pers ref n Mother; a term of reference

ˆAng hambay ni Mama, “Pasinsya lang
gid kamu kay kamu kadamuˆdãmuˆ
kamu maghayãli.” Mother said to us,

“Just be patient because you are very

many siblings.” Ginghambay ku kang
Mamay, kung maˆãriˆ, hay maˆistambay
ˆaku sa banwa kay Nãna Dilya. I told

Mother that, if possible, I would stay in

town with Aunt Delia. syn nanay 1b cf

tatay 1b
1c pers add n Mother; a term of address for

one’s mother or a woman about

mother’s age Mama, ˆinang ˆÿmu ˆasãwa
nga ˆikaduha, pamatyagan mu kung
maˆãyu man ˆang pagdipãra sa ˆÿmu.
Mother, as for your second spouse,

sense if the way he cares for you is good.

Hambay ku kay Mamay, “ˆIbhi ˆãnay
Mamay si ˆArdin kung gabˆi.” I said to

Mother, “Arden should please be

accompanied [by you], Mother, at

night.” syn nanay 1c cf tatay 1c
mamãnaˆ (see panaˆ 2b) Someone will go

spear fishing.

mamay (var of mama 1a) a mother
mamaˆ n a betel nut masticatory {Consists

of the meat of a betel nut býnga 2, a betel

pepper leaf býyuˆ and lime ˆãpug. Betel

nut chewing is restricted to herbalists

miyugbýyung (buyung 3) and older

people pangmagýyang (gýyang 1).}
man adv Something will surely happen or a

state will surely exist. Kung nahuman

mãlas 367 man
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niya sa ˆasãwa nga ˆiya lukýhun, maˆabut
man ˆang ˆýras nga huhumanun da ˆitun
niya sa ˆãkun kung ˆãkun siya ˆasawãhun.
If [that] was able to be done by him to his

wife to whom he acted dishonestly, the

time will surely come when this will also

be repeatedly done by him to me if he

will be taken by me as a spouse. cf galiˆ,
gid, kuntaˆ, naman, talaga, ˆãbi 2

kundiˆ man (kundiˆ 2) set expr or
maN- aff a combination of ma- plus paN-

mãna 1a n an inheritance consisting of a

possession, a trait from one’s progenitor

1b v Someone inherits a possession, a trait,

from someone else.
nagmãna ˆImaw ˆinaˆ ˆang dyunyur; gãniˆ

hay ˆimaw ˆangnagmãna sapagpinangliˆli .̂
That one is the junior [of father and son,
so] he is the one who inherited [the habit
of his father of] thoroughly investigating
[things].

magamãna ˆIkaw Prinsipi ˆAdýnis ˆang
magamãna nang ˆãkun kahariˆan. You,
Prince Adonis, are the one who will
inherit my kingdom.

manãguˆ (see tãguˆ 1a) hides or takes shelter
manak n a stepchild (See Appendix 23,

Social Relationships.)

manãkaˆ (see sãkaˆ 1a) Someone will hide.

manaN- aff a combination of ma- plus paN-
plus CV-

mananãguˆ (see tãguˆ 1a) Someone has
been hiding.

mananãhiˆ (from tahiˆ + ma- + paN- +

CV-) (var miyugtãhiˆ) n a seamstress;
a tailor ˆAng ˆãmun kaˆibãhan nga ˆisa
may ˆasãwa na; pÿru manikyurista siya,
bukun siya mananãhiˆ. One of our

companions is already married, but she

is a manicurist, she is not a seamstress.
syn sastri cf mudista (See miyug-,
Words with Miyug- for table.)

Manang 1a pers add ref n Older Sister,

Older Female Friend Pinangutãna pa
ˆaku nga, “Marta sa diˆin si Manang
mu?” I was first asked [by my parents],

“Martha, where is your Older Sister?”

Yaˆ ninda ginpasayýra si Manang
Sýsan nga ˆang ˆiya ˆungaˆ hay patay na.
They did not inform Older Female
Friend Susan that her child was already

dead. cf Manung (See Appendix 23,

Social Relationships.)

1b pers add n Older Sister; Older Female
Friend, about age of an older sister ˆAy
Manang! Kasanˆu ka nagˆabut?
Kumusta na? Hey, Older Sister! When

did you arrive? How are you now? cf

Manung
mananggÿti n a coconut wine collector

v Someone becomes a coconut wine
collector.

nagmananggÿti ˆAng ˆãkun tatay hay
nagmananggÿti inaˆ nang ˆýna. Long
ago my father became a coconut wine
collector.

magmananggÿti Hambay ni Ramun sa ˆiya
ˆungaˆ nga si Suylu, “Pagˆiskwÿla maˆãyu
pãra ˆindiˆ ka magmananggÿti sa ˆulÿhi
nga ˆadlaw!” Ramon said to his son
Zoilo, “Study hard so that you will not
become a coconut wine collector some-
day!” cf miyugpananggut (sanggut 2b)
(See tubaˆ 1a, Items Involved in
Making Coconut Wine for table.)

manangpuyuk n a zebra firefish,

Dendrochirus zebra (Quoy and Gaimard)

{Yellowish white, with reddish-brown

vertical bands. Fins are spotted with

brown. Has a long tentacle above the eye.

Occurs on shallow reefs.}

manayumsum n early evening, around 6:00

PM Wayaˆ na kami magdýgay kay
manayumsum na ˆang gabˆi. We did not

spend a long time because the night was

already early evening. (See Appendix 15,

Times of the Day.)

mandarin n a mandarin orange tree or

fruit, Citrus nobilis (Lour.) {Fruit is

sweet with a loose skin.}

mani 1a n a peanut plant, Arachis hypogaea
(See Appendix 3, Kinds of Cultigens.)

1b n a nutlike peanut seed of the peanut

plant Kung nasãbag mu na ˆang mani,
pwÿdi mu na ˆini nga kaˆýnun. If you

have already been able to roast the

peanuts, it is then alright that you will

eat them. {Either fried or roasted with

their shells or boiled or roasted with

shells removed. Eaten as a snack food.}

manidsmint n the management of a

business; i.e., the body of those who

maN- 368 manidsmint
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manage a business ˆAng kuntrãta ninda
hay kung may kasiraˆan ˆang ˆalãdin hay
pagabayãran nang manidsmint. As for

their agreement, [it was that] if the

pressure lantern has some damage [it]

should be paid for by the management.
manikyur n a manicure; i.e., the trimming

and polishing of fingernails, especially

by a manicurist manikyurista
v Someone is given a manicure by

someone else.
ginamanikyuran Kãda Duminggu

ˆiya ˆinaˆ ginakadtu sa bayay ni Rýsa
kag ˆiya ˆinaˆ ginamanikyuran kag
ginapidikyuran. Every Sunday that
one went to the house of Rosa and that
one was given manicures and was
given pedicures [by Rosa].

manikyurista n a manicurist, usually a woman,

who trims and polishes fingernails and

toenails ˆAng ˆãmun kaˆibãhan nga ˆisa
may ˆasãwa na, pÿru manikyurista siya,
bukun siya mananãhiˆ. Our one

companion is already married, but she is a

manicurist, she is not a seamstress.

Manÿlaˆ1 n Manila, a large city situated on

the west coast of Luzon Island,

Philippines.

manÿlaˆ2 n a dusky rock-cod or red-flushed
rock-cod fish, Aethaloperca rogaa
(Forsskål) {Deep bodied, dark brown to

blackish with an orange inner mouth

and gill chamber. Inhabits rocky and

coral reefs in coastal waters.}

manÿlaˆ3 n a red-skinned, yellow meat
sweet potato vine or tuber (See kamýti
1, Kinds of Sweet Potato for table.)

manÿnay 1 n someone’s godmother Nalýˆuy
gid sa ˆiya ˆang ˆiya manÿnay, gãniˆ
gintawˆan siya nga dãˆan ning kwarta nga
ˆinugbãkay. His godmother really pitied

him, so he was given money without

restraint for spending money. (See

Appendix 23, Social Relationships.)

1a manÿnay sa bunyag n someone’s

godmother through baptism (See

Appendix 23, Social Relationships.)

1b manÿnay sa kasay n someone’s

godmother through marriage {A god-

mother through marriage is chosen by a

bride as a sponsor of her marriage.} cf

nÿnang 1a (See Appendix 23, Social

Relationships.)

manÿnuy 1 n someone’s godfather Makadtu
siya sa ˆiya manÿnuy pãra mabakyan
naman siya ning ˆisa nga bãka. He will

go to his godfather so that another cow

will be bought for him. (See Appendix

23, Social Relationships.)

1a manÿnuy sa bunyag n someone’s god-
father through baptism (See Appendix

23, Social Relationships.)

1b manÿnuy sa kasay n someone’s god-
father through marriage {A godfather

through marriage is chosen by a groom as

a sponsor of his marriage.} cf nÿnung 1a
(See Appendix 23, Social Relationships.)

mansãnas n an apple tree or fruit {Fruit is

eaten at the end of a meal as a dessert.}

(See ˆýpak 1b, Things that are Peeled
for table. See dulsi 1, Dessert
Following a Meal for table.)

mantas adj Someone is aggressive or bold
in doing something. Mantas na ˆang ˆiya
ˆungaˆ sa pagpangãwat. Her child is

already bold in stealing.
v Someone or something becomes

aggressive or bold in doing something.
nagamantas Nagamantas gid

magpinangsanggit ˆang tangkaliˆ lãluˆ
na kung sinda hay ˆigway pisuˆ. King-
fishers become aggressive in always
hooking [chicks] especially when they
have baby birds [to feed]. Nagamantas
pagpangagat ˆang ˆãyam kung ˆini hay
nakapangagat na. A dog becomes
aggressive in always biting when it is
already able to bite. cf pugýsu, ˆÿsug

mantÿka n lard, rendered animal fat Kung
maˆÿnit na ˆang kaldÿru butangan ning
mantÿka nga tãmaˆ lang kadakuˆ. When

the cooking pot is already hot, put in a

moderate amount of lard. cf lãna 1
mantil n a tablecloth
mantinir v Something maintains or sustains

someone or something else in a particular

state.
pagmantinir n The maintenance of some-

one or something in a particular state
nagmantinir ˆAng maˆis nga ˆãmun

ginatanum ˆimaw ˆang nagmantinir hasta
magpandagkuˆ na ˆang ˆãkun manga
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ˆungaˆ. The maize plant which we had
been planting is that which sustained [us]
until all my children grew up.

pagmantinir n the maintenence of some-
one or something in a particular state
ˆImaw gãniˆ ˆining pangayýˆun sa ˆãtun ni
Mistir Rÿyis: ˆang manga kwalipikasyun
nang manga mimbru, ˆang pagmantinir
nang watirsistim nindu, ˆang pagmantinir
sa watirshid nga ginabuyˆan nang týbiˆ,
kag ˆang paglýbung nang manga bãru.
This is what Mr. Reyes is asking from us:
the qualification of members, the main-
tenance of the water system, the mainte-
nance of the watershed where the water is
gotten, and the burying of water pipes.

mãnu 1a n a lead player, chosen to take

the lead in a game Kung kaninˆu ˆadtu
ning batu ˆang malapit sa baglis ˆimaw
ˆadtu ˆang mãnu. [The one] whose

rock is near the line, that one is the

lead player.

1b pamãnu v Someone is chosen to be
lead player by those playing a game.

mapamãnu Kung tapus na kamu ning
baglis, mapamãnu na kamu ˆinaˆ. When
you finish making lines [for hopscotch],
one is then chosen to be lead player by
you.

manuk 1 n a chicken ˆImaw ˆini ˆang klãsi
nang manuk nga ginaˆalÿlaˆ diri sa
Rumblun; ˆimaw ˆini ˆang ginatawag nga
nÿtib nga manuk. This is the kind of

chicken cared for here in Romblon;

these are what are called local chickens.
Diri sa Rumblun kung nagaˆalãgaˆ ning
manuk hay wayaˆ ginakulunga ˆang
manuk kundiˆ hay ginapabayˆan lang
sinda. Here in Romblon when [we] care

for chickens, the chickens are not

confined, but they are just allowed to be

left alone.

Life Stages of Chickens

dumayãga pre-laying hen

mungaˆ laying hen

suyug cockerel

ˆisiw baby chick

Kinds of Chickens

bukay nga manuk white chicken

nÿtib nga manuk native chicken

puya nga manuk red chicken

tayýnun nga manuk wild chicken

(manuk 1b)
tiksas gambling chicken

ˆagtaˆ nga manuk, black chicken

ˆitum nga manuk

1a manuk nga ˆalÿlaˆ (var ˆalÿlaˆ nga
manuk) n a cared-for chicken

n Kung ˆikaw magbýbud dãpat hay yadtu ka
sa tungaˆ nang ˆÿmu manga ˆalÿlaˆ nga
manuk nagapungkuˆ, pãra ˆang ˆÿmu
manga manuk nga ˆalÿlaˆ hay ˆindiˆ
magˆila. When you feed [them], you
should sit down in the middle of your
cared-for chickens so that your cared-
for chicken will not become wild.

1b tayýnun nga makuk n a wild chicken
(See manuk 1, Kinds of Chickens for

table.)

2a ginatˆan nga manuk n chicken cooked in
coconut milk extract (See Appendix 9,

Foods Cooked in Coconut Milk Extract.)

2b prÿtung manuk n fried chicken
2c ˆadýbu nga manuk n chicken adobo

{See also bubud 1, 2 (chicken) feed, feed

(chickens);dakup catch (chickens);nadýyaˆ
(dýyaˆ 1b) lost (chicken); ˆÿhaw 1, 2a
butcher, broil (a chicken); ˆitlug egg, lay

eggs; kulung confine (chickens); pisti
nang manuk (pisti 1a) fowl pox; tuyãˆuk
crow (of a chicken, rooster).} (See

ˆadýbu, Kinds of Adobo for table.)

bayaybãyay nang manuk (bayaybãyay
1c) idiom a chicken house; karni nang
manuk (karni 1a) idiom chicken meat;
ˆagtaˆ nga manuk idiom a black chicken

Manung (var Nung) pers add ref n Older
Brother, Older Male Friend, about

age of an older brother Si Tãtay kag si
Manung Karlus ˆang nagnunut kay
Rubin sa pagpamakay ning bisti. Father

and Older Brother Carlos were the

ones accompanying Ruben in buying a

gown [for the bride]. cf Manang 1a,

Manang 1b
manýsu n a dried tobacco leaf bundle
manyanÿta v A group of singers serenade

someone else.
nagpangmanyanÿta ˆAng manga ˆistudyanti

gãniˆ didtu gahambay nga ˆimpurtid gid
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ˆang nagpangmanyanÿta kay Ninya. The
student there said that they did not know
those people who were all serenading
Ninya. {A birthday celebrant is serenaded
very early on the morning of her or his
birthday by a group of friends. Birthday
and especially religious songs are sung,
after which the singers are invited inside
to share special snack food.}

mamanyanÿta Hay ˆadtu nga pagkaˆãga
mamanyanÿta kami ˆadtu kay ˆUganda
kay birtdi gãniˆ ˆadtu ni ˆUganda. In the
morning we were going to serenade
Uganda because that was Uganda’s
birthday.

makamanyanÿta Nagadãyu diri sa
ˆUdyýngan pãra lang makamanyanÿta.
[They] go to Odiongan just so that [they]
will be able to serenade [someone].

v Someone is serenaded by a group of her
or his friends.

manyanitãhan Manyanitãhan nãtun si
Rýsa sa Hulyu disiˆutsu. Rosa will be
serenaded by us on July eighteen.

manga1 pl Indicates that an immediately

following noun is plural in number.

Usually untranslated. ˆAng ˆÿmu manga
paninda, hay ˆÿmu lang ˆini ˆipaˆýtang sa
ˆÿmu manga kalãpit, wayaˆ ka naman
ning ˆiyugpamãkay sa banwa. As for

your items for sale, [if] you let your

neighbors get [them] on credit, you will

not have resources for buying [more

stock] in town. Pinamakay ni ˆÃna ˆang
kwarta ning bãruˆ pãra sa ˆiya manga
ˆapu. Ana used the money for buying

dresses for her grandchildren. Madãmuˆ
nga manga babãyi ˆang magakaˆintiris
nga sinda hay magˆasãwa. Many women
are interested in taking spouses.

manga2 (see banda1 1c) about
mangamýhan (see ˆãmu 2) someone works

as a domestic helper
mangangawat (see kãwat 2) a thief
mangga 1a n a mango tree, Mangifera

indica. ˆAng tãwu kunu nga nagatanum
ning mangga hay ˆindiˆ kunu magdýgay
ˆang ˆiya kabýhiˆ. As for a person who

plants a mango tree, they say, they will

not have a long life. (See Appendix 3,

Kinds of Cultigens.)

1b n a mango fruit {Thin slices of unripe

mango are dipped in salt or preferably a

salted fish delicacy balitsaw. Eaten as a

snack food or a side dish at mealtimes.}

1c hinug nga mangga n a ripe mango fruit

Kung naglÿgad na da ning lima ˆu ˆunum
ka ˆýras, pwÿdi ka na makakãˆun ning ˆiba
naman nga prýtas parÿhu ˆãbi nang hinug
nga mangga. When five or six hours have

already passed, you can then eat some

fruits like ripe mango. {Eaten at the end

of a meal as a dessert.} (See dulsi 1,
Dessert Following a Meal for table.)

manggad 1 n a treasure Sigýru manggad
ˆang suyud kaysa kabaskug nang lawud;
ˆigwa baya bapur nga nalýnud. Maybe

the content [of the floating trunk] is a

treasure because of the stormy open

sea; perhaps a ship sank.

2a manggarãnun n a rich person ˆAng
manggarãnun tanan nga manãmit nga
pagkãˆun hay ˆinda natitilawan pÿru;
ˆang pubri, mahugaˆ gid ˆinaˆ sinda nga
makabakay. As for rich people, all

[kinds of] delicious foods are able to be

frequently tasted by them; but as for

poor people, it is hard for them to be

able to buy [such foods]. ant mababaˆ
(babaˆ 2), lubig1, pubri

2b manggarãnun v Someone becomes
rich. [nagmanggarãnun became rich]

magmanggarãnun Naghambay ka nga
ˆindiˆ dãpat nga ˆaku magmanggarãnun
kag ˆikaw hay pubri. You said that I
should not become rich and you be
poor. cf tubug

manghud 1a n a younger sibling, i.e., a

younger brother or sister Dyýwil, bãsiˆ
gustu mu kami nga bayãˆan? Bukun mu
ba kami palanggaˆ nang ˆÿmu manghud,
nga gustu mu gid maghalin sa ˆãmun?
Joel, why do you want to leave us? Donˆt

you love us and your younger sibling,

that you want to go away from us?
magmanghud pl n siblings Magmanghud

kita; si Pitra ˆang maguyang; kita hay
manghud. We (three) are siblings; Petra
is the older sibling; we (two) are the
younger siblings. (See Appendix 23,
Social Relationships.)

1b kamanghýran n the youngest sibling
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or son of two or more Nang ˆuna nga
panahun may manga hariˆãnun na may
tuyu nga ˆungaˆ nga si Katalÿna ˆang
pangãnay, ˆIsabil ˆang ˆikaduha kag si
Marya ˆang kamanghýran. Long ago

there was a king and queen who had

three children of which Catalina was the

firstborn, Isabel was the second and

Mary was the youngest sibling. (See

Appendix 23, Social Relationships.)

2 v The younger sibling of two, or the

youngest sibling of three or more siblings

is begotten by man and woman.
manghuran Disir ta kunu manghuran,

hay paˆabýtun ta ˆãnay manga ˆunum ka
týˆig kay kahugaˆ galiˆ ˆang nagadipãra
ning ˆungaˆ. Before a younger sibling
will be begotten by us, he said, [our
present child] should be allowed by us
to reach six years of age because it is
difficult to care for a child.

manghud nga dalãga (dalãga 2) younger
unmarried sister

mangnu 1 v Someone or something notices,
senses or feels that a particular event

happens or that a particular state exists.
nakamangnu Kung sinda nakamangnu

ning gýtum malupad naman sinda kag
mangÿtaˆ ning nagalutaˆ nga ˆisdaˆ.
When they sense hunger they will fly
and look for fish swimming in a school.

makamangnu Gãniˆ ˆinaˆ ˆang pilitˆan
hay ginapiluˆpiluˆ gid ˆinaˆ ning na
maˆãyu kay kung ˆindiˆ mu piluˆun
makamangnu ka lang wayaˆ da ˆang
ˆÿmu putut sa pilitˆan. As for that
container, it is folded very carefully
several times because, if it is not folded
by you, you will sense that your small
shrimp are no longer in the container.

makakamangnu ˆAng ˆiya tatay hay wayaˆ
pa makakamangnu nga si Lÿbi hay
patay na. His father had not yet clearly
sensed that Libby was already dead.

kamangnu May bÿsis gid nga ˆindiˆ
kamangnu ˆang manuk nga mungaˆ
ˆang banug nagagulpi lang tugpuˆ sa
tungud nang ˆisiw. There are times when
the mother chicken does not sense
[danger] that a hawk just quickly
swoops down near the baby chicks.

v A particular event or situation is sensed

or noticed by someone or something.
May namangnuhan ˆaku nga masakit
sa ˆakun kaˆugalÿngun. Sickness in my
own body was noticed by me.

namamangnuhan [Namamangnuhan con-
sists of na-CV- plus pangnu plus -an-.]
Namamangnuhan mu ˆinaˆ nga ˆang ˆÿmu
manga manuk hay ginaˆãbut ning
pisti kay makikÿtaˆ mu lang ˆinaˆ hay
nagayungyung na, ˆindiˆ na magtukaˆ. [It]
will surely be noticed by you that, as for
your cared-for chickens, [they] are
attacked by fowl pox because you will
really be able to see that they are already
drooping their heads [and] they no longer
eat by pecking.

mamangnuhan [Mamangnuhan consists
of ma- plus pamangnu- plus -an.] Kung
mamangnuhan ninda nga ˆigwa ning
tãwu, nagakÿpuˆ ˆinaˆ ˆang ˆinda baˆbaˆ.
When [it] is sensed by them (i.e., rude
pen mollusks) that there is a person
[present], their valves close. cf bistu

2 v Someone wakes up from sleeping or

becomes conscious from a particular

condition.
nakamangnu ˆIsa ka hanãgub na nang

gabˆi, si Lÿlay, hay nakamangnu sa ˆiya
kadãyum nga pagkatýyug. One late
evening, as for Lilay, [she] happened
to wake up from her sound sleeping.

mangyan 1 n A Mangyan; a person belong-

ing to an ethnic group living chiefly in the

highlands of Mindoro. ˆAng Mangyan
nga tãwu, hay nagaˆistar sa býkid. As for

Mangyan people, [they] live in the

highlands.

2 n A child-like person; an ignorant person;

an uncivilized person; an uncultured
person. {An insulting term.} ˆAng ˆiya
ˆasãwa hay mangyan sa bagˆu nga sapãtus.
Her husband is a child-like person with

regard to the new shoes. Mangyan ka!
ˆAyaw maghÿmuˆ ning malãˆin. You are an

uncivilized person! Donˆt do bad things.
v Someone is child-like, ignorant, unci-

vilized, uncultured.
namangyan Namangyan aku sa paggãmit

nang kamira; gãniˆ nasiraˆ ku. I was
ignorant in using the camera; therefore it
was broken by me.

mamangyan Maˆãriˆ ˆindiˆ ˆaku mamangyan
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sa Manÿlaˆ kung ˆaku magkadtu kay didtu
na ˆaku nagbãhuy. Perhaps I will not be
ignorant in Manila when I go because it
was there that I grew up.

mangyanmangyanun adj child-like; igno-
rant; uncivilized; uncultured ˆAng ˆiya
batãsan hay mangyanmangyanun. His
character is uncultured.

mãpa n a map cowry mollusk, Mauritia
mappa

marabilyas n a red-skinned, white meat
sweet potato (See kamýti 1, Kinds of
Sweet Potato for table.)

marbul (see marmul) marble stone
Mards pers add n Friend {Term of address,

expressing a warm personal relationship

between a male or female speaker and a

female.} syn Maring cf Pards, Pari 1b
margýpa n a makopa tree or fruit, Syzygium

samarangense {Small tree bearing pink

fruit with thin skin, and white, spongy,

somewhat tasteless flesh that is some-

times eaten.} syn makýpa
margýsu 1 n an ampalaya vine or fruit,

Momordica charantia (Linn.) {Leaves

are boiled and eaten as a green vegetable.

Unripe, bitter fruit is boiled and eaten as

a vegetable.} (See Appendix 3, Kinds of

Cultigens.)

1a ˆýtan nga margýsu n coconut-flavored
ampalaya (See ˆýtan 1a, Coconut-
Flavored Vegetables for table.)

Maring pers add n Friend {Term of address,

expressing a warm personal relationship

between a male or female speaker and a

female. Sometimes immediately followed

by the name of a woman in the same

general age range as the speaker.}

Kinadtu gãniˆ ˆaku ni Pari Luˆis kay
hambay nya hay, “Maring” kunu, “hay
pagbýlig naman!” Friend Luis came to

me and he said, “Friend,” he said, “I

must surely be helped now!” syn Mards
cf Pards, Pari 1b

marka 1 n a mark on a page, on an object cf

pintuk
2 n someone’s grade in a school subject Hay

pirmi matãˆas ˆang ˆãkun marka. My

[subject] grades [in school] were always

high. syn grãdu 1, grÿding cf ˆabrids
marmul (var marbul) 1 n marble stone

Pagkatãpus naman nãmun diskarga
nang manga daya, makarga naman
kami ning manga ˆislab nga marmul.
After our unloading of those things, we

will then load marble slabs. Nagsaylu
kami sa Lýsud kaysa ˆÐpil hay pinahalin
na kami nang tagˆÿya, kay maˆugduk
sinda ning kãting masyin sa marbul.
We transferred to Lusod because we

were sent away by the owner from Ipil

because they were going to build a

marble factory for marble.

2 marmul nga ginãling n marble chips
{Made by breaking marble tile discards

kinãpaw into small chips. Put into the

surface of colored cement and sanded to a

shiny surface for table and counter tops.}

marmul nga grãba (grãba) idiom
marble gravel; batu nga marmul (batu
1a) idiom a marble block

Marsu n March, a month of the Gregorian

Calendar See ˆInÿru for example sentence.

(See Appendix 12, Months of the

Gregorian Calendar.)

martilyu n a carpenter’s hammer ˆIpuypug
ku ˆang martilyu sa batu. A carpenter’s
hammer will be used by me to pound

the stone. cf mãsu 1
Martis n Tuesday Kung ˆumabut naman ˆang

bapur ˆadlaw nang Duminggu, makubra
naman ˆang ˆãmun hinurnalan ˆadlaw
naman nang Martis hasta Myirkulis. If

the boat arrived on a Sunday, our

laborer’s wages would be able to be

received only on a Tuesday or Wed-

nesday. (See Appendix 17, Days of the

Week.)

marun adj Something is dark orange in

color.
kulur marun adj a dark orange colored

mark or object ˆAng kulur nang ˆini nang
lagang nga sÿhiˆ hay putiˆ nga may gýlis
nga kulur marun. The color of [the
empty shell of] this chambered nautilus
is white and with some dark orange
colored stripes. (See kulur 1, Colors
for table.)

mas comp adv more or -er plus adjective

or adverb; comparative degree Mas
manãmit pa ngãniˆ ˆang manga gýlay
kisa sa ˆisdaˆ, kaysa ˆãmun hay pirmi na

mãpa 373 mas
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lang da kami gasuyaˆ ˆisdaˆ. Vegetables

are more delicious than fish because at

our place we always only serve a fish

side dish. Hay mas lãlung magaˆinýyan
kung ˆindiˆ nãtun pagtabýnan ˆinaˆ. It

would have been rained on more heavily

if that had not been covered by us.

masÿna (see sÿna 1a) envious
masinahun (see sÿna 1b) an envious one
masitÿra n a flower pot
maskara n a mask, worn over the face

maskin (var maski) 1a subord conj
Although or even though a particular

event occurs or a particular state exists,

nevertheless another event occurs or

another state exists. Maskin ˆang
kantidad lang ˆadtu nang ˆiya bãruˆ nga
ˆiya nabakay hay subra lang ˆisa ka
gatus, sa ˆiya ˆadtu hay kamahaymãhay.
Although the price of her dress which

she happened to buy was just over one

hundred [pesos], for that one (i.e., for

her) it was very expensive. May yãraˆ
nga nagapanamkun nga ginahagkut
kãda hãpun, kag maskin ˆãga pa hay
gustu na magkinatýyug. There are some

who have pregnancy cravings who feel

cold every afternoon, and even though
it is already morning they like to keep on

sleeping. Maski kunu kita magtãyang sa
Kwartu gid kita malýsub. Even though,

they said, we would lose [our] way, we

really were going to go downhill to

Kwarto. syn bÿsan 1a, ˆãbir 1a cf

magkaˆunuˆýnu
1b adv Something is accomplished even to

a particular degree or extent. Maskin
wayaˆ traysikul, nagakaˆabut maskin sa
ˆalipukpuk nang býkid. Even though

there is no motorized pedicab, [he] is

able to go even to the peak of the

mountain.

maskin diˆin (var of bÿsan diˆin 2) any-
where, no matter where

maskin kasanˆu (see kasanˆu 2) at any
time

maskin paˆunu (var maskin papaˆunu) adv
Something is done carelessly, in any
way, freely, without reservation, un-
grudgingly. May yãraˆ pa gid nga tãwu

nga maskin na lang gid sa pagpilaˆ hay
maskin paˆunu lang. There are still some

people who, even in just spitting, just [do

it] carelessly. Diri sa býkid hay maskin
paˆunu lang ˆang pagbutang ning
dikurasyun sa suyud nang bayay bukun
parÿhu sa banwa. Here in the country, the

placing of decorations inside the house is

just in any way, not the same as in town.

Madãmuˆ na nga manga halimbãwaˆ pÿru
tãmaˆ na ˆini, kay natawˆan ta da ning
ˆidÿya maskin papaˆunu. [There are]

many examples already and so these are

enough, because [they] were already

given ideas freely by us.

maskin sinˆu (see sinˆu 2a) no matter who;

(see sinˆu 2b) anyone, everyone
maskin ˆanu (var of bÿsan ˆanu 2) any thing,

whatever the thing

mãsu 1 n a sledgehammer ˆIgwa pa gid
sinda ning manga daya nga gãmit nga
parÿhu nang kunya, mãsu kag ˆiban pa
nga ginagãmit sa pagbatu. There are still

other things which are used such as a

marble-splitting bar, a sledgehammer,
and other things used for working in

marble. cf martilyu
2 v Something is hammered by someone

with a sledgehammer.
masýhun Kung nagagiltak na, masýhun

naman ˆadtu. When [the marble] already
cracks, it will be hammered with a
sledgehammer.

masun 1 pagkamasun n stone masonry
Didtu naman ˆaku nagkadtu sa ˆãmun
kwartu; ˆãkun gingpamagpangitaˆ ˆang
ˆãkun manga gãmit sa pagkarpintÿru
kag sa pagkamasun. I went there to our

room; my things for carpentering and

for stone masonry were each being

looked for by me.

masyãdu 1 adj An action is extensive;

someone is habitual in doing sth, as in

committing crime, gambling. ˆAng
býlan nga maˆãyu ˆang pagtanum ning
pitsay hay býlan nang bukun pa
masyãdu ˆang ˆuyan. The month which

is good for planting Chinese cabbage is

during the month when the rain is not

extensive. Nang nasayýran nang ˆãkun
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ˆasãwa, ˆaba gid nga kangungýyab sa
ˆãkun kay ˆaku kunu hay masyãdu nga
kasugaruy! So, when my husband knew

this, oh my, he really scolded me

because, he said, I was a habitual
gambler!

2 adv The physical, mental or ethical

condition of someone or something is

too extensive or very extensive. Wayaˆ
da gid ˆaku masyãdu nahuyaˆ kay tyad
gida kunu ˆinaˆ ˆang ginamidikal. I wasnˆt

too embarrassed because, they say, that’s

the way it is in having a medical

examination. ˆAng ˆãkun karanasan nang
ˆaku maˆisut pa, daw ˆindiˆ ku gid
maˆintyindihan nga ˆang ˆãkun manga
magýyang masyãdu nga kaˆÿmun sa
ˆãmun nga ˆinda manga ˆungaˆ. My

experience when I was yet small was that

it seemed as though [it] could not be

understood by me that, as for my parents,

[they] were very nonpermissive to us,

their children. cf pwirsãdu 2
3 adv Someone does something more

extensively than a stated or implied

standard. Nang ˆaring pagtird yir ku na,
nakaˆÿsip na ˆaku nga kung ˆãkun
sigÿhun ˆang pagnunut sa ˆatlit hay daw
ˆindiˆ gid ˆaku makatuˆun masyãdu.
When it was already my third year, I

realized that if I kept on joining athletics

I probably wouldnˆt be able to learn

[much] more.

masyar (see pamasyar 1a, 1b)

masyin (seekãting masyin) amarble factory
mata 1a n the eye of a living being ˆAng

ˆãkun mata nagapÿyung pÿru ˆang ˆãkun
talÿnga hay nakakabatiˆ pa! As for my

eyes, [they] are closed, but, as for my

ears, [they] can surely still hear! Malýya
ˆang ˆiya mata; ˆang ˆiya tukaˆ hay
mabahuy. The eyes [of a kingfisher] are

weak; its beak is big.

1b pamata v Something is observed by

someone.
namatˆan [Namatˆan consists of na- plus

pamata- plus -an.] May hambayãnun
nga kung ˆanu ˆang ˆÿmu namatˆan sa
ˆÿmu magýyang, hay ˆimaw na ˆang
batãsan nga ˆÿmu nadadaya hasta ˆikaw
magbãhuy. There is a saying that what

has been observed by you from your
parents, those are the habits which are
surely able to be carried by you until
you grow up. cf batyag1 1, hangad 1,
lingig, liˆliˆ, paniˆid, purba, siruˆ 1a,
tanˆaw 1a, tutuk

2 n a fishnet mesh; i.e., an opening between

the cords of a fishnet ˆAng numiru ˆinaˆ
nang mata hay traynta ˆutsu, kag ˆang
numiru nang naylun nga ginatýhug sa
mata nang linggiˆ hay numiru sitinta.
As for the number of the mesh of that

one (i.e., of a large-mesh fishnet), [it] is

thirty-eight, and the number of the

nylon which is strung through the mesh
of the large-mesh fishnet is number

seventy.

mata nga baguy (baguy 1b) set expr a

coconut-shell stem end; pisukpisuk
ˆang mata (pisuk 2) idiom takes a short
nap; ˆýna ning mata (ˆýna 5b) idiom
Someone is seen first by someone else.

matansÿru n a meat butcher
matapˆung n a brown-eared surgeonfish,

Acanthurus nigricauda (Dunker and

Mohr) {Brownish with an elongated

black blotch extending posteriorly from

the upper opercular margin. A white

band encircles the caudal peduncle.

Inhabits sandy bottom areas in calm

waters.}
n a yellow-fin surgeonfish, Acanthurus

xanthopterus (Valenciennes) {Yellowish
brown, with a yellow area before the eye
and a white ring around the base of the
caudal fin. Dorsal and anal fins have
alternating blue and orange stripes; the
pectoral fin is yellow. Inhabits a variety of
inshore habitats.}

matay [See also patay.]

1 v Someone dies.
namatay Maswirti kay dagkuˆ na ˆang

ˆÿmu ˆungaˆ nga namatay ˆang ˆÿmu
ˆasãwa. You are lucky because your
children were already grown up when
your husband died.

namamatay [Namamatay consists of
na-CV- plus matay.] May yãraˆ nga
lyãki nga namamatay ˆang ˆinda
ˆasãwa, natural lang nga ˆini hay
maˆasãwa pa liwat. There are some men

masyar 375 matay
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whose spouses have already died, it is
sure that they will take spouses again.

nagakamãtay May ˆanÿtu da nga kung
nasayýran mu nga ˆang ˆÿmu kalãpit hay
nagakamãtay na ˆang manuk nga ˆalÿlaˆ
niya, ˆang ˆÿmu humanun hay palibýtan
mu ning huwag ˆang palÿbut nang ˆÿmu
bayay. There is a belief that, when you
know that the cared-for chickens of
your neighbors are all dying, the thing
you should do is to hang a huwag rattan
around your house.

mamatay Kung sya ˆinaˆ mamatay ˆindiˆ
da ˆinaˆ niya madaya pakadtu sa ˆiya
kakadtuˆan. When that one dies, [her
belongings] will not be able to be taken
by that one in going to where she is
going.

kamãtay ger someone’s or something’s
dying ˆIni ˆang nÿtib nga manuk, kung
nagaˆabut ˆang pisti, nang manuk tanan
nga ˆalãgaˆ mu nga manuk, ˆýbus gid
ˆinaˆ ning kamãtay hasta ˆisiw. These
local chickens, when chicken disease
comes, all your cared-for chickens will
be completely depleted by dying,
including young chicks.

pagkamatay ti ger after or upon some-
one’s death Sa niyan kay siya hay wayaˆ
wayu na katýˆig ˆang ˆiya pagkamatay.
Now, because he is already gone, it has
been eight years after his death.

v the place where someone dies
namatyan [Namatyan consists of na-

plus matay plus -an.] ˆIni hay kalag
nang tãwu nga nagabalikbãlik sa lugar
nga ˆiya namatyan. This is the soul of a
person who goes back and forth to the
place where he died.

kamatãyun n the death of someone or
something Pag ˆindiˆ na sinda katukaˆ
ˆimaw na ˆinaˆ ˆang dahilan nang ˆinda
kamatãyun. When they can no longer
peck, that is now the cause of their
death.

v Something causes death of or kills
someone.

nakamatay ˆAng hiluˆ ˆimaw ˆang nakamatay
sa ˆiya. Poison was that which killed him.

nakakamatay ˆAng hiluˆ hay nakakamatay.
Poison is able to cause death.

kinamatyan loc n the place of someone’s
death Ginabutangan niya ˆadtung ˆiya

kinamatyan ning dãhun nang tabuˆ.
That place of his death is where he put a
gourd leaf.

2a kamatyãnan ti n the time of new moon
ˆAng hambay nang manga magýyang
nang ˆýna hay lãˆin magtanum kung
kamatyãnan kay ˆindiˆ mabýhiˆ ˆang
tanum. It was said by the old people

long ago that it is bad to plant during

new moon because the plants will not

be able to live. cf bÿlug2 2a (See

Appendix 11, Shape of the Moon.)

2b pakamatay adj The moon is new.

Ginasiruˆ ˆinaˆ ninda kung pakabilug
ˆang býlan ˆu pakamatay. They check to

see whether the moon is full or new. cf

bÿlug2 2b
himatay derv Someone faints, loses

conciousness
matãyaw (var of katãyaw) cowardly, lacks

courage
matiryãlis n the materials used for a

particular purpose Kung ˆigwa na kami
ning manga matiryãlis, sinˆu ˆang
mahãkut patayud, kay kalayuˆ ˆadtu? If

we already have the materials, who will

carry [them] going up, because that is

far?

matsýra adj A domestic animal is sterile.

{Commonly the result of the animal

becoming too fat to produce offspring.}

cf bawˆas, buˆag
matsýra nga bãbuy (bãbuy 1a) set expr
a barren sow

matˆan (see mata 1b) is observed
may 1a poss ext Someone or something has

something, has something on it or them.

[May plus a following possessed noun

or nominalized verb is predicate; the

possessor is topic.] Kung may kwarta
kami nga ˆikabakay ning mahumut nga
habun hay nagabakay kami. If we have
money to buy toilet soap, we buy [it].

Wayaˆ ni Lulÿta ginapasayýra ˆang ˆiya
ˆasãwa kung sya hay may ginabakay.
Lolita does not let her husband know

when she has [something] to buy.

Nagabuˆuy ning batu nga may bãtuk
nga puya. Get a stone which has red

spots [on it].
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1b ext adj There is a person or thing involved

in an action or located somewhere. [The

existential adjective may followed im-

mediately by that which exists is

comment; there is no topic.] May lapsag
nga kung ˆadlaw hay nagakinatýyug pÿru
pagˆabut nang gabˆi, nagatãngis. There
are babies who keep on sleeping when it

is daytime, but upon the coming of night,

they cry. May mutur nga Sibuhãnu nga
nagapamakay sÿhiˆ. There is a Cebuano

pumpboat engaged in buying shells. [May
is sometimes followed by a nominalized

verb.] Nakasãyud lang sinda nga si Hilda
hay wayaˆ nagaˆiskwÿla nang may
nagˆabut sa ˆinda nga halin sa Manÿlaˆ.
They were able to find out that, as for

Hilda, [she] was not going to school when

there was [one who] arrived at their place

coming from Manila.
may yãraˆ ext adj There are some people or

things involved in an action or located
somewhere. May yãraˆ pa nga manga
lyãki nga ˆãbir ˆasawãhan na hay
nagapyupangasãwa pa sa manga dalãga.
There are still some men who, even
though they are already married men,
casually court young ladies. May yãraˆ
nga nagapanamkun nga ginahagkut kãda
hãpun, kag maskin ˆãga pa hay gustu na
magkinatýyug. There are some who
have pregnancy cravings who feel cold
every afternoon and, even though it is
already morning, they like to keep on
sleeping.

2 prep near a particular person or thing, at
a particular place Nagaˆintiris ˆaku nga
makalibri sa plÿti, pumanãˆug ˆaku sa
may Puktuy. I was interested in being

able to save myself from the fare; [so] I

got down [from the jeep] at Puktoy.

may (var of mama) a mother
mãya1 adj Someone is short and regular in

size. cf nãnuˆ, pungkuk, pungkuy,

tamsi1, tagˆud, tãwin
mãya2 1 n a chestnut manikin bird,

Lonchura malacca. ˆAng tukaˆ nang
pispis nga mãya hay kulawut nga
matagˆud. The beak of the chestnut
manikin bird is curved and short.

2 mayang Tagãlug n a tree sparrow bird,

Passer montanus. ˆAng pakpak nang
pispis nga mãyang Tagãlug may bãtuk
nga kapi, putiˆ kag ˆitum. Tree sparrow
birds have dark yellow, white and black

stripes.

mayad 1 (var kamayad) adj Someone is

clever, experienced, intelligent. Nang
natãpus na tahiˆ, dinaya naman sa
mayad nga magburda nang bãruˆ.
When the sewing was already finished,

she then brought [it] to an experienced
dress embroiderer. Kalÿpay da ˆinaˆ ˆang
ˆãkun manga magýyang kay kamayad
kunu ˆaku. Those parents of mine were

happy because, they say, I was

intelligent. ant býruy
2 pamayadmãyad v Two people compete in

experience or intelligence to determine

who is the best in performing a particular

activity. Pamayadmãyad si Lÿna kag si
Mirna sa pagbãsa. Lina and Myrna

competed in experience in reading.

mayagbagu n a rabbitfish {Four common

varieties are recognized: coral Siganus
corallinus; blue-lined Siganus puellus;
barhead Siganus virgatus; pearly-dotted

Siganus punctatissimus.}
mayagkit n white sticky rice {Commonly

made into a rice cake pusuˆ3, sýman by

grinding, wrapping in a young coconut

frond hanig and cooking.} cf tapuy1
biku nga mayagkit (biku 1a) set expr a

white sticky rice delicacy; kinalãyu
nga mayagkit (kalayu 2a) set expr
cooked white sticky rice

mayagting adj An area is very cluttered or

very dirty.

mayamˆan n a betel nut pouch or bag for the

ingredients of a betel nut masticatory

mamaˆ, consisting of betel nuts býnga 2,

betel pepper leaves býyuˆ and lime ˆãpug
mayang (see mayang Tagãlug (mãya2 2)) a

tree sparrow
maykrupun n a microphone
Mãyu n May, a month of the Gregorian

Calendar Kadãmuˆ nga manga tãwu nga
tagaprubinsya nga nagakadtu sa
Manÿlaˆ kung býlan nang Mãyu. There

are many people from the provinces

who go to Manila when it is the month

may 377 Mãyu
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of May. (See Appendix 12, Months of

the Gregorian Calendar.)

Plýris di Mãyu idiom a May Flowers
observance, novena

mayur na lãyag (see lãyag 1a) a mainsail
maˆi- abl acf pref Someone or something is

or will be able to be an accessory to

an action by someone else. Basta
maˆipadaya na tanan nga papÿlis sa
gubirmint, ˆinaˆ hay sigurãdu ˆang
Lýnus may badyit. Provided all the

documents will be able to be sent to

the government, that’s when [it] is

sure that Lonos will have a budget [for

its project]. ˆAng ˆiya maˆipangãkuˆ sa
ˆãtun hay ginadiskusyunan ˆini nang
ˆiya ˆunum nga kaˆibãhan. What is able
to be promised by him is that this will

be discussed by his six companions,

[and] he will be one [of them]. [The

range of meaning of this accessory

focus prefix includes what is generally

called instrumental focus.] ˆIgwa kami
ning maˆibakay ning ˆasin, puspuru,
ˆasýkar kag habun. We have [money]

which will be able to be used for
buying salt, matches, sugar and soap.

syn ˆika-2 cf gina- 1b, naˆi-
maˆis 1a n a maize plant, Zea mays. ˆAng

maˆis nga ˆãmun ginatanum ˆimaw ˆang
nagmantinir hasta magpandagkuˆ na
ˆang ˆãkun manga ˆungaˆ. The maize
plant which we had been planting is that

which sustained [us] until all my

children grew up. (See Appendix 3,

Kinds of Cultigens.)

1b n corn kernels of the maize plant with or

without the cob

1c ginãling nga maˆÿs n cornmeal
2 kamaˆÿsan n a cornfield of maize plants

Naghuyat sinda nga magabˆi kag siya
dinaya sa kamaˆÿsan. They waited until

evening and she was brought to the

cornfield.

binukbuk nga maˆis (bukbuk 1b) set
expr roasted-corn flour; galingan
nang maˆis (galingan 1c) set expr a

hand corn grinder; tinumãkan nga
maˆis (tinumãkan 1b) set expr corn
mush; kanˆun nga maˆis (see kanˆun 2)

set expr cooked corn meal
maˆistra 1a n a female teacher ˆIndiˆ na

magpamatiˆ ˆang manga ˆiskwÿla sa
maˆistra kay hãpun na. The students

will no longer listen to the female
teacher because it is now late

afternoon.

1b pagkamaˆistra ger A woman’s becom-
ing a teacher. ˆAng gingbuˆuy nga kursu
ni ˆAlis hay pagkamaˆistra. The course

which Alice took was becoming a
teacher.

maˆistru 1a n a male teacher Sinda ˆang
bÿlang ˆýna nga manga maˆistru sa
ˆinda manga kaˆungaˆan. They are the

first male teachers for their children.

1b pagkamaˆistru ger A man’s becoming
a teacher. Kung tapus na siya sa
pagˆiskwÿla ning pagkamaˆistru sya na
ˆang mapaˆiskwÿla sa ˆãkun. If he is

already finished studying in becoming
a teacher, he will be the one to let me go

to school.

maˆunu (see kung maˆunu) how
midikal n a medical examination given to a

patient by a medical practitioner Sa sýlat
nagasiling siya na sa nga dãˆan hay ˆãkun
ˆasikasýhun ˆang papÿlis; ˆimaw gãniˆ ˆang
pasapurti, midikal, manga litrãtu na
kahinangyãnun kag ˆiban pa gid. In her

letter she says that the papers should be

prepared immediately by me; those are a

passport, medical examination [report],

needed pictures and other things.
v Someone undergoes a medical

examination.
ginamidikal Wayaˆ da gid ˆaku masyãdu

nahuyaˆ kay tyad gida kunu ˆinaˆ ˆang
ginamidikal. I wasn’t too embarrassed
because, they say, that’s the way it is
[when you] undergo a medical
examination.

pamidikal caus v Someone allows herself
or himself to undergo a medical
examination by someone else, especi-
ally, by a medical practitioner.

nagapamidikal Bukun lang da kunu ˆaku
ˆang nagapamidikal na babãyi. Iˆm not
the only woman, they say, who allows
[herself] to undergo a medical
examination.

mayur na lãyag 378 midikal
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midisÿna n a pharmaceutical medicine used

for curing a sickness in humans, animals,

plants May midisÿna nga pãra sa sagnat
nang bãbuy. There is pharmaceutical
medicine for pig fever. cf buyung 1

midwayp n a midwife Maˆãyu lang kay
naˆamãnan ˆadtu kay ginsýgat nang
ˆasãwa ku ˆang midwayp nga si Mÿsis
Rãmus. It was good because, as quickly

as possible, the midwife, Mrs. Ramos,

was fetched by my husband. syn paltÿra
midya galun (see galun 2a, 2b)

midyas n socks, stockings Nagbakay si Pidru
ning midyas pÿru bukun magkabãngiˆ.
Pedro bought socks but they were not a

matched pair. (See bãruˆ 1, Kinds of
Clothing for table.)

midyu 1a adv Someone or something is

somewhat, slightly, mildly, of a

particular condition or color. ˆAng ˆãkun
naman kalãban sa pamayadmãyad hay
midyu malakas siya sa maˆistra, ngãniˆ
ˆaku wayaˆ nabutang sa pangduha. My

rival in the class was somewhat popular

with my teacher, so I was not able to be

placed in second honors. ˆAdtung ˆãkun
pangãnay nga ˆungaˆ hay midyu
ˆintirisãdu gid sa pagˆiskuyla. That

oldest child of mine is slightly
interested in going to school. ˆAng punta
nang tukaˆ hay midyu kulawut. The end

of the beak is slightly curved. ˆAng ˆiba
ginagamÿtan ning ˆantipãra kag
lanãwun kung midyu madãyum na.
Some get goggles and liswi mollusks are

searched for below if [the ocean depth]

is already somewhat deep (i.e., about

waist deep). ˆAng kulur nang balayan
nang kapinan hay midyu ˆitum kag may
putiˆ nga lãkut. The color of a limpet

shell is somewhat black and there is

white mixed in.

1b adv it is almost a particular time Sigýru
ˆindiˆ da baya siya kakatýyug kay midyu
Byarnis na da; maˆabut na da ˆang
Sursugun; malarga na da ˆaku. Perhaps

she could not sleep because it was

almost Friday and the Sorsogon boat

was about to arrive; [and] I would be

leaving. cf hãlus 1a, maˆisut (ˆisut 3)

2 adj Someone or something is average in a

particular condition. Pagˆabut nang tist,
midyu ˆaku; bukun matãˆas ˆang
nabubuˆuy. When the test came, I was

average [in my grade]; that able to be

consistently attained [by me] was not

high.

midyu hanãgub na (see hanãgub na 2)

set expr mid-late evening
midyus n a method or way something is

done Hay ginapangitaˆan gid niya ning
midyus na ˆang rikumindasyun nga ˆini
hay maˆaprubahan nang ˆiya kumiti. He

is carefully looking for a way that this

recommendation will be approved by

his committee.

mihiˆ n the bleat of a goat
v A goat bleats. [nagamihiˆ bleated] (See

Appendix 24, Sounds of Animals and
Fowl.)

mÿki (see pansit mÿki (pansit))
mil 1a card num adj one thousand actions,

people, pieces of something, situations,

things, times, units of measurement mil
ˆýnu one thousand and one, mil
kinyintus one thousand five hundred

Nakapatubas da kami ning mil pusuˆ
nga maˆis. We were able to have one
thousand ears of unshucked corn

harvested. Nagˆiskwÿla na kami nang
mil nuwÿbi syintus singkwinta ˆutsu;
nagaˆiskwÿla na ˆaku sa grid wan. We

attended school, then, in one thousand
nine hundred fifty eight. cf lÿbu (See

Appendix 21, Cardinal Numbers.)

1b card num adj two to nine hundred and

ninety-nine thousand actions, people,

pieces of something, situations, things,

times, units of measurement dus mil two

thousand syin mil one hundred

thousand, dus syintus mil two hundred

thousand, kinyintus mil five hundred

thousand, pangduha ka mil second

thousand (i.e., two thousandth) Sa
niyan nagalýgit na ˆaku ning subra sayis
mil buˆuk kãda tatlu ka býlan. As of

now, I am able to make over six

thousand pieces of copra every three

months. {For a description of the use of

numbers of Spanish origin, see entry

midisÿna 379 mil
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ˆýnu.} cf lÿbu (See Appendix 21,

Cardinal Numbers.)

milyun (var milyýnis) card num a unit of a
million ˆisa ka milyun one million,

ˆikabaynti ka milyun a twentieth million
(i.e., a twenty millionth) {For a de-

scription of the use of numbers of

Spanish origin, see entry ˆýnu.} (See

Appendix 21, Cardinal Numbers.)

mimbru (var myimbru) n a member of a

group, an organization Kaˆãyu ˆadtu nga
pabayli kay tanan nga manga myimbru
hay nagkaˆunyun gid nga magtugpa;
nagbinuligan sinda. That benefit dance

was good because all the members
worked together in their assigned tasks;

they helped each other.

ministir intg adv Why does an event occur

or a state exist? Ministir pa nga
ˆipasýlat ku pa sa ˆinda ˆang ˆãkun
ˆisturya? Why should I let other people

write my story? syn bãsiˆ 1a
minsan (see kung minsan) sometimes
mintras subord conj Someone does some-

thing or a state exists until or while
another event occurs or another state

exists. Pabalikbãlik kay hãkut mintras
wayaˆ pa naˆýbus. Go back and forth until
there are no more left. ˆAng dalãga nga
nagakanta sa ˆabýhan mintras siya
nagalýtuˆ hay makakaˆasãwa ning byýdu.
A young lady who sings at the cooking

place while she is cooking will surely

happen to take a widower as a spouse. cf

kung kasanˆu (kasanˆu 1b), kung sanˆu
(sanˆu 1b), hãbang, hasta 1a, sa 3a,

samantãlaˆ, tubtub 1a, ˆýras 1d
minýdu n pork and liver stew {Consists of

pork, liver, potatoes, bell peppers, soy

sauce, onions, garlic and other spices.}

minug-, minugpaN- (var of miyug-)
minugbýnit (see bunit 4a) a hook-and-line

fisherman
minugsãˆut (see sãˆut 2) a folk dancer
minur di ˆidad adj of minor age, from

about ten to eighteen years

mÿnus 1 adj The degree of something is low;

the quality of something is poor;

something is small in amount, size; few
in number. cf hÿnaˆ

2 v Someone is despised by someone else.

[gingmÿnus was despised]
magminýsa imper v Someone must or

should not be despised! ˆAyaw nindu
magminýsa ˆinaˆ si Karlus kay ˆang ˆiya
ˆinaˆ ginapangasawa sa Nuyba Biskãya
hay nigusyanti nga ˆÐta! Carlos should
not be despised by you because the one
who is being courted by that one in
Nueva Vizcaya is an Aeta business
woman! cf tÿmak 2

minýtus n one, each or every minute; a few,

many, or some minutes Paglÿgad nang
kinsi minýtus haˆýnun na ˆang kaldÿru.
After fifteen minutes, remove the pot

from the fire. Kãda lima ka minýtus hay
nagabýsug ˆang ˆungaˆ. Every five

minutes the child was moving.

mirindar 1a n a snack eaten at times other

than during meals Nagbakay naman
kami mirindar na pinirÿtu nga sãging.
We bought a snack which was fried

bananas. syn miryinda
1b v Someone snacks at a time other than

during meals.
mamirindar Mamirindar kami kay

magýtum na kundiˆ. We will snack
because we are already hungry.

mirkãdu n a public market where com-

modities are sold Kung hãpun nagakadtu
ˆaku sa mirkãdu kay mabakay suyaˆ. In

the afternoons I go to the market to buy

[uncooked] side dishes.

miryinda n a snack eaten at times other than

during meals syn mirindar 1a
Mis pers ref n Miss; a term of reference for

an unmarried woman. Si Mis Rÿyis ˆang
nagsambit nang pangãyan ni Pilar. It

was Miss Reyes who mentioned the

name of Pilar. cf Mÿsis, Mistir
mÿsa 1 n a mass; a liturgy performed by a

priest of the Roman Catholic Church

Kung kumadtu ka sa simbãhan kag
pagkatãpus hay ˆindiˆ ka da
makapamãtiˆ sa mÿsa, wayaˆ ning puyus.
If you go to church and afterwards you

are unable to hear mass, there is no use.

1a mÿsa sa tungang gabˆi (var mÿsa
digalyu) n midnight mass

Mÿsis pers ref n Missus; a term of reference

for a married woman. Hambay ni Mÿsis

milyun 380 Mÿsis
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Bilyanwÿba sa ˆãkun hay ˆaku ngãniˆ kunu
maˆãriˆ, makabuˆuy ˆaku manga sÿkund
ˆýnur. Mrs. Villanueva told me that it

may be possible for me, she said, that I

would get second honors. cf Mis, Mistir
mismu 1a adv one’s self, himself, herself,

itself, myself, ourselves, themselves,

yourself, yourselves Wayaˆ na lang ˆaku
nagpÿlit na ˆaku mismu ˆang mabuˆuy
nang pasapurti ku; ˆimbis ˆãkun na lang
ginbÿlin ˆang ˆãkun sirtipÿku kag ˆang
ˆiyugbayad. I didnˆt insist that [I] will

just get my passport myself; instead I

just left my birth certificate and the

payment. Sa nabatiˆan ku nga hambay
nang ˆãkun ˆãmu, nalÿpay ˆaku kay sinda
mismu gustu nga ˆaku makatrabãhu.
When I heard what my employer said, I

was happy because [they] themselves
like that I am able to go to work. cf sarÿli
1b

1b adv right at a given place Kumadtu sa
ˆiya ning panugãngan nga tatay ni
Milba, kag didtu mismu naghuyam
baril. [He] went to his father-in-law

who was the father of Melba and right
there he borrowed a gun. Nagasãkaˆ
ˆaku sa ˆibãbaw kag didtu ku mismu
ginabuˆak ˆang butung sa ˆibãbaw. I

climbed up and broke off young

coconuts right there at the top.

Mistir pers ref n Mister; a term of reference

for a married man. Hambay niya daliˆ
gid ˆinaˆ niyan magpaˆýgut si Pari Rýki
sa ˆÿmu kay pýru si Mistir Krus na lang
ˆang ˆÿmu ginaˆinirgu sa ˆãmun. He said

at that time that Friend Roque will

become angry because what is always

being talked about by you to us is only

Mr. Cruz. cf Mis, Mÿsis
mit n a meet where athletes compete ˆIkaw

ˆang maˆãyu nga ˆatlit kay may pagˆãsa
ka gid nga makaˆabut ning Wist Bisãyan
Atlitik Mit. You are a good athlete and

so you have hope in being able to join

the West Bisayan Athletic Meet.
mÿting n a meeting, either formal or informal,

where items of interest are discussed and

decisions are made Nagpamuhun siya kay
Plurintÿna, “Mahal kung Plurintÿna, ˆaku

makadtu sa ˆisa nga kahariˆan kay may
pagahiwãtun nga mÿting.” He asked

permission of Florentina, “My dear

Florentina, I will go to another kingdom

because there is a meeting to be held.”

mitramitra n a miters mollusk, genus Mitra
mitrus 1 meas n a nonspecific or specific

number of meters; a linear measurement

[The number is followed by the number

ligature ka.] ˆisa ka mitrus one meter,
napýyuˆ ka mitrus ten meters, ˆunsi
mitrus eleven meters (See Appendix 18,

Linear Measurement.)

2 mitrýsan n a meter measuring
instrument, either a meter stick

mitrýsan nga kãhuy, a cloth tape

measure tipmisyur, or a carpenter’s

metal tape measure pulgadÿra. spec

mitrýsan nga kãhuy (mitrus 2) (See

Appendix 18, Linear Measurement.)

2a mitrýsan nga kãhuy n a wooden meter
stick {Typically used in measuring and

selling cloth nuˆug.} genr mitrýsan
(mitrus 2) (See Appendix 18, Linear

Measurement.)

miyug- (var miyugpaN-, minug-, minugpaN-)
n derv pref one who normally engages in

an activity expressed by the root

Words with Miyug-
minugbýnit hook-and-line

(bunit 4a) fisherman

minugsaˆut folk dancer

(saˆut 2)
miyugbýyung herbalist

(buyung 3)
miyugdutaˆ (dutaˆ 3) farmer

miyughilut massage

(hÿlut 2) therapist

miyugluku (lýku 2) trickster

miyugpakyaw wholesale buyer

(pakyaw 2)
miyugpamãkay commercial

(bakay 1e) buyer

miyugpananggut coconut wine

(sanggut 2b) collector

miyugpanday blacksmith

(panday 2a)
miyugpangisdaˆ fisherman

(ˆisdaˆ 3)
miyugpanglambiyung anchovy

mismu 381 miyug-
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(lamÿyung 1) fisherman

miyugpanglanggab land-grabber

(langgab 1b)
miyugpraktis trainer

(praktis 2)
miyugtãhi seamstress,

(mananãhiˆ) tailor

miyugtýpi barber

(tupi 2)
miyugˆalabadu marriage house-

(ˆalabãdu 2) singing ritual

singers

miyugˆani harvester

(ˆãni 2)
miyugˆýma (ˆuma 2) upland farmer

mÿyur 1a n the mayor of a municipal district

1b pers n Mayor; a term of address or

reference ˆIni hay ligal nga ˆasusasyun
kay ˆini ˆang papÿlis hay ginpadukumintu
kay Mÿyur Rÿyis. This is a legal as-

sociation because, as for the documents,

[they] were caused to be documented by

Mayor Reyes.

1c v Someone becomes a mayor.
nagmÿyur Nagmÿyur si Mistir Ligaspi

nang panahun nang Hapun. Mr. Legaspi
became a mayor during the time of the
Japanese (occupation).

2 bays mÿyur n the vice-mayor of a

municipal district

mu 1a poss adj pron your (sg) person or

thing; a person or thing of yours; your
doing something [Post-noun or post-

gerund possessive pronoun. For pre-

noun or pre-gerund possessive pronoun,

see ˆÿmu 1a.] Hala, suyud kag tumýyug
na, kay mabãlik na kami ni papa mu sa
ˆisa nga bayay. Go ahead, get inside and

sleep now, because your father and I

will go back to the other house.

[Precedes the noun in an adjective-noun

phrase.] Kahinangyan tanan mu nga
disisyun hay sayud nang ˆÿmu ˆãmu. It is

necessary that, in all of your decisions,

your boss knows [about them]. cf nÿmu
1a, ˆÿmu 1a

1b gen pron Something is done by you (sg).

[Follows a verb, pseudoverb, or adjective

as a non-topic pronoun. For the pronoun

preceding a verb, pseudoverb, or

adjective, see ˆÿmu.] Nalýyag kami nga
mabakyan mu ning bãruˆ. We would like

that a dress be bought by you [for us].

ˆIˆisplikar ku na lang sa ˆÿmu pãra nga
mabatiˆan mu ˆadtu ˆang ginatawag nga
manga linggwãhi. It will be explained by

me to you so that those things which are

called dialects will be understood by you.

[With commands, the genitive ‘you’ (sg)

does not occur. In this situation, the

pronoun is ambiguously singular or

plural.] Tawˆan sa ˆãkun ˆang libru! The

book should be given to me [by you (sg.

or pl.)]! [Follows a negative in pre-verb

position.] Kita na gid ˆini nga magˆamÿga,
tapus ˆindiˆ mu pa maˆisturbu, bÿsan pila
pa ka ˆýras kita ˆinirgýhan. We are

already good friends, so [I] cannot be

disturbed by you, regardless of any

number of hours that we will keep on

talking. [Immediately precedes a topic

pronoun.] Bakyi na lang, pýyung ku, si
Dyýwil ning ˆitlug, kag lutýˆan mu siya.
Joel should have eggs bought [by you], I

said, and he should have them cooked by
you. cf nÿmu 1b, ˆÿmu 1c

1c sarÿli mu refl pron yourself, your body
ˆIkaw ˆang magadisisyun nang sarÿli
mu. You are the one to make the

decision for yourself.
mudirn (see sãˆut nga mudirn (sãˆut 1a)) a

modern dance
mudista n a seamstress cf mananãhiˆ, sastri
muhmuh n cooked rice grains Hipihÿpun

ˆang muhmuh sa lamÿsa pãra ˆindiˆ
magkãyat. The cooked rice grains
should be wiped off the table so that [the

table] will not become messy.

muhun1 n a boundary marker, marking the

limits of a parcel of land

muhun2 (see pamuhun) asks permission
mukyat v Someone or something opens

their eyes.
nagamukyat ˆIni nga sÿhiˆ hay may mata,

kag kung tãˆub hay nagamukyat ˆang
ˆinda mata. As for this mollusk (i.e.,
common basket mollusk), they have
eyes, and when it is high tide they open
their eyes.

pagmukyat ger someone’s or something’s
opening the eyes Pagmukyat ku nang

mÿyur 382 mukyat
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ˆãkun mata sa ˆãga, ˆang ˆãkun nga dãˆan
ginaˆÿsip hay madasay. Upon my
opening my eyes in the morning, what I
think about immediately is that [I] will
pray. cf nganga

multa n a fine exacted as a penalty for

wrongdoing

munÿka n a doll used in play ˆIgwa ˆinaˆ sinda
ning munÿka nga ginaˆabit sa ˆabÿtan kay
ˆimaw ˆadtu ˆang ˆungaˆ ninda. They have

a doll which is carried on the upper body

because that is their baby.

munisipal (see munisipal kunsihal (kunsihal
1b)) a municipal councilor

munisipyu 1a n a municipality
1b n a municipal building or office Gingkadtu

ku sa munisipyu kag gingpablãtir. [The

matter of my lost boat] was taken by me to

the municipal building and it was caused

to be filed [there]. Si Manung Dÿnuˆ
nagpangayuˆ býlig sa munisipyu nga
magpadaya ning pulis bÿlang gwardya sa
ˆinda pabayli. Older Brother Dino asked

help from the municipal office to have

policemen sent as guards at their benefit

dance.

muntýra n a saddle for a horse

mungaˆ n a mother hen, a mother chicken

May bÿsis gid nga ˆindiˆ kamangnu ˆang
manuk nga mungaˆ ˆang banug
nagagulpi lang tugpuˆ sa tungud nang
ˆisiw. There are times when the mother
chicken is not aware that a hawk just

quickly swoops down near the baby

chicks. (See manuk 1, Life Stages of
Chickens for table.)

munggu 1a n a mung bean plant, Phaseolus
aureus, Phaseolus calcaratus (See

Appendix 3, Kinds of Cultigens.)

1b n mung beans, commonly dried and

sold in stores as a grain Kung ˆang ˆÿmu
naman ˆungaˆ hay may sakit nga ˆinang
kadamuˆdãmuˆ ˆang gýyus, ginabãwal
naman ˆinaˆ ˆang pagkãˆun nga parÿhu
nang munggu, ˆitlug kag manga
malalangsa kag madýguˆ nga ˆisdaˆ. If

your child has an illness which consists

of very many infected insect bites; the

food which are forbidden to be eaten by

that one are [foods] such as mung

beans, eggs and those fish that are fishy

smelling and bloody.

mungˆit n crusty nose mucus
mýru n a stone wall Nang may murun na

ˆaku, tumanˆaw ˆaku sa bintãnaˆ kag
nakÿtaˆ ku hãlus wasak na ˆang ˆãmun
mýru kag daw ginaˆãkad na ˆang
baybay. When I already had a bottle

torch, I looked outside of the window

and I saw that our stone wall was

already destroyed and the sand was

already eroded.

murun 1 n a kerosene bottle torch
Dakuˆdakuˆi ˆãbi ˆang pabÿlu nang
murun kag birabirahun maˆãyu ˆang
pabÿlu, pãra makatãkud sa hãngin. The

wick of the bottle torch should please

be made very big and the wick should be

carefully pulled out little by little so that

it will be able to survive in the wind.

{Commonly made of a bottle with

kerosene and a twist of paper to serve as

a wick pabÿlu. Used for walking at night

away from home and for night fishing.}

(See ˆiwag 1a, Artificial Lights for

table.)

1a murun nga kawãyan n a kerosene

bamboo torch {A bamboo with two or

three central nodes removed is used;

about 80 cm long and about 6 cm in

diameter. Folded and rolled paper acts

as a wick pabÿlu. Used for walking at

night away from home and for night

fishing.} (See ˆiwag 1a, Artificial
Lights for table.)

mus inj Let’s go! Hambay ku gãniˆ, “ˆA mus
na kita! ˆAˆabýtun pa kita dri ning dakuˆ
nga ˆuyan!” What I said was, “Well,

let’s go now! We will surely be

overtaken by more rain!”

musikÿru n a musician Nakÿtaˆ nang
higanti ˆang manga musikÿru nga
nagapangkatýyug sa ˆidãyum nang
kãhuy. The musicians who were all

sleeping under a tree were seen by the

giant.

muskitÿru n a mosquito net
mustãsa n a mustard plant, Brassica

integrifolia {Eaten as a green, leafy

vegetable.} (See Appendix 3, Kinds of

multa 383 mustãsa
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Cultigens.)

mutaˆ 1a v The eye is infected with an eye
secretion. [gingmutaˆ was infected with

an eye secretion]

1b mýtaˆ n eye secretion, caused by an eye

infection {Yellow discharge, as from

pinkeye.}

mutur (var mutur nga pangdãgat) n an

outrigger motorboat, pumpboat Barýtu
lang gid ˆinaˆ; wayaˆ pa ˆadtuy mutur. [I

used] only an outrigger paddle boat; there

were no pumpboats [available] yet. {A

pumpboat has a motor and outriggers

with a bilge pump to pump out the bilge

from time to time. Holds from ten or so

passengers up to as many as fifty or

sixty.} Gustugustu ku gid magnunut kay
Rubin kaysa mutur nga pangdãgat kami
masakay. I want very much to go with

Ruben so that we will ride in a

motorboat. syn pambut (See bapur,
Kinds of Ocean Vessels for table.)

mutyaˆ n a precious object, person ˆAng
hambay ni ˆInrÿku, “ˆIkaw gid ˆang
mutyaˆ sa ˆãkun dughan; bitýˆun ka nga
nagsubat kag nagasÿga sa ˆãkun manga
mata.” Enrico said, “You are a

precious person in my bosom; you are

a star that has risen and shines into my

eyes.”

muytu n a fire soul {A departed soul kalag in

the form of fire, seen at night. A fire soul

is one who, before death, did not repent of

a serious sin. The fire of a fire soul might

be at the place where someone died

tragically, as by falling or by being

murdered. Or it might be the soul of a

land-grabber miyugpanglanggab (langgab
1b). For forty nights after the death of a

land-grabber, the fire soul goes back and

forth between the boundary marker

muhun1 and where it was originally.} syn

santirmu (See dimunyu, Kinds of
Spirits for table.)

muyumýyu n an unopened flower ˆAng
manga tanum nga býyak ni Mÿsis Mitra
hay may muyumýyu na. The flowers

that were planted by Mrs. Mitra already

have unopened flowers.
ˆÿlu muyumýyu (ˆÿlu 1c) idiom an

orphan without parents
muyuˆ 1a v Someone advises someone else.

nagamuyuˆ Kadãmuˆ ˆang nagamuyuˆ kay
Plurintÿna nga ˆindiˆ siya magˆãngay nga
magdutaˆ. Many were advising Florentina
that working in the field is not appropriate
for her.

1b v Someone or something is compli-
mented or praised by someone else.

gingmuyuˆ Gingmuyuˆ ni Huwan ˆang
ˆãkun ˆungaˆ; gãniˆ nagmasakit. My
child was praised by John; that’s why
[the child] became sick. Gingmuyuˆ ni
Pidru ˆang trabãhu ni Huwan kay
kaˆãyu. The work of John was praised
by Pedro because it was good.

ginaminýyuˆ Ginaminýyuˆ nang ˆãkun
nanay ˆang ˆãkun ˆungaˆ kay
kagwãpagwãpa. My mother always
compliments my child because she is
very beautiful.

1c v Someone greets someone else.
nagmuyuˆ Siya ˆang nagmuyuˆ sa ˆãkun

ning ˆýna sa may plãsa. She was the one
who greeted me first near the plaza.

v Someone is greeted by someone else.
gingmuyuˆ Gingmuyuˆ ˆaku ni Pirla sa

mirkãdu. I was greeted by Perla at the
market.

muyuˆun Muyuˆun mu si Lilya pãra
mabuˆuy ˆang ˆiya kahangit sa ˆÿmu. Lilia
should be greeted by you so that her
anger towards you will be removed.

2 muyuˆ nang kalag v Someone is inflicted
with soul sickness by a departed soul,

usually a close relative.
namuyuˆ nang kalag Kung sa ˆinaˆ baya

ˆang namuyuˆ nang kalag, diri naman
ˆaku nagasiruˆ pag mahãbaˆ ˆang tukar
nang pulsu. If it is on that place [of the
body] that someone happened to be
inflicted with soul sickness by a
departed soul, this is [the part of the
body] I examine when the beat of the
pulse is slow. {Soul sickness is the
result of attracting the admiration of a
departed soul kalag 1.} cf lýˆuy 3

3 purya muyuˆ idiom An expression said to

negate the bad effects of attracting the

admiration of a departed soul kalag 1.

(See sense 2 above.)

4 muyuˆ nang buhiˆ v A child is made sick

mutaˆ 384 muyuˆ
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through being admired by someone.
namuyuˆ nang buhiˆ Namuyuˆ nang

buhiˆ ˆang ˆãkun ˆungaˆ. My child was
made sick through being admired
[by others]. {The sickness of a child or
rarely of an adult may inadvertently
result from a comment about some
desirable characteristic of that person,
as an exceptional ability in the use of
words, good looks, intelligence,
industriousness in working. This might
attract the attention of an evil spirit
which then causes the person to
become sick.}

muˆmuˆ v Someone nods the head in be-

coming sleepy. [nagmuˆmuˆ nodded the

head] cf yukyuk, yungyung
mýˆuk 1 kamýˆuk adj Someone’s sleep is

sound. Natuyýgan na si Birtu; kamýˆuk
na ˆang ˆiya katýyug. Berto was able to

sleep; his sleep was sound.
mamýˆuk adv Someone sleeps soundly.

Kung ˆang sakit ni Nurma hay sagnat,
ˆãbir ˆanu nga kadangga, natutuyýgan

pa siya ning mamýˆuk. When the
sickness of Norma is fever, even though
it is high, she is still surely able to sleep
soundly.

myagbagu n a coral rabbitfish, Siganus
corallinus (Valenciennes) {Yellow,

covered with small light-blue spots.

Lives around shallow coral reefs and

rocky areas.}

myimbru (var of mimbru)

Myirkulis n Wednesday Kung ˆumabut
naman ˆang bapur ˆadlaw nang
Duminggu, makubra naman ˆang ˆãmun
hinurnalan ˆadlaw naman nang Martis
hasta Myirkulis. If the boat arrived on a

Sunday, our laborer’s wages would be

able to be received only on a Tuesday or

Wednesday.
pagkaMyirkulis n on Wednesday Didtu

na kami nagkatuyug bãgu bumãlik
naman pagkaMyirkulis. We slept
there again before returning on
Wednesday. (See Appendix 17, Days
of the Week.)

N

na1 1 adv now, already ˆIgwa na ˆaku ning
bagˆu nga sapãtus. I already have new

shoes. Makadtu na kita sa simbãhan.
We will now go to church.

2 na naman adv Something happens or a

condition exists again, for the second
time, next. Kalÿpay na kami ˆinaˆ niyan
sa bayay kay nagkinitaˆan na naman
kami. We were happy then at home

because we had found each other again.

Naglÿbag na naman ˆang disisyun ni
Huwan. The decision of John the
second time was inconsistent [with his

previous decision]. Pagkatãpus ning
syam ka ˆadlaw nga dasay sa kalag,
yãraˆ na naman mapriparar ka ning
pagkãˆun nga ˆitãhaw sa ˆaltar. After

nine days of prayer to the soul, then next
you will prepare food which will be

served on the altar. cf liwat 1, ˆutru
bahãya na set expr Never mind! It
doesn’t matter!; diri na (diri 2) set

expr This is the reason or this is the
time something happens or a state

exists; subra na (subra 1c) set expr too
much, too many; ˆidad na (ˆidad 3a)
idiom middle-aged person; ˆidad na
(ˆidad 3b) set expr old; wayaˆ na
(wayaˆ 1a) set expr no longer has
something; has no more of something;

wayaˆ na (wayaˆ 1c) set expr no longer
does something, is the undergoer of an

action, is in a particular state; ˆindiˆ na
(ˆindiˆ) set expr An action will no
longer occur.

na2 (var of nga)

na-1 abl gf pref Someone or something was
able to be acted upon by someone else.

Dakuˆ gid ˆang pasalãmat ku kay ˆaku
hay nabutang naman sa siksyun wan
kay sayud gid ninda nga ˆang ˆãkun
grãdu hay matãˆas. My giving thanks

was intense because, as for me, [I] was
able to be placed into section one

muˆmuˆ 385 na-1
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because it was known by them that my

grades were high. [Abilitative aspect

includes actions that happen to be done

or are accidentally, casually or

unintentionally done.] Napãka ˆang
sundang ni Tãta Pinuy. The [handle of]

Uncle Pinoy’s cutting bolo was
accidentally broken. cf ma-1 2, giN- 1a,

-in-1 1a
na-2 adj derv pref Derives an adjective.

Wayaˆ siya kasãyud nga, ˆadtu ˆang
ˆinda kalãpit nga bayay, hay may
nalýyag sa ˆiya. He did not know that, as

for that nearby house of theirs, there was

someone who was fond of him [there].

syn ka-2, ma-2
na-an abl locf aff A person, place or thing

was able to be the location of an action

performed by someone. ˆInaˆ nga manga
ˆungaˆ hay wayaˆ gid ning natunˆan nga
trabãhu. As for those children, there was

no work that was able to be learned [by

them]. [Abilitative aspect includes actions

that happen to be or are accidentally,

casually or unintentionally the location

of an action performed by someone.]
nasayangan Nasayangan ni Mÿlu sina

Danÿlu nga yadtu sa Mapula. Danilo and
others happened to be seen by Milo
there in Mapula. [The range of meaning
includes what is generally called
beneficiary focus.] ˆAdtung ˆiya ning
ˆasãwa hay nabakyan niya si Pitra ning
ˆikaduha nga bisti. As for that husband of
hers, Petra was able to have a second
dress bought for [her by him]. cf giN-an
1, -in-an 1a, ka-an1, ma-an, ma-i

na naman (see naman)

nabdus 1a adj A woman or female animal is

pregnant. Ginahadlýkan siya nga bãsiˆ
gãniˆ kung mapaˆunu ˆaku kay nabdus pa
man. He is afraid what I might experience

because [I] am still pregnant.
v A woman becomes pregnant.
nagnabdus Siya ˆadtu midyu yaˆ pa da

naganabdus; manga ˆisa pa ka týˆig siya
bãgu nagnabdus. She was not quite
pregnant; [it was] about one year before
she became pregnant.

naganabdus Kung halimbãwaˆ may ˆisa
nga babãyi nga naganabdus; ginabãwal

ˆini sa ˆiya ˆang magkãˆun ning sãging
nga bingkit kay magaˆungaˆ kunu siya
ning kãpid. If, for example, there is a
woman who becomes pregnant; to eat
double bananas is forbidden to this one
because, they say, she will deliver twins
[which is undesirable].

v A state of pregnancy exists for a woman
or female animal.

ginanabdus Hay ginanabdus pa lang
gãniˆ ˆinaˆ, hay may trãtu na sa ˆãkun.
While a state of pregnancy still exists
for that [sow], there is already an
agreement with me (i.e., I have
contracted to get one of the piglets).

pagnabdus n a woman’s pregnancy
Naglÿgad ˆang wayu ka býlan, nang
syam na ka býlan ˆang pagnabdus ni
Plurintÿna, wayaˆ gihãpun nagabãlik si
ˆInrÿku nga ˆiya ˆasãwa. After eight
months, when Florentina’s pregnancy
was nine months, Enrico, her husband,
still had not returned.

1b n a pregnant woman ˆIni hay ginabãwal
da sa manga nabdus nga kaˆýnun, kay
bãsiˆ kung siya magˆungaˆ hay ˆindiˆ
matawýhan. It is forbidden for pregnant
women that [this] (i.e., a chicken which

dies) will be eaten, because it might be

that when they give birth [the baby]

cannot be delivered.

nag- agf pref Someone or something did
something. [Indicates an action in past

time associated with a potential sub-

stantive with agent focus.] Nang ˆýna pa
lang nãmun nga pagˆasãwa ni Birting,
naghÿmuˆ siya ning tabýnan nga pitu ka
bilug. At the beginning of the marriage of

Berting and me, he made seven pieces of

deep-sea fish traps. [Inflects causitive

verbs.] Nagpahinug ˆãnay siya nang ˆiya
kapãya kay ˆiya ning ˆibaligyaˆ. He let his

papaya become ripe first because he was

going to sell that. Siya ˆang milagru nga
nagpaˆãyu didtu sa prinsipi. She was the

miracle that caused the prince to become
well. Nagpaˆugduk gid kami sarÿli nga
bayay ˆagud hay wayaˆ na prublÿma.
We had [our] own house built so that

there would be no more problems.

Nagpabakay na ˆang ˆãkun ning ˆãmu

na-2 386 nag-
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ning kabilya. My boss let steel reinforcing

bars be bought. cf ma-1 1, mag-, magka-,
naga- 1a, naka-, -um-

naga- (var ga-) 1a agf pref Someone or

something is doing or commonly,
habitually or normally does something.

ˆAng ˆãkun pilitˆan ning putut nagahÿmuˆ
ˆãnay ˆaku ning libunlÿbun nga dãhun
nang buli. As a container for me to put

small pond-field shrimp, I am making a

small basket of buri leaves. [Indicates a

universal or habitual action associated

with a potential substantive with agent

focus.] Nagahitsýra sinda ning ˆatiˆãti
kay ˆinaˆ hay ˆimaw ˆinaˆ ˆang ˆinda
pinangakýˆan nga dibusyun. They look
like made-up Negrito-like people be-

cause, as for them, that is the solemn

devotion that was promised by them [to

the Holy Infant]. Kung nagatapwak ˆadtu
ˆang humbak, hay nagatapwak sa ˆãmun
hitsýra. When the waves splash, [they]

splash onto our faces. Kung ˆang ˆasu hay
midyu nagaˆÿsut na ˆang bunut hay
nagaˆugdaw na. When the smoke be-
comes somewhat little, the coconut husks

are already becoming burned up. [Indi-

cates a continuous action, subsequent to

another action or state, associated with a

potential substantive with agent focus.]

Matÿbay ˆining ˆãkun bayay, gãniˆ wayaˆ
pa da nagahýbug. My house was strong,

therefore [it] was not yet swaying.

[Inflects causative verbs.] Ang týbaˆ hay
nagapaˆãyu ning lãwas. As for coconut

wine, it causes the body to become
healthy. Dãmuˆ na nang nagapatahiˆ sa
ˆãkun kay nakabãtun gid ˆakuy diplýma,
sa drismÿking. There are many now who

let [things] be sewn by me because I was

able to receive a diploma in dressmaking.

cf ma-1 1, mag-, maka-, nag-, -um-
1b ger pref someone’s or something’s doing

something [Following the determiner

ˆang, this prefix sometimes functions as a

gerund.] Kahugaˆ ˆang nagapamutut kay
kadýgay ka makatÿpun ning dakuˆ sa ˆÿmu
pilitˆan. Gathering pond-field shrimp is

difficult because it takes a long time for

you to gather many in your container. cf

kaCV-, pag- 1a, pagka- 1a, paN-4 2
nãga (var nãra) 1 n a Philippine mahogony

tree, also called narra, Pterocarpus
indicus

1a n narra wood {Red in color; used in

making furniture.} ˆAng manga tãwu
nga may kãya ˆang nakakabakay nang
ˆaparadur nga nãra, bangkuˆ nga nãra
kag lamÿsa nga nãra. The people with

resources are the ones who are

consistently able to buy narra cabinets,

narra chairs and narra tables.

naga-an (var of naga-in-an (-in-an 1b))
naga-in-an (see -in-an 1b)

nagaka- (var of maka-) is able to do;

happens to do
nag-an (var of nag-in-an (-in-an 1b))
nagapamusÿˆag n daybreak Nagalumpat ˆang

manuk sa huyunan kung nagapamusÿˆag
na. The chickens jump down from their

roosts when it is already daybreak. (See

Appendix 15, Times of the Day.)

nag-in-an (see -in-an 1b)

naging (see maging) became
nagka- (var of naka-) was able to do some-

thing

nahut n the thickness of a single strand of

fiber or thread ˆAng nahut nang buhuk
ni ˆÃyda hay napÿnu. The thickness of

Ida’s hair is fine. ˆAng nahut nang
bunang nga ˆakun gingbakay hay
numiru dyis. The thickness of the

thread which was bought by me was

number six.

na-i neg abl locf aff A person, place or thing

was not able to be the location of an

action performed by someone. Wayaˆ
nasayýri nang ˆãkun tatay nga nubyu ku
na si Dyu. [It] was not able to be
known by my father that Joe is already

my boyfriend. ˆAnung klãsi nga manga
ˆungaˆ? Kay bÿsan sýlat wayaˆ ˆaku
madumdumi. What kind of children

[are they]? Because even in a letter I

have not been able to be remembered.

[Abilitative aspect includes the location

of an action which did not happen to be

done or was not accidentally, casually

or carelessly done by someone.]

Nagapasalãmat ˆaku kay wayaˆ da

naga- 387 na-i
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madipirinsyahi ˆang ˆiya lãwas; wayaˆ
siya nagˆabnurmal. I gave thanks

because her body did not happen to be
inflicted with a health problem; she

did not become abnormal. [CV

reduplication of the verb stem inten-

sifies the validity of the verb.] Wayaˆ mu
pa ˆinaˆ nasasayýri ˆang manga batãsan
nina Nÿlu kay bagˆu sinda diri sa ˆãtun
lugar. The attitude of Nilo and others

was not yet able to be known at all by

you because they are new here in our

place. cf ma-i, na-an, pag-i
naka- (var nagka-) abl agf pref Someone

was able to do something. Maˆãyu ˆang
ˆãkun pamãtiˆ niyan kay nakakatýyug
ˆaku kagabˆi. I have a good feeling today

because I was able to sleep last night.

[Abilitative aspect includes actions that

happen to be done or are accidentally,

casually or unintentionally done.] May
ˆisa nga dalãga ˆang nakahambay parti
kay Luˆÿsa. There is a young lady who

casually said something about Luisa.

Bãgu ˆiˆisturya sa tãwu ˆang ˆiya
napananamgu nga nagkatangsuˆ ˆang
ˆiya ngÿpun, ginahutik ˆãnay sa halÿgi
nang bayay kaysa halÿgi kunu ˆinaˆ
nagatãmaˆ, bukun sa tãwu. Before what

he dreamed will be told to anyone, that

[all] his teeth happened to come out,
[it] is first whispered to a foundation

post because, it is said, this [then] comes

true to the foundation post, not to the

person [who had the dream]. [This

abilitative agent focus prefix inflects

causative verbs.] Nang lima na ka bilug
ˆang ˆãmun ˆungaˆ, nakapaˆugduk kami
bayay nga maˆãyu kaysa dãti. When we

already had five children, we were able
to let a house be built which was better

than the former [one]. cf ka-1, magka-,
maka-, nag-, -um-

nãkun 1a poss adj pron my person or thing;

a person or thing of mine; my doing

something [Post-noun or post-gerund

possessive pronoun. For pre-noun or

pre-gerund possessive pronoun, see

ˆãkun 1a.] ˆAng libru nãkun hay
kadãmuˆ. My books are many (i.e., I

have many books.). [Occurs pre-noun,

following a number.] Hay nahýyaˆ ˆaku
kay ˆýna pa lang nãkun nga
pagˆatýbang sa mÿyur. I was shy

because it was only the first time of my
facing the mayor. syn ku 1a cf ˆãkun 1a

1b gen pron Something is done by me.
[Follows a verb or pseudoverb as a

non-topic pronoun. Follows a negative in

pre-verb position.] Kahãbaˆ pa ˆadtu ˆang
ˆãkun buhuk; kung gakadtu ˆaku sa
ˆiskuylahan yaˆ na nãkun ginasipita. My

hair at that time was still long; when I

went to school it would not be clipped

with a hair clip by me. [Precedes a verb,

following a topic pronoun in a dependent

clause.] Nang ˆaring bagˆu pa lang nãkun
siya nga nakÿtaˆ, hay nagahuyaˆhýyaˆ.
When she was first seen by me, she was a

little bit shy. cf ku 1b, ˆãkun 1c
2 nga nãkun inj I said [An interjected

comment to establish the reported

speaker of previous communication.]

Niyan, nga nãkun, ˆitaˆu ku sa ˆÿmu ˆang
ˆÿmu parti kung ˆanung partÿda nindu ni
Ram. Now, I said, your share will be

given to you by me, whatever your and

Ram’s share [is]. syn pýyung ku cf kunu
nãkun kita (see kita 1b) set expr we two

naman adv at last, ever, finally, really,

surely, then Nang nakabãngun naman si
Puldu sa lýnang, ˆinutruhan naman ni
Pidru ning balibag sa lanas. When Puldo

was at last able to stand up in the mud,

Pedro repeated casting him [this time]

into a rice field. [This adjective some-

times underscores what is expressed by

the verb. In other contexts it is difficult to

capture the meaning in English if, indeed,

there is a substantial meaning.] Magtýnaˆ
nang namatay si Tatay, ˆang ˆãkun nanay
naman naglýya. Beginning when Father

died, my mother really became weak.

Paˆunu naman ninda masayýran kung
dakuˆ na ˆang týbiˆ sa tangki? How will

[it] ever be known by them when there is

much water in the tank? Pagˆabut ˆadtu ni
Birting diri sa Rumblun hay ginpakadtu
naman siya ni ˆAngkul Rýki sa ˆinda
bayay sa Kalÿbu. When Berting arrived

naka- 388 naman
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here in Romblon he was surely invited to

come to Uncle Roque to their house in

Calibo. cf galiˆ, gid, kuntaˆ, man, talaga,

ˆãbi 2
na naman (see na1 2) set expr Something

happens or a condition exists again, for
the second time, next.

namatyan (see matay) where someone or

something died
nambir n a specified number Nang mahãpun

na malapit na kami sa Pwirtu Galyÿra;
kabaskugbaskug na naman kay ˆigwa
galiˆ ning signal nambir tu na sa Manÿlaˆ.
When it was already afternoon, we were

near Puerto Gallera; [it] was very stormy

because it was already signal number
two in Manila. {The word nambir is

associated with a few English words, as

nambir wan ˆnumber oneˆ or signal
nambir ‘signal number’.} syn numiru 1

signal nambir idiom a signal number
nãmit 1 kanãmit (var manãmit) adj Some-

thing is delicious. ˆIni ˆang sÿhiˆ nga
kuyãput hay kanãmit ˆini nga ginatˆan. As

for this Conrad’s false shell mollusk, this

is delicious when it is cooked in coconut

milk extract. Hambay ku mas manãmit
pa ngãniˆ ˆang manga gýlay kisa sa ˆisdaˆ,
kaysa ˆãmun hay pirmi na lang da kami
gasuyaˆ ˆisdaˆ. I said, it is more delicious
[for us] to have vegetables rather than

fish, because at our place we always only

have a side dish.

namkun (see panamkun) a woman experi-
ences pregnancy cravings

namuk n a mosquito Kung ˆini hay
magtinguyãnun, yãraˆ na nga ˆang
lãngaw dãmuˆ kag ˆang namuk. When [it]

becomes rainy season, it is then the time

of many houseflies and mosquitoes.
nãmun 1a poss adj pron our (excl) person or

thing; a person or thing of ours; our
(excl) doing something. [Post-noun or

post-gerund possessive pronoun. For

pre-noun or pre-gerund possessive pro-

noun, see ˆãmun 1a.] ˆAng dãyan nãmun
nang ˆýna ˆang ginatakyuban nãmun ˆinaˆ
ning paywa kundiˆ ˆindiˆ na makilãya ˆang
dãyan. Our road before [during wartime]

was what was being covered by us with

[dry coconut] fronds in order that the road

could no longer be recognized anymore.

[Follows a substantive phrase.] ˆAng ˆisa
nga ˆalãdin nãmun, hay wayaˆ ning gãsa.
As for the other pressure lantern of ours,
[it] does not have a mantle. [Occurs as the

first constituent of a sa phrase.] Maˆigmaˆ
lang ˆaku kag mamakay ˆaku nang manga
gãmit nãmun sa bayay. I will just eat my

lunch and will go buying things for our
house. [There is no meaning contrast

between nãmun sa bayay and sa ˆãmun
bayay. Follows a noun as the first of an

appositional phrase.] Nang kami hay
nakasay na, ˆang plãnu nãmun nga duha
hay ˆindiˆ ˆãnay kami maghuman ning
ˆungaˆ. When we were already married,

the plan of us two was that we will not yet

have a child. [Occurs preceding a noun as

a modifying phrase constituent.] Didtu na
kami nagˆugduk ning sarÿli gid nãmun na
bayay. That’s the time that we built our
very own house. [Follows a time gerund.]

Pagˆabut nãmun sa Manÿlaˆ, nagkadtu
kami sa ˆiya ˆangkýlun. Upon our arrival

in Manila, we went to his uncle.

Pagkatãpus nãmun ˆigmaˆ nakahunaˆhýnaˆ
ˆaku nga daw sa maˆýliˆ ˆaku. After our
eating, I was able to think that perhaps I

would go [home]. [Used to indicate my

doing something to or with someone

else.] Nang ˆýna pa lang nãmun nga
pagˆasãwa ni Sinti, naghÿmuˆ siya ning
tabýnan nga pitu ka bilug. At the

beginning of the marriage of Centi and
me, he made seven pieces of deep-sea fish

traps. cf ˆãmun 1a
1b gen pron Something is done by us

(excl). [Follows an undergoer focus

verb.] Naˆÿsip nãmun magˆasawa kung
ˆanu ˆaraˆ ˆang tubtuban ˆini niya nga
pagˆistãdi. [It] was thought by us,
husband and wife, what, perhaps, would

be the result of this one’s studying. cf

ˆãmun 1c
nãna 1a pers add ref n Aunt; a parent’s

sister or female cousin; a respectful term

for a woman about the age of one’s

mother {Nãna is a personal noun of both

address and reference. Currently, it is

namatyan 389 nãna
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not commonly used.} Niyan pagˆãgi ku
kay Nãna Marta, nagbuˆuy ˆaku duha ka
putus nga tinãpay. At the time when I

passed by the place of Aunt Martha, I

got two packages of bread. syn tÿya 1a,

ˆanti 1a cf ˆangkul 1a (See Appendix 23,

Social Relationships.)

1b nanãhun n someone’s consanguine
aunt, i.e., the sister or female cousin of

one’s parent Nagbãhuy ˆaku sa pudir
nang ˆãkun nanãhun nga manghud
nang ˆãkun nanay. I grew up under the

care of my consanguine aunt who is

the younger sister of my mother. syn

tiyãhun (tÿya 1b), ˆantÿhun (ˆanti 1c) cf

ˆangkýlun (ˆangkul 1c) (See Appendix

23, Social Relationships.)

nanãguˆ (see tãguˆ 1b) hides, keeps, puts
away, shelters or saves

nanay 1a nanay (var nãnay) n a mother,

someone’s or something’s mother
Ginbuˆuy nang nanay nga ˆambuˆ ˆang
dãhun kag ginhÿmuˆ nga pýgad. Leaves

were gotten by the mother rat and were

made into a nest. Kay ˆadtu nga bayay
hay dãti ˆadtu bayay nang ˆãmun nanay,
gãniˆ panãtag na da ˆang pamãtiˆ ku nga
didtu gid kami magtinir. That house is

the former house of our mother, so my

feeling is peaceful if we stay there. Si
ˆÃmi ˆang ˆãkun nãnay. Amy is my

mother. syn mama 1a cf tatay 1a (See

Appendix 23, Social Relationships.)

1b Nanay (var Nãnay, Nay) pers ref n
Mother; i.e., mother, mother-in-law

panugãngan or stepmother ˆikaduha
nga nanay; a term of reference Si Nanay
ˆang nanay ku. Mother is my mother.

syn mama 1b cf tatay 1b
1c pers add n Mother; i.e., one’s mother,

mother-in-law panugãngan or step-

mother ˆikaduha nga nanay; a term of

address ˆAnu ˆang natabuˆ Nanay? Bãsiˆ
wayaˆ na sa ˆãmun bayay ˆang ˆãkun
magnanay? What happened Mother?

Why is it that my wife and son are not

there in our house? syn mama 1c cf

tatay 1c
2 ˆikaduha nga nanay n a stepmother (lit,

second mother) ˆAng ˆãkun manghud sa

ˆikaduha ku nga nanay hay duha. My

younger siblings through my stepmother
are two. cf tatay 2 (See Appendix 23,

Social Relationships.)

3 magnanay n a mother and children or

wife and children; a mother and
daughter or wife and daughter; a

mother and son or wife and son ˆAng
prinsÿsa nga si ˆIsabÿla nakaˆintindi da;
nagpahýnud na lang siya sa magnanay.
The princess Isabela was already able to

understand [the situation]; she gave way

for mother and son. ˆAnu ˆang natabuˆ,
Nanay? Bãsiˆ wayaˆ na sa ˆãmun bayay
ˆang ˆãkun magnanay? What happened,

Mother? Why is it that my wife and son
are not there in our house? cf tatay 3 (See

Appendix 23, Social Relationships.)

4 nanaynãnay n a pretend mother; a term

used in playing house bayaybãyay 2a.

Diraˆ ˆinaˆ sa ˆinda bayaybãyay hay
ˆigwa da ˆinaˆ sinda ning nanaynãnay
kag tataytãtay. There in their playhouse,

there is a pretend mother and a pretend

father of those ones. cf tatay 4 (See

Appendix 23, Social Relationships.)

ˆÿlu sa nanay (ˆÿlu 1d) set expr a mother-
less orphan

nãnaˆ n pus, caused by suppuration

nãnuˆ n Someone is a midget. cf mãya1,
pungkuk, pungkuy, tamsi1, tagˆud, tãwin

nang 1a poss com n det the action, person,

situation or thing of the action, person,

situation or thing posessing her, him or

it Butangan ning krus nga ˆýling ˆang
ˆagtang kag ˆang pulsu nang may sakit.
The forehead and wrists of the sick

person have a charcoal cross [mark] put

onto [them]. cf ni 1a
1b gen com n det Something is done by a

person or thing. [Signals a common

noun in the genitive case, commonly the

agent of the verb action; the topic is an

action undergoer.] Nababãsa ku ˆang
tanan na ginatudluˆ nang maˆistra. All

that was pointed out [for me to read] by
the teacher was surely able to be read

by me. [With causative verbs, this

genitive determiner signals a causal

agent (i.e., one who causes the action);

nanãguˆ 390 nang
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the topic of the action is an agent (i.e.,

the one who performs the action).]

Nagsaylu kami sa Lýsud kay sa ˆÐpil hay
pinahalin na kami nang tagˆÿya, kay
maˆugduk sinda ning kãting masyin sa
marbul. We transferred to Lusod

because we were sent away from Ipil

by the owner because they were going

to build a marble factory for marble.

2 ref com n det A common noun determiner

indicating the relationship between a

verb, infinitive or gerund and a referent

substantive with undergoer role. [A

co-occurring verb is inflected with a

nag-class affix for agent role focus.] Nang
ˆulÿhi na, midyu ginahadlukhadlýkan pa
ˆaku kay primÿru pa lang, hay nagˆistãdi
ˆaku nang liksyun. Later, I was somewhat

afraid because that was still the beginning

[of classes, so] I studied the lesson. ˆAku
hay ˆibagsak, kay wayaˆ kunu ˆaku
nagatýman nang manga sýguˆ. I will be

dropped [from the class] because, they

say, I did not follow the instructions.
Wayaˆ na lang ˆaku nagpÿlit na ˆaku
mismu ˆang mabuˆuy nang pasapurti ku.
I did not insist that I would be the one who

would get the passport of mine. [The

substantive marked with nang is preceded

by an infinitive.] ˆIlÿbud mu ˆini sa kãda
tindãhan nga gustu magbakay nang nÿtib
nga ˆitlug nang manuk. Peddle these in

every store that likes to buy local chicken
eggs. [The noun marked with nang
follows a gerund.] ˆImaw nang ˆimaw ˆang
ginahuman kung paˆunu ˆang pagpÿˆut
nang lýgit sa kustal. The operation is

repeated over and over about the putting
of copra into a sack. cf ning 1a

3a nang (var nang ˆari) adv when an action

occurs or a state exists Nang ˆaku, hay
hurnal na, nagapaningýhaˆ naman ˆaku
sa pagbakaybãkay ning manga dulsi
kag magtyutyinda naman ˆaku. When,

as for me, [I] was already a laborer, I

was always trying hard to buy candies

little by little and trying to sell them

commercially. Nang ˆaring bagˆu pa
lang nãkun siya nga nakÿtaˆ, hay
nagahuyaˆhýyaˆ. When she was first

seen by me, she was a little bit shy.

3b prep after or upon something’s happen-

ing Nang pagkatãpus kasay ni Lawra,
nagpamuhun na ˆaku nga mabãlik ˆaku sa
Rumblun. Upon the completion of Laura’s

wedding ceremony, I asked permission

then that I could go back to Romblon.

napýyuˆ 1 card num adj ten actions, people,

pieces of something, situations, things,

times, units of measurement ˆIgwa ˆaku
ning napýyuˆ nga lãpis. I have ten
pencils. {For the use of Romblomanon

numbers, see ˆisa 1a.} syn dyis (See

Appendix 21, Cardinal Numbers.)

2 card num Ten are involved in an event

or state. ˆAng napýyuˆ nga ˆinda
ginpaˆiskwÿla, hay tapus na. As for the

ten whom they sent to school, they are

finished already.

3 kanapýyuˆ adv An event occurs ten times.
Kanapýyuˆ na si Marta nakakadtu sa
Mindanaw. Martha went to Mindanao ten
times.

4 pangnapýyuˆ, ˆikanapýyuˆ ord num a

tenth action, person, situation, thing,

time, unit of measurement Si Lilya ˆang
pangnapýyuˆ nga ˆungaˆ ni Karlus.
Lilia is the tenth child of Carlos. (See

Appendix 22, Ordinal Numbers.)

nãra (var of nãga) a narra tree, narra
wood

nars n a nurse ˆAng pasãyud nang nars sa
ˆãmun nga basta ˆisa ka bÿsis sa ˆisa ka
býlan ˆang bakýna. The message of the

nurse to us was that the vaccination

[should be given] just once a month.

nasa loc det Something is situated at, in or

on a person or thing. {A rarely used

determiner.} ˆAba! Ginpampislit ˆadtu
ˆang nasa kustal. Oh! That [charcoal]

which was in the sack was all squeezed.

cf sa1 1a
nasyun n a country or nation Nyan ˆang

kadamýˆan, ˆang gustu, hay magkadtu
sa ˆiba nga nasyun parÿhu nang Sawdi
ˆArabya, ˆAmirika kag Dyapan. Now

what is wanted most, is to go to other

countries such as Saudi Arabia,

America and Japan.

natuk (see natuk nang buli (buli 4)) buri

napýyuˆ 391 natuk
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starch
nãtun 1a poss adj pron our (incl) person or

thing; a person or thing of ours; our
(incl) doing something [Post-noun or

post-gerund possessive pronoun. For

pre-noun or pre-gerund possessive

pronoun, see ˆãtun 1a.] ˆU! Mahal kung
Plurintÿna, bÿsan sãpat ˆang ˆungaˆ
nãtun, palanggaˆun ta gihãpun kay
ˆungaˆ nãtun siya! Oh! My dear

Florentina, even though our child is like

an animal, [he] should still be loved by

us because he is our child! [Occurs

preceding a noun as a modifying phrase

constituent.] ˆAng ˆãtun manga
magýyang kung Plýris di Mãyu kãda
ˆinaˆ býlan nga Mãyu hay nagasimba sa
palanggaˆ nãtun nga Birhin Marya.
Our grandparents, during the Flowers of

May observance every May, worship

our beloved Virgin Mary. cf ta 1a,

ˆãtun 1a
1b gen pron Something is done by us (incl).

[Follows an undergoer focus verb.]

ˆIrguhun nãtun ˆang ˆãtun pitu nga
prinsÿsa nga paˆasawãhun na nãtun
sinda. Our seven princesses will be

informed by us that they will be allowed

by us to marry. [Following a negative or

adverb, nãtun occurs pre-verb.] Diri sa
Rumblun hay ˆindiˆ na nãtun mabatiˆan,
pwÿra sigýru kung kita hay magkadtu sa
kabukÿran. Here in Romblon [old songs]

are no longer able to be heard by us,
except perhaps when we go to the

country. Kung mahÿmuˆ hay bagtungun
lang kay kung ˆanung matabuˆ kag
masÿraˆ ˆang ˆãtun bayay; puydi nãtun
makapilak ˆinaˆ sa bintãnaˆ. If possible,

bundle [the clothes] because something

might happen and our house will be

destroyed; it is possible that those

[clothes] could be thrown by us out the

window. cf ta 1b, ˆãtun 1c
natural adj A particular event or situation is

appropriate or natural. Natural lang
nga si Birta hay pirmi ginadipãra nang
ˆÿmu nanay. It is just appropriate that,

as for Bertha, [she] would always be

taken care of by your mother. May yãraˆ

nga lyãki nga namamatay ˆang ˆinda
ˆasãwa, natural lang nga ˆini hay
maˆasãwa pa liwat. There are some men

whose spouses have died; it is just

natural that they will marry again.

natutungad (see tungad1 2)

nawayaˆ (var of wayaˆ 1d) Someone is no
more, i.e., dead.

Nay (see nanay 1b) Mother
naybi (var of nuwÿbi) the number nine
naylun 1a n nylon line or rope ˆAng hãbaˆ

hay duha ka purgãda; ginahigutan sa
tungaˆ ning naylun. The length [of the

stone] is two inches; [it] has a nylon
[fishing] line tied onto [it] at the middle.

1b higut nga naylun n nylon tying line
Pagˆabut sa may biˆbiˆ nang dãgat ˆiˆitsa
mu ˆang batu nga may higut nga naylun
kag dahandahãnun mu lýkun sa
lukunan. Upon reaching the beach edge

of the ocean, throw [the stone into the

ocean] which has a nylon tying line
[tied on] and wind slowly onto the spool

[to catch an octopus]. {This is fishing

line used for tying.}

naylun nga pÿsiˆ (pÿsiˆ 1) set expr nylon
rope; naylun nga pýkut (pýkut 1) set
expr a nylon line fishnet

naˆi- abl acf pref Someone or something was
able to be an accessory to an action by

someone else. Dãmuˆ gid ˆinaˆ nga býlig
ˆang naˆitaˆu ku kay Dilya, pÿru nyan
daw bãli wayaˆ na lang ˆadtu sa ˆiya.
That help was certainly generous which

was able to be given to Delia by me, but

now it seems as though that has no value

to her. [The range of meaning of this

accessory focus prefix includes what is

generally called instrumental focus.

Naˆibakay ˆwas able to be used to buy

somethingˆ.] cf giN- 1b, -in-1 1b, maˆi-
nãˆug (see panãˆug) comes down, goes down
naˆunu (from ˆunu + na-)

1a intg impers pron What is the situation
of a person, thing? Naˆunu ˆadtu sa
bayay? Bãsiˆ ˆadtu nagsinggit? What is
the situation in that house? Why did

those ones shout? Sinãkaˆ ˆaku ni
Manang sa suyambiˆ. “Naˆunu ka,
Basyun?” I was climbed up to by Older

nãtun 392 naˆunu
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Sister in the lean-to. “What is your

situation (i.e., how are you), Basyon?”

1b kung naˆunu rel impers pron what the
situation of a person or thing is
Nagsýgat kami ˆinaˆ ning miyugbýyung
pãra ˆipatanˆaw kung naˆunu kay
nagapinanýka; ˆindiˆ maˆampatˆampat.
We fetched that herbalist in order that

[it] would be shown what the situation
[of the sick person] was, because he

keeps on vomiting; it will not stop. (See

kaninˆu 1b, Relative Pronouns for

table.)

ni 1a poss pers n det someone’s action,

state, possession; the action, state,

possession of someone ˆAng maguyang
ni Rýsa, hay sa ˆãtun pudir natabuˆ ˆang
pagˆasãwa niya. As for the older sister

of Rosa, her marrying took place under

our authority. {Marks one of two people

possessing something. Together they

are designated by the first person plural

possessive pronoun nãmun.} Nang ˆýna
pa lang nãmun nga pagˆasãwa ni
Birting, naghÿmuˆ siya ning tabýnan
nga pitu ka bilug. At the beginning of

the marriage of Berting and me, he

made seven pieces of deep-sea fish

traps. Pagˆabut ni Sýsan sa bayay tuyug
na sina Mamay. Upon Susan’s arrival at

the house, Mother and the others were

already sleeping. [Ni is followed by a

personal noun. For a description of the

determiner preceding a common noun,

see nang 1b.] cf nang 1a, nina 1a
1b gen pers n det A particular action is

performed by a named person. [Ni is

followed by a personal noun. For a

description of the determiner preceding

a common noun, see nang 1a.] ˆAba nga
kalÿpay ku, kay mababakyan na ˆaku ni
Nanay ning bagˆu nga bãruˆ kag
sapãtus! Oh, I am happy, because I will

surely be able to be bought a new dress

and shoes by Mother! cf nina 1b
ni-1 (var of -in-1)
ni-2 (var of -in-2)
ni-3 (var of -in-3)
ni-an (var of -in-an)

nÿgu n a rice winnowing basket Hipihÿpun

ˆang biku sa nÿgu. The sticky rice

delicacy should be made smooth on the

rice winnowing basket. (See baskit,
Kinds of Baskets for table.)

nigusyanti n a male or female merchant;
one who buys or sells nigusyu
merchandise tinda. Mahuyat lang kami
nga makapamakay ˆang manga
nigusyanti nang gýlay para kami
makalarga. We are waiting for the

many vegetable merchants to buy

[vegetables] so that we can leave [on the

boat]. cf tindÿra, tindÿru
nigusyu v A merchant nigusyanti merchan-

dises a salable item by buying bakay and

selling baligyaˆ. [nagnigusyu merchan-

dised]
pagnigusyu ger someone’s merchandising

of a commodity ˆAng gustu ni Pitra nga
trabãhu hay ˆang pagnigusyu ning
marmul. The work that Petra likes is
engaging in the merchandising of
marble.

nihnih v A piece of clothing catching (i.e.

snags) onto something.
nagpamagnihnih Nakaˆabut sinda sa

bayay, hay ˆang ˆinda bãruˆ nga býka
mangga hay nagpamagnihnih na.
When they were able to arrive at the
house, their Mary Clara gowns had
already each snagged.

niktar n nectar, a sweet liquid secreted by a

flower Halin sa kung pila ka lÿbu nga
klãsi nga tanum nga nagabýyak, nga
ˆigwa ning niktar. Coming from

thousands of kinds of plants that bloom,

there is nectar.

nilalang (see lalang 1b) a creature; a

created being
nÿmu 1a poss adj pron your (sg) person or

thing; a person or thing of yours; your
(sg) doing something [Post-noun or

post-gerund possessive pronoun. For

pre-noun or pre-gerund possessive

pronoun, see ˆÿmu 1a.] cf mu 1a, ˆÿmu 1a
1b gen pron Something is done by you (sg).

Namatay na. Ngãniˆ ˆinaˆ ginanilãbuˆ pa
nÿmu? [That one] is already dead. Why is

that one still being continually stabbed

by you? cf mu 1b, ˆÿmu 1c
nina 1a pl poss pers n det of a named person

ni 393 nina
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and others; of a named family [Marks a

following possessive personal noun as

one of two or more.] Wayaˆ mu pa ˆinaˆ
nasasayýri ˆang manga batãsan nina
Karlus kay bagˆu sinda diri sa ˆãtun
lugar. The attitude of Carlos and others
was not yet able to be known at all by you

because they are new here in our place.

[Nina marks a possessive coordinate

phrase of two or more named people.] Si
Santus hay gapinamãtiˆ nang diskusyun
nina Mama kag ni Papa. Santos keeps

on listening to the discussion of Mother

and Father. {In some contexts this

possessive determiner designates a

family.} Maˆãyu da ˆang pangabýhiˆ
nina Sanÿta. The way of life of the Sanita

family is good. [For the singular

possessive personal noun determiner,

see ni 1a.]

1b gen pers n det by a named person and
others; by a named family [Marks a

following genitive personal noun as one

of two or more.] Sayud nina Pidru na
ˆinang barýtu hay bukun ˆãkun. [It] is

known by Pedro and others that the

boat is not mine. [Nina marks a genitive

coordinate noun phrase. The determiner

is not glossed in English.] Wayaˆ na gid
nina Mama kag ni Papa masayýri kung
sa diˆin nga lugar nagkadtu si Nilda.
Mother and Father do not know the

place where Nelda went. {In some

contexts this genitive determiner

designates a family.} Ginabutangan
nina Santus ning tandaˆ ˆang býhuˆ nang
patay. The grave is that on which a

temporary grave marker is being placed

by the Santos family. cf ni 1b
nÿnang 1a n someone’s godmother ˆAng

ˆãkun nÿnang hay gingrigalýhan ˆaku
ning bagˆu nga sapãtus. My godmother
gave me a present of a new pair of shoes.

{A female sponsor of a bride and groom

at their wedding, or a female sponsor of

someone at her or his baptism.} (See

Appendix 23, Social Relationships.)

1b pers add ref n Godmother {A term of

address or reference. For a description

of Godmother, see nÿnang 1a.} cf

manÿnay
ninda 1a poss adj pron their person or thing;

a person or thing of theirs; their doing

something [Post-noun or post-gerund

possessive pronoun. For pre-noun or

pre-gerund possessive pronoun, see

ˆinda 1a.] Nang ˆýna nga panahun, bãgu
magˆasãwa ˆang ˆisa nga babãyi, hay
ˆang ˆiban nga natatabuˆ hay ˆang
magýyang ninda ˆang nagadisisyun. In

the past, before a woman married, in

some instances their parents were the

ones who made the decision. Bÿsan ˆanu
nga tãguˆ ninda kay Tãta Taylu nang
sikrÿtu, hay nakasãyud gihãpun gid siya.
Regardless of their keeping that secret

from Uncle Taylo, still he was able to

find out [about it]. cf ˆinda 1a
1b gen pron Something is done by them.

[Follows an undergoer focus verb.] ˆAng
ˆãkun kaˆibãhan hay nagnginÿlit kay
ˆang ˆãkun manga ginahambay hay pýru
manga bulabýla lang didtu sa tagˆÿya
kay sayud ninda na ˆinang barýtu hay
bukun ˆãkun. My companion kept on

laughing because what I had been

saying to the owner was all untruth

because [it] was known by them that

that boat was not mine. Sinýguˆ ninda
ˆang ˆisa nga, “Kadtuˆa ˆãbi sa tãkas kag
siruˆun kung yadtu sa ˆinda bayay si
Taluy.” One person was instructed by
them, “Please go there to the water’s

edge and look to see if Taloy is there at

their house.” [Ninda precedes a

sentence topic.] Dãpat kuntaˆ tawˆan
ninda ˆaku bÿsan pila na lang ka pÿsu ˆu
kung ˆanu pa man nga makakabýlig da
sa ˆinda manga manghud. [It would

have been] desirable [that] I would have

been given any amount of money by
them or whatever would really be able

to help their younger siblings [but

nothing was given]. [Following a

negative or adverb, ninda occurs pre-

verb.] Nang ˆýras na nga ˆitýnud ˆang
prinsÿsa daw ˆindiˆ gid ninda tunýrun
ˆugãling lang kay sýguˆ nang hãriˆ. At

the time that the princess was to be cast

[into the deep ocean] it seemed that

nÿnang 394 ninda
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[she] could not be cast away by them
but [they had to obey because] the king

had commanded. cf ˆinda 1c
ˆinaˆ ninda set expr Something is done

by those ones.; ˆini ninda set expr
Something is done by these ones.

nindu 1a poss adj pron your (pl) person or
thing; a person or thing of yours; your
doing something. [Post-noun or post-
gerund possessive pronoun. For
pre-noun or pre-gerund possessive
pronoun, see ˆindu 1a.] ˆImaw gãniˆ ˆining
pangayýˆun sa ˆãtun ni Mistir Rÿyis: ˆang
manga kwalipikasyun nang manga
mimbru, ˆang pagmantinir nang
watirsistim nindu, ˆang pagmantinir sa
watirshid nga ginabuyˆan nang týbiˆ, kag
ˆang paglýbung nang manga bãru. This is

what Mr. Reyes is asking from us: the

qualification of members, the

maintenance of your water system, the

maintenance of the watershed where the

water is gotten, and the burying of water

pipes. Kung kamu magpangisdaˆ, wayaˆ
na kamu pagprublÿma kay puydi kamu
makaˆabri nang grÿpu kung kamu
magpamanlaw, ˆagud pagˆabut nindu hay
maˆÿlis na lang kamu. When you go

fishing, you no longer experience a

problem because you will be able to turn

on the faucet when you rinse off so that

upon your reaching home you will just

change [your dresses]. cf ˆindu 1a
1b gen pron Something is done by you

(pl). [Follows an undergoer focus

verb.] ˆAku ˆãnay ˆang pamatÿˆi nindu
kay kwarta nãmun ˆadtu, bukun kwarta
nindu. I should be the one listened to

by you because that is our money, not

your money. [Following a negative

or adverb, nindu occurs pre-verb.]

Magbinãkay kamu ning lamÿsa kag
bangkuˆ, pagkatãpus wayaˆ nindu
ginadahãni. You kept on buying

tables and benches, [but] afterwards

[they] were not taken care of by you.

[Occurs pre-verb, immediately fol-

lowing a topic pronoun, in a negative

sentence.] ˆIndiˆ na ˆaku nindu
pagbakyi ning makina kay kanýgun

lang ˆang kwarta! I should no longer

have a sewing machine bought by you
because the money will just be wasted!

[As a constituent of a substantive

phrase, nindu occurs pre-verb.]

Pamãtiˆ kamu kung ˆanu nga hãyup
ˆang ˆýna nindu nga mabatiˆan nga
maghýni kung Bagˆung Týˆig, hambay
ni Lýla. You listen for which animal is

the first one that will be heard by you
to call when it is New Year’s Day, said

Grandmother. cf ˆindu 1c
nÿnung 1a n someone’s godfather ˆAng

ˆãkun nÿnung hay gingrigalýhan ˆaku
ning bagˆu nga sapãtus. My godfather
gave me a present of a new pair of shoes.

{A male sponsor of a bride and groom at

their wedding, or a male sponsor of

someone at her or his baptism.} (See

Appendix 23, Social Relationships.)

1b pers ref n Godfather does something or is

in a particular state. {A term of reference.

For a description of Godfather, see

nÿnung 1a.}

1c pers add n Godfather Nÿnung, puydi ba
bulÿgan mu ˆaku sa ˆãkun pagˆiskwÿla?
Godfather, could I be helped by you in

my studies? {A term of address. For a

description of Godfather, see nÿnung 1a.}

cf manÿnuy
Ninyu (see Santu Ninyu (santu 1a) the

Holy Infant Jesus

ning (var -y) [Words ending in a vowel

followed by ning are often suffixed with

the variant -y: ˆigwa ning = ˆigway; ˆaku
ning = ˆakuy; ˆadtu ning = ˆadtuy. A

word-final glottal stop is often lost and

the variant -y is suffixed to the resultant

final vowel: gãniˆ ning = ganiy; wayaˆ
ning = wayay.]

1a ref com n det A common noun determiner

indicating the relationship between a

verb, infinitive, gerund or adjective and a

referent substantive with undergoer role.

[A co-occurring verb is inflected with a

nag-class affix for agent role focus.]

Nagˆãyap ˆaku ning binhi sa Tablas. I

selected [good quality] seeds for
propagation in Tablas. Nang ˆýna ˆaku
ˆay maˆisut pa, ˆaku, nagakãnam ning

nindu 395 ning
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trumpu kag lastiku. Long ago when I

was still small, as for me, [I] used to play
with playing tops and rubber bands.

Diri lang kamu kay mahandaˆ ˆaku ning
ˆindu miryinda. Just [stay] here because

I will prepare your snack. [A noun

marked with ning is preceded by an

infinitive.] ˆAng lugar nga kiˆãyu nga
maghuman ning bakingkÿˆan, hay
ˆinang lugar nga pantay ˆang dýtaˆ. As

for the place which is good to make a
hopscotch game, [it] is a place in which

the ground is level. [A co-occurring

causative verb with pa- prefix is

inflected with nag-, naga- or ma- for

causal agent role focus.] May pasyinti
sinda nga tagaAklan nga nagpagãbut
ning ngÿpun. They had a patient from

Aklan who let [her] tooth be pulled out.
ˆAdtung ˆãtun gingkasugtãnan, kung
ˆadtu hay maˆaprubahan, diri na kita hay
mapahuman ning ˆisa nga pruyiktu nga
týbiˆ. That upon which an agreement was

made by us, if [it] will be approved, this

is the time that we would allow a water
project to be constructed. [The noun

marked with ning is preceded by a

gerund.] Napabãhuy nãmun ˆadtu si
Pitra maskin kahugaˆ ˆang pagdipãra
ning ˆungaˆ. Petra was able to be brought

up by us even though the caring for a
child is difficult. ˆAng ˆÿmu pagbutang
ning bunut hasta magtupung sa
kinutkutan. Your placing of coconut
husks is little by little until they become

level with the place from which [soil]

was dug out. [A co-occurring verb is

inflected with gin-an, gina-an or -an for

location (locative) focus.] Ginbakyan
sinda ning ˆalambri pãra humanun nga
tabýnan. They had chicken wire
bought for [them] so that [it] would be

used for making a deep-sea fish trap.

Kung nagahuman ning sarsa nga ˆuyang
ˆini hay ginalakýtan ning niyug nga
malinghud. When making shrimp salsa,

it has immature coconut mixed into [it].

Padayˆan ku gid ˆikaw ning sýlat pãra
ˆibalÿtaˆ sa ˆÿmu kung ˆanu ˆang ˆungaˆ
nãtun. You will surely be sent a letter by

me to tell you about our child. Kung
wayaˆ ning sagnat ˆu sakit ˆang ˆungaˆ,
wayaˆ da ginabakyi ning Pipsi. If a child

has no fever or sickness, [he] does not

have Pepsi bought for [him]. [A

co-occurring verb is inflected with gin-,
gina- or ˆi- for instrumental focus.] ˆIndiˆ
mu gãniˆ masakar ˆang kwarta nga ˆÿmu
ginbakay ning pýkut. You will not get

back the money which was used by you

to buy the fishnet. [A co-occurring verb

is inflected with gin-, gina- or -un for

patient focus.] Kung tagsa ka lãwug ˆang
laˆay nga niyug ginatabtab ning
sundang ˆang ˆiya tangãya pãra wayaˆ
ning dãmuˆ nga pusiˆpýsiˆ kãda buˆuk. If

the very mature coconuts are each a

bunch, its stem (i.e., the stem of each

bunch) is cut off with a bolo so that there

will not be much twisting of individual

pieces. [A noun marked with ning is

preceded by an adjective.] Kung
panahun nga may bagyu, ˆang bayay ni
Lÿtu hay punuˆ ning tãwu. During the

time when there is a typhoon, the house

of Lito is full of people. cf nang 2
1b ref n det Indicates a referent relationship

between a positive or negative existential

and a following substantive; untranslated

in English. Kung nagapanihud ka ning
ˆuyang hay gakadtu ka sa sapaˆ nga
ˆigwa ning manga libtunglibtung nga
dãmuˆ ˆang batu kag ˆigwa ning týbiˆ nga
nagapundu. When you gather brook

shrimp with a colander shrimp scoop you

go to a seasonal creek which has
riverbed holes with many stones, and

there is water which backs up. ˆIgwa ˆaku
ning ˆisturya, ˆugãling lang kay ˆang
nagsýlat hay salaˆ. I had a story, but as

for the one who wrote it down, [he] made

a mistake. ˆAng likud nang ˆini nga lýkus
nga panus, hay wayaˆ ning baguy. As for

the back of this squid, [it] has no back
covering. ˆIndiˆ ˆaku magˆasãwa pãra
wayaˆ ˆaku ning ˆagwin. I will not take a

spouse so that I will have no
disturbance. ˆIgwa ning ˆungaˆ nga
ˆindiˆ kapãnaw. There is a child who is

not able to walk.
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2a mod lig Links an adjective and a

following substantive, untranslated in

English. ˆIni nga sÿhiˆ hay labutlãbut
ning kulur kag labutlãbut da ning kurti.
As for these mollusks, [they have] many
different colors and many different

shapes.

2b mod lig Links a possessive pronoun and a

following substantive, untranslated in

English. Ang ãkun ning libru hay
kadãmuˆ. As for my books, [they] are

many. ˆAng ˆiya ˆini ning gãway hay
parÿhu sa kugÿta nga nagahãbaˆ. As for

its tentacles (i.e., of a chambered

nautilus), [they] are like [those of] a

common octopus which become long.

Sÿgi lang ˆang ˆãkun ning hýbug sa ˆãkun
ˆungaˆ hasta gid nga matuyýgan liwat.
My swinging my child just continued

until [he] was able to sleep again.

3 adv lig Joins a verb, infinitive or gerund to

a following adverb. Nagatrabãhu ˆang
ˆuning ning mabugˆat pÿru ˆindiˆ
magpãti ˆang ˆãyam. The cat worked
hard but the dog did not believe it.

Gingbakay ku ˆang kýgun ning
binugkus. The cogon grass was bought
by me by the bundle. ˆAng balayan
nang ˆini nga sÿhiˆ hay ginabakay da
ning barãtu lang gid kay ˆýnu trinta
lang ˆisa ka kustal. The shell of this

mollusk is just sold very cheaply
because it is just one [peso and] thirty

[centavos] for one [twenty-five ganta]

sack. ˆImaw lang ˆini ˆang ˆãkun
mahahambay, nga ˆining sa pagˆasãwa
ning pangaduha hay talagang ˆiba.
This is the only thing that can truly be

said by me, that this getting married a
second time is really different.

nÿpaˆ 1a n a nipa palm tree, Nypa fruticans.
Gakãmang sa manga pakyang nang
nÿpaˆ. [Common Pacific nerites] creep

along the leaf stems of nipa palm trees.
1b kanipãˆan n a nipa palm grove Nang

nagatýyuˆ na ˆang ˆuyan, nanãguˆ na
kami sa kanipãˆan. When the rain is

already falling, we then shelter ourselves

in a nipa palm grove. (See Appendix 20,

Groups of Animals, People, Things.)

nipaˆnipaˆ 1 n a common Pacific nerite
mollusk, Neritina communis

2 nipaˆnipaˆ nga sungãyan n a long spined
nerite mollusk, Theodoxus longispina.

ˆIni ˆang sÿhiˆ nga nipaˆnipaˆ nga
sungãyan hay ˆang hãbaˆ ˆini hay ˆisa ka
pulgãda lang kay wayaˆ gid ˆini
nagadagkuˆ. As for this long spined
nerite, its length is just one inch

because they never grow big.

nipis 1 kanipis (var manipis) adj Something

is thin. ˆIni ˆang kapis nga sÿhiˆ hay
kanipis ˆang ˆiya balayan. As for this

pearl oyster mollusk, its empty shell is

thin.
kanipisnÿpis adj Something is very thin.

ˆAng kulur nang ˆini nga sÿhiˆ hay duyaw
kag kanipisnÿpis ˆang ˆiya balayan. The
color of this [jackknife clam] mollusk is
yellow and its shell is very thin. cf
kagamay (gamay), manÿwang (nÿwang)
ant dakmuy

nÿpul n a generator nipple; i.e., the orifice

of a kerosene lamp generator through

which vaporized kerosene passes

nirbyus v Someone experiences nervous-
ness.

ginanirbyus ˆAng ˆisa ka bilug nga bãruˆ,
hay ning ˆisa ku da ka ˆadlaw ning tahiˆ
kay ginanirbyus gidaw ˆaku. As for one
piece of dress, [it] takes me one whole day
of sewing because I really experience
nervousness.

v Someone becomes nervous. [nagnirbyus
became nervous.]

magnirbyus imper v Someone must or
should not become nervous! Hambay
ku sa ˆiya, “Pakaˆayýha lang; ˆayaw
magnirbyus; ˆayaw mahadluk!” I said
to her, “Just do well; [you] must not
become nervous; do not be afraid!”

nÿtib adj local in contrast to imported ˆIni
ˆang nÿtib nga manuk, kung nagaˆabut
ˆang pisti nang manuk tanan nga ˆalãgaˆ
mu nga manuk ˆýbus gid ˆinaˆ ning
kamãtay hasta ˆisiw. These local
chickens, when chicken disease comes,

all your cared-for chickens will die,

including young chicks. ˆIlÿbud mu ˆini
sa kãda tindãhan nga gustu magbakay
nang nÿtib nga ˆitlug nang manuk.
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Peddle these in every store that likes to

buy local chicken eggs. (See manuk 1,
Kinds of Chickens for table.)

nitsu n a burial vault {Situated in the center

of a mausoleum bayaybãyay sa
kampusantu, big enough to contain a

coffin kabãˆung. Made of hollow

blocks, finished on the outside with

cement plaster. The coffin is inserted

through a door sara nang pantyun at one

end, which is then sealed. A headstone

lapida is attached to the door.} syn

pantyun cf lubung 1
nÿtuˆ n a nito climbing fern, Lygodium

circinnatum {Splints prepared from

stems are used in interweaving into

baskets, hats, fancy boxes, plates.}

bag nga nÿtuˆ (bag 2) set expr a nito fern
handbag

nÿwang v Someone or something becomes
skinny.

naganÿwang ˆKahugaˆ kunu ˆang ˆatlit kay
mahãpuˆ; tãpus hay ˆÿmu lãwas may
ginamangnu ka pa; naganÿwang ka pa.
[To be] an athlete, they say, is difficult
because [you] will experience difficulty
in breathing; then in your body there is
something you sense [that is wrong];
you then become skinny.

manÿwang adj Someone or something is
skinny. Syimpri kung manÿwang na
ˆang ˆungaˆ kag malýya na ˆang lãwas,
nagapanglamig ˆang siki kag kamut. Of
course, when the child is already skinny
and the body is already weak, the feet
and the hands become all clammy. cf
kagamay (gamay), kanipis (nipis)

niya 1a poss adj pron his, her, its
associated person place or thing; his,
her, its state, doing something [Follows

an adjective and precedes a possessed

noun.] Gingpadaya niya ˆadtu ˆang
kaˆayuˆãyu niya nga bãruˆ kag
gingpadaya niya sa prinsipi. She let

her beautiful dress be brought and she

had it taken to the prince. [Follows a

gerund. For a description of a pos-

sessive pronoun preceding a gerund or in

a noun construction, see ˆiya.] ˆAng
maguyang ni Rýsa, hay sa ˆãtun pudir
natabuˆ ˆang pagˆasãwa niya. As for the

older sister of Rosa, her marriage took

place under our authority. cf ˆiya 1a
1b gen pron Something is done by her,

him, it. [Follows a verb or pseudoverb

as a non-topic pronoun.] Gingpaˆýtang
niya kami ning kwarta pãra nga
makumplÿtu nãmun ˆang pangbãkay
nãmun ning hus. We were allowed by
him to borrow money in order for us to

complete that to be used by us in buying

water hose. ˆAng ˆiya natatãguˆ nga
kwarta hay naˆuˆýbus lang niya ning
bakay ning buyung. The money that she

saved was used up by her in buying

medicine. cf ˆiya 1c
ˆinaˆ niya (ˆinaˆ) set expr by that one, of
that one; ˆini niya (ˆini) set expr by this
one, of this one

niyan (var nyan) 1a niyan (var ˆini niyan,

ˆari niyan) ti adv Something is

happening now, today. Kasanˆu ka pa,
kunu, magˆabut? Niyan lang kunu.
When, they said, did you arrive? Just

now, he said. Magtýnaˆ pa nang
katapýsan nang býlan nang Pibrÿru,
wayaˆ na gid magˆuyan hasta niyan.
Beginning the end of the month of

February, it has not rained until today.

Sigýru ˆini niyan sa gabˆi maˆuyan kay
nagakýnum kag nagaduyum ˆang lãngit.
Maybe it will rain today because the sky

is becoming cloudy and dark. cf niyan
nga ˆadlaw (ˆadlaw 4c)

1b niyan ( var niyan nga panahun, niyan
nga tyimpu, ˆinaˆ niyan) ti adv Some-

thing happens during this period of
time. ˆAng ginaˆÿsip niyan nang manga
tãwu hay magˆinasãwa na kag
magpakasay. The thinking of people

during this period of time is to keep on

marrying and have wedding ceremonies

performed. Nyan nga panahun, ˆang
nagasigarilyu hay nagapakadãmuˆ na
gid. During this period of time, those

smoking cigarettes are really becoming

very many. ˆInaˆ niyan ˆinda
ginalagãriˆ ˆang blukÿti sa makina.
During this period of time they saw

marble blocks with a machine.

1c niyan ( var ˆinaˆ niyan) ti adv at the

nitsu 398 niyan
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time when something happens or a state

exists [The following combinations are

followed by a verb inflected by the

prefix pag-: ˆinaˆ niyan nang, ˆinaˆ niyan
hay, ˆinaˆ niyan hay nang, niyan nang,

niyan hay, niyan hay nang, ˆinaˆ niyan,

niyan, ˆinaˆ niyan nga, niyan nga.]

Niyan pagˆãgi ku kay Nãna Marta,
nagbuˆuy ˆaku duha ka putus nga
tinãpay. At the time when I passed by

the place of Aunt Martha, I got two

packages of bread. Hay ˆinaˆ niyan
nang pagˆabut nang bapur, hambay ku
hay, “ˆAy! Yãraˆ na baya ˆadtu ˆang
duktur.” At the time of the boat’s

arrival, I said, “Oh! Maybe that doctor

is already there.”

1d ˆinaˆ niyan ( var ˆini niyan) ti adv Some-

thing happened at once, at that moment
or time, then. Nagkadtu kami ˆinaˆ
niyan sa baylÿhan pÿru wayaˆ ˆaku ˆadtu
gagasi nga yadtu si Klãra. We went at
once to the dancing place but I did not

expect that Clara would be there. Nagˆãgi
ˆinaˆ niyan ˆang magˆasãwa sa tungud
nãmun kay makadtu sa Lýsud mabakay
ning ˆasin. At that moment, that

husband and wife passed by in front of

our house going to Lusod to buy salt.

ˆInaˆ niyan ginpangasawa si ˆÝlin ni
Birtu kay wayaˆ lang da kunu siya
kakadtuˆan. At that time, Berto courted

Ellen because, they say, he had no place

to go (i.e., no future). PagkaLýnis nang
hãpun nagsaylu na kami ˆini niyan kana
Sýsan kay didtu kami matýyug. When it

was Monday afternoon, we transferred

at that time to [the house of] Susan and

family because we were going to sleep

there. Kalÿpay na kami ˆinaˆ niyan sa
bayay kay nagkinitaˆan na naman kami.
We were happy then at home because

we had found each other again.

2 ˆinaˆ niyan ti adv Something will happen

soon. Patuyýga lang ˆãnay si Nÿna kay
dayˆun ku pakadtu sa banwa ˆinaˆ
niyan! Please, Nena should just be

allowed to sleep because [she] will soon
be brought by me going to town!

3 niyan sa gabˆi ti adv tonight Sigýru ˆini

niyan sa gabˆi maˆuyan kay nagakýnum
kag nagaduyum ˆang lãngit. Maybe

tonight it will rain because the sky is

becoming cloudy and becoming dark.

niyan nga ˆadlaw (ˆadlaw 4c) idiom today
niyug (var nyug) 1 n a coconut palm tree,

Cocos nucifera (Linn.) Wayaˆ ning
tilhang paˆibabaw ˆang niyug kay bukun
pa da matãˆas kaˆãyu. There are no tree

footholds going up the coconut palm
because it is not very tall. {Used for

making timber, baskets, mats, and rope.

Green fronds are used for temporary

decoration, for religious purposes on

Palm Sunday. Woven coconut frond

shingles salirangdang 1 are used for

roofing and walling. Young fronds hanig
are used for wrapping foods for cooking

such as sticky-rice cakes pusuˆ3, shrimp

salsa sarsa nga ˆuyang (ˆuyang 1a) and

fish wrapped in coconut fronds budbud 1
or for medicine plasters ˆimplastu. The nut

meat niyug 2a is used for human and

animal food. Coconut sap týbaˆ 1b is used

to make fermented and unfermented

drink, alcohol and vinegar. Coconut milk

extract gataˆ 1 is used for making oil for

cooking; illumination; for making soap,

butter and lard substitute; and for

ointment. Half a husk is used as a floor

polisher lampãsu 1; half a shell is used for

making a bowl payaˆ or a shrimp colander

receptacle panihuran (sÿhud 1b). The bud

is used for making salads.} (See

Appendix 3, Kinds of Cultigens. See

Appendix 4, Kinds of Coconut Palms.

See Appendix 5, Parts of a Coconut

Palm.)

1a pungˆuy nga niyug n a decayed
coconut palm tree ˆAng tangkaliˆ, kung
nagapýgad sa manga pungˆuy nga
niyug may sa býhuˆ nang dýtaˆ
nagakutkut sinda. As for kingfishers,

when [they] build nests in decayed
coconut palm trees they [first] dig out

decayed matter from the holes. cf

gabuk, lunut, siraˆ 2a (See Appendix 4,

Kinds of Coconut Palms.)

2 n a coconut fruit, including the husk

bunut 1, hard shell baguy 1, and meat
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niyug 2a. ˆAng ˆiba naman nga wayaˆ
ning ˆikakãya nga ˆitingiˆ ning bugas
pãra bubud sa ˆinda manuk, ˆang ˆinda
ˆini ginabýbud hay niyug nga
ginatuktuk ning pÿnu kundiˆ man hay
ginakãyus. Some who have nothing

which can be used as a resource which

could be used for buying rice as feed for

their chickens, what they feed is

coconuts chopped thin or which are

grated. {The following parts of a

coconut fruit are used as ingredients for

making various food dishes: coconut

milk extract gataˆ 1; grated coconut

meat kinãyus (kãyus 2); salsa coconut

meat niyug nga sarsãhun (niyug 2e);
thick coconut milk extract ˆispÿsu nga
gataˆ (gataˆ 1a).} (See Appendix 5,

Parts of a Coconut Palm. See Appendix

6, Stages of coconut Fruits. See

Appendix 7, Parts of a Coconut Fruit.

See Appendix 8, Foods Made with

Coconut.)

2a n coconut meat Malupus ˆang nagalukad
nang niyug kung kaˆãyu ˆang pagkalýtuˆ;
nagaˆukya sa baguy ˆang ˆunud nang
niyug kung lýtuˆ kaˆãyu. It is easy for the

one who gouges out coconut meat if the

cooking is good; the meat just comes out

from the shell if it is well cooked. {Grated

with a coconut grater kyakuran. Eaten as a

side dish when nothing else is available or

fed to animals such as chickens, dogs and

pigs. Made into a coconut sweet dessert

bukãyuˆ or sometimes mixed with sugar

as a coating on boiled yautia bunduˆ. Used

as a food flavoring for several salsa dishes

sarsa 1.}

2b binuntan nga niyug n a husked coconut
ˆIbuyag ˆang binuntan nga niyug sa
bunut. The husked coconuts should be

separated from the husks.

2c binuˆak nga niyug n a coconut-half
piece Ginaˆitsa sa tapãhan ˆang binuˆak
nga niyug. The coconut-half pieces are

placed onto the smoking rack.

2d magýyang nga niyug n a mature
coconut fruit Pag maˆihýyug mu na tanan
ˆang magýyang nga niyug, manãˆug ka
naman ning dahandãhan hasta ka

makaˆabut sa ˆubus. When all the mature
coconuts are able to be dropped by you,

then you should go down slowly until you

are able to reach the base [of the tree].

{Mature coconuts are either semimature

coconuts pyanituˆan or fully mature

coconuts lanus.} (See Appendix 6, Stages

of Coconut Fruits.)

2e niyug nga sarsãhun n salsa coconut
meat {Somewhat young grated coconut,

used in making salsa.} cf butung 1
3 býyuk nang niyug (var býyuk) n an

unopened coconut inflorescence {En-

closed within a spathe ˆuyu with male and

female flowers, stem tangãya 1a and

branches byayýbay.} (See Appendix 6,

Stages of Coconut Fruits.)

4 kanyýgan (from niyug + ka-an) n a

coconut palm grove (See Appendix 20,

Groups of Animals, People, Things.)

lãna nang niyug (lãna 1a) set expr
coconut oil; niyug nga kinãyus (kãyus
2) set expr grated coconut meat; tubaˆ
nang niyug (tubaˆ 1b) set expr coconut
sap; ˆýbud nang niyug (ˆýbud) idiom
upper trunk coconut pith

nÿˆid (see paniˆid) watches, observes
nu adv Isnˆt that right? Sigýru ˆimaw ˆadtu

ˆang ˆinda pinýnuˆ, nu? Perhaps that one is

their leader, isnˆt that right? May býnga
ˆadtu ˆang mangga, nu? The mango tree

there has fruit, isnˆt that right?
nubÿna 1 n a novena prayer book
2 n a novena prayer offered to a par-

ticular saint Si Nãna Hilis hay ˆigwa
ning nubÿna sa kalag. Aunt Hilis has a

novena prayer [recited] for the soul

[of someone who has died]. {Novena

prayers are offered by adherents of the

Roman Catholic Church to particular

saints at designated times during the

year.}
v An adherent of the Roman Catholic

Church recites a novena prayer to a
saint. Halimbãwaˆ may nagmasakit
nga ˆisa sa mimbru nang ˆÿmu pamilya,
kag ˆini hay nagrãbi. Pãra lang nga
makasalbar sya sa ˆiya sakit
naganubÿna ka sa ˆisa nga santu
parÿhu ˆãbi sa santu nga si San Bisinti.
For example, there is one member of
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your family who became ill, and, as
for this one, [her sickness] became
serious. In order for her to be able to
survive her sickness, you will recite a
novena prayer to a particular saint
like, for example, to Saint Vincent.

nubinta 1a card num adj ninety actions,

people, pieces of something, situations,

things, times, units of measurement

ˆAdtung natabuˆ sa Tablas nang ˆadtung
ˆanyu mil nuwÿbi syintus nubinta ˆýnu
baya; ˆadtu nga kadakuˆdãkuˆ gid ˆang
ˆuyan, siruˆa, kadãmuˆ nga bayay ˆang
binahaˆ pakadtu sa dãgat. That was

what happened in Tablas about the year

one thousand nine hundred ninety one;

the rain was very heavy, see, there were

many houses that were flooded going to

the sea. (See Appendix 21, Cardinal

Numbers.)

1b nubinta ˆýnu card num ninety-one
1c nubinta dus (var nubinta ˆidus) card

num ninety-two {For a description of

the use of numbers of Spanish origin,

see entry ˆýnu. For a description of the

function of the conjunction ˆi- joining

number combinations, see entry ˆi-2.}
nubya n a girlfriend, a fiancée, a bride

Nagkaˆigwa si Nistur ning nubya;
hasta nang ˆulÿhi na hay naging
yuˆasãwa na. Nestor happened to have

a girlfriend; then later she became

[his] play spouse. Buyˆun nang pãriˆ
ˆang singsing nang nubyu kag ˆisuksuk
sa tudluˆ nang nubya. The ring of the

groom will be gotten by the priest and

will be put on the ring finger of the

bride. ˆAng bisti nang nubya dãpat
hay ˆindiˆ pagˆisýkuy kay kung
ginasuksuk ˆinaˆ nga dãˆan nga wayaˆ
pa makasay hay ˆindiˆ madayun ˆang
ˆinda pagpakasay. The gown of the

fiancée will not be worn because,

when it is worn ahead of time when the

wedding has not yet been performed,

their wedding might not continue.

Nubyimbri n November, a month of the

Gregorian Calendar ˆAku natãwu ˆaku
nang mil nuwÿbi syintus singkwinta
ˆýnu, Nubyimbri baynti singku. As for

me, I was born in nineteen hundred

fifty-one, November twenty five. (See

Appendix 12, Months of the Gregorian

Calendar.)

nubyu n a boyfriend, a fiancé, a bride-
groom Puydi na galiˆ ˆaku sa ˆÿmu
makapangasãwa kay wayaˆ ˆikaw ning
nubyu. It is possible for me to court

you now because you have no

boyfriend. Kung ˆýras na nga
kasayun ˆang nubyu kag nubya ˆigwa
naman ˆinaˆ diraˆ ning manga ˆanÿtu.
When it is about time for the fiancé
and fiancée to have their wedding,

there are again taboos there. ˆÝna,
ginahungÿtan nang nubyu ˆang nubya.
First, the bride has food put into [her]

mouth by the bridegroom.

nýgun 1 kanýgun adj Something is

squandered or wasted. ˆIndiˆ na ˆaku
nindu pagbakyi ning makina kay
kanýgun lang ˆang kwarta! I should

no longer have a sewing machine

bought by you because the money will

just be wasted!

2 panganýgun n someone’s regret about a

particular action or condition Týdu gid
ˆang ˆiya ning panganýgun sa kwarta
nga ˆiya gingpustaˆ. Her regret about

the money which she used for betting is

intense.

numiru 1 n a specified number ˆAng naylun
nga ginahigut hay ˆang nahut numiru
ˆutsu. The nylon [fishing] line which is

used for tying is number eight. syn

nambir
2a pãris nga numiru n an even number
2b bukun pãris nga numiru n an odd

number
nunuk n a payapa tree, a variety of the

balete tree, Ficus payapa (Blanco) {A

strangling fig; an epiphyte which

attaches itself to the base of another tree

and eventually takes over the form of

that tree. Feared because it is believed to

be the haunt of various manevolent

spirits.}

nunut v Someone accompanies someone

else or joins someone else in an activity.
nagnunut Wayaˆ na ˆaku nagnunut kay

Marya pagbakay ning bisti. I did not

nubinta 401 nunut
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accompany Mary in buying a gown.
nakanunut Nang yadtu na kami sa Wist

Bisãyan, nakanunut na ˆaku. When we
were in West Visayas, I was able to
accompany [the group].

naganunut Kung si Ramun hay nagakadtu
sa ˆuma ˆang ˆiya ˆãyam hay naganunut
da. When Ramon goes to his upland field,
his dog accompanies him.

nagapangnunýtan Hay ˆang ˆiya ˆinaˆ
trabãhu hay nagalãya; ˆaku naman
nagapangnunýtan sa pýkut. As for the
work of that one, it was weaving mats;
as for me, I was joining many in net
fishing.

manunut Kung gustu mu gid sa ˆãkun,
manunut ka pa Mindýru. If you really
like me, you will accompany [us] to
Mindoro.

makanunut Tatay, Nanay puydi ba ˆaku
makanunut sa bayay ni Lýlu? Sÿgi na,
tugýti na ˆaku nindu. Father, Mother,
may I accompany Grandfather to their
house? Come on, I should be permitted
to go with them now.

numunut Kung gustu mu gid sa ˆãkun,
numunut ka pa Mindýru. If you really
like me, accompany [me] to Mindoro.

magnunut inf to accompany someone,
to join in an activity Gustugustu ku
gid magnunut kay Samsun kaysa
mutur nga pangdãgat kami masakay. I
want very much to accompany
Samson because we will ride in a
motorboat. Kaˆayuˆãyu gid galiˆ ˆang
magnunut da matýˆud sa pagˆatlit. It
is really very interesting [for one] to
join in athletics.

pagnunut ger someone’s accompany-
ing someone or joining in some
activity Nang ˆaring pagtird yir ku na,
nakaˆÿsip na ˆaku nga kung ˆãkun
sigÿhun ˆang pagnunut sa ˆatlit hay
daw ˆindiˆ gid ˆaku makatuˆun
masyãdu. When it was my third year, I
realized that if I kept on joining
athletics I probably wouldn’t be able
to learn much more. ant buyag 1a

Nung (see Manung) Older Brother, Older
Male Friend

nurti n the direction north Banda sa nurti
ˆang halin nang hãngin. The wind came

from the direction of the north.

Directions

nurti north

salãtan south

wisti west

ˆisti east

nusnus v A floor is mopped by someone.
ginanusnusan ˆAng ginahuman ku,

hay ginanusnusan ˆang sayug,
ginalampasýhan kag ginasilhigan.
What is done by me is that the floor is
mopped, polished and swept. (See
limpyu, Different Ways of Cleaning
for table.)

nutbuk n a notebook used to take notes in a

course of study ˆIbagsak kunu ˆaku niya;
tapus pagˆabut nang ˆýras matãˆas ˆang
ˆãkun nabuˆuy; ˆang ˆãkun manga
nutbuk hay kumplÿtu. I would be

dropped, she said, by her [from the

class; but] later, when the time came,

[the grades] I got were high [because]

my notebooks were complete. syn

kwadirnu
nuwÿbi (var naybi) card num adj nine

actions, people, pieces of something,

situations, things, times, units of

measurement {For a description of the

use of numbers of Spanish origin, see

entry ˆýnu.} syn syam 1 (See Appendix

21, Cardinal Numbers.)

nuˆug n cloth, commonly used for sewing

clothing Bumuˆuy ning limpyu nga
nuˆug kag humanun nga pabÿlu. Get a

clean piece of cloth and make it into a

wick. {Measured for sale in stores by a

meter stick mitrýsan nga kãhuy
(mitrýs 2a). Undesirable condition:

gisiˆ torn; buhus has a hole; lumaˆ
worn-out; lipas 1 out of style.} syn tÿla

nyan (var of niyan) something is happening

now, today.

nyug (var of niyug) a coconut palm tree

Nung 402 nyug
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NG

nga (var na, -ng) 1a subst mod lig Signals a

modifying relationship between a sub-

stantive and an adjective, between an

indefinite adjective determiner and a

substantive or between two substantives;

not translated into English. [The modifier

either precedes or follows what it

modifies.] Diri ˆini siya nagaˆistar sa
kabatuhan nga lugar, lãluˆ pa sa ˆidãyum
nang batu nga pantay diraˆ gid ˆinaˆ ˆang
ˆinda gustu nga ˆistaran. This one (i.e., a

ruby triton mollusk) stays here in a stony

area, especially under a flat stone.
Kangungýyab sa ˆãkun kay ˆaku kunu hay
masyãdu nga kasugaruy. [He] really

scolded me because, he said, I was a

habitual gambler. ˆAng pagkadtu sa
ˆiban nga lugar hay pabur da ˆaku. As for

going to other places, I also favor [that].

Nang wayaˆ pa nagaˆasãwa ˆang
ˆãkun lyãki nga ˆungaˆ ˆang ˆinda
pagsinundãnan maghayãli hay kaˆayuˆãyu
gid. When my male child had not yet

married, their companionship as siblings

was very good. Ginghambay ku gãniˆ ˆang
ˆãkun manga ˆungaˆ nga lyãki nga kung
puydi ˆindiˆ ˆãnay sinda magpinãnaw nga
magpinamýtung. My male children were

told by me that if possible they should not

keep on walking around to keep on

gathering young coconuts.

1b subst mod lig Signals the relationship

between a substantive or indefinite

pronoun and a following verb phrase or

pseudoverb phrase which modifies it.

ˆIgwa ˆaku ning ˆiˆisturya sa ˆÿmu: ˆini
hay tungud sa kaˆayuhan nga
ginghuman nang Ginýˆu sa ˆãkun
kabýhiˆ. There is something that I will

tell you: it is about the benefits which
were performed by God in my life.

ˆAng ˆiba nga nagakadtu sa sinihan,
hay bukun pãra magtanˆaw kundiˆ pãra
makakatýyug kay tungud sa kahagkut sa
suyud. As for some who go to movie
houses, it is not in order to watch [a

movie] but so that they will be able to

sleep because it is cold inside. ˆÐmu
ˆibutang ˆang tinaˆ nga gustu mu ˆitÿnaˆ
sa buli. The dye which you want to use
for tinting the buri [strips] should be

put in [the water] by you.

1c v phr mod lig A verb phrase may be

followed by nga and a second modifying

verb phrase. This extended verb phrase

may function as comment with a single

topic. Mintras ˆinaˆ sinda nagakãˆun nga
nagaˆatýbang sa lamÿsa, ˆang manga
magýyang nang lyãki kag nang babãyi
hay nagaˆirgu na sinda nang natutungud
sa ˆinda manga ˆungaˆ. While they are
eating facing each other at the table, the

parents of the boy and girl are discussing

about their children.

2 sent mod lig A sentence modifying

ligature which indicates that the first

sentence is further explained by the

second. Sa pagkatýyug ni Marsya
nagdamgu siya nga may nakÿtaˆ siya nga
lãbut nga kãhuy. During Marcia’s

sleeping, she dreamed that there was a

strange kind of tree which she saw.

Nalýyag kami nga mabakyan mu ning
bãruˆ. We would like that a dress will be

bought by you [for us]. Nahadluk ˆaku
nga kadãmuˆ na ˆang nagapangasawa sa
ˆãkun. I was afraid that there were many

who wanted to court me.

3a pseudov mod lig Signals that a

pseudoverb is modified by a following

infinitive verb phrase to form a

sentence; untranslated in English. [Most

pseudoverbs are followed by an

optional ligature nga and an agent as

topic.] Nalýyag si Pidru nga magkadtu
sa ˆindu bayay. Pedro likes to go to your

house. [The pseudoverb gustu is

followed by the agent as genitive. A

verb phrase following an optional

ligature nga functions as topic.] Gustu
ku nga magˆubirtaym sa pagtahiˆ. I like

to work overtime in sewing. [In some

nga 403 nga
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cases an entire sentence following an

optional ligature nga functions as

topic.] Gustu ni Tatay nga ˆimaw ˆadtu
ˆang mapapangasãwa ku. Father wants

that that one will really become my

spouse.

3b adj mod lig An adjective modifying

ligature joining an adjective to an

infinitive verb phrase. ˆAng kilãya gid
nga maˆãyu nga maghuman ning
lãwas nang traysikul, hay si Saryu. As

for the one who is very well known to be

good in making bodies of motorized
pedicabs, [he] is Sario.

nga dãˆan (see dãˆan 2)

nga nãkun (see nãkun 2) I said
ngãgad v Someone renders a service to

someone else.
nagapangagad Nagapangagad na si

Lusyu sa ˆinda bayay; kãda hãpun
nagasinãyuk ning týbiˆ, nagabusˆak
kãhuy. Lucio was already rendering a
service at their house; each afternoon
[he] was fetching water [and he] was
splitting wood.

ngãkuˆ (see pangãkuˆ) a promise or vow
made to God

ngamýyuˆ (see pangamýyuˆ) someone’s

prayer to God

ngãniˆ (var of gãniˆ) so, therefore, that’s
the reason

nganga v The mouth of a mollusk opens.
naganganga ˆAng lÿtub nga sÿhiˆ kung

malayuˆ sa tãwu naganganga pÿru kung
may malapit nga tãwu hay nagakÿpuˆ
ˆang ˆiya baˆbaˆ. As for the unequal arc
mollusk shell, when [it is] far from a
person [its mouth] opens but if the
person is near its mouth closes.

naganginãnga ˆIni ˆang kuya nagasaput
lang ˆini sa batu; naganginãnga lang
ˆini ˆang ˆiya trabãhu. As for these
cockscomb oysters, they just stick on
rocks and their mouths just always
open. cf mukyat

ngayag v Someone is surprised because of a

particular situation or happening.
nangayag Nangayag ˆaku sa hinambay

sa ˆãkun ni Manang. I was surprised at
what was said to me by Older Sister.

ngayagngag n the palate of the mouth

*ngãyan (see pangãyan)

ngãyus n a gum at the base of the teeth

ngãyuˆ (see pangãyuˆ) asks for
ngilit v Someone laughs or smiles broadly

with teeth showing.
nagngilit Nagngilit lang ˆang ˆãyam kay

maˆÿsut lang ˆadtu nga trabãhu pãra sa
ˆiya. The dog laughed because for him
that (i.e., to carry a coconut) was a
small job.

nagnginÿlit ˆAng ˆãkun kaˆibãhan hay
nagnginÿlit kay ˆang ˆãkun manga
ginahambay hay pýru manga bulabýla
lang didtu sa tagˆÿya kay sayud ninda na
ˆinang barýtu hay bukun ˆãkun. My
companion kept on laughing because
what I had been saying to the owner was
all untruth because [it] was known by
them that that boat was not mine.

nakangilit Nakangilit ning sikrÿtu ˆang
ˆiya lýlu kaysa ˆiya ˆÿsip hay nagasÿlus si
Ramun sa ˆiya manghud. His grand-
father casually smiled secretly because
in his mind Ramon was jealous of his
younger sibling.

nagangilit Nagangilit na ˆinaˆ si Lukrisya
kay nabuˆuy na ˆang kasakit sa ˆiya
tiyan. Lucresia was already smiling
because the pain in her abdomen was
relieved.

magngilit Kung nagabÿˆaw ˆindiˆ ka gid
magngilit kay kung ˆikaw ˆinaˆ hay
daˆugdãˆug nang malãˆut. When driving
away a bad spirit you surely should not
laugh because if you do that [you] will
be defeated by that bad spirit.

magngilit inf to laugh or to smile broadly
Bãwal kunu ˆang magngilit ˆu paligýsan
ˆang ˆuning kay ˆinaˆ ˆang dahilan nang
pagpanglintiˆ dayugdug kag ˆuyan nga
dakuˆ. It is forbidden to laugh at or bathe
a cat because, they say, that is the cause
of lightning, thunder and heavy rain.

v Someone is laughed at or smiled
broadly at by someone else.

ginanginitlan Ginanginitlan kita nang
manga babãyi. We are being regularly
laughed at by the women.

ngitlan ˆIni ˆang ˆuning, hay may ˆanÿtu
nga kung ˆÿmu kunu ˆini digýsun ˆang
ˆuning kag ngitlan, hay magapanglintiˆ
kag magaˆinýyan. As for cats, there is a

nga dãˆan 404 ngilit
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belief taboo that if a cat will be bathed,
they say, by you and will be laughed at,
[it] will lightning and will continuously
rain. cf hayakhak, hÿyum, kutuˆkýtuˆ

ngÿpun 1 n a tooth of a person or animal

Bihÿraˆ lang gid magmasakit ning grãbi
ˆang manga ngÿpun nang manga ˆungaˆ
nang ˆýna; hay wayaˆ nagasÿraˆ nga
dãˆan. It was rare that the teeth of

children in past times were badly

diseased; [they] did not easily become

decayed.

Kinds of Teeth

bangkil sa ˆibãbaw canine

(bangkil 1a)
bangkil sa ˆubus bicusped

(bangkil 1b)
bagˆang molar

ngÿpun sa ˆibãbaw front

(ngÿpun 1a)

1a ngÿpun sa ˆibãbaw n a front tooth
Ginsumbag ni Dabid ˆang ˆiya
maguyang sa baˆbaˆ kundiˆ hay wasiˆ gid
ˆang ˆiya ˆupat ka bilug nga ngÿpun sa
ˆibãbaw. His older brother was punched

on the mouth by David so that his four
front teeth were completely removed.

(See ngÿpun 1, Kinds of Teeth for

table.)

2 n a saw tooth {a saw: lagãriˆ 1}

ngiyaw n the meow of a cat syn ˆingaw (See

Appendix 24, Sounds of Animals and

Fowl.)

*ngutana (see pangutana)

ngýyab n a scolding given to someone

Nakatilaw siya ning ngýyab sa ˆiya
nanay kay wayaˆ sinda huyata. She

experienced a scolding from her

mother because they were not waited

for [by her].
v Someone scolds someone else.
kangungýyab Nang nasayýran nang ˆãkun

ˆasãwa, ˆaba gid nga kangungýyab sa
ˆãkun kay ˆaku kunu hay masyãdu nga
kasugaruy! So, when my husband knew
this, oh my, [he] really scolded me
because, he said, I was a habitual
gambler!

v Someone is scolded by someone else.
nginuyãban Hay pagkaˆãga, maduyum

pa; hay yãraˆ na si Tãtay sa bayay
nginuyãban si Dyÿgu. Early in the
morning, it was still dark; Father was
already there at the house; Diego was
scolded [by him].

nguyãban Kung masayýran ni Mamay
nga ˆÿmu pinaˆýtang si ˆÃna ning kwarta,
nguyãban gid kita. If [it] will be able to
be known by Mother that Ana is allowed
by you to owe money, we will be
scolded.

ginapangnguyãban Kung wayaˆ syay
suyaˆ ginapangnguyãban nya ˆang ˆiya
kaˆungaˆan hasta ˆasãwa. If he has no
side dish, his children are thoroughly
scolded by him [and] also his wife.

P

pa1 1 adv Someone does something first
before something else is done. Mabakay
pa ˆaku ning ˆisdaˆ sa mirkãdu. I will

first buy fish in the market.

2a adv Someone still does something, has

something. ˆIgwa pa ˆaku ning kwarta. I

still have money. [With a negative, pa
denotes that something is not yet done.]

Wayaˆ pa siya nagaˆabut. She has not

yet arrived.

2b adv Something is also done; a situation

also exists; a particular thing and also
something else. Sa sýlat nagasiling siya

na sa nga dãˆan hay ˆãkun ˆasikasýhun
ˆang papÿlis; ˆimaw gãniˆ ˆang pasapurti,
midikal, manga litrãtu na kahinangyãnun
kag ˆiban pa gid. In her letter she says that

the papers should be prepared im-

mediately by me; those are a passport,

medical examination [report], needed

pictures and also other things.

ˆãga pa (ˆãga 1c) set expr early morning
pa2 1a det/prep to or towards a given

location or place Nang kami hay galÿbut
pa banwa, naˆuna ˆang San Pidru sa
simbãhan. When we were going around

ngÿpun 405 pa2
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towards town, the San Pedro [image]

was the one that was the first to be in the

church. Kung ˆikaw hay malarga,
mabãlik na lang ˆaku pa Manÿlaˆ. If you

leave, I will just go back to Manila.

1b pa-2 ger pref Indicates movement

towards a person, place or thing.

Patuyýga lang ˆãnay si Nÿna kay dayˆun
ku pakadtu sa banwa ˆinaˆ niyan! Please,

Nena should just be allowed to sleep

because [she] will soon be brought by me

going to town! [Commonly followed by

a sa phrase.] Nagsakay naman ˆaku liwat
sa traysikul, pabãlik sa bayay. I rode

again then on a motorized pedicab,

returning to the house.

pa-1 caus pref Indicates that an action is

caused. [A causative verb is inflected by

any affix of the four role sets.] Agent

focus: ˆAng hambay nang ˆadtung tagˆÿya
hay nagpabatyag siya nga maˆãyu ˆang
ˆiya pagdipãra nang barýtu. As for that

which that owner said, he let [it] be
noticed that the way of his taking care of

the boat was good. Accessory focus:

Kung makakÿtaˆ ˆang manga sundãlu
nang bãka, ginaˆÿhaw, kung makasayang
ning bayay nga ˆigway nagÿˆuk, kag
ˆipabayu sa manga sibilyan. When

soldiers are able to see a cow, it is

butchered; if [they] happen to pass by a

house where [rice] has been able to be

trodden out, [it] will be caused [by the

soldiers] to be pounded with a pestle by

the civilians. Goal focus: Pabahýyun
ˆãnay niya ˆang bãbuy kag ˆibaligyaˆ niya
kung kabahuy na. The pig will first be
nurtured by him and it will be sold

when it is already big. Kung tapus na
ˆaku ning panghýgas, ˆãkun na ˆitun
pakatuyýgun ˆang ˆãkun manga ˆungaˆ.
When I finish washing all [the dishes],

my children will be allowed by me to
sleep. Location focus: Ginapahabunan
ku sa ˆiya ˆang ˆiya buhuk. Her hair is
allowed by me to be washed with soap
by her. [A causative affix converts an

intransitive verb into a transitive verb;

for example kadtu go, pakadtu cause to

go, give, send.] Sa ˆulÿhi nga ˆadlaw ˆang

ˆãkun dýtaˆ hay mapakadtu sa ˆindu.
Someday, my property will be able to be
given to you (pl).

pabÿlu 1 n the wick of a bottle torch, lamp,

lantern Dakuˆdakuˆi ˆãbi ˆang pabÿlu
nang murun kag birabirahun maˆãyu
ˆang pabÿlu, pãra makatãkud sa hãngin.
The wick of the bottle torch should

please be made very big and the wick
should be carefully pulled out little by

little so that it will be able to survive in

the wind.

2 pabiluhan n a wick tube into which a

wick is inserted for a kerosene light

ˆIbutang sa pabiluhan ˆang pabÿlu. The

wick should be put [by you] into the

wick tube.

pabisti (see bisti 1b, 1c) a wedding ward-
robe; a dress, a gown

pabÿta (from *bÿta + pa-) n a video show
Nang natãpus na ˆang pabÿta,
nagpamagkadtu na ˆang manga tãwu sa
baylÿhan. When the video show is

finished, the people each go to the

dancing place. {The root is derived from

the English word “beta” (from the video

process “betamax”.)} cf pagahiwãtun,

paguwaˆ, pasãˆut (sãˆut 1b), prugrãma
pabur v Someone favors a particular action

or situation. ˆAng pagkadtu sa ˆiban nga
lugar hay pabur da ˆaku, kay kung diri
ka lang wayaˆ ning pagˆiba ˆang ˆÿmu
trabãhu. As for going to other places, I

also favor [that], because if you are only

here your job has no variation.

padir n a cement wall ˆAng ginhÿmuˆ naman
ni Nistur hay nagkutkut didtu sa padir
nang kumbintu nga ˆiya ginˆagÿhan
pasuyud. What Nestor did was that [he]

dug there into the cement wall of the

convent through which he passed to go

inside.

padyãma n a child’s, man’s or woman’s

pajamas (See bãruˆ 1, Kinds of
Clothing for table.)

pag (var pag-) subord conj when or

whenever Pag ˆadtu gãniˆ kunu hay
ginsuksuk nang prinsÿsa ˆang pakpak
ˆang manga býsuy hay magakahuyug.
Whenever those wings, they say, were

pa-1 406 pag
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worn by the princess, many seeds would

fall down.

pag- 1a ger pref someone’s or something’s

doing something [Follows the determiner

ˆang.] ˆAng maguyang ni Rýsa, hay sa
ˆãtun pudir natabuˆ ˆang pagˆasãwa niya.
As for the older sister of Rosa, her

marrying took place under our authority.

Kung ˆindiˆ mabasyahan ning týbiˆ nga
maˆÿnit ˆang kuray hay kahugaˆ ˆang
paglimpyu. If you do not pour hot water

over [them], as for land crabs, the

cleaning [of them] is difficult. [Follows

the determiner ning.] Sanˆu ka matýnaˆ
ning pagpãsa ning tubaˆ sa ˆãkun? When

will you begin passing the coconut wine

to me? [Follows sa.] Wayaˆ ˆaku
kapamãhaw kay midyu nahabut sa
pagbãtiˆ. I had not been able to eat

breakfast because I was somewhat late in

waking up. [Inflects causative verbs.]

Ginpãra ˆang pagpakadtu ning tãwu sa
ˆiskwilahan pãra ˆindiˆ madisturbu ˆang
mÿting. The allowing of people to go to

school stopped so that the meeting would

not be disturbed. syn paN-4 2 cf byu- 1,

kaCV-, naga- 1b, pagka- 1a
1b ti ger pref after or upon someone’s or

something’s doing something Pagˆandar
nang trak lumiˆliˆ liwat siya sa bintãnaˆ.
Upon the truck’s moving, she carefully

looked again out of the window.

Pagkabatiˆ nang ˆãmun ˆinirgýhan hay
humalin si Lusit sa ˆiya pagkãˆun kay
nahãngit siya. After hearing our

conversation, Lucit left [her] eating

because she was angry.

pag-a neg gf aff Someone or something was
not acted upon by someone else.

Ginbãtun da ni Birunika, pÿru pagˆabut
na sa ˆinda bayay wayaˆ niya pagbasãha.
[The letter] was taken then by Veronica,

but when she arrived at their house [it]

was not read by her.
neg imper gf aff Someone or something

must not or should not be acted upon
by someone else. [As a negative
imperative goal focus affix, pag-a has
the same function as mag-a.] ˆAyaw
ˆãnay pagpatuyýga si Turing kay
ginagýtum pa ˆinaˆ siya! Please, Toring

should not be allowed to sleep because
that one is still hungry! ˆAyaw ˆaku
pagtintara kay yãri na ˆaku sa pudir ni
ˆInrÿku! I should not be tempted
because I am here in the care of Enrico!
syn giN-a cf -a, giN- 1a, gina-a, pag-un,
mag-a

paga-an (var of -an1 1a) A person, place or

thing will be the location of an action

performed by someone.

pagahiwãtun (from *hÿwat + paga-un) ger
someone’s holding of an event

Ginaˆirgu ninda kung saˆunu ninda
pagahiwãtun ˆang pagpakasay nang
ˆinda manga ˆungaˆ. When their holding
of the wedding of their children [will

occur] is being discussed by them.
g/inf an event to be held ˆIni nga prusisyun

hay may manga minugsaˆut nga
nagapasÿyu pãra magpasãyud sa
pumulýyuˆ nga may pagahiwãtun nga
paguwaˆ sa plãsa. During this religious
procession there are folk dancers who
roam around in order to inform the
residents that there is a program that
will be held in the plaza. cf pabÿta,
paguwaˆ, pasãˆut (sãˆut 1b), prugrãma

pag-an 1a neg locf aff Someone or

something is not or was not the location

of an action by someone else. Kung
ˆindiˆ mu pagbutangan, hay malubay. If

[the wire mesh deep-sea fish trap] will
not have [bamboo strips] put into [it, it]

will be weak.
neg imper locf aff Someone, something, a

place must not or should not be the
location of an action performed by
someone! Kung ˆaku makahalin diri sa
bayay, ˆayaw gid ˆaku pagtudluˆan sa
manga magýyang ˆagud hay ˆindiˆ ˆaku
makÿtaˆ! If I am able to leave this house,
I must not be pointed out to [our]
parents so that I will not be seen! Kung
lýtuˆ na ˆindiˆ mu na pagbutangan ning
bunut ˆang kalãyu! When [the copra] is
already cooked, the fire must not have
coconut husks put into [it]!

loc ger aff someone’s, something’s, a
place’s being the location of an action by
someone else Maˆãyu ˆang pagˆatãman
kay Birhinya nang ˆiya ˆãmu. Virginia’s
being cared for by her employer is

pag- 407 pag-an
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good.
loc ti ger aff after or upon someone’s,

something’s, a place’s being the location
of an action by someone else Pagbuhÿˆan
mu, masara na ˆagud bukun pa magastus
sa týbiˆ kag ˆindiˆ maglamˆaw. Upon [the
automatic shut-off tap’s] being released
by you, [it] will then close so that [it] will
not still consume the water and [the
water] will not become stagnant. cf -i,
gina-i, pag-i, -an1

1b recip ag ger aff two people’s doing
something to or with each other ˆAng ˆiya
hambay sa magýyang, “Lýlu, maˆãyu
baya magˆinýman ˆãnay kita, ˆagud
malÿpay ˆang ˆãtun pagˆisturyãhan.” He

said to the old man, “Grandfather, maybe

it is good that we will drink with each

other first, so that our talking to each
other will be delightful.”

pagatpat n a pagatpat mangrove tree,
Sonneratia caseolaris (Linn.) {Charac-

terized by round, coarse leaves and erect

spongy air roots. Grows in mangrove

swamps katunggan along the upper

stretches of tidal streams.}

pagbu n a building rafter (See Appendix 2,

Parts of a House.)

pag-i neg locf aff A person, place or thing

was not the location of an action

performed by someone. Sa kahãngit
nang baˆu, kay wayaˆ siya paghuyýgi,
nagpamunpun siya tunuk nang kawãyan
kag ˆiya binutang sa lãwas nang sãging.
In great anger the turtle, because he was
not thrown down [any fruit by the

monkey], picked up spiny bamboo

spines and put them at the bottom of the

banana plant.
neg imper locf affix Someone, something, a

place must not or should not be the
location of an action performed by
someone! Manggarãnun ˆikaw, pubri
ˆaku, pÿru ˆayaw gid ˆaku pagtimãki, kay
wayaˆ ta ˆikaw pagtimãki nang pagpalapit
mu sa ˆãkun! You are rich, I am poor, but I
should not be despised because you were
not despised by me upon your coming
near me! [The range of meaning of this
locative focus affix includes what is
generally called beneficiary focus.] ˆIndiˆ

na ˆaku nindu pagbakyi ning makina kay
kanýgun lang ˆang kwarta! I should no
longer have a sewing machine bought
[for me] by you because the money will
just be wasted! [Inflects causative verbs.]
ˆAyaw gid ˆaku pagpakahuyˆi sa manga
tãwu! I should not in any way be caused
to be embarrassed in the presence of
the people! [Pag-i + paka- + huyaˆ
=pagpakahuyˆi]

neg ger locf affix without having
something put into it ˆAng paglýtuˆ
ˆadtu nang manuk, wayaˆ pagbuˆaka,
kundiˆ ginbuˆuy lang tanan ˆang
kasudlan kag ginlaˆgaˆ sa týbiˆ, wayaˆ
pagbutangi ning ˆasin. The way to cook
that chicken [is that] it is not cut into
halves, but just all the organs are
removed and [it is] boiled in water
without having salt put into [it]. cf
gina-i, -i, ma-i, na-i, pag-an 1a

pãgi n a stingray fish, family Dasyatidae

{Three species are identified: fan-tailed

Dasyatis sephen; blue-spotted Dasyatis
kuhlii; blue-spotted lagoon ray or

ribbon-tailed ray Taeniura lymma.

Broad, rounded, smooth disks and long

whiplike tails armed with serrated

venomous spines. Common on sandy

and silty bottoms of coastal waters.

Fished with spears; edible.}

pag-in-an (see -in-an 1b)

pagka- 1a abl ger pref someone’s or some-

thing’s being able to do something

Maˆãyu ˆang ˆinda pagkatãguˆ kag
nagpinakahÿpus. Their being able to hide
was good and [they] kept very quiet. syn

kaCV- cf naga- 1b, pag- 1a, paN-4 2
1b ti ger pref After or upon someone’s

doing something or the arrival of a

particular time, an event occurs or a

situation exists. Pagkabatiˆ nang ˆãmun
ˆinirgýhan hay humalin si Lusit sa ˆiya
pagkãˆun kay nahãngit siya. After
hearing our conversation, Lucit left

[her] eating because she was angry.

PagkaSabadu nang gabˆi, manga ˆalas
sayis nang gabˆi, yãraˆ na ˆang manga
magýyang ni Taylu. Upon the arrival
of Saturday evening, about six o’clock

in the evening, the parents of Taylo

pagatpat 408 pagka-
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were already there. Kung masangˆat mu
tanan nga binuˆak nga niyug sa hãpun,
pagkaˆãga ˆÿmu na paˆasuhan. If all the

coconut pieces are able to be put down

by you in the afternoon, upon [its]

becoming morning, [they] will be

smoked by you.
ac ti ger after or upon someone’s or

something’s being an accessory to an
action by someone else Pagkatýnud sa
ˆiya sa lawud ginaˆanudˆãnud na ˆang
kaban nang sulug. Upon her being cast
away into the open sea, the clothes
trunk was gradually being washed away
by the current.

pagpasãyud (see sãyud1 2) information, a

message
pagsinundãnan (from sunud + pag-in-anan)

n the companionship of two people Nang
wayaˆ pa nagaˆasãwa ˆang ˆãkun lyãki nga
ˆungaˆ, ˆang ˆinda pagsinundãnan
maghayãli hay kaˆayuˆãyu gid. When my

young son had not yet taken a wife, their

companionship as siblings was very

good.

pagtinawagan (see tawag 1c) always
calling the names of people

pagtýˆu (see týˆu) belief, faith, trust
pag-un neg gf affix Someone or something

will not be acted upon by someone else.

Kung ˆindiˆ mu paghalÿnun ˆang ˆÿmu
bayay, pirmi lang kamu magamasakit.
If your house will not be moved by you

[to another place], you will always get

sick. ˆIndiˆ pagpakalÿngun nang nubya
sa pagbutang sa butãngan nang pãriˆ
pãra ˆindiˆ kunu sinda pirmi
magˆinãway. The money will not be
caused by the fiancée to make a sound
in putting [it] into the place where the

priest puts [it] so that, they say, they

will not always be quarreling. cf -a,

giN-a, gina-a, pag-a, -un
paguwaˆ n a program held for the interest

of the public ˆAng hambay nang
tagapasãyud nang prugrãma nga ˆigwa
sinda ning kaˆãyu nga paguwaˆ. The

announcer of the program said that they

will have a nice program. cf pabÿta,

pagahiwãtun, pasãˆut (sãˆut 1b),
prugrãma

pagˆi- neg imper acf pref Someone or

something will not be an accessory to an

action by someone else. ˆAng bisti kunu
nang nubya dãpat hay ˆindiˆ pagˆisýkuy
kay kung ginasuksuk ˆinaˆ nga dãˆan nga
wayaˆ pa makasay hay ˆindiˆ madayun
ˆang ˆinda pagpakasay. The gown of the

bride, they say, will not be worn
because when it is worn ahead of time

when the wedding has not yet been

performed their wedding will not

continue. cf giN-an 2
pãhid 1 v Someone rubs something, to

apply it to a surface or to wipe it up with

a cloth or sponge. Pagkatãpus niya
pãhid nang ˆadtung luyˆa tapus na da
siya ning dasay. When she (i.e., the

herbalist) finished rubbing that ginger

root [on the patient’s forehead, hands

and feet] she also finishes praying.

2 pamahiran n a wipe-up cloth, a wipe-up
sponge

pahubas (from hubas + pa-) v Nets are

used by someone for catching fish in
shallow water.

ginapahubas ˆAdtung manga pýkut nga
ˆinda ginapahubas, hay malýya na gid,
ˆindiˆ na kãya sa dãgat. As for [working
with] those nets which are used by them
for catching fish in shallow water,
[their father] is weak, [the nets] can no
longer be coped with in the ocean. [(See
also pahubas under hubas 1.)]

pãhug v Someone is frightened by someone

else or something.
ginapinãhug ˆAdtung ˆãkun manghud hay

ginapinãhug. As for that younger
sibling of mine, [she] is continually
being frightened.

ginapahugpãhug Ginapahugpãhug ku
lang ˆadtu siya, kay bãsiˆ bayãˆan ˆaku
niya? Hay mahal na mahal ˆaku niya.
That one was just being frightened a
little bit by me, because why should I be
left alone by her? I am loved very much
by her.

papãhug caus v Someone is caused to
become frightened by someone else,
something.

gingpapãhug ˆAng ˆadbaysir ku sa tird yir
hay gingpapãhug ˆaku. As for my

pagpasãyud 409 pãhug
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supervising teacher in the third year [of
my studies], I was caused to become
frightened [by her].

pahýmut (see humut 2) perfume
pahýway (from *hýway + pa-) v Someone

or something rests. [Affixes nag- and

naga- are affixed to the root pahuway
without length.]

nagpahuway Pagkakãˆun nãmun
nagpahuway na kami. After we ate we
then rested.

nagapahuway Mintras nga sinda hay
nagapahuway sÿgi ˆang ˆinda ning
pinanghiniksik nang ˆinda buybuy.
While they (i.e., tayataya birds) were
resting, they all kept on trying hard to
search through their feathers [for nits].

makapahýway Paˆunu kita makapahýway
diri sa nagatinýyuˆ kung ˆindiˆ
pagpakaˆayýhun? How will we be able to
rest here from that which is continually
dripping if [the roof] will not be fixed?

mapahýway Kung busug na ˆang
tayaˆtãyaˆ, malupad na sinda tanan sa
may lutaw nga batu kag didtu sinda
mapahýway. When the tayataya birds
are already satisfied in eating, they will
all go to where there are big rocks and
they will rest there.

kapahýway ˆIndiˆ kita kapahýway kay
ˆang ˆãtun bayay parÿhu nay lanãsan ˆini
kay ˆang lýnang hay kadakuˆdãkuˆ. We
were not able to rest because our house
was already like a rice field because
there was very much mud.

pãhuˆ n a paho tree or fruit, Mangifera
altissima (Blanco) {Grows wild; has

yellow-green sour fruit; eaten in salads.}

paka- int pref Paka- indicates that something

becomes extremely or very much of the

quality or quantity indicated by a

‘become’ verb. Nagpakagrãbi na gid
ˆang sakit ni Tatay. The sickness of Father

really became extremely serious.

Nilibýgan na ˆang hãriˆ kay nagpakalãkaˆ
na gid ˆang býnga nang ˆiya manga
kanduy. The king was now worried

because the fruit of his native cucumbers

had become very few. cf D 1a
pãka1 v A stick, handle of a bolo sundang,

suyut is broken.
napãka Napãka ˆang sundang ni Tãta

Pinuy. The [handle of] Uncle Pinoy’s
cutting bolo was accidentally broken.
(See bãliˆ, Things Broken and Ways
Broken for table.)

pãka2 v Someone engages in arm wrestling.
nagpãka Nagpãka si Prid kag si Rýdi

kahãpun kung sinˆu ˆang nagadaˆug.
Fred and Rudy engaged in arm
wrestling yesterday [to determine] who
would be the one to win. cf turnilyu

pakang 1a n a hitting stick used for hitting

someone or something

1b v Someone or something is hit with a
stick by someone else.

ginapakang Kãda lãpit nang yãki,
ginapakang siya; bãlik naman sa pÿliw
ˆang yãki. Whenever the man came near
[the girl], he was being hit with a stick
[by her]; so the man went back again to
the corner. cf bungkuy, tãmaˆ 5

pakatigdýha (from duha + pakatig-) n a

second cousin, i.e., the child of a

parent’s first cousin pakaˆisa (See

Appendix 23, Social Relationships.)

ˆapu sa pakatigdýha (see ˆapu 1d) set
expr the grandchild of someone’s second
cousin; gumangkun sa pakatigdýha
(gumangkun 1c) set expr the child of

someone’s second cousin
pakatigtýyu (from tuyu + pakatig-) n a third

cousin; i.e., the child of a parent’s second

cousin pakatigdýha (See Appendix 23,

Social Relationships.)

ˆapu sa pakatigtýyu (see ˆapu 1c) set expr
the grandchild of someone’s third
cousin; gumangkun sa pakatigtýyu
(gumangkun 1d) set expr the child of

someone’s third cousin
pãkaw n a wok handle {A wok: kãwaˆ.}
pakaˆ n a frog Kung nagabuˆuy ning lagang

ˆang ginapaˆun hay pakaˆ. When getting

chambered nautilus mollusks, what is

used as bait is a frog. {Croak of a frog:

kalaˆkalaˆ.}
pakaˆisa (from ˆisa + paka-) n a first cousin,

i.e., the child of a parent’s sibling Si
ˆAngkul Luˆis hay ˆãkun ˆangkul nga
pakaˆisa nang ˆãkun tatay. Uncle Luis is

my uncle, my father’s first cousin. (See

Appendix 23, Social Relationships.)

ˆapu sa pakaˆisa (see ˆapu 1c) set expr

pahýmut 410 pakaˆisa
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the grandchild of someone’s first
cousin; gumangkun sa pakaˆisa
(gumangkun 1b) set expr the child of

someone’s first cousin
pakpak n the wing of a bird, fowl Kung

nagalãnaw ˆang banug sa ˆibãbaw ˆang
plastãda nang ˆiya pakpak hay tadlung;
wayaˆ nya ginakapay ˆang ˆiya pakpak.
When the hawk searches from above,

the position of its wings it is straight; it

does not flap its wings.
paksiˆ 1 v Something comes off from that to

which it is attached.
nagapaksiˆ Pag mahawÿran mu ˆang

bunut nga matayum, nagapaksiˆ gid
ˆang pãnit nang ˆÿmu pãyad. When the
husk [of coconuts] which is abrasive
will happen to be held by you, the skin
of your palm surely comes off.

mapaksiˆ Kung ˆikaw ˆini hay magbuˆuy
hay ˆÿmu dãpat ˆini nga puypugun ning
suyut hasta na ˆinaˆ siya hay mapaksiˆ
kag siya hay mabuˆuy na. When you get
that [irus venus mollusk], it should be
pounded by you with a digging bolo
until that one will come off [from the
stone] and then it can be gotten.

2 v Someone is dismissed or relieved from

an activity by someone else.
napaksiˆ Napaksiˆ si Plur sa trabãhu kay

nagˆÿban ning trabahadur. Flor was
dismissed from work because [they]
reduced [the number of] employees.

paku n a pako fern, Athyrium esculentum
{Young fronds are eaten in salads.}

pakumkum n a baptismal gift, given by a

godparent to a child during her or his

baptism

pakurus (see krus 1b) marked as a cross,
placed crosswise

pakut n a safety pin Kung ˆÿmu sukãtun ˆang
sÿhiˆ, dãpat pakut ˆang ˆÿmu gamÿtun kay
ˆagud hay ˆindiˆ mabuˆak ˆang ˆiya ning
balayan. If the mollusk meat is pried out

by you, what should be used by you is a

safety pin so that its shell will not be

accidentally broken.

pakuy n a spotted triggerfish, Balistoides
viridescens (Bloch andSchneider) {Brown-

ish olive with a dark spot on the center

of each scale, and a whitish breast. An

indistinct black band extends from the

eye to the pectoral base. Unpaired fins

are yellow orange and the pectoral fin is

yellowish. Inhabits inshore sandy areas

near live coral patches.}

pãkuy n a butuan cooking banana plant or

fruit, Musa errans (Blanco) var. botoan
teodoro. ˆInaˆ naman ˆang sãging nga
pãkuy, ginakãˆun da ˆinaˆ kung hinug kay
ˆang sabur hay matamˆis ˆugãling lang
kay kadamuˆdãmuˆ ˆang býsuy. As for that

butuan cooking banana fruit, it is eaten

when ripe because, as for its taste, [it] is

sweet, even though there are very many

seeds. {Butuan banana fruit, especially

during wartime, was prepared for eating

by digging a hole, putting in live coals and

placing a wire grate over the hole at

ground level on which fruit halves were

roasted. The numerous seeds were then

removed and the fruit crushed in a mortar,

salted, and eaten as a famine food.} (See

sãging 1a, Kinds of Bananas for table.

See Appendix 3, Kinds of Cultigens.)

pakwan 1 n a watermelon vine or fruit,
Citrullus vulgaris (Schrad.) {Ripe fruit

is eaten as a snack food.}

2 n dried watermelon seeds {Roasted and

eaten as a snack food.}

pakyang n a leaf stem of a leaf dãhun, of a

palm frond; of a plant, as taro gãbi, which

connects the leaf to the tuber; of a tree

pakyaw 1 v Work, items to be sold which are

the result of someone’s labor are
contracted by someone.

gingpakyaw Gingpakyaw ni Lÿna ˆang
paggýna sa ˆuma ni Karla. The weeding
in Carla’s upland field was contracted
by Lina.

pakyawun Pakyawun ni Marlin ˆang
ˆisdaˆ ni Rýsa. [The selling of] Rosa’s
fish will be contracted by Marlin.
{Two situations exist. In one, someone
agrees to do a particular job for a set
price. In the second, someone agrees to
pay for an entire product lot, the result
of someone’s labor, for the privilege of
selling it.}

2 miyugpakyaw n a wholesale buyer (See

miyug-, Words with Miyug- for table.)

pãla n a shovel

pakpak 411 pãla
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*pãlad (see kapalãran)

palakpak v Someone or someone’s hands

clap in applause.
nagpalakpak ˆAba! Si Maribil nang

makasãyud nga yãki ˆang ˆungaˆ ni
Mamay niya hay ˆaba nga kalÿpay;
nagpalakpak ˆang kamut. Oh! When
Maribel found out that the child of her
Mother was a boy, [she] was very happy;
[her] hands clapped in applause.

v Someone applauds someone else,
something enjoyed by clapping.

nagpalakpãkan ˆAng pagˆuwaˆ hay
kaˆayuˆãyu ˆang manga ˆarti; gãniˆ
nagpalakpãkan ˆang manga tãwu. As
for the show, [its] artistic acts are very
nice; that’s why the people applauded
by clapping.

palamunun n a freeloader Kadãmuˆ ˆang
ˆãkun palamunun sa bayay. I have

many freeloaders in our house. {Can

refer to a lazy husband or his lazy

friends.}

palanggaˆ (from *langgaˆ + pa-) Someone

loves someone else.
mapinalanggãˆun ˆAng ginasýgid ku sa

ˆãkun manga ˆungaˆ, sinda mapi-
nalanggãˆun sa ˆãkun. What I am
looking for from my children [is that]
they will all love me.

magpinalanggãˆan recip imper v Two or
more must or should love each other!
Hay magpinalanggãˆan lang kita ˆini
hay kung kita magkaˆisa! We should
just love each other so that we will
unite!

v Someone is loved by someone else.
Bÿsan diˆin nga baryu ˆaku magkadtu,
palanggaˆ gid ˆaku nang manga tãwu.
In any village where I go, I am loved by
the people. Kung si Yýli ˆang ˆãkun
maˆasãwa hay palanggaˆ ˆaku niya kay
dýgay na da siya ning tiˆis sa ˆãkun ning
kapapangasãwa. If Yolie becomes my
spouse I will be loved by him because
he spent a long time enduring in being
able to court me.

palanggaˆun ˆU, Mahal kung
Plurintÿna, bÿsan sãpat ˆang ˆungaˆ
nãtun palanggaˆun ta gihãpun kay
ˆungaˆ nãtun siya. Oh, My dear
Florentina, even though our child is

like an animal, [he] should still be
loved by us because he is our child.

adj a beloved person, saint ˆAng ˆãtun
manga magýyang kung Plýris di Mãyu
kãda ˆinaˆ býlan nga Mãyu hay
nagasimba sa palanggaˆ nãtun nga
Birhin Marya. Our grandparents, during
the Flowers of May observance every
May, worship our beloved Virgin
Mary. cf gustu 1, lýyag 1, mahal

palapit (see lãpit) approaches, comes near
palasyu n a palace May ˆisa naman nga

hariˆãnun nga si Dun Pakasyu;
nagapaniˆid sa manga nagakatãbuˆ sa
palasyu ni Dun ˆInrÿku. There was

another king who was Don Pakasyo;

[he] saw the various happenings at the

palace of Don Enrico. {Occurs mainly

in traditional narratives.}

palatandãˆan n a sign or indication of some-

thing ˆAng tayaˆtãyaˆ ˆang palatandãˆan
nang manga miyugpanglambiyung kay
kung diˆin ˆang dãmuˆ ning tayaˆtãyaˆ nga
nagalupadlýpad patÿyug, yadtu ˆang lutaˆ
nang lambÿyung. The tayataya birds are a

sign for anchovy fishermen because

where there are many tayataya birds all

flying around, [it shows that] that’s where

there are schools of lambiyung anchovy

fish. cf simbulu, sinyãlis, sinyas 1a,

timãˆan (tÿma 2)
palda n a girl’s or woman’s skirt syn sãya

(See bãruˆ 1, Kinds of Clothing for

table.)

palhit v Someone applies something as an

ointment, paint to a surface.
nagapamalhit Nagapamalhit ˆinaˆ sinda

ning manga buling sa ˆinda lãwas. They
apply a black substance all over their
bodies.

paligus (see lÿgus 1a) Someone takes a
bath, bathes someone or something.

paligusan (see lÿgus 2) a bathing place
palikpik n the fin of a cuttlefish, fish or

squid Kung sinda nagalanguy ˆang ˆinda
palikpik hay nagahýkay. When they

(i.e., squid) swim their fins move.

palilyu n a one hundred coconut repre-
sentative ˆAng ginahuman nga manga
palilyu hay ˆang kaˆintik nga buˆuk. Those

which are used as one hundred coconut

*pãlad 412 palilyu
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representatives are small pieces. {A

representative of each one hundred

coconuts is used to keep track of the

number counted.}

palis n a woven rattan shank collar of a

bolo sundang, suyut; chisel tigib, knife

sipuy cf pitayaˆ
palÿtu n a matchstick cf puspuru 1
paliwãnag n someone’s explanation about an

event or situation Wayaˆ siya kaˆintindi
nang ˆãkun paliwãnag. He was not able to

understand my explanation.
v An event or situation is explained to

someone by someone else. Nagtãngis si
Karlus sa ˆiya lýlu; bÿsan ˆanu nga
paliwãnag nang ˆiya lýlu, hay ˆindiˆ siya
magsugut nga siya hay ˆindiˆ dayˆun nang
ˆiya lýlu. Carlos cried in front of his
grandfather; even though [the situation]
was explained by his grandfather, he
would not agree that he would not be
taken back by his grandfather.

ginpaliwãnag Ginpaliwãnag ni Badang
kung ˆanu ˆang simbãhan. What a
church is was explained by Badang.

v Someone has something explained to
them by someone else.

ginpaliwanãgan Ginpaliwanãgan nang
ˆãmu ˆang ˆãyam nga siya hay mas
mabahuy kag makýsug kaysa sa ˆambuˆ
kag ˆuning. The dog had it explained
[to him] by the master that, as for him
(i.e., the dog), [he] is bigger and
stronger than the rat and cat.

paliˆ n a scar on the body

palta n someone’s absence from a location,

from a responsibility Nagpamuhun lang
ˆaku bãli ˆisa ka simãna na palta sa
ˆãkun trabãhu sa munisipyu. I asked for

only about one week’s absence from

my work in the municipal office.

paltÿra n a midwife Nagakadtu na sinda sa
paltÿra ˆu sa duktur nga nagaˆbuyung
ning ˆungaˆ. They go to the midwife or

to the doctor to treat the child medically.

syn midwayp
pãlu n the mast of a boat on which the sail is

rigged (See duˆundýˆun, Parts of a
Boat or Ship for table.)

palutsÿna n an akapulku shrub, Cassia
alata (Linn.) {Leaves are used as a

source of herbal medicine.}

pam- aff The phonological realization of

either paN- (followed by a consonant)

or paN- (followed by a vowel)

pamãda n hair pomade
pamag- sel v pref each, each one, every,

every one of people or things [a verb

prefix modifying an accompanying

focused substantive] Manga ˆalas ˆutsu
nang gabˆi nagpamagˆabut na ˆang
manga prinsÿsa. By about eight o’clock at

night, each of the princesses had already

arrived. Týdu ˆang kahãngit nang ˆiya
ˆasãwa kay wayaˆ kapuyuspuyus ˆang ˆiya
ginapamagˆýtang sa tindãhan. The anger

of his wife is great because every one of

the things being charged by him at the

store are not at all useful.

pamagˆu (see bagˆu 1b) Someone is unaccus-
tomed to a place, in performing an

activity.

pamãhaw (from bãhaw + paN-)

1a n a breakfast meal ˆAng pamãhaw ni
Linda hay linaˆgaˆ nga balinghuy. As

for the breakfast meal of Linda, [it]

was boiled cassava. cf ˆigmaˆ 1a,

ˆihãpun 1a
1b n breakfast time ˆIni ˆang ˆitlug nang

nÿtib nga manuk hay nilaˆgaˆ nga
matugas kundiˆ man hay ginaturtilya
kag ˆini hay ˆimaw na ˆang suyaˆ sa
pamãhaw ˆu ˆãbir sa ˆigmaˆ ˆu sa ˆihãpun
basta wayaˆ ning suyaˆ. These eggs of

native chickens are hard boiled or

scrambled and they are already a side

dish at breakfast time or even at

lunchtime or at suppertime if there is no

side dish. cf ˆigmaˆ 1b, ˆihãpun 1b
1c papamãhaw n a prepared breakfast

Nang kasayun naman, may papamãhaw
ˆadtu, paˆigmaˆ kag paˆihãpun. During

the wedding celebration, there was a

prepared breakfast, prepared lunch and

prepared supper [for all who attended].

{A prepared meal is one prepared for a

special occasion.} cf paˆigmaˆ (ˆigmaˆ
1c), paˆihãpun (ˆihãpun 1c)

2 v Someone eats breakfast.
mamãhaw [Mamãhaw consists of ma-

plus pamãhaw-.] Mamãhaw kami,

palis 413 pamãhaw
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ngãniˆ makalayu ngãniˆ ning pamãhaw.
We were going to eat breakfast, so
[we] cooked rice for breakfast.

makapamãhaw Wayaˆ pa kami
makapamãhaw kay wayaˆ kami
makakasãyud kung ˆanung ˆýras na.
We had not yet been able to eat
breakfast because we did not really
know what time it was.

kapamãhaw [With a negative.] Wayaˆ
ˆaku kapamãhaw kay midyu nahabut sa
pagbãtiˆ. I had not been able to eat
breakfast because I was somewhat late
in waking up. cf ˆigmaˆ 1d, ˆihapun 1d

pamahaˆ (see pagpamahaˆ (bahaˆ 1b))
pamahiran (see pãhid 2) a wipe-up cloth,

wipe-up sponge
pamalãyi (from balãyi + paN-)

1 n an initial wedding-planning session
{The first step in arranging a

marriage. The engaged man’s close

relatives tiglyaki (lyaki 4) bring food

and liquor to the house of the girl’s

parents. If the boy is sincere in his

desire to marry the girl, the wedding

date is set.}

2 v Someone, usually an engaged boy’s close

relative tiglyaki (lyaki 4), holds an initial
wedding-planning session. [With affixes

nag- and naga- no length occurs.]
nagapamalayi Kung nagapamalayi ˆang

manga magýyang nang lyãki ˆigwa ning
daya nga manga lýtuˆ pakadtu sa bayay
nang babãyi. When the relatives of the
boy hold an initial wedding-planning
session, there is food brought [by them]
going to the house of the girl.

mamalãyi [Mamalãyi consists of ma-
plus pamalãyi-.] Kung ˆang babãyi kag
lyãki nagkasýgut na sinda, kag ˆang
ˆinda rilasyun bÿlang magnubyu hay
maˆãyu gid, ginaˆapura na ˆinaˆ nang
magýyang nang babãyi nga mamalãyi
na ˆang tiglyaki. If the girl and boy are
already engaged, and their relationship
as a pair of lovers is very good, the
relatives of the engaged boy will hold
an initial wedding-planning session
which will then be expedited by those
relatives of the bride.

ger someone’s holding an initial wedding-
planning session Kung nagapamalayi

ˆang tiglyaki ˆang nagagastu sa handaˆ
nang ˆinda pamalãyi. When they hold an
initial wedding-planning session, an
engaged man’s close relatives are those
who spend for the preparation of their
holding an initial wedding-planning
session.

pagpamalãyi ti ger upon someone’s
holding an initial wedding-planning
session Pagpamalãyi na ˆang manga
magýyang nang lyãki nagakadtu sa
bayay nang babãyi. Upon holding an
initial wedding-planning session, the
parents of the boy go to the house of the
girl. cf pasuga 2, sigir

pamalisbis (see balisbis)
pamanaˆ (see panaˆ 2b) Someone goes

spear fishing with a spear gun panaˆ.
pamantayan (see bantay 1a) someone works

as a guard, a caretaker, a tenant
pamasyar (from *pasyar + paN-)

1a n the one to go visiting, the one to
roam around, the one to visit someone

Paghambay ku da ˆadtu nga, “ˆIkaw
didtu ˆang pamasyar,” hay humalin da
ˆaku didtu sa ˆãkun ginatindugan. When

I said, “You there be the one to go
visiting,” I left the place where I had

been standing.

1b v Someone goes visiting, roams around,

takes a walk or visits someone else.
pinamasyar Sa kadýgay na da ning

pinamasyar sa ˆiya, nalýyag na siya kay
mabýˆut. In the long time that [he]
visited her, she fell in love [with him]
because [he] was well behaved.

nagapamasyar ˆAng ˆiba naman hay
nagapamasyar sa ˆalÿhid nang baybay
pãra nga ˆang ˆinda hunaˆhýnaˆ hay
mapakadtu naman sa ˆiba nga bãgay
nga ˆinda nakikÿtaˆ sa dãgat. Some
people roam around the edge of the
beach so that their thoughts will really
go to other things which are able to be
seen by them in the ocean.

mamasyar [Mamasyar consists of ma-
plus pamasyar.] Pagkatãpus nang
kalÿpay sa kahariˆan, nakaˆÿsip naman si
ˆInrÿku nga mamasyar sa ˆiban nga
lugar. After the party at the kingdom,
Enrico decided that [he] would go
visiting in another kingdom.

pamahaˆ 414 pamasyar
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magpamasyar Diraˆ sa ˆãmun sa Lýsud,
kung ˆikaw magpamasyar, makikÿtaˆ mu
ˆang býnga nang ˆãkun mangga;
nagapangkabitkãbit lang. Here in our
place in Losod, when you take a walk,
you will be able to see the fruits of my
mango tree; they just all hang [in
clusters].

pagpamasyar ger someone’s going visit-
ing, roaming around or visiting some-
one else Nang sa ˆinda pagpamasyar,
nakapãnaw na sinda ning malayuˆ.
During their roaming around, they
walked far. cf bisÿta 2, human 4, lantýˆag,
pãnaw 1, pasÿyu, sãbuˆ, tãtap, turag,
ˆãbug

pamatãsan (see batãsan 2) someone’s identi-

fying characteristics
pamãtiˆ n someone’s feeling Maˆãyu ˆang

ˆãkun pamãtiˆ niyan kay nakakatýyug
ˆaku kagabˆi. I have a good feeling today

because I was able to sleep last night. syn

pamatyag (batyag1 2) cf ginhãwa 1
pamatiˆ, pamãtiˆ (see batiˆ 1b) someone

listens to something

pamatyag (see batyag1 2) someone’s feeling
pamãyung n the bow of a boat or ship cf

pýpa (See duˆundýˆun, Parts of a Boat
or Ship for table.)

pambut n an outrigger motorboat, pump-
boat Kay midyu naˆuna sa ˆãkun ˆang
bapur sa San ˆAgustin, nagsakay naman
ˆaku sa pambut pakadtu sa San
ˆAgustin. Because the ship was a little bit

ahead of me in San Agustin, I rode in a

motorboat going to San Agustin. syn

mutur (See bapur, Kinds of Ocean
Vessels for table.)

pamilya n a family
pamilyãdu pseudov Someone has a family;

i.e., he or she is the head of a nuclear

family. Sa niyan, ˆang ˆãkun manga
ˆungaˆ pamilyãdu na; maˆãyu da ˆang
ˆinda pangabýhiˆ. As of now, my

children already have families; their

way of life is good.

paminta n black pepper ˆAng sabyaˆ nga
ginabutang sa karni hay bãwang,
sibýyas, paminta kag katumbay nga
dagkuˆ. The ingredients which are put

with meat are garlic, onions, black

pepper and bell peppers.

pamintanaˆ (see bintãnaˆ 2) Someone looks
out a window.

pamingkýngan n a smooth hammerhead
shark, Sphyrna zygaena (Linn.) {Uni-

formly gray to brownish. Found in coral

reefs, rocky headlands and sandy

bottoms. A dangerous shark and a

nuisance to fishermen when landing their

catch of other fish. Caught with hook and

line, gill net or net corral. Fins, flesh and

hide are utilized commercially.} genr

pating
pampang n a cliff Hay kami naman ˆinaˆ

pagsiling ninda na, “Darãga, darãga,”
gaˆiskapar na kami ˆinaˆ sa pampang.
As for us, when they said, “Unmarried

ladies, unmarried ladies,” we already

escaped to the cliff.
pamuhun v Someone asks permission from

someone else to be able to do something.
nagpamuhun Nang natãpus na ˆadtu nga

gingpamagtãguˆ nãmun ˆang tanum kag
nagpamuhun kami kay Binung kung
puydi hay maˆýliˆ na kami. When [our
eating lunch] was able to be finished,
each of the plants were put away [in a
safe place] and we asked permission
then from Benong if we could go
[home].

nagapamuhun Kung nagapamuhun
naman kami sa ˆãmun magýyang nga
makadtu sa Manÿlaˆ ˆindiˆ naman kami
tugýtan. If we ask permission from
our parents that we will go to Manila,
they will not permit us.

magpamuhun Kung ˆikaw hay
magpamuhun sa ˆÿmu tatay kag nanay
hay dayˆun ta ˆikaw pa bayay. If, as for
you, [you] ask permission from your
father and mother you will be taken by
us to the house.

mamuhun (from pamuhun + ma-)
Mamuhun ˆaku nga ˆindiˆ ˆãnay ˆaku
makatrabãhu ˆadtu nga ˆadlaw. I will
ask permission that I will not have to
work that one day.

v A particular situation or action is asked
for by someone from someone else.

pinamýhun Sa kadýgay ku na da
pinamýhun ˆãkun manga magýyang nga
mangamýhan ˆaku, nagtýgut na da sinda

pamatãsan 415 pamuhun
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sa ˆãkun. After a long time in which
permission was asked for by me of my
parents for me to work as a domestic
helper, they then permitted me.

v Someone has permission asked for
them by someone else that a particular
event happen or state exist.

ˆipamuhun Sÿgi na Lýlu! Dayˆun mu na
ˆaku pabãlik sa ˆindu; ˆipamuhun mu
ˆaku kay Nanay. Go ahead Grandfather!
Take me going back to your house; I
should have permission asked to
Mother for [me] by you. cf týgut

pamýnu (see pýnuˆ3 2) commands or leads
pamýnga (see býnga 1a) A tree, plant, vine

bears fruit.
pamuta (seepýta 1b) engages in prostitution
pamutung (see butung 2) gathers young

coconuts
pamutut (see putut 2a) gathers pond-field

shrimp
pamutýtan (see putut 2b) a colander

basket pond-field shrimp scoop
pan- aff The phonological realization of

either paN- (followed by a consonant)

or paN- (followed by a vowel)

paN-1 1a pur ger pref Indicates the use of

something for a particular purpose.

Kung ˆang ˆinda ˆipatahiˆ nga sayway
hay pangkasay, panggradwit ˆu
pangkadtu sa manga purmal nga
ˆukasyun ˆang tÿla ˆini nga ˆinda
ginabakay hay mahay. If the trousers

that will be caused by them to be sewn

are for a wedding, for graduation, or

for going to formal occasions, as for

the cloth they buy, it is expensive.

[Other examples: byanwag swordfish,

pangbyanwag for catching swordfish;

gradwit graduates, panggradwit for

graduating; kadtu goes somewhere,

pangkadtu for going somewhere;

pustaˆ bets, pangpustaˆ for betting;

sãyud catches a liquid or granular

substance, pangsãyud for catching a

liquid or granular substance; tinaˆ dyes,

pangtÿnaˆ for dyeing; patýyug causing

sleep, pangpatýyug for causing sleep.]

1b (var paN-) pur n derv pref Derives a

noun which is used for a particular

purpose. [Examples: bugkus bundle,

pangbugkus bundling material; gastus
expense or spend, panggastus spending

money; kayab fan, pangayab woven

fan; lukad gouges out coconut meat,

panglukad (lukad 2) coconut-meat

gouger; sanduk dished-out food or dishes

out, pananduk, pangsanduk scoop for

dishing out; sarsa salsa, panarsa salsa

pestle; pakaˆãyu benefits, decorates,

improves, pangpakaˆãyu that used for the

improvement of something]

paN-2 (var paN-, pinaN-, pinaN-) ext v pref
Someone or something is involved in

extensive action; many or all people or

things are involved in an action. [With

agent focus prefix, paN- (or one of its

variants) indicates that the agent is

engaged in extensive action.] ˆAng
ˆuning nagbãngun kag nagpanlamˆus
sa ˆiya pisngi. As for the cat, it got up

and washed its cheeks all over with
[its] paws. Bwas ˆãbi ˆang pabayli; ˆini
nga dãˆan nga ˆadlaw hay
nagapangrikÿsa ˆang kumiti sa ˆiwag
nang manga ˆigwa ning manga ˆalãdin.
Hopefully tomorrow is [the time of] the

benefit dance; today the light committee

is searching all over for those who

have pressure lanterns. Pagkatãpus
nãmun kãˆun nang ˆãmun ˆihãpun,
nagpinanglangsang ˆaku nang ˆãmun
bayay. After we ate our supper, I

thoroughly nailed our house. [With

undergoer focus prefix, paN- (or one of

its variants) indicates that someone or

something undergoes extensive action.]

ˆAba! Ginpampislit ˆadtu ˆang nasa
kustal. Oh! That [charcoal] which was

in the sack was extensively squeezed.

[Extensive aspect includes the in-

volvement of many or all people or

things in an action.] Gingpanghatud na
ˆinang manga dalãga; ˆang ˆiban nga
manga dalãga kalayuˆ ˆang ginghalinan.
Those young ladies were all taken
[home]; some of the young ladies had

come from far away. Nagdyãgan siya
nga matýlin pa sa hãngin bÿsan kasanˆu
man wayaˆ na niya ginaˆulÿˆan ˆang ˆiya
ginapangbuˆuy. He still ran faster than

pamýnu 416 paN-2
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the wind even when the many things

gotten by him were not returned by him.

[Without another goal focus affix, -in-

of pinaN- (or pinaN-) is a past tense,

goal focus infix, and not part of the

prefix pinaN-, see -in-1.] Ngãniˆ ˆãmun
na pinangsaylu tanan ˆang daya sa
pinakamalapit nga pirtãhan. So all the

things were all transferred by us to the

nearest doorway. cf D 1b, CV- 2, -in-3
paN-3 (var paN-, panga-) ord num derv pref

Affixes a cardinal number to derive an

ordinal number equivalent. [ˆisa one,

pangˆisa first; duha two, pangduha,

pangaduha second; tuyu three,

pangtuyu, pangatlu third; ˆupat four,

pangˆupat fourth; lima five, panglima
fifth; ˆunum six, pangˆunum sixth; pitu
seven, pangpitu seventh; wayu eight,

pangwayu eighth; syam nine, pangsyam
ninth; napýyuˆ ten, pangnapýyuˆ tenth;

ˆunsi eleven, pangˆunsi eleventh] syn

ˆika-1 (See Appendix 22, Ordinal

Numbers.)

paN-4 (var paN-, panga-) 1 v derv pref
Derives a verb from an adjective, noun or

another verb. [Examples: bayaybayay
houses, pangbayaybayay go from house

to house; buhiˆ alive, pangabuhiˆ two

people live together; kÿtaˆ find, see,

pangÿtaˆ look for; lýyag loves,

pangalýyag courts; putut pond-field

shrimp, pamutut gathers pond-field

shrimp; sãkaˆ someone climbs, panakaˆ a
coconut wine gatherer climbs coconut

trees; sumsýman a food delicacy,

panumsýman people eat a food delicacy;

ˆasãwa spouse or marry, pangasawa or

pangasãwa court, ˆÿwag artificial light,

pangÿwag gathers aquatic invertebrates

with an artificial light. In many cases the

root form has not been found to currently

occur; a few examples: panalig imitates

someone; panamkun experiences preg-

nancy cravings; panãˆug comes down or

goes down; panhuk rubs something in or

on something else; panihuy whistles;

paniˆid watches or observes; panuktuk
knocks on something; pangabay entreats;

pangakat challenges; pangãkuˆ promises;

pangayuˆ asks for; pangutana asks a

question]

2 ger pref someone’s or something’s doing
something Nabubýhiˆ kami sa panãgat
kag sa maˆisut ku nga tindãhan. We

were able to live by [means of] ocean
fishing and by [means of] my small

store. [A minor use of paN-: dãgat
ocean, panãgat ocean fishing; hugas
washes, panghýgas washing many

things; kãwat steal, pangãwat stealing;

nalýyag likes, pangalýyag courting;

ˆiwag artificial light, pangÿwag
gathering aquatic invertebrates with an

artificial light.] syn pag- 1a cf kaCV-,
naga- 1b, pagka- 1a

panadÿru n a baker
panadirya n a bakery ˆAdtu ˆang dagkuˆ nga

tinãpay, sa panadirya ka gid magbakay!
Those large buns, be sure to buy them at

the bakery! syn pahumãnan tinãpay
(tinãpay 2)

panagang n a charm {An empty bullet bãla
or small bag is filled with material

known to some herbalists and is used to

ward off evil spirits.} syn dimindÿmin cf

karminkarmin
panãgat (see dãgat 2) ocean fishing
panãguˆ (see tãguˆ 1a) hides or takes shelter
panagˆãraw (from *ˆãraw + paN- + pag-)

n second-crop season for rice Kung sa
panagˆãraw nga tãpus ˆãni wayaˆ na da
ning putut. When harvest is finished

during the second-crop season, there are

no longer any pond-field shrimp. {The

season for planting, tending and

harvesting second-crop rice.} cf panýˆig
panahiˆ (see tahiˆ 1) Someone sews an

article of clothing, cloth.

panahun ti n the time of a particular event; a

particular season of the year ˆÃkun
naˆubsirbahan sa ˆãkun sarÿli nang
panahun nang gyÿra talagang gýtum
gid. I experienced within myself that

during wartime there is really much

hunger. Kung panahun nga tigsilãkun
nagakaˆingin ˆang manga lyãki pãra
kung magˆuyan hay matanum na lang.
During the dry season the men make

upland fields so that if it rains they will

paN-3 417 panahun
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just plant. {Some times or seasons in

Romblon: panahun nang buhiˆ time to

be alive; panahun nang gyÿra wartime;

panahun nang tigsilãkun dry season;

panahun nang tinguyãnun rainy

season.} cf tyimpu 1
nang ˆýna nga panahun (ˆýna1 1d) set
expr at first, in the past, long ago;

niyan nga panahun (niyan 1b) set expr
during this period of time; panahun
nang Paskwa (Paskwa 1a) set expr the

Christmas season
panakaˆ (see sãkaˆ 1a) Someone climbs

coconut palms for the purpose of

collecting coconut wine.

panaklaˆ n a click of the tongue (See tunug
1, Kinds of Noises and Sounds for

table.)

panalig v Someone imitates someone else

in actions, characteristics, traits.
nagapanalig Wayaˆ gid ning natunˆan

nga trabãhu ˆang manga ˆungaˆ kag
magabãhuy pa nga tamad kay
nagapanalig sa magýyang. The
children had no work which was able
to be learned [by them] and they will
also grow up lazy because they
imitate their parents.

panambÿtun (see sambit 1b) Someone says
something.

panamkun v A woman experiences
pregnancy cravings.

nagapanamkun May manga nanay nga
nagalikaw sa manga pagkãˆun kung
sinda nagapanamkun. There are some
mothers who avoid some foods when
they experience pregnancy cravings.

pananduk (see sanduk 2) a general purpose

scoop
pananggut (see sanggut 2a) Someone

collects coconut wine from a coconut

palm.

pananglit adv For example, a particular

event occurs or situation exists. Kung
pananglit hay pukãnun ˆang kãhuy hay
magaˆÿsut ˆang týbiˆ kay magaˆuga. If,

for example, trees will be cut down, the

water will become scarce because [it]

will become dry. cf halimbãwaˆ
panapsapan (from *sapsap + paN-) n a many-

lined sweetlips fish, Plectorhynchus

goldmanni (Bleeker) {Silvery white, with

yellow fins and lips and with several

horizontal black stripes extending from

the head to the caudal base. Seeks shelter

on coral reefs during the day and forages

at night in nearby sandy seaweed areas.}

panarsa (see sarsa 3) a salsa pestle
panãtag adj Someone’s emotional state is

peaceful. ˆAdtu nga bayay hay dãti ˆadtu
bayay nang ˆãmun Nanay, gãniˆ panãtag
na da ˆang pamãtiˆ ku nga didtu gid kami
magtinir. That house is the former house

of our mother, so my feeling is peaceful
if we stay there. cf hilway, matawhay
(tawhay)

pãnaw 1 v Someone leaves or goes out from

a place; someone goes or goes around a

place, walks to, in, around, from a

place. ˆAng ˆiya naman tatay hay pirmi
pãnaw kay nagapangitaˆ nang ˆinda
makakãˆun. His father was always

going out because he was looking for

something for them to eat.
nagpãnaw Nagpãnaw na kami ˆinaˆ nyan

kay nagadakuˆdakuˆ na da ˆang ˆuyan
nga nagatýyuˆ. We left then because the
rain that was dripping was becoming
very intense.

pumãnaw Pagkaˆãga nga pakadtýˆun na
si Huwan sa bunÿtan, bãgu siya
pumãnaw ginlýbung niya ˆang ˆiya lýla
sa tungud nang hagdan. In the morning
when John was about to go to the place
to fish with hook and line, before he left,
his grandmother was first buried by
John in a place nearby the doorstep.

nagpinãnaw Nagpinãnaw ˆinaˆ siya sa
kaguyãngan ning pila ka ˆadlaw
gakãˆun ning pagkãˆun nga bÿsan ˆanu
lang. That one kept on going around in
the forest for several days eating food of
just any kind.

nagpamagpãnaw Kung diˆin naman kami
pakadtu kay ˆang sundãlu, hay
nagpamagpãnaw na sa býkid. We just
went anywhere (i.e., we could not make
plans as to where we would go) because
the soldiers were already each going
around on the mountain.

nagapãnaw Kadãmuˆ na ˆang
nagahambay sa ˆiya nga, “Bãsiˆ wayaˆ
na kamu nagapãnaw? Nagahinýyat na

panakaˆ 418 pãnaw
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sa ˆindu ˆang pãriˆ nga magakasay sa
ˆindu.” Many were saying to her, “Why
are you not walking? The priest who is
to marry you is waiting for you.”

nagapinãnaw ˆAnung kinasayýran ku
kung ˆanu ˆang ˆindu ginahuman, kay
nagapinãnaw kamu nga duha? What do
I know about what you are doing,
because you two are always going out?

mapãnaw Kung pwÿdi hay mapãnaw
ˆãnay ˆaku sa malayuˆ. If it is possible, I
will just go far away.

magpinãnaw Ginghambay ku gãniˆ ˆang
ˆãkun manga ˆungaˆ nga lyãki nga kung
puydi ˆindiˆ ˆãnay sinda magpinãnaw
nga magpinamýtung. My male children
were told by me that if possible they
should not keep on walking around to
keep on gathering young coconuts.

makapãnaw Wayaˆ da gihãpun kami
makapãnaw pakadtu sa ginabuyˆan
nang pasapurti kay wayaˆ ˆaku sirtipÿku.
We were still not able to leave to go to
where we would get the passport
because I didnˆt have my birth
certificate.

kapãnaw Kadamuˆdãmuˆ ˆang linghut;
hãlus ˆindiˆ ka na kapãnaw. The rank
vegetation was very extensive; you
could hardly walk [there].

magpãnaw Huyatun mu si Simun nga
matuyýgan bãgu ka magpãnaw. You
wait for Simon to be able to sleep before
you leave. Kung tyimpu ˆuyãnun bihÿraˆ
ˆang Mangyan magpãnaw; yãraˆ lang
sinda sa suyud nang ˆinda bayay.
During the time of the rainy season, the
Mangyans seldom go out; they are just
there inside their house.

v Someone or something is left behind by
someone.

ginapanãwan ˆAy sus! Ginapanãwan
lang gid ˆaku ni Dyýwil kay nagakinadtu
sa ˆiya barkãda. Oh my! I am left
behind by Joel because he keeps on
going to his group (i.e., male com-
panions).

pãnaw, pagpãnaw ger someone’s going
around, going out, going someplace,
leaving, walking Kung nagadungan
naman sinda, bahãyaˆ lang nagatýlin
ˆang pãnaw ni Lÿlay. When they were
doing [it] together, suddenly the

walking of Lilay became faster. syn
lantýˆag cf baktas, pamasyar 1b,
pasÿyu, sãbuˆ, turag, ˆãbug

2 panawan n a walking area Nagkaˆibahan
kami ˆari nyan kay Binung sa panawan;
siya gida hay pwirsãdu kakýsug sa
pagsãkaˆ sa býkid. Benong and I

associated with each other in a walking
area today; he is very strong in climbing

up the mountain.

panayangsang (see sayangsang 2) Someone

spears fish with a fish spear.
panaˆ 1 n a spear cf bangkaw, sayangsang 1,

sumbiling
2a a spear gun Dãpat kung maghuman ka

ning pana’ hay paka’ayýhun mu gid
pãra ki’ãyu nga siru’un. It should be

that if you make a spear gun, [it] will be

done carefully by you so that it will be

nice to look at.

2b pamanaˆ (from panaˆ + paN-) v Some-

one goes spear fishing with a spear gun

panaˆ.
nagapamanaˆ Kung ˆaku naman

nagapamanaˆ, ˆang ˆisdaˆ ginabaylu
ku naman ning kamýti kag balinghuy.
Whenever I would go spear fishing,
as for the fish, [it] would be exchanged
by me for sweet potato tubers and
cassava roots.

mamãnaˆ (from pamãnaˆ + ma-)
Mamãnaˆ ˆaku; wayay makapugung sa
ˆãkun gustu. I will go spear fishing; no
one can stop me from what I want to do.
cf sayangsang 2

2c pãnaˆ v Something is speared with a
spear gun panaˆ.

ginapãnaˆ Kung sinda ˆini ginapãnaˆ hay
nagabatukbãtuk ˆang ˆiya ning lãwas.
When they (i.e., cuttlefish) are speared
with a spear gun, their bodies eject ink.

panãˆug v Someone comes down or goes
down a ladder, steps, from a higher

place. [Stem length does not occur with

affixes nag-, naga- and mag-.]
nagpanaˆug (var pumanãˆug, nanãˆug)

[Nanãˆug consists of nag- plus panãˆug.]
Pagkakÿtaˆ kay Taylu hay nagpanaˆug sa
bayay ˆang ˆiya lýla pãra sugãtun siya.
Upon seeing Taylo, his grandmother
came down from the house so that he

panayangsang 419 panãˆug
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could be fetched. Nagaˆintiris ˆaku nga
makalibri sa plÿti, pumanãˆug ˆaku sa
may Puktuy. I was interested in being
able to save [myself] from the fare, [so] I
came down [from the jeep] in Poktoy.
Nanãˆug sa hagdãnan ˆang magˆasawa
kag kinýgus si Taylu nang ˆiya lýla. The
married couple came down the house
steps together and Taylo was carried by
his grandmother in [her] arms.
Nagapanaˆug pa lang siya sa hagdãnan,
nagatinandaw na ˆang manga tãwu. She
was still just coming down the ladder,
[and] the people were already clapping.

manãˆug (from panãˆug + ma-) Pag
maˆihýyug mu na tanan ˆang magýyang
nga niyug, manãˆug ka naman ning
dahandãhan hasta ka makaˆabut sa
ˆubus. When all the mature coconuts are
able to be dropped by you, then you
should come down slowly until you are
able to reach the base [of the tree].

magpanaˆug imper v Come or go down
from a higher place! ˆIndiˆ ka gid
magpanaˆug sa dýtaˆ! Diri ka lang sa
ˆikatlu nga týri. Do not go down to the
ground! Just stay here on the third floor.

pagpanãˆug ti ger after or upon
someone’s coming down Pagpanãˆug
ku, hay si Nãna Turing, si ˆUganda, si
Klãra hay nagsuksuk sa sÿlung. Upon
my coming down, Aunt Toring,
Uganda and Clara went to the space
underneath [the house].

pandakdak (var pangdakdak) 1a n a wash
paddle, used to beat clothes when

washing them

1b v Someone pounds clothes with a wash
paddle. Kung si Linda hay nagalaba
ˆiya ˆini ginadakdakan. When Linda

washes clothes she pounds them with a
wash paddle.

panday 1 n a carpenter Si Pablu hay
panday; nagaˆugduk ning bayay. As for

Paul, [he] is a carpenter; [he] builds

houses. syn karpintÿru 1a
2a miyugpanday n a blacksmith {Makes

bolos, crowbars, knives, and other

forged items.} (See miyug-, Words
with Miyug- for table.)

2b pandãyan n a blacksmith shop Kung
magbakay ka ning sundang sa mirkãdu

hay mÿnus ˆang pagkalimpyu, pÿru kung
didtu ka sa pandãyan bumakay hay
maˆãyu. If you buy a cutting bolo at the

market the polished condition is poor,

but if you buy from a blacksmith shop
[it] is good.

panhuk v Something has something else

rubbed into or on it by someone.
panhukan Kung wayaˆ ka ning kwarta

nga pangbãkay ning syampu, ˆÿmu
panhukan ning niyug nga kinãyus pãra
nga ˆadtu ˆang gataˆ hay magakadtu
didtu sa ˆÿmu buhuk. If you have no
money for buying shampoo, [your hair]
should have grated coconut rubbed
into [it] by you so that the coconut milk
extract will go into your hair.

pãnig 1a n the page of a book; a sheet of

paper, an object classified as a thin piece;
a leaf section ˆAng paglÿkid, hay
ginatýnaˆ sa maˆintik nga pãnig pakadtu
sa malãpad. As for the cylindrical

rolling, it is begun with the narrow [buri]
leaf sections going to the wide

[sections]. {Two leaf sections remain

when removing the leaf midrib kugung.}

(See paywa 1, Parts of a Palm Frond
for table. See bÿlug1 1a, Pieces of
Things for table.)

1b meas n eleven or more pages of a book,

sheets of paper, objects classified as

thin pieces, leaf sections
panig meas n a nonspecific or specific

number of pages, sheets, thin pieces,
leaf sections, commonly one through
ten, uncommonly eleven and above
[The number is followed the number
ligature ka.] ˆAng ˆãkun baruˆ nga daya
pakari sa Manÿlaˆ, hay duha lang ka
panig. As for my clothes which I bring
to Manila, [they] are only two pieces.
Tapus bumuˆuy ka na ning ˆisa ka panig
kag ˆidasuk mu didtu sa banganan. Then
you get one [buri] leaf section and
insert it into the buri stripper.

panihiˆ (see sÿhiˆ 2) Someone gathers
mollusks.

panÿhud (var panihud) (see sÿhud 1b)

Brook shrimp or small fish are
gathered with a colander shrimp
scoop by someone.

pandakdak 420 panÿhud (var panihud)
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panihuran (see sÿhud 2) a coconut shell
colander shrimp scoop

panihuy 1a v Someone whistles a tune.
nagapanihuy Mintras si Danti hay

nagapungkuˆ sa ˆidãyum nang mangga
siya hay nagapanihuy. While Dante sits
down under the mango tree, he whistles
a tune.

1b v Someone, usually a girl, is whistled at
by someone else, usually a boy, to gain
their attention.

gingpanihuyan Gingpanihuyan ni Karlu
ˆang dalãga. The young lady was
whistled at by Carlo to gain [her]
attention.

panilhig (see silhig 2) Someone sweeps
with a broom.

panimalay (seebayay2) ahousehold, ahome
paninda (see tinda 2) an itemofmerchandise
paningdÿngan (from dingding + paN-an) n

an outside floor joist or outside
stringer of a building (See Appendix 2,

Parts of a House.)

paningýhaˆ (see tinguhaˆ) Someone contin-
ually tries hard to do something.

pãnit 1 n the bark of a tree or plant; the

peeling or skin of a fruit; the shuck of

Indian corn; the skin of a person or

animal ˆAng ˆinda ginakãˆun hay ˆang
pãnit nang kãhuy kundiˆ man hay ˆang
manga lunut nga dãhun. What they (i.e.,

common Pacific nerite mollusks) eat is

the bark of trees or decayed leaves.

Kaˆýnun mu na lang ˆãbir pãnit pãra
masudlan ˆang ˆÿmu tyan ning pagkãˆun.
Even [vegetable] peelings would just be

eaten by one so that one’s stomach would

be able to have food put inside. Pag
mahawÿran mu ˆang bunut nga matayum,
nagapaksiˆ gid ˆang pãnit nang ˆÿmu
pãyad. When the husk [of coconuts],

which is abrasive, will happen to be held

by you, the skin of your palm surely

comes off.

2 v A fruit, vegetable is peeled by someone;

a plant, shrub, tree, a part of the body is
barked by someone; Indian corn is
shucked by someone.

ginapanÿtan ˆInaˆ ˆang mangga nga
hilaw, ginsaksak ku ˆinaˆ, pÿru
ginapanÿtan ku ˆãnay. As for those

unripe mangoes, they were chopped
into pieces by me, but they were peeled
by me first.

paniˆid v Someone watches or observes
someone or something.

nagpaniˆid Nagpanaguˆ siya kag
nagpaniˆid. He hid and observed [it].

nagapaniˆid May ˆisa naman nga
hariˆãnun nga si Dun Pakasyu
nagapaniˆid sa manga nagakatãbuˆ sa
palasyu ni Dun ˆInrÿku. There was
another king who was Don Pakasyo;
[he] was watching the various happen-
ings at the palace of Don Enrico.

v Someone or something is observed or
watched by someone else. [With under-
goer focus the stem includes length.]

ginapaniˆÿran Madãmuˆ nga tyimpu nga
ginapaniˆÿran ni Magbayýtu ˆini ˆang
tatlu nga maghãli. Many times these
three sisters were being watched by
Magbayoto.

mapaniˆÿran Gustu ku, siya mapaniˆÿran
ˆang ˆiya batãsan. I want that, as for him,
his character will be observed [by me].
cf batyag1 1, hangad 1, lingig, liˆliˆ, mata
1b, purba, siruˆ 1a, tanˆaw 1a, tutuk

panlÿwan n afterbirth pains
pansit n noodles, a noodle dish {Some

common noodle dishes made in

Romblon: pansit bÿhun, pansit kantun,

pansit mÿki, pansit mÿki bÿhun, pansit
sutanghun. Made as those in Tagalog

regions with the same names.} ˆAng sÿhiˆ
hay maˆãyu nga ˆilakut sa pansit nga
bÿhun. As for the meat of seashells, it is

good when it will be mixed into white

rice noodles. (See sumsýman 1, Some
Kinds of Food Delicacies for table.)

pantãguˆ (see tãguˆ 1a) hides or takes shelter
pantalan n a pier where boats are tied Didtu

kami nagsalta sa ˆIsla Puting Batu
kahugaˆhýgaˆ kay wayaˆ pantalan; hay
naglatunlatun kami sa manga batil na
manga siraˆ. We disembarked there at

Isla Puting Bato; it was very difficult

because there was no pier; [so] we

passed along those one-sail outrigger
boats that were already destroyed. cf

dunggýˆan (dungguˆ 2), pyir
pantat n an eel blenny, Congrogadus

panihuran 421 pantat
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leucotaenia {Predominately olive, mottled

with large dark blotches. Lives in crevices

of coastal reefs. Caught with hook and

line bunit 1, spears panaˆ 1 and fish traps

tambãkan (tambak 2), tabýnan 1.}

pantay 1a adj An area or object is flat or level.
ˆAng lugar nga kiˆãyu nga maghuman
ning bakingkÿˆan, hay ˆinang lugar nga
pantay ˆang dýtaˆ. As for the place which

is good to make a hopscotch game, [it] is a

place in which the ground is level. Diri
ˆini siya nagaˆistar sa kabatuhan nga
lugar, lãluˆ pa sa ˆidãyum nang batu nga
pantay diraˆ gid ˆinaˆ ˆang ˆinda gustu nga
ˆistaran. This one (i.e., a ruby triton

mollusk) stays here in a stony area,

especially under a flat stone. ˆIni ˆang
gataˆ nga sabaw dãpat hay pantay lang sa
bugas. As for this coconut milk extract,

[it] should be just level with the rice.
v An area becomes flat, level.
magapantay ˆÃkun da ginghuyaman

gãniˆ ning dyak, pãra dyakun ku pãra
magapantay ˆang kusÿna. [Someone]
had a jack borrowed [from him] by me
so that [the floor] could be jacked up by
me so that the kitchen would become
level.

1b v An area is leveled by someone.
mapantay ˆAdtung natumpag na sayug

ˆãkun gingpidasupidasu kay ˆindiˆ ku
madãya pagplastar kung ˆang bilug nga
simintu ˆang ˆãkun hakwatun, kag ˆindiˆ
ku mapantay. That [cement] floor that
collapsed was divided into many pieces
by me because it would not be able to be
lifted by me in arranging [it] if what I
would move would be whole cement
pieces, and it would not be able to be
leveled by me.

panti n a woman’s underpants, panties (See

bãruˆ 1, Kinds of Clothing for table.)

pantyu n a sleeveless undershirt (See bãruˆ
1, Kinds of Clothing for table.)

pantyun n a burial vault {Situated in the

center of a mausoleum bayaybãyay sa
kampusantu, big enough to contain a

coffin kabãˆung. Made of hollow

blocks, finished on the outside with

cement plaster. The coffin is inserted

through a door sara nang pantyun at one

end, which is then sealed. A headstone

lapida is attached to the door.} syn nitsu
cf lubung 1

panugãngan (from dýgang + paN-an) n
a parent-in-law ˆAng sabat ku naman
sa ˆãkun panugãngan, “Sinˆung
mangasãwa sa ˆãkun? Sayud ninda nga
ˆaku, hay may ˆasãwa na.” What I said

to my parent-in-law was, “Who would

court me? They know that, as for me, [I]

already have a husband.” (See

Appendix 23, Social Relationships.)

panuktuk (from *tuktuk + paN-) v Some-

one knocks on something.
nagpanuktuk Nagpanuktuk si Birtu nga

wayaˆ nagahambay. Berto knocked but
did not say anything.

nagapanuktuk Hambay ni Plurintÿna,
“Bãsiˆ nagapanuktuk ka pa?” Florentina
said, “Why are you still knocking?”

panukub (see tukub) a bird’s or chicken’s

eating of something by pecking
panumpaˆ (see sumpaˆ 1) Someone takes an

oath or solemnly attests to something.

panus (var lýkus nga panus) n a squid
Kadãmuˆ nga panus ˆang nasibut ni
Tirsu kagabˆi. Many squid were able to

be scooped up with a fishnet scoop by

Terso last night.

panýˆig (from týˆig + paN-) n first-crop sea-
son for rice and corn Kadakuˆ ˆang humay
ni Nãna Hiling ˆari nga panýˆig. The

unhulled rice of Aunt Heling this

first-crop season is plentiful. {The sea-

son for planting, tending and harvesting

first-crop rice and corn beginning about

the last week of June.} cf panagˆãraw
panyuˆ n a handkerchief
pang- aff The phonological realization of

either paN- (followed by a consonant)

or paN- (followed by a vowel)

panga- (var of paN-4)
pãnga (see pãnga nang tiladur (tiladur 2))

a slingshot handle
pangabay v Someone entreats someone

else for something.
nagapangabay Nagapangabay ˆaku sa

Ginýˆu nga ˆaku hay bulÿgan niya sa
ˆãkun trabãhu. I entreat God that I will
be helped by him in my work.

pangaduha (see duha 4) a second action,

pantay 422 pangaduha
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person, situation, thing, time, unit of

measurement

pangakat v Someone challenges someone

else in a contest, a duel, a fight.
nagapinangãkat ˆIgway nababayung nga

nagapinangãkat ˆinãway. There are
[some] who repeatedly become drunk
who always challenge [others] in
continuously quarreling.

magpangakat imper v Someone must or
should not challenge someone else!
ˆAyaw na kamu magpangakat kay ˆadtu
sinda hay dãmuˆ! Do not challenge
them again because, as for those ones,
they are many!

pangãkuˆ n a promise or vow made to God,

a patron saint, someone else Nalÿpay da
ˆinaˆ ˆang magýyang ni Lusya, kay ˆimaw
ˆadtu ˆang pangãkuˆ nang tatay nang
yãki. The parents of Lucia were happy

because that was the promise of the

boy’s father.
v Someone promises or makes a promise

or vow to God, a patron saint, someone
else.

nagapangãkuˆ May manga pamilya nga
nagapangãkuˆ magkanta ning Plýris sa
ˆinda manga bayay sýbung man sa
simbãhan. There are some families who
make a vow [to a saint] to sing the May
Flowers novena in their house or in the
church.

makapangãkuˆ ˆIndiˆ makapangãkuˆ si
Mistir Rÿyis kung sanˆu magˆabut ˆang
býlig. Mr. Reyes is not able to promise
when the funds will arrive.

v Something is promised or vowed by
someone to God, a patron saint, to
someone else.

pinangakýˆan Nagahitsýra sinda ning
ˆatiˆãti kay ˆinaˆ, hay ˆimaw ˆinaˆ ˆang
ˆinda pinangakýˆan nga dibusyun.
They look like made-up Negrito-like
people because, as for them, that is the
devotion that was promised by them [to
the Holy Infant].

maˆipangãkuˆ ˆAng ˆiya lang maˆipangãkuˆ
sa ˆãtun hay ginadiskusyunan ˆini nang
ˆiya ˆunum nga kaˆibãhan. What is able to
be promised by him is that this will be
discussed by his six companions, [and] he
will be one [of them].

v God, a patron saint, someone is
promised something or has a vow
made to them by someone else.

ginapangakuˆan Kung halimbãwaˆ ˆungaˆ
ˆang nagamasakit, ˆang santus ˆinaˆ nga
kapirmÿhan nga ginapangakuˆan hay si
San Bisinti, Santu Ninyu, San Rýki,
Salbasyun. Supposing a child is the one
who gets sick, the saints who most
commonly have vows made to them are
Saint Vincent, the Holy Infant, Saint
Roque [and Saint] Salvacion.

pangalagkãlag (see kalag 2) a departed-
soul food offering

pangamýyuˆ n someone’s prayer to God;

someone’s entreaty to someone else

Pinamatÿˆan nang Dyus sa lãngit ˆang
ˆãtun pangamýyuˆ nga kita hay
padayˆan ning magabýlig sa ˆãtun. God

in heaven listened to our prayers that

we would be sent someone to help us.
v Someone prays to God for someone or

something; someone entreats someone
concerning a certain matter.

nagapangamuyuˆ ˆAng manga lýhaˆ ni
Plurintÿna hay daw kristal nga
nagapangamuyuˆ. Florentina’s tears
were like crystal [flowing down her
cheeks] as [she] entreated [Enrico not
to leave her].

nagapinangamýyuˆ Nagapinangamýyuˆ
da ˆaku nga kabay pa kuntaˆ nga
maghunas na kay kadakuˆdãkuˆ ˆang
tãˆub; hãlus ˆang humbak hay nagasuyud
na sa ˆãmun bayay. I keep on praying
that it might possibly become low tide
now because the high tide was very
intense; as for the waves, [they] were
about to go inside our house.

mangamýyuˆ [Mangamýyuˆ consists of
ma- plus pangamýyuˆ.] Mangamýyuˆ
ˆaku nga magahãbaˆ pa ˆang ˆÿmu
kabýhiˆ. I will pray that you will still
have a long life.

v Someone or something is prayed for by
someone to God; someone is the object
of entreaty by someone else.

ginapangamuyuˆ ˆAng ˆãkun lang ˆadtu
ginapangamuyuˆ nga kabay pa nga
masayýran gid kung sinˆu ˆang
nagpangawat ning kwarta. The only
thing that I am praying for is, may it be
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that it will be known who the one is who
extensively stole money.

pangamuyýˆan, ˆipangamýyuˆ
Pangamuyýˆan si Nÿna nga magˆãyu
ˆang ˆiya sakit. Nena should be prayed
for that her sickness will get better.

ˆipangamýyuˆ ˆIpangamýyuˆ ku si Nÿna
nga magˆãyu ˆang ˆiya sakit. Nena will
be prayed for by me that her sickness
will get better. cf dasay

pangãnay (see ˆãnay1 2) a firstborn child or

animal

pangãnud n a cloud ˆAng pangãnud hay
yadtu sa lãngit. The clouds are there in

the sky.

pangat 1a v Fish is cooked in vinegar by

someone.
pangatun ˆAng pagbutang ning sýkaˆ hay

dipindi kung maˆunu kadãmuˆ nga ˆisdaˆ
ˆang ˆÿmu pangatun. The [amount of]
vinegar put in depends on how many fish
that will be cooked in vinegar by you.

1b pinangat n a vinegar fish dish Butangi
ˆãbi, Papa, ning sýkaˆ ˆinaˆ ˆang ˆãkun
pinangat nga ginalýtuˆ. Please, Father,

my vinegar fish dish that I am cooking

should have vinegar put into [it by you].

(See sumsýman 1, Some Kinds of
Food Delicacies for table.)

pangatlu (see tatlu 4) a third action,

person, situation, thing, time, unit of

measurement

pangãwat (see kãwat 1) stealing something

pangayab (see kayab 1a) a woven fan
pangãyan (from *ngãyan + pa-) n some-

one’s name Sinˆu ˆang ˆÿmu pangãyan
kag taga diˆin ˆikaw? What is your

name and where do you come from? cf

tawag 1c
pangayuˆ v Someone asks for something

from someone else.
nagpangayuˆ, nangãyuˆ Si Manung Lurit

nagpangayuˆ býlig sa munisipyu nga
magpadaya ning pulis bÿlang gwardya
sa ˆinda pabayli. Older Brother Loret
asked for help from the municipal
office to have policemen sent as guards
at their benefit dance. Nangãyuˆ
pasinsya ˆang manga tãwu sa lýlu ni
Birting. The people asked for patience
from the grandfather of Berting.

makapangãyuˆ Pwÿdi ba ˆaku nga
makapangãyuˆ sa ˆÿmu ning týbiˆ? Is it
possible that I will be able to ask for
water from you?

magpangayuˆ imper v Someone must or
should ask for something from God,
someone else! Magpangayuˆ ka ning
býlig sa ˆãtun Ginýˆu! You should ask
for help from our God!

v Something is asked for by someone
from someone else.

ginapangayuˆ ˆAng ginapangayuˆ sa ˆÿmu
hay ˆang paghigugmaˆ mu sa ˆiya. What
is being asked for from you is your love
for him.

napangãyuˆ ˆImaw lang ˆini ˆang ˆãkun
napangãyuˆ nga bayudãta. The cur-
riculum vitae was the only thing that
was able to be asked for by me.

pangbaynti (see baynti 4) a twentieth action,

person, situation, thing, time, unit of

measurement

pangdan 1a n a pandan screw pine
Pandanus simplex (Merr.)

1b pangdan sa dãgat n a beach pandan
screw pine, Pandanus tectorius
(Solander) {Commonly grows along the

seashore. Of little economic use; the

fruit is sometimes eaten as a famine

food.}

1c pangdan tyÿna n an alasas pandan screw
pine, Pandanus luzonensis (Merr.)

pangduha (see duha 4) a second action,

person, situation, thing, time, unit of

measurement

panggýhud (from *gýhud + paN-) v Some-

one cuts the inflorescence tip of a

coconut palm still within its spathe ˆuyu.

{The coconut wine collector mananggÿti
cuts off successive slices from the end of

the unopened inflorescence býyuk
morning and evening to allow sap to flow

in the process of collecting sap for making

coconut wine.}
manggýhud (from panggýhud + ma-)

Kung ˆigwa ka ning sanggýtan ˆindiˆ ka
gid ˆinaˆ makakadtu sa manga kalÿpay
kay wayaˆ ˆadtu may manggýhud. If
you have a wine-producing coconut
palm, you will surely be unable to go to
events because no one will cut the
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inflorescence tip.

pangilung (from ˆilung + paN-) n the nose
ring of an animal cf prÿnu1

Panginuˆung Dyus n the Lord God Byarnis
Santu hay ginpatay na si Hisus nga pãra
ˆisilibrar ˆang ˆýna nga ginˆagÿhan nang
ˆãtun Panginuˆung Dyus nga si Hisus.
On Good Friday Jesus was already

killed so that the first experience of our

Lord God who is Jesus would be

celebrated.

pangÿtaˆ (see kÿtaˆ 1b) looks for, looks
pangÿta (var of kÿtaˆ (kÿtaˆ 2a)) income
panglalawÿgan (see sangguniˆan pangla-

lawÿgan) a board member of the

provincial government

panglikÿtaˆ (var of pangÿtaˆ (kÿtaˆ 1b))
looks for, looks

panglima (see lima 4) a fifth action, person,

situation, thing, time, unit of measure-

ment

panglintiˆ v It lightnings.
magapanglintiˆ ˆIni ˆang ˆuning hay may

ˆanÿtu nga kung ˆÿmu kunu ˆini digýsun
ˆang ˆuning kag ngitlan hay
magapanglintiˆ kag magaˆinýyan. As
for cats, there is a belief taboo in
which, they say, if a cat will be bathed
by you and will be laughed at, [it] will
lightning and will continuously rain.

pagpanglintiˆ ger lightning’s flashing
Bãwal kunu ˆang magngilit ˆu paligýsan
ˆang ˆuning kay ˆinaˆ ˆang dahilan nang
pagpanglintiˆ dayugdug kag ˆuyan nga
dakuˆ. It is forbidden to laugh at or bathe
a cat, they say, because that is the cause
of lightning’s flashing, thunder and
intense rain. cf kilat

panglukad (see lukad 2) a coconut-meat

gouger
pangnapýyuˆ (see napýyuˆ 4) a tenth action,

person, situation, thing, time, unit of

measurement

pangpitu (see pitu 4) a seventh action,

person, situation, thing, time, unit of

measurement

pangsanduk (var of panaduk (sanduk 2)) a

general purpose scoop
pangsu 1 mapangsu adj Someone or some-

thing smells of urine. (See bãhuˆ 1,
Kinds of Body Odor for table.)

pangsyam (see syam 4) a ninth action,

person, situation, thing, time, unit of

measurement

pangtatlu (see tatlu 4) a third action,

person, situation, thing, time, unit of

measurement

pangtraynta (see traynta 4) a thirtieth
action, person, situation, thing, time,

unit of measurement

pangtuyu (see tuyu 4) a third action,

person, situation, thing, time, unit of

measurement

pangýsug (see kýsug 1b) exerts strength
pangutana (from *ngutana + pa-) v Some-

one asks a question of someone else.
nagpangutana May nagpangutana sa

ˆiya kung diˆin maghalin ˆang prinsipi.
Someone asked him where the prince
came from.

nakapangutãna Wayaˆ pa da ˆaku
nakapangutãna kay Pari Luˆis, kung
pila ˆang kÿtaˆ nang ˆadtu nga gabˆi. I
was not yet able to ask Friend Luis how
much the income for that night was.

nagapangutana Sa dayanun kadãmuˆ
ˆang nagapangutana kung pila ˆang
ˆãkun bakay nang tiyuˆ. Along the road,
many were asking my buying price for
the puppy.

mangutãna (from pangutãna + ma-)
Mangutãna ˆaku sa ˆÿmu: “ˆInang
kamalunggay; ginabuyung mu ba
ˆinaˆ?” I will ask you, “As for that
malunggay tree, will [it] be used by you
[as a herbal medicine] for curing [a sick
person]?”

v A question is asked by someone else.
[Stem plus length functions in a request
sentence.] Kung masayýran mu kung
sinˆu, pangutãna na lang dãyun kung
sanˆu ˆang kasay, ˆagud makasimba kita
sa ˆýras nang kasay. When you know
who the one [in charge] is, then it
should be asked when the wedding will
be so that we can go to church at the
time of the wedding ceremony.

ˆipangutãna ˆIgwa ˆakuy ˆipangutãna sa
ˆÿmu: “Bãsiˆ ˆang ˆãkun ˆapu, nang ˆaku
hay nakÿtaˆ hay ˆindiˆ na magbuyag sa
ˆãkun?” I had something that would be
asked of you: “Why was it that, as for
my grandchild, when I was seen [by
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him], he would no longer leave me?”
v Someone is asked a question by

someone else.
ginpangutana, ginpangutanˆan,

pinangutãna Ginpangutana niya ˆaku
kung sa diˆin ˆaku pakadtu. I was asked
by her where I would go. ˆAdtu galiˆ ˆang
ginpangutanˆan nãmun ˆasãwa galiˆ
ˆadtu ni Linda. As for the one asked [a
question] by us, [he] was the husband of
Linda. Pinangutãna pa ˆaku nga,
“Marta, sa diˆin si Manang mu?” I was
first asked [by my parents], “ Martha,
where is your Older Sister?”

pangutanˆun May ˆýras gid nga
pangutanˆun ku ˆang ˆÿmu tatay nga
ginahambay mu. There will surely be a
time that your father will be asked by
me what you said.

ger someone’s asking a question [The stem
pangutana plus length functions as a
gerund.] Nang yadtu na kami sa dãyan,
ˆang pangutãna ku hay, “Kasanˆu pa ˆini
siya nagpasakit nang ˆiya tiyan?” When
we were already on the road, that asked
by me (lit, my asking) was, “When had
this one first been caused to experience
pain by her stomach?”

pangwayu (see wayu 4) an eighth action,

person, situation, thing, time, unit of

measurement

pangˆisa (see ˆisa 4) a first action, person,

situation, thing, time, unit of

measurement

pangˆunsi (see ˆunsi 4) an eleventh action,

person, situation, thing, time, unit of

measurement

pangˆunum (see ˆunum 4) a sixth action,

person, situation, thing, time, unit of

measurement

pangˆupat (see ˆupat 4) a fourth action,

person, situation, thing, time, unit of

measurement

pãpag n a house attic {Used for storing

clothing, mats, pillows, personal

belongings.} (See Appendix 2, Parts of

a House.)

papamãhaw (see pamãhaw 1c) a prepared
breakfast

papaˆunu (var of kung paˆunu (paˆunu 1b))
set expr about, how, with regards to

papil 1a n paper Ginapiluˆpiluˆ mu gid ˆinaˆ

ning na maˆãyu ˆang papil para ˆindiˆ
magbuskad. Paper should be very

carefully folded several times by you so

that it will not unfold. {Undesirable

condition: gisiˆ torn; buhus has a hole;

lunut crumpled.}

1b papÿlis pl n documents Basta maˆipadaya
na tanan nga papÿlis sa Kanadyan
gubirmint, ˆinaˆ hay sigurãdu ˆang Lýnus
may badyit. Provided all the documents
will be able to be sent to the Canadian

government, that’s when it is sure that

Lonos will have a budget [for its project].

papil di lÿha (lÿha) set expr sandpaper;
klip sa papil (klip 1a) set expr a paper
clip; krip nga papil set expr crepe paper

papuyˆa (see puyuˆ 2)

pãra1 (var para) 1 subord conj A particular

event occurs or a state exists so that
another event will occur or another state

will exist. ˆIndiˆ ˆaku magˆasãwa pãra
wayaˆ ˆaku ning ˆagwin. I will not take a

spouse so that I will have no

disturbance. Mahuyat lang kami nga
makapamakay ˆang manga nigusyanti
nang gýlay para kami makalarga. We

will wait for the many vegetable

merchants to buy so that we can go.

2 pãra sa (var para sa) prep An event

occurs or a state exists for or to the

benefit of someone, something.

Ginhambayan nang ˆãyam ˆang ˆuning
kag ˆambuˆ nga wayaˆ gid sinda
nahihÿmuˆ pãra sa ˆinda ˆãmu. The dog

said to the cat and rat that they had done

nothing for their master. Kung ˆaku
ginatudluˆan kuntaˆ ninda nga ˆaku
magˆasãwa masunud da ˆaku sa ˆinda
kung ˆimpurtanti ˆaku pãra sa ˆinda nga
ˆungaˆ ku. If I had only been advised by

them that I should no longer get married

[again] I would have obeyed them if I

was important to them, my children.

kay pãra (kay2 2) set expr so that
pãra2 v Someone stops doing something.

Mapãra ˆang ˆungaˆ sa pagtãngis. The

child will stop crying.

parãda n a parade Matýyug na kita kay
buwas sa ˆãga hay may parãda. We will

sleep now because tomorrow morning

pangwayu 426 parãda
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there will be a parade.
v People parade around a particular area.
nagparãda Nang manga ˆalas syÿti nang

ˆadlaw nagparãda na kami. At about
seven o’clock during the day we then
paraded.

parag v Someone or something walks fast.
nagaparagparag Daliˆdãliˆ gid ˆaku

pakari gaparagparag lang gid. I
hurriedly came here walking very fast.

paraˆan n ideas, steps, ways to accomplish

something ˆImaw ˆini ˆang manga
paraˆan: ˆýna, mabuntay ka ning buli.
These are the steps: first you cut the

buri [frond shaft]. syn ˆidÿya
Pards pers add n Friend {Term of address,

expressing a warm personal relationship

between a male or female speaker and a

male.} Hambay ku gid didtu sa
kunduktur, “Pards, mabakay ˆaku ning
makina kay siraˆ ˆang Tyariti.” I said to

the conductor, “Friend, I will buy an

engine because the engine of the Charity

[pumpboat] is out of order.” syn Pari 1b
cf Mards, Maring

Pari 1a pers ref n Friend, followed by a

male’s name Kinadtu gãniˆ ˆaku ni Pari
Luˆis kay hambay nya hay, “Maring,”
kunu, “hay pagbýlig naman!” Friend
Luis came to me and he said, “Friend,” he

said, “I must surely be helped now!”

{Term of reference sometimes immedi-

ately followed by the name of a man in the

same general age range as the speaker.

Speaker may be male or female.} cf

kumãri 1b, kumpãri 1b
1b pers add n Friend {A term of address,

expressing a warm personal relationship

between a male or female speaker and a

male.} Bayˆilang, Pari! Sa masunud
gãling, mabýlig na ˆaku sa baylÿhan kay
kung pwÿdi ˆaku magbýlig, mabýlig
ˆaku. Never mind, Friend! The next

time later, I will help in the benefit

dance because, if I am able to help, I will

help. syn Pards cf Mards, Maring
parÿhu (var parÿhas) 1a adj Two things or

people are alike, the same in shape,

appearance, character, value appreciation.

Parÿhu da galiˆ kita ning nagustuhan nga
pagkãˆun. We were just the same in the

food that was liked by us.

1b pariparÿhu adj Two events or states

are equal. Pãra pariparÿhu ˆang
pagsinundãnan nang magˆasawa, hay
kung sinda magluhud kag magpungkuˆ
sa ˆatubãngan nang ˆaltar mintras
sinda ginakasay, hay dungan sinda
pirmi. In order that the companionship

of the couple is equal, when they

kneel or sit in front of the altar while

they have their wedding, they should

always do it together.

1c parÿhu sa (var parÿhu nang, parÿhu
nang sa, parÿhu ning) prep Someone,

something, an action or state is the
same as, like, similar to someone or

something else, another action or state.

Kung ˆikaw magbakay sa butÿka ˆang
prisyu hay parÿhu nang sa kay Rýsa. If

you buy at the drugstore, the price is the
same as [the price] at Rosa’s. ˆAng
rilihiyun nang Sabadista hay lãbut man
sa Katuliku kay ˆang Sabadista ˆang
ˆadlaw nga ˆinda ˆinugsimba hay ˆadlaw
nang Sabadu, bukun Duminggu nga
parÿhas sa katuliku. The religion of

Seventh Day Adventists is surely

different from the [religion of]

Catholics because, as for Seventh Day

Adventists, the day for going to church

is on a Saturday, not Sunday like [the

day for going to church of] Catholics.

ˆAng manga kanta nga ginakanta nang
ˆýna, hay parÿhas nang kanta Nang
Tãwu nga Bayung. As for those songs

which were sung in the past, they are

like the song [entitled] The Drunkard.

Kung ˆang ˆitlug hay naglãkut ˆang
langitlangit sa dawadawa kag ˆigwa
ning mapuya nga parÿhu ning duguˆ,
nagapakilãya kunu nga ˆang sakit hay
grãbi. If, as for an egg, the white of the

egg is mixed into the egg yolk, and if

there is a reddish [substance] which is

similar to blood, they say, it shows that

the sickness is serious.

1d v Someone or something compares
with or has the same appearance as
someone or something else.

nagaparÿhu ˆAng nagakãˆun ning
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ˆalimãngu kung nagapanamkun,
nagaparÿhu ˆang kurti nang lãwas nang
ˆungaˆ sa ˆalimãngu nga kinãˆun nang
nanay nang siya nagpanamkun. As for
one who eats a crab when [she] is
experiencing pregnancy cravings, when
she gives birth, the shape of the body of
the child has the same appearance as
the crab which the mother ate.

makaparÿhu ˆAba ˆang ˆÿmu kagwãpa!
Wayaˆ nay makaparÿhu sa ˆÿmu. Oh
your beauty! Nobody is able to
compare with you.

2 parÿhu (var parÿhu ˆãbi) prep things such
as itemized objects; like, for example
Butangan mu ˆang lãta ning maˆisut nga
býhuˆ nga ˆadtu ˆang maˆÿguˆ lang ˆang
sinsilyu nga kwarta, parÿhu nang dyis,
baynti singku, salapiˆ kag pÿsu. [The lid

of] a tin can should have a little hole put

into [it] by you so that coins of money

will just fit through, such as ten

[centavos] twenty-five [centavos], fifty

centavos and one peso. Parÿhu ˆãbi
ˆinang may ˆungaˆ nga nagkursu; ˆimbis
nga paˆinumun ning buyung sa kursu,
hay dayˆun sa miyughilut kag ˆipahÿlut
kay ˆang hambay nang miyughilut hay
naluˆat. Like, for example, there was a

child who suffered with diarrhea; instead

of letting him drink diarrhea medicine,

he would be taken to a massage therapist

and would be allowed to be massaged

because the massage therapist said he

experienced a slight sprain.

3 adj Something is delicious to the taste.

Bayuhun mu naman ˆini liwat hasta gid
nga mahãluˆ maˆãyu pãra ˆang sabur
hay parÿhu. [The shrimp and coconut

meat mixture] should be pounded again

by you until they are mixed well so that

the flavor is delicious.
pãris (see pãris nga numiru (numiru 2a))

an even number; (see bukun pãris nga
numiru (numiru 2b)) an odd number

parispãris n pair by pair
pãriˆ n a priest of the Roman Catholic

Church or of another Christian deno-

mination Buyˆun nang pãriˆ ˆang
singsing nang nubyu kag ˆisuksuk sa
tudluˆ nang nubya. The ring of the groom

will be gotten by the priest and will be

put on the ring finger of the bride.

parti 1a n a part or section of something

ˆIhÿbuˆ didtu sa parti nang lãwas nga
nagahubag ˆu may gýyus. Rub this

[herbal medicine] on the part of the

body which has become swollen or

which has suppurating sores. Duha ka
parti nga lugar ˆang ginakutkutan nga
pahãbaˆ ˆang kurti nang pagkutkut.
There are two sections to dig out in

which the shape of digging is long.

1b n someone’s share of something divided

between two or more ˆAng miyugˆani
pasˆanun na niya ˆang ˆiya parti nga
humay pakadtu sa bayay. The harvester

carries his share of unhulled rice going

to his house. syn partÿda
1c v Someone has a share of something

divided.
nagaparti ˆAng kababãˆan nga ˆãmun

kÿtaˆ sa paghurnal sa manga kaˆintik
nga manga bapur, nagaparti lang gid
ning dyis pÿsus. As for our very low
income in working on small boats, [we
each] had a share of ten pesos.

2a n the topic of something discussed

Pamatÿˆan ku naman ˆang parti nang
kay Mistir Martÿnis. I will listen to the

topic of Mr. Martinez. cf pýnuˆ2 3, tÿma 1
2b parti kay prep A story, conversation, a

book is about someone. May ˆisa nga
dalãga ˆang nakahambay parti kay
Luˆÿsa. There is a young lady who

casually said [something] about Luisa.

Hãbang sinda hay nagaˆigmaˆ, ˆang
ˆinda ginaˆirgu hay parti kay Gilbirt.
While they were having their lunch,

their discussion was about Gilbert.
parti sa prep A story, conversation, a book

is about a particular subject or topic.
ˆIni nga ˆisturya hay parti sa pagbatu.
This story is about working in marble.

3 n the private parts of a person May yãraˆ
nga natatabuˆ nga nagahubag ˆang siki,
ginatubýˆan ning manga labhag sa lãwas
kag, ˆang ˆiba, hay nagagýyus ˆang ˆinda
parti. There are some instances in which

the feet become swollen, welts come out

on the body and, for some, the private
parts develop suppurating sores. {A

pãris 428 parti
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euphemism for genitals.}

partÿda n someone’s share of something

divided between two or more Niyan,
nga nãkun, ˆitaˆu ku sa ˆÿmu ˆang ˆÿmu
parti kung ˆanung partÿda nindu ni Ram.
Now, I said, your share will be given to

you by me, whatever your and Ram’s

share [is]. syn parti 1b
partÿdu n someone’s consanguine (blood)

relative ˆAng manga partÿdu nang yãki
sa babãyi nagasabˆit kwarta, ˆang
partÿdu naman nang babãyi sa yãki
naman nagasabˆit ning kwarta. The

relatives of the boy pin money on the

girl [and] the relatives of the girl pin

money on the boy.
partÿdus pl n someone’s relatives Dãpat

nga makilãya nang ˆãkun manga
partÿdus ˆang ˆikaduha ku nga ˆasãwa. It
should be that my relatives know about
my second husband. cf paryinti

partisyun 1a n a partition between rooms

in a house

1b pinakapartisyun n a thing that serves
as a divider; anything which serves to

identify two separate spaces, especially

rooms in a house Nagabuˆuy kami nang
ˆãmun nuˆug sa ˆisa nãmun nga kabinit;
ˆang pinakapartisyun ˆadtu nãmun sa
suyud. We were getting our clothes

from our other cabinet; that was the

thing that served as our divider inside.

parul n a spotted-fin bigeye fish, Priacanthus
tayenus (Richardson) {Small firm scales

and a prolonged spine at the lower edge of

the preoperculum; milky, rusty-brown

spotted ventral fin. Found on inshore

reefs.}

parýla n a lighthouse Kung wayaˆ ning
parýla hay ˆindiˆ masayýran nang
kapitan nang salakyan kung malapit na
ˆang lugar nga ˆinda kakadtuˆan. If

there is no lighthouse, the pilot of the

ship will not know if the place to which

they are going is already near.

parus n a donax coquina mollusk, Donax
variabilis. ˆIni ˆang parus nga sÿhiˆ, hay
sa hunãsan mu ˆini makikÿtaˆ diraˆ sa
mabaybay nga lugar. As for these donax
coquina mollusks, these can be found

by you in sandy places [on the seabed].

parýsa n a punishment for a wrongdoing

ˆAng ˆikaduha nga parýsa hay masãyuk
siya kag ˆang ˆiya gamÿtun, hay bangkat.
As for the second punishment, [it] was

that he was to fetch water and, as for what

he was to use, it was a basket [with holes].
v Someone is punished by someone else

for a wrongdoing.
ginparusãhan Nahãngit ˆang hãriˆ sa

ginhÿmuˆ ni Magbayýtu kay Marya gãniˆ
ginparusãhan niya si Magbayýtu. The
king got angry about what was done by
Magbayoto to Mary so Magbayoto was
punished by him.

paryinti n someone’s affinal or consanguine

relative Tanan ˆinaˆ nga manga paryinti
nang namatyan hay nagakadtu ˆinaˆ kag
nagabisÿta sa namatay, kay ˆimaw na
ˆinaˆ ˆang ˆulÿhi ninda nga pagkÿtaˆ. All

the relatives of the one who died go

there and visit the one who died because

this is the last time of their seeing [him].

cf partÿdu
pãsa v Someone hands over or passes some-

thing to someone else.
pagpãsa ger someone’s handing over or

passing something to someone Sanˆu ka
matýnaˆ ning pagpãsa ning tubaˆ sa
ˆãkun? When will you begin passing the
coconut wine to me?

pasãdu pseudov Someone passes to a higher
grade in school. Ginkadtu ku sa Tablas
ˆang kard ni Gilbirt kag ˆang ˆiya diplýma;
pasãdu da siya, kag ˆang ˆiya ˆabrids hay
ˆutsinta. I went to Tablas for the report

card of Gilbert and his diploma; he

passed to a higher grade, and his grade

average was eighty [percent].

pasãhi n a large two-sail outrigger boat
Pagkabatiˆ nãmun ˆadtu nga maˆãyu na
gãniˆ diri, nagpahatud naman kami
didtu sa ˆãmun hãli, kay ˆigway pasãhi.
When we heard that it was already good

here, we had our co-lateral relative

bring us back because [he] has a large
two-sail outrigger boat. {No longer

generally in use. Were ocean-going

vessels with a single cabin kamarýti,
larger than two-sail outrigger boats

binulˆanun. Mainly carried cargo for

partÿda 429 pasãhi
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inter-island trade and sometimes carried

passengers.} (See bapur, Kinds of
Ocean Vessels for table.)

pasalýbung n someone’s gift given to

someone else Nagpamakay kami didtu
ning pasalýbung ku kana Dilya
pagbãlik ku. There, we bought many

gifts of mine for Delia and others upon

my return. cf rigãlu
pasapurti n a passport Sa sýlat nagasiling

siya na sa nga dãˆan hay ˆãkun
ˆasikasýhun ˆang papÿlis; ˆimaw gãniˆ ˆang
pasapurti, midikal, manga litrãtu na
kahinangyãnun kag ˆiban pa gid. In her

letter she says that the papers should be

prepared immediately by me; those are a

passport, medical examination [report],

needed pictures and also other things.

pasãyan n dried imported shrimp from

Capiz, Iloilo or Manila Kung ˆikaw
naman hay may sakit, parÿhu nang sakit
nga risipula, ˆinaˆ hay ginabãwal ˆang
pagkãˆun nga parÿhu nang kugÿta, lýkus
nga panus, pasãyan kag karni nang
bãbuy. If you have an illness, such as

erysipelas illness, it is forbidden to eat

[things] like common octopus, squid,

dried imported shrimp and pork.

pasãyud (see sãyud1 2) a message
pasinsya 1a adj Someone is patient in a

particular situation. Pasinsya lang gid
kamu kay kamu, kadamuˆdãmuˆ kamu
maghayãli. Just be patient [in getting

married] because, as for you, you are

very many siblings [and you must wait

your turn].

1b adj Someone is sorry about something.

Hay hambay ni Dirãnu, “Pasinsya lang
kami Manang kay si Rýki, hay wayaˆ
ning ˆýras nga diri magtýyug.” What

Derano said was, “We are sorry Older

Sister because, as for Roque, he does

not sleep here at any time.”

pasÿyu v Someone goes around or roams
around in a given place.

nagapasÿyu ˆIni nga prusisyun hay may
manga minugsaˆut nga nagapasÿyu
pãra magpasãyud sa pumulýyuˆ nga
may pagahiwãtun nga paguwaˆ sa
plãsa. During this religious procession,
there are folk dancers who go around in

order to inform the residents that there is
a program that will be held in the plaza.
cf lantýˆag, pamasyar 1b, pãnaw 1,
sãbuˆ, turag, ˆãbug

Paskwa 1a n the time of Christmas cele-
bration Maˆãriˆ malangkag gid ˆini ˆang
ˆãtun Paskwa; wayaˆ gid kita ˆini maˆãyu
nga Paskwa kundiˆ kahugãˆan. Maybe

our Christmas celebration was really

sad; we did not have a good Christmas
celebration but [to the contrary] it was

difficult.
panahun nang Paskwa n the Christmas

season
1b malÿpay nga Paskwa inj Merry Christ-

mas! {A greeting at Christmas time.}

pasma n a chill of the body {Often involves

being in the sun for an extended period of

time, followed by getting wet. The result

is commonly fever, general body pains,

loss of appetite, accompanied by a cold.}

ˆAng dãhun nang sampãluk hay buyung
sa pasma. Leaves of the tamarind tree

are a herbal medicine for chills.
v Someone develops a chill.
mapasma ˆAng nagalýgit, hay bukun

tiˆawtÿˆaw ˆang kabudlay nang ˆÿmu
lãwas; madaliˆ ka mapasma kung
nagatapa nang lýgit. As for the one
making copra, the tiredness of your
body is not a joke; you will easily
develop a chill when [you] are smoking
copra. cf sipˆun 1b

paspas v An object is used by someone for
lightly hitting someone else.

ginpaspas Pagˆabut ku sa bayay ni
Lukrisya, ˆadtu ˆang bãruˆ ni Lukrisya
nga ˆinýba, ˆimaw ˆadtu ˆang ginpaspas
ku sa ˆiya ka pitu. Upon my arrival at the
house of Lucresia, that dress of Lucresia
which had been taken off, that was what
was used by me for lightly hitting her
seven times [during a ceremony for
curing sickness].

pasuga 1 n a wedding-announcement
feast {Following an initial planning

session pamalãyi by the parents of a

boy and girl to be married, a wedding-

announcement feast is sponsored by

the parents of the boy for friends and

relatives of both the boy and girl. The

pasalýbung 430 pasuga
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date of the feast is set by the girl’s

parents.} cf punsyun
2 v A prospective bride has a wedding-

announcement feast held for her.
ginpasugahan Ginpasugahan gãniˆ ˆaku

hay kaˆisut pa ˆaku. When I had a
wedding-announcement feast held
[for me], I was still small.

pagpasuga ger someone’s holding a
wedding-announcement feast ˆAng
ˆinda gid ˆadtu ginˆÿhaw sa pagpasuga sa
ˆãkun, hay tatlu gid ka bilug nga bãbuy.
As for those [things] that were butchered
by them in holding a wedding-
announcement feast for me, they were
three pigs. cf pamalãyi 2, sigir

pasýruy (see sýruy 1b) a large fishnet for

netting schools of fish

*pasyar (see pamasyar)

pasyinti n a patient of a dentist, doctor May
pasyinti sinda nga tagaAklan nga
nagpagãbut ning ngÿpun. They had a

patient from Aklan who let [her] tooth

be pulled out.

pasyun prut n a passion fruit vine or

passion fruit, Passiflora edulis (Sims.)

{Grown mainly as an ornamental vine.

Passion fruit from Baguio is sold in

markets.}

pasˆan v Someone carries something on the
shoulder.

nagapasˆan Kung Byarnis Santu ˆigwa
ning prusisyun. Ginaprusisyun ˆang
ribultu ni Hisus nga nagapasˆan ning
krus. When it is Good Friday there is a
procession. They carry in procession
around the town an image of Jesus who
was carrying the cross on [his]
shoulder.

Something is carried on the shoulder by
someone.

pasˆanun ˆAng miyugˆani pasˆanun na
niya ˆang ˆiya parti nga humay pakadtu
sa bayay. As for the harvester, his share
of unhulled rice will be carried by him
on [his] shoulder going home. (See
daya 1b, Ways of Carrying for table.)

pãta1 n the upper leg portion of a pig

pãta2 n the neck wattle of a cow, pig, water

buffalo

patad n a wager piece used in a game

Mapÿliˆ ka lang kung ˆanu ˆang ˆÿmu

gamÿtun nga patad kung kamu hay
magtaksiˆ. You just choose what wager
pieces will be used by you when you

play rubber bands.

pãtag n the lowland or level ground area

ˆAng ˆãmun lýla sa pãtag naghambay
na, “ˆAy! haturan kami sa tayud.” Our

grandmother [who was staying] in the

lowland said, “Oh! Take us to the

upland.” ant tayud 1a
patahÿˆan (from tahiˆ + pa-an) n a sewing

or tailoring shop; a sewing or tailoring
school Pagˆabut ku sa Manÿlaˆ,
nagpaˆinrul naman ˆaku sa ˆiskwilahan
nang patahÿˆan ning sayway, kag sa
byýti kultyur. When I arrived in Manila,

I was allowed to enroll in a sewing
school for trousers and in [a school of]

beauty culture. Wayaˆ ˆaku nagˆiskwÿla
sa hayskul; pinakiˆusãpan lang nãmun
ˆang maˆistra sa patahÿˆan. I did not

study in high school; we just requested

the teacher in the tailoring shop [to

allow us to work].

patakaran n a practice, rule, regulation in

doing something Nang ˆaku hay maˆisut
pa, ˆaku gintudluˆan nang ˆãkun
magýyang nga magsunud sa patakaran
nang simãna santa. When I was still

small, I was taught by my parents to

follow the practices of Holy Week.

ˆAng nanay kag ˆang tatay dãpat ˆýna
sinda magtaˆu ning rispÿtu sa ˆinda
ˆungaˆ pãra ˆang ˆinda ˆungaˆ
magasunud sa ˆinda manga patakaran.
The mother and the father should be the

first ones to give respect to their

children so that their children will

follow their [family] rules.
patãniˆ 1a n a lima bean vine, Phaseolus

lunatus (Linn.)

1b n lima beans {Eaten as a vegetable.}

patãtas 1a n a potato plant, Solanum
tuberosum (Linn.) (See Appendix 3,

Kinds of Cultigens.)

1b n a potato tuber {Boiled and eaten as a

vegetable.} (See ˆýpak 1b, Things that
are Peeled for table.)

pataw n a fishnet floater, tied to the top edge

of a fishnet pýkut 1. Mas magýˆud ˆang

pasýruy 431 pataw
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pagtakud nang pataw kaysa tinggaˆ. The

attaching of the fishnet floaters [to a

large-mesh net] is closer [together] than

[that of] the sinkers. {Spaced about a

hand span apart along the entire top edge

of a large-mesh fishnet linggi. With

sinkers tinggaˆ 2 tied to the bottom edge

of the net, it is held in a vertical position

with the top at the surface of the water.

Gold striped sardines lupuy, swimming

in schools just under the water surface,

are caught.}

patãwad (from tãwad + pa-) n Someone

asks for, has, is given forgiveness from

someone else. Mangãyuˆ si Kastur ning
patãwad sa ˆiya ˆasãwa. Castor will ask

forgiveness from his wife.
v Someone is forgiven by someone else

for a wrongdoing.
pinatãwad Pinatãwad nang rayna ˆang

ˆiya ˆungaˆ patiˆ na ˆang prinsipi. Her
daughter was forgiven by the queen as
well as the prince.

patawãrun Tatay, patawãrun mu ˆaku kay
nang ˆýna nakaˆÿsip ˆaku nga ˆaku hay
bukun nindu palanggaˆ. Father, I should
be forgiven by you because before, I
thought that you did not love me.

patawãra imper v Someone should or
must be forgiven by someone else.
Mahal na prinsÿsa, patawãra ˆaku;
suluguˆun lang ˆaku nang ˆÿmu tatay. My
revered princess, I must be forgiven; I
am just a servant of your father.

patay [See also matay.] 1a n the dead; i.e.,

someone who has died ˆAng paglubung
kag ˆang pagdumdum sa manga patay,
ˆang ˆulÿhi nga kasaysãyan sa kabýhiˆ
nang tãwu; ˆimaw ˆinaˆ na ˆang ˆiya
kamatãyun. The burial and the remem-

bering of the dead [during All Saints’

Day] is the last part of the life experiences

of ones life; that is their death.
adj a dead person, animal, plant Diri nga

lugar hay mabãhuˆ ning patay nga
ˆambuˆ. This place has the bad smell of a
dead rat. Pagkatãpus hay ˆãkun na ˆinaˆ
ginakadtu ˆang barýtu kag ˆang manga
patay nga ˆisdaˆ hay ginabuˆuy ku. After
that, I went to the small boat and I got
the dead fish.

patay na adj Someone is dead. Ginˆýliˆ na
ˆang ˆãmun tatay sa banwa kay patay
na. Our father was already brought to
town because he was dead. cf haning

1b v Someone or something kills someone

or something else.
nagpatay Nagpatay ning manuk ˆang ˆiya

lýlu kay pãra ˆipasuyaˆ sa ˆinda ˆapu. His
grandfather killed a chicken so that [it]
would be allowed to be served as
side-dish food for their grandchild.

mangpatay (from pangpatay + ma-)
Mangpatay na gid tanan na manga
tãwu. All the people were certainly
being killed.

magpatay inf to kill someone or something
Duha ka tãwu ˆang kahinangyan nga
magpatay kag maglimpyu sa bãbuy.
Two people are the ones needed to kill
and to clean the pig.

v Someone or something is killed by
someone else, something else.

ginpatay, gingpatay, pinatay Byarnis
Santu hay ginpatay na si Hisus nga pãra
ˆisilibrar ˆang ˆýna nga ginˆagÿhan nang
ˆãtun Panginuˆung Dyus nga si Hisus. On
Good Friday Jesus was already killed so
that the first experience of our Lord God
who is Jesus would be celebrated. Wayaˆ
kami makasãyud nga draˆ sa banwa
ˆigwa na galiˆ ning gingpatay. We did
not know that there in town there was
already [someone] who was killed. May
ˆisa pinatay na nang sundãlu. There was
one who was killed by the soldiers.

patayun (var patyun) Kung patugãhan
ku sinda ning bãbuy wayaˆ da sinda ning
bãbuy nga patyun kay ˆigwa lang sinda
ˆadtu ˆang ˆuruk. If they will be asked by
me for a pig, they have no pig that could
be killed because those ones only have a
piglet.

caus v Someone or something is caused by
someone else to be killed.

ˆipapatay Nahadluk si Birting sa ˆÿmu kay
kung ˆÿmu siya ˆipapatay. Berting is
afraid of you because he might be
caused by you to be killed.

2 patay na patay pseudov Someone is
smitten with desire. Mahÿlig gida ˆinaˆ
si Turing sa gwãpu, gãniˆ pagkakÿtaˆ kay
Dyýwil, ˆaba! Patay na patay siya didtu.

patãwad 432 patay
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Toring is very fond of that handsome

one, so upon seeing Joel, wow! She was
smitten there.

býhuˆ nang patay (býhuˆ 4) idiom a

grave; himatay derv Someone faints,
loses consciousness. patay nang
gingˆungaˆ (ˆungaˆ 4) idiom stillbirth;

Pyista nang Patay (pyista 3) set expr
All Saints’ Day; lubýngan nang patay
(lýbung 2b) set expr a cemetery;

ˆAdlaw nang manga Patay (ˆadlaw 6)
set expr All Saints’ Day

pãti v Someone agrees with, believes,
believes in, follows or trusts someone

else, something, a particular teaching.

Pãti kamu sa manga pananamgu.
Kalukýhan lang ˆitun! Kung sa ˆãkun
lang ˆidÿya hay kýyang lang ˆitun sa
palÿgus. You believe in dreams. That’s

foolishness! In my opinion this is the

result of infrequent bathing.
nagpãti Maˆãyu da kay nagpãti da sa

ˆãkun ˆang ˆãkun maguyang; wayaˆ na da
nya kadtuˆa ˆang ˆupirÿtur. It is good
because my older sister agreed with me;
the [music] operator [at the dance] was
not approached by her.

nagapãti Nagapãti sinda nga ˆang maˆãyu
nga ˆispiritu hay magakadtu sa Ginýˆu.
They believe that a good spirit [of a
person] will go to God. Nagapãti ˆaku sa
ˆãkun manga ˆungaˆ, kay maˆãyu da ˆang
tudluˆ sa ˆãkun. I trust my children
because the advice to me is good.

makapãti Pagkabýkad ˆindiˆ makapãti
ˆang hãriˆ nga ˆutud na kamut nang
prinsÿsa ˆang nakaputus sa panyung
burdãdu. Upon unwrapping [the
handkerchief], the king could not
believe that the cut-off hands of the
princess were what was wrapped in the
embroidered handkerchief.

magpãti ˆIndiˆ ˆaku magpãti nga
pakasayan mu ˆang ˆãkun ˆungaˆ. I do
not believe that my daughter will be
married by you.

pagpãti ger someone’s believing or trusting
someone, something, a particular teach-
ing ˆAng subra nga pagpãti sa manga
ˆanÿtu hay malãˆin. The excessive
believing in superstitions is bad.

v Someone, something, a particular teaching

is believed or trusted by someone else.
mapapatÿhan Sa ˆisa ka gatus nga balÿtaˆ

ni Lusit, pila ka bilug ˆang ˆÿmu
mapapatÿhan. Out of a hundred stories
told by Lucit, the ones that will be truly
believed by you are [only] a few.

patÿhi imper v Someone, something, a
particular teaching must or should be
believed or trusted by someone else!
ˆAng hambay ni Plurintÿna, “Patÿhi ˆaku
kay nagahambay ˆaku sa ˆÿmu ning
kamatuˆýran!” Florentina said, “I
should be believed because I am telling
you the truth!”

ginapatÿhan n a belief May ginapatÿhan
kag batãsan sa pagˆasãwa. There are
beliefs and customs in marrying. cf
samba, týˆu

patÿkang (from tÿkang + pa-) 1a n the

management of a business; the training
of a child Bukun maˆãyu ˆang patÿkang sa
kumpanya nga ˆãkun ginatrabahýˆan.
The management of the company which

is worked at by me is not good.
v Someone manages a business or family,

trains a child. ˆAng nagpatÿkang nang
panãgat ni Naldu hay si Pirtu. The one
who managed the ocean fishing of
Nardo was Perto.

pagpatÿkang, patÿkang ger managing a
business, a family; training a child
Kaˆayuˆãyu ˆang hinuman ni Pari Rubin
nga pagpatÿkang nang baylÿhan, ˆa!
The managing of the dancing area
which was made by Friend Ruben was
very nice, oh!

1b v Money is used to invest in a business
by someone.

gingpatÿkang ˆAng kwarta nga gingtaˆu
kay Lindu nang ˆiya ˆamu, hay
gingpatÿkang niya ning nigusyu. As for
the money which was given to Lindo by
his boss, [it] was used by him to invest
in a business.

pating n a shark; a generic designation ˆAng
nabubuˆuy ˆini nga manga ˆisdaˆ, hay
ˆinaˆ ˆang pating kag ˆinaˆ ˆang dagkuˆ
nga ˆisdaˆ nga nagaduksuy. As for fish

consistently caught, they are sharks and

those big fish that are netted. {Kinds of

sharks: brown carpet shark sudsud;

marbled cat shark tikiˆtÿkiˆ; smooth

pãti 433 pating
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hammerhead shark pamingkýngan.}

pating sudsud n an armed guitarfish,

Rhinobatus armatus (Gray) {Uniformly

olive brown dorsally and white ventrally.

Inhabits sandy areas of shallow bays and

lagoons.}
n a white-spotted shovel-nosed ray fish,

Rhynchobatus djiddensis (Forsskål)
{Grayish brown, with the body and
sometimes the pectoral fins spotted with
white. A black spot occurs at the base of
the pectorals. Ranges from shallow
sandy bays to deep rubble bottoms
adjacent to reefs. Edible.}

patÿyug prep An action is performed or a

state exists around a given location.

Kalipaylÿpay kami kay hãlus patÿyug
kami sa banwa nang Bakýlud. We were

very happy because we were about to

[parade] around the city of Bacolod.

patiˆ prep as well as, including Nagtinãngis
na ˆang ˆiya lýlu kag lýla patiˆ ˆang ˆiya
ˆanti kag ˆangkul. His grandfather and

grandmother kept on crying, as well as
his aunt and uncle. ˆAng ˆiya pakpak may
kulur ˆitum patiˆ ˆang ˆiya ˆÿkug. As for its

wings, they are black, including its tail.
adv In addition to a particular event or

state, another event or state also exists.
Kung maˆãyu ˆang pagkaˆuga ˆini nang
buli, hay kaputiˆ nga siruˆun kag
matÿbay patiˆ. If the drying of these buri
leaves is good, they are white to look at
and also durable. cf hasta 1b

patpat 1 n a split-bamboo strip Kung ˆikaw
ˆini nagahuman ning ˆalambri nga
tabýnan hay ginabutangan mu ning
patpat nga kawãyan pãra magbãkud.
When you make a wire mesh deep-sea

fish trap, [it] has split-bamboo strips
attached [to it] by you so that it becomes

stiff. {May or may not have the inner

surface tiyan 2, tãˆi 2b removed.} syn

binitlag (bitlag 1b) cf ˆinagýsan
2 n a bamboo support frame for a shallow-

sea fish trap tambãkan (tambak 2)

patrun (see patrun nga santus (santus 1a))
the patron saint of a town, village

pãtu n a domestic or wild duck syn bÿbi
patyun (var of patayun (patay 1b))

Someone or something will be killed.

pawÿkan n a marine turtle
pãwud n nipa thatch shingle May ˆikaˆÿlis

kita sa nasÿraˆ nga pãwud na bubung
nang bayay. We have something that

will be able to be used to replace the

destroyed nipa thatch shingle roofing

of the house. {Frond leaves are folded

lengthwise around a bamboo strip and

sewn. Used for walls dingding or roofs

dugdug.} cf kýgun 1a, sinibit (sibit 1b),
sim, salirangdang 1

payad n a flounder, halibut or sole fish
{Several genera and species recognized:

cinnamon flounder Pseudorhombus
cinnamoneus (Temminck and Schlegel);

large-toothed flounder Pseudorhombus
arsius; leopard flounder Bothus
pantherinus; peacock sole Pardachirus
pavoninus: tongue sole Synaptura
marginata (Boulenger); Indian halibut

Psettodes erumei (Bloch and Schneider).

Caught with either a fishnet pýkut 1 or a

fish trap tambãkan (tambãk 2), tabýnan
1.}

pãyad n someone’s palm, i.e., part of a hand

ˆAng nagabunut ning niyug hay
nagakapÿlas ˆang ˆÿmu pãyad sa ˆÿmu
pagdugˆun nang niyug. In husking

coconuts, your palm becomes cut by

your pushing hard against the coconuts.

payaˆ n a coconut shell bowl used for eating

(See kubyirtus, Kinds of Tableware
for table.)

pãyaˆ 1 papãyaˆ caus v Someone is laid
down or is caused to lie down by some-

one else.
pinapãyaˆ Nang napatýyug na ni Manang

Lusit sa ˆiya gÿba si Milba, pinapãyaˆ ku
na lang sa ˆiya sa banig. When Melba
was already caused by Older Sister
Lucit to sleep on her lap, [Lucit] was
just allowed by me to lie down with her
on a mat.

payb card num the number five {For the use

of English numbers, see wan.} (See

Appendix 21, Cardinal Numbers.)

pãyuk (var pãyuk nga gataˆ) n thick
coconut milk extract {Produced by a

first squeezing of grated coconut meat

kinãyus from a fully mature coconut

lanus or a very mature coconut laˆay;

pating sudsud 434 pãyuk
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used in making papaya salsa.} Pugãˆun
ˆang niyug ning pãyuk pãra daliˆ
magkayadkad ˆang gataˆ. The [grated]

coconut should be squeezed of thick
coconut milk extract so that the

coconut milk extract will be quick to

boil. {Coconut meat niyug from a fully

mature coconut lanus or a very mature

coconut laˆay is grated kãyus and then

squeezed pýgaˆ. The first squeezing is

usually thick coconut milk extract, an

oily liquid.} syn ˆispÿsu nga gataˆ (gataˆ
1a) genr gataˆ 1

pãyung 1a n an umbrella ˆAng manga ˆungaˆ
nga nagaˆiskwÿla, basta nagaˆuyan, ˆigwa
gid ˆini sinda ning daya nga pãyung. The

children who go to school, if it is raining,

they really have umbrellas that [they]

carry. {Preparation for use: ˆabri open.}

(See ˆabri 1b, Things that are Opened
for table. See sara 2a, Things that are
Closed for table.)

1b n a mushroom cap
2 payung v Someone carries an umbrella.

[mapayung will carry an umbrella]

payut adj Something is bald, bare or

denuded of what grows on it. Kung payut
na ˆang kaguyãngan, kung magˆinýyan
ning týdu, ˆimaw ˆinaˆ ˆang ginatunãˆan
nang pagpamahaˆ. When the forest is

already denuded, when it continually

rains heavily, that’s the beginning of

continual flooding. ˆAng pispis nga salˆing
hay payut ˆang ˆýyu; wayaˆ gid ning
buybuy ˆang ˆiya ˆýyu. As for this sal-ing
bird, the head is bald; there are no body

feathers at all on its head.

paywa 1 n a green or dried palm frond
ˆIplastar maˆãyu ˆang manga bunut sa
paywa nang niyug. Carefully arrange

the coconut husks on [dry] coconut

fronds. {Coconut fronds are used to

make palm thatch for roofing, and dried

fronds are used as firewood. Leaf ribs

kugung are used in making brooms.}

Parts of a Palm Frond

dãhun nang paywa frond leaflet

kugung leaf midrib of a

frond leaf

pãnig 1a leaf section of a

frond leaf

paywa 2 palm-frond stalk

punta nang paywa point-end of a

(punta 1a) palm frond stalk

pýnuˆ nang paywa base of a palm

(pýnuˆ2 1a) frond stalk

2 n a palm frond stalk {The center stem on

which leaves dãhun are attached. When

dried, stalks are used as firewood.} (See

paywa 1, Parts of a Palm Frond for

table.)

pãˆa n the thigh of a person, animal, bird ˆAng
ˆiya kulur hay kulur kãki ˆang ˆiya pãˆa.
Its color (i.e., of a giant heron) is brown

and its thighs are long. cf batÿˆis, siki 1
paˆãman n an extra one or a bonus, added to

something given out by a generous person

Kung maˆãyu da ˆang tagˆÿya nga ˆÿmu
mabakyan ning buli, hay ginatawˆan ka
da ning paˆãman. If the owner from

whom you will buy the buri [palm fronds]

is kind, you are given an extra one.
pãˆis 1a v Someone makes a snack roll of a

root-crop vegetable or a pulverized

grain pãˆis 2.
nagpãˆis Nagpãˆis si Nilda ning kamýti

kahãpun. Nelda made a sweet potato
snack roll yesterday.

v A root-crop vegetable or a pulverized
grain pãˆis 2 is made into a snack roll
by someone.

paˆÿsun Paˆÿsun ni Nÿta ˆang balinghuy
kay ˆibaligyaˆ niya. Cassava roots will
be made into a snack roll by Nita
because it will be sold by her.

1b pinãˆis (from pãˆis + -in-) n a snack roll
of either a root-crop vegetable or a

pulverized grain ˆAng ginadaya ninda
nga bãyun hay pinãˆis nga maˆis. Their

carried lunches which they took [to

school] were corn snack rolls. {The

basic ingredient is either a root crop such

as cassava balinghuy, sweet potato

kamýti 2, yautia bunduˆ, grated using a

root-crop grater ˆidˆÿran; or a pulverized

grain such as corn flour binukbuk nga
maˆis (bukbuk 1b), rice flour binukbuk
nga bugas (bukbuk 1b) or wheat flour

ˆarÿna. This is mixed with either sugar or

salt and grated coconut kinãyus (kãyus

pãyung 435 pãˆis
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2), or coconut milk extract gataˆ 1
squeezed from coconut meat. The

mixture is wrapped in a wilted portion of

a banana leaf dãhun nang sãging or in a

young coconut frond hanig and boiled.

Eaten as snacks, for breakfast or, if there

is no other food, for supper.} (See

Appendix 8, Foods Made with Coconut.)

paˆit 1 kapaˆit (var mapaˆit) adj Something is

bitter, as ampalaya (margýsu 1), tobacco

tabãkuˆ 1a. Kung ˆÿmu kaˆýnun hay
kapaˆit pÿru hay katambuk ˆini ˆang ˆiya
ˆunud. When [the meat of the common

bubble mollusk] will be eaten by you, it is

bitter but the meat is fat. (See sabur 1a,
Tastes for table.)

paˆiyaˆÿya (from ˆiya + pa-D) adj People or

things are one by one, separate in doing

something, in a particular state. Paˆiyaˆÿya
sinda ning bakay ning suyaˆ, pÿru sa
kanˆun hay pinsan. They are separate
buying side-dish food, but for cooked rice

[they are] all together. Kung wayaˆ da
ning malãˆin nga tyimpu nga paˆabýtun,
wayaˆ da nagalupad ning grupugrýpu
ˆang salimbabãtang; paˆiyaˆÿya sinda
ning lupad kung maˆãyu ˆang panahun. If

there is no bad weather coming, these

Himalayan swiftlet birds do not fly in

groups; they are one-by-one flying when

the weather is good.

paˆpaˆ v Something is chewed by someone.
paˆpaˆun Kanãmit gid kung sa gãbi nga

ˆýtan mu ˆilýpus kay nagadayýnut lang
kung ˆÿmu paˆpaˆun. It is very delicious
when you mix [pond-field shrimp] into
coconut-flavored taro leaves because
[otherwise] they become slippery when
[the shrimp] are chewed by you.

paˆun 1a n bait used for catching fish,

mollusks, octopuses Kilãya mu nga
nagaluwas sa býhuˆ ˆang ˆamumuˆpuˆ
kay ginabirabÿra niya ˆang ˆudyung nga
ˆigway paˆun. You will know that the

small octopus is coming out from its

hole because it pulls the spear head,

which has bait, back and forth.

1b v Something is used as bait by someone.
ginapaˆun ˆAng ˆamumuˆpuˆ ginapaˆun sa

pagbunit ning ˆisdaˆ. Small octopus is
used as bait in fishing with a hook and

line.

paˆunhun (see paˆunu 2a, 2b)

paˆunu (from ˆunu + pa-) 1a intg adv How is
it possible for an event to occur or a state

to exist? Paˆunu ku kamu pagpakãˆun kag
pagpaˆiskwÿla, kay kadurudýru kamu?
How is it possible for you to be provided

food by me and to be sent to school,

because you are very many? [Paˆunu is

commonly preceded by hay or kay.] Hay
paˆunu mabakay ˆadtu ˆang ˆasyinda ni
Rýki? How is it possible to buy that

hacienda of Roque’s? Kay paˆunu pa ˆinaˆ
ˆang nÿpaˆ makabýnga kay dãmuˆ na ˆang
nagasasa? How is it still possible for that

nipa to bear fruit because many are

already getting leaves? Kung ˆang tatay
kãda gabˆi hay bayung, paˆunu pa sya
makatudluˆ sa ˆiya manga ˆungaˆ nang
maˆãyu nga manga halimbãwaˆ? If the

father is drunk every night, how is it
possible for him to still set a good

example for his children?

1b kung paˆunu (var kung papaˆunu) rel
adv an event about doing something, or

involved in doing something; how an

event occurs; with regards to doing

something [Kung paˆunu or kung
papaˆunu signals a hypothetical event.]

Sinda ˆang gatuˆun sa manga ˆungaˆ
kung paˆunu ˆang pagdasay. They are

the ones who will teach the children

about praying. ˆImaw ˆini ˆang manga
paraˆan kung paˆunu ka maghuman
ning banig. These are the steps how you

make a mat. ˆImaw nang ˆimaw ˆang
ginahuman kung paˆunu ˆang pagpÿˆut
nang lýgit sa kustal. The operation [is

repeated] over and over with regards to
putting copra into a sack. (See bãsiˆ 1b,
Relative Adverbs for table.)

2a intg pro-v What is to be done by

someone in performing an action?
paˆunhun Paˆunhun ku lang kay nalýyag

gida ˆaku? What can be done by me
because I really love [her]?

2b kung paˆunu rel pro-v what someone

experiences
kung mapaˆunu Ginahadlýkan siya nga

bãsiˆ gãniˆ kung mapaˆunu ˆaku kay
nabdus pa man. He is afraid what I might

paˆit 436 paˆunu
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experience because [I] am still pregnant.
v what is done by someone in performing

an action
kung paˆunhun Hinadlýkan si Marya kay

wayaˆ siya kasãyud kung paˆunhun
niya pagbuˆuy ˆang ˆiya ˆungaˆ. Mary
was frightened because she did not
know what should be done by her in
getting her child. cf karanasan, tilaw 3,
ˆagi 1, ˆikspiryinsya, ˆubsirba, kung ˆunu
(ˆunu 1b)

maskin paˆunu idiom Something is done

carelessly, in any way, freely, without
reservation, ungrudgingly.

Pibrÿru n February, a month of the Gregorian

Calendar Magtýnaˆ pa nang katapýsan
nang býlan nang Pibrÿru wayaˆ na gid
magˆuyan hasta niyan. Beginning first at

the end of the month of February, it has

not rained until now. (See Appendix 12,

Months of the Gregorian Calendar.)

pidãsu 1a a page of a book, a whole piece of

clothing, paper, lumber (See bÿlug1 1a,
Pieces of Things for table.)

1b meas n a nonspecific or specific number

of pages of a book, whole pieces of

clothing, paper, lumber [The number is

followed the number ligature ka.] Lima
ka pidãsu ˆang ˆãkung bãruˆ. My dresses

are five whole pieces.
1c pinidãsu, pur pidãsu adj Something is

done by the page of a book, or by the
piece of clothing, paper, lumber. ˆAng
bãyad sa ˆãkun nang ˆãkun labãda hay
pinidãsu. The payment to me of my

washing is by the piece. ˆAng ˆãmun
swildu bukun binýlan; pur pidãsu ˆang
bãyad sa ˆãmun. Our wage was not by

the month; the payment to us was by the
piece. cf binÿlug (bÿlug1 1c), binuˆuk
(buˆuk 1c)

2 pidasupidãsu v Something is divided
into pieces by someone.

gingpidasupidasu ˆAdtung natumpag na
sayug ˆãkun gingpidasupidasu kay
ˆindiˆ ku madãya pagplastar kung ˆang
bilug nga simintu ˆang ˆãkun hakwatun.
That [cement] floor that collapsed was
divided into pieces by me because it
would not be able to be lifted by me in
arranging [it] if what I would move

would be whole cement pieces.

pidikyur n a pedicure; i.e., the trimming

and polishing of toenails, especially by

a manicurist manikyurista
v Someone is given a pedicure by

someone else.
ginapidikyuran Kãda Duminggu ˆiya ˆinaˆ

ginakadtu sa bayay ni Rýsa kag ˆiya ˆinaˆ
ginamanikyuran kag ginapidikyuran.
Every Sunday that one went to the house
of Rosa and that one was given manicures
and was given pedicures [by Rosa].

pigˆuyan n a volutes mollusk, Genus
Cymbiola

pika n a tattoo decoration on a person

pikas n a freckle, usually found on the face

pÿkut 1 v Someone covers the eyes with

something.
nagapÿkut Kung yadtu na sinda sa malayuˆ,

ginahambay sya nang ˆadtung ˆiya
kaˆibãhan nga nagapÿkut sa ˆiya mata nga
ginapapilak na sa ˆiya ˆadtu ˆang ˆiya bãtu.
When they were already in a far place, she
was asked by her companion as to who is
covering her eyes [and] letting her throw
that playing stone of hers.

v The eyes are covered by someone with
something.

ginapÿkut ˆAdtu ˆang pirdi hay ginapÿkut
ˆang ˆiya mata; ginapahawÿran sa ˆiya
ˆang ˆiya bãtu. As for that loser, her eyes
are covered [with fingers of the
winner]; her playing stone is caused to
be held by her.

2a pinikutan n a blindfold
2b pinikutan n a game of blindman’s buff

ˆIni naman ˆang kãnam nga pinikutan,
ˆang ginagãmit ˆini diri hay panyuˆ nga
ginatãbun sa mata nang “ˆaswang.” As

for this game of blindman’s buff, that

used is a handkerchief which is used to

cover the eyes of the “witch” (i.e., the one

who is “it”). (See kãnam 1a, Games
Children and Others Play for table.)

pikuy n a parrot Ginkadtu niya ˆang pýnuˆ
nang kãhuy pÿru paghangad niya,
ginˆipýtan siya nang pikuy kag nahÿmuˆ
siya nga batu. He went to the base of the

tree but upon his looking up, he was

excreted on by the parrot and he

became a stone.

Pibrÿru 437 pikuy
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pila 1a intg impers pron how many people,

things? how much substance? ˆAng
hambay nang ˆãkun ˆasãwa, “Pila kamu
maghayãli nga tiyad ˆinaˆ kagwãpa?”
My husband said, “How many siblings

are you who are beautiful like that?”

1b kung pila rel impers pron how many
people or things; how much of something

[Followed by the number ligature ka and

a measure noun.] ˆAri nyan yaˆ ku pa da
masasayýri kung pila ka ˆiktarya ˆang
ˆãkun ning dýtaˆ. As of now, [it] is still not

able to be known at all by me how many
hectares my land holdings [amount to].

(See kaninˆu 1b, Relative Pronouns for

table.)

1c bÿsan pila rel pron regardless of how
many; regardless of how much Kita
na gid ˆini nga magˆamÿga, tapus ˆindiˆ
mu pa maˆisturbu bÿsan pila pa ka ˆýras
kita ˆinirgýhan. We are already good

friends, so you will still not disturb me

regardless of how many hours we will

keep on talking.

2 bÿsan pila indef adj det any amount of
something; any number of actions,

people or things [Followed by the

number ligature ka and a substantive.]

Dãpat kuntaˆ tawˆan ninda ˆaku bÿsan
pila na lang ka pÿsu ˆu kung ˆanu nga
makakabýlig sa ˆinda manga manghud.
[It would have been] desirable [that] I

would have been given any amount of

money by them or whatever would really

be able to help their younger siblings [but

nothing was given].

3a adj several actions, people, situations,

things [Followed by ka and a

substantive.] Lumÿgad ˆang pila ka týˆig,
nakaˆÿsip sina Rubin nga mabãlik sa
ˆinda lugar. [After] several years

passed by, the Ruben family decided

that they would return to their place.

3b pila ka bilug adj a few actions, people,

situations, things ˆAng ˆiya ˆini ning
balayan hay ˆigwa ning pila ka bilug
nga tunuk. As for its empty shell (i.e., of

a common pacific nerite mollusk), there

are a few spines.

pilak v Something is cast away or out,

thrown away or out by someone;

someone is banished by someone else.
ginapilak Nagasugaˆ ning kaˆýtud nga

lukay kung nagapangilat; ginapilak sa
bintãnaˆ para kunu ˆindiˆ magsuyud ˆang
kilat sa suyud nang bayay. A piece of
blessed palm leaf is lit during lightning;
it is thrown out of the window so that,
they say, the lightning will not go inside
the house.

ˆipilak Kung ˆiya nasikyuˆ, ˆipilak naman
ˆadtu nya ˆang lãta sa malayuˆ kag ˆikaw
gihãpun ˆang mapýyut kay ˆikaw ˆang
ˆaswang. If he is able to be tagged, that
can will be thrown again by him to a far
place and you will still be the one to pick
it up because you are the witch.

v the place where something is cast away
or thrown; the place where someone is
banished

ginpilakan ˆAng puyuˆ nga ginpilakan
kay Marya hay yadtu sa tungaˆtýngaˆ
nang dãgat. The island where Mary
was banished was there in the middle
of the ocean.

pÿlak n silver metal

pilãkan n a garbage pit
pilãpil n a pond-field dike Kung nagapamutut

ka, didtu ka magsaybuk nang ˆÿmu
pananduk sa ˆalÿhid nang pilãpil nga
ˆigwa ning býhuˆ, kay yãraˆ ˆinaˆ diraˆ
nagatinir ˆang putut. When you gather

pond-field shrimp, you scoop them up

with your scoop there at the edge of a

pond-field dike which has holes, because

there is where pond-field shrimp stay.

pilas 1a n a wound inflicted by an instrument

or object ˆAng pilas sa ˆãkun kamut hay
salipapaw lang; bukun grãbi. The wound
on my hand is just superficial; [it is] not

serious.

1b mapipÿlas ˆIni nga sÿhiˆ, kung ˆÿmu
matimakan hay mapipÿlas ˆang ˆÿmu
sikiˆ. This [dentalium inaequicostatum]

mollusk, if you happen to step on [it],

your feet will surely be accidentally
wounded.

v A part of the body is cut or wounded by
someone or something. Kung matimakan
mu ˆini sigurãdu gid nga pilas ˆang ˆÿmu
siki. If these [cockscomb oysters] happen
to be stepped on by you, it is sure that your
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feet will be cut.
kapÿlas v A part of the body becomes cut

or wounded as a result of some action.
Napÿlas ˆang ˆãkun kamut nang kãrit
pagˆãni ku kahãpun. My hand became
wounded with the harvest sickle when I
harvested rice.

nagakapÿlas ˆAng nagabunut ning niyug,
hay nagakapÿlas ˆang ˆÿmu pãyad sa
ˆÿmu pagdugˆun nang niyug. In the
husking of coconuts, your palm
becomes accidentally cut in pushing
hard against the coconuts.

pilaw 1a v Someone is overcome with
sleep.

ginapilaw Si Pÿtir, hay nagakatuyug sa
bayay kay ginapilaw. As for Peter, he is
sleeping in the house because he is
overcome with sleep.

pilawun ˆIndiˆ ˆaku ˆadtu kaˆatind kung
ˆaku hay nagˆinýbu kag pilawun ˆaku
ˆadtu. I will not be able to attend that
[meeting] if I keep on coughing and I
will be overcome with sleep by that.

1b kapÿlaw adj Someone is sleepy.
kapilawpÿlaw int adj Someone is very

sleepy. Nagpangitaˆ lang kami rimidyu
na makapisukpisuk lang ˆang ˆãmun ning
mata kay kapilawpÿlaw na gid. We
looked for a way that we could take a nap
because [we] were already very sleepy.

pilaˆ 1a n spittle cf lãway
1b v Someone spits. [mapilaˆ will spit]

pÿli n a pili tree or nut {Almond-like nuts are

used as a snack food. Sap is used for

caulking boats.}

Pilipÿnas n the Republic of the Philippines
Nagtrabãhu naman si Prÿdi sa Malaysia
ning tatlu da gihãpun ka týˆig, kag bãgu
nadistÿnu diri siya sa Pilipÿnas. Freddie

worked in Malaysia for another three

years and before he was assigned here in

the Philippines.
Pilipÿnu 1 n a Filipino, i.e., someone native

to the Philippines.

2 n the Filipino language Pagˆabut nang
ˆýras, nagtist kami sa Pilipÿnu, hãlus
85% ˆang nabuˆuy ku didtu. When the

time came that we had a test in Filipino,

about 85% was that which I got.

pÿlit 1a v Someone insists that something be

done.

nagpÿlit Wayaˆ na lang ˆaku nagpÿlit na
ˆaku mismu ˆang mabuˆuy nang
pasapurti ku. I did not insist that I
would be the one to get my passport.

1b Someone or something is forced, per-
suaded or pressured by someone to do

something.
ginapÿlit Wayaˆ pa gid ˆaku ning gustu

nga magˆasãwa; ginapÿlit na ˆaku nang
ˆãkun magýyang sa pagpaˆasãwa. I do
not like to take a spouse yet; I am being
pressured by my parents to let [me]
marry.

pilÿtun Kung ˆãkun gid pilÿtun, daw
magabuyag ˆang manga halublaks. If
[they] will be forced by me, the hollow
blocks might separate.

pilitˆan (see pÿˆut 2) a container
pÿliw n the edge of a mat banig, a fishpond

pispan, road karsãda, table lamÿsa,

upland field ˆuma; the shallow shore of

an ocean up to about 2 m deep to the

water’s edge Hay kalýˆuy sa Dyus
nakaˆabut da kamiy pÿliw. With God’s

help we were able to reach the shallow
[sea] shore. cf baybay 1a, biˆbiˆ, kantu,

tãkas 1, tungaˆ 2a, tungaˆtýngaˆ (tungaˆ
2b), ˆalÿhid

pÿliˆ 1 v Someone or something chooses some-

one else, something else, a particular

object, place or time.
nagapÿliˆ Nang ˆiba nga manga Pilipÿnu,

tuyu ka ˆadlaw nga pagkaˆungaˆ,
nagapÿliˆ na sinda ning manga manÿnuy
kag manÿnay sa bunyag. Some Filipino
[mothers], three days after having given
birth, they already choose a godmother
and godfather for baptism.

magpÿliˆ inf to choose someone, something,
a particular object, place or time ˆIgwa
ning manga libru kag balasahun nga
nagataˆu ning laygay kung paˆunu ˆang
pagpagwãpa kag kung paˆunu magpÿliˆ
ning bãruˆ. There are some books and
reading material that give advice on how
to make yourself beautiful and how to
choose clothes.

v Someone, something, a particular object,
place or time is chosen by someone or
something. Kung ˆang ˆisa nga tãwu hay
may sakit, ˆang ˆiya ˆini pagkãˆun, hay
pÿliˆ. If a person has sickness, as for this
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one’s food, it is [carefully] chosen.
ginpÿliˆ, pinÿliˆ Ginpÿliˆ ku lang ˆini nga tatlu

ka bilug kay ˆimaw lang ˆini ˆang
kadagkuˆ. Only these three pieces [of fish]
were chosen by me because they are the
only big ones. Pinÿliˆ ku si Saryu pãra sa
ˆÿmu kay sayud ku nga magakaˆayu ka gid
sa pagpangabuhiˆ. Sario was chosen by
me for you because it is known by me that
you will be successful in your life [if you
marry him].

napÿliˆ Nang magpyista sa ˆinda baryu, ˆisa
siya nga napÿliˆ nga kandidãta. When it
was fiesta time in their village, she was
one who happened to be chosen as a
contestant.

ginapÿliˆ ˆIni hay ˆisa lang gid nga klãsi
nang býyak ˆang ginapÿliˆ nang
putyýkan kãda maghuman nang dugus.
This is only one kind of flower that is
chosen by honeybees whenever [they]
make honey.

pagpÿliˆ ger someone’s or something’s
choosing someone, something, a partic-
ular object, place or time Wayaˆ gid ˆaku
nagsalaˆ sa pagpÿliˆ sa ˆiya. I did not make
a mistake choosing him [as my husband].

2 adj Someone or something is

discriminating or selective in what

they do. ˆIni ˆang nÿtib nga manuk hay
wayaˆ ˆini ning pÿliˆ sa pagkãˆun. As for

these native chickens, [they] are not

discriminating in eating.

piluk n the eyelashes of a person or animal

pilýka 1 n a hair part
2 Someone parts the hair. [nagpilýka

parted the hair]

piluˆ v Something is folded or cylindrically
rolled and rolled into a particular shape

by someone.
piniluˆpiluˆ ˆIbutang ˆang papil nga

piniluˆpiluˆ sa baˆbaˆ nang butilya. The
paper which was cylindrically rolled
should be put into the mouth of the
bottle.

ginapiluˆpiluˆ Gãniˆ ˆinaˆ ˆang pilitˆan hay
ginapiluˆpiluˆ gid ˆinaˆ ning na maˆãyu
kay kung ˆindiˆ mu piluˆun makamangnu
ka lang wayaˆ da ˆang ˆÿmu putut sa
pilitˆan. As for that container, it is
folded several times very carefully
because, if it will not be folded by you,

you will sense that your small shrimp
are no longer in the container.

piluˆun Piluˆun sa ˆibãbaw para ˆindiˆ
maˆuyak ˆang bugas. [This basket]
should be folded at the top so the
unhulled rice will not spill out.

piluˆpiluˆun Bumuˆuy ning papil kag
piluˆpiluˆun, hasta nga magˆÿguˆ sa
býhuˆ nang baˆbaˆ nang butilya. Some
paper should be gotten and should be
cylindrically rolled and rolled until it
fits the mouth of the bottle. cf lÿkid2 1a,
lýkut

pina- (see pa-, -in-) Consists of the causative

affix pa-, infixed by -in-; see also the

entry pinaka-

pinaka- 1 sup adj/v derv affix Attaches to an

adjective or verb to indicate the highest

degree of quality or quantity. ˆAng dugus
ˆang pinakapýru kag pinakalimpyu na
pagkãˆun. Honey is the purest and

cleanest food.

2 n derv pref one who or that which is
reckoned as, regarded as, or serves as
a designated person, situation or thing.

Si Badu hay pirpik gida, basta
Mangyan; talagang pinakaprupisur na
siya. Bado is really an expert [herbalist];

surely he is already one regarded as a
specialist. Hay pagˆabut ku diri
ginghandaˆ ku ˆang gasulÿna, kag ˆang
bugsay kag ˆadtung litrãtu nga ˆãkun
ˆipakÿtaˆ, nga pinakaˆibidinsya. Upon

my arrival here, the gasoline, paddle and

that picture was prepared by me which

will be shown by me, which is that
which serves as evidence [that I own

the boat]. Nagabuˆuy kami nang ˆãmun
nuˆug sa ˆisa nãmun nga kabinit; ˆang
pinakapartisyun ˆadtu nãmun sa suyud.
We were getting our clothes from our

other cabinet; that was the thing that
served as our divider inside.

pinaN-, pinaN- (var of paN-2)
pinanuluk adj A house or the roof of a

house is hip roofed. {A hip-roofed

house bayay nga pinanuluk has gables

that slant inward at the peaks. This is a

traditional Romblomanon house style.}

ˆang bubýngan nga pinanuluk a hip
roof (See Appendix 1, Kinds of
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Buildings.)

pinangat (see pangat 1b) a vinegar fish dish
pinanghiniksik (see siksik)

pinarak n block sugar {Dark brown sugar,

hardened in a half-coconut shell; used as

candy or as a beverage sweetener in past

times.}

pinasagiˆ n a pinasagi eating banana plant
or fruit, Musa sapientum {Commonly

eaten raw as a snack food.} (See sãging
1a, Kinds of Bananas for table. See

Appendix 3, Kinds of Cultigens.)

pÿnaw 1 kapÿnaw adj A sound, especially

the voice, is faint sounding.
kapinawpÿnaw int adj A sound, especially

the voice, is very faint sounding.
Kapinawpÿnaw ˆang pagpamãtiˆ ni Sãli
sa býsis nang tãwu. The way Sally hears
the voice of the person is very faint
sounding.

pinãˆis (see pãˆis) a snack roll
pinsan adj People or things are together.

Paˆiyaˆÿya sinda ning bakay ning suyaˆ,
pÿru sa kanˆun hay pinsan. They are

separate buying side-dish food, but

together for cooked rice.
v People or other animate objects gather

together in one place.
magapinsan Makadtu kita na lang didtu

sa ˆAgwãda kay si nanay yadtu; didtu
kita magapinsan. Let’s go to Agwada
because mother is there; we will gather
together there.

pintas 1 kapintas (var mapintas) adj
Someone or something is cruel or

destructive. Kadagkuˆ nang humbak,
kapintas nang dãgat; nagatýyuˆ ˆang
manga lýhaˆ ni Mamay sa lãngit. The

waves were huge, the sea was cruel;
Mother’s tears from heaven were falling.

ˆAng ˆãkun karanasan nang ˆaku maˆisut
pa daw ˆindiˆ ku gid maˆintyindihan nga
ˆang ˆãkun manga magýyang hay
mapintas sa ˆãmun nga ˆiya manga
ˆungaˆ. My experiences when I was yet

small were that it seemed as though [it]

could not be understood by me that, as

for my parents, [they] were cruel to us,

their children. Kapintas ˆang mãya sa
manga tanum nang manga tãwu, lãluˆ na
kung humay ˆang ˆÿmu panãnum. The

chestnut manikin birds are destructive
to people’s plants, especially when one’s

plants are rice.

2 pamintas caus v Someone or something

hurts someone or something else.
nagpinamintas Nang yadtu naman kami

na sa ˆAgpayaw ˆang manga lyãki naman
didtu nagpinamintas naman. When we
were there already in Agpayaw, again
those men kept on hurting [people].

pintay v Food, as nami root, meat, is
pressure-dried by someone.

pintayan ˆÐmu pintayan ning ˆisa ka
ˆadlaw kag, kung makÿtaˆ mu nga wayaˆ
na ning týbiˆ nga nagatýyuˆ, ˆÿmu na ˆini
buyarun sa silãkan. [Nami root] is
pressure-dried for one day by you and,
when it is seen by you that there is no
more water dripping, it is then put in a
sunny place by you. {Food is pressure-
dried by putting it in a basket with a
loose weave and putting a heavy weight
on it to squeeze out the liquid. The
drying process is completed by putting
it in a sunny location.}

pintuk n a blotch or spot on something ˆAng
ˆiya kulur hay kulur ˆabuˆabuhun nga
may pintuk nga putiˆ ˆang ˆiya dughan
pakadtu sa ˆiya lÿˆug. Its color [i.e., of a

barred rail bird’s feathers] is somewhat

gray and its chest up to its neck has

white spots. cf marka 1, tumbuktumbuk
pintýra 1a n paint
1b v A surface is painted by someone.

mapinturãhi Gingbakay ku ˆini hay yaˆ
pa mapinturãhi. I bought this [boat]
when [it] was not yet painted.

ginapinturãhan ˆAng ginahuman ninda
sa lãwas nang traysikul hay ˆinda
ginapinturãhan. What is done by them
to the bodies of motorized pedicabs is
that [they] are painted by them.

pÿnu 1a v Something becomes fine, fragile,

narrow, small, tiny.
magpÿnu Butangan mu ning ˆasin,

katumbay, luyˆa, bitsin, kag bayuhun ˆini
sinda hasta nga magpÿnu. [A hand
mortar] should have salt, sweet peppers,
ginger, [and] monosodium glutamate
put into [it] by you and they should be
pounded with a pestle until [they]
become fine.
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kapÿnu adj Something is fine or fragile in
texture, narrow, small, tiny. ˆAng ˆiya ˆini
ning balayan, hay wayaˆ ˆini ginabakya
kay kapÿnu lang da. As for this one’s shell
(i.e., of the mollusk), it is not bought
because it is fragile. ˆAng ginakãˆun nang
ˆini nga manga sÿhiˆ hay manga ˆisdaˆ nga
kapÿnu. As for that which those mollusks
eat, it is tiny fish. Mas kaˆãyu nga siruˆun
kung ˆang lÿlas nang ˆÿmu banig hay
kapÿnu. If the weaving strips of your mat
are narrow, [they] are nicer to look at. cf
kÿtid, ˆintik, ˆÿsut 1b

1b kapÿnu (var pÿnu) adv Something is

chopped or ground fine, small, on a
small scale. ˆAng ˆinda ˆini ginabýbud
hay niyug nga ginatuktuk ning pÿnu
kundiˆ man hay ginakãyus. What they

feed [chickens] is coconut chopped thin
or which is grated. Ginatusluktusluk mu
ning kapÿnu ˆang býhuˆ, kag ˆikÿtun gid
ˆang pagtusluk nang langsang. Holes

should be punched small [into a coconut

shell] by you, and the punching should

be spaced closely with a nail.

pinusung (from pýsung + -in-) n a lie ˆAng
hambay nang ˆiba ku nga manga
manghud, “Bãsiˆ kung pinusung lang
ˆinaˆ ˆang ˆÿmu hambay.” What some of

my younger siblings said was, “Probably

that which you are saying is just a lie.”
v Someone tells a lie.
nagpinusung Nagpinusung ˆang ˆungaˆ

kay wayaˆ siya nagbalitaˆ nga siya hay
wayaˆ magˆiskwÿla. The child told a lie
because he did not tell that, as for him,
[he] had not gone to school.

pinya 1a n a pineapple plant, Ananas comosus
(See Appendix 3, Kinds of Cultigens.)

1b n a pineapple fruit Bãwal kunu
magkãˆun ning pinya nga hinug kag
langkaˆ nga hinug ning dungan kay
magasakit kunu ˆang ˆÿmu tiyan. It is

forbidden, they say, to eat ripe

pineapple and ripe jackfruit at the same

time because, they say, you may have a

stomachache. {Eaten at the end of a

meal as a dessert.} (See ˆýpak 1b,
Things that are Peeled for table.)

pinggan n a plate, used for eating a meal

Bakyun mu na lang ˆang plantya ku kag

ˆadtung pinggan kag tãsa. You just buy

my clothes iron and those plates and

cups. {Place to put: banggirahan dish

rack.} ˆAng tiglyaki may daya nga
pinggan may kutsãra may bãsu kag
liwag nga gamitun ninda sa pagsanduk
nang ˆinda lýtuˆ nga ˆitãhaw sa
tigbabayi. The engaged man’s close

relatives bring plates, tablespoons,

glasses, ladles which they use in dishing

out their food which will be served to

the engaged woman’s close relatives.

(See kubyirtus, Kinds of Tableware
for table.)

pipÿnu n a cucumber plant or fruit, Cucumis
sativus (Linn.) {Fruit is used in salads or

boiled and eaten as a vegetable.}

pirdi 1 n a loser in a contest, a fight

2a v Someone loses money in gambling.
napirdi Napirdi ˆaku sa býyang kahãpun

ning ˆisa ka lÿbu. I lost one thousand
[pesos] in a cockfight yesterday.

2b v Someone is defeated in a contest, in

gambling by someone else.
napirdi Maˆãyu lang kay nagbãtuˆ ˆaku;

wayaˆ ˆaku napirdi. It was good,
because I fought [him and] I was not
defeated. {Speech of old people.} cf
lýmaˆ

pirdigýnis n a pellet for a gun

pirÿtu (var of prÿtu) Food is fried.

pirkasyun n a percussion instrument, as a

drum ˆAng nagatunug nga ˆãtun
nababatÿˆan, hay puru pirkasyun. As

for those things which were making a

noise, which we had been clearly

hearing, [they] were all percussion
instruments.

pirlas n a pearl May nagahambay nga ˆini
nga sÿhiˆ hay may pirlas sa suyud. Some

say that, as for this [cockscomb oyster]

mollusk, [it] has pearls inside.

pirmi 1a adv often, only, usually Pirmi mu
liˆliˆun ˆang sÿlung nang tapãhan kay kung
maˆapýtan ˆang sayug. The space

underneath the smoking rack should

often be checked by you because the floor

might catch fire. Sa magýyang pirmi ˆang
ˆãkun bãruˆ. My dress was only for old

people. Nang dýgay na pirmi na ˆaku may
nababatiˆan nga balÿtaˆ sa ˆumãgad ni
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Nardu. Lately, news from the son-in-law

of Nardo has usually been able to be

clearly heard by me.
kapirmÿhan sup adv always, most often

Kapirmÿhan didtu mu ˆini makikÿtaˆ nga
sÿhiˆ sa ˆidãyum nang batu. This shell
will always be able to be found by you
under stones. Puydi da ˆang baguy nga
humanun nga sikyýˆan pÿru ˆang
kapirmÿhan gid nga gãmit hay lãta nga
sa gatasan. A coconut shell could also
be used as home base but the thing most
often used is an empty milk can.

1b v Someone continues in a particular

place or situation.
nagapirmi Diri gid ˆaku nagapirmi kana

Rubin diri sa Baktãsan. I continue here
with Ruben and family here in Bactasan.

pirpik adj Someone is expert in what they

do. Si Badu hay pirpik gida, basta
Mangyan; talagang pinakaprupisur na
siya. Bado is really an expert [herbalist];

surely he is already regarded as a

specialist.

pirst (var pirs) ord num first honor, first year

of high school or college, first-place
winner in a contest or in gambling {In the

Philippines, secondary school (high

school) years are first year pirst yir,
second year sÿkund yir, third year tird yir,
and fourth year purt yir. Traditionally

secondary school years were referred to

as primÿru ˆanyu first year, sigundu ˆanyu
second year, tirsÿru ˆanyu third year and

kwatru ˆanyu fourth year. Generally

these designations are no longer used.

The designation pirs is used mainly by

older speakers and those with a more

traditional orientation.} syn pangˆisa
(ˆisa 4), primÿra 2a, ˆýna1 1a (See grid,
Formal Education Grades for table.

See Appendix 22, Ordinal Numbers.)

pirsunalidad n someone’s personality
pirtãhan (var of pwirtãhan) a doorway
pÿru coord conj Something happens or a

state exists, but in contrast something

else also happens or another state also

exists. ˆAng manggarãnun tanan nga
manãmit nga pagkãˆun hay ˆinda
natitilawan pÿru ˆang pubri mahugaˆ
gid ˆinaˆ sinda nga makabakay. As for

rich people, all [kinds of] delicious

foods are able to be frequently tasted

by them; but as for poor people, it is hard

for them to be able to buy [such foods].

Kung magbakay ka ning sundang sa
mirkãdu hay mÿnus ˆang pagkalimpyu
pÿru kung didtu ka sa pandãyan
bumakay hay maˆãyu. If you buy a

cutting bolo at the market, the polishing

is poor, but if you buy from a blacksmith

shop, it is good. Nakapangasãwa ˆaku
ning kagwapagwãpa nga babãyi, pÿru
wayaˆ siya sa ˆãkun nalýyag. I happened

to take a very beautiful lady as a spouse,

but she didnˆt love me. syn ˆugãling kay
cf kundiˆ 1b

pisar v Something is weighed on a weigh

scale by someone.
pisarun Kung ˆang ˆÿmu lugitun hay

kadãmuˆ ˆang tubýˆan, magaˆan ˆang
ˆÿmu lýgit kung pisarun sa rumãna. If
your copra coconuts have many shoots,
your copra is light when it will be
weighed on a bar scale.

pisãra n a blackboard, typically found in a

classroom Kung minsan ginapabãsa
ˆaku sa pisãra nang ˆãkun maˆistra kag
nababãsa ku ˆang tanan na ginatudluˆ
nang ˆãkun maˆistra. Sometimes I was

allowed to read at the blackboard by

my teacher and all that was pointed out

[for me to read] by my teacher was

surely able to be read by me.

pisik v Someone or something escapes from

a confined area.
nagapisikpisik Kung ˆÿmu naman ˆinaˆ

hakýpun hay gapisikpisik lang gid;
gãniˆ ˆÿmu naman ˆinaˆ pislitun ˆang ˆiya
ˆýyu pãra ˆindiˆ na siya makaluksu sa
pilitˆan. If they (i.e., shrimp) will be
restrained by you, they just all escape;
so their heads should be pressed down
on by you so that they will [die and] no
longer be able to jump out of the
container.

magpisik Ginadahandãhan ˆinaˆ sa
pagsÿhud ˆang ˆuyang nga pãra ˆindiˆ na
magpisik. Scooping up brook shrimp is
done very slowly so that they will no
longer escape.

pisikun adj A woman is flirtatious. syn

pirpik 443 pisikun
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gahirun
pisÿtas n twenty centavos of Philippine

currency

pÿsiˆ 1 n a cord, rope, string Mas maˆãyu
ˆipanghÿkug sa bãbuy ˆang lãnut nga pÿsiˆ
kaysa naylun nga pÿsiˆ. It is better that

abaca rope will be used for roping pigs

rather than nylon rope. {In past times,

abaca rope lãnut nga pÿsiˆ (pÿsiˆ 1b) was

used for tying up large boxes, tethering

animals, mooring boats. Today, nylon

rope naylun nga pÿsiˆ is mainly used.

Plastic rope pÿsiˆ nga ˆistru (pÿsiˆ 1c) and

buri rope pÿsiˆ nga buli (pÿsiˆ 1b) are used

as bundling material pangbugkus (bugkus
3). Piece of a rope: ˆýtud.}

1a pÿsiˆ nga buli n a handmade buri rope
{Made by twisting strips of buri leaves

together.}

1b pÿsiˆ nga lãnut n an abaca fiber rope
1c pÿsiˆ nga ˆistru n handmade plastic rope

{Made by twisting several strands of

plastic string together.}

pislit v Something is pressed down on or is
squeezed by someone.

ginpampislit ˆAba! Ginpampislit ˆadtu
ˆang nasa kustal. Oh! That [charcoal]
which was in the sack was extensively
squeezed.

pislitun ˆAng ˆiya ˆini ning balayan hay
kanipis; gãniˆ kung ˆÿmu pislitun ˆang
balayan hay pusaˆ. As for this one’s
shell (i.e., of a jackknife clam mollusk),
[it] is thin; so when the shell will be
pressed down on by you [it] is broken.

pisngi n the cheek of a person or animal

Pagkatãpus bãsa nang sýlat si
Plurintÿna nagatýyuˆ ˆang ˆiya lýhaˆ nga
nagapamalisbis sa pisngi nga, “Bãsiˆ
kami ˆitýnud sa dãgat?” After Florentina

read the letter, her tears were running

profusely down her cheeks [and she

said], “Why will we be cast away into the

ocean?” cf hitsýra 1
pisnguy 1 pisnguy (var kapisnguy) n a chip

of stone, wood; a morsel of banana,

bread, sweet potato; a piece of ginger,

coconut Kung ginabuyung ˆini nang
ˆalbularyu hay tyad ˆini: nagabuˆuy siya
ning kapisnguy nga luyˆa ginahÿbuˆ sa
ˆagtang, sa kamut kag sa siki ning

pakurus kag ˆang ˆalbularyu hay
nagakutibkutib ˆang ˆiya baˆbaˆ kag
nagapinanghuyˆab. When [a soul-inflicted

disease] is medically treated by this

herbalist, it is like this: she gets a piece of

ginger, it is rubbed on the forehead, hands

and feet as a cross and, as for the herbalist,

her mouth murmurs and keeps on

yawning.

2 v Someone breaks off a chip, morsel,
piece of something.

nagpisnguy Nagpisnguy ˆaku ning
tinãpay kay gutum na ˆaku. I broke off a
morsel of bread because I was already
hungry.

pispis n a bird Pag nakakÿtaˆ ˆang pispis ning
ˆisdaˆ nga nagalutaw sa dãgat, ˆiya
ginagulpi tukaˆ. Whenever the bird
happened to see a fish floating in the sea,

[it] would be quickly pecked at by it.
kapispisan pl n a flock of birds (See

Appendix 20, Groups of Animals, People,
Things.)

pista (var of pyista) a fiesta, festival, feast day
pisti 1 n a domestic animal epidemic disease
1a pisti nang manuk n fowl pox; an

epidemic disease of chickens ˆIni ˆang
nÿtib nga manuk, kung nagaˆabut ˆang
pisti nang manuk tanan nga ˆalãgaˆ mu
nga manuk ˆýbus gid ˆinaˆ ning kamãtay
hasta ˆisiw. As for these local chickens,

when fowl pox comes, all your cared-for

chickens will die, including baby chicks.

pÿsu 1 meas n one peso of Philippine currency

Kung sinˆu ˆang magbayli sa ˆãmun dãma
hay magtaˆu ning ˆintrans nga pÿsu.
Whoever will dance with our princesses

will give a one-peso entrance fee.
pÿsus meas n a nonspecific or specific

number of two or more pesos ˆAng
sýhuy pagpanãkaˆ ning niyug hay kinsi
pÿsus ˆang gatus daya ˆang hãkut
pakadtu sa tapãhan nang niyug. The
payment for climbing coconut palms is
fifteen pesos per hundred including
carrying the coconut fruits to the
coconut smoking rack.

2 pÿsu nga bilug n a one-peso bill {One-

peso and two-peso bills dus pÿsus nga
bilug are no longer in circulation.}

pisuk 1 v An eye is blinked, closed, winked

pisÿtas 444 pisuk
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by someone.
gingpisuk Gingpisuk ni Karlus ˆang ˆiya

mata sa týbiˆ kay napýling siya. The eye
of Carlos was closed by him in [a basin
of] water because [he] happened to get a
foreign body [in it].

pagpisuk ti ger after or upon someone’s
blinking, closing an eye, winking
Pagpisuk niya hay yadtu na siya. Upon
his blinking, he was already there.

2 pisukpisuk ˆang mata v Someone takes
a short nap.

makapisukpisuk ˆang mata Nagpangitaˆ
lang kami rimidyu na makapisukpisuk
lang ˆang ˆãmun ning mata kay
kapilawpÿlaw na gid. We looked for a
way that we would be able to take a
short nap because [we] were already
very sleepy. {Literally: ‘momentarily
close the eyes’.}

pisun n a street roller for leveling earth or

asphalt

pisuˆ 1 n a baby bird, baby fish, baby gecko,

baby house lizard, baby rat, human

baby ˆAng banug, kung ˆigway manga
pisuˆ nagamantas na gid ning panukub
ning ˆisiw nang manuk. As for a hawk, if

it has baby birds, it is brave in eating the

young of chickens by pecking.

2 n A secondary boil or secondary wart
which forms at the site of a primary boil

or wart; usually smaller than the first one.

pÿtad v Something, as the palm of the hand, a

banner, which is closed, folded or rolled

up is opened up or unfurled.
pagpitãra ˆAdtu kunung daya niya nga

ngãyan ni Mistir Rÿyis yaˆ niya
pagpitãra. That banner with the name of
Mr. Reyes that was carried by him was
not unfurled.

pitayaˆ n a metal shank collar of a bolo

sundang, suyut, chisel tigib, knife sipuy
cf palis

pitik 1 n a heart or pulse beat; the click of a

camera, an empty gun being fired; a flick
or snap of the index finger against the

thumb, of a towel, a whip; a jab of pain

ˆAng pitik nang pulsu, kung ˆikaw hay
ginaˆamulÿtan hay lapus, paghinawÿran
mu sa ˆibãbaw nagalusut naman diraˆ sa
ˆidãyum. As for the pulse beat, if you are

being harmed by a bad spirit upon your

holding [the wrist] on the upper part, [the

pulse beat] passes through to the lower

part.

2 n a carpenter’s line marker {Consists of a

spool of cord attached in one section of a

short wooden block which is partially

hollowed out into two sections. The

second section contains wet carbon

(usually made by pulverizing the core of a

flashlight battery). A sharp nail attached

to one end of the cord is stuck into the end

of a board and the cord is drawn out

through the wet carbon to the other end.

When the cord is held taut and snapped, a

straight line is marked on the board.}

pitisyun v Someone files a petition or

request to a government agency about a

particular matter.
magpitisyun inf to file a petition or request

ˆAng ˆÐpil kag Suwaˆ nga gustu ninda nga
magpitisyun sinda pãra sinda kunu
magbuyag. [The villages of] Ipil and
Suwa want them to file a request so that,
they say, they will separate [from each
other as separate districts].

pitlaguˆ n a pitlagu bird ˆAng pitlaguˆ hay
kaˆintik nga manga pispis. Ginakãˆun da
ˆini nga pispis nang manga tãwu. As for

these pitlagu birds, [they] are small

birds. They are eaten by people.

pitrulyu n kerosene ˆIni ˆang kandÿlaˆ puydi
ˆini nga ˆiwag sa bayay kung gabˆi pãra
nga ˆindiˆ ka na magbakay ning
pitrulyu. It is possible for this candle to

be a light in the house when it is night so

that you will not buy kerosene. {Used

as a fuel for cooking and lighting. Sold

by the 2-L can midya galun (galun 2b)
or 4-L can galun 1a. In smaller stores it

is apportioned out and sold by the gin

bottle butilya nang dyin (butilya 2).}
pitsa n the date of a particular happening ˆAng

manga magýyang ginasiruˆ gid ˆãnay ˆinaˆ
sa kalindaryu kung ˆanu nga pitsa ˆang
maˆãyu kag ˆang sitwasyun nang býla;
ginasiruˆ ˆinaˆ ninda kung pakabilug ˆang
býlan ˆu pakamatay. The parents first

check that [date] on the calendar [to

determine] what date would be good and

the position of the moon; they check if the

pisun 445 pitsa
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moon is full or new. {The word pitsa
commonly precedes a date number.}

Nang pitsa trÿsi nang Pibrÿru, nagpabayli
ˆang ˆUrganisasyun nang LCA. On the

date thirteenth of February, the LCA

organization sponsored a benefit dance.

pitsay n Chinese cabbage, Brassica chinensis
(Linn.) {Eaten as a green leafy vege-

table.} (See Appendix 3, Kinds of

Cultigens.)

pitsipitsi n junk food, a low-nutrition food

Mabinãkay ka ning pitsipitsi; gaginastu
ka lang. You keep on buying junk food;

you just keep on spending.

pitsu n the breast of a fowl

pitu 1 card num adj seven actions, people,

pieces of something, situations, things,

times, units of measurement {For the use

of Romblomanon numbers, see ˆisa 1a.}

syn syÿti (See Appendix 21, Cardinal

Numbers.)

2 card num Seven are involved in an event

or state. ˆAng pitu nga ˆinda
ginpaˆiskwÿla, hay tapus na. As for

the seven whom they sent to school,

they are already finished.

3 kapitu n An event occurs seven times.
Kapitu gid ning balikbãlik sa pantalan
ˆang batil. Seven times the one-sail

outrigger boat went back and forth to

the port.

4 pangpitu (var ˆikapitu) ord num a

seventh action, person, situation, thing,

time, unit of measurement Maghalin
diri sa ˆãkun ginaˆistaran, ˆadtu si Dulu
hay gaˆistar sa ˆikapitu nga býkid. From

here in the place where I am living, Dolo

is living in the seventh mountain. (See

Appendix 22, Ordinal Numbers.)

pÿtu 1a n a whistle, used by a policeman or

as a toy

1b v Someone blows a whistle or whistles
through the fingers.

nagapÿtu ˆAng lÿdir sa ˆãmin grýpu ˆimaw
ˆang nagapÿtu. The leader of our group
is the one who blows a whistle.

v Someone is whistled at by someone else
with a whistle or through the fingers.

gingpitýhan ˆAng pulis hay gingpitýhan
ˆang manga tãwu kay wayaˆ sinda
nagapãti. As for the policeman, the

people are whistled at with a whistle
[by him] because they will not follow
[his instructions]. {Whistling through
the fingers involves blowing through
two fingers put between the lips. It is
usually done to get the attention of
someone whistled at.} Kung ginatawag
ni Lusyu ˆang ˆiya manga ˆungaˆ sa
malayuˆ hay ginapitýhan niya. When
the children of Lucio are called by him
from a distance, they are whistled at by
him through the fingers.

pitýgu n a pitugu plant, Cycas rumphii
(Miq.) {A palm-like cycad used as an

ornamental.}

pÿtuˆ 1 n a calf, kid, kitten
2 v A carabao, cat, cow, or goat gives birth.

nagpÿtuˆ Kung, halimbãwaˆ, ˆang bãka
hay nagpÿtuˆ kag wayaˆ magluwas ˆang
ˆiya pÿtuˆ, ˆini hay ginabãwal sa manga
babãyi nga nagapangýngaˆ pa nga ˆindiˆ
magkãˆun nang karni. If, for example, a
cow gave birth and the calf did not
come out, that [meat of the cow] is
forbidden for women who will still give
birth in that they should not eat the meat.

piyãpi 1 n a piyapi mangrove tree,

Rhizophora spp. {Mangrove trees

Rhizophora are characterized by small

smooth leaves and erect spongy air

roots and grow in mangrove swamps

kapiyapÿhan, katunggan. Used for

firewood and charcoal.} cf bakhaw
2 kapiyapÿhan n a piyapi mangrove

swamp; i.e., an area where piyapi
mangrove trees grow cf katunggan

piyun n a laborer; i.e., one who does manual

labor Sinda, hay matãˆas ˆang pwistu;
gãniˆ wayaˆ sinda prublÿma maˆãyu
sinda sumýguˆ sa manga piyun. As for

them, [they] have a high position; that’s

why they have no problem; they are

good in instructing the laborers. syn

hurnal 1
pÿyung v Someone’s or something’s eyes

close, are closed.
nagapÿyung ˆAng ˆãkun mata nagapÿyung

pÿru ˆang ˆãkun talÿnga hay nakakabatiˆ
pa. As for my eyes, [they] are closed but
as for my ears, [they] can surely still hear.
cf kÿpuˆ, sarãdu 1, sara 2a, takyub 2

pitsay 446 pÿyung
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pÿˆut 1 v Someone or something is put into a

container, receptacle by someone else.
ginapÿˆut Kung matãpus mu na lukad

tanan, ˆang lýtuˆ nga linýgit hay
ginapÿˆut na sa kustal kag hakýtun na
pakadtu sa bayay. If you are able to
finish gouging out all [the coconuts], the
cooked copra is put into a sack and they
will be carried to the house.

ˆipÿˆut ˆInang ˆãkun ˆungaˆ, ˆipÿˆut nindu sa
kabahuy nga kaban kay ˆisa siya nga
matugas ˆýyu. As for that child of mine,
he should be put into a big trunk by you
because he is hard headed.

v A container, receptacle is that into which
someone or something is put.

piˆutan ˆAng baˆbaˆ ˆinaˆ nang piˆutan
ning putut hay kabahuy. The mouth of
that [container] into which pond-field
shrimp will be put is big.

pÿˆut, pagpÿˆut ger someone’s putting
something into a container Kung tapus
na pÿˆut sa kustal, tahiˆun mu naman
ning ˆistru ˆang baˆbaˆ nang kustal. If
putting into sacks is already finished,
sew the opening of the sack with a
plastic straw. ˆImaw nang ˆimaw ˆang
ginahuman kung paˆunu ˆang pagpÿˆut
nang lýgit sa kustal. The operation is
repeated over and over in putting copra
into a sack.

2 pilitˆan (from pÿˆut + -il- +-an) n a con-
tainer ˆAng ˆÿmu daya kung nagapanihiˆ
ˆigwa ka ning daya nga suyut kag pilitˆan
nga butãngan ning sÿhiˆ. Your things

when getting shells are a digging bolo and

a container where shells are put.

plantya 1 n a clothes iron Bakyun mu na
lang ˆang plantya ku kag ˆadtung
pinggan kag tãsa. You just buy my

clothes iron and those plates and cups.

2 v Someone irons clothes.
mamalantya (from pamalantya + ma-)

Bakya, Marta, ˆang ˆisdaˆ kay ˆaku
mamalantya nang ˆãkun ning bãruˆ.
Martha, buy the fish because I will iron
my clothes.

v Clothing is ironed by someone.
[plantyãhun will be ironed]

3 plantyãhan n an ironing board
plãnu n a plan or schedule for a happening

Nang kami hay nakasay na, ˆang plãnu

nãmun nga duha hay ˆindiˆ ˆãnay kami
maghuman ning ˆungaˆ. When we were

already married, the plan of the two of us

was that we would not yet have a child.
v Someone arranges or plans that

something will happen.
nagplãnu Pagˆabut ku diri sa Rumblun,

nagplãnu ˆang ˆãkun nãnay nga bakyan
ˆaku ning makina. Upon my arrival here
in Romblon, my mother arranged that I
would have a sewing machine bought
[for me].

v An event, project or situation is
arranged or planned by someone.

ginaplãnu ˆIgwa kamiy ginaplãnu nga
pruyiktu nga pãra ˆini sa týbiˆ. There is a
project which is being planned by us
which is for water. Hambay ku, “ˆAy
salãmat! Mababakay ku gid ˆang ˆãkun
ginaplãnu nga bakyun.” I said, “Oh
thank you! That which is planned by
me to be bought will surely be able to be
bought by me.”

plãnu, pagplãnu ger someone’s arranging
or planning an event, project or situation
Pagkatãpus ninda ning plãnu sa ˆinda
kasay ˆang manga magýyang nagaˆýliˆ na
sa ˆinda bayay. After arranging their
[children’s] wedding, the parents then
went to their [own] house. Niyan ˆinang
duha nãmun nga ˆungaˆ, yãraˆ na kami sa
pagplãnu nga duha kung paˆunhun
nãmun ˆinaˆ pagpaˆidukar kay ˆinaˆ sinda
hay dagkuˆ na. Now those two children of
ours, there now were the two of us
planning how we could educate them
because they were already big. cf bãlak,
distinasyun, tãning

planggãna n a wash basin Kung matinˆaw
na ˆang týbiˆ nga nasãyud sa planggãna
ˆibubuˆ dahandãhan; ˆindiˆ mu gulpihun
bubuˆ kay madadaya ˆang natuk nang
buli. If the water which was already

caught in the basin is already clear, pour

it out slowly; do not pour it out quickly

because the buri starch will surely be

accidentally carried away.

plãsa n a town plaza, a public square in the

center of town Kung pyista nang Santu
Ninyu kãda býlan nang ˆInÿru hay ˆigwa
manga pasãˆut diraˆ sa plãsa. During

the fiesta of the Holy Infant every month

pÿˆut 447 plãsa
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of January, there is a dance gathering

there in the plaza.

plaslayt n a flashlight
plastãda n the position of someone, some-

thing, or a part of someone or something;

i.e., the location, orientation or arrange-

ment, as high, near, standing, sitting,

upside down, straight Kung nagalãnaw
ˆang banug sa ˆibãbaw, ˆang plastãda
nang ˆiya pakpak hay tadlung; wayaˆ nya
ginakapay ˆang ˆiya pakpak. When the

hawk searches from above, the position
of its wings is straight; it does not flap its

wings. Mababaˆ ˆang ginapungkuˆan kag
maˆãyu ˆang ˆÿmu plastãda. The sitting

place is low and your position is good.

plastar v Objects are arranged by someone.
ginaplastar ˆAng binuˆak nga niyug hay

ginaplastar maˆãyu. The pieces of
coconut are arranged carefully.

ˆiplastar ˆIplastar maˆãyu ˆang manga
bunut sa paywa nang niyug. The
coconut husks should be carefully
arranged on [dry] coconut fronds.

pagplastar ger the arranging or
arrangement of objects by someone
Gingtabuˆtãbuˆ ni Lãni ˆang
pagplastar nang banig sa sayug. The
arrangement of the mats on the floor
was that [they] were overlapped by
Lani. cf hÿpid, kamãda

plastik 1 n a plastic object {Common items

made of plastic: plastic bag (used for

carrying purchased items) plastik nga bag
(bag 4), drinking glass bãsu 1a, 4-L

measuring bottle galun 1a, plastic sack

kustal nga plastik (kustal 1e), spoon

kutsãra 1a, ladle liwag 1a, plate pinggan,

cup tãsa 1a, fork tinidur.} Ginagãmit ˆini
nang ˆýna nga tingÿˆan ning bugas nga
bukun pa ˆýsu ˆang plastik bag. This

[basket] was used before in buying rice

when plastic bags were not yet in use.

2a n a one-liter measuring can {Commonly

a plastic motor oil can. Used to measure

salable items in stores such as coconut

wine tubaˆ 1a, vinegar sýkaˆ 1, anchovy

fish bulinaw, dilag, hagungan, lambÿyung
or sardines lupuy, tambangkyaw, tapuyuk.
The metal can lid is removed for use as a

measuring can.}

2b n a one-liter measure Ginabakay ˆini
ˆang balayan nang ˆini nga sÿhiˆ, tigdus
ˆang plastik. As for these empty shells of

these [money cowrys, the cost is] two

[pesos for] each one-liter measure. (See

Appendix 19, Dry or Liquid Volume

Measurement.)

plastik nga lagang (lagang 1b) idiom a

paper nautilus mollusk; plastik nga
subrasubra (subrasubra 1c) idiom a

rotten amber snail; kustal nga plastik
(kustal 1e) set expr a plastic sack;

plastik bag (bag 4) set expr a grocery
bag made of plastic

platÿtu n a saucer {Place to put: banggirahan
dish rack.} (See kubyirtus, Kinds of
Tableware for table.)

playwud n plywood, used mainly for

walling material (See dingding 1,
Walling Materials for table.)

plÿti 1a v Someone pays the fare for or

rents something.
nagaplÿti Diraˆ sa Tyamban, kung ˆikaw

nagaplÿti ning kãtids ˆigwa ˆinaˆ diraˆ
ning kumplÿtu nga gãmit nga ˆindu
magagãmit sa pagkatýyug. There in
Tiamban, if you rent a cottage, there are
complete supplies there that will be used
by you for sleeping.

maplÿti Hay ˆang ginaˆasãhan ku ˆadtu
kung maˆãbut ku sinda didtu sa karsãda;
sinda maplÿti kay maˆãbut ˆadtu sayis,
syÿti ˆang plÿti. What is hoped for by me
is that I might meet them there along the
road; they are [the ones who] will pay
the fare because the fare will reach six
or seven [pesos]. cf ˆarkila

makapliti ˆAng bayay nga puydi si Karla
makaplÿti ning ˆisa ka gabˆi hay ˆimaw
ˆang ˆiya katuyýgan. As for the house
which Carla will be able to rent for one
night, that place is where she will sleep.

1b pagplÿti (var plÿti) n a fare for riding on

or carrying something on a vehicle

Kalayuˆlãyuˆ na ˆang dyinãgan nang
traysikul; hay ˆýnu singkwinta lang galiˆ
ˆang plÿti, ˆang ˆisa. The motorized

pedicab already ran very far; [but] the

fare was only one [peso and] fifty

[centavos] for each [person]. ˆAng
pagplÿti sa traysikul hay kinÿlu. The fare

plaslayt 448 plÿti
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for the motorized pedicab [hauling

goods] is by the kilogram.

Plýris di Mãyu (var Pluris) 1a n a May
Flowers observance ˆAng ˆãtun manga
magýyang, kung Plýris di Mãyu kãda
ˆinaˆ býlan nga Mãyu, hay nagasimba sa
palanggaˆ nãtun nga Birhin Marya. Our

grandparents, during the May Flowers
observance every May, worship our

beloved Virgin Mary.

1b n the May Flowers novena May manga
pamilya nga nagapangãkuˆ magkanta
ning Plýris sa ˆinda manga bayay
sýbung man sa simbãhan. There are

families who make a vow to sing the

May Flowers novena in their house just

like in church. ˆAng manga kanta sa
Plýris hay natutungud sa kaˆãyu ni
Santa Marya Birhin. As for the songs in

the May Flowers novena [prayer book,

they] are about the goodness of Saint

Virgin Mary.

pradyik n a project; an organized activity

engaged in by multiple participants to

produce a tangible result, as a community

or school project Ginahuman da ˆinaˆ nga
pradyik sa ˆiskwilahan; ginahuman nga
buyakbýyak. These [common basket

mollusks] are used for projects at school;

[they] are used for [making] flowers.

praktis 1 v Someone practices an activity.
nagapraktis Hay nang ˆaku nagapraktis na,

ˆang hambay ni Mistir Rÿyis hay,
“Pakaˆayýha,” kunu, “ Rumÿyu.” When I
was practicing [running], Mr. Reyes told
me, “Romeo,” he said, “do your best.”

v An activity is practiced by someone.
ginapraktis Pagkatãpus nang ˆinang

pagkasay ˆigwa day may ginakanta nga
ginapraktis. After the wedding there
were [songs] being sung which were
being practiced.

pagpraktis ger someone’s practicing in
doing something Pakaˆayýha, Ramun,
ˆang pagpraktis ning dyãgan. Ramon,
do [your] practicing in running well.

2 miyugpraktis n a trainer, who helps

others practice in doing something

Nang yadtu na kami sa Wist Bisãyan,
nakanunut na ˆaku; ˆang ˆãmun
miyugpraktis, hay si Mistir Lalÿsan.

When we were in the Western Bisayan

[region], I was able to join [the athletic

group]; as for our trainer, [it] was Mr.

Lalisan. (See miyug-, Words with
Miyug- for table.)

pribilihÿyu n the privilege of doing something

Tinawˆan ning pribilihÿyu si Tãta Huwan
nga maghambay sa publiku. Uncle John

was given the privilege of delivering a

speech to the public.

pridyidir n a refrigerator Naghingabut si
ˆAmur nga makabay siya ning pridyidir.
Amor tried hard to be able to buy a

refrigerator. syn ripridyirÿtur
primÿra 1 sup adj the best, nicest object

ˆIni ˆang gamut nang sambiri nga pula
hay primÿra nga buyung sa syãpuˆ.
The root of this red sambiri plant is the

best medicine for stomachache. cf

pinakamaˆãyu (ˆãyu 1a)
2a primÿra (var primÿru) ord num a first

action; class of fish, fruit, meat; person,

situation, thing, time, unit of measure-

ment ˆAng maˆãyu nga pagtanum nang
kapi hay sa primÿru gid nga pagˆuyan.
The good time to plant coffee is the first
rain. ˆImaw ˆini ˆang primÿru nga pagkari
ku sa Pilipÿnas. This is the first time of

my coming (lit, my first coming) to the

Philippines. [Spanish gender is followed

when using Spanish nouns. Primÿra
concords with feminine nouns, primÿru
with masculine nouns.] {For a statement

about high school year designations, see

pirst.} syn pangˆisa (ˆisa 4), pirst, ˆýna1 1a
(See grid, Formal Education Grades
for table. See Appendix 22, Ordinal

Numbers.)

2b adv Something is done first before

something else is done. ˆAng bunut nga
ginabutang primÿru sa ˆidãyum hay ˆang
ˆuga nga bunut pãra magaˆãput ˆang
kalãyu. As for the coconut husks, put the

dry husks first on the bottom so that the

fire will kindle. syn ˆýna1 1b
2c nang primÿru adv at first, in the past

Nang primÿru, ˆaku nga nagˆalãgaˆ ning
bãbuy, hay wayaˆ pa da ˆaku ning
ˆikspiryinsya. At first, when I raised pigs,

I had no experience yet. syn ˆýna1 1d
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3 indef pron the first one, the first thing
ˆAng primÿru ninda nga gingtrabãhu
hay gingpakaˆãyu ninda ˆang kuray
nang baylÿhan. The first thing they

worked on was that they decorated the

fence of the dancing hall. syn ˆýna1 2
4 ti pron the first time Primÿru nya nga

kadtu sa subaˆ ˆang kaˆibãhan nya ˆang
ˆiya ˆantÿhun nga si Nilda. The first time
she went to the river his companion was

her aunt Nelda. syn ˆýna1 3
primÿru nga gataˆ (gataˆ 1a) idiom thick
coconut milk extract; primÿru nga latiˆ
(latiˆ 1a) idiom The moon is in its first
quarter.

primyu n a prize or reward for an accom-

plishment; a coupon redeemable at a

store for goods Kadãmuˆ ˆang rÿbun; hay
gustu baya ninda hay magbakay pãra
may primyu. There are many ribbons;

maybe they want to buy [them] so that

there will be prizes. Pagkatãpus nãmun
punpun, mapabaylu kami sa tindãhan nga
ˆadtung ginghýyug sa ˆãmun nga primyu.
After our picking up [of them], we had

those coupons which were dropped to us

[from an airplane] exchanged at the store.

primÿru nga býnga (býnga 1d) idiom
first fruits

prinda v Someone is given a mortgage of

something, as an animal, in exchange

for money he or she lends.
ginprindahan Kung ˆinaˆ halimbãwaˆ nga

bãka ˆu karabaw nga prindãdu sa ˆÿmu
kag gustu nga ˆibaligyaˆ nang tagˆÿya,
dãpat hay pasayýrun ka nga
ginprindahan. If, for example, a cow or
carabao which is mortgaged to you, and
the owner wants to sell [it], you, the one
who was given the mortgage, should
be informed.

prindãdu adj Something is mortgaged, i.e.,

provided as security for money loaned.

Kung ˆinaˆ halimbãwaˆ nga bãka ˆu
karabaw nga prindãdu sa ˆÿmu kag
gustu nga ˆibaligyaˆ nang tagˆÿya dãpat
hay pasayýrun ka nga ginprindahan. If,

for example, a cow or carabao which is

mortgaged to you, and the owner wants

to sell [it], you, the one who was given

the mortgage, should be informed.

prinsipi n a prince ˆInimbita ˆaku nang ˆisa
nga hãriˆ kay kasayun ˆang ˆiya ˆungaˆ nga
prinsipi. I was invited by the king because

his son the prince will get married.

prinsipyu n someone’s fundamental or

primary belief
prinsÿsa n a princess Wayaˆ natuyýgi ˆang

prinsÿsa kaysa kaˆiˆÿsip sa prinsipi. The

princess was not able to sleep because

of [her] thinking of the prince.

prÿnu1 n a nose ring for a carabao or cow

made of rope or metal to which a tether

rope pÿsiˆ is tied cf pangilung
prÿnu2 1a n the brake of a vehicle

1b v Someone brakes a vehicle. [nagprÿnu
braked a vehicle]

priparãdu adj Something is prepared for

some purpose. Ginhambayan ku nga
dãˆan ˆang manga kaˆibãhan ku sa bayay
nga maglýtuˆ nga dãˆan mas timprãnu,
kay bãsiˆ kung magˆabut hay priparãdu
na. I told my household companions to

cook early so when [he] comes [things

will be] already prepared.

priparar v Someone prepares something for

use.
nagpriparar Nagpriparar sinda sa

pagbuˆuy nang nuˆug nãmun sa
ˆaparadur. They prepared to get our
clothes from the clothes closet.

mapriparar Mapriparar sinda ning
bãyun nga dayˆun sa langýyan. They
will prepare a carried lunch which will
be brought to the swimming place.

makapriparar Nagpamuhun kami kay
ˆArnuld na kung puydi hay maˆýliˆ na
kami pãra makapriparar kami kung
ˆanu ˆang himýˆun nãmun sa ˆãmun
bayay. We asked permission from
Arnold if we could go [home] in order
that we would be able to prepare for
what would be done by us to our house.

v Something is prepared for use by
someone.

ipriparar Pagkatãpus mu ning kãyus,
ipriparar ˆang kayãhaˆ nga lutýˆan nang
balitsaw. Upon your completion of
grating [the coconut], the frying pan
should be prepared in which [some-
one] has salted fish delicacy cooked [for
her or him].

primyu 450 priparar
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pagpriparar ger someone’s preparing
of something Sariˆsãriˆ pa nga
kahinangyãnun nga pãra pagpriparar.
There are many different things needed
which are for preparing [for a
typhoon]. cf handaˆ 1b, ˆalistu 1b

priparasyun n prepared things or prepared
food ˆAng tigbabayi mapungkuˆ lang
ˆinaˆ sinda sa bangkuˆ kag kumãˆun
nang priparasyun nang tiglyaki nga
nakahandaˆ sa lamÿsa. The engaged

woman’s close relatives just sit down on

chairs and eat the prepared food of the

engaged man’s close relatives which

is ready on the table. cf pagkãˆun
(kãˆun 1b), tãhaw 1

prisidinti 1 n the president of a country, a

firm

2 bÿsi prisidinti n the vice-president of a

country, a firm

prisintar 1 v Someone applies for a particular

document, applies for permission to do

something.
nakaprisintar Kung nakaprisintar na

ˆang manga kyasãyun, ginabãwal na
diraˆ ˆang pagbyãhi sa malayuˆ nga
lugar nga matabuk pa ning dãgat kay
madaliˆ maˆaksidinti. When couples
about to be married are already able to
apply for [a marriage license], traveling
to a far place in which [they] will still
pass over the sea is forbidden because it
is easy to have an accident.

maprisintar ˆAng tiglyaki hay nagakadtu
sa bayay nang tigbabayi; nagasigir na
sinda kung ˆanu nga ˆadlaw kag kung
ˆanu nga pitsa sinda maprisintar nang
ˆinda manga ˆungaˆ nga kasayun. The
engaged man’s close relatives go to the
house of the engaged woman’s close
relatives; they have the second
pre-marriage meeting [to discuss] what
day and date they will apply [to the
municipal office] for their children who
will be married.

2 v Someone or something is presented to

someone by someone else.
ˆiprisintar ˆIgwa kuntaˆ ˆaku ning

kaˆibãhan nga ˆiprisintar sa ˆÿmu. I
should have had a companion who
would have been presented to you.

prisintu 1 n a polling station during an

election, usually a public school

2 prisintu nang pulis n a police station
prÿsu 1a n a prisoner
1b v Someone is imprisoned by someone

else. Gingdakup nang manga pulis ang
tãwu nga nagbunuˆ sa duktur kay ˆinda na
ˆini prisýhun. The man who stabbed the

doctor was caught by the police because

this one will be imprisoned by them.

1c prisuhan n a prison Gingbisÿta nina
Karlus ˆang ˆinda hãli nga yadtu sa
prisuhan. Their relative who was there

in prison was visited by Carlos and

companion. {One in charge: wardin
warden.}

prisyu n the buying or selling price of an

item of merchandise tinda 2. Nyan nga
panahun mahay na ˆang prisyu nang
dýtaˆ; wayaˆ ka pa ning mabakay. At this

time, the price of property is expensive;

there is none left that you can buy. {The

price of something may be cheap

barãtu, moderate tãmaˆ 4, or expensive

mahay 1a.} syn kantidad 1 cf baligyaˆ 1,

bãyad 1a, kantidad 2
prÿtu (var pirÿtu) 1a adj Food is fried. Pwÿdi

da ˆini nga prÿtu kundiˆ man dinugˆan
kag pwÿdi da ˆini nga ˆihãluˆ sa pansit. It

is possible that this be fried or perhaps

[it] will be cooked in blood and it is also

possible that [it] will be mixed into

Chinese noodles. Gingsabawan ni Silya
ˆang prÿtu nga ˆisdaˆ. The fried fish was

liquified by Celia.

1b n a fried food Hay batãsan ku na gida
ˆinaˆ, nga magpulus ning ˆisdaˆ, labi na
gid kung ˆinaˆ ˆang prÿtu. That is already

my habit, to exclusively [eat] fish,

especially when that is a fried food.

(See sumsýman 1, Some Kinds of
Food Delicacies for table.)

prÿtu nga ˆisdaˆ (ˆisdaˆ 1d) set expr fried
fish; prÿtung manuk (manuk 2b) set
expr fried chicken

prubinsya n a provincial area ˆAng magtatay
hay nagkadtu sa prubinsya. As for the

father and children, they went to a

provincial area.

prublÿma n a problem Mabuˆuy ˆaku ning
kãhuy kay matÿpun ˆaku kay ˆagud

priparasyun 451 prublÿma
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pagtinguyãnun hay wayaˆ ˆaku ning
prublÿma sa gatung. I will get firewood

so that when it becomes rainy season I

will have no problem with cooking fuel.
v Someone experiences a problem.
nagaprublÿma ˆAng nagaprublÿma lang

da ˆini diri hay ˆang manga ˆasãwa nga
babãyi kay, kung masuhung ˆang ˆinda
manga ˆasãwa sa pagkinadtu sa manga
tyadni nga ˆinýman, hay wayaˆ ning
nabibilin nga kwarta sa ˆinda swildu.
The ones who experience this problem
here are wives because, if their
husbands become accustomed to going
to drinking places like these, there is no
money at all left from their salary.

pagprublÿma Kung kamu magpangisdaˆ,
wayaˆ na kamu pagprublÿma kay puydi
kamu makaˆabri nang grÿpu kung kamu
magpamanlaw, ˆagud pagˆabut nindu
hay maˆÿlis na lang kamu. When you go
fishing you no longer experience a
problem because you will be able to
turn on the faucet when you rinse off so
that upon your reaching home you will
just change [your dresses].

v A problem is experienced by someone.
Prublÿma ku naman kay dýgay
maglarga hay kasakit na naman ˆang
ˆãkun ˆýyu. A problem was surely
experienced by me because it was
taking a long time to leave and my head
was already aching.

prugrãma n a program held for the interest

of the public ˆAng hambay nang
tagapasãyud nang prugrãma nga ˆigwa
sinda ning kaˆãyu nga paguwaˆ. The

announcer of the program said that

they will have a nice program. cf

pabÿta, pagahiwãtun, paguwaˆ, pasãˆut
(sãˆut 1b)

prugrÿsu n progress in doing something

Kung kita buyagbuyag, wayaˆ kita
prugrÿsu. If we are disunited, we will

not have progress.
prupisur 1a pers ref n Professor Reyes or

any other personal noun associated with

this designation ˆInaˆ siya hay si
Prupisur Rÿyis; ˆaku naman hay
nagaˆiskwÿla pa lang. As for that one, he

is Professor Reyes; as for me [I] am just

still going to school.

1b pinakaprupisur n one regarded as
or serves as a professor at a college or

university, or as a specialist in a

particular field Si Badu hay pirpik
gida, basta Mangyan; talagang
pinakaprupisur na siya. Bado is really

an expert [herbalist], even though [he

is] a Mangyan; surely he is already

one regarded as a specialist.
prut (see pasyun prut) a passion fruit vine

or passion fruit
prýtas n a fruit May nagadaya na ˆinaˆ

niyan ning manga prýtas; may
nagadaya ning bir. Some are already

bringing many fruits; some are bringing

beer. {Undesirable condition: lunut
rotten or crushed.} (See ˆýpak 1b,
Things that are Peeled for table.)

Prutistanti n a Protestant church, faith,

person
prýwa n the prow or bow of a boat, a ship

Linÿsuˆ ninda ˆang barýtu kag
paˆatubãngun ˆang prýwa patakas. The

boat was turned around by them and the

prow was allowed to face in the

direction of the water’s edge.

publiku n the public, i.e., the people as a

whole Tinawˆan ning pribilihÿyu si Tãta
Huwan nga maghambay sa publiku.
Uncle John was given the privilege of

delivering a speech to the public.

pubri n a poor person ˆAng manggarãnun
tanan nga manãmit nga pagkãˆun hay
ˆinda natitilawan pÿru, ˆang pubri,
mahugaˆ gid ˆinaˆ sinda nga makabakay.
As for rich people, all [kinds of] delicious

foods are able to be frequently tasted by

them but, as for poor people, it is hard for

them to be able to buy [such foods]. syn

mababaˆ (babaˆ 2) cf lubug1, makalulýˆuy
(lýˆuy 2) ant manggarãnun (manggad 2a),
tubug

pýgad 1a n the nest of an animal or bird

Ginbuˆuy nang nanay nga ˆambuˆ ˆang
dãhun kag ginhÿmuˆ nga pýgad. Leaves

were gotten by the mother rat and were

made into a nest.
1b v An animal or bird makes a nest.

nagapýgad Nagapýgad sa manga pungˆuy
nga niyug ˆang pispis nga salˆing. Sal-ing

prugrãma 452 pýgad
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birds make nests in decayed coconut
palms.

pugayan derv a chicken nest basket
pugas v Someone plants a vegetable or rice

seed.
mapugas Pagˆumuyan mapugas na ˆaku

ning hantak, ˆukra kag margýsu. When
it rains I will plant sitaw bean, okra and
ampalaya seeds. cf tanum 1b

pugayan (from pýgad + -an) n a chicken

nest basket Humuman ka Lÿbi ning
bayaybãyay nang manuk kag butangan
mu ning pugayan pãra didtu magˆitlug
ˆang manuk. Libby, you should make a

chicken house and put a nest basket
[inside] so that the chicken will lay eggs

there. {Made for chickens as a place to

lay eggs. Typically made of woven

strips lÿlas of buri fronds buntay nga
buli (buli 2). A square, about 60 cm by

60 cm, is woven and each pair of corners

at the ends of unwoven buri are tied

together to form a basket. It is placed in

a chicken house bayaybãyay nang
manuk, tied to the top of building rafters

pagbu.}

pýgaˆ v Something is squeezed between

fingers and thumb, within the fingers or

by poking into a space by someone.
pugãˆun Ginapuypug ˆang dãhun hasta

nga malýnut kag pugãˆun sa býhuˆ nang
ˆamumuˆpuˆ. The leaves [of a particular
tree] are pounded until they are crushed
and [they] will be squeezed into the
hole of the small octopus.

v An object or space is what something is
squeezed into by someone.

pugãˆan Pugãˆan ning ˆupus ˆang mata
nang manuk. The eyes of the chicken
are what the liquid of a [wet cigarette]
butt should be squeezed into.

pýgu ger someone’s removing something

from under the hot sun Nakatãngis
siya kay ˆindiˆ niya maˆýbus pýgu ˆang
dãwa. He cried because he could not

finish off removing the pearl millet

seed from under the hot sun.
v Something, as drying clothes, is removed

from under the hot sun by someone.
pugýhun Wayaˆ ning mahÿmuˆ si

Magbayýtu kundiˆ magtýman nang

sýguˆ nang hãriˆ; pagkahãpun na niya
pugýhun ˆang dãwa. Magbayoto could
not do anything except follow the
command of the king; in the afternoon
the pearl millet was removed by him
from under the hot sun.

pugung v Someone prevents someone else

from doing something.
makapugung Mamãnaˆ ˆaku; wayay

makapugung sa ˆãkun gustu. Iˆll go
spear fishing; no one will be able to
prevent what I want [to do].

pugýsu adj Someone is courageous or brave.
Kahinangyãnun ta gid ˆang maˆÿsug ˆang
ˆãtun buˆut nga ˆikaw makatrabãhu sa
paghurnal kay kung ˆikaw hay bukun
pugýsu, ˆindiˆ ka kakÿtaˆ kwarta. [It] will

certainly be needed by us that our hearts

be courageous [so] that one is able to

engage in manual labor [on a ship]

because if you are not brave you will not

be able to earn money. cf mantas, ˆÿsug
puk n the foresail of a two-sail outrigger boat

binulˆanun, pasãhi (See duˆundýˆun,
Parts of a Boat or Ship for table.)

puk dans n a folk dance (See sãˆut 1,
Different Ways of Dancing for table.)

pýkan v Vegetation, such as bushes, trees, is
cut down by someone.

pukãnun Kung hay pukãnun ˆang kãhuy
hay magaˆÿsut ˆang týbiˆ kay magaˆuga.
If trees will be cut down, the water will
become scarce because [it] will become
dry.

pýkaw v Someone wakes up someone else.
nagpamukaw Hay ˆimaw ˆadtu nga gabˆi

nagahigdaˆ ˆaku hay sigýru manga ˆalas
syÿti; maˆãyu na ˆang ˆãkun katýyug;
ˆigway nagpamukaw. It was that night
that I was lying down, about seven
o’clock in the evening; my sleep was
already sound; there were several who
woke [me] up.

v Someone is woken up by someone else
or by something.

pinýkaw Midyu hanãgub na hay
pinýkaw kami nang ˆãmun kalãpit.
Somewhat late in the evening we were
woken up by our neighbors.

pupukãwun May buratsu nga kung
mabayung, pagsamput sa ˆinda bayay,
ˆang ˆasãwa nga nagakatuyug na

pugas 453 pýkaw
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pupukãwun pa gid kay mapasýkad pa
gid kanˆun nga ˆiya ˆihãpun. There is a
drunkard who, when he gets drunk,
whenever he arrives at their house, the
wife who is already sleeping will
repeatedly be woken up because [he]
will have [her] dish out rice for his supper.

pukiˆ 1 n the vagina of a female ˆAng pukiˆ
nang ˆuruk ni Lurna hay wayaˆ ning
býhuˆ. As for the vagina of Lorna’s

piglet, [it] has no opening. syn bilat 1 cf

puyas
hamham sa pukiˆ (hamham 2) set expr
a menstrual napkin; tampuy sa pukiˆ
(tampuy 1a) set expr a menstrual
napkin; bibig nang pýkiˆ (bibig 1b) set
expr the labial lips

2 pukiˆ mu inj Your vagina! {An offensive

interjection malawˆay nga hambayãnun
spoken to someone to indicate anger or

extreme displeasure with that person.}

syn bilat 2
puknit v The bark of a tree is peeled off by

someone.
ginapuknit Ginakiskis ˆadtu; pagkatãpus

ginapuknit ˆang pãnit; tapus ginahýˆum
sa týbiˆ; pag singku minýtus ginaˆinum
pÿru mapaˆit naman. That (i.e., the bark
of a particular tree) is rubbed hard [with
some instrument]; then the bark is
peeled off; then [it] is soaked in water;
after five minutes [it] is drunk, but it is
surely bitter. (See ˆýpak 1b, Things
That Are Peeled for table.)

pýkut 1 n a fishnet ˆAng kwarta nga ˆãmun
ginggãmit sa pagbakay ning pýkut, hay
gingˆambagˆambagan nãmun. As for

the money which we used in buying a

fishnet, [it] was contributed by each

of us.

Kinds of Fishnets

langgarÿti medium-mesh fishnet

lãya3 fine-mesh cast fishnet

linggiˆ large-mesh fishnet

naylun nga nylon line fishnet

pýkut
(pýkut 1a)

sãyap small-mesh fishnet

sibut 1 net scoop

1a naylun nga pýkut n a nylon line fishnet

(See pýkut 1, Kinds of Fishnets for

table.)

2 pamukut v Someone goes net fishing.
nagapamukut Hay kay kadãmuˆ kami

nang ˆýna; ˆang trabãhu nãmun ˆinaˆ na
manga dalãga hay nagapamukut. In
the past, we were many; as for the work
of us young ladies, it was that [we] used
to go net fishing.

nagapinamýkut Hay nang ˆigwa na kami
pýkut hay kundiˆ ˆaku ˆinaˆ nyan ˆang
nagapinamýkut na. When we already
had a fishnet, I was then the one who
kept on going net fishing.

pulbÿra n a powder box
pulbura n gunpowder
pulgãda (var purgãda) meas n a nonspecific

or specific number of inches; a linear

measurement ˆIni ˆang sÿhiˆ nga nipaˆnipaˆ
nga sungãyan hay ˆang hãbaˆ ˆini hay ˆisa
ka pulgãda lang kay wayaˆ gid ˆini
nagadagkuˆ. As for these long spined

nerite mollusks, their length is one inch
because they never grow big. (See

Appendix 18, Linear Measurement.)

pulgadÿra n a carpenter’s metal tape
measure genr mitrýsan (mitrus 2) (See

Appendix 18, Linear Measurement.)

pulÿdu 1a adj Someone does neat work.

1b v Something, as furniture, clothing, is
neatly worked on by someone.

[gingpulÿdu was neatly worked on]

pýling 1a n a foreign particle in the eye

1b v Someone gets a foreign particle in the

eye.
napýling Gingpisuk ni Karlus ˆang ˆiya

mata kay napýling siya. An eye was
closed by Carlos because he happened
to get a foreign particle [in it].

pulis n a policeman ˆAng pulis hay
gingpitýhan ˆang manga tãwu kay
wayaˆ sinda nagapãti. As for the

policeman, the people are whistled at

with a whistle [by him] because they

will not follow [his instructions]. cf

tãnud
pulpitu n a pulpit
pulsÿras n a bracelet Ginahuman ˆini nga

ˆarÿtus, pulsÿras kag tampuk nang
singsing. The empty shell is made into

earrings, bracelets and ring stones. genr

pukiˆ 454 pulsÿras
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ˆalãhas
pulsu 1a n a pulse; a regular throbbing of an

artery caused by the beating of the heart

Pag matýkar ˆang pulsu nga týdu kag
nagasakit ˆang ˆÿmu ˆýyu, nagahÿlab
ˆang ˆÿmu syuksyuk. When a strong

pulse beats and your head aches, your

stomach is suffering stomach pain.

1b himulsu, pulsu v Someone checks the
pulse beat of someone else.

nagapulsu ˆAng duktur nagasiruˆ lang
nang týlin nang rilu pÿru ˆang ˆalbularyu
nagapulsu parÿhu ning gakayas gitãra.
The doctor watches the speed of [the
minute hand of] the clock but the
herbalist checks the pulse beat like
strumming a guitar.

v Someone has their pulse beat checked
by someone else.

ginhimulsuhan Nang ginhimulsuhan
mu siya, “Nãna Salba,” ˆang hambay
mu, “daw kilkig ˆang ˆiya sakit.” When
he had [his] pulse beat checked by
you, “Aunt Salva,” you said, “it seems
that his sickness is poison sickness.”

pulsuhan May ˆiba diraˆ nga
miyugbýyung nga pulsuhan ka lang kag
hambayun ka nga ˆimaw ˆini ˆang ˆÿmu
sakit. There are some herbalists in
which, when you will just have your
pulse beat checked, you will be told
that this is your sickness.

magpahimulsu caus inf to have one’s
pulse beat checked by someone. ˆAng
hambay ku naman sa ˆiya, “Tilawi ˆãnay
magpahimulsu kay Nãna Salba.” What
I said to him was, “Please try to have
your pulse beat checked by Aunt
Salva.”

2 n a wrist Butangan ning krus nga ˆýling
ˆang ˆagtang kag ˆang pulsu nang may
sakit. The forehead and wrists of the

sick person have a charcoal cross

[mark] put onto [them].

pultri n a poultry house for chickens or

ducks ˆIgwa ˆinaˆ diri nga tanum malapit
sa baybay, diraˆ lang sa luyu nang pultri
nang ˆãmun bÿbi. That plant is here, near

the beach, there behind the poultry
house of our ducks. syn bayaybãyay
nang manuk (bayaybãyay 1c)

pýlu barung n a casual traditional shirt (See

bãruˆ 1, Kinds of Clothing for table.)

pýlu syirt n a modern shirt (See ˆabri 1b,
Things that are Opened for table. See

sara 2a, Things that are Closed for

table. See bãruˆ 1, Kinds of Clothing
for table.)

pýlung n a meeting; a congregation of

people Sa ˆiba naman nga kahariˆan
tinawag si Dun ˆInrÿku kay ˆigway
pagahiwãtun nga pýlung nang manga
ˆungaˆ nang hãriˆ. At another kingdom,

Enrico was being invited because there

was a meeting to be held composed of

the children of the king.

pulus 1 adj Something or things are all of

one kind or thing. Kung gabˆi ˆini nga
sÿhiˆ, hay ˆindiˆ makÿtaˆ, kay ˆang ˆibãbaw
nang ˆinda balayan hay pulus lýnang.
As for this mollusk, you cannot find

them at night, because that on top of

their shell is all mud. ˆAng gingbutang
sa sýlat hay ˆang ˆungaˆ ni Marya hay
pulus manga hãyup. What was put in

the letter was that the children of Mary

were all animals.

2 adv Something is completely done. Hãlus
kunu ˆang niyug hay pulus siraˆ; hay diˆin
pa kita ˆini mabuˆuy kwarta nga ˆigastus
sa ˆÿmu? Most of the coconut trees, they

say, were completely destroyed; [so]

where will we be able to get money to be

spent for you (i.e., for your studies)?

3 magpulus inf to eat something exclusively
(i.e., nothing else is eaten) Hay batãsan ku
na gida ˆinaˆ, nga magpulus ning ˆisdaˆ
labi na gid kung ˆinaˆ ˆang prÿtu. That is

already my habit, to eat fish exclusively
especially when it is fried.

v Something is eaten exclusively by
someone (i.e., no one else eats it).

ginpulus Ang ginpulus mu nga ˆisdaˆ, hay
bukun mu ning binakyan. As for the fish
which was eaten exclusively by you,
you are not the one for whom it was
bought.

pum n a sponge, used for cleaning

pumulýyuˆ n a resident of a particular place

ˆIni nga prusisyun hay may manga
minugsaˆut nga nagapasÿyu pãra
magpasãyud sa pumulýyuˆ nga may
pagahiwãtun nga paguwaˆ sa plãsa.

pulsu 455 pumulýyuˆ
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During this religious procession there are

folk dancers who roam around in order to

inform the residents that there is a

program that will be held in the plaza.

punaˆ (var punaˆpunaˆ) adj Birds, chickens,

fish, people, things are in a group. ˆAng
sikad, kung nagagãtaw hay punaˆ. These

sikad mollusks, when they come out they

are in a group. ˆAng manga tãwu, hay
punaˆ kung sinda nagakadtu sa baylÿhan.
As for people, they are in groups when

they go to dancing places. ˆIni ˆang
kawaˆkãwaˆ nga sÿhiˆ, hay nagasaput
sinda sa batu; kag kung ˆÿmu sinda
makÿtaˆ sa hunãsan hay punaˆpunaˆ. As

for these common keyhole limpets, they

stick on stones; and when they are seen by

you on the seabed they are in groups.
v Birds, chickens, fish, people, things go

together in groups.
nagapunaˆpunaˆ (var gapunaˆpunaˆ)

Kung gabˆi kung ˆÿmu ˆini sinda ˆiwãgun,
gapunaˆpunaˆ gid ˆini sinda. During
night, if they (i.e., common bubble
mollusks) will be illuminated by you,
[you will see that] they go together in
groups.

punda n a pillowcase ˆAng manga tinãbas,
hay ginatambitambi kag ginahuman nga
punda nang ˆuyýnan. As for remnant

cloths, [they] are all joined together and

made into a pillowcase for a pillow.

pundi v Something, as a fuse, light bulb

burns out. [mapundi will burn out;

napundi burned out]

pundu v Flowing water backs up behind an

obstruction.
nagapundu Kung nagapanihud ka ning

ˆuyang hay gakadtu ka sa sapaˆ nga ˆigwa
ning manga libtunglibtung nga dãmuˆ
ˆang batu kag ˆigwa ning týbiˆ nga
nagapundu. When you gather brook
shrimp with a colander shrimp scoop, you
go to a seasonal creek where there are
riverbed holes which have many stones,
and there is water which backs up.

puni v An area, object is decorated with

something, as with flowers.
ginapunihan ˆAng ˆaltar hay ginapunihan

pa ˆinaˆ ning manga ˆartipisyal nga
manga býyak nga ˆang kulur nga

ginagãmit nga krip nga papil hay putiˆ
kag rýsa. The altar is still decorated with
artificial flowers in which the color of the
crepe paper which is used is white and
pink.

punpun ger someone’s picking up of

something Pagkatãpus nãmun punpun,
mapabaylu kami sa tindãhan nga ˆadtung
ginghýyug sa ˆãmun nga primyu. After

our picking up [of them], we had those

coupons which were dropped to us [from

an airplane] exchanged at the store.
v Someone picks up something.
nagpamunpun Maskin bukun gãniˆ ˆatlit

hay kadamuˆdãmuˆ ˆang nagpamunpun.
Even though they were not athletes,
very many picked up [free coupons].

punsyun 1 punsyýnan n a feast Natãpus
na ˆang punsyýnan; nakatãpus na ning
pakãˆun sa manga tãwu. The [wedding

party] feast was finished; [they] already

finished letting the people eat. cf pasuga 1
punta 1a n the end or tip of an elongated

object; the tip of a plant; the somewhat

pointed end of a fruit or vegetable, such

as an eggplant or mango, opposite the

stem end pýnuˆ2 1a. ˆAng tukaˆ nang
pispis nga tikling, hay mahãbaˆ, kag
matalÿwis ˆang ˆiya punta. As for the

beak of the barred rail bird, it is long,

and its tip is pointed. Hilaw pa ˆang
punta nang mangga. The pointed end
of the mango is still unripe.

masigkapunta n both ends of an elongated
object Bumuˆuy ka ning duha ka bilug nga
kãhuy nga ˆang hãbaˆ hay duha ka
dãngaw kag ˆang masigkapunta hay
matalÿwis. You should get two pieces of
wood which are two hand spans long and,
as for both ends [of each], they are
pointed. cf duyut 1 (See paywa 1, Parts
of a Palm Frond for table.)

1b kapuntãhan the end area of something

ˆAng kulur nang ˆÿkug hay may putiˆ sa
kapuntãhan. The color of the feathers

[of pitlagu birds] is white at the end
area [of the tail].

2 n the glans penis
punta nang býtuˆ (býtuˆ 3) idiom the

glans penis; punta nang tuliˆ (tuliˆ 3)
idiom the glans penis

punaˆ 456 punta
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puntuk 1a n a pile of things gathered together

ˆisa ka puntuk nga ˆisdaˆ nga lambÿyung
one pile of lambiyung anchovy fish

1b v A number of objects are piled
together by someone.

pinuntuk Pagkatãpus mu ning panãkaˆ,
mahãkut ka na nang ˆÿmu pinuntuk nga
niyug. Upon your completion of getting
all the coconut fruits, then you carry
your coconuts that were piled together
by you.

puntukun Pag yadtu ka na sa dýtaˆ, ˆÿmu
naman puntukun ˆang manga larag nga
niyug. When you are already on the
ground, then the coconuts that have
fallen down should be piled together
by you.

v the place where things are piled
together

ginapuntukan Ginatusluk ning punta nang
sundang ˆang niyug kag ˆiˆitsa sa
ginapuntukan. Spear [a coconut] with
the end of the cutting bolo and toss it
where [the coconuts] are piled together.

puntus n a score point in a game Nang kami
ginlãban sa tatlu ka lugar, kami ˆang
nakabuˆuy ning ˆisa sa pinakamatãˆas na
puntus. When we were competed

against in three places, we alone were the

ones able to get the highest score points.
pýnu n a phonograph Pagduha pa ka ˆadlaw

bãgu magbinipisyu hay nagakadtu ˆaku
didtu sa tagˆÿya nang pýnu kag
magpakigˆirgu. Two days before a benefit

dance I would go over there to the owner

of the phonograph and talk to [her].

{Phonographs are sometimes used,

especially in providing music for benefit

dances, pabayli (bayli 2a).}
punuˆ (var napunuˆ) adj A container is full of

something; an area, a building, a vehicle

is full of people, things; something is

covered with a foreign substance. Hãlus
punuˆ ˆang pungkýˆan, kag ˆang tibulan
da, hay kadamuˆdãmuˆ da. The seats

were almost full and, as for the table

area, [it] had very many [people].

Ginhãkut nang manga subay ˆang dãwa
pakadtu sa sãku kag wayaˆ madýgay
napunuˆ ˆang sãku. The millet [seed]

was carried by ants to the sack and not

long afterwards the sack was full. Kung
panahun nga may bagyu, ˆang bayay ni
Lÿtu hay punuˆ ning tãwu. During the

time when there is a typhoon, the house

of Lito is full of people. ˆAng tyinÿlas ni
Nãna Luyda hay punuˆ ning lýnang. The

slippers of Aunt Loida are covered with

mud. [With verifying affix CV- 1.] ˆAdtu
nga dãˆan ˆang lamÿsa hay mapupunuˆ
ning manga butang nga makakãˆun. At

once that table was really full of served

food for eating.
punuˆpýnuˆ (var mapunuˆpunuˆ) int adj

A container is very full of something;
an area, a building, a vehicle is very full
of people, things.

punuˆpýnuˆ sup adj A container is com-
pletely full of something; an area, a
building, a vehicle is completely full of
people, things; something is completely
covered with a foreign substance.
Pagˆabut nãmun didtu sa ˆistadyum,
ˆabaw! Kadamuˆdãmuˆ gid nga
pagkatãwu; punuˆpýnuˆ gid! Upon
our arrival there at the stadium, oh!
There were very many people; surely
it was completely full!

pýnuˆ1 1a n a bunch of vegetables bundled

together; a clump of plants growing

together cf bugkus 1a, pyÿsa, rulyu 1a
1b meas n a nonspecific or specific number

of bunches, of vegetables bundled to-

gether; a nonspecific or specific number

of clumps; a specific number of clumps
of plants growing together Kung ˆaku
nagabakay ning pitsay sa mirkãdu hay
lima ka pýnuˆ. If I buy Chinese cabbage

in the market, it is five bunches [that I

buy]. cf bugkus 1b, pyÿsa, rulyu 1b,

tambi 1a
pýnuˆ2 1a n the base or root of a fingernail;

the base of a hair, the penis, a post, a tree,

the wrist (to which the hand is attached);

the earlobe; the eraser end of a pencil;

the stem end of a fruit or vegetable; the

base of a palm frond stalk Yuˆyuˆun ˆang
manuk sa lÿˆug kag pagkatãpus patuyýˆun
ˆang duguˆ sa kãda pýnuˆ nang halÿgi.
The chicken should be killed by cutting

the neck and then the blood should be

allowed to drip to the base of each

puntuk 457 pýnuˆ2
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foundation post. {A fruit or vegetable has

two parts: the stem end pýnuˆ2 1a and

either a blunt end buliˆ 1a (for fruits such

as coconut or papaya) or the somewhat

pointed end punta 1, as of an eggplant or

mango.} cf buliˆ 1a, kibut 1a, katapýsan
nga dãyun (tãpus 5), pungãngu (pýnuˆ3 3),
tungud2, ˆubus (See paywa 1, Parts of a
Palm Frond for table.)

1b n a plant with roots or tubers May tanum
ˆaku nga duha ka pýnuˆ nga sãging.
There are two banana plants with roots
which I will plant. {Compare above with

duha ka bilug nga sãging ‘two pieces of

banana fruits’.}

2 n a water source
3 n the beginning, theme or main topic

of a conversation ˆAng pýnuˆ nang
ˆisturya nãmun kahãpun hay ˆadtu ˆang
nagpangawat ning kwarta. The main
topic of our conversation yesterday

was about the one who extensively

stole money. {A conversation or story

has three parts: the beginning pýnuˆ,
middle part tungaˆtýngaˆ and ending

punta.} cf parti 2a, tÿma 1
pýnuˆ3 1 pinýnuˆ (var pýnuˆ) n the leader

or commander of a particular group of

people or of a territory Sigýru ˆimaw
ˆadtu ˆang ˆinda pinýnuˆ, nu? Perhaps

that one is their leader, isnˆt that right?

syn lÿdir
2 pamýnuˆ (from pýnuˆ + paN-) v Someone

commands or leads a particular group of

people, an organization, a territory.
namýnuˆ (from pamýnuˆ + na-) ˆAng

manga ˆasãwa nang ˆunum nga prinsÿsa
ˆang namýnuˆ sa manga sundãlu nang
kahariˆan. The husbands of the six
princesses were the ones who com-
manded the soldiers of the kingdom.

nagapamýnuˆ Si Prinsÿsa Plurintÿna siya
na ˆang nagapamýnuˆ sa ˆinda
kahariˆan nga pinasubliˆ nang ˆiya
Tatay. Princess Florentina was the one
who led their kingdom which [she]
inherited from her father.

mamýnuˆ inf to command or lead a
particular group of people or of a
territory. [Mamýnuˆ consists of mag-
plus pamýnuˆ.] May ˆidad na ˆaku nga

mamýnuˆ pa nang ˆãtun kahariˆan. I am
already old to still lead our kingdom.

3 pýnuˆ nang pagˆinãway n a ringleader
in causing trouble

pungãngu n the stem section of a fruit or

vegetable cf pýnuˆ2 1a
punggud n pimples
pungkuk 1 kapungkuk (var mapungkuk)

adj Someone or something is short in

height. Mapungkuk ˆang ˆiya kurti kag
ˆang ˆiya tukaˆ hay kulur ˆýbi. Its shape

(i.e., the height of a chestnut manikin

bird) is short and its beak is violet in

color. cf mãya1, nãnuˆ, pungkuy, tamsi1,
tagˆud, tãwin

pungkuy adj An elongated part of the body

is stubby, sometimes as a result of

being cut short. ˆAng tangkaliˆ nga sa
týbiˆ nagatinir, hay pungkuy ˆang ˆiya
ˆÿkug. As for the kingfisher that stays by

the water, its tail is stubby. Kung sinˆu
ˆadtung pungkuy, hay ˆimaw pa ˆang
naluyãgan nang prinsipi. Even though

that one is stubby [limbed with hands

cut off], still [she is] the one loved by the

prince. cf mãya1, nãnuˆ, pungkuy, tamsi1,
tagˆud, tãwin

pungkuˆ 1 v Someone sits down or sits on

something, in a particular location.
nagpungkuˆ, pumungkuˆ Wayaˆ nagahigdaˆ

si Maridyun; nagpungkuˆ siya
nagasandig sa dingding. Mary June
was not lying down; she sat down
leaning against a wall. Pumungkuˆ si
Lýlu nga gÿba niya si ˆUlÿba. Grand-
father sat down and Oliva sat on his
lap.

nagapungkuˆ May yãraˆ pa gid nga tãwu
nga, ˆãbir nagapungkuˆ sa bangkuˆ, hay
natutuyýgan. There are surely some
people who, even though they sit on
chairs, are surely able to sleep.

magpungkuˆ Pãra pariparÿhu ˆang
pagsinundãnan nang magˆasawa hay
kung sinda magluhud kag magpungkuˆ
sa ˆatubãngan nang ˆaltar mintras sinda
ginakasay hay dungan sinda pirmi. In
order that the companionship of the
couple is equal when they kneel or sit in
front of the altar while they have their
wedding, they should always do it

pýnuˆ3 458 pungkuˆ
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together.
pagpungkuˆ imper v Someone should or

must sit down! Pagpungkuˆ lang kamu
kag magdasay! You should just sit
down and pray!

v A chair, bench, suitable object is sat on
by someone.

pungkuˆan Kaˆãyu ˆang panglukad nga
gamÿtun; kung pungkuˆan mu hay
hangad ˆang sa may duyut kag mababaˆ
ˆang ginapungkuˆan. It is good to use a
[copra] gouger; when [it] will be sat on
by you, that which has a point is raised
(i.e., it is on an upward angle) and that
which is sat on is low.

pagpungkuˆ, pungkuˆ ger someone’s sit-
ting, sitting down or sitting on some-
thing Ginagamun ninda ˆang tãmaˆ nga
paghýkay parÿhu nang pagpungkuˆ,
paghambay, kag pagˆistimar sa ˆinda
bisÿta. The right way of doing things is
taught by them, like sitting [properly],
talking [nicely] and entertaining their
visitor [graciously]. ˆIndiˆ ˆaku makatãkud
ning pungkuˆ kay wayaˆ ˆaku ning tihÿras.
I will not be able to endure sitting because
I have no cot.

papungkuˆ caus v Someone is allowed or
caused to sit down on something, in a
particular location by someone else.

pinapungkuˆ Tinawag si Tasya kag
pinapungkuˆ sa bangkuˆ kag ˆumatýbang
sa ˆiya ˆang ˆiya tatay. Tacia was called
and was caused to sit down on a chair
and was faced by her father.

2 pungkýˆan n a seat consisting of a chair,

bench or any appropriate place to sit
down Hãlus punuˆ ˆang pungkýˆan, kag
ˆang tibulan da hay kadamuˆdãmuˆ da.
The seats were almost full, and as for

the table area, [it] had very many

[people]. cf bangkuˆ, silya
pungˆuy (see pungˆuy nga niyug (niyug

1a)) a decayed coconut palm tree
pýpa n the stern of a boat or ship cf

pamãyung (See duˆundýˆun, Parts of a
Boat or Ship for table.)

pupular adj Someone is popular or well
known. ˆAku, kunu, bukun pupular nga
tãwu diri sa ˆãtun lugar. I, they say, am

not a well-known person here in our

place. cf bantug

pur1 card num the number four {For the use

of English numbers, see wan.} (See

grid, Formal Education Grades for

table. See Appendix 21, Cardinal

Numbers.)

pur2 (see pur pidãsu (pidãsu 1c)) by the
piece.

purba v A particular activity or situation is
observed by someone.

ginapurbahan Ginapurbahan ni Dilya
kung nakaˆisip na si Panya sa paglýtuˆ.
[It] is being observed by Delia [to see]
if Panya knows about cooking. cf
batyag1 1, hangad 1, lingig, liˆliˆ, mata
1b, paniˆid, siruˆ 1a, tanˆaw 1a, tutuk

purgãda (var of pulgãda) a specific number

of inches; a linear measurement

pýri v Someone is praised by someone else.
gingpýri Nagbãhuy ˆang pýwak ni Rinãtu

kay gingpýri siya ni Mistir Rÿyis nga
siya hay mayad nga karpintÿru. Renato
became puffed up because he was
praised by Mr. Reyes.

purmal adj a formal action, event, situation

Kung ˆang ˆinda ˆipatahiˆ nga sayway hay
pangkasay, panggradwit ˆu pangkadtu
sa manga purmal nga ˆukasyun ˆang tÿla
ˆini nga ˆinda ginabakay hay mahay. If

the trousers that will be caused by them

to be sewn are for a wedding, for

graduation, or for going to formal
occasions, as for the cloth they buy, it is

expensive. ˆAng purmal nga pagbaruˆ
hay ˆadtung bãruˆ nga ˆÿmu lang gid
ginagãmit kung may ˆukasyun ka nga
kadtuˆan. The formal wearing of attire is

a dress which you use only if there is an

occasion to which you are going to go.

pursintu n a percentage of interest on

something owed Pãra nga ˆindiˆ ka
magbinãyad ning dakuˆ nga pursintu
kãda býlan, dãpat hay ˆÿmu gid nga
hutuhýtan sa pagbãyad nga dãˆan. So

that you will not continually pay a high

percentage of interest, every month

you should be careful to pay at once.

purt ord num fourth honor, fourth year of

high school or college, fourth-place
winner in a contest or in gambling {For

a statement about high school year

designations, see pirst.} syn kwartu2,
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pangˆupat (ˆupat 4), ˆikaˆupat (ˆupat 4)
(See Appendix 22, Ordinal Numbers.)

pýru 1a adj Something, as gold, water is

pure; i.e., not contaminated or diluted.

ˆAng ˆiya singsing, hay pýru nga
bulãwan. As for his ring, [it] is pure gold.

pinakapýru adj Of things in its class,
something is purest. ˆAng dugus ˆang
pinakapýru kag pinakalimpyu na
pagkãˆun. Honey is the purest and
cleanest food. syn týnay 1b

1b adj Something is all or completely one

particular thing or substance; two or

more people or things all do the same

thing or are all in the same condition.

Ginahadlýkan ˆaku kay, ˆang ˆinda syap,
hay pýru ˆispÿhu ˆang dingding. I am

frightened because, as for their shop, the

wall is all glass. ˆAng plastãda nang
baguy kung nagabutang sa býhuˆ hay
pýru pakuyub. The position of the

coconut shells when put in the hole is all
upside down.

purya muyuˆ (see muyuˆ 3)

pýsas n a pair of handcuffs
pusaˆ v Something, as a boat, jar, shell, stone

is broken or crushed by someone or

something. ˆAng ˆiya ˆini ning balayan
hay kanipis; gãniˆ kung ˆÿmu pislitun
ˆang balayan hay pusaˆ. As for this

one’s shell (i.e., of a jackknife clam

mollusk), [it] is thin; so when the shell

will be pressed down on by you [it] is
broken.

napusaˆ Kung wayaˆ ninda sambata sa
lawud pa hay napusaˆ ˆang barýtu. If
they had not intercepted the boat in the
open sea, the boat would have been
broken already.

ginapusaˆ Ginapusaˆ ˆang baguy bãgu
ˆibutang sa nagaˆãput nga bunut.
Coconut shells are broken [into pieces]
before putting [them] onto burning
husks.

mapusaˆ ˆAng ˆiya ˆini ning balayan hay
kanipis; gãniˆ ˆkadaliˆ lang mapusaˆ
ˆang ˆiya balayan. As for this one’s shell
(i.e., of a jackknife clam mollusk), [it] is
thin; that’s why its shell is easily
broken. cf gubaˆ, siraˆ 2a, wasak (See
bãliˆ, Things Broken and Ways

Broken for table.)

pusiˆpýsiˆ n the twisting of a line object

Kung tagsa ka lãwug ˆang laˆay nga
niyug, ginatabtab ning sundang ˆang
ˆiya tangãya pãra wayaˆ ning dãmuˆ nga
pusiˆpýsiˆ kãda buˆuk. If the very

mature coconuts are each a bunch [of

several coconuts], its bunch stem is cut

off with a bolo so that there will not be

much twisting of individual pieces.

pusngil 1 v A seed sprouts.
nagpusngil Nagpusngil na ˆang saguˆsuˆ

nga hantak ni Hisus. The sitaw bean
seeds of Hesus have already sprouted.

2 v A child’s tooth emerges from the gum.
nagapusngil Kung nagapusngil na ˆang

ngÿpun nang ˆungaˆ, ˆini sinda hay
nakakamangnu ning kasakit. When the
teeth of children emerge [from the gums],
as for them, [they] really feel the pain.

puspuru 1 n a match for starting a fire ˆIgwa
kami ning maˆibakay ning ˆasin, puspuru,
ˆasýkar kag habun. We have [money] to

use in buying salt, matches, sugar and

soap. cf palÿtu
2 ˆasýgi nang puspuru n a combustible

match head
3 kãha nang puspuru n a matchbox

pustaˆ n a bet in the form of money Sa
banwa may tigdagkýˆan gid nga pustaˆ
nagaˆãbut ning tigkinyintus. In town

there are some [people] whose bets go

to five hundred [pesos] each.
v Someone bets money on something, as

on a number or series of numbers, on
cards.

nagpustaˆ Nadumduman ku ˆadtu ˆang
ˆisturya nang ˆadtung ˆãkun kakilãya
kundiˆ hay nagpustaˆ ˆaku ning dyis
pÿsus sa numiru nga nuwÿbi ˆýnu. I
remembered the story of that friend of
mine so I bet ten pesos on the number
nine-one.

magpustaˆ inf in betting, to bet Kung ˆaku
ˆadtu nagapustaˆ, hay tigdus lang; ˆaba,
nang ˆadtung nagdaˆug ˆaku ginanãhan
na gid ˆaku magpustaˆ! When I bet at
that time, it was only two [pesos] each
[time]; oh, when I won I really became
interested in betting!

v Something, usually money, is used by
someone for betting.
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gingpustaˆ Týdu gid ˆang ˆiya ning
panganýgun sa kwarta nga ˆiya
gingpustaˆ. Her regret about the money
which she used for betting is intense.

ˆikapustaˆ ˆIning tãwu nga sugaruy
kadamýˆan, kung wayaˆ na ning kwarta
nga ˆikapustaˆ hay nagapangawat.
Most people who are gamblers, if there
is no more money that can be used for
betting, steal extensively.

v Something as cards, numbers, a game is
that on which someone bets.

gingpustaˆan Pagkaˆãga ˆadtu ˆining
ˆãkun kakilãya nagˆýliˆ sa banwa kag
nagpustaˆ; dãmuˆ nga kard ˆang ˆiya
gingpustaˆan. That morning, this friend
of mine went to town and bet; many
playing cards were that on which she
bet. Nang malapit na matãpus ˆang
kãnam, ˆang numiru nga daw madaˆug
hay malapit na didtu sa numiru nga
ˆãkun gingpustaˆan. When the game
was about to finish, the number which it
seemed would win was close to the
number on which I bet.

v the place where someone bets
ginapustaˆan Pagkaˆãga nagˆýliˆ ˆaku sa

banwa; kadtu ˆaku sa ginapustaˆan;
hambay ku, “Bakanti ba ˆang dus ˆýnu?”
In the morning I went to town; I went to
the place where [they] bet; I said, “Is
two-one available [in this ending game
ˆinding]?”

pangpustaˆ pur ger for betting ˆIgwa ˆaku
diri ning kalãpit nga kung wayaˆ ning
kwarta nga pangpustaˆ sa sugay hay
nagabaligyaˆ ning gãmit parÿhu nang
ˆalãdin kundiˆ man hay bisiklÿta. I have a
neighbor here who, if he has no money
for betting in gambling, he sells his
personal belongings such as a pressure
lantern or bicycle.

papustaˆ v Someone, an establishment
allows bets to be placed by someone
else.

nagapapustaˆ Kadtu pa gid ˆaku sa ˆisa
nga tindãhan nga nagapapustaˆ. I still
went to another store which was
allowing bets to be placed.

pustÿsu n a denture; i.e., a set of false teeth

pýsud n an umbilical cord Naghayugaˆ ˆang
ˆiya hagkus; nagduguˆ ˆang ˆiya pýsud.

The abdominal binder [of the infant]

became loose; her umbilical cord bled.

pýsung adj a lying person Mahugaˆ
magkaˆibahan sa tãwu nga pýsung. It is

difficult to associate with a lying
person.

pinusung derv a lie
pusuˆ1 n an unshucked ear of corn

Nakapatubas da kami ning tris mil
pusuˆ nga maˆis. We were able to have

three thousand unshucked ears of corn

harvested. Sa ˆisa ka bugkus nga maˆis
hay tuyu ka pusuˆ. In one bundle of corn

there are three unshucked ears.
pusuˆ2 n a bulb of garlic ˆAng bãwang, hay

singku pÿsus ˆang pusuˆ. As for garlic, a

bulb is five pesos.

pusuˆ3 n a pusu sticky-rice cake {Made from

either white sticky rice mayagkit or black

sticky rice tapuy1. The rice is soaked in

coconut milk extract gataˆ 1 until some-

what tender, wrapped in woven young

coconut fronds hanig and boiled in

coconut milk extract.} cf sýman (See

Appendix 8, Foods Made with Coconut.)

pýsuˆ 1 n the heart of a person or animal cf

buˆut 1a, tagipusýˆun
2 n a banana heart; i.e., the inflorescence of

a banana plant

pusuˆpýsuˆ n a heart cockle mollusk,

Corculum cardissa
pusˆaw adj a pale color ˆAng hambay ku hay

kung may nakÿtaˆ sinda nga barýtu nga
pusˆaw nga ˆasul gãniˆ ˆang kulur. I

asked if they had happened to see a boat

in which the color was pale blue.

pusˆun n the middle part of the lower
abdomen

pýta 1a n a prostitute {A slanderous expres-

sion pýta ka ˆyou are a prostituteˆ is said

to a woman with whom someone is

extremely angry. The person making the

charge is subject to prosecution.} cf

kawãtan (kãwat 3)
1b pamuta v A woman engages in

prostitution.
nagapamuta ˆAng manga babãyi nga

tamad magtrabãhu ning mahugaˆ, sinda
hay nagapamuta. Women who are lazy
to work hard, as for them, [they] engage
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in prostitution.
mamýta (from pamýta + ma-) Makadtu

ˆini nga manga babãyi sa ˆiban nga
lugar kay didtu sinda mamýta. These
women will go to other places because,
as for them, [they] will engage in
prostitution [in far places].

putiˆ v Something becomes white in color.
pumutiˆ Pãra kaˆãyu nga siruˆun ˆang

balayan hay ˆÿmu ˆini brasan pãra hay
pumutiˆ. In order that the empty shell
will look nice, it should be brushed by
you so that it will become white.

magputiˆ ˆIni ˆang sýkaˆ kag dãhun nang
kapãya hay ginagãmit kunu pãra
magputiˆ ˆang nilaˆgaˆ nga buli, bukun
ˆayum. The vinegar and leaves of papaya
are used, they say, so that the boiled buri
leaves become white, not dark.

putiˆ, kaputiˆ, maputiˆ adj Something is
white in color. ˆAng ˆãkun tyinÿlas hay
tigkabãngiˆ kay ˆang ˆisa hay putiˆ, ˆang
ˆisa hay ˆasul. My slippers are
unmatched because one is white, the
other is blue. Kung maˆãyu ˆang
pagkaˆuga ˆini nang buli, hay kaputiˆ
nga siruˆun kag matÿbay patiˆ. If the
drying of these buri [leaves] is good,
they are white to look at and are also
durable. ˆAng ˆiya ˆini ning ˆunud hay
maputiˆ. As for this one’s meat (i.e., of a
leaped telline mollusk), the color is
white.

kaputiˆpýtiˆ int adj Something is very
white in color. ˆAng gantang nang
bugas nga kaputiˆpýtiˆ hay nubinta
sintimus. [The price of] a ganta of very
white rice was ninety centavos. ant
ˆayum1, ˆitum (See kulur 1, Colors for
table.)

pýtu 1 n a steamed cake Kung lýtuˆ na tanan
ˆãga pa, nagalÿbud na ˆakuy pýtu sa
manga bayaybayay. If it is all cooked

early, I then peddle steamed cakes to the

houses.

1a pýtu nga balinghuy n a steamed cassava
cake {Eaten as a breakfast food, for

snacks, and as a dessert.} (See dulsi 1,
Dessert Following a Meal for table.)

1b pýtu nga bugas n a steamed rice cake
{Eaten as a breakfast food, for snacks,

and as a dessert.} (See dulsi, 1 Dessert

Following a Meal for table.)

putus 1 meas n a nonspecific or specific

number of wrapped packages of some-

thing Niyan pagˆãgi ku kay Nãna ˆInday,
nagbuˆuy ˆaku duha ka putus nga
tinãpay. At the time when I passed by

the place of Aunt Inday, I got two

wrapped packages of bread.

2a v Someone wraps something, herself,

himself in a covering.
nagputus Si Lýla, nagputus gid sa ˆiya

banig. As for Grandmother, she
wrapped [herself] in her mat.

v Something is wrapped in paper, a
banana leaf or some such material.

ginputus, pinutus ˆInýtud nang prinsÿsa
ˆang ˆiya kamut kag pinutus sa panyung
burdãdu. The princess cut off her hands
and wrapped them in an embroidered
handkerchief. Ginapabalikbãlik ning
hÿbuˆ, kag pagkatãpus ning hÿbuˆ, ˆibutang
sa limpyu nga pinggan ˆang pinutus nga
buyung. [The wrapped medicine] is
rubbed on back and forth, and after
rubbing on the medicine that was
wrapped, it should be put in a clean plate.

napuputus Yãri na ˆang bãyus nang ˆÿmu
ˆungaˆ, napuputus sa panyung burdãdu.
This now is the answer of your daughter;
[it] was surely able to be wrapped in an
embroidered handkerchief.

putusun Bumuˆuy ning dãhun nang
sãging, kag putusun ˆang ˆimplastu nga
ginghuman. Get a banana leaf, and the
medicinal plaster which was made
should be wrapped.

pagputus ger someone’s wrapping some-
thing Malapadlãpad nga manipis ˆang
ˆÿmu pagputus. Your [way of] wrapping
is very wide and flat.

2b putus, kaputus n a wrapped package of

something ˆAng kãda ˆisa ˆini nga putus
hay ˆýnu singkwinta. Each wrapped
package [of this shrimp salsa] is one

[peso and] fifty [centavos]. Niyan pagˆãgi
ku kay Nãna Klãra, nagbuˆuy ˆaku duha
kaputus nga tinãpay. At the time when I

passed by the place of Aunt Clara, I got

two wrapped packages of bread.

putut 1a n small pond-field shrimp ˆAng
baˆbaˆ ˆinaˆ nang piˆutan ning putut hay
kabahuy. The mouth of that [container]

putiˆ 462 putut
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into which pond-field shrimp will be put

is big. {About 2 cm to 3 cm long,

harvested at the close of the first-crop

season panýˆig following harvest ˆãni 1a.

Dry-fried in a wok until they become red

and eaten as is or mixed with coconut-

flavored vegetables ˆýtan 1a, especially

coconut-flavored taro leaves ˆýtan nga
gãbi (gãbi 3).} cf ˆuyang 1

1b kapututan n a pond-field shrimp area
Kung tãpus ka na ning hÿmuˆ nang
pamutýtan, makadtu na ˆikaw sa
kalanasan kag siruˆun sa manga dagãmi
nang humay kung yãraˆ ˆang kapututan.
If you are finished making the colander

basket pond-field shrimp scoop, you

then go to the rice field and look among

the rice stubble if that is a pond-field
shrimp area.

2a pamutut v Someone gathers pond-field
shrimp with a colander basket pond-field

shrimp scoop pamutýtan (putut 2b) or a

coconut-shell colander shrimp scoop

panihuran (sÿhud 2).
nagapamutut Kahugaˆ ˆang nagapamutut

kay kadýgay ka makatÿpun ning dakuˆ sa
ˆÿmu pilitˆan. Gathering pond-field
shrimp is difficult because it takes a long
time for you to gather many in your
container. {Gathered after harvest during
the months of October and November.}

magpamutut Bãgu ˆikaw magpamutut
mabuˆuy ka ning baguy. Before you
gather pond-field shrimp first get
[half of] a coconut shell.

pagpamutut ger someone’s gathering pond-
field shrimp Gamÿtun mu ˆang buliˆ nang
baguy sa pagpamutut. Use the bottom
part of a coconut shell for gathering
pond-field shrimp. cf panihud (sÿhud1b)

2b pamutýtan n a colander basket pond-
field shrimp scoop Kung tãpus ka na
ning hÿmuˆ nang pamutýtan, makadtu na
ˆikaw sa kalanasan kag siruˆun sa manga
dagãmi nang humay kung yãraˆ ˆang
kapututan. If you are finished making the

colander basket pond-field shrimp
scoop you then go to the rice field and

look among the rice stubble if that is a

pond-field shrimp area. {About 15 cm in

diameter at the bottom and top opening

and about 18 cm high; made by weaving

buri leaves without the midribs. Used

following first-crop season panýˆig for

scooping up pond-field shrimp. A

coconut shell or plastic colander shrimp

scoop panihuran (sÿhud 2) is sometimes

used for this purpose.} (See sanduk 2b,
Kinds of Scoops for table.)

putuy n a man’s underpants, either briefs

or undershorts syn brip (See bãruˆ 1,
Kinds of Clothing for table.)

putyýkan n a honeybee ˆAng manga
putyýkan, ˆindiˆ da mabýhiˆ kung wayaˆ
ˆang manga býyak. As for honeybees,
they could not live if there were no

flowers. cf kabuyay
pýwak n the throat of a person, animal

bãhuy ˆang pýwak (bãhuy 3) idiom
Someone becomes puffed up or proud.

puya adj Something is a red color. May kulur
puya, ˆigway kulur birdi, hay kung siruˆun
mu sa kalayuˆ, ˆaba, hay kaˆãyu da, kay
sariˆsãriˆ kulur! There were [lights] that

were a red color, there were those that

were a green color, and if you look at

[them] from a distance, wow, how nice,

because [they were] multicolored!
kapuya (var mapuya) adj Something is

reddish in color. Kilãya mu kung
matambuk ˆang kuyãput kay ˆang ˆunud
hay mapuya. You will know when the
Conrad’s false shell mollusk is fat
because its meat is reddish.

mapuyapuya adj Something is light red in
color. ˆAng buyatuk nga lawudnun hay
mapuyapuya ˆang ˆiya kulur nga may
bãtuk nga mabirdibirdi. As for the deep-
sea strawberry-red mollusk, its color is
light red with light green marks. (See
kulur 1, Colors for table. See manuk 1,
Kinds of Chickens for table)

puyas n the vagina of an animal, as of a cow,

pig, dog, carabao cf bilat 1, pukiˆ 1
puydi (var of pwÿdi)
puypug v Something is pounded by someone

with a suitable instrument.
ginapuypug ˆAng ˆiban nga grãba hay

ginapuypug nang martilyu. Some
gravel is pounded with a hammer.

puypugun Puypugun ku ˆang batu ning
martilyu. The stone will be pounded by

putuy 463 puypug
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me with a hammer.
v A suitable instrument is used by someone

to pound something.
ˆipuypug ˆIpuypug ku ˆang martilyu sa

batu. A hammer will be used by me to
pound the stone.

pýyu n the handle of an axe wãsay, bolo

sundang, suyut, chisel tigib, hammer

mãsu 1, martilyu, knife sipuy {Destroyed

condition: pãka1 ‘broken’.}

puyuk 1 papuyuk caus v Someone is allowed
by someone to fight someone else.

ginapapýyuk Kung kami nakikÿtaˆ ninda
sa ˆiban nga bayay ginapapýyuk kami
na parÿhuy manuk. When we were seen
by them at other houses, we were
allowed to fight like chickens. cf bãtuˆ

puyunan n a spool onto which a line, string,

thread, twine is wound syn lukunan
(lýkun 3)

pýyung ku inj I said Kalãˆin pýyung ku kung
wayaˆ gid ˆinaˆ may gapangasawa sa ˆÿmu
kay kahuhýyaˆ sa ˆÿmu manga ˆamÿgu. It is

bad, I said, if no one at all courts you

because you will be embarrassed to

[associate with] your friends. syn nga
nãkun (nãkun 2) cf kunu

puyus 1 n the use, value or worth of some-

thing in terms of monetary or other

considerations Kung kumadtu ka sa
simbãhan kag pagkatãpus hay ˆindiˆ ka
da makapamãtiˆ sa mÿsa wayaˆ ning
puyus. If you go to church and after-

wards you are unable to hear mass, there

is no value [in it].
kapuyuspuyus int adj Something is very

useful or valuable, is not at all useful
or valuable. Týdu ˆang kahãngit nang
ˆiya ˆasãwa kay wayaˆ kapuyuspuyus
ˆang ˆiya ginapamagˆýtang sa tindãhan.
The anger of his wife is great because
every one of the things being charged by
him at the store are not at all useful. syn
kwinta

2 v Someone profits from or uses something.
magapuyus Hay ˆaku lang gid kunu ˆining

magapuyus da, hambay nang ˆamuˆ.
Only I, he said, will profit from this, the
monkey said. cf gãmit 2, ˆusar

pýyut v Something is picked up by someone.
puyýtun Kung panidˆan mu lang gid ˆini

sinda hay makakangilit ka lang gid kay
daw ka da ˆang malulýˆuy nga puyýtun. If
you watch them [mollusks] you will just
start laughing because you will feel sorry
for them and [they] will be picked up.

puyuˆ 1 n a small island ˆAng puyuˆ nga
ginpilakan kay Marya hay yadtu sa
tungaˆtýngaˆ nang dãgat. The small
island where Mary was banished was in

the midst of the sea.

2 v Someone lives in a given location. Parÿhu
kami nga nagapuyuˆ sa dýtaˆ. We are

alike in that [we both] live on this earth.
v a place someone lives
ginapuyˆan ˆAng tãwu kunu nga wayaˆ

ning ginapuyˆan, hay papuyˆa. As for a
person, they say, who does not have a
place where [they] live, [that one]
should be allowed to live with [someone
who does].

magpuyuˆ imper v Live someplace! ˆAng
hambay nang hãriˆ, “ˆIkaw Plurintÿna,
diri ka magpuyuˆ sa ˆãtun ginharÿˆan!”
The king said, “You, Florentina, you
live here in our kingdom!” cf dãyun 1,
tinir, ˆistambay 1, ˆistar

puyˆa, puyˆan (see puyuˆ 2)

puˆpuˆ v Someone picks flowers, fruit.

[nagpuˆpuˆ picked fruit, flowers]
pagpuˆpuˆ ger someone’s picking fruit,

flowers ˆIni hay ginagãmit sa pagpuˆpuˆ
ning manga prýtas pãra ˆindiˆ mahýyug
sa dýtaˆ. It [i.e., a fishnet scoop sibut] is
used for picking fruit so [they] will not
fall to the ground.

pwÿdi (var puydi) adj A particular event is
acceptable, appropriate, expedient,
functional, permissible, or possible.

[Pwidi is predicate; the expressed event,

preceded by an optional nga, is topic.]

ˆAng paglýtuˆ ˆini nang sÿhiˆ, hay
ginagatˆan; pwÿdi da ˆini nga ˆasluman.
The way to cook these mollusks, is that

they are cooked in coconut milk extract;

[it] is acceptable that sour flavoring

will be added to them. ˆIni nga balayan
nang sÿhiˆ ˆindiˆ da ˆini pwÿdi nga
pangdikurasyun sa bayay. These empty

shells of seashells, using them for deco-

rating in a house is not appropriate.

Pwÿdi ba ˆaku diri kakatýyug sa ˆindu

pýyu 464 pwÿdi
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bayay? Is [it] permissible for me to

sleep in your house? [The verb follow-

ing pwÿdi is commonly inflected for

ability.] Pwÿdi ˆikaw nga makakadtu sa
bayay. That you will be able to go to our

house is permissible. [Pwÿdi is negated

by ˆindiˆ.] ˆAng hinug nga bugnay, pinya
nga hinug, langkaˆ nga hinug kag
kabýgaw hay ˆindiˆ pwÿdi nga kaˆýnun
ning dungan kay bãsiˆ kunu, kung
ˆabýtun ka ning sakit nga sýka maˆýyu.
As for ripe bignay fruit, ripe pineapple,

ripe jackfruit and pomelo, that these will

be eaten at the same time is not
expedient because, they say, you might

be afflicted with diarrhea.

pwÿra kung subord conj A particular action

occurs, does not occur, or a situation

exists, does not exist except when
another action occurs or another

situation exists. Diri sa Rumblun hay
ˆindiˆ na nãtun mabatiˆan, pwÿra sigýru
kung kita hay magkadtu sa kabukÿran.
Here in Romblon we are no longer able

to hear [old songs], except perhaps

when we go to the country. cf basta 1e
pwirsãdu 1 int adj very much, very many

Sa pagˆugsung mu lang ning bunut
kadanggadangga sa ˆÿmu lãwas ˆang
kaˆÿnit kay pwirsãdu ˆang bãga sa
ˆidãyum nang tapãhan. In your feeding

of coconut husks the heat is very intense

on your body because there are very
many live coals under the smoking rack.

2 adv very Nagkaˆibahan kami ˆari nyan sa
panawan hay siya gida hay pwirsãdu
kakýsug sa pagsãkaˆ sa býkid. We

associated with each other in a walking

area today and really he was very strong

in going up the hill. cf masyãdu 2
pwirtãhan (var pirtãhan) n a doorway, i.e., a

door opening of a building Didtu nga
dãˆan sa pwirtãhan nang simbãhan,
nagtinãngis na si ˆÐna. There without

restraint at the doorway of the church,

Ena kept on crying. Ngãniˆ ˆãmun na
pinangsaylu tanan ˆang daya sa
pinakamalapit nga pirtãhan. So all the

things were transferred by us at the

nearest doorway. Sinÿpaˆ ˆang pwirtãhan

nang ˆiya kwartu; naˆabrihan; nakÿtaˆ
niya nga si ˆÐna hay nagatãngis nga
nagadýhung kag nagaˆatýbang sa ˆispÿhu.
The doorway of her room was kicked; it

was opened; [it] was seen by him that Ena

was crying in which [she] was bowing

[her] head and was facing the mirror. (See

ˆabri 1b, Things that are Opened for

table. See sara 2a, Things that are
Closed for table. See Appendix 2, Parts of

a House.)

sara nang pwirtãhan set expr a door of

a doorway

pwirti v Something is done, happens
extensively, intensively, vigorously.

nagapwirti Daw nagapwirti ˆang hýkay
nang manga nyug kay masyãdu nga
kalingaw ˆang humbak. It seemed that
the movement of the coconut palms
happened vigorously and the waves
were very noisy.

pwirtu n the birth canal Kung ginaˆunˆunan
ˆang babayi, nagahambay ˆini sinda nga
daw may nagaluwas sa ˆinda ning
pwirtu. When women are afflicted with

a low womb, they say that it seems that

there is something coming out of their

birth canal.
pwistu 1a n a position or rank in a job, an

organization Sinda hay matãˆas ˆang
pwistu; gãniˆ wayaˆ sinda prublÿma
maˆãyu sinda sumýguˆ sa manga piyun.
As for them, [they] have a high position;

that’s why they have no problem; they

were good in commanding the laborers.

syn rangku
1b n a location where someone or something

is, or where an action occurs Ang ˆinda
pwistu hay sa kakantukantýhan gid. Their

location was at the very corner.

pyanituˆan (var pyanituˆan nga niyug) n a

semimature coconut fruit, about six

months old {Grated and used either in

making snack rolls pinãˆis or rice cakes

bibingka.} (See Appendix 6, Stages of

Coconut Fruits.)

pyansa n bail paid for the temporary release

of a prisoner until the hearing

pyãnu 1 n a piano
2 Someone plays a piano. [nagpyãnu played

a piano]

pwÿra kung 465 pyãnu
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magpyãnu inf to play a piano ˆAntÿgu si
Lus magpyãnu. Luz knows how to play
a piano.

pyar v Someone trusts someone else.
nagapyar Nagapyar ˆang nanay ni Maryu

sa ˆiya nga siya hay magaˆiskwÿla gid
ning maˆãyu. The mother of Mario
trusts him that he will study hard.

v Someone is trusted by someone else.
[Root-final r is dropped when the root is
suffixed and h is added.]

gingpyahan Gingpyahan si Nilda nang
ˆiya ˆamu kay siya hay maˆãyu nga tãwu.
Nelda was trusted by her boss because
she is a good person.

gingpyahi Wayaˆ gingpyahi ni Mistir
Rãmus ˆang ˆiya ˆamÿgu nga ˆimaw ˆang
magdumãya nang ˆiya nigusyu. Mr.
Ramos did not trust his friend who was
the one to manage his business.

pagpyar n trust of someone in someone
else ˆAng pagpyar ni lýla sa ˆiya ˆapu
hay subra. The trust of grandmother to
her grandchild is great.

pyasabˆahan n an unripe cooking banana
{Eaten raw or cooked and eaten.} cf

bulihaw, lugkãnun genr sabˆa
pyi meas n a nonspecific or specific number

of feet; a linear measurement ˆAng
paglýbung nang bãru hay ˆisa ka pyi
ˆang dãyum. As for the burying of water

pipes, the depth should be one foot.
{Measurement in feet: ˆisa ka pyi (not

ˆunu pyi or ˆýnu ka pyi) one foot; duha ka
pyi, dus pyi two feet; tuyu ka pyi, tris pyi
three feet, and so on.} (See Appendix

18, Linear Measurement.)

pyir n a pier or port where boats and ships

dock Nagˆabut kami sa pyir nang
Manÿlaˆ manga ˆalas syÿti nang ˆãga. We

arrived at the port of Manila at around

seven o’clock in the morning. cf

pantalan, dunggýˆan (dungguˆ 2)
pyÿsa n a clothing or fishnet bundle ˆAng

pyÿsa nang sãyap hay disiˆýtsu pÿsus. A

fishnet bundle is sixteen pesos. cf

bugkus 1a, pýnuˆ1, rulyu 1a
pyista (var pista) 1 (var kapyistãhan) n a

fiesta, festival, feast day Kãda pyista sa
Rumblun ˆigwa ning dirbi. During every

fiesta in Romblon there is a special

cockfighting event. Malapit na ˆang pista
sa Lýnus; pabayli ˆadtu. The fiesta in

Lonos is near; that is the time of a benefit

dance. ˆAng kanta naman ˆadtu, hay
natutungud sa kapyistãhan ni Sinyur
Santu Ninyu ˆang pagdiskubri nang
Pilipÿnas. As for that song, [it] is about

the festival of the Lord Holy Infant,

[which relates] the discovery of the

Philippines.

2 v Someone, an organization holds a fiesta.
mapyista Manga ˆupat na lang ka ˆadlaw

kag mapyista na sa Kunsipsyun. About
four days and they will [then] hold a
fiesta in Concepcion.

magpyista Hambay ni Tãta Gilbirt ˆang
LCA na lang magadumãya hasta
magpyista. Uncle Gilbert said that the
LCA will be the one to be in charge
until they hold the fiesta.

3 Pyista nang Patay n All Saintsˆ Day {On

this day, some go to church for a mass

for the dead mÿsa para sa kalag. They

go to the cemetery simintiryu bringing

food, flowers, and candles which are

placed on graves býhu nang patay (býhu
4) or in mausoleums bayaybãyay sa
kampusantu (bayaybãyay 1e). In the

evening, from about 7:00 PM to 2:00 AM,

people sit or stand around eating special

food such as spaghetti ˆispaghÿti or a

noodle dish pansit and drinking gin

dyin, rum tanduway and soft drinks for

ladies.} syn ˆAdlaw nang manga Patay
(ˆadlaw 6)

pyupangasãwa (see ˆasãwa 3b) casual
courting

R

rabanus n a radish plant or root, Raphanus
sativus (Linn.) (See Appendix 3, Kinds

of Cultigens.)

rãbing ˆalkuhul n rubbing alcohol Nagsýguˆ
ˆang miyugbýyung nga magbuˆuy ning
dãhun nang sambung kag pumabakay

pyar 466 rãbing ˆalkuhul
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ning rãbing ˆalkuhul. The herbalist

instructed [them] to get leaves of the

sambung herb and let rubbing alcohol be

bought.

radyu n a radio Wayaˆ ka pa diri nagapamatiˆ
ˆaku sa radyu kay ginapamatiˆan ku ˆang
balÿtaˆ tungud didtu sa bulkan nga
naglupuk na. [When] you were not yet

here, I was listening to the radio because I

was listening to the news about the

volcano which had already erupted.

rambutan n a rambutan tree or fruit,
Nephelium lappaceum (Linn.) {Fruit is

eaten as a snack food or dessert.}

Rãmus (see Duminggu di Rãmus
(Duminggu 2)) set expr Palm Sunday

*ranas (see karanasan) an experience
rangku n a position or rank in a job, an

organization syn pwistu 1a
raska v Something is grated by someone.

ginaraska Ginaraska ku ˆang ˆunud nang
niyug kag ˆumýpak ning bãwang kag
sibýyas kag gisahun ˆang ˆýbud nang
niyug. The coconut meat is grated by
me, and [I] peel off some [pieces of]
garlic and onions and the upper trunk
coconut pith is sautéed. cf kãyus 1

rasun 1 n the reason for an event or situation

ˆIndiˆ makÿtaˆ nang ˆãyam ˆang rasun
kung bãsiˆ hay daw may pinÿliˆ ˆang ˆiya
ˆãmu. The dog could not find the reason
why it seemed that his master had

favorites.

2 v Someone discusses or debates a parti-

cular subject with someone else.
nagarasun Kung ˆaku nagarasun, ˆang

ˆãkun býsis, hay daw hangit, pÿru bukun
ˆaku hangit; tyad lang gida ˆinaˆ kung
ˆaku nagahambay. When I discuss, as
for my voice, it seems that [it is] angry,
but I am not angry; that’s just the way it
is when I speak. cf diskusyun

rasyun 1a n a food ration
1b v Someone gives a food ration to some-

one else. [nagrasyun gave a food ration]

rãyus n the spokes of a wheel

ribultu n the image of Jesus, Mary, or one of

the saints Ginaprusisyun ˆang ribultu ni
Hisus nga nagapasˆan ning krus. The

image of Jesus carrying the cross is

carried in procession. {Images, either

pictures or statues, are used by Roman

Catholics and within that Church.} cf

santus 2
rÿbun n a prize ribbon, given to someone

for superior scholastic or athletic

achievement Nang magsira na ˆang
klãsi, ˆaku hay nakabuˆuy ning ˆisa na
rÿbun kag dakuˆ gid na pasalãmat nang
ˆãkun manga magýyang. When the class

closed, I was able to get one prize
ribbon and it was really a great thanks

of my parents.

rigãlu n a gift given someone on a special

occasion ˆAng bisyu naman ˆinaˆ ninda,
kung manga Paskwa ˆu Balintayn ˆinaˆ,
ginatawˆan ˆaku ninda ning rigãlu. As

for what is done by them, each

Christmas or Valentine’s Day, I am

given a gift by them. cf pasalýbung
rigatunÿra n a female fish vendor, a fishwife

ˆAng rigatunÿra hay nagabaligyaˆ ning
ˆisdaˆ kãda ˆadlaw. Female fish vendors
sell fish every day.

rigatunÿru n a male fish vendor
rigla 1a n a woman’s menstrual period ˆAng

ˆisa nga babãyi pagˆinabut nang ˆiya ˆýna
nga rigla hay ginapalumpat sa
hagdãnan kag ginapapungkuˆ sa tatlu ka
bitlag nga sayug kag sa ˆikatlu nga
halintang nang hagdãnan pãra kunu hay
tatlu lang ka ˆadlaw ˆang ˆiya rigla hay
wayaˆ na. As for a girl, when her first

menstrual period arrives, she is caused

to jump down from the house steps and is

caused to sit down on three split bamboo

strips of the floor and on the third step of

the house steps so that, they say, her

menstrual periods will be only three

days [and] no more. cf duguˆ 1a
1b v A woman is afflicted by men-

struation. [riglahun will be afflicted by

menstruation]

rikÿsa v Someone searches for someone

else, something.
nagapangrikÿsa Bwas ˆãbi ˆang pabayli;

ˆini nga dãˆan nga ˆadlaw hay
nagapangrikÿsa ˆang kumiti sa ˆiwag
nang manga ˆigwa ning manga ˆalãdin.
Hopefully tomorrow is [the time of] the
benefit dance; today the light committee
is searching all over for those who

radyu 467 rikÿsa
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have pressure lanterns. cf lãnaw,
pangitaˆ (kÿtaˆ 1b), sýgid 1a, tanˆaw 1b

riklãmu n a complaint or objection to

something
v Someone complains about or objects to

something.
nagariklãmu Nagariklãmu pa gãniˆ kay

nagaˆinýyan pa ˆãbi kunu. They were
complaining because, they said, it was
surely still raining.

rikumindasyun n a recommendation about a

particular matter Hay ginapangitaˆan gid
niya ning midyus na ˆang rikumindasyun
nga ˆini hay maˆaprubahan nang ˆiya
kumiti. He is carefully looking for a way

that this recommendation will be

approved by his committee.

rilasyun n the relationship between two or

more people or things Kung ˆang babãyi
kag lyãki nagkasýgut na sinda, kag ˆang
ˆinda rilasyun bÿlang magnubyu hay
maˆãyu gid, ginaˆapura na ˆinaˆ nang
magýyang nang babãyi nga mamalãyi
na ˆang tiglyaki. If the girl and boy are

already engaged, and their relationship
as a pair of lovers is very good, the

relatives of the engaged boy will hold an

initial wedding-planning session which

will be expedited by those relatives of

the bride.

rilihiyun n a religion Kadamýˆan diri sa
Rumblun ˆang nagapakasay sa simbãhan
kung ˆang ˆiya rilihiyun hay Katuliku.
Most [people] here in Romblon are those

who had their wedding in the church if

their religion is Roman Catholic.

rilu n a watch or clock for measuring time

sirýˆan ning ˆýras {Preparation for use:

paˆandarun (ˆandar) wind the watch.}

rÿma 1 n a breadfruit tree or fruit, Artocarpus
communis (Forst.)

1a ginatˆan nga rÿma n breadfruit cooked
in coconut milk extract (See Appendix

9, Foods Cooked in Coconut Milk

Extract.)

1b ˆýtan nga rÿma n coconut-flavored
breadfruit (See ˆýtan 1a, Coconut-
Flavored Vegetables for table.)

rimidyu 1 n the solution or remedy for a

problem ˆAng manga sugaruy nga tãwu,
kung sa ˆinda bisyu nga sugay, tÿgu

magpangitaˆ ning rimidyu. As for those

gambling people, if it is regarding their

gambling vices, they know how to look

for a solution [to their problem].

2 narimidyu n an indispensable wage, used

to cover the cost of essential things of life

ˆAng narimidyu ku hay ginabakay ku
naman ning gãtas sa manga ˆungaˆ. My

indispensable wages are what I use to

buy milk for my children.

riplik v Something, as a custom, a lifestyle, a

value commonly in the past, or some-

thing that represents it reflects something

else, as a present day custom, lifestyle or

value.
nagariplik ˆInaˆ paghinigugmaˆ ˆãnay

nang nga manga kanta, hay nagariplik
sa nyan nga manga tyimpu. As for those
true love songs, [they] reflect [the
lifestyle] at this present time.

v Something, as a present-day custom,
lifestyle, a value, is reflected in some-
thing else, as an earlier custom, lifestyle
or value or something that it represents.
Kung ˆanu man ˆang batãsan nang tãwu,
hay naririplik ˆinaˆ sa ˆinda nababatiˆan.
Whatever the character of a person [is],
that is really reflected in what has clearly
been heard by them.

ripridyirÿtur n a refrigerator syn pridyidir
riprisku v Someone serves food to someone

else.
pariprisku caus v Someone lets food be

served by someone else.
nagpariprisku Nang sinda, hay

nagpariprisku, ˆang ˆinda ginpakãˆun sa
manga dalãga hay sýpas makarýni kag
karni nang manuk. When, as for them,
[they] let [refreshments] be served,
what they let the ladies eat was soup,
macaroni and chicken. cf tãhaw 2

ripulyu n a cabbage plant or head, Brassica
oleracea (Linn.) var. capitata {Imported

from Baguio; sold in markets. Boiled and

eaten as a vegetable.}

risipula n erysipelas, a skin infection con-

sisting of a large raised red area Kung
ˆikaw naman hay may sakit, parÿhu nang
sakit nga risipula, ˆinaˆ hay ginabãwal
ˆang pagkãˆun nga parÿhu nang kugÿta,
lýkus, pasãyan kag karni nang bãbuy. If

riklãmu 468 risipula
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you have an illness, like erysipelas
illness, it is forbidden to eat [things]

such as common octopus, squid, dried

imported shrimp and pork.

risirba n a reserve or spare, as food pagkãˆun
(kãˆun 1b), an inner tube ˆintiriyur, a tire

gulung kept for future use

risis n recess for students at a school

risÿta 1a n a medical prescription Tinaˆu ku
na ˆang risÿta kag hambay ku hay,
“ˆUlÿba bakyan ˆinaˆ didtu sa banwa kay
ˆidãpat ˆinaˆ sa lãwas ni Ramun.” The

medical prescription was given by me

[to Oliva] and I said, “Oliva, buy that

[medicine] in town because that will be

used for Ramon’s body.”

1b v Someone is prescribed something, as

medicine by a doctor.
ginrisitãhan Ginrisitãhan si Budung

ning tablÿta nga pãra sa sakit nang
mata. Budong was prescribed tablets
for an eye sickness.

narisitãhan Didtu sa Tugdan ˆigwa ning
duktur pãra sa mata nga may dipirinsya,
pãra narisitãhan si Birting ning
ˆantyýhus nga ˆadtu ˆang tãmaˆ nga grãdu
sa ˆiya mata. In Tugdan there was an eye
doctor so that Berting would be able to
be prescribed eyeglasses, those [that
would be] the right grade for his eyes.

rispÿtu n someone’s respect given to someone

else ˆAng nanay kag ˆang tatay dãpat ˆýna
sinda magtaˆu ning rispÿtu sa ˆinda ˆungaˆ
pãra ˆang ˆinda ˆungaˆ magasunud sa
ˆinda manga patakaran. The mother and

the father should be the first ones to give

respect to their children so that their

children will follow their [family] rules.
v Someone respects someone else.
nagarispÿtu Ginapalabilãbi ku sa

pagkamatýˆud kay maˆãyu gihãpun ˆang
manga tãwu sa ˆãkun kag kadãmuˆ pa da
ˆang nagarispÿtu sa ˆãkun. In truth [that]
is what I am proud of because people are
still good to me and there are still many
who respect me.

v Someone is respected by someone else.
ginarispÿtu Ginarispÿtu ni Dirãnu ˆang

ˆinda mananãhiˆ kay pirpik sinda. Their
seamstresses are respected by Derano
because they are expert [in sewing].

manirispitýhun adj Someone is respectful
of someone else. Maˆãyu da na duktur kay
bukun bastus kag manirispitýhun. The
doctor is good because he is not foolish
and [he] is respectful [of his patients].

ristawran n a restaurant ˆUbligãdu gid ˆini
si Silya nga mapahaluˆhãluˆ sa ˆãkun sa
ristawran. Celia is obliged to let me eat

an iced fruit mixture in the restaurant.
risulta n someone’s accomplishment in an

action or situation Nang si Buy hay
nagˆiskwÿla na sa singku grãdu, hay
maˆãyu ˆang ˆiya risulta sa pagˆiskwila.
When Boy already went to school in

grade five, his accomplishments in

studying were good.

ritãsu n a remnant or leftover piece of

something used ˆAng manga ritãsu nga
manga batu ginabutang sa krãsir pãra
himýˆun nga bukbuk, grãba kag ˆiban
pa. The remnants of this [marble] stone

will be put into a marble crusher in order

that they will be made into crusher dust,

gravel and other [material]. cf tinãbas
(tãbas 2)

ritirãdu adj Someone is retired from their

employment. Ritirãdu na ˆaku sa
pagkakunsihal sa Rumblun. I am now

retired from working as councilor in

Romblon.

rýbuls n a chunk of unsawed marble Basta
maˆãyu ˆang tyimpu magahãkut kitay
rýbuls kãda Duminggu kung ˆindiˆ lang
magˆuyan. When the time is good, we

transport chunks of unsawed marble
every Sunday if it does not rain.

rulyu 1a n a clothing or fishnet bundle cf

bugkus 1a, pýnuˆ1 1a, pyÿsa
1b meas n a nonspecific or specific number

of bundles of clothing or fishnets cf

bugkus 1b, pýnuˆ1 1b, tambi 1a
2 meas n a nonspecific or specific number

of five-string groupings of fish ˆAng
parti nga ˆisdaˆ ni ˆUskar hay ˆisa ka
rulyu. As for Oscar’s share of fish, [it] is

one five-string grouping. {One five-

string grouping is five strings of fish

lima ka sagaˆ, two five-string groupings

is ten strings of fish napýyuˆ ka sagaˆ
and so on.}

risirba 469 rulyu
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rumãna n a bar scale for weighing produce

Kung ˆang ˆÿmu lugitun hay kadãmuˆ
ˆang tubýˆan; magaˆan ˆang ˆÿmu lýgit
kung pisarun sa rumãna. If your copra

coconuts have many shoots, your copra

is light when it will be weighed on a bar
scale. {Consists of a bar, one hook

gansu above from which the bar is

suspended, one hook below to hold the

produce, and a movable weight batukãti
which, by positioning it on the bar,

determines the weight of that being

weighed.} syn ˆispãda nga kiluhan (kÿlu
2b)

rumansa n a love song ˆIgwa man kita nang
ˆýna manga kanta sa ˆãtun magýyang
nang ginasiling nga rumansa. In past

times we surely had songs from our

grandparents which are called love
songs.

Rumãnu Katuliku (var Katuliku) 1a n the

Roman Catholic Church Pagsuyud
nãmun sa simbãhan naghambay ˆang
pãriˆ nga, “Magluwas ˆãnay kag pumÿla
kay maluwas ˆang manga santus nang
Rumãnu Katuliku.” Upon our going

inside the church, the priest said,

“Please go outside and form a line

because the images of the saints of the

Roman Catholic Church will be taken

outside.”

1b adj the Roman Catholic religion

Kadamýˆan diri sa Rumblun ˆang
nagapakasay sa simbãhan kung ˆang
ˆiya rilihiyun hay Katuliku. Most

[people] here in Romblon are those

who had their wedding in the church if

their religion is Roman Catholic.

1c n a Roman Catholic person
v Someone becomes a Roman Catholic.

[nagkatuliku became a Roman Catholic]

Rumblumãnun 1a n a Romblomanon per-

son; a native of Romblon ˆIndiˆ ku da
mahambay nga Rumblumãnun lang
ˆang subra nga maˆinum. [It] is not

able to be said by me that only

Romblomanons drink too much.

1b n the Romblomanon language
Rumblun 1a n Romblon Province, located in

north-central Philippines Nang pagbãlik
ku diri sa Rumblun, nagpakasay ˆaku sa
ˆãkun ˆasãwa nga si Hilda. When I

returned here to Romblon Province, I

was married to my spouse, Hilda.

1b n Romblon Island, one of several

islands making up Romblon Province

1c n Romblon Town
rus n a rose plant or flower
rýsa 1 adj Something is pink in color. ˆAng

kulur nang ˆiya balayan hay may kãki,
rýsa kag ˆitum. As for the color of its

shell, there is brown, pink and black.

(See kulur 1, Colors for table.)

2 Rýsa pers n Rosa, a common name for a

girl, woman

rusal n a gardenia plant or flower
ruskas 1a n a screw
1b v Someone screws something onto

something else.
nagruskas Si Dyu ˆang nagruskas nang

sim. Joe was the one who screwed the
galvanized iron [to something else].

v Something is screwed onto something
else by someone.

gingruskas Gingruskas ni Tirsu ˆang kãhuy
sa dingding. The wood was screwed onto
the wall by Terso.

S

sa1 1a loc n det Someone or something does

something or is situated at, beside, in, in
front of, on a person or thing; someone

does something to or with a person or

thing; someone or something moves

away from, into, onto, towards some-

one or something else. [This determiner

marks a non-topic location.] Pagkatãpus

bãsa nang sýlat si Plurintÿna nagatýyuˆ
ˆang ˆiya lýhaˆ nga nagapamalisbis sa
pisngi nga, “Bãsiˆ kami ˆitýnud sa
dãgat?” After Florentina read the letter,

her tears were running profusely down on
her cheeks [and she said,] “Why will we

be cast away into the ocean?” Nagtãngis
si Karlus sa ˆiya lýlu; bÿsan ˆanu nga

rumãna 470 sa1
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paliwãnag nang ˆiya lýlu, hay ˆindiˆ siya
magsugut nga siya hay ˆindiˆ dayˆun nang
ˆiya lýlu. Carlos cried in front of his

grandfather; even though [the situation]

was explained by his grandfather, he

would not agree that he would not be

taken back by his grandfather. cf nasa
1b ti n det Something happens or a state exists

during, for or in a particular time period;

something happens on a particular point

in time. ˆDiri sa ˆãtun kahugaˆhýgaˆ ˆang
týbiˆ kag lalunglãluˆ na sa býlan nang
Marsu hasta ˆAbril. Here in our place the

water is very difficult especially during
the month of March until April. Si Nardu
na ˆang bahãyaˆ magpasãyud sa manga
tãwu nga ˆigwa ning mÿting sa Duminggu.
Nardo is the one responsible to inform the

people that there will be a meeting on
Sunday. Manyanitãhan nãtun si Rýsa sa
Hulyu disiˆutsu. Rosa will be serenaded

by us on July eighteen.

2 lk ptl Joins a linking verb to a gerund; not

usually translated in English. Mapãra
ˆang ˆungaˆ sa pagtãngis. The child will

stop crying. Ginatawag si Tiruy nang
ˆiya nanay pãra magpabýlig sa manga
trabãhu sa ˆinda bayay. Teroy is called

by his mother in order to let [him] help

work at their house.

3a prep Something is done during a

particular time period; will be done this
coming designated time. Hambay ku
hay sÿgi, makaraˆ gãling nga nãkun
kami sa hãpun. I said, go ahead for we

all will come this coming afternoon. Sa
pagkatýyug ni Marsya nagdamgu siya
nga may nakÿtaˆ siya nga lãbut nga
kãhuy. During Marcia’s sleeping, she

dreamed that she saw a strange kind of

tree. cf hãbang, mintras, samantãla,

ˆýras 1d
3b prep The function, purpose, or use of

something is for a particular action or

condition. Diraˆ sa Tyamban, kung ˆikaw
nagaplÿti ning kãtids ˆigwa ˆinaˆ diraˆ ning
kumplÿtu nga gãmit nga ˆindu magagãmit
sa pagkatýyug. There in Tiamban, if you

are renting a cottage, there are complete

supplies there that will be used by you for

sleeping. Ginasakyan ˆang traysikul sa
pagpamakay ning tinda sa banwa.
Motorized pedicabs are ridden in for
buying groceries in town.

3c prep Something is done by means of an

action or thing. Ginapaˆãgi lang ni
Pidru sa sistÿma nang pagsýlat ˆang
paghambay niya sa dalãga. What he

[wanted to] make known to the young

lady was made known by Pedro by
means of a writing system.

4a subord conj Something happens or a state

exists because something else happens

or another state exists; or because of
another happening, state, person or thing.

Namatoy si Pidru sa kagýtum. Pedro

died because of hunger. Sa kadakuˆ nang
ˆiya gingkãˆun, nagasakit ˆang ˆiya tiyan.
Because his eating was excessive, his

stomach pained.

4b subord conj & int because...very Sa
kaˆÿnit nang kapi, wayaˆ ˆinuma ni
Nurma. Because the coffee was very
hot, Norma did not drink [it]. Compare

above with the following: Kaˆinitˆÿnit
ˆang kapi, wayaˆ ˆinuma ni Nurma.
[Because] the coffee was very hot
Norma, did not drink [it]. [See also sa
followed by pronouns, sec. 2.5.1.5.]

saˆýyu derv Someone memorizes some-

thing.

sa2 (var of kay2 3)

Sabadu 1a n Saturday ˆAng katapusan ni
ˆIrning hay sa Sabadu. Erning’s tenth

day of being deceased was on

Saturday.
ˆadlaw nang Sabadu adv on a Saturday

Nasayýran nang magýyang nga si
ˆInrÿku ˆang mapapangasãwa nang
prinsÿsa kag ˆadlaw nang Sabadu ˆang
ˆinda kasay. [It] was known by the old
man that Enrico would really become
the spouse of the princess and their
wedding would be on a Saturday. (See
Appendix 17, Days of the Week.)

1b v Saturday arrives. Hay kundiˆ hay
ˆimaw na ˆadtu maSabadu, malarga na
ˆang bapur. Saturday has arrived
already, [so] the boat will leave.

pagkaSabadu ti adv after or upon the
arrival of Saturday PagkaSabadu

sa2 471 Sabadu
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nang gabˆi, manga ˆalas sayis nang
gabˆi, yãraˆ na ˆang manga magýyang ni
Taylu. Upon the arrival of Saturday
evening, about six o’clock in the
evening, the parents of Taylo were
already there.

2 Sabadu di Glurya n Black Saturday,

preceding Easter Sunday Duminggu di
Glurya (Duminggu 3) {Little or no

activity outside the home is

accomplished this day; traditionally

people stay at home.}

sãbag 1a v Something is fried or roasted in

a frying pan by someone.
nasãbag Kung nasãbag mu na ˆang mani,

pwÿdi mu na ˆini nga kaˆýnun. If you
have been able to roast the peanuts
already, it is then alright that you will
eat them.

sabãgun Kung limpyu na ˆang putut pwÿdi
mu na ˆini nga ˆibaligyaˆ, humanun nga
dayuk kundiˆ man hay sabãgun. When
the pond-field shrimp are already clean,
it is acceptable that they will be sold by
you, will be made into salted shrimp or
will be roasted.

1b sinãbag n roasted food Kaˆãyu da nga
siruˆun ˆang sinãbag nga putut hay
nagapuyapuya lang sa pinggan. It is nice

to look at roasted pond-field shrimp

when [they] become red in a dish.

sabãgay adv A particular action occurs or

state exists. Anyway, it doesnˆt matter

because of another action or state. {The

statement following sabãgay is intended

to explain why what has just been said is

not a problem.} ˆAng ginataˆu lang gãniˆ
ˆinaˆ ni Mamay hay tigdus singkwinta
lang gãniˆ ˆinaˆ hasta gid matãpus ˆang
simãna. Sabãgay da, ˆadtu nang ˆýna,
barãtu pa ˆadtu ˆang manga balakyãnun.
What was given by Mother was only two

[pesos and] fifty [centavos] a week.

Anyway, at that time, purchase items

were still cheap. syn tutal
sabat1 1 ger Someone said,... (lit, someone’s

saying) [Used as a formula for direct

quotations. For direct or indirect quo-

tations, see hambay 1.] ˆAng sabat ni
Lulÿta, “Mas maˆãyu pa gãniˆ baya ˆang
magsarili ˆaku paglýtuˆ.” Lolita said (lit,

The saying of Lolita [was]), “It is

probably better for me to be alone in

cooking.” ˆAng sabat ku naman sa ˆãkun
panugãngan, “Sinˆung mangasãwa sa
ˆãkun? Sayud ninda nga ˆaku, hay may
ˆasãwa na.” I said to my parent-in-law,

“Who would court me? They know that,

as for me, [I] already have a husband.” cf

balÿtaˆ 1, hambay 1, salaysay, siling 1,

tawag 2
2 v Someone answers someone else, or

talks back to someone else in an

insolent manner.
nagsabat, sumabat ˆAng hambay ku,

“Maˆãyu nga hãpun!” Tapus, nagsabat
da si Nÿna sa ˆãkun nga, “Dãyun!” I
said, “Good afternoon!” Then Nena
answered me, “Come in!” Sumabat si
Birtu sa ˆãkun nga, “Ginapasãyud ta
ˆikaw nga si Bÿni hay patay na.” Berto
answered me, “You are being informed
by me that Benny has already died.”

nakasabat Nakasabat si Tasya ning
“Hýˆu” nang nabatiˆan niya ˆang
ˆuligham nang ˆiya tatay sa sãkup nang
simbãhan. Tacia was able to answer
“Yes” when she heard the voice of her
father inside the church.

nagasabat Sarÿli ku gãniˆ nga ˆungaˆ hay
wayaˆ nagasabat sa ˆãkun. Really, my
own son does not talk back to me.

magsabat ˆIndiˆ magsabat nang prisyu
kay ginahuyat pa ˆadtung kapitan nga
mahuman nang kasulatan. [He] will not
answer [about] the price because that
village head is being waited for who will
make a written agreement.

kasabat Wayaˆ kasabat si Suylu sa ˆiya
tatay. Zoilo was not able to answer to
his father.

magsabat inf to answer or to talk back to
someone Naˆahatan si Lÿlay magsabat
sa ˆiya ning “hýˆu”. Lilay was forced to
answer “yes” to her [father].

pagsabat ger someone’s answering or
talking back ˆAdtu nga dãˆan sa ˆiya
pagsabat nga “hýˆu”, nakatilaw siya ning
tampýyung sa ˆiya tatay. At that time of
her answering “yes”, she experienced a
slap from her father.

sabat2 1a n a dyed buri strip, used in making

a design on a mat banig. ˆÐmu na ˆini nang

sãbag 472 sabat2
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buli likÿrun pãra masunud nga ˆadlaw
pwÿdi ka na makalÿlas ning sabat nga
putiˆ. You can now roll these buri [strips]

so that the next day you can then strip

white dyed buri strips. Sabãtan mu
naman liwat nga parÿhu da nang ˆadtung
sabat mu sa primÿru pãra pagtãbuˆ nang
manga sabat sa tungaˆtýngaˆ nang ˆÿmu
banig hay pariparÿhu gid. Weave [dyed

buri strips] again the same as your first

design so that when the dyed buri strips
meet in the middle of your mat they are

exactly the same.

1b n a mat design, made by weaving dyed

buri strips into a weaving Kung ˆÿmu ˆini
lakutlakýtun ˆang kulur, magalãˆin ˆang
kulur nang ˆÿmu tinÿnaˆ nga buli, kag
kalãˆin ˆang sabat nang ˆÿmu banig. If you

mix up the colors, the color of your dyed

buri [strips] becomes bad, and [the color

of] the design of your mat is also bad.

Kung wayaˆ da ˆini ning sabat hay ˆindiˆ
da pagbakyun nang miyugpamãkay ning
banig. If there is no design, the mat

buyers will not buy [the mats].

2 sãbat ger someone’s weaving of dyed
buri strips into a mat Pagkatãpus mu
ning sãbat sa primÿru, madýgang naman
ˆikaw ning lãya. Upon your completing

the weaving of dyed buri strips [into a

mat] at the beginning, you will then add

to the weaving.
v Someone weaves dyed buri strips into a

mat.
magsãbat Sa pagtaytay ginabÿlang ˆinaˆ

kung pila ka lilas bãgu ka magsãbat. At
the beginning [of weaving], it is counted
as to how many buri strips [are woven]
before you weave dyed buri strips.

v Dyed buri strips are woven by someone
into a mat.

sabãtan Sabãtan mu naman liwat nga
parÿhu da nang ˆadtung sabat mu sa
primÿru. Dyed buri strips should be
woven [into the mat] by you which are
the same as that first decoration of
yours.

sabaw 1 n broth of boiled meats, rice, veg-

etables; flavored liquid (savory or un-

savory) derived from a food, from mature

coconuts Kanãmit ˆang sabur nang karni

kag nang sabaw labi na gid kung ˆang
paglýtuˆ hay laˆýya nga manuk. The

flavor of the meat and the broth are

delicious especially when the cooking of

the chicken is by boiling. ˆAng sabaw
nang niyug hay ginabahug sa bãbuy;
gãniˆ kung kami nagalýgit kadãmuˆ ˆang
nagapangayuˆ sabaw nang niyug.
Flavored liquid of [mature] coconuts is

fed to pigs; that is the reason why, when

we make copra, many are asking for the

flavored liquid of [mature] coconuts.

ˆIndiˆ ˆibutang ˆang sabaw sa butãngan,
kag pagkatãpus takyuban ning maˆãyu.
The flavored liquid [from the salt and

fish] should not be put in the container,

and then it should be covered well.

{Foods with broth or flavored liquids:

sabaw nang butung flavored liquid of a

young coconut, sabaw nang kinalãyu
flavored liquid of cooked rice, sabaw
nang laˆýya stew broth, sabaw nang niyug
flavored liquid of a mature coconut,

sabaw nang pinangat vinegar fish dish

broth, sabaw nang tinýya seafood stew

broth, sabaw nang ˆadýbu flavored liquid

of adobo, sabaw nang ˆýtan vegetable

broth.} cf sýpas (See Appendix 7, Parts of

a Coconut Fruit.)

1a sabaw nga kapi n coffee-flavored
liquid Butangi ning sabaw nga kapi
ˆang ˆÿmu kanˆun pãra madaliˆ mu
matuyun. Your rice should have coffee-
flavored liquid put into it so that it will

be easy to be swallowed by you.

1b sabaw nga matamˆis n a sweet broth
1c sabaw nga maˆasin n a salty broth
2 v A liquid is used to liquefy a particular

food.
gingsabaw Kaˆisut lang nga týbiˆ ˆang

gingsabaw ni Lus sa ˆiya ginalaˆgaˆ.
What was used by Luz to liquefy what
was being boiled by her was a little
water.

ginasabaw ˆAng ginasabaw ni Lýla sa
ˆiya kanˆun hay sabaw nang tinýya.
What is used by Grandmother to
liquefy her rice is seafood stew broth.

v A particular food is liquefied by someone.
gingsabawan Gingsabawan ni Silya ˆang

prÿtu nga ˆisdaˆ. The fried fish was

sabaw 473 sabaw
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liquefied by Celia.
sabawan Sabawan ku ˆang kamýti kay

ˆãkun lagaˆun. The sweet potatoes will
be liquefied by me because [they] will
be boiled by me.

sabaw nga gataˆ (see gataˆ 1) coconut
milk extract

sabdyik n a class subject offered or taken at

a school ˆAng ˆãkun gustu gid nga
sabdyik hay ˆang Susyal ˆIstãdis. The

class subject that I liked very much was

Social Studies.
sabdyiks pl n class subjects taken at a

school Hay ˆang hambay sa ˆãkun ni
Mistir Balgýna hay ˆaku hay ˆibagsak
niya sa manga sabdyiks. Mr. Balgona
told me that I would be failed by him in
the class subjects [under him].

sabid n a spirit-induced sickness Naghambay
sa ˆãkun ˆang ˆãkun nanay nga, “Dayˆa sa
banwa kag ˆipasiruˆ sa miyugbýyung bãsiˆ
kung may sabid.” My mother said to me,

“Take [him] to town and let [him] be

examined at [the place of] the herbalist [to

see] if there might be a spirit-induced
sickness.”

sabÿla n an aloe vera plant, Aloe vera
(Linn.). {Leaves are used as a source of

herbal medicine.}

sabsab v Animals feed or graze on veg-

etation. [masabsab will feed or graze on

vegetation]
magsabsab inf to feed or graze on

vegetation Dãpat makuray ˆagud ˆindiˆ
makasuyud ˆang hãyup nga magsabsab
nang manga kãhuy nga nagatýbuˆ na
didtu. [That area] should be fenced so
that animals will not be able to enter to
feed on trees that are already growing
there.

sabur 1a n the flavor or taste of a food ˆIgwa
naman ning tãmaˆ lang gid ˆang ˆiya
katamˆis, kag dãmuˆ pa gid ˆinaˆ nga
sabur ˆang ˆÿmu matitilawan kung dãmuˆ
ˆang klãsi nang ˆÿmu dugus. It surely has

just the right amount of sweetness, and

there are very many flavors that you can

consistently taste if you have many

different kinds of honey. ˆAng dugus,
hay lãbut ˆang sabur kaysa tamˆis nang
ˆasýkar. As for honey, [it] has a different

taste from the sweetness of sugar.

Tastes

makãhang (kãhang) pungent,

burning

mapaˆit (paˆit) bitter

matamˆis (tamˆis) sweet, as sugar,

ripe fruit

maˆasin (ˆasin 1c) salty

maˆaslum (ˆaslum 2) sour

1b kasãbur adj A food is flavorful or tasty.

ˆAng ˆiya ˆini ning ˆunud, hay parÿhu sa
kugÿta pÿru kasãbur ˆang ˆunud nang sÿhiˆ
nga ˆini. As for this one’s meat (i.e., of a

chambered nautilus), [it] is the same as

the common octopus but the meat of this

shell is [more] tasty.

sabut n pubic hair
sabuysabuy 1 n fibers such as of coconut

husks; bird pin feathers; clothing balls
Dãpat gid buyˆun ˆini ˆang sabuysabuy
kay kung masýnug ˆang tapãhan. These

[coconut] fibers should be removed

because the smoking rack might be

burned [if the fibers catch fire]. cf

buybuy 1
2 v Something is frayed by someone.

sabuysabuyun Dãpat ˆang ˆÿmu gilit hay
bagˆu pãra katayum ˆang duyut pãra ˆang
ˆÿmu lÿlas hay bukun sabuysabuyun. Your
razor blade must be new so that the edge
is sharp so that your buri strips will not be
frayed.

sãbuˆ v Someone or something goes around,

paces around or roams around a given

place.
nagasabuˆsãbuˆ Kadãmuˆ da ˆang

nagasabuˆsãbuˆ nga manga liplip. There
were many one-sail outrigger boats going
around [in the bay]. [Commonly occurs
with a doubled stem sabuˆsãbuˆ.]

magsabuˆsãbuˆ inf to go around, pace
around or roam around a given place
Wayaˆ pa da ˆakuy týka nga pãra sa
ˆãkun; gãniˆ nahuyaˆ da ˆaku didtu
magsabuˆsãbuˆ sa baylÿhan. There was
not yet a work assignment for me; that’s
why I was embarrassed to go around at
the benefit dance. cf lantýˆag, pamasyar
1b, pãnaw 1, pasÿyu, turag, ˆãbug

sabwag v Something or someone has a

sabdyik 474 sabwag
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granular substance which pours like a

liquid poured on it or them by someone

else.
ginasabwagan Ginasabwagan sinda

ning bugas pãra simbulu nga pirmi nga
ˆigwa sinda ning grasya. They (i.e.,
newlyweds) have some rice poured on
[them] so that it will be a symbol that
there will always be a blessing for them.
cf basya, bubuˆ

sabyaw 1 pasabyaw v Someone disobeys
someone else.

magpasabyaw Bÿni, magbýˆut ka didtu;
ˆindiˆ ka magpasabyaw sa ˆÿmu lýlu kag
lýla. Benny, act appropriately there; you

should not disobey your grandfather

and grandmother.

sabyaˆ n a condiment food or seasoning

added to a main food dish ˆAng sabyaˆ
nga ginabutang sa karni hay bãwang,
sibýyas, paminta kag katumbay nga
dagkuˆ. The condiments which are put

with meat are garlic, onions, black pepper

and large bell peppers. cf lakut 2a
sabˆa n a saba cooking banana plant or

fruit, Musa sapientum var. compressa
{Commonly eaten either boiled or

fried.} spec pyasabˆahan (See sãging
1a, Kinds of Bananas for table. See

Appendix 3, Kinds of Cultigens.)

sabˆit v Relatives of a bride and groom

ritually pin money onto their clothing.
nasasabˆit Nang natãpus na ˆang sunãta,

ginbuˆuy ˆang manga kwarta nga
nasasabˆit sa ˆinda bãruˆ kag ginbÿlang.
When the music was finished, the
money that was able to be ritually
pinned on their clothes was gotten and
was counted.

nagasabˆit Pag wayaˆ na ning nagasabˆit
ning kwarta sa manga bagˆung kasay,
sinda hay nagaˆÿlis na ning bãru. When
there is nobody who is still ritually
pinning money onto [the clothes of] the
newlywed couple, they then change
their [wedding] clothes.

sabˆung v Someone hangs something high
above the head.

nakasabˆung Gingkãwat ˆang kwarta ni
Santu sa bulsa nang ˆiya sayway nga
nakasabˆung sa dingding. The money

of Santo was stolen from the pocket of
his trousers which [he] happened to
hang high on the wall.

v Something is hung high above the head
by someone.

gingsabˆung Gingsabˆung ni Migil ˆang
ˆiya baskit sa langsang. His basket was
hung high by Miguel on a nail.

sadyap n split-bamboo walling of a house

{Thin-walled bamboo bagãkay is used.}

sagang 1a n a blockade, used to prevent

passage; an obstruction against some-

thing, as a charm, medicine, prayer to

ward off a curse or sickness

1b v A blow is fended off by someone; a

passageway is blockaded by someone;

a sickness is prevented by a charm,

medicine, prayer.
sagangan Sagangan ku ˆang pwirtãhan;

wayay makasuyud. The doorway will be
blockaded by me; no one will be able to
go inside. cf hãwid 1b

sãgaˆ 1 meas n eleven or more strings of fish

Nagbakay si Ramun ning ˆunsi sãgaˆ nga
ˆisdaˆ. Ramon bought eleven strings of

fish. {A string of fish consists of two to

four pieces of fish, depending on size and

quality, tied together at the mouth. Up to

ten strings are placed on a fish-carrying

pole sangyãyan1a for carrying tomarket.}
sagaˆ meas n a nonspecific or specific

number of strings of fish, commonly
one through ten, uncommonly eleven
and above [The word sagaˆ is preceded
by the number ligature ka.] Nakabakay
na kami ning ˆisa ka sagaˆ nga ˆisdaˆ kay
didtu ˆaku nagˆÿban ˆinaˆ ning kwarta sa
binta nang ˆays kindi. We were able to
buy one string of fish because I
deducted that money from the sales
money of the ice candy.

2 sagaˆan n stringing material for stringing

fish, fruit, meat or vegetables {A buri rib,

length of rattan or rope, about 30 cm to 40

cm long. Fish, fruit, meat or vegetables

are strung on and the material is tied in a

loop. Used for convenience in carrying by

hand or on a carrying pole sangyãyan
1a.} syn tuhugan 1

saghid v Someone strikes a match palÿtu,

puspuru 1. [nagsaghid stuck a match]
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sãging 1a n a banana plant, family Musaceae,

genus Musa (See Appendix 3, Kinds of

Cultigens.)

Kinds of Bananas

batabya batabya eating banana

bayuy, lacatan eating banana

lakatan
bininditu bininditu cooking

banana

butˆýhan butuan cooking banana

datiˆ datiˆ eating banana

lãnut 1 abaca banana

pãkuy butuan cooking banana

pinasagiˆ pinasagiˆ eating banana

sabˆa sabˆa cooking banana

sinutlãˆan sinutlãˆan eating banana

tinduk tinduk eating banana

tudlundãtuˆ tudlundãtuˆ eating

banana

tundan latundan eating banana

ˆiliˆud ˆiliˆud eating banana

ˆuyãbi ˆuyãbi cooking banana

1b n a banana fruit {Preparation for use:

ˆýpak 1b peel; multiple: sãpad hand of

bananas. Eaten at the end of a meal as a

dessert.} (See ˆýpak 1b, Things that
are Peeled for table.)

2a sãging nga bingkit n a double banana
fruit, i.e., two bananas which develop

within a single skin ˆIni ˆang sãging nga
bingkit hay bukun lang sa nabdus
ginabãwal kundiˆ sa manga ˆungaˆ nga
babãyi kag manga dalãga. These

double bananas are not only forbidden

to pregnant women but also to young

girls and unmarried women.

2b ginatˆan nga sãging n cooking banana
cooked in coconut milk extract (See

Appendix 9, Foods Cooked in Coconut

Milk Extract.)

2c hinug nga sãging n a ripe banana
{Eaten at the end of a meal as a dessert.}

(See dulsi 1, Dessert Following a Meal
for table.)

tinumãkan nga sãging (tinumãkan 1c)
set expr banana mush

sagnat n a fever ˆAng kalãˆum ku ˆadtu hay
maˆãyu na kay wayaˆ na siya ning
sagnat. What I thought was that she was

already well because she had no more

fever.
v Someone is afflicted with a fever.
gingsagnat ˆAng gingtunãˆan ˆini nang

ˆiya sakit, hay nang ˆadtung siya hay
gingsagnat. As for that which was the
beginning of this sickness of his, [it]
was when he was afflicted with a fever.

sãgu n body fluid, especially of a dead

person after about 24 hours following

death

sagudsud n a rice seedling ready for trans-

planting {About 12 cm long.}

saguksuk n a beaked leatherjacket fish or

long-nosed filefish, Oxymonacanthus
longirostris (Bloch and Schneider)

{Greenish to bluish with bright-orange

to red spots forming the longitudinal

series across the body and coudal

peduncle. Inhabits reefs rich with living

corals, especially branching species.}

saguˆsuˆ 1a n a seedling seed Nagpusngil na
ˆang saguˆsuˆ nga pitsay ni Hisus. The

Chinese cabbage seedling seeds of

Hesus have already sprouted. cf býsuy
1b v Seeds are planted for seedlings by

someone.
gingsaguˆsuˆ Gingsaguˆsuˆ ku na ˆang

pitsay. Chinese cabbage was planted
already for seedlings by me. {Seeds not
requiring transplanting are planted tanum
1b. Seedling seeds saguˆsuˆ 1a are planted
for transplanting as seedlings.}

sagˆang n the jaw of a person or animal

sãhaˆ n a plant sucker, as of a banana plant

cf tubýˆan (týbuˆ 1b)
sãhaˆ n a secondary rice shoot
sakar v Something given to someone is

gotten back by the giver.
masakar ˆIndiˆ mu gãniˆ masakar ˆang

kwarta nga ˆÿmu ginbakay ning pýkut.
The money which you used to buy the
fishnet will not be gotten back by you.

sakay 1 v Someone rides on or in something.
nagsakay, sumakay Nagsakay naman

ˆaku liwat sa traysikul pabãlik sa bayay. I
rode again then in a motorized pedicab
going back to the house. PagkaSabadu
sumakay naman ˆaku, pakari sa Lýtun
kami ni Kumadri Turing. On Saturday I
rode, coming to Lawton with Co-mother-
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in-law Toring.
nakasakay Bãgu kami nakasakay

pakadtu sa ˆãmun pagaˆistaran hay
nagpanunýka ˆãnay ˆaku. Before we
were able to ride, going to the place
where we would stay, I first vomited.

nagasakay Daw parÿhu na da sa
nagasakay kami sa barýtu nga
nagatapwaktapwãkan kami nang dãgat.
It was as though we were already riding
in a boat in which we were being
splashed by seawater.

magsakay inf to ride in or on something
Midyu ˆaku ginahadlýkan magsakay kay
kargãdu kag kadãmuˆ pa ˆang tãwu nga
masakay. I was somewhat afraid to ride
because [the boat] was excessively
weighed down with cargo and there were
also many passengers.

sakay, pagsakay ger someone’s riding in
or on something PagkaLýnis nagˆãhat
gid ˆaku sakay sa Bakhãwan nga bapur.
On Monday I insisted on riding on the
Bakhawan boat.

v Something is ridden in or on by
someone.

ginasakayan, ginasakyan Natingãya siya
sa ˆiya ginasakayan nga barýtu kay
wayaˆ nagasalÿda bÿsan tudýhan niya
ning bugsay. He was surprised regarding
the boat on which he was riding because
it was not moving even though he
paddled very well. Ginasakyan ˆang
traysikul sa pagpamakay ning tinda sa
banwa. Motorized pedicabs are ridden
in for buying groceries in town.

2 salakyan (var sayakyan) n a boat or

ship; a vehicle Kung wayaˆ ning parýla
hay ˆindiˆ masayýran nang kapitan nang
salakyan kung malapit na ˆang lugar
nga ˆinda kakadtuˆan. If there is no

lighthouse, the pilot of the ship will not

know if the place to which they are

going is already near. Nagpangitaˆ si
Milba ning sayakyan ˆadtu da nga ˆýras
wayaˆ gid bÿsan ˆisa nga dyip nga
nagbyãhi. Melba looked for a vehicle
[but] at that time there wasnˆt even one

jeepney that ran.

sãkaˆ 1 imper v Climb up something! Sãkaˆ
na sa ˆibãbaw kag kumatýyug ka! Climb
up above and sleep!

v Someone climbs a tree, climbs up a
steep or vertical incline, stairs.

nagsãkaˆ, sumãkaˆ Nagsãkaˆ ˆaku sa
ˆibãbaw kag didtu ku mismu ginbuˆak sa
ˆibãbaw. I climbed up to the top and
broke it off right there at the top. Sumãkaˆ
ˆang ˆuning paˆibabaw pakadtu sa kisami.
The cat climbed up above going to the
ceiling.

nagasãkaˆ Kung nagasãkaˆ ka sa niyug
magdãhan gid pãra ˆindiˆ ka malarag sa
pagpananggut. When you climb
coconut trees be very careful so that you
will not fall down in collecting coconut
wine.

pagsãkaˆ ger climbing something
Nagkaˆibahan kami ˆari nyan sa
panawan hay siya gida hay pwirsãdu
kakýsug sa pagsãkaˆ sa býkid. We
associated with each other in a walking
area today and really he was very strong
in climbing the hill.

1a panakaˆ v Someone, especially a coconut

wine collector mananggÿti climbs coco-

nut palms for the purpose of collecting

coconut wine tubaˆ 1a.
nagapanakaˆ Kung nagapanakaˆ ning

niyug, magdãhan gid, lãluˆ na kung
nakaˆabut ka na sa ˆibãbaw. When [you]
climb coconut palms, you should do [it]
very carefully, especially when you are
able to reach the top.

manãkaˆ (from panãkaˆ + ma-)
Kahugaˆ kung manãkaˆ ka kay kung
wayaˆ kay swirti mahýyug ka pa. It is
difficult if you will climb [coconut
palms] because if you have no luck you
will fall down.

pagpanãkaˆ, panãkaˆ ger someone’s climb-
ing of a coconut palm Kung ˆindiˆ mu
makãya ˆang pagpanãkaˆ ning niyug;
ginasuhýyan ˆang nagapanakaˆ kag ˆang
sýhuy pagpanãkaˆ ning niyug hay kinsi
pÿsus ˆang gatus. If you are not able to do
the climbing of coconut palms, the one
who climbs is paid and the payment for
climbing coconut palms is fifteen pesos
per hundred. Pagkatãpus mu ning
panãkaˆ, mahãkut ka na nang ˆÿmu
pinuntuk nga niyug. Upon your com-
pleting climbing [the coconut palms],
then you will carry your coconuts that you
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gathered together.

sãkir n a game of soccer (See kãnam 1a,
Games Children and Others Play for

table.)

sakit 1 n an illness, internal or external,

including extensive skin infections.

ˆAng sakit nang ˆãkun ˆungaˆ hay
gingkamaluyˆan nang kalag. The illness
of my child was soul inflicted by a

departed soul. Halimbãwaˆ, kung ˆikaw
naman hay may sakit, parÿhu nang sakit
nga risipula, ˆinaˆ hay ginabãwal ˆang
pagkãˆun nga parÿhu nang kugÿta, lýkus,
pasãyan kag karni nang bãbuy. For

example, if you have an illness, like

erysipelas illness, it is forbidden to eat

[things] such as common octopus, squid,

dried imported shrimp and pork. Kung
ˆang ˆÿmu naman ˆungaˆ hay may sakit
nga ˆinang kadamuˆdãmuˆ ˆang gýyus,
ginabãwal naman ˆinaˆ ˆang pagkãˆun
nga parÿhu nang munggu, ˆitlug kag
manga malalangsa kag madýguˆ nga
ˆisdaˆ. If your child has an illness which

consists of very many infected insect

bites, the food which is forbidden to to

be eaten by that one are [foods] such as

mung beans, eggs and those fish that

are fishy smelling and bloody. cf

dipirinsya 1a
1a sakit sa babãyi n a venereal disease
2a v A part of the body aches.

nagasakit, magasakit Paˆunu maglãˆin
ˆang ginhãwa ku nga wayaˆ gãniˆ
nagasakit ˆang ˆãkun tiyan? How is it
that my breathing became bad when my
stomach does not ache? ˆAdtung babãyi,
hay gasakit ˆang ˆýyu tungud sa
kakuyangan nang katuyugun. As for
that woman, [her] head aches because
of lack of sleep. Bãwal magkãˆun ning
pinya nga hinug kag langkaˆ nga hinug
ning dungan kay magasakit kunu ˆang
ˆÿmu tiyan. It is forbidden to eat ripe
pineapple and ripe jackfruit at the same
time because, they say, your stomach
will ache.

2b masakit adj Someone or something

suffers pain; a part of the body is
painful. Kung ˆini, hay ˆãtun sinda
masayangan sa ˆãtun ginaˆagÿhan kag

sinda hay masakit, ˆimaw ˆinaˆ nga ˆang
ˆisa nga tãwu hay nagamasakit. As for

these [spirits], when we accidentally

touch them where we pass by and they

suffer pain, that is the reason that a

person will get sick. Wayaˆ ˆaku
matuyýgi kay masakit ˆang ˆãkun tiyan. I
was unable to sleep because my

stomach was painful. ˆAng masakit sa
ˆãkun hay ˆang ˆakun tiyan. That which

is painful for me is my stomach.
v Someone becomes sick, a part of the

body becomes painful caused by a
particular sickness or a part of the body.

nagmasakit ˆAng hambay ni Karlus kay
Tatay, “Kasanˆu pa ˆini nagmasakit?”
Carlos said to Father, “When did this
first become painful?”

nagamasakit Kadamýˆan nga manga
tãwu nga nagamasakit ning dayarya
hay kung panahun nang tinguyãnun kay
wayaˆ sinda ning kasilyas sa ˆinda
bayay. As for most people who become
sick with diarrhea, it is during the rainy
season because they have no toilets at
their houses.

magmasakit Gãniˆ ginahuman ˆini kay
para kunu kung magˆistar ˆang tagˆÿya
nang bayay hay ˆindiˆ magmasakit. The
reason why they do this, they say, is that
when the owner of a house stays [in the
house] no one will become sick.

magmasakit inf to become sick Bihÿraˆ
lang gid magmasakit ning grãbi ˆang
manga ˆungaˆ nang ˆýna, kag ˆang
manga ngÿpun hay dýgay magsÿraˆ.
[Previously] for children to become
seriously sick was rare, and it took a
long time for their teeth to decay.

v An illness, a part of the body, an
unfortunate experience causes someone
to suffer.

kasakÿtan [This form is used as the head
of a modifying phrase following nga.]
Ta niyan, nang kami nagabyãhi na,
dãmuˆ gid ˆang ˆãkun naˆagihan nga
kasakÿtan; kag ˆisa pa, wayaˆ kami
týyug kay wayaˆ kami higdãˆan kay
punuˆ ˆang tihÿras. Now when we travel,
there are many bad experiences of mine
which cause [me] to suffer; and another
thing, we donˆt have sleep because we
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donˆt have cots because [they] are full of
passengers.

v Someone is afflicted with pain in a part
of the body which aches.

ginasakiti May yãraˆ da nga wayaˆ man
ginasakiti ning tiyan. There are also
some [people] who are not afflicted
with stomach pain.

sakitan May tãwu gãniˆ nga halimbãwaˆ
siya hay nagalanguy, tapus kumãˆun
siya ning pinya nga hinug; ˆinaˆ hay
sakitan siya ning tiyan. There is a
person, for example, who is swimming,
then he eats ripe pineapple; as for that
one, he will be afflicted with pain in his
stomach.

pasakit v Someone is caused to experience
pain by a part of the body which pains.

nagpasakit Nang yadtu na kami sa dãyan,
ˆang pangutãna ku hay, “Kasanˆu pa ˆini
siya nagpasakit nang ˆiya tiyan?” When
we were already on the road, the thing
which I asked her was, “When had this
one first been caused to experience pain
by her stomach?”

pasãkit n suffering Masiruˆ gid ˆaku kay
sinda ˆang nagtaˆu ning pasãkit sa ˆãtun
ˆinaˆ nga manga sundãlu nga ˆinaˆ. I will
watch carefully because the ones who
gave us suffering are those soldiers. cf
dipirinsya 1b

sakripisyu v Someone endures hardship or

makes a sacrifice in effort, time, money.
nagasakripisyu Paˆuliˆi nindu si Narsÿsa

kay nagasakripisyu, kay ˆindu ginatiˆawan.
Narcisa should be allowed to recover by
you because [she] is enduring hardship,
because [she] was fooled by you. cf tãkud,
tiˆis

sakristan n an acolyte, a priest’s helper in a

liturgical service

saksak v Coconut meat, a fruit, vegetable is
chopped into pieces by someone.

sinaksak ˆAng lýgit nga sinaksak, ˆipÿˆut
mu sa lãta kag huwarun sa kustal. As
for the copra which was chopped into
pieces, put it into a utility can and
transfer it into a sack.

ginasaksak ˆInaˆ ˆang mangga nga hilaw,
ginasaksak ku ˆinaˆ, pÿru ginapanÿtan ku
ˆãnay. As for those unripe mangoes,
they were chopped into pieces by me,

but they were peeled by me first.
nagasaksak, pagsaksak, saksak ger some-

one’s chopping coconut meat, a fruit,
vegetable, into pieces ˆAng gustu nang
nagapamakay ning lýgit sa banwa hay
kadagkuˆ ˆang saksak nang lýgit. That
wanted by those who always buy copra in
town is that the chopping of copra into
pieces will be extensive. ˆAng nagasaksak
nang lýgit, ˆang kãda ka buˆak nang lýgit
nga niyug hay ˆupat ka lasaklasak. In the
chopping of copra into pieces, each piece
of copra is cut into four parts. Kung
nagalýgit kami ˆadtu nang ˆýna nang
ˆãmun niyug, hay kami lang ˆang
nagatrabãhu, sa pagbunut, paglatak,
pagdãbuk sa tapãhan, paglukad kag
pagsaksak. In time past when we made
our copra, we were the ones who worked,
in husking, breaking open, smoking on a
smoking rack, gouging out and chopping
into pieces.

sãku n a bag or sack Ginhãkut nang manga
subay ˆang dãwa pakadtu sa sãku kag
wayaˆ madýgay napunuˆ ˆang sãku. The

pearl millet seed was carried by the ants

to the sack and soon the sack was full.

sãkup 1 n the inside of two- or three-

dimensional space, the inside of a par-

ticular time period ˆAng ginahÿmuˆ nang
manga babãyi sa sãkup nang ˆinda bayay
hay manilhig. What is being done by

women inside their houses is that [they]

will sweep. Kung ˆang ˆungaˆ hay maˆãyu
ˆang pagkabutang sa sãkup nang tiyan
hay ˆindiˆ maˆãgas. If the position of the

child inside the womb is good, it will not

abort. Sa sãkup nang isa ka býlan hay
kaˆisa lang siya ginabisÿta nang ˆiya tatay
kag ˆiya nanay. Inside of one month he is

visited by his father and mother only

once. cf siˆuk
2 n someone’s charge; i.e., someone for

whom someone else is responsible

Kadãmuˆ ˆang ˆãkun sãkup sa ˆãkun
pamilya. My charges within my family

are many. Si Huwan hay kadamuˆ ˆang
ˆiya sãkup nga manga tãwu sa ˆupisÿna.
As for John, he has many charges which

are people at the office.

3 n an included territory under the admin-
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istrative control of a village, municipality

ˆAng Rumblun hay kadãmuˆ ˆang sãkup
nga manga baryu. As for the [town of]

Romblon, [it] has many included village

territories. ˆAng Lýnus hay sãkup nang
banwa nang Rumblun. As for Lonos, [it]

is an included territory of the town of

Romblon.

salakyan (see sakay 2) a boat or ship; a

vehicle
salãmat inj Thanks! Salãmat Luˆis, kay

maˆãyu ka nga ˆungaˆ! Bukun ka bulakbul
sa ˆiskwÿla. Thanks Luis, because you are

a good child! You are not a truant from

school.
pasalãmat v Someone gives thanks for a

particular situation.
nagapasalãmat Nagapasalãmat ˆaku kay

nakakÿtaˆ ˆakuy ˆasãwa nga mabýˆut kag
mapinalanggãˆun ginadipãra ˆang
ˆãkun manga ˆungaˆ nga wayaˆ pay
ˆasãwa. I give thanks because I was
able to find a husband who is kind and
who lovingly takes care of my children
who still have no spouses.

ger someone’s giving thanks for a
particular situation Dakuˆ gid ˆang
pasalãmat ku kay ˆaku hay nabutang
naman sa siksyun wan kay sayud gid
ninda nga ˆang ˆãkun grãdu hay
matãˆas. My giving thanks was intense
because I was able to be put into section
one because it was known by them that
my grades were high.

salampãti n a dove or pigeon ˆAng salampãti,
magtýnaˆ sa ˆiya lÿˆug pakadtu sa may
tiyan hay putiˆ da ˆang kulur. A dove,
beginning at its neck going to its breast,

the color is white.

salapiˆ n fifty centavos in Philippine currency

Butangan mu ˆang lãta ning maˆisut nga
býhuˆ nga ˆadtu ˆang maˆÿguˆ lang ˆang
sinsilyu nga kwarta, parÿhu nang dyis,
baynti singku, salapiˆ, kag pÿsu. [The lid

of] a tin can should have a little hole put

into [it] by you that coins of money will

just fit through such as ten [centavos],

twenty-five [centavos], fifty centavos,
and one peso. {Fifty centavo coins are no

longer in circulation.}

salãtan n the direction south (See nurti,

Directions for table.)

salaysay v Something is told to someone by

someone else.
ginsalaysay ˆInaˆ si Sulidad, ginbulÿgan

ku ˆinaˆ; ˆilam lang kung ginsalaysay sa
ˆindu. As for that Solidad, that one was
helped by me; I just do not know if [it]
was told to you. cf balÿtaˆ 2, hambay 1,
sabat1 1, siling 1, tawag 2

salaˆ 1a n a mistake, wrongdoing Nahãngit
ˆang ˆãyam sa ˆuning kaysa maˆisut nga
salaˆ, wayaˆ niya napatãwad ˆang
ˆambuˆ. The dog got angry at the cat

because for a small wrongdoing, he did

not forgive the rat.
adj Someone or something is mistaken or

wrong in an action, a situation. Kung
salaˆ ka pa sa paggÿˆuk, ˆang tinampýyung
ka pa nang sundãlu. When you were
mistaken in threshing [rice], you
were slapped by the soldiers. ˆAyaw
magkadtuˆa ˆang ˆupirÿtur nga hambayun
mu nga, “Tãmaˆ na, wayaˆ nay sunãta!”
Salaˆ ˆinaˆ ˆang ˆÿmu hunaˆhýnaˆ. The
[music] operator should not be gone to
and told by you, “Enough, no more
music!” Your thinking is wrong.

v Someone makes a mistake. ˆIgwa ˆaku
ning ˆisturya, ˆugãling lang kay ˆang
nagsýlat hay salaˆ. I had a story, but as
for the one who wrote it down, [he]
made a mistake.

nagsalaˆ Wayaˆ gid ˆaku nagsalaˆ sa
pagpÿliˆ sa ˆiya. I did not make a mistake
in choosing him [as my husband].

nakasalaˆ Kung sinˆu ˆang nakasalaˆ hay
pagasilýtan. Whoever happens to
make a mistake is punished.

magkasalaˆ Kung kita magkasalaˆ draˆ sa
ˆãtun ginahuman, hay mapahuyaˆ kita.
If we happen to make a mistake there
in what we do, we will be embarrassed.

1b magpakasalaˆ inf to commit sin
Nahadluk na gid ˆaku nga magpakasalaˆ.
I was already afraid to commit sin.

pagpakasalaˆ ger someone’s committing
sin ˆInaˆ ˆang natatabuˆ nga bagyu lÿnug
kag pagpamahaˆ ˆinaˆ kunu hay dahilan sa
pagpakasalaˆ kag ˆang pagsunud nang
manga kabatãˆan sa ˆýsu nga sariˆsãriˆ
nga bãruˆ kag bisyu. As for those
typhoons, earthquakes and continuous
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flooding which were happening, [they]
are the result, they say, of committing
sins and the following of young people in
the use of different [styles of] dress and
[bad things] that are done [by them].

2 kasalˆãnan n a grievance against some-

one Hambay nang ˆamuˆ, “Yãri ka galiˆ
sa ˆidãyum nang baguy; dãmuˆ ˆang
kasalˆãnan mu.” The monkey said,

“Here you are under the coconut shell;

you have many grievances [against me].”

salbabÿda n a life preserver for keeping a

person afloat in water

salÿda n the movement of someone or some-

thing Magsalirangdang ˆãnay kag
dingdingan kãda kÿlid pãra ˆang ˆasu
hay paˆibabaw ˆang salÿda. First weave

coconut frond shingles and wall both

sides so that, as for the smoke, its

movement will go up.
v Someone or something moves.
nagasalÿda ˆAng manga trak, hay wayaˆ

nagasalÿda kay dãhil kami hay
nagaparãda didtu. As for trucks, [they]
did not move because we were parading
there.

salig v Someone depends on someone else or

something; someone hopes that some-

thing will happen; someone trusts some-

one, in God.
nagasalig Diri sa Rumblun labi na diri sa

Lýnus ˆang manga tãwu diri nga may
manga lanas hay nagasalig lang gid sa
ˆuyan. Here in Romblon especially here
in Lonos , the people here who have rice
fields just depend on rain. Nagasalig
ˆang ˆungaˆ nga tawˆan siya ning kwarta
nang ˆiya tatay. The child hopes that he
will be given money by his father.
Nagasalig ˆaku sa Ginýˆu nga ˆimaw
ˆang mabýlig sa ˆãkun. I trust in God
that He will be the one to help me.

v Something is entrusted to someone by
someone else.

gingsalig Gingsalig ni Mistir Santus ˆang
ˆiya manggad sa ˆasãwa. His wealth is
entrusted by Mr. Santos to his wife.

v Someone is trusted.
masalÿgan ˆIndiˆ masalÿgan sa trabãhu si

Huwan. John can not be trusted in
working.

salÿgan n a painted coral trout fish or lunar-

tailed grouper fish, Variola louti
(Forsskål) {Reddish orange, covered

entirely (except for the paired fins) with

numerous dark-red and pink spots;

pectoral fin is yellow. This color pattern

can change rapidly to dark purple or

orange above and yellow below. Fre-

quents coral reefs down to about 10 m,

while generally found at depths of 70 m.}

syn sulig
salimbabãtang n a Himalayan swiftlet

bird, Collocalia brevirostris. Kung may
paˆabýtun nga malãˆin nga tyimpu
ˆang pispis nga salimbabãtang hay
grupugrýpu kung sinda nagalupad.
When bad weather comes, as for the

Himalayan swiftlet birds, [they] fly in

groups.

salipapaw adj Something is superficial. ˆAng
ˆiya pagsinimba hay ˆinang salipapaw
lang da kay wayaˆ siya da ning ginahuman
nga maˆãyu sa ˆÿmu ˆisigkatãwu. His go-

ing to church is just superficial because

he does nothing good to his fellow

human beings. ˆAng pilas sa ˆãkun kamut
hay salipapaw lang; bukun grãbi. The

wound on my hand is just superficial; [it

is] not serious.

salirangdang (var sarilandang) 1 n a woven
coconut frond shingle, used for roofing

and walling Hay sa býkid gida
sarilandang ˆang bayay. In the country,

our house was [made of] woven coconut
frond shingles. cf kýgun 1a, pãwud, sim,

sinibit (sibit 1b)
2 magsalirangdang imper v Weave coconut

frond shingles! Magsalirangdang ˆãnay
kag dingdingan kãda kÿlid pãra ˆang ˆasu
hay paˆibabaw ˆang salÿda! First weave
coconut frond shingles and wall each

side [of the smoking rack] so that the

direction of the smoke will go up!
v Leaves of a half a coconut frond are

woven into a coconut frond shingle by
someone.

ginasarilangdang ˆInaˆ naman ˆang dãhun
hay ginasarilangdang. As for those
[coconut] leaves, [they] are woven into
coconut frond shingles.

salta v Someone disembarks from what they

are riding on. Pagˆabut naman nãmun
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didtu, salta naman kami. Upon our

arriving there, we disembarked [from

the boat].
nagsalta Nang nagˆabut na ˆinang

ˆiruplãnu, dãmuˆ ˆinang pasahÿru nga
nagsalta. When that airplane arrived,
there were many passengers who
disembarked.

pasalta v Someone is caused to disembark
from what they are riding on.

ginapasalta Hay ˆanu lang gid ˆadtung
lutaw? Ginapasalta pa ˆadtu nang
tagˆÿya ˆang ˆiban. What is the floating
capacity of that [boat]? Some are
caused by the owner to disembark.

salýdu n a salute
salˆing n a sal-ing bird ˆAng pispis nga

salˆing, hay payut ˆang ˆiya ˆýyu; wayaˆ
gid ning buybuy ˆang ˆiya ˆýyu. As for

the sal-ing bird, its head is bald; there

are no feathers on its head.

samantãlaˆ subord conj Someone does

something or a state exists during the
time, until or while another event occurs

or another state exists. Samantãlaˆ ˆikaw
hay bukun habut, bantayan mu ˆang
ˆungaˆ. During the time you are not

busy, the child should be cared for by

you. cf hãbang, hasta 1a, kung kasanˆu
(kasanˆu 1b), kung sanˆu (sanˆu 1b),
mintras, sa 3a, tubtub 1a, ˆýras 1d

samba v Someone worships God, someone

else, something.
nagasamba ˆAng ˆIglisya ni Kristu kunu

hay hãyus kãda ˆadlaw hay may nga sinda
hay nagasamba. As for Iglesia ni Cristo
[followers], they say, almost every day
there is [an activity] in which they
worship. {Place of worship: simbãhan
1b.} cf pãti, týˆu

sambat v Someone catches, intercepts or

rescues a person or object.
sambata [With a negative.] Hay dãmuˆ

ˆang ˆisturya sa ˆãkun nga ginpakaˆãyu
gãniˆ ˆinaˆ ninda pagsambat, nga kung
wayaˆ ninda sambata sa lawud pa hay
napusaˆ ˆang barýtu. There were many
stories [told] me about their intercepting
that boat carefully, and that if they had
not intercepted it still in the open sea,
the boat would have been broken.

nakasambat Pubri gid kaˆãyu ˆang

nakasambat sa ˆinda magnanay. The
ones who were able to intercept the
mother and son [in mid-ocean] were
very poor.

pagsambat ger someone’s intercepting
of someone else or something
Gingpangutana ku naman kung pila
ˆang prisyu nang pagsambat ninda. I
asked how much the price [would be]
for their intercepting [the boat].

v Someone or something is caught, inter-
cepted or rescued by someone else.

gingsambat, sinambat Sinambat nang
magýyang nga nagapamunit ˆang kaban
nga kabahuy. The old man who was
fishing with hook and line rescued the
big clothes trunk.

sambiri n a sambiri plant {Has red and

white flowers; used as an ornamental.

Root is a source of herbal medicine for

diarrhea.}

sambit 1a v Someone mentions something.
nagsambit Si Mis Rÿyis ˆang nagsambit

nang pangãyan ni Pilar. It was Miss
Reyes who mentioned the name of
Pilar.

v A particular word or utterance is men-
tioned by someone.

ginasambit May nabatiˆan ˆang tatay ni
Langguy nga nagatãngis nga
ginasambit ˆang ngãyan ni Langguy.
There was someone who the father of
Langgoy heard who was crying in
which the name of Langgoy was being
mentioned.

1b panambÿtun (from sambit + paN-un)

v Someone says something.
nagapanambÿtun Nang tinýnud na sinda

sa dãgat, nagapanambÿtun si Plurintÿna,
“ˆU, ˆamay ku! Sa diˆin ka na?” When
they were already cast into the ocean,
Florentina said, “Oh, my father! Where
are you now?”

panambÿtun, pagpanambÿtun ger some-
one’s saying something ˆAng panambÿtun
nang prinsÿsa, “ˆAy Dyus ku! Mahal na
Birhin, bulÿgi ˆaku!” The saying of the
princess [was], “Oh my God! Beloved
Virgin, I must be helped!”

sambung n a sambung herb, Blumea
balsamifera (Linn.) {Leaves are used

for poisoning fish. Leaves and roots are
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used as a source of herbal medicine.}

Nagsýguˆ ˆang miyugbýyung nga
magbuˆuy ning dãhun nang sambung
kag pumabakay ning rãbing ˆalkuhul.
The herbalist instructed [them] to get

leaves of the sambung herb and let

rubbing alcohol be bought.

sampagÿta n a sampaguita shrub or flower,

Jasminum sambac (Linn.) {Grown for

its fragrant and decorative flowers.}

sampãluk n a tamarind tree or fruit,
Tamarindus indica (Linn.) {Pulp is some-

times used in making preserves. Leaves

and seeds are used as a source of herbal

medicine. Mature boiled leaves are used

to bleach young buri leaves for weaving.}

sãmuk 1 v Someone engages in making
trouble. [nagsãmuk engaged in making

trouble]
magsãmuk imper v Engage in making

trouble! [Usually with a negative.]
Hambay ku ˆini kang Dÿnuˆ, kang Gilbirt
kag kang Katalÿnu, ˆayaw kamu
magsãmuk! ˆAng sundãlu yãraˆ. I said to
Dino, Gilbert and Catalino, do not engage
in making trouble! The soldiers are there
[and might do something bad to you].

2a kasãmuk adj The pace or tempo of

something is fast.
kasamuksãmuk int adj The pace or tempo

of something is very fast. Bukun mahÿnay
ˆang pagkanta; kasamuksãmuk. The
singing was not slow; [it] was very fast.
ant hÿnay

2b kasãmuk v Someone works busily doing

something, especially in a crowded place.
nagakinasãmuk Gãniˆ nagakinasãmuk

ˆinaˆ ˆang babãyi kay ˆigwa naman ning
kadtuˆan. The reason that woman keeps
on working busily is that there will still
be a place where [she] can go [to do her
work].

samung n a maculated top mollusk, Trochus
maculatus

San Huwan n John the Baptist Day {On

this day people bring a picnic lunch and

usually liquor to a swimming place

along the ocean, where they swim.}

San Pidru n an ipil-ipil tree, Leucaena glauca
(Linn.) {A good source of firewood.}

san plãwir n a sunflower plant, Helianthus

annuus (Linn.) {Used as an ornamental.

Seeds are roasted and eaten as a snack

food.}

sanay adj Someone is accustomed to a

particular situation. Sanay na da kami
ˆini sa yaˆ suyaˆ. We are already

accustomed to not having a side dish.

sandig v Someone leans backwards.
nagasandig Si Milba galiˆ wayaˆ nagahigda ;̂

nagpungkuˆ siya nagasandig sa dingding.
Melba was not lying down; she was
sitting down leaning backwards against
a wall.

pasandig caus v Something is leaned
against something else by someone.

pasandigun Kung punuˆ na ˆang kustal
ning lýgit, ginahusluˆ ˆang kãhuy nga
nakasabˆung sa baˆbaˆ nang kustal kag
pasandigun sa dingding nang bayay. If
the sack is already full of copra, the
wood which is attached to the opening
of the sack is taken off and [the sack of
copra] will be leaned against the
walling of the house.

sanduk 1a n dished-out food {Food given

by friends or neighbors to demonstrate

good social relationships.} syn sýkad 1a
1b v Something is dipped out, dished out

or scooped out by someone from that

which contains it.
masasanduk ˆÃkun na ˆinaˆ ginaliwatlÿwat

hasta nga wayaˆ na ˆaku ning
masasanduk didtu nga putut ˆinaˆ nga
býhuˆ. That is then repeated by me many
times until there are no more pond-field
shrimp that will be able to be scooped
out at all by me from that hole.

imper v Dip out a liquid! Dish out or
scoop out something! Lilya, sanduk
ning týbiˆ sa plangãna! Lilia, dip out
water from the wash basin!

pagsanduk ger someone’s dipping,
dishing or scooping out something
ˆAng tiglyaki may daya nga pinggan
may kutsãra may bãsu kag liwag nga
gamitun ninda sa pagsanduk nang ˆinda
lýtuˆ nga ˆitãhaw sa tigbabayi. The
engaged man’s close relatives bring
plates, spoons, glasses and ladles which
they use in dishing out their food which
will be served to the engaged woman’s
close relatives. spec saybuk, sibut 2,
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sÿhud 1a
2 pananduk (var pangsanduk) n a general

purpose scoop used for dishing out

food, dipping or scooping up something

Kung nagapamutut ka, didtu ka
magsaybuk nang ˆÿmu pananduk sa
ˆalÿhid nang pilãpil nga ˆigwa ning
býhuˆ, kay yãraˆ ˆinaˆ diraˆ nagatinir
ˆang putut. When you gather pond-field

shrimp, you scoop them up with your

scoop there at the edge of a pond-field

dike which has holes, because there is

where pond-field shrimp stay. {May be

a coconut-shell half or plastic can with

tiny drain holes in the bottom panihuran
(sÿhud 2) used for scooping up shrimp or

small fish, something for dipping water

as a coconut-shell dipper hýngut or any

suitable can or plastic container used for

dipping and scooping.}

Kinds of Scoops

hýngut coconut-shell dipper

pamutýtan pond-field shrimp

(putut 2b) colander scoop

pananduk general purpose scoop

(sanduk 2)
panihuran coconut-shell shrimp

(sÿhud 2) colander scoop

sibut 1 fishnet scoop

ˆayat woven brook-shrimp

colander scoop

sanÿpa n a fascia board which runs horizon-

tally along the bottom edges of the roof

rafters of a building

Santa (see Simãna Santa (simãna 2)) Holy
Week

santing 1 masanting adj obscene or offensive
speech Kung ˆigwa kita ning mabatiˆan
nga hambay nga masanting, hay
nagatanum nga dãˆan sa ˆãtun ning ˆÿsip.
If there are offensive words that will be

heard by us, they are immediately fixed in

our minds. cf lawˆay
santirmu n a fire soul Nang ˆýna, hay ˆang

tãwu hay hadluk sa santirmu kay
makakÿtaˆ lang gãniˆ kunu ˆadtu ning
ˆinggat hay nagadyãgan na. In the past,

as for people, [they] were afraid of fire
souls because, they said, when someone

would just see a flashing light, [he or

she] would already run. {For a

description of fire soul, see muytu.} syn

muytu (See dimunyu, Kinds of Spirits
for table.)

santu 1 adj holy Pagˆabut sa pwirtãhan
nang simbãhan ning ˆigway santu
ˆanghil nga nagaˆabri sa pwirtãhan
pãra sumuyud ˆang tanan nga santus.
Upon arriving at the doorway of the

church, there was a holy angel who was

opening the doorway so that all the

images of the saints would go inside.

1a Santu Ninyu n the Holy Infant Jesus

Kung pyista nang Santu Ninyu kãda
býlan nang ˆInÿru hay ˆigwa manga
pasãˆut diraˆ sa plãsa. During the fiesta

of the Holy Infant every month of

January there is a dance gathering there

in the public plaza.

santu ˆanghil (see ˆanghil 1a) set expr a

guardian angel; Byarnis Santu,
Byirnis Santu (Byarnis 2) set expr
Good Friday; Huwÿbis Santu, Waybis
Santu (Huwÿbis 2) set expr Holy
Thursday

santus 1 n a saint of the Christian faith May
yãraˆ nga nanay nga kãda ˆisa nya nga
ˆungaˆ hay ˆigwa gid ning pangãkuˆ sa
kãda ˆisa nga santus. There are some

mothers in which as for each separate

child of hers, there is a vow to a

particular saint.
1a patrun nga santus n the patron saint of

a town, village ˆAng patrun nga santus
nang baranggay nang Lýnus hay si
Lurinsu Ruwis. The patron saint of the

village of Lonos is Lorenzo Ruiz. {A

patron saint of a village is chosen by the

Roman Catholic Church to be the

guardian and protector of that village.}

2 n the image of a saint {Images, either

pictures or statues, are used within the

Roman Catholic Church.} Kadãmuˆ ˆang
ˆinda santus sa ˆaltar. They have many

images of saints on the altar. cf ribultu
santuy n a santol tree or fruit, Sandoricum

koetjape (Burm. f.) {Yellowish fruit 4

cm to 6 cm in diameter. Eaten at the end

of a meal as a dessert.} (See ˆýpak 1b,
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Things that are Peeled for table.)

sanˆu (from ˆunu + sa) (var saˆunu) [Sanˆu
indicates an event or state in present or

future time. For an event or state in past

time, see kasanˆu.]

1a intg adv When will an event occur or a

state exist? Sanˆu ku baya matãpus ˆang
ˆãkun hugasan? When, I wonder, will

the [utensils] that will be washed by me

be able to be finished? syn kasanˆu 1a
1b kung sanˆu (var kung saˆunu) rel adv

when or until an event occurs or a state

exists ˆIndiˆ makapangãkuˆ si Mistir
Santus kung sanˆu magˆabut ˆang býlig
nang gubirnu. Mr. Santos cannot promise

when the financial help from the

government will arrive. Bãsiˆ ˆindiˆ ka
maghuyat kung sa ˆunu sa ˆÿmu ˆitaˆu
nang ˆÿmu magýyang? Why will you not

wait until your parents will give it to you?

syn kung kasanˆu (kasanˆu 1b) cf hasta
1a, mintras, samantãlaˆ, tubtub 1a (See

bãsiˆ 1b, Relative Adverbs for table.)

2 ˆãbir sanˆu indef ti adv at any time Puydi
ka makaˆistar ˆãbir sanˆu basta gustu
mu. You can stay at any time provided

you want to.

sanga 1a n a main branch of a bush, plant,

tree, which branches from the trunk or

main stalk

1b kaˆintik nga sanga n a secondary
branch of a bush, plant, tree, which

branches from the primary branch.

sanggit v Something, as a bird, hooks
something with its claws; a person

hooks something with an instrument, as

a fish with a fishhook. [nagsanggit
hooked something]

magpinangsanggit Nagamantas gid
magpinangsanggit ˆang tangkaliˆ lãluˆ na
kung sinda hay ˆigway pisuˆ. Kingfishers
become aggressive in always hooking
[chicks] especially when they have baby
birds [to feed].

v Something is hooked by someone,
something.

ginasanggit ˆAng ˆiya ginasanggit, hay
ˆang manga ˆisdaˆ. As for what are
hooked by it (i.e., by a kingfisher), it is
fish.

sangguniˆan bãyan n a municipal councilor

sangguniˆan panglalawÿgan n a board mem-
ber of the provincial government

sanggut 1 n a coconut wine collection scythe
or scythe blade {Has a curved blade

about 30 cm long, and a short handle;

used to trim off the end of the bundled

coconut inflorescence býyuk nang niyug
(niyug 3) in the process of collecting

coconut wine tubaˆ. A scythe blade is

attached to the rim of a fishnet scoop sibut
1 for cutting fruit stems.} ˆAng ˆÿmu
naman ginagãmit sa pagkuyhad hay
sipuy pwÿdi da ning kutsilyu; ˆang ˆiba
gãniˆ hay sanggut ˆang ginagãmit. What

is used by you in removing leaf midribs

[from the buri leaves] is a jackknife or

table knife; as for others, a coconut wine
collection scythe is used. (See tubaˆ 1a,
Items Involved in Making Coconut
Wine for table.)

2a pananggut v Someone collects coconut
wine from a coconut palm.

nagpananggut ˆAri nga gabˆi, ˆimaw ˆadtu
nga natabuˆ nga nagpananggut si Lurit.
This evening, that was what happened
while Loret was collecting coconut
wine.

pagpananggut ger someone’s collecting
coconut wine Kung nagapanakaˆ ka
ning niyug, magdãhan gid pãra ˆindiˆ ka
malãrag sa pagpananggut. When you
climb coconut palms, be very careful so
that you will not fall down collecting
coconut wine.

2b miyugpananggut n a coconut wine
collector Hambay ni Ramun sa ˆiya ˆungaˆ
nga si Suylu, “Pagˆiskwÿla maˆãyu pãra
ˆindiˆ ka magmananggÿti sa ˆulÿhi nga
ˆadlaw!” Ramon said to his son Zoilo,

“[You] must study hard so that you will

not become a coconut wine collector
someday!” cf mananggÿti (See miyug-,
Words with Miyug- for table. See tubaˆ
1a, Items Involved in Making Coconut
Wine for table.)

3 sanggýtan n a wine-producing coconut
palm Kung ˆigwa ka ning sanggýtan
ˆindiˆ ka gid ˆinaˆ makakadtu sa manga
kalÿpay kay wayaˆ ˆadtu may manggýhud.
If you have a wine-producing coconut
palm you will surely be unable to go to
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events because no one will cut the

coconut inflorescence. (See Appendix

4, Kinds of Coconut Palms.)

sãngit v Someone, a part of the body

becomes entangled in something.
sumãngit Sumãngit ˆang siki nang

higanti sa gamut kag bumaliskad siya
paˆubus. The giant’s feet became
entangled in the roots and he fell down
backwards.

sangyãyan 1a n a fish-carrying pole {The

pole is suspended at the center on the

shoulder, usually by female fish vendors

rigatunÿra, with about five strings of fish

sagaˆ in front, and five behind.}

1b meas n a nonspecific or specific number

of fish-carrying poles of fish ˆisa ka
sangyãyan one fish-carrying pole of
fish {One fish-carrying pole of fish

measures from about twenty to forty

fish (up to ten strings sãgaˆ), depending

on size and quality of the fish.}

sangˆat v Something is put, put down in a

particular location by someone.
masangˆat Kung masangˆat mu tanan

nga binuˆak nga niyug sa hãpun,
pagkaˆãga ˆÿmu na paˆasuhan. If all the
coconut pieces are able to be put down
by you in the afternoon, upon [its]
becoming morning [they] will be
smoked by you.

maˆisangˆat Kung maˆisangˆat na tanan,
ginakamãda na ˆang binuˆak nga niyug.
When all are able to be put down, the
coconut pieces are then arranged.

sãpad n a hand of bananas sãging. ˆAng ˆisa
ka býlig nga sãging hay nagaˆabut ning
pitu ka sãpad. As for one stalk of

bananas, [it] has up to seven hands.
sãpat 1 n a living being ˆAdtung dagkuˆ nga

manga býsuy, hay tagýˆun sa limpyu
nga lugar nga wayaˆ ginakadtuˆi nang
manga sãpat nga parÿhu ˆãbi nang
ˆambuˆ kag kuratsa kag ˆiban pa. As for

those big seeds, [they] should be kept in

a clean place where [they] will not be

reached by living beings such as rats

and cockroaches and other things also.

2 n a cared-for animal Maˆãyu da kuntaˆ
kung sa ˆýras nga ˆÿmu tawagun hay
karaˆun nga dãˆan ˆang ˆÿmu sãpat, hay

ˆindiˆ. It is also good when, at the time

you call them, your cared-for animals,
come immediately, but they do not.

{Cared-for animals include pigs bãbuy 1,

cats ˆuning, cattle bãka, chickens manuk
1, dogs ˆãyam, and goats kambing.} cf

ˆalÿlaˆ 2a
sapatÿru n a shoemaker, who makes or

repairs shoes

sapãtus 1a n a shoe ˆAba nga kalÿpay ku, kay
mababakyan na ˆaku ni Nanay ning
bagˆu nga bãruˆ kag sapãtus! Oh, I am

happy, because I will surely be able to be

bought a new dress and shoes by

Mother! {Sound made by shoes: lagãtuk
clack. Undesirable condition of shoes:

buhus has a hole; lumaˆ worn-out.}

1b v Someone wears shoes.
2 n a shoe mollusk ˆIni nga sÿhiˆ nga

ginatawag nga sapãtus; ˆang ˆiya ˆini ning
ginakamãngan hay daw ning batu nga
katãˆas ˆang ˆiya ning ginakãˆun hay lýmut
sa manga kabatuhan. This mollusk (i.e., a

lotorium triton mollusk) is called shoe
mollusk; that onto which this one crawls

is big stones; what it eats is algae

[growing] in stony areas.

sapay v The last part of a weaving is
finished being woven by someone.

sapayun Kung ˆÿmu sapayun, ˆÿmu
hugutun ˆang lÿlas para magˆÿsut sa
baˆbaˆ. When [the last part] will be
finished being woven by you, you
should tighten the buri strips so that it
becomes small at the opening.

sãpay n squeezed coconut meat after extract-

ing coconut milk extract gataˆ 1 by squeez-

ing pugaˆ {Fed to chickens and pigs.}

(See Appendix 7, Parts of a Coconut

Fruit.)

sapaˆ 1 n a seasonal creek Kung nagapanihud
ka ning ˆuyang hay gakadtu ka sa sapaˆ
nga ˆigwa ning manga libtunglibtung nga
dãmuˆ ˆang batu kag ˆigwa ning týbiˆ nga
nagapundu. When you gather brook

shrimp with a colander shrimp scoop, you

go to a seasonal creek where there are

riverbed holes which have many stones,

and there is water which backs up. {Dries

up during the dry season tigsilãkun (silãk
2).} cf subaˆ
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2 kasapaˆan n a seasonal-creek area
Gapinanÿhud sinda sa kasapaˆan kay
kadãmuˆ ˆadtu didtu ˆang manga sapaˆ
kag kadagkuˆ didtu ˆang manga ˆuyang.
They kept on catching shrimp at the

seasonal-creek area because there

were several seasonal creeks there and

the brook shrimp were big.

sapduk v Someone or something has some-

thing enter her, him, it.
sapdukun Hãbang si Buy hay nagasýka,

ginabanyusan siya nang ˆiya lýla ning
nilãˆub nga dãhun nang katumbay sa
ˆiya tiyan pãra ˆindiˆ siya sapdukun
hãngin. While Boy was vomiting, he
was having slowly heated chili pepper
leaves applied by his grandmother onto
his abdomen so that he would not have
air enter him.

sãpit v Someone arrives at a particular desti-

nation or reaches a particular academic

or athletic goal; the price of something

amounts to a particular peso figure.
masãpit Kung pýru tigdýha ka kupya

kãda ˆisa ka tÿra, hay masãpit sa syintu
saysinta ˆutsu ˆang bayãran ku. If there
are always two copies for each shot [of
pictures taken], my payment will
amount to one hundred sixty eight
[pesos].

*sapsap (see panapsapan)

saput v Something sticks onto something else.
nagasaput ˆIni ˆang pusuˆpýsuˆ nga sÿhiˆ,

hay wayaˆ kung kaˆisa nagasaput sa
batu kundiˆ sa dýtaˆ lang. As for these
heart cockle mollusks, sometimes they
do not stick on stones but [they are] just
on the seabed.

v Something is stuck onto a surface by
someone.

ginasaput ˆIgwa da ˆinaˆ nang ginatawag
nga “ˆaslar,” ginasaput naman ˆinaˆ sa
dingding nang bayay. There are things
called “marble outside wall tiles” that are
stuck onto the walls of houses. cf kãput

sãpuˆ v A skin irritation is cured by a

herbalist.
ginasapýˆan ˆAng ginahuman naman nang

miyugbýyung hay ginasapýˆan. That
which is performed by the herbalist is
that skin irritations are cured [by her].

pagsãpuˆ ger someone’s curing skin

irritations ˆAng manga buyung nga
ginagãmit sa pagsãpuˆ hay duyaw, kusuy,
lubigan kag ˆãpug. As for the medicines
that are used in curing skin irritations,
[they] are turmeric rhizomes, kusuy
rhizomes, lubigan rhizomes and lime
powder. {The ingredients are pounded,
mixed with lime, and bundled in a clean
white cloth. This is rubbed back and forth
on the swelling and sores. The medicine is
then put on a saucer; the herbalist feels for
something rough which is said to be sand
which, when removed, cures the
sickness.}

sapya 1 kasapya ( var masapya) adj Some-

thing is of a coarse, grainy or stringy
consistency. Kung magýyang nga niyug
ˆang ˆÿmu ˆilakut sa sarsa, kung malýtuˆ
hay kasapya nga kaˆýnun. If you mix

mature coconut meat into [shrimp]

salsa, when it is cooked it is grainy to

eat. Kung masapya nga haphapun ˆang
hambay nang miyugbýyung hay baybay
ˆang nabuˆuy. If [the bundled cloth of a

medicine concoction] is grainy to feel

around in [after rubbing it on a skin

irritation], the herbalist says that it was

sand that was removed [from the body].

sara 1 n the door of a cabinet kabinit, clothes

closet ˆaparadur, doorway pwirtãhan,

refrigerator ripridyirÿtur; a shutter of a

window bintãnaˆ 1 cf takyub 1 (See

ˆabri 1b, Things that are Opened for

table. See sara 2a, Things that are
Closed for table. See Appendix 2, Parts

of a House.)

2a (var sira) v Someone closes something,

as listed in the table below.
nagpanara Hay nagpanara na lang kami

kag kumari dri kana ˆAngkul Huwan
bayay. We just closed everything (i.e.,
windows and doorways) and we came
here at Uncle Juan’s house.

v Something, as listed in the table below, is
closed by someone.

sinarhan Bãgu sinarhan ˆang kaban,
nakahambay pa gid si Plurintÿna,
“Paˆãlam na mahal kung ˆInrÿku;
ˆitutýnud na kami nang ˆungaˆ mu sa
kalawudlawýran.” Before the clothes
trunk was closed, Florentina was able to
say, “Goodbye my dear Enrico; we,
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your children, will surely be cast into
the very deep sea.”

ginasirahan Kãda magkalma sÿgi naman
ˆang ˆãmun pinangbýˆuy kag kung
nagakýsug ginasirahan ˆãnay nãmun.
Whenever the wind became calm, the
getting [of things inside the cabinet]
continued and when the wind would
become strong, [the house] would be
closed again by us. cf kÿpuˆ, pÿyung,
sarãdu 1, takyub 2 ant ˆabri 1b

Things That Are Closed

bag 1 handbag

bayay house

bintãnaˆ window opening

kabãˆung coffin

libru book

pãyung umbrella

pwirtãhan doorway

pýlu syirt shirt

sara 1 door, hinged cover

sayway pants (zipper)

sýlat 1 letter

2b v Someone turns off an object which

operates by electricity kurinti or water

týbiˆ 1, as a computer kumpyýtir, electric

fan ˆiliktrik pan, water faucet grÿpu, radio

radyu, television set tilibisyun. ant ˆabri 1c
2c v A session, a school class ends. [nagsira

ended]
magsira Nang magsira na ˆang klãsi, ˆaku

hay nakabuˆuy ning ˆisa na rÿbun. When
the class ended, as for me, [I] was able
to get one ribbon.

sarãdu 1 adj A building, a doorway, a

window opening, a faucet is closed.

Makadtu na da kuntaˆ kami didtu sa
banwa kay mabakay na ˆadtu nga risÿta
kay sarãdu na ˆang dispinsaryu. We

will probably be going there to town,

because [we] will buy that prescribed

medicine because the dispensary is

already closed. ˆAdtung ˆispring na
grÿpu ˆagud pagbýhiˆ mu sarãdu. [There

is] that automatic faucet so that upon

your releasing [it] it is closed. cf kÿpuˆ,
pÿyung, sara 2a, takyub 2

2 adj Someone is closed-minded, unwilling

to consider new ideas, especially in the

area of religion.

sardÿnas n commercially prepared canned
sardines Kumadtu ˆaku sa tindãhan kay
mabakay ˆakuy sardÿnas. I went to the

store because I was going to buy

canned sardines. syn tinapa
sarguylas n a Spanish plum tree or fruit,

Spondias purpurea (Linn.) {Fruit is

sometimes eaten as a snack food.}

sarhan (see sara 2a) closes
sarilandang (var of salirangdang) a woven

coconut frond shingle
sarÿli 1a n someone’s body Nakÿtaˆ mu ˆang

ˆÿmu sarÿli nga nagabãhuy. You saw

that your body was becoming mature.

Dãpat siruˆun ninda kung ˆãngay sa
ˆinda sarÿli. They should look [to see]

that [their dresses fit] nicely on their

bodies. cf kaˆugalÿngun 1a
1b n one’s self ˆÃkun naˆubsirbahan sa ˆãkun

sarÿli nang panahun nang gyÿra talagang
gýtum gid I experienced within myself
that during wartime there is really

famine. ˆIkaw ˆang magadisisyun nang
sarÿli mu. You are the one to make the

decision for yourself. cf mismu 1a
1c adj one’s own possession Sarÿli ku gãniˆ

nga ˆungaˆ hay wayaˆ nagasabat sa
ˆãkun. Truly my own son does not talk

back to me. Sa ˆiba nga pamilya ˆang
kãda ˆisa hay ˆigwa gid ning sarÿli ninda
nga bãsu. In some families each one has

their own glass. cf kaˆugalÿngan 1b
sarÿlimu (seemu 1c) yourself,yourbody

sariˆsãriˆ adj Things are all different from

each other. Kadãmuˆ klãsi ˆang tangkaliˆ
kag sariˆsãriˆ da ˆang kulur. Kingfishers

are of many kinds and the colors are all
different. Sa pagkatãwu nang lapsag,
sariˆsãriˆ nga manga kagamitan ˆang
ginabuˆuy sa higdãˆan nang lapsag.
After the baby is born, all different
things are put in the baby’s crib.

sariˆsãriˆ kulur (kulur 1) set expr Some-

thing is multicolored.

sarsa 1 n salsa, a spicy coconut mixture used

as a side-dish food Kung tãpus mu na
ning hãluˆ ˆang sarsa sa lusung, kag
maˆãyu da ˆang ˆÿmu na pagkahãluˆ ˆÿmu
naman tilawan kung tãmaˆ lang ˆang
timpla. If you are already finished
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mixing the salsa in the mortar, and your

mixing is already thorough, you should

taste [to see] if the flavor is right. ˆIni ˆang
ˆuyang hay kanãmit gid ˆini nga kaˆýnun
kung sarsa na. As for these brook

shrimp, they are very delicious to eat if

they are already [made into] salsa.

{Made of fish ˆisdaˆ 1, papaya kapãya 1b
or brook shrimp ˆuyang 1 and seasoned

grated coconut kinãyus (kãyus 2).} (See

sumsýman 1, Some Kinds of Food
Delicacies for table. See Appendix 8,

Foods Made with Coconut.)

niyug nga sarsãhun (niyug 2e) set expr
salsa coconut meat; sarsa nga ˆuyang
(ˆuyang 1a) set expr shrimp salsa;

sarsa nga kapãya (kapãya 2b) set expr
papaya salsa; sarsa nga ˆisdaˆ (ˆisdaˆ
1e) set expr a fish salsa dish

2 v Someone makes salsa. [nagsarsa made

salsa]
magsarsa Kung magsarsa ka, limpyuhan

mu ˆãnay ˆang lusung kag bayu. When
you make salsa, first clean your mortar
and pestle.

v Fish, papaya or shrimp is made into
salsa by someone.

ginasarsa ˆIni ˆang ˆuyang hay ginasarsa.
As for these brook shrimp, they are
made into salsa.

3 panarsa n a salsa pestle {About 20 cm

long and 4 cm in diameter. Used with a

half-coconut shell kabuˆak nga baguy to

pound ingredients for making fish salsa

sarsa nga ˆisdaˆ (ˆisdaˆ 1e).}
sarswÿla (var sarsuyla) 1a n a stage play

involving local artists

1b v Someone participates in a stage play.
makasarswÿla ˆAng hambay naman nang

ˆãkun panugãngan, “Pwÿdi da kamu
makasarswÿla kung kasay na kamu.”
My parent-in-law said, “You two will
still be able to participate in a stage
play when you are already married.”

saruk n a sun hat {Used especially in past

times for field work in the sun.}

sas n a sash pinned across the chest. {Used

for special occasions.}

sasa 1a v Dry or semidry palm leaves are
stripped off from the fronds in making

shingles.

gingsasa Gingsasa na ni Nãna ˆArsing
ˆang manga nÿpaˆ kay magýyang na.
The nipa leaves were stripped off
[from the fronds] by Aunt Arseng
because they were already old. {Dry or
semidry nipa leaves are used for
shingles pãwud.}

1b sasãhun adj dry or semidry palm fronds

are ready for stripping in preparation

for making shingles Sasãhun na ˆang
manga nÿpaˆ ni Tãta Sinti. The nipa

[fronds] of Uncle Cente are now ready
for stripping.

1c sinasa n stripped-off palm leaves used

for making shingles Gingbutang ni
Bilma ˆang ˆiya manga sinasa sa kustal.
Her stripped-off palm leaves [for

shingles] were put into a sack by Vilma.

sastri n a seamstress, a tailor syn mananãhiˆ
cf mudista

satanas n the devil (see dimunyu, Kinds of
Spirits for table.)

sawa n a snake Nagkãmang na ˆinaˆ niyan
ˆang sawa ning kadahandãhan lang
tubtub nga nakaˆabut sinda sa ˆinda
ginkadtuˆan. Now the snakes crawled

very slowly until they reached [the

place] where they were going.

sawãliˆ n woven bamboo walling (See

dingding 1, Walling Materials for

table.)

sawsaw v A food is dipped by someone into

a liquid.
ˆisawsaw ˆAdtu ˆang ˆisdaˆ nga ˆinÿhaw,

didtu mu ˆisawsaw; hay kanamitnãmit
gid. As for that broiled fish, [it] should
be dipped by you there [in the juice of
crushed tamarind leaves]; it is very
delicious.

v A liquid is that into which a food is
dipped by someone.

sawsawan ˆAng dugaˆ nang sampãluk,
hay sawsawan mu ning ˆinÿhaw nga
ˆisdaˆ. As for tamarind juice, [it] is that
into which broiled fish will be dipped
by you.

sãya n a girl’s or woman’s skirt Gingtãbas
ku ˆang nuˆug kay gingtahiˆ ku nga sãya.
The cloth was cut out by me because it

was sewn by me into a skirt. syn palda
(See bãruˆ 1, Kinds of Clothing for
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table.)

ˆandir di sãya idiom A married man is

henpecked.

sayakyan (var of salakyan (sakay 2)) a

boat or ship; a vehicle
sayang v Someone or something is experi-

enced or is seen by someone else.
nasayangan Didtu ku nasayangan ˆang

wayaˆ ku pa naˆagihi sa bugˆus ku na
kinabýhiˆ. There, that which was never
before experienced by me in my whole
past life was experienced by me.
Nasayangan ni Mÿlu sina Danÿlu nga
yadtu sa Mapula. Danilo and others
happened to be seen by Milo there in
Mapula.

sayangsang 1 n a bamboo-shafted fish spear
{Shaft made of a piece of bamboo about 5

cm in diameter and 1.5 m long. Spears

made of sharpened umbrella ribs are tied

securely around the circumference of one

end of the shaft.} cf bangkaw, panaˆ 1,

sumbiling
2 panayangsang v Someone spears fish

with a fish spear.
nagapanayangsang ˆInaˆ naman ˆang

nagapanayangsang ning ˆisdaˆ ˆang
gãmit ˆinaˆ hay ˆalambri ˆinaˆ ˆang kãsaw
nang pãyung. As for one who spears
fish with a fish spear, that used is
[pieces of] wire which are the ribs of an
umbrella. cf panaˆ 2b

sãyap n a small-mesh fishnet {A single mesh

of this net is about 2 mm thick. Used

especially in catching dilag anchovies.}

(See pýkut 1, Kinds of Fishnets for

table.)

sayay n cockatiel wrasse fish, Pteragogus
flagellifera (Valenciennes) {Generally

reddish to brownish and marked with

occasional bands, spots and stripes; fins

are usually spotted. Inhabits rocky and

seaweed habitats of shallow inshore

waters.}

sãyaˆ 1a v A liquid is strained by someone.
sayãˆun Bumuˆuy ning sayaˆan kag

sayãˆun ˆang duguˆ. A strainer should be
gotten and the blood should be
strained.

1b sinãyaˆ n a strained liquid ˆIbutang
ˆang sinãyaˆ nga duguˆ sa kaldÿru.

Tapus kayuhun nga kayuhun. The

strained blood should be put into a pot.

Then it should be mixed well.

2a sayaˆan n a liquid strainer Bumuˆuy
ning sayaˆan kag sayãˆun ˆang duguˆ. A

strainer should be gotten and the blood

should be strained.

2b sayaˆan ning tubaˆ n a coconut wine
strainer {Made of the coconut fiber

sheath located just below the fruits;

folded to make a cone strainer; used to

strain coconut wine as it is poured into

the coconut wine transporting container

kawit in the process of collecting

coconut wine.} (See tubaˆ 1a, Items
involved in Making Coconut Wine for

table.)

saybuk v Someone scoops up something.
magsaybuk Kung nagapamutut ka, didtu

ka magsaybuk nang ˆÿmu pananduk sa
ˆalÿhid nang pilãpil nga ˆigwa ning
býhuˆ, kay yãraˆ ˆinaˆ diraˆ nagatinir
ˆang putut. When you gather pond-field
shrimp, you scoop them up with your
scoop at the edge of a pond-field dike
which has holes, because there is where
pond-field shrimp stay. genr sanduk 1b
cf sibut 2, sÿhud 1a

sayis card num adj six actions, people, pieces

of something, situations, things, times,

units of measurement {For a description

of the use of numbers of Spanish origin,

see entry ˆýnu.} syn ˆunum (See Appen-

dix 21, Cardinal Numbers.)

saylu v Someone moves or transfers either

temporarily or permanently to a given

place.
nagsaylu PagkaLýnis nang hãpun, nagsaylu

na kami ˆini niyan kana Bÿni, kay didtu
kami matýyug. When it was Monday
afternoon, we then moved to [the house
of] Benny and family, because we would
sleep there. Tãmaˆ nga nakatãpus si Klãra
sa pagˆiskwÿla, nagsaylu na da si Marta
sa Manÿlaˆ. At the same time that Clara
finished going to school, Martha moved
to Manila.

nagasaylusaylu Niyan ˆang ˆãkun býhay,
nagasaylusaylu na lang ˆaku. As for my
way of life now, I just move from place
to place.
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masaylu Manung Wÿli, masaylu na kita
kay magubaˆ na ˆang ˆãtun bayay. Older
Brother Willy, we should move now [to
another place] because our house is
about to be destroyed.

saylusaylu ˆAku naman, saylusaylu lang
sa manga ˆungaˆ ku. As for me, I just
move from place to place among my
children.

v Something is moved or transferred
from one place to another by someone.

sinaylu Sinaylu naman ˆadtung ˆaparadur
kay nagatamsak na ning dakuˆ didtu sa
ˆãmun bayay. Our clothes closet was
moved to another place because it was
spattering extensively inside our house.

pinangsaylu Ngãniˆ ˆãmun na pinangsaylu
tanan ˆang daya sa pinakamalapit nga
pirtãhan. So all the things were all
transferred by us to the nearest doorway.

ˆisaylu Paglÿgad nang ˆupat ka ˆýras;
ˆisaylu ˆang ˆisdaˆ nga ˆinasinan sa
limpyu nga butãngan nga ˆigwa ning
takyub. After four hours the salted fish
should be transferred into a clean
container that has a lid.

pagasayluhan Kung ˆÿmu malukat hay
ˆigwa ˆakuy pagasayluhan ˆinaˆ nga
kwarta kay may ginabakay ˆaku nga dýtaˆ.
If you will redeem [your mortgage] there
will be that money that will be trans-
ferred by me because there is land that I
am buying.

saypaˆ n a protruding tooth, caused by the

tooth growing in before the baby tooth

is removed

saysay n a life experience
kasaysãyan pl n life experiences ˆAng

paglubung kag ˆang pagdumdum sa
manga patay, ˆang ˆulÿhi nga kasaysãyan
sa kabýhiˆ nang tãwu; ˆimaw ˆinaˆ na ˆang
ˆiya kamatãyun. The burial and the
remembering of the dead [during All
Saintsˆ Day] is the last part of the life
experiences of one’s life; that is their
death.

saysinta 1a card num adj sixty actions,

people, pieces of something, situations,

things, times, units of measurement ˆAba!
kadamuˆdãmuˆ ˆang dalãga, subrasubra
lang baya ˆadtu manga saysinta! Oh!

there were so many young girls, almost

more than sixty! {For a description of the

use of numbers of Spanish origin, see

entry ˆýnu. For a description of the

function of the conjunction ˆi- joining

number combinations, see entry ˆi-2.}
(See Appendix 21, Cardinal Numbers.)

1b saysinta ˆýnu card num adj sixty-one
actions, people, pieces of something,

situations, things, times, units of

measurement (See Appendix 21,

Cardinal Numbers.)

1c saysinta dus card num sixty-two (See

Appendix 21, Cardinal Numbers.)

sãyu v Someone joins someone else in an

activity.
nakasãyu Wayaˆ ninda nakasãyu sa

pagkãˆun si Nistur kay natuyýgan nga
dãˆan. Nestor was not able to join them
in eating because he happened to sleep
early. cf dungan

sãyud1 1 v Someone finds out or knows
something. [This verb is inflected for

abilitative mood (naka- etc.) to agree

with the meaning of the stem. That is,

“finding out” or “knowing” is not within

the volitional control of the actor.

Therefore, to avoid redundancy, “know”

or “find out” are glossed rather than “be

able to know” or “happened to know”,

or “be able to find out” or “happen to

find out.”]
nakasãyud Nakasãyud si Pitra, nang

hinambay nang ˆãkun tatay, nga ˆang
ˆiya ˆungaˆ patay na. Petra found out,
when my father told her, that her child
had already died.

nakasãyud, kasãyud With fronted noun
phrases: Kay Nilsi lang da ˆaku ˆinaˆ
kasãyud nga si Dýri nagˆabut kahãpun.
From Nelsie I found out that Dory
arrived yesterday. Following a negative:
Wayaˆ pa si Tatay nakasãyud nga ˆaku
hay nagahigdaˆ sa banig nga may
dipirinsya. Father did not yet know that I
was lying down on a mat with a sickness.

nakakasãyud ˆIni nga prublÿma hay ˆang
maˆisplikar ˆini hay ˆang ˆisa nga
nakakasãyud nang ˆini nga sitwasyun.
As for this problem, the one to explain
this is the one who really knows [about]
the situation.
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makasãyud Mamãtiˆ kita maˆãyu pãra
makasãyud kita kung ˆanu ˆang
ginahambay ni Hÿlin. We will listen
carefully so that we will find out what is
being said by Helen.

makakasãyud [Follows a negative.]
Wayaˆ gid ˆaku makakasãyud kung
paˆunu ˆang ginamidikal. I surely do not
know at all how to have a medical
examination.

v Something is found out or is known by
someone.

kinasayýran [Follows a negative.]
Gapinamãtiˆ lang ˆaku kay wayaˆ da
ˆakuy kinasayýran sa ˆisturya ni
Karlus. I keep on listening because
nothing is known by me about the
story of Carlos. [Occurs in a rhetorical
question following ˆanu.] ˆAnung
kinasayýran ku kung ˆanu ˆang ˆindu
ginahuman? Kay nagapinãnaw kamu
nga duha. What is known by me about
what you are doing? Because you two
are always going out. [As head of a
time clause following an optional
nang.] Si Maribil nang makasãyud
nga yãki ˆang ˆungaˆ ni Mamay niya
hay ˆaba nga kalÿpay! When Maribel
found out that the child of her Mother
was a boy, oh, she was happy!

nasayýran Nasayýran naman ˆaku ni
Tãtay, nga ˆaku, hay nagaˆiskip sa klãsi.
I was found out by father that, as for
me, [I] was skipping class.

nasayýri [Follows a negative.] Wayaˆ
nasayýri nang ˆãkun tatay nga nubyu ku
na si Dyýwil. That Joel was already my
boyfriend was not known by my father.

nasasayýran Tanan nga ˆãkun
nasasayýran nga malãˆin hay ˆãkun
ginahambay sa ˆãkun ˆasãwa pãra nga
ˆindiˆ sya mabughat. As for all the bad
things which were able to be found out
for sure by me, I am telling my wife so
that she will not have a relapse.

nasasayýri Wayaˆ mu pa ˆinaˆ nasasayýri
ˆang manga batãsan nina Dÿnu kay
bagˆu sinda diri sa ˆãtun lugar. The
attitude of Dino and others was not yet
able to be known at all by you because
they are new here in our place.

masayýran ˆAku, hay ˆindiˆ pa da
makaˆisturya niyan nang parti sa tiyad

ˆinaˆ pÿru masayýran na lang ˆinaˆ nindu
sa ˆiba nga ˆadlaw. As for me, I cannot
talk about that now, but that will be
known by you some day. ˆIndiˆ ku
masayýran kung ˆanu na ˆang
kamutãngan ni Ramun sa Tablas. What
Ramon’s situation is now in Tablas is
not known by me.

masayýri [Follows a negative.] Wayaˆ na
gid nina Gilbirt masayýri kung sa diˆin
nga lugar nagkadtu si ˆÐna. The place
where Ena went is not known by
Gilbert and the others.

masasayýran Kung ˆang ˆapaˆ hay gutum
na, ˆang ˆiya kamut hay ginabutang niya
sa ˆiya tyan ngãniˆ hay masasayýran mu
nga gutum na siya. If the deaf mute is
already hungry, his hands will be placed
by him on his stomach so that [it] will be
able to be known for sure by you that
he is hungry.

masasayýri [Follows a negative.] ˆAri
nyan yaˆ ku pa da masasayýri kung pila
ka ˆiktarya ˆang ˆãkun ning dýtaˆ. As of
now, [it] is not yet able to be known at
all by me how many hectares my land
[amounts to].

sãyud, pagkasãyud ger someone’s know-
ing something ˆAng pagkasãyud ku hay
wayaˆ na nahãngit si Nanay sa ˆãkun.
That which is known by me (lit, my
knowing) is that Mother is no longer
angry with me.

nasayýran [As head of a time clause
following an optional nang.] Nang
nasayýran nang ˆãkun panugãngan nga
yadtu kami sa ˆinda bayay, ginpaˆýliˆ
kami magnanay sa San ˆAgustin. When
[it] was found out by my parents-in-law
that we were there at their house, they let
us, mother and children, go back to San
Agustin.

sayud v Wayaˆ nay magkagustu sa ˆãkun
didtu kay sayud ninda na ˆaku may
ˆasãwa na. No one still has an interest in
me there because it is known by them
that I already have a spouse.

pagkasãyud ti ger upon someone’s know-
ing something Nang pagkasãyud ni Hÿlin
nga yãraˆ ˆang ˆiya nanay, naghambay
siya kay Rýki nga makadtu sinda sa
Sãwang. Upon Helen’s knowing that her
mother was there, she told Roque that
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they would go to Sawang.
pasãyud caus v Someone or something

informs someone else about a particular
event or state.

nagpasãyud Maˆãyu lang kay may
nagpasãyud sa ˆãkun nga ginbýguy si
ˆArnuld gãniˆ nakasãyud ˆaku. It was
good that there was someone who
informed me that Enrico was stoned, so
that I was able to know.

nakapasãyud ˆAku hay nakapasãyud na
sa ˆisa nga pispis nga kãda ˆýras tawˆan
ku sinda ning pagkãˆun. I was able to
inform one bird that every hour I would
give them food.

nagapasãyud Kung matýˆud ˆinaˆ nga
balÿtaˆ, bãsiˆ wayaˆ ning tiligrãma nga
nagapasãyud sa ˆãtun? If that news is
true, why is there no telegram that
informs us [about it]?

mapasãyud Mapasãyud ka na sa ˆÿmu
manga hãli kung ˆigwa ning handãˆan sa
ˆÿmu bayay. You will now inform your
co-lateral relatives if there is a party at
your house.

magpasãyud ˆIndiˆ na ˆaku magpasãyud
kay Lurna nga ˆigwa ning pabayli. I will
no longer inform Lorna that there is a
benefit dance.

magpasãyud inf to inform someone Si
Nardu na ˆang bahãyaˆ magpasãyud sa
manga tãwu nga ˆigwa ning mÿting sa
Duminggu. Nardo is the one responsible
to inform the people that there will be a
meeting on Sunday.

v Someone is informed by someone else
or something about a particular event or
state.

ginpasãyud, pinasãyud Ginpasãyud na
ˆaku nga yãraˆ na ˆang ˆãkun bisti gãniˆ
ginapabãlik na ˆaku sa Tablas. I was
informed that my clothing was there, so
I was sent back to Tablas. Dyãgan
naman ˆaku, pabãlik sa bayay, kag
pinasãyud ku ˆang ˆãkun ˆasãwa nga
ˆigwa ning ˆisdaˆ sa baybay. I ran, going
back to the house, and my spouse was
informed by me that there are fish on
the beach.

napasãyud Napasãyud na da nindu si
Layda nga ˆigwa ning sýlat ha? Laida
was able to be informed by you that
there was a letter?

pasayýra, ginpasayýra [Follows a nega-
tive.] Wayaˆ da si Nÿta pasayýra nang ˆiya
manga maguyang nga nagˆabut na ˆang
ˆiya tatay. Nita was not informed by her
older brothers that her father had arrived.
Yaˆ ninda ginpasayýra si Manang Lusit
nga ˆang ˆiya ˆungaˆ hay patay na. Older
Sister Lucit was not informed by them
that her child was already dead.

ginapasãyud Sumabat si Prÿdi sa ˆãkun nga
“Ginapasãyud ta ˆikaw nga si ˆArnuld
hay patay na.” Freddie answered me,
“You are being informed by me that
Arnold has already died.”

ginapasayýra [Follows a negative.] Wayaˆ
ni Lulÿta ginapasayýra ˆang ˆiya ˆasãwa
kung sya hay may ginabakay. Her hus-
band is not informed by Lolita when she
has something to buy.

pasayýrun Kung ˆinaˆ halimbãwaˆ nga
bãka ˆu karabaw nga prindãdu sa ˆÿmu
kag gustu nga ˆibaligyaˆ nang tagˆÿya
dãpat hay pasayýrun ka nga
ginprindahan. If, for example, a cow
or carabao which is mortgaged to you,
and the owner wants to sell [it], you,
the one who was given the mortgage,
should be informed.

v A message is that about which someone
or something informs someone else.

ˆipasãyud ˆIpasãyud ku sa ˆimu nga ˆigwa
kita ning simba buwas. That we will
have a church service tomorrow is that
about which you will be informed by
me.

maˆipasãyud [Follows a negative.] ˆIndiˆ
ni Birta maˆipasãyud sa ˆiya pamilya nga
ˆigwa siyay natatãguˆ nga kwarta. That
she has money that is being saved is that
about which Bertha will not inform her
family. [Follows a pseudoverb.] Gustu
ku lang sa ˆindu maˆipasãyud nga may
maˆabut kita nga bisÿta. That we have a
visitor who will arrive is that about
which I just want to inform you.
[Follows a subordinate conjunction.]
ˆAng paghambay ning maˆãyu hay ˆisa
nga paˆãgi pãra maˆipasãyud nãtun ˆang
ˆãtun ginaˆÿsip sa ˆiba nga tãwu. Saying
good [things] is one way in order that
what is being thought about by us is that
about which we inform other people.

2 pagpasãyud (var pasãyud) n infor-
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mation, a message given by someone

Gintiligramãhan nina Nayda ˆang tatay
ku diri sa Rumblun pÿru ˆang ˆinda
pagpasãyud patay na ˆaku. Naida and

others telegrammed my father here in

Romblon but their information was that

I was already dead. ˆAng pasãyud nang
nars sa ˆãmun nga basta ˆisa ka bÿsis sa
ˆisa ka býlan ˆang bakýna. The message
of the nurse to us was that the vaccination

[should be given] just one time a month.

3 tagapasãyud an announcer who makes

announcements during a public event;

a messenger ˆAng hambay nang
tagapasãyud nang prugrãma nga
ˆigwa sinda ning kaˆãyu nga paguwaˆ.
The announcer of the program said

that they will have a nice program.

sãyud2 1 v Someone catches a liquid or

granular substance into a receptacle.

[nagsãyud caught a liquid or granular

substance]
magsãyud imper v Catch a liquid or

granular substance! Magsãyud ka na
nang ˆadtung týbiˆ nang kabýhiˆ bãgu
magˆalas dýsi nang gabˆi! You catch
that water of life now before it will
become twelve midnight!

v kasãyud Wayaˆ pa da ˆaku ˆadtu kasãyud
nang ˆãkun baldi nang kumadtu si
Marya sa grÿpu. I was not yet able to
catch [water] with my pail when Mary
went to the faucet.

v Something is used by someone for
catching a liquid or granular substance.

ˆisãyud Hugashugasi ˆãnay ˆang baldi
bãgu ˆisãyud sa týbiˆ kay mabuling.
Please wash the pail a little bit before it
will be used for catching water because
it is dirty.

pangsãyud pur ger something is used for
catching a liquid or granular substance.
Nagabuskad ning ˆamãkan nga banig si
Nanay pãra pangsãyud sa ˆupa. Mother
is unfolding a drying mat for catching
rice bran.

v A liquid or granular substance is caught
by someone.

nasãyud Kung matinˆaw na ˆang týbiˆ nga
nasãyud sa planggãna ˆibubuˆ dahandãhan
ˆindiˆ mu gulpihun bubuˆ kay madadaya
ˆang natuk nang buli. If the water which

was already able to be caught in the
basin is already clear, pour it out slowly;
do not pour out quickly because the buri
starch will surely be accidentally carried
away.

ginasãyud ˆAng týbiˆ nga ˆÿmu ginasãyud
nga ginabutang sa bangaˆ hay mahigkuˆ
na. The water which is being caught by
you, which is being put into the drinking
water jar, is already dirty.

sayýrun Kung ˆikaw hay ˆigwa nay tubaˆ
nga sayýrun, ˆalistuhun mu na ˆang ˆÿmu
sayud. If you already have coconut wine
which will be caught, you will then
prepare your coconut wine collecting
container.

v A receptacle is that into which a liquid
or granular substance is caught.

sayýran Sayýran ku ning ˆuyan ˆang
planggãna. The basin is that into
which rain will be caught by me. ˆInang
ˆãkun lang baldi ˆang sayýran ning
týbiˆ; maˆãyu ˆinaˆ kay mabahuy. My
pail is that into which water will be
caught; it is good because it is big.

pagsãyud ger someone’s catching a liquid
or granular substance

pagsayudsãyud Pagsayudsãyud ni Huwan
sa týbiˆ, hay napunuˆ ˆang bangkat kag
ˆiya ˆini ginbaba pakadtu sa palasyu.
During Juan’s catching water little by
little, the copra basket was full and it was
carried by this one on his back going to
the palace.

2 sayud n a bamboo coconut wine collecting
container Kung ˆikaw hay ˆigwa nay tubaˆ
nga sayýrun, ˆalistuhun mu na ˆang ˆÿmu
sayud. If you already have coconut wine

which will be caught; you will then

prepare your coconut wine collecting
container. {Made of a bamboo trunk

section, about 40 cm long and 12 cm in

diameter, with a bail at the top which is

tied to catch dripping sap from the

bundled coconut inflorescence býyuk
nang niyug (niyug 3). For another

function of sayud see under sãyud1 1.]

(See tubaˆ 1a, Items Involved in
Making Coconut Wine for table.)

sayug n the floor of a building, made of

bamboo strips, planks, cement; a table
top made of bamboo strips or planks
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Matýˆud nga wayaˆ mabãlik maˆãyu ˆang
sayug sa parÿhu gid sa dãti. pÿru
napakaˆãyu da. It is true that the floor was

not able to be fixed as well as before but it

was still being fixed. (See Appendix 2,

Parts of a House.)

tagusayug derv a bamboo sub-flooring
strip

sãyuk 1 v Someone fetches water.
nagasãyuk Hay kung kahãyag ˆang býlan

ˆang kalãˆum ˆinaˆ nang manga tãwu ˆang
nagapangguwaˆ diraˆ sa baybay; may
nagasãyuk, may nagapaligus, may
nagapangahuy, may nagakadtu sa ˆinda
lugar nagabuˆuy ning manga manuk ˆu
manga pagkãˆun. Whenever the moon
was bright, the thought of those people
was that [they] would all appear there on
the beach; some were fetching water,
some were bathing, some were gathering
firewood, some were going to their place
to get chickens or food. {The task of
water carriers ˆagwadur is to fetch water
sãyuk for the home. They may be of any
age.}

pagsãyuk ger someone’s fetching water
ˆAng manga ˆungaˆ hay ˆindiˆ nãtun
maˆasãhan sa pagsãyuk. As for the
children, [they] could not be depended
on by us for fetching water.

2 sayukan n a household water source
Pagˆabut ni Birtu sa sapaˆ nga sayukan
niya nagtãngis naman siya. Upon

Berto’s arriving at the seasonal creek

which was the household water source,
he cried again.

sayuksuk v Driving rain soaks someone.

[nagsayuksuk driving rain soaked

someone]
Someone is soaked by driving rain.

[gingsayuksuk was soaked by driving
rain]

sayýti n a chayote vine or fruit, Sechium
edule (Sw.) {Fruit is a common veg-

etable.}

sayway 1 n a man’s or woman’s trousers
Kung ˆang ˆinda ˆipatahiˆ nga sayway
hay pangkasay, panggradwit ˆu
pangkadtu sa manga purmal nga
ˆukasyun ˆang tÿla ˆini nga ˆinda
ginabakay hay mahay. If the trousers

that will be caused by them to be sewn

are for a wedding, graduation, or for

going to formal occasions, as for the

cloth they buy, it is expensive. (See

bãruˆ 1, Kinds of Clothing for table.

See sara 2a, Things that are Closed
for table. See ˆabri 1b, Things that are
Opened for table.)

2 v Someone wears trousers.
nakasayway Kung sinda ˆini nagasimba

ˆang manga babãyi hay nagasuksuk gid
ning bistÿda bukun parÿhu sa katuliku
nga ˆãbir nakasayway ˆang ˆisa nga
babãyi hay puydi. When the women [of
the Iglesia ni Kristo faith] go to church,
they really wear street dresses; not like
Catholics in which it is possible that
even a woman is able to wear trousers.

sayˆut n a fluted giant clam, Tridacna
squamosa

saˆang 1a n an arthritic spider conch
mollusk, genus Lambis

1b saˆang nga bayulit n a violet spider
conch mollusk, genus Lambis

1c saˆang nga ˆýrins n an orange spider
conch mollusk genus Lambis

saˆunu (var of sanˆu)

sãˆut 1 n a dance style {A modern dance

sãˆut nga mudirn (sãˆut 1a) or a folk

dance sãˆut nga puk dans.}

Different Ways of Dancing

bayli 1b waltz

býgi boogie

kuratsa kuratsa
sãˆut nga mudirn modern dance

(sãˆut 1a)
sãˆut nga puk dans folk dance

tanggu tango

tinikling tinikling
tyatya cha-cha

1a sãˆut nga mudirn n a modern dance cf

bayli 1a (See sãˆut 1, Different Ways
of Dancing for table.)

1b pasãˆut (var sãˆut) n a dance show Kung
pyista nang Santu Ninyu kãda býlan nang
ˆInÿru hay ˆigwa manga pasãˆut diraˆ sa
plãsa. During the fiesta of the Holy Infant

every month of January, there are dance
shows there in the public plaza. Pagˆabut
naman nang katapusan nang pyista ˆigwa
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da gihãpun ning sãˆut nga nagakanta da
gihãpun diraˆ sa ˆintablãdu. At the end of

the fiesta, there is again a dance show in

which [they] were singing again there on

the stage. {Involves spectators with

performers on stage dancing, singing and

engaging in other entertainment activ-

ities.} cf pabÿta, pagahiwãtun, paguwaˆ,
prugrãma

1c v Someone dances a modern dance
with a partner.

nagasãˆut Hay kung kaˆisa nagasãˆut ˆaku
kung may nagasãˆut sa ˆãkun. Sometimes
I dance a modern dance if there is
someone who dances the modern dance
with me.

sumãˆut Pagkatãpus ta ning ˆihãpun hay
kantahan mu kami kag sumãˆut ka.
Upon our finishing our supper, you sing
for us and you dance a modern dance.

2 minugsaˆut n a folk dancer ˆIni nga
prusisyun hay may manga minugsaˆut
nga nagapasÿyu pãra magpasãyud sa
pumulýyuˆ nga may pagahiwãtun nga
paguwaˆ sa plãsa. During this religious

procession there are folk dancers who

roam around in order to inform

residents that there is a program that

will be held in the plaza. (See miyug-,
Words with Miyug- for table.)

sãˆut nga puk dans idiom a folk dance
saˆýyu (from ˆýyu1 + sa) v Something is

memorized by someone.
nasaˆýyu ˆImaw lang ˆinaˆ nga tulaˆ ˆang

nasaˆýyu ku. That which was able to be
memorized by me was only that poem.

ginasaˆýyu Pirmi lang nga numiru ˆang
ginasaˆýyu; ˆindiˆ na kaˆintindi ning
trabãhu diri sa suyud nang bayay.
Numbers only are what are being
memorized [by him]; he is no longer
able to pay attention to the works here
inside the house.

saˆuyýhun Saˆuyýhun ni Mayla ˆang ˆiya
hambay sa prugram pãra ˆindiˆ siya
malÿmut. Her speech which she will
deliver at the program will be
memorized by Mayla in order that she
will not forget [it].

si 1a pers n det a determiner, identifying a

person by name as the topic of a clause {Si

does not have an English translation

equivalent.} Si ˆAngkul Luˆis hay ˆãkun
ˆangkul, nga pakaˆisa nang ˆãkun tatay.
Uncle Luis is my uncle, my father’s first

cousin. cf ˆang
1b sina pers n det a named person and

others; a named family, identifying a

person by name plus one or more others

as the topic of a clause Nagsÿhud sina
Tata Pÿnu nang ˆinda kinulung nga
tulÿngan. Uncle Pino and others scooped

up the tuna fish which they had confined.

sÿbi n a lean-to built onto a house, usually as

a place for storage syn suyambiˆ 1
sibilyan n a civilian; i.e., a person not in the

military or police force Kung makakÿtaˆ
ˆang manga sundãlu nang bãka,
ginaˆÿhaw; kung makasayang ning
bayay nga ˆigway nagÿˆuk, kag ˆipabayu
sa manga sibilyan. When soldiers

happen to see a cow, it is butchered;

when [they] happen to pass by a house

where [rice] was able to be trodden out,

[it] is caused to be pounded with a pestle

by the civilians.
sÿbin card num the number seven {For the

use of English numbers, see wan.} (See

Appendix 21, Cardinal Numbers.)

sibit 1a v Someone makes thatch shingles.
pagsibit ger someone’s making thatch

shingles Ginasuhýyan ni Nãna Salba si
Nayda pagsibit. Naida is being paid off
by Aunt Salva making thatch shingles.

v Stripped-off palm leaves are made into
thatch shingles by someone.

gingsibit Gingsibit na ni Biktur ang
manga sinasa. The stripped-off palm
leaves were made into thatch shingles
by Victor.

1b sinibit n coconut thatch shingles {Frond

leaves are folded lengthwise over a

bamboo strip and sewn. Used for walls

dingding or roofs dugdug.} cf kýgun 1a,

pãwud, sim, salirangdang 1
sibýkaw n a sibukaw tree, Caesalpinia

sappan (Linn.) {Heartwood was used in

the past as a source of red dye.}

sibut 1 n a fishnet scoop for scooping up

small fish or squid, for harvesting fruit

Kung ˆini sinda hay kadãmuˆ, gamÿtan
mu ning sibut pãra daya gid tanan. If
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they (i.e., anchovy fish) are many, a

fishnet scoop should be used by you so

that they will all be gotten. {Made of

small-mesh fishnet tied to a metal loop

about 30 cm in diameter. Closed at the

bottom; is about 40 cm to 50 cm deep.

Has a bamboo handle about 1 m long.

Used on moonless nights. People stand

either on the ocean floor or in a boat near

the shore to scoop up sÿhud 1a small fish

such as anchovy when they swim in

schools punaˆ, or are confined behind a

net. Also used for scooping up squid

panus or picking puˆpuˆ fruit such as

avocado ˆabukãdu, mango mangga 1b,

santol santuy, star apple ˆistar ˆãpul. A

scythe blade sanggut is attached to the

rim for cutting fruit stems.} (See sanduk
2b, Kinds of Scoops for table. See

pýkut 1, Kinds of Fishnets for table.)

2 v Small fish or squid are scooped up with
a fishnet scoop by someone; fruit is
gathered with a fishnet scoop by

someone.
gingsibut Gingsibut ni Bituy ˆang manga

býnga nang mangga. The mango fruit
was gathered with a fishnet scoop by
Betoy.

nasibut Kadãmuˆ nga panus ˆang nasibut
ni Tirsu kagabˆi. Many squid were able
to be scooped up with a fishnet scoop
by Terso last night.

ginasibut Kung gabˆi kung sinda ˆini
nagaluwas hay punaˆ kadamuˆdãmuˆ gid;
gãniˆ hay ginasibut na lang ˆini kay pãra
madaliˆ ang pagbuˆuy sa ˆinda. When
they (i.e., anchovy fish) come out at night
they are in large groups; that’s why they
are scooped up with a fishnet scoop so
that it is easy to get them. genr sanduk 1b
cf saybuk, sÿhud 1a

sibýyas 1a n an onion plant or bulb, Allium
cepa {Also called white onion sibýyas
nga putiˆ. Bulbs and leaves are eaten as a

vegetable; often mixed with other

vegetable dishes for flavor.}

1b sibýyas na tutýˆu (var sibýyas Tagãlug)

n a shallot plant or bulb, Allium
ascalonicum (Linn.) {Bulbs and leaves

are eaten as a vegetable or used for

flavoring in cooking.}

sÿga n the brightness of that which shines

Nakÿtaˆ ni Birunika ˆadtu ˆang nagasabˆit
didtu sa bintãnaˆ nina ˆIrnistu nga kaˆãyu
ˆang sÿga. Veronica saw that [bottle]

hanging there in the window of Ernesto

and his mother in which the brightness
was intense.

v Someone’s eyes glare; the sun, moon, a
star, an artificial light, something reflect-
ing light shines.

nagsÿga Nagbagting ning ˆalas ˆutsu nang
gabˆi nagsÿga naman ˆang butilya.
When it chimed eight o’clock in the
evening, the bottle again shone.

nagasÿga ˆAba! Pinakitãˆan gid ning duha
nga mata nga nagasÿga. Oh! [Someone]
was shown a pair of eyes which were
glaring. ˆAng hambay ni ˆInrÿku, “ˆIkaw
gid ˆang mutyaˆ sa ˆãkun dughan; bitýˆun
ka nga nagsubat kag nagasÿga sa ˆãkun
manga mata.” Enrico said, “You are a
precious object in my bosom; you are a
star that has risen and shines into my
eyes.” cf hãyag 1a, silak 1b, ˆiwag 1b

sigarilyu 1a n a cigarette Kung wayaˆ si
Budung ning kwarta nga ˆibakay
sigarilyu, mangungýtang ˆinaˆ sa
tindãhan. If Budong has no money

which will be used to buy cigarettes,
that one will get [them] on credit at the

store. {Cigarette butt: ˆupus.}
1b v Someone smokes a cigarette.

nagasigarilyu Nyan nga panahun, ˆang
nagasigarilyu hay nagapakadãmuˆ na
gid. At this time, as for those who smoke
cigarettes, [they] are really becoming
very many.

nagpanigarilyu “Taya!” nga nãkun,
“Nagpanigarilyu ka?” “Oh!” I said,
“You always smoke cigarettes?”

sigay n a gold ringed cowry mollusk, genus
Monetaria. Sa ˆÿmu pagpanÿhiˆ may
nabubuˆuy ka nga sigay. In your gathering

of mollusks, you will frequently get gold
ringed cowry mollusks.

sÿgi 1a pseudov An action continues. [Sÿgi is

comment; an action topic is expressed as

a participial phrase following the

determiner ˆang.] Diri sa ˆãmun trabãhu
mahugaˆ ˆini kay ˆãbir nagaˆuyan sÿgi
ˆang trabãhu. Here in our work it is
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difficult because even though it is raining

our work continues. Bÿsan wayaˆ si Luˆis
ginaˆintyindiha, sÿgi lang gid ˆang ˆiya
pangasãwa. Even though Luis was not

accepted, his courting [of her] just

continued. Basaˆ gãniˆ ˆang ˆãkun ˆýyu,
pÿru sinda didtu, sÿgi pa ˆang ˆinda bayli.
My head was wet, but as for them there,

their dancing still continued.
v Someone or something continues an

action.
nagpasÿgi Kay dãti kami magkasýgut,

bÿsan ˆindiˆ gustu ˆang ˆiya nanay sa ˆãkun,
nagpasÿgi lang gid ˆakuy pangasãwa kay
Pilar. Because we were already engaged,
even though her mother did not like me, I
continued courting Pilar.

masigisÿgi Nagˆuyan nang ˆaring býlan
nang ˆAbril; ˆang kalãˆum ku ˆadtu
masigisÿgi na ning ˆuyan. It rained
beginning the month of April; what I
thought was that [it] would continue
raining without letup.

v An action is continued by someone or
something.

pagsigÿhun Kung sa Duminggu magˆinýyan
ˆindiˆ ta pagsigÿhun ˆang paghãkut ning
batu kay madayýnut ˆang karsãda. If it
continually rains on Sunday, the carrying
of marble blocks will not be continued
by us because the roads will be slippery.

1b sigisÿgi adj An action is continuous.
Sigisÿgi ˆang tãngis nang ˆungaˆ. The

crying of the child was continuous (lit,

continued on and on). ˆAng nagapatahiˆ
diri hay malakaˆ; bukun sigisÿgi nga
parÿhu sa Manÿlaˆ nga ˆadlawˆadlaw hay
ˆigwa ˆakuy kustumir. The customers

here were few; [their coming] was not

continuous as in Manila in which every

day I had customers.
adv An action is performed continuously.

[The adverb follows ning.] Malãya na
ˆikaw ˆinaˆ ning sigisÿgi hasta nga
magtagˆud ˆang lÿlas. Then you will
weave that continuously until the buri
strips become short.

1c sÿgi na pseudov An action begins; some-

one goes ahead doing something. Nang
nagtýnaˆ ning bayli, hay timprãnu pa;
ˆalas syÿti hay sÿgi na ˆang pabayli. When

[they] started dancing, it was still early; at

seven o’clock the dance began. Hambay
gãniˆ ni Huwan hay sÿgi na da siya, kay
dakuˆdakuˆ da ˆadtung makikÿtaˆ kung
pyista. John said that he would go ahead,

because in that fiesta much money can be

earned.
imper v Come on! Go ahead! Okay!

[Functions as a command or interjection,
agreeing with or encouraging the begin-
ning of a particular action commonly
expressed in a following sentence. The
particle na is optional.] Sÿgi! Týnaˆ na!
Go ahead! Start now! Sÿgi! Singku; ˆabi,
ˆang kwarta. Okay! Five [pesos]; the
money, please. Sÿgi na Lýlu! Dayˆun mu
na ˆaku pabãlik sa ˆindu! ˆIpamuhun mu
ˆaku kay Nanay. Come on Grandfather!
Take me going back to your house! I
should have permission asked of Mother
for [me] by you.

sigir n a final wedding-planning session
{Follows an initial wedding-planning

session pamalãyi and a wedding an-

nouncement feast pasuga. The parents

of the boy bring food and liquor to the

house of the girl’s parents. Final plans

and agreements are made. The wedding

date and kind of wedding is confirmed.

The wedding gown, food for the

reception, the dance, etc., is discussed.

The boy’s parents or the boy pay for the

wedding.} cf pamalãyi 2, pasuga 2
signal nambir n a signal number, desig-

nating the intensity of a typhoon Nang
mahãpun na, malapit na kami sa Pwirtu
Galyÿra; kabaskugbaskug kay ˆigwa galiˆ
ning signal nambir tu na sa Manÿlaˆ.
When it was already afternoon, we were

near Puerto Gallera; [it] was very stormy

because it was already signal number
two in Manila. {Signal numbers use

English number designations. Signal

number one signal nambir wan is of

moderate intensity, signal number two

signal nambir tu is of medium intensity

and signal number three signal nambir tri
is of severe intensity.}

sigunda (var sigundu) ord num a second
action; class of fish, fruit, meat; grade,

person, rank, situation, thing, time, unit of

measurement Nakabuˆuy lang si Birhinya
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ning sigunda prinsÿsa. Virginia was able

to get the second princess [position]. [For

a statement about high school year

designations, see pirst. Spanish gender is

followed when using Spanish nouns.

Sigunda concords with feminine nouns,

sigundu with masculine nouns.] syn

sÿkund; pangaduha, pangduha, ˆikaduha
(duha 4) (See grid, Formal Education
Grades for table. See Appendix 22,

Ordinal Numbers.)

sigurãdu adj Something is sure. Basta
maˆipadaya na tanan nga papÿlis sa
Kanadyan gubirmint, ˆinaˆ hay sigurãdu
ˆang Lýnus may badyit. When all the

requirements will be able to be sent to

the Canadian government, that’s when

it is sure that Lonos will have a budget

[for its project]. Sa ˆiya ning hunaˆhýnaˆ
baya hay sigurãdu gid siya nga
madaˆug. Perhaps in his mind it is very

sure that he will win.
v A particular action or state is made sure

by someone.
siguradýhun Bãgu magdãbuk sa sÿlung

nang tapãhan, siguradýhun mu nga
ˆang ˆÿmu tapãhan hay ˆigwa ning
dingding. Before building a fire in the
space underneath the smoking rack, [it]
should be made sure by you that your
smoking rack has walling.

sigýru adv Hopefully, maybe or probably
something happens or a state exists. Hay
ˆimaw ˆadtu nga gabˆi nagahigdaˆ ˆaku hay
sigýru manga ˆalas syÿti; maˆãyu na ˆang
ˆãkun katýyug. It was that night that I was

lying down in bed maybe seven o’clock

in the evening; my sleep was already

sound. Sigýru may lyunar sa lapalapa
kay mahÿlig magpinanumbãyay. There is

probably a mole on the sole of the foot

because she always enjoys going

[visiting] from house to house. Nagˆabut
na ˆang ˆãkun ginahuyat nga ˆýras pãra
kita mapakasay; sigýru naman masugut
ka na kay dinahãnan ku gid ˆikaw bÿsan
yãri ka sa ˆãkun kahariˆan. The time for us

to get married, which I have been waiting

for, has now come; hopefully you will

agree now because I really respected you

while you are here in my kingdom. cf

bãsiˆ kung (bãsiˆ 2), baya, daw, kabay pa
kuntaˆ, ˆãbi 2, ˆaraˆ, ˆugãling1

sigˆang n a fire stand Kung ˆalistu na ˆang
kalãyu, ˆibutang ˆang kaldÿru sa sigˆang
kag paˆinÿtun. When the fire is ready, the

cooking pot will be placed onto the fire
stand and will be allowed to become

hot. {A metal ring with three or four

legs or a metal grill held over the fire on

rocks onto which pots and cooking pans

are placed for cooking.}

sÿhiˆ 1 n a hard-shelled mollusk ˆIni ˆang
diwal nga sÿhiˆ hay nagaˆistar sa
kabatuhan, lãluˆ pa sa ˆidãyum nang
batu; diraˆ gid ˆinaˆ ˆang ˆinda gustu nga
ˆistaran. This jackknife-clam mollusk
stays in stony areas, especially under

stones; that is the place where they like to

stay. Bitÿnun ˆang sÿhiˆ para magluwas
ˆang ˆunud. Mollusks are hung [upside

down] so that the meat will come out.

{Divers for mollusks nagapamusu ning
sÿhiˆ dive commercially to collect and sell

their shells balayan 1a. Mollusks are

also collected for meat ˆunud nang sÿhiˆ,
usually on the dry ocean floor at low tide

hunas.}
1a ginatˆan nga sÿhiˆ n a mollusk cooked

in coconut milk extract (See Appendix

9, Foods Cooked in Coconut Milk

Extract.)

2 panihiˆ v Someone gathers mollusks.
nagapanihiˆ Kung kami ˆini nagapanihiˆ,

hay kadãmuˆ ˆini ˆang ˆãmun nakikÿtaˆ sa
manga kabatuhan kay ˆini sinda hay
nagaˆistar sa kabatuhan. If we gather
this [kind of] mollusk, many are seen by
us in stony areas because they like to
stay in stony areas. [Functions as a
substantive following the determiner
nang.] Manãguˆ naman ˆang sÿhiˆ pãra
ˆindiˆ sinda makÿtaˆ nang nagapanihiˆ.
Mollusks hide so they will not be seen
by those who gather mollusks.

v Mollusks are gathered by someone.
panihÿˆun ˆAng kuyãput, kung gustu mu

nga panihÿˆun, hay kalupus lang nga
buyˆun basta ˆigwa kay suyut. As for
Conrad’s false shell mollusks, if what
you want is that [they] will be gathered
[by you], they are easy to get if you have
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a digging bolo.
nagapanihiˆ, pagpanÿhiˆ ger someone’s

gathering of mollusks Kaˆãyu ˆang
nagapanihiˆ sa Bangˆug kung hunas
kadãmuˆ ˆang nabubuˆuy nga manga
sariˆsãriˆ nga sÿhiˆ. The gathering of
mollusks in Bang-og is good during low
tide because you will frequently get
different kinds of shells. ˆAng pagpanÿhiˆ
hay patabuˆtãbuˆ. The gathering of
mollusks is seasonal. Sa ˆÿmu pagpanÿhiˆ
may nabubuˆuy ka nga sigay. In your
gathering of mollusks you will fre-
quently get cowry shells.

3 sÿhiˆ (var ˆunud nang sÿhiˆ) n mollusk
meat Kung ˆÿmu sukãtun ˆang sÿhiˆ,
dãpat pakut ˆang ˆÿmu gamÿtun kay
ˆagud hay ˆindiˆ mabuˆak ˆang ˆiya ning
balayan. If the mollusk meat is pried

out by you, what should be used by you

is a safety pin so that its shell will not be

accidentally broken. ˆAng ˆunud nang
sÿhiˆ hay ginalakut kung nagalýtuˆ ning
pansit. Mollusk meat is mixed in when

cooking noodles.

4 balayan nang sÿhiˆ (var sÿhiˆ) n a seashell
ˆIni nga balayan nang sÿhiˆ ˆindiˆ da ˆini
pwÿdi nga pangdikurasyun sa bayay.
These seashells are not appropriate for

decorating in a house. May mutur nga
Sibuhãnu nga nagapamakay sÿhiˆ. There

is a Cebuano pumpboat engaged in

buying seashells.
trumpit nga sÿhiˆ idiom a trumpet
mollusk

sÿhud 1a v Someone, especially a man,

scoops up confined fish, usually with a

bag net, or small fish in shallow water

during low tide or brook shrimp ˆuyang
1 in running water with a colander

shrimp scoop panihuran (sÿhud 2),
ˆayat.

nagsÿhud Nagsÿhud sina Tata Pÿnu nang
ˆinda kinulung nga tulÿngan. Uncle Pino
and companions scooped up the tuna
fish which they had confined. {A school
of fish such as tuna tulÿngan, swimming
in about 3 m of water, are encircled with
a net and driven into bag nets (made of
the same material) which are tied at the
top and lifted into a boat. This process is

known as sÿhud.}
v Fish are scooped up, usually with a bag

net, or small fish or brook shrimp with a
colander shrimp scoop by someone.

gingsÿhud Gingsÿhud ni Karlÿtu ˆang
manga kaˆintik nga ˆisdaˆ. Small fish
were scooped up by Carlito.

nasÿhud ˆAng nasÿhud ninda nga ˆisdaˆ
hay ˆisa ka lÿbu. The [small] fish which
were able to be scooped up by them
were one thousand.

sihýrun Sihýrun ku ˆang ˆuyang nga yãriˆ
sa sapaˆ. Shrimp will be scooped up by
me which are here in the seasonal creek.

magsÿhud inf to scoop up fish or brook
shrimp Kung ˆýras ka na magsÿhud sa
sapaˆ, adtu ˆang manga yadtu sa
ginaplastaran nang ˆayat sa kanal nang
pitãpil ˆu sa sapaˆ, hay ginapangwãhing.
When it is time for you to scoop up
[brook shrimp] in a seasonal creek, as for
things (e.g., stones, leaves, twigs) that
are there where the colander basket
brook-shrimp scoop will be arranged in
the canal or stream, [they] are all moved
aside. genr sanduk 1b cf saybuk, sibut 2

1b panihud (var panÿhud) [The lengthened

stem occurs with affixes as indicated

below.]
magpanihud imper v Gather brook

shrimp or small fish with a colander
shrimp scoop panihuran (sÿhud 2),
ˆayat! Magpanihud ka kay wayaˆ kita
ning suyaˆ! You must gather brook
shrimp with a colander shrimp scoop
because we do not have a side dish!

pagpanihud imper v Someone must or
should gather brook shrimp or small
fish with a colander shrimp scoop!
Pagpanihud sa sapaˆ para ˆigwa kita
ning ˆuyang! Gather [some brook
shrimp] with a colander shrimp scoop
in a seasonal creek so that we will have
some shrimp [to eat]!

pagpanÿhud ger someone’s gathering
brook shrimp or small fish with a
colander shrimp scoop Kung may swirti
ka sa pagpanÿhud kag makaˆasirta ka
ning dãmuˆ nga ˆuyang hay makakwarta
ka gid kaysa nyan mahay ˆang sarsa nga
ˆuyang. If you are lucky in gathering
many [brook shrimp] with a colander
shrimp scoop, you will be able to acquire
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money because shrimp salsa is now
expensive.

v Someone gathers brook shrimp or small
fish with a colander shrimp scoop.

nagapanihud Kung nagapanihud ka
ning ˆuyang hay gakadtu ka sa sapaˆ nga
ˆigwa ning manga libtunglibtung nga
dãmuˆ ˆang batu, kag ˆigwa ning týbiˆ
nga nagapundu. When you gather
brook shrimp with a colander shrimp
scoop, you go to a seasonal creek where
there are riverbed holes which have
many stones, and there is water which
backs up.

v Brook shrimp or small fish are gathered
with a colander shrimp scoop by
someone.

pinanihýran Kung dãmuˆ na ˆang ˆÿmu
ˆuyang, pwÿdi ka na makaˆýliˆ sa ˆindu
bayay pãra malimpyu mu ˆang ˆÿmu
ˆuyang nga pinanihýran. If you already
have many brook shrimp, you can then go
to your house so that your brook shrimp
which were gathered with a colander
shrimp scoop can be cleaned by you. {A
colander shrimp scoop panihuran (sÿhud
2) or ˆayat is secured in a downstream
position of a somewhat deep rocky area of
running water where brook shrimp
collect. The shrimp are dislocated by
groping with the hands and are caught in
the shrimp scoop as they float
downstream. Small fish are scooped up in
shallow water during low tide.} cf
panihud (putut 2a)

2 panihuran n a coconut-shell colander
shrimp scoop {Made of a coconut-shell

half or plastic can with tiny drain holes in

the bottom. Used for gathering pond-field

shrimp pamutut (putut 2a) in a rice field,

or for gathering small fish from the sea-

bed during low tide, or catching shrimp in

running water panihud (sÿhud 1b). Fish or

shrimp are then put into a hulled rice

storage basket lÿbun.} (See sanduk 2b,
Kinds of Scoops for table.)

sikad n a Lister’s conch mollusk, Strombus
listeri. ˆAng sikad nga sÿhiˆ, hay sa
kalusãyan sinda nagatinir. As for the

Lister’s conch mollusk, [it] stays in

weedy areas.

siki 1 n the foot and/or leg of an animal,

bird, person; the leg of a bench, chair,

table ˆAng ˆÿmu siki nagatÿmak gid
maˆãyu sa tilhang nang niyug nga pãra
ˆindiˆ ka mahýyug. Your feet should step

very carefully on the tree footholds of

the coconut palm in order that you will

not fall down. Mahãbaˆ ˆang ˆiya siki;
kahagbaˆ ˆang manga kuku, patiˆ ˆang
ˆiya tukaˆ hay mahãbaˆ kag matalÿwis
ˆang ˆiya punta. The legs [of the barred

rail bird] are long; the claws are long,

also its beak is long and its tip is pointed.

cf batÿˆis, pãˆa, tuku
2 n the stem of a mushroom ˆýhung

sikritarya n the female secretary of a govern-

ment agency, a firm, an organization

Niyan hay pamatÿˆan nãtun ˆang ˆãtun
sikritarya sa ˆiya pagpakilãya nang ˆãtun
halangdun nga bisÿta. Now let’s listen to

our secretary in her introductory remarks

to our beloved visitor.

sikritaryu n the male secretary of a govern-

ment agency, a firm, an organization

sikrÿtu n a secret Bÿsan ˆanu nga tãguˆ
ninda kay Tãta Taylu nang sikrÿtu, hay
nakasãyud gihãpun gid siya. Regard-

less of their keeping that secret from

Uncle Taylo, still he was able to find

out [about it].
adv Something is done secretly. Nakangilit

ning sikrÿtu ˆang ˆiya lýlu kaysa ˆiya ˆÿsip
hay nagasÿlus si Ramun sa ˆiya manghud.
His grandfather just smiled secretly
because in his mind Ramon was jealous
of his younger sibling.

siks card num the number six {For the use of

English numbers, see wan.} (See grid,
Formal Education Grades for table.

See Appendix 21, Cardinal Numbers.)

siksik v A bird preens its feathers, searches
through its feathers for something, as

nits.
pinanghiniksik Mintras nga sinda hay

nagapahuway sÿgi ˆang ˆinda ning
pinanghiniksik nang ˆinda buybuy.
While they (i.e., tayataya birds) were
resting, they all kept on trying hard to
search through their feathers [for nits].

siksyun n a section; a division of elementary

or high school grade level based on the

performance ability of the student Gãniˆ
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nang purt yir na ˆaku hay siksyun tu
gihãpun ˆaku. When I was in fourth year

I was still in section two.

sÿku n someone’s elbow
sÿkund ord num second honor, second year of

high school or college, second-place

winner in a contest or in gambling

Hambay ni Mÿsis Bilyanwÿba sa ˆãkun hay
ˆaku ngãniˆ kunu maˆãriˆ, makabuˆuy ˆaku
manga sÿkund ˆýnur. Mrs. Villanueva

told me that it may be possible for me, she

said, that I would get second honors. Hay
nyan nang sÿkund yir na ˆaku nabutang
ˆaku sa siksyun wan. Now that I am

already second year [high school] I was

able to be put in section one. {For a

statement about high school year desig-

nations, see pirst.} syn sigunda;

pangaduha, pangduha, ˆikaduha (duha 4)
(See grid, Formal Education Grades
for table. See Appendix 22, Ordinal

Numbers.)

sikuy v Someone is bumped, nudged,

touched by someone else with an elbow.

Gingsikuy ni Panduˆ si Matyas gãniˆ
nahãngit siya. Matias was bumped with
an elbow by Pando, so he (i.e., Matias)

was angry.

sikwat v Something is flicked by someone.
sikwatun Makutkut kamu sa dýtaˆ ning

býhuˆ nga maˆisut lang da kag ˆiplastar
ˆadtu ˆang matagˆud nga kãhuy kag
sikwatun nang ˆadtung mahãbaˆ nga
kãhuy. You should dig just a small hole
in the ground and that short stick should
be placed [across the hole] and [it]
should be flicked with that long stick.

sikyat n bamboo pole and strip walling
{Bamboo strips are woven in and out of

vertical bamboo poles to form walling.}

(See dingding 1, Walling Materials
for table.)

sikyuˆ 1 v Someone is tagged by someone

else in a game.
nasikyuˆ Kung ˆiya nasikyuˆ, ˆipilak

naman ˆadtu nya ˆang lãta sa malayuˆ
kag ˆikaw gihãpun ˆang mapýyut kay
ˆikaw ˆang ˆaswang. If he is able to be
tagged, he will again throw that can to a
far place and you will still be the one to
pick it up because you are the witch.

2 sikyýˆan n a home base in a game Puydi
da ˆang baguy nga humanun nga
sikyýˆan pÿru ˆang kapirmÿhan gid nga
gãmit hay lãta nga sa gatasan. A

coconut shell could also be used as

home base but the thing most

commonly used is an empty milk can.

sÿlak 1a n sunlight Manga tuyu ka ˆadlaw
buyad, ˆuga nga dãˆan ˆang niyug basta
tudutýdu ˆang sÿlak maghãpun. [After]

about three days drying, the coconut

fruit will then be dry if the sunlight is

very strong the whole day. cf ˆiwag 1a
1b v The sun shines on someone,

something.
sumÿlak Hay nyan nga may trabãhu ka nga

pirmaminti maˆãyu kay ˆãbir ˆumuyan
sumÿlak sigurãdu gid nga may babatýnun
ka. Now that you have already a per-
manent job, it is good because even
though it rains [or the sun] shines it is sure
that you have something (i.e., income) to
consistently receive.

v A person, object or place is shined on by
the sun.

silãkan ˆAng ˆãmun bayay hay ˆuyãnan,
silãkan, kag ginlýmut na ˆang halýblaks
nga dingding. As for our houses, they
will be rained on [and] will be shined
on, and the hollow-block brick walls
have already become covered with
mildew.

masilãkan Dãpat ˆang bãbuy hay
masilãkan da kung ˆãga kay ˆinaˆ ˆang
sÿlak sa ˆãga hay buyung. As for pigs,
they should be shined on when it is
early morning because that sunshine in
the early morning is medicine. cf
hãyag 1a, sÿga, ˆiwag 1b

1c silãkan n a sunny place Pagkaˆãga ˆadtu
ˆÿmu naman ˆadtu buyarun sa silãkan
pãra maˆuga kag ˆimaw na ˆadtu ˆang
ˆiya kulur putiˆ na. In the morning, dry

them in a sunny place so that it will

become dry and that’s when the color is

already white.

2 tigsilãkun n the dry season Kung
panahun nga tigsilãkun nagakaˆingin
ˆang manga lyãki pãra kung magˆuyan
hay matanum na lang. During the dry
season the men make swiddens so that if
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it rains they will then plant. syn

kwarisma 1
silhig 1 n a broom
2 panilhig (from silhig + paN-) v Some-

one sweeps with a broom.
nagapanilhig Wayaˆ na kapanãguˆ si

Plurintÿna kay nagapanilhig siya sa
dyãˆag. Florentina was not able to hide
because she was sweeping in the yard.

manilhig (from panilhig + ma-) ˆAng
ginahÿmuˆ nang manga babãyi sa sãkup
nang ˆinda bayay hay manilhig. What is
being done by women inside their
houses is that [they] will sweep. (See
limpyu, Different Ways of Cleaning
for table.)

silibrar v An event is celebrated by people.
ginsilibrar Wayaˆ pa ˆãnay kami may

ginˆasikãsu tungud gãniˆ na may birtdi
na ginsilibrar. Nothing was yet
prepared by us because there was a
birthday being celebrated [in the house
where we were staying].

siling 1 v Someone says or tells something to

someone, either by speaking or writing.
nagsiling ˆAng ˆuning nagbãngun kag

nagpanlamˆus sa ˆiya pisngi kag
nagtanˆaw ning maˆãyu sa ˆãyam kag
nagsiling, “Maˆãyu ka nga nilalang.”
The cat got up and washed its cheeks all
over with [its] paws and looked
carefully at the dog and said, “You are a
good creature.”

nagasiling Sa sýlat nagasiling siya na sa
nga dãˆan hay ˆãkun ˆasikasýhun ˆang
papÿlis; ˆimaw gãniˆ ˆang pasapurti,
midikal, manga litrãtu na kahinangyãnun
kag ˆiban pa gid. In her letter she says that
the papers should be prepared im-
mediately by me; those are a passport,
medical examination [report], needed
pictures and other things.

masiling Maskin bãtaˆ pa ˆaku nga
ginkasay sa ˆãkun ˆasãwa, wayaˆ da ˆaku
masiling nga nagkunsimisyun sa ˆãkun
ˆasãwa. Even though I was still young
when I was married to my husband, I
will not say that [I] became exasperated
with my husband.

v Something is said or told by someone.
Didtu ˆaku nga hinadlýkan nga ˆang
siling ku sa ˆãkun hunaˆhýnaˆ, “ˆA!

Masisÿraˆ gid ˆining bayay.” I was
frightened there and that said by me in
my mind [was], “Oh! This house will
surely be destroyed.”

v Someone is told something by someone
else.

gingsiling Gingsiling ku man ˆang ˆãkun
ˆasãwa nga pangtagýˆun tanan ˆang
manga gãmit. My spouse was also told
by me that all the things should be kept.

pagsiling, siling ger someone’s saying;
more freely, someone said; commonly
used to indicate a direct quote Pagsiling
nang manga ˆungaˆ nga, “May, makãˆun
kita ning mangga.” The children said (lit,
the children’s saying), “Mother, we will
eat some mangoes.” “Pag ˆindiˆ mu gãniˆ
ˆitudluˆ, ˆãkun ˆikaw bangkilun,” ˆang
siling ni Bãbuy. “If [he] will not be
pointed out by you, I will bite you with
my canine and bicuspid teeth,” Pig said.
Didtu ˆaku nga hinadlýkan nga ˆang siling
ku sa ˆãkun hunaˆhýnaˆ, “ˆA! Masisÿraˆ gid
ˆining bayay.” I was frightened there and I
said in my thoughts, “Oh! This house will
surely be destroyed.” cf balÿtaˆ 2, hambay
1, sabat1 1, salaysay, tawag 2

2 v Someone or something is called a

particular name.
ginasiling ˆIgwa man kita nang ˆýna

manga kanta sa ˆãtun magýyang nang
ginasiling nga rumansa. In past times
we surely had songs from our
grandparents which are called love
songs. [Ginasiling either precedes or
follows that designated.] cf hambay 2,
tawag 1c

3 v Something means that a particular action

occurs or a state exists. [Usually with a

negative and demonstrative pronoun.]

ˆInaˆ si Birtu, bukun ˆinaˆ masiling nga
maˆÿsug ˆang ˆiya buˆut kag wayaˆ siya
ning distinasyun pãra sa pamilya. As for

Berto, that does not mean that his heart

was courageous and he had no plan for

his family. ˆImaw lang ˆinaˆ ˆang
nadudumduman ku, ˆang pagsinundãnan
ning maˆãyu; wayaˆ ˆadtu masiling nga
magbuyag kami; wayaˆ ˆaku kabatiˆ
ˆinang gatinumbýyan. That was what I

remembered, the good living together;

that did not mean that we would
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separate; I never heard that [we]

reproved each other.

silpun n a cell phone
silundrun n a harmonica
sÿlung 1 n the space underneath a house, a

smoking rack {Used to pen pigs or

chickens at night; firewood storage

area; a work area (e.g., for weaving

lãya1); a play area.} Bãgu magdãbuk sa
sÿlung nang tapãhan siguradýhun mu
nga ˆang ˆÿmu tapãhan hay ˆigwa ning
dingding. Before building a fire in the

space underneath the smoking rack, be

sure that your smoking rack has walling

[on all four sides covering the legs].

(See Appendix 2, Parts of a House.)

2a pasÿlung v Someone takes shelter
under something.

nagpasilung ˆIsa nga kuyba ˆang ˆiya
nakÿtaˆ kag nagpasilung siya didtu.
[There was] one cave which he saw and
he took shelter there.

mapasÿlung Diri lang kami mapasÿlung
kay ˆãmun lang kunu siruˆsirýˆun; bãsiˆ
kung magˆabut nang sundãlu. We will
just take shelter here because, they say,
it will be seen by us what [will happen];
a soldier might come.

2b pasilungan n a shade or shelter area
Kahinangyan nga tanuman ning kãhuy
nga San Pidru ˆang dýtaˆ kay ˆini nga
kãhuy hay maˆãyu nga pasilungan. It is

necessary that the land will be planted

with ipil-ipil trees because those trees

will be a good shade area.

sÿlus v Someone becomes jealous of someone

else.
nagasÿlus Nakangilit ning sikrÿtu ˆang ˆiya

lýlu kaysa ˆiya ˆÿsip hay nagasÿlus si
Ramun sa ˆiya manghud. His
grandfather just smiled secretly because
in his mind Ramon became jealous of
his younger sibling.

magsÿlus Hambay ni Birta hay,
“Pagdãhan Nãna Pirla; magsÿlus gãniˆ
kunu si Tãta Prÿdi sa ˆÿmu.” Bertha said,
“Be careful Aunt Perla; Uncle Freddie,
they say, might become jealous towards
you.” cf sÿna 1a

sÿlut n a punishment meted out to someone

ˆAng ˆýna nga sÿlut nga gintaˆu kay

Magbayýtu hay ˆang pagbuyad ning
dãwa sa baybay dãpat hay ˆihãluˆ ˆang
dãwa sa baybay. The first punishment
which was given to Magbayoto was the

sun-drying of the pearl millet seeds on

the beach.

sÿluˆ n a rainbow runner fish, Elagatis
bipinnulata (Quoy and Gaimard) {Marked

with two parallel blue bands extending

along the flank from the head to the

caudal peduncle, separated by a broad

yellowish band. Grayish above the bands,

silvery yellow below. Primarily found in

open ocean, occasionally along inshore

reef edges.} syn balilÿtu
silya n a chair cf bangkuˆ, pungkýˆan

(pungkuˆ 2)
silyu n a postage stamp
sim n galvanized iron roofing material cf

kýgun 1a, pãwud, salirangdang 1,

sinibit (sibit 1b)
simãna 1a n a week Primÿru nga simãna

nang Hunyu, ˆang ˆãmun kasay. Our

wedding ceremony will be the first

week of June. (See Appendix 17, Days

of the Week.)

1b meas n a nonspecific or specific number

of weeks; a time measurement (See

Appendix 13, Major Time Segments.)

2 Simãna Santa n Holy Week; i.e., the week

of Easter Nang ˆaku hay maˆisut pa, ˆaku
gintudluˆan nang ˆãkun magýyang nga
magsunud sa patakaran nang Simãna
Santa. When I was still small, I was

taught by my parents to follow the

practice of Holy Week.

simba 1a v Someone goes to church.
nagsimba Nagsimba ˆãnay kami, tapus

ˆumãgi ˆaku sa mirkãdu kag nagbakay
ˆaku ning manga ˆutanun. We went to
church first and then I passed by the
market and I bought vegetables.

1b simbãhan n a church {Leader: pastor
pastor, minister; pãriˆ priest.}

2 v Someone worships an idol, a saint, God.
nagasimba ˆAng ˆãtun manga magýyang,

kung Plýris di Mãyu kãda ˆinaˆ býlan
nga Mãyu, hay nagasimba sa palanggaˆ
nãtun nga Birhin Marya. Our grand-
parents, during the Flores de Mayo
observance every May, worship our
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beloved Virgin Mary.

3 Simbang Gabˆi n Pre-Christmas Mass
{Mass initiating the Christmas season

panahun nang Paskwa; it is held at

4:00 AM–5:00 PM every morning up to

December 24.}

simbulu n a sign or symbol Ginasabwagan
sinda ning bugas pãra simbulu nga
pirmi nga ˆigwa sinda ning grasya. [The

newlyweds] have some rice poured on

them so that [it will be] a symbol that

there will always be a blessing for them.

cf palatandãˆan, sinyãlis, sinyas 1a,

timãˆan (tÿma 2)
similya n a seedling, especially one for

transplanting

simintiryu n a cemetery syn kampusantu,

lubýngan nang patay (lýbung 2b)
bayaybãyay sa simintiryu (bayaybãyay
1e) set expr a mausoleum; i.e., a

cemetery hut
simintu 1 n cement, either in powder

form, a mixture of sand, gravel and

cement powder, or hardened concrete

Nakabãtun da ˆaku nang ˆãkun ning
býnus, nakabakay ˆaku simintu kag
naghalublak ˆaku. When I finally

received my bonus, I was able to buy

cement and I made hollow-block

bricks.

2 v Someone cements an area, something.

[nagsimintu cemented]
pagsimintu ger someone’s cementing an

area, something ˆAng ˆiba ginapuypug
kay ginagãmit sa pagsimintu. Some
[broken pieces of marble tile] are
pounded because [they] are used in
cementing.

kustal nang simintu (kustal 1c) set expr
a cement sack

simpli adj Something is common, in good
taste, simple. ˆAng manga kanta sa
nyan, hay napapamatÿˆan nãtun hay
bukun manga maˆãyu nga pamatÿˆan,
kay bulgar ngãniˆ ˆang pagkakanta, hay
bukun simpli. As for songs today, the

only things able to be repeatedly

listened to by us are not good ones to

listen to, because the manner of singing

is vulgar, not in good taste.

sina (see si 1b)

sÿna 1a masÿna adj Someone is envious of

someone else, something, a situation. cf

sÿlus
1b masinahun n an envious one Gingbãsa

nang manga masinahun kay Marya
ˆang sýlat nang prinsipi, pÿru hay
pinusung. The letter of the prince was

read to Mary by the envious ones (i.e.,

servants), but [what they read] was a lie.

sinadur n a senator of the government

sinda t pron They do something; they are in

a particular state; they have something

done for, to, with them; they have

something; they have a particular

designation; they are allowed by

someone to do something or have

something done for, to them.[ Follows

an adjective, noun, pseudoverb or verb

predicate.] Paˆiyaˆÿya sinda ning bakay
ning suyaˆ, pÿru sa kanˆun hay pinsan.
They are separate buying side-dish

food, but for cooked rice [they are] all

together. [Precedes adjective, noun,

pseudoverb or verb predicates, fol-

lowing adverbs, including negatives.]

Nagbayung ˆãnay sina Nistur bãgu
sinda nagkadtu sa baylÿhan. Nestor and

companions [deliberately] became

drunk before they went to the dancing

place. Wayaˆ sinda nagsakay sa dyip;
nagbaktas lang sinda kay ˆindiˆ gustu si
Libi nga magsakay sa dyip. They did

not ride in a jeepney; they just walked

because Libby does not like to ride in a

jeepney. [Precedes the adjective,

pseudoverb or verb as a preposed topic

to denote emphasis.] Sinda hay
nakatuˆip nga magbinuligan, kung sinˆu
ˆang nagakahinangyan ning býlig. As

for them, [they] learned to help each

other, no matter who needed help.

[Precedes the adjective, pseudoverb or

verb in a dependent clause.] Nagakanta
ˆang manga nanay kung sinda hay
nagapakatýyug nang ˆinda ˆungaˆ.
Mothers sing when they let their

children sleep. [Follows genitive or

possessive adjective pronouns.] ˆAng
ˆãkun bayay nga yãraˆ sa ˆalÿhid nang
karsãda, ˆitaˆu ku ˆinaˆ sa ˆinda, kag
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tawˆan ku sinda ning kapital sa
tindãhan. My house which is there

along the road, that will be given to

them by me, and they will be given a

capital investment by me for a store.
cmt pron They are the ones to do

something; they are in a particular state.
[Occurs as sentence predicate followed
by a substantive topic introduced by
ˆang.] Sinda ˆang bÿlang ˆýna nga
manga maˆistru ˆu maˆistra sa ˆinda
manga kaˆungaˆan. They are the ones
counted as the first teachers of their
group of children.

ˆinaˆ sinda (ˆinaˆ) set expr those ones;
ˆini sinda (ˆini 1b) set expr these ones

sÿni 1 n a movie Kalãˆin da ˆang sÿni nga
ˆãmun ginasiruˆ. Hambay ku sa ˆãkun
maguyang, “Mus na Manung; maluwas
na kita ˆa!” The movie that was being

watched by us was bad. I said to my

brother, “Let’s go now, Older Brother;

let’s go out now, oh!”

2 sinihan n a movie theater Luwas kami sa
sinihan kag sakay kami ning dyip pa
Marikÿna. We went outside the movie
theater and we rode in a jeepney to

Marikina.

sinÿlas (var of tyinÿlas) non-rubber slippers
sinsil v Someone chisels marble with a

chisel tigib.
ginasinsil ˆAng paghuman naman nang

ˆalmiris ˆinang ginabayuhan, hay
ginasinsil ˆãnay ˆinaˆ pagkurti bãgu ˆinaˆ
bayˆagan. In making a condiment mortar,
which is that in which [something] is
pounded with a pestle, [it] is first chiseled
in being shaped before it is filed.

sinsilyu 1 n small money denominations;
i.e., not large bills Si ˆAnghilÿtu ˆang
nagbãyad kay siya ˆang may sinsilyu.
Angelito was the one who paid the fare

because he was the one who had small
money denominations.

2 n a coin of money Butangan mu ˆang lãta
ning maˆisut nga býhuˆ nga ˆadtu ˆang
maˆÿguˆ lang ˆang sinsilyu nga kwarta,
parÿhu nang dyis, baynti singku, salapiˆ,
kag pÿsu. [The lid of] a tin can should

have a little hole put into [it] that coins
of money will just fit through, such as

ten [centavos], twenty-five [centavos],

fifty [centavos], and one peso.

3a n the monetary change above the pur-

chase price returned to a buyer who

pays with an amount above the purchase

price ˆAng sinsilyu nga gingtaˆu kay
Minda hay traynta pÿsus. The change
which was given to Minda [for what she

bought] was thirty pesos.

3b v Someone gives someone else change
above the purchase price. [masinsilyu
will give change]

sintÿdu n the temple of someone’s head

sintimus n a centavo unit of Philippine

currency ˆAng ˆisa ˆini ka bilug nga
balayan hay tigbaynti sintimus ˆang
ˆisa. As for one piece of its empty shell,

each one is twenty centavos.
sintinsya n a penalty, punishment or court

sentence handed down by a judge for

the punishment of one who commits a

crime

sinturÿra n a belt loop, sewn into the waist-

band of pants

sinturun n a belt to hold up trousers

sinutlãˆan n a sinutla-an eating banana
plant or fruit, Musa sapientum {Com-

monly eaten raw as a snack food.} (See

sãging 1a, Kinds of Bananas for table.

See Appendix 3, Kinds of Cultigens.)

sinyãlis n a sign or signal Kung wayaˆ diri
ˆang sundãlu, magdãbuk kamu kay
ˆimaw ˆadtu ˆang ˆinda sinyãlis na pãra
may tãwu. If there were no soldiers here,

you were to build a fire because that was

their signal that there was somebody

[there]. cf palatandãˆan, simbulu,

sinyas 1a, timãˆan (tÿma 2)
sinyas 1a n a signal, especially a hand signal

Madãmuˆ klãsi ˆang ginahambay nang
tãwu nga ginapaˆãgi lang sa sinyas
nang kamut ˆu sa hýkay nang lãwas.
There are different ways that things are

communicated by people in which [the

message] is made known just by hand

signals or movements of the body. cf

palatandãˆan, simbulu, sinyãlis, timãˆan
(tÿma 2)

1b v Someone hand-signals a message to

someone else.
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nagsinyas Hay nagsinyas nga masãkaˆ
pa ngãniˆ ning butung nagapabuˆuy.
Someone hand-signaled that [someone
else] should climb [a coconut tree] so
that [he] would let young coconut fruit
to be gotten.

sinˆu (from ˆunu + si) 1a intg pers pron Who
is the person involved in an event or in a

particular state? [Sinˆu occurs as a

predicate, followed by the topic deter-

miner ˆang (or variant -ng) and a

substantive phrase.] Sinˆung mangasãwa
sa ˆãkun? Sayud ninda nga ˆaku, hay may
ˆasãwa na. Who would court me? They

know that, as for me, [I] already have a

husband.

1b kung sinˆu rel pers pron who the person

involved in an event or in a particular state

is ˆAng ˆãkun lang ˆadtu ginapangamuyuˆ
nga kabay pa nga masayýran gid kung
sinˆu ˆang nagpangawat ning kwarta. The

only thing that I am praying for is, may it

be that it will be known who the one is

who extensively stole the money.

Nagpinamãtiˆ ˆãnay ˆaku kung sinˆu ˆang
nagakayas ning gitãra. At first I kept on

listening [to find out] who the one

strumming the guitar is. [For another

meaning of kung sinˆu, see sense 2a

below.] (See kaninˆu 1b, Relative
Pronouns for table.)

2a bÿsan sinˆu (var kung sinˆu, maskin
sinˆu) indef pers pron no matter who
ˆAng kwartu nang ˆinda magýyang wayay
makasuyud, bÿsan sinˆu nga ˆinda ˆungaˆ.
As for the bedroom of their parents, no

one was able to go inside, no matter who
of their children. Bÿsan sinˆu nga tãwu
hay ˆindiˆ mahÿmuˆ nga parihu nang
pagpalanggaˆ ku sa ˆãkun ˆasãwa. No
matter who the person [is], he cannot

match my love towards my wife. Sinda
hay nakatuˆip nga magbinuligan, kung
sinˆu ˆang nagakahinangyan ning býlig.
As for them, they learned to help each

other, no matter who needed help.

Maskin sinˆu ˆang magpakadtu sa ˆiya,
hay ˆindiˆ siya magkadtu. No matter who
the one is to send him, he would not go.

2b ˆãbir sinˆu (var bÿsan sinˆu, maskin
sinˆu) indef pers pron anyone, everyone

[ˆÃbir sinˆu or variant indicates anyone or

everyone involved in a present or future

event or state. For an event or state in

past time, see bÿsan kaninˆu (kaninˆu 2).]
Puydi makasuksuk ning singsing ˆãbir
sinˆu basta ˆigwa sya ning ˆikabakay. It is

possible for anyone to wear a ring if she

has [money] which will be able to be

used in buying it. Maskin sinˆu hay
pwÿdi magtanum basta gustu nya
magtanum. It is possible for anyone to

plant if he wants to plant. ˆAng ˆungaˆ nga
maˆãyu, hay ginatãhud nang bÿsan sinˆu.
As for a good child, [he] is treated well

by everyone. cf ka1 2, bÿsan kaninˆu
(kaninˆu 2)

kaninˆu 1a derv Whose possession is

somebody or something?; kung kaninˆu
(kaninˆu 1b) derv whose possession

somebody or something is; bÿsan kaninˆu
(kaninˆu 2) derv anyone, everyone

singgãyung n a civet cat ˆInaˆ ˆang dÿris
nang singgãyung, ginabutang ˆinaˆ sa
karminkarmin nu? As for that

unpleasant odor of a civet cat, that is put

inside a herbal charm bag, isnˆt that

right?

singgit n the shout of someone Nabatiˆan ni
Magbayýtu ˆang singgit ni Marya nga
ginapabãlik na siya sa bayay. The shout
of Mary was heard by Magbayoto in

which he was being allowed to return to

the house.
v Someone shouts to someone else,

something.
nagsinggit Tãpus nang ˆýras na kami

mapãnaw nagsinggit pa gid ˆaku liwat.
When it was time for us to leave I
shouted again.

nagasinggit Malayuˆlayuˆ pa si Nistur hay
nagasinggit na siya sa ˆiya lýla. When
Nestor was still somewhat far [from the
house] he was already shouting to his
grandmother.

sininggÿtan agf recip v Two or more shout
at each other.

nagasininggÿtan ˆIndiˆ pagpakalÿngun
nang nubya sa pagbutang sa butãngan
nang pãriˆ pãra ˆindiˆ kunu sinda pirmi
magˆinãway nga nagasininggÿtan kag
nagalinÿngaw. The money should not be

sinˆu 507 singgit
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caused by the fiancée to make a sound in
putting [it] into the place where the
priest put [it] so that, they say, they will
not always be quarreling in which [they]
shout at each other and always make
noise.

pagsinggit, singgit ger someone’s shouting
Hay pagkatãpus ku ˆadtu singgit, ˆang
nagˆabut didtu sa ˆãmun ginabiˆãwan nga
lugar hay bãbuy nga kulur putiˆ. Upon my
completion of that shouting, the one that
came there to the place where we did the
driving away of the bad spirit was a pig
which was white in color.

v Something is shouted by someone to
someone else or to something.

ˆisinggit ˆInaˆ, hay ˆisinggit mu gid ning
matýnug pãra nga mabatiˆan. As for
that, [it] should be shouted loudly by
you so that it will be heard.

v Someone or something is shouted to or
called by someone.

ginsinggitan Nang makÿtaˆ niya si
Magbayýtu, hay ˆiya ginsinggitan.
When Magbayoto was seen by her, [he]
was called by her.

singiˆsingiˆ n the space between fingers or

toes
singkamas n a singkamas vine or root,

Pachyrhizus erosus (Linn.) {Turnip-like

roots are commonly eaten raw as a snack

food.}

singku card num adj five actions, people,

pieces of something, situations, things,

times, units of measurement {For a

description of the use of numbers of

Spanish origin, see entry ˆýnu.} syn lima
(See Appendix 21, Cardinal Numbers.)

singkwat 1 n a songe gourd vine or fruit,
Luffa cylindrica (Linn.)

1a ˆýtan nga singkwat n coconut-flavored
songe gourd (See ˆýtan 1a, Coconut-
Flavored Vegetables for table.)

singkwinta 1a card num adj fifty actions,

people, pieces of something, situations,

things, times, units of measurement ˆAng
kadamýˆan diri nga nagaˆalãgaˆ ning
manuk yãraˆ lang nagaˆabut ning subra
singkwinta bÿlug; wayaˆ nagaˆãbut ning
gatus. Most [people] here who raise

chickens reach just over fifty units; they

do not reach one hundred. Kung sinˆung
gustu magbakay, hay kumadtu lang didtu
kag bakyun ning halagang singkwinta
pÿsus. Whoever wants to buy [roast pork]

should go there [to the canteen] and buy

for the amount of fifty pesos. {For a

description of the use of numbers of

Spanish origin, see entry ˆýnu. For a

description of the function of the

conjunction ˆi- joining number combina-

tions, see entry ˆi-2.} (See Appendix 21,

Cardinal Numbers.)

1b singkwinta ˆýnu card num adj fifty-one
actions, people, pieces of something,

situations, things, times, units of measure-

ment (See Appendix 21, Cardinal

Numbers.)

1c singkwinta dus (var singkwinta ˆidus)
card num adj fifty-two actions, people,

pieces of something, situations, things,

times, units of measurement (See

Appendix 21, Cardinal Numbers.)

singsing n a ring, especially a finger ring

Buyˆun nang pãriˆ ˆang singsing nang
nubyu kag ˆisuksuk sa tudluˆ nang
nubya. The ring of the groom will be

gotten by the priest and will be put on

the ring finger of the bride. genr ˆalãhas
butãngan singsing nga tudluˆ (tudluˆ
1b) idiom the ring finger of either hand

sÿpaˆ v Someone or something is kicked by

someone else.
sinÿpaˆ, ginsÿpaˆ Sinÿpaˆ ˆang pwirtãhan

nang kwartu ni Glurya kag naˆabrihan.
The door of Gloria’s room was kicked
and it was opened.

sipãˆun ˆIndu ginabugkus ˆinaˆ ˆang
lastiku kag ˆindu ˆinaˆ sipãˆun hasta gid
nga mabungkag. Those rubber bands
should be tied together by you and they
should be kicked until they will
become well loosened.

kasisÿpaˆ ger someone’s or something’s
being kicked Ginasumbag ˆang dingding;
nagalinabýnuk ˆang pwirtãhan kasisÿpaˆ.
The walling is struck with [his] fist; the
door continually makes a banging noise in
being kicked.

pagsÿpaˆ ti ger after or upon someone’s
kicking Kung halimbãwaˆ pagsÿpaˆ mu,
hay may naglaswa nga ˆisa ka bilug, hay
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sipãˆun mu pa ˆinaˆ liwat. For example,
upon your kicking [the bundle of
rubber bands], there is one which
separated off, then that one will be
kicked by you again.

sÿpaˆ lastiku (see lastiku 2) a game of kick-
the-rubber-bands

sipit 1 n the pincers of a crustacean syn

kagat 1
2a n a hair clip genr klip 1
2b v Someone’s hair is clipped with a hair

clip.
ginasipita Kahãbaˆ pa ˆadtu ˆang ˆãkun

buhuk; kung gakadtu ˆaku sa ˆiskuylahan
yaˆ na nãkun ginasipita. My hair at that
time was still long; when I went to
school it would not be clipped with a
hair clip by me. genr klip 2

Siptyimbri n September, a month of the

Gregorian Calendar (See Appendix 12,

Months of the Gregorian Calendar.)

sipuy n a single-bladed knife or jackknife
ˆIbýhuˆ ku ˆang sipuy sa balayan. A

single-bladed knife will be used by me

to make a hole in the empty shell. spec

kutsilyu
sipˆun 1a n the common cold Kalãˆum ku

ˆadtu sipˆun lang kay masyãdu ˆadtu
kalamig kay pirmi lang ning ˆuyan. I

thought that that was only the common
cold because that cold [temperature]

was intense because it was always

raining.

1b v Someone is afflicted with the common
cold.

ginasipˆun Wayaˆ ˆaku nagnunut kay
ginasipˆun ˆaku. I did not go with
[them] because I was afflicted with the
common cold. cf pasma

Sir pers add n Sir “ˆAnu Sir, Mam,” ˆang
hambay ku, “mas matãˆas siya sa ˆãkun.”
“You see Sir, Madam,” I said, “he is

more expert than I.” {Used as a term of

polite reference or address to a man.}

sira (var of sara 2a) Someone closes some-

thing.

siradýra n a button or zipper for an item of

clothing; a lock consisting of a bolt,

hook, block of wood that turns, for a

box, chest, door, drawer; a fastener for

a bracelet, an earring, necklace, purse,

{A button requires a buttonhole ˆuhãlis
for fastening something.} cf butýnis

siraˆ 1 n damage, a defect ˆAng kaˆãyu nga
balayan kag wayaˆ ning siraˆ, ˆang
bãyad hay mahay. A good empty shell

and without damage, as for the price,

[it] is high. Bãwal nga ˆaku hay
magbãsa kay may siraˆ ˆang ˆãkun mata.
It is prohibited [by the doctor] for me to

read because my eye has a defect.
2a adj Something is broken, damaged,

decayed, destroyed, out of order,

rotten, unusable; that is, no longer

useful for its intended purpose. Siraˆ na
ˆang pãyung. The umbrella is already

broken. Hambay ku gid didtu sa
kunduktur, “Pards, mabakay ˆaku ning
makina kay siraˆ ˆang Tyariti.” I said to

the conductor, “Friend, I will buy an

engine because the engine of the Charity

[pumpboat] is out of order.”
v Something becomes broken, damaged,

decayed, destroyed, out of order,
rotten, unusable.

nagkasÿraˆ Masunud naman nga týˆig hay
bumagyu, hay nagkasÿraˆ naman ˆang
ginalugÿtan nãmun sa Tyamban. Then
the next year there was a typhoon, so
[the coconut palms] where copra is
made by us in Tiamban became
destroyed.

nagasÿraˆ Bihÿraˆ lang gid magmasakit
ning grãbi ˆang manga ngÿpun nang
manga ˆungaˆ nang ˆýna; hay wayaˆ
nagasÿraˆ nga dãˆan. It was rare that the
teeth of children in past times were
badly diseased; [they] did not easily
become decayed.

magkasÿraˆ ˆIbutang ku sa kabinit ˆang
prýtas para ˆindiˆ magkasÿraˆ. I will put
the fruit in the cabinet so that it will not
happen to become rotten. cf gabuk,
lunut, pungˆuy nga niyug (niyug 1a)
(See bãliˆ, Things Broken and Ways
Broken for table.)

2b v Someone or something breaks, dama-
ges or destroys something.

nagapangsÿraˆ ˆIni nga sÿhiˆ hay
nagapangsÿraˆ ning dãhun nang maˆis.
As for these mollusks, [they] extensively
damage the leaves of corn.

pangsÿraˆ ˆAng ˆiban, hay pangsÿraˆ kag
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ˆang ˆiban wayaˆ nagakuˆupirar. As for
some, [they] were destroying [the
organization] and, as for some, [they]
were not cooperating.

v Something is broken, damaged or
destroyed by someone or something.

nasÿraˆ Namangyan ˆaku sa paggãmit
nang kamira; gãniˆ nasÿraˆ ku. I was
ignorant in using the camera; therefore
it was broken by me. Nang pagkalÿpas
nang bagyu dãmuˆ nga bayay ˆang
nasÿraˆ. After the typhoon many houses
were destroyed.

masÿraˆ Kung mahÿmuˆ hay bagtungun
lang kay kung ˆanung matabuˆ kag
masÿraˆ ˆang ˆãtun bayay; puydi nãtun
makapilak ˆinaˆ sa bintãnaˆ. If possible,
bundle [the clothes] because something
might happen and our house will be
destroyed; it is possible that those
[clothes] could be thrown by us out the
window.

masisÿraˆ Didtu ˆaku nga hinadlýkan nga
ˆang siling ku sa ˆãkun hunaˆhýnaˆ, ˆA!
masisÿraˆ gid ˆining bayay. I was
frightened there and I thought, Oh! This
house will surely be destroyed.

kasiraˆan n the breakdown, damage,
decay, destruction of something
Naghinýyat da ˆaku hasta magˆãga kay
pãra masayýran kung ˆanu gid ˆang
kasiraˆan nang makina. I continued
waiting until morning in order that I
would be able to know about the
breakdown of the machine.

3 n the defamation of one’s character

sirbi v Someone serves someone else in

performing household work.
nagasirbi ˆAng manga hãli nang lyãki

ˆang nagalýtuˆ kag nagasirbi sa
pagpakãˆun sa manga tigbabayi. The
co-lateral relatives of the [engaged] boy
are the ones cooking and serving food
to the engaged woman’s close relatives.

sirbidýra n a servant, i.e., a paid helper

ˆIgwa da ˆinaˆ sya kabýlig nga tatlu nga
dalãga nga sirbidýra. She has three

young helpers who are servant ladies.

(See býlig1 2, A Helper for table.)

sirbis n public service provided for general

use, as a public bus or motorized

pedicab ˆA! Nang sa manga nanay

naman, wayaˆ da gihãpun kami sirbis na
sa baryu; kami mismu hay nagˆarkila
traysikul pakadtu didtu. Oh! When it

was already just the mothers, we no

longer had public service; we ourselves

rented a motorized pedicab going there.

sirbisyu ger someone’s serving in a par-

ticular capacity Wayu ˆaku ka týˆig
sirbisyu sa pagkakunsihal sa banwa
nang Rumblun. I was eight years

serving as a municipal councilor in the

town of Romblon.

sirtipÿku n a birth certificate
sÿru 1a card num the number zero Kung

masambat mu ˆadtu hay sÿru ˆang ˆiya
mabuˆuy. If that [syatu stick] is able to

be caught by you, what he (i.e., the one

flicking the syatu stick) will get [as a

score] is zero.

1b v Someone gets a zero score in a game.
nasÿru Kung kamu nga nagahãwid nang

syãtuˆ hay nasÿru, ˆang maˆÿlis naman
hãwid nang ˆadtung syãtuˆ hay ˆadtung
nagabantay. If you who hold that syatu
stick happened to get a zero score, the
one who will replace [you] in holding
that syatu stick is that one who guards.

siruˆ 1a v Someone examines, inspects, looks
at, or watches something, looks in on
someone.

nagsiruˆ Nagsiruˆ ˆaku nang ˆãkun dýtaˆ
diri sa baybay. I inspected my property
here at the beach.

nakasiruˆ Nakasiruˆ ˆaku didtu nang
ˆinda pabayli. I was able to look at their
benefit dance.

nagasiruˆ Nagbakay si Kýra ning
bitamaks; ginapabãyad niya ˆang
manga nagasiruˆ. Cora bought a video
player; she let those who watch pay.

masiruˆ Hambay ku, “ˆAku nagkari lang
kay masiruˆ ˆaku nang bayli.” I said, “I
only came because I will watch the
dance.”

magsiruˆ inf to examine, inspect, look at,
watch something Hay hambay ku,
“Maˆãyu baya,” nga nãkun, “magkadtu
kag magsiruˆ ning prugrãma.” I said,
“Maybe it is good,” I said, “to go and to
watch the program.”

magsiruˆsÿruˆ inf to always examine,
always inspect, always look at, always
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watch something Ginaˆayýhan gid siya
magsiruˆsÿruˆ nang manga býyak. She
likes very much to always look at the
flowers.

v Someone or something is examined,
inspected or looked at by someone;
someone is looked in on, watched by
someone else.

ginsiruˆ, gingsiruˆ, siniruˆ Nang ginsiruˆ
na ˆaku, ˆýna gid hay ˆang ˆãkun duguˆ
gingsiruˆ kung pila. When I was
examined, my blood pressure was
looked at as to how much [it was].

siniruˆ Hay siniruˆ ku ˆang ˆãkun rilu,
maˆalas dyis na. When my watch was
looked at by me, it was almost ten
o’clock already.

siruˆun Pirmi mu siruˆun ˆang sÿlung
nang tapãhan kay kung maˆapýtan ˆang
sayug. The underneath of the smoking
rack should always be inspected by
you because the floor might catch fire.
May kulur puya, ˆigway kulur birdi, hay
kung siruˆun mu sa kalayuˆ ˆaba, hay
kaˆãyu da kay sariˆsãriˆ kulur! There
was red color, there was green color,
and if it will be looked at from a
distance by you, oh, how nice because
of the many colors! Hambay ku gãniˆ
kay Nistur, “Pagkaˆalas nuwÿbi,” nga
nãkun, “Pa, kadtuˆa sina Nÿna kag
siruˆun.” I said to Nestor, “After [it]
becomes nine o’clock,” I said, “Pa,
Nena and the others should be gone to
and looked in on.” [This form is
commonly preceded by an adjective
such as maˆãyu ˆniceˆ or kalãˆin ˆnot
niceˆ.] ˆAng ˆiba nagadikurasyun nang
baylÿhan kay pãra maˆãyu naman nga
siruˆun. Others were decorating the
dancing hall so that it would be nice to
look at. Nagabirdi ˆang kulur kung ˆÿmu
na ˆini humanun nga banig, hay kalãˆin
na nga siruˆun ˆang banig. The color
becomes green when you make [undried
buri strips] into a mat, and the mat is not
nice when [it] will be looked at. [This
form, followed by kung ‘if’, means look
to see.] Sinýguˆ ninda ˆang ˆisa nga,
“Kadtuˆa ˆãbi sa tãkas kag siruˆun kung
yadtu sa ˆinda bayay si Taluy.” One
person was instructed by them, “Please
go there to the water’s edge and look to

see if Taloy is there at their house.”
sinirýˆun Sumuyud ˆaku sa sãkup kag

sinirýˆun ku si Nanay. I will go inside
and Mother will be constantly watched
by me.

siruˆa imper v Look! Siruˆa! Hay madãmuˆ
da ˆang nagadãpuˆ nga manga pispis kag
ˆimaw ˆinaˆ nga manga lugar ˆang
ginakadtuˆan nang manga tãwu nga
mahÿlig magdakup ning dagkuˆ nga
manga pispis. Look! Many birds are
going [there] and those places are where
many people go who are fond of catching
big birds. [This form sometimes means
‘You see’ or ‘I would like you to be
informed that...’] ˆAdtung natabuˆ sa
Tablas nang ˆadtung ˆanyu mil nuwÿbi
syintus nubinta ˆýnu baya; ˆadtu nga
kadakuˆdãkuˆ gid ˆang ˆuyan, siruˆa;
kadãmuˆ nga bayay ˆang binahaˆ pakadtu
sa dãgat. That was what happened in
Tablas in the year nineteen ninety one
maybe; the rain was very heavy, you see,
[and] there were many houses that were
flooded going to the sea. cf batyag1 1,
hangad 1, lingig, liˆliˆ, mata 1b, paniˆid,
purba, tanˆaw 1a, tutuk

1b matayum nga siruˆ adv Someone looks

at someone else with an acrimonious
look. Gingtanˆaw ni Maryu si Nardu
ning matayum nga siruˆ; gãniˆ sinda
nagˆãway. Nardo was looked at by

Mario with an acrimonious look;

that’s why they quarreled.

sitinta 1a card num the number seventy {For

a description of the use of numbers of

Spanish origin, see entry ˆýnu. For a

description of the function of the

conjunction ˆi- joining number combina-

tions, see entry ˆi-2.} (See Appendix 21,

Cardinal Numbers.)

1b sitinta ˆýnu card num seventy-one (See

Appendix 21, Cardinal Numbers.)

1c sitinta dus, sitinta ˆidus card num
seventy-two (See Appendix 21, Cardinal

Numbers.)

sitwasyun n a situation that exists ˆIni nga
prublÿma, hay ˆang maˆisplikar ˆini hay
ˆang ˆisa nga nakakasãyud nang ˆini nga
sitwasyun. As for this problem, the one

to explain this is the one who really
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knows about this situation.

siya (var sya) t pron He, she, it does

something; he, she, it is in a particular

state; he, she, it has something done for,

to, with him, it, her; he, she, it has

something; he, she, it has a particular

designation; he, she, it is allowed by

someone to do something or have

something done to him, her, it. [Follows

an adjective, noun, pseudoverb or verb

predicate.] Makadtu siya sa ˆiya
manÿnuy pãra mabakyan naman siya
ning ˆisa nga bãka. He will go to his

godfather so that he would be able to

have another cow bought for [him by his

godfather]. [Precedes adjective, noun,

pseudoverb or verb predicates,

following adverbs, including

negatives.] Nang ˆumasãwa na kami,
hay tatlu pa lang ka ˆadlaw hay
naghambay siya nga ˆindiˆ siya gustu na
magtinir didtu sa ˆãmun bayay. When

we married, after only three days she
said that she did not want to stay there in

our house. ˆAng dalãga nga nagakanta
sa ˆabýhan mintras siya nagalýtuˆ hay
makakaˆasãwa ning byýdu. A young

lady who sings at the cooking place

while she is cooking will surely happen

to take a widower as a spouse. Magtýnaˆ
pa lang sa pagpangasãwa ni Rumÿyu,
hay wayaˆ siya nagapakÿtaˆ ning malãˆin
nga batãsan. From the beginning of

Romeo’s courting, he has not evidenced

a bad attitude. [Precedes the adjective,

pseudoverb or verb as a preposed topic

to denote emphasis.] Syimpri wayaˆ na
ˆadtu lugar na siya hay maˆirgu kay
yãraˆ na sa ˆinda bayay. Of course there

was no more chance that, as for her,

[she] could be talked to because [she

was] already there at their house.

[Precedes the predicate in a dependent

clause.] Kilãya mu nga gasunud sa batu
ˆang ˆamumuˆpuˆ kay kahãbaˆ ˆang ˆiya
kurti kung siya nagalanguy. You will

know that the small octopus is following

behind the stone because its shape is

long when it swims. [Follows genitive

or possessive adjective pronouns.]

Kung wayaˆ mu siya bantaˆi nga ˆÿmu
siya patyun, wayaˆ naglãyas ˆang ˆãkun
ˆungaˆ. If she had not been threatened by

you that she would be killed by you, my

daughter would not have run away.
cmt pron He, she, it is the one to do

something; he, she, it is in a particular
state. [Occurs as sentence predicate fol-
lowed by a substantive topic introduced
by ˆang.] Siya ˆang nagakinãˆun nang
býnga nang kanduy. She is the one
always eating the fruit of the waxgourd.

ˆinaˆ siya (ˆinaˆ 1b) set expr that one; ˆini
siya (ˆini 1b) set expr this one

siya ˆinaˆ (see ˆinaˆ siya (ˆini 1b)) that one
siya ˆini (see ˆinaˆ siya (ˆini 1b))
siyansi (var of syansi) a spatula
siˆuk n the inside of two- or three-dimen-

sional space cf sãkup
subat v The sun, moon or a star rises above

the horizon.
nagsubat ˆAng hambay ni ˆInrÿku, “ˆIkaw

gid ˆang mutyaˆ sa ˆãkun dughan; bitýˆun
ka nga nagsubat kag nagasÿga sa ˆãkun
manga mata.” Enrico said, “You are a
precious object in my bosom; you are a
star that has risen and shines into my
eyes.”

nagasubat ˆAng ˆadlaw hay nagasubat sa
ˆisti. As for the sun, [it] rises in the east.

subay n an ant Ginhãkut nang manga subay
ˆang dãwa pakadtu sa sãku kag wayaˆ
madýgay napunuˆ ˆang sãku. The millet

[seed] was carried by ants to the sack

and not long afterwards the sack was

full.

subaˆ n a river; a marshy area fed by fresh-

water streams or by sea water at high

tide Nagkadtu si Pilar sa lugar nang
subaˆ nga tislub kaˆãyu. Pilar went to a

place in the river which was very deep.

cf sapaˆ 1
subliˆ 1 v Something is inherited by someone

from someone else.
gingsubliˆ Gingbaligyaˆ ku ˆang dýtaˆ nga

gingsubliˆ ku sa ˆãkun tatay. I sold the
land which was inherited by me from
my father. {Are expensive items such as
land dýtaˆ 1b, and personal effects
manga kagamitan such as kitchen
utensils, carpentry tools, clothing.}

siya 512 subliˆ
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pasubliˆ caus v Something is willed to
someone by someone else.

gingpasubliˆ ˆAng gingpasubliˆ nang
ˆãkun tatay sa ˆãkun, hay dýtaˆ. That
which was willed to me by my father is
land.

2 v Someone or something is replaced by

someone or something else.
ginasubliˆ Kung gabˆi mu lang ˆini

makikÿtaˆ nga sÿhiˆ kay kung ˆadlaw hay
ginasubliˆ sinda nang ˆýmang. Only
when it is nighttime are these [common
bubble mollusks] able to be seen by you
because when it is daytime they are
replaced by hermit crabs.

subra 1a adj an extra or leftover item, a

neglected person ˆAng subra nga kwarta
binakay nãmun ning kawãyan nga
gamÿtun sa huhumanun nga tabýnan. As

for the extra money, it was used by us to

buy bamboo which will be used in

repeatedly making deep-sea fish traps. ˆIni
nga baskit hay ginabutangan ning subra
nga suyaˆ kung wayaˆ ka ning kabinit. As

for this basket, it is [suspended from the

ceiling and] used as a receptacle for

leftover side-dish food if you have no

cabinet.

1b adj more than, over a certain amount,

degree or number; a very extensive

degree Sa niyan, nagalýgit na ˆaku ning
subra sayis mil buˆuk kãda tatlu ka
býlan. As of now, I am making more
than six thousand whole pieces of copra

every three months. Maskin ˆang
kantidad lang ˆadtu nang ˆiya bãruˆ nga
ˆiya nabakay hay subra lang ˆisa ka
gatus, sa ˆiya ˆadtu hay kamahaymãhay.
Although the price of her dress which

she bought was just over one hundred

[pesos], for her it was very expensive.

ˆAng manga kabatãˆan niyan nga manga
nagabayung hay subra kaˆÿsug. Young

people now who get drunk are very bold.
subrasubra adv a little over a certain

amount or number ˆAba! Kadamuˆdãmuˆ
ˆang dalãga, subrasubra lang baya
ˆadtu manga singkwinta. Oh! There
were very many young ladies, perhaps
just a little over fifty.

1c subra na adj too many people or things;

too much of something Mabudlay na
ˆang pamatyag ni ˆAngkul Birtu kay
subra na ˆang ˆiya trabãhu. The way

Uncle Berto feels is [that he] is already

tired because he has too much work.

2 adv Someone does something excessively;

someone is excessively in a particular

state. Ginabãwal nang manga magýyang
sa ˆinda manga kabatãˆan ˆang pagˆinum
ning ˆãlak nga subra kag pagsugay. The

excessive drinking of liquor and gam-

bling are not allowed their children by

parents.

subra nga/sa kabudlay (budlay 2) set
expr Someone is overtired.

subrasubra 1a n a Madras harp snail,
Harpa davidis

1b guldin subrasubra n a Hebrew moon
snail, Naticarius hebraeus. ˆIni ˆang
guldin subrasubra hay yãraˆ gid ˆini
sinda nagaˆistar sa hunãsan. As for

these Hebrew moon snails, they stay

on the seabed.

1c plastik nga subrasubra n rotten
amber snail, Succinea putris

sýbung adv A given action or state is like
another action or state. May manga
pamilya nga nagapangãkuˆ magkanta
ning Plýris sa ˆinda manga bayay sýbung
man sa simbãhan. There are families who

make a vow to sing this May Flowers

novena in their house just like in the

church.
v A particular action or state is like this,

i.e., is of a particular nature described
following the modifying ligature nga.

magsýbung Kung wayaˆ sinda wayaˆ
magsýbung ˆang ˆãtun pangabýhiˆ nga
nagkahugaˆ kita. If it were not for them
[bad people] our way of life would not
have been like this that we experienced
hardship.

subyang v Two people or things bypass or

miss each other. ant sumpung
sudlan (see suyud 2b, 3)

sudsud n abrown carpet shark, Chiloscyllium
griseum (Müller and Henle) {Uniformly

rusty brown but is variably marked

throughout development. Found in shal-

low sandy and rocky coastal waters.

Edible.} genr pating

subra 513 sudsud
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pating sudsud idiom an armed guitarfish
or white-spotted shovel-nosed ray fish

suga (see pasuga)

sugaruy (var kasugaruy) n a gambler,

either a man or woman ˆAng tãwu nga
sugaruy, ˆang gustu niya nga kaˆirgu
hay ˆadtung kaparÿhu da niya nga
sugaruy. As for a person who is a

gambler, the ones he likes to talk with

are those who are gamblers like him.

Nang nasayýran nang ˆãkun ˆasãwa,
ˆaba gid nga kangungýyab sa ˆãkun kay
ˆaku kunu hay masyãdu nga kasugaruy!
So, when my husband knew this, oh my,

he really scolded me because, he said, I

was a habitual gambler!

sýgat v Someone fetches someone else.
masýgat Nagdyãgan na ˆang ˆangkul ni

Birting pakarsãda kay masýgat ning
miyugbýyung. The uncle of Berting ran,
going along the road, so that he would
fetch a herbalist.

v Someone is fetched by someone else.
ginsýgat, sinýgat Maˆãyu lang kay

naˆamãnan ˆadtu kay ginsýgat nang
ˆasãwa ku ˆang midwayp nga si Mÿsis
Rãmus. It was good because as quickly
as possible the midwife, Mrs. Ramos,
was fetched by my husband. Nang si
ˆUhin hay nagˆidad na ning pitu ka týˆig
sa pudir nang ˆiya lýlu hay sinýgat na
siya nang ˆiya tatay pãra magˆiskwÿla sa
pirmÿru grãdu. When Ohin had been
seven years under the care of his
grandfather he was fetched by his father
because he would study in first grade.

sugãtun Pagkakÿtaˆ kay Lurit hay
nagpanaˆug sa bayay ˆang ˆiya lýla,
pãra sugãtun siya. Upon seeing Loret,
his grandmother went down from the
house so that he would be fetched.

pagsýgat ti ger after or upon someone’s
being fetched Pagsýgat naman ˆadtu
nang ˆiban, yadtu na da hambay ˆadtung
kaptin nang baryu, “ˆAng manga
nagaˆibakwit, ˆindiˆ diri magtinir sa
baybãyun.” Upon some of those being
fetched, that village leader said, “Those
who are evacuating, do not stay here
along the beach.”

pasýgat caus v Someone is allowed or
caused by someone to be fetched by

someone else.
pinasýgat Pinasýgat na da ˆang nanay ni

Lÿbi sa ˆinda bayay. The mother of
Libby was then caused to be fetched
from their house.

ginapasýgat Ginapasýgat nang manga
magýyang nang ˆãkun ginapangasawa
sa Tablas ˆang ˆãkun tatay. My father
was caused by the parents of the one I
was courting in Tablas to be fetched
[by me]. cf daya 1b, karga 1b

sugay v Something, as items of value or

money is used for gambling by

someone.
ginasugay Kay ˆang ˆãmun kahÿru

nagabýyang pa, ginasugay ˆãnay ˆang
ˆãmun kinitãˆan sa paghurnal bãgu
ˆitaˆu sa ˆãmun. Because our cashier was
engaging in cockfighting, our income
for engaging in manual labor were
being used for gambling before it
could be given to us.

sugay, pagsugay ger someone’s gam-
bling Nagapangabudlay si Rýsa sa
pagpasýhuy; tapus mapapakadtu lang
ˆang ˆiya kwarta sa sugay nga wayaˆ
ning kapuyuspuyus. Rosa gets tired of
earning money; then her money will
surely go for gambling which is not at
all useful. Ginabãwal nang manga
magýyang sa ˆinda manga kabatãˆan
ˆang pagˆinum ning ˆãlak nga subra
kag pagsugay. The excessive drinking
of liquor and gambling are not
allowed their children by parents.

sugaˆ1 v Combustible material is burned by

someone.
ginsugˆan ˆAng sundãlu diri sa banwa

nagapanturagtýrag na kag ginsugˆan
ˆang wayrlis nga yãraˆ diraˆ sa bakýyud.
The soldiers here in town were already
all extensively roaming around and the
relay station that was there on the
mountain was burned. cf dãbuk (dabuk
2), sýnug, ˆugdaw

sugaˆ2 n a blue soldierfish, Myripristis
adustus (Bleeker) {Bluish gray to violet

above and yellowish violet below.

Inhabits reefs at depths of 40 m.}

sýgid 1a ger looking for someone or

something Naglãngaˆ si Tãta Haimi
ning sýgid nang ˆiya tabýnan. Uncle

suga 514 sýgid
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Jaime looked all around [swimming]

looking for his deep-sea fish trap.
v Someone or something is looked for by

someone else.
ginasýgid Si ˆInrÿku ˆang ˆÿmu ginasýgid;

yadtu sa ˆisa nga kahariˆan. Enrico is
being looking for by you; he is there in
another kingdom.

sugÿrun ˆIni naman ˆang manukmãnuk
nga sÿhiˆ, kung may makÿtaˆ ka nga ˆisa,
dãpat sugÿrun mu ˆang katuwang. This
manukmãnuk shell, if you happen to see
one, it is good that the partner will be
looked for by you.

v A particular place is looked for by
someone. ˆAng ˆimu humanun nga
bayay, hay sugiran mu ˆang lugar nga
maˆãyu. In building your house, a good
place should be looked for by you. cf
lãnaw, pangitaˆ (kÿtaˆ 1b), rikÿsa, tanˆaw
1b

1b v Someone or something is found by

someone else.
sugÿrun Nyan nga tyimpu, ˆang kwarta

hay madaliˆ nga sugÿrun, pÿru madaliˆ
lang madýyaˆ kaysa kamahay nang
balakyãnun. At this time, money will
easily be found, but is easily lost
because purchase items are expensive.
cf kÿtaˆ 1a, tundug

sugnãyan n a big clay rice pot {Accommo-

dates about one or two gantas of

uncooked rice. Commonly used before

the introduction of metal pots.} (See

kýyun 1, Kinds of Clay Pots for table.)

sugtãnan (see kasugtãnan (sugut 3))
sýgut 1 v Someone agrees with someone

else. [Ma- and mag- inflect a root sugut.
All other inflections are on the stem

kasýgut or variant stem pasýgut.]
nagkasýgut, nagpasýgut Nagkasýgut

tanan—ˆang ˆambuˆ kag ˆuning—sa
ginhambay nang ˆãmu. All agreed—the
rat and cat—to what the master said.
Nagpasýgut ˆang prinsÿsa sa manga
hinambay nang magýyang. The
princess agreed to what the old man
said.

masugut Nagˆabut na ˆang ˆãkun
ginahuyat nga ˆýras pãra kita
mapakasay; sigýru naman masugut ka
na kay dinahãnan ku gid ˆikaw bÿsan

yãri ka sa ˆãkun kahariˆan. The time for
us to get married, which I have been
waiting for, has now come; hopefully
you will agree now because I really
respected you while you were here in
my kingdom. Masugut ka ba nga
ˆakýˆun ku ˆikaw nga ˆungaˆ ku? Do you
agree that you should be treated by me
as my child?

magsugut ˆIndiˆ siya magsugut nga siya
hay ˆindiˆ dayˆun nang ˆiya lýlu. He will
not agree that he will not be taken back
by his grandfather.

2 kasýgut adj Someone is engaged to be

married. Gãniˆ ˆindiˆ sinda gustu kay
kasýgut kami nang ˆiya ˆungaˆ; wayaˆ
sinday mahuman. They do not like [me]

because her daughter and I are already

engaged; they can do nothing.
v Someone becomes engaged to be

married.
nagakasýgut Ginapangayuˆ ˆang pagtýgut

nang manga magýyang pãra makasay
ˆang nagakasýgut nga magnubyu. The
permission of the parents is being asked
for in order that the ones who are able to
become engaged will be married.

magkasýgut Nagadisidi ˆakuy kadtu sa
ˆinda; maˆÿsug na ˆang ˆãkun buˆut kay
magkasýgut na kami. I decided to go to
their place; my heart was already
courageous because we had already
been able to become engaged.

3 kasugtãnan n an agreement made by

two or more parties ˆAng ˆãmun ning
kasugtãnan hay kwatru syintus pÿsus
ˆang bãyad. Our agreement is that four

hundred pesos is the payment.
v A particular matter is that about which an

agreement is made by two or more
parties.

ginkasugtãnan, gingkasugtãnan ˆAdtung
ˆãtun gingkasugtãnan, kung ˆadtu hay
maˆaprubahan, diri na kita hay
mapahuman ning ˆisa nga pruyiktu nga
týbiˆ. That upon which an agreement
was made by us, if [it] will be approved,
this is the time that we would allow a
water project to be constructed. cf
ginkaˆisahan, hambayhambay (hambay
8), kasulatan (sýlat 2b), kasunduˆ 1b,
kundisyun, kuntrãta, trãtu 1
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sýguˆ n a command, instruction Wayaˆ
ning mahÿmuˆ si Magbayýtu kundiˆ
magtýman nang sýguˆ nang hãriˆ.
Magbayoto could not do anything

except follow the command of the king.

Gãniˆ kunu ˆaku hay ˆibagsak, kay yaˆ
ˆaku nagatýman nang manga sýguˆ. So,

he said, I should be dropped [from the

class] because I did not follow the

instructions.
kasuguˆan pl n commands, command-

ments, instructions Maskin diˆin kita
sumaylu nga rilihiyun, kung ˆang ˆãtun
pagˆiˆÿsip hay wayaˆ ta ginapasabuˆuta
ˆang manga kasuguˆan nang Makaˆãkuˆ,
hay bãli wayaˆ da gihãpun ning kwinta.
No matter what the religion to which we
transfer, if in our thinking the com-
mandments of the Mighty One are not
concentrated on by us, that is still useless.

v Someone commands or instructs
someone else to do something. Nang
ˆýras na nga ˆitýnud ˆang prinsÿsa daw
ˆindiˆ gid ninda tunýrun ˆugãling lang
kay sýguˆ nang hãriˆ. At the time that
the princess was to be cast [into the deep
ocean], it seemed that [she] could not be
cast by them, but [they had to obey
because] the king had commanded.

nagsýguˆ Nagsýguˆ ˆang miyugbýyung
nga magbuˆuy ning dãhun nang
sambung kag pumabakay ning rãbing
ˆalkuhul. The herbalist instructed
[them] to get leaves of the sambung herb
and let rubbing alcohol be bought.

sumýguˆ Sinda hay matãˆas ˆang pwistu;
gãniˆ wayaˆ sinda prublÿma; maˆãyu
sinda sumýguˆ sa manga piyun. As for
them, [they] have a high position; that’s
why they have no problem; they were
good in instructing the laborers.

v Someone is commanded or instructed
by someone else to do something.

gingsýguˆ, sinýguˆ Gingsýguˆ ku sinda
nga magbuˆuy manga batu. They were
instructed by me to get some stones.
Sinýguˆ ninda ˆang ˆisa nga, “Kadtuˆa
ˆãbi sa tãkas kag siruˆun kung yadtu sa
ˆinda bayay si Taluy.” One person was
instructed by them, “Please go there to
the water’s edge and check [to see] if
Taloy is there at their house.”

ginasýguˆ Kung ginasýguˆ ka nang
manga magýyang, magtýman ka gid
kunu. When you are commanded by
the old people [to do something], they
say, you must obey.

masýguˆ ˆIndiˆ na da nãmun masýguˆ sina
Lÿlay sa paglýtuˆ kay nagpangkatýyug
na. Lilay and the others will no longer be
able to be instructed by us to cook
because they are already sleeping.

suluguˆun derv a servant
suhung v Someone becomes accustomed in

being in a particular state or in doing

something.
masuhung ˆAng nagaprublÿma lang da

ˆini diri hay ˆang manga ˆasãwa nga
babãyi kay kung masuhung ˆang ˆinda
manga ˆasãwa sa pagkinadtu sa manga
tyadni nga ˆinýman hay wayaˆ ning
nabibilin nga kwarta sa ˆinda swildu.
The ones who experience this problem
here are the wives, because if their
husbands will become accustomed in
going to drinking places like this, there
is no money at all left from their salary.

sýhut n an evil pregnancy sickness {Accord-

ing to tradition, during the menstrual

period a woman must not bathe in a

flowing stream because she might be-

come pregnant by an evil spirit. After

about three months she feels unwell and

begins to bleed. This results in giving

birth to something resembling a frog.}

sýhuy 1a n a payment for something,

especially for work done; a salary ˆAng
sýhuy pagpanãkaˆ ning niyug hay kinsi
pÿsus ˆang gatus daya ˆang hãkut
pakadtu sa tapãhan nang niyug. The

payment for climbing coconut palms is

fifteen pesos per hundred including

carrying the coconut fruits to the

smoking rack. cf swildu
1b v Someone is paid by someone else for

something, especially for work done.
ginasuhýyan Kung ˆindiˆ mu makãya ˆang

pagpanãkaˆ ning niyug; ginasuhýyan
ˆang nagapanakaˆ. If you are not able to
cope with climbing the coconut palms,
the one who climbs is paid.

v Money or something of value is used by
someone to pay for something, espe-
cially for work done.

sýguˆ 516 sýhuy
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ˆisýhuy Pila ˆang ˆãkun ˆisýhuy? How
much will be used by me to pay [for
what I bought]?

v Work or something involving work is
paid for by someone.

ginasuhýyan Ginasuhýyan sa pagbaba
ˆang lýgit kay wayaˆ pa ˆadtu ning trak
nang ˆýna. Copra was paid for in being
carried on the back because there were
no trucks before.

2 pasuhuy v Someone earns money.
nagapasuhuy Si Plurintÿna naman sa ˆiya

kamutãngan, týdu ˆang trabãhu;
nagagýna sa ˆuma; nagapasuhuy sa
ˆiba nga maggýna. As for Florentina in
her situation, work was hard; [she]
pulled weeds in the upland field; [she]
earned money from others pulling
weeds.

v Money is earned by someone.
pinasuhýyan ˆAng pinasuhýyan nang

ˆãmun nanay, ˆimaw ˆinaˆ ˆang ˆãmun
ginatingiˆ ning bugas, ginabakay ˆasin
kag pitrulyu. As for [the money] earned
by our mother, that is what is used by us
for buying rice, [and for] buying salt and
kerosene.

pagpasýhuy ger someone’s earning money
Nagapangabudlay si Rýsa sa pagpasýhuy;
tapus mapapakadtu lang ˆang ˆiya kwarta
sa sugay nga wayaˆ ning kapuyuspuyus.
Rosa gets tired of earning money; then
her money will surely go for gambling
which is not at all useful.

3 suhuyan n a paid worker
sýka 1a n vomit May bayung nga

nagapanunýka na nagalÿgid na sa ˆiya
sýka. There is a drunk person who

vomits all over who then lies down on

his vomit.
1b ger someone’s vomiting Pagkatãpus

niya sýka diraˆ sa baybay, nagˆýliˆ na
kami sa bayay. After his vomiting there

at the seashore, we returned then to the

house.
v Someone or something vomits.
nagsinýka Yãraˆ pa lang ˆaku sa Puntang

Kawãyan; nagsinýka ˆaku kay kabaskug.
I was still just there at Puntang Kawayan;
I kept on vomiting because [the weather]
was rough.

nagpanunýka Bãgu kami nakasakay

pakadtu sa ˆãmun pagaˆistaran hay
nagpanunýka ˆãnay ˆaku sa ˆalÿhid
nang manga kutsi kag dyip. Before we
were able to ride going to the place
where we stay I vomited all over on the
sides of cars and jeeps.

masýka Masýka ˆikaw ˆinaˆ nga masýka
hasta nga maˆisýka mu ˆadtu ˆang ˆÿmu
ginkãˆun ˆu ginˆinum nga may kilkig.
You will vomit and vomit until that
which you ate or drank which has
poison will be vomited by you.

v Something is vomited by someone.
ginsýka ˆAng ˆiya ginsýka hay týbiˆ nga

kulur duyaw parÿhu gid ning kulur nang
bir. What was vomited by him was
water which was yellow in color just
like the color of beer.

ˆisýka Kung tinãpay ˆang ˆÿmu ginkãˆun
nga may kilkig, ˆimaw da ˆinaˆ ˆang ˆÿmu
ˆisýka. If one has eaten bread which has
poison, that’s one thing that will be
vomited by one.

sýka maˆýyu (ˆýyu2 2) idiom diarrhea

sýkad 1a n dished-out food syn sanduk 1a
1b imper v Dish out food! Sýkad na kay

nalýtuˆ ku na ˆang kasÿli! Dish out [the

food] now because the eel has already

been cooked by me!
v Someone dishes out food.
nagsýkad Wayaˆ na nya ginadisturbuha;

nagsýkad sya kanˆun kag nagˆihapun.
He did not disturb [his wife]; he dished
out rice and ate supper.

v Someone is dished out food by someone
else.

ginsukãran Pagˆabut ku didtu ginsukãran
ˆaku ning manga pagkãˆun, kadurudýru
nga suyaˆ. Upon my arrival there I was
dished out various kinds of food, many
side dishes.

pasýkad caus v Someone causes food to
be dished out by someone else.

nagapasýkad Wayaˆ na nagapasýkad sa
ˆiya ˆasãwa, lãluˆ na kung ˆang ˆasãwa
hay tuyug na. [He] does not cause
[food] to be dished out by his wife,
especially when the wife is already
asleep.

sukat 1a n one year later after something

happens, as following someone’s death

1b v Someone passes one year doing some-

sýka 517 sukat
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thing, in a particular state.
nagsukat Pag nagsukat na ˆang namatay

ˆindiˆ na magsuksuk ning bãruˆ nga ˆitum
ˆang manga namatayan. When the one
who died has passed one year, the
survivors no longer wear black [mourn-
ing] dresses.

sýkat1 v Something is measured by someone

with a measuring instrument.
sukãtun Ginatungaˆtungaˆ ˆãnay bãgu

sukãtun naman kung maˆunu kadagkuˆ
ˆang ginapangˆurdir. [It] is first divided
[into blocks] before [it] will be measured
[to see] how large that being ordered [is].
syn takus 1

sýkat2 1a v Something is pried out from

what contains it.
sukãtun Ginakãˆun ˆini nga sÿhiˆ, ˆugãling

lang kay kahugaˆ nga sukãtun. This
mollusk is eaten, but it is difficult [if the
meat] will be pried out.

1b sukat n a shell-meat prying instrument
ˆAng sukat ni Bilya sa sÿhiˆ hay pakut.
Bella’s shell-meat prying instrument is

a safety pin.

sýkaˆ 1 n vinegar ˆIni ˆang sýkaˆ kag dãhun
nang kapãya hay ginagãmit kunu pãra
magputiˆ ˆang nilaˆgaˆ nga buli, bukun
ˆayum. The vinegar and papaya leaves

are used, they say, so that the boiled buri
[leaves] will become white, not dark.

1a sýkaˆ nga makãhang n hot vinegar Kung
ginakãˆun hay wayaˆ ginalutýˆa;
ginabutangan ning larangha kundiˆ man
hay sýkaˆ nga makãhang. When eaten,

[cured anchovy] is not cooked; calamansi

juice is put on [it] or hot vinegar. {Made

by adding chili katumbay 1c to the

vinegar. Used as a hot condiment.}

1b sýkaˆ nga matãyaw n mild homemade
vinegar {Made of coconut wine aged

for one or two weeks. Used as a condi-

ment.}

1c sýkaˆ nga maˆÿsug n strong homemade
vinegar Bumuˆuy ning limpyu nga
butilya nang kitsap; butangan ning
sýkaˆ nga maˆÿsug. Get a clean ketchup

bottle; put in strong homemade
vinegar. {Made of coconut wine aged

for one or more months.}

1d sýkaˆ nga sa butilya n commercially-

made vinegar (lit, bottled vinegar)

{Purchased in stores.}

sýkiˆ n someone’s regular customer Nang
nagdãmuˆ na ˆãkun sýkiˆ nagakýyang
ˆang ˆãkun lýtuˆ. When my regular
customers became many, my cooking

became inadequate.

suksuk1 1a n someone’s attire Gamÿtun ku
lang pagsimba ˆagud maˆãyu da ˆang
ˆãkun suksuk. It will be used by me in

going to church so that my attire will be

nice. {Attire includes a dress bisti, shoes

sapãtus, watch rilu, ring singsing, earring

ˆarÿtus, but not hair ribbon, umbrella,

belt.}

1b v Someone puts on or wears attire.
nagasuksuk Babãyi kag lyãki hay

nagasuksuk gid ning mahãbaˆ nga
sayway kag mahãbaˆ nga bãruˆ kung
sinda hay nagakadtu sa ˆuma labi na gid
kung sinda hay nagagýna. As for
women and men, [they] wear long
trousers and long shirts when they go to
the upland field, especially when they
pull weeds.

makasuksuk Puydi makasuksuk ning
singsing ˆãbir sinˆu basta ˆigwa sya ning
ˆikabakay. It is possible that anyone
would be able to wear a ring if she has
[money] which will be able to be used in
buying [it].

kasuksuk [Used with the negative
wayaˆ.] Wayaˆ pa kami kasuksuk ning
maˆãyu nga bãruˆ kag sapãtus. We had
not yet worn new dresses and shoes.

magsuksuk [Used with the negative
ˆindiˆ.] Pag nagsukat na ˆang namatay
ˆindiˆ na magsuksuk ning bãruˆ nga
ˆitum ˆang manga namatayan. When the
one who died is already deceased for
one year, the survivors will no longer
wear black [mourning] dresses.

v Clothing or jewelry is put on or worn by
someone.

gingsuksuk, ginsuksuk Pag ˆadtu gãniˆ
kunu hay ginsuksuk nang prinsÿsa
ˆang pakpak ˆang manga býsuy hay
magakahuyug; gãniˆ masasayýran ninda
kung diˆin siya gakadtu. When those
wings, they say, were worn by the
princess, many seeds would fall down;
therefore [it] would surely be able to be
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known by them where she would go.
ginasuksuk ˆAng bisti kunu nang nubya

dãpat hay ˆindiˆ pagˆisýkuy kay, kung
ginasuksuk ˆinaˆ nga dãˆan nga wayaˆ
pa makasay, hay ˆindiˆ madayun ˆang
ˆinda pagpakasay. The gown of the
bride, they say, will not be worn
because, when it is worn ahead of time
when the wedding has not yet been
performed, their wedding will not
continue.

ˆisuksuk Buyˆun nang pãriˆ ˆang singsing
nang nubyu kag ˆisuksuk sa tudluˆ nang
nubya. The ring of the groom will be
gotten by the priest and will be put on
the ring finger of the bride.

suksuk2 v Someone goes underneath
something.

nagsuksuk Pagpanãˆug ku, hay si Nãna
Turing, si ˆUganda, si Klãra hay
nagsuksuk sa sÿlung. When I came
down, as for Aunt Toring, Uganda and
Clara, [they] went underneath [the
house].

pasuksuk caus imper pasuksuka Someone
or something should or must be allowed
by someone else to go underneath
something. Nagahayas, pasuksuka ˆaku
sa ˆindu hinayasan. [You who] are
clearing out [cluttered growth], I should
be allowed to go underneath your
cleared growth.

sukug n a ceiling or floor sill of a building

{Sills are parallel with the building

gables, nailed to the house foundation

posts halÿgi 1. The ceiling joists

kahabãˆan are at right angles to and

flush with the ceiling sills; the floor

joists bunyýgan are at right angles to the

floor sills and are either flush with them

or rest on them.} cf bunyýgan (See

Appendix 2, Parts of a House.)

sukut 1 v Someone charges a particular

amount for an item or service.
masukut Pagkaˆãga naman hay masukut

na sya nang bãyad nang sa pýnu kung
pila ˆang ˆãmun ning kasugtãnan.
Surely in the morning he will then
charge the price of the phonograph
according to our agreement.

pagsukut, sukut n the charge for a par-
ticular item or service Tanan nga yãraˆ

diraˆ hay nagaplÿti ning traynta pÿsus
ˆang ˆisa ka týˆig, ˆang pagsukut ku sa
ˆinda. All those [living] there rent one
year for thirty pesos, my charge to
them.

2 v Someone is talked gravely to by

someone else.
sukutun Sukutun ku si Marya nang ˆiya

manga tabil parti sa ˆãkun. Mary will be
talked gravely to by me about her
gossip about me.

sýkuy 1a n the linear measurement of

something Dãpat ˆang ˆÿmu banig hay
tãmaˆ gid sa sýkuy kay kung kabus sa
sýkuy bãsiˆ kung ˆindiˆ mabakay. Your

mat should be right in linear measure-
ment, because if [it] is lacking in linear
measurement, it might be that it will not

be purchased.

1b sukuyan n a temporary measuring
stick or string {Used when a measuring

instrument mitrýsan (mitrus 2) is not

available or is not convenient to use in

measuring distances.}

1c v An object is measured by someone to

determine its length.
ginsýkuy, gingsýkuy Ginsýkuy ku ˆang

lamÿsa kung maˆunu kalãpad. The table
was measured by me [to determine]
how wide [it was].

2 v Clothing, shoes, glasses, earring,

personal wearing items are fitted by

someone by trying them on the body; an

item such as a nut is fitted to a bolt.
ginsýkuy, gingsýkuy Gingsýkuy ku ˆang

bagˆu nga bãruˆ nga gingbakay ku sa
Manÿlaˆ. The new dress which was
bought by me in Manila was fitted by
me (i.e., I tried it on for fit).

sýlat 1 n a letter Mahal kung ˆasãwa, kung
ˆikaw na maˆungaˆ padayˆi gid ˆakuy
sýlat, kay dýgay pa ˆaku kabãlik. My

dear wife, when you give birth send me

a letter because it will be a long time

before I will come back. (See ˆabri 1b,
Things that are Opened for table. See

sara 2a, Things that are Closed for

table.)

2a v Someone writes something.
nagsýlat Nagsýlat sa ˆãkun ˆang ˆãkun

ˆungaˆ nga gapabakay ning gawn. My
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daughter wrote me that [she] is letting
[me] buy a party dress.

v Something, as a message, is written by
someone.

nakasýlat Ginaˆilÿsan naman ˆang manga
nakasýlat nga balÿtaˆ ni Plurintÿna sa
ˆiya ˆasãwa. The messages which were
able to be written by Florentina to her
husband were being changed [by her
husband’s mother].

magsýlat inf to write something Makatuˆun
lang kamu magbãsa kag magsýlat. You
will be able only to learn to read and to
write.

pagsýlat ger someone’s writing something
Ginapaˆãgi ni Pidru sa sistÿma nang
pagsýlat ˆang paghambay niya sa
dalãga. Pedro made known by means of
writing what he [wanted] to say to the
young lady.

v Something is written by someone.
ginsýlat, sinýlat Ginsýlat nang ˆãmu ˆang

ˆinda ginkaˆisahan; pagkatãpus ginlýkut
ˆang malãpad nga dãhun kag gintaˆu sa
ˆuning nang ˆãmu pãra ˆimaw ˆang
maghÿpid. Their agreement was written
by the master; then the wide [banana]
leaf was cylindrically rolled and was
given by the master to the cat so that that
one would be the one to keep [it].
Malãˆin gid ˆang sinýlat nang nanay ni
ˆInrÿku. That which was written by
Enrico’s mother was very bad.

ginasýlat Ginaˆilÿsan ˆang manga ginasýlat
ni Plurintÿna, lãbut na ˆang manga
hambay sa sýlat. The things which were
being written by Florentina were being
changed; the things said in the letters were
already different.

ˆisýlat Nang humambay naman ˆang
ˆuning nga mas maˆãyu sigýru kung
ˆisýlat ˆang ˆinda ginkaˆisahan pãra
malikawan ˆang ˆiban pa nga ˆindiˆ
pagkakaˆintindÿhan. What the cat said
was maybe it was better if their agree-
ment would be written so that some
[situation of] not being able to
understand each other would be able to
be avoided.

v A flat surface, as paper, is written on by
someone.

masulãtan Nagbuˆuy ˆang ˆuning ning
dãhun nang sãging pãra ˆigwa sinda

ning masulãtan. The cat got a banana
leaf so that there was something that
could be written on by them.

2b kasulatan n a written agreement ˆIndiˆ
magsabat nang prisyu kay ginahuyat pa
ˆadtung kapitan nga mahuman nang
kasulatan. [He] will not answer [about]

the price because that village leader is

being waited for who will make a

written agreement. cf ginkaˆisahan,

hambayhambay (hambay 8), kasugtãnan
(sýgut 3), kasunduˆ 1b, kundisyun,

kuntrãta, trãtu 1
tagahatud sýlat (see hatud 2) idiom a

postman
sulig n a painted coral trout fish or lunar-

tailed grouper fish, Variola louti
(Forsskål) {Reddish orange and covered

with dark-red and pink spots; yellow

pectoral fin. Frequents coral reefs.} syn

salÿgan
sulig mabýyus n a yellow-striped caesio fish

or black-tipped fusilier fish, Pterocaesio
chrysozonus (Cuvier) {Silvery gray

above, whitish to pink below. A distinct

straight yellow stripe extends below the

lateral line from the eye to along the flank,

continuing above the lateral line along the

caudal peduncle. Another yellow stripe

extends along the dorsal profile. Swims in

schools around coral reefs to 50 m.

Caught with fishnet pýkut 1.}
n a slender fusilier fish, Pterocaesio

pisang (Bleeker) {Bluish green across
the back and whitish to pink below.
Body has a median, lateral, golden band,
and the tips of the caudal lobes are
black. Swims in schools around coral
reefs and midwater areas to 60 m.
Caught with fishnet pýkut 1.}

suliras n a piece of squared lumber
{Commonly nailed on top of floor joists

and at right angles to them, onto which

bamboo strips sayug are nailed to form a

split-bamboo floor of a house. Also used

in table construction.} syn kwadrãdu nga
kãhuy (kãhuy 1a) cf guhad

sultirÿtu n a young unmarried boy {An

adolescent male from about 13 to 16

years or a little beyond. This stage is

characterized by a deepening of the
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voice.} (See tãwu 1a, Life Stages of
People for table.)

sultÿru n an unmarried man {From about

17 years until marriage.} Sa baskitbul,
kadamýˆan nga lakut diraˆ hay manga
sultÿru; malakaˆ lang ˆang ˆasawãhan.
In basketball, most of those joining are

unmarried men; only a few are

married men.
magýyang nga sultÿru n a mature

unmarried man {From about 30 years
onward.}

sultÿru nga may ˆidad na n an unmarried
middle-aged man May yãraˆ nga byýda
nga babãyi nga ˆang naˆaˆasãwa liwat
hay sultÿru nga may ˆidad na. There are
some widow women in which, as for
those who were consistently able to be
married a second time [by them, they]
were unmarried middle-aged men.
(See tãwu 1a, Life Stages of People for
table.)

sulug n an ocean current Pagkatýnud niya
sa lawud, ginaˆanudˆãnud na ˆang kaban
nang sulug. Upon her being cast into the

open sea, the clothes trunk was

gradually being washed away by the

current.
suluguˆun (from sýguˆ + -ul-un) n a

servant, i.e., a paid helper Gintýgun
niya sa ˆiya manga suluguˆun na
bantayan maˆãyu si Marya. [It] was

given by him as advice to his servants
that they should carefully guard Mary.

(See býlig1 2, A Helper for table.)

sýlung v Someone is punched with a fist by

someone else.
sulýngan May hambug gida; tumindug

kag sulýngan ˆadtung tãwu nga
nagˆãgi. [He] really has arrogance; [he]
stood up and that man who passed by
was punched. cf sumbag

sýman n a suman sticky-rice cake {Made

from either white sticky rice mayagkit
or black sticky rice tapuy1. Boiled in

coconut milk extract gataˆ 1, wrapped in

a wilted portion of a banana leaf dãhun
nang sãging, tied and boiled again in

water týbiˆ.} cf pusuˆ3 (See Appendix 8,

Foods Made with Coconut.)

sumbag n a punch or strike with the fist Si

Rubin ginapabatiˆbatiˆ ni Yýli nga kung
may matabuˆ nga malãˆin sa ˆãkun
gumangkun, ˆigwa gid diri makatilaw
ning sumbag. Ruben is being allowed by

Yolie to overhear that if there is

something bad that will happen to my

niece, someone here will suffer a punch.
v Someone is punched with a fist by

someone else.
sumbagun Bahãyaˆ na nga nãkun ˆinaˆ

kung ˆaku ˆiya sumbagun. That doesnˆt
matter, I said, if I will be punched by
him.

pasumbag caus v Someone is allowed by
someone else to be punched.

gingpasumbag ˆAnung mãlay nãkun kung
yadtu na ˆaku niyan hay didtu ˆaku
gingpasumbag ni Manung Bÿni nang
ˆiya maguyang. I had no idea that when I
was already there I would be allowed
by Older Brother Benny to be punched
by his parent. cf sýlung

sumbiling n a bamboo javelin {Commonly

consists of a length of bamboo, 3 m or

more, sharpened at one end. Kept in

one’s house, or carried for protection

against enemies, or carried for spearing

wild animals.} cf bangkaw, panaˆ 1,

sayangsang 1
sumpay v Someone adds onto or extends

something to make it longer.
nagasumpay Pagkatãpus, ˆÿmu na ˆini

ˆutýrun ˆang manga lÿlas nga kitagˆud
nga subra kung ˆikaw hay nagasumpay.
After that, the short buri strips are cut by
you which are extra (i.e., they are not yet
woven) when you are adding onto
[them].

v Something is added onto or extended
by someone.

sumpayan Malãya na ˆikaw ˆinaˆ ning
sigisÿgi hasta nga magtagˆud ˆang lÿlas
ˆÿmu naman sumpayan. You weave that
continuously until the buri strips become
short, [then] they will be added onto.

sumpaˆ 1 n an attestation or oath that a

particular situation exists/will exist or

action occurs/will occur
panumpaˆ v Someone takes an oath or

solemnly attests that a particular
situation exists or will exist, or action
occurs or will occur.
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nakapanumpaˆ Tapus nang kami hay
nakapanumpaˆ na nang ˆispurtmansip
hay may ˆiruplãnu sa ˆibãbaw nga
nagalupad. When we finished taking
an oath in sportsmanship there was an
airplane above which was flying.

2 n a curse placed on someone to cause evil to

befall that person Dumuyut gid ˆadtu kay
daw parÿhu da ˆadtu sumpaˆ nga nagbãtuˆ
si Daryu sa ˆiya tatay. That [wish of his

father that evil befall him] took effect

because it is similar to a curse, because

Dario fought with his father.

sumpit 1a n a bamboo blowgun; a toy used

by children for shooting seeds such as

mung beans munggu 1b
1b v Someone shoots seeds with a blowgun.

[nagsumpit shot with a blowgun]

sumpung v Someone or something meets
someone or something in a particular

location.
nakasumpung Kung ˆang ˆisa ka tãwu hay

pakadtýˆun sa byãhi kag nakasumpung
siya ning ˆitum nga ˆuning ˆinaˆ kunu siya
hay madidisgrasya. If a person is about
to go on a trip and he happens to meet a
black cat, that one, they say, will surely
have an accident.

v Someone or something is met by
someone else.

ginasinumpung Bãsiˆ ginasinumpung
nindu ˆining dyip na pa ˆIlãwud? Why is
it that this jeep that comes from Ilawod
is always being met by you?

nasumpung Pagtungud nãmun sa baryu
nang Makalas, nasumpung gid nãmun
ˆang dakuˆ nga ˆuyan. When we are
about at the village of Macalas, heavy
rain happened to be met by us. ant
subyang

sumsýman 1 n a food delicacy, eaten at

social events usually involving drinking

of alcoholic beverages

Some Kinds of Food Delicacies

budbud nga ˆisdaˆ fish wrapped in

young coconut

frond

dinugˆan 1a blood meat

ginatˆan (gataˆ 2a) food cooked in

coconut milk

extract

kaldirÿta meat and veg-

etable stew

kinÿlaw nga ˆisdaˆ raw marinated

(ˆisdaˆ 1b) fish

litsun roast pork

lurit nga ˆisdaˆ spicy coconut-

(ˆisdaˆ 1c) flavored fish

pansit noodle dish

pinangat vinegar fish dish

(pangat 1b)
prÿtu 1b fried food

prÿtu nga ˆisdaˆ fried fish

(ˆisdaˆ 1d)
sarsa 1 salsa

ˆadýbu adobo

ˆinÿhaw (ˆÿhaw 2) broiled fish,

chicken or meat

ˆýtan 1a coconut-flavored

vegetable

2 v Someone eats a food delicacy.
masumsýman Kung gustu ninda bumakay

nang ˆinda makakãˆun ˆu masumsýman ˆu
maˆinum, makadtu lang sinda didtu sa
kantin. If they want to buy [food] that they
will eat or a food delicacy that [they] will
eat or [liquor] that [they] will drink, they
will just go there to the canteen.

panumsýman v People drink and eat a
food delicacy together in a social
situation.

nagapanumsuman Nagapanumsuman
na ˆinaˆ sinda nga magbalãyi. The
parents of the bride and groom drink
and eat a food delicacy together.

sumuk n a starvation sickness
v Someone is afflicted with starvation

sickness.
nasusumuk ˆAng ˆiba nasusumuk sa

gýtum kay sÿgi ˆang ˆinum nga wayaˆ pa
nakakãˆun kanˆun. Some are surely
afflicted with starvation sickness from
hunger because [their] drinking continued
and [they] had not yet eaten rice.

sunãta n music, played on one or more

musical instruments, often recorded

music Pagkatãpus ˆinaˆ kãˆun nang
bagˆung kasay, ˆigwa naman ˆinaˆ ning
sunãta; ginapabayli sinda nga duha.
After the newlyweds finish eating, there

is music; the two of them are allowed to

dance.
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sundan (var of sunud 1a, 3)

sundang n a cutting bolo Kung magbakay
ka ning sundang sa mirkãdu hay mÿnus
ˆang pagkalimpyu pÿru kung didtu ka sa
pandãyan bumakay hay maˆãyu. If you

buy a cutting bolo at the market the

polishing is poor, but if you buy from a

blacksmith shop it is good. {Back edge

of bolo blade: bangkud; cutting edge of

blade duyut; bolo handle pýyu; blade

shank tugud; metal shank collar pitayaˆ;
woven rattan shank collar palis; bolo

sheath tagub.} cf suyut, ˆispãda
*sunduˆ (see kasunduˆ)
sýni n sharp rigid cogon shoots which appear

when cogon grass kýgun 1a is cut down

cf kýgun 1a
sunting n a sunting shrub, Cassia alata

(Linn.) {Leaves are sometimes used as a

source of herbal medicine.}

sunud 1a v Someone or something follows,
follows behind someone or something

else.
sumunud Sumunud si Pirla sa ginˆagÿhan

ni ˆInrÿku. Perla followed where Enrico
passed by.

nagasunud Kilãya mu nga gasunud sa
batu ˆang ˆamumuˆpuˆ kay kahãbaˆ ˆang
ˆiya kurti kung siya nagalanguy. You
will know that the small octopus is
following behind the stone because its
shape is long when it swims.

v Someone or something is followed by
someone or something else.

sinundan Nang pumãnaw na si Mistir
Balgýna hay sinundan ni Pÿnu. When
Mr. Balgona went away he was
followed by Pino.

1b v Something is done next by someone.
ginsunud, gingsunud Pagkatãpus, hay

ˆang mata; ginsunud dãyun ˆang
pagˆiksri. After that, [they examined]
my eyes; the x-raying was done next.
Gingsunud ku ˆang pagpakaˆãyu didtu
sa ˆãmun kwartu. Fixing up our
bedroom was done next by me.

1c masunud adj the next time period, thing

that is done Diˆin ka mabuˆuy nang ˆÿmu
kakaˆýnun masunud nga ˆadlaw?
Where will you get that which you will

eat the next day? ˆAng masunud nãtun

nga gingtrabãhu hay nagahinãkut ˆãnay
kami ning batu. The next thing that was

worked on by us was that we carried

stones.

2 v Someone obeys someone else, what is

said, taught, wanted by someone else.
nagsunud Nagsunud si Dilya sa kagustýhan

nang ˆiya ˆasãwa. Delia obeyed what her
husband wanted.

magasunud, masunud ˆAng nanay kag
ˆang tatay dãpat ˆýna sinda magtaˆu
ning rispÿtu sa ˆinda ˆungaˆ pãra ˆang
ˆinda ˆungaˆ magasunud sa ˆinda manga
patakaran. The mother and father
should be the first to give respect to their
children in order that the children will
obey their rules and regulations for the
family. Kung ˆaku ginatudluˆan kuntaˆ
ninda nga ˆindiˆ na ˆaku magˆasãwa
masunud da ˆaku sa ˆinda kung
ˆimpurtanti ˆaku pãra sa ˆinda nga
ˆungaˆ ku. If I had only been advised by
them that I should no longer get married
[again], I would have obeyed them if I
was important to them, my children.

v Advice, a particular name, what someone
says, teaches or wants, a person is
accepted or obeyed by someone. ˆIni
kunu hay ginasunud nang ˆãtun manga
magýyang nang ˆýna pa nga tyimpu. As
for these [things], they say, [they] were
accepted by our old folk in the olden
days.

nasunud Nasunud ˆang gingtaˆu nga
tudluˆ ni ˆAngkul Gilbirt. The advice of
Uncle Gilbert was obeyed.

3 v A particular sign, name, state or event

is used by someone in determining
something.

ginasunud, sinundan ˆAng ˆiba naman
ginasunud ˆang ngãyan sa kalindaryu,
ˆu manga ngãyan nang manga santu kag
manga kilãya nga tãwu. For some, the
names in the calendar or the names of
saints and well-known people are used
in determining [the names of their
newborn children].

4 v Someone, something or some feature of

someone or something resembles or

looks like someone or something else or

some feature of them.
nagasunud Nagapãti ˆang ˆiba nga
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nagasunud ˆang batãsan nang ˆungaˆ sa
manga pangãyan nga ˆinda ginabuˆuy.
Some believed that the character of
children resemble [the character of
those whose] names they take.

pagsinundãnan derv companionship cf

hitsýra 2
sunug n a spiny-eyed flathead fish,

Thysanophrys chiltoni (Schultz) {Mottled

yellowish-brown with white blotches.

Found on sandy or rocky-rubble bot-

toms between coral heads in shallow

nearshore waters.}

sýnug v Something is burned by a fire.
ginasýnug Ginasýnug ˆãnay ˆinaˆ ˆang

batu; ginadabýkan hasta magyutaˆ kag
maggiltak pãra mabuˆuy. The [marble]
stone is burned; a fire is built until [the
marble] becomes soft and cracks so that
it can be gotten.

masýnug Dãpat gid buyˆun ˆini ˆang
sabuysabuy kay kung masýnug ˆang
tapãhan. These [coconut] fibers should
be removed because it might be that the
smoking rack will happen to be
burned [if the fibers catch fire]. cf
dabuk 2, sugaˆ1, ˆugdaw

sunga v Someone blows her or his nose.

sýngad n someone’s chin
sýngay n an animal horn
sungãyan (see nipaˆnipaˆ nga sungãyan

(nipaˆnipaˆ 2)) a long spined nerite
mollusk

sunggu n a nosebleed
sungkaˆ 1a n the game sungka {Played by two

on a sungka board with small stones or

shell pieces. The object is to be the first to

put all the pieces into one’s home base.}

(See kãnam 1a, Games Children and
Others Play for table.)

1b sungkãˆan n a sungka board {Shaped

like a long boat with five to seven concave

holes on each side and a home base at

either end consisting of somewhat larger

concave holes in which small stones or

shells are placed.}

sungkud n a walking cane {Used when

someone finds it difficult to walk,

especially older people.}

sungkudsungkud n an auger mollusk,

family Terebridae

sungsung 1 n a bottle stopper, as a cork,

rolled paper or any suitable material

used to stop a bottle neck; a plug to stop

up an opening.

2 v Someone corks or stops up an opening.

sýngun 1a v Someone sulks about

something.
nagasýngun Kung ka ˆisa ˆang ˆiya tatay

hay ginabunãyan siya, kay bÿsan sa
pagkãˆun hay nagasýngun siya. Some-
times his father whipped him because
even at mealtimes he would sulk.

1b Something irritates or offends someone.
ginasýngun ˆAng ˆãkun gid ginasýngun,

pinabayãˆan gid ˆaku nang ˆãkun manga
ˆungaˆ. What really offends me is that I
was neglected by my children.

supa n a sofa Pýyung ku kay ˆAndris, “Sa supa
pagkatuyug ˆagud makaˆunatˆýnat ka.” I

said to Andres, “Sleep on the sofa so that

you will be able to stretch a little bit.”

sýpas n soup Nang sinda hay nagpariprisku,
ˆang ˆinda ginpakãˆun sa manga dalãga
hay sýpas, makarýni kag karni nang
manuk. When they served refreshments,

what they had the ladies eat was soup,

macaroni and chicken meat. cf sabaw 1
sýpat n the grain in marble, wood; a

wrinkle in the face or body Madaliˆ ˆang
nagabusˆak nang marmul kung sunurun
mu ˆang sýpat. The splitting of marble is

easy if the grain is followed by you.

supbul 1a n a game of softball (See kãnam 1a,
Games Children and Others Play for

table.)

1b v Someone plays softball. [nagsupbul
played softball]

suplãda adj a conceited, vain woman ˆInaˆ
naman ˆang kantaridas ˆãngay lang ˆinaˆ
sa manga suplãda nga manga babãyi
nga kung humambay hay masakit. As

for that kantaridas plant, that is only

appropriate [to be used as love potion]

for those conceited ladies who when

they speak [other people] suffer pain.

suplãdu adj a conceited, vain man

supsup v Someone or something sucks out
something, as meat from a shell, a soft

drink from a bottle with a straw, pus

from a boil. [nagsupsup sucked out] cf

hÿgup

sunug 524 supsup
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supurta n a pension given on retirement

from work ˆAyaw na ˆãbi magˆasãwa
kay ˆigwa ka ning supurta sa ˆupisÿna.
Please do not marry, because you have

your pension from the office.

sýput n the inner covering of a pillow

ˆuyýnan (ˆuyýn 1b) over which a

pillowcase punda is slipped

sursi v A piece of clothing is mended by

someone.
sinursihan Pinaˆÿlis si Plurintÿna nang

magˆasawa; ˆang tinaˆuˆ niya nga nuˆug
hay ˆang bãruˆ nga sinursihan.
Florentina was allowed by the married
couple to change [her clothes]; as for the
clothes which were given to her, the
dress would be mended.

sýrut n a bedbug (See bitik, Kinds of
Parasitic Insects for table.)

sýruy 1a v A school of fish enters a large
net. [nagsýruy entered a large net]

1b pasýruy n a large fishnet for netting

schools of fish

sustansya n a food nutrient ˆAng ˆÿmu
bahug dãpat hay maˆãyu, ˆinang may
sustansya. Your animal feed must be

good, that which has nutrients.
sýsu 1 n the breast of a woman; the udder

of a mammal

2 v A baby breast-feeds or sucks from a

woman’s breast.
nagasýsu Nagapãti sinda nga mabýˆut

kag maˆãyu ˆang lãwas nang lapsag
kung sa nanay nagasýsu. They believed
that babies are healthy and have good
characters when they breast-feed from
their mothers

Breast milk is sucked by a baby from a
breast. Gustu nang manga nanay nga sa
ˆinda lãwas halin ˆang ginasýsu nang
ˆinda lapsag. Mothers want that that
which is sucked by their babies [be that
which] comes from their bodies (i.e.,
breasts).

pagsýsu ger a child’s breast-feeding,
sucking Bukun pa tãmaˆ sa ˆýras nga
sinda hay magbãyaˆ sa pagsýsu. It is not
yet time for them to stop breast-
feeding.

susuˆ n a freshwater snail, found in rice

fields after harvesting

sutanghun (see pansit)
sýya v An action is disturbed or inter-

rupted by someone.
masýya Kalitan ta ˆini ˆang ˆýras, kay

wayaˆ pa nagalitÿra ˆang manga
ˆiskwÿla, ˆagud hay ˆindiˆ masýya ˆang
ˆãkun pagbÿˆaw. This time should be
taken advantage of by us, because the
students have not yet gotten out [of
school], so that my exorcising of evil
spirits will not be disturbed.

suyãhan n a unicorn fish, Naso unicornis
(Forsskål) {Uniformly olive green to

grayish brown. Dorsal and anal fins have

narrow blue margins and a series of

oblique orange lines. Frequents reefs and

nearby sand patches at depths of 30 m.}

suyambiˆ 1 n a lean-to built onto a house,

usually as a place for storage Sinãkaˆ ˆaku
ni Manang sa suyambiˆ; “Naˆunu ka,
Basyun?” I was climbed up to by Older

Sister in the lean-to; “What is your

situation (i.e., how are you), Basyon?”

syn sÿbi
2 pinakasuyambiˆ n a lean-to roof

Hinadlýkan ˆaku kay didtu sa kwartu
nga ginahigdaˆan nãmun, ˆa sigurãdu
gid nga tumpag tanan ˆang katýngaˆ
nang bayay kag ˆang pinakasuyambiˆ
nãmun. I was frightened because there

in the room where we slept the posts of

the house were destroyed, and [also] our

lean-to roof.
suyaˆ 1 n a side-dish food, either cooked or

uncooked; eaten with a staple food

pagkãˆun (kãˆun 1b) at a meal Paˆiyaˆÿya
sinda ning bakay ning suyaˆ, pÿru sa
kanˆun hay pinsan. They are separate

buying side-dish food, but all together

for cooked rice.

2 v Someone serves side-dish food.
nagasuyaˆ Hambay ku, “Mas manãmit

ˆang manga gýlay kisa sa ˆisdaˆ, kaysa
ˆãmun hay pirmi na lang da kami
gasuyaˆ ˆisdaˆ.” I said, “It is more
delicious [for us to have] vegetables
rather than fish because at our place we
always only serve side-dish food.”

v Something is served by someone as
side-dish food.

suyaˆun Wayaˆ ˆaku kasãyud kung ˆanu

supurta 525 suyaˆ
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ˆang ˆinda gustu nga suyaˆun. I do not
know what they want that will be
served as side-dish food.

pasuyaˆ caus v Something is allowed by
someone to be served as a side-dish
food.

ˆipasuyaˆ Hambay ni Ramun, “ˆIndiˆ ba
kami kakatýyug sa ˆindu kung yaˆ kamuy
ˆipasuyaˆ sa ˆãmun?” Ramon said,
“Isnˆt it possible for us to sleep at your
house even though you donˆt have
anything which will be allowed to be
served as side-dish food to us?”

suyud 1a n the inside of three-dimensional

space ˆIndiˆ na magbinatiˆãnan sa suyud
nang ˆiskwilahan ˆang manga ˆiskwÿla
kay ˆang labýnuk nang ˆuyan sa bubung
nga sim hay kakusugkýsug. The students

no longer hear one another inside the

school because the roar of the rain on the

tin roof is very strong.

1b n someone’s bedroom [Followed by a

personal pronoun or ni and a person’s

name.] Kinandadýhan ˆang pwirtãhan
nang suyud ni Plurintÿna pãra wayay
makasuyud sa ˆiya kwartu. The door of

Florentina’s bedroom was locked so

that nobody could get inside her room.

2a v Someone or something goes inside
three-dimensional space.

nagsuyud, sumuyud Sumuyud ˆaku sa
sãkup kag sinirýˆun ku si nanay. I went
inside and continually looked at
mother.

nagasuyud ˆAng nagasuyud nga ˆisdaˆ sa
tabýnan hay maˆãyu nga klãsi. The fish
that go inside deep-sea fish traps are a
special class [of fish].

makasuyud ˆAng kwartu nang ˆinda
magýyang wayay makasuyud bÿsan
sinˆu nga ˆinda ˆungaˆ. As for the
bedroom of their parents, no one can go
inside no matter who their children
[may be].

masuyud Sinda naman ˆang masuyud
didtu sa balayan nang sÿhiˆ nang guldin
subrasubra. They (i.e., hermit crabs)
are the ones who will go inside the
empty shells of Hebrew moon snails.

imper v Go inside! Hala, suyud kag
tumýyug na, kay mabãlik na kami ni
papa mu sa ˆisa nga bayay! Go ahead,

go inside and sleep now, because your
father and I will go back to the other
house!

pagsuyud ti ger after or upon someone’s
entering, going inside Pagsuyud
nãmun ˆinaˆ niyan sa Pwirtu Galyÿra,
naˆÿsip ku ˆabaw! Kaˆayuˆãyu galiˆ ˆinaˆ
diraˆ nga lugar kay týrist ˆispat ˆinaˆ nga
lugar. Upon our entering Puerto
Gallera, I thought oh! It was really very
nice there in that place because that
place was a tourist spot.

2b v Something is brought, put or worn
inside a place by someone.

ˆisuyud ˆIndiˆ ku na gustu nga magpabakay
ning bisti nga ˆisuyud ku sa simbãhan. I
no longer want to let the dress be bought
which will be worn by me inside the
church.

v A container, a place, a stomach has
something put inside it by someone or
something.

masudlan Kaˆýnun mu na lang ˆãbir pãnit
pãra masudlan ˆang ˆÿmu tyan ning
pagkãˆun. Even [vegetable] peelings
would just be eaten by one so that one’s
stomach would be able to have food
put inside.

3 kasudlan n the edible organs of an

animal including the heart pýsuˆ 1,

intestines tinãˆi (tãˆi 2a), kidney kidni,
liver ˆatay cf karni 1

sýyud 1 n a louse comb; a comb with fine

teeth for ridding the hair of lice

2 v Someone rids the head of lice with a
louse comb. [masýyud will rid the head

of lice with a louse comb]

suyug n a cockerel Yãraˆ lang ˆang bugˆat
hay nagaˆãbut sa dus kÿlus kung
dumayãga ˆu suyug nga manuk. The

weight just reaches two kilograms if the

chicken is a young pre-laying hen or a

cockerel. (See manuk 1, Life Stages of
Chickens for table.)

sýyup v A person, animal slurps or sucks in
a liquid; a cloth or sponge absorbs a

liquid. [nagsýyup slurped, sucked in,

absorbed a liquid]
ger someone’s slurping. sucking in,

absorbing a liquid Sÿgi ˆang ˆiya ning
sýyup; sÿgi da ˆang ˆÿlig nang sabaw sa
buhus nang baguy. His slurping

suyud 526 sýyup
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continued; the flow of flavored liquid
continued from the small hole of the
[coconut] shell.

suyut n a digging bolo ˆAng kuyãput
nagakãput sa batu; gãniˆ ginasungkat
ning suyut. The Conrad’s false shell

mollusk sticks to the stone; that is the

reason it is pried out with a digging bolo.

{Used for digging out weeds and planting

flowers and seeds. Also used for prying

small objects.} cf sundang, ˆispãda
*suyuˆ (see kasuyuˆan)

suyˆub adj an attached object. Pagkaˆýba
ninda nang ˆinda suyˆub nga pakpak
ginkãmang ni Magbayýtu ˆang pakpak
ni Marya kag gintãguˆ. Upon their

taking off their attached wings, Mary’s

wings were taken by Magbayoto’s

crawling and were hidden.
v Something is attached to someone or

something else.
ginasuyˆub ˆAdtu ˆang ˆinda pakpak hay

ginasuyˆub lang ninda kung ˆinda
ginagãmit kung may ginakadtuˆan sinda
nga malayuˆ. As for those wings of
theirs, [they] would be attached by
them when [they] would be used by
them if there was a far place to which
they would go.

sýˆud adj Two or more people, things,

events, relationships are close in space

or time. ˆAng nagakadtu lang ˆinaˆ hay
ˆang manga magýyang nang lyãki kag
ˆang ˆiban pa nga hãli nga sýˆud pa gid
ˆang ˆinda paghãli. Those who go there

[to the house of the girl to be married]

are the parents of the boy and some

co-lateral relatives whose co-lateral

relationship is still very close. cf gýˆud
swildu n a salary or wage for work accom-

plished Kabaratubarãtu pa ˆang swildu
sa ˆãkun—ˆang býlan hay kwarinta
pÿsus. My salary was still very low—

forty pesos a month. ˆAng ˆãmun swildu
bukun binýlan; pur pidãsu ˆang bãyad sa
ˆãmun. Our wage was not by the month;

the payment to us was by the piece. cf

sýhuy 1
swirti n Someone has good fortune or luck;

a particular situation is someone’s lot.
Kung ˆang ˆãtun ˆasusisyun magpabayaˆ,

swirti mu kay mapapakaraˆ sa ˆÿmu ˆang
tangki, kay may kundisyun. If our

association will neglect [its respon-

sibility, it is] your good luck because the

water tank will surely be given over to

you, because there is a conditional

agreement. ˆImaw ˆini ˆang swirti ku sa
pagˆasãwa ning bãtaˆ pa. This is my lot
in getting married while still young.

Kung may swirti ka sa pagpanÿhud, hay
makakwarta ka gid. If you have luck in

gathering [brook shrimp] with a colander

shrimp scoop, you will surely be able to

acquire money. Wayaˆ ning swirti ˆining
ˆãkun nanãhun sa pagˆasãwa kay ˆang
ˆiya ˆýna nga ˆasãwa hay buratsu kag
sugaruy. My consanguine aunt had no

luck in taking a spouse because her first

husband was a drunkard and gambler.
maswirti adj Someone is lucky. Maswirti

kunu ˆang lyãki nga nakakaˆasãwa ning
babãyi nga mahýgud kag matýbis. A man
is lucky, they say, who is truly able to
marry a girl who is industrious and tidy.

sya (var of siya)

syaksyak n the peeping sound of a bird, a

baby chick especially in distress

Makakabatiˆ ka ning syaksyak nang
ˆisiw sa ˆibãbaw kung kumkum na nang
kuku nang banug ˆang ˆisiw. You can

clearly hear the peeping sound of a

chick above when the chick is gripped

by the talons of a hawk. (See Appendix

24, Sounds of Animals and Fowl.)

syam 1 card num adj nine actions, people,

pieces of something, situations, things,

times, units of measurement {For the

use of Romblomanon numbers, see ˆisa
1a.} syn nuwÿbi (See Appendix 21,

Cardinal Numbers.)

2 card num Nine are involved in an event or

state.

3 kasyam n An event occurs nine times.
4 pangsyam (var ˆikasyam) ord num a ninth

action, person, situation, thing, time, unit

of measurement (See Appendix 22,

Ordinal Numbers.)

syampu n hair shampoo Kung wayaˆ ka ning
kwarta nga pangbãkay ning syampu,
ˆÿmu panhukan ning niyug nga kinãyus

suyut 527 syampu
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pãra nga ˆadtu ˆang gataˆ hay magakadtu

didtu sa ˆÿmu buhuk. If you have no

money for buying shampoo, [your hair]

should have grated coconut rubbed into

[it] by you so that the coconut milk

extract will go into your hair.

syansi (var siyansi) n a spatula with holes,

used for frying food

syap n a shop where things are made, especi-

ally a dressmaking shop Ginahadlýkan
ˆaku kay ˆang ˆinda syap, hay pýru ˆispÿhu
ˆang dingding. I was afraid because, as for

their shop, the wall is all glass.

syãpuˆ n severe stomach cramps May tãwu
gãniˆ nga halimbãwaˆ sya hay
nagalanguy; tapus kumãˆun sya ning
pinya nga hinug, ˆinaˆ hay sakitan siya
ning tiyan; ˆimaw ˆinaˆ ˆang ginatawag
nga syãpuˆ. There is a person, for

example, who is swimming; afterwards

he eats ripe pineapple; as for that one, he

will have a stomach sickness and that is

what is called severe stomach cramps.
syãtuˆ 1 n a game of syatu ˆIni ˆang kãnam

nga syãtuˆ hay ˆindiˆ ˆini puydi nga
kãnam nang ˆisa lang ka tãwu. As for

this syatu game, [it] is not possible for

one person to play this. {Played with

two syatu sticks, a longer one tãku and a

shorter one gãtu. The longer one is used

by a player to flick the shorter one as far

as possible while an opponent tries to

catch it. Scores are kept depending on

success or failure to catch the stick.}
v Someone plays a game of syatu.

[masyãtuˆ will play a game of syatu]
(See kãnam 1a, Games Children and
Others Play for table.)

2 n a syatu stick, used in playing syatu. spec

gãtu, tãku
syawãrang v Things, as leaves, papers,

become scattered.
nagasyawãrang ˆAng pagbuyad, hay ˆÿmu

ˆini pahapyaˆun maˆãyu nga wayaˆ
nagasyawãrang. In sun-drying [buri
fronds], they should be allowed by you
to carefully lay flat so [they] do not
become scattered.

syimpri adv Of course something happens.

Syimpri wayaˆ na ˆadtu lugar na siya hay
maˆirgu kay yãraˆ na sa ˆinda bayay. Of

course there was no more chance that, as

for her, [she] could be talked to because

[she] was already there at their house.

syin n one hundred actions, people, pieces

of something, situations, things, times,

units of measurement ˆIni naman ˆang
nagapasabay nga ginatawag kag ˆang
naylun nga ginagãmit hay numiru syin,
kag ˆang numiru nang ˆasÿru hay numiru
sayis. As for this method of fishing

called nagapasabay, the line which is

being used is number one hundred, and

the number of the steel leader is number

six. syin mil one hundred thousand
syintu card num adj one hundred and one

up to one hundred ninety-nine actions,
people, pieces of something, situations,
things, times, units of measurement
syintu ˆýnu one hundred and one {For a
description of the use of numbers of
Spanish origin, see entry ˆýnu.}

syintus card num adj two hundred to nine
hundred actions, people, pieces of
something, situations, things, times,
units of measurement dus syintus,
dusintus two hundred, dus syintus ˆýnu
two hundred and one ˆAng bakay ku
nang ˆãkun radyu hay sayis syintus
singkwinta. The buying price of my radio
is six hundred fifty [pesos]. dus syintus
mil two hundred thousand cf gatus (See
Appendix 21, Cardinal Numbers.)

syirt (see pýlu syirt) a modern shirt
syÿti card num adj seven actions, people,

pieces of something, situations, things,

times, units of measurement {For a

description of the use of numbers of

Spanish origin, see entry ˆýnu.} syn pitu
(See Appendix 21, Cardinal Numbers.)

syuksyuk n the stomach, i.e., the body

organ of an animal or person where food

is digested Pag matýkar ˆang pulsu nga
týdu kag nagasakit ˆang ˆÿmu ˆýyu,
nagahÿlab ˆang ˆÿmu syuksyuk. When a

strong pulse beats and your head aches,

your stomach is suffering stomach

pain. cf tiyan 1
syuktung n shoctung liquor {A cheap

commercial liquor, produced in Iloilo.}

syurt n a man’s short trousers (See bãruˆ 1,
Kinds of Clothing for table.)

syansi 528 syurt
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T

ta 1a poss adj pron our (incl) person or

thing; a person or thing of ours; our
(incl) doing something [Post-noun or

post-gerund possessive pronoun. For

pre-noun or pre-gerund possessive

pronoun, see ˆãtun 1a.] Pagkatãpus ta
ning ˆihãpun hay kantahan mu kami kag
sumãˆut ka. Upon our finishing our

supper we should be sung to by you and

you should dance a modern dance. cf

nãtun 1a, ˆãtun 1a
1b gen pron Something is done by us (incl).

[Follows an undergoer focus verb.] ˆU,
mahal kung Plurintÿna, bÿsan sãpat ˆang
ˆungaˆ nãtun palanggaˆun ta gihãpun
kay ˆungaˆ nãtun siya. Oh, my dear

Florentina, even though our child is like

an animal [he] should still be loved by
us because he is our child. [In a

dependent clause, ta precedes the verb.]

Disir ta manghuran, hay paˆabýtun ta
ˆãnay manga ˆunum ka týˆig. Before a

younger sibling will be begotten by us,
[our present child] should be allowed by

us to reach six years of age. [Following

a negative, ta precedes the verb.] Kung
sa Duminggu magˆinýyan, ˆindiˆ ta
pagsigÿhun ˆang paghãkut ning batu kay
madayýnut ˆang karsãda. If it con-

tinually rains on Sunday, the carrying of

marble blocks will not be continued by
us because the roads will be slippery.

[Ta denotes “by me” when you singular

or plural have something done to you by
me.] May kãya ˆaku nga bakyan ta ˆikaw
ning sapãtus. I have the resources in

which you (sg) will be bought shoes by
me. ˆIndiˆ ta kamu pagˆabrÿhan You (pl)

will not have the door opened for [you]

by me. [The form ku optionally replaces

ta in this position with no change in

meaning.] ˆIndiˆ ku kamu pagˆabrÿhan.
You (pl) will not have the door opened

by me. cf nãtun 1b, ˆatun 1c
tabãkuˆ 1a n a tobacco plant or leaves,

Nicotiana tabacum (Linn.) {Used

commercially for making cigarettes

sigarilyu 1a and cigars balakbak and

locally for making tobacco rolls tabãkuˆ
nga dubya (tabãkuˆ 1b).} ˆAdtu ˆang
ˆãmun daya nga nilaˆgaˆ nga manuk,
tubaˆ suman nga binukbuk nga bugas,
tabãkuˆ kag mama ˆãkun ˆinaˆ ginbutang
sa langkapi. As for my things which are

boiled chicken, coconut wine, sýman
sticky-rice cakes, tobacco and betel

chew, I put them on the bamboo table.

(See Appendix 3, Kinds of Cultigens.)

1b tabãkuˆ nga dubya (var dubya) n a

homemade tobacco roll, prepared for

smoking May tabãkuˆ nga dubya, may
mamaˆ, ˆinaˆ ˆang mamaˆ; ginaputus nga
dãˆan ˆang býnga kag ˆãpug sa býyuˆ
nga dãhun nga pitu da ˆinaˆ ka putus.
There was a tobacco roll, there was a

betel-nut masticatory; betel nut and lime

were already wrapped in betel pepper

leaves which are seven wrapped

objects. {A tobacco leaf tabãkuˆ 1a is

divided into two pieces. Half is torn into

tiny pieces and rolled into the other half

to make a tobacco roll.} cf balakbak
tãban v Something is held in the mouth,

carried or carried away in the mouth
by an animal or in the beak by a bird.

tinaban Pagtamwaˆ nang ˆinda ˆýyu hay
ˆigwa na ning tinaban nga ˆisa ka bilug
nga lambÿyung. When their heads (i.e.,
of tayataya birds) come out [of the
water], there is one lambiyung anchovy
fish held in the beak.

tabãnun ˆAng niyug ginapakayaˆ sa sÿlak
kag kurayun ning pýkut palÿbut pãra ˆindiˆ
tabãnun nang ˆãyam ˆang nagakayaˆ nga
niyug. The [half] coconuts are placed face
up in the sunlight and are fenced around
with a net so that the coconuts lying face
up will not be carried away in the
mouth by dogs.

tãbang v Someone helps someone else.
nagtãbang Wayaˆ siya kakilãya kung

sinˆu nga prinsipi ˆang nagtãbang sa
ˆiya kahariˆan. He (i.e., the king) did not

ta 529 tãbang
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know who the prince was who helped in
his kingdom [to fight against their
enemies].

makatãbang ˆAyaw maghadlukhadluk
kay ˆikaw da ˆinaˆ mismu sa sarÿli mu
ˆang makatãbang sa ˆÿmu. Do not be
afraid because you are the one who will
be able to help yourself.

katãbang ˆIndiˆ kami ˆinaˆ katãbang nang
ˆinaˆ nga kasakit, kaysa ˆÿmu ˆinaˆ lãwas
nagahalin. We were not able to help
that area of pain because it came from
your body. cf býlig1 1

tãbas 1a v Someone cuts out a piece of

cloth, paper, an item of clothing.
nagtãbas Si Linlin ˆang nagtãbas nang

bãruˆ nga pangkasay ni Lulÿta. Linlin
was the one who cut out the gown for
Lolita’s wedding. {Scissors gunting 1
are used for cutting out cloth or paper.}

v Cloth, paper, an item of clothing is cut
out by someone.

gingtãbas Gingtãbas ku ˆang nuˆug kay
gingtahiˆ ku nga sãya. The cloth was cut
out by me because it was sewn by me
into a skirt.

ger cloth’s or paper’s being cut out by
someone in a pattern for a dress, another
piece of clothing Pagˆabut ku nga halin
sa Rumblun, tinunãˆan ku na ning tãbas
ˆang ˆiya tÿla nga pangkasay. After my
arrival coming from Romblon, her cloth
for the wedding was begun being cut
out by me.

1b n cut-out cloth to be sewn into an item

of clothing

2 tinãbas n a remnant cloth; a scrap

remaining from cutting out cloth for

making clothing ˆAng manga tinãbas,
hay ginatambitambi kag ginahuman
nga punda nang ˆuyýnan. As for

remnant cloths, [they] are all joined

together and made into a pillowcase for

a pillow. cf ritãsu
tabig n a harvest basket {Made of loosely

woven bamboo with a coconut fiber

liner. Round, about 35 cm diameter at

the bottom, 50 cm diameter at the top

and 40 cm high. Tied at the waist; the

receptacle into which harvesters put

harvested rice as they harvest. When

full it is taken to the edge of the field and

emptied into a sack.} (See baskit,
Kinds of Baskets for table.)

tabÿgiˆ n a tabigi mangrove tree, Xylocarpus
moluccensis

tabil n loquaciousness, prattle, Bunguy na
ˆang talÿnga ni Dyÿgu sa pagpinamãtiˆ
sa tabil nang ˆiya ˆasãwa. Diego is

already fed up with listening to the

prattle of his wife.

tabla n plank siding; sawn timber used for

walling Sa ˆiya pagpamintãnaˆ, nakÿtaˆ
niya si Raming, nagasakay sa trak nga
kargãhan nang manga tabla nga kãhuy.
Upon her looking out the window, she

saw Raming riding in the truck which

was loading plank siding lumber. (See

dingding 1, Walling Materials for

table.)

tablÿta n a medicinal capsule or tablet
Ginrisitãhan si Budung ning tablÿta nga
pãra sa sakit nang mata. Budong was

prescribed tablets for eye sickness.
tablÿtas pl n medicinal capsules or tablets

tabtab v Something is cut off from that to

which it is attached with a knife or bolo.
ginatabtab Kung tagsa ka lãwug ˆang

laˆay nga niyug, ginatabtab ning
sundang ˆang ˆiya tangãya pãra wayaˆ
ning dãmuˆ nga pusiˆpýsiˆ kãda buˆuk. If
the very mature coconuts are each a
bunch [of several coconuts], its stem
(i.e., the stem of each bunch) is cut off
with a bolo so that there will not be
much twisting of individual pieces.

tabtabun Kung butung na, tabtabun mu
tanan. When they are already young
coconut fruits, all of them should be cut
off.

tãbug v Someone drives away an animal, a

bird.
nagatãbug ˆImaw naman ˆini ˆang ˆÿmu

singgit kung nagatãbug nang banug.
That’s surely your shout when [you]
drive away a bramingkite bird.

tabuk v Someone passes over or crosses an

expanse.
nakatabuk Nang ˆaku nakatabuk na sa

subaˆ, linagud pa gid ˆaku. When I was
able to cross the river, I was still
chased.

matabuk Kung nakaprisintar na ˆang
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manga kyasãyun, ginabãwal na diraˆ
ˆang pagbyãhi sa malayuˆ nga lugar nga
matabuk ning dãgat kay madaliˆ
maˆaksidinti. When couples about to be
married are already able to apply for [a
marriage license], it is forbidden to
travel to a far place in which [they] will
pass over the ocean because it is easy to
have an accident.

tãbun 1a n a temporary covering for some-

one, something cf takyub 1
1b v Someone or something covers someone

or something else, herself, himself, itself.
nagtãbun Pÿru kung ˆÿmu tuslukun,

gaˆuslup kag ˆindiˆ mu na makilãya kay
nagtãbun na siya. But if you stab this, it
goes inside and you will not be able to
find it because it covered itself.

v Something is used by someone or some-
thing to cover himself, itself, someone
else, something.

ginatãbun ˆIni naman ˆang kãnam nga
pinikutan, ˆang ginagãmit ˆini diri hay
panyuˆ nga ginatãbun sa mata nang
“ˆaswang.” As for this blindfold game,
that used is a handkerchief which is
used to cover the eyes of the “witch”
(i.e., the one who is “it”).

ˆitãbun Kung puydi lang patiˆ ˆinang
banig buyˆa na lang kag ˆimaw ˆinang
ˆitãbun sa ˆindu. If possible that mat
should just be gotten and that is what
will be used to cover yourselves.

v Someone, something is covered by
someone else.

ginatabýnan Kung sinˆu ˆadtu ˆang
“ˆaswang”, hay ginatabýnan ˆang ˆiya
duha nga mata. Whoever that “witch”
is, his two eyes are covered.

pagtabýnan Hay mas lãlung magaˆinýyan
kung ˆindiˆ nãtun pagtabýnan ˆinaˆ. It
would have been rained on more heavily
if that had not been covered by us. cf
takyub 2

tabýnan (from tãbun + -an) 1 n a deep-sea
fish trap {Made in two rectangular

sections (about 60 cm by 80 cm) of woven

bamboo strips or chicken wire. Strips of a

woven bamboo deep-sea fish trap

tabýnan nga kawãyan or tabýnan nga
tambãkan are about 5 cm wide. Sections

are laid horizontal, one upon the other.

The top section is wider at the front,

allowing it to curve upward. Sections are

attached with rattan strips around three

edges. At the front opening, an end piece

with a hole baˆbaˆ and a funnel tube

gãyaw leading inside is attached,

allowing a fish to go inside and become

trapped. The trap is weighed down with

stones to camouflage it. A wire mesh

deep-sea fish trap tabýnan nga ˆalambri is

constructed in a similar fashion (about 90

cm by 1 m). Located down about 25

fathoms to 60 fathoms and checked about

once a week. A few kinds of sea creatures

trapped: parrot fish busalug, common

octopus kugÿta 1, blue soldierfish sugaˆ2,
butterfly fish ˆalibangbang, and goatfish

ˆikˆik.} cf býbu, tambãkan (tambak 2)

Parts of a Deep-Sea Fish Trap

baˆbaˆ mouth of a fish-trap

funnel tube

buntýgun fish-trap rope

gãyaw fish-trap funnel tube

kahit fish-trap hook

ˆabãga shoulder of a fish-trap

funnel tube

1a tabýnan nga ˆalambri n a wire mesh
deep-sea fish trap Gintugnaˆ ku na ˆang
ˆãkun tabýnan nga ˆalambri. My wire
mesh deep-sea fish trap was made by

me.

1b tabýnan nga tambãkan (var tabýnan
nga kawãyan) n a woven bamboo
deep-sea fish trap

tabuˆ1 1 v Something happens to someone.
natabuˆ ˆAng maguyang ni Marta, hay sa

ˆãtun pudir natabuˆ ˆang pagˆasãwa
niya. As for the older sister of Martha,
her marriage happened under our
authority. Natabuˆ naman nga ˆadtu nga
gabˆi hay týdu gid ˆang ˆuyan. [It]
happened that that night the rain was
very heavy. ˆAng natabuˆ sa ˆãkun nang
wayaˆ pa kami nakasay, ginapaˆindiˆan
ˆaku nang manga magýyang nang ˆãkun
nubya. As for that which happened to
me when we were not yet married, I was
rejected by the parents of my girlfriend.

matabuˆ Dãpat ˆÿmu da siya ˆalagãˆan
bãsiˆ kung ˆanu naman ˆang matabuˆ sa

tãbun 531 tabuˆ1
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ˆiya. You should take care of him in case
there should be something that will
happen to him.

natatabuˆ n instances [Commonly expressed
as a plural.] May yãraˆ nga natatabuˆ nga
nagahubag ˆang siki, ginatubýˆan ning
manga labhag sa lãwas kag ˆang ˆiba, hay
nagagýyus ˆang ˆinda parti. There are
some instances in which the feet become
swollen, welts come out on the body and,
for some, the private parts develop
suppurating sores. Nang ˆýna nga
panahun, bãgu magˆasãwa ˆang ˆisa nga
babãyi, hay ˆang ˆiban nga natatabuˆ hay
ˆang magýyang ninda ˆang nagadisisyun.
In the past, before a woman married, in
some instances their parents were the
ones who made the decision.

nagakatãbuˆ n a happening; i.e., a sig-
nificant event May ˆisa naman nga
hariˆãnun nga si Dun Pakasyu;
nagapaniˆid sa manga nagakatãbuˆ sa
palasyu ni Dun ˆInrÿku. There was
another king who was Don Pakasyo;
[he] was watching the various happen-
ings at the palace of Don Enrico.

2 patabuˆtãbuˆ adj An event is occa-
sional or seasonal. ˆAng pagpanÿhiˆ
hay patabuˆtãbuˆ. The gathering of

mollusks is seasonal. syn patyimputyimpu
(tyimpu 4)

tabuˆ2 1 n a common gourd plant or fruit,
Lagenaria leucantha (Duch.) cf

kyabãsa 1a
1a ˆýtan nga tabuˆ n coconut-flavored

gourd (See ˆýtan 1a, Coconut-Flavored
Vegetables for table.)

tabuˆtãbuˆ 1a v Something sways back and
forth as a tree in the wind; water sloshes
back and forth as the ocean in a storm.

nagatabuˆtãbuˆ Kung panahun nga may
bagyu, ˆang manga niyug hay
nagatabuˆtãbuˆ kaysa kakýsug nang
hãngin. During times when there are
typhoons, as for the coconut palm
trees, [they] sway back and forth
because the wind is strong.

1b v Flat objects are overlapped by someone.
gingtabuˆtãbuˆ Gingtabuˆtãbuˆ ni Lãni

ˆang pagplastar nang banig sa sayug.
The arranging of the mats on the floor
were overlapped by Lani.

tabyus n an Indian anchovy fish, Stolephorus
indicus (van Hasselt) {Creamy white with

a prominent lateral silvery band; head

region is silvery. Ranges from muddy

tidal rivers to pelagic coastal areas.} cf

bulinaw, dilag, hagungan, lambÿyung 1
tabˆang 1 matabˆang adj fresh water ˆIni ˆang

diwal, hay gaˆistar ˆini sa matabˆang nga
týbiˆ. As for these jackknife clam

mollusks, where they stay is in fresh
water.

tadlung adj Something is straight. Kung
sya nagalupad, tadlung ˆang duha niya
nga siki. When it flies, its two feet are

straight [out behind].
katadlungtadlung int adj Something is very

straight. Pagkatãpus hay maˆãyu gãniˆ
nakÿtaˆ ku sinda kay katadlungtadlung
ˆang karsãda. Afterwards, I saw them
clearly because the road was very
straight.

tadtad v Something is cut into pieces by

someone.
tadtarun Kabuˆak nga gamut nang tyÿku

kag kabuˆak nga gamut nang ˆãtis, ˆÿmu
ˆinaˆ tadtarun kag laˆgaˆun sa týbiˆ nga
ˆisa ka bãsu, kag pagkatãpus ˆimaw
ˆadtu ˆang ˆÿmu ˆinumun. One half of a
soursop root and one half of a sugar
apple root should be cut into pieces by
you and should be boiled in one glass of
water, and then that is what should be
drunk by you. cf tuktuk1 (See ˆýtud 1,
Different Ways of Cutting for table.)

tinadtad nga kawãyan (kawãyan 2)
idiom crushed bamboo walling

tadyaw n a wash-water storage jar {Made

of clay with a lid; kept in the kitchen for

non-potable water used for washing

dishes, floors, clothing, for bathing.

About 20 cm at its base, about 45 cm or

more high, with a 20 cm opening.

Ranges in capacity from about 45 L to

130 L.} cf dram (See baldi, Water
Containers for table.)

taga-1 prep Someone is from a given place,

from here, there. [Derives a pseudoverb

by prefixing a locative noun, common

noun, or the locative pronoun diri.] ˆAng
gustu ninda nga maˆasãwa ni Lawra hay
tagaTablas The one they want to be
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married by Laura is from Tablas. {Pre-

fixing a place indicates that a person 1)

was born in that place and grew up,

usually to adulthood, there, and may or

may not be presently living in that place;

or 2) is presently living in that place but is

temporarily visiting another place, usually

the place where the speaker is located.}

Kadamuˆdãmung nagpangkaraˆ; may
tagaˆAgnay, ˆigway tagabanwa. There

were very many who attended; there were

[some] from Agnay, [some] from town.

ˆAng lyãki hay tagadiri; nakakadtu lang
ˆinaˆ didtu kay layas ˆinaˆ siya. The man is

from here; he happened to go there

because that one is a loafer.
tagaˆibang lugar idiom Someone is from

another place. Pagkatãpus ni Pitra
magprinsÿsa sa ˆinda pyista, ˆigwa sa
ˆiya nagpangasawa nga tagaˆibang
lugar. After Petra became a princess at
their fiesta, there was someone who
courted her from another place.

taga-2 pseudo v Something extends to a

particular location. Kung nagalãnaw
ning liswi, hay ˆang dãgat hay yãraˆ sa
tagatýhud ˆu sa tagahãwak. When [one]

searches down for liswi mollusks, the

sea extends there to the knees or

extends to the waist.

taga-3 pseudov derv aff Someone is in charge
of a particular activity. [Derives a

pseudoverb by prefixing a verb root.]

ˆAku ˆang tagapaˆinum ning buyung kag
tagabakay. I am the one in charge of
letting the medicine be drunk and in
charge of buying. ˆAng hambay nang
tagapasãyud nang prugrãma nga ˆigwa
sinda ning kaˆãyu nga paguwaˆ. The

announcer of the program said that they

will have a nice program. {An announcer

is one in charge of informing.} [Other

examples: tagahatud sýlat (hatud 2) post-

man, tagahýgas in charge of washing,

tagaˆalãgaˆ (alãgaˆ 2) a caregiver.]

tagãbang n a jute plant or leaf, Corchorus
olitorius. Kung ˆang babãyi naman hay
bagˆung ˆungaˆ ˆang ginabãwal naman
ˆini nga manga pagkãˆun hay ˆinaˆ ˆang
manga madayýnut parÿhu nang gãbi,
bunduˆ, ˆýbi kag tagãbang. If a woman

has just given birth, foods which are

forbidden are those slippery foods such

as taro, yautia, greater yam and jute.

{Leaves, when cooked, are slimy and

sticky. Eaten as a green vegetable.}

tagakan n a multiple-hook fishing line
holder {Consists of a piece cut from a

single section of bamboo, about 30 cm

long and split about 3/4 of the way

lengthwise with a piece of rubber as a

stopper. Hooks are hung one by one

onto this holder with the line between

hooks looped to prevent tangling. This

continues until all hooks are on the

holder. Another rubber piece is placed

at the open end to prevent the hooks

from coming off.} (See labay, Parts of
a Multiple-Hook Fishing Line for

table.)

Tagãlug 1a n Tagalog people Madãmuˆ nga
manga hambay nang Tagãlug ˆang
naghãluˆ sa ˆãtun nyan nga tyimpu.
[There were] many words of Tagalog
people that mixed with ours during this

period of time.

1b n the Tagalog language ˆIning ˆãtun
nyan hambay hay may hãluˆ na nga
manga Tagãlug nga hambayãnun. As

for our language now, there is now a

mixture with the Tagalog language.

mayang Tagãlug (mãya2 2) set expr a

tree sparrow bird; sibýyas Tagãlug
(sibýyas na tutýˆu (sibýyas 1b)) set
expr a shallot

tagãna adj reserved food set aside for a

particular purpose ˆAng tagãna nga
pagkãˆun kay Nurman hay gingkãˆun
nang ˆuning. The reserved food for

Norman was eaten by the cat.
v Something is reserved or set aside by

someone for a particular purpose.
ginatagãna ˆAng ˆiya ning kwarta hay

pýru lang sa sugay niya ginatagãna. As
for his money, [it] is all set aside by him
for gambling.

pagtagãna imper v Reserve something!
Set aside something! Pagˆabut ni
Birhinya kag ni Kumpadri Danti
hambay ku sa ˆinda, “Pagtagãna kamu
ning tubaˆ nga ˆisa ka bul!” When
Virginia and Co-parent-in-law Dante
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arrived, I told them, “Set aside one liter
of coconut wine!”

tagapasãyud (see sãyud1 3) an announcer,

messenger
tagaˆ n a fishhook ˆIni naman ˆang

nagapasabay nga ginatawag ˆang tagaˆ
nga ginagãmit hay numiru syÿti kag ˆang
naylun nga ginagãmit hay numiru syin
kag ˆang numiru nang ˆasÿru hay numiru
sayis. As for this method of fishing

called nagapasabay, the fishhook that

is used is number seven and the line that

is used is number 100 and the number of

the steel leader is number six. (See

labay, Parts of a Multiple-Hook
Fishing Line for table.)

tagihÿˆan n a spiny porcupine fish, Diodon
liturosus (Shaw) {Rusty brown with

black spots over the body, a pair of

dusky-brown bars across the head, and

large black blotches over the back.

White belly and yellowish brown fins.

Inhabits shallow coastal reefs.}

tagimata n pinkeye {Characterized by red-

ness in the eyes accompanied by an eye

discharge mýtaˆ 1b.}

tagipusýˆun n someone’s heart, the seat

of emotion ˆAng duha nga ˆinda
ginapaˆasãwa, hay wayaˆ ning
kalipãyan sa ˆinda ning tagipusýˆun.
As for the two who are being caused to

marry by them, there is no happiness

in their hearts. cf buˆut 1a, pýsuˆ 1
tagÿtis n a common basket mollusk, Corbula

gibba
tagsa (from ˆisa + tag-) 1a n each, each

one Kung tagsa ka lãwug ˆang laˆay nga
niyug ginatabtab ning sundang ˆang ˆiya
tangãya pãra wayaˆ ning dãmuˆ nga
pusiˆpýsiˆ kãda buˆuk. If the very mature

coconuts are each a bunch [of several

coconuts], its stem (i.e., the stem of each

bunch) is cut off with a bolo so that there

will not be much twisting of individual

pieces.

1b tagsatagsa (var tigtagsa) adv Action is

accomplished on a number of people or

things one by one. Ginapÿˆut sa kustal
tagsatagsa kag babahun pakadtu sa
tapãhan. [Coconuts] should be put into

a sack one by one and should be carried

on the back going to the smoking rack.

tagub n the sheath of a bolo, knife or sword,

the holster of a gun

taguk n tree sap
tãgum n an indigo plant, Indigofera

suffruticosa (Mill.) or Indigofera
tinctoria (Linn.)

tagusayug (from sayug + *tagu-) n a bam-
boo sub-flooring strip (See Appendix 2,

Parts of a House.)

tãguˆ (var panaguˆ, pantãguˆ) 1a v Someone

or something hides or takes shelter in a

given location.
nagpanaguˆ Nagpanaguˆ si ˆArsing kag

nagpaniˆid gid maˆãyu kung nagkatuyug
na ˆang sundãlu. Arseng hid and
watched very carefully [to see] if the
soldiers were already asleep.

nagtinãguˆ, nagpinanãguˆ Nagpinanãguˆ
kami kay ˆang sundãlu ngãniˆ yãraˆ na.
We kept on hiding because the soldiers
were already there.

nagpamagpanaguˆ Kung yadtu na ˆinaˆ
didtu nyan nakatindug na, matýnaˆ na
ˆinaˆ sya ning sýgid didtu sa ˆiya manga
kakaˆibahãnan nga nagpamagpanaguˆ.
When that empty can was already able
to be stood up, he then began searching
for his several companions, each of
whom were hiding.

nakatãguˆ Nakatãguˆ nga dãˆan ˆang
ˆambuˆ sa bubung nga kýgun, ngãniˆ
wayaˆ na siya makÿtaˆ. The rat was able
to hide at once in the cogon grass roof,
so he was no longer able to be seen [by
the cat].

nagapanaguˆ, nagatãguˆ Sa ˆinda diraˆ
tungud may manga mangga; diraˆ kami
nagapanaguˆ. Near their place there
were some mango trees; we were
hiding there. Nagatãguˆ sa Bangˆug
ˆang ˆisa, hay nakalibri. As for the one
who was hiding in Bang-og, [he] was
able to run away.

masigpanãguˆ Paghýni nang banug nga
“kwak, kwak, kwak”, ˆang manga manuk
masigpanãguˆ na sa kalinghutan. Upon
a bramingkite’s calling “kwak, kwak,
kwak”, chickens all hide in a rank
vegetation area.

matãguˆ, manãguˆ (from panãguˆ + ma-)
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Manãguˆ naman sinda pãra ˆindiˆ sinda
makÿtaˆ nang nagapanihiˆ. They will hide
so that they will not be found by the one
who is getting shells.

mananãguˆ (from panãguˆ + ma-CV-)
Mananãguˆ kita kay nagabinumba ˆang
ˆiruplãnu. We had been hiding because
the airplanes kept on bombing.

v the place someone or something hides or
takes shelter

ginpanaguˆan ˆInda lang gid, ˆinaˆ ˆang
ginpanaguˆan hay ˆisa lang gid ka
pýnuˆ nga gÿlun. As for them, that place
they all hid was in one single clump of
gilun grass.

panãguˆ, tãguˆ ger someone’s hiding or
taking shelter in a given location Tatlu
kami ka ˆadlaw sa Bangˆug ning
panãguˆ. We were three days hiding in
Bang-og.

pagkatãguˆ abl ger someone’s or
something’s being able to hide in a
given location Maˆãyu ˆang ˆinda
pagkatãguˆ kag nagpinakahÿpus. Their
being able to hide was good and [they]
kept very quiet.

1b Someone hides, keeps, puts away,

shelters or saves someone else,

something.
nagatãguˆ Si Nilda ˆang nagatãguˆ nang

manga papÿlis. Nelda is the one who
keeps the documents.

v Someone or something is hidden, kept,
put away, sheltered or saved by
someone or something.

gintãguˆ, pinantãguˆ, tinãguˆ Pagkaˆýba
ninda nang ˆinda suyˆub nga pakpak
ginkãmang ni Magbayýtu ˆang pakpak
ni Marya kag gintãguˆ. Upon their
taking off their attached wings, Mary’s
wings were taken by Magbayoto’s
crawling and were hidden. ˆAng ˆãmun
manga gãmit ˆimaw ˆang ˆãmun
pinantãguˆ. Our personal belongings,
they were what were kept by us. Nang
nagagabˆi na binuˆuy ni ˆInrÿku ˆang ˆiya
tinãguˆ nga lambanug. When it was
already becoming late in the evening the
sugarcane wine which he kept was
taken by Enrico.

gingpamagtãguˆ Gingpamagtãguˆ nãmun
ˆang tanum kag nagpamuhun kami kay
Binung kung puydi hay maˆýliˆ na kami.

The plants were each put away [in a
safe place] by us and we asked
permission then of Benong if we could
go [home].

nanãguˆ (from panãguˆ + na-) Nang
nagtýyuˆ na ˆang ˆuyan, nanãguˆ na kami
sa kanipãˆan. When the rain started to fall,
we were already able to be sheltered in
the nipa palm grove.

natatãguˆ ˆAng ˆiya natatãguˆ nga kwarta
hay naˆuˆýbus lang niya ning bakay ning
buyung. The money that she had been
able to save she used up buying
medicine.

pangtagýˆun, tagýˆun Gingsiling ku ˆang
ˆãkun ˆasãwa nga pangtagýˆun tanan
ˆang manga gãmit. My spouse was told
by me that all the things should be kept.
ˆAdtung dagkuˆ nga manga býsuy hay
tagýˆun sa limpyu nga lugar nga wayaˆ
ginakadtuˆi nang manga sãpat nga
parÿhu ˆãbi nang ˆambuˆ kag kuratsa kag
ˆiban pa. As for those big seeds, [they]
should be kept in a clean place where
hopefully things do not go such as rats,
cockroaches, and also other things. cf
hÿpid, tatãguˆ, tÿpun 1b

taguˆtuˆ n a small house lizard
tagˆÿya 1a n the owner of property Kung

maˆãyu da ˆang tagˆÿya nga ˆÿmu
mabakyan ning buli, hay ginatawˆan ka
da ning paˆãman. If the owner from

whom you will buy the buri [palm

fronds] is kind, you are given an extra

one.

1b n the immediate relative of a dead person

Kung ˆikaw ˆang tagˆÿya nang patay,
dãmuˆ nga manga ˆanÿtu ˆang ginabãwal
nang manga magýyang. If you are the

immediate relative of the one who died,

there are many taboo beliefs which are

forbidden by the old people.

tagˆud v Something becomes short.
magtagˆud Malãya na ˆikaw ˆinaˆ ning

sigisÿgi hasta nga magtagˆud ˆang lÿlas.
You then weave continuously until the
buri strips become short.

matagˆud (var katagˆud, kitagˆud) adj
Something is short. ˆAng tukaˆ nang
pispis nga mãya hay kulawut nga
matagˆud. The beak of the chestnut
manikin bird is curved and short.
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Pagkatãpus, ˆÿmu na ˆini ˆutýrun ˆang
manga lÿlas nga kitagˆud nga subra.
After that you cut the short buri strips
which are extra. cf mãya1, nãnuˆ,
pungkuk, pungkuy, tamsi1, tãwin

tãhaw 1 n prepared food for eating cf

pagkãˆun (kãˆun 1b), priparasyun
2 v Someone serves food to someone else.

matãhaw Yãri na ˆang ˆindu ˆãgaw nga
matãhaw sa ˆindu. Your helper is here
now who will serve you [food].

v Food is served someone by someone
else.

ˆitãhaw Pagkatãpus ning syam ka ˆadlaw
nga dasay sa kalag, yãraˆ na naman
mapriparar ka ning pagkãˆun nga
ˆitãhaw sa ˆaltar kay ˆinaˆ hay
ˆistimasyun didtu sa kalag nga nalýˆuy
sa ˆungaˆ nga may sakit. After nine days
of prayer to the soul, then next you will
prepare food which will be served on
the altar because this is [an expression
of] esteem for the soul there that pitied
the sick child.

v Someone is served food by someone
else.

ginatahãwan Palanggaˆ ˆaku nang ˆãkun
ˆasãwa; pagˆabut nya ˆinaˆ sa bayay nga
halin sa trabãhu ginatahãwan ku ˆinaˆ
siya kag pakaˆýnun kung nakalýtuˆ na
ˆaku. I am loved by my husband; when
that one arrives home from work, that
one is served by me and is allowed to
eat if I have already been able to cook.

tahãwan Tahãwan ku ˆinaˆ sina Tata
Pÿnu. Uncle Pino and companions will
be served that [food] by me.

patãhaw caus v Someone has someone
else serve food. Mapatãhaw sa ˆasãwa
nang ˆiya ˆihãpun. He will have the wife
serve his supper. cf riprisku

tahiˆ (var panahiˆ) 1 v Someone sews an

article of clothing, cloth.
nagpanahiˆ Wayaˆ na ˆaku nagpanahiˆ

týnaˆ nang ˆaku nagˆasãwa, may duha
na kami nga ˆungaˆ pýru lyãki. I did not
sew since I got married.

nagatahiˆ Kung nagatahiˆ ˆaku, hay
ginahuman ku gid nga ˆindiˆ mapahuyaˆ
sa kustumir. If I sew, I really make that
which will not cause [me] to be
embarrassed before customer.

matahiˆ Matahiˆ ˆaku nang pabisti sa
kasay ni Lus. I will sew the wedding
dress of Luz.

v Something is sewn by someone.
gintahiˆ ˆIgwa ˆaku ning pangkatýyug nga

bãruˆ nga gintahiˆ ni Nanay. I have a
sleeping garment which was sewn by
Mother.

tahÿˆun Bumakay ka na lang ning dãyum
kag bunang kag tahiˆun ˆang ˆÿmu
manga gisiˆ nga manga bãruˆ. You just
buy a needle and thread and your
worn-out dresses will be sewn [by you].

magpanahiˆ, manahiˆ inf to sew an article
of clothing, cloth Tÿgu na sinda
magpanahiˆ bistÿda. They know how to
sew party dresses.

tahiˆ, pagtahiˆ, pagpanahiˆ, panahiˆ ger
someone’s sewing something Nang
natãpus na tahiˆ, dinaya naman nãmun
sa mayad nga magburda nang bãruˆ.
When the sewing was finished, [it] was
brought by us to an expert embroiderer
of dresses. Kung gustu ku magˆubirtaym
sa pagtahiˆ pwÿdi, kay gahingabut da
ˆaku nga kadãmuˆ ˆang ˆãkun matatãpus
ˆagud dakuˆ da ˆang mababãtun ku nga
bãyad. If I like to work overtime in
sewing [I] can, because I try to finish
many [articles of clothing] so that more
payment can be consistently received by
me. Hambay nang kustumir sa ˆãkun,
“Tapus ka galiˆ sa pagpanahiˆ?” The
customer said to me, “Are you finished
sewing?” Pagkatãpus ku, sÿgi na ˆang
ˆãkun panahiˆ bistÿda. When I finish, I
go on sewing ladies dresses.

patahiˆ caus v Someone lets someone else
sew an article of clothing, a piece of
cloth.

nagapatahiˆ Dãmuˆ na nang nagapatahiˆ
sa ˆãkun kay nakabãtun gid ˆakuy
diplýma, sa drismÿking. There are many
now who let me sew because I was
surely able to receive a diploma in
dressmaking.

v An article of clothing, cloth is caused by
someone to be sewn by someone else.

ginpatahiˆ Maˆãyu kung minusminus nga
tÿla; hay ˆang ginpatahiˆ sa ˆãkun hay
madayýnut nga tÿla. It would have been
good if the cloth [had been a] little bit
ordinary; that which was caused to be
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sewn by me was silk cloth.
ˆipatahiˆ Kung ˆang ˆinda ˆipatahiˆ nga

sayway hay pangkasay, panggradwit ˆu
pangkadtu sa manga purmal nga
ˆukasyun, ˆang tÿla ˆini nga ˆinda
ginabakay hay mahay. If the trousers
that will be caused by them to be sewn
are for a wedding, graduation, or for
going to formal occasions, as for the
cloth they buy, [it] is expensive.

2 nagapatahiˆ nga kustumir n a sewing
customer Wayaˆ nay nagapatahiˆ nga
kustumir, kay ˆang nagkabilin hay ˆindiˆ
malaˆýman. There were no more sewing
customers because the ones (i.e.,

employees) left could not be trusted.

mananãhiˆ, miyugtãhiˆ derv a seamstress,
a tailor; patahÿˆan derv a sewing or

tailoring shop; a sewing or tailoring
school

tãhud v Someone is treated well by someone

else.
ginatãhud ˆAng ˆungaˆ nga maˆãyu hay

ginatãhud nang bÿsan sinˆu. As for a
good child, he is treated well by
everyone.

tãkas 1 n the water’s edge Sinýguˆ ninda
ˆang ˆisa nga, “Kadtuˆa ˆãbi sa tãkas kag
siruˆun kung yadtu sa ˆinda bayay si
Mãming.” One person was instructed

by them, “Please go to the water’s edge
and check [to see] if Mameng is there at

their house.”
patakas adv in the direction of the

water’s edge Linÿsuˆ ninda ˆang barýtu
kag paˆatubãngun ˆang prýwa patakas.
The boat was turned around by them
and the prow was allowed to face in the
direction of the water’s edge. cf
baybay 1a, pÿliw

2 v Someone comes out from a body of

water. {If unspecified, the place from

which one comes out is usually under-

stood to be the ocean.} Magbayýtu,
tãkas na kay bãsiˆ kung nagbãtiˆ na si
Týtuˆ. Magbayoto, come out now [from

the water] because it might be that Toto

is already awake.
nakatãkas Hay nakatãkas gida ˆadtu

ˆang tãwu; ginsinýgid nang sundãlu.
That person was able to come out

[from the water and he] was continually
looked for by the soldiers.

makatãkas Manga ˆanghil sa kalangÿtan,
bulÿgi kami nga makatãkas kami sa
pÿliw nang lawud. Angels from heaven,
we must be helped so that we will be
able to come out to the edge of the
ocean. cf gãtaw, guwaˆ, halin 1a, kýyap,
luwas 1b, tamwaˆ

tãkig n a chills and shaking disease
takriˆ inj takri, the call of a kingfisher ˆAng

hýni nang tangkaliˆ hay “takriˆ, takriˆ,
takriˆ.” The call of the kingfisher is

“takri, takri, takri.” (See Appendix 24,

Sounds of Animals and Fowl.)

taksiˆ 1a n a game of rubber bands ˆInaˆ
naman ˆang kãnam nga taksiˆ ˆang
ginagãmit ˆinaˆ diraˆ hay lastiku, tansan
kag batu. In that game rubber bands,
the [things] used there are rubber bands,

bottle caps and a stone. (See kãnam 1a,
Games Children and Others Play for

table.)

1b v Someone plays rubber bands. [nagtaski
played rubber bands]

magtaksiˆ Mapÿliˆ ka lang kung ˆanu ˆang
ˆÿmu gamÿtun nga patad kung kamu hay
magtaksiˆ. You just choose what wager
pieces will be used by you when you
play rubber bands.

taktak v Someone feeds out a fishnet from a

boat for catching fish.
nagtaktak Nagpamukut kami nina

Rinãtu; pagˆabut nãmun sa Lugbun
nagtaktak kami kay ˆigwa ning lutaˆ
nang tulÿngan. Renato and I went net
fishing; upon our arriving at Logbon,
we fed out [the fishnets] because there
was a school of tuna.

v A fishnet is fed out from a boat by
someone for catching fish.

ˆitaktak Kung ˆini hay ˆitaktak sa lawud
hay palýtaw. As for this [fishnet], when
it will be fed out in the deep ocean, it
floats. cf hýyug

tãku 1 n the long syatu stick {For a de-

scription of this game, see syãtu 1.} genr

syãtuˆ 2
2 n a ramrod for a toy gun {For ramming

shots bãla of wet paper wads or seeds of

an appropriate size down the barrel of a

tãhud 537 tãku
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toy gun baril 1.}

takud v Someone attaches something to

something else.
nagatakud Si Huwan hay nagatakud

ning ˆasÿru sa ˆiya labay. John attaches
steel leaders to his fishing line.

tãkud v Someone or something endures or

survives a particular event or situation.
makatãkud ˆIndiˆ ˆaku makatãkud ning

pungkuˆ kay wayaˆ ˆaku ning tihÿras. I
will not be able to endure sitting
because I have no cot. Birabirahun
maˆãyu ˆang pabÿlu, pãra makatãkud sa
hãngin. The wick of the bottle torch
should please be made very big and the
wick should be carefully pulled out little
by little so that it will be able to survive
in the wind. cf sakripisyu, tiˆis

takus 1 v Something is measured by

someone with a measuring instrument.
tinakus Maˆãyu kung tinakus ˆang bahug

nang bãbuy kay nagakãgud. It is good if
the pig feed has been measured
because [they] are greedy [for it].

takusun Takusun ˆang humay sa lãta
nang pitrulyýhan. The unhulled rice
will be measured in kerosene cans. syn
sýkat1

2 takýsan n a volume measuring instru-
ment for measuring volume measure-

ments ˆAng takýsan ning humay ni Nÿta
hay lãta. The volume measuring in-
strument for Nita’s unhulled rice is a tin

can. ˆAng kaˆãyu nga takýsan ning ˆasin
hay bãsu. A good volume measuring
instrument for salt is a drinking glass.

(See Appendix 18, Linear Measurement.

See Appendix 19, Dry or Liquid Volume

Measurement.)

takyub 1 n the lid of a container, as a basket,

bottle, box Hugãsan ˆang ˆisdaˆ
butangan ning ˆasin kag ˆibutang sa
limpyu nga butãngan nga ˆigwa ning
takyub, kag takyuban maˆãyu. Wash the

fish, put on salt and put into a clean

container that has a lid, and cover well.

ˆIni nga baskit hay human sa ˆuway.
ˆAng ˆiba ˆigwa ning takyub pÿru ˆang
ˆiba hay wayaˆ. This basket is made of

rattan. Some have lids but some do not.

cf sara 1, tãbun 1a

2 v Something is covered by someone with

a lid or some other appropriate

covering.
ginatakyuban ˆAng dãyan nãmun nang

ˆýna ˆang ginatakyuban nãmun ˆinaˆ
ning paywa kundiˆ ˆindiˆ na makilãya
ˆang dãyan. Our road before [during
wartime] was what was being covered
by us with [dry coconut] fronds in order
that the road could no longer be
recognized.

takyuban Hugãsan ˆang ˆisdaˆ butangan
ning ˆasin kag ˆibutang sa limpyu nga
butãngan nga ˆigwa ning takyub kag
takyuban maˆãyu. The fish should be
washed, have salt put on [it] and put into
a clean container that has a lid and it
should be covered tightly.

v Something serves as a cover for
something.

pinakatakyub ˆIgwa ˆaku daya nga
bugsay kag ˆadtung pinakatakyub nang
barýtu. I had this paddle and that which
served as a cover for the boat. cf kÿpuˆ,
pÿyung, sarãdu 1, sara 2a, tãbun 1b

talaga adv Surely or truly an event occurs

or a state exists. ˆÃkun naˆubsirbahan sa
ˆãkun sarÿli nang panahun nang gyÿra
talagang gýtum gid My observation

within myself [is that] during wartime

surely there is extreme hunger. ˆAy!
Hÿlig ku talaga ˆinaˆ ˆang kalÿpay. Oh!

That happiness is truly my hobby. cf

galiˆ, gid, kuntaˆ, man, naman, ˆãbi 2
tãli 1 katãli (var matãli) adj A food is of a

hard or tough consistency. ant labu
talidtalid n a fish egg {Often carried by

waves. Usually found along the ocean

beach.} cf lusaˆ, ˆitlug
talikiˆ v Something is mildewed. Kung ˆini

hay ˆuyãnan, nga madaliˆ na maˆuga,
ˆimaw ˆinaˆ ˆang ginatalikiˆ. When these

[buri leaves] are rained on, when [they]

are nearly dry, that’s why [they] are
mildewed.

talikud 1a v Someone turns their back; i.e.,

the back is in a forward position.
nagatalikud Kung ˆikaw naman nagahuman

ning bayay sa ˆÿmu bakingkÿˆan, ˆang ˆÿmu
naman ˆini ginahuman hay nagatalÿkud
ˆikaw kag ˆiˆiksa ˆang ˆÿmu bãtu. When you

takud 538 talikud
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make a house at your hopscotch place, as
for what is done by you is that you turn
[your] back and your playing stone will
be tossed [over a shoulder].

1b v Someone or something goes back-
wards.

patalikud ˆIni ˆang lagang, hay kung
gadyãgan, ˆini siya hay patalikud. As
for the chambered nautilus mollusk,
when [it] runs, this one goes back-
wards.

talÿnung n a talinum herbal shrub, Talinum
triangulare (Willd.) {Leaves are some-

times boiled and eaten as a vegetable

similar to spinach.}

talÿnga n the ear of a person or animal ˆAng
ˆãkun mata nagapÿyung, pÿru ˆang ˆãkun
talÿnga hay nakakabatiˆ pa. As for my

eyes, [they] are closed, but as for my

ears, [they] can surely still hear.

bungay ˆang talÿnga (see bungay 2)

idiom Someone is fed up.

talinghýgaˆ n a spiny myrtea mollusk,

Myrtea spinifera
talÿsay n a talisay tree, Terminalia catappa

(Linn.) {Bears edible nuts.}

talÿwis 1a n a point at the end punta 1a of an

elongated object ˆAng kãhuy nga may
talÿwis ˆang masigkapunta hay ginatugsuk
sa baˆbaˆ nang kustal pãra magkayaw sa
dýtaˆ ˆang buliˆ nang kustal. As for the

[two pieces of] wood which have points
at both ends, [they] are used to pierce the

mouth of the sack so that the bottom of the

sack raises up from the ground.

1b matalÿwis adj The end of an elongated

object is pointed. ˆAng tukaˆ nang pispis
nga tikling, hay mahãbaˆ kag matalÿwis
ˆang ˆiya punta. As for the beak of the

barred rail bird, it is long and its tip is

pointed.

tãmad n laziness ˆIndiˆ ku maˆintindihan kung
ˆanung masunud kay midyu bulakbul sa
pagˆiskuyla kung ˆamat ginaˆãbut ning
tãmad kag kung ˆamat ginahugýran da. I

could not understand what would happen

next because [he] was an occasional

truant from school; sometimes [he] was

overtaken with laziness and sometimes

[he] experienced industriousness.
v Someone is overcome by laziness.

ginatamãran Kung kaˆisa ginatamãran
ˆaku magkalayu; nagakadtu lang da ˆaku
sa pahumãnan tinãpay kag bumakay
day salapiˆ. Sometimes I am overcome
by laziness to cook rice; I just go to the
bakery and buy [bread] for about fifty
centavos.

tamãtis (var of kamãtis) a tomato plant or

fruit
tãmaˆ 1a adj Something, as a flavor, a

measurement, a method, time or way of

doing something is right. Kung tãpus mu
na ning hãluˆ ˆang sarsa sa lusung, kag
maˆãyu da ˆang ˆÿmu na pagkahãluˆ ˆÿmu
naman tilawan kung tãmaˆ lang ˆang
timpla. If you are already finished

mixing the salsa in the mortar, and your

mixing is already thorough, you should

taste [it to see] if the flavor is right. Kung
kita magkãˆun hay ˆang sa tãmaˆ nga
ˆýras. When we eat [it should be] at the

right time. Ginagamun ninda ˆang tãmaˆ
nga paghýkay, parÿhu nang pagpungkuˆ,
paghambay, kag pagˆistimar sa ˆinda
bisÿta. The right way of doing something

is taught by them, like sitting [properly],

talking [nicely] and entertaining their

visitor [graciously].
tamaˆtãmaˆ adj Something is exactly

right. Bukun da ˆini dãpat mabahuy
ˆang ˆÿmu humanun kundiˆ ˆinaˆ ˆang
tamaˆtãmaˆ lang kay pãra magaˆan.
What you make should not be big but
exactly right so that it is light [to carry].

1b v Something comes true to someone or

something.
nagatãmaˆ Bãgu kunu ˆiˆisturya sa tãwu

ˆang ˆiya napananamgu nga nagkatangsuˆ
ˆang ˆiya ngÿpun, ginahutik ˆãnay sa halÿgi
nang bayay kaysa halÿgi kunu ˆinaˆ
nagatãmaˆ, bukun sa tãwu. Before, they
say, what was dreamed by him will be
told to anyone, that [all] his teeth
happened to come out, [it] is first
whispered to a foundation post because,
they say, this [then] comes true to the
foundation post, not to the person [who
had the dream].

2 tãmaˆ na adj An action or state is enough,

sufficient for a specific purpose; nothing

further is needed. Napýyuˆ ka dãngaw
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ˆang lãpad kag ˆang hãbaˆ hay dýsi
dãngaw; kung tãmaˆ na sa sýkuy ˆÿmu na
ˆini sapayun. The width is ten hand spans

and the length is twelve hand spans; if the

measurement is enough then you finish

the weaving. ˆAng matãrung nang manga
pubri hay may bayay lang kunu ˆinaˆ nga
matuyýgan, tãmaˆ na. The attitude of

poor people is that there just be a house,

they say, in which to sleep [and] that’s

enough. syn bastanti na
3 ti adv At the time when an event

occurs, another event occurs. Tãmaˆ
nga nakatãpus si Birta sa pagˆiskwÿla
nagsaylu na da si ˆÐna sa Manÿlaˆ. At
the time when Bertha was able to

finish going to school, Ena moved to

Manila.

4 tãmaˆ lang kadakuˆ adj a moderate
amount of something Kung maˆÿnit na
ˆang kaldÿru butangan ning mantÿka nga
tãmaˆ lang kadakuˆ. When the cooking

pot is already hot, put in a moderate
amount of rendered lard.

5 v Someone or something is hit by a

rapidly moving object.
tinãmaˆ Hay sa lÿˆug tinãmaˆ; naˆýtud

ˆang lÿˆug. It was on the neck that [the
bird] was hit; [so] the neck was able to
be cut off.

tamãˆan, tamãˆun Bãsiˆ kung may mabãliˆ
kag may matumba kag tamãˆan kami. It
might be that there will be [a coconut
frond] that will break and fall down and
we will be hit. Nang nagˆãga na bÿsan
malãˆin pa ngãniˆ ˆang tyimpu; ˆindiˆ pa
ngãniˆ ˆaku paluwasun nang ˆãkun
kaˆibãhan kay bãsiˆ kung tamãˆun ka
nang manga kãhuy. When it was already
morning, the weather was still bad; I was
still not allowed by my companion (i.e.,
spouse) to go outside because supposing
one were to be hit by [falling] trees. cf
bungkuy, pakang 1b

6 tinamaˆan n a game of dodgeball (See

kãnam 1a, Games Children and Others
Play for table.)

tambak 1 v Something is covered over by

someone with soil, stones, the shallow

ocean.
ginatambakan Ginatambakan ˆini ning

batu sa ˆidãyum nang dãgat. This
[shallow-sea fish trap] is covered over
with stones at the bottom of the ocean.

2 tambãkan n a shallow-sea fish trap
Kung nagahýyug ˆinaˆ ning tabýnan
ˆãbir tambãkan, ˆigwa ˆinaˆ ning timãˆan
pãra kung ˆÿmu butwaˆun ˆang ˆÿmu
tabýnan hay daliˆ mu matundugan.
When [you] drop down those deep-sea

fish traps or shallow-sea fish traps,
there is a [locator] sign so that when

your covered fish trap is taken up by you

it could easily be found by you. {Placed

in ocean water about 1 armspan to 4

armspans deep, covered with stones on

top and sides. Has a bamboo support

frame patpat 2.} cf býbu, tabýnan
tabýnan nga tambãkan (see tabýnan
1b) set expr a woven bamboo deep-
sea fish trap

tambalÿsa n a tambalisa shrub, Cassia
sophera (Linn.)

tambangkyaw n a black-tipped sardine fish,

Sardinella melanura (Cuvier) ˆAng ˆisdaˆ
nga ginahuman nga býru hay ˆang
tambangkyaw. The fish that is used for

cured sardines is black-tipped sardine
fish. {Silvery, bluish across the dorsal

region; distinguished by black tips on the

forked caudal fin. Lives in schools near

coastal waters, feeds on plankton. Caught

with two-ply strand fishnets langgarÿti.
Used in making cured sardines býru and

dried sardines tuyuˆ.} cf lupuy, tapuyuk
tambasãkan n a band-fringed blenny fish,

Cirripectes sebae (Valenciennes) {The

head and body are covered with

irregular gray spots over a rusty-red

background. Fins are yellowish; distal

half of the dorsal and outer lobes of the

caudal are orange. Lives in holes on

reefs of moderate to strong currents.}

tambay n herbal bite medicine {Applied to

bites and stings of animals and insects.}

tambayu n a pore-headed gudgeon fish,

Ophiocara porocephala (Valenciennes)

Kung tambayu nga ˆisdaˆ ˆang ˆiya
nasayangan sa kabatuhan, ginatukaˆ da
niya kag diritsu tuyun. When a pore-
headed gudgeon fish is what happens to

tambak 540 tambayu
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be seen in a stony area, it is pecked and is

immediately swallowed. {Generally dark

olive brown, becoming lighter ventrally.

Inhabits brackish waters such as river

mouths and mangrove swamps.}

tambi 1a meas n a nonspecific or specific

number of joined flat objects Kami
naman nagtýkud ning sãyap; ˆini hay
duha lang ka tambi. We also established a

small-mesh fishnet business; this [con-

sisted of] only two joined flat objects [of

fishnet bundles sewn together]. cf bugkus
1b, pýnuˆ1 1b, rulyu 1b

1b v Flat objects are joined together by

someone, by overlapping, sewing or

weaving.
gingtambi Gingtambi ni Munika ˆang duha

nga banig, pagbuskad, pãra malãpad
ˆang ˆiya higdãˆan. The two mats were
joined together by Monica, unfolding
[and overlapping them], so that her
sleeping place would be wide. Gingtambi
ku ˆang duha nga katsa. Two sheets of
flour sack cloth were joined together by
me [by sewing them].

ginatambitambi ˆAng manga tinãbas,
hay ginatambitambi kag ginahuman
nga punda nang ˆuyýnan. As for
remnant cloths, [they] are all joined
together and made into a pillowcase for
a pillow.

tambis n a tambis tree or fruit, Eugenia
aquea (Burm.) {The somewhat tasteless

bell-shaped fruit is occasionally eaten.}

tambud n a graceful lizardfish, Saurida
gracilis (Quoy and Gaimard) {Creamy

white to light brown or olive, marked

with various dark-brown blotches, bars,

spots and lines. Lives on corals, rocks

and sandy patches in inshore waters.}
n a variegated lizardfish, Synodus variegatus

(Lacepede) {Grayish blue to olive brown
above, whitish below, with reddish-
brown blotches and transverse bands.
Found buried in the sand with only its
eyes and snout protruding, or motionless
on exposed reefs, rubble and sandy
areas.}

tambud liraw n a weever fish {Three species

are recognized: brown-spotted Parapercis
polyophthalma; four-spined Parapercis

tetracantha; latticed Parapercis clathrata.

Variable patterns of spots, bars, blotches

and reticulations. Found on sandy, weedy

and rubble bottoms, and on reef edges

adjacent to sand in shallow inshore

waters.}

tambuk n animal fat; i.e., the fat of an

animal, person or other living being

ˆAng gustu ku naman kung nagaˆinýyan,
hay tambuk nang bãbuy ˆang ˆãkun
kaˆunun. What I really like is that if it is

continually raining, fat of a pig is what I

will eat.
katambuk (var matambuk) adj Someone

or something is fat or obese. Kung ˆÿmu
kaˆýnun hay kapaˆit pÿru hay katambuk
ˆini ˆang ˆiya ˆunud. When [the meat of
the common bubble mollusk] will be
eaten by you it is bitter, but the meat is
fat. Kilãya mu kung matambuk ˆang
kuyãput kay ˆang ˆunud hay mapuya.
You will know when the Conrad’s false
shell mollusk is fat because its meat is
reddish.

tambulãlid n a small-fruited coconut palm
tree (See Appendix 4, Kinds of Coconut

Palms.)

tambur n a tambourine ˆAdtu ˆang sa kay
Pransis ning tambur, hay si Gilbirt
ˆadtu ˆang nagbakay. As for that tam-
bourine that Francis has, that is what

Gilbert bought.

tambuˆ n a bamboo shoot
tamnan (var of tanuman (tanum 1b))
tampaˆ v Someone is slapped on the face by

someone else.
tampaˆun Hay kundiˆ pinalapitan ni Luˆis

kag tampaˆun. [Berting] was then
approached by Luis and was slapped
on the face. cf tampýyung

tampipiˆ n a shopping basket {Used exten-

sively before grocery bags plastik bag
(bag 4) were generally in use. Woven of

buri; rectangular, about 8 cm by 36 cm

at the base and 50 cm high; with a

drawstring to close and carry.} (See

baskit, Kinds of Baskets for table.)

tampuk n a ring stone Ginahuman ˆini nga
ˆarÿtus, pulsÿras kag tampuk nang
singsing. The empty shell [of the cham-

bered nautilus] is made into earrings,
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bracelets and ring stones.
tampuy 1 n a covering for something cf

hamham 1
1a tampuy sa pukiˆ n a menstrual napkin

syn hamham sa pukiˆ (hamham 2)
2 v Someone places a covering on some-

thing.
nagatampuy Kung ˆaku ˆinaˆ nagatampuy

hay tyad ˆinaˆ: ginapahapnig ning
pakuyub, tuyu sa ˆibãbaw, tuyu sa ˆubus,
kag tapus butangan ku ning ˆisa nga
pakurus. When I place a [poultice]
covering, it is like this: [the leaves] are
turned upside down, three on top, three
below, and then [they] will have one
[piece] put crosswise by me.

tampýyung n a slap with the open palm

ˆAdtu nga dãˆan sa ˆiya pagsabat nga
hýˆu, nakatilaw siya ning tampýyung sa
ˆiya tatay. At that time of his answering

yes, he experienced a slap from his

father. cf tampaˆ
tamsak v A liquid drips or spatters on a

surface.
nagatamsak Sinaylu naman ˆadtung

ˆaparadur kay nagatamsak na ning
dakuˆ didtu sa ˆãmun bayay. Our clothes
closet was moved to another place
because [it] was spattering extensively
there inside our house.

tamsi1 adj Someone is short and thin. cf

mãya1, nãnuˆ, pungkuk, pungkuy, tagˆud,

tãwin
tamsi2 n a yellow- or olive-backed sunbird,

Nectarinia jugularis. ˆÐni ˆang tamsi hay
ˆimaw ˆang pinakamaˆisut nga pispis. As

for this yellow-backed sunbird, it is the

smallest bird.

tamwaˆ v Something comes out from a

confined space.
nagatamwaˆ ˆIni hay mabuntay ka ning

buli nga ˆinaˆ ˆang wayaˆ pa nagatamwaˆ
maˆãyu. You cut an unopened buri frond
which is not yet coming out well.

pagtamwaˆ ti ger after or upon something’s
coming out from a confined space
Pagtamwaˆ nang ˆinda ˆýyu hay ˆigwa na
ning tinaban nga ˆisa ka bilug nga
lambÿyung. Upon their headsˆ (i.e., heads
of tayataya birds) coming out [of the
water], there is one lambiyung anchovy

fish held in the beak. cf gãtaw, guwaˆ,
halin 1a, kýyap, luwas 1b, tãkas 2

tamˆis (var katamˆis) n the sweetness of a

food ˆAng dugus, hay lãbut ˆang sabur
kaysa tamˆis nang ˆasýkar. As for

honey, [it] has a different taste from the

sweetness of sugar. Pag ˆini ˆang dugus
hay nabuˆuy nga tãmaˆ lang gid baya sa
tyimpu ˆini hay masyãdu gid nga
kalapýyut kag kanãmit gid ˆang sabur
nang ˆiya katamˆis. If this honey is

gotten at the right time it is very sticky

and the taste of its sweetness is very

good.
matamˆis adj A food is sweet, as sugar

ˆasýkar, candy kindi, dessert dulsi,
honey dugus, ripe papaya hinug nga
kapãya, banana sãging, pineapple
pinya. (See sabur 1a, Tastes for table.)

sabaw nga matamˆis (sabaw 1b) set
expr a sweet broth

tamˆÿsan n a pitted murex mollusk, Favartia
cellulosa. ˆIni ˆang tamˆÿsan nga sÿhiˆ hay
sa hunãsan lang ˆini nagaˆistar. As for

these pitted murex mollusks, [they] stay

in the ocean bed.

tanan indef pron everything, everyone
Kung lýtuˆ na tanan ˆãga pa, nagalÿbud
na ˆakuy pýtu sa manga bayaybayay. If

everything is cooked early, I then

peddle sweet sticky rice to the houses.
adj all people, things ˆAng tanan nga

manga ˆungaˆ nagpamatiˆ ning maˆãyu
sa ˆinda maˆistru. All the children
listened well to their teacher. ˆAng
manggarãnun tanan nga manãmit nga
pagkãˆun hay ˆinda natitilawan. As for
the rich, they are frequently able to taste
all [kinds of] delicious foods. [Tanan
sometimes follows a modified noun
phrase.] Kung ˆang manga ˆungaˆ ku
tanan magpamagˆasãwa na, ˆaku hay
wayaˆ na kaˆibãhan. If all my children
will each take a spouse, I will no longer
have a companion. [Tanan follows a
pronoun.] Gustu nãmun tanan mabatiˆan
nga ginabãtun mu na si Samsun. We all
like to hear that Samson is already
accepted by you. [Tanan sometimes
precedes the determiner.] Ginatiˆis
tanan ˆang kahugãˆan sa pangabýhiˆ ni

tampuy 542 tanan
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Plurintÿna. All the hardships in living
are endured by Florentina.

tandaˆ n a temporary grave marker
Ginabutangan nina Santus ning tandaˆ
ˆang býhuˆ nang patay. The grave is that

on which a temporary grave marker is

being placed by the Santos family. cf

lapida
tandug v Someone has nothing or something

done to them by someone else.
ginatanduga Tuparun mu lang ˆang ˆãtun

napagkasundýˆan, nga lumÿgad lang ˆang
ˆisa ka býlan nga wayaˆ mu ˆaku
ginatanduga. What was able to be agreed
on by us should be fulfilled by you, that
one month should pass in which I will
have had nothing done [to me] by you.

tanduˆÿngan n a mackerel scad fish,

Decapterus macarellus (Cuvier) {Bluish

green above, silvery white below. Lives

in the open ocean. Caught with fishnets

pýkut 1.}

tanduˆyãraw n a flying lizard
tãning n a schedule for something to happen

Tawˆan ku sya ning tãning nga ˆýras
nga magaˆabut sya diri sa Lýnus. She

will be give a time schedule by me for

her to arrive here in Lonos. cf bãlak,

distinasyun, plãnu
tansan n a bottle cap, especially for a

soft-drink bottle ˆInaˆ naman ˆang
kãnam nga taksiˆ ˆang ginagãmit ˆinaˆ
diraˆ hay lastiku, tansan kag batu. In

that game of rubber bands, the [things]

used there are rubber bands, bottle caps
and a stone.

tãnud (var baranggay tãnud) n a village
policeman cf pulis

tanum 1a (var panãnum) n a cultigen, i.e.,

a cultivated plant or tree; a

soft-stemmed plant growing wild

Kung nagpamýnga na ˆang ˆiya manga
tanum, ˆigwa pa ning kaˆýnun ˆang ˆiya
manga ˆungaˆ. If his cultigens have

already borne fruits, there will be

[something] that his children will eat.

Kung wayaˆ ka ning panãnum gutum da
ˆang ˆÿmu tiyan. If you have no cultigens
your stomach will be hungry.

1b v Someone plants a cultigen tanum 1a, a

seed býsuy, transplants a seedling

similya.
nagtanum Nagtanum sinda nga nagtanum;

kadãmuˆ gid ˆang ˆinda gintanum. They
planted and planted; there were very
many [cultigens] that were planted by
them.

matanum ˆIni nga magtýnaˆ ning ˆinýyan
matanum ˆaku ning gãbi sa ˆalÿhid nang
bayay didtu sa may týbiˆ. This time
when it begins to rain continuously I
will plant taro at the border of the house
there where there is water.

makatanum Kung tapus na ˆikaw ning
duyuk kag nagˆuyan na, puydi ka na ˆini
makatanum. If you are finished the
clearing [of the upland field] and it has
rained already, it is possible that you
will be able to plant.

magtanum Kung ˆikaw hay magtanum,
dãpat hay ˆadtu ˆang nagaˆuyanˆýyan
na. If you plant, it should be when it is
already raining intermittently.

magtanum inf to plant a cultigen; to
transplant a seedling Nagaˆuyanˆýyan;
ˆadtu gãniˆ nakaˆÿsip da ˆaku nga
magtanum ning manga niyug. It is
raining intermittently; that’s the reason I
decided to plant coconuts.

pagtanum ger someone’s planting or
transplanting of something ˆAng býlan
nga maˆãyu ˆang pagtanum ning pitsay
hay býlan nang bukun pa masyãdu ˆang
ˆuyan. As for the month which is good
for the transplanting of Chinese
cabbage, [it] is during the month when
the rain is not extensive.

v A cultigen tanum 1a or seed býsuy is
planted or a seedling similya is
transplanted by someone.

ginatanum ˆAng maˆis nga ˆãmun
ginatanum ˆimaw ˆang nagmantinir
hasta magpandagkuˆ na ˆang ˆãkun
manga ˆungaˆ. The corn which was
being planted by us is that which
sustained [us] until all my children
became grown up.

ˆitanum ˆAng maˆis ˆadtu kung ˆÿmu
ˆitanum kung magbýnga ˆini hay
tigdýha ˆu tuyu gid ˆang pusuˆ nang
maˆis sa ˆisa ka pýnuˆ. As for corn, if it
will be planted by you, when it bears
fruit it will have two or three ears of
corn on one stalk. {Seeds not requiring
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transplanting are planted tanum 1b.
Seedling seeds saguˆsuˆ 1a are planted
saguˆsuˆ for transplanting tanum 1b.}

v Something, as a garden or field, is
planted or transplanted by someone.

tanuman (var tamnan) Kahinangyan
nga tanuman ning kãhuy nga San Pidru
ˆang dýtaˆ kay ˆini nga kãhuy hay maˆãyu
nga pasilungan. It is necessary that the
land will be planted with ipil-ipil trees
because those trees are good for shade.
Kung ˆini ˆang ˆÿmu ˆuma hay tãpus mu
na ning duyuk pwÿdi mu na nga tamnan.
If you finish clearing your upland field it
is possible that it will be planted by
you. cf pugas

1c ˆiyugtãnum n a plant cutting, i.e., a

plant section for developing a new plant

PagkaLýnis nga ˆãga nagkari siya sa
bayay kay nagpangayuˆ siya sa ˆãkun
ning býyak nga rus nga ˆiyugtãnum. On

Monday morning she came to [our]

house because she asked for some rose

plants for plant cuttings.
1d tanýman n a planting area, as a pond

field Madãmuˆ ˆang manga tãwu nga
nagpangkadtu sa tanýman. There are

many people who went to the planting
area.

1e tigtatãnum n the planting season for a

particular cultigen tanum 1a. Bukun na
tigˆuyãnun; bukun na tigtatãnum ning
tubu. It is not rainy season; it is not now

the planting season for sugar cane.

1f kaˆunun nga tanum n a root crop food

Bayãbas ˆang ˆãmun ginbuˆuy kag
kaˆunun nga tanum. We got guavas

and root crops. syn dýma
2 v A word or thought becomes established

in someone’s mind.
nagatanum Kung ˆigwa kita ning

mabatiˆan nga hambay nga masanting
hay nagatanum nga dãˆan sa ˆãtun ning
ˆÿsip. If there are offensive words that
will be heard by us they immediately
become established in our minds.

tanˆaw 1a v Someone or something looks;
examines, inspects, looks at or

watches someone or something else.
nagtanˆaw, tumanˆaw ˆAng ˆuning

nagbãngun kag nagpanlamˆus sa ˆiya

pisngi kag nagtanˆaw ning maˆãyu sa
ˆãyam. The cat got up and washed its
cheeks all over with [its] paws and
carefully looked at the dog. Nang may
murun na ˆaku, tumanˆaw ˆaku sa
bintãnaˆ kag nakÿtaˆ ku hãlus wasak na
ˆang ˆãmun mýru. When I already had a
bottle torch, I looked out the window and
our stonewall was almost destroyed.

matanˆaw ˆAng hambay ku sa ˆãkun
kaˆibãhan nga dalãga, “Makadtu
pýyung ku kita sa ˆÐpil kay matanˆaw
kita pabayli.” What I said to my young
lady companion was, “We will go to Ipil
because we will watch a dance.”

magtanˆaw inf to examine, to inspect, to
look at, to watch someone, something
ˆAng ˆiba nga nagakadtu sa sinihan hay
bukun pãra magtanˆaw kundiˆ pãra
makakatýyug kay tungud sa kahagkut sa
suyud. Some go to movie houses not in
order to watch [a movie] but so that
they will be able to sleep because it is
cold.

v Someone or something is examined,
inspected, looked at or watched by
someone or something else.

gintinanˆaw ˆAng lyãki, gintinanˆaw ˆaku
kahãpun. As for the man, I was
continually looked at [by him]
yesterday.

ginatanˆaw Ginatanˆaw gid ni Birtu ˆang
ginakãˆun kag týbiˆ nga ginaˆinum. The
[food] being eaten and the water being
drunk is inspected by Berto. ˆAng ˆiya
ˆini ning balayan hay masÿlaw nga
tanˆawun. As for this one’s empty shell,
[it] sparkles when it will be looked at.

tanˆawa imper v Examine something!
Inspect something! Look at something!
Watch something! Kung ˆindiˆ ka magpãti,
tanˆawa ˆang ˆÿmu mýru! Wasak na
parÿhu nang sa ˆãkun. If you do not
believed it, look at your stonewall! It is
already destroyed the same as mine.

patanˆaw caus v Someone allows someone
else to examine, inspect, look at or
watch them, someone, something.

nagapatanˆaw Dãpat gãniˆ hay kaˆibãhan
ˆang ˆasãwa kung gapatanˆaw ka sa
duktur. It should be that your spouse is
your companion if you will let
[yourself] be examined by a doctor.
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v A situation, someone or something is
allowed by someone to be examined,
inspected, looked at or watched by
someone else.

ginpatanˆaw Ginpakadtu ni Turing si
Dilya sa Manÿlaˆ kag ginpatanˆaw sa
duktur. Delia was sent by Toring to
Manila and was allowed to be
examined by the doctor. cf batyag1 1,
hangad 1, lingig, liˆliˆ, mata 1b, paniˆid,
purba, siruˆ 1a, tutuk

1b v Someone or something is looked for
by someone else.

gingtanˆaw Gingtanˆaw ku pa ˆang
barýtu ni Luˆis; hay wayaˆ na didtu. The
boat of Luis was still looked for by me;
[but] it was no longer there [on the
shore].

patanˆaw caus v Someone or something is
allowed by someone else to be looked
for by someone.

ginpatanˆaw Ginpatanˆaw sa ˆãkun ni
Rubin kung may sýlat siya sa pust ˆýpis.
Whether [or not] he had a letter in the
post office was allowed by Ruben to be
looked for by me. cf lãnaw, pangitaˆ
(kÿtaˆ 1b), rikÿsa, sýgid 1a

tangay 1 n coconut wine coloring powder
{A brown powder, commercially made

from bark, spooned into the coconut-

wine collecting container sayud2 2 to

color the dripping coconut sap tubaˆ 1b
and to prevent putrefaction.} (See tubaˆ
1a, Items Involved in Making Coconut
Wine for table.)

2 tangãyan n a small coconut shell or plastic

coconut wine coloring powder con-
tainer with a lid, fastened in front with a

cord around the waist (See tubaˆ 1a,
Items Involved in Making Coconut
Wine for table.)

tangãya 1a n a coconut fruit stem {Includes

the fruit stock attached to the tree with its

branches byayýbay.} Kung tagsa ka
lãwug ˆang laˆay nga niyug, ginatabtab
ning sundang ˆang ˆiya tangãya pãra
wayaˆ ning dãmuˆ nga pusiˆpýsiˆ kãda
buˆuk. If the very mature coconuts are

each a bunch [of several coconuts], its

coconut fruit stem is cut off with a bolo

so that there will not be much twisting of

individual pieces.

1b n an opened coconut inflorescence
{Consists of the fruit stem and branches

tangãya 1a with its fruit.}

tangaˆtãngaˆ 1 patangaˆtãngaˆ v Something

is taken for granted by someone.
ginapatangaˆtangãˆan Ginapatangaˆ-

tangãˆan nagaˆãbut ning tuyu ka ˆadlaw
bãgu kami makakubra. [It] is taken for
granted that it will reach three days
before we will be able to receive [our
wages].

tanggu n a tango dance; a fast modern dance

sãˆut nga mudirn (sãˆut 1a) with 3/4

time music (See sãˆut 1, Different
Ways of Dancing for table.)

tãngis v Someone cries.
nagtinãngis Nagtinãngis gid ˆaku kay

bãli wayaˆ lang sa ˆinda ˆang ˆãkun
binalÿtaˆ. I kept on crying because they
(i.e., my parents) paid no attention to
what I told them.

nagatãngis Sinÿpaˆ ˆang pwirtãhan nang
ˆiya kwartu, naˆabrihan nakÿtaˆ niya nga si
Milba hay nagatãngis nga nagadýhung
kag nagaˆatýbang sa ˆispÿhu. The door of
her room was kicked; it was opened; he
saw that, as for Melba, [she] was crying,
was bowing [her] head and was facing the
mirror.

v Something is cried over by someone.
ginatãngis Mintras siya nagatãngis hay

may nagpalapit nga subay nga
nagpangutana kung ˆanu ˆang ginatãngis
niya, ˆiya ginbalitaˆ ˆang ˆiya prublÿma.
While he was crying, there was an ant that
came near and asked what was being
cried over by him, [so] he told his
problem.

týdu nga tãngis n exceedingly great
crying

tangkaliˆ n a kingfisher bird, family

Alcedinidae. ˆAng tangkaliˆ nga sa týbiˆ
nagatinir hay wayay; mas mahãbaˆ ˆang
ˆiya tukaˆ kaysa tangkaliˆ sa lãtiˆ. The

kingfisher which stays by the water has

no tail; its beak is longer than [that of]

the kingfisher in the woodlots. {There

are several varieties of this bird; some

live in forested areas and some near the

seashore. Commonly build nests in

hollow stumps of coconut palms. See

tangay 545 tangkaliˆ
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also byanwag tangkaliˆ ‘black-spot

needlefish’.}

tangkap n the rounded or flat surface of a

mountain peak cf bakilid, katayýran
(tayud 2), ˆalipukpuk

tangkãyan n a pigpen syn bayaybãyay nang
bãbuy (bayay 1b)

tangki n a communal water tank for

collection and storage of water at its

source; made of cement with a pipe

coming out of the bottom; a fuel tank
such as for gasoline, propane gas

Paˆunu naman ninda masayýran kung
dakuˆ na ˆang týbiˆ sa tangki? How will

[it] ever be known by them when there

is already plenty of water in the

communal water tank? (See baldi,
Water Containers for table.)

tangkýguˆ n the nape of the neck

*tangkuy (see katangkuyan)

tangsuˆ v Something comes off from that to

which it is attached, comes out from

that which holds it, as a tooth from the

gum.
nagkatangsuˆ Bãgu kunu ˆiˆisturya sa

tãwu ˆang ˆiya napananamgu nga
nagkatangsuˆ ˆang ˆiya ngÿpun,
ginahutik ˆãnay sa halÿgi nang bayay
kaysa halÿgi kunu ˆinaˆ nagatãmaˆ,
bukun sa tãwu. Before, they say, what
he dreamed will be told to anyone, that
[all] his teeth happened to come out,
[it] is first whispered to a foundation
post because, they say, this [then] comes
true to the foundation post, not to the
person [who had the dream].

magtangsuˆ Dãpat ˆadtu ˆang ˆalambri
hay ˆÿmu bugkusun maˆãyu pãra nga
kung ˆÿmu ˆibugsuk sa ˆisdaˆ hay ˆindiˆ
magtangsuˆ. As for the wire [umbrella
ribs], you should tie them securely [onto
the bamboo spear shaft] so that when the
fish will be struck by you [they] will not
come off.

tanguˆ v Someone nods her or his head,

especially to indicate agreement with an

event or situation.
nagtanguˆ Nagtanguˆ lang si Rusalinda,

kay ˆang ˆiya tatay hay nagatãngis na da
sa ˆiya likuran. Rosalinda just nodded
[her] head because her father was still

crying at her back.

tangway v Someone buys an alcoholic

drink.
nagtangway Nagtangway si ˆInrÿku ning

ˆisa ka galun nga lambanug. Enrico
bought one gallon of sugarcane wine.

v Money is used by someone for buying
an alcoholic drink.

ginatangway Ginatangway ˆang kwarta
kag ginasugay; kung magdaˆug ˆimaw
na ˆang pagˆabýnu. The money was
being used for buying [liquor] and for
gambling; when [he] would win that
was then the time of the repayment.

ˆitangway ˆAng ˆiba kung gustu magˆinum
kag wayaˆ kwarta, nagabaligyaˆ sinda
ning niyug kag ˆang binta ˆitangway nay
tubaˆ. Some, if [they] like to drink
[liquor] and there is no money, they sell
coconuts and the sales money will be
used for buying coconut wine.

katatangway abl ger someone’s being
able to buy liquor May tãwu nga kung
maˆýbus na ˆang ˆinda kwarta
katatangway, bÿsan týdu na ˆang
kabayung, mangungýtang pa gid sa
tindãhan ning ˆinýmun. There are
people who, when their money is all
gone in being able to buy [liquor], in
spite of [their] drunkenness, [they] still
incur debts at the store for intoxicating
drinks. cf bakay 1a, tingiˆ

tangyad n lemon grass plant or root,
Andropogon citratus (DC.) {Roots are

used as a condiment in cooking.}

tapa 1a v Someone smokes copra lýgit 1a,

fish ˆisdaˆ 1, meat karni 1, sea cucumber

balat.
nagatapa ˆAng nagalýgit, hay bukun

tiˆawtÿˆaw ˆang kabudlay nang ˆÿmu
lãwas; madaliˆ ka mapasma kung
nagatapa nang lýgit. As for the one
making copra, the tiredness of your
body is not a joke; you will easily get
chilled when [you] are smoking copra.

v Copra, fish, meat, sea cucumber is
smoked by someone.

gingtapahan Gingtapahan ni Karlÿtu
ˆang ˆiya ˆisdaˆ; ˆang sabur hay parÿhu.
His fish was smoked by Carlito; as for
the taste it was delicious.

ginatapahi Kung nagalýgit ˆang ˆiba nga

tangkap 546 tapa
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manga tãwu, wayaˆ na ginatapahi; ˆinda
na lang ginabuyad sa sÿlak. When some
people make copra, [the copra] is no
longer smoked; it is just dried under the
hot sun.

1b tinapa n smoked fish ˆImaw da ˆinaˆ
ˆang nagustuhan nga tinapa ni Nÿla.
That is the smoked fish that Nila liked.

2 tapãhan n a smoking rack for smoking

copra, fish, meat, sea cucumber Bãgu
magdãbuk sa sÿlung nang tapãhan
siguradýhun mu nga ˆang ˆÿmu tapãhan
hay ˆigwa ning dingding. Before building

a fire underneath the smoking rack, be

sure that your smoking rack has walling

[on all four sides covering the legs].

tapuk vSomething standingupright falls over.
matapuk Sÿgi lang ˆang dyãgan ku kay

bãsiˆ kung may manga matapuk nga
nyug kag tinamãˆan pa ˆaku sa dayanun.
My running just continued because
supposing there would be a coconut
palm which would fall over and I would
be hit on the way. cf hýyug, lãrag, lýka,
tumba, tupaˆ

tapun v A particular disease infects someone

or something; a foreign substance con-
taminates a useful substance.

magtapun ˆIni ˆang huwag hay ˆÿmu
ˆihigut palÿbut pãra kunu ˆadtu ˆang pisti
hay ˆindiˆ magtapun sa ˆÿmu manga
manuk nga ˆalÿlaˆ. As for this huwag
rattan, it will be tied around your house
so that, they say, the pest will not infect
your cared-for chickens. cf kahigkuˆ
(higkuˆ 2)

tãpus 1a adj Something is finished. [Com-

monly followed by na ˆalreadyˆ.] Kung
tãpus na paˆãni, mapaˆarãdu naman
kami nang lanas. If the harvest is

already finished, we will then let the

rice fields be plowed.
v Someone finishes something.
nakatãpus, katãpus Wayaˆ pa ˆaku

nakatãpus sa hayskul, nakaˆasãwa ˆaku.
[When] I was not yet able to finish high
school, I [nevertheless] took a spouse.
ˆAng ˆiba, hay wayaˆ katãpus pagˆiskwÿla
kay ˆinýna ninda ˆang pagˆasãwa. As for
some, [they] were not able to finish
going to school because their marriage
was put first by them.

v An event is finished by someone.
tinãpus Maˆãyu baya nga magˆiskwÿla ka

sa hayskul pãra kung maggýyang ˆaku
may tinãpus ka. Maybe it is good for
you to study in high school so that when
I become old there is something you will
have finished.

natãpus Natãpus na ˆang punsyýnan,
nakatãpus na ning pakãˆun sa manga
tãwu. When the party was already able
to be finished, the serving of food to the
people was also finished.

matãpus Sanˆu ku baya matãpus ˆang
ˆãkun hugasan? When, I wonder, will
the [utensils] that will be washed by me
be able to be finished?

1b adv An event occurs, then another event

occurs. ˆUmubay si Kanur kay Bÿni,
tãpus pinatýyug na niya ˆang ˆungaˆ.
Kanor lay beside Benny, then he let the

child (Benny) sleep.

1c pagkatãpus ti ger After or upon the
completion of an event, another event

happens. Pagkatãpus ni Pitra magprinsÿsa,
sa ˆinda pyista, ˆigwa sa ˆiya nagpangasawa
nga tagaˆibang lugar. Upon the com-
pletion of Petra’s becoming a princess at

their fiesta, there was someone who

courted her from another place.

[Pagkatãpus is optionally preceded by

nang.] Nang pagkatãpus kasay ni Lawra,
nagpamuhun na ˆaku nga mabãlik ˆaku sa
Rumblun. Upon the completion of
Laura’s wedding ceremony, I asked

permission then that I could go back to

Romblon.
prep An event occurs after another event.

Ginapÿlit ta gid ˆini sina Nilya
pagpakatýyug pagkatãpus ning ˆigmaˆ.
We are really persuading Nelia and the
others to let [the baby] sleep after
eating.

adv Something is done or a particular
state exists and afterwards something
else is done or another state exists; an
event happens but afterwards a
different or unexpected event happens.
Magbinãkay kamu ning lamÿsa kag
bangkuˆ, pagkatãpus wayaˆ nindu
ginadahãni. You keep on buying tables
and benches, [but] afterwards [they]
are not taken care of by you. syn

tapuk 547 tãpus
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dispwis
2 katapýsan n the end or last of something

Magtýnaˆ pa nang katapýsan nang
býlan nang Pibrÿru wayaˆ na gid
magˆuyan hasta niyan. Beginning the

end of the month of February, it has not

rained until now. Pagˆãgi nang dyip nga
katapýsan nga byãhi, ˆigwa karga nga
sãging. When the jeepney’s last trip

passed by, it had a load of bananas. ant

týnaˆ 2a
3 katapusan n someone’s tenth day of

being deceased ˆAng katapusan ni
ˆIrning hay sa Sabadu. Erning’s tenth
day of being deceased was on

Saturday. {A reckoning by the Catholic

church in connection with ceremonies

for a person who has just died.}

4 katapusan n an observance of the May

Flowers novena ˆAng katapusan nang
Pluris ni Nãna Rÿna hay sa Mãyu baynti
singku. The observance of the May

Flowers novena of Aunt Rina is May

twenty five.

5 katapýsan nga dãyum n the base of

something Pag nagahýkay na ˆadtu ˆang
marmul kung ginabarÿta, hay kutkutun
gid ˆadtu pakadtu sa ˆidãyum nang dýtaˆ
kung diˆin gid ˆadtu ˆang ˆiya katapýsan
nga dãyum. When that marble moves

when [it] is pried with a crowbar, [it]

should be dug out very well going under

the earth where its base is. cf buliˆ 1a,

kibut 1a, pýnuˆ2 1a, tungud2, ˆubus
tapuy1 n black sticky rice {Actually a dark

violet color. Commonly made into a

sticky rice delicacy biku, or a sticky rice

cake pusuˆ3, sýman by grinding, wrap-

ping in a young coconut frond hanig and

cooking.} cf mayagkit
biku nga tapuy (biku 1b) set expr a

black sticky rice delicacy; kinalãyu
nga tapuy (kalayu 2b) set expr cooked
black sticky rice

tapuy2 n a red-skinned, violet meat sweet
potato (See kamýti 1, Kinds of Sweet
Potato for table.)

tapuyuk n a white sardine fish, Sardinella
albella (Valenciennes) ˆAng ˆisdaˆ nga
ginahuman nga tuyuˆ hay ˆang tapuyuk

kag tambangkyaw. The fish which are

used for making dried sardines are white
sardines and black-tipped sardines. cf

lupuy, tambangkyaw
tapwak v A liquid splashes onto someone or

something.
nagatapwak Kung nagatapwak ˆadtu

ˆang humbak hay nagatapwak sa ˆãmun
hitsýra. When the waves splash they
splash onto our face.

v Someone or something is splashed by a
liquid.

tinapwakan Tinapwakan ˆaku kadakuˆ
nga dãgat; hãlus sigýru daw sa punuˆ
gid ˆang baldi. I was splashed by much
sea water; it seemed as though perhaps
almost a pailful.

nagatapwaktapwãkan Daw parÿhu na
da sa nagasakay kami sa barýtu nga
nagatapwaktapwãkan kami nang
dãgat. It was as though we were already
riding in a boat in which we were being
splashed by sea water.

taranta v Someone is panicked or rattled
by a circumstance or by someone else.

nataranta ˆAy! Pabayˆi lang, kay
nataranta na gid ˆaku ˆini! Oh! [It]
should just be left alone, because I
happened to be greatly rattled by this!

tarhÿta n a business card for a business or

professional person

tarik n an outrigger cross member {The end

extensions of the outrigger cross

members duˆunduˆun are tied at right

angles to the outriggers kãtig and the

center of the cross members rest on top

of the boat and are anchored to it. An

outrigger paddle boat barýtu, a one-sail

outrigger boat liplip and a two-sail

outrigger boat binulˆanun have two cross

members; a large two-sail outrigger boat

pasãhi has three.} (See duˆundýˆun,
Parts of a Boat or Ship for table.)

tarÿpa n a price rate or price scale for

purchases or services

tãrung 1 matãrung n someone’s attitude or

way of thinking ˆAng matãrung nang
manga pubri hay may bayay lang kunu
ˆinaˆ nga matuyýgan tãmaˆ na. The

attitude of poor people is that there just

be a house, they say, in which to sleep

tapuy1 548 tãrung
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[and] that’s enough.

taruˆtaruˆ n the drunken bobbing of some-

one’s head because of weakness, usually

as a result of being drunk Si Naldu sÿgi
ˆang taruˆtaruˆ nga nagaˆungˆung didtu sa
butilya nang dyin nga ˆigwa pa ning suyud
nga tungaˆ sa butilya. As for Naldo, the

drunken bobbing of the head continued

while [he] was drinking bottoms up there

from the bottle of gin which still had a half

bottle [of liquid] inside.
v Someone bobs the head drunkenly

because of weakness, usually as a result
of being drunk.

nagataruˆtaruˆ ˆIni si Pidru nga ˆiya
maguyang, yadtu sa pýnuˆ nang niyug
sa ˆalÿhid nang dãyan nagapungkuˆ nga
nagataruˆtaruˆ na sa kabayung. As for
this Pedro, his older brother, [he] was
over there under the coconut tree at the
edge of the road sitting [and] was
bobbing [his] head drunkenly from
drunkenness.

tasa v Someone sharpens the point of some-

thing, as a pencil, stake. [nagtasa sharp-

ened an elongated object]

tãsa 1a n a cup Bakyun mu na lang ˆang
plantya ku kag ˆadtung pinggan kag
tãsa! My iron and those plates and cups
should be bought by you! (See

kubyirtus, Kinds of Tableware for

table.)

1b n a nonspecific or specific number of

cupfuls; a volume measurement spec

tatsu (See Appendix 19, Dry or Liquid

Volume Measurement.)

tasãdu gid kaˆãyu adj very little of

something Hamãkun mu! Grid wan
ˆaku; ˆang ˆãmun ginakãˆun tasãdu gid
kaˆãyu; mapiˆýtan lang bÿsan maˆisut.
Imagine! I was grade one; what we ate

was very little; only a little was put [in

our stomachs].

tastas v Someone removes stitches from a

piece of cloth, clothing. [nagtastas
removed stitches]

tãta 1a pers ref/add n Uncle; a parent’s

brother or parent’s male cousin; a

respectful term for a man about the age

of one’s father {Tãta is a personal noun

of both address and reference.} syn tÿyu

1a, ˆangkul 1a cf ˆanti 1a (See Appendix

23, Social Relationships.)

1b tatãhun n someone’s consanguine
uncle, i.e., the brother or male cousin of

one’s parent ˆAng ˆãkun tatãhun hay si
Tãta Nistur. My uncle is Uncle Nestor.

syn tiyýhun (tÿyu 1b), ˆangkýlun
(ˆangkul 1c) cf ˆantÿhun (ˆanti 1c) (See

Appendix 23, Social Relationships.)

tatãguˆ v Something, especially money is
saved up by someone.

natatãguˆ Damutun ku ˆang ˆãkun
natatãguˆ nga kwarta. My money
which was able to be saved up will be
completely spent by me. cf hÿpid, tãguˆ
1b, tÿpun 1b

tãtap v Something is looked in on or visited
by someone.

ginatãtap Ginatãtap ˆini nang hãriˆ ˆang
ˆiya manga panãnum na kakanduyan. His
plants, which were native cucumbers,
were being looked in on by that king.

tatãpa imper v Look in on someone or
something! Visit someone or something!
Hay pýyung ku hay, “Tatãpa ˆãnay ˆang
ˆãtun didtu bayay kay bãsiˆ hay kumari
sinda sa Tyamban?” I said, “Please visit
our house there because why should they
come [here] in Tiamban?”

pagtãtap n a visit to something or to a
place Nang mabãlik na ˆang hãriˆ,
naˆÿsip niya na masunud na pagtãtap
niya, hay madaya siya ning manga
ˆuning kag ˆãyam. When the king was
about to go back, he thought that [on]
the next visit by him, he would bring
many cats and dogs. cf bisÿta 2, human
4, pamasyar 1b

tatay 1a n a father, someone’s father ˆInasãwa
nang tatay ˆang ˆiya ˆumãgad nga babãyi.
The father took his daughter-in-law as

his wife. Nagahinÿpus lang ˆinaˆ si
Dýdung kag magpinamãtiˆ sa ˆiya tatay.
Dodong kept on being quiet and kept on

listening to his father. cf mama 1a, nanay
1a (See Appendix 23, Social

Relationships.)

1b pers ref n Father; i.e., one’s father, father-

in-law panugãngan, or stepfather ˆikaduha
nga tatay (tatay 2). Gustu ni Tatay nga
ˆimaw ˆadtu ˆang mapapangasãwa ku.

taruˆtaruˆ 549 tatay
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Father wants that that one will really

become my spouse. cf mama 1b, nanay
1b

1c Tatay, Tãtay, Tay pers add n Father; i.e.,

one’s father, father-in-law panugãngan,

or stepfather ˆikaduha nga tatay (tatay 2) .

Tay, mangãyuˆ ˆaku ning kwarta nga
ˆibãyad sa ˆiskwilahan. Father, I am

going to ask for money which will be used

to pay [for things] at school. {Tay is often

used by women in addressing their

husbands, especially in the presence of

their children.} cf mama 1c, nanay 1c
2 ˆikaduha nga tatay n a stepfather (lit, a

second father) cf nanay 2 (See Appen-

dix 23, Social Relationships.)

3 magtatay n a father and children or

husband and children; a father and
daughter or husband and daughter; a

father and son or husband and son
ˆAng magtatay hay nagkadtu sa
prubinsya. As for the father and
children, they went to a provincial area.

cf nanay 3
4 tataytãtay n a pretend father; a term used

in playing house bayaybãyay 2a. Diraˆ
ˆinaˆ sa ˆinda bayaybãyay hay ˆigwa da
ˆinaˆ sinda ning nanaynãnay kag
tataytãtay. There in their playhouse they

also have a pretend mother and a

pretend father. cf nanay 4 (See Appen-

dix 23, Social Relationships.)

ˆÿlu sa tatay (see ˆÿlu 1e) a fatherless
orphan

tatlu 1 card num adj three actions, people,

pieces of something, situations, things,

times, units of measurement Didtu galiˆ
nga lugar hay paligusan nang tatlu nga
babãyi. That place was the bathing place

of the three women. syn tuyu 1, tris
(See Appendix 21, Cardinal Numbers.)

2 card num Three are involved in an event

or state. Nang pabãlik na ˆang tatlu sa
ˆinda bayay, hay nagnunut ˆang hãriˆ.
When the three returned to their house,

the king went [with them]. syn tuyu 2
3 katatlu adv An event occurs three times.

Týnaˆ nga ˆaku nagtrabãhu diri, daw
katatlu pa lang ˆaku kabakay ning
tinãpay. Since I worked here, it seems

that I have happened to buy bread only

three times. syn katuyu (tuyu 3)
4 ˆikatlu (var pangatlu, pangtatlu) ord

num a third action, person, situation,

thing, time, unit of measurement syn

pangtuyu, ˆikatuyu (tuyu 4), tird, tirsÿra
(See Appendix 22, Ordinal Numbers.)

tatsu n a porcelain cup genr tãsa
tãwad v Something is bargained for by

someone for a particular price.
tinawãran Ginlãpit naman ni Tasyu kay

Tãta ˆInrÿku; tinawãran naman ning
nuwÿbi syintus. [The matter of the truck]
was brought by Tacio to Uncle Enrico;
[it] was bargained for for nine hundred
[pesos].

patãwad derv forgiveness; someone is
forgiven

tawag 1a v Someone calls someone else, or

calls the name of someone.
nagatawag Wayaˆ ˆadtu si Birtu nagatawag

nang ˆãkun pangãyan. Berto was not
calling my name.

nagapanawag Hay kundiˆ daliˆdãliˆ ˆini si
Mamay ˆabri. ˆAy! ˆAng nagapanawag
galiˆ ˆang ˆãkun ˆasãwa. Mother hurriedly
opened [the door]. Oh! The one who was
continually calling outside was my
wife.

v Someone, or the name of someone, is
called by someone else for a particular
purpose.

gintawag, tinawag Wayaˆ gid ˆaku may
nahambay nang ˆaku ˆang gintawag. I
was unable to say anything when I was
the one called. Tinawag siya kag
pinapungkuˆ sa bangkuˆ kag ˆumatýbang
sa ˆiya ˆang ˆiya tatay. She was called and
caused to sit down on a chair and her
father faced her.

ginatawag Ginatawag si Tiruy nang ˆiya
nanay pãra magpabýlig sa manga
trabãhu sa ˆinda bayay. Teroy is being
called by his mother in order to let him
help in the many jobs at their house.

tawagun Pag wayaˆ naman diraˆ ˆang
lantsa tawagun naman kami ˆinaˆ ni
Tãta Saryu kay manãyap naman kami
pagkahãpun. When the launch will no
longer be there, we then will be called
by Uncle Sario because we will go net
fishing again in the afternoon.

tatlu 550 tawag
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patawag caus v Someone is caused by
someone else to be called by someone.

ginpatawag, pinatawag Natingãya ˆang
ˆiya tatay kay bãsiˆ wayaˆ na si ˆUganda
nagaluwas, hay ginpatawag na siya. Her
father was surprised as to why Uganda
was not yet going outside, [since] she
was already caused to be called. ˆAdtu
nga nabatiˆan nang ˆiya tatay, wayaˆ pa
naglÿgad ˆang ˆisa ka simãna, pinatawag
ˆang manga magýyang nang yãki. As for
that which was heard by her father, not
yet one week had past [and] the parents
of the boy were caused to be called. cf
hambay 2, siling 2

1b v Someone calls a gathering of people.
makatawag Gãniˆ papaˆunu kita

makatawag ning ˆasimbli mÿting, kay si
Tãta ˆArnuld ginaridyik nang tãwu sa
Babangtan? How will we be able to call
an assembly meeting, because Uncle
Arnold is being rejected by the people of
Babangtan?

1c n the name by which someone or

something is called Sa Bisãyaˆ ˆang
tawag ˆini nang pispis hay tikling. In

Bisayan the name of this bird is tikling.
v Someone or something is called a

particular name by someone.
ginatawag ˆIˆisplikar ku na lang sa ˆÿmu

pãra nga mabatiˆan mu ˆadtu ˆang
ginatawag nga manga linggwãhi. [It]
will just be explained by me to you so
that those which are called dialects will
be able to be heard by you. Tawagun ku
na lang ˆikaw nga Plurintÿna nga ˆãkun
ˆungaˆ. You will now just be called
Florentina, my daughter, by me.

v A particular name is that by which
someone calls someone else.

ˆitawag Týnaˆ niyan ˆang ˆitawag mu sa
ˆãkun hay tatay na. From now on that by
which you will call me is just father.

pagtinawagan ger the names of people
always being called ˆImaw ˆini ˆang
sistÿma nang pagtinawagan nang
pangãyan nang manga ˆasaˆasãwa nang
manga magmanghud. This is the
custom of the names of spouses of
younger siblings always being called.
cf pangãyan

2 ger someone’s saying (commonly freely

translated “what someone says”) ˆAng
tawag nang ˆiya tatay sa ˆiya lýlu, “Pwÿdi
ba hay magãmit ku ˆang ˆÿmu barýtu?
Gustu ku lang magbunit.” The father of

his (i.e., Boy’s) saying to his grandfather

[was], “Could I use your boat? I want to

go fishing with hook and line.” cf

hambay 1, sabat1 1, salaysay, siling 1
tãwas n alum crystals, used as a medicine

ˆAdtu ˆang tãwas ˆÿmu ˆibanyus sa may
sakit. As for those alum crystals, [they]

should be applied by you on those who

have a sickness.

tawhay 1 matawhay adj Someone’s

emotional state, a place is peaceful. Sa
lugar nga kadãmuˆ ˆang tãwu hay bukun
matawhay ˆang ˆÿmu pamatyag. In a

place where there are many people (i.e.,

in a squatter area), your feeling is not

peaceful. Kung matãpus na ˆang gyÿra
sa Mindanaw, maging matawhay na
naman ˆinaˆ nga lugar. When the war in

Mindanao will be at an end, that place

will become peaceful again. cf hilway,

panãtag
tãwin 1 katãwin (var kitãwin) adj An object

is short in length; a distance is short.
Kung nagabýguy si Nistur, hay katãwin.
When Nestor throws [a stone], it is short
[in the distance it goes].

katawintãwin int adj An object is very
short in length; a distance is very short.
ˆAng plastãda nang ˆiya ˆýyu hay dakuˆ
kung nagalupad sa ˆibãbaw;
katawintãwin kung siya nagtugpuˆ sa
dýtaˆ. The position of its head (i.e., of a
bramingkite bird) is extended when it flies
above; it is very short when it alights on
the ground. cf mãya1, nãnuˆ, pungkuk,
pungkuy, tamsi1, tagˆud

tãwu 1a n a person ˆAng tãwu nga mahýgud
hay wayaˆ ning gustu magkinatýyug sa
ˆadlaw. As for an industrious person, he

does not like to always be sleeping in the

daytime. {Undesirable condition: buˆang
deranged.}

katawýhan pl n a crowd of people (See
Appendix 20, Groups of Animals,
People, Things.)

tãwas 551 tãwu
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Life Stages of People

bagˆung tãwu newborn baby

(tãwu 3)
lapsag baby until walks

ˆungaˆ 1a child, walking to

adolescence

maˆisut nga small child, walking

ˆungaˆ until about 5 years

(ˆungaˆ 1a)
bãtaˆ young person

sultirÿtu young unmarried boy

dalagÿta young unmarried girl

sultÿru unmarried man

dalãga 1a unmarried woman

magýyang elder, ancestor

(gýyang 1)
magýyang nga older unmarried man

sultÿru (sultÿru)
magýyang nga older unmarried

dalãga woman

(dalãga 1b)
magýyang na very old man

gid nga lyãki
(lyãki)

magýyang na very old woman

gid nga babãyi
(babãyi)

ˆasawãhan married person

(ˆasãwa 1b)
ˆasawãhan nga married man

lyãki
(ˆasãwa 1b)

ˆasawãhan nga married woman

babãyi
(ˆasãwa 1b)

1b tawýhan n someone’s associate Kung
wayaˆ ˆadtu naˆýbus ˆang ˆinda tawýhan,
sigýru wayaˆ da ˆadtu siya nabuˆuy. If

their associates had not been killed,

maybe that one would not have been

caught.

2 v A baby is delivered by its mother.
matawýhan ˆIni hay ginabãwal da sa

manga nabdus nga kaˆýnun, kay bãsiˆ
kung siya magˆungaˆ hay ˆindiˆ
matawýhan. As for this (i.e., a chicken
which dies), it is forbidden for pregnant
women that [this] (i.e., a chicken which
dies) will be eaten, because it might be
that when they give birth [the baby]

cannot be delivered.

3 bagˆung tãwu n a newborn baby ˆAng
bagˆung tãwu nga ˆungaˆ hay kahugaˆ
nga ˆatamãnan. A newborn baby child

is difficult to care for.

kinatãwu derv a birthday; ˆisigkatãwu
derv someone’s fellow human being

tawutawu n the pupil of an eye syn

kalimutaw 1
tawˆan (see taˆu)

Tay (var of Tatay (tatay 1c)) Father
taya inj Oh! “Taya!” nga nãkun.

“Nagpanigarilyu ka?” “Oh!” I said.

“You smoke cigarettes?” {Used to

emphasize that being said or to register

disgust, excitement, surprise, etc. For

the use of taya following ˆay, see entry

ˆay.} cf ˆay
tãyang v Someone loses their way.

nagtãyang Pãnaw kami; nagtãyang baya
kita ˆini Linda? We walked; Linda,
maybe we lost [our] way?

magtãyang Maski kunu kita magtãyang
sa Kwartu gid kita malýsub. Even
though, they said, we would lose [our]
way, we really were going to go
downhill to Kwarto.

tãyaw1 1 katãyaw (var matãyaw) adj
Someone is cowardly or lacks courage.
Si Landu hay katãyaw magkadtu sa ˆiba
nga lugar pãra magpangitaˆ ning
trabãhu. Lando is cowardly to go to other

places so that [he] can look for work.

tãyaw2 (see sýkaˆ 1b) mild homemade
vinegar

tayaˆtãyaˆ n a tayataya bird Kung diˆin
ˆang dãmuˆ ning tayaˆtãyaˆ nga
nagalupadlýpad, yadtu ˆang lutaˆ
nang lambÿyung. Wherever there are

many tayataya birds all flying around,

[it shows that] that’s where there are

schools of lambiyung anchovy fish.

{White-feathered bird similar to a sea

gull. Lives near the ocean and lays

eggs in rocky places. Feeds on

anchovy fish.}

taybus v A plant, tree sends out new
growth from a cut area.

nagtaybus Naˆabýtan ning ˆisa ka simãna
hay nagtaybus na ˆang tanum ni Baˆu
nga sãging. After one week the banana

tawutawu 552 taybus
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plant of Turtle sent out new growth. cf
týbuˆ 1c

tayhup n a blow tube, made of a small piece

of bamboo kawãyan 1, used for blowing

on embers or on a fire

taymkÿpir n a timekeeper; one who keeps a

record of time worked by employees

ˆAng paghurnal ˆimaw ˆini pag malýya
ˆang ˆindu taymkÿpir, madýyaˆ ka sa
ˆÿmu listãhan. As for engaging in

manual labor, if your timekeeper is

stupid, you will be lost from your list.

syn tyÿkir
taytay v Someone begins to weave lãya1.

[nagtaytay began to weave]
pagtaytay ger someone’s beginning of

weaving Sa pagtaytay ginabÿlang ˆinaˆ
kung pila ka lilas bãgu ka magsãbat. At
the beginning of weaving, it is counted
as to how many buri strips [are woven]
before you weave dyed buri strips.

tayud 1a n an elevated area, the uplands, as

of a hill, a mountain, a river, a road

Halin ˆaku didtu sa paggýna nang
ˆãmun balinghuy diraˆ sa tayud nang
karsãda. I came from over there from

weeding our cassava plants there at an

elevated area of the road. ˆIning duha
naman, ˆang lulãhun nãmun kag si
Lÿlay, nagkari diri sa tayud. As for

these two, maternal grandmother’s

younger sister and Lilay, [they] came

here to the uplands.
katayudtãyud int adj An area is very

elevated. Hay kung diri kita magˆistar
pag nagpalawud ka, bayãˆan mu ˆaku
diri; katayudtãyud pa. When you go
deep-sea [fishing], I should be left
behind here by you; it is still very
elevated. cf bakilid, býkid 1b ant pãtag

1b patayud ger someone’s going up to an

elevated area Kung ˆigwa na kami ning
manga matiryãlis, sinˆu ˆang mahãkut
patayud, kay kalayuˆ ˆadtu? If we already

have the materials, who will carry [them]

going up, because that is far?

2 katayýran n the highest point of a hill,

mountain Kahugaˆ magˆistar sa
katayýran nang býkid. It is difficult living

at the highest point of a mountain. cf

byubakýyud (bakýyud 1b), bakilid,

tangkap, ˆalipukpuk
tayudtud n the spinal column of an animal

or person

tãyug n a pussy ear discharge, from an ear

infection

tayukug n a chiton mollusk, genus
Acanthopleura

tayum 1 katayum (var matayum) adj
Something is sharp or abrasive, as a

blade, the edge of a flat hard object, the

point of a claw, a beak, the fibers of a

coconut husk. Dãpat ˆang ˆÿmu gilit hay
bagˆu pãra katayum ˆang duyut pãra ˆang
ˆÿmu lÿlas hay bukun sabuysabuyun. Your

razor blade must be new so that the edge

is sharp so that your buri strips are not

frayed. ˆAng pispis nga tangkali hay
matayum ˆang ˆiya tukaˆ. As for the

kingfisher bird, its beak is sharp. Pag
mahawÿran mu ˆang bunut nga matayum
nagapaksiˆ gid ˆang pãnit nang ˆÿmu
pãyad. When you hold the [coconut] husk

which is abrasive, the skin of your palm

will peel off.
katayumtãyum adj Something is abrasive

all over. ˆAng ˆinda ˆini ning ˆalÿhid nang
ˆinda ning baˆbaˆ hay katayumtãyum. As
for the edge of the opening of this
[mollusk], [it] is abrasive all over. ant
dumpuy

matayum nga siruˆ (siruˆ 1b) set expr
Someone looks at someone else with an
acrimonious look.

matayum nga siruˆ (siruˆ 1b) set expr
Someone looks at someone else with an
acrimonious look.

tayýnun adj a wild chicken or pig cf ˆila,

ˆilãhas
tayýnun nga bãbuy (bãbuy 1b) set expr
a wild pig; tayýnun nga manuk
(manuk 1b) set expr a wild chicken

tayung 1 n an eggplant, plant or fruit,
Solanium melongena (Linn.) {Fruit is

eaten as a vegetable.} (See Appendix 3,

Kinds of Cultigens.)

1a ˆýtan nga tayung n coconut-flavored
eggplant (See ˆýtan 1a, Coconut-
Flavored Vegetables for table.)

tãˆas 1 n the height of something ˆIni nga
baskit hay human sa ˆuway; mabÿlug

tayhup 553 tãˆas
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ˆang buliˆ kag ˆang tãˆas hay mababaˆ
lang. This basket is made of rattan; the

bottom is round and the height is just

short.

2a katãˆas (var matãˆas) adj a tall or big
person or thing, referring to size Wayaˆ
ning tilhang paˆibabaw ˆang niyug kay
bukun pa da matãˆas kaˆãyu. There are

no tree footholds in going up the

coconut palm because it is not yet very

tall.
kataˆastãˆas int adj a very tall or very big

person or thing
mas matãˆas comp adj Someone or

something is taller or bigger in size
than someone or something else.

v Someone or something becomes big or
tall in size. [nagtãˆas became big or tall]

2b katãˆas (var matãˆas) adj Something

measured in degrees is high or great.
Nang si Rumÿyu hay nagaˆiskwÿla na
hay kamayad siya sa tanan nga liksyun
nang maˆistra hay matãˆas ˆang ˆiya
grãdu. When Romeo was already

studying he was clever in all lessons of

the teacher and his grades were high.
kataˆastãˆas int adj Something measured

in degrees is very high or very great.
mas matãˆas comp adj Something is higher

or greater in degree than something else.
Mas matãˆas gid ˆang ˆiya tinunˆan kaysa
sa ˆãkun pÿru ˆang manga buyung hay
parÿhu lang. What was learned by him is
much greater than for me but, as for
various medicines, [his knowledge] is
just the same [as mine].

v Something becomes high or great in
degree.

kataˆastãˆas Kataˆastãˆas man ˆang ˆãkun
manga grÿding, gãniˆ sigisÿgi na ˆaku
ˆadtu. My grades surely became very
high, so I continued those [studies].

2c katãˆas (var matãˆas) adj Someone is

expert in accomplishing something.
kataˆastãˆas int adj Someone is very

expert in accomplishing something.
mas matãˆas comp adj Someone is more

expert than someone else in
accomplishing something. Mas matãˆas
si ˆAmur sa ˆãkun. Amor is more expert
than I [in the use of herbal medicine].

kataˆas ˆang duguˆ (duguˆ 2) idiom

Someone is angry.

tãˆi 1 n human excrement Kung nagakaˆuyu
ˆang ˆungaˆ, nagaˆýna siya kay ˆang ˆiya
tãˆi hay tubuy. When the child

defecates, he bears down because his

excrement is hard stools. cf ˆÿput spec

tubuy
2a tinãˆi n the intestine of a body ˆAng ˆiya

ˆini ning tinãˆi hay wayaˆ ˆini ginakaˆýna
kay mapaˆit. As for the intestine of this

one (i.e., of this mollusk), [it] is not

eaten because it is bitter.

2b tinãˆi nang kawãyan n the inner
surface of bamboo syn tiyan nang
kawãyan (tiyan 2) cf likud nang
kawãyan (likud 2)

3 tãˆi mu inj Your excrement! {An

offensive interjection malawˆay nga
hambayãnun spoken to someone to

indicate anger or extreme displeasure

with that person.}

taˆu v Someone or something gives or

provides someone with something.
nagtaˆu Bukun ku da salaˆ ˆini nga buyˆun

ku ˆang singsing kay si Pitra da ˆang
nagtaˆu sa ˆãkun. I have no fault in this
if I take the ring because Petra is the one
who gave [it] to me.

nagataˆu ˆIgwa ning manga libru kag
balasahun nga nagataˆu ning laygay
kung paˆunu ˆang pagpagwãpa kag kung
paˆunu magpÿliˆ ning bãruˆ. There are
some books and reading material that
give advice on how to make yourself
beautiful and how to pick out clothes.

nakakataˆu ˆIntirisãdu si Sunya
magpamatiˆ sa hambay nang duktur kay
nakakataˆu ning maˆãyu nga ˆihimplu
ˆang ˆiya ˆisplikasyun. Sonia was
interested in listening to what the doctor
said because his explanation was really
able to provide a good example.

magtaˆu imper v Someone must or should
give or provide something to someone
else! Kung sinˆu ˆang magbayli sa ˆãmun
dãma hay magtaˆu ning ˆintrans nga pÿsu!
Whoever will dance with our princesses
must give a peso entrance fee!

v Something is given to someone or is
provided for someone by someone else.

gintaˆu, tinawˆan ˆAng ˆãkun pangabuhÿˆan
diri gintaˆu ku na sa ˆinda nga manga

tãˆi 554 taˆu
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ˆungaˆ ku. My source of income (i.e.,
property) here was given to my children
by me.

matawˆi ˆAdtu ˆang ˆÿmu ˆãlay nga wayaˆ
mu matawˆi nang naglÿgad nga simãna
hay tawˆan mu gid ˆitun pãra nga ˆindiˆ
magdãkuˆ ˆang ˆÿmu tyawˆãnan. As for
your tithe that was not able to be given
by you the previous week, you must
surely give it in order that your financial
obligation will not become large.

ˆitaˆu Nang pagkadtu niya nga mamãhaw
nagpangutana siya kung pila ˆang ˆãkun
ˆitaˆu sa ˆiya. Upon her going to eat her
breakfast, she asked me how much
[money] would be given to her by me.

v Someone or something is given or
provided something by someone else.

gintawˆan, tinawˆan Nalýˆuy gid sa ˆiya
ˆang ˆiya manÿnuy, gãniˆ gintawˆan siya
nga dãˆan ning kwarta nga ˆinugbãkay.
His godfather really pitied him, so he was
given money without restraint for spend-
ing money. Tinawˆan ning pribilihÿyu si
Tãta Huwan nga maghambay sa publiku.
Uncle John was given the privilege to
deliver a speech to the public.

ginatawˆan Kung maˆãyu da ˆang tagˆÿya
nga ˆÿmu mabakyan ning buli hay
ginatawˆan ka da ning paˆãman. If the
owner from whom you will buy the buri
[palm fronds] is kind, you are given an
extra one.

tawˆan Pwÿdi na tawˆan mu si Birtu ning
tinãpay. It is appropriate that Berto will
be given some bread by you. ˆÝras nang
kasay, ˆinanunsyu nang hãriˆ sa tanan
nga ˆang ˆiya pagatawˆan nang ˆiya
kurýna hay wayaˆ ning ˆiba kundiˆ si
Prinsipi ˆAdýnis. During the wedding
ceremony, [it] was announced by the
king to everyone that the one who
would be given his crown by him
would be no other than Prince Adonis.

pagtaˆu ger someone’s giving of some-
thing to someone or something else ˆAng
pagtaˆu ning pangãyan sa manga ˆãyam
ˆinaˆ hay dipindi sa gustu nang tagˆÿya.
The giving of names to dogs depends on
what the owner likes.

tyawˆãnan derv a financial obligation
tãˆub n high tide Kung tãˆub na nagaluwas

da sinda nagakãmang sa ˆibãbaw nang

batu. When it is already high tide they

(i.e., Philipi’s star mollusks) come out

and creep on top of a stone.
tãˆub, patãˆub v It becomes high tide.

Galuwas ˆini sinda kung pataˆub na kag
nagatungtung sa batu. They (i.e., ghost
murex mollusks) come out when [it]
becomes high tide and go on top of
stones.

magtãˆub inf to become high tide Nagahuyat
lang ˆinaˆ sinda nga magtãˆub kag ˆimaw
ˆang ˆinda panginãˆun. Those (i.e., ghost
murex mollusks) just wait for [it] to
become high tide and that’s the time of
their eating. ant hunas 1

tibakya n a grasshopper Binutang ku sinda
sa lamÿsa kag hambay ku, “ˆIni hay
lyãki nga tibakya kag ˆining ˆisa hay
babãyi nga tibakya.” They were put on

the table by me and I said, “This is a

male grasshopper and this other one is

a female grasshopper.”

tÿbay 1 matÿbay adj Something, as weaving

material, a house is durable. Ginakutkut
sa dýtaˆ ˆãnay pãra matÿbay ˆang batu.
Marble rock is dug out of the ground so

that it will be durable.
tibud n a small multipurpose clay jar

{About 15 cm at the base and opening

and 30 cm or more high. In past times,

money, precious stones and jewelry

were reportedly buried in these jars for

safekeeping; occasionally used for

water storage.} cf garapun (See baldi,
Water Containers for table.)

tÿbul 1 n a table spec langkãpi syn lamÿsa
2 tibulan n the table area at a benefit dance

where dancers sit to eat and drink ˆAng
tibulan hay ˆang baligyaˆ lang nang
tÿbul hay baynti singku. As for the table
area, the selling price of each table was

only twenty-five [pesos].

3 v Someone sits at a table at a benefit dance.
nagtÿbul Kadamuˆdãmuˆ gid ˆang nagtÿbul

kay barãtu; gãniˆ baynti singku. There
were very many who sat at tables
because it is very cheap; only twenty five
[pesos].

nagpantÿbul, nagpangtÿbul Kadamuˆdãmuˆ
ˆang nagpangtÿbul kay namagˆu sinda
nang patakaran nang tibulan. Many sat

tãˆub 555 tÿbul
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at tables because they were attracted by
the novelty of the decorations of the table
area.

nagapantÿbul, nagapangtÿbul Kaˆãyu
nga siruˆun kay buyag matýˆud ˆang
nagapantÿbul. It was nice to look at
because the many sitting at tables were
truly separated.

magtÿbul inf to sit at a table at a benefit
dance Hay ˆadtung manga tãwu nga
nagpangkaraˆ sa baylÿhan naˆingganyu
da sinda nga magtÿbul kay barãtu ˆãbi.
Those many people who went to the
dance were encouraged to sit at tables
because they were certainly cheap.

tibursyu n an old lady mollusk, genus
Distorsio

tig-1 adv a particular unit for each item or

action Kung ginabaligyaˆ hay tigbaynti
ˆu kinsi ˆang ˆisa ka kÿlu. When [squid] is

sold [the price] is twenty [pesos] or

fifteen [pesos] for each one kilogram.

Kung ˆaku nagapustaˆ hay tigdus lang.
When I bet it, was only two [pesos] for
each [bet].

tig-2 n derv pref the season or time for a

particular happening Bukun na
tigˆuyãnun; bukun na tigtatãnum ning
tubu. It is no longer the rainy season; it

is no longer the time for planting sugar

cane.

tig-3 n derv pref the close relatives of an

engaged boy or girl ˆAng tiglyaki may
daya nga pinggan may kutsãra may
bãsu kag liwag nga gamitun ninda sa
pagsanduk nang ˆinda lýtuˆ nga ˆitãhaw
sa tigbabayi. The engaged man’s close
relatives bring plates, tablespoons,

glasses, ladles which is used by them in

dishing out their food which will be

served to the engaged woman’s close
relatives.

tÿgaw n a tigaw shrub, Callicarpa cana
(Linn.) {Leaves are pounded and used

as fish poison.}

tigbaw n talahib grass, Saccharum spontaneum
(Linn.) {Coarse bunch grass similar to

cogon grass.} syn bugang
tigib n a chisel
tigsilãkun (see sÿlak 2) the dry season
tigtagsa (see tagsa 1d) one by one

tigtatãnum (see tanum 1e) the planting
season

tÿgu (see ˆantÿgu) Someone knows how to

do something.

tigˆiyãni (see ˆãni 3) harvest season
tigˆuyãnun (see ˆuyan 2) the rainy season
tihil n a yellow-skinned, white meat sweet

potato (See kamýti 1, Kinds of Sweet
Potato for table.)

tihÿras n a cot Wayaˆ kami týyug kay wayaˆ
kami higdãˆan kay wayaˆ ning tihÿras
nga bakanti. We had no sleep because

we had no lying-down place because

there were no vacant cots [on the ship].

tÿkang 1a n someone’s footsteps Mababatiˆan
ˆang ˆãkun tÿkang nang tãwu nga ˆaku hay
paˆabýtun. My footsteps will surely be

able to be heard by the people that I am

coming.

1b v A person steps or takes steps in

walking.
nagatÿkang Nagatÿkang na ˆang ˆungaˆ ni

Biring kay ˆisa na ka týˆig. The child of
Bering takes [first] steps already
because [he] is now one year [old]. ˆIndiˆ
magtÿkang si Sayda sa lunãngun. Sayda
will not step where [it] will become
muddy.

v Someone’s feet are used for stepping
by someone.

ˆitÿkang Mahýgaˆ ku nga ˆitÿkang ˆang
ˆãkun siki kay may pilas. My foot will be
difficult to use for stepping by me
because it has a wound.

patÿkang caus v Someone is allowed or
helped to walk by someone else.

ginapatÿkangtÿkang
Ginapatÿkangtÿkang ni Linli ˆang ˆiya
ˆungaˆ pãra makatuˆun pagpãnaw nga
dãˆan. The child of Linli is helped to
take steps one after the other by her
(i.e., by Linli) so that she will be able to
quickly learn to walk.

patÿkang 1a derv the management of a

business, the training of a child;

patÿkang 1b derv Money is used to
invest in a business.

tikiˆ n a gecko
tikiˆtÿkiˆ n a marbled cat shark, Atelomycterus

marmoratus (Bennett) {Generally mot-

tled shades of brown. Harmless; found in

tibursyu 556 tikiˆtÿkiˆ
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shallow coastal waters. Edible.} genr

pating
tikling n a barred rail bird ˆAng tukaˆ nang

pispis nga tikling, hay mahãbaˆ, kag
matalÿwis ˆang ˆiya punta. As for the

beak of the barred rail bird, it is long,

and its end (i.e., of its beak) is pointed.

{Long legs and beak. Somewhat grey

with white spots on chest. Lives in rice

fields; eats insects, unhulled rice and

worms.}

tiksas n a fighting cock used for cockfight

gambling (See manuk 1, Kinds of
Chickens for table.)

tikud adj Something is depleted or used up.

Nang ˆýna ˆadtu nga bukun pa tikud
ˆang pangisdãˆun ˆãbir ˆinaˆ ˆang
banãhan nga ˆisdaˆ hay nagasuyud sa
tabýnan nga tambãkan. In the past,

when the fish population was not yet

depleted, even those painted coral trout

would go inside woven bamboo deep-

sea fish traps. Tikud nang dýtaˆ gãniˆ
nalakaˆ na ˆang ˆunud nang balinghuy.
The soil [nutrition] is already depleted
so the cassava tubers are now few. ant

ˆabunda
tikum n a green puffer fish, Lagocephalus

lunaris (Bloch and Schneider) {Coarse,

widely spaced spines occur across the

belly. Silvery white, olive dorsally.

Found in shallow coastal areas.}

tÿla n cloth, commonly used in sewing cloth-

ing Kung ˆang ˆinda ˆipatahiˆ nga sayway
hay pangkasay, panggradwit ˆu pangkadtu
sa manga purmal nga ˆukasyun, ˆang tÿla
ˆini nga ˆinda ginabakay hay mahay. If the

trousers that will be caused by them to be

sewn are for a wedding, graduation, or for

going to formal occasions, as for the cloth
they buy, [it] is expensive. {Measured for

sale in stores by a meter stick mitrýsan
nga kãhuy (mitrus 2a). Undesirable

condition: gisiˆ torn; buhus has a hole;

lumaˆ worn-out; lÿpas out of style.} syn

nuˆug
tiladur 1 n a slingshot
2 pãnga nang tiladur n a slingshot

handle; the Y-shaped piece of wood on

which the rubber sling is tied

tilapya 1 n a tilapia fish, genus Tilapia A

freshwater fish living in fishponds or

marshy areas fed by freshwater streams.

1a tilapyang dãgat n an ocean tilapia fish
tilaw 1 v Someone tries to do something.

nagtilaw Nagtilaw ˆaku magbakay ning
ˆuruk sa banwa piru wayaˆ. I tried to
buy a piglet in town but there were none.

tilawi imper v Try to do something! ˆAng
hambay ku naman sa ˆiya, “Tilawi ˆãnay
magpahimulsu kay Nãna Salba!” What
I said to him was, “Please try to have
your pulse beat checked by Aunt
Salva!”

2 v Someone tastes something.
nakakatilaw Nakakatilaw lang ˆinaˆ sinda

ning midyu manãmit nga pagkãˆun kung
sinda hay nakakadtu sa manga pakãˆun.
Those ones were consistently able to
taste food that is a little bit delicious when
they were able to go to an eating event.

v Something is tasted by someone.
tilawan Kung tãpus mu na ning hãluˆ ˆang

sarsa sa lusung, kag maˆãyu da ˆang
ˆÿmu na pagkahãluˆ ˆÿmu naman tilawan
kung tãmaˆ lang ˆang timpla. If you are
already finished mixing the salsa in the
mortar, and your mixing is already
thorough, it should be tasted by you [to
see] if the flavor is right.

natitilawan ˆAng manggarãnun, tanan
nga manãmit nga pagkãˆun hay ˆinda
natitilawan; pÿru ˆang pubri mahugaˆ
gid ˆinaˆ sinda nga makabakay. As for
the rich, all [kinds of] delicious foods
are able to be frequently tasted by
them; but as for poor people, it is hard
for them to be able to buy [such foods].

3 v Someone experiences something.
makatilaw Si Saryu ginapabatiˆbatiˆ ni

Luˆis nga kung may matabuˆ nga malãˆin
sa ˆãkun gumangkun, ˆigwa gid diri
makatilaw ning sumbag. Sario is being
allowed by Luis to overhear that if there
is something bad that will happen to my
niece, someone here will experience a
punch.

v Something is experienced by someone.
natilawan Natilawan ku na ˆang

pagˆasãwa nga malãˆin; bãsiˆ pa ˆaku
maˆasãwa liwat? A bad marriage was
experienced by me; why should I marry

tikling 557 tilaw
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again? cf karanasan, paˆunu 2b, ˆagi 1,
ˆikspiryinsya, ˆubsirba

tilhang n tree footholds, especially cut into

a coconut palm for climbing Wayaˆ ning
tilhang paˆibabaw ˆang niyug kay bukun
pa da matãˆas kaˆãyu. There are no tree
footholds in going up the coconut palm

because it is not very tall.

tiligrãma 1 n a telegram Kung matýˆud ˆinaˆ
nga balÿtaˆ bãsiˆ wayaˆ ning tiligrãma
nga nagapasãyud sa ˆãtun? If that news

is true, why is there no telegram which

informs us [about it]?

2 v Someone has a telegram sent them by

someone else.
gintiligramãhan Gintiligramãhan nina

Narsing ˆang tatay ku diri sa Rumblun
pÿru ˆang ˆinda pagpasãyud patay na
ˆaku. My father had a telegram sent [to
him] here in Romblon by Narsing and
others but their information [was that] I
was already dead.

tÿlik v A ball, a top, a wheel rotates. [nagtÿlik
rotated]

magtÿlik Kung wayaˆ ning kamãgu hay
ˆindiˆ gida magtÿlik ˆang trumpu. If there
is no top string the top will not rotate.

tiling n tiling bamboo [Used as a horizontal

water pipe to carry water from a source

to a place for washing clothes, bathing,

etc.] genr kawãyan 1
tilipunu n a telephone ˆInsigÿda pagkaˆãga,

may tãwag na ˆaku sa tilipunu. At once

in the morning, there was a call for me

on the telephone.

tilitili v [It] sprinkles rain.
nagtilitili Hay madugaydugay ˆadtu nga

pagpungkuˆ niya, nagtilitili. When that
sitting of his was for a little while, [it]
sprinkled rain.

pagtilitili ti ger after or upon its sprinkling
rain Pagtilitili, ˆimaw naman nga
tinawˆan ning pribilihÿyu si Tãta Birting
nga maghambay. Upon sprinkling rain,
it was then that Uncle Berting was given
the privilege to speak.

tiltil v Someone breaks off a piece from

something or breaks up something into

pieces.
nagatiltil Pagˆãgi nindu, yãraˆ ˆaku

nagatiltil ning batu. Upon your passing

by, I was breaking up stones there.
v A piece of something is broken off by

someone; something is broken up into
pieces by someone.

tiltilan Kung ˆÿmu ˆini lutýˆun nga sÿhiˆ hay
dãpat nga tiltilan mu ˆang ˆiya buliˆ. If
this [kind of] shell will be cooked by
you, it should be that its apex will be
broken off by you. (See bãliˆ, Things
Broken and Ways Broken for table.)

tÿma 1 n a topic of discussion ˆAng tÿma
ˆimaw ˆang bagyung Sÿsang. The topic
was about typhoon Sisang. cf parti 2a,

pýnuˆ2 3
2 timãˆan n a sign, an indication of

something ˆAng timãˆan nang manga
magýyang nang ˆýna kung may maˆabut
nga bagyu hay ˆang manga pispis. The

sign for old folks in past times was that

when a typhoon was coming it was birds

[that would indicate this]. Kung
nagahýyug ˆinaˆ ning tabýnan ˆãbir
tambãkan, ˆigwa ˆinaˆ ning timãˆan pãra
kung ˆÿmu butwaˆun ˆang ˆÿmu tabýnan
hay daliˆ mu matundugan. When drop-

ping down those deep-sea fish traps or

shallow-sea fish traps, there is a [locator]

sign so that when your covered fish trap

will be taken up by you it could easily be

found by you. cf palatandãˆan, simbulu,

sinyãlis, sinyas 1a
tÿmak 1 v Someone, a foot steps on

something.
nagatÿmak ˆAng ˆÿmu siki nagatÿmak gid

maˆãyu sa tilhang nang niyug nga pãra
ˆindiˆ ka mahýyug. Your feet should
step very carefully on the tree footholds
of the coconut palm in order that you
will not fall down.

timãkan ˆIgwa pa gid ning ˆanÿtu nga
kung timãkan nang sapãtus nang
babãyi ˆang sapãtus nang lyãki, ˆinaˆ
hay magiging ˆandir di sãya ˆang lyãki.
There is still a taboo that when the shoes
of the man will be stepped on by the
girl [bride], that [man] will become
henpecked.

matimakan Kung matimakan mu ‘ini
sigurãdu gid nga pilas ‘ang ‘ÿmu siki. If
these [cocks comb oysters] happen to
be stepped on by you, it is sure that
your feet will be cut.

tilhang 558 tÿmak
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v Particular footwear is used by someone
for stepping.

ˆitÿmak ˆAng ginasuksuk ˆadtu nang ˆýna
nga sinÿlas hay bakyaˆ nga kãhuy; nga
kung ˆÿmu ˆitÿmak naganilagãtuk. The
slippers that [we] wore at that time were
wooden slippers; if [they] would be
used by you for stepping, they were
very heavy.

2 v Someone is despised by someone else.
natimãkan Nang daw nakÿtaˆ ninda nga

ˆasinsu na, daw lubug na sinda; naging
mababaˆ ˆaku parÿhu kung sa tãwu hay
natimãkan ka na. When [it] was found
out by them that they were already
successful, it seemed [to them that] they
were already rich; I became poor [in
relation to them] like a person that was
already despised by someone.

pagtimãki imper v Someone must not or
should not be despised by someone
else! [Used in a negative construction.]
Manggarãnun ˆikaw, pubri ˆaku, pÿru
ˆayaw gid ˆaku pagtimãki, kay wayaˆ ta
ˆikaw pagtimãki nang pagpalapit mu sa
ˆãkun! You are rich, I am poor, but I
should not be despised because you
were not despised by me upon your
coming near me!

patÿmak caus v Someone allows or causes
someone else to despise her or him.

magpatÿmak ˆIndiˆ gid ˆaku magpatÿmak;
magkaˆunuˆýnu man tãwu lang kita. I
will not allow someone to despise [me];
we are only human. cf mÿnus 2

timpla n the flavor of something tasted

Kung tãpus mu na ning hãluˆ ˆang sarsa
sa lusung, kag maˆãyu da ˆang ˆÿmu na
pagkahãluˆ ˆÿmu naman tilawan kung
tãmaˆ lang ˆang timpla. If you are

already finished mixing the salsa in the

mortar, and your mixing is already

good, you should taste [it to see] if the

flavor is right.

timplãda adj A drink or food is tasteful
when a condiment or flavoring such as

salt or sugar is added. ˆAng dugaˆ nang
sampãluk butangan mu ning ˆasin
timplãda na. Tamarind juice has salt put

into [it and] it is now tasteful.
timprãnu adj, adv The time for something

to happen is early. Nang nagtýnaˆ ning

bayli, hay timprãnu pa; ˆalas syÿti hay
sÿgi na ˆang pabayli. When [they]

started dancing, it was still early; at

seven o’clock [in the evening] the dance

was in progress.
mas timprãnu int adv The time for some-

thing to happen is very early. Mas
timprãnu pa, buyˆun na ˆang manga
nuˆug sa ˆaparadur kay ˆãtun ˆihãlin.
[While it] is still very early, get the
clothes from the clothes closet now
because [they] will be moved by us [to
another place].

v Someone is early doing something.
makatimprãnu Hay nang pagˆabut ku

hambay ku sa ˆiya, “Mus na, malarga
na kita pãra makatimprãnu.” Upon my
arrival I told him, “Come on now, let’s
go now so we will be able to be early.”

timun n the rudder of a boat or ship {The

following boats have rudders: a one-sail

outrigger boat liplip, a two-sail outrigger

boat binulˆanun, a large two-sail outrigger

boat pasãhi.} (See duˆundýˆun, Parts of
a Boat or Ship for table.)

timustimus n a sty in an eye, located on the

margin of an eyelid Hay bãsiˆ ˆinaˆ hu
ˆang ˆungaˆ, hay may timustimus sa
mata? Why is it that, as for that child,

[he] has a sty in [his] eye?

tinadtad nga kawãyan (see kawãyan 2)

crushed bamboo walling
tinamaˆan (see tãmaˆ 6) a game of dodgeball
tinapa n commercially prepared canned

sardines ˆAng hambay ku hay, “Pabakay
ˆãbi ning tinapa.” I said, “Please let [me]

buy canned sardines.” {In past times

tinapa referred to Green Dragon sardines;

this term is used now mostly by older

people to refer to canned sardines in

general. More common term: sardÿnas.
(See also tinapa (tapa 1b) ‘smoked

fish’.)} syn sardÿnas
tinãpay 1 n a loaf of bread, a bun Maˆãyu

baya maglýtuˆ si Pitra ning tinãpay.
Perhaps Petra is good in baking bread.

ˆAdtu ˆang dagkuˆ nga tinãpay kag sa
panadirya ka gid magbakay. Those

large buns, buy them at the bakery.

1a n communion bread or wafer {Served

during holy communion kalãwat in

timpla 559 tinãpay
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Christian churches.} syn ˆustyas cf bÿnu
1a

2 pahumãnan tinãpay n a bakery
Nagakadtu lang da ˆaku sa pahumãnan
tinãpay pãra mabakay ˆaku ning dulsi. I

just went to the bakery in order that I

would buy a dessert. syn panadirya
tinaˆ 1a n dye for tinting cloth, buri strips

lÿlas used in weaving ˆIni nga manga
kulur nang tinaˆ hay ginabakay sa
tindãhan nang nagapamakay ning
banig. These dye colors are bought in

the stores of the ones who buy mats.

1b v A particular dye is used by someone

for tinting cloth, buri strips.
ginatÿnaˆ Ginatÿnaˆ nãmun ˆadtu ning

kulur kãki. That brown color is used by
us for tinting.

v Cloth, buri strips are dyed by someone.
tinÿnaˆ Kung ˆÿmu ˆini lakutlakýtun ˆang

kulur, magalãˆin ˆang kulur nang ˆÿmu
tinÿnaˆ nga buli kag kalãˆin ˆang sabat
nang ˆÿmu banig. When the colors will
be mixed together by you, the color of
your buri [strips] which were dyed by
you become bad and the color of the
decoration of your mat is [also] bad.

pangtÿnaˆ pur ger Something is used for
dyeing cloth, buri strips. ˆAng
ginagãmit nga pangtÿnaˆ, hay ˆinaˆ ˆang
pãnit nang bakhaw. As for that used for
dyeing, [it] was the bark of bakawan
(bakhaw) mangrove trees.

tinda 1 v Someone sells an item of mer-

chandise tinda 2.
magtinda Wayay magtinda sa luwas

nang baylÿhan; sa sãkup lang gid nang
baylÿhan ˆang tindãhan. There was no
one who sold outside the dance hall; the
stores were only inside the dance hall. cf
baligyaˆ 2, kustumir

2 paninda, tinda n an item of

merchandise, usually sold in a store

tindãhan (tinda 3). ˆAng ˆÿmu manga
paninda hay ˆÿmu lang ˆini ˆipaˆýtang sa
ˆÿmu manga kalãpit, wayaˆ ka naman
ning ˆiyugpamãkay sa banwa. As for

your merchandise, if you let your

neighbors get [it] on credit, you will not

have resources for buying in town.

3 tindãhan n a store where merchants

tindÿru, tindÿra sell merchandise

paninda, tinda (tinda 2). ˆIlÿbud mu ˆini
sa kãda tindãhan nga gustu magbakay
nang nÿtib nga ˆitlug nang manuk.
Peddle these to every store that likes to

buy local chicken eggs.

tindÿra n a female storekeeper; one who sells

merchandise paninda, tinda (tinda 2) in

a store tindãhan (tinda 3). ˆAng ˆinda
manga dulsi gãniˆ hay gakuyangkýyang
sa manga tãwu; ginahabuthãbut lang
ˆang ˆinda tindÿra nga si Mÿsis Rãmus.
Their candies were not enough for the

people; Mrs. Ramos, their female
storekeeper, was kept very busy. cf

nigusyanti, tindÿru
tindÿru n a male storekeeper; one who sells

merchandise tinda, paninda (tinda 2) in a

store tindãhan (tinda 3). cf nigusyanti,
tindÿra

tindug v Someone stands up or stands in a

particular location.
nakatindug Bãgu siya nakatindug,

nakaluwas na ˆang ˆuning. Before it was
able to stand up, the cat was already
able to come out.

nagatindug ˆAng nagatindug sa ˆaltar,
siya ˆang ˆÿmu papa. The one who is
standing at the altar, he is your father.

patindug caus v Something is stood in an
upright position by someone.

patindugun Kung basaˆ na ˆang papil,
patindugun ˆang butilya, kag pwÿdi na
sugˆan. When the paper is already wet,
the bottle should be stood in an
upright position, and it can then be lit,

tinduk n a tinduk eating banana plant or

fruit, Musa sapientum {Commonly

eaten raw as a snack food.} (See sãging
1a, Kinds of Bananas for table. See

Appendix 3, Kinds of Cultigens.)

tinidur n a table fork (See kubyirtus,
Kinds of Tableware for table.)

tinikling n a tinikling folk dance puk dans
{Danced singly or by two or more. Two

parallel bamboo poles are held

horizontally at each end near the floor by

kneeling clappers and rhythmically clap-

ped together as barefooted dancers dance

in and out of the poles.} (See sãˆut 1,
Different Ways of Dancing for table.)

tinaˆ 560 tinikling
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tinir v Someone stays in a given location.
nagatinir (var gatinir) ˆIgway tangkaliˆ

nga sa ˆalÿhid nang dãgat nagatinir.
There are kingfishers which stay near
the ocean edge.

matinir Wayaˆ na ˆaku lugar nga
katuyugan; hay diri lang ˆaku matinir. I
no longer have space for my sleeping
place; I will just stay here.

magtinir ˆAng manga nagaˆibakwit, ˆindiˆ
diri magtinir sa baybãyun. Those who
are being evacuated will not stay here
along the beach.

magtinir inf to stay in a given location
Nang ˆumasãwa na kami, hay tatlu pa
lang ka ˆadlaw hay naghambay siya nga
ˆindiˆ siya gustu na magtinir didtu sa
ˆãmun bayay. When we married, after
only three days she said that she did not
want to stay there in our house.

tinir, pagtinir ger someone’s staying in a
given location Bãli duha lang ˆaku ka
gabˆi kag duha ka ˆadlaw ning tinir
didtu. I was about two nights and two
days staying there. cf dãyun 1, puyuˆ 2,
ˆistambay 1, ˆistar

tintar v Someone is tempted by someone

else, something. [natintar was able to be

tempted or happened to be tempted]
pagtintara imper v Someone must not or

should not be tempted by someone
else! ˆAyaw ˆaku pagtintara kay yãri na
ˆaku sa pudir ni ˆInrÿku! I should not be
tempted because I am here in the care
of Enrico!

tinýbuˆ (from týbuˆ + -in-) n a generation of

people, living contemporaneously as a

group Nyan ˆang manga kanta nga
ginariplik sa bagˆu nãtun nga manga
tinýbuˆ nga ˆindiˆ na kaˆilãngan ˆihambay.
Today, as for songs which reflect our

present day generations, [they] no longer

need to be talked about.
ˆulÿhi nga tinýbuˆ n a future generation

Kung diri sa banwa, ˆinang ginasiling
nãtun nga kultyural hiritids nang ˆãtun
manga kanta hay ˆindiˆ na nãtun
mabatyagan sa ˆulÿhi nga manga
tinýbuˆ. Here in town, as for that which
is called by us the cultural heritage of
our songs, it can no longer be felt by us
in future generations.

tinumãkan 1 n mush, made with banana,

cassava or corn {Made by pounding

either boiled cooking bananas, boiled

cassava roots or corn flour into a mush

and mixing in grated coconut kinãyus
(kãyus 2) and sugar. Eaten as a breakfast

food or as a snack.}

1a tinumãkan nga balinghuy n cassava
mush {Made by boiling cassava roots

balinghuy 1, draining, mixing in grated

coconut kinãyus (kãyus 2) and sugar and

pounding it in a mortar. Eaten as a

breakfast food or as a snack.}

1b tinumãkan nga maˆis n corn mush
{Made by carefully pounding in a mortar

the following ingredients: roasted-corn

flour binukbuk nga maˆis (bukbuk 1b),
grated coconut meat kinãyus (kãyus 2),
sugar and a little water tubiˆ.}

1c tinumãkan nga sãging n banana mush
{Made by boiling cooking bananas

sãging 1a, draining, mixing in grated

coconut kinãyus (kãyus 2) and sugar and

pounding it in a mortar. Eaten as a

breakfast food or as a snack.}

tinýya (from *týya + -in-) n seafood stew,

including food such as cuttlefish, fish or

squid ˆInda ngãniˆ suyaˆ sa ˆigmaˆ hay
tinýya nga ˆisdaˆ. Their side dish for

lunch is fish stew. {Prepared by cooking

in a moderate amount of water with leafy

vegetables such as kangkong leaves,

young sweet potato leaves ˆusbud or

young leaves of a malunggay tree.} cf

kaldirÿta, ˆinasluman (ˆaslum 1b)
tinˆaw 1 matinˆaw adj Water is clear. Kung

matinˆaw na ˆang týbiˆ nga nasãyud sa
planggãna ˆibubuˆ dahandãhan; ˆindiˆ
mu gulpihun bubuˆ kay madadaya ˆang
natuk nang buli. If the water which was

already caught in the basin is already

clear, pour it out slowly; do not pour it

out quickly because the buri starch will

surely be accidentally carried away.

tinga n tooth food particles, left between

the teeth as a result of eating

tingãya v Someone is surprised about

something.
natingãya Natingãya ˆang lyãki kay

maskin kasanˆu wayaˆ pa gid siya

tinir 561 tingãya
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makakÿtaˆ ning ˆisdaˆ nga nagahambay.
The man was surprised because he had
not at any time seen a fish which talked.

tinggas 1 katinggas (var matinggas) adj
Corn or rice is of good quality.

tinggaˆ 1 n welding solder, usually in the

form of a bar or wire coil

2 n a lead sinker for a fish line or fishnet

pýkut 1. Mas magýˆud ˆang pagtakud
nang pataw kaysa tinggaˆ. The attaching

of the fishnet floaters [to a large-mesh

net] is closer [together] than [that of] the

sinkers. {Sinkers along the bottom edge

of a fishnet pýkut 1 along with floaters

pataw at the top cause the net to stand in

a vertical position.}

tinggil n the clitoris of a female

tingiˆ v Someone buys rice.
nagtingiˆ Nagˆinýyan; gãniˆ diri na lang

sinda nagtingiˆ ning bugas sa býkid. It
continually rained; this is the reason
they just bought rice here in the rural
area.

natingiˆ Wayaˆ siya ning natingiˆ nga
bugas, ˆãbir ˆisa ka kÿlu. He was not able
to buy rice, [not] even one kilogram.

v Money is used by someone for buying
rice.

ginatingiˆ ˆAng pinasuhýyan nang ˆãmun
nanay, ˆimaw ˆinaˆ ˆang ˆãmun ginatingiˆ
ning bugas, ginabakay ˆasin kag pitrulyu.
As for [the money] earned by our mother,
that is what is used by us for buying rice,
[and for] buying salt and kerosene.

ˆitingiˆ ˆAng ˆiba naman nga wayaˆ ning
ˆikakãya nga ˆitingiˆ ning bugas pãra
bubud sa ˆinda manuk ˆang ˆinda ˆini
ginabýbud hay niyug nga ginatuktuk
ning pÿnu. Some who have nothing
which can be used as a resource which
could be used for buying rice as feed for
their chickens, what they feed is coconut
meat chopped into thin [pieces].

pantÿngiˆ, pangtÿngiˆ pur ger Something is
used for buying rice. ˆAng tãwu nga
madaliˆ maˆutuˆutuˆ, bÿsan pantÿngiˆ na
ning bugas, ˆitatangway pa nya ning
tubaˆ. A person who becomes easily
fooled, even though [it] is for buying
rice, [it] still will be used by him for
repeatedly buying coconut wine. cf
bakay 1a, tangway

tingkuˆ v Something is struck on a hard

surface by someone.
natingkuˆ Nagunaˆan ˆang pinggan kay

natingkuˆ sa dapayan. The dish was
slightly cracked because it happened to
be struck on the chopping board.

tinguhaˆ v Someone tries hard to do

something.
v nagtinguhaˆ Nagtinguhaˆ ˆaku pagkari

sa Manÿlaˆ kay bulÿgan ku ˆikaw
pagtrabãhu. I kept on trying hard to
come to Manila because you will be
helped by me in working.

nagapaningýhaˆ Nagapaningýhaˆ ˆaku
sa pagbakay ning manga dulsi kag
magtyutyinda ˆaku. I continually try
hard to buy candies and casually sell
them. cf ˆintiris, ˆintirisãdu

tinguyãnun (see ˆuyan 2) the rainy season
tipdas n measles, an infectious disease that

is characterized by fever and small red

spots which cover the body

tipmisyur n a seamstress’s or tailor’s tape
measure; a cloth tape measure usually

graduated in both inches and centimeters

{Used to take someone’s measurement

sukuyan nang pagsýkuy for sewing

clothes.} genr mitrýsan (mitrus 2) (See

Appendix 18, Linear Measurement.)

tÿpun 1a v People, a substance, things, gather
or gather together in a particular

location.
nagtÿpun Nang Byarnis Santu hay

nagtÿpun naman kami kay ˆimaw na
ˆadtu ˆang katapýsan na prusisyun.
During Good Friday we again gathered
together because that was the last
procession.

nagatÿpun Naˆubsirbahan niya sa ˆiban
nga bayay nga ˆang týbiˆ hay sÿgi lang
ˆang ˆÿlig kag ˆigwa kunuy lamˆaw nga
didtu gatÿpun ˆang týbiˆ sa ˆimburnal.
[It] was observed by him in some
houses that, as for the water, the flow is
just continuous and, they say, the water
that gathers in the ditches becomes
stagnant.

1b v Someone gathers or saves something

for later use.
matÿpun, magatÿpun Matÿpun ˆaku ning

kwarta pãra magkabayay. I will save
money so that I will be able to own a

tinggas 562 tÿpun
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house. Nakatãpus kami pamãhaw,
ginghambay ku naman ˆang ˆãkun
ˆasãwa kag manga ˆungaˆ nga dãpat gid
magatÿpun kita ning paywa. When we
finished eating breakfast, my spouse
and my children were told by me that we
should gather coconut frond stems.

makatÿpun Kahugaˆ ˆang nagapamutut
kay kadýgay ka da makatÿpun ning
dakuˆ sa ˆÿmu pilitˆan. The gathering of
pond-field shrimp is difficult because it
takes a long time before you will be able
to gather many in your container.

magtÿpun Dãpat gid magtÿpun kita ning
paywa pãra kung ˆumuyan, ˆigwa kita
ning gatung. [It] should be that we
gather coconut fronds so that if it will
rain we have cooking fuel.

pagtÿpun ger someone’s gathering or
saving of something ˆAng ˆÿmu naman
ˆini pagtÿpun, hay ginabugkus. As for
your gathering of these [buri strips],
[they] are tied in a bundle.

pagkatÿpun abl ger someone’s ability to
gather or save something Nakatÿpun
da kami kwarta pÿru mahugaˆ lang
ˆang pagkatÿpun ˆadtuy kwarta kay
kabaratubarãtu ˆang ˆisdaˆ. We were
able to save money but the ability to
save that money was difficult because
fish was very cheap. cf hÿpid, tãguˆ 1b,
tatãguˆ

1c tinipun n savings, usually money ˆAng
hambay niya sa ˆãkun hay matÿpun
ˆãnay kami kwarta kay kahugaˆ ˆang
nagapamilya nga wayaˆ tinipun nga
kwarta. He said to me that we will first

save money because it is difficult

having a family when there are no

money savings.
tÿra 1 n a camera shot of someone or

something Kung pýru tigdýha ka kupya
kãda ˆisa ka tÿra hay masãpit sa syintu
saysinta ˆutsu ˆang bayãran ku. If there

are always two copies for each shot [of

pictures taken], my payment will reach

one hundred sixty eight [pesos].

2 n the shot of a gun, the throw of a spear
v Someone shoots someone or something

with a gun; someone spears someone
else or something. Kung ginatÿra mu,
ˆindiˆ mu na makilãya nga lýkus. When

[a squid] is speared by you, you will no
longer be able to recognize that [it is] a
squid.

tird ord num a third year of high school or

college, third honor in school,

third-place winner {For a statement

about high school year designations, see

pirst.} syn pangatlu, ˆikatlu (tatlu 4);
pangtuyu, ˆikatuyu (tuyu 4); tirsÿra (See

Appendix 22, Ordinal Numbers.)

tirik n a sea urchin Buˆakun ˆang tirik;
pagkatãpus kutsarãhun ˆang ˆunud.
The sea urchin should be broken open;

afterwards the meat should be spooned

out.

tirilin n a fishhook fly {A small bundle of

colorful fibers about 3 cm to 4 cm long

fastened to a fly fastener bagu which,

together, are fastened to a fishhook to

resemble an insect, as bait to catch fish.

Used especially on a multiple-hook

fishing line labay.} (See labay, Parts of
a Multiple-Hook Fishing Line for

table.)

tirminu n an agreed-upon time allotment in

a contract; a time extension as in the

payment of a debt; a set life span ˆAng
ˆiya ˆini ning kabýhiˆ hay ˆigwa ˆini ning
tirminu kay kung kagýyang na ˆini sinda
hay namamatay. As for the life of these

[heart cockle mollusks, they] have a set
life span because when they are already

old they die.

tirsÿra (var tirsÿru) ord num a third action,

class of fish, fruit, meat; grade, person,

rank, situation, thing, time, unit of mea-

surement {For a statement about high

school year designations, see pirst.
Spanish gender is followed when using

Spanish nouns. Tirsÿra concords with

feminine nouns, tirsÿru with masculine

nouns.] syn pangatlu, ˆikatlu (tatlu 4);
pangtuyu, ˆikatuyu (tuyu 4); tird (See grid,
Formal Education Grades for table. See

Appendix 22, Ordinal Numbers.)

tÿsirt n a short-sleeved undershirt Nang
nakaˆýba na ˆaku nang ˆãkun tÿsirt kag
bra ginbuyˆan ˆaku hartbit nang duktur.
After I removed my short-sleeved
undershirt and brassiere, I had [my]

tÿra 563 tÿsirt
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heartbeat taken by the doctor. (See

bãruˆ 1, Kinds of Clothing for table.)

tislub adj A body of water is deep.

Nagkadtu si Pilar sa lugar nang subaˆ
nga tislub kaˆãyu. Pilar went to a place

in the river which was very deep. cf

kadãyum (dãyum1 2c)

tist n a test, usually written, of one’s knowl-

edge of a particular subject Pagˆabut nang
tist, midyu ˆaku; bukun matãˆas ˆang
nabubuˆuy. When the test came, I was

average [in my grade]; that able to be

consistently attained [by me] was not

high.

tistÿgus n a witness who gives testimony in a

court case or in an investigation of an

alleged wrongdoing

tiwistÿwis n a greenish cockle mollusk,

Cerastoderma glaucum {Sometimes

eaten.}

tÿya 1a pers add ref n Aunt; a parent’s sister or

female cousin; a respectful term for a

woman about the age of one’s mother

{Tÿya is a personal noun of both address

and reference; no longer commonly

used.} syn nãna 1a, ˆanti 1a cf ˆangkul 1a
(See Appendix 23, Social Rela-

tionships.)

1b tiyãhun n someone’s consanguine
aunt, i.e., the sister or female cousin of

one’s parent Si Birtu hay bukun
mahuyˆãnun nga ˆungaˆ; gãniˆ gustu siya
nang ˆiya manga tiyãhun. Berto is not a

bashful child; that is the reason why he

is liked by his consanguine aunts. syn

nanãhun (nãna 1b), ˆantÿhun (ˆanti 1c)
cf tatãhun (tãta 1b) (See Appendix 23,

Social Relationships.)

tiyad ˆadtu (var tyad ˆadtu, tiyad ˆinaˆ,
tyad ˆinaˆ) dem adj Someone or

something is like that near. Bÿsan
kasanˆu hay bukun gid tiyad ˆadtu nga
kagwãpa ˆang ˆiya lýla. From past time

her grandmother was never quite

beautiful like that.
v Someone or something becomes like

that near.
nagtiyad ˆadtu ˆIndiˆ gustu nang nanay ni

Minda nga siya hay nagtiyad ˆadtu. The
mother of Minda did not like that she (i.e.,
Minda) became like that. cf tiyad ˆini

tiyad ˆinaˆ (var tyadnaˆ, tyad ˆinaˆ) dem adj
Someone or something is like that far.

ˆAku hay ˆindiˆ pa da makaˆisturya niyan
nang parti sa tiyad ˆinaˆ, pÿru
masayýran na lang ˆinaˆ nindu sa ˆiba
nga ˆadlaw. As for me, [I] cannot yet

talk now about a share like that, but you

will be able to know that someday.
v Someone or something becomes like

that far.
nagtiyad ˆinaˆ Bãsiˆ ˆanu ˆang natabuˆ nga

ˆikaw hay nagtiyad ˆinaˆ? Kaˆayuˆãyu ka
gid kahãpun nga naghalin sa bayay.
Whatever happened that you became
like that? When you left the house
yesterday you were in good health.

tiyad ˆini (var tyadni, tyad ˆini) dem adj
Someone or something is like this. Bãsiˆ
niyan hay tiyad na ˆini si Dirãnu? Why

is it now that Derano is like this? ˆAng
nagaprublÿma lang da ˆini diri hay ˆang
manga ˆasãwa nga babãyi kay kung
masuhung ˆang ˆinda manga ˆasãwa sa
pagkinadtu sa manga tyadni nga
ˆinýman, hay wayaˆ ning nabibilin nga
kwarta sa ˆinda swildu. The ones who

experience a problem here are wives

because if their husbands become

accustomed to going to drinking places

like these, there is no money at all left

from their salary.
v Someone becomes like this.
matyadni Kung ˆikaw hay makatãpus sa

ˆÿmu pagˆiskwÿla ˆikaw hay matyadni. If,
as for you, [you] are able to finish your
schooling, you will become like this. cf
tiyad ˆadtu

tiyan (var tyan) 1 n the abdomen, stomach
or womb of a person or animal

Paligidligÿrun ˆang ˆitlug halin sa ˆagtang
pakadtu sa lÿˆug, dughan, butkun, likud,
kag sa tiyan. An egg should be rolled

beginning at the forehead going to the

neck, chest, arms, back, and to the

abdomen. Hambay sa ˆãkun nang nars,
“ˆAyaw ˆãbi Mÿsis maghinambay kay
habýkan ka gid tiyan.” It was said to me

by the nurse, “Missus, please do not

continually talk because your stomach
will surely be filled with air.” Kung ˆang
ˆungaˆ hay maˆãyu ˆang pagkabutang sa

tislub 564 tiyan
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sãkup nang tiyan hay ˆindiˆ maˆãgas. If the

position of the child inside the womb is

good, it will not abort. cf syuksyuk
2 tiyan nang kawãyan n the inner surface

of bamboo syn tinãˆi nang kawãyan (tãˆi
2b) cf likud nang kawãyan (likud 2)

tÿyu 1a pers n Uncle; a parent’s brother or

male cousin {Tÿyu is a respectful term of

both address and reference for a man

about the age of one’s father; no longer

commonly used.} syn tãta 1a, ˆangkul
1a cf ˆanti 1a (See Appendix 23, Social

Relationships.)

1b tiyýhun n someone’s consanguine uncle,
i.e., the brother or male cousin of one’s

parent syn tatãhun (tãta 1b), ˆangkýlun
(ˆangkul 1c) cf ˆantÿhun (ˆanti 1c) (See

Appendix 23, Social Relationships.)

tÿyug v Something or someone circles
around, turns in a circle, roams
around or wanders around.

nagtiyugtÿyug Pagˆabut nang ˆãkun
manga kaˆibahãnan, hãlus ˆang banwa
nang Bakýlud nagtiyugtÿyug kami.
Upon my companions’ arrival, almost
the [entire] city of Bacolod [was where]
we roamed around.

nagatÿyug Hay ˆadtu galiˆ ˆang nagatÿyug
hay ˆang manga Kanuˆ. Those who were
turning in circles were the Americans
[flying airplanes].

nagatiyugtÿyug May ˆiruplãnu sa ˆibãbaw
nga naglupad; tapus nagatiyugtÿyug
didtu sa ˆãmun tungud. There was an
airplane flying above; then it was
circling around right near us.

tiyuˆ n a puppy Sa dayanun kadãmuˆ ˆang
nagapangutana kung pila ˆang ˆãkun
bakay nang tiyuˆ. Along the road, many

are asking how much is my buying price

of [my] puppy. genr ˆãyam
tiˆaw 1 v Someone teases or fools someone

else.
nagatiniˆawtÿˆaw Nang ˆulÿhi na, midyu

naglãpit nang ˆiya buˆut sa ˆãkun kag
ˆaku, hay nagatiniˆawtÿˆaw na da kag
nagatiˆawtÿˆaw da siya sa ˆãkun. Lately,
[she] got a little bit closer to me with her
feelings and as for me, [I] continually
tease [her] and she also teases me.

v Someone is teased or fooled by someone

else.
ginatiˆawan Paˆuliˆi nindu si Narsÿsa kay

nagasakripisyu, kay ˆindu ginatiˆawan.
Narcisa should be allowed to recover by
you, because [she] is enduring hardship,
because [she] was fooled by you.

2 tiˆawtÿˆaw adj An activity is casual; a

condition is insignificant. ˆAng kalãˆum
ku ˆinaˆ hay tiˆawtÿˆaw lang ˆang
pagpangasãwa sa ˆãkun ni Nardu.
What I thought about that, was that

Nardo’s courting me was only casual.
ˆAng nagalýgit hay bukun tiˆawtÿˆaw
ˆang kabudlay nang ˆÿmu lãwas. In

making copra, the tiredness of your

body is not insignificant.
tiˆis v Someone endures a particular action

or state.
nagtiˆis Nagtiˆis pãra makakari sa ˆãtun

nga wayay ˆiban kundiˆ si Mistir
Balinsya. [He] endured in order to
come to our place and he is no other than
Mr. Valencia.

katiˆis Wayaˆ na da katiˆis ˆini si Dyÿma
magpamatiˆ sa manga hambay ni Rusit
nga kalãˆin gãniˆ nagˆãway sinda. This
Gemma was not able to endure
listening to the bad words that Rosit was
saying so they quarreled.

matiniˆÿsun [With affix ma-in-un the root
meaning ‘able to persist’.] Kung sinˆu
pýyung ku ˆang matiniˆÿsun nga
magpanahiˆ hay mapapakadtu gid sa
ˆiya ˆang makina. I said, whoever will be
able to persist in sewing, the sewing
machine will surely go to her.

magtiˆis imper v Endure something!
Ginahambay ku, “Magkaˆisa kita;
magtiˆis lang gid!” I am telling [you],
“We should unite; [we] should just
endure it!”

v A particular action or state is endured by
someone.

gintiˆisan Gintiˆisan ku gid ˆang
paghinãkut ning tubýˆan. The carrying
of coconuts with shoots [for planting]
was really endured by me.

matiˆis ˆIndiˆ na kunu niya matiˆis ˆang
manga natatabuˆ. The happenings, he
said, could no longer be able to be
endured by him.

pinagtiˆisan Pinagtiˆisan ku gid ˆinaˆ

tÿyu 565 tiˆis
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hasta gid ˆaku hay makaˆantÿgu. That
was continually endured by me until I
was able to learn.

ginatiˆis Ginatiˆis tanan ˆang kahugãˆan
sa pangabýhiˆ ni Plurintÿna. All the
hardships in living are endured by
Florentina.

tiˆistiˆisun Gingsiling ku sinda nga
tiˆistiˆisun lang ˆãnay kay tiyad lang
gida ˆinaˆ. They were told by me that
[those things] should just be endured a
little bit because [the situation] is just
like that.

tiˆisi imper v Something should or must be
endured by someone! Hay hambay
niya, “Tiˆisi lang ˆãnay kay yaˆ pa ˆaku
makakadtu sa ˆinda ginatrabahýˆan!”
He said, “Please, [that] must be endured
because I had not yet gone to the place
where they were working!”

tiˆis, pagtiˆis ger someone’s enduring a
particular action or situation Kung si Rýni
ˆang ˆãkun maˆasãwa hay palanggaˆ ˆaku
niya kay dýgay na da siya ning tiˆis sa
ˆãkun ning kapapangasãwa. If Ronnie
will become my spouse he will love me
because he spent a long time enduring in
being able to court me. Sa ˆinda ning
pagtiˆis, hay nabýhiˆ da ˆadtu ˆang manga
ˆuruk. By their enduring, those piglets
were able to live. cf sakripisyu, tãkud

tiˆtiˆ v Someone drains the last drop of a

liquid.
nagatiˆtiˆ Gatiˆtiˆ na gid didtu ning týbiˆ

ˆang manga ˆungaˆ. The children were
draining the last drop of water. cf
damut, hilamut, ˆýbus, ˆýrut

trabahadur n an employee Napaksiˆ si Plur
sa trabãhu kay nagˆÿban ning trabahadur.
Flor was dismissed from work because

[they] reduced [the number of] em-
ployees.

trabãhu 1 n work; i.e., anything that requires

the exertion of mental or physical energy

ˆAng gustu ni ˆUganda nga trabãhu hay
ˆang pagnigusyu ning marmul. The work
that Uganda likes is engaging in the

business of marble.
v Someone works at a particular place.
nagtrabãhu Týnaˆ nga ˆaku nagtrabãhu

diri daw katatlu pa lang ˆaku kabakay
ning tinãpay. Since I worked here, it

seems that I have bought bread only
three times.

nakakatrabãhu Kadãmuˆ na da ˆang
nakakatrabãhu; nalilimitahan na ˆang
wayaˆ trabãhu. Many already were
consistently able to work; those without
work were already truly limited.

pagtrabãhu ger someone’s working
Dãpat nga masayýran ni Birting niyan
kung paˆunu ˆang pagpangabudlay sa
pagtrabãhu. It should be that Berting
will be able to know now how to exert
effort in working. cf ˆubra

2 trabahuˆan n a workplace Nagkadtu lang
si ˆIrmi kag nagˆihapun kag bumãlik
naman, pakadtu sa ˆiya trabahuˆan.
Ermi just went and ate his supper and

returned, going to his workplace.

bãruˆ nga pangtrabãhu (bãruˆ 2d)
idiom work clothes

trak n a truck Ginasuhýyan sa pagbaba
ˆang lýgit kay wayaˆ pa ˆadtu ning trak
nang ˆýna. [The transporting of ] copra

was paid for by carrying [it] on the back

(i.e., carriers were paid) because there

were no trucks before. {Unusable

condition: siraˆ 2a.}

trakÿtuk n a trevally fish {There are several

species: yellow-spotted Carangoides
ferdau (Forsskål); gold-spotted Caran-
goides fulvoguttatus (Forsskål); coach-whip

Carangoides oblongus (Cuvier); oblique-

banded Carangoides plagiotaenia
(Bleeker). Generally silvery gray. Two

free spines preceding the anal fin, arched

anterior lateral lines, scutes along the

posterior straight portion of the lateral line

(on most species), slender caudal peduncle

and forked caudal fin. Ranges from

inshore reef-associated waters to offshore

pelagic seas.}

trangka (var trangka nang bintãnaˆ) n a

window bar for holding a window open

Kung ˆamat hay nagapinabatiˆbatiˆ si
Bÿni nga “ˆIndiˆ gid madýgay ˆigwa ˆaku
ning pakangun nang ˆining trangka
nang bintãnaˆ.” From time to time

Benny keeps on letting it be overheard

that, “It will not be long [until] there is

someone I will strike with this window

bar.”

tiˆtiˆ 566 trangka
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trãpu n a cleaning cloth or sponge, used for

wiping up something spilled

tratar v Someone or something is treated in

a particular manner by someone else.

[gintratar was treated in a particular

manner]
pagtratar ger someone’s treating of

someone or something Dãpat kay
parÿhu na ˆang pagtratar sa ˆinda tanan
nang ˆãmu ninda. It should be that the
treating of them all by their employer is
equal. syn trãtu 2 cf kãbig

trãtu 1 v Someone makes an agreement
with someone else that a certain event

will occur.
matrãtu Pag natãpus na ning tahiˆ tanan

ˆang kustal nga ˆigway suyud, matrãtu ka
naman ning draybir sa traysikul ˆu dyip
nga kargahan nang lýgit. When the
sewing of all the sacks which have
contents is already finished, then you will
make an agreement with the driver of a
motorized pedicab or jeepney that [it] will
be loaded with copra. cf ginkaˆisahan,
hambayhambay (hambay 8), kasugtãnan
(sýgut 3), kasulatan (sýlat 2b), kasunduˆ
1b, kundisyun, kuntrãta

2 v Someone or something is treated in a

particular manner by someone else.
ginatratýha Kung matýˆud siya nga

palanggaˆ nang ˆiya ˆãmu, bãsiˆ wayaˆ
siya ginatratýha ning maˆãyu? If it is
true that he is loved by his employer,
why was it that he is not being treated
well? syn tratar cf kãbig

traynta (var trinta) 1a card num adj thirty
actions, people, pieces of something,

situations, things, times, units of

measurement Nagkaˆingin ˆaku; didtu
nagpugas kami ning manga traynta
gantas. I made an upland field; there we

planted it with about thirty gantas of

[rice] seed. Tanan nga yãraˆ diraˆ hay
nagaplÿti ning traynta pÿsus. All of those

there are renting [tables at the dance] for

thirty pesos. {For a description of the

use of numbers of Spanish origin, see

entry ˆýnu. For a description of the

function of the conjunction ˆi- joining

number combinations, see entry ˆi-2.}
(See Appendix 21, Cardinal Numbers.)

1b traynta ˆýnu card num thirty-one (See

Appendix 21, Cardinal Numbers.)

1c traynta ˆidus card num thirty-two (lit,

thirty and two) (See Appendix 21,

Cardinal Numbers.)

2 card num Thirty are involved in an event

or state.

3 katraynta adv An event occurs thirty
times.

4 ˆikatraynta (var pangtraynta) adj a

thirtieth action, person, situation, thing,

time, unit of measurement (See Appendix

22, Ordinal Numbers.)

traysikul 1 n a motorized pedicab Kalayuˆlãyuˆ
na ˆang dyinãgan nang traysikul hay ˆýnu
singkwinta lang galiˆ ˆang plÿti, ˆang ˆisa.
The motorized pedicab ran a long

distance already but the fare was only one

[peso and] fifty [centavos] each. {Con-

sists of a motorcycle with a sidecar with

roof for protection against the rain. Used

for carrying passengers and cargo.}

2 v Someone rides on a motorized
pedicab.

nagtraysikul Hay ˆaku nagtraysikul ˆaku
pakadtu sa ˆUdyýngan. As for me, I
rode on a motorized pedicab going to
Odiongan.

traˆidur 1a n Someone is a traitor or

betrayer of a country, an organization,

someone else. Traˆidur ˆang nanay ni
ˆInrÿku; kãda ˆabut nang nagahatud ning
sýlat kay Plurintÿna ginapangutana ni
Plurintÿna kung hinýyug na niya ˆang
sýlat pakadtu sa ˆiya ˆasãwa. The mother

of Enrico was a traitor; whenever the

postman came to Florentina, he was

asked by Florentina if the letters [she had

written] had already been mailed by him

to her husband [since she had received

no reply].

1b v Someone betrays a country, an

organization, someone else.
nagtraˆidur Ginpatýnud ku si Plurintÿna

kay nagtraˆidur siya sa ˆÿmu. Florentina
was caused by me to be cast away [into
the ocean] because she betrayed you.

tri card num the number three {For the use

of English numbers, see wan.} (See

Appendix 21, Cardinal Numbers.)

trÿbu n a tribe; i.e., an ethnic group of

trãpu 567 trÿbu
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people {Tribal leader: hãriˆ 1 king.}

tris card num adj three actions, people,

pieces of something, situations, things,

times, units of measurement Nakaˆabut
ˆaku diri sa bayay ˆiksaktu nga ˆalas tris
na nang hãpun. I was able to reach here

at the house at exactly three o’clock in

the afternoon. Nakapatubas da kami
ning tris mil pusuˆ nga maˆis. We were

able to have three thousand ears of

unshucked corn harvested. {For a

description of the use of numbers of

Spanish origin, see entry ˆýnu.} syn.

tatlu 1, tuyu 1 (See Appendix 21,

Cardinal Numbers.)

trinta (var of traynta) thirty
trÿsi card num adj thirteen actions, people,

pieces of something, situations, things,

times, units of measurement Kung ˆang
ˆisa nga manuk hay nagˆitlug; yãraˆ ˆang
ˆitlug nagaˆabut sa dýsi ˆu trÿsi buˆuk.
When a chicken lays eggs, those eggs

reach to twelve or thirteen pieces. Nang
pitsa trÿsi nang Pibrÿru, nagpabayli ˆang
ˆUrganisasyun nang LCA. On the date

February thirteen, the LCA held a

benefit dance. {Numbers eleven ˆunsi up

to ninety-nine nubinta ˆinuwÿbi are

Spanish words. For a description of the

use of Spanish numbers, see entry ˆýnu.}

(See Appendix 21, Cardinal Numbers.)

trisurÿru n the treasurer of a government

agency, a firm, an organization

trumpit n a trumpet, a musical instrument

trumpit nga sÿhiˆ n a trumpet mollusk ˆIni
ˆang balayan nang trumpit nga sÿhiˆ hay
ginabakay sa kantidad nga tris syintus
pÿsus ˆang ˆisa. As for the shell of this

trumpet mollusk, one is bought for the

price of three hundred pesos.

trumpÿta n a smooth flutemouth fish,

Fistularia petimba (Lacepede) {Extremely

elongated, depressed, scaleless body.

Generally greenish brown to gray above,

light below with a faint-blue stripe

extending along each side of the back.

Inhabits inshore shallow waters, around

coral reefs or in shallow seagrass beds.}

trumpu 1a n a playing top used by children

in play ˆIni naman ˆang kãnam nga

trumpu ˆang ˆÿmu ˆini ginagãmit hay
trumpu kag kamãgu. As for this game,

tops, as for the thing you use, [it] is a top
and top string. {String for a top:

kamãgu. Kinds of playing tops: all-

wood playing top kasingan; nailed

playing top langsãngan (langsang 2).}
1b n a game of tops Nang ˆýna ˆaku ˆay

maˆisut pa ˆaku nagakãnam ning trumpu
kag sÿpaˆ lastiku. Long ago when I was

still small, I used to play tops and

kick-the-rubber-bands. (See kãnam 1a,
Games Children and Others Play for

table.)

tu card num the number two Nang
mahãpun na malapit na kami sa Pwirtu
Galyÿra; kabaskugbaskug kay ˆigwa
galiˆ ning signal nambir tu na sa
Manÿlaˆ. When it was already afternoon,

we were near Puerto Gallera; [it] was

very stormy because it was already

signal number two in Manila. {For the

use of English numbers, see wan.} (See

Appendix 21, Cardinal Numbers.)

týba n a tuba shrub or seed, Croton tiglium
(Linn.) {Oil from the seeds is used

medicinally and as fish poison.}

tubas 1a patubas caus v Someone lets
something be harvested.

nakapatubas Nakapatubas da kami ning
tris mil pusuˆ nga maˆis. We were able
to let three thousand ears of unshucked
corn be harvested. cf ˆãni 1a

1b tubas (var patýbas) n a harvest of corn

or rice ˆAng ˆãmun lang tubas hay ˆutsu
kabãnis kay ˆinagÿhan nang bagyu. Our

harvest was only eighty cavans [of rice]

because [our field] was passed through

by a typhoon. Tyimpu makýliˆ ˆadtu, kay
ˆumãgi ˆadtu ˆang kakýliˆ nga patýbas.
That was an impoverished time, because

that scarce harvest passed through.

tubaˆ 1a n coconut wine {Measured for sale

by the glass bãsu 1a, 4-L measuring

bottle galun 1a or 1-L measuring bottle

plastik 2a. Sold in stores tindãhan, and

markets mirkãdu.} cf lambanug

Items Involved in

Making Coconut Wine

kawit 1 transporting

tris 568 tubaˆ
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container

kuyãbaˆ sediment

kuyagi cleaning brush

sanggut 1 collecting scythe

sanggut 2b, coconut wine

mananggÿti collector

sayaˆan ning tubaˆ strainer

(sayaˆ 2b)
sayud (sãyud2 2) collecting container

tangay 1 coloring powder

tangãyan container for

(tangay 2) coloring powder

tubaˆ nang niyug coconut sap

(tubaˆ 1b)

1b tubaˆ nang niyug n coconut sap which

flows from the inflorescence, collected

for making coconut wine (See tubaˆ 1a,
Items Involved in Making Coconut
Wine for table. See Appendix 5, Parts

of a Coconut Palm.)

tubigtubig 1a n a watery skin infection
{Itchy red welts with water underneath,

caused by multiple insect bites or an

allergy from plants or trees.}

1b v A body part becomes infected with a
watery skin infection.

gingtubigtubig Gingtubigtubig ˆang siki
nang ˆungaˆ ni Biring kay gingkagat
nang subay. The leg of Bereng’s child
became infected with watery skin
infections because she was bitten by
ants.

týbis 1 matýbis adj Someone is tidy in

personal and work habits. Maswirti
kunu ˆang lyãki nga nakakaˆasãwa ning
babãyi nga mahýgud kag matýbis. A

man is lucky, they say, who is truly able

to marry a girl who is industrious and

tidy.

týbiˆ 1 n water Gustu ku gid ˆinaˆ maˆinum
ning týbiˆ ˆugãling kay wayaˆ da ˆaku
may nakÿtaˆ nga týbiˆ sa kaguyãngan. I

really want to drink water but I was not

able to find any water in the forest.

ˆInang ˆãkun lang baldi ˆang sayýran
ning týbiˆ; maˆãyu ˆinaˆ kay mabahuy.
My pail is that into which the water
should be caught; that [pail] is good

because it is big. {A part: týyuˆ2 1a ‘drop

of water’.}

katubiˆ adj Something, especially a
vegetable, is watery. ˆAng tabuˆ hay
katubiˆ nga ˆutanun. The gourd is a
watery vegetable.

katubiˆtýbiˆ int adj Something, especially
a vegetable is very watery.

katubiˆtubiˆ adj no water at all Wayaˆ na
gid nyan; ˆãbir ˆang tangki wayaˆ na gid
katubiˆtubiˆ. Now there is really no
more [water]; even [in] the water tank
there is absolutely no water at all.

2 v Someone has running water where

they live.
makatýbiˆ Diri sa ˆãtun dãpat makatýbiˆ

kita kay dãmuˆ diri ˆang ginabýhat nga
manga kalÿpay. Here in our place we
should be able to have running water
because there are many happy activities
being held here.

tubtub 1a subord conj An event happens or

a state exists until another event

happens or another state exists.

Nagkãmang na ˆinaˆ niyan ˆang sawa
ning kadahandãhan lang tubtub nga
nakaˆabut sinda sa ˆinda ginkadtuˆan.
Now the snakes crawled very slowly

until they arrived at the place where

they went. syn hasta 1a cf kung kasanˆu
(kasanˆu 1b), kung sanˆu (sanˆu 1b),
mintras, samantãlaˆ

1b tubtuban n the result of an action or

situation Naˆÿsip nãmun magˆasawa
kung ˆanu ˆaraˆ ˆang tubtuban ˆini niya
nga pagˆistãdi. [It] was thought by us,

husband and wife, what, perhaps, would

be the result of this one’s studying.

tubu n a sugarcane plant or stalk,

Saccharum officinarum (Linn.) Bukun
na tigˆuyãnun; bukun na tigtatãnum ning
tubu. It is not yet the rainy season; it is

not yet time for planting sugarcane.
{Chewed as a snack food. Juice is added

to coconut wine tubaˆ 1a as a sweetener.}

(See Appendix 3, Kinds of Cultigens.)

týbu1 n a water pipe
týbu2 n the chimney of a lamp

tubug adj Someone is rich. Nang daw
nakÿtaˆ ninda nga ˆasinsu na, daw tubug
na sinda. When they found out that they

were already successful, it seemed [to

them that] they were already rich. cf

tubigtubig 569 tubug
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manggarãnun (manggad 2b) ant pubri
tuburan n a spring where water flows out of

the ground

tubuy n a hard stool of excrement Kung
nagakaˆuyu ˆang ˆungaˆ, nagaˆýna siya
kay ˆang ˆiya tãˆi hay tubuy. When the

child defecates, he bears down because

his excrement is hard stools. genr tãˆi 1
týbuˆ 1a n new growth of a plant, something

similar to a plant; a plant shoot; a young
plant Kung kalãbug ˆang týbuˆ nang
humay, sa humay nagahuman ning
pýgad ˆang tikling. When young rice

plants are in bloom, the barred rails

make their nests in the rice plants.

1b tubýˆan (var tubuˆãnan) n a coconut
with shoot from which it grows into a

tree Gintiˆisan ku gid ˆang paghinãkut
ning tubýˆan. I really worked hard on

carrying coconuts with shoots [for

planting]. ˆAng ˆunud nang niyug hay
manipis na kung pýru tubuˆãnan ˆang
lugÿtun nga niyug. The coconut meat is

already thin if the coconuts made into

copra are all coconuts with shoots. cf

sãhaˆ (See Appendix 5, Parts of a

Coconut Palm.)

1c v Transplanted vegetation grows in a

particular place.
nagatýbuˆ Dãpat makuray ˆagud ˆindiˆ

makasuyud ˆang hãyup nga magsabsab
nang manga kãhuy nga nagatýbuˆ na
didtu. [That area] should be fenced so
that animals will not be able to enter to
feed on trees that are already growing
there.

v Someone has a limb growing on her or
him; a location has transplanted veg-
etation growing on it.

ginatubuˆan Malagatlagat pagsiruˆ niya
sa ˆiya butkun; hay ginatubýˆan na siya
ning kamut. Very soon, when she looked
at her arms, she had hands growing on
[her].

patýbuˆ caus v Someone grows vegetation.
makapatýbuˆ “Bayˆilang lang,” kunu,

“ˆining ˆãkun ˆãbir wayaˆ dãhun,
paswirti na lang; kundiˆ sinˆu ˆang
makapatýbuˆ nang ˆining sãging?”
“Never mind,” said [the turtle, “that]
this [portion of the banana plant] of

mine has no leaves, it is just my lot; but
who will be able to cause this banana to
grow?”

v Vegetation is grown by someone.
ginapatýbuˆ Dãmuˆ na nga kãhuy na

ginapatýbuˆ, ngãniˆ hay ˆindiˆ
makaˆingÿnan kay ˆinaˆ hay dýtaˆ ku
ˆinaˆ. There are many trees which are
grown, so upland fields will not be
made because, as for that, that is my
property. cf taybus

2 n interest or profit made by investing

money ˆAng ˆãkun kapital hay singku ka
lÿbu pÿsus, pÿru ˆang ˆãkun týbuˆ sa
suyud nang ˆisa ka týˆig hay ˆisa ka lÿbu.
As for my capital, it was seven thousand

pesos, but my profit in one year was one

thousand [pesos].

3 týbuˆ nang dÿlaˆ n someone’s sharp
tongue (lit, the shoots of the tongue)

Kalãˆin ˆang týbuˆ nang dÿla ni Huwan.
The sharp tongue of John was evil.

{Refers to someone’s critical and harsh

words towards someone else.}

tinýbuˆ derv a generation of people

tudlundãtuˆ n a tudlundatu eating banana
plant or fruit, Musa sapientum {Com-

monly eaten raw as a snack food.} (See

sãging 1a, Kinds of Bananas for table.

See Appendix 3, Kinds of Cultigens.)

tudluˆ 1 n a finger or toe (excluding the big

toe kumayagkuˆ) syn kamuykamuy

Fingers, Toes

butãngan singsing ring finger, either

nga tudluˆ hand

(tudluˆ 1b)
kamuykamuy; finger, toe (exclud-

tudluˆ 1 ing big toe)

kumayagkuˆ thumb, big toe

kumayingking little finger, little

toe

tudluˆ 1a index finger

tungaˆtýngaˆ nga middle finger

tudluˆ (týdluˆ 1c)

1a n the index finger (See tudluˆ 1, Fingers,
Toes for table.)

1b butãngan singsing nga tudluˆ n the

ring finger of either hand (See tudluˆ 1,
Fingers, Toes for table.)

1c tungaˆtýngaˆ nga tudluˆ n the middle

tuburan 570 tudluˆ
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finger (See tudluˆ 1, Fingers, Toes for

table.)

2a n advice, information, teaching given

to someone Maˆãyu da ˆang tudluˆ sa
ˆãkun ni Tatay nga magˆiskwÿla ˆaku.
The advice of Father to me about my

going to school was sound. Tãmaˆ da
ˆadtu ˆang tudluˆ kay wayaˆ didtu sa may
bayayˆang lyãki; sa may kabalinghuyan.
The information was correct because

the man was not in the house [but] in the

cassava grove.
v Someone advises, informs or teaches

something to someone else.
v Something is given as advice or

information or is taught to someone by
someone else.

gintudluˆ, gingtudluˆ Maˆãyu da ˆadtung
gingtudluˆ ni ˆAngkul ˆArnuld nga
humanun kung magpabayli. That which
was given as advice by Uncle Arnold to
be done if there is a benefit dance was
good.

ginatudluˆ Ginatudluˆ da nang manga
magýyang sa ˆinda manga kabatãˆan
nga kung sinda may ginkadtuˆan
nagapamuhun sinda bãgu sinda
maghalin sa ˆinda bayay. [It] is taught
by parents to their children that when
they go someplace they should ask
permission before they leave the house.

v Someone is advised, informed or
taught something by someone else.

gintudluˆan Bukun maˆawaˆ si Tãtay sa
ˆiya ning kinaˆagman; gintudluˆan ˆaku
nya. Father was not selfish with his
knowledge; I was taught by him.

ginatudluˆan Kung ˆaku ginatudluˆan
kuntaˆ ninda nga ˆindiˆ na ˆaku
magˆasãwa, masunud da ˆaku sa ˆinda
nga ˆungaˆ ku. If I had only been
advised by them that I should no longer
get married again, I would have
followed them, my children.

tudluˆi imper v Someone should or must
be advised, informed or taught
something by someone else! Bãgu ka
magˆýliˆ sa Rumblun, tudluˆi ˆãnay ˆang
ˆÿmu manga kaˆibãhan ˆagud ˆigway ˆÿlis
sa ˆÿmu kung ˆikaw ˆumýliˆ! Before you
go back to Romblon, your [working]
associates must first be taught so you

will have a substitute when you return!
magtudluˆ inf to advise, inform or teach

someone something ˆAng nanay kag
ˆang tatay, ˆubligasyun ninda ˆang
magtudluˆ ning kaˆayuhan sa ˆinda
manga ˆungaˆ. As for mothers and
fathers, it is their responsibility to teach
improvements [in living] to their
children.

2b v Someone is shown by someone else

that a person, thing or situation exists or

an action occurs; someone is pointed
out by someone else.

tinudluˆan Pagˆabut ninda sa simbãhan,
tinudluˆan ni Plurintÿna si Pidirÿku nga
ˆungaˆ niya. When they arrived at the
church, Federico was shown by Flo-
rentina that his children [were there].
{‘Pointing out’ is optionally accom-
plished by pointing with the index finger
tudluˆ 1a; the person or thing is within
view.}

tinudluˆ Tinudluˆ ni Plurintÿna sa ˆiya
ˆungaˆ nga si Pidirÿku, “Siruˆa! ˆAng
nagatindug sa ˆaltar; siya ˆang ˆÿmu
papa.” [It] was pointed out by
Florentina to her son Federico, “Look!
The one standing at the altar; he is your
father.”

pagtudluˆan loc imper v Someone or
something should or must be pointed
out to someone else! Kung ˆaku
makahalin diri sa bayay, ˆayaw gid ˆaku
pagtudluˆan sa manga magýyang ˆagud
hay ˆindiˆ ˆaku makÿtaˆ! If I am able to
leave this house, I must not be pointed
out to [our] parents so that I will not be
seen! cf týgun1

týdu adj Something is difficult; something, an

emotion is intense or strong; someone is

strong; sleep is sound. Si Plurintÿna
naman sa ˆiya kamutãngan, týdu ˆang
trabãhu; nagagýna sa ˆuma. As for

Florentina in her situation, work was

difficult; [she] pulled weeds in the upland

field. Hay týdu gid ˆang kalÿpay ni Bÿni.
The happiness of Benny was very

intense. Týdu gid ba ˆang kalýyag mu sa
ˆiya? Is your love for her very strong?

Kung týdu ˆang sÿlak tuyu ka ˆadlaw ˆuga
na ˆang bãyuy; pwÿdi na kaˆýnun. If the

sunlight is strong, in three days the dried
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fish are already dry; it can now be eaten.

Hay pagkari nya týdu da ˆang týyug ni
Tasya; bumãlik sya didtu. Upon his

coming, Tacia’s sleep was sound; [so] he

returned there [to the dance].
adv Someone or something does some-

thing intensely. Budlay ˆaku kaˆÿna
nang hãpun kay nagtrabãhu kita ning
týdu. I was tired this past afternoon
because we worked intensely. Daliˆdãliˆ
gid ni ˆInrÿku kadtu si Plurintÿna nga
nagatindug, kag kinupkupan týdu.
Florentina, who was standing, was gone
to by Enrico, and she was embraced [by
him] intensely. Kung payut na ˆang
kaguyãngan, kung magˆinýyan ning
týdu ˆimaw ˆinaˆ ˆang ginatunãˆan nang
pagpamahaˆ. When the forest is already
denuded, when it continually rains
intensely, that’s the cause of flooding.

tudutýdu int adv Someone or something
does something very intensely. Hay
nagatãngis gid kami tudutýdu kung
kami gutum na. We cried very intensely
if we were already hungry.

v An action is performed intensely by
someone.

tudýhan Natingãya siya sa ˆiya ginasakayan
nga barýtu kay wayaˆ nagasalÿda bÿsan
tudýhan niya ning bugsay. He was
surprised about the boat on which he was
riding because [it] was not moving even
though [the effort] was being performed
intensely by him in paddling.

týdu nga tãngis (see tãngis) exceedingly
great crying

týga n a graduation gown worn by teachers

and graduating students during gradu-

ation exercises (See bãruˆ 1, Kinds of
Clothing for table.)

kãyuˆ nga týga (kãyuˆ 1a) set expr a

mortarboard, i.e., an academic cap

tugas 1 katugas (var matugas) adj A sub-

stance is hard, as a boiled egg, the earth,

wood. ˆAng ginahuman nga buynasan
hay ˆadtung matugas nga kãhuy pãra
ˆindiˆ madumpuy nga dãˆan. As for what

is made into a husking stick, [it] is that

hard wood, so that it will not become

dull immediately.
katugastýgas int adj Something, as a

coconut shell, is very hard or very

tough. Kung ˆÿmu buhýˆan ning sipuy
ˆang balayan hay katugastýgas. If an
empty shell has a hole made in it by you
with a knife, it is very hard.

matugas ˆuyu (ˆýyu1 3) idiom hard-
headed

tugbung v Someone goes down to a

particular place.

matugas ˆýyu (ˆýyu1 3) idiom hard-
headed

nagtugbung, tumugbung ˆIni naman
ˆang ˆãkun manghud, nagtugbung sa
pãtag. As for my younger sibling, he
went down to the lowlands. ˆAdtu galiˆ,
pagkahuyam niya nang baril,
tumugbung naman siya pakadtu sa
ˆinda bayay. That one, after he borrowed
the gun, went down again going to their
house.

patugbung ger someone’s going down to
a particular place ˆAng ˆãmun pa ˆinaˆ
ˆãgi pakadtu sa ˆãmun lugar hay
patukad patugbung. Our passing by
going there to our place was going up
[and] going down. ant tukad

tugpa v Someone performs a voluntary
task.

magtugpa inf to perform a voluntary
task Kaˆãyu ˆadtu nga pabayli kay tanan
nga manga myimbru hay nagkaˆunyun
gid nga magtugpa, nagbinuligan sinda.
That benefit dance was good because all
the members worked together to per-
form voluntary tasks; they helped each
other.

tugpuˆ v A bird or chicken swoops down or

alights on something.
nagatugpuˆ Kung ˆÿmu bubýran bugas

nagatugpuˆ sa dýtaˆ kag tumukaˆ nang
ˆÿmu bubud. When you will feed rice [to
chickens], they alight on the ground and
eat that which you feed them by
pecking.

nagapamagtugpuˆ Kung ˆýras nga magˆãni
nang humay, kadamuˆdãmuˆ ˆang mãya
nga nagapamagtugpuˆ sa kahumayan.
When it is the time for the harvest of
unhulled rice, there are very many
chestnut manikin birds which each alight
in the rice field.

magtugpuˆ inf to alight, swoop down on
something Kung may makikÿtaˆ na siya
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nga matutukub, nagababaˆ na ˆang ˆiya
paglupad pãra magtugpuˆ sa dýtaˆ.
When it (i.e., a bramingkite bird) is able
to see things that can be easily eaten by
pecking, its flying goes down in order to
alight on the ground.

tugpuˆ ger a bird’s alighting, swooping
down on something May bÿsis gid nga
ˆindiˆ kamangnu ˆang manuk nga
mungaˆ ˆang banug nagagulpi lang
tugpuˆ sa tungud nang ˆisiw. There are
times when the mother hen is not aware
that a hawk just quickly swoops down
(lit, does quickly its swooping down)
near the baby chicks.

tugsuk v Something with a sharp point is used
by someone to pierce something else.

ginatugsuk ˆAng kãhuy nga may talÿwis
ˆang masigkapunta hay ginatugsuk sa
baˆbaˆ nang kustal pãra magkayaw sa
dýtaˆ ˆang buliˆ nang kustal. As for the
[two pieces of] wood which have points
at both ends, [they] are used to pierce
the mouth of the sack so that the bottom
of the sack raises up from the ground.
(See ˆýtud 1, Different Ways of
Cutting for table.)

tugud n the blade shank of a bolo sundang,

suyut, chisel tigib, knife sipuy {About 6

cm long; inserted into the handle of the

tool and held in place with a shank collar

palis.}
týgun1 n advice given to someone

Kaˆãyuˆãyu ˆang ˆiya týgun sa sýlat. Her

advice in the letter is very good.
v Someone advises someone else to do

something.
nagtýgun Nagtýgun da kami kay ˆIlisir

kahãpun ning ˆisdaˆ; hay ˆilam, nalipatan
baya, gãniˆ wayaˆ kabakay. We advised
Elizer yesterday about the fish; I donˆt
know, perhaps [they] were forgotten, so
none were able to be bought.

matýgun Matýgun ˆaku sa ˆÿmu nga
bakyan mu ˆaku ning bãruˆ kung
magkadtu ka sa Manÿlaˆ. I will advise
you that I should be bought a dress by
you when you go to Manila.

v A message is given by someone as
advice to someone else.

gintýgun Gintýgun niya sa ˆiya manga
suluguˆun na bantayan maˆãyu si

Marya. [It] was given by him as advice
to his servants that Mary should be
carefully watched over by them.

v Someone is advised about something by
someone else.

ginatýgun Nang ˆýras na magpalawud ˆang
magýyang ginatýgun niya si Plurintÿna
nga, “ˆIndiˆ ka diri maghalinhãlin sa
bayay.” When it was time for the old man
to go to the open sea [to go fishing],
Florentina was advised by him, “Do not
leave the house here.” cf tudluˆ 2b

týgun2 v A bird feeds its young.
matýgun Matýgun ˆang nanay nga pispis

sa ˆiya pisuˆ.
v The mother bird will feed its young.

Something is fed to a baby bird by its
mother.

ginatýgun ˆAdlawˆadlaw nagapinanglãnaw
sa dýtaˆ ning ˆisiw nang manuk kay ˆimaw
ˆang ˆiya ginatýgun sa ˆiya manga pisuˆ.
Every day [bramingkite birds] continually
search below on the ground for the young
of chickens because [they] are what are
fed to her young by her. cf bubud 2

týgut v Someone permits someone else to

do something.
nagtýgut Kumadtu na da ˆaku sa baylÿhan

kay nagtýgut na ˆang ˆãkun ˆasãwa. I
went to the dancing place because my
wife permitted [me to go].

v Someone is permitted by someone else
to do something.

gintugýtan, gingtugýtan, tinugýtan
Namuhun ˆaku nga ˆindiˆ ˆãnay ˆaku
makatrabãhu ˆadtu nga ˆadlaw kag
gingtugýtan ˆaku. I asked permission
that I would not work that one day and I
was permitted.

tugýtan Kung nagapamuhun naman kami
nga makadtu sa Manÿlaˆ ˆindiˆ naman
kami tugýtan. If we ask permission that
[we] will be able to go to Manila, we will
not be permitted [to go].

tugýti imper v Someone should or must
be permitted by someone else to do
something! Tatay, Nanay, puydi ba ˆaku
makanunut sa bayay ni Lýlu? Sÿgi na!
Tugýti na ˆaku nindu! Father, Mother,
can I go to Grandfather’s house? Come
on! I should be permitted by you now
to go!

pagtýgut n someone’s permission for some-
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one else to do something Ginapangayuˆ
ˆang pagtýgut nang manga magýyang
pãra makasay ˆang nagakasýgut nga
magnubyu. The permission of the parents
is asked for in order that the ones who are
able to become engaged will be married.
cf pamuhun

týhud n the knee of an animal or person

týhug v Something is strung through an

opening in something else by someone.
ginatýhug ˆAng numiru nang naylun nga

ginatýhug sa mata nang linggiˆ hay
numiru sitinta. As for the number of the
nylon which is strung through the
mesh of this large-mesh fishnet, [it] is
number seventy.

tuhugan 1 n stringing material for string-

ing fish, fruit, meat or vegetables {A

buri rib, length of rattan or rope, about

30 cm to 40 cm long. Fish, fruit, meat or

vegetables are strung on and the

material is tied in a loop. Used for

convenience in carrying by hand or on a

carrying pole sangyãyan 1a.} syn

sagaˆan (sãgaˆ 2)
2 n a barbecue stick {About 30 cm to 40 cm

long with a pointed end for barbecuing

banana, sweet potato, fish or meat.}

tuhung n a spinecheek fish {Several species

are recognized: yellow-streaked Scolopsis
dubiosus (Weber); barred-face Scolopsis
temporalis (Cuvier); silver-streak Scolopsis
ciliatus (Lacepede); green-lined Scolopsis
cancellatus (Cuvier); two-lined Scolopsis
bilineatus; white-blotched Scolopsis
xenochrous. Many are bright colored with

dorsal or caudal filaments. Usually occur

in groups closely over sandy and silty

bottoms or around reefs.}

týka n a work assignment Wayaˆ pa da
ˆakuy týka nga pãra sa ˆãkun; gãniˆ
nahuyaˆ da ˆaku didtu magsabuˆsãbuˆ sa
baylÿhan. There was not yet a work
assignment for me; that’s why I was

embarrassed to go around at the benefit

dance.
v Someone is assigned work by someone

else.
natutýka Wayaˆ ˆaku nagabýlig sa ˆinda

ning trabãhu didtu kay yaˆ da ˆadtu
ˆakuy natutýka nga pãra sa ˆãkun kay

yaˆ ˆaku kaˆatindir sa mÿting. I did not
help with their work there because I was
not really assigned work for me
because I had not attended the meeting.

tukad v Someone goes, goes back or goes
up to a particular place.

nagtukad, tumukad Pagkatãpus ˆadtu
ning siruˆ nang miyugbýyung, nagtukad
na kami diri sa býkid. After completion
of that examination by the herbalist, we
then went up here to the highlands.
Pumãnaw ˆinaˆ niyan si Dyÿgu; tumukad
sa býkid. Diego left; [he] went up to the
village.

nagatukad Nagabýlig ˆaku sa ˆãkun ning
manga magýyang kag kung minsan
nagatukad kami sa býkid kag
mangãhuy. I help my parents and
sometimes we go up to the mountain
and get firewood.

magtukad Ginaˆisipˆÿsip ku naman nga
kung ˆaku magtukad kag maˆýliˆ hay
kabudlay. [It] was thought by me that if
I go back and forth it would be tiring
[for me].

patukad ger someone’s going, going
back or going up to a particular place
ˆAng ˆãmun pa ˆinaˆ ˆãgi pakadtu sa
ˆãmun lugar hay patukad patugbung.
Our passing by going there to our place
was going up [and] going down. ant
tugbung

tukar n the beat of the heart, the pulse

Mahãbaˆ ang tukar nang pulsu ni Lusit.
The pulse beat of Lucit was slow.

týkar v A heart, pulse beats.
matýkar Pag matýkar ˆang pulsu nga

týdu kag nagasakit ˆang ˆÿmu ˆýyu,
nagahÿlab ˆang ˆÿmu syuksyuk. When a
strong pulse will beat and your head
aches, your stomach is suffering
stomach pain.

tukaˆ 1 n the beak of a bird or fowl ˆAng
kurti nang ˆiya tukaˆ, hay kulawut nga
matagˆud. As for the shape of its beak
(i.e., of a chestnut manikin bird), it is

curved and short.

2 v A bird or chicken eats something by
pecking, pecks something.

nagatukaˆ Nagatukaˆ da siya ning humay
ˆu manga ˆýyud. The things that it (i.e., a
barred rail bird) eats by pecking are
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unhulled rice and worms.
nagapanukaˆ Kung ˆang tikling

nagapanukaˆ sa lanas, ˆang ˆiya ginatukaˆ
hay humay, tibakya kag býnga nang
kãhuy. If a barred rail bird eats by
pecking in the rice fields, that which is
eaten by it by pecking are unhulled rice,
grasshoppers and fruit of trees.

tumukaˆ Kung makakÿtaˆ sinda ning
nagalutaˆ nga ˆisdaˆ, ginahugpaˆan ˆinaˆ
ninda ning gulpi kag tumukaˆ ning
ˆisdaˆ. When they (i.e., tayataya birds)
happen to see fish swimming in a
school, they are quickly swooped down
on by them and [they] eat the fish by
pecking.

katukaˆ Pag ˆindiˆ na sinda katukaˆ,
ˆimaw na ˆinaˆ ˆang dahilan nang ˆinda
kamatãyun. When they (i.e., chickens)
are no longer able to eat by pecking,
that is then the cause of their dying.

magtukaˆ Namamangnuhan mu ˆinaˆ nga
ˆang ˆÿmu manga manuk hay ginaˆãbut
ning pisti kay makikÿtaˆ mu lang ˆinaˆ
hay nagayungyung na; ˆindiˆ na
magtukaˆ. You will really notice that
your chickens are attacked by fowl pox
because you will really see that they are
already drooping their heads [and] they
no longer eat by pecking.

v Something is eaten by being pecked, is
pecked or pecked at by a bird or a
chicken. Pag nakakÿtaˆ ˆang pispis ning
ˆisdaˆ nga nagalutaw sa dãgat, ˆiya
ginagulpi tukaˆ. Whenever the bird saw
a fish floating in the sea, [it] was quickly
pecked at by it.

ginatukaˆ ˆAng ˆiya ginatukaˆ hay humay,
tibakya, lagu nagatukaˆ da ning býnga
nang kãhuy. That which is eaten by it
(i.e., by a barred rail bird) by pecking
are unhulled rice, grasshoppers and fruit
of trees.

matukaˆ Kung matukaˆ ninda ˆang
manuk hay nagalýbag ˆang ˆýyu nang
manuk. If a chicken is pecked by them
(i.e., by kingfishers), the head of the
chicken twists back and forth. cf tukub

tuktuk1 v Something is chopped or cut into
pieces.

ginatuktuk ˆAng ˆiba naman nga wayaˆ
ning ˆikakãya nga ˆitingiˆ ning bugas
pãra bubud sa ˆinda manuk ˆang ˆinda

ˆini ginabýbud hay niyug nga
ginatuktuk ning pÿnu kundiˆ man hay
ginakãyus. Some who have nothing
which can be used as a resource for
buying rice as feed for their chickens,
what they feed is coconut which is
chopped into tiny pieces or which is
grated.

tuktukun Limpyuhun ˆang karni nga
lutýˆun kag tuktukun. Clean the meat
that will be cooked and cut into pieces.
cf tadtad (See ˆýtud 1, Different Ways
of Cutting for table.)

tuktuk2 n rust on metal

*tuktuk3 (see panuktuk)

tuku n a support post, a table leg
Ginabutangan ˆinaˆ ninda ning tuku nga
kãhuy nga ˆinang maˆintik lang da. On

[a particular location] slender wooden

support posts were put up by those

ones [in making their playhouse]. {A

support post is commonly used to prop

something up, as a banana plant in a

high wind.} cf siki 1
tukub (var panukub) v A bird, chicken eats

by pecking at something. [nagtukub ate

by pecking]
magpanukub ˆAng banug, kung wayaˆ

day pisuˆ bihÿraˆ magpanukub ning
ˆisiw. As for hawks, if there are no baby
birds [they] seldom eat young chicks by
pecking.

v Something is eaten by a bird, chicken by
pecking.

matutukub Kung may makikÿtaˆ na siya
nga matutukub, nagababaˆ na ˆang ˆiya
paglupad pãra magtugpuˆ sa dýtaˆ.
When it (i.e., a bramingkite bird) sees
things that can be easily eaten by
pecking, its flying goes down in order
to alight on the ground.

panukub ger a bird or chicken’s eating of
something by pecking ˆAng banug,
kung ˆigway manga pisuˆ nagamantas
na gid ning panukub ning ˆisiw nang
manuk. As for a hawk, if it has baby
birds it is brave in eating the young of
chickens by pecking. cf tukaˆ 2

týkud v Someone organizes, establishes,
sets up a business, a social group.

nagtýkud Kami naman nagtýkud ning
sãyap; ˆini hay duha lang ka tambi. We
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also established a small-mesh fishnet
business; this [consisted of] two fishnet
bundles [sewn together].

tulay n a bridge ˆAba gid nga ˆinãyuk nang
ˆãyam diraˆ hu sa may tulay! Týdu gid
ˆang kahãngit nang ˆãyam. Oh, the

continuous barking of the dog there

where there was a bridge! The anger of

the dog was very intense.

tulaˆ 1a n a poem ˆAntÿgu ka ba maghambay
tulaˆ? Do you know how to recite a

poem?

1b v Someone recites a poem.
matulaˆ ˆIkaw lang ˆang matulaˆ. You just

be the one who will recite a poem.
pagtulaˆ ger someone’s reciting of a

poem Kalãˆin da ˆang ˆãkun pagtulaˆ.
My reciting of a poem is not good.

tulda n a tent, commonly erected as a work

area for protection from the sun Kung
maˆÿnit ˆang lugar nga ˆÿmu diniskargahan
nang lýtuˆ na nga niyug, mahuman
kay tulda pãra bukun maˆÿnit ˆang
pagtrabãhu. If the place where your

cooked copra will be unloaded by you is

sweltering [because of the sun’s heat],

then you make a tent so your working

will not be sweltering.

tuli n earwax
týlin 1a n the speed of something

1b katýlin (var matýlin) adj Someone or

something is quick in doing something.

Kaˆabtik ˆang tikling; kung makakÿtaˆ
tãwu katýlin nga dyumãgan kag
lumupad. The barred rail bird is alert; if

it happens to see a person it is quick in

running and flying.
katulintýlin int adj very quick

Dumayãgan siya katulintýlin kay kung
maˆulihi sa paglýtuˆ naman siya. She
was very quick in running because she
might be late in cooking.

v An activity becomes fast in execution.
nagatýlin Kung nagadungan naman

sinda, bahãyaˆ lang nagatýlin ˆang
pãnaw ni Milba. When they were
together, all of a sudden the walking of
Melba became fast.

v Someone or something moves fast.
makatýlin ˆAng lýkus nga panus kung

nagalanguy hay baliskad kay naˆuˆuna

ˆang ˆiya buliˆ kay kung ˆatubãngan ˆang
ˆinda ˆunãhun hay ˆindiˆ sinda
makatýlin. As for a squid, when [it]
swims [it] is backwards because its tail
is always first, because if their front part
goes first they will not be able to move
fast.

tulÿngan n a tuna fish, Euthynnus affinis
(Cantor) Nagsÿhud sina Tata Pÿnu nang
ˆinda kinulung nga tulÿngan. Uncle Pino

and companions scooped up the tuna
which they had confined. {Metallic gray;

series of wavy, oblique, dusky streaks

above; silvery white below, with black

spots between the pectoral and ventral

fins. Fins are dusky to brownish. Found

in coastal waters and open ocean areas.

Caught with hook and line bunit 1 and

fishnets pýkut 1.}

tuliˆ 1 n the penis of a male syn býtuˆ 1
2 tuliˆ mu inj Your penis! {An offensive

interjection malawˆay nga hambayãnun
spoken to someone to indicate anger or

extreme displeasure with that person.}

cf býtuˆ 2
3 punta nang tuliˆ n the glans penis of a

male syn punta nang býtuˆ (býtuˆ 3)
týma n a body louse {People experienced a

general infestation of body lice during

wartime due to a lack of change clothing

and soap.}

týman v Someone or something obeys
someone else, what someone says.

nagtýman Nagtýman da ˆang magýyang
sa sýguˆ ni Plurintÿna. The old man
obeyed the instructions of Florentina.

tumatu 1 matumatu adj A play, story is

fictitious or imaginary. Kung matumatu
lang, ˆindiˆ ˆaku kaˆintyindi. If [the story] is

only imaginary, I am not able to

determine.

tumba v Someone or something falls down,

falls over.
matumba ˆAng manga bangkuˆ, ˆãmun na

gingkamãda ˆinang may maˆagÿhan
kami kung halimbãwaˆ matumba na
ˆang ˆãmun bayay. As for the chairs,
those were arranged by us [so that] we
would have a place to pass in case our
house would have already fallen over.

patumba caus v Someone or something is
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knocked down, knocked over, pushed
down or pushed over by someone or
something else. Kung siya nagpaˆýgut,
napatumba sa dãyan. When he became
angry, [he] happened to be knocked
down on the road. cf hýyug, lãrag, lýka,
tapuk, tupaˆ

tumba lãta n a game of topple-the-can ˆIni
naman ˆang kãnam nga tumba lãta, ˆang
ginagãmit naman ˆini diri hay lãta da nga
ˆinang sa gatasan. As for this topple-
the-can game, the thing used is an

[empty] milk can. {An empty milk can is

placed erect within a circle. One person is

a guard and others throw something soft,

as a slipper, to knock over the can. The

guard must restore it erect within the

circle before tagging the person who

knocked it over.} (See kãnam 1a, Games
Children and Others Play for table.)

tumbaw n a stack of things arranged in

layers ˆAng patatlu na ka tumbaw hay
pýru na pakuyub kay kung pýru kuyub
ˆang sa ˆidãyum sunug ˆang niyug nga sa
ˆidãyum kag hilaw sa ˆibãbaw. The third

stack are all upside down (i.e., with

meat down) because if the ones on the

bottom are all upside down, those ones

which are at the bottom will be burned

and those which are on top will be

uncooked.

tumbuktumbuk n dots or spots ˆAng kulur
nang balayan nang ˆini nga sÿhiˆ hay
ning putiˆ kag may tumbuktumbuk nga
puya. The color of the shell of this

[commercial top] mollusk is white and

there are some red spots. cf pintuk
tumbuy 1 n a tomboy; i.e., a girl who acts as

a boy, often, though not necessarily, a

homosexual female ˆAng ˆisa nga
babãyi nga ginayuˆasãwa nang tumbuy
hay nagapangitaˆ gid ˆinaˆ ning midyus
kung papaˆunu niya malayãsan. Some

women with whom tomboys (i.e.,

homosexual females) play marriage,

look for ways how [the tomboy] would

be able to be left behind by her.

2 tinumbýyan v Two or more reprove
each other.

nagatinumbýyan ˆImaw lang ˆinaˆ ˆang
nadudumduman ku, ˆang pagsinundãnan

ning maˆãyu; wayaˆ ˆadtu masiling nga
magbuyag kami; wayaˆ ˆaku kabatiˆ
ˆinang gatinumbýyan. That was what I
remembered, the good living together;
that did not mean that we would separate;
I never heard that [we] reproved each
other.

tumpag v A structure collapses.
natumpag ˆAdtung natumpag na sayug

ˆãkun gingpidasupidasu kay ˆindiˆ ku
madãya pagplastar kung ˆang bilug nga
simintu ˆang ˆãkun hakwatun. That
[cement] floor that collapsed was
divided into pieces by me because [it]
would not be able to be lifted by me in
arranging [it] if what I would move
would be whole cement pieces.

tumuk v Something is crushed or pulver-
ized by someone, a hand, an instrument.

gintumuk ˆAdtu ˆang tãwas ˆãkun
gintumuk nang ˆãkun kamut hay
mayutaˆ, kung matugas nga tumukun
ˆinaˆ hay malãˆin, pÿru ˆadtu kay mayutaˆ
hay maˆãyu. Those alum crystals were
pulverized by me with my hand and it
(i.e., the resulting powder) was fine
textured.

natumuk Kung natumuk na ˆang ˆuyang
kag ˆang manga lakut ˆihãluˆ mu na ˆang
ˆÿmu niyug nga kinãyus sa ˆuyang nga
ˆÿmu hinãluˆ sa lusung. When the shrimp
and the [other] ingredients have already
been able to be crushed, then your
grated coconut should be mixed by you
into the shrimp which has been mixed
by you in the mortar.

týnaw 1 v A food is digested by someone.
matýnaw Kung ˆigwa kita ning ˆungaˆ nga

lapsag ˆang pagkãˆun ˆini nga dãpat sa
ˆiya hay ˆinaˆ ˆang lýgaw kag ˆinaˆ ˆang
pagkãˆun nga madaliˆ matýnaw sa
tiyan. If we have a baby, the food we
should give it is rice gruel and those
foods which will be able to be digested
easily in the stomach.

2 v Something, as a metal, melts with heat.

cf lãnay
týnay 1a adj an actual, authentic, true

person, thing, event, relationship, situ-

ation “Hýˆu, ˆungaˆ ku gid ˆinaˆ siya!”
ˆIndiˆ magpãti si Dun ˆInrÿku nga týnay
gid niya nga ˆungaˆ. “Yes, that one is

tumba lãta 577 týnay
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surely my daughter!” [But] Don Enrico

did not believe that she was indeed [his]

true daughter.
katunãyan n the truth
1b adj Something, as gold, water is pure;

i.e., not contaminated or diluted. syn

pýru 1a
týnaˆ 1 prep since the beginning of an event

or the time of an event [Týnaˆ is

followed by nga and a clause.] Týnaˆ
nga ˆaku nagtrabãhu diri daw katatlu pa
lang ˆaku kabakay ning tinãpay. Since I

worked here, it seems that I have bought

bread only three times. [Týnaˆ is

followed by a time clause introduced by

nang.] Týnaˆ nang ˆaku naghalin, wayaˆ
na siyay naˆaˆasãhan. Since the time I

left, she no longer had [anyone] who

could really be trusted.

2a n the beginning of something [Follows

sa.] Pagkatãpus mu ning sãbat,
madýgang ka naman ning paglãya ning
baynti ˆýnu lÿlas ˆuliˆ pãra parÿhu ˆang
bÿlang sa týnaˆ kag sa katapýsan. After

your completing the weaving of dyed buri
strips, you will then add twenty-one more

buri strips in weaving so that the count at

the beginning and at the end is the same.

ant katapýsan (tãpus 2)
2b v Someone or something begins or

starts an activity.
nagatýnaˆ Kung ˆini ˆang ˆÿmu ˆuma hay

tãpus mu na ning duyuk pwÿdi mu na
nga tamnan basta nakikÿtaˆ mu nga
nagatýnaˆ na ning ˆuyanˆýyan. If you
finish clearing your upland field, you
can plant it unless you see that [it] is
beginning intermittent rain.

matýnaˆ Sanˆu ka matýnaˆ ning pagpãsa
ning tubaˆ sa ˆãkun? When will you
begin passing the coconut wine to me?

makatýnaˆ Kung tapus na hãkut ˆang
manga pinuntuk nga niyug pwÿdi ka na
makatýnaˆ bunut. If the transporting of
the piled coconuts is finished, then you
will be able to start now to husk
[them].

v A particular activity is started by
someone.

tinunãˆan Pagˆabut ku nga halin sa
Rumblun, tinunãˆan ku na ning tãbas

ˆang ˆiya tÿla nga pangkasay. After my
arrival coming from Romblon, her cloth
for the wedding was started being cut
out by me.

ginatýnaˆ ˆAng paglÿkid, hay ginatýnaˆ sa
maˆintik nga pãnig pakadtu sa malãpad.
As for the rolling, it is started with the
narrow pieces going to the wider pieces.

tunãˆan Kung tunãˆan mu ning ˆalas sayis
nang ˆãga ˆang pagdãbuk manga ˆalas
tris nang hãpun lýtuˆ gid ˆang lýgit. If
the building of a fire will be started by
you at six o’clock in the morning, about
three o’clock in the afternoon the copra
will be well cooked.

tunãˆi imper v An activity must or should
be started by someone! Lýlu Binung,
tunãˆi na ˆang ˆÿmu ˆisturya, kay handaˆ
na kami sa pagpamãtiˆ! Grandfather
Benong, your story should be started
now, because we are now ready to
listen!

v the place or time of the beginning of
something

ginatunãˆan Kung payut na ˆang
kaguyãngan, kung magˆinýyan ning
týdu, ˆimaw ˆinaˆ ˆang ginatunãˆan nang
pagpamahaˆ. When the forest is already
denuded, when it continually rains
heavily, that’s the time of the
beginning of continual flooding.

imper v Start doing something! Sÿgi, týnaˆ
na! Go ahead, start now!

pagtýnaˆ ger someone’s beginning to do
something ˆAng pagtýnaˆ kung paˆunu
ˆang paglýtuˆ ning kik, hay kahugaˆ. As
for the beginning of how to bake a cake,
[it] is difficult. Nang pagtýnaˆ ku pa
lang sa ˆakun pagˆiskwÿla, hay
ginahugaˆan ˆaku. Upon my just
beginning my studying, I experienced
difficulty.

magtýnaˆ ger beginning at a particular
place or time [Magtýnaˆ is followed by a
clause or phrase introduced by nang or
sa.] ˆAng salampãti, magtýnaˆ sa ˆiya
lÿˆug pakadtu sa may tiyan hay putiˆ da
ˆang kulur. A dove, beginning at its
neck going to its breast, the color is
white. Magtýnaˆ pa nang katapýsan
nang býlan nang Pibrÿru wayaˆ na gid
magˆuyan hasta niyan. Beginning the
end of the month of February, it has not

týnaˆ 578 týnaˆ
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rained until now.

tundan n a latundan eating banana plant or

fruit, Musa sapientum var. cineria {Com-

monly eaten raw as a snack food.} (See

sãging 1a, Kinds of Bananas for table.

See Appendix 3, Kinds of Cultigens.)

tundug v Someone finds something.
makatundug ˆIni galiˆ si Kumadri Dilya

hay ˆindiˆ da galiˆ siya makatundug nang
dãyan pakadtu didtu sa ginaˆistahan nang
ˆiya ˆungaˆ. This Co-godmother Delia is
not be able to find the way going to the
place where her children are staying.

v Something is found by someone.
matundug Maˆãyu gãniˆ kung matundug

mu ˆang sýpat nang batu; hay madaliˆ
lang ˆang pagbuˆuy. It is good if you are
able to find the lines of the marble; that
is just easy to get.

matundugi Primÿru, pagˆabut gid nãmun
didtu, dýgay pa gid gãniˆ nãmun
matundugi ˆang klinika ninda. First,
upon our arrival there, it took a long
time before their medical clinic was
able to be found by us. cf kÿtaˆ 1a, sýgid
1b

tuntu 1 n a stupid person syn gãgu 1, turpi
1 cf býruy, buˆang, kalukýhan (lýku 1b)

2 tuntu ka inj You dolt! {An offensive

interjection malawˆay nga hambayãnun
spoken to someone to indicate anger or

extreme displeasure with that person.}

syn gãgu 2, turpi 2
tuntun 1 n a plumb line {Consists of a line

with a weight at the lower end; used to

establish a vertical line.}

2 v Someone lowers something with a
rope. [nagtuntun lowered with a rope]

týnu n the tune of a song ˆIning Plýris hay
sariˆsãriˆ ˆang týnu nang kanta, pÿru
pariparÿhu man ˆang manga birsu. As

for this Flowers of May observance, the

tunes of the songs are of different kinds,

but the lyrics are all the same.

týnud 1 v Someone or something is cast
away by someone else into the ocean.

gingtýnud, tinýnud Gingtýnud ni Pidru
ˆang patay nga ˆayam. The dog was
cast away by Pedro [into the ocean].
Nang tinýnud na sinda sa dãgat
nagapanambÿtun si Plurintÿna, “ˆU,

ˆamay ku! Sa diˆin ka na?” When they
were already cast away into the ocean
Florentina said, “Oh, my Father!
Where are you now?”

tunýrun, ˆitýnud Nang ˆýras na nga
ˆitýnud ˆang prinsÿsa daw ˆindiˆ gid
ninda tunýrun ˆugãling lang kay sýguˆ
nang hãriˆ. At the time that the princess
was to be cast [into the deep ocean], it
seemed that [she] could not be cast
away by them but [they had to obey
because] the king had commanded.
Pagkatãpus bãsa nang sýlat si
Plurintÿna nagatýyuˆ ˆang ˆiya lýhaˆ nga
nagapamalisbis sa pisngi nga, “Bãsiˆ
kami ˆitýnud sa dãgat?” After
Florentina read the letter, her tears were
running profusely down on her cheeks
[and she said], “Why will we be cast
away into the ocean?”

pagkatýnud ac ti ger after or upon
someone’s or something’s being cast
away into the ocean Pagkatýnud sa ˆiya
sa lawud ginaˆanudˆãnud na ˆang kaban
nang sulug. Upon her being cast away
into the open sea, the clothes trunk was
gradually being washed away by the
current.

patýnud caus v Someone or something is
caused by someone else to be cast
away into the ocean.

ginpatýnud, pinatýnud Wayaˆ nakakasãyud
ˆang ˆãkun ˆasãwa nga pinatýnud kami
nang ˆiya Nanay. My husband did not
know at all that we were caused by his
mother to be cast away [into the ocean].
Ginpatýnud ku siya kay nagtraˆidur siya
sa ˆÿmu. She was caused by me to be cast
away [into the ocean] because she
deceived you. cf balibag

2 v The moon or sun sets.
natýnud Maduyum na kay natýnud na

ˆang býlan. It is dark now because the
moon has already set.

nagatýnud ˆAng ˆadlaw hay nagatýnud
sa wisti. The sun sets in the west.

tunug 1 n a noise, a sound
v Someone or something makes a noise or

sound.
nagatunug ˆAng nagatunug nga ˆãtun

nababatÿˆan, hay puru pirkasyun. As for
those things which were making a noise,
which had been clearly heard by us, [they]

tundan 579 tunug
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were all percussion instruments. cf hýni,
lingaw

Kinds of Noises and Sounds

busÿna 1a honk of vehicle horn

hagãnas swish of sth moving fast

hagubhub howl of wind

hãgung moan

kãling 1a jingle as of chain, coins

kãyas hiss

labýnuk thud, sharp crashing

noise

lagãbung banging, sharp crashing

noise

lagãtuk clack of shoe

lagãˆit squeak of sth loosened

by age

lãnug echo

lingaw noise, as of people talking

loudly, quarreling

panaklaˆ click of tongue

ˆÿgut creak, squeak of door,

shoe

2a katýnug (var matýnug) adj The sound

or voice of someone or something is

loud or noisy. ˆInaˆ daw ˆang singgit
pãra matýnug pãra mabatiˆan nang
ˆadtung manga malãˆut nga ginatawag.
It seems that that was the shout so that it

was loud so that it could be heard by

those which are called bad spirits.
katunugtýnug int adj The sound or voice

of someone or something is very loud
or very noisy. Kalãˆum mu týdu na gid
ˆang ˆinãway kay katunugtýnug na ˆang
ˆiya býsis. You thought that the con-
tinual quarreling was very intense
because his voice was already very
loud.

matýnug adv A noise is made loudly. ˆInaˆ
hay ˆisinggit mu gid ning matýnug pãra
nga mabatiˆan. As for that, [it] should be
shouted loudly by you so that it will be
heard.

katunugtýnug int adv A noise is made
very loudly. Dumyãgan ˆang ˆãyam
pakadtu sa byubakýyud kag nagtinãngis
ning katunugtýnug. The dog ran going
to the hillside and kept on crying very
loudly.

mas matýnig comp adj A particular sound is

louder than another sound. Hinadlýkan
ˆang higanti kay mas matýnug pa sa ˆiya
ˆang kay Muniku. The giant was
frightened because the [sound made] by
Monico was louder than his.

tunuk n a spine or thorn Sa kahãngit
nang baˆu, kay wayaˆ siya paghuyýgi,
nagpamunpun siya tunuk nang kawãyan
kag ˆiya binutang sa lãwas nang sãging.
In great anger the turtle, because he was

not given [any fruit by the monkey],

picked up spiny bamboo spines and put

them at the bottom of the banana plant.

ˆAng ˆiya ˆini ning balayan hay ˆigwa ning
pila ka bilug nga tunuk. As for its empty

shell (i.e., of a common pacific nerite

mollusk), there are a few spines.
tunˆan (see tuˆun)

tunˆug n dew
tungaˆ 1 n half of a measure noun [Tungaˆ is

followed by sa and a measure noun.]

Tungaˆ sa ˆadlaw baktas bãgu ka
makaˆabut sa Mãlu. It is a half day

hiking before one will reach Malo.

Malaˆgaˆ ka na ning týbiˆ nga tungaˆ sa
litru, tapus pag madaliˆ na magkayadkad
ˆÿmu ˆibutang ˆang tinaˆ nga gustu mu
ˆitÿnaˆ sa buli. Boil a half liter of water

then, when it is ready to boil, the dye

which you want to use for tinting the buri
[stripes] should be put in. [When tungaˆ
is in addition to a whole number, the

whole number is followed by ka, the

measure noun, kag and then tungaˆ.]
dýha ka dãngaw kag tungaˆ ‘two hand

spans and a half’ {For a description of

half an object, see buˆak 1b.}

2a n the interior of an object; the interior
surface of a plane ˆIbutang ku ˆang bãsu
sa tungaˆ nang lamÿsa. The glass was

placed by me on the interior surface of

the table. cf biˆbiˆ, kantu, pÿliw,

tungaˆtýngaˆ (tungaˆ 2b), ˆalÿhid
2b (var tungaˆtýngaˆ) n the middle or

center of an object, a surface, conver-

sation, story, time period Diraˆ ˆinaˆ sa
tungaˆ nang kãda ngÿpun hay ˆigwa ning
tigkaˆýtud nga gilit. There at the middle
of every wood block there is a half piece

of razor blade. Bumuˆuy ning limpyu

tunuk 580 tungaˆ
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nga papil; kurtihan ning pabÿlug kag
butangan ning maˆisut nga býhuˆ sa
tungaˆtýngaˆ; tapus, ˆibutang ˆang
ˆimplastu. Get a clean piece of paper;

shape it round and put a small hole in the

middle; then put the medicinal plaster

on it. Nang ˆang ˆisturya ni Minda hay
yadtu na sa tungaˆtýngaˆ, ˆimaw ˆadtu
nga kabubuyaw na. When the story of

Minda was already there at the middle,

that’s when it was already humorous. cf

biˆbiˆ, kantu, pÿliw, tungaˆ 2a, ˆalÿhid
3 v Something is divided into pieces or

portions by someone.
tungaˆun ˆÃtun kunu tungaˆun ˆang bãlat.

The banana plant, he said, will be
divided by us.

ginatungaˆtungaˆ Kay kadamuˆdãmuˆ
kami, ginatungaˆtungaˆ ˆang kanˆun sa
pinggan. Because we were very many,
the cooked rice was divided on our plates
into numerous portions by our mother.

tungang gabˆi (gabˆi 3) set expr mid-
night; tungaˆtýngaˆ nga tudluˆ (tungaˆ
1c) idiom a middle finger; mÿsa sa
tungang gabˆi (mÿsa 1a) set expr
midnight mass

*tungdan (see katungdãnan)

tungtung 1a v Someone or something goes
on top of someone or something else.

nagatungtung Galuwas ˆini sinda kung
pataˆub na kag nagatungtung sa batu.
Those ones (i.e., ghost murex mollusks)
come out when [it] becomes high tide
and go on top of stones.

1b v Someone or something has something

else placed on top of something.
gingtungtungan ˆAlas tris na nang ˆãga

nabayãka baya ˆadtu ˆang kusinÿru;
gindayˆan ˆaku ning kapi kag
gingtungtungan ˆaku sa tiyan nang
maˆÿnit na kapi nabubutang sa tãsa.
Three o’clock in the morning, maybe
the cook was worried; I was brought
coffee and I had the hot coffee which
had been put in a cup placed on top of
my stomach.

tungud1 1 tungud sa prep Something

happens or a state exists because of
something else happening, or the

existence of another state. ˆAdtung

babãyi hay gasakit ˆang ˆýyu tungud sa
kakuyangan nang katuyugun. That

woman has a headache because of lack

of sleep.
kay tungud sa subord conj Something

happens or a state exists because
something else happens or another state
exists. ˆAng ˆiba nga nagakadtu sa
sinihan, hay bukun pãra magtanˆaw
kundiˆ pãra makakatýyug kay tungud sa
kahagkut sa suyud. As for some who go
to movie houses, it is not in order to
watch [a movie] but so that they will be
able to sleep because it is cold inside.

tungud kay subord conj Because a
particular event happens or state exists,
another event happens or state exists.
Tungud kay kalakaˆ lang didtu ˆang
may tanum nga sãging sa ˆãmun lugar,
gãniˆ didtu sinda nagkadtu kana
Biranda. Because only a few had
banana plants there in our place, that is
the reason why they went there to
Biranda’s place.

2 natutungud (var tungud) prep an event

about another event, someone or some-

thing [Followed by sa or kay.] Sina Nãna
Tÿba hay mamãtiˆ nang manga ˆisturya
nga natutungud sa manga hãriˆ kag
rayna. Aunt Tiba and others will listen to

the stories about the kings and the

queens. Mintras ˆinaˆ sinda nagakãˆun
nga nagaˆatýbang sa lamÿsa ˆang manga
magýyang nang lyãki kag nang babãyi
hay nagaˆirgu na sinda nang natutungud
sa ˆinda manga ˆungaˆ. While they are

eating facing each other at the table, the

parents of the boy and girl are discussing

about their children. Wayaˆ ka pa diri
nagapamatiˆ ˆaku sa radyu kay
ginapamatiˆan ku ˆang balÿtaˆ tungud
didtu sa bulkan nga naglupuk na. [When]

you were not yet here, I was listening to

the radio because I was listening to the

news about the volcano which had

already erupted. Balÿkun ku ˆadtung
ˆisturya ku tungud kay Binung. That story

of mine about Benong will be returned to

by me.

tungud2 n the base or edge of something; a

place nearby someone or something Sa

*tungdan 581 tungud2
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tungud nang ˆiya tukaˆ pakadtu sa may
lÿˆug, ˆigway gýhit nga kulur putiˆ. At the

base of its beak (i.e., of a barred rail

bird) up to the neck, there is white color.

Pagkaˆãga nga pakadtýˆun na si Huwan
sa bunÿtan, bãgu sya pumãnaw,
ginlýbung ˆãnay ni Huwan ˆang ˆiya lýla
sa tungud nang hagdan. In the morning

when John was about to go to the place

to fish with hook and line, before he left

his grandmother was first buried by

John in a place nearby the doorstep.

Kung ˆadlaw na punaˆpunaˆ sinda kung
nagalupad; nagalupad sinda sa tungud
nang dãgat. When it was already

daylight they would fly in a flock; they

would fly to the edge of the ocean.

Nagˆãgi ˆinaˆ niyan ˆang magˆasãwa sa
tungud nãmun kay makadtu sa Lýsud
mabakay ning ˆasin. At that moment that

husband and wife passed by a place
nearby us because [they] will go to

Lusod to buy salt.
adj Someone is near a particular person or

place. Pag tungud nãmun sa baryu
nang Makalas, nasumpung gid nãmun
ˆang dakuˆ nga ˆuyan. When we were
near the village of Macalas, heavy rain
was experienced by us. cf buliˆ 1a, kibut
1a, pýnuˆ2 1a, katapýsan nga dãyun
(tãpus 5), ˆubus

tupaˆ v Someone or something falls to or

into something.
tumupaˆ Kung sa diˆin ˆadtu tumupaˆ ˆang

ˆÿmu batu hay didtu ˆinaˆ ˆang ˆÿmu
“bayay”. Where that playing stone
falls, that’s where your “house” is.

v the place to which someone or
something falls; that into which
someone or something falls

tupaˆan Kung ˆayangˆãyang ˆang ˆÿmu
pagsãkaˆ sa bapur, dãgat ˆang tupaˆan
mu. If your climbing up to the boat is
careless, that into which you will fall is
the ocean. cf hýyug, lãrag, lýka, tapuk,
tumba

tupi 1 v Someone, as a barber, cuts hair.

[nagtupi cut hair] {Instrument used for

cutting hair: gunting scissors.}
magpatupi caus inf Someone lets

someone else cut hair. Ginapakaˆãyu

ku ˆinaˆ pãra nga dãmuˆ ˆang maˆuˆýyun
sa ˆãkun nga magpatupi. That [haircut]
is being made attractive by me so that
many will like to let me cut [their] hair.

2 miyugtýpi (var miyugtýpi ning buhuk)

n a barber ˆIni ˆang manga miyugtýpi
ning buhuk nga ˆantÿgu nang manga
ˆistÿlu, ˆini sinda hay nagˆiskwÿla sa
Manÿlaˆ kundiˆ man sa ˆiban nga lugar
nga ˆinda ginakadtuˆan. As for these

barbers who know [different kinds of

hair] styles, as for them, [they] went to

school in Manila or to other places

where they are going. (See miyug-,
Words with Miyug- for table.)

tuplay adj A strand of thread or cord is two
ply. ˆIni naman ˆang langgarÿti ˆang
mata ˆini hay numiru syÿti kag ˆang
nahut hay ˆang ginatawag nga tuplay.
As for this two-ply strand fishnet, its

mesh is number seven, and as for the

thickness [of the net material, it] is what

is called two-ply.

tupung v Someone or something becomes
equal or even in some way with

someone or something else.
magtupung Kung nagˆãput na ˆang

kalãyu ˆinutˆinut na ˆang ˆÿmu pagbutang
ning bunut hasta magtupung sa
kinutkutan. When the fire has already
kindled [some coconut husks], your
putting of the coconut husks is little by
little until they become even with the
place where [soil] was dug out.

katupung ˆIndiˆ kami katupung sa ˆindu.
We are not able to become equal with
you.

turag v Someone roams or tramps around
in a particular place.

nagturagtýrag Si Birting lang kag ˆang
ˆiban sa ˆinda hay nagturagtýrag didtu
sa lugar nga ginabuyˆan nang týbiˆ.
Only Berting and others of them
thoroughly tramped around there in
the place where water is gotten.

nagapanturagtýrag Nang sundãlu diri sa
banwa nagapanturagtýrag na. The
soldiers here in town were already all
extensively roaming around. cf lantýˆag,
pamasyar 1b, pãnaw 1, pasÿyu, sãbuˆ,
ˆãbug

tupaˆ 582 turag
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týri n a floor or story of a house ˆIndiˆ ka gid
magpanaˆug sa dýtaˆ! Diri ka lang sa
ˆikatlu nga týri. Do not go down to the

ground! Just stay here on the third floor.

syn ˆiskalun
turista (var turist) n a tourist ˆIni nga lugar

hay kadtýˆan nang manga turista,
parÿhu ˆãbi nang Bagyu kag ˆAntipýlu.
These places are where tourists go like,

for example, Baguio and Antipolo.

turnilyu v Someone engages in finger
wrestling.

nagturnilyu Nagturnilyu sina Tiruy
kahãpun kung sinˆu ˆang nagdaˆag.
Teroy and companion engaged in
finger wrestling yesterday [to see] who
would win. {Elbows are placed on a flat
surface and each contestant grips a
finger of his opponent with his finger;
the object is to pull the opponent’s arm
down.} cf pãka2

turpi 1 n a stupid person syn gãgu 1, tuntu 1
cf býruy, buˆang, kalukýhan (lýku 1b)

2 turpi ka inj You dolt! {An offensive

interjection malawˆay nga hambayãnun
spoken to someone to indicate anger or

extreme displeasure with that person.}

syn gãgu 2, tuntu 2
turtilya 1a n scrambled eggs, egg omelet
1b v An egg is scrambled or made into an

omelet by someone.
ginaturtilya ˆIni ˆang ˆitlug nang nÿtib nga

manuk hay ginalaˆgaˆ kundiˆ man hay
ginaturtilya kag ˆini hay ˆimaw na ˆang
suyaˆ sa pamãhaw ˆu ˆãbir sa ˆigmaˆ ˆu sa
ˆihãpun basta wayaˆ ning suyaˆ. These
eggs of native chickens are hard boiled
or are scrambled and these are already
a side dish at breakfast time or even at
lunchtime or suppertime if there is no
side dish.

tusluk v Someone pierces, pierces through,

punches or spears something.
magtusluk Kung ˆikaw ˆini magtusluk

nang sundang hay ˆÿmu ning gulpihun
kay ˆini nga kung ˆÿmu ˆini dahandahãnun
pagbuˆuy hay nagaˆýkab naman. If you
spear it (i.e., a mollusk) with a cutting
bolo it should be [speared] quickly
because if it is gotten slowly by you it
will surely retract [its head]. Kung ˆikaw
ˆini hay magbuˆuy hay magtusluktusluk

lang ˆikaw sa dýtaˆ. When you get them
(i.e., prickly cockle mollusks) you must
spear the earth all over.

pagtusluk ger someone’s punching, pierc-
ing, piercing through or spearing of
something with a sharp instrument
Ginatusluktusluk mu ning kapÿnu ˆang
býhuˆ kag ˆikÿtun gid ˆang pagtusluk nang
langsang. Small holes should be punched
into it (i.e., a coconut shell) and the
punching should be spaced closely with a
nail.

v A hole is punched, an object is pierced,
pierced through or speared by someone
with a sharp instrument.

ginatusluk Ginatusluk ning punta nang
sundang ˆang niyug kag ˆiˆitsa sa
ginapuntukan. The coconuts are
speared with the end of the cutting bolo
and tossed to the place where [they] are
piled together. Ginatusluktusluk mu
ning kapÿnu ˆang býhuˆ, kag ˆikÿtun gid
ˆang pagtusluk nang langsang. Tiny
holes should be punched [into a
coconut shell] by you, and the punching
should be spaced closely with a nail.
Masigkabýˆak nang baˆbaˆ nang kustal
ginatusluk ˆang kãhuy nga duha pãra
parÿhu ˆang býka nang baˆbaˆ nang
kustal. On both sides of the mouth of the
sack the two pieces of wood are pierced
through so that the sides of the sack
mouth are the same [as the length].

tuslukun Kung nagtamwaˆ na ˆang ˆiya
ˆýyu, ˆÿmu na tuslukun nang ˆÿmu daya
nga ˆudyung nga matalÿwis ˆang ˆiya
punta. If its head (i.e., of a small octopus)
comes out, it should be pierced with your
spear-head instrument which is pointed at
its end. (See ˆýtud 1, Different Ways of
Cutting for table.)

týsu adj Someone or something is tricky.

Kaˆibãhan niya ˆang ˆiya týsu nga
ˆuning, ˆang ˆiya maˆÿsug nga ˆãyam kag
ˆang mahýgud nga ˆambuˆ. His

companions were his tricky cat, his

brave dog and the industrious rat.
katýsu n someone’s trickery ˆAng katýsu

nang nanay ni ˆInrÿku, hinãrang niya
ˆang sýlat nga halin kay Plurintÿna kay
kinuntak niya ˆang tagahatud sýlat nga
ˆiˆãgi sa ˆiya ˆang tanan nga sýlat ni

týri 583 týsu
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Plurintÿna. As for the trickery of
Enrico’s mother, the letter which came
from Florentina was intercepted by her
because the postman was contacted by
her so that all the letters of Florentina
would be brought to her.

tusˆung v Someone carries something on the
head. [nagtusˆung carried something on

the head] (See daya 1b, Ways of
Carrying for table.)

tutal adv A particular situation exists. Any-
way another compensating situation

exists. {The statement following tutal is

intended to explain why what has just

been said is not a problem.} Nagdisisyun
ˆang magˆasawa nga, “Maˆãyu pa baya
hay tawˆan na lang nãtun siya nang ˆiya
gustu. Tutal bãtaˆ pa da ˆinaˆ siya.” The

married couple decided that, “Maybe it

would be good for him to just be given

what he likes by us. Anyway, that one is

still young.” Ngãniˆ nakaˆÿsip da siya na
siya hay makari na lang sa ˆãmun bayay
kay magabinuyãgan matýˆud kami. Hay
tutal kasýgut na gida kami ˆadtu. She

thought that she would just come to our

house because [otherwise] we would truly

be separated from each other. Anyway,

we were already engaged. syn sabãgay
tutuk v Someone carefully examines, looks

carefully or resolutely at something or

someone else.
nagatutuk Nagatutuk gid si Pitra sa ˆiya

ˆasãwa kay hangit siya. Petra is looking
very resolutely at her spouse because
she is angry.

v Something or someone is carefully
examined by someone.

tutukun Kung ˆikaw magbuˆuy ˆini nga
sÿhiˆ, dãpat tutukun mu ˆang ˆiya býhuˆ. If
you get this [kind of] shell, it should be
that its hole will frequently be carefully
looked at by you. cf batyag1 1, hangad 1,
lingig, liˆliˆ, mata 1b, paniˆid, purba, siruˆ
1a, tanˆaw 1a

týtum v Someone becomes loyal or true in

performing a religious exercise.
nagtýtum Nagtýtum si Pilar sa

pagsimba týnaˆ nang nagabinãsa siya
ning Bibliya. Pilar became loyal in
going to church since she has been

constantly reading the Bible.
matýtum adj Someone is a loyal or true

follower of a particular faith. ˆInaˆ ˆang
ginatawag nãtun nga manga matýtum
nga manga Katuliku hay kãda gid ˆinaˆ
Duminggu hay nagakalãwat. As for
those who are called true Catholics by
us, every Sunday [they] receive holy
communion.

tutupung n a game of tag-the-can ˆIni
naman ˆang kãnam nga tutupung hay
ˆang gãmit lang gid ˆini hay lãta nga sa
gatasan; ˆimaw ˆini ˆang ginahuman nga
sikyýˆan. As for this tag-the-can game,

that used for this [game] is a[n empty]

milk can; this is used as the home base.

{An empty milk can and occasionally a

half-coconut shell is used. Someone

throws the can and the “witch,” who is

“it,” must retrieve it, set it upright at

home base and hunt for the other players

who, in the meantime, have hidden.

When someone is discovered, the witch

says “Found!” bung, and they race each

other to home base. If the one hiding

arrives first, he tags the can, throws it

again and hides. If the witch arrives

first, he tags the can by putting his foot

on it and the one hiding is out. This

continues until all those who have been

hiding are out; the one tagged first

becomes the witch, and the process is

repeated.} (See kãnam 1a, Games
Children and Others Play for table.)

tutýˆu (see sibýyas 1a) a shallot
tuwad n a tuwad mollusk, similar to a

Philippi’s star mollusk, Astrae buschll
Found in the southern Panamic and

Peruvian provinces of South America.

tuwang 1 katuwang n Someone or some-

thing has a partner. Nagˆasãwa na lang
ˆaku liwat kay nagasiguru ˆaku nga ˆigwa
ˆakuy katuwang sa pagpangabuhiˆ. I just

got married a second time because I

wanted to be sure that I would have a

partner for [my] life.

2 agf recip v Several are helped by each
other.

gingtuwangtuwãngan ˆAng masunud ku
nga gingtrabãhu hay nagahinãkut ˆãnay
kami ning batu; gingtuwangtuwãngan

tusˆung 584 tuwang
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nãmun. The next thing that was worked
on by me was that we all carried stones;
we were all helped by each other.

tuway n an ocean quahog mollusk, Arctica
islandica

*týya (see tinýya)

tuyãˆuk n the crow of a chicken, jungle

fowl, rooster {For other sounds of

chickens see kutuˆkutuˆ.}
tuyaˆuk v A chicken, jungle fowl, rooster

crows.
nagatuyaˆuk Kung siya nagatuyaˆuk,

parÿhu da nang ˆãtun manuk nga
ginaˆalÿlaˆ. If it (i.e., a jungle fowl)
crows, it is like our domestic chickens.

magtuyaˆuk Kung ˆang manuk nga
dumayãga hay magtuyaˆuk ˆigwa ning
dalãga nga nagˆasãwa nga wayaˆ
masayýri nang ˆiya ginikãnan. If a
pre-laying hen crows it is said that there
is an unmarried woman who got
married in which her parents did not
know about it. (See Appendix 24,
Sounds of Animals and Fowl.)

tuyu 1 card num adj three actions, people,

pieces of something, situations, things,

times, units of measurement Hamãkun
mu! nga nagˆinýyan ning tuyu ka ˆadlaw;
wayaˆ gid nagapãra ˆang ˆuyan. Imagine!

it rained continuously for three days; the

rain did not stop at all. Sa ˆisa ka bugkus
nga maˆis hay tuyu ka pusuˆ. In one

bundle of corn there are three unshucked

cobs. [Cardinal number adjectives occur

as predicates.] ˆAng nakatãpus ku nga
ˆungaˆ sa kulihiyu hay tuyu. My children

who were able to finish college were
three. {For the use of Romblomanon

numbers, see ˆisa 1a.} syn tatlu 1, tris
(See Appendix 21, Cardinal Numbers.)

2 card num Three are involved in an event

or state. syn tatlu 2
3 katuyu n An event occurs three times.

syn katatlu (tatlu 3)
4 pangtuyu (var ˆikatuyu) ord num a third

action, person, situation, thing, time, unit

of measurement syn pangatlu, ˆikatlu
(tatlu 4), tird, tirsÿra (See Appendix 22,

Ordinal Numbers.)

ˆikatuyu nga latiˆ (latiˆ 1c) idiom The

moon is in its third quarter;

pakatigýyu derv a third cousin
týyu n soy sauce {Used as a dip for broiled

fish ˆinÿhaw nga ˆisdaˆ; mixed with lime

juice, ground black pepper, chopped

onions and garlic, and used for

marinating fish, beef, poultry or pork;

added to noodles pansit and adobo

ˆadýbu for seasoning.}

tuyud v Something, as a box, chair, table, a

door is pushed away by someone.
gintuyud Gintuyud ni Kandidu ˆang

bangku para siya makaˆabri. The chair
was pushed [out of the way] by Candido
so that he would be able to pass by.

tuyuran Tuyuran ˆang sara pãra
magˆabri. The door will be pushed so
that [it] will open. ant bira

týyug 1 v Someone falls asleep, sleeps.
[Some verbs occur interchangeably with

either the root týyug or the stem katýyug;

others prefer either týyug or katýyug. A

clear pattern has not been observed.]
nagkatuyug, natýyug, kumatýyug,

tumýyug ˆAng tagaˆÃyad dri na ˆadtu
nagkatuyug sa bayay nina Pirla. The
ones from Alad slept here in the house
of Perla’s family. Natýyug kami ˆadtu
hay ˆagaˆãga na kay nagkadtu kami sa
baylÿhan. We fell asleep when it was
already early morning because we went
to the benefit dance. Nagˆihapun kami
kag kumatýyug na. We ate our supper
and then slept. Pagˆabut ku gid ˆinaˆ
tumýyug na ˆaku kay kabudlaybudlay
gãniˆ ˆaku sa byãhi. When I arrived at
that time, I immediately fell asleep
because I was very tired in traveling.

nagpangkatýyug ˆIndiˆ na da nãmun
masýguˆ sina Dilya sa paglýtuˆ kay
nagpangkatýyug na. We are no longer
able to persuade Delia and others to
cook because they all slept already.

nakakatýyug, natuyýgan Pakadtu na
ˆaku sa San ˆAgustin sa ˆãmun bayay,
nakakatýyug ˆaku sa dyip. While I was
going to San Agustin to our house, I
happened to fall asleep on the jeep.
Natuyýgan na si Lÿtu; kamýˆuk na ˆang
ˆiya katýyug. Lito was finally able to
fall sleep; his sleep was sound then.
Wayaˆ ninda nakasãyu sa pagkãˆun si
Nistur kay natuyýgan nga dãˆan.

tuway 585 týyug
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Nestor was not able to join them in
eating because he happened to fall
asleep early.

natutuyýgan May yãraˆ pa gid nga tãwu
nga ˆãbir nagapungkuˆ sa bangkuˆ hay
natutuyýgan. There are surely some
people who, even though they are sitting
down on a chair, were surely able to fall
asleep. [The forms natuyýgi, matuyýgi
and matutuyýgi follow the past negative
wayaˆ. For forms with the non-past
negative ˆindiˆ, see matuyýgan below.]

natuyýgi Wayaˆ natuyýgi ˆang prinsÿsa
kaysa kaˆiˆÿsip sa prinsipi. The princess
was not able to sleep because of [her]
thinking of the prince.

matuyýgi Wayaˆ matuyýgi si Pirla hasta
magˆãga. Perla was not able to fall
asleep until it became morning.

matutuyýgi Dýgay na ˆaku ning higdaˆ
kagabˆi pÿru wayaˆ ˆaku matutuyýgi. I
had already laid down for a long time
last night but I was not able to sleep at
all.

nagkinatýyug Nang nakahalin sina
Saryu sa týbiˆ nagkinatýyug gid ˆãnay
sinda. When Sario and the others were
able to get away from the water, they
slept continuously.

natuyugtuyug Natuyugtuyug lang baya
ˆaku ning duha ka ˆýras kagabˆi. Maybe
I slept only a little bit for two hours last
night.

nagakatuyug Si Pÿtir, hay nagakatuyug
sa bayay kay ginapilaw. As for Peter, he
is sleeping in the house because he is
sleepy.

nagapangkatýyug Nakÿtaˆ nang higanti ˆang
manga musikÿru nga nagapangkatýyug
sa ˆidãyum nang kãhuy. The musicians
who were all sleeping under a tree were
seen by the giant.

nagakinatýyug May lapsag nga kung
ˆadlaw hay nagakinatýyug pÿru pagˆabut
nang gabˆi, nagatãngis. There are some
babies who continually sleep during the
daytime, but upon the coming of night,
they cry.

matýyug Matýyug na kita kay buwas sa
ˆãga hay may parãda. We will sleep
now because tomorrow morning there is
a parade.

matutýyug Kaˆayuˆãyu ka pa lang kaˆÿna

nga matutýyug, kag bahãyaˆ ka lang
nagakýrug. You were still healthy a
little while ago when you were falling
sleep, and [then] suddenly you were just
trembling.

makakatýyug ˆAng ˆiba nga nagakadtu
sa sinihan hay bukun pãra magtanˆaw
kundiˆ pãra makakatýyug kay tungud
sa kahagkut sa suyud. Some go to movie
houses not in order to watch a movie but
so that they will be able to sleep
because it is cold.

matuyýgan [Follows adjectives and
nga.] Kagabˆi dýgay gid ˆaku nga
matuyýgan kay ˆang ˆãkun talÿnga hay
masakit. Last night I took a long time
to be able to sleep because my ear was
painful. [Follows prepositions.] Sÿgi
lang ˆang ˆãkun ning hýbug sa ˆãkun
ˆungaˆ hasta gid nga matuyýgan liwat. I
just went on swinging my child until he
was able to fall sleep again. Wayaˆ gid
ˆaku matuyýgi maˆãyu kay paˆunu ka
nga matuyýgan? Kay ˆang ˆÿmu
nababatiˆan hay ˆang hinagubhub nang
hãngin. I was unable to sleep well
because how would one be able to fall
asleep? Because what was able to be
clearly heard by one is the continuous
howling of the wind. [Occurs as head of
a time clause following nang.] Nang
matuyýgan ˆang ˆungaˆ ni Marya,
ginsãkaˆ niya sa bubýngan kag
gingbuˆuy ˆang pakpak. When the child
of Mary was able to fall asleep, she
(i.e., Mary) climbed to the roof and got
the wings. [Follows a negative ˆindiˆ.]
ˆIndiˆ ˆaku matuyýgan kay kaˆÿnit sa
kwartu. I am not able to fall asleep
because it is hot in the room.

matutuyýgan Matutuyýgan lang ˆaku
didtu kung yadtu ˆikaw. I will surely be
able to sleep there if you are there.

týyug, katýyug, pagkatýyug imper v
Sleep! Fall asleep! Someone must or
should sleep, fall asleep! Didtu na lang
týyug sa bayay kay ˆigwa da kamu didtu
katuyugan! Just sleep there in the house
because there is a sleeping place there
for you (pl)! Silbya, katýyug na ˆãbi!
Bãsiˆ nagabangunbãngun ka? Sylvia,
please sleep now! Why are you always
getting up?

týyug 586 týyug
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magkatýyug, kumatýyug imper v You
sleep! You fall asleep! ˆÝliˆ kamu sa
ˆindu bayay kag magkatuyug kamu!
You (pl) go back to your house and you
(pl) sleep! Sãkaˆ na sa ˆibãbaw kag
kumatýyug ka! Go up above now and
you sleep!

kakatýyug [Follows a negative.] Si Klãra
wayaˆ kakatýyug hasta nagˆãga sa
kababantay nga pãra siya ˆindiˆ
maˆubayan ni Dyýwil. Clara was not
able to sleep until morning came (i.e.,
she stayed awake all night) in being able
to guard so that she would not happen to
be slept with by Joel. Gustu ku
magkatuyug gãling lang kay kung
gahigdaˆ ˆaku hay ˆindiˆ ˆaku kakatýyug.
I like to sleep but if I lay down I will not
be able to fall asleep. [Follows pwÿdi.]
Pwÿdi ba ˆaku diri kakatýyug sa ˆindu
bayay? Is it possible that I will be able
to sleep there in your house?

magkatýyug Kung ˆikaw didtu sa
simbãhan magkatuyug hay may
gwardya ka nga santus. If you sleep
there at the church you have an icon-
saint guard.

magkatuyug inf to fall asleep, sleep
Gustu ku magkatuyug gãling lang kay
kung gahigdaˆ ˆaku hay ˆindiˆ ˆaku
kakatýyug. I like to sleep but if I lay
down I am unable to fall asleep.

magkinatýyug inf to continually sleep
May yãraˆ nga nagapanamkun nga
ginahagkut kãda hãpun, kag maskin
ˆãga pa hay gustu na magkinatýyug.
There are some who have pregnancy
cravings who feel cold every afternoon,
and even though it is already morning
[they] like to continually sleep.

pagkatýyug ger someone’s sleep, falling
asleep, sleeping Dãpat hay ˆindiˆ ka
maglagumba pãra nga ˆindiˆ mu
madisturbu ˆang pagkatýyug ni Lýla. It
should be that you will not stamp your
feet in order that you will not disturb
Grandmother’s sleep. Diraˆ sa
Tyamban, kung ˆikaw nagaplÿti ning
kãtids ˆigwa ˆinaˆ diraˆ ning kumplÿtu
nga gãmit nga ˆindu magagãmit sa
pagkatýyug. There in Tiamban, if you
are renting a cottage, there are complete
supplies there that you will use for

sleeping.
kinatýyug ger someone’s continual

sleeping Sÿgi lang gid ˆadtu ˆang ˆãkun
kinatýyug kay nagaˆuyan. My
continual sleeping kept on because it
was raining.

katutýyug, pagkatýyug ti ger after or
upon someone’s sleeping, falling asleep
Katutýyug ku lang nang ˆumabut ˆang
ˆãkun tatay. Upon my just falling asleep
was when my father arrived. Pagkatýyug
nang ˆungaˆ hay makabutingting ka
naman ning ˆiba nga trabãhu. Upon the
child’s sleeping, you will be able to
accomplish some of your work.

v Something is used for falling asleep,
sleeping by someone.

pangkatýyug ˆIgwa ˆaku ning pangkatýyug
nga bãruˆ nga gintahiˆ ni Nanay. I have a
garment used for sleeping which Mother
sewed.

v A particular place is slept away from by
someone.

katuyýgan Katuyýgan ku ˆang ˆãkun
labãhan kay ginabudlãyan ˆaku. My
work will be slept away from by me
because I am tired.

katýyug, týyug v A particular place is
where someone sleeps.

gingkatuyýgan Naghuyam si Lýta ning
banig kay Sabil nga ˆiya gingkatuyýgan
kagabˆi. Lota borrowed a mat from
Sabil where she slept last night.

natuyýgan ˆAng natuyýgan ku nga katri
hay katri ni Linda. The bed where I was
able to sleep was Linda’s bed.

ginatuyýgan, ginakatuyugan ˆIgwa
kami ning ginatuyýgan nga manga
bayay, kay ginaˆinimbÿtar kami. We
have many houses where we sleep
because we are being invited. ˆAng
bayay nga ginakatuyugan ni Samwil
hay sa ˆibãbaw. The house where
Samuel is sleeping is above.

matuyýgan ˆAng matãrung nang manga
pubri hay may bayay lang ˆinaˆ nga
matuyýgan tãmaˆ na. The attitude of
poor people is that there only be a house
where [they] will sleep and that’s
enough.

katuyýgan [Occurs as a substantive
following a determiner.] ˆAng bayay
nga puydi si Karla makaplÿti ning ˆisa ka

týyug 587 týyug
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gabˆi hay ˆimaw ˆang ˆiya katuyýgan.
The house which is possible for Carla to
be able to rent for one night is where she
will sleep.

patýyug caus v Someone lets someone
else sleep.

nagapatýyug, nagapakatýyug Hÿpus na
gãniˆ týˆu diraˆ kay nagapatýyug ˆaku
ning ˆungaˆ. Please be quiet there now
because I am letting the child sleep.
Nagakanta ˆang manga nanay kung
sinda hay nagapakatýyug nang ˆinda
ˆungaˆ. The mothers sing when they let
their children sleep.

caus v Someone is allowed to sleep by
someone else.

ginpatýyug, pinatýyug, ginpakatýyug
Ginpatýyug nang manga ˆaswang
ˆadtung manga tãwu pãra ˆinda patyun
kag kaˆýnun. Those people were caused
to sleep by the witches in order that
[they] would be killed and eaten by
them. ˆUmubay si Nistur kay Nardu,
tapus pinatýyug na niya ˆang ˆungaˆ.
Nestor lay beside Nardo, then the child
(i.e., Nardo) was allowed to sleep by
him. Pagkatãpus ni Nanay ˆinum ning
buyung, ginpakatýyug ku siya. After
Mother finished drinking the medicine,
she was allowed by me to sleep.

napatýyug [Follows nang in a time
clause.] Nang napatýyug na ni Manang
Dilya sa ˆiya gÿba si Klãra, pinapãyaˆ ku
na lang sa ˆiya sa banig. When Clara
was already able to be allowed by
Older Sister Delia to sleep on her lap,
she was just laid down by me on a mat.

ginapakatýyug Bÿsan yaˆ salaˆ ˆang ˆãkun
manga ˆungaˆ, basta ginapakatýyug ku
kag kung ˆindiˆ magkatuyug, ˆa,
ginapangbunãyan ku ˆinaˆ! Even though
my children have no fault, nevertheless
they are allowed to sleep by me
because if they do not sleep, oh, they are
all whipped by me!

pakatuyýgun Kung tapus na ˆaku ning
panghýgas, ˆãkun na ˆitun pakatuyýgun
ˆang ˆãkun manga ˆungaˆ. When I finish
washing all [the dishes], my children
will be allowed by me to sleep.

patuyýga, patuyýgun, pagpatuyýga
imper v Someone must or should be
allowed to sleep by someone else!

Patuyýga lang ˆãnay si Nÿna kay dayˆun
ku pakadtu sa banwa ˆinaˆ niyan! Please,
Nena should just be allowed to sleep
because [she] will soon be brought by
me going to town! Lýsi, didtu mu si
Binsint patuyýgun sa ˆindu bayay!
Lucy, Vincent should be allowed by
you to sleep there at your house! ˆAyaw
ˆãnay pagpatuyýga si Turing kay
ginagýtum pa ˆinaˆ siya! Please, Toring
should not be allowed to sleep because
that one is still hungry!

pangpatýyug pur ger for the purpose of
causing sleep Ginˆindyiksyunan ˆaku
ning pangpatýyug nang duktur. I was
injected [with medicine] for causing
sleep by the doctor.

pagpakatýyug inf to let someone sleep
Ginapÿlit ta gid ˆini si Nilya
pagpakatýyug pagkatãpus ning ˆigmaˆ.
We are really persuading Nelia to let
[the baby] sleep after lunch is finished.

katýyug, týyug n someone’s sleep Sÿgi
ˆang ˆinda týyug nga duha kay budlay
sinda. The sleep of the two was
continuous because they were tired.
Wayaˆ kami týyug kay wayaˆ kami
higdãˆan kay punuˆ ˆang tihÿras. We had
no sleep because we had no cot because
they were full of passengers. Sigýru
manga ˆalas syÿti nang gabˆi maˆãyu na
ˆang ˆãkun katýyug. Perhaps at about
seven o’clock at night my sleep is
sound. cf ˆubay

2 katuyugan (var tuyugan) n a bedroom,

sleeping place Just sleep there in the

house because there is a sleeping place
there for you. [Compare this form with

katuyýgan, above.]

tuyun v Something is swallowed by someone

or something else. Kung tambayu nga
ˆisdaˆ ˆang ˆiya nasayangan sa kabatuhan,
ginatukaˆ da niya kag diritsu tuyun.
When a pore-headed gudgeon fish is what

happens to be seen in a stony area, it is

pecked and is immediately swallowed.
matuyun Butangi ning sabaw nga kapi

ˆang ˆÿmu kanˆun pãra madaliˆ mu
matuyun. Your rice should have coffee-
flavored liquid put into it so that it will
be easy to be able to be swallowed by
you.

tuyun 588 tuyun
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tuyuˆ n dried sardines ˆAng ˆisdaˆ nga
ginahuman nga tuyuˆ hay ˆang tapuyuk
kag tambangkyaw. The fish which are

used for making dried sardines are

white sardines and black-tipped

sardines. {White sardines tapuyuk and

black-tipped sardines tambangkyaw are

washed hýgasan, lightly salted ˆasinan,

and put into a sunny location to dry.

They are broiled over coals ginaˆÿhaw
(ˆÿhaw 2a), or fried pirÿtu (pirÿtu 1a).}
(See ˆisdaˆ 1, Kinds of Cured Fish for

table.)

týyuˆ1 (var katuyuˆan) n the aim or purpose
in doing something ˆAnu ˆang týyuˆ mu
sa pagkari sa Rumblun? What is your

purpose in coming to Romblon? ˆAng
katuyuˆan nang ˆini nga ˆasusasyun hay
ˆang magkaˆigwa ning pagkakaˆisa sa
ˆãtun lugar. The purpose of this asso-

ciation is to have unity in our place.

týyuˆ2 1a n a drop of liquid, a raindrop, a

tear
1b v A liquid or soft substance drips, falls,

runs down a surface.
nagatýyuˆ Nagpãnaw na kami ˆinaˆ nyan

kay nagadakuˆdakuˆ na ˆang ˆuyan nga
nagatýyuˆ. We left there then because
the rain that was dripping was
becoming very intense. Nang nagatýyuˆ
na ˆang ˆuyan nanãguˆ na kami sa
kanipãˆan. When the rain is already
falling we then shelter ourselves in a
nipa palm grove. Pagtungud gid niya sa
ˆiya dãti nga nubyu, dumýyug ˆãnay siya
kag lumingig nga nagatýyuˆ ˆang ˆiya
lýhaˆ sa mata. When she was right there
near her previous fiancé, she stopped
then and looked back in which her tears
were falling from her eyes.

nagapanunýyuˆ Hay ˆaku da daw
ginahadlýkan da kay nakÿtaˆ ku da nga,
ˆabaw nga duguˆ! Nagapanunýyuˆ sa
batÿˆis. I was already afraid because I
saw that, oh, [there was much] blood! It
was extensively running down her
lower leg.

nagatinýyuˆ Nagatinýyuˆ sa ˆãmun
ˆibãbaw nang ˆãmun bubýngan; hay
hãlus yadtu na da kami sa luwas kay
ˆang bubung hay nilupad na. [It] was

continually dripping from the top of
our roof; we were almost already
outside because our roof was being
blown off by the wind.

makatýyuˆ Pagkatãpus bÿlang nang
manga binuˆuk nga niyug pwÿdi na nga
tunãˆan paglatak pãra makatýyuˆ ˆang
niyug. After the counting of the whole
pieces of coconut fruits is finished, it is
possible that breaking [them] open will
be begun so that the coconut fruits will
be able to drip.

patýyuˆ caus v A liquid or soft substance is
allowed to drip, fall, run down a
surface by someone.

patuyýˆun Yuˆyuˆun ˆang manuk sa lÿˆug
kag pagkatãpus patuyýˆun ˆang duguˆ
sa kãda pýnuˆ nang halÿgi. The chicken
should be killed by cutting the neck and
afterwards the blood should be allowed
to drip to the base of each foundation
post.

tuyˆan n the bone of a bird, fowl, person,

reptile ˆIndiˆ siya dãpat magkalibug kay,
kung nagakadtu sinda sa bakýyud kag
nakakadakup ning pispis, ˆiya gid tanan
ˆang karni kag tuyˆan. He should not

worry because, if they go to the

mountain and are frequently able to

catch birds, the meat and bones will all

be his. cf bukug
tuˆalya 1a n a towel spec labakãra
1b v Someone towel-dries. [nagtuˆalya

towel-dried]

týˆig 1a n a year Sa manga masunud nga
týˆig, magakýliˆ na ˆang ˆisdaˆ sa dãgat
kay ˆang manga miyugpangisdaˆ hay
nagagãmit ning palýpuk. In years to

come, fish in the ocean will become

scarce because fishermen are using

explosives.

1b meas n a nonspecific or specific number of

years; a time measurement [Numbers one

through ten or pila ‘how many?’ ‘how

much?’ are followed by ka týˆig; numbers

above ten are commonly followed by nga
týˆig.] Nagtudluˆ si ˆUhin didtu ning tuyu
ka týˆig kag pagkatãpus nagtrabãhu
naman siya sa Malaysia ning tatlu da
gihãpun ka týˆig kag bãgu nadistÿnu diri
siya sa Pilipÿnas. Ohin taught there for

tuyuˆ 589 týˆig
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three years and afterwards he worked in

Malaysia for another three years and

before [he] was assigned here in

Philippines. (See Appendix 13, Major

Time Segments.)

2a tinýˆig adj Something happens yearly.

Tinýˆig kung si Ramun nagabisÿta sa
ˆiya ginikãnan. It is yearly when Ramon

visits his parents.

2b tuˆigtýˆig adj Every year something

happens. Tuˆigtýˆig si Nilda hay nagakari
sa Rumblun. Every year, as for Nelda,

[she] comes to Romblon.
v Something is done every year by

someone.
gingtuˆigtýˆig Gingtuˆigtýˆig ni Silma

ˆang pagtaˆu niya ning kwarta sa ˆiya
nanay. Her giving of money to her
mother was done every year by Selma.
[Compare kãda týˆig ˆevery year.ˆ]

3 Bagˆung Týˆig n New Year’s Day; i.e.,

the first day of January Pamãtiˆ kamu
kung ˆanu nga hãyup ˆang ˆýna nindu
nga mabatiˆan nga maghýni kung
Bagˆung Týˆig, hambay ni Lýla. You

listen for which animal is the first one

that will be heard by you to call when it

is New Year’s Day, said Grandmother.

panýˆig derv first-crop season
tuˆip v Someone learns to do something.

nakatuˆip [Nakatuˆip is predicate, the per-
son learning is topic, and that learned is a
phrase introduced by an optional nga.]
Sinda hay nakatuˆip nga magbinuligan,
kung sinˆu ˆang nagakahinangyan ning
býlig. As for them, they learned to help
each other, whoever needed help.

týˆu v Someone believes in or trusts in God,

religion, someone else, something.
nagatýˆu Kung kita hay katuliku nagatýˆu

kita sa manga santus. If we are Catholics
we believe in various saints.

v God, someone, a religion, something is
believed in or trusted by someone.

ginatuˆýhan ˆAng manga tãwu nga ˆang
rilihiyun hay katuliku dãmuˆ nga manga
santus ˆang ginatuˆýhan. As for people
whose religion is Catholic, there are
many saints who are believed in by
them.

pagtýˆu n belief, faith, trust in God,

religion, someone else, something Hay
ˆang kahinangyãnun ta gid hay ˆang
mabaskug nga pagtýˆu sa Dyus. What
was really need by us was strong faith
in God. {Faith is commonly in the
teachings or tenets of a religious system;
in prayer for the cure of sickness or to
bring blessing; in omens to foretell the
nature of future events; a report; a
person, especially what he or she says;
someone’s character, integrity, and the
like. A formal word.} cf pãti, samba

týˆub v A herbalist miyugbýyung (býyung 3)
administers an astringent vapor
medicine to someone else. {Consists of

an astringent such as alum crystals or

storax gum.}
nagatýˆub ˆInaˆ ˆang nagatýˆub ning

kamangyan kag tãwas sa may sakit,
ˆipalÿbut mu ˆinaˆ ka pitu sa ˆiya. When
you administer an astringent vapor
medicine with storax gum and alum
crystals, it should be circled around that
[sick] one by you seven times. {Live
coals are placed in a half-coconut shell
and an astringent is sprinkled on top.
The herbalist walks around the patient
seven times holding the bottom of the
shell low down so the smoke will go to
the patient. The number seven is a
magical number intended to relieve the
patient.}

v Someone is administered an astringent
vapor medicine by someone else.
Gintýˆub ku si Birta ning tãwas kag
kamangyan. Bertha was administered
an astringent vapor medicine by me
with alum crystals and storax gum.

týˆud 1 matýˆud adj Something is true.

Maghÿpus kamu! Bukun matýˆud ˆang
ˆindu manga ginahambay. Keep quiet!

The things you say are not true. Kung
matýˆud siya nga palanggaˆ nang ˆiya
ˆãmu, bãsiˆ wayaˆ siya ginatratýha ning
maˆãyu? If it is true that he is loved by

his employer, why is it that he is not

being treated well? Bÿsan barãtu
matýˆud ˆang litsun. It is true that even

the roasted pork was cheap.
kamatuˆýran n the truth ˆAng hambay ni

Plurintÿna, “Patÿhi ˆaku kay nagahambay
ˆaku sa ˆÿmuningkamatuˆýran.”Florentina

tuˆip 590 týˆud
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said, “I should be believed because I am
telling you the truth.”

v Something comes true.
nagmatýˆud Nang ˆaku hay nagpananamgu

nga nakatãmaˆ ˆaku ning kabahuy nga
ˆisdaˆ hay nagmatýˆud. When I dreamed
that I was able to hit a big fish [with the
spear gun, it] came true.

pagkamatýˆud n truth Ginapalabilãbi ku
sa pagkamatýˆud kay maˆãyu gihãpun
ˆang manga tãwu sa ˆãkun kag kadãmuˆ
pa da ˆang nagarispÿtu sa ˆãkun. In
truth [that] is what I am proud of
because the people are still good and
many still respect me. ant kabaliskaran
(baliskad 1b)

týˆum 1a v Food is cooked in a banana leaf
over live coals by someone.

ginatýˆum Ginahãluˆ da ˆini sa ˆýtan kag
ginatýˆum da ˆini. These [ˆamamãkuy
mushrooms] are also mixed with
coconut-flavored vegetables and are
cooked in a banana leaf over live coals.

tuˆýmun Bumuˆuy ning dãhun nang
sãging kag putusun ˆang ˆimplastu nga
ginghuman kag bugkusun ˆang dahun
nang sãging; tapus tuˆýmun ning
madaliˆ lang. Get a banana leaf, and the
medicinal plaster which was made
should be wrapped and the banana leaf
should be tied in a bundle; then [it]
should be cooked in the banana leaf
over live coals for a short time.

1b tinuˆum n that cooked in a banana leaf
over live coals, as food or a medicinal

plaster Pagkalampas nang baynti
minýtus lýtuˆ na ˆadtu ˆang tinuˆum.
After twenty minutes, that cooked in a
banana leaf over live coals is already

cooked. Paglÿgad nang lima ka minýtus
haˆýnun na ˆang tinuˆum nga ˆimplastu.
After five minutes, the medicinal plaster

cooked in a banana leaf over live coals
should be removed from over the fire.

tuˆun v Someone finds out or learns
something.

nakatuˆun Nang ˆaku nagˆiskwÿla naman
sa grid pur, nakatuˆun gid ˆakuy
pangãwat butung. When I was in grade
four, I found out how to get young
coconuts [without permission].

makatuˆun ˆÝras na pãra makatuˆun ka

nga maghÿmuˆ ning bÿsan ˆanu. It is now
time that you will be able to learn to do
at least something [useful].

v Something is learned by someone.
tinunˆan Kung gustu mu nga makatrabãhu

hay maˆãyu, gãniˆ ˆagud hay magãmit mu
na ˆang ˆÿmu tinunˆan. If you like to be
able to work, that is good, so that you can
use what was learned by you.

natunˆan ˆInaˆ nga manga ˆungaˆ hay
wayaˆ gid ning natunˆan nga trabãhu.
As for those children, there was no work
that was able to be learned [by them].

tuˆung v A baby experiences a difficult
delivery in being born.

magtuˆung Gingˆýna ni Lãni ˆang ˆiya
ˆungaˆ ning maˆãyu; gãniˆ wayaˆ
magtuˆung. Her baby was borne down
on well by Lani; that’s why [the baby]
did not experience a difficult delivery.

twisyun n tuition; the payment for

post-secondary classroom instruction

Sabãgay da ˆadtu kabarãtu lang da
ˆadtu ˆang twisyun. Anyway, the tuition
before was still cheap.

tyad ˆadtu (var of tiyad ˆadtu)

tyad ˆinaˆ (var of tiyad ˆinaˆ)
tyad ˆini (var of tiyad ˆini)
tyadnaˆ (var of tiyad ˆinaˆ)
tyadni (var of tiyad ˆini)
tyamˆuk v Someone is choked by food, a

liquid which interrupts normal breathing.
natyamˆýkan Natyamˆýkan ˆaku nang

týbiˆ. I was choked by water [which
entered the esophagus].

tyan (var of tiyan) the abdomen, stomach,

womb

tyatya n the cha-cha; a fast modern dance,

consisting of three steps and a shuffle.

Nagsãˆut ˆaku ning tyatya. I danced the

cha-cha [with a partner]. (See sãˆut 1,
Different Ways of Dancing for table.)

tyawˆãnan (from taˆu + -anan) n a financial
obligation ˆAng tyawˆãnan ni Diguy kay
Saldi hay sitinta pÿsus. Digoy’s financial
obligation to Saldi is seventy pesos.

ˆAdtu ˆang ˆÿmu ˆãlay nga wayaˆ mu
matawˆi nang naglÿgad nga simãna hay
tawˆan mu gid ˆitun pãra nga ˆindiˆ
magdãkuˆ ˆang ˆÿmu tyawˆãnan. As for

your tithe that was not able to be given by

týˆum 591 tyawˆãnan
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you the previous week, you must surely

give it in order that your financial
obligation will not become large. cf

limus 1, ˆãlay
tyÿkir n a timekeeper; one who keeps a

record of time worked by employees

Dãpat kahinangyan gid paghambay
nang tyÿkir mapirma kamu, pumirma ka
da. [It] should be obligatory that when

the timekeeper says that you will sign

[the paper], you sign [it]. syn taymkÿpir
tyÿku n a soursop tree or fruit, Annona

muricata (Linn.) ˆIgwa pa ning ˆiba ˆinaˆ
da ˆang gamut nang tyÿku kag gamut
nang ˆãtis buyung da sa kilkig. There

were also some in which the roots of the

soursop tree and roots of the sugar apple

tree are also medicine for poison sick-

ness. {Bears large spiny, sour, edible

fruit. The fruit juice, sweetened with

sugar, makes an excellent drink.}

tyimpu 1 n the time of an event or state

Basta maˆãyu ˆang tyimpu, magahãkut
kitay rýbuls kãda Duminggu kung ˆindiˆ
lang magˆuyan. When the time is good,

we transport chunks of unsawed marble

every Sunday if it does not rain. cf

panahun
2a malãˆin nga tyimpu n bad weather

Kung wayaˆ da ning malãˆin nga
tyimpu nga paˆabýtun, wayaˆ da
nagalupad ning grupugrýpu ˆang
salimbabãtang; paˆiyaˆÿya sinda ning
lupad kung maˆãyu ˆang panahun. If

there is no bad weather coming, these

Himalayan swiflet birds do not fly in

groups; they are one-by-one flying

when the weather is good.

2b maˆãyu nga tyimpu n good weather
3 ˆulÿhi nga tyimpu adv the future Kung

hinuman ku ˆini hay pãra da sa ˆÿmu,
ˆagud ˆindiˆ ka magkahugaˆ sa ˆulÿhi nga
tyimpu. If that was done by me (i.e., had

you betrothed to a particular boy), it was

for you, so that you will not experience

difficulty in the future.

4 patyimputyimpu adj An event is

occasional or seasonal. syn

patabuˆtãbuˆ (tabuˆ1 2)
nang ˆýna nga tyimpu (ˆýna1 1d) set
expr at first, in the past, long ago;

niyan nga tyimpu (niyan 1b) set expr
during this period of time

tyindãhan n a convenience store {Sells sup-

plies to care for everyday household and

personal needs, such as canned foods,

cigarettes, fruits, kerosene, matches, rice,

soap, liquor. Some are well stocked, with

rows of shelves where customers can

select supplies. Others are operated

through the window of a home with only

a few pesos worth of supplies for sale.}

(See Appendix 1, Kinds of Buildings.)

tyinÿlas (var sinÿlas) n non-rubber slippers
ˆAng ˆãkun tyinÿlas hay tigkabangiˆ kay
ˆang ˆisa hay putiˆ, ˆang ˆisa hay ˆasul.
My slippers are unmatched because one

is white, the other is blue. cf bakyaˆ,
ˆismãgul

tyirman n a chairman of an organization or

event, designated to be in charge of a

specific responsibility ˆAdtung kang
Manung ˆArsin, ˆiwag dinaya da ˆadtu ni
Manung ˆArsin kay siya ˆang tyirman sa
ˆiwag. That pressure lantern of Older

Brother Arsen, Older Brother Arsen

also brought it because he is the

chairman for lighting. {The head of a

group designated to perform a specific

task in preparation for an event

involving multiple duties.}

tyýpa 1 meas n a nonspecific or specific

number of half liters; a dry volume

measurement (See Appendix 19, Dry or

Liquid Volume Measurement.)

2 tyupahan n a half-liter measuring can
{Commonly a condensed milk can, used

in the kitchen for measuring rice for

cooking.} cf baylýkan
tyutamatis n a mouth corner skin eruption

U

-um- agf infix Someone or something did something. Nagakiwit ˆang kusÿna, ngãniˆ

tyÿkir 592 -um-
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bumuˆuy ˆaku ning kãhuy kag ˆãkun
gingˆispiki. The kitchen was leaning, so I

got a piece of wood and I straightened it.

Kung ˆumabut naman ˆang bapur ˆadlaw
nang Duminggu, makubra naman ˆang
ˆãmun hinurnalan ˆadlaw naman nang
Martis hasta Myirkulis. If the boat

arrives on a Sunday, our laborer’s wages

would be able to be received only on a

Tuesday or Wednesday. Kumadtu ˆaku
didtu sa likud nang kusÿna kag yadtu galiˆ
sina Rýki nga nagaˆinum ning tubaˆ. I

went to the back of the kitchen and Roque

and companions were there drinking

coconut wine.
neut agf infix Someone or something does

something. [-um- occurs in positive state-
ments without indicating tense. Follow-
ing a conjunction.] Nagagrãbi ˆãnay ˆang
ˆÿmu hãyup nga ginapabuyung bãgu
sinda ˆumabut. Your domestic animals
which are allowed [by you] to be
medically treated become serious before
they (i.e., herbalists) come. Kalulýˆuy ˆaku
kay ˆaku na lang ˆini nga ˆisa kung
ˆumasãwa ka nga dãˆan. I am to be pitied
because I will be alone if you marry now.

imper agf infix Someone or something must
or should do something! Bumuˆuy ning
limpyu nga pinggan kag kutsãra kag
buˆakun ˆang ˆitlug! Get a clean plate and
tablespoon and break open the egg!
Nagkanta si Marya, “Kasÿli, lumuwas
ka! Kasÿli, lumuwas ka!” Ginhinapýhap
niya ˆang kasÿli nang nagakanta siya.
Mary sang, “Eel, you come out! Eel, you
come out!” The eel was softly touched all
over by her while she sang. Tuparun mu
lang ˆang ˆãtun napagkasundýˆan nga
lumÿgad lang ˆang ˆisa ka býlan nga
wayaˆ mu ˆaku ginatanduga! What was
able to be agreed on by us should be
fulfilled by you, that just one month
should pass by in which I will not have
had anything done [to me] by you! cf
ma-1 1, mag-, magka-, nag-, naga- 1a,
naka-

-un gf suf Someone or something will be
acted upon by someone else. ˆIbutang
ˆang ˆitlug sa pinggan kag siruˆun ˆang
hitsýra. An egg will be put into a plate

and the appearance will be examined.

[On stems with length, this suffix is

accompanied by a shift of length one

syllable to the right so that length

remains on the word penult. Length

shift involving hÿwaˆ.] Hiwãˆun ˆang
karni ning kwadrãdu; tapus hugãsan.
The meat should be cut up into cubes;

then washed. [A substantive with agent

focus, indicated by a nag- class verb, is

focused as a goal, indicated by an -un
class causative verb. Compare the two

following sentences, both with a focus

on someone who does something.]

Makãˆun ˆãnay ˆaku bãgu malÿgus. I

will eat first before [I] will take a bath.

Ginatahãwan ku ˆinaˆ siya kag
pakaˆýnun kung nakalýtuˆ na ˆaku. That

one is being served by me and will be
allowed to eat since I was able to cook

already. [A causative affix converts an

intransitive verb, with agent focus

indicated by a nag- class affix, into a

transitive causative verb, with goal

focus indicated an -un class affix.

Compare the two following sentences,

both with a focus on someone who will

go back.] Kung ˆikaw hay malarga,
mabãlik na lang ˆaku pa Manÿlaˆ. If you

leave, I will just go back to Manila.

Kung kalãˆin siya hay pabalÿkun ku ˆinaˆ
siya sa ˆinda. If he is bad, he will be
caused by me to go back to their place.

[A causative affix converts a ‘become’

verb with a nag- class affix into a

causative ‘become’ verb inflected by an

-un class affix. Consider the two

following sentences.] Dakuˆ ˆang gustu
ninda nga makaˆungaˆ ning lyãki, pãra
may magdaya nang ˆinda ˆapilyÿdu kag
madãmuˆ ˆang ˆinda lãhiˆ. Their desire

to be able to have a son is intense, so that

there will be [someone] to take their

family name and their offspring will
become many. Gãniˆ hay nagpangayuˆ
ˆaku sa ˆÿmu ning manuk pãra nga ˆãkun
padamýˆun sa Tablas. The reason why

I asked for [a pair of] chickens from you

is so that [they] will be caused by me to
become many in Tablas. cf -a, giN- 1a,

gina- 1a, -in-1 1a, pag-un

-un 593 -un
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W

wãhing v Something is moved aside by

someone.
ginapangwãhing Kung ˆýras ka na

magsÿhud sa sapaˆ, adtu ˆang manga
yadtu sa ginaplastaran nang ˆayat sa
kanal ˆu sa sapaˆ, hay ginapangwãhing.
When it is time for you to scoop up
[brook shrimp] in a seasonal creek, as
for things (e.g., stones, leaves, twigs)
that are there where the woven colander
scoop will be arranged in the canal or
stream, [they] are all moved aside.

walig (var walig nga niyug) n a very young
coconut fruit {Fruit interior is beginning

to form with water sabaw 1, but before

the development of coconut meat niyug
2a.} (See Appendix 6, Stages of Coconut

Fruits.)

wan card num the number one {English

numbers are associated with a few

English words, as grid wan grade one,

grid tu grade two, grid tri grade three,

etc., nambir wan number one, signal
nambir wan typhoon signal one, siksyun
wan section one. For signal number

designations, see signal nambir.} cf ˆisa
1a, ˆýna1 4, ˆýnu (See Appendix 21,

Cardinal Numbers.)

wardin n the warden of a prison prisýhan
(prisý 1c)

wasak adj Something is completely de-
stroyed, completely shattered by some-

one or something else. Tumanˆaw ˆaku sa
bintãnaˆ kag nakÿtaˆ ku hãlus wasak na
ˆang ˆãmun mýru kag daw ginaˆãkad na
ˆang baybay. I looked out the window and

I saw that our stone wall was almost

completely destroyed and the sand was

already eroded.
gingwasak Gingwasak mu ˆang ˆakun

kabýhiˆ. You completely shattered my
life. syn gubaˆ (See bãliˆ, Things
Broken and Ways Broken for table.)

wãsay n an axe
wasaywasay n a wing oyster mollusk,

Pteria hirundo
wasiˆ v Something tightly situated is

removed from what holds it. Ginsumbag
ni Dabid ˆang ˆiya maguyang sa baˆbaˆ
kundiˆ hay wasiˆ gid ˆang ˆiya ˆupat ka
bilug nga ngÿpun sa ˆibãbaw. His older

brother was punched on the mouth by

David so that his four front teeth were
completely removed.

waw inj Wow! Used to express astonishment

or admiration. Nang primÿru ku nga kari,
waw! Nakakÿtaˆ ˆaku ning sultÿru nga
nagasakay sa bisiklÿta, kaputiˆpýtiˆ. My

first time to come here, wow! I happened

to see a young man who was riding on a

bicycle, very white in complexion.

wayaˆ (var yaˆ) 1a poss neg ext Someone or

something does not have something

else. [The negative wayaˆ, and that not

possessed (preceded by an optional

determiner ning), is predicate; the

possessor is topic.] ˆAng ˆisa nga ˆalãdin
nãmun hay wayaˆ ning gãsa. The other

pressure lantern of ours does not have a

mantle. ˆIndiˆ pwÿdi nga ˆang tapãhan
hay wayaˆ dingding. It is not functional

that the smoking rack does not have
walling.

wayaˆ na neg ext Someone or something
no longer has something or has no
more of something. [For a description
of wayaˆ na followed by a verb, see
below under 1c.] Týnaˆ nang ˆaku
naghalin, wayaˆ na siyay naˆaˆasãhan.
Since the time I left, she no longer had
[anyone] who could really be trusted.
Maluwas na kami sa huspital kay wayaˆ
na kami ning kwarta sa kababãkay ning
buyung. As for us, we will go out of the
hospital because we have no more
money to use for buying of medicines.

1b neg ext adj There is no person or thing

involved in an action or located some-

where. [The negative wayaˆ and that

which does not exist (preceded by an

optional determiner ning) is predicate;

there is no topic.] Kahugaˆ kung wayaˆ
ˆagýha nga ginagãmit sa pagtahiˆ nang
baˆbaˆ nang kustal. It is difficult if there

wãhing 594 wayaˆ
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is no sack needle to use in sewing the

opening of the sack. ˆAng duha nga ˆinda
ginapaˆasãwa, hay wayaˆ ning kalipãyan
sa ˆinda ning tagipusýˆun. As for the two

whom they are letting get married, there
is no happiness in their hearts. [Wayaˆ
ning is sometimes contracted to wayay.]

Kabãkas ˆang ˆinda tinda kay wayay
tindãhan sa luwas. They sold much

because there was no store outside.

1c neg ext adv An action did not occur, is
not occurring or does not occur. [The

negative wayaˆ functions to negate a

past-time action expressed by a

following verb inflected for past tense or

with the affix mag-. For negation of

verbs indicating future time, see ˆindiˆ.]
Wayaˆ ˆaku nagpÿlit na ˆaku mismu ˆang
mabuˆuy nang pasapurti ku. I did not
insist that I would be the one to get my

passport. Nakapangasãwa ˆaku ning
kagwapagwãpa nga babãyi, pÿru wayaˆ
siya sa ˆãkun nalýyag. I happened to take

a very beautiful lady as a spouse, but she

did not love me. Bãsiˆ wayaˆ ka
magˆasãwa nang bãtaˆ pa? Why did you

not take a spouse when you were still

young? [Wayaˆ followed by a verb

inflected for present tense indicates that

an action is not presently occurring, does
not customarily occur, or that a state

does not presently exist.] Wayaˆ ˆaku
nagatrabãhu niyan kay nagapahuway
ˆaku. I am not working now because I

am resting. [With the adverb pa
following wayaˆ, the translation is ‘had

not yet’ or ‘has not yet’. The verb

following wayaˆ pa is inflected for

present tense.] Wayaˆ pa nagaˆabut si
Simun. Simon has not yet arrived. ˆAng
ˆãkun bisti hay wayaˆ pa mababakay kay
tungud gãniˆ nga wayaˆ pay kwarta. My

wedding dress can not yet really be

bought because there is no money yet.

Wayaˆ pa sinda gaˆasãwa nang sinda
nagkadtu sa Sibýyan. They had not yet
taken spouses when they went to

Sibuyan. Mintras wayaˆ pa ˆaku
makapaˆýliˆ diri sa Rumblun hay
nagpamidikal ˆãnay ˆaku sa duktur nang

ˆidyinsi sa Makãti. While I had not yet
been able to go back to Romblon, I had

first my medical examination by the

agency’s doctor in Makati.
wayaˆ na neg ext adv Someone or

something no longer does something, is
no longer the undergoer of an action or
is no longer in a particular state. Wayaˆ
na ˆaku nagatrabãhu niyan kay
magýyang na ˆaku. I no longer work
because I am old. Wayaˆ na da katiˆis ˆini
si Sýsan magpamatiˆ sa manga hambay
ni Klãra nga kalãˆin, gãniˆ nagˆãway
sinda. This Susan was no longer able to
endure listening to the bad words that
Clara was saying, so they quarreled. [For
a description of the negative with verbs
inflected for imperative mode, see
ˆayaw.] cf ˆayaw, ˆindiˆ

1d nawaya’ (var wayaˆ na) neg pseudov
Someone is no more, i.e., dead.

[Nawayaˆ or wayaˆ na is predicate; that

which is gone is topic.] Kung ˆaku hay
wayaˆ na, ˆindiˆ ka na magˆasãwa. If I

am no more, do not take a spouse again.

Naghayugaˆ ˆang hagkus nang ˆungaˆ;
nagduguˆ ˆang ˆiya pýsud; gãniˆ maˆisut
lang kag nawayaˆ. The abdominal

binder of the child became loose; her

umbilical cord bled and [she] almost

was no more.

2 neg indef pron nobody, nothing [The

negative pronoun occurs first and

expresses an agent functioning either as a

non-topic or topic pronoun.] Wayaˆ ˆini
ginabakya sa banwa nga baskit. This

basket is bought by nobody in town.

Ginabinakyan ni Luˆis ning tinãpay
ˆadtung magýyang, siya ˆinaˆ, wayaˆ siya
gakãˆun. That old man continuously has

bread bought for [him] by Luis, [but] as

for that one, he eats nothing. [When the

negative wayaˆ functions as a topic

pronoun, it is followed by ning. Wayaˆ
ning is sometimes contracted to wayay.]

ˆAng kwartu nang ˆinda magýyang,
wayay makasuyud, bÿsan sinˆu nga ˆinda
ˆungaˆ. As for the bedroom of their

parents, nobody could go inside, no

matter who of their children.

wayaˆ madýgay (dýgay 1c) set expr Not

wayaˆ 595 wayaˆ
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long afterwards something happened;

bãli wayaˆ (bãli 3) set expr of no
account, no value, useless

Waybis (see Huwÿbis 1) Thursday
Waybis  Santu (see Huwÿbis 2) Holy

Thursday
wayrlis n a telegraphic relay station ˆAng

sundãlu diri sa banwa nagapanturagtýrag
na kag ginsugˆan ˆang wayrlis nga yãraˆ
diraˆ sa bakýyud. The soldiers here in

town were already all extensively roam-

ing around and the telegraphic relay
station that was there on the mountain

was burned.

wayu 1 card num adj eight actions, people,

pieces of something, situations, things,

times, units of measurement {For the

use of Romblomanon numbers, see ˆisa
1a.} syn ˆutsu (See Appendix 21,

Cardinal Numbers.)

2 card num Eight are involved in an event

or state.

3 kaˆwayu n An event occurs eight times.
4 pangwayu (var ˆikawayu) ord num an

eighth action, person, situation, thing,

time, unit of measurement (See Appendix

22, Ordinal Numbers.)

wilwil n a banner wrasse fish, Hemigymnus
melapterus (Bloch) {Greenish blue with

red and blue markings on the head.

Found around coral and rocky reefs

adjacent to sand.}

wisti 1 n the west, the direction of sunset

ˆAng ˆadlaw hay nagatýnud sa wisti. The

sun sets in the west. (See nurti,
Directions for table.)

1a wist adj a western location Nang yadtu
na kami sa Wist Bisãyan, nakanunut na
ˆaku. When we were in the Western
Bisayan [region], I was able to join [the

athletic group].

Y

yadtu (var yadtu didtu) dem adv Someone

or something is there; i.e., a location out

of sight of, or far from the speaker in

place, prior reference or time. Hambay
ku, “Bayˆilang! Hay pagkaˆãga na
pagkaMartis nang ˆãga bãlik naman
kami ˆinaˆ sa bayay, didtu kana Manung
Bÿni kay didtu gida kami gatinir kung
yadtu kami sa Mindoro.” I said, “Never

mind! When it is already morning on

Tuesday morning we will return again

to that house there of Older Brother

Benny because there certainly we will

stay if we are there in Mindoro.” [Yadtu
or yadtu didtu occurs most commonly as

predicate of a sentence; didtu occurs

most commonly in the place margin of a

sentence.] Si Marta hay yadtu didtu
nagaˆistar sa ˆalipukpuk. As for Martha,

[it] is there on the [mountain] peak that

[she] lives. {The locative pronoun yadtu
‘there far’ commonly refers to a

position out of sight of, or at least far

from, both the speaker and hearer. Yãraˆ

sometimes refers to a position near the
hearer but not the speaker; however, it
commonly refers to any position not
near the speaker. Yãri designates a

position near the speaker.} cf didtu
yagang v Someone swaggers, with hands at

the sides away from the body with

shoulders back.
nagayagang Si Saryu, hay nagayagang

sa kahambug. As for Sario, [he]
swaggers with arrogance.

yakal n a yakal tree, Shorea gisok (Foxw.)

yãki (var of lyãki 1) a boy or man; a male
animal, fish, mollusk

yangÿlan n a dalinas tree, Cyathocalyx
globosus (Merr.)

yãraˆ 1 (var yãraˆ diraˆ, yãraˆ ˆinaˆ diraˆ) dem
adv Someone or something is there, away

from the speaker but sometimes near the

hearer in place, prior reference or time.

[Functions as a predicate, commonly with

na ‘already’; that located is topic.]

Ginpasãyud na ˆaku nga yãraˆ na ˆang
ˆãkun bisti. I had already been informed

that my clothing was already there. [The

Waybis 596 yãraˆ
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locative adjective yadtu ‘there far’

commonly refers to a position out of sight

of, or at least far from, both the speaker

and hearer. Yãraˆ sometimes refers to a

position near the hearer but not the

speaker; however, it commonly refers to

any position not near the speaker. Yãri
designates a position near the speaker.

Yãraˆ or yãraˆ diraˆ occurs most

commonly as predicate of a sentence;

diraˆ occurs most commonly in the place

margin of a sentence.] ˆAng sundãlu diri
sa banwa nagapanturagtýrag na kag
ginsugˆan ˆang wayrlis nga yãraˆ diraˆ sa
bakýyud. The soldiers here in town were

already all extensively roaming around

and the relay station that was there on the

mountain was burned. Kung nagapamutut
ka, didtu ka magsaybuk nang ˆÿmu
pananduk sa ˆalÿhid nang pilãpil nga
ˆigwa ning býhuˆ, kay yãraˆ ˆinaˆ diraˆ
nagatinir ˆang putut. When you gather

pond-field shrimp, you scoop them up

with your scoop there at the edge of a

pond-field dike which has holes, because

there is where pond-field shrimp stay. cf

diraˆ
2 indef pron There are some which, who do

something or are in a particular state.

Kadãmuˆ pa gid ˆang nahuhuman sa batu
nga marmul; yãraˆ ˆang ginabutangan
nang ˆupus nang sigarilyu, ginabutangan
ning býyak, ginagãmit sa paglaminit.
There are certainly still many things able

to be made from marble stone; some are

cigarette butt containers (i.e., ash trays),

flower vases, [and some] are used for

laminating.

may yãraˆ (may 1b) set expr There are
some people or things.

yãri (var yãri diri) dem adv Someone or

something is here near the speaker.

Nyan yãri ˆaku sa ˆÿmu kay gustu ku nga
ˆikaw ˆang maˆaˆasãwa ku. Now I am

here with you because I want that you

will really be able to become my spouse.

[Yãri or yãri diri occurs most com-

monly as predicate of a sentence; diri
occurs most commonly in the place

margin of a sentence.] Si Nistur yãri sa

Babangtan; diri siya nagpamilya.
Nestor is here in Babangtan; he had his

family here. ˆAy! Tatay, yãri ka galiˆ!
Kasanˆu ka pa nagˆabut diri sa bayay?
Oh! Father, so you are here! When did

you arrive here at the house? ˆAng bagyu
hay yãri diri sa ˆãtun. The typhoon is

here where we are. Kinari ni Simun sa
bayay ni ˆangkul Dirãnu, kay yãri diri
ˆang duha nga ˆungaˆ. Simon came to the

house of Uncle Derano, because the two

children were here. {The locative

pronoun yadtu ˆthere farˆ commonly

refers to a position out of sight of, or at

least far from, both the speaker and

hearer. Yãraˆ sometimes refers to a

position near the hearer but not the

speaker; however, it commonly refers to

any position not near the speaker. Yãri
designates a position near the speaker.

Yãri diri occurs as a predicate (as

above) or occasionally as the place

margin of a sentence (below).] Kita hay
pubri lang nga yãri diri sa býkid
nagaˆistar. We are just poor people who

are living here in the country.
tagadiri pseudo v Someone is from here,

near the speaker. [Occurs as a predicate.]
ˆAng lyãki hay tagadiri; nakakadtu lang
ˆinaˆ didtu kay layas ˆinaˆ siya. The man is
from here; he happened to go there
because that one is a loafer. cf diri 1

yãtab n a harvest knife {Used in times past.

Presently a harvest sickle kãrit is almost

exclusively used for harvesting.}

yãwaˆ 1 n a demon, a devil syn dimunyu
2 yãwaˆ ka inj You devil! Said in anger.

ˆAdtu ˆang ˆãmun lýlu naghambay na,
“ˆAbaw nga yãwaˆ ka! Maˆãyu ka pa
nalãrag sa niyug.” Our grandfather

said, “Oh you devil! It is good if you

will fall down from the coconut palm.”

{An offensive interjection malawˆay
nga hambayãnun spoken to someone to

indicate anger or extreme displeasure

with that person.}

2a litsi yãwaˆ inj dirty devil! {Literally

semen devil.} ˆAnu ˆang mahuman ku?
ˆA, litsi kamu yãwaˆ! What will I do? Oh,

you dirty devils!
yaˆ (var of wayaˆ) not; none; nobody,

yãri 597 yaˆ
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nothing
yir n A student is in first, second, third or

fourth year in the secondary school

system or in college. Hay nang yadtu na
ˆaku sa sÿkund yir, hay syimpri yadtu ka
sa siksyun wan, hay dãpat maˆabtik ka.
When I was already there in second

year [of high school], of course you

were in section one, [so] you had to be

active. cf ˆanyu
yýki n a ukulele
yukyuk v Someone or something droops the

head. [nagyukyuk drooped the head]

{The head of a person droops when

fainting. The head of a chicken droops

when it is infected with a disease, as fowl

pox pisti.} syn yungyung cf muˆmuˆ
yungyung n Someone or something droops

the head.
nagayungyung Namamangnuhan mu

ˆinaˆ nga ˆang ˆÿmu manga manuk hay
ginaˆãbut ning pisti kay makikÿtaˆ mu
lang ˆinaˆ hay nagayungyung na, ˆindiˆ
na magtukaˆ. [It] will surely be noticed
by you that, as for your cared-for
chickens, [they] are attacked by fowl
pox because you will really see that they
are already drooping their heads [and]
they no longer eat by pecking. {The
head of a person droops when fainting.
The head of a chicken droops when it is
infected with a disease, as fowl pox
pisti.} syn yukyuk cf muˆmuˆ

yýruˆ (see yýruˆ nang buli (buli 4)) buri
starch

yutaˆ v Something becomes fine textured,

soft, tender.
mayutaˆ ˆAng ˆiba ginabutangan ning ram

kundiˆ man hay dyin para mayutaˆ ˆang
karni. Some put on rum or gin so that the

meat will become tender.
magyutaˆ Paglÿgad nang manga kinsi

minýtus kayuhun naman liwat ˆimaw
nang ˆimaw hasta magyutaˆ. After
about fifteen minutes, mix [the seasoned
meat and blood dish over a fire] again
several times until [it] becomes tender.

kayutaˆ (var mayutaˆ) adj Something, as
food, is fine textured, soft, tender.
ˆAng manga tãwu nga nagatrabãhu sa
lanas ˆang ginapÿliˆ ninda nga tyimpu
ˆu panahun hay ˆinaˆ ˆang manga
tinguyãnun kay kayutaˆ ˆang dýtaˆ. The
people who work in the rice fields, as for
the time or season they choose, it is the
rainy season because the ground is soft.
ˆAng pagkãˆun ˆini nga dãpat ˆipakãˆun
ta kay Lýlu hay ˆinaˆ ˆang manga
mayutaˆ kay kung matugas ˆindiˆ na sya
makaduyut. The foods that will be
allowed by us to be eaten by Grand-
father are those foods which are soft
because if it is hard, he can no longer
pierce [it] to bite [it].

yýyuˆ n a yo-yo Kadãmuˆ nga yýyuˆ ˆang
mababakay ku ˆini nga kwarta. There

are many yo-yos that can surely be

bought by me with this money.

yuˆasãwa (see ˆasãwa 2a) a play spouse
yuˆasãwa (see ˆasãwa 2b) someone with

whom someone else plays marriage
yuˆyuˆ v An animal, bird or chicken is killed

by someone by cutting the neck.
yuˆyuˆun Yuˆyuˆun ˆang manuk sa lÿˆug

kag pagkatãpus patuyýˆun ˆang duguˆ sa
kãda pýnuˆ nang halÿgi. The chicken
should be killed by cutting the neck
and afterwards the blood should be
allowed to drip to the base of each
foundation post. (See ˆýtud 1, Different
Ways of Cutting for table.)

ˆ (glottal stop)

ˆa inj Oh! An expression of pleasure or a

negative expression of dislike. ˆA! Nang
sa manga nanay naman, wayaˆ da
gihãpun kami sirbis na sa baryu. Oh!

When it was already just the mothers,

we no longer had public service in the

village.

ˆaba (var ˆabaw) inj Hey! Oh! ˆAba nga
kaˆãyu ˆang ˆÿya bãruˆ! Oh, how nice her

dress is! ˆAbaw! Kahãpun pagˆabut,
waw! Kagwãpu galiˆ ˆini si Taluy kag
kabataˆbãtaˆ pa. Oh! Yesterday when

yir 598 ˆaba
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he arrived, wow! Taloy is really hand-

some and still very young.

ˆabãga n the shoulder of an animal, person,

covered fish trap tabýnan (See tabýnan
1, Parts of a Deep-Sea Fish Trap for

table.)

ˆabãhung n a bean horse mussel, Modiolula
phaseolina

ˆabanÿku n a folding fan {A traditional fan

used by upper-class women.}

ˆabanti adj Someone or something goes

forward, is in a forward position. ˆAnu
ˆang pitik nang pulsu kung halimbãwaˆ
may sakit nga kilkig? ˆAtras ˆabanti
ˆinang pitik. What is the pulse beat [like]

if, for example, [someone] has a poison

sickness? That beat is back and

forward. ant ˆatras
ˆabaw (var of ˆaba)

ˆabay v Someone is accompanied by some-

thing or someone else.
ginaˆabayan ˆAng ˆãmun naˆagihan daw

gid kami ˆang ginaˆabayan ning manga
dimunyu kay týdu gid ˆang ˆinýyan. That
which we experienced was that it seems
that we are surely accompanied by
many devils because the continuous
raining is heavy.

ˆãbay n a bridegroom or bridesmaid
ˆãbi 1 inj Please do something. [Used in

command or request sentences, sentences

expressing a wish.] Butangi ˆãbi, Papa,
ning sýkaˆ ˆinaˆ ˆang ˆãkun pinangat nga
ginalýtuˆ. Father, please put vinegar on

my fish dish that is being cooked. syn

ˆãnay2
2 adv Something certainly or hopefully

happens or happens with hopeful
expectations; a state certainly or

hopefully exists. Hay ˆadtung manga
tãwu nga nagpangkaraˆ sa baylÿhan
naˆingganyu da sinda nga magtÿbul kay
barãtu ˆãbi. Those many people who

went to the dance were encouraged to sit

at tables because they were certainly
cheap. Dinaya ˆãbi ˆaku sa tigyaki. I was

brought with hopeful expectations to

the relatives of the groom. cf bãsiˆ kung
(bãsiˆ 2), baya, daw, gid, kabay pa, kunta,

man, naman, sigýru, talaga, ˆaraˆ,
ˆugãling1

parÿhu ˆãbi (parÿhu 2) set expr such as,
like, for example

ˆabilidad n someone’s ability or skill in a

particular accomplishment ˆAku, wayaˆ
gid ning ˆabilidad sa pagbuyung ˆinaˆ
kay ˆaku kung ˆikumpara hay yãraˆ pa
lang ˆaku sa grid wan; ˆikaw naman hay
yãraˆ na sa grid tu. As for me, [I] do not

have skills like that in curing [sick

people] because, as for me, if [I] will be

compared [to someone else] I am only in

grade one; you are already there in

grade two.

ˆãbir 1a subord conj Although or even
though a particular event occurs or a

particular state exists, nevertheless

another event occurs or another state

exists. ˆÃbir wayaˆ ˆakuy kwarta hay
makakakãˆun ˆakuy kanˆun. Even
though I have no money, I will be able

to eat rice. May yãraˆ pa nga manga
lyãki nga ˆãbir ˆasawãhan na hay
nagapyupangasãwa pa sa manga
dalãga. There are still some men who,

even though they are already married

men, they casually court young ladies.

[Sometimes ˆãbir is followed by ˆanu
with no apparent change in meaning.

The construction is followed by the

modifying ligature nga and a clause.]

Kung ˆang sakit ni Nurma hay sagnat,
ˆãbir ˆanu nga kadangga, natutuyýgan
pa siya ning mamýˆuk. If the illness of

Norma is fever, even though it is very

high, she is still surely able to sleep

soundly. [For another function of ˆãbir
ˆanu see bÿsan ˆanu 2.] syn bÿsan 1a,

maskin 1a cf magkaˆunuˆýnu
1b adv In addition to something involved in a

particular event, surprisingly something

else is even involved. Kaˆýnun mu na
lang ˆãbir pãnit pãra masudlan ˆang ˆÿmu
tyan ning pagkãˆun. Even [vegetable]

peelings would just be eaten by one so

that one’s stomach would be able to have

food put inside. Wayaˆ siya ning natingiˆ
nga bugas, ˆãbir ˆisa ka kÿlu. He was not

able to buy rice, [not] even one kilogram.

cf magkaˆunuˆýnu
ˆãbir diˆin (var of bÿsan diˆin 2) anywhere,

ˆabãga 599 ˆãbir diˆin
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no matter where
ˆabir kasanˆu (see kasanˆu 2) at any time
ˆãbir sanˆu (see sanˆu 2) at any time
ˆãbir sinˆu (see sinˆu 2b) anyone, everyone
ˆãbir ˆanu (var of bÿsan ˆanu 2) any thing,

whatever the thing

ˆabÿsu n an announcement about a

happening
v Someone announces a happening.

[nagˆabÿsu announced]

ˆabit 1 v Someone carries a child on the
upper body.

nagaˆabit Parÿhu na ˆakuy ˆamuˆ nga
kay nagaˆabit ˆaku ning ˆungaˆ hay
nagakãmang. I was already like a monkey
because I was carrying a child on the
upper body [on my back] in crawling.
{Carrying is either in front, on the back or
on a hip. Sometimes a long carrying
blanket with the ends tied together at the
neck is used with the child sitting inside.}

v A child is carried on the upper body by
someone.

ginaˆabit ˆIgwa ˆinaˆ sinda ning munÿka
nga ginaˆabit sa ˆabÿtan kay ˆimaw kunu
ˆadtu ˆang ˆungaˆ ninda. They have a doll
which is carried on the upper body in
a carrying blanket because, they say,
that is their baby.

2 ˆabÿtan n a carrying blanket ˆIgwa ˆinaˆ
sinda ning munÿka nga ginaˆabit sa
ˆabÿtan kay ˆimaw kunu ˆadtu ˆang ˆungaˆ
ninda. They have a doll which is carried

on the upper body inside a carrying
blanket because that, they say, is their

baby. {About 2 m long; used as

described above.}

ˆabnurmal v Someone becomes abnormal
as a result of mental or physical

problems.
nagˆabnurmal Nagapasalãmat ˆaku kay

wayaˆ da madipirinsyahi ˆang ˆiya
lãwas; wayaˆ siya nagˆabnurmal. I give
thanks because her body did not happen
to be inflicted with a health problem;
she did not become abnormal.

ˆabri 1a Something, as a doorway, window

opening opens.
nakaˆabri ˆAng pwirtãhan hay nakaˆabri

nang ˆaku hay nagˆabut kaˆÿna. As for
the doorway, it happened to open when
I arrived awhile ago.

magˆabri Tuyuran ˆang sara pãra
magˆabri. The door will be pushed so
that [it] will open. cf buskad 1a

1b v Someone opens something, as described

in the following table.
nagaˆabri Pagˆabut sa pwirtãhan nang

simbãhan ˆigway santu ˆanghil nga
nagaˆabri sa pwirtãhan pãra sumuyud
ˆang tanan nga santus. Upon arriving at
the doorway of the church, there was a
guardian angel who would open the
doorway so that all images would go
inside.

nakaˆabri ˆAku ˆang nakaˆabri nang
pwirtãhan kahãpun. I was the one who
was able to open the doorway
yesterday. [With agent focus verbs, both
nang pwirtãhan and sa pwirtãhan are
found in normal speech.]

v Something, as described in the following
table, is opened by someone.

ˆinabrihan Diritsu siya sa kwartu ni
Plurintÿna kag ˆinabrihan. He went
directly to the room of Florentina and it
was opened [by him].

naˆabrihan Sinÿpaˆ ˆang pwirtãhan nang
ˆiya kwartu; naˆabrihan; nakÿtaˆ niya
nga si Pilar hay nagatãngis. The
doorway of her room was kicked; it was
able to be opened; it was seen by him
that Pilar was crying.

v Someone has something opened for
them by someone else.

pagˆabrÿhan ˆIndiˆ ku kamu pagˆabrÿhan.
You (pl) will not have [the doorway]
opened for [you] by me.

ˆabri, pagˆabri ger someone’s opening
something Daliˆdãliˆ da ˆini si Mamay
ˆabri. ˆAy! ˆAng nagapanawag galiˆ ˆang
ˆãkun ˆasãwa. Mother was very quick
opening [the doorway]. Oh! The one
who was calling outside was my wife.
ˆÝras na pagˆabri ku nang bintãnaˆ. [It]
is time for my opening the window
opening. cf buskad 1b ant sara 2a

Things That Are Opened

bag 1 handbag

bayay 1 house

bintãnaˆ 1 window opening

kaban1 clothes trunk

kabãˆung coffin

libru book

ˆabir kasanˆu 600 ˆabri
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pãyung 1a umbrella

pýlu syirt shirt

pwirtãhan doorway

sara 1 door, hinged cover

sayway 1 pants (zipper)

sýlat 1 letter

1c v Someone turns on an object which

operates by electricity kurinti or water

týbiˆ, as a computer kumpyýtir, electric

fan ˆiliktrik pan, water faucet grÿpu,

radio radyu, television set tilibisyun.

Kung kamu magpangisdaˆ, wayaˆ na
kamu pagprublÿma kay puydi kamu
makaˆabri nang grÿpu kung kamu
magpamanlaw, ˆagud pagˆabut nindu
hay maˆÿlis na lang kamu. When you go

fishing, you no longer experience a

problem because you will be able to
turn on the faucet when you rinse off so

that upon your reaching home you will

just change [your dresses]. ant sara 2b
1d v Someone begins or initiates some-

thing, as a business nigusyu, conver-

sation ˆirgýhan, story ˆisturiya.

ˆabrids n someone’s grade average in a

school subject Ginkadtu ku sa Tablas
ˆang kard ni Gilbirt kag ˆang ˆiya
diplýma; pasãdu da siya kag ˆang ˆiya
ˆabrids hay ˆutsinta. I went to Tablas for

the report card of Gilbert and his

diploma; he also passed and his grade
average was eighty [percent]. cf grãdu
1, grÿding, marka 2

ˆAbril n April, a month of the Gregorian

Calendar ˆDiri sa ˆãtun kahugaˆhýgaˆ
ˆang týbiˆ kag lalunglãluˆ na sa býlan
nang Marsu hasta ˆAbril. Here in our

place the water is very difficult [i.e.,

rough] especially during the month of

March until April. (See Appendix 12,

Months of the Gregorian Calendar.)

ˆabtik 1 kaˆabtik (var maˆabtik) adj Some-

one or something is active, alert, quick,

sharp in doing something. Hay nang
yadtu na ˆaku sa sÿkund yir, hay syimpri
yadtu ka sa siksyun wan, hay dãpat
maˆabtik ka. When I was there in

second year [of high school], of course

you were in section one, [so] you had to

be alert. ˆIni nga sÿhiˆ hay kaˆabtik

magkãmang; gãniˆ dãpat maˆabtik ˆang
ˆÿmu mata. This [leaped telline] shell is

quick in crawling; that’s why your eyes

must be alert. Nahãngit ˆang ˆuning;
nilagud siya pÿru maˆabtik ˆang ˆambuˆ.
The cat got angry; [the rat] was chased

but the rat was quick [in running]. {Said

of one’s eyes or mind: maˆabtik ˆang
mata the eyes are sharp; maˆabtik ˆang
hunaˆhýnaˆ the mind is sharp.}

kaˆabtikˆabtik int adj Someone or some-
thing is very active, very alert, very
quick in doing something. Bÿsan si
Huwan maˆÿsut, palanggaˆ siya kay
kahugudhýgud kag kaˆabtikˆabtik. Even
though John was small, he was loved
because he was very industrious and very
active.

mas maˆabtik comp adj Someone or
something is more active, more alert,
quicker in doing something than some-
one or something else. ˆAng ginahambay
nang ˆãtun manga magýyang pa gid nang
ˆýna nga tyimpu, nga ˆang manga
kaˆungaˆan ninda nang ˆýna hay mas
maˆabtik ˆang manga lãwas. What our old
folks of long ago say is that during their
childhood before, [their] bodies were
more active [than those of children now].

ˆabu 1a n fireplace ashes ˆIsa ka ˆadlaw ˆang
ˆãyam naglãpit sa may ˆabu sa diˆin ˆang
ˆuning kag ˆang ˆambuˆ hay nagapahuway.
One day the dog came near to where there

were fireplace ashes where the rat and

the cat were resting. cf ˆagbun, ˆalipãyuk
1b ˆabýhan n a wood-burning fireplace,

used for cooking food ˆAng dalãga nga
nagakanta sa ˆabýhan mintras siya
nagalýtuˆ hay makakaˆasãwa ning byýdu.
A young lady who sings at the fireplace
while she is cooking will surely happen to

take a widower as a spouse. (See

Appendix 2, Parts of a House.)

2 ˆabuhun adj Something is gray in color.

ˆAng kulur nang pitlaguˆ hay kulur
ˆabuhun. The color of the feathers of

the pitlagu bird is gray.
ˆabuˆabuhun adj Something is somewhat

gray in color. ˆAng ˆiya kulur hay kulur
ˆabuˆabuhun nga may pintuk nga putiˆ
ˆang ˆiya dughan pakadtu sa ˆiya lÿˆug.

ˆabrids 601 ˆabu
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Its color [i.e., of a barred rail bird’s
feathers] is somewhat gray and its
chest up to its neck has white spots. (See
kulur 1, Colors for table.)

ˆãbug v Several people or things go around
or roam around in a group.

nagaˆãbug ˆAng ˆini nga ˆiwag ginaˆÿsut
gãniˆ ˆinaˆ kay kung makÿtaˆ, hay ˆang
ˆiruplãnu nagaˆãbug na. As for this
lamp, [the flame] was being made small
because [someone] might see [it]; those
[enemy] airplanes were already going
(i.e., flying) around in a group. cf
lantýˆag, pamasyar 1b, pãnaw 1, pasÿyu,
sãbuˆ, turag

ˆabukãdu n an avocado plant or fruit, Persea
americana (Mill.) (See Appendix 3,

Kinds of Cultigens.)

ˆabunda adj Something is abundant. ˆAbunda
ˆang pangisdãˆun nang ˆýna. The fish

population was abundant in the past. ant

tikud
ˆabýnu v Someone repays a debt. [nagˆabýnu

repayed]
pagˆabýnu ger someone’s repayment of a

debt Ginatangway ˆang kwarta kag
ginasugay; kung magdaˆug ˆimaw na
ˆang pagˆabýnu. The money was being
used for buying [liquor] and for
gambling; when [he] would win, that
was then the time of the repayment.

ˆaburÿdu v Someone becomes annoyed or

angry with someone else or because of

a particular circumstance.
naˆaburÿdu n someone’s annoyance,

anger ˆAng kaˆaburÿdu ku lang gid
bukun lang maˆisut. My anger is not just
minor. cf hãngit, ˆÿnit ˆang ˆýyu (ˆÿnit 2),
ˆugut

ˆabut 1a v Someone or something arrives
at, or reaches a particular place; the

time comes when something happens or

a state exists.
naˆabut, nagˆabut, ˆumabut Naˆabut

ˆaku kahãpun sa bayay hay ˆalas singku.
I arrived at the house yesterday at five
o’clock. Wayaˆ da si Nÿta pasayýra
nang ˆiya manga maguyang nga
nagˆabut na ˆang ˆiya tatay. Nita was
not informed by her older brothers that
her father had arrived. Katutýyug ku
lang nang ˆumabut ˆang ˆãkun tatay.

Upon my just falling asleep was when
my father arrived.

nakaˆabut Si Nanay nakaˆabut na siya sa
Manÿla, pÿru ˆaku, wayaˆ pa ˆaku
nakaˆabut didtu nga lugar. As for
Mother, she was able to reach Manila,
but as for me, I was not able to reach
that place.

nagpamagˆabut Manga ˆalas ˆutsu nang
gabˆi nagpamagˆabut na ˆang manga
prinsÿsa. By about eight o’clock at night
each of the princesses had already
arrived.

nagpangˆabutˆãbut Pagkagabˆi nang
Sabadu, hay nagpangˆabutˆãbut ˆinaˆ
niyan ˆang ˆãkun manga hãli. When it
had already become Saturday night, my
co-lateral relatives all arrived there one
after the other.

maˆabut Gustu ku lang sa ˆindu maˆipasãyud
nga may maˆabut kita nga bisÿta. I want to
inform you that we have a visitor who will
arrive. Wayaˆ nakasãyud ˆang ˆãkun
manga magýyang nga ˆaku hay maˆabut
sa bayay. My parents did not know that I
was going to arrive at home.

makaˆabut Tungaˆ sa ˆadlaw baktas bãgu
ka makaˆabut sa Mãlu. It is a half-day’s
hike before one will be able to reach
Malo.

magˆabut Maˆãyu gãniˆ kung ˆindiˆ si
Sýsan magˆabut. It is good if Susan
does not arrive.

magˆabut [Functions as predicate in a time
clause. The person, thing, or time arriving
is topic. For a similar construction, see
below under pagˆabut.] Nang magˆabut
ˆang ˆãga, nakÿtaˆ ku nga malapit na ˆaku
sa ˆisa naman nga puyuˆ. When morning
came, I saw that I was already near to
another island.

pagˆabut ti ger after or upon someone’s or
something’s arriving at a given location
[Functions as head of a subordinate time
clause, followed by a possessive noun or
possessive pronoun. For a similar con-
struction, see above under magˆabut and
naˆabut.] Pagˆabut ku sa bayay,
nagpamuhun ˆaku kana Tãtay nga
mabýlig ˆakuy hukut sa Lýnus. Upon my
arriving at the house, I asked permission
from Father and his friends to help repair
fishnets in Lonos. May lapsag nga kung

ˆãbug 602 ˆabut
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ˆadlaw hay nagakinatýyug pÿru pagˆabut
nang gabˆi, nagatãngis. There are some
babies who keep on sleeping during the
daytime, but upon the coming of night,
they are crying.

v Someone or something is reached or is
overtaken by someone or something.

ˆinãbut Nagdyãgan na kami ˆinaˆ niyan
pakari diri kay ˆinãbut na kami ˆuyan
nga dakuˆ. We ran then coming here
because we were overtaken by much
rain.

naˆaˆabýtan ˆAku nalulýˆuy ˆinaˆ sa ˆiya
kay nang nagaˆiskuyla ˆinaˆ siya sa
hayskul, hay naˆaˆabýtan ˆinaˆ siyay
manga ˆalas dyis nang gabˆi kaˆiˆistãdi. I
really pitied that one because, when that
one was studying in high school, that
one was frequently overtaken by ten
o’clock at night in being able to study.

1b v Someone joins a formal or informal

group.
makaˆabut ˆIkaw ˆang maˆãyu nga ˆatlit

kay may pagˆãsa ka gid nga makaˆabut
ning Wist Bisãyan Atlitik Mit. You are a
good athlete and so you have hope in
being able to join the West Bisayan
Athletic Meet.

2 v Someone achieves something attempted.
naghingabut ˆAku, hay ˆintirisãdu sa ˆinaˆ

nga ˆupurtyunidad, hay naghingabut da
na mabuˆuy ku nga dãˆan. As for me, [I]
am interested in that opportunity, [so] I
tried to achieve [its] being gotten by me
immediately.

v An accomplishment is achieved by
someone.

naˆabut Naˆabut ku na ˆang ˆãkun
ˆambisyun. My ambition was able to be
achieved by me.

ˆãbut 1a v Someone is encountered or over-
taken by someone else, or with some-

thing as a sickness.
naˆãbut, naˆabýtan Naˆabýtan ni Nÿna

nga buhiˆ pa ˆang ˆiya ˆasãwa. Her
husband was encountered by Nena still
alive. Naˆãbut ni Huwan si Pablu sa
karsãda. Paul was overtaken by John
along the street. ˆAng hinug nga bugnay,
pinya nga hinug, langkaˆ nga hinug kag
kabýgaw hay ˆindiˆ pwÿdi nga kaˆýnun
ning dungan kay bãsiˆ kunu kung

ˆabýtun ka ning sakit nga sýka maˆýyu.
As for ripe bignay fruit, ripe pineapple,
ripe jackfruit and pomelo, that these will
be eaten at the same time is not expedient
because, they say, you might be over-
taken with diarrhea illness.

ˆaˆabýtun Hambay ku gãniˆ, “ˆA, mus na
kita; ˆaˆabýtun pa kita dri ning dakuˆ
nga ˆuyan.” What I said was, “Well,
let’s go now; we will surely be
overtaken by more rain.”

1b v Something is inherited by someone.
maˆabýtan ˆAng gustu ku hay manga

ˆalãhas lang kay maˆabýtan pa nang
ˆãkun manga ˆungaˆ. What I want is just
jewelry because there will still be
something that will be inherited by my
children.

ˆabyirtu 1 adj Something is open, as a

closet, window.

2 adj Someone is agreeable or amenable to a

particular action, idea, situation. ˆAbyirtu
naman ˆaku sa tanan nga ginapangayuˆ
ninda sa ˆãkun. I am agreeable to all that

is asked of me by them.

ˆadbaysir n an adviser, a supervising teacher
Matýˆud si Tãta Rubin baranggay kaptin;
siya diri ˆang ˆadbaysir. It is true that

Uncle Ruben is the village leader; he is

the adviser. Hambayun pa ni Gilbirt ˆang
ˆãkun manga ˆadbaysir na dãpat gãniˆ
ˆaku hay ˆibagsak, kay yaˆ kunu ˆaku
nagatýman nang manga sýguˆ. My

supervising teachers will be told by

Gilbert that I should be dropped [from the

class] because, they say, I was not

obeying the instructions.

ˆadilpa n an oleander or adelfa ornamental

shrub, Nerium indicum (Mill.)

ˆadisir (var disir) subord conj Before an

event occurs or a state exists, another

event occurs or another state exists.

ˆAdisir si Minda malÿgus, nagaˆinit ˆãnay
siya ning týbiˆ. Before Minda will take a

bath, she heats water. Disir ta kunu
manghuran hay paˆabýtun ta ˆãnay
manga ˆunum ka týˆig kay kahugaˆ galiˆ
ˆang nagadipãra ning ˆungaˆ. Before a

younger sibling is begotten by us, he

said, [our present child] should be

allowed to reach six years of age because

ˆãbut 603 ˆadisir
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it is difficult to care for a child.

ˆadlaw 1 n the sun ˆAng ˆadlaw hay nagasubat
sa ˆisti. As for the sun, [it] rises in the east.

2a n a day, consisting of twenty-four hours

Diˆin ka mabuˆuy nang ˆÿmu kakaˆýnun
masunud nga ˆadlaw? Where will you

get that which you will eat the next day?

{A day is divided into hours ˆýras.}
2b meas n a nonspecific or specific number

of twenty-four hour days [Numbers one

through ten are commonly followed by

ka ˆadlaw; numbers above ten are

commonly followed by nga ˆadlaw.] {A

twenty-four hour day is divided into

three parts: morning ˆãga 1a, afternoon

hãpun 1a and night gabˆi 1a.} Nang
ˆumasãwa na kami, hay tatlu pa lang ka
ˆadlaw hay naghambay si Pawling nga
ˆindiˆ siya gustu na magtinir didtu sa
ˆãmun bayay. When we married, after

only three days Pauleng said that she

did not want to stay there in our house.

Nagpinãnaw ˆinaˆ siya sa kaguyãngan
ning pila ka ˆadlaw gakãˆun ning
pagkãˆun nga bÿsan ˆanu lang. That one

kept on walking in the forest for several

days eating food of just any kind. (See

Appendix 13, Major Time Segments.

See Appendix 14, Hours of the Day.

See Appendix  15, Times of the Day.)

3a n a day, daytime; a period from about

two o’clock in the morning ˆalas dus
nang ˆãga to about five o’clock in the

afternoon ˆalas singku nang hãpun. ˆAng
bãka hay nagkinãˆun ning bilug gid nga
ˆadlaw. The cow continually ate the

whole day. Tungaˆ sa ˆadlaw baktas
bãgu ka makaˆabut sa Mãlu. It is a half-

day hike before one will reach Malo.

May lapsag nga kung ˆadlaw hay
nagakinatýyug pÿru pagˆabut nang
gabˆi, nagatãngis. There are some

babies who keep on sleeping when it is

daytime, but when night comes, they

are crying. {Periods within a day have a

possessed (i.e., part-whole) relationship

with ‘day’, beginning about 2:00 AM to

about 5:00 PM.} Nang manga ˆalas syÿti
nang ˆadlaw nagparãda na kami. At

about seven o’clock during the day (lit,

of the day), we then had our parade.

3b meas n a nonspecific or specific number

of daytime periods, consisting of

daylight hours including morning ˆãga
1a and afternoon hãpun 1a [Numbers

one through ten are commonly followed

by ka ˆadlaw; numbers above ten are

commonly followed by nga ˆadlaw.]

Duha ka gabˆi nãkun batyag kag ˆisa ka
ˆadlaw. My childbirth labor was [for]

two nights and one daytime period. (See

Appendix 13, Major Time Segments.)

4a ˆinadlaw adj Something is done in daily
increments, by the day. ˆAng sýhuy
ˆadtu niya sa paglaba hay bukun
ˆinadlaw kundiˆ pinidãsu. The wage of

that one in washing clothes was not by
the day but by the piece.

4b ˆiba nga ˆadlaw (var ˆulÿhi nga ˆadlaw)

adv Someday, something will happen

or a particular state will exist. ˆAku hay
ˆindiˆ pa da makaˆisturya niyan nang
parti sa tiyad ˆinaˆ, pÿru masayýran na
lang ˆinaˆ nindu sa ˆiba nga ˆadlaw. As

for me, [I] cannot yet talk now about a

share like that, but you will be able to

know that someday. Sa ˆulÿhi nga
ˆadlaw ˆang ˆãkun dýtaˆ hay mapakadtu
sa ˆindu. Someday, my property will be

given to you (pl).

4c niyan nga ˆadlaw (var ˆari nga ˆadlaw,

ˆini nga ˆadlaw) ti adv today Niyan nga
ˆadlaw hay ˆigwa kita ning bisÿta. Today
we have a visitor. ˆIni nga ˆadlaw hay
ˆigwa kita ning bisÿta. Today we have a

visitor. cf niyan 1a (See Appendix 16,

Times Relative to Now Niyan.)

5 ˆisa ka ˆadlaw n One day something

happened. {Used as the introduction to a

narrative to indicate an indefinite time

reference within a 24-hour period.} ˆIsa
ka ˆadlaw si Magbayýtu nagkadtu sa ˆisa
ka lugar pãra magbughaˆ ning barýtu.
One day Magbayoto went to a certain

place in order to make a small boat.

6 ˆAdlaw nang manga Patay n All Saintsˆ
Day; lit, the day of the dead. syn Pyista
nang Patay (pyista 3)

7a malãˆin nga ˆadlaw (var malãya nga
ˆadlaw) n a taboo day {Tuesdays and

ˆadlaw 604 ˆadlaw
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Fridays are traditionally considered taboo

days for activities such as bathing, going

to other places, holding a wedding cer-

emony, moving a house, planting. On

these days herbalists get plant parts for

using as herbal medicines and sorcerers

effect cures for sorcery-induced sick-

nesses.}

7b maˆãyu nga ˆadlaw n a consent day
{Any day of the week except for Tuesday

and Friday is traditionally considered a

consent day in which activities such as

bathing, going places and planting are

unrestricted.}

bungang ˆadlaw idiom prickly heat
ˆadtu (var ˆimaw ˆadtu) 1a dem adj that

event, person, place, thing or situation,

identified as far in place, prior reference

or time [ˆAdtu or ˆimaw ˆadtu is followed

by nga and a noun or noun phrase it

modifies. It functions both as an adjec-

tive and a determiner.] Kaˆãyu ˆadtu nga
pabayli kay tanan nga manga myimbru
hay nagkaˆunyun gid nga magtugpa;
nagbinuligan sinda. That benefit dance

was good because all the members

worked together in their assigned tasks;

they helped each other. Hay ˆimaw
ˆadtu nga gabˆi nagahigdaˆ ˆaku hay
sigýru manga ˆalas syÿti; maˆãyu na
ˆang ˆãkun katýyug. It was that night

that I was lying down in bed about

seven o’clock in the evening; my sleep

was already sound. [ˆAdtu + nga =

ˆadtung.] ˆAdtung manga tabýnan nga
pãra sa lagang hay wayaˆ pa gihãpun
nadidiskarga ni Rýdi. Those deep-sea

fish traps for the chambered nautilus

mollusks were no longer able to be

unloaded by Rudy. [ˆAdtu is commonly

followed by determiners ˆang, nang,

ning, or sa and a noun or noun phrase

that it modifies to indicate case

relationships.] ˆAdtu ˆang dagkuˆ nga
tinãpay, sa panadirya ka gid magbakay!
Those large buns, buy them at the

bakery! Nang ˆadtung býlan, baya ˆadtu
nang Pibrÿru, ˆini ˆang manga madri
hay nagpangbayaybayay diri sa ˆilãya
nang Lýnus hasta diraˆ sa ˆilãwud.

During that month, about that February,

these nuns went from house to house

here in the interior of Lonos until [they

reached] the beach. ˆAng binisyu da
kunu ˆadtu nang ˆãmun lýla sa kahadluk,
ginbýkut ˆang ˆiya banig. That done,

they say, by that grandmother of ours in

fear, [was that] her mat was used [by

her] to cover [her body]. [Nang some-

times precedes ˆadtu; the latter is

followed by nga or a contraction -ng
and a substantive.] Wayaˆ pa da ˆaku
nakapangutãna kay Pari Luˆis, kung
pila ˆang kÿtaˆ nang ˆadtu nga gabˆi. I

was not yet able to ask Friend Luis how

much the income of that night was.

Magsãyud ka na nang ˆadtung týbiˆ
nang kabýhiˆ bãgu magˆalas dýsi nang
gabˆi! You catch that water of life now

before it will become twelve midnight!

Gahambay gãniˆ sinda sa ˆãkun, “Sa
diˆin baya diri ˆang ginapangasawa ni
Tyãgu?” Kay nagakinãnam pa ˆaku
ˆadtu ning bakingkiˆ. They were saying

to me, “Where is the one being courted

by Tiago?” Because I was still playing

that game of hopscotch. Wayaˆ da
ˆadtu magliwat ˆadtu ˆang nagadÿga sa
ˆãkun kay humalin gid ˆadtu sa ˆãkun
pungkýˆan kag nagkadtu sa ˆãkun manga
kaˆibãhan. The [boy] who was showing

romantic interest towards me did not do

it again because he left that place where

I was sitting and went to my com-

panions. [ˆAdtu is commonly followed

by personal noun determiners ˆang, nang,

ning, or sa and a noun or noun phrase

that it modifies to indicate case relation-

ships.] ˆAdtu si Dulu hay gaˆistar sa
ˆikapitu nga býkid. That Dolo lives on

the seventh mountain. cf ˆimaw 1a,

ˆinaˆ 1a, ˆini 1a
1b dem pron that, that one, that place;

reference is to an event, person, place,

thing or situation far in place, prior

reference or time ˆAng pýnuˆ nang
ˆisturya nãmun kahãpun hay ˆadtu ˆang
nagpangawat ning kwarta. The main

topic of our conversation yesterday was

about that one who extensively stole

ˆadtu 605 ˆadtu
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the money. Gustu ni Tatay nga ˆimaw
ˆadtu ˆang mapapangasãwa ku. Father

wants that that one will really become

my spouse. [ˆÃdtu with a following or

preceding singular or plural third person

pronoun occurs in various grammatical

contexts. The third person pronoun adds

emphasis to the construction.]
ˆadtu siya, siya ˆadtu Kung wayaˆ ˆadtu

naˆýbus ˆang ˆinda tawýhan, sigýru
wayaˆ da ˆadtu siya nabuˆuy. If their
associates were not all killed, maybe
that one would not have been caught.
Siya ˆadtu midyu yaˆ pa da naganabdus;
manga ˆisa pa ka týˆig siya bãgu
nagnabdus. That one was not yet
pregnant; [it was] about one year before
she became pregnant.

ˆadtu sinda, sinda ˆadtu ˆAyaw na kamu
magpangakat kay, ˆadtu sinda, hay
dãmuˆ! No longer challenge them
because, as for those ones, they are
many! Kung patugãhan ku sinda ning
bãbuy wayaˆ da sinda ning bãbuy nga
patyun kay ˆigwa lang sinda ˆadtu ˆang
ˆuruk. If they will be asked by me for a
pig, they have no pig that could be killed
because those ones only have a piglet.

ˆadtu niya ˆAng sýhuy ˆadtu niya sa
paglaba hay bukun ˆinadlaw kundiˆ
pinidãsu. The wage of that one in
washing clothes was not by the day but
by the piece.

sa ˆiya ˆadtu Maskin ˆang kantidad lang
ˆadtu nang ˆiya bãruˆ nga ˆiya nabakay
hay subra lang ˆisa ka gatus, sa ˆiya ˆadtu
hay kamahaymãhay. Although the price
of her dress which was spontaneously
bought by her was just over one hundred
[pesos], for that one (i.e., for her) it was
very expensive. syn ˆimaw 1 cf ˆinaˆ 1b,
ˆini 1b, ˆitun 1b

tiyad ˆadtu set expr like that; ˆadtu
nang ˆýna (ˆýna1 1d) set expr at that
time; ˆimaw ˆadtu (ˆimaw 2a) derv
That’s the reason or that’s the time
something happens.

ˆadýbu n adobo chicken, cuttlefish, fish,

meat, squid {A meat dish of chicken,

cuttlefish, fish, meat or squid simmered

in a marinade which includes vinegar

and garlic.} Diri sa Rumblun ˆang

kadamýˆan nga lýtuˆ nang manuk hay
ˆadýbu sa gataˆ kag laˆýya. Here in

Romblon, the most [common] way of

cooking chicken is adobo in coconut

milk extract. (See sumsýman 1, Some
Kinds of Food Delicacies for table.)

Kinds of Adobo

ˆadýbu nga karni meat adobo

(karni 1d)
ˆadýbu nga lýkus cuttlefish adobo,

(lýkus 1a) squid adobo

ˆadýbu nga manuk chicken adobo

(manuk 2c)
ˆadýbu nga ˆisdaˆ fish adobo

(ˆisdaˆ 1g)

ˆãga 1a n morning, i.e., any period from about

two o’clock in the morning until noon.

ˆIbutang sa gabˆi ˆang ˆimplastu kag sa
ˆãga na buyˆun pagbãtiˆ. Put on the

medicinal plaster at night and remove it in

the morning when you wake up. {Peri-

ods within a morning have a possessed

(i.e., part-whole) relationship with ‘morn-

ing’, beginning about 2:00 AM ˆalas dus
nang ˆãga to about NOON ˆalas dýsi nang
ˆaga (lit, twelve o’clock of the morn-

ing).} Kung tunãˆan mu ning ˆalas sayis
nang ˆãga ˆang pagdãbuk, manga ˆalas
tris nang hãpun lýtuˆ gid ˆang lýgit. If you

begin the building of the fire at six
o’clock in the morning, about three

o’clock in the afternoon the copra is

already cooked. (See Appendix 13, Major

Time Segments. See Appendix 14, Hours

of the Day. See Appendix 15, Times of

the Day.)

1b kãda ˆãga n every morning ˆIni ˆang nÿtib
nga manuk kãda ˆãga hay ginabubýran.
As for these local chickens, every morn-
ing they are being fed.

1c ˆagaˆãga (var ˆãga pa) n early morning.

Natýyug kami ˆadtu hay ˆagaˆãga na kay
nagkadtu kami sa baylÿhan. We slept

when it was early morning because we

had gone to the benefit dance. Kung
lýtuˆ na tanan ˆãga pa, nagalÿbud na
ˆakuy pýtu sa manga bayaybayay. If it is

all cooked in the early morning, I then

peddle sweet sticky rice to the many

ˆadýbu 606 ˆãga
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houses. {ˆÃga pa sometimes functions

as a phrase rather than as a set

expression as above.} May yãraˆ nga
nagapanamkun nga ginahagkut kãda
hãpun, kag maskin ˆãga pa hay gustu na
magkinatýyug. There are some who

have pregnancy cravings who feel cold

every afternoon, and even though it is

already morning they like to keep on

sleeping. (See Appendix 15, Times of

the Day.)

1d ˆari nga ˆãga ti adv this (past) morning
ˆAri nga ˆãga nagkadtu sinda didtu sa
ˆãtun pagabuyˆan nang týbiˆ. This
morning they went there to our place

for getting water.

1e v Morning comes.
nagˆãga Si Rusãna wayaˆ kakatýyug hasta

nagˆãga sa kababantay nga pãra siya
ˆindiˆ maˆubayan ni Lÿtu. Rosana was not
able to sleep until morning came in
being able to guard so that she would
not happen to be slept with by Lito.

magˆãga Wayaˆ matuyýgi si Pirla hasta
magˆãga. Perla was unable to sleep until
morning came.

pagkaˆãga ti ger upon the arrival of
morning Kung masangˆat mu tanan nga
binuˆak nga niyug sa hãpun, pagkaˆãga
ˆÿmu na paˆasuhan. If all the coconut
pieces are able to be put down by you in
the afternoon, upon the arrival of
morning [they] will be smoked by you.

maˆãga ti adv this coming morning Hay
Byarnis maˆãga, maˆãyu baya mapustaˆ
ˆaku sa ˆinding bãsiˆ kung dumaˆug ˆaku.
This coming Friday morning, maybe it
is good that I will bet in the ending game
if by chance I might win.

1f v Someone is overtaken by morning
while still doing something.

naˆagãhan Naˆagãhan sina Mangkuy ning
sugal sa inda bayay. Mangkoy and com-
panion were overtaken by morning
gambling in their house.

ˆãgas v An unborn baby comes out stillborn.
maˆãgas Kung ˆang ˆungaˆ hay maˆãyu

ˆang pagkabutang sa sãkup nang tiyan
hay ˆindiˆ maˆãgas. If the position of the
child inside the womb is good, it will not
come out stillborn.

ˆãgaw n a servant, i.e., a paid domestic

helper ˆAng ˆiya ˆãgaw ˆang nagalýtuˆ kag
nagahýgas nang pinggan. Her servant is

the one who cooks and washes the dishes.

(See býlig1 2, A Helper for table.)

ˆagbun n cold ashes, of something burned

somewhere other than in a fireplace, as

of a cigarette, paper, wood cf ˆabu 1a,

ˆalipãyuk
ˆagi 1 v Someone experiences something.

nakaˆagi Pagbãlik ku ˆadtu sa bayay hay
wayaˆ gid sinda nakabatyag nga nakaˆagi
na ˆaku ning ˆãway. Upon my return there
at home, they did not notice that I
happened to experience quarreling.

v Something is experienced by someone.
naˆagihan Maˆisturya ˆaku nang ˆãkun

naˆagihan nang ˆungaˆ pa ˆaku hasta
nga magkaˆasãwa. I will tell about that
which was experienced by me from my
youth until being able to take a spouse.

naˆagihi Didtu ku nasayangan ˆang wayaˆ
ku pa naˆagihi sa bugˆus ku na
kinabýhiˆ. That which was never before
experienced by me in my whole life
was experienced by me there.

paˆãgi caus v Something is made known
by someone.

ginapaˆãgi Madãmuˆ klãsi ˆang ginahambay
nang tãwu nga ginapaˆãgi lang sa sinyas
nang kamut ˆu sa hýkay nang lãwas.
There are different ways that things are
communicated by people in which [the
message] is made known just by signs
of the hands or movements of the
body. cf karanasan, paˆunu 2b, tilaw 3,
ˆikspiryinsya, ˆubsirba

2 paˆãgi n a method or way something is

accomplished ˆAng paghambay ning
maˆãyu hay ˆisa nga paˆãgi pãra
maˆipasãyud nãtun ˆang ˆãtun ginaˆÿsip
sa ˆiba nga tãwu. Saying good [things]

is one way in order that what is being

thought about by us is that about which

we inform other people.

ˆãgi 1 v Someone or something passes by or

passes through a particular place.
magˆãgi Hambay ni Manang Zenaida sa

ˆãkun hay, “Sÿgi,” kunu, “kay mabakay
ˆakuy manga ˆutanun diri kung may
magˆãgi.” Older Sister Zenaida said to
me, “Go ahead,” she said, “because I
will buy vegetables here if someone

ˆãgas 607 ˆãgi
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passes by.”
v A place, someone or something is passed

by or passed through by someone or
something else.

ˆinagÿhan ˆAng ˆãmun lang tubas hay ˆutsu
kabãnis kay ˆinagÿhan nang bagyu. Our
harvest was only eighty cavans [of rice]
because [our field] was passed through
by a typhoon.

v Someone or something is brought by a
particular place by someone else.

ˆinãgi Nang nabuˆuy na nang suluguˆun
ˆang sýlat sa busun, ˆinãgi naman liwat
sa nanay ni ˆInrÿku. When the servant
got the letter from the post office, [it]
was brought by again to Enrico’s
mother. [For a description of paˆãgi, see
ˆagi.] cf latun, lÿpas 2

2 ˆagihan n an entrance or passageway
Natingãya ˆang higanti nang makÿtaˆ niya
nga ˆabyirtu ˆang ˆagihan nang giˆub. The

giant was surprised when he saw that the

entrance to the cave was open.

ˆagigÿsing n sideburns
ˆãgiw n soot which collects on walls and

belongings from fireplace smoke ˆasu
ˆagtang n someone’s forehead ˆIbanyus

halin sa ˆagtang, sa butkun, sa dughan,
likud kag sa siki. Rub [alum crystals]

from the forehead, to the arms, chest,

back and feet.

ˆagtaˆ n a black devil {This spirit has the

form of a black person, seen only by

herbalists. It causes sicknesses difficult

to cure. To cure such a sickness the

herbalist usually must kill a pig or

chicken as an offering to this evil

spirit.} (See dimunyu, Kinds of Spirits
for table.)

ˆagtaˆ nga manuk n a black chicken (See

manuk 1, Kinds of Chickens for

table.)

ˆagýbay v Someone is embraced by someone

else.
gingˆagýbay, ˆinagýbay Gingluwas

ku naman kag gingˆagýbay ku siya
kag, “Bãsiˆ,” nga nãkun, “ˆikaw hay
nagpãnaw ning gabˆi?” I went outside
and she was embraced by me and I
asked, “Why did you leave when it
was night?” Midyu nalýˆuy ˆang tatay

ni Dilya sa ˆiya nakÿtaˆ; pinalapitan
niya ning dahandãhan kag ˆinagýbay
sa ˆabãga. Delia’s father pitied [her]
somewhat in what was seen by him;
[she] was slowly approached by him
and she was embraced around the
shoulders.

ˆagud (var kay ˆagud) subord conj A par-

ticular event occurs or a particular state

exists so that another event will occur or

another state will exist. Palapit ˆãnay diri
sa ˆãkun ˆagud magabinatÿˆan kita nga
duha nang ˆãtun ˆisturya! Please come

near here to me so that we will hear our

stories from each other! Hambay ku ˆinaˆ
kay ˆArdin, “Tipýnun ta ˆang bãyuy kay
ˆagud hay ˆindiˆ na kita kabakay.” I said to

that Arden, “Dried fish should be saved

by us so that we will not have to buy any

more.” syn kay2 2
ˆaguhu n an aguhu tree, Casuarina equisetifolia

(Linn.) {Similar in appearance to a coni-

fer; often planted as an ornamental tree.}

ˆãgus (see ˆinagýsan) a cleaned bamboo
strip

ˆAgustu n August, a month of the Gregorian

Calendar Nang ˆaku nagkadtu kay ˆÐna
sa Manÿlaˆ nga nagbisÿta, ˆAgustu ˆadtu
nga býlan. When I went to Ena in

Manila whom I visited, that month was

August. (See Appendix 12, Months of

the Gregorian Calendar.)

ˆagwadur n a water carrier
ˆahat adj Someone is compelled to do some-

thing. [ˆAhat is predicate; the person

compelled is topic; and that which the

person is compelled to do is a modifying

phrase, optionally introduced by the

ligature nga.] ˆAhat ˆaku magbãsa kay
nahuyaˆ ˆaku. I was compelled to read

because I felt shy.

ˆahãˆan n a white-spotted red snapper fish,

Lutjanus bohar (Forsskål) {Reddish

brown above, reddish yellow below.

Lives in shallow waters; caught with

fishnets pýkut 1 or hook and line bunit 1.}

ˆakasya n an acacia tree or rain tree,

Samanea saman (Jacq.)

*ˆakat (see pangakat)
ˆakayan n a buri leaf cutting guide {A piece

of folded rattan, about 1 cm by 5 cm;

ˆagigÿsing 608 ˆakayan
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used as a guide for cutting buri leaf

sections into strips with a knife sipuy.}

ˆaku t pron I do something; I am in a

particular state; I have something done

for, to, with me; I have something; I
have a particular designation; I am

allowed by someone to do something or

to have something done to me. [Follows

an adjective, noun, pseudoverb or verb

predicate.] Naˆiˆÿli ˆaku sa ˆãkun manga
kaˆibãhan nga kãda Duminggu hay
nagapamakay sinda. I was truly jealous

towards my companions in that every

Sunday they went buying. May kãya
ˆaku nga bakyan ta ˆikaw ning sapãtus. I
have the resources in which you will be

bought shoes by me. Gustu ku pagbãlik
ku diri hay ˆigwa ˆaku ning kwarta
nga ˆidãwat sa ˆindu. I want that upon

my coming back here I will have money

which will be handed to you. Ginpabakay
ˆaku ˆinaˆ ning manga gãmit sa
pagˆupira. I was allowed to buy those

supplies for the medical operation.

ˆImaw ˆini ˆang ˆãkun ˆikspiryinsya nang
sultÿru pa ˆaku hasta ˆaku nga
nagkaˆasãwa. This was my experience

when I was still an unmarried man until

I was able to marry. [Precedes adjective,

noun, pseudoverb or verb predicates,

following adverbs, including negatives.]

ˆIndiˆ pa ˆaku ˆantÿgu magbuyung nang
ˆãkun bãbuy kung may sakit. I still do

not know how to medically treat my pig

when there is sickness. [Precedes the

adjective, pseudoverb or verb as a

preposed topic to denote emphasis.]

Nang ˆaku nagaˆidad katursi ˆanyus,
ˆaku hay ginpangasawa na. When I

reached the age of fourteen years, as for

me, [I] was already courted [by some-

one]. [Precedes the adjective, pseudo-

verb or verb in a dependent clause.]

Nang primÿru ˆaku nga nagˆalãgaˆ ning
bãbuy hay wayaˆ pa da ˆaku ning
ˆikspiryinsya. The first time that I cared

for pigs I had no experience yet. Nang
mil nuwÿbi syintus singkwinta nuwÿbi,
nagpamuhun ˆaku sa ˆãkun manga
magýyang nga ˆaku mangamýhan na

lang. When it was [the year] nineteen

hundred fifty-nine, I asked permission

of my parents that I might just work as a

domestic helper. [Follows genitive or

possessive adjective pronouns.] Tuparun
mu lang ˆang ˆãtun napagkasundýˆan
nga lumÿgad lang ˆang ˆisa ka býlan nga
wayaˆ mu ˆaku ginatanduga. What was

able to be agreed on by us should be

fulfilled by you, that one month should

pass by in which I will not have had

anything done [to me] by you.
cmt pron I am the one to do something, to

be in a particular state. [Occurs as
sentence predicate preceding a
substantive topic introduced by ˆang.]
ˆAku ˆang tagapaˆinum ning buyung. I
am the one in charge of letting the
medicine be drunk. ˆIndiˆ gid si Nãna
Nÿna gustu nga ˆaku ˆang mapangasãwa
nang ˆiya ˆungaˆ. Aunt Nena does not
like that I am the one who will become
the spouse of her child.

ˆãkun 1a poss adj pron my person or thing; a

person or thing of mine; my doing

something [Pre-noun or pre-gerund

possessive pronoun. For post-noun or

post-gerund possessive pronoun, see ku
1a, nãkun 1a.] Nahýyug ˆang ˆãkun
kwarta didtu sa may tindãhan pagbakay
ku ning tinãpay. My money dropped

there at the store when I bought bread.

ˆAdtung ˆãkun pangãnay nga ˆungaˆ hay
midyu ˆintirisãdu gid sa pagˆiskuyla.
That firstborn child of mine really has

some interest in going to school. Kalitan
ta ˆini ˆang ˆýras, kay wayaˆ pa nagalitÿra
ˆang manga ˆiskwÿla, ˆagud hay ˆindiˆ
masýya ˆang ˆãkun pagbÿˆaw. This time

should be taken advantage of by us,

because the students have not yet gotten

out [of school], so that my exorcising of

evil spirits will not be disturbed. [The

ligature ning may join pronoun and

noun.] Nagpabakay na ˆang ˆãkun ning
ˆãmu ning kabilya. My boss let steel

bars be bought. cf ku 1a, nãkun 1a
1b poss cmt pron Something is mine.

[Occurs in predicate position with

possessed item as sentence topic.]

Sayud nina Pidru na ˆinang barýtu hay

ˆaku 609 ˆãkun
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bukun ˆãkun. Pedro and the others know

that that boat is not mine.

1c gen pron Something is done by me.
[Occurs in pre-verb position as a genitive

pronoun.] Hambay ku, ˆAy, salãmat!
Mababakay ku gid ˆang ˆãkun ginaplãnu
nga bakyun. I said, Oh, thank you! The

things which are planned by me to be

bought will be able to be bought by me.

ˆÃkun naˆubsirbahan sa ˆãkun sarÿli nang
panahun nang gyÿra talagang gýtum gid.

[It] was experienced by me within myself

that during wartime there was severe

famine. cf ku 1b, nãkun 1b
1d sa ˆãkun loc pron Someone does some-

thing for me, from me, to me; someone

does something or is in a particular place

or state with me. Nagsýlat sa ˆãkun ˆang
ˆakun ˆungaˆ nga gapabakay ning gawn.
My daughter wrote to me that [she] is

letting [me] buy a party dress.

ˆãkuˆ v Someone is considered or treated in

a particular way by someone else.
ˆakýˆun Masugut ka ba nga ˆakýˆun ku

ˆikaw nga ˆungaˆ ku? Do you agree that
you should be treated by me as my
child?

ˆalabãdu 1 n a marriage house-singing
ritual {Performed by professional older

women singers, who sing Spanish songs

at the house of the bride as the couple

kneels before the house altar, to remind

the couple that they are leaving behind

their single state.}
v Older ladies sing marriage house-singing

ritual songs. [nagˆalabãdu sang marriage
house-singing ritual songs]

2 miyugˆalabadu n marriage house-singing
ritual singers (See miyug-, Words with
Miyug- for table.)

ˆalãdin n a pressure lantern used, especially,

for night fishing Nang ˆýna ˆadtu nga
wayaˆ pa ning ˆalãdin, hay pwÿdi kunu
ˆinaˆ ˆang baybag. In the past when there

was still no pressure lanterns, what was

possible, they say, was a coconut frond

torch [to be used in night fishing]. (See

ˆiwag 1a, Artificial Lights for table.)

ˆalãgaˆ 1 v Someone cares for a child, an

incapacitated person, a domestic animal.
nagaˆalãgaˆ Nang primÿru ˆaku nga

nagˆalãgaˆ ning bãbuy hay wayaˆ pa da
ˆaku ning ˆikspiryinsya. The first time
that I cared for pigs I had no experience
yet.

v A child, an incapacitated person, a
domestic animal is cared for by
someone.

ˆalagãˆan Dãpat ˆÿmu siya ˆalagãˆan bãsiˆ
kung ˆanu naman ˆang matabuˆ sa ˆiya.
He should be cared for by you in case
something should happen to him. cf
dãhan 2, dipãra, ˆatãman, ˆaturgar,
ˆintindi 2

2 tagaˆalãgaˆ n a caregiver of a child, of an

incapacitated person, a domestic animal

Kung halimbãwaˆ ˆang ˆisa ka tãwu hay
magýyang na nga nagaˆidad na ning
ˆutsinta ˆanyus, ˆinaˆ hay malýya na
kaˆãyu, kahinangyãnun na ˆinaˆ niya
ˆang tagaˆalãgaˆ. For example a person

is already old and has reached the age of

eighty years, as for him he is now very

weak [and] a caregiver is really needed

by that one.

ˆalãhas n jewelry worn as personal adornment

May pabisti, ˆarÿtus kag kung ˆanu pa nga
manga ˆalãhas. There was a wedding

dress, earrings and various kinds of

jewelry [bought for her]. {Kinds of

jewelry: bracelet pulsÿras; earrings ˆarÿtus;
necklace kulintas; ring singsing.}

ˆãlak n liquor Ginabãwal nang manga
magýyang sa ˆinda manga kabatãˆan
ˆang pagˆinum ning ˆãlak nga subra kag
pagsugay. The excessive drinking of

liquor and gambling are not allowed

their children by parents.

ˆalambri n metal wire, used for bundling,

fencing

tabýnan nga ˆalambri (tabýnan 1a) set
expr a wire mesh deep-sea fish trap

ˆalas adv An event happens or a state exists

at any hour or fraction thereof from two

to twelve o’clock. Kung tunãˆan mu
ning ˆalas sayis nang ˆãga ˆang
pagdãbuk manga ˆalas tris nang hãpun
lýtuˆ gid ˆang lýgit. If you begin the

building of the fire at six o’clock in the

morning, about three o’clock in the

afternoon the copra is already cooked.
v It becomes any hour or fraction thereof

ˆãkuˆ 610 ˆalas
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from two to twelve o’clock.
maˆalas Hay siniruˆ ku ˆang ˆãkun rilu,

maˆalas dyis na. When I looked at my
watch, it was already becoming (i.e.,
was almost) ten o’clock.

magˆalas Magsãyud ka na nang ˆadtung
týbiˆ nang kabýhiˆ bãgu magˆalas dýsi
nang gabˆi. You catch that water of life
now before [it] will become twelve
o’clock midnight (lit, twelve o’clock of
the night).

pagkaˆalas ti ger upon its becoming any
hour or fraction thereof from two o’clock
to twelve o’clock Hambay ku gãniˆ kay
Dirãnu, “Pagkaˆalas nuwÿbi,” nga nãkun,
“Pa, kadtuˆa sina Lýsi kag siruˆun.” I
said to Derano, “Upon becoming nine
o’clock,” I said, “Pa, go to Lucy and the
others and check [on them].”

ˆala adv An event happens or a state exists
at one o’clock plus an optional fraction
of the next hour. Kahãpun, Lýnis, nang
manga ˆala ˆýna ˆimidya, nagbunit ˆaku
sa ˆãmun tungud; ˆaba kadamuˆdãmuˆ
ˆang bayãnak! Yesterday, Monday, at
about one-thirty o’clock, I went fishing
with hook and line near our house; oh,
there are very many mullet fish!

v It becomes one o’clock plus an optional
fraction of the next hour. [nagˆala ˆýna
became one o’clock]

ˆãlay n a tithe given to the church ˆAdtu ˆang
ˆÿmu ˆãlay nga wayaˆ mu matawˆi nang
naglÿgad nga simãna, hay tawˆan mu
gid ˆitun pãra nga ˆindiˆ magdãkuˆ ˆang
ˆÿmu tyawˆãnan. As for that tithe of

yours that you were not able to give the

previous week, you must surely give

this in order that your financial obli-

gation will not become large. cf limus 1,

tyawˆãnan
ˆalbularyu n a herbalist; that is a specialist in

the use of herbs for curing an illness

Nagakilÿbit ˆang ˆalbularyu. A herbalist
divines an illness with an egg. syn

miyugbýyung (buyung 3)
ˆalbutra n a woody suma vine, Arcangelisia

flava (Linn.) {Stems are source of a

yellow dye.}

ˆalibangbang n a butterfly fish {Numerous

species are recognized: Philippine Chaeto-
don adiergastos; golden Chaetodon

semeion; raccoon Chaetodon lunula;

lined Chaetodon oxycephalus (Bleeker);

one-spot Chaetodon unimaculatus (Bloch);

black-backed Chaetodon melannotus;
vagabond Chaetodon vagabundus; eight-

banded Chaetodon octofasciatus; golden-

banded Chaetodon punctatofasciatus;
black saddled Chaetodon ephippium;

lineate or three-striped Chaetodon
trifasciatus (Park); white-spotted Chaeto-
don kleini; latticed Chaetodon rafflesii;
threadfin Chaetodon auriga; oval-spot

Chaetodon speculum. Generally found

around shallow reefs. Caught with spear

guns panaˆ 2a, or fish traps tambãkan
(tambak 2), tabýnan 1.}

ˆalibutbut n an alibutbut shrub, Tabernae-
montana pandacaqui (Poir.) {Bark,

roots and leaves are used for medicinal

purposes.}

ˆaligi n crab fat; hard in texture and yellow

in color

ˆalÿhid n the edge of an object, as a road; a

beach; the margin of an area Kung
nagapamutut ka, didtu ka magsaybuk sa
ˆalÿhid nang pilãpil nga ˆigwa ning býhuˆ.
When you gather pond-field shrimp, you

scoop [them] up there at the edge of a

pond-field dike which has holes. ˆAng ˆiba
naman hay nagapamasyar sa ˆalÿhid
nang baybay pãra nga ˆang ˆinda
hunaˆhýnaˆ hay mapakadtu naman sa ˆiba
nga bãgay nga ˆinda nakikÿtaˆ sa dãgat.
Some people roam around the edge of the

beach so that their thoughts will really go

to other things which are able to be seen

by them in the ocean. ˆIni nga magtýnaˆ
ning ˆinýyan matanum ˆaku ning gãbi sa
ˆalÿhid nang bayay didtu sa may týbiˆ.
This time when it begins to rain

continuously I will plant taro at the

margin of the house there where there is

water (i.e., near a water faucet). cf biˆbiˆ,
kantu, pÿliw, tungaˆ 2a, tungaˆtýngaˆ
(tungaˆ 2b)

ˆalÿhid nang baybay (see baybay 1b)

the dry edge of a beach
ˆalikˆik n dandruff
ˆalÿlaˆ 1 n a slave, a debt slave Bukun mu

ˆaku alÿlaˆ diri sa bayay! I am not your

ˆãlay 611 ˆalÿlaˆ
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slave in the house! {A derogatory term.

Slaves were common in past times. A

debt slave is someone forced to work

without wages to pay off a debt.} (See

býlig1 2, A Helper for table.)

2a adj a cared-for animal or fowl; a

domestic animal or fowl; a pet bird, cat,

dog, monkey Kung ˆikaw magbýbud
dãpat hay yadtu ka sa tungaˆ nang ˆÿmu
manga ˆalÿlaˆ nga manuk nagapungkuˆ,
pãra ˆang ˆÿmu manga manuk nga ˆalÿlaˆ
hay ˆindiˆ magˆila. When you feed

[them], you should sit down there in the

middle of your cared-for chickens so

that your cared-for chickens will not

become wild. Sa ˆãkun nakikÿtaˆ diri sa
Rumblun, kãda bayay nga ˆãkun nga
ginakadtuˆan hay ˆigwa ning ˆãyam nga
ˆalÿlaˆ. What I saw here in Romblon,

[was that] every house to which I would

go there was a pet dog. {Cared-for

animals include pigs bãbuy 1, cats

ˆuning, cattle bãka, chickens manuk 1a,

dogs ˆãyam, and goats kambing.} cf

sãpat 2
2b v A baby, domestic animal, fowl, a

flowering or fruit-bearing plant, a sick

person is cared for or nurtured by

someone.
gingˆalÿlaˆ Gingˆalÿlaˆ ku ˆang tanum nga

buyak. The flowering plant was
nurtured by me.

ginaˆalÿlaˆ ˆImaw ˆini ˆang klãsi nang
manuk nga ginaˆalÿlaˆ diri sa Rumblun;
ˆimaw ˆini ˆang ginatawag nga nÿtib nga
manuk. This is the kind of chickens
which are cared for here in Romblon;
these are what are called local chickens.
cf bãhuy 1a

3a ˆalÿlaˆ nga ˆungaˆ n an adopted child
raised as one’s own offspring cf

pabãhuy nga ˆungaˆ (bãhuy 1b) syn

ˆampun
ˆalÿlaˆ nga hãyup (see hãyup 2) set expr
a domestic animal

3b v Someone adopts a child.
nagˆalÿlaˆ Nagˆalÿlaˆ si Magda ning ˆungaˆ

kay bawˆas siya. Magda adopted a child
because she was barren.

ˆalimbubýyug n an insect ˆAng dugus hay
býnga nang rilasyun nang manga

putyýkan kag ˆiba pa klãsi nga manga
ˆalimbubýyug nga nagadãpuˆ sa manga
kabuyãkan. Honey is the result of the

relationship between honeybees and

different kinds of insects that alight on

flower beds.

ˆalipãtaˆ n an alipata mangrove tree,

Excoecaria Agallocha (Linn.) {Grows

along the edge of mangrove swamps

katunggan.}

ˆalipãyuk n hot ashes, blown by the wind, of

something burning as cogon grass, dried

leaves cf ˆabu 1a, ˆagbun
ˆalipukpuk n the peak of a hill, a mountain Si

Marta hay yadtu didtu nagaˆistar sa
ˆalipukpuk. As for Martha, [it] is there

on the [mountain] peak that [she] lives.

cf bakilid, katayýran (tayud 2), tangkap
ˆalisngaw 1a n ground vapor from the sun’s

heat on damp earth; steam from a kettle

cf ˆalisusu 1a
1b n the fragrance of a flower býyak 1a, food

pagkãˆun (kãˆun 1b), perfume pahýmut
(humut 2)

ˆalistu 1a adj Someone is prepared or ready
to do something; something is ready to be

used for a particular purpose. Kung kamu
nga ˆupat hay ˆalistu na magkãnam ning
bakingkiˆ, mahuman na kamu ˆinaˆ ning
bakingkÿˆan. If the four of you are now

ready to play hopscotch, you will now

make a hopscotch place. syn handaˆ 1a
1b v Someone prepares something for a

particular event.
nagaˆalistu Kung ˆinaˆ sinda hay kasayun

na, ˆang manga tiglyaki nagaˆalistu
ning bãbuy nga ˆinda ˆihãwun sa ˆadlaw
nang kasay nang ˆinda ning ˆungaˆ nga
lyãki. When it is about time that the
wedding ceremony would be held, the
relatives of the groom prepare a pig
which will be butchered by them on the
wedding day of their son.

v Something is prepared by someone for a
particular event.

ginˆalistu Ginˆalistu nãmun ˆadtu ˆang
ˆãmun manga gamitun sa pagbÿˆaw.
Those things we would use in
exorcising the evil spirit were prepared
by us.

ˆalistuhun Kung ˆikaw hay ˆigwa nay tubaˆ

ˆalimbubýyug 612 ˆalistu
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nga sayýrun, ˆalistuhun mu na ˆang
ˆÿmu sayud. If you already have coconut
wine which will be caught, your
coconut wine collecting container will
then be prepared by you. syn handaˆ 1b
cf priparar

ˆalisusu 1a n heat radiation; heat waves;
steam observed above a pot of boiling

water cf ˆalisngaw 1a
1b v Something gives off heat waves or

steam; a fever, a fire radiates heat.
nagaˆalisusu Nagaˆalisusu ˆang sagnat ni

Ramýna. Ramona’s fever radiates
heat.

ˆalkuhul (see rãbing ˆalkuhul)
ˆalmasiga n a Manila copal tree, Agathis

philippinensis (Warb.) {Resin is used as

incense in religious ceremonies.}

ˆalmiris n a condiment mortar ˆAng
paghuman naman nang ˆalmiris ˆinang
ginabayuhan hay ginasinsil ˆãnay ˆinaˆ
pagkurti bãgu ˆinaˆ bayˆagan. In making

a condiment mortar, which is that in

which [something] is pounded with a

pestle, [it] is first chiseled in being

shaped before it is filed. cf lusung
ˆalmurãnas n a hemorrhoid
ˆalpa n a limpet mollusk, subfamily

Emarginulinae. syn kapinan
ˆalpug n marble dust
ˆalsa v Something is raised up by someone.

ˆalsahun Kung natãpus mu na ning haphap,
ˆÿmu na ˆalsahun ning dahandãhan ˆang
ˆÿmu ˆayat pãra makÿtaˆ mu kung may
suyud nga ˆuyang ˆu wayaˆ. When the
feeling around is finished by you, your
colander basket brook-shrimp scoop
should then be slowly raised up by you
to find out if there are shrimp inside or
not.

ˆaltar n a church or house altar {A house

altar consists of a plywood shelf on

which images of Roman Catholic saints

are placed.}

ˆalubÿra n an aloe vera plant, Aloe vera
(Linn.) {Juice is used for medicinal

purposes.}

ˆalugbãti n a basella rubra vine, Basella rubra
(Linn.) {Eaten as a leafy vegetable.}

ˆaluminum n aluminum metal

ˆalupãna n an ayapana herb {Leaves are a

source of herbal medicine.}

ˆamamãkuy n a variety of edible mushroom,

commonly found at the base of a rotting

banana plant {Parts of a mushroom: cap

pãyung 1b, stem siki 2.} cf ˆýhung
ˆamat (see kung ˆamat)
ˆamatˆãmat v Someone does something

slowly. Nang nagaˆamatˆãmat ˆaku
palýsub sa Bunbun, nagakýsug nga
nagakýsug ˆang hãngin. When I was
slowly going down to Bonbon, the wind

was becoming progressively stronger.

kung ˆamat set expr From time to time,

or sometimes something happens.

ˆambag v Something is contributed by some-

one for a particular cause.
gingˆambagˆambagan ˆAng kwarta nga

ˆãmun ginggãmit sa pagbakay ning pýkut,
hay gingˆambagˆambagan nãmun. As for
the money which we used for buying a
fishnet, [it] was contributed by each of
us.

ˆambuˆ n a rat Ginbuˆuy nang nanay nga
ˆambuˆ ˆang dãhun kag ginhÿmuˆ nga
pýgad. Leaves were gotten by the

mother rat and were made into a nest.
kaˆambuˆan pl n rats Naˆÿsip niya nga

sigýru ˆini hay ginakinãˆun nang manga
kaˆambuˆan. He thought that maybe
[they] were being continually eaten by
rats.

ˆAmirikãnu n an American Nagˆasãwa si
Lilya ning ˆAmirikãnu pãra siya
makaˆãyap ning Kanuˆ. Lilia married an

American so that she would be able to

select an American for producing an

offspring. syn Kanuˆ
ˆampun n an adopted child raised as one’s

own offspring Si Rusÿta hay ˆampun ni
Nãna Pitra. Rosita is the adopted child
of Aunt Petra. syn ˆalÿlaˆ nga ˆungaˆ
(ˆalÿlaˆ 3a) cf pabãhuy nga ˆungaˆ
(bãhuy 1b)

ˆãmu 1 n a boss, employer, landlord,

master Gustu nang ˆãkun ˆãmu nga
babãyi ˆaku ˆang matahiˆ nang ˆiya
bisti sa kasay. My lady employer likes

that I will be the one to sew her

wedding gown. ˆAng ˆãkun ˆãmu sa
patahÿˆan hay ˆistriktu; kaˆÿmun labi na
gid sa ˆiya ˆasãwa. My employer in the

ˆalisusu 613 ˆãmu
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dress shop was strict; [she was]

jealous, especially towards her hus-

band. ˆAng ˆãmun ˆadtu ˆãmu hay si
Pidru dila Krus. Our landlord was

Pedro de la Cruz. Ginhambayan nang
ˆãyam ˆang ˆuning kag ˆambuˆ nga
wayaˆ gid sinda nahihÿmuˆ pãra sa
ˆinda ˆãmu. The dog said to the cat and

rat that they had done nothing for their

master.

2 pangamýhan v Someone works as a
domestic helper.

mangamýhan (from pangamýhan + ma-)
Nang mil nuwÿbi syintus singkwinta
nuwÿbi, nagpamuhun ˆaku sa ˆãkun manga
magýyang nga ˆaku mangamýhan na
lang. When it was [the year] nineteen
hundred fifty-nine, I asked permission of
my parents that I might just work as a
domestic helper.

ˆamumuˆpuˆ 1 n a small variety of octopus
Kilãya mu nga gasunud sa batu ˆang
ˆamumuˆpuˆ kay kahãbaˆ ˆang ˆiya kurti
kung siya nagalanguy. It will be known

by you that the small octopus is

following [your stone] because the

shape is long when it swims. cf kugÿta 1
2 v Someone looks for small octopuses.

nagapangˆamumuˆpuˆ Kung hunas
naman ˆang nagapangˆamumuˆpuˆ
ˆigway paˆun. When someone looks for
small octopuses during low tide there is
bait.

ˆãmun 1a poss adj pron our (excl) person or

thing; a person or thing of ours (excl);

our (excl) doing something. [Pre-noun

or pre-gerund possessive pronoun. For

post-noun or post-gerund possessive

pronoun, see nãmun 1a.] Nagabuˆuy
kami nang ˆãmun nuˆug sa ˆisa nãmun
nga kabinit; ˆang pinakapartisyun ˆadtu
nãmun sa suyud. We were getting our
clothes from our other cabinet; that was

our divider inside. Nang ˆumasãwa na
kami, hay tatlu pa lang ka ˆadlaw hay
naghambay siya nga ˆindiˆ siya gustu na
magtinir didtu sa ˆãmun bayay. When

we married, after only three days she

said that she did not want to stay there in

our house. [Through ellipsis, the word

bayay is commonly omitted from the

phrase sa ˆãmun bayay ‘in’ or ‘to our

house’.] Wayaˆ da kamu nakakadtu sa
ˆãmun. You (pl) have not yet been able

to come to our [house]. Diraˆ na
nagtýnaˆ ˆang ˆãmun pagpangabuhiˆ
ning maˆãyu. Our living together well

already began there. [The ligature ning
may join pronoun and noun.] ˆAng
ˆãmun ning kasugtãnan hay kwatru
syintus pÿsus ˆang bãyad. Our agree-
ment is that four hundred pesos is the

payment. cf nãmun 1a
1b poss cmt pron Someone or something is

ours (excl). [Occurs in predicate position

with possessed item as sentence topic.]

Sayud nina Pidru na ˆinang barýtu hay
bukun ˆãmun. Pedro and the others know

that that boat is not ours (excl).

1c gen pron Something done by us (excl).

[Occurs in pre-verb position as a

genitive pronoun.] ˆAng ˆãmun ginagãmit
hay ˆang limpyu nga bãruˆ. The things

used by us are clean clothes. ˆAng maˆis
nga ˆãmun ginatanum imaw ˆang
nagmantinir hasta magpandagkuˆ na
ˆang ˆãkun manga ˆungaˆ. The corn

which had been planted by us is that

which sustained [us] until all my

children became grown up. cf nãmun 1b
1d sa ˆãmun loc pron Someone does some-

thing for us (excl), from us (excl), to us
(excl); someone does something or is in a

particular place or state with us (excl).

Kung pwÿdi ˆãbi hay magkuˆupirar na
lang kamu sa ˆãmun. Please, if possible,

you should cooperate with us.
1e sa ˆãmun qfd pron some of us (excl)

ˆamursÿkus n amor-seco grass, Andropogon
aciculatus (Retz.)

ˆanãhaw n an anahaw palm tree, Livistona
rotundifolia {Characterized by fan-shaped

leaves used for making fans and hats.}

ˆanak 1 n someone’s godchild (See Appendix

23, Social Relationships.)

1a ˆanak sa bunyag n a godchild through
baptism {Someone becomes one’s

godchild through baptism when he or she

is sponsored at a baptism by one chosen

as a godmother manÿnay 1 or godfather

manÿnuy 1.} (See Appendix 23, Social
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Relationships.)

1b ˆanak sa kasay n a godchild through
marriage {Someone becomes one’s

godchild through marriage when he or

she is sponsored at a wedding by one

chosen as a godmother manÿnay 1 or

godfather manÿnuy 1.} (See Appendix

23, Social Relationships.)

ˆanapug n soft shale rock (See batu 1,
Kinds of Rock for table.)

ˆãnay1 1 adv Someone does something first
before doing something else.

Pabahýyun ˆãnay ni Pÿnu ˆang bãbuy
kag ˆibaligyaˆ niya kung kabahuy na.
Pino will first let the pig grow up and

[then] he will sell it when it is already

big.

2 pangãnay n a firstborn child or animal

ˆAdtung ˆãkun pangãnay nga ˆungaˆ hay
midyu ˆintirisãdu gid sa pagˆiskuyla.
That firstborn child of mine really has

some interest in going to school.

ˆãnay2 inj Please do something. Hugashugasi
ˆãnay ˆang baldi bãgu ˆisãyud sa týbiˆ kay
mabuling. Please wash the pail a little bit

before using it for catching water be-

cause it is dirty. syn ˆãbi 1
ˆãnay3 adv Someone just (i.e., simply, or

truly) does something. Kung pwÿdi hay
mapãnaw ˆãnay ˆaku sa malayuˆ. If it is

possible, I will just go far away. Nang
nakahalin sina ˆAmbuy sa týbiˆ,
nagkinatýyug gid ˆãnay sinda. When

Amboy and the others were able to get

away from the water, they just kept on

sleeping.

ˆãnay4 n a white ant Gingkãˆun nang ˆãnay
ˆang ˆãkun bãruˆ. My dress was eaten by

white ants.
ˆandar 1 pagˆandar ti ger after or upon

someone’s or something’s moving;

after or upon a machine’s running
Pagˆandar nang trak lumiˆliˆ liwat siya
sa bintãnaˆ; yadtu gihãpun sa ˆibãbaw
nang trak. Upon the truck’s moving,

she carefully looked again out of the

window; [he] was still there on top of

the truck.
paˆandar caus v Someone or something is

caused to move; a machine is caused to

run. [paˆandarun will be caused to
move or run]

ˆandir di sãya adj A married man is hen-
pecked. Sa ˆýras nang kasay kung
timãkan nang nubya sa sapãtus ˆang ˆiya
nubyu kag dugˆunan sa ˆabãga ˆang
lyãki hay maging ˆandir di sãya. During

the time of the wedding, if the groom

has his shoes stepped on by the bride

and [he] is borne down on the shoulder,

the man will become henpecked.

ˆãni 1a v Someone harvests a crop.
nagaˆãni ˆIni nga baskit hay ginagãmit

kung nagaˆãni ning humay. This basket
is used when [someone] harvests
unhulled rice.

magˆãni inf to harvest a crop ˆAng mãya
ˆang ginatukaˆ hay humay, lãluˆ na gid
kung ˆýras nga magˆãni. As for rice
birds, what they eat by pecking is
unhulled rice, especially when it is time
to harvest. cf tubas 1a

1b panganihan v Someone goes harvesting.
nagapanganihan Makakabakay lang

kami ˆadtu bisti kung nagapanganihan
kami. We will only be able to really buy
clothes if we all go harvesting.

paˆãni v Someone has a crop harvested by
someone else.

nagapaˆãni Naˆabut kami sa ˆãmun sa
Mindýru nagapaˆãni sina Tatay sa
lanas. When we arrived at our place in
Mindoro, Father and the others had [the
rice] harvested in the rice field.

2 miyugˆani n a harvester of rice; i.e., one

who collects rice stalks in a rice field

ˆAng miyugˆani pasˆanun na niya ˆang
ˆiya parti nga humay pakadtu sa bayay.
The harvester carries his share of

unhulled rice going to his house. (See

miyug-, Words with Miyug- for table.)

3 tigˆiyãni n harvest season ˆAng gantang
ˆadtu nang humay kung tigˆiyãni hay kinsi
pÿsus nga ˆimirdyinsi nga kwarta. A ganta
of unhusked rice when it was harvest
season [during the Japanese occupation]

was fifteen pesos emergency money.

ˆanimu 1 n someone’s consciousness May
ˆanimu na si Puldu nang gingdaya siya
sa huspital. Poldo was conscious (lit,

had consciousness) when he was taken

ˆanapug 615 ˆanimu
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to the hospital.

2 buˆuy ˆanimu v Someone faints, loses
consciousness (lit, has consciousness
taken).

nabuyˆan ˆanimu Nang si Danti hay
nahýyug sa niyug, siya hay nabuyˆan
ˆanimu. When Dante fell down from the
coconut tree, he lost consciousness.

mabuyˆan ˆanimu ˆAng tãwu nga subra
sa kabudlay madaliˆ mabuyˆan ˆanimu.
A person who is overtired easily loses
consciousness. syn buˆuy ning ginhãwa
(ginhãwa 3), himatay

ˆaninÿput n a firefly
ˆanÿnu n the shadow of a person or thing cast

by blocking the sun

ˆanÿtu n a taboo belief ˆIni ˆang ˆuning hay may
ˆanÿtu nga kung, ˆÿmu ˆini digýsun ˆang
ˆuning kag ngitlan, hay magapanglintiˆ
kag magaˆinýyan. As for cats there is a

taboo belief in which, if you bathe a cat

and laugh at it, [it] will lightning and will

continuously rain. {A traditional caution

against performing certain actions or

requiring the performance of certain

actions to avoid undesired results.}

ˆanta n a rancid odor or rancid taste of

something, as butter, oil lãna 1
v Something, as butter, oil lãna 1 becomes

rancid. [nagˆanta became rancid]
maˆanta adj Something is rancid.

ˆanti 1a pers add ref n Aunt; a parent’s sister

or female cousin; a respectful term for a

woman about the age of one’s mother

{ˆAnti is a personal noun of both address

and reference.} Si ˆAnti Sýsan hay ˆãkun
ˆanti pÿru bukun ku siya nanãhun. Aunt
Susan is my aunt but she is not my

consanguine aunt. syn nãna 1a, tÿya 1a
cf ˆangkul 1a

1b n someone’s aunt; i.e., a parent’s sister

or female cousin; a respectful term for a

woman about the age of one’s mother

Nagtinãngis na ˆang ˆiya lýlu kag lýla
patiˆ ˆang ˆiya ˆanti kag ˆangkul. His

grandfather and grandmother kept on

crying, as well as his aunt and uncle. cf

ˆangkul 1b (See Appendix 23, Social

Relationships.)

1c ˆantÿhun (var ˆanti sa duguˆ) n
someone’s consanguine aunt; i.e., the

sister or female cousin of one’s parent Si
ˆAnti Klãra hay ˆãkun ˆanti, pÿru bukun
ku siya ˆanti sa duguˆ. Aunt Clara is my

aunt, but she is not my consanguine
aunt. syn nanãhun (nãna 1b), tiyãhun
(tÿya 1b) cf ˆankýlun (ˆangkul 1c),
tatãhun (tãta 1b), tiyýhun (tÿyu 1b) (See

Appendix 23, Social Relationships.)

ˆantÿgu (var tÿgu) pseudo v Someone knows
how to do something. [A clause consists

of a predicate ˆantÿgu or tÿgu and an

agent as topic, followed by a modifying

phrase.] ˆAntÿgu si Lus magpyãnu. Luz

knows how to play piano. ˆInaˆ ˆang
banganan hay kãhuy nga ginahuman
nang karpintÿru ˆu bÿsan bukun siya
karpintÿru basta tÿgu siya maghuman.
As for this buri stripper, it is a board

which is made by a carpenter or even if

he is not a carpenter so long as he knows
how to make [it]. [ˆAntÿgu follows a

negative.] ˆIndiˆ pa ˆaku ˆantÿgu
magbuyung nang ˆãkun bãbuy kung may
sakit. I still do not know how to

medically treat my nurtured pig when

there is sickness.

ˆantingˆanting n a charm, worn to ward off

evil or to bring good luck and protection

syn kinaˆagman 2
ˆantipãra n water goggles, for seeing under

water

ˆantyýhus n eyeglasses Didtu sa Tugdan
ˆigwa ning duktur pãra sa mata nga may
dipirinsya, pãra siya narisitãhan ning
ˆantyýhus nga ˆadtu ˆang tãmaˆ nga
grãdu sa ˆiya mata. In Tugdan there was

an eye doctor so that he would be able to

have eyeglasses prescribed, those [that

would be] the right grade for his eyes.

ˆanu 1 intg impers pron What is a particular

action or state? ˆAnu ˆang maˆãyu ku
nga buhãtun? What is good for me to

do?

2 kung ˆanu rel impers pron what an action,

state or thing is [Kung ˆanu is commonly

preceded by a verb of cognition or sense

perception.] ˆIndiˆ ku maˆintindihan kung
ˆanu ˆang ˆãkun humanun kaysa kadãmuˆ
nang gabakay. I do not know what I

should do because so many are buying.
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Kumbinsiha si Marya nga pãra
masayýran kung ˆanu ˆang maˆãyu.
Mary should be convinced so that she

will know what is good. ˆIndiˆ na
mabatiˆan nang prinsipi kung ˆanu ˆang
ginapanghambay nang prinsÿsa. The

prince can no longer hear what the many

things are that the princess is saying.

(See kaninˆu 1b, Relative Pronouns for

table.)

bÿsan ˆanu 1 set expr anything, some-
thing that someone does; bÿsan ˆanu 2,
ˆãbir ˆanu, maskin ˆanu set expr any
thing, whatever the thing

ˆãnud v Something is washed away by an

ocean current, waves.
pinangˆãnud ˆAng ˆiban nakÿtaˆ ku, pÿru

ˆang ˆiban wayaˆ ku pa ˆadtu makÿtaˆ kay
hãlus pinangˆãnud na baya nang
humbak. As for some [of my belongings
they] were found by me, but, as for
others, [they] were not able to be found
by me because maybe [they] were all
about to be washed away by the waves.

ginaˆanudˆãnud Pagkatýnud sa ˆiya sa
lawud ginaˆanudˆãnud na ˆang kaban
nang sulug. Upon her being cast away
into the open sea, the clothes trunk was
gradually being washed away by the
current.

ˆanýnang n an anunang tree, Cordia
dichotoma (Forst.)

ˆanunýˆu n a thorny bamboo, Bambusa
spinosa (Roxb.) {Used in making chairs

bangkuˆ, woven bamboo deep-sea fish

traps tabýnan nga kawãyan (tabýnan
1b), rafts, and tables lamÿsa.} genr

kawãyan 1
ˆanung mãlay idiom Someone has no

knowledge or idea about a particular

action or situation. (lit, there is no
awareness or idea) ˆAnung mãlay
nãkun kung yadtu na ˆaku niyan hay
didtu ˆaku gingpasumbag ni Manung
Bÿni nang ˆiya maguyang. I had no idea
that when I was already there I would be

allowed by Older Brother Benny to be

punched by his parent.

ˆanyu n a year ˆAdtung natabuˆ sa Tablas
nang ˆadtung ˆanyu mil nuwÿbi syintus
nubinta ˆýnu. That was what happened

in Tablas in the year one thousand nine

hundred ninety one.
ˆanyus pl n two or more years Nang ˆaku

nagaˆidad katursi ˆanyus, ˆaku hay
ginpangasawa na. When I reached the
age of fourteen years, as for me, [I] was
already courted [by someone]. cf yir

ˆang t com n det the; a; a common noun

determiner, marking the topic of a

clause ˆAng kwartu nang ˆinda
magýyang wayay makasuyud, bÿsan
sinˆu nga ˆinda ˆungaˆ. As for the
bedroom of their parents, no one was

able to go inside, no matter who of their

children. cf si 1a
ˆãngay adj Something, an activity is

appropriate or fitting for someone;

someone is on a par with someone else

or with a characteristic or quality of

someone else. Dãpat siruˆun ninda kung
ˆãngay sa ˆinda sarÿli. They should

examine [their dresses to see] if they are

appropriate on their bodies.
v magˆãngay Kadãmuˆ ˆang nagamuyuˆ

kay Plurintÿna nga ˆindiˆ kunu siya
magˆãngay nga magdutaˆ. There were
many who commented to Florentina
that working in the field, they say, is not
appropriate for her. ˆIndiˆ gid siya
magˆãngay sa kagwãpa ni Milba. She
was certainly not on a par with the
beauty of Melba.

ˆanghil 1 n an angel (See dimunyu, Kinds
of Spirits for table.)

1a santu ˆanghil n a guardian angel (See

dimunyu, Kinds of Spirits for table.)

ˆanghit 1 maˆanghit adj Someone who has

not recently bathed smells of body odor.
(See bãhuˆ 1, Kinds of Body Odor for

table.)

ˆanghut (see dalãgang maˆanghut) a

dalagang ma-anghut tree
ˆanghuy n underarm odor May ˆanghuy

ˆaku gãniˆ ˆindiˆ ku ˆipahuyam ˆang ˆãkun
bãruˆ sa ˆÿmu. I have underarm odor so

I will not lend my dress to you.
v Someone gets underarm odor.
gingˆanghuy Gingˆanghuy ˆaku nang

gingsuksuk ku ˆang bãruˆ ni Marta. I got
underarm odor when Martha’s dress
was worn by me.

ˆãnud 617 ˆanghuy
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ˆanghuyun ˆAnghuyun ˆaku kung ˆisuksuk
ku ˆang bãruˆ ni Minda. I will get
underarm odor if the dress of Minda
will be worn by me. (See bãhuˆ 1, Kinds
of Body Odor for table.)

ˆangkul 1a pers n Uncle; a parent’s brother or

male cousin; a respectful term for a man

about the age of one’s father {ˆAngkul is

a personal noun of both address and

reference.} Diri ka na maˆistar sa ˆãmun?
Hýˆu ˆAngkul. Are you going to stay

with us? Yes, Uncle. Pagˆabut ˆadtu ni
Pilar diri sa Rumblun hay ginpakadtu
naman siya ni ˆAngkul Yýli sa ˆinda
bayay sa Kalÿbu. When Pilar arrived here

in Romblon, she was caused by Uncle
Yolie to come to their house in Calibo.

syn tãta 1a, tÿyu 1a cf nãna 1a, tÿya 1a,

ˆanti 1a
1b n someone’s uncle; i.e., a parent’s

brother or male cousin; a respectful

term for a man about the age of one’s

father Nagdyãgan na ˆang ˆangkul ni
Birting, pakarsãda, kay masýgat ning
miyugbýyung. The uncle of Berting ran,

passing along the roadway, so that he

would bring a herbalist. cf ˆanti 1b (See

Appendix 23, Social Relationships.)

1c ˆangkýlun (var ˆangkul nga pakaˆisa,
ˆangkul sa duguˆ) n someone’s con-
sanguine uncle, i.e., the brother or male

cousin of one’s parent Si ˆAngkul Luˆis
hay ˆãkun ˆangkul nga pakaˆisa nang
ˆãkun tatay. Uncle Luis is my con-
sanguine uncle, my father’s first cousin.

Pagˆabut nãmun sa Manÿlaˆ, nagkadtu
kami sa ˆiya ˆangkýlun. Upon our arrival

in Manila, we went to his consanguine
uncle. syn tatãhun (tãta 1b), tiyãhun (tÿyu
1b) cf nãna 1a, ˆantÿhun (ˆanti 1c) (See

Appendix 23, Social Relationships.)

ˆanglit n a small clay fish pot {Used for

boiling fish in vinegar pangat 1a; some-

times used for boiling herbal leaves.}

(See kýyun 1, Kinds of Clay Pots for

table.)

ˆaparadur n a clothes closet for hanging

clothes; a cupboard for dishes or food

Mas timprãnu pa, buyˆun na ˆang manga
nuˆug sa ˆaparadur kay ˆãtun ˆihãlin.

[While it] is still very early, get the

clothes from the clothes closet now

because [they] will be moved by us [to

another place].

ˆapas v Something is coveted by someone

from someone else.
ginaˆapas ˆAng ginaˆapas ni Marya kay

Pidru hay kwarta kay manggarãnun
siya. What is coveted by Mary from
Pedro is money because he is a rich
person.

ˆãpas v Someone comes or goes to a parti-

cular person, place or thing. Hay nang
yaˆ pa gãniˆ natãpus ˆang Nubyimbri
yãraˆ na siya sa Buhul; nagˆãpas na sa
ˆãmun. When November was not yet

finished, he was already there in Bohol;

[he] came to our house.

ˆapdu n a gall bladder
ˆapilyÿdu n someone’s family name, surname

Dakuˆ ˆang gustu ninda nga makaˆungaˆ
ning lyãki, pãra may magdaya nang ˆinda
ˆapilyÿdu kag madãmuˆ ˆang ˆinda lãhiˆ.
Their desire to be able to have a son is

intense, so that there will be [someone] to

take their family name and their off-

spring will become many.

ˆapÿtung n an apitong tree, Dipterocarpus
grandiflorus (Blanco) {Moderately-hard

wood commonly used as construction

material.}

ˆapu 1a n a grandchild, i.e., the child of one’s

child (See Appendix 23, Social Relation-

ships.)

1b ˆapu sa gumangkun (var ˆapu) the

grandchild of someone’s brother or

sister (See Appendix 23, Social Relation-

ships.)

1c ˆapu sa pakaˆisa (var ˆapu) n the grand-
child of someone’s first cousin (See

Appendix 23, Social Relationships.)

1d ˆapu sa pakatigdýha (var ˆapu) n the

grandchild of someone’s second cousin
(See Appendix 23, Social Relationships.)

1e ˆapu sa pakatigtýyu (var ˆapu) n the

grandchild of someone’s third cousin
(See Appendix 23, Social Relationships.)

ˆãpug n lime powder made from burning

seashells ˆAng manga buyung nga
ginagãmit sa pagsãpuˆ hay duyaw,

ˆangkul 618 ˆãpug
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kusuy, lubigan kag ˆãpug. As for the

medicines that are used in curing skin

irritations, [they] are turmeric rhizomes,

kusuy rhizomes, lubigan rhizomes and

lime powder.

ˆãpul (see ˆistar ˆãpul) a star apple tree or

fruit
ˆapungãngu n a flower, fruit or vegetable

stem which attaches to the plant branch

or stalk

ˆãput 1a v Fire kindles combustible material.
nagˆãput Kung nagˆãput na ˆang kalãyu,

ˆinutˆinut na ˆang ˆÿmu pagbutang ning
bunut hasta magtupung sa kinutkutan.
When the fire has already kindled
[some coconut husks], your putting of
the coconut husks is little by little until
they become level with the place where
[soil] was dug out.

magaˆãput ˆAng bunut nga ginabutang
primÿru sa ˆidãyum hay ˆang ˆuga nga
bunut pãra magaˆãput ˆang kalãyu. The
coconut husks which are put down on
the bottom first are dry husks so that the
fire will kindle [them].

v Combustible material is kindled with a
fire.

maˆapýtan Pirmi mu siruˆun ˆang sÿlung
nang tapãhan kay kung maˆapýtan ˆang
sayug. Always check the underneath
part of the smoking rack because the
floor might be kindled.

1b v Combustible material or fire flames.
nagaˆãput Ginapusaˆ ˆang baguy bãgu

ˆibutang sa nagaˆãput nga bunut. The
coconut shells are broken [into pieces]
before putting them on coconut husks
that are flaming. cf dãyab 1

2 paˆaputan n kindling used to kindle a

larger body of material cf dabuk 1a,

gatung 1a
ˆãras 1 n espousal objects consisting of

money and wedding rings Buyˆun nang
pãriˆ ˆang kwarta sa butangan ning ˆãras
kag ˆitaˆu sa nubyu. The priest gets the

money from where the espousal objects
were placed and gives it to the groom.

{The priest takes a ring singsing from the

container containing the espousal objects

and places it on the finger of the groom;

he repeats this action for the bride. He

then gets money kwarta 1a from the

container and gives it to the groom who

slowly and noiselessly gives it to the

bride. The bride slowly and noiselessly

returns the money to the container. If a

noise is created during this ritual the

couple, it is said, will engage in noisy

quarreling during marriage.}

2a v A priest performs the espousal ritual
with the use of espousal objects.

nagaˆãras Kung nagaˆãras na ˆang pãriˆ sa
ginakasay hay ˆindiˆ pagpakalÿngun nang
nubya sa pagbutang sa butãngan nang
pãriˆ pãra ˆindiˆ sinda pirmi magˆinãway
nga nagasininggÿtan kag nagalinÿngaw.
When the priest performs the espousal
ritual for the ones being married, [the
ring and money] should not be allowed by
the fiancée to jingle in putting [them] into
the place where the priest puts [them] so
that they [the couple] will not always
quarrel in which [they] are always
shouting and always making noise.

2b pagˆãras n an espousal ritual per-

formed by a priest during a wedding

ceremony Wayaˆ nadãyun ˆang pagˆãras
sa ginakasay. The espousal ritual for

[those who] were being married was not

able to be continued.

*ˆaraw (see panagˆaraw)

ˆaraˆ adv perchance, perhaps Naˆÿsip nãmun
magˆasawa kung ˆanu ˆaraˆ ˆang tubtuban
ˆini niya nga pagˆistãdi. [It] was thought

by us, husband and wife, what, perhaps,
would be the result of this one’s studying.

cf bãsiˆ kung (bãsiˆ 2), baya, daw, kuntaˆ,
kabay pa, sigýru, ˆãbi 2, ˆugãling1

ˆargaw n a premna odorata tree, Premna
odorata (Blanco) {Leaves of this small

tree are sometimes used as a source of

medication.}

ˆari (see nang ˆari (nang 3a)) when; (see ˆari
nga gabˆi (gabˆi 4)) tonight; (see ˆari
niyan (niyan 1a)) now, today; (see ˆari
nga ˆadlaw (ˆadlaw 4c)) today; (see ˆari
nga ˆãga (ˆãga 1d)) this morning

ˆarÿna n wheat flour {Used for making bread,

cakes, cookies and other baked items.}

ˆarÿtus n an earring Ginahuman ˆini nga
ˆarÿtus, pulsÿras kag tampuk nang singsing.
This [shell] is made into earrings,
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bracelets and ring stones. genr ˆalãhas
ˆarkila v Someone rents an object such as a

boat, furniture, a vehicle.
nagˆarkila Pagˆabut didtu, ˆigway tãwu sa

baybay nga nagˆarkila ning barýtu. Upon
arriving there, there was a person on the
beach who rented a boat. cf plÿti 1a

ˆarmas n a weapon used in fighting, a firearm
ˆarmidun 1a n laundry starch {Used

mostly in past times.}

1b v Someone starches something, espe-

cially clothing.

ˆarti n an artistic act or action usually

performed on a stage Kaˆayuˆãyu nga
manga ˆarti ˆang paluwas didtu kag
palakpãkan ˆang manga tãwu. Outside

there were many nice artistic acts and

they were applauded much by the people.

ˆarýma n a cassie flower tree, Acacia
farnesiana (Linn.)

ˆãsa 1 v Something is hoped for by someone.
ginaˆasãhi Wayaˆ ku ginaˆasãhi na yãraˆ

sa pantalan si Lýlu. That Grandfather
would be there at the pier was no longer
hoped for by me (i.e., I had given up
hope).

pagˆãsa n Someone has hope. ˆU Pidirÿku!
Tilaw na nang gãtas ku kay ˆimaw na
lang ˆini ˆang pagˆãsa mu. Oh Federico!
Just taste my milk because that is your
only hope [to live].

2 v Someone or something is trusted by

someone.
naˆaˆasãhan Týnaˆ nang ˆaku naghalin,

wayaˆ na siyay naˆaˆasãhan. Since the
time I left, she no longer had [anyone]
who could really be trusted.

ˆasahar n a bridal head flower, usually arti-

ficial orange blossoms, worn by the

bride over the veil

ˆasãwa 1a n a husband, a wife; i.e., a spouse
Nang pagbãlik ku diri sa Rumblun
nagpakasay ˆaku sa ˆãkun ˆasãwa nga si
Dilya. Upon my return here in

Romblon, I married my wife Delia.
ˆasaˆasãwa pl n husbands and/or wives,

i.e., spouses ˆImaw ˆini ˆang sistÿma
nang pagtinawagan nang pangãyan
nang manga ˆasaˆasãwa nang manga
magmanghud. This is the custom
regarding the naming of spouses of

younger siblings.
ˆasãwa nga lyãki n a husband May yãraˆ

pa nga manga magˆasawa nga kung
ˆang ˆinda ˆasãwa nga lyãki hay
nasuhung na sa pagkinadtu sa ˆini nga
manga lugar hay pirmi na sinda
nagaˆinãway. There were some couples
who, when their husbands became
accustomed to always going to these
places (i.e., drinking place, prostitution
dens), they continually quarrel.

ˆasãwa nga babãyi n a wife
1b ˆasawãhan n a married person Sa

baskitbul, kadamýˆan nga lakut diraˆ
hay manga sultÿru; malakaˆ lang ˆang
ˆasawãhan. In basketball, most of those

who join are unmarried men; only a few

are married people.
ˆasawãhan nga babãyi n a married

woman
ˆasawãhan nga lyãki n a married man
magˆasawa n v a married couple ˆAng

magˆasawa hay nagbuyag kay ˆang
lyãki hay buratsu. As for the married
couple, they separated because the man
is a drunkard. (See tãwu 1a, Life Stages
of People for table.)

1c v Someone marries someone else.
nagˆasãwa, ˆumasãwa ˆAng naˆagihan ku

nang ˆaku hay bãtaˆ pa, hasta ˆaku
nagˆasãwa na. This is my experience
[from] when I was still young until I
married. Nang ˆumasãwa na kami, hay
tatlu pa lang ka ˆadlaw hay naghambay
siya nga ˆindiˆ siya gustu na magtinir
didtu sa ˆãmun bayay. When we
married, after only three days she said
that she did not want to stay there in our
house.

nagˆiyasãwa [This form signals a dis-
tributive relationship; that is, each of two
or more marry someone.] Nagˆiyasãwa
na ˆang ˆãkun manga hãli. My brothers
and sisters have each already married.

nakaˆasãwa, nagkaˆasãwa Nang sundãlu
na si Birting, nakaˆasãwa siya ning
tagaLagýna, maˆistra sa Lus Banyus.
When Berting was already a soldier, he
happened to marry someone from
Laguna, a teacher from Los Baños.
ˆImaw ˆini ˆang ˆãkun ˆikspiryinsya nang
sultÿru pa ˆaku hasta ˆaku nga
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nagkaˆasãwa. This was my experience
when I was still an unmarried man until
I was able to marry.

nakakaˆasãwa Maswirti ˆang lyãki nga
nakakaˆasãwa ning babãyi nga
mahýgud kag matýbis. A man is lucky
who is truly able to marry a girl who is
industrious and tidy.

nagpamagˆasãwa Nagpamagˆasãwa ˆang
ˆãmun manga ˆungaˆ, nga wayaˆ sinda sa
ˆãmun pudir. Our children each married,
so they were not under our authority.

nagaˆasãwa Nang wayaˆ pa nagaˆasãwa
ˆang ˆãkun lyãki nga ˆungaˆ ˆang ˆinda
pagsinundãnan maghayãli hay
kaˆayuˆãyu gid. When my young son
had not yet married, their companion-
ship as siblings was very good. Wayaˆ pa
sinda gaˆasãwa nang sinda nagkadtu
sa Sibýyan. They had not yet married
when they went to Sibuyan.

maˆasãwa, magaˆasãwa May yãraˆ nga
lyãki nga namamatay ˆang ˆinda ˆasãwa;
natural lang nga ˆini hay maˆasãwa pa
liwat. There are some men whose
spouses have died; it is just natural that
they will marry again. Gustu nang
ˆãkun manga ginikãnan magaˆasãwa
gida kita nga duha. My parents want
that we two will marry.

makaˆasãwa, magkaˆasãwa Maswirti ˆang
makaˆasãwa sa ˆungaˆ ni Dun Lurinsu
kay kagwãpa nga dalãga. The one who
will be able to marry the daughter of
Don Lorenzo will be lucky because she
is a beautiful young lady. Kung si Klãra
hay ˆindiˆ pa makaˆasãwa, magagýyang
siya nga dalãga. If Clara will no longer
be able to marry, she will become an
old maid. Napakaswirti nang babãyi nga
magkaˆasãwa ning bukun buratsu. A
woman is very lucky who will be able to
marry someone who is not a drunkard.

makakaˆasãwa ˆAng dalãga nga nagakanta
sa ˆabýhan mintras siya nagalýtuˆ hay
makakaˆasãwa ning byýdu. A young lady
who sings at the cooking place while she
is cooking will surely happen to marry a
widower.

magpamagˆasãwa, magˆiyasãwa, masig-
ˆasãwa, magsigˆasãwa Masigˆasãwa
da sinda; ˆang nagˆýna ˆasãwa ˆang
babãyi si Lýsi. They each will marry;

the first woman marrying was Lucy.
Kung ˆang manga ˆungaˆ ku tanan
magpamagˆasãwa na, ˆaku hay wayaˆ
na kaˆibãhan. If all my children will
each have already married, as for me,
[I] will no longer have a companion.

magˆasãwa, ˆumasãwa Nang ˆýna nga
panahun, bãgu magˆasãwa ˆang ˆisa
nga babãyi, hay ˆang ˆiban nga
natatabuˆ hay ˆang magýyang ninda
ˆang nagadisisyun. In the past, before a
woman married, in some instances the
parents were the ones who made the
decision. ˆIndiˆ ˆaku magˆasãwa pãra
wayaˆ ˆaku ning ˆagwin. I will not marry
so that I will have no disturbance. Kung
ˆaku hay wayaˆ na, ˆindiˆ ka na
magˆasãwa! If I am already gone, do not
marry again! Kung magˆasãwa ˆaku sa
ˆindiˆ ninda gustu, hay ˆindiˆ da sinda
magpasinlabut. If I marry whom they
do not like, they will not have concern
[for me]. Kalulýˆuy ˆaku kay ˆaku na
lang ˆini nga ˆisa kung ˆumasãwa ka nga
dãˆan. I am to be pitied because I will be
alone if you marry now.

magˆasãwa inf to get married ˆAng sabat
ku sa ˆãkun nanay, “Kamu na lang ˆang
magˆasãwa kay malãyas ˆaku.” I
answered my mother, “You [two] just be
the ones to get married because I will run
away.” Kagustýhan ni Rusalinda nga
magˆasãwa na si Nardu. It is Rosalinda’s
desire for Nardo to get married.

magˆinasãwa inf to keep on marrying
ˆAng ginaˆÿsip niyan nang manga tãwu
hay magˆinasãwa na kag magpakasay.
The thinking now of people is for them
to keep on marrying and to have
wedding ceremonies performed.

pagˆasãwa ger someone’s marrying
someone else ˆImaw ˆini ˆang swirti ku
sa pagˆasãwa ning bãtaˆ pa. This is my
lot in marrying while still young.

imper v Marry someone! ˆAng hambay ni
Tãtay kay Samsun, “Kay ˆikaw ˆang
kamaguyãngan, pagˆasãwa na lang!”
Father told Samson, “Because you are
the eldest, marry now!”

v Someone is married, is taken as a
spouse by someone else.

v ginˆasãwa, ˆinasãwa Bãsiˆ ˆaku ˆang
ginˆasãwa nang ˆÿmu ˆamÿgu? How was
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it that I was the one taken as a spouse
by your friend? ˆInasãwa nang tatay
ˆang ˆiya ˆumãgad nga babãyi. His
daughter-in-law was taken as a spouse
by the father.

naˆasãwa Bukun tanan nga tãwu nga
manggarãnun ˆang naˆasãwa hay
maswirti. Not all people who were able
to be married by rich people were
lucky.

naˆaˆasãwa May yãraˆ nga byýda nga
babãyi nga ˆang naˆaˆasãwa liwat hay
sultÿru nga may ˆidad na. There are
some widow women in which, as for
those who were consistently able to be
married a second time [by them, they]
were unmarried middle-aged men.

ginaˆasãwa May yãraˆ naman nga byýda
nga ˆang ginaˆasãwa liwat hay lyãki nga
buyag sa ˆasãwa. There are some widow
ladies there who are married a second
time by older men separated from their
wives.

ˆasawãhun Kung nahuman niya sa
ˆasãwa nga ˆiya lukýhun, maˆabut man
ˆang ˆýras nga huhumanun da ˆitun niya
sa ˆãkun kung ˆãkun siya ˆasawãhun. If
[that] was able to be done by him to his
wife to whom he acted dishonestly, the
time will surely come when this will
also be repeatedly done by him to me if
he will be taken as a spouse by me.

maˆasãwa ˆAng maˆasãwa mu hay
mabýˆut ˆitun kag maˆãyu. As for the one
who will be able to be married by you,
this one should be considerate and good.

maˆaˆasãwa [Reduplication of the first
consonant and vowel of the stem indicates
multiple undergoers.] Kadãmuˆ ˆang ˆãkun
maˆaˆasãwa pÿru ˆisa lang ˆang nanay.
There are many now who would surely
be able to be married by me, but my
mother is only one.

paˆasãwa caus v Someone is allowed by
someone else to marry someone.

ginpaˆasãwa Ginpaˆasãwa nang ˆiya
tatay si Birtu didtu sa ˆungaˆ nang hãriˆ.
Berto was allowed by his father to
marry the daughter of the king.

ginapaˆasãwa ˆAng duha nga ˆinda
ginapaˆasãwa, hay wayaˆ ning kalipãyan
sa ˆinda ning tagipusýˆun. As for the two
who are being allowed by them to

marry, there is no happiness in their
hearts.

ˆipaˆasãwa, paˆasawãhun ˆAng hambay
nang ˆãkun nanay, “ˆAyaw magtãngis
kung ˆimaw ˆinaˆ nga lyãki ˆang gustu
nãmun nga ˆipaˆasãwa sa ˆÿmu.” My
mother said, “Donˆt cry since that man is
the one who we desire will be allowed
to marry you.” Paˆasawãhun na nãtun
ˆang ˆãtun pitu nga prinsÿsa. Our seven
princesses will now be allowed by us to
marry.

pagpaˆasãwa ger someone’s allowing or
causing someone to marry Wayaˆ pa
gid ˆaku ning gustu nga magˆasãwa;
ginapÿlit na ˆaku nang ˆãkun magýyang
sa pagpaˆasãwa. I do not like to marry
yet; I am being pressured by my parents
into causing [me] to marry.

v Someone becomes the spouse of someone
else. [The stem of these “become” verbs
is either ˆasãwa or pangasãwa. This verb
commonly occurs as a substantive with a
genitive pronoun (ku type) or noun
(preceded by nang or ni).]

naˆasãwa, napangasãwa ˆAng naˆasãwa
ni Marya, ˆigwa da ning ˆasãwa. As for
the one who became the spouse of
Mary, he already has a spouse. May
trabãhu ˆang napangasãwa ni Huwãna;
gãniˆ wayaˆ da sinda ginakýliˆ sa
pagpangabuhiˆ. The one who became
the spouse of Juana has work; therefore
they did not have difficulty in their way
of living.

maˆasãwa, mapangasãwa Mas maˆãyu
gida nga ˆang ˆÿmu maˆasãwa, hay ˆang
gustu nãmun nga maghayãli. It is better
that the one who will become your
spouse is one who we siblings like.
ˆIndiˆ gid si Nãna Nÿna gustu nga ˆaku
ˆang mapangasãwa nang ˆiya ˆungaˆ.
Aunt Nena does not like that I am the
one who will become the spouse of her
child.

maˆaˆasãwa, mapapangasãwa Nyan
yãri ˆaku sa ˆÿmu kay gustu ku nga ˆikaw
ˆang maˆaˆasãwa ku. Now I am here
with you because my desire is that you
will really be able to become my
spouse. ˆIgwa na ˆakuy ginkasunduˆ
nga pãra sa ˆÿmu mapapangasãwa. I
have an agreement that [someone] will
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really become your spouse. [The
forms naˆasãwa and maˆasãwa have
two meaning interpretations, depending
on the context: naˆasãwa ‘was able to
be married’, or ‘became a spouse’;
maˆasãwa ‘will be able to be married’,
or ‘will become a spouse’.]

pagˆasãwa n a marriage ˆAng maguyang
ni Rýsa, hay sa ˆãtun pudir natabuˆ ˆang
pagˆasãwa niya. As for the older sister
of Rosa, her marriage took place under
our authority. Nang ˆýna pa lang nãmun
nga pagˆasãwa ni Sinti, naghÿmuˆ siya
ning tabýnan nga pitu ka bilug. At the
beginning of the marriage of Cente and
me, he made seven pieces of deep-sea
fish traps.

2a yuˆasãwa n a play spouse Nagkaˆigwa si
Luˆis ning nubya; hasta nang ˆulÿhi na hay
naging yuˆasãwa na. Luis happened to

have a girlfriend; then later she became

[his] play spouse. {A play spouse is one

(usually a female) with whom someone

has a casual sexual relationship. A man

who has a woman as his play spouse does

not live with her in a permanent or

semipermanent relationship. A woman

who has a female partner as her play

spouse usually lives in a homosexual

relationship with her.}

2b yuˆasãwa v someone with whom
someone else plays marriage

ginayuˆasãwa ˆAng ˆisa nga babãyi nga
ginayuˆasãwa nang tumbuy hay
nagapangitaˆ gid ˆinaˆ ning midyus kung
papaˆunu niya malayãsan. Some
women with whom tomboys play
marriage look for ways how [the
tomboy] would be able to be left behind
by her.

3a pangasãwa (var pangasawa) v Someone

(usually a boy) courts someone else

(usually a girl). [The stem pangasãwa
varies with the stem pangasawa depend-

ing on the particular accompanying

inflections. This variation is indicated

below for each inflected citation.]
nagpangasawa Pagkatãpus ni Sýsan

magprinsÿsa, sa ˆinda pyista, ˆigwa sa ˆiya
nagpangasawa nga tagaˆibang lugar.
After Susan’s becoming a princess at their
fiesta, there was someone who courted

her from another place.
nagpinangasãwa Nagpinangasãwa si

Dÿnuˆ sa ˆãkun; nagakadtu na sya sa
bayay kay manirbÿhan. Dino kept on
courting me; he would go to our house
to help.

nagapangasawa ˆInang ˆãkun ˆasãwa,
nang ˆýna ˆinaˆ nang nagapangasawa
pa lang, maskin diˆin ka makadtu
manunut ˆitun. As for that husband of
mine, before when he would court
[me], anywhere one would go, this one
would accompany [me].

mangasãwa (from pangasãwa + ma-)
Nagpamuhun si Nistur sa maguyang ni
Mamay nga mangasãwa gãniˆ siya sa
ˆãkun. Nestor asked permission of
Mother’s older brother that he would
court me.

makapangasãwa Puydi na galiˆ ˆaku sa
ˆÿmu makapangasãwa kay wayaˆ ˆikaw
ning nubyu. It is surely possible that I
will be able to court you now because
you have no boyfriend.

kapangasãwa Wayaˆ da kuntaˆ ˆinaˆ si
Nardu kapangasãwa sa ˆãkun kung
bukun si Mamay Dilya. Nardo would
probably not have been able to court
me if it had not been for Mother Delia.

magpangasawa Kung may magpangasawa
kay Saling nga maˆãyu hay magˆasãwa na
lang sya. If someone who is good courts
Saling, he had better just marry [her].

magpangasawa inf to court someone
Nahuyaˆ lang ˆaku nang ˆuna nga
magpangasawa kay Turing kay kadãmuˆ
ˆang ˆãkun karÿbal sa ˆiya. I was shy at first
to court Toring because I had many rivals
for her.

pangasãwa, pagpangasãwa ger someone’s
courting someone else Pinahugãˆan gid
ˆaku ni Marÿsa sa ˆiya ning pangasãwa.
Marisa gave me hard work in courting
her. Magtýnaˆ pa lang sa pagpangasãwa
ni Birting, hay wayaˆ siya nagapakÿtaˆ
ning malãˆin nga batãsan. From the
beginning of Berting’s courting, he has
not evidenced a bad attitude.

kapapangasãwa abl ger someone’s being
able to court someone Kung si Rýni
ˆang ˆãkun maˆasãwa hay palanggaˆ ˆaku
niya kay dýgay na da siya ning tiˆis sa
ˆãkun ning kapapangasãwa. If Ronnie
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will become my spouse he will love me
because he spent a long time enduring in
being able to court me.

imper v Court someone! Kung gustu mu
na magˆasãwa, hay pangasãwa na lang
sa ˆiba! If you want to marry now, court
someone else!

v Someone, usually a girl, is courted by
someone else, usually a boy.

v ginpangasawa, pinangasãwa Nang
ˆaku nagaˆidad katursi ˆanyus ˆaku hay
ginpangasawa na. When I reached the
age of fourteen years, as for me, [I] was
already courted [by someone]. Kay
Tãta Dÿnu na ˆaku nagbãhuy hasta nga
pinangasãwa. I grew up with Uncle
Dino until [I] was courted.

ginapangasawa ˆAyaw nindu magminýsa
ˆinaˆ si Karlus kay ˆang ˆiya ˆinaˆ
ginapangasawa sa Nuyba Biskãya hay
nigusyanti nga ˆÐta. That Carlos should
not be despised by you because the one
who is being courted by that one in
Nueva Vizcaya is an Aeta business
woman.

pangasawˆun ˆAng trabãhu diri nang
manga dalagÿta, kung ˆindiˆ magˆiskwÿla,
sigurãdu pangasawˆun lang gida ˆinaˆ.
What young unmarried girls here are
doing is, if they do not go to school, they
will surely be courted by someone.

pangasawˆa Prÿdi, si Dilya na lang ˆang
pangasawˆa, kay maˆãyu ˆadtu, kay
malapit. Freddie, Delia should just be
the one courted by you, because that is
good, because it is near.

v the place where someone courts someone
else

ginapangasawahan ˆAng lugar nga
ginapangasawahan ni Arnuld hay
lugar nang ginaˆistaran ni Turing kag
nang ˆiya ˆungaˆ. The place where
Arnold is courting is the place where
Toring and her children live.

3b pyupangasãwa ger someone’s casual
courting of someone else Sÿgi lang gid
ˆang pyupangasãwa ni ˆUhin sa ˆãkun;
ginaˆãhat gid nya nga malayuˆ na ˆang
ˆãmun paghayãli. Ohin continued his

casual courting of me; he insisted that

our family relationship was already

distant.

v Someone, usually a boy, man casually
courts someone else, usually a girl,
woman.

nagpyupangasãwa Nagpyupangasãwa
ˆaku kay Mãming ning ˆisa lang
kasimãna. I casually courted Mameng
for only one week.

nagapyupangasãwa May yãraˆ pa nga
manga lyãki nga ˆãbir ˆasawãhan na hay
nagapyupangasãwa pa sa manga
dalãga. There are still some men who,
even though they are already married
people, are still casually courting
young ladies.

4 ˆisa ka pagˆasawˆan n a mated pair of

animals or birds ˆAri lang gid nyan
kumari diri sa ˆãkun si Klãra kay
nagapangayuˆ ning manuk nga ˆisa ka
pagˆasawˆan kay ˆinda ˆalilãˆun sa
Tablas. Only now, Clara came to me

because she was asking for a mated
pair of chickens, a hen and a rooster,

because [they] will be cared for by them

in Tablas. {Animals and birds are mated

for the purpose of breeding.}

ˆasikãsu v Someone prepares or processes
things, such as food or papers.

nagˆasikãsu Si Nãna Dilya na lang ˆang
nagˆasikãsu. Aunt Delia was the one
who processed [the papers].

nagaˆasikãsu Gaˆasikãsu na kami ˆinaˆ
niyan sa ˆãmun paglýtuˆ. At that time we
were preparing [things] for our cooking.

v Things, such as food or papers are
prepared or processed by someone.

ginˆasikãsu Wayaˆ pa ˆãnay kami may
ginˆasikãsu, tungud gãniˆ na may birtdi
na ginsilibrar. Nothing was yet
prepared by us because there was a
birthday being celebrated [in the house
where we were staying].

ˆasikasýhun Sa sýlat nagasiling siya na sa
nga dãˆan hay ˆãkun ˆasikasýhun ˆang
papÿlis; ˆimaw gãniˆ ˆang pasapurti,
midikal, manga litrãtu na kahinangyãnun
kag ˆiban pa gid. In her letter she says that
the papers should be prepared im-
mediately by me; those are a passport,
medical examination [report], needed
pictures and other things.

pagˆasikãsu ger someone’s preparing or
processing something such as food,

ˆasikãsu 624 ˆasikãsu
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papers ˆAng manga malapit nga hãli nang
namatay kung nagataˆu ning limus hay
dakuˆ; lãbut pa gid ˆadtu ˆang ˆinda býlig
sa pagˆasikãsu sa manga trabãhu nga
kahinangyãnun nga dãpat matãpus nga
dãˆan. As for the close co-lateral relatives
of the one who died, when they give a
money offering it is a large amount,
besides their help in preparing some
work which needs to be finished at once.

ˆasimbli n an assembly of people Gãniˆ
papaˆunu kita makatawag ning ˆasimbli
mÿting, kay si Tãta ˆArnuld ginaridyik
nang tãwu sa Babangtan? How will we

be able to call an assembly meeting,

because Uncle Arnold is being rejected

by the people of Babangtan?

ˆasin 1a n salt ˆIgwa kami ning maˆibakay
ning ˆasin, puspuru, ˆasýkar kag habun.
We have [money] which [we] will use

for buying salt, matches, sugar and

soap.

1b v Something, usually a food, is salted by

someone. Hugãsan ˆang ˆisdaˆ kag
ˆibutang sa limpyu nga butãngan kag
ˆasinan. The fish is washed and put into

a clean receptacle and [it] is salted.

1c maˆasin adj salty, as dried sardines

tuyuˆ, cured anchovy gamus 1a, foods

oversalted, sea water, meat of mollusk

ˆunud before washing, perspiration

ganˆut, tears lýhaˆ (See sabur 1a,
Tastes for table.)

sabaw nga maˆasin (sabaw 1c) set expr
a salty broth

ˆasinsu (var ˆasinsãdu) adj Someone is suc-
cessful in an economic endeavor. Nang
daw nakÿtaˆ ninda nga ˆasinsu na, daw
tubug na sinda. When they found out that

they were already successful, it seemed

[to them that] they were already rich.
v Someone succeeds economically.

[nagˆasinsu succeeded]

ˆasirta v Someone encounters or comes
upon something.

makaˆasirta Kung may swirti ka sa
pagpanÿhud kag makaˆasirta ka ning
dãmuˆ nga ˆuyang hay makakwarta ka
gid kaysa nyan mahay ˆang sarsa nga
ˆuyang. If you are lucky in gathering
[brook shrimp] with a colander shrimp

scoop and you are able to come upon
many shrimp, you will certainly be able
to acquire money because shrimp salsa
is now expensive.

ˆasÿru 1 n steel
2 n the steel leader of a fishing line ˆIni

naman ˆang nagapasabay nga ginatawag
kag ˆang naylun nga ginagãmit hay
numiru syin kag ˆang numiru nang ˆasÿru
hay numiru sayis. As for this method of

fishing called nagapasabay, the line that

is used is number one hundred and the

number of the steel leader is number six.

(See labay, Parts of a Multiple-Hook
Fishing Line for table.)

3 n a steel string of a musical instrument

syn kwirdas
ˆaslar n a marble outside wall tile ˆIgwa da

ˆinaˆ nang ginatawag nga ˆaslar;
ginasaput naman ˆinaˆ sa dingding nang
bayay. There are things called marble
outside wall tiles; they are stuck onto

the walls of houses. (See dingding 1,
Walling Materials for table.)

ˆaslum 1a v A food has some other food

stewed into it.
ginaˆasluman ˆIni ˆang ˆunud nang sÿhiˆ

nga bugˆãtan hay ginakãˆun; ginagatˆan;
ginagisa; ginahãluˆ sa pansit;
ginaˆasluman sinda nang manga
ˆusbud. As for the meat of these
scallop-like bittersweet mollusks, [it]
is eaten; it is cooked in coconut milk
extract; it is sautéed; it is mixed into
noodles; they have sweet potato vines
stewed into [them].

1b ˆinasluman n a sour stew {Made with

various vegetables such as sweet potato

greens ˆusbud nang kamýti (kamýti 1a)
and squash kyabãsa 1b with fish, pork

or beef, lime juice dugaˆ nang larangha
(larangha 2) and spices.} cf kaldirÿta,

tinýya
2 maˆaslum adj sour, as lime juice dugaˆ

nang larangha (larangha 2), santol fruit

santuy, bignay fruit bugnay, vinegar

sýkaˆ 1. ˆAng ˆiya ˆunud, hay ginakãˆun;
ˆang sabur nang ˆiya ˆunud hay midyu
maˆaslum. As for its meat (i.e., of a

trumpet shell), [it] is eaten; the taste is

somewhat sour. (See sabur 1a, Tastes

ˆasimbli 625 ˆaslum
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for table.)

ˆasmak n a white-skinned, yellow meat
sweet potato (See kamýti 1, Kinds of
Sweet Potato for table.)

ˆastyýtis n an annatto plant, Bixa orellana
(Linn.) {The yellowish-red dye from the

pulp around the seeds of this plant is

used to color foods and floor wax.}

ˆasu 1 n smoke from a fire, gunpowder Kung
ˆang ˆasu hay midyu nagaˆÿsut na, ˆang
bunut hay nagaˆugdaw na. When the

smoke becomes somewhat little, the

coconut husks are already becoming

burned up.

2 v Artillery, a fire, a gun smokes.
nagaˆasu Kung nagabaril didtu sa Simara

nagaˆasu ˆãnay ning kaˆitumˆÿtum.
When firing [artillery] at Simara, [it]
smokes very black [smoke].

paˆasu caus v Something is smoked by
someone. Wayaˆ nãmun ginapaˆasuhi;
yaˆ kami nagabumba. [The mango trees]
were not smoked by us; we did not
spray medicine [on them].

ˆasýgi nang puspuru (see puspuru 2) a

combustible match head
ˆasýkar n refined sugar ˆAng ˆasýkar hay

ˆisa na lang ka butãngan sa kapi. The

sugar is just enough for one placing in a

cup of coffee.

ˆasul adj Something is blue in color. ˆAng
kulur nang lãngit hay ˆasul. As for the

color of the sky, [it] is blue. ˆAng ˆãkun
tyinÿlas, hay tigkabangiˆ kay ˆang ˆisa
hay putiˆ, ˆang ˆisa hay ˆasul. As for my

slippers, [they] are unmatched because

one is white, the other is blue.
ˆasulˆasul n Something is light blue in

color. ˆAng kulur nang ˆiya ˆunud hay
midyu ˆasulˆasul. The color of its meat
(i.e., the meat of a fluted giant clam) is
somewhat light blue. (See kulur 1,
Colors for table.)

ˆaswang n a witch Ginpatýyug nang manga
ˆaswang ˆadtung manga tãwu pãra ˆinda
patyun kag kaˆýnun. Those people were

caused by the witches to sleep in order

that [they] would be killed and eaten by

them.
v Someone becomes a witch.
ˆinaswang Kadãmuˆ ˆang natingãya sa

natabuˆ kay Luˆis. May nagahambay
nga si Luˆis kunu hay ˆinaswang; may
nagahambay naman nga buhiˆ kunu si
Luˆis. Many were surprised about what
had happened to Luis. Some said that
Luis had become a witch; others said
that Luis was alive.

ˆasyinda n a hacienda; i.e., a large land

holding, commonly a plantation Hay
paˆunu mabakay ˆadtu ˆang ˆasyinda ni
Rýki? How is it possible to buy that

hacienda of Roque?

ˆatãman v A person is cared for by someone.
ˆatamãnan ˆAng bagˆung tãwu nga ˆungaˆ

hay kahugaˆ nga ˆatamãnan. A
newborn baby child is difficult to be
cared for.

pagˆatãman ger someone’s caring for
someone else Maˆãyu ˆang pagˆatãman
kay Birhinya nang ˆiya ˆãmu. Her
employer’s caring for Virginia is good.
cf dãhan 2, dipãra, ˆalãgaˆ 1, ˆaturgar,
ˆintindi 2

ˆatay n the liver of a human, animal

ˆãtaˆ 1a n ink of a cuttlefish, octopus or squid

which is squirted on a potential predator
1b v A cuttlefish, octopus or squid squirts

ink on a predator.
nagˆãtaˆ Nagˆãtaˆ ˆang kugÿta sa ˆidãyum

nang dãgat gãniˆ nabuˆuy ni ˆAlik. The
common octopus squirted ink in the
deep ocean; that’s why [it] was able to
be gotten by Alex.

ˆÃti n a Negrito; a person belonging to a

group of people of short stature, dark

complexion and with curly hair

ˆãtis n a sugar apple tree or fruit, {Fruit is

eaten raw as a snack food. Root is used

as a medicine.} ˆIgwa pa ning ˆiba ˆinaˆ
da ˆang gamut nang tyÿku kag gamut
nang ˆãtis buyung da sa kilkig. There

were also some in which the roots of the

soursop tree and roots of the sugar
apple tree are also medicine for poison

sickness.

ˆatiˆãti 1 n a made-up Negrito-like person
{A made-up Negrito-like person covers

the body with black makeup and wears

an unusual and sometimes colorful

costume for the purpose of joining in

social activities, especially during the

ˆasmak 626 ˆatiˆãti
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fiesta of the Holy Infant Santu Ninyu
(santu 1a). Making up as a Negrito-like

person commonly involves a vow

pangãkuˆ made to the Holy Infant.}

2 v Someone participates in activities in-
volving made-up Negrito-like people.

nagaˆatiˆãti Nagaˆatiˆãti si Lýla Panya kãda
ˆInÿru kung pyista ni Santu Ninyu.
Grandmother Panya participates in
activities involving made-up Negrito-
like people each January when it is the
fiesta of the Holy Infant.

v Something is used by someone in par-
ticipating in activities involving made-
up Negrito-like people. ˆAng ginaˆatiˆãti
ni Tunyu hay kustal. What is used by
Tonio in participating in activities in-
volving made-up Negrito-like people is
sack [cloth].

ˆatlit n an athlete ˆIkaw ˆang maˆãyu nga
ˆatlit kay may pagˆãsa ka gid nga
makaˆabut ning Wist Bisãyan ˆAtlitik
Mit. You are a good athlete and so you

have hope in being able to join the West

Bisayan Athletic Meet.

ˆatras adj Someone or something goes back
or is in a back position. ˆAnu ˆang pitik
nang pulsu kung halimbãwaˆ may sakit
nga kilkig? ˆAtras ˆabanti ˆinang pitik.
What is [the manner of] the pulse beat if,

for example, [someone] has a poison

sickness? The beat is back and forward.

ant ˆabanti
ˆatýbang 1a v Someone or something faces

someone or something else.
nagˆatýbang (var ˆumatýbang) Tinawag

siya kag pinapungkuˆ sa bangkuˆ kag
ˆumatýbang sa ˆiya ˆang ˆiya tatay. She
was called and caused to sit down on the
chair and her father faced her.

nagaˆatýbang Nakÿtaˆ niya nga si ˆÐna
hay nagatãngis nga nagadýhung kag
nagaˆatýbang sa ˆispÿhu. [It] was seen
by him that Ena was crying in which
[she] was bowing [her] head and was
facing the mirror.

mangatýbang (from pangatýbang +
ma-) ˆAyaw magkalibugi ˆinaˆ kay ˆaku
ˆang mangatýbang nyan kay Nÿlu kung
sya kumari. Do not be worried about
that because I will be the one who will
continually face Nilo now if he will

come.
ˆinatubangan agf recip v Two or more

face each other.
nagˆinatubangan Pagˆabut ninda sa ˆinda

bayay, binãtun da sinda, pinasãkaˆ, kag
nagˆinatubangan sinda. Upon arriving
at their house, they were accepted,
invited to come up, and they faced each
other.

v Someone or something is faced by
someone or something else.

ˆinatýbang Pagkaˆãga, pagkatãpus ninda
pamãhaw, ˆinatýbang naman siya liwat
nang ˆiya tatay. In the morning, upon
their completion of breakfast, she was
again faced by her father.

maˆatýbang Gustu nga maˆatýbang
nang ˆiya tãtay kag nanay ˆang nubyu ni
Rýsa. Her father and mother want that
the boyfriend of Rosa will be able to be
faced [by them].

pagˆatýbang ger someone’s or something’s
facing someone or something else Hay
nahuyaˆ ˆaku kay ˆýna pa lang nãkun nga
pagˆatýbang sa mÿyur. I was shy because
it was the first time of my facing the
mayor.

paˆatýbang caus v Someone or something
is allowed by someone to face someone
or something else.

paˆatubãngun Linÿsuˆ ninda ˆang barýtu
kag paˆatubãngun ˆang prýwa patakas.
The boat was turned around by them
and the prow was allowed to face in the
direction of the water’s edge.

1b ˆatubãngan n the front of a person,

thing Sa manga nabatiˆan ni Tasya
wayaˆ siya nagsabat; nagatãngis siya sa
ˆatubãngan nang ˆiya tatay. Regarding

what Tacia heard, she did not answer;

she was crying at the front of her father.

ˆãtun 1a poss adj pron our (incl) person or

thing; a person or thing of ours (incl);

our (incl) doing something. [Pre-noun

or pre-gerund possessive pronoun. For

post-noun or post-gerund possessive

pronoun, see nãtun 1a.] ˆAng maguyang
ni Rýsa, hay sa ˆãtun pudir natabuˆ ˆang
pagˆasãwa niya. As for the older sister

of Rosa, her marriage took place under

our authority. Pinamatÿˆan nang Dyus
sa lãngit ˆang ˆãtun pangamýyuˆ nga

ˆatlit 627 ˆãtun
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kita hay padayˆan ning magabýlig sa
ˆãtun. God in heaven listened to our
prayers that we will be sent someone

who will help us. cf nãtun 1a, ta 1a
1b poss cmt pron Someone or something is

ours (incl). [Occurs in predicate position

with possessed item as sentence topic.]

1c gen pron Something is done by us (incl).

[Occurs in pre-verb position as a non-

topic pronoun.] Mas timprãnu pa buyˆun
na ˆang manga nuˆug sa ˆaparadur kay
ˆãtun ˆihãlin. [While it] is still very early,

get the clothes from the clothes closet

now because [they] will be moved by us
[to another place]. cf nãtun 1b, ta 1b

1d sa ˆãtun loc pron Someone does some-

thing for us (incl), from us (incl), to us
(incl); someone does something or is in a

particular place or state with us (incl).

ˆAng ˆiya lang maˆipangãkuˆ sa ˆãtun hay
ginadiskusyunan ˆini nang ˆiya ˆunum nga
kaˆibãhan, ˆisa na siya. What is able to be

promised to us by him is that this will be

discussed by his six companions, [and] he

will be one [of them].

1e sa ˆãtun qfd pron some of us (incl)

ˆaturgar v Someone cares for, looks after
or manages something or someone else.

nagaˆaturgar ˆAku ˆang nagaˆaturgar
nang tanan sa ˆindu. I was the one who
was looking after all of you. cf dãhan
2, dipãra, ˆalãgaˆ 1, ˆatãman, ˆintindi 2

ˆawat n a delay or hindrance
v Something is delayed or hindered by

someone, something, a circumstance.
maˆawat Maˆawat lang nga nãkun ˆang

dyip. The jeepney, I said, will be
delayed.

ˆãway 1 Two or more people quarrel.
nagˆãway Wayaˆ na da katiˆis ˆini si Kýra

magpamatiˆ sa manga hambay ni
Maridyun nga kalãˆin gãniˆ nagˆãway
sinda. This Cora was not able to endure
listening to the bad words that Mary
June was saying so they quarreled.

nagaˆinãway May yãraˆ pa nga manga
magˆasawa nga kung ˆang ˆinda ˆasãwa
nga lyãki hay nasuhung na sa
pagkinadtu sa ˆini nga manga lugar, hay
pirmi na sinda nagaˆinãway. There were
some married couples who, when their

husbands already became accustomed to
always going to these [bad] places, they
always keep on quarreling.

magˆinãway ˆIndiˆ pagpakalÿngun nang
nubya sa pagbutang sa butãngan nang
pãriˆ pãra ˆindiˆ kunu sinda pirmi
magˆinãway nga nagasininggÿtan kag
nagalinÿngaw. The fiancée should not
make a sound in putting [money] into
the place where the priest will put [it] so
that they will not, they say, always keep
on quarreling, keeping on shouting and
making noise.

ˆãway, pagˆãway ger the quarreling of
two or more people Pagbãlik ku ˆadtu sa
bayay hay wayaˆ gid sinda nakabatyag
nga nakaˆagi na ˆaku ning ˆãway. Upon
my return there at home, they did not
notice that I happened to experience
quarreling.

pagˆinãway, ˆinãway ger the continual
quarreling or always quarreling of two
or more Wayaˆ madýgay ˆang pagˆinãway
kay napirdi nina Prinsipi Adýnis ˆang
manga dayýhan nga kaˆãway. The
continual quarreling did not last long
because the foreign enemies were de-
feated by Prince Adonis and companions.
ˆIgway nababayung nga nagapinangãkat
ˆinãway. There are [some] who re-
peatedly become drunk who always
challenge [others] in continuously
quarreling.

2 kaˆãway n an enemy ˆAng ˆinda
kahariˆan, hay nilýsub nang manga
kaˆãway. As for their kingdom, [it] was

being attacked by the enemies.
pýnuˆ nang pagˆinãway (pýnuˆ3 3) idiom
a ringleader

ˆawaˆ 1 maˆawaˆ adj selfish Bukun maˆawaˆ
si Tãtay sa ˆiya ning kinaˆagman;
gintudluˆan ˆaku nya. Father was not

selfish with his knowledge; I was taught

by him.

ˆay inj Oh! {Used to emphasize that being

said or to register fear, disgust, excite-

ment, surprise, etc.} Hambay ku, “ˆAy,
salãmat! Mababakay ku gid ˆang ˆãkun
ginaplãnu nga bakyun.” I said, “Oh,

thank you! I will surely be able to buy that

which I am planning to buy.” {Words

added to increase the emphasis or

ˆaturgar 628 ˆay
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register: ˆAy Dyus ku! Oh my God! ˆAy sus
Oh my goodness! ˆAy taya Oh my! or My

goodness!} ˆAng panambÿtun nang
prinsÿsa, “ˆAy Dyus ku! Mahal na Birhin,
bulÿgi ˆaku!” The saying of the princess

was, “Oh my God! Beloved Virgin, I

must be helped!” ‘Ay sus! Ginapanãwan

lang gid ‘aku ni Dyýwil kay nagakinadtu

sa ‘iya barkãda. Oh my! I am left

behind by Joel because he keeps on

going to his group (i.e., male com-

panions). Siling ku sa ˆiya, “ˆAy taya!
Kasanˆu mu lang ˆaku nakilãya?
Mangasãwa ka na sa ˆãkun?” I said to

him, “My goodness! How long only have

I been known by you? [And] you now

want to court me?” cf taya
ˆãyam n a dog Sa ˆãkun nakikÿtaˆ diri sa

Rumblun, kãda bayay nga ˆãkun nga
ginakadtuˆan hay ˆigwa ning ˆãyam nga
ˆalÿlaˆ. What I saw here in Romblon,

every house to which I would go there

was a pet dog.
kaˆayãman n a pack of dogs spec tiyuˆ

(See Appendix 20, Groups of Animals,
People, Things.)

ˆayamag n a black-snout sergeant major
fish, Amblyglyphidodon curacao (Bloch)

{Bluish to olive above, lighter below.

Lives on coral reefs down to 40 m.}

ˆayangˆãyang adj What someone does is

careless. Kung ˆayangˆãyang ˆang ˆÿmu
pagsãkaˆ sa bapur, dãgat ˆang tupaˆan
mu. If your climbing up to the boat is

careless, what you will fall down into is

the ocean.
adv Someone does something carelessly.

Kung ˆikaw nagadÿgus sa bãbuy, hay
ˆayaw magdigýsa ning ˆayangˆãyang.
When you bathe a pig, [it] should not be
bathed carelessly.

ˆãyap v Someone selects seeds for propa-
gation, an animal for breeding, a mate

for producing an offspring.
nagˆãyap Nagˆãyap ˆaku ning binhi sa

Tablas. I selected [good quality] seeds
for propagation in Tablas.

maˆãyap Maˆãyap si Dãni nang bãbuy ni
Pinuy kay dagkuˆ ˆang lãhiˆ. Danny will
select the pig of Pinoy for breeding
because [its] offspring are large.

makaˆãyap Nagˆasãwa si Lilya ning
ˆAmirikãnu pãra siya makaˆãyap ning
Kanuˆ. Lilia married an American so
that she would be able to select an
American for producing an offspring.

ˆayat n a colander basket brook-shrimp
scoop Kung natãpus mu na ning
haphap, ˆÿmu na ˆalsahun ning
dahandãhan ˆang ˆÿmu ˆayat pãra
makÿtaˆ mu kung may suyud nga ˆuyang
ˆu wayaˆ. When [shrimp] are finished

being felt around for by you, your

colander basket brook-shrimp scoop
is then slowly raised up by you to find

out if there are shrimp inside or not.

{Made of huwag rattan; round, about 15

cm in diameter at the bottom and about

25 cm in diameter at the top; about 32

cm high. Used for gathering pond-field

shrimp pamutut (putut 2a), or brook

shrimp ˆuyang 1 or small ocean fish

panihud (sÿhud 1b). Shrimp or fish are

put into a hulled rice storage basket

lÿbun for carrying.} (See sanduk 2b,
Kinds of Scoops. See baskit, Kinds of
Baskets for table.)

ˆayaw neg imper adv Do not do something!

ˆAyaw na ˆãbi magˆasãwa kay ˆigwa ka
ning supurta sa ˆupisÿna. Please do not
still take a spouse, because you have

your pension from the office. [ˆAyaw (as

the negative ˆindiˆ) restricts the affixes of

the verbs it negates. The following are

examples of negated verbs with common

affixation.] mag-: Mangyan ka! ˆAyaw
maghÿmuˆ ning malãˆin! You are an

uncivilized person! Donˆt do bad things!

mag-in-: Hambay sa ˆãkun nang nars,
“ˆAyaw ˆãbi Mÿsis maghinambay kay
habýkan ka gid tiyan.” The nurse said to

me, “Missus, please do not keep on
talking because your stomach will

surely be filled with air.” mag-a: ˆAyaw
na magdumduma ˆang ˆÿmu ˆikspiryinsya
kay ˆadtu hay naglÿgad na. Your

experience should not be thought
about any longer because that is already

past. pag-a: ˆAyaw pagpatuyýga si
Lurÿna kay ginagýtum pa ˆinaˆ siya.
Lorena should not be allowed to sleep

ˆãyam 629 ˆayaw
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because that one is still hungry. pag-i:
ˆAyaw na ˆaku nindu pagbakyi ning
makina kay kanýgun lang ˆang kwarta! I

should not have a sewing machine

bought by you because the money will

just be wasted! [For a description of

negatives with verbs inflected for other

than imperative mode, see wayaˆ and

ˆindiˆ.] cf wayaˆ 1c, ˆindiˆ
ˆays kindi n ice candy Nakabakay na kami

ning ˆisa ka sagaˆ nga ˆisdaˆ kay didtu
ˆaku nagˆÿban ˆinaˆ ning kwarta sa binta
nang ˆays kindi. We were able to buy

one string of fish because I deducted

that money from the sales money of the

ice candy. {Frozen ade or sweetened

juice on a stick.}

ˆayspik n a tibia conch mollusk, genus Tibia
ˆãyu 1a maˆãyu (var kaˆãyu, kiˆãyu) adj A

particular person, thing, activity or state

is appropriate, good, nice; an activity

or state is firm, secure, sound, stable.

[Maˆãyu is predicate; that expressed as

being good, preceded by an optional

nga, is topic.] Hay hambay ku maˆãyu
baya nga nãkun magkadtu kag magsiruˆ
ning prugrãma. I said, maybe my going

and watching the program would be

good. Kaˆãyu magkãnam ning barãha
kay nagaˆuyan. To play cards would be

appropriate because it is raining.

[Maˆãyu is predicate; the expressed

event, a noun, gerund, or nominalized

verb phrase preceded by ˆang, is topic.]

ˆAng ˆungaˆ hay maˆãyu ˆang katýyug
kung gabˆi. As for a child, [its] sleeping

during night is sound. Maˆãyu ˆang
pagˆatãman sa ˆiya nang ˆiya ˆãmu. The

caring for her by her employer is good.

[Maˆãyu is a clause modifier.] May
manga ˆungaˆ nga maˆãyu. There are

children who are good.
kaˆayuˆãyu (var kiˆayuˆãyu) int adj A

particular person, thing, activity or state
is very appropriate, very good, very
nice; an activity or state is very firm,
very secure, very sound, very stable.
Kaˆayuˆãyu didtu ˆang plãsa. The plaza
there is very nice. Kaˆãyuˆãyu ˆang ˆiya
týgun sa sýlat. Her advice in the letter is
very sound. Nagakabuhiˆ siya nga

kalÿpay sa ˆiya kaˆayuˆãyu nga bayay.
She lived happily in her very nice
house.

mas kaˆãyu, mas maˆãyu comp. adj
better, firmer, more appropriate,
more desirable, more secure, more
sound, more stable, nicer Mas kaˆãyu
nga siruˆun kung ˆang lÿlas nang ˆÿmu
banig hay kapÿnu. If the weaving strips
of your mat are narrow, [they] are nicer
to look at. [Used to compare something
with something else.] Mas maˆãyu kunu
ˆipanghÿkug sa bãbuy ˆang lãnut nga
pÿsiˆ kaysa naylun nga pÿsiˆ. It is better
that abaca rope will be used for roping
pigs rather than nylon rope.

pinakamaˆãyu sup adj best, firmest, most
appropriate, most secure, most sound,
most stable, nicest ˆAng dãhun nang
bunlaw ˆimaw ˆinaˆ ˆang pinakamaˆãyu
nga buyung sa sýhut. The leaves of
the bunlaw plant, that one is the best
medicine for womb sickness [of
pregnant women]. ˆIni nga libru
magapabantug sa ˆÿmu nga pinakamaˆãyu
nga miyugbýyung sa tanan nga sakit
nang tãwu. This book will make you
popular as the best herbalist for all kinds
of people’s illnesses.

n A particular action is the best way, most
appropriate way, most secure way,
most sound way, most stable way,
nicest way of doing something. ˆIni ˆang
karni nang ˆãyam ˆang pinakamaˆãyu
gid ˆini nga lýtuˆ hay kaldirÿta. As for
this dog meat, the best way of cooking
this is stew. cf primÿra 1

1b kaˆayu v Someone or something

improves.
nagakaˆayu Nalÿpay na da ˆaku kay

nagakaˆayu da sinda. I am happy now
because they are already improving [in
their living].

pakaˆãyu caus v Someone benefits some-
one or something; decorates something;
makes up something, as a bed; improves
or repairs something; puts things in
order.

nagapakaˆãyu ˆAng hambay sa ˆãkun nang
ˆadtung tãwu nga nagapakaˆãyu nang
liplip. [It] was told to me by that person
who is repairing the one-sail outrigger
boat.

ˆays kindi 630 ˆãyu
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ger someone’s benefiting someone else or
something; decorating something; mak-
ing up something, as a bed; doing
something carefully, well; improving or
repairing something; putting things in
order Si Dyu hay nagaliniwatlÿwat ning
pakaˆãyu nang makina. Joe repeats again
and again repairing the engine.

v Someone or something is benefited by
someone else; something is decorated
by someone; something, as a bed is
made up by someone; something is
done carefully, well, is improved or
repaired by someone; things are put in
order by someone.

ginpakaˆãyu ˆAng primÿru ninda nga
gingtrabãhu hay gingpakaˆãyu ninda
ˆang kuray nang baylÿhan, kag ˆang
ˆiban, hay nagpanilhig sa baylÿhan. The
first thing worked on by them was that
the fence of the dancing hall was
decorated by them, and, as for others,
[they] swept around the dancing hall.
Ginpakaˆãyu ni Pidru ˆang ˆiya bayay.
Pedro’s house was repaired by him.

pakaˆayýhun Dãpat kung maghuman ka
ning panaˆ hay pakaˆayýhun mu gid
pãra kiˆãyu nga siruˆun. It should be that
if you make a spear gun, [it] will be
done carefully by you so that it will be
nice to look at.

pagpakaˆayýhun [Used in a negative
statement.] Paˆunu kita makapahýway
diri sa nagatinýyuˆ kung ˆindiˆ
pagpakaˆayýhun? How could we rest
from this [roof] that is continually
leaking if [it] will not be repaired?

pakaˆayýha imper v Someone or something
must or should be benefited by someone
else! Something must or should be
decorated by someone! Something, as a
bed must or should be made up by
someone! Something must or should be
done carefully, well, must or should be
improved or repaired by someone!
Things must or should be put in order
by someone! Pakaˆayýha, Ramun, ˆang
pagpraktis ning dyãgan! Ramon, practice
in running must be done carefully [by
you]!

pangpakaˆãyu pur ger Something is used
for benefiting someone or something;
for decorating, making up something;

for doing something carefully, well;
for improving or repairing something;
for putting things in order. ˆAng
kwarta nang pabayli hay ˆimaw ˆang
pangpakaˆãyu nang tangki. As for the
money of the benefit dance, that is for
improving the tank.

kaˆayuhan n the benefit, decoration, im-
provement, orderly arrangement or
repair of something Nang nakÿtaˆ mu na
ˆang kaˆayuhan hay ˆintirisãdu ka na.
When you already saw the improve-
ment you were then interested.

1c maˆãyu n a good thing, a good one
[Preceded by a determiner.] Kumbinsiha
si Marya nga pãra masayýran kung ˆanu
ˆang maˆãyu. Mary should be convinced

so that she will know what is a good
thing [to choose]. Si Karlus ˆang maˆãyu
maghuman ning lãwas nang traysikul.
Carlos is a good one to make bodies of

motorized pedicabs.

2a maˆãyu adv Something is done carefully
or well, i.e., in a desirable manner.

[Follows a verb or gerund, optionally

preceded by ning.] Dãpat ˆini ˆang ˆãtun
ginabutangan ning týbiˆ hay ˆãtun
limpyuhun gid maˆãyu. As for the place

the water is put by us, [it] should be

cleaned well by us. Mabuntay ka ning buli
nga ˆang wayaˆ pa nagatamwaˆ maˆãyu.
Gather buri palm fronds which are not yet

coming out well. Diraˆ na nagtýnaˆ ˆang
ˆãmun pagpangabuhiˆ ning maˆãyu. Our

living together well already began there.

2b v Someone or something sick becomes
well, healthy.

nagˆãyu Tapus yaˆ da gihãpun nagˆãyu
ˆang ˆiya tiyan. After that his stomach no
longer became well.

nagaˆãyu Wayaˆ siya nagaˆãyu sa duktur.
She is not becoming well by the doctor.

magˆãyu Wayaˆ gid siya magˆãyu;
namatay lang siya. Really, she did not
become well; she just died.

pagˆãyu ti ger the time of someone’s
becoming well ˆImaw na ˆadtu ˆang
pagˆãyu ni Birtu. That’s the time of
Berto’s becoming well.

paˆãyu caus v Someone or something causes
someone or something else to become
well, healthy, or cures someone.

ˆãyu 631 ˆãyu
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nagpaˆãyu Siya ˆang milagru nga nagpaˆãyu
didtu sa prinsipi. She was the miracle that
caused the prince to become well.

nakakaˆãyu, nakapaˆãyu Ang dãhun nang
hagýnuy hay nakakaˆãyu kay nabubuˆuy
ˆang sakit nang tiyan. As for hagýnuy
leaves, they were able to cure because
the stomachache was frequently removed.

nagapaˆãyu Ang týbaˆ hay nagapaˆãyu
ning lãwas. As for coconut wine, it
causes the body to become healthy.

makakaˆãyu, makapaˆãyu ˆAng buyung
nga makakaˆãyu sa ˆiya, hay yãraˆ sa
ˆÿmu. As for the medicine which is able
to cure him, you have [it] there. Wayaˆ
gid ning duktur nga makapaˆãyu sa
ˆiya. There is not one doctor who is able
to cure him.

v Someone or something is caused to
become well, healthy or is cured by
someone or something.

naˆaˆãyu Madãmuˆ ˆang ˆiya naˆaˆãyu nga
sakit nang manga tãwu. Many illnesses
of the people were frequently able to
be cured by him.

paˆayýhun Sigÿha lang kay hambayun ku
sinda nga paˆayýhun ta ˆikaw. Just
continue because I will tell them that
you will be cured by me. cf ˆuliˆi

3 kaˆãyu, gid kaˆãyu adv very. [Modifies an

adjective, commonly preceded by gid.]

Kung ˆini ˆang býnga nang niyug hay
magýyang na gid kaˆãyu; nagakaˆigwa
naman ˆini ning ginatawag nga týbuˆ. If

this coconut fruit is already very mature

there is this thing developing called a

shoot. Busug ka gid kaˆãyu. You are

very satisfied.

4 v Someone likes or wants to do something

or to be in a particular state.
ginaˆayýhan Ginaˆayýhan gid siya

magsiruˆsÿruˆ nang manga býyak. She
likes very much to always look at the
flowers.

tasãdu gid kaˆãyu idiom a very little of

something; maˆãyu nga ˆadlaw (ˆadlaw
7b) idiom a consent day; maˆãyu nga
buˆut (buˆut 1a) set expr Someone is

good-hearted.; maˆãyu nga hapun,
maˆãyung hãpun (hãpun 3) set expr
Good afternoon!; maˆãyu nga tyimpu
(tyimpu 2b) set expr good weather

ˆayugˆug n a downspout, eaves trough or

horizontal water pipe {Used for catching

water masãyud ning týbiˆ from a roof

bubung 1a into a barrel dram, pail baldi,
or a large basin planggãna. A water pipe

carries water from a source to a place for

washing clothes, bathing, etc. Bamboo

used is the tiling variety.} (See Appendix

2, Parts of a House.)

ˆayuk n the bark of a dog
v A dog barks.
nagˆinãyuk Nagˆinãyuk nga nagˆinãyuk

ˆang ˆãyam hasta sa mabatiˆan nang
ˆãmu. The dog kept on barking and
barking until the master heard [it].

v Someone or something is barked at by a
dog.

ˆayukun Makabatiˆ lang gid ˆang ˆãkun
ˆãyam ning kãyas sa kalinghutan
ginakadtu niya kag ˆayukun. [Whenever]
my dog happens to hear a hissing sound in
a rank vegetation area, it is approached by
him and [it] is barked at. {Other calls of a
dog: lãgut growl, ˆuyãgik yelp.} (See
Appendix 24, Sounds of Animals and
Fowl.)

ˆayum1 adj Something is dark in color. ˆIni
ˆang sýkaˆ kag dãhun nang kapãya hay
ginagãmit pãra magputiˆ ˆang nilaˆgaˆ
nga buli, bukun ˆayum. This vinegar and

papaya leaves are used so that the boiled

buri leaves will become white, not

dark. cf ˆitum ant putiˆ
ˆayum2 n a body mole
ˆãyung (see ˆãyung nang buli (buli 3)) a

mature buri frond

ˆayungˆãyung v Someone experiences symp-
toms of poisoning.

naˆaˆayungˆãyung ˆInaˆ ˆang
naˆaˆayungˆãyung, ˆang ˆÿmu ˆinaˆ
ginapamatyagan, hay nagalãˆin ˆang
ˆÿmu ginhãwa kag nagasýka. One who
truly experiences severe symptoms
of poisoning, as for that felt by one,
[it] becomes bad and [one] vomits.

maˆayungˆãyung Kung bukun maˆãyu
ˆang pagkabinipisyar, kung ˆÿmu ˆini
lutýˆun kag ˆÿmu ˆini kaˆýnun ˆikaw hay
maˆayungˆãyung. When the way of
preserving is not done well, when these
will be cooked by you and will be eaten
by you, you will experience severe

ˆayugˆug 632 ˆayungˆãyung
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symptoms of poisoning. {Antidote:
honey dugus or sugar ˆasýkar.}

ˆayýtun n a piece of partially burned
firewood

ˆayýtung n the nipple of a breast or udder

ˆi-1 acf pref Someone or something will be an

accessory to an action by someone else.

Nang pagkadtu niya nga mamãhaw,
nagpangutana siya kung pila ˆang ˆãkun
ˆitaˆu sa ˆiya. Upon her going to eat

breakfast, she asked how much [money]

would be given to her by me. [The range

of meaning of this accessory focus prefix

includes what is generally called instru-

mental focus.] ˆIpuypug ku ˆang martilyu
sa batu. A carpenterˆs hammer will be
used by me to pound the stone. [A

substantive with goal focus, indicated by

an -un class verb, is focused as an

accessory, indicated by an ˆi- class

causative verb. Compare the two follow-

ing sentences, both with a focus on food

eaten.] Kung bukun maˆãyu ˆang
pagkabinipisyar, kung ˆÿmu ˆini lutýˆun
kag ˆÿmu ˆini kaˆýnun ˆikaw hay
maˆayungˆãyung. When the method of

preserving is not done well, when they

will be cooked by you and they will be
eaten by you, you will experience severe

symptoms of poisoning. ˆAng pagkãˆun
ˆini nga dãpat ˆipakãˆun ta kay Lýlu hay
ˆinaˆ ˆang manga mayutaˆ. The foods that

will be allowed by us to be eaten by

Grandfather are those foods which are

soft. cf giN- 1b, gina- 1b, -in-1 1b
ˆi-2 coord conj and ˆIgwa ˆaku ning traynta

ˆidus nga lãpis. I have thirty-two (lit,

thirty and two) pencils. {The proclitic

conjunction ˆi- joins number combi-

nations. It follows the tens units from

thirty-two traynta ˆidus to ninety-nine

nubinta ˆinuwÿbi. It is prefixed to

numerals beginning with consonants with

two exceptions: 1) It does not prefix

numerals beginning with glottal stop (ˆ)

e.g. traynta ˆýnu, traynta ˆýtsu. 2) It does

not follow a numeral ending in the vowel

i, e.g. baynti dus.} cf kag
ˆiba (var ˆiban) 1a indef pron some, others,

someone else, something else Kung

gustu mu na magˆasãwa, hay pangasãwa
na lang sa ˆiba! If you want to take a

spouse now, court someone else! ˆAng
ˆiba nagadikurasyun nang baylÿhan, kay
pãra maˆãyu naman nga siruˆun. Some
were decorating the dancing hall so it

would be good to look at. ˆAng ˆiba ˆigwa
ning takyub pÿru ˆang ˆiba hay wayaˆ.
Some have lids but others do not.

1b indef adj another, other or some
activities, people, places, things [ˆIba is

followed by a modifying ligature nga
(nga 1a) and a noun.] Sa ˆiba naman nga
kahariˆan tinawag si Dun ˆInrÿku kay
ˆigway pagahiwãtun nga pýlung nang
manga ˆungaˆ nang hãriˆ. In another
kingdom, Don Enrico was being invited

because there was a meeting to be held

composed of the children of the king.

Kung naglÿgad na da ning lima ˆu ˆunum
ka ˆýras, pwÿdi ka na makakãˆun ning
ˆiba naman nga prýtas parÿhu ˆãbi nang
hinug nga mangga. When five or six

hours have already passed, you can eat

some fruits such as ripe mango.

Pagbãtiˆ mu gid nga tagˆÿya sa ˆãga,
dãpat bubýran mu ˆang ˆÿmu manga
manuk pãra hay ˆindiˆ magkadtu sa ˆiba
nga bayay. Upon waking up in the

morning you, as the owner, should feed

your chickens so that they will not go to

other houses.
ˆibaˆiba adj various people, things,

activities ˆIbaˆiba ˆinaˆ nga manga
kulur: may puya, birdi, duyaw, bayulit,
rýsa kag putiˆ. There are various colors:
there are red, green, yellow, violet, pink
and white.

tagaˆiba adj Someone is from some place
or from another place. Pagkatãpus ni
Pitra magprinsÿsa sa ˆinda pyista, ˆigwa
sa ˆiya nagpangasawa nga tagaˆibang
lugar. After Petra became a princess at
their fiesta, there was one who courted
her from another place. cf ˆisa 3

2 v Someone changes or varies doing

something; someone changes or varies
their state.

magˆiba Ginapangamuyuˆ ku sa Ginýˆu
nga ˆindiˆ na si Katalÿnu magˆiba ˆang
batãsan hãbang býhay ˆu mintras býhiˆ

ˆayýtun 633 ˆiba
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diri siya sa kalibýtan. [What] I pray to
God for is that Catalino will no longer
change [his] attitude while he is still
living here on earth.

pagˆiba n Something has change,
variation. ˆAng pagkadtu sa ˆiban nga
lugar hay pabur da ˆaku kay kung diri ka
lang wayaˆ ning pagˆiba ˆang ˆÿmu
trabãhu. As for going to other places, I
also favor [that], because if you are here
only your job has no variation.

ˆiba nga ˆadlaw (ˆadlaw 4b) idiom
someday

ˆÿba 1a v Someone or something is accom-
panied by someone in going someplace.

ˆibhi imper v Someone must or should be
accompanied by someone else! Hambay
ku kay Mamay, “ˆIbhi ˆãnay Mamay si
ˆArdin kung gabˆi!” I said to Mother,
“Arden should please be accompanied
[by you], Mother, at night!”

1b kaˆibãhan n an associate or a companion
in a given place or going someplace Bãgu
ka magˆýliˆ sa Rumblun, tudluˆi ˆãnay ˆang
ˆÿmu manga kaˆibãhan! Before you go

back to Romblon, your [working] asso-
ciates must first be taught! Dãpat gãniˆ
hay kaˆibãhan ˆang ˆasãwa kung
gapatanˆaw ka sa duktur. It should be that

your spouse is a companion if you let

yourself be checked up by a doctor.
kaˆibahãnan (var kakaˆibahãnan) pl n

several or many companions Kung
yadtu na ˆinaˆ didtu nyan nakatindug
na, matýnaˆ na ˆinaˆ sya ning sýgid
didtu sa ˆiya manga kakaˆibahãnan
nga nagpamagpanaguˆ. When that
empty can was already able to be stood
up, he then began searching for his
several companions who were each
hiding.

1c magkaˆibãhan n a traveling companion
2a v A man and woman live together un-

married.
nagˆÿba Kumadtu sinda sa San Husi didtu

sinda nagˆÿba. They went to San Jose
and they lived there together
unmarried. cf pangabuhiˆ (buhiˆ1 1)

2b kaˆibahan v Two or more associate
with each other in a particular activity.

nagkaˆibahan Nagkaˆibahan kami ˆari
nyan kay Binung sa panawan; siya gida

hay pwirsãdu kakýsug sa pagsãkaˆ sa
býkid. Benong and I associated with
each other in a walking area today; he is
very strong in climbing up the mountain.

magkaˆibahan inf associating with each
other, to associate with each other in a
particular activity Sa ˆinda magkaˆibahan
ˆigwa ˆinaˆ ning ˆisa nga ˆadtu ˆang
makýsug magpilak nang lãta; ˆimaw ˆadtu
ˆang mapilak. In their associating with
each other, there is one who is strong
enough to throw that empty can; that one
is the one who will throw.

pagkaˆibahan ger the associating with each
other of two or more in a particular
activity ˆAng ˆaltar hay ginapunihan pa
ˆinaˆ ning manga ˆartipisyal nga manga
býyak nga ˆang kulur nga ginagãmit nga
krip nga papil hay putiˆ kag rýsa,
simbulu nang paghigugmaˆ kag limpyu
nga pagkaˆibahan mintras sinda ning
buhiˆ bÿlang magˆasãwa. The altar is still
decorated with artificial flowers in which
the color of the crepe paper which they
use is white and pink, a symbol of love
and clean associating with each other
while they are still living as husband and
wife.

ˆiba nga ˆadlaw (ˆadlaw 4b) someday
ˆibakwit (var of bakwit) evacuates
ˆiban (var of ˆiba) some, others, someone

else, something else
ˆÿban v Someone reduces the amount or

number of something.
nagˆÿban Napaksiˆ si Plur sa trabãhu kay

nagˆÿban ning trabahadur. Flor was
dismissed from work because [they]
reduced [the number of] employees.

ˆÿbaˆ n a kamias plant or fruit, Averrhoa
bilimbi (Linn.) {Green cylindrical fruit

is eaten as a snack food.}

ˆidad 1 n someone’s age Niridyik ˆaku kay
lampas na sa ˆidad. I was rejected

because [I] am already overage.

2 v Someone reaches the age of a particular

number of years.
nagˆidad Nagˆidad ning dyis ˆanyus ˆang

ˆãmun kamanghýran. Our youngest son
already reached the age of ten years.

nagaˆidad Nang nagaˆidad ˆakuy katursi
ˆanyus, nasayangan ku nga ginbantaˆan
ˆaku nga gahasãˆun nang sultÿru. When

ˆÿba 634 ˆidad
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I was reaching the age of fourteen
years, I experienced being threatened in
that I was going to be raped by an
unmarried man.

3a ˆidad na n a middle-aged person, a

middle-aged man or woman Kung
tyad sa ˆãtun nga may manga ˆidad na
pÿru bukun pa gida magýyang, kag
maˆabtik pa ˆang ˆãtun manga lãwas,
maskin ˆanu lang nga pagkãˆun hay
pwÿdi, pÿru may yãraˆ man nga pagkãˆun
nga kuntra. Like us who are

middle-aged people but not really old,

and our bodies are still active, we can

eat all kinds of food, but there are some

foods that are also forbidden. May yãraˆ
nga byýda nga babãyi nga ˆang
naˆaˆasãwa liwat hay sultÿru nga may
ˆidad na. There are some widow women

in which, as for those who were

consistently able to be married a second

time [by them, they] were unmarried

middle-aged men.

3b ˆidad na adj Someone is old in age. May
ˆidad na ˆaku nga mamýnuˆ pa nang
ˆãtun kahariˆan. I am old to still lead our

kingdom.

ˆidÿya n ideas, procedures, steps, or ways to

accomplish something ˆIni nga ˆisturya
hay ˆang natutungud sa kung paˆunu
ˆang maˆãyu nga manga ˆidÿya kung
nagaˆalãgaˆ ning bãbuy. This story is

about what are good procedures in

raising pigs. ˆAng tãwu ˆigwa ning ˆidÿya
sa sarÿli niya. A person has his own

ideas. syn paraˆan
ˆidˆÿran (from *ˆidˆid + -an) n a root-crop

grater {Used to grate roots and tubers

such as cassava balinghuy, sweet potato

kamýti 2 and other root crops, especially

in making a snack roll pinãˆis (paˆis 2).

Commonly made of a galvanized sheet

about 20 cm by 28 cm. Holes are

pounded in with a nail from the

underside. Sheet is bent into a semitube.

The concave side is used for grating;

grated material falls underneath. A

plastic root crop grater is bought; it is

flat, about 10 cm by 18 cm with a

handle.}

ˆig- 1a neg pref Indicates a negative clause.

[ˆIg- combines with various verbal

inflectional suffixes.]
ˆig-a Bãsiˆ diraˆ kami masuksuk sa sÿlung?

ˆAng ˆãmun pagkãˆun wayaˆ na nãmun
ˆigdiparãha. Why should we go
underneath? As for our food, it has no
longer been prepared by us.

ˆig-an Kung ˆindiˆ ta ˆigpakatuyýgun ˆang
ˆãtun ˆungaˆ ˆanu ˆang ˆinda ning
humanun? Wayaˆ da sinda ning
trabãhu. If our children will not be
allowed to sleep by us, what will they
do? They have no work. Kung ˆindiˆ ta
ˆigtawˆan ning tinãpay ˆang ˆungaˆ,
matãngis siya. If the child will not be
given bread by us, she will cry.

ˆig-i Wayaˆ ˆigtawˆi ni Pidru ning týbiˆ
ˆang magýyang. The old man was not
given water by Pedro.

ˆig-un Kung ˆikaw hay nagaˆinum ning
tubaˆ kung hãpun, dãpat kunu hay ˆindiˆ
ka magkãˆun ning matamˆis nga
pagkãˆun parÿhu nang linýgaw nga
balinghuy ˆu biku nga mayagkit pãra
ˆindiˆ ka ˆigbidliˆun. If you drink
coconut wine when it is the afternoon,
they say, you should not eat sweet foods
such as coconut-flavored cassava gruel
or a white sticky-rice delicacy so that
you will not be afflicted with acid
stomach.

1b intg pref Indicates an interrogative

clause. [Occurs with the locative suffix

-an.] Diˆin kunu, Huwan, ˆigbutangan
ˆang ˆãtun daya? John, where, do they

say, our carried personal things were
put?

ˆigmaˆ 1a n a lunch, i.e., a noon meal

Ginapÿlit ta gid ˆini sina Narsing
pagpakatýyug pagkatãpus ning ˆigmaˆ.
We are persuading Narsing and the

others to let them sleep after lunch. cf

pamãhaw 1a, ˆihãpun 1a
1b n lunchtime ˆIni ˆang ˆitlug nang nÿtib

nga manuk hay nilaˆgaˆ nga matugas
kundiˆ man hay ginaturtilya kag ˆini hay
ˆimaw na ˆang suyaˆ sa pamãhaw ˆu ˆãbir
sa ˆigmaˆ ˆu sa ˆihãpun basta wayaˆ ning
suyaˆ. These eggs of native chickens are

hard boiled or are scrambled and these

are already a side dish at breakfast time

ˆidÿya 635 ˆigmaˆ
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or even at lunchtime or suppertime if

there is no side dish. cf pamãhaw 1b,

ˆihãpun 1b
1c paˆigmaˆ n a prepared lunch Nang

kasayun naman, may papamãhaw ˆadtu,
paˆigmaˆ kag paˆihãpun. During the

wedding celebration, there was a prepared

breakfast, prepared lunch and prepared

supper [for all who attended]. {A pre-

pared meal is one prepared for a special

occasion.} cf papamãhaw (pamãhaw 1c),
paˆihãpun (ˆihãpun 1c)

1d v Someone eats lunch, i.e., the noon

meal.
nagaˆigmaˆ Hãbang sinda hay nagaˆigmaˆ

ˆang ˆinda ginaˆirgu hay parti kay Taluy.
While they were eating lunch, what
they were talking about was Taloy.

maˆigmaˆ Maˆigmaˆ lang ˆaku kag mamakay
ˆaku nang manga gãmit nãmun sa bayay.
I will just eat lunch and [then] I will go
buying things for our house. cf pamãhaw
1d, ˆihapun 1d

ˆÿguk n the grunt of a pig {Squeal of a pig:

ˆiwik.} syn bangguk (See Appendix 24,

Sounds of Animals and Fowl.)

ˆÿgut n the creak, squeak of something as a

door, a shoe
v Something as a shoe, a rusty door

squeaks.
nagaˆÿgut Nagaˆÿgut ˆang sapãtus ni

Panduˆ kung siya hay nagapanaw. The
shoes of Pando squeak when he walks.
Nagaˆÿgut ˆang sara nang ˆamun
pwirtãhan kay tuktukun na ˆang manga
bisagra. The door of our doorway
squeaks because the hinges are already
rusty. cf lagãˆit (See tunug 1, Kinds of
Noises and Sounds for table.)

ˆigutˆigut n a zigzag venus mollusk, Lioconcha
castrensis

ˆÿguˆ 1 adv [It] is the time for something to

happen or for a state to exist. Hay ˆÿguˆ
ˆadtu masamput ˆang manga sundãlu
diraˆ sa baybay, kami nakaˆiskapar na
diraˆ sa may punta. When [it] was the
time that those soldiers would arrive at

the beach, we were already able to

escape around the point. ˆÐguˆ ˆaku
maluwas, namatay da ˆang ˆiwag kay
masyãdu nga kakýsug ˆang hãngin.

[When it] was the time that I would go

outside, the light went out because the

wind was very strong.

2 v Something fits into, onto or through

something else.
maˆÿguˆ Butangan mu ˆang lãta ning

maˆisut nga býhuˆ nga ˆadtu ˆang
maˆÿguˆ lang ˆang sinsilyu nga kwarta
parÿhu nang dyis, baynti singku, salapiˆ,
kag pÿsu. [The lid of] a tin can should
have a little hole put into [it] that coins
of money will just fit [through] such as
ten [centavos], twenty-five [centavos],
fifty [centavos], and one peso.

magˆÿguˆ Bumuˆuy ning papil kag
piluˆpiluˆun, hasta nga magˆÿguˆ sa
býhuˆ nang baˆbaˆ nang butilya. Get
some paper and roll it until it fits into the
mouth of the bottle.

v Someone or something has something else
fitted onto, into or through it or them.

maˆigýˆan Kung sinˆu ˆang maˆigýˆan
nang sapãtus hay ˆipakasay kay Dun
Huwan. Whoever will be able to have
the shoes fitted [onto them] will be
married to Don Juan.

3 ˆikaˆÿguˆ n the adequacy or sufficiency of

something Kung ˆikaw magbakay dipindi
naman ˆinaˆ sa ˆikaˆÿguˆ nang ˆÿmu
kwarta. When you buy [something] it

depends on the sufficiency of your

money.

ˆigwa 1a poss ext Someone or something has
something else. [The existential ˆigwa
and that possessed, preceded by an

optional determiner ning, is predicate;

the possessor is topic.] ˆIgwa pa ˆaku
ning kwarta. I still have money.

1b ext adj There is a person or thing involved

in an action or located somewhere. [The

existential adjective ˆigwa and that which

exists, preceded by an optional deter-

miner ning, is predicate; there is no topic.]

Ginabantayan gid maˆãyu ˆang tapãhan
kag ˆigway nakahandaˆ nga týbiˆ sa baldi.
The smoking rack is being watched very

carefully and there is water prepared in a

pail [to put out a fire].

ˆihãpun (from hãpun + ˆi-) 1a n a supper
meal Wayaˆ pa gãniˆ kita makakãˆun
ning ˆihãpun; bãsiˆ natýyug ka na? We

ˆÿguk 636 ˆihãpun
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(incl) had not yet eaten supper; why did

you already sleep? cf pamãhaw 1a,

ˆigmaˆ 1a
1b n suppertime ˆIni ˆang ˆitlug nang nÿtib

nga manuk hay nilaˆgaˆ nga matugas
kundiˆ man hay ginaturtilya kag ˆini hay
ˆimaw na ˆang suyaˆ sa pamãhaw ˆu ˆãbir
sa ˆigmaˆ ˆu sa ˆihãpun basta wayaˆ ning
suyaˆ. These eggs of native chickens are

hard boiled or are scrambled and these

are already a side dish at breakfast time

or even at lunchtime or at suppertime if

there is no side dish. cf pamãhaw 1b,

ˆigmaˆ 1b
1c paˆihãpun n a prepared supper Nang

kasayun naman, may papamãhaw ˆadtu,
paˆigmaˆ kag paˆihãpun. During the

wedding celebration, there was a pre-

pared breakfast, prepared lunch and

prepared supper [for all who attended].

{A prepared meal is one specifically

prepared for a special occasion.} cf

papamãhaw (pamãhaw 1c), paˆigmaˆ
(ˆigmaˆ 1c)

1d ˆihapun v Someone eats supper.
nagˆihapun Nagˆihapun kami kag

kumatýyug na. We ate supper and then
slept. cf ˆigmaˆ 1d, pamãhaw 1d

ˆÿhaw 1 v Someone butchers or cuts the
neck of an animal, a fowl.

maˆÿhaw Kadtu didtu sa kang Tãta
Ramun kay maˆÿhaw gãniˆ ning bãka.
Go there to Uncle Ramon because you
will surely butcher a cow.

v An animal, fowl is butchered or has its
neck cut by someone.

ginaˆÿhaw ˆAng bãbuy hay ginaˆÿhaw ˆini
kung may pakasay. A pig is butchered
if there is a wedding.

ˆihãwun Kadamýˆan, ˆang gustu gid ninda
nga ˆihãwun nga manuk hay ˆinaˆ ˆang
dumayãga nga madaliˆ na magˆitlug.
For the most part, the chickens which
they like to be butchered are the
pre-laying hens which are soon to lay
eggs.

2a v Meat is broiled over coals by someone.
ginaˆÿhaw ˆIni hay ginaˆÿhaw kundiˆ man

hay pirÿtu ˆu ginalakut sa ˆýtan. These
[dried fish] are broiled over coals or
fried or mixed into coconut-flavored

vegetables.
ˆihãwun Tuhýgun sa kawãyan kag

ˆihãwun. [The meat] will be speared
onto bamboo [sticks] and [it] will be
broiled over coals.

2b ˆinÿhaw n broiled chicken, broiled fish
or broiled meat, broiled over coals (See

sumsýman 1, Some Kinds of Food
Delicacies for table.)

ˆinÿhaw nga ˆisdaˆ (ˆisdaˆ 1f) set expr
broiled fish; ˆinÿhaw nga karni (karni
1e) set expr broiled meat

ˆihimplu n an example ˆIntirisãdu si Sunya
magpamatiˆ sa hambay nang duktur kay
nakakataˆu ning maˆãyu nga ˆihimplu
ˆang ˆiya ˆisplikasyun. Sonia was

interested to listen to what the doctor

said because his explanation was really

able to provide a good example.

ˆÿhiˆ n urine
ˆika-1 ord num derv pref Affixes a cardinal

number to derive an ordinal number

equivalent. Nakaˆungaˆ na siya sa ˆãmun
ˆikaduha nga ˆungaˆ kay Rini hay ˆimaw
da gihãpun ˆang sitwasyun nang ˆãmun
pagpangabuhiˆ. She was already able to

give birth to our second child Rene,

[but] the situation of our lifestyle was

still the same. syn paN-3 (See Appendix

22, Ordinal Numbers.)

ˆika-2 abl acf pref Someone or something is
or will be able to be an accessory to an

action by someone else. Nagaˆÿsip gid
ˆaku nga ˆang makatãpus hayskul hay
maˆãyu pÿru nagahambay sinda nga
wayaˆ ngãniˆ kunu sinda kwarta nga
ˆikagastus sa ˆãkun. I really thought that

being able to finish high school would

be good but, they said, they did not have

money that would be able to be spent
for me. Wayaˆ da kami ning kãya nga
ˆikakabakay ning labakãra; ˆang ˆãmun
ginagãmit hay ˆang limpyu nga bãruˆ.
We do not have the wherewithal which

would be able to be used to frequently
buy face towels; the things we use are

[old] clean cloths. syn maˆi- cf gina- 1b,

naˆi-
ˆikabaynti (see baynti 4) a twentieth action,

person, situation, thing, time, unit of

ˆÿhaw 637 ˆikabaynti
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measurement

ˆikaduha (see duha 4) a second action,

person, situation, thing, time, unit of

measurement

ˆikalima (see lima 4) a fifth action, person,

situation, thing, time, unit of measure-

ment

ˆikanapýyuˆ (see napýyuˆ 4) a tenth action,

person, situation, thing, time, unit of

measurement

ˆikapitu (see pitu 4) a seventh action, person,

situation, thing, time, unit of measure-

ment

ˆikasyam (see syam 4) a ninth action, person,

situation, thing, time, unit of measure-

ment

ˆikatlu (see tatlu 4) a third action, person,

situation, thing, time, unit of measure-

ment

ˆikatraynta (see traynta 4) a thirtieth action,

person, situation, thing, time, unit of

measurement

ˆikatuyu (see tuyu 4) a third action, person,

situation, thing, time, unit of measure-

ment

ˆikaw t pron You (sg) do something; you
(sg) are in a particular state; you (sg)

have something done to you; you (sg)

have something; you (sg) have a

particular designation; you (sg) are

allowed by someone to do something or

to have something done to you. [Occurs

preceding the predicate in a dependent

clause. For the topic pronoun following

the predicate, see ka1 1.] Kung ˆikaw
magbakay sa butÿka ˆang prisyu hay
parÿhu nang sa kay Rýsa. If you buy at

the drugstore, the price is the same as at

Rosa’s. [Occurs as a transposed topic

preceding the predicate. ]Kahinangyan
gid, kung ˆikaw hay may gardin, kãda
ˆãga dãpat hay ˆÿmu tatãpun. It is surely

necessary if, as for you, [you] have a

garden, [that] every morning [it] will be

visited by you. [ˆIkaw follows the

genitive pronoun ta and adverbs such as

gid, na, naman.] May kãya ˆaku nga
bakyan ta ˆikaw ning sapãtus. I have the

resources in which you will be bought

shoes by me. Dinahãnan ku gid ˆikaw

bÿsan yãri ka sa ˆãkun kahariˆan. You
were really respected by me while you

were here in my kingdom. Kung tãpus
ka na ning hÿmuˆ nang pamutýtan,
makadtu na ˆikaw sa kalanasan kag
siruˆun sa manga dagãmi nang humay
kung yãraˆ ˆang kapututan. When you

are finished making the holes of the

pond-field shrimp colander basket, then

you can go to the rice field and look in

the stubble if that is a pond-field shrimp

area. Pagkatãpus mu ning sãbat sa
primÿru, madýgang naman ˆikaw ning
lãya. Upon your completing the

weaving of dyed buri strips at the

beginning, you will then add to the

weaving. ˆIkaw follows the verb,

preceded by ta, to denote that you (sg)

are the object of something done by me:

Tawˆan ta ˆikaw ning rigãlu. You will

be given a gift by me. [Used as an

indefinite pronoun.] Kahinangyãnun ta
gid ˆang maˆÿsug ˆang ˆãtun buˆut nga
ˆikaw makatrabãhu sa paghurnal. [It]

will certainly be needed by us that our

hearts be courageous [so] that one is

able to engage in manual labor [on a

ship].
cmt pron You (sg) are the one to do

something; you (sg) are in a particular
state. [Occurs as sentence predicate
followed by a substantive topic
introduced by ˆang.] ˆAng hambay ni
Tãtay kay Lãdi kay ˆikaw ˆang
kamaguyãngan, pagˆasãwa na lang.
Father told Ladie, because you are the
eldest, take a spouse now. cf ka1 1

ˆikawayu (see wayu 4) an eighth action,

person, situation, thing, time, unit of

measurement

ˆikaˆisa (see ˆisa 4) a first action, person,

situation, thing, time, unit of measure-

ment

ˆikaˆunsi (see ˆunsi 4) an eleventh action,

person, situation, thing, time, unit of

measurement

ˆikaˆunum (see ˆunum 4) a sixth action,

person, situation, thing, time, unit of

measurement

ˆikaˆupat (see ˆupat 4) a fourth action,

person, situation, thing, time, unit of

ˆikaduha 638 ˆikaˆupat
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measurement

ˆÿkis 1a n an X mark on paper to represent

something, as one’s name {Used

especially by someone unable to write

her or his name.} Kung ˆimaw ˆinaˆ ˆang
ˆÿmu bayay hay butangan mu ning ˆÿkis
kundiˆ man hay nang ˆÿmu pangãyan. If

that is your house, an X mark or your

name should be put down by you.

1b v Someone marks on something, as

paper, with an X. [nagˆÿkis marked with

an X]

2 paˆikisˆÿkis ger someone’s or something’s

going in a zigzag pattern Kung paˆýliˆ na
sa ˆinda bayay ˆang pãnaw bukun na
tadlung paˆikisˆÿkis na sa karsãda. When

going back now to their house, the

manner of [Diego’s] walking was not

straight; it was already going in a zigzag
pattern along the road.

ˆÿkit v Actions, such as the punching of holes,

are spaced closely together by someone.
ˆikÿtun Ginatusluktusluk mu ning kapÿnu

ˆang býhuˆ, kag ˆikÿtun gid ˆang
pagtusluk nang langsang. Small holes
should be punched [into a coconut shell]
by you, and the punching should be
spaced closely with a nail.

ˆiksa v Something is tossed or thrown by

someone.
ˆiˆiksa Kung ˆikaw naman nagahuman

ning bayay sa ˆÿmu bakingkÿˆan, ˆang
ˆÿmu naman ˆini ginahuman hay
nagatalikud ˆikaw kag ˆiˆiksa ˆang ˆÿmu
bãtu. When you make a house at your
hopscotch place, as for what is done by
you is that you turn [your] back and
your playing stone will be tossed [over
your shoulder].

ˆiksaktu adv An event or state is exactly as

stated. Nakaˆabut ˆaku diri sa bayay
ˆiksaktu nga ˆalas tris na nang hãpun. I

was able to reach here at the house at

exactly three o’clock in the afternoon.

ˆikspiryinsya n an experience in being

involved in a happening or situation

Nang primÿru ˆaku nga nagˆalãgaˆ ning
bãbuy hay wayaˆ pa da ˆaku ning
ˆikspiryinsya. At first when I raised pigs

I had no experience yet. syn karanasan
cf paˆunu 2b, tilaw 3, ˆagi 1, ˆubsirba

ˆiktarya meas n a hectare of land

ˆÿkug n the tail of an animal, bird, domestic

fowl, fish ˆAng kulur nang ˆiya lÿˆug hay
pula; ˆang kulur nang ˆiya ˆÿkug hay
magilak nga kulur birdi. The color of its

neck (i.e., of a jungle fowl) is red; [and]

the color of its tail is fluorescent green.

ˆikˆik n a goatfish {Numerous species are rec-

ognized: dash-and-dot Parupeneus
barberinus (Lacepede); half-and-half

Parupeneus barberinoides; Indian

Parupeneus indicus (Shaw); three-

saddled Parupeneus trifasciatus
(Lacepede); two-saddled or two-barred

Parupeneus bifasciatus; red-spot

Parupeneus pleurospilos (Bleeker).

Goatfish are caught with fishnets pýkut 1,

hook and line bunit 1 and in fish traps

tambãkan (tambak 2), tabýnan 1.}

ˆila v An animal, bird, chicken becomes wild.
magˆila Kung ˆikaw magbýbud dãpat hay

yadtu ka sa tungaˆ nang ˆÿmu manga
ˆalÿlaˆ nga manuk nagapungkuˆ, pãra
ˆang ˆÿmu manga manuk nga ˆalÿlaˆ hay
ˆindiˆ magˆila. When you feed [them],
you should sit down in the middle of
your cared-for chickens so that your
cared-for chickens will not become
wild.

maˆila adj An animal, chicken is wild.
Kung ˆang ˆÿmu manga manuk hay
maˆila mahugaˆ nga dakpun. If your
chickens are wild it is difficult to catch
them. cf tayýnun, ˆilãhas

ˆilãhas adj a wild animal Mahuyam ˆãnay
ˆaku nang ˆÿmu baril kay mamaril lang
ˆaku ˆilãhas nga bãbuy. May I please

borrow your gun because I will shoot a

wild pig. cf tayýnun, ˆila
ˆÿlak n a low-finned drummer fish, Kyphosus

vaigiensis (Quoy and Gaimard) {Silvery

blue with wavy horizontal bronze lines

following the junctures of the scale rows.

A silvery-white band passes below the

eye. Inhabits inshore rocky bottoms and

coral reefs.}

ˆilangˆÿlang n an ilang-ilang tree, Cananga
odorata (Lam.) {Bears fragrant flowers

used for making necklaces.}

ˆilãya n the interior of an area or place

Nang ˆadtung býlan baya ˆadtu nang

ˆÿkis 639 ˆilãya
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Pibrÿru, ˆini ˆang manga madri hay
nagpangbayaybayay diri sa ˆilãya
nang Lýnus hasta diraˆ sa ˆilãwud.
About that month of February, those

nuns went from house to house here in

the interior of Lonos until there at the

beach.

ˆÿlig n the flow of a liquid Naˆubsirbahan ni
Pidru sa ˆiban nga bayay nga ˆang týbiˆ
hay sÿgi lang ˆang ˆÿlig. [It] was able to be

observed by Pedro in some houses that, as

for the water, its flow is continuous.

ˆiliksyun n the election of a leader, an

official

ˆilimnãnun (see ˆinum 2a) an intoxicating
drink

ˆÿlis 1a n a replacement or substitute for

someone or something Wayaˆ ˆÿlis sa
ˆãkun sa patahÿˆan; hay ˆikaw na lang
ˆang ˆÿlis sa ˆãkun. There is no [other]

substitute for me in the dress shop; you

alone are the substitute for me.

1b v Someone changes or replaces some-

thing with something else.
nagˆÿlis, ˆumÿlis Nang makatãpus palÿgus

ˆang tatlu nga maghãli nagˆÿlis na
sinda. When the three siblings finished
bathing, they then changed [clothes].
ˆUmÿlis ˆaku kag pumabanwa pãra
magˆatindir ning mÿting sa ˆupisÿna. I
changed [my clothes] and went to town
to attend a meeting at the office.

nakaˆÿlis Pagkaˆãga, nagˆÿlis na si Lÿlay
ning bãruˆ nga pangkasay, ˆimaw da si
ˆIlisir, nakaˆÿlis na da. When it was
morning, Lilay changed into a wedding
dress; also Elizer, he had already been
able to change.

maˆÿlis Kung kamu magpangisdaˆ, wayaˆ
na kamu pagprublÿma kay puydi kamu
makaˆabri nang grÿpu kung kamu
magpamanlaw, ˆagud pagˆabut nindu
hay maˆÿlis na lang kamu. When you go
fishing you no longer experience a
problem because you will be able to turn
on the water faucet when you rinse off
so that upon your reaching home you
will just change [your dresses].

magˆÿlis Kung magˆÿlis na ning bãruˆ ˆang
nubya, ˆang nubyu ˆinaˆ ˆang maˆÿlis sa
ˆiya ning bãruˆ. When the bride changes
her dress, the groom will be the one to

change her clothes.
v Something is used to replace something

else by someone.
ˆikaˆÿlis May ˆikaˆÿlis kita sa nasÿraˆ nga

pãwud na bubung nang bayay. There is
something that will be able to be used
by us to replace the destroyed nipa-
thatch shingle roofing of the house.

v Something is changed or replaced by
someone with something else.

ginˆilÿsan, ˆinilÿsan ˆInilÿsan lang kunu si
ˆUlÿba ning lãwas nang sãging. Oliva
was replaced, some just said, with a
banana trunk.

ginaˆilÿsan Ginaˆilÿsan ˆang manga
ginasýlat ni Plurintÿna; lãbut na ˆang
manga hambay sa sýlat. The things
being written down by Florentina were
being changed; the things said in the
letters were already different.

ˆilÿsan Pagkatãpus mu ning tÿnaˆ nang ˆisa
nga kulur ˆÿmu naman hugãsan maˆãyu
ˆang kaldÿru nga ˆÿmu ginagãmit kag
ˆilÿsan naman limpyu nga týbiˆ. Upon
your completion of dyeing with one
color then wash the metal pot which you
are using very well and [the water]
should be replaced with clean water.

pagˆÿlis ger someone’s changing of or
replacing one thing for another Kung
magˆÿlis na ning bãruˆ ˆang nubya ˆang
nubyu ˆinaˆ ˆang maˆÿlis sa ˆiya ning
bãruˆ, maghalin sa pagbuˆuy nang
hirpin sa buhuk nga ginaklip sa ˆasahar,
ˆang pagˆÿlis nang ˆiya bãruˆ, midyas kag
sapãtus. When the bride changes her
dress, the groom will be the one to
change her clothes, from getting the
hairpin from the hair which is clipped to
the headpiece, the changing of her
gown, stockings and shoes.

paˆÿlis v Someone is allowed by someone
else to change or replace one thing for
another.

pinaˆÿlis Pinaˆÿlis si Plurintÿna nang
magˆasawa; ˆang tinaˆuˆ niya nga nuˆug
hay ˆang bãruˆ nga sinursihan.
Florentina was allowed by the married
couple to change [her clothes]; as for
the clothes which were given to her, the
dress was being mended.

ˆilisi n the propeller of an airplane, boat or

ship

ˆÿlig 640 ˆilisi
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ˆÿliw n the warning cry of a chicken when

danger is near {For other sounds of

chickens see kutuˆkutuˆ.} (See Appendix

24, Sounds of Animals and Fowl.)

ˆiliˆud n an ili-ud eating banana plant or

fruit, Musa sapientum {Commonly

eaten raw as a snack food.} (See sãging
1a, Kinds of Bananas for table. See

Appendix 3, Kinds of Cultigens.)

ˆÿlu 1a n an orphan with one or both parents

dead ˆIni sinda hay manga ˆÿlu na kag
dagkuˆ na nang namatay ˆang ˆinda
manga magýyang. These were already

orphans and already big when their

parents died. (See Appendix 23, Social

Relationships.)

1b v Someone becomes an orphan with

the death of one or both parents.
maˆÿlu Mahugaˆ kaˆãyu kung maˆisut pa

ˆikaw nga maˆÿlu. It is very difficult if
you are still young and will become an
orphan.

pagkaˆÿlu ger someone’s becoming an
orphan Nang may ˆisa na ka týˆig kag
tungaˆ ˆang ˆãmun pagkaˆÿlu. Our
becoming orphans was when it was
one year and a half.

1c ˆÿlu muyumýyu n an orphan without
parents (See Appendix 23, Social Rela-

tionships.)

1d ˆÿlu sa nanay n a motherless orphan (See

Appendix 23, Social Relationships.)

1e ˆÿlu sa tatay n a fatherless orphan (See

Appendix 23, Social Relationships.)

ˆiludˆilud n the tailbone of a person; i.e., the

caudal vertebra

ˆÿluk n the armpit
ˆilung n the nose of animal, person

býhuˆ nang ˆilung (býhuˆ 5) idiom a

nostril
ˆilwak v Someone spills a liquid. [nagˆilwak

spilled]

ˆimaw 1 dem pron that, that one, that
place; reference is to an event, person,

place, thing or situation far in place,

prior reference or time ˆAng býnga nang
ˆini nga kãhuy, hay ˆimaw ˆang
ginakinãˆun ni Nÿna. As for the fruit of

this tree, that is what is always eaten by

Nena. syn ˆadtu 1b cf ˆinaˆ 1b, ˆini 1b,

ˆitun 1b

2a ˆimaw (var ˆimaw ˆadtu, ˆimaw ˆinaˆ)
adv Thatˆs the reason or thatˆs the
time something happens. [ˆImaw, ˆimaw
ˆinaˆ or ˆimaw ˆadtu is followed by nga
and that which happens.] Kung kasanˆu
nga wayaˆ ˆaku diri, ˆimaw ninda nga
gingbuˆuy ˆadtu nga manga gãmit. At a

time when I was not here, thatˆs the
time they got those things. Kung ˆini,
hay ˆãtun sinda masayangan sa ˆãtun
ginaˆagÿhan kag sinda hay masakit;
ˆimaw ˆinaˆ nga ˆang ˆisa nga tãwu hay
nagamasakit. As for these [spirits],

when we accidentally touch them where

we pass by and they suffer pain, thatˆs
the reason that a person will get sick.

Nagtýgut na si Nanay sa ˆãkun; ˆimaw
ˆadtu nga nakaˆabut ˆaku ning Rumblun.
Mother already permitted me; thatˆs the
reason I was able to reach Romblon.

[As an adverb there is little difference in

meaning between ˆimaw ˆinaˆ and ˆimaw
ˆadtu.] cf diri na (diri 2)

2b ˆimaw ˆini, ˆimaw ˆitun adv This is the
reason or this is the time something

happens or a state exists. ˆImaw ˆini ˆang
ginggikãnan kung bãsiˆ ginakahadlukan
ˆang nahambay nga bayay. This is the
reason why the aforementioned house is

frightening. ˆImaw na ˆitun nga
nagabindÿta ˆang pãriˆ ning týbiˆ. This is
now the time that the priest blesses the

water. syn diri na (diri 2)
3 ˆimaw nang ˆimaw adv An action is

performed over and over. Paglÿgad
nang manga kinsi minýtus kayuhun
naman liwat ˆimaw nang ˆimaw hasta
magyutaˆ. After about fifteen minutes,

mix [the seasoned meat and blood dish

over a fire] again over and over until it

becomes tender.

ˆimaw ˆadtu (var of ˆadtu)

ˆimaw ˆinaˆ (var of ˆinaˆ)
ˆimaw ˆini (var of ˆini)
ˆimaw ˆitun (var of ˆitun)

ˆimbasi n a government embassy, under the

direction of an ambassador ˆIndiˆ kamu
magkalisud kay kung ˆindiˆ man
magbýlig ˆang Kanadyan ˆImbasi sa ˆini
nga pruyiktu hay bukun ˆini ˆang

ˆÿliw 641 ˆimbasi
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katapýsan nang ˆindu ˆAsusasyun. You

should not become concerned because,

if the Canadian Embassy will not help

on this project, this is not the end of your

Association.

ˆimbis adv A particular event or condition

does not occur; instead another event or

condition occurs. Wayaˆ na lang ˆaku
nagpÿlit na ˆaku mismu ˆang mabuˆuy
nang pasapurti ku; ˆimbis ˆãkun na lang
ginbÿlin ˆang ˆãkun sirtipÿku kag ˆang
ˆiyugbayad. I didnˆt just insist that I

would be the one to get my passport;

instead my birth certificate and the

payment were left behind by me.
prep Instead of one event or situation

occurring, another event or situation
occurs. Parÿhu ˆãbi ˆinang may ˆungaˆ
nga nagkursu; ˆimbis nga paˆinumun
ning buyung sa kursu, hay dayˆun sa
miyughilut kag ˆipahÿlut kay ˆang
hambay nang miyughilut hay naluˆat.
Like, for example, there was a child who
suffered with diarrhea; instead of
letting him drink diarrhea medicine, he
would be taken to a massage therapist
and would be allowed to be massaged
because the massage therapist said he
experienced a slight sprain.

ˆimbýdu n a funnel, used to pour a liquid

into a container with a small opening

ˆimburnal n a culvert or ditch Naˆubsirbahan
niya sa ˆiban nga bayay nga ˆang týbiˆ hay
sÿgi lang ˆang ˆÿlig kag ˆigwa kunuy
lamˆaw nga didtu gatÿpun ˆang týbiˆ sa
ˆimburnal. [It] was observed by him in

some houses that, as for the water, the

flow is just continuous and, they say, the

water that gathers in the ditches becomes

stagnant.

ˆimirdyinsi (see ˆimirdyinsi nga kwarta
(kwarta 4)) occupation money,

ˆimplastu n a medicinal plaster, placed on the

stomach for stomach cramps Bumuˆuy
ning limpyu nga papil; kurtihan ning
pabÿlug kag butangan ning maˆisut nga
býhuˆ sa tungaˆtýngaˆ; tapus, ˆibutang
ˆang ˆimplastu. Get a clean piece of paper;

make it round and put a small hole in the

middle; then put the medicinal plaster on

it. {How to make a medicinal plaster:

Collect leaves of a mugwort herb hilba,

and of a hilba buyna shrub, a cigar butt

ˆupus, a piece of ginger luyˆa 2, young

shoots of cogon grass sýni nang kýgun, a

piece of turmeric dýyaw 1, a small piece

of burned thin-walled bamboo bagãkay,
and cooked rice kanˆun 1. Chop these

ingredients finely on a chopping board

and mix together into a medicinal plaster

ˆimplastu. Get a banana leaf dãhun nang
sãging and wrap up this medicinal plaster

into the leaf and tie into a bundle and put it

on top of a low fire. After five minutes,

remove the medicinal plaster from the

fire. Get a clean piece of paper, make it

round, and put a small hole in the middle;

then put the medicinal plaster on it. When

the plaster is cool place it on the stomach

of the sick person. Tie it securely onto the

waist with an abdominal binder hagkus.
Put on the medicinal plaster at night and

remove it in the morning upon waking.}

ˆimpliyãda n a female employee (See býlig1
2, A Helper for table.)

ˆimpliyãdu n a male employee (See býlig1
2, A Helper for table.)

ˆimplÿyu n someone’s profession
ˆimpluwinsiya (var ˆimpluwinsya) n some-

one’s or something’s influence on some-

one or something else
v Someone or something is influenced by

someone or something else.
naˆiˆimpluwinsyahan ˆAng manga liriku

nang kanta nga ginakanta hay
naˆiˆimpluwinsyahan nga halin sa
ˆiban nga lugar nga manga kanta. As
for the lyrics of the songs which are
sung, [they] are frequently influenced
by songs which come from other places.

ˆimpurtansya n the importance of an event

or situation Sa nyan nga panahun ˆang
manga kabatãˆan nga babãyi, hay wayaˆ
na nindu ginatawˆi ning ˆimpurtansya
ˆang ˆinda pagkababãyi. At this time, as

for young girls, their feminine purity is

not given importance by them.

ˆimpurtanti adj Someone, something, an

action, a situation is important to

someone else. Kung ˆaku ginatudluˆan
kuntaˆ ninda nga ˆindiˆ na ˆaku
magˆasãwa masunud da ˆaku sa ˆinda

ˆimbis 642 ˆimpurtanti
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kung ˆimpurtanti ˆaku pãra sa ˆinda nga
ˆungaˆ ku. Probably if I had just been

advised by them that I should no longer

get married [again], I would have

obeyed them if I was important to

them, my children.
pinakaˆimpurtanti sup adj Someone, some-

thing, an action, a situation is most
important to someone else. Sa tanan nga
bãgay ˆimaw ˆini ˆang pinakaˆimpurtanti
nga tawˆan ta ning ˆatinsyun: ˆang
pagpanglimpyu sa suyud nang bayay. Of
all things, this is most important for us to
pay attention to: the cleaning [of things]
inside the house.

ˆimpusibli adj Something is impossible to

do or have. Wayaˆ ning ˆimpusibli nga
butang kung ginagustu mu. No thing is

impossible if [it] is wanted by you.

ˆÿmu 1a poss adj pron your (sg) person or

thing; a person or thing of yours; your
doing something. As part of a substantive

phrase, ˆÿmu occurs pre-noun or pre-

gerund. For post-noun or post-gerund

possessive pronoun, see mu 1a, nÿmu 1a:

Kung ˆindiˆ maˆýbus bakay ˆang ˆutanun
nang ˆÿmu manga kalãpit, ˆÿmu na ˆini
ˆilÿbud sa ˆiban. If the vegetables will not

be consumed by being bought by your
neighbors, peddle them to others. ˆIndiˆ na
lang ˆaku magbakay nang ˆÿmu sÿhiˆ. I will

no longer buy your shells. [Precedes a

gerund.] Kung tãpus mu na ning hãluˆ
ˆang sarsa sa lusung, kag maˆãyu da ˆang
ˆÿmu na pagkahãluˆ ˆÿmu naman tilawan
kung tãmaˆ lang ˆang timpla. If the salsa is

already mixed by you in the mortar, and

your mixing is already thorough, [it]

should be tasted by you [to see] if the

flavor is right. cf mu 1a, nÿmu 1a
1b poss cmt pron Someone or something is

yours (sg). [Occurs in predicate position

with possessed item as sentence topic.]

1c gen pron Something is done by you (sg).

[Occurs in pre-verb position as a

non-topic pronoun. For the pronoun

occurring after the verb, see mu.]

Maˆãyu kung ˆadtu ˆang dýtaˆ nga ˆÿmu
nabakay hay bukun ˆamurýsu sa buhis.
It is good if, as for the land that was able

to be bought by you, there are no owing

taxes [on it]. cf mu 1b, nÿmu 1b
1d sa ˆÿmu loc pron Someone does

something for you (sg), from you (sg),

to you (sg); someone does something or

is in a particular place or state with you
(sg). ˆIˆisplikar ku na lang sa ˆÿmu pãra
nga mabatiˆan mu ˆadtu ˆang ginatawag
nga manga linggwãhi. [It] will just be

explained by me to you so that those

which are called dialects will be able to

be heard by you. Nyan yãri ˆaku sa ˆÿmu
kay gustu ku nga ˆikaw ˆang maˆaˆasãwa
ku. Now I am here with you because I

want you to really be able to become my

spouse.

ˆÿmun v Someone becomes begrudging or

jealous of, or oppositional to someone

else. Nagaˆÿmun si Tatay kay hambay
niya bukun na kunu siya palanggaˆ.
Father became jealous because, he

said, I do not love him anymore.
kaˆÿmun adj Someone is begrudging,

jealous, nonpermissive or noncompli-
ant of someone else. ˆInaˆ ˆang manga
magnubyu nga may kadtuˆan nga lugar,
labi na gid kung ˆang manga magýyang
nang babãyi hay masyãdu nga kaˆÿmun,
ˆindiˆ magtýgut. Those pairs of lovers who
have a place to go, especially if the
parents of the girls are very nonper-
missive, [the parents] will not permit
them [to go there].

ˆinagýsan n a cleaned bamboo strip {Have

the inner surface tiyan 1, tinãˆi (tãˆi 2)
removed. Used as flooring for a nipa

house, fish traps tambãk 2, tabýnan 1,

býbu, garden fence, window grills.} cf

binitlag (bitlag 1b), patpat 1
ˆinaswang n a yellow-skinned, yellow-meat

sweet potato (See kamýti 1, Kinds of
Sweet Potato for table.)

ˆinaˆ (var ˆimaw ˆinaˆ) 1a dem adj that event,

person, place, thing or situation, identified

as near in place, prior reference or time

[ˆInaˆ or ˆimaw ˆinaˆ is followed by nga
and a noun or noun phrase it modifies.]

ˆInaˆ nga kwarta, hay ginaˆisutˆÿsut ku
ˆinaˆ. As for that money, that was [spent]

little by little by me. ˆAng hambay nang
ˆãkun nanay, “ˆAyaw magtãngis kung
ˆimaw ˆinaˆ nga lyãki ˆang gustu nãmun

ˆimpusibli 643 ˆinaˆ
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nga ˆipaˆasãwa sa ˆÿmu.” My mother said,

“Donˆt cry if that man is the one we want

to let marry you.” [ˆInaˆ is often followed

by determiners ˆang, nang, ning, or sa and

a noun or noun phrase that it modifies.]

ˆInaˆ ˆang kadagkuˆ gid nga balayan nang
sayˆut, hay puydi nga humanun nga
bahýgan nang bãbuy. As for those very

large empty shells of fluted giant clams,

[they] can be made as feed containers for

pigs. [The demonstrative adjective/deter-

miner ˆinaˆ and a following ˆang is

sometimes contracted to ˆinang.] ˆAnu
ˆang pitik nang pulsu kung halimbãwaˆ
may sakit nga kilkig? ˆAtras ˆabanti
ˆinang pitik. What is the pulse beat [like]

if, for example, [someone] has a poison

sickness? That beat is back and forth.

Kung puydi lang patiˆ ˆinang banig buyˆa
na lang kag ˆimaw ˆinang ˆitãbun sa ˆindu.
If possible that mat should be gotten and

that is what will be used to cover

yourselves. Pagˆabutˆãbut ˆinaˆ nang
bapur sa San ˆAgustin, ˆalas tris, kadakuˆ
nga nilýgit ˆang karga. Upon the final

arrival of that boat in San Agustin at three

o’clock [in the afternoon] there was much

copra which was loaded. Kung ˆang
babãyi kag lyãki nagkasýgut na sinda,
kag ˆang ˆinda rilasyun bÿlang magnubyu
hay maˆãyu gid, ginaˆapura na ˆinaˆ nang
magýyang nang babãyi nga mamalãyi na
ˆang tiglyaki. If the girl and boy are

already engaged, and their relationship as

a pair of lovers is very good, the engaged

manˆs close relatives will hold an initial

wedding-planning session which will be

expedited by those relatives of the bride.

Ginpabakay ˆaku ˆinaˆ ning manga gãmit
sa pagˆupira. I was allowed to buy those
supplies for the medical operation.

Hambay ku, “Bayˆilang! Hay pagkaˆãga
na pagkaMartis nang ˆãga bãlik naman
kami ˆinaˆ sa bayay, didtu kana Manung
Daryu.” I said, “Never mind! When it is

already morning on Tuesday morning we

will return again to that house there of

older brother Dario.” [Hu adds emphasis

to this demonsrtrative; usually untrans-

lated.] Hay bãsiˆ ˆinaˆ hu ˆang ˆungaˆ hay

may timustimus sa mata? Why is it that, as

for that child, [he] has a sty in [his] eye?

cf ˆadtu 1a, ˆini 1a, ˆitun 1a
1b dem pron that, that one, that place;

reference is to an event, person, place,

thing or situation near in place, prior

reference or time ˆAng manga magýyang
nang lyãki, ˆimaw ˆinaˆ ˆang nagakalibug
nang tanan nga gastus. As for the parents

of the boy, those are the ones who worry

about the [wedding] expenses. Bãwal
kunu ˆang magngilit ˆu paligýsan ˆang
ˆuning kay ˆinaˆ ˆang dahilan nang
pagpanglintiˆ, dayugdug kag ˆuyan nga
dakuˆ. To laugh at or bathe a cat is

forbidden, they say, because that is the

cause of lightning flashing, thunder and

heavy rain. [The demonstrative pro-

noun ˆinaˆ, and a following ˆang
marking a substantive phrase, is some-

times contracted to ˆinang.] ˆImaw ˆinang
ginhambay sa ˆãkun nang ˆãkun ˆasãwa.
That is what was said to me by my

husband. [The demonstrative pro-

noun ˆinaˆ, and a following ning marking

a substantive or substantive phrase,

is sometimes contracted to ˆinay.]
Ginatakyuban ku ˆinay hãbuy. That one
[child] was covered with a blanket by me.

[ˆInaˆ with a following or preceding

singular or plural third person pronoun

occurs in various grammatical contexts.

The third person pronoun adds emphasis

to the construction.]
ˆinaˆ siya, siya ˆinaˆ Ginatahãwan ku ˆinaˆ

siya kag pakaˆýnun kung nakalýtuˆ na
ˆaku. That one was being served by me
and [he] was allowed to eat since I was
already able to cook. Ginabinakyan ni
Luˆis ning tinãpay ˆadtung magýyang,
siya ˆinaˆ wayaˆ siya gakãˆun. That old
man keeps on having bread bought for
[him], [but] as for that one, he eats
nothing.

ˆinaˆ sinda, sinda ˆinaˆ Nakakatilaw lang
ˆinaˆ sinda ning midyu manãmit nga
pagkãˆun kung sinda hay nakakadtu sa
manga pakãˆun. Those ones were con-
sistently able to taste food that is a little
bit delicious when they were able to go
to eating events.

ˆinaˆ 644 ˆinaˆ
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ˆinaˆ niya, ˆiya ˆinaˆ Kung sya ˆinaˆ
mamatay ˆindiˆ da ˆinaˆ niya madaya
pakadtu sa ˆiya kakadtuˆan. When that
one dies, [her belongings] will not be
able to be taken by that one in going to
where she is going. Hay ˆang ˆiya ˆinaˆ
trabãhu hay nagalãya; ˆaku naman
nagapangnunýtan sa pýkut. As for the
work of that one, it was weaving mats;
as for me, I was joining in net fishing.
ˆAyaw nindu magminýsa ˆinaˆ si Karlus
kay ˆang ˆiya ˆinaˆ ginapangasawa sa
Nuyba Biskãya hay nigusyanti nga ˆÐta.
That Carlos should not be despised by
you because the one who is being
courted by that one in Nueva Vizcaya
is an Aeta business woman.

ˆinaˆ ninda, ˆinda ˆinaˆ ˆInaˆ naman ˆang
manga kinãpaw, ginabakay da ˆinaˆ
nang ˆiban nga kinustal kay ginabutang
ˆinaˆ ninda sa sayug. As for these scrap
slabs, [they] are bought by some of
those in sacks because [they] are put on
the floor by those ones. ˆAng ˆinda ˆinaˆ
manga gatung nga kãhuy hay ˆinang
manga gangat nga kiˆintik da. As for the
firewood of those ones, it is just those
small twigs.

ˆinaˆ sa ˆiya ˆAku nalulýˆuy ˆinaˆ sa ˆiya
kay nang nagaˆiskuyla ˆinaˆ siya sa
hayskul, hay naˆaˆabýtan ˆinaˆ siyay
manga ˆalas dyis nang gabˆi kaˆiˆistãdi. I
really pitied that one because, when
that one was studying in high school,
that one was frequently overtaken by ten
o’clock at night in being able to study. cf
ˆadtu 1b, ˆimaw 1, ˆini 1b, ˆitun 1b

tiyad ˆinaˆ (tiyad ˆadtu) set expr like
that near; tiyad ˆinaˆ set expr like that
far; ˆimaw ˆinaˆ (ˆimaw 2a) derv Thatˆs
the reason or thatˆs the time something

happens.; ˆinaˆ diraˆ, diraˆ ˆinaˆ (diraˆ)
set expr An action moves, or an event

occurs there.; ˆinaˆ niyan (niyan) set
expr during this period of time, at the
time, at once, at that moment or time,

then, soon
ˆinaˆ diraˆ (var of diraˆ)
ˆinda 1a poss adj pron their person or thing;

a person or thing of theirs; their doing

something [Pre-noun or pre-gerund

possessive pronoun. For post-noun or

post-gerund possessive pronoun, see

ninda 1a.] Ginabutangan ˆini ninda
ning panagang sa lãwas ˆang ˆinda
ˆungaˆ. It was their children on whom

those body charms were put by these

ones. Nakikÿtaˆ ku ˆang ˆinda maˆãyu
nga pagsinundãnan, ˆinsigÿda, tawˆan
ku sinda ning kapital sa pagpangabuhiˆ.
[When] their good living together is

seen by me, immediately I will give

them capital investment for [their] way

of living. [Through ellipsis, the word

bayay is commonly omitted from the

phrase sa ˆinda bayay; sa ˆinda
translated ‘in’ or ‘to their house’.]

Nakasãyud lang sinda nga si Hilda hay
wayaˆ nagaˆiskwÿla, nang may nagˆabut
sa ˆinda nga halin sa Manÿlaˆ. They

were able to find out that as for Hilda,

she was not going to school, when

someone arrived at their house coming

from Manila. cf ninda 1a
1b poss cmt pron Someone or something is

theirs. [Occurs in predicate position

with possessed item as sentence topic.]

1c gen pron Something is done by them.

[Occurs in pre-verb position as a genitive

pronoun. For the pronoun following an

undergoer focus verb, see ninda.] ˆAng
ˆiba naman hay nagapamasyar sa ˆalÿhid
nang baybay pãra nga ˆang ˆinda
hunaˆhýnaˆ hay mapakadtu naman sa
ˆiba nga bãgay nga ˆinda nakikÿtaˆ sa
dãgat. Some people roam around the dry

edge of the beach so that their thoughts

will really go to other things in the ocean

which are able to be seen by them in the

ocean. cf ninda 1b
1d sa ˆinda loc pron Someone does some-

thing for them, from them, to them;

someone does something or is in a

particular place or state with them. Dãpat
daw ˆibalÿtaˆ sa ˆinda kung ˆanu ˆang ˆãkun
prublÿma diri sa Rumblun. What my

problems here in Romblon are should, it

seems, be told to them.

1e sa ˆinda qfd pron some of them
ˆinding n an ending game Hay Byarnis

maˆãga, maˆãyu baya mapustaˆ ˆaku sa
ˆinding bãsiˆ kung dumaˆug ˆaku. This

ˆinaˆ diraˆ 645 ˆinding
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coming Friday morning, maybe it is

good for me to bet in the ending game in

case I might win. {A gambling game on

basketball scores. The winner success-

fully guesses the last number of the score

of the winning team followed by the last

number of the score of the losing team.}

ˆindiˆ neg ext adv An action will not occur.

[The negative ˆindiˆ functions to negate

a future-time action expressed by a

following verb. The verb is inflected

with either a future tense affix or with an

affix which does not indicate tense. For

negation of verbs indicating past or

present time or a customary action or

state, see wayaˆ 1c.] Kung sa Duminggu
magˆinýyan ˆindiˆ ta pagsigÿhun ˆang
paghãkut ning batu kay madayýnut ˆang
karsãda. If on Sunday it rains con-

tinually, the carrying of marble blocks

will not be continued by us because the

roads are slippery. ˆIndiˆ ˆaku ninda
mabakyan ning bãruˆ kay wayaˆ sinda
ning kwarta. I will not be able to have a

dress bought for [me] by them because

they have no money. [ˆIndiˆ restricts the

affixes inflecting verbs it negates. The

following are examples of negated

verbs with common affixation.] mag-:
Pagbãtiˆ mu gid nga tagˆÿya sa ˆãga,
dãpat bubýran mu ˆang ˆÿmu manga
manuk pãra hay ˆindiˆ magkadtu sa ˆiba
nga bayay. Upon waking up in the

morning you, as the owner, should feed

your chickens so that they will not go to

other houses. ma-: Kung ˆÿmu sukãtun
ˆang sÿhiˆ, dãpat pakut ˆang ˆÿmu
gamÿtun kay ˆagud hay ˆindiˆ mabuˆak
ˆang ˆiya ning balayan. If the mollusk

meat is pried out by you, what should be

used by you is a safety pin so that its

shell will not be accidentally broken.

[With the adverb pa following ˆindiˆ,
the translation is ‘not yet’.] maka-: Kung
si Pilar hay ˆindiˆ pa makaˆasãwa,
magagýyang siya nga dalãga. If Pilar

will not yet be able to take a spouse,

she will become an old maid. ˆi-: ˆIndiˆ
ˆibutang ˆang sabaw sa butãngan. Juice

[from the salt and fish] will not be put

in the container. -un: ˆAng niyug
ginapakayaˆ sa sÿlak kag kurayun ning
pýkut palÿbut pãra ˆindiˆ tabãnun nang
ˆãyam ˆang nagakayaˆ nga niyug. The

coconuts are placed face up in the

sunlight and are fenced around with a

net so that the dogs will not carry away
in their mouths the coconuts which lie

face up. pag-un: Kung sa Duminggu
magˆinýyan ˆindiˆ ta pagsigÿhun ˆang
paghãkut ning batu kay madayýnut ˆang
karsãda. If on Sunday it rains con-

tinually, the carrying of marble blocks

will not be continued by us because

the roads are slippery. -an: Kung
nagapamuhun naman kami sa ˆãmun
magýyang nga makadtu sa Manÿlaˆ,
ˆindiˆ naman kami tugýtan. If we ask

permission from our parents that we

will go to Manila, we will not be
permitted. pag-an: ˆIndiˆ ta kamu
pagˆabrÿhan. You will not have the
door opened for [you] by me. pagˆi-:
ˆAng bisti nang nubya, dãpat hay ˆindiˆ
kunu pagˆisýkuy kay kung ginasuksuk
kunu ˆinaˆ nga dãˆan nga wayaˆ pa
makasay, hay ˆindiˆ kunu madayun ˆang
ˆinda pagpakasay. As for the gown of

the fiancée, it is appropriate, they say,

that it will not be worn because when it

is worn ahead of time when the wedding

has not yet been performed, their wed-

ding, they say, will not continue. ma-an:
ˆIndiˆ ˆaku ninda mabakyan ning bãruˆ
kay wayaˆ sinda ning kwarta. I will not
be able to have a dress bought by them

because they have no money. [ˆIndiˆ
negates modal adjectives. For a

description of the negation of other

adjectives, see bukun.] Bãgu magdãbuk
sa sÿlung nang tapãhan siguradýhun mu
nga ˆang ˆÿmu tapãhan hay ˆigwa ning
dingding kay ˆindiˆ pwÿdi nga ˆang
tapãhan hay wayaˆ dingding. Before

building a fire under the smoking rack,

be sure that your smoking rack has

walling [on all four sides covering the

legs] because it will not be functional if

the smoking rack has no walling.

Naghambay ka nga ˆindiˆ dãpat nga

ˆindiˆ 646 ˆindiˆ
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ˆaku magmanggarãnun kag ˆikaw hay
pubri. You said that for me to become

rich and you [to remain] poor will not
be right. [ˆIndiˆ negates pseudoverbs.]

ˆIndiˆ gid si Nãna Pilar gustu nga ˆaku
ˆang mapangasãwa nang ˆiya ˆungaˆ.
Aunt Pilar certainly will not like that I

will become the spouse of her child.

[For a description of the negative with

verbs inflected for imperative mode, see

ˆayaw.]
ˆindiˆ na neg ext adv An action will no

longer occur. ˆIndiˆ na magbinatiˆãnan
sa suyud nang ˆiskwilahan ˆang manga
ˆiskwÿla. The students no longer hear
one another inside the school. Tipýnun
ta ˆang bãyuy kay ˆagud hay ˆindiˆ na
kita kabakay. Dried fish should be saved
by us so that we will no longer need to
buy [them]. cf wayaˆ 1c, ˆayaw

ˆindiˆ madýgay (see dýgay 1b) In a short
time, soon something will happen.

ˆindu 1a poss adj pron your (pl) person or

thing; a person or thing of yours (pl);

your (pl) doing something [Pre-noun or

pre-gerund possessive pronoun. For post-

noun or post-gerund possessive pronoun,

see nindu 1a.] ˆIndiˆ kamu magkalisud kay
kung ˆindiˆ man magbýlig ˆang Kanadyan
ˆImbasi sa ˆini nga pruyiktu hay bukun ˆini
ˆang katapýsan nang ˆindu ˆAsusasyun.
You should not become concerned be-

cause, if the Canadian Embassy will not

help on this project, this is not the end of

your Association. [Through ellipsis, the

word bayay is commonly omitted from

the phrase sa ˆindu bayay ‘in’ or ‘to your

house’.] Hambay ku, “ˆIndiˆ ba kami
kakatýyug sa ˆindu kung yaˆ kamuy
pasuyaˆ sa ˆindu?” I asked, “Won’t we be

able to sleep at your [house] even though

you do not have a side dish at your

[place]?” cf nindu 1a
1b poss cmt pron Someone or something is

yours (pl). [Occurs in predicate position

with possessed item as sentence topic.]

1c gen pron Something is done by you (pl).

[Occurs in pre-verb position. For the

pronoun occurring after a verb, see

nindu 1b.] ˆIndu ginabugkus ˆinaˆ ˆang
lastiku kag ˆindu ˆinaˆ sipãˆun hasta gid

nga mabungkag. Those rubber bands

should be tied together by you and they

should be kicked by you until [they]

will become loosened. Paˆuliˆi nindu si
Narsÿsa kay nagasakripisyu, kay ˆindu
ginatiˆawan. Narcisa should be allowed

to recover by you, because [she] is

enduring hardship, because [she] was

fooled by you. cf nindu 1b
1d sa ˆindu loc pron Someone does some-

thing for you (pl), from you (pl), to you
(pl); someone does something or is in a

particular place or state with you (pl). Sa
ˆulÿhi nga ˆadlaw ˆang ˆãkun dýtaˆ hay
mapakadtu sa ˆindu. Someday, my

property will be able to be given to you
(pl). Lýla, diri na ˆaku sa ˆindu maˆistar;
may daya ˆaku nga manga bãruˆ.
Grandmother, I will stay here with you; I

have some clothes [that I brought].

1e sa ˆindu qfd pron some of you (pl) ˆAng
ˆiban sa ˆindu, hay magbuˆuy nang pÿliˆ
nga balayan nang sÿhiˆ! As for some of
you, get chosen empty shells of mollusks!

ˆindung n a snowflake moray eel, Echidna
nebulosa (Ahl) {Finely mottled pattern

of yellow and brown with two rows of

large snowflake-shaped black blotches,

each with median-yellow spots. Inhabits

holes and crevices of shallow coastal

reefs.}

ˆindyiksyun n the injection of a drug into

the body
v Someone is injected with a drug by some-

one else, commonly a doctor or nurse.
ginˆindyiksyunan Ginˆindyiksyunan ˆaku

ning pangpatýyug nang duktur. I was
injected [with medicine] by the doctor
for [the purpose of] causing sleep.

ˆindyiksyuni imper v Someone, something
must or should be given an injection!
ˆAng hambay niya sa ˆãkun, kung ˆang
ˆÿmu bãbuy hay nagapalasˆay, ˆinang
wayaˆ na nagakãˆun ˆindyiksyuni! He
told me, when your pig has no appetite
in eating, those who no longer eat must
be given an injection!

ˆini (var ˆimaw ˆini) 1a dem adj this event,

person, place, thing or situation near the

speaker in place, prior reference or time

[ˆIni or ˆimaw ˆini is followed by nga and

ˆindu 647 ˆini
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a noun or noun phrase it modifies.] ˆIni
nga sÿhiˆ, hay nabubuˆuy ˆini sa
pangÿwag. As for this mollusk, this one

is frequently gotten by gathering aquatic

invertebrates with an artificial light.

Nang ˆadtung buhiˆ pa si Nãna Birta,
ˆimaw ˆini nga magýyang ˆang may
madãmuˆ nga manuk nga ˆalÿlaˆ diri sa
Lýnus. When Aunt Bertha was still alive,

this old [woman] was the one who had

many cared-for chickens here in Lonos.

[ˆIni is often followed by determiners

ˆang, nang or ning and a noun or noun

phrase that it modifies.] ˆIni ˆang
kandÿlaˆ, puydi ˆini nga ˆiwag sa bayay
kung gabˆi pãra nga ˆindiˆ ka na
magbakay ning pitrulyu. As for this
candle, it is possible for this to be a light

at night in the house so that you will not

buy kerosene. [ˆIni and a following ˆang
is sometimes contracted to ˆining.] ˆIsa ka
ˆadlaw nakabatiˆ ˆining manga ˆungaˆ
ning bagting nang simbãhan. One day

these children happened to hear the

church bell. Sa Bisãyaˆ ˆang tawag ˆini
nang pispis hay tikling. In Bisayan the

name of this bird is tikling. Kung
ginabuyung ˆini nang ˆalbularyu hay
tyad ˆini; nagabuˆuy siya ning kapisnguy
nga luyˆa ginahÿbuˆ sa ˆagtang, sa kamut
kag sa siki ning pakurus kag ˆang
ˆalbularyu hay nagakutibkutib ˆang ˆiya
baˆbaˆ kag nagapinanghuyˆab. When [a

soul-inflicted disease] is medically

treated by this herbalist it is like this; she

gets a piece of ginger, it is rubbed on the

forehead, hands and feet as a cross and,

as for the herbalist, her mouth

murmurs and keeps on yawning. ˆIning
pakuˆut nga ginahambay hay
ginabutangan ˆini ning paˆun nga manga
ˆisiw nang manuk. As for this which is

called pakuˆut (i.e., bamboo tube lizard

trap), [it] has this bait which [consists of]

baby chicks put in it. [Sa is preceded by

ˆini nga; ˆini nga is contracted to ˆining.]

ˆImaw lang ˆini ˆang ˆãkun
mahahambay, nga ˆining sa pagˆasãwa
ning pangaduha hay talagang ˆiba. This

is the only thing that can truly be said by

me, that this getting married a second

time is really different. [Sometimes ˆang
or nang and commonly sa is followed by

ˆini nga and a noun or noun phrase it

modifies.] ˆAng ˆini nga ˆiwag, ginaˆÿsut
gãniˆ ˆinaˆ kay kung makÿtaˆ, hay ˆang
ˆiruplãnu nagaˆãbug na. As for this
lamp, that (i.e., the flame) was being

made small because [someone] might

see [it]; those [enemy] airplanes were

already going (i.e., flying) around in a

group. ˆAng balayan nang ˆini nga sÿhiˆ,
hay wayaˆ da ˆini ginabakya nang manga
Sibuhãnu kay kanipis. As for the empty

shells of this mollusk, [they] are not

bought by Cebuano [buyers] because

[they] are thin. ˆIndiˆ kamu magkalisud
kay kung ˆindiˆ man magbýlig ˆang
Kanadyan ˆImbasi sa ˆini nga pruyiktu
hay bukun ˆini ˆang katapýsan nang ˆindu
ˆAsusasyun. You should not become

concerned because, if the Canadian

Embassy will not help on this project,

this is not the end of your Association.

syn ˆitun 1a cf ˆadtu 1a, ˆinaˆ 1a
1b dem pron this, this one, this place;

reference is to an event, person, place,

thing or situation near the speaker in

place, prior reference or time ˆImaw
ˆini ˆang ˆãkun ˆikspiryinsya nang
sultÿru pa ˆaku hasta ˆaku nga
nagkaˆasãwa. This was my experience

when I was still an unmarried man

until I was able to take a spouse.

Nahambay ku ˆini kay nasayangan ku
na gid ˆini nang panahun nang Hapun.
This was able to be talked about by me

because this was really experienced by

me during the time of the Japanese

[occupation]. [Hu adds emphasis to

this demonsrtrative pronoun; usually

untranslated.] ˆIni hu ˆang ˆupat ku
nga ˆapu nga ˆungaˆ nang ˆadtung
ˆãkun ginpabãhuy nga ˆungaˆ. These
are my four grandchildren who are the

children of that child who was brought

up by me. [ˆIni is sometimes used

stylistically as a personal pronoun.]

Kung dãmuˆ na ˆang ˆÿmu ˆitlug nang
manuk kag wayaˆ da ˆini ning

ˆini 648 ˆini
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nagabakay diri sa býkid, dayˆun mu
ˆini sa banwa. If there are many

chicken eggs of yours and no one buys

them here in the country, they should

be brought to town by you. [ˆIni with a

following or preceding singular or

plural third person pronoun occurs in

various grammatical contexts. The

third person pronoun adds emphasis to

the construction.]
ˆini siya, siya ˆini ˆIni ˆang lagang, hay kung

gadyãgan ˆini siya hay patalikud. As for
chambered nautilus mollusk, when this
one runs, [it] goes backwards. Kung siya
ˆini ginabuˆuy, dãpat hay magdaya ka
ning martilyu ˆu kundiˆ man mãsu pãra
ˆipusaˆ sa batu. When this one (i.e.,
cockscomb oyster) is gotten, you should
bring a hammer or sledgehammer in order
to break it off from the stone.

ˆini sinda, sinda ˆini Galuwas ˆini sinda
kung pataˆub na kag nagatungtung sa
batu. These ones (i.e., ghost murex
mollusks) come out when [it] becomes
high tide and go on top of stones. Kung
sinda ˆini ginapãnaˆ, hay nagabatukbãtuk
ˆang ˆiya ning lãwas. When these (i.e.,
cuttlefish) are speared, they eject ink from
their bodies.

ˆini niya, ˆiya ˆini Naˆÿsip nãmun magˆasawa
kung ˆanu ˆaraˆ ˆang tubtuban ˆini niya
nga pagˆistãdi. [It] was thought by us,
husband and wife, what, perhaps, would
be the result of the studying of this one.
ˆAng ˆiya ˆini balayan hay wayaˆ ˆini
ginbakya. As for the shells of these (i.e.,
of ghost murex mollusks), they were not
bought.

ˆini ninda, ˆinda ˆini Ginabutangan ˆini
ninda ning panagang sa lãwas ˆang
ˆinda ˆungaˆ. It was their children on
whom those body charms were put by
these ones. ˆAng ˆinda ˆini ginahuman
nga bayaybãyay hay ˆinang manga
ˆinutýran nga paywa nang niyug. That
which is used to make a shelter by these
ones are those cut-off coconut fronds.

ˆini sa ˆiya Kung halimbãwaˆ may ˆisa nga
babãyi nga naganabdus; ginabãwal ˆini
sa ˆiya ˆang magkãˆun ning sãging nga
bingkit kay magaˆungaˆ kunu siya ning
kãpid. If, for example, there is a woman

who becomes pregnant; to eat double
bananas is forbidden to this one
because, they say, she will deliver twins
[which is undesirable].

ˆini sa ˆinda Kung may nagapalapit ˆini sa
ˆinda nga lãbud hay ˆinda ˆini ginakãˆun.
If there is edible sediment that goes near
these ones (i.e., cockscomb oysters), it
is eaten by these ones. syn ˆitun 1b cf
ˆadtu 1b, ˆimaw 1, ˆinaˆ 1b

tiyan ˆini set expr like this; ˆimaw ˆini set
expr This is the reason or this is the
time something happens.; ˆini diri set
expr An action moves here; an event

occurs or a state exists here.; ˆini niyan
(niyan) set expr now, today, at once, at
that moment or time, then; ˆini nga
ˆadlaw (ˆadlaw 4c) set expr today

ˆini diri (var of diri 1)

ˆinid n a panther fish or polkadot grouper
fish, Cromileptes altivelis (Valenciennes)

{Light brown, covered entirely with

medium-sized dark brown spots. Lives

under coral ledges and in holes on reef

slopes.}

ˆinÿhaw (see ˆÿhaw 2b) broiled cassava,

fish, meat
ˆInÿru n January Kung pyista nang Santu

Ninyu kãda býlan nang ˆInÿru hay ˆigwa
manga pasãˆut diraˆ sa plãsa. During

the fiesta of the Holy Infant every month

of January there is a dance gathering

there in the plaza. (See Appendix 12,

Months of the Gregorian Calendar.)

ˆÿnit 1a v Someone or something is warmed
or heated with a fire or hot water.

ginaˆinÿtan ˆAng paglimpyu nang putut,
hay ginaˆinÿtan ning týbiˆ kag basyahan
pãra magkamãtay. In the cleaning of
small shrimp, [they] are heated with
[hot] water and [they] have [it] poured
on [them] so that [they] all die.

maˆinÿtan Kung nagabýnuk na ˆang ˆuyan
nagadãbuk ˆang Mangyan ning kadakuˆ
nga kalãyu kag sumãkaˆ sinda sa
langkãpi para maˆinÿtan sinda. If the
rain falls heavily, the Mangyan build a
large flaming fire [under a bamboo
table] and they climb up on the bamboo
table in order that they will be warmed.

v Something becomes hot or warm; it

ˆini diri 649 ˆÿnit
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becomes warm or hot in a given
location. [nagˆÿnit became hot or warm]

magˆinitˆinit inf to become gradually
warm ˆAng gamut hay ginalaˆgaˆ kag ˆang
dãhun, hay ginalãˆub pãra magˆinitˆinit;
pagkatãpus ˆibanyus sa tiyan. The roots
are boiled and as for the leaves, [they] are
slowly heated in order to become
gradually warm; afterwards [they]
should be applied [by rubbing] onto the
stomach.

paˆÿnit caus v Something is allowed by
someone to become warm or hot.

paˆinÿtun Kung ˆalistu na ˆang kalãyu,
ˆibutang ˆang kaldÿru sa sigˆang kag
paˆinÿtun. When the fire is ready, the
cooking pot will be placed onto the fire
stand and will be allowed to become
hot.

kaˆÿnit, maˆÿnit adj An object is hot or
warm; it is hot or warm in a particular
location. ˆIndiˆ ˆaku matuyýgan kay
kaˆÿnit sa kwartu. I will be unable to
sleep because [it is] hot in the room.
Kung ˆindiˆ mabasyahan ning týbiˆ nga
maˆÿnit ˆang kuray hay kahugaˆ ˆang
paglimpyu. If they do not have hot
water poured over [them], as for land
crabs, the cleaning is difficult. Kung
maˆÿnit na ˆang kaldÿru butangan ning
mantÿka nga tãmaˆ lang kadakuˆ. When
the cooking pot is already hot, put in a
moderate amount of oil.

kaˆinitˆÿnit int adj An object is very hot; [it
is ] very hot in a particular location.
Kaˆinitˆÿnit ˆang kapi wayaˆ ˆinuma ni
Nurma. The coffee was very hot [so]
Norma did not drink it.

1b kaˆÿnit n heat of fire or hot water Sa
pagˆugsung mu lang ning bunut
kadanggadangga sa ˆÿmu lãwas ˆang
kaˆÿnit kay pwirsãdu ˆang bãga sa
ˆidãyum nang tapãhan. In your feeding of

coconut husks, the heat is very intense on

your body because there are so many live

coals under the smoking rack.

2 ˆÿnit ˆang ˆýyu (var ˆÿnit sa ˆýyu) v Someone

becomes angry. (lit, Someone’s head

becomes hot.)
magˆÿnit ˆang ˆýyu Ginpabatiˆbatiˆ si

Nansi ning manga malãˆin nga manga
hambayãnun hasta nga magˆÿnit ˆang

ˆiya ˆýyu. Nancy was allowed to
overhear those bad words until she
became angry.

paˆÿnit ˆang ˆýyu (var paˆÿnit sa ˆýyu) caus
v Something done or said provokes
someone to anger.

nagpaˆÿnit sa ˆýyu ˆAng malãˆin nga
hambay ni Lãri ˆang nagpaˆÿnit sa ˆýyu
ni Tumas. The bad things that Larry said
was what provoked Tomas to anger. cf
hãngit, ˆaburÿdu, ˆugut

ˆinitlug n a yellow-skinned, yellow-meat
sweet potato (See kamýti 1, Kinds of
Sweet Potato for table.)

ˆinrul v An official of a learning institution

enrolls someone in a course of study.
paˆinrul cause v Someone is allowed by an

official of a learning institution to
enroll in that institution of learning.

nagpaˆinrul Pagˆabut ku sa Manÿlaˆ,
nagpaˆinrul naman ˆaku sa ˆiskwilahan
nang patahÿˆan ning sayway, kag sa
byýti kultyur. When I arrived in Manila,
I was allowed to enroll in a sewing
school for trousers and in [a school of]
beauty culture.

ˆinsigÿda adv At once or immediately some-

thing happens. ˆInsigÿda pagkaˆãga, may
tãwag na ˆaku sa tilipunu. At once in the

morning, there was a call for me on the

telephone. Nakikÿtaˆ ku ˆang ˆinda maˆãyu
nga pagsinundãnan, ˆinsigÿda, tawˆan ku
sinda ning kapital sa pagpangabuhiˆ.
[When] their good living together is seen

by me, immediately I will give them

capital investment for [their] way of

living.

ˆinsultu n an insult
v Someone is insulted by someone else.

[ginˆinsultu was insulted]

ˆintablãdu n a stage or platform where

programs and shows are held

ˆintik 1 kaˆintik (var kiˆintik, maˆintik) adj
Something is small in size, narrow in

width. Occurs as a predicate: Kaˆintik
ˆang ˆitlug nang pispis nga mãya pÿru
kadãmuˆ naman. The eggs of the chest-

nut manikin bird are small but they are

many. Sa ˆupat ka likid, kung midyu
maˆintik hay ˆisa na ˆinaˆ nga banig
kung layãhun. In four rolls [of buri

ˆinitlug 650 ˆintik
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strips], if they are a little bit small, that

is already [enough for] one mat when it

is woven. Occurs in a phrase preceding

or following the noun it modifies: ˆAng
pispis nga pitlaguˆ hay kaˆintik nga
pispis. The pitlagu bird is a small bird.

ˆIni naman ˆang sÿhiˆ nga ˆigutˆigut hay
yãraˆ lang sa manga batu nga maˆintik
nagaˆistar. As for these zigzag venus

mollusks, they stay on small stones.

ˆAng paglÿkid, hay ginatýnaˆ sa maˆintik
nga pãnig pakadtu sa malãpad. As for

the cylindrical rolling, it is begun with

the narrow [buri] leaf sections going to

the wide [sections]. Occurs in a phrase

without the noun it modifies: ˆAng ˆisa
ka bilug nga kawãyan, hay baynti ˆang
maˆintik. As for one piece of bamboo, a

small [one] is twenty [pesos]. cf kÿtid,

pÿnu 1a, ˆÿsut 1b
kaˆintik nga sanga (sanga 1b) set expr a

secondary branch
ˆintindi (var ˆintyindi) 1 v Someone under-

stands someone else, determines, knows
or understands something.

nakaˆintindi ˆAng prinsÿsa nga si ˆIsabÿla
nakaˆintindi da, nagpahýnud na lang
siya sa magnanay. The princess Isabela
was able to understand [the situation,
so] she allowed the mother and son to
have [their] way.

nakakaˆintindi ˆIkaw galiˆ ˆang
nakakaˆintindi; ˆikaw ˆinaˆ ˆang
maghãwid tanan nga papÿlis; ˆikaw
ˆang magdumãya. You are the one who
is able to clearly understand [the
agreement about the water project];
you are the one to keep all the papers;
you are the one to manage it.

kaˆintindi [Used in a negative sentence.]
Wayaˆ siya kaˆintindi nang ˆãkun
paliwãnag. He was not able to
understand my explanation. Kung
matumatu lang, ˆindiˆ ˆaku kaˆintyindi.
If [the story] is only imaginary, I am not
able to determine.

ˆinintindÿhan agf recip v Two or more
understand each other.

nagˆinintindÿhan ˆAng hambay sa ˆiya
nang ˆiya tatay, “Nagˆinintindÿhan na
ba kita, Dilya?” What her father said to

her [was], “Did we understand each
other, Delia?”

v Someone or something is understood by
someone else. ˆIntindi baya niya ˆang
hambay nang ˆadtung ˆispay. Maybe the
language of that spy was understood
by him.

naˆintindihan Sa nabatiˆan ni lýlu sa ˆiya
ˆumãgad nga babãyi naˆintindihan na
niya si Rýki. From what grandfather
heard from his daughter-in-law, [the
situation about] Roque was already able
to be understood by him.

naˆintindihi [Used in a negative sentence.]
Wayaˆ naˆintindihi nang ˆuning ˆang
gustu nang ˆãyam nga hambayun. What
the dog wanted to say was not able to be
understood by the cat.

naˆintindihihan ˆAng ˆãkun karanasan
nang ˆaku maˆisut pa, daw ˆindiˆ ku gid
maˆintyindihan nga ˆang ˆãkun manga
magýyang masyãdu nga kaˆÿmun kag
kaˆÿsug sa ˆãmun nga ˆinda manga ˆungaˆ.
My experience when I was yet small was
that it seemed as though [it] could not be
understood by me that, as for my
parents, [they] were very nonpermissive
and strict with us, their children.

pagkaˆintyindi ger someone’s being able to
determine or understand a particular
fact or supposition Hay pagkaˆintyindi ku
ˆadtu ˆang hambay ninda sa ˆUdyýngan
nga “makãnam” kung sa ˆãtun pa hay
makãnam, “makãˆun”. In my being able
to understand, that word “makãnam” of
theirs in Odiongan, to us is “makãˆun”.
(Note: The word makãnam in Odiongan
is translated ‘will eat’, but in Romblon it
is translated ‘will play’.)

pagkakaˆintindÿhan recip gen being able to
understand each other Nang humambay
naman ˆang ˆuning nga mas maˆãyu sigýru
kung ˆisýlat ˆang ˆinda ginkaˆisahan pãra
malikawan ˆang ˆiban pa nga ˆindiˆ
pagkakaˆintindÿhan. What the cat said
was maybe it was better if their agreement
would be written so that some [situation
of] not being able to understand each
other would be able to be avoided.

2 v Someone cares for or pays attention to
someone else or something.

magaˆintindi Si ˆArnuld hay ˆimaw ˆang
ˆãmun binÿlin kay wayay magaˆintindi

ˆintindi 651 ˆintindi
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nang ˆãmun bãka, kag wayaˆ tãwu sa
bayay. As for Arnold, that one was the
one left behind by us because no one
would care for our cow and there was
no person at home.

magˆintindi ˆAng nanay ˆang dãpat nga
magˆintindi sa ˆiya manga ˆungaˆ. The
mother is the one who should care for
her children.

v Someone or something is cared for or
paid attention to by someone.

ginˆintindi ˆAnu ginˆintindi ku pa ˆang
kinaˆýnan ku; wayaˆ ˆang lãbut ku ˆadtu;
wayaˆ da ˆaku kaˆintindi. The ones
where I ate were not paid attention to
by me [because] I had no care for those;
I did not yet understand.

ginaˆintindiha ˆAng kubrãhun nang
manga hurnal, wayaˆ ninda nga dãˆan
ginaˆintindiha. As for [wages] received
by the laborers, [they] were not being
paid attention to by them immediately.
cf dãhan 2, dipãra, ˆalãgaˆ 1, ˆatãman,
ˆaturgar

ˆintiris n Someone has an interest in doing

something, in someone. [ˆIntiris, preceded

by may is predicate; the topic is the one

who has an interest, and that in which

there is an interest is a gerund introduced

by sa.] May ˆintiris ˆaku sa pagˆiskwila. I

have an interest in going to school. Si
Pidru, hay may intiris kay Marya. As for

Pedro, [he] has an interest in Mary.

[ˆIntiris occurs as the head of one of two

phrases in an equational sentence, with

the one possessing the interest as a

possessive noun or pronoun; the head of

the other phrase is a gerund signaled by

the prefix pag-.] ˆAng ˆintiris ni Tiruy hay
ˆang pagpangisdaˆ. The interest of Teroy

is going fishing.
v Someone is interested in doing some-

thing, in something happening; someone
sacrifices or tries hard to do something.
[The verb is predicate, the one who has an
interest is topic, and the object of interest
is either a gerund marked by the affix
pag- and preceded by an optional ligature
sa, or by an infinitive marked by the
prefix mag- or by maka- and optionally
preceded by nga.]

nagˆintiris Nagˆintiris ˆaku pagkari sa

Manÿlaˆ kay bulÿgan ku ˆikaw pagtrabãhu.
I sacrificed in coming to Manila because
I will help you in working. Si Pablu ˆang
nagˆintris magbuˆuy nang kwarta ni
Mirna. Paul was the one who tried hard
to get money from Myrna.

v A particular event or object is that which
someone is interested in taking from
someone else.

ginˆintris ˆAng ginˆintris ni Mawru kay
Luyda hay ˆang ˆiya pagkababãyi. That
which Mauro was interested in taking
from Loida was her feminine purity. cf
tinguhaˆ, ˆintirisãdu

ˆintirisãdu pseudo v Someone is interested in

doing something, in someone elseˆs doing

something, or in a particular situation.

[ˆIntirisãdu is predicate, the one who is

interested is topic and the object of

interest is expressed by a following

modifying phrase introduced by an

optional nga.] ˆIntirisãdu si Karlu nga
mabuˆuy ˆang kagilakgÿlak nga býnga.
Carlo is interested in getting very shiny

fruit. ˆIntirisãdu gid si Lus nga makÿtaˆ
mu ˆang ˆÿmu nanay. Luz is really

interested that your mother will be able

to be seen by you. Kay Tatay ku ginabuˆuy
ˆang ginagastus ku sa manga ˆintirisãdu
nga ˆungaˆ magˆiskwÿla. From my Father,

that which I am spending for the children

who are interested to go to school is

being gotten [by me]. [If the object of

interest is expressed by a gerund, that

phrase is introduced by an optional sa.]

ˆIntirisãdu ˆaku sa pagpamãtiˆ nang
mÿting nang manga baranggay ˆupisyal. I

am interested in listening to the meeting

of the village officials. ˆIntirisãdu ˆaku
pagkari sa Manÿlaˆ kay bulÿgan ku ˆikaw
pagtrabãhu. I am interested in coming to

Manila because I will help you in

working.
v Someone is interested in someone or

something. [The object of interest follows
the determiner kay or sa.] Si Pidru hay
intirisãdu kay Marya. As for Pedro, [he]
is interested in Mary. cf tinguhaˆ, ˆintiris

ˆintiryur n the inner tube of a vehicle tire

Nagbakay si Sandi kahãpun ning
ˆintiryur nang ˆiya gulung kay nabýhus.

ˆintiris 652 ˆintiryur
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Sandi bought an inner tube for his tire

yesterday because it happened to be

punctured. cf gulung
ˆintyindi (var of ˆintindi)
ˆinugdan (see ˆugud) Something was worked

on by someone.

ˆinum 1a v Someone, something drinks a

liquid.
nagˆinum, ˆuminum Hay pagˆabut ninda

sa San ˆAgustin hay nagˆinum sinda bir
nga tigdýha ka butilya. When they
arrived in San Agustin, each of them
drank two bottles of beer. ˆUminum
ˆaku ning tubaˆ pãra ˆaku matuyýgan. I
drank coconut wine in order that I
would be able to sleep.

nagaˆinum Kumadtu ˆaku didtu sa likud
nang kusÿna kag yadtu galiˆ sina Rýki nga
nagaˆinum ning tubaˆ. I went to the back
of the kitchen and Roque and companions
were there drinking coconut wine. May
magˆasawa nga nagakadtu sa kalÿpay kag
ˆang lyãki nagaˆinÿnum. There are
couples who go to parties and the man
keeps on drinking.

magˆinum ˆÃbir ˆanu nga kabýˆut ˆang
tãwu, basta sya hay magˆinum nang
tyad ˆini nga manga ˆilimnãnun, ˆinaˆ
ˆang nakakabayung; makikÿtaˆ mu gid
ˆang ˆipiktu. Even though a person is
gentle, if he drinks intoxicating drinks
like these, that is what causes one to
repeatedly become drunk; you can
really see the effects.

ˆinýman agf recip v Two or more drink
liquor with each other.

magˆinýman ˆAng ˆiya hambay sa
magýyang, “Lýlu, maˆãyu baya
magˆinýman ˆãnay kita, ˆagud malÿpay
ˆang ˆãtun pagˆinisturyãhan.” He said to
the old man, “Grandfather, maybe it is
good that we drink with each other
first, so that our telling stories to each
other will be delightful.”

v Something is drunk by someone.
ginaˆinum Ginatanˆaw gid niya ˆang

ginakãˆun kag týbiˆ nga ginaˆinum. He
is carefully looking at the [food] that is
being eaten and the water that is being
drunk.

ˆinuma [Occurs with a negative.]
Kaˆinitˆÿnit ˆang kapi, wayaˆ ˆinuma ni

Nurma. The coffee was very hot, [so
it] was not drunk by Norma.

maˆinum Gustu ku gid ˆinaˆ maˆinum
ning týbiˆ ˆugãling kay wayaˆ da ˆaku
may nakÿtaˆ nga týbiˆ sa kaguyãngan. I
really wished that that water would be
able to be drunk [by me] but I was not
able to find water in the forest.

ˆinum, pagˆinum ger someone’s drinking
of a liquid Kung sa ˆinum ˆigwa ka ning
kwarta nga ginabakay. If it is for
drinking [liquor], you have money to
use for buying. Ginabãwal nang manga
magýyang sa ˆinda manga kabatãˆan
ˆang pagˆinum ning ˆãlak nga subra kag
pagsugay. The excessive drinking of
liquor and gambling are not allowed
their children by parents.

paˆinum caus v Someone is caused by
someone to drink something.

napapaˆinum Malÿpay si Rýni kung ˆang
ˆiya barkãda hay napapaˆinum nyay
hustu. Ronnie was happy when, as for
his associate, [he] happened to be
caused by him to frequently drink in
excess.

ginapaˆinum Pagˆabut naman ˆinaˆ sa
bayay nang manga bagˆung kasay bãgu
sumuyud sa sãkup nang ˆinda bayay sa
pwirtãhan pa lang, ginapaˆinum ˆãnay
sinda ning tigˆÿsa ka bãsu nga týbiˆ.
When that newlywed couple arrive at
the house, before they enter inside their
house just at the doorway, they each are
allowed to drink one glass of water.

1b tagapaˆinum n the one in charge of
letting something be drunk ˆAku ˆang
tagapaˆinum ning buyung kag
tagabakay. I am the one in charge of
letting the medicine be drunk and the

one in charge of buying.

2a ˆilimnãnun (var ˆinýmun) n an intoxi-
cating drink ˆÃbir ˆanu nga kabýˆut ˆang
tãwu basta sya hay magˆinum nang tyad
ˆini nga manga ˆilimnãnun, ˆinaˆ ˆang
nakakabayung; makikÿtaˆ mu gid ˆang
ˆipiktu. Even though a person is gentle, if

he drinks intoxicating drinks like these,

that is what causes one to repeatedly

become drunk; you can really see the

effects. May tãwu nga kung maˆýbus na
ˆang ˆinda kwarta katatangway, bÿsan

ˆintyindi 653 ˆinum
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týdu na ˆang kabayung mangungýtang pa
gid sa tindãhan ning ˆinýmun. There are

people who when their money was all

gone in being able to buy [liquor], in spite

of the drunkenness [they] still incur credit

at the store for intoxicating drinks.
{Result of excessive drinking : bayung to

be drunk; result of excessive drinking

over an extended period: buratsu
drunkard.}

2b ˆinýman n a drinking place where

liquor is sold ˆAng nagaprublÿma lang
da ˆini diri hay ˆang manga ˆasãwa nga
babãyi, kay kung masuhung ˆang ˆinda
manga ˆasãwa sa pagkinadtu sa manga
tyadni nga ˆinýman, hay wayaˆ ning
nabibilin nga kwarta sa ˆinda swildu.
The ones who have this problem here

are wives, because if their husbands

become accustomed to going to

drinking places like these, there is no

money at all left from their salary.

bayaybãyay nga ˆinýman (bayaybãyay
1d) idiom a drinking shed

ˆinunlan n the placenta, expelled by a

mother after the birth of an offspring

ˆinut 1 ˆinutˆinut adj Something is accom-

plished little by little. ˆAng nagapaˆãput
ning kalãyu hay ˆinutˆinut ˆang butang
nang baguy. The ones who make the fire

do the placing of the [coconut] shells

little by little.

ˆingaw n the meow of a cat
v A cat meows. [nagˆingaw meowed] syn

ngiyaw (See Appendix 24, Sounds of
Animals and Fowl.)

ˆingaˆ n the low of a carabao
v A carabao lows.
nagaˆingaˆ Nagaˆingaˆ ˆang karabaw kay

ˆang ˆiya pÿtuˆ hay nagapãnaw. The
carabao is lowing because its calf is
roaming around. cf hýma (See Appendix
24, Sounds of Animals and Fowl.)

ˆinggat 1a n a flashing or sparkling light
Nang ˆýna, hay ˆang tãwu hay hadluk sa
santirmu kay makakÿtaˆ lang gãniˆ kunu
ˆadtu ning ˆinggat hay nagadyãgan na.
In the past, as for people, [they] were

afraid of evil spirits because, they said,

if they would just see a flashing light,
[they] would immediately run.

1b v Something sparkles or flashes a bright

light.
nagaˆinggat Hay kagabˆi hay nakakÿtaˆ

kunu si Dÿding ning gaˆinggat diraˆ hu sa
may ˆakasya. Last night, they say, Diding
saw something which was sparkling
right there near the acacia tree.

ˆIngglis n the English language ˆImpurtanti
didtu ˆang nakakahambay ka ning ˆIngglis.
That you were able to consistently speak

English was important there.

ˆinggu n asafetida gum resin {A foul-smelling

gum resin of various oriental plants,

genus Ferula. Included in a herbal charm

bag karminkarmin.}

ˆingkantãda n a beautiful spirit woman
with a pale white complexion and with

long flowing white hair. genr ˆingkantu
(See dimunyu, Kinds of Spirits for

table.)

ˆingkantu n a white spirit-person {A generic

term for a spirit in the form of a man or,

more commonly, a beautiful woman

with long white hair, living in natural

settings such as a payapa tree or cliff.

Usually harmless if befriended, though it

may inflict sickness on one who disturbs

its dwelling place. A person to whom a

female white spirit-person is attracted

often becomes deranged. This sickness is

cured by a herbalist miyugbýyung
(buyung 3) by killing chickens or pigs at

the place where the ˆingkantu stays or by

praying. A lady who gives birth to an

albino child bukay is said to have become

pregnant by a white spirit-person.} spec

ˆingkantãda (See dimunyu, Kinds of
Spirits for table.)

ˆingkargãdu n the manager of something,

as property

ˆipa- (see ˆi-1)
ˆipiktu n the effect of an action or situation

ˆÃbir ˆanu nga kabýˆut ˆang tãwu basta
sya hay magˆinum nang tyad ˆini nga
manga ˆilimnãnun, ˆinaˆ ˆang
nakakabayung; makikÿtaˆ mu gid ˆang
ˆipiktu. Even though a person is gentle, if

he drinks intoxicating drinks like these,

that is what causes one to repeatedly

become drunk; you can really see the

ˆinunlan 654 ˆipiktu
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effects.
ˆipÿngan n an orange-dotted hair-toothed

tang fish, Ctenochaetus striatus (Quoy

and Gaimard) {Brownish, with faint

bluish gray lines extending horizontally

across the body; numerous small orange

spots on the head and nape. Schools

around the edges of lagoons and

seaweed reefs.}

ˆipusˆipus n a long-nosed wrasse fish, Cheilinus
celebicus (Bleeker) {Brownish head, body

and fins with dark-brown to reddish

markings. Inhabits reefs and seaweed-

covered rocky areas.}

ˆÿput n animal, bird or house lizard

excrement cf tãˆi 1
ˆirgu v Someone talks to someone else about

a subject.
nagaˆirgu ˆAdtu nga sultÿru wayaˆ sa ˆiya

nagaˆirgu. That young man did not talk
to her [about his love for her].

makipagˆirgu ˆIndiˆ siya gustu nga
makipagˆirgu pa sa ˆãmun. She does not
like talking to us any more.

v A particular subject is talked about by
someone to someone else.

ginaˆirgu Ginaˆirgu ninda kung saˆunu
ninda pagahiwãtun ˆang pagpakasay
nang ˆinda manga ˆungaˆ. [It] is being
talked about by them when the
wedding of their children will be held by
them.

ginaˆinirgu Hambay niya daliˆ gid ˆinaˆ
niyan magpaˆýgut si Pari Rýki sa ˆÿmu
kay pýru si Prÿdi na lang ˆang ˆÿmu
ginaˆinirgu sa ˆãmun. He said at that
time that Friend Roque will become
angry because what is always being
talked about by you to us is only
Freddie.

v Someone is talked to by someone.
gingˆirgu, ˆinirgu ˆAng mutur, hay gingˆirgu

ku na si Yýli. As for the pumpboat, Yolie
was already talked to [about it] by me.
Bãgu niya pinaguwaˆ ˆang ˆisa ka galun
nga lambanug, ˆinirgu niya liwat ˆang
tatay ni Plurintÿna. Before the one gallon
of sugarcane wine was put out by him, the
father of Florentina was first talked to by
him.

naˆirgu Bumãlik na si Dun ˆInrÿku maˆãyu
ˆang ˆiya pamatyag kay naˆirgu niya

ˆang dalãga nga kagwãpa. Don Enrico
returned then and his feeling was
already good because the beautiful lady
was able to be talked to by him.

ˆirguhun ˆIrguhun nãtun ˆang ˆãtun pitu
nga prinsÿsa nga paˆasawãhun na nãtun
sinda. Our seven princesses will be
talked to by us that they will be allowed
by us to be married.

maˆirgu Syimpri yaˆ na da ˆadtu lugar na
siya hay maˆirgu kay yãraˆ na sa ˆinda
bayay. Of course there was no more
opportunity that she could be talked to
because she was already at their house.

ˆinirgýhan n a conversation or discussion
between two or more Pagkatãpus ninda
ning ˆinirgýhan, ginapasãyud nang
manga magýyang nang babãyi kung
saˆunu ninda gustu nga kasayun ˆang
ˆinda ˆungaˆ. Upon their completing the
discussion, [the boyˆs parents] are
informed by the parents of the girl when
they like their children to have the
wedding.

v Two or more people converse with each
other or tell stories to each other.

nagˆinirgýhan Wayaˆ kami ˆadtu
nagˆinirgýhan kay Pÿnu; nagkadtu lang
kag nagˆihapun kag bumãlik naman
pakadtu sa ˆiya trabahuˆan. We and
Pino did not discuss with each other;
he just went and ate supper and returned
to his workplace.

pagˆinirgýhan, ˆinirgýhan agf recip ger
two or more peopleˆs conversing with
each other, discussing with each other
Hay pagkahãpun naman ˆinaˆ Martis na
nang hãpun, nagkadtu kami kana
Manang Pirla kay ˆimaw ˆang ˆãmun
ˆinirgýhan. When it is afternoon again
that Tuesday afternoon, we went to
Older Sister Perla and others, because
that is the [place of] our conversing with
each other. Birta luwas ˆãnay diraˆ;
ˆigwa kitay manga bisÿta; kahinangyãnun
ka diri sa pagˆinirgýhan nãmun. Bertha,
please come outside; we have visitors;
you are needed here in our discussing
with each other.

ˆiruplãnu n an airplane Nang nagˆabut na
ˆinang ˆiruplãnu, dãmuˆ ˆinang pasahÿru
nga nagsalta. When that airplane

ˆipÿngan 655 ˆiruplãnu
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arrived, there were many passengers

who disembarked.

ˆirusˆirus n an irus venus mollusk, Irus irus
ˆisa 1a card num adj one action, person, piece

of something, situation, thing, time, unit

of measurement {Romblomanon num-

bers from one ˆisa to ten napýyuˆ are used

in numbering a measurement, object or

situation, especially if it is designated by

a Romblomanon word, e.g., ˆisa ka
dãngaw, ‘one hand span’. Numbers of

words of Spanish origin are sometimes

designated by numbers of Spanish origin,

e.g. dus kÿlu ‘two kilograms’. All numbers

from eleven ˆunsi up to ninety-nine

nubinta ˆinuwÿbi are Spanish.} cf wan,

ˆýna1 4 syn ˆýnu (See Appendix 21,

Cardinal Numbers.)

1b bãwat ˆisa indef adj det each person,

condition, thing, grouping of something

ˆGingbutangan nya papil bãwat ˆisa nga
ˆalãdin. Each pressure lantern had

paper put on [it] by him. {Bãwat
combines with any number in a similar

way: bãwat duha ‘every two’, bãwat
tuyu ‘every three’, etc.}

1c kãda ˆisa indef pron each one, of a

person, condition, thing, grouping of

something Sa ˆiba nga pamilya ˆang
kãda ˆisa hay ˆigwa gid ning sarÿli ninda
nga bãsu. In some families each one has

their own glass. {Kãda combines with

any number in a similar way: kãda duha
‘every two’, kãda ‘every three’, etc.}

1d tigtagsa (var tagsa) indef pron each
one, one by one ˆIning manga ˆungaˆ ni
Marya, hay gingtawˆan nang magýyang
ning tigtagsa nga kaban. As for these

children of Mary, [they] were given a

clothes trunk for each one by the old

man.

2 adj Someone or something is alone.

Kalulýˆuy ˆaku kay ˆaku na lang ˆini nga
ˆisa kung ˆumasãwa ka nga dãˆan. I am

to be pitied because I will be alone if

you marry now.

3 adj the other or another person, thing,

kind of person or thing; some (not all)

people, things [ˆIsa is followed by nga
or variant na.] Suyud kag tumýyug na,

kay mabãlik na kami ni papa mu sa ˆisa
nga bayay. Go in and sleep now,

because your father and I will go back to

the other house. ˆAng kahugãˆan sa
pagpangabuhiˆ hay ˆisa gid nga dahilan
nga kung bãsiˆ ˆang ˆisa nga tãwu hay
nagaˆÿsip nga magkadtu sa ˆiban nga
lugar. Hardship in life is one reason

why some people consider going to

other places. Nagbakay si Pilar ning
ˆisa na klãsi nang buyung nga maˆãyu sa
sagnat. Pilar bought another kind of

medicine which is good for fever. cf ˆiba
1b

4 pangˆisa (var ˆikaˆisa) ord num a first
action, person, situation, thing, time,

unit of measurement syn pirst, primÿra
2a, ˆýna1 1a (See Appendix 22, Ordinal

Numbers.)

5 adj a certain, given or unnamed person,

thing, place; one unspecified day,

month, week, year, on a certain day,

week, month, year ˆIsa ka ˆadlaw si
Magbayýtu nagkadtu sa ˆisa ka lugar
pãra magbughaˆ ning barýtu. One day

Magbayoto went to a certain place in

order to make a small boat.

6a kaˆisa adv Something is done once. Si
Dyu hay kaˆisa pa lang nakaˆabut sa
Singapore. As for Joe he was able to

reach Singapore only once.

6b kung kaˆisa adv Sometimes an event

occurs or a state exists. Kung kaˆisa
nagapangawat kami ning sariˆsãriˆ nga
manga prýtas. Sometimes we stole

many different kinds of fruits. [Kung
kaˆisa is sometimes preceded by hay
with no change of meaning.] Hay kung
kaˆisa nagasãˆut ˆaku kung may
nagasãˆut sa ˆãkun. Sometimes I dance

a modern dance if there is someone who

dances the modern dance with me. syn

kung minsan, kung ˆamat
7 kaˆisa v Two or more unite in a given

cause, project.
magkaˆisa Kung kita lang hay magkaˆisa

hay madadãyun ˆini nga týbiˆ. If we just
unite in this village, this water [project]
will be able to be continued.

pagkakaˆisa n unity among people May
kuˆupirasyun kag may pagkakaˆisa sa

ˆirusˆirus 656 ˆisa
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bilug nang baryu nang Lýnus. There is
cooperation and there is unity in the
whole village of Lonos.

8 ˆisa kag ˆisa indef pron each other Kãda
gabˆi ˆadtung ˆiya nubyu nga tagaˆiban
lugar, nagabisÿta sa ˆiya; hay nabistu
ˆinaˆ niyan nang ˆiya tatay, nga daw
maˆãyu na sinda sa ˆisa kag ˆisa. Every

night that fiancé of hers from another

place was visiting her; this was noticed

by her father, that they already had a

good relationship with each other.

ginkaˆisahan derv an agreement;
pakaˆisa derv a first cousin; tagsa 1a
derv each, each one; tagsatagsa
(tagsa 1b) derv one by one; ˆisa nga
buwas set expr the day after tomor-
row; ˆisa ka ˆadlaw (ˆadlaw 5) set expr
One day something happened.; ˆisa ka
pagˆasawˆan (ˆisa 4) set expr a mated
pair

ˆisak n the peep, of a chick {For other

sounds of chickens see kutuˆkutuˆ.}
v A baby chick peeps. [nagˆisak peeped]

(See Appendix 24, Sounds of Animals
and Fowl.)

ˆisdaˆ 1 n fish ˆAng nagasuyud nga ˆisdaˆ sa
tabýnan hay maˆãyu nga klãsi. The fish
that go inside deep-sea fish traps are

special class fish. {Fish are sold by the

piece or string sagaˆ 1.} Nakabakay na
kami ning ˆisa ka sagaˆ nga ˆisdaˆ kay
didtu ˆaku nagˆÿban ˆinaˆ ning kwarta sa
binta nang ˆays kindi. We were able to

buy one string of fish because I

deducted that money from the sales

money of the ice candy. {Fish are

prepared for cooking lýtuˆ 1 by being

cleaned malimpyu (limpyu).} Pwÿdi ka
na makaˆýliˆ sa ˆindu bayay pãra
malimpyu mu ˆang ˆÿmu ˆisdaˆ. It is

appropriate that you will go home to

your house now so that you will clean
your fish. {For kinds of fish, see

English—Romblomanon Index, under

“fish”.}

Kinds of Cured Fish

bãyuy dried fish

býru cured sardines

gamus 1a cured anchovy

tuyuˆ dried sardines

1a ginatˆan nga ˆisdaˆ n fish cooked in
coconut milk extract (See Appendix 9,

Foods Cooked in Coconut Milk

Extract.)

1b kinÿlaw nga ˆisdaˆ n raw marinated
fish {Fish are sliced thin and marinated

in black pepper paminta, hot peppers

katumbay 1c, ginger luyˆa 2, onions

sibýyas 1a, salt ˆasin 1a, vinegar sýkaˆ 1
or lime juice dugaˆ nang larangha
(larangha 2) and soy sauce týyu. Eaten

raw.} (See sumsýman 1, Some Kinds
of Food Delicacies for table.)

1c lurit nga ˆisdaˆ n spicy coconut-flavored
fish {Cooked in vinegar sýkaˆ 1 and

water; when cooked, coconut milk extract

gataˆ 1 and hot peppers katumbay 1c are

added.} (See sumsýman 1, Some Kinds
of Food Delicacies for table. See

Appendix 8, Foods Made with Coconut.)

1d prÿtu nga ˆisdaˆ n fried fish (See

sumsýman 1, Some Kinds of Food
Delicacies for table.)

1e sarsa nga ˆisdaˆ n a fish salsa dish

{Cooked mixture of broiled fish ˆisdaˆ
nga ˆinÿhaw (ˆisdaˆ 1f), salsa coconut

meat niyug nga sarsãhun (niyug 2e),
onion slices sibýyas 1a, lime juice dugaˆ
nang larangha (larangha 2), hot peppers

katumbay 1c and other seasonings. Used

as a side-dish food suyaˆ 1 during meal-

times.}

1f ˆinÿhaw nga ˆisdaˆ n broiled fish, broiled

over coals

1g ˆadýbu nga ˆisdaˆ n fish adobo (See

ˆadýbu, Kinds of Adobo for table.)

2 pangisdãˆun n fish population Kaˆãyu
pa gid ang pangisdãˆun kag barãtu da
ˆang biyakyun. The fish population was

still very plentiful and purchase items

were cheap.

3 miyugpangisdaˆ n a fisherman Sa
manga masunud nga týˆig, magakýliˆ na
ˆang ˆisdaˆ sa dãgat kay ˆang manga
miyugpangisdaˆ hay nagagãmit ning
palýpuk. In years to come, fish in the

ocean will become scarce because fisher-
men are using explosives. (See miyug-,
Words with Miyug- for table.)

ˆisak 657 ˆisdaˆ
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ˆisigkatãwu (from tãwu + *ˆisigka-) n some-

one’s fellow human being ˆAng ˆiya
pagsinimba hay ˆinang salipapaw lang da
kay wayaˆ siya da ning ginahuman nga
maˆãyu sa ˆÿmu ˆisigkatãwu. As for his

going to church, that is just superficial

because he does nothing good to his

fellow human beings.
ˆisip v Someone knows about something or

knows how to do something.
nakaˆisip Ginapurbahan ni Dilya kung

nakaˆisip na si Panya sa paglýtuˆ. [It] is
being observed by Delia [to see] if
Panya knows about cooking. cf
kinaˆagman 1

ˆÿsip 1a n someone’s mind or thoughts
Kung ˆigwa kita ning mabatiˆan nga
hambay nga masanting hay nagatanum
nga dãˆan sa ˆãtun ning ˆÿsip. If there are

offensive words that will be heard by us,

they immediately become established in

our minds. syn hunaˆhýnaˆ 1a cf

dumdum1, lãˆum 1b
1b v Someone or something is thought

about by someone; something is
thought by someone.

naˆÿsip [Naˆÿsip and a genitive agent is
predicate, followed by a clause or
phrase as topic introduced by an
optional nga.] Naˆÿsip baya ni Dyýwil
nga maˆãyu ˆini butangan papil nga
ˆinang kagilak. It was probably thought
by Joel that this is that onto which it
would be good to put that shiny paper.

ginaˆÿsip ˆAng ginaˆÿsip niyan nang
manga tãwu hay magˆinasãwa na kag
magpakasay. That which is thought
about now by people is that [they] keep
on taking spouses and have wedding
ceremonies performed.

ginaˆisipˆÿsip Ginaˆisipˆÿsip ku nga daw
ˆindiˆ ˆãnay ˆaku maglarga. That probably
I would not leave was thought over and
over by me.

kaˆiˆÿsip ger someone’s thinking of some-
one else or something Wayaˆ natuyýgi
ˆang prinsÿsa kaysa kaˆiˆÿsip sa prinsipi.
The princess was not able to sleep
because of [her] thinking of the prince. cf
hunaˆhýnaˆ 1b

2 v Someone decides to do something. [An

abilitative form of the verb (nakaˆÿsip,

makaˆÿsip) is predicate, the one deciding

something is topic, and that decided is a

modifying phrase optionally introduced

by nga.]
nakaˆÿsip Lumÿgad ˆang pila ka týˆig

nakaˆÿsip sina Rubin nga mabãlik sa
ˆinda lugar. [After] several years, the
Ruben family decided that they would
return to their place.

ˆisiw n a chick, i.e., a baby chicken Makakabatiˆ
ka na lang ning syaksyak nang ˆisiw sa
ˆibãbaw kung kumkum na nang kuku nang
banug ˆang ˆisiw. You can clearly hear the

peeping sound of the chick above when

the chick is gripped by the talons of the

hawk. (See manuk 1, Life Stages of
Chickens for table.)

ˆiskalipsi n an eclipse of the moon or sun

ˆiskalun n a floor or story of a house Tatlu
ka ˆiskalun ˆang bayay nang ˆabugãdu
nga ginadayýnan ni Milba. The house

of the lawyer in which Melba was

staying was three stories. syn týri
ˆiskul n a school; i.e., a building where

children, especially in primary grades,

are taught Kanta na ˆang ˆÿmu kanta; sa
ˆiskul kantahan! Your song should be

sung now; [one] from school should be

sung! syn ˆiskwilahan (ˆiskwÿla 4)
ˆiskwÿla 1 n a student enrolled in a course of

primary, secondary, college, or university

study ˆIndiˆ na magbinatiˆãnan sa suyud
nang ˆiskwilahan ˆang manga ˆiskwÿla kay
ˆang labýnuk nang ˆuyan sa bubung nga
sim hay kakusugkýsug. The students no

longer hear one another inside the school

because the roar of the rain on the tin roof

is very strong. ˆIndiˆ na magpamatiˆ ˆang
manga ˆiskwÿla sa maˆistra kay hãpun na.
The students no longer listen to the

teacher because it is now late afternoon. cf

ˆistudyanti
2 n a school assembly where a group of

students are taught a given course of

study at a primary or secondary school,

a college, or university Nang nakatãpus
na ˆaku sa grid tri, bakasyun na nãmun
kay wayaˆ na ˆiskwÿla. When I finished

grade three, it was our vacation time

because there were no more school

ˆisigkatãwu 658 ˆiskwÿla
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assemblies.
3 v Someone goes to school or studies at a

primary or secondary school, a college,

or university.
nagaˆiskwÿla Nakasãyud lang sinda nga

si Hilda hay wayaˆ nagaˆiskwÿla, nang
may nagˆabut sa ˆinda nga halin sa
Manÿlaˆ. They were able to find out that,
as for Hilda, she did not go to school
when someone arrived at their place
from Manila.

magˆiskwÿla ˆAng trabãhu diri nang manga
dalagÿta, kung ˆindiˆmagˆiskwÿla, sigurãdu
pangasawˆun lang gida ˆinaˆ. What the
young teenagers here are doing is if they
do not go to school, they will surely be
courted by someone.

magˆiskwÿla inf to go to school Kay Tatay ku
ginabuˆuy ˆang ginagastus ku sa manga
ˆintirisãdu nga ˆungaˆ magˆiskwÿla. From
my Father that which I am spending for
the children who are interested to go to
school is being gotten [by me].

pagˆiskuyla, pagˆiskwila, pagˆiskwÿla imper
v Someone must or should go to school,
study! Hambay ni Ramun sa ˆiya ˆungaˆ
nga si Suylu, “Pagˆiskwÿla maˆãyu pãra
ˆindiˆ ka magmananggÿti sa ˆulÿhi nga
ˆadlaw!” Ramon said to his son Zoilo,
“[You] must study hard so that you will
not become a coconut wine collector
someday!”

ger someone’s going to school, studying at
a primary or secondary school, a college,
or university ˆAdtung ˆãkun pangãnay nga
ˆungaˆ hay midyu ˆintirisãdu gid sa
pagˆiskuyla. That firstborn child of mine
really has some interest in going to
school. Nang si Buy hay nagˆiskwÿla na sa
singku grãdu, hay maˆãyu ˆang ˆiya risulta
sa pagˆiskwila. When Boy already went
to school in grade five, his accom-
plishments in studying were good.

paˆiskwÿla caus v Someone lets someone
else go to school or study at a primary
or secondary school, a college, or
university.

mapaˆiskwÿla Kung tapus na siya sa
pagˆiskwÿla ning pagkamaˆistru sya na
kunu ˆang mapaˆiskwÿla sa ˆãkun. If she
is already finished studying to become a
teacher, she will be the one, she says, to

let me go to school. cf ˆistãdi, ˆistudyu
4 ˆiskwilahan n a school; i.e., a building

where children, especially in primary

grades, are taught ˆAng ˆãkun ˆadtu hÿlig
nga kãnam sa ˆiskwilahan hay supbul
hasta nga magˆiskwÿla ˆaku sa hayskul.
As for my favorite game at school, [it]

was softball until I attended high school.

syn ˆiskul
5 ˆiniskwilãhan n education; i.e., knowledge

gained by formal study in a school

ˆiskwÿla Dãpat kamu na ˆang magdýgang
sa ˆindu ˆiniskwilãhan kung kamu hay
magdagkuˆ na. It should be that you (pl)

now will be the ones to add to your

education if you are already grownup.

ˆislab n a sawn slab or tile, commonly of

marble Pagkatãpus naman nãmun
diskarga nang manga daya, makarga
naman kami ning manga ˆislab nga
marmul. After our unloading of the

things, we will again load marble tiles.
ˆislug v Someone is moved or transferred to

another location.
gingˆislug Nang kami nagˆugduk ning

bayay, gingˆislug nãmun hampig didtu
sa may ˆiskwilahan. When we built a
house, [our house] was transferred by
us there near where there was a school.

v Something is moved by someone to
another location.

gingˆislug Gingˆislug ni ˆAndris ˆang ˆiya
bangku sa ˆalÿhid nang kuray. The chair
of Andres was moved by him near the
fence. cf ˆÿsuy 1

ˆismãgul n cheap rubber slippers Nang
ˆýna bakyaˆ pa ˆang ˆãmun sinÿlas bukun
ˆismãgul, wayaˆ pa nagaˆusar ning
ˆismãgul. In the past our slippers were

still wooden clogs, not rubber slippers;
[we] did not yet use rubber slippers. cf

bakyaˆ, tyinÿlas
ˆispãda n a sword Kaˆýnun na kuntaˆ nang

higanti ˆang ˆungaˆ pÿru ginbunuˆ ˆini
niya nang ˆispãda kag namatay ˆang
higanti. The giant was about to eat the

child, but [the child] stabbed that one

with a sword and the giant died. cf

sundang, suyut
ˆispãda nga kiluhan (kÿlu 2b) set expr a

bar scale for weighing produce

ˆislab 659 ˆispãda
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ˆispaltu n asphalt
ˆispÿhu n glass, a mirror Ginahadlýkan ˆaku

kay, ˆang ˆinda syap, hay pýru ˆispÿhu
ˆang dingding. I am frightened because,

as for their shop, the walls are all glass.
Nakÿtaˆ niya nga si Pawling hay
nagatãngis nga nagadýhung kag
nagaˆatýbang sa ˆispÿhu. He saw

Pauleng crying, hanging down her head

facing the mirror.

ˆispiritu 1 a living person’s spirit {A

personˆs spirit is said to wander during

dreams at night. The spirit permanently

leaves the body at the time of death.}

(See dimunyu, Kinds of Spirits for

table.)

2 malãˆin nga ˆispiritu n an evil spirit ˆIni
ˆang malãˆin nga ˆispiritu ˆimaw ˆini
ˆang manga ˆispiritu nga ˆindiˆ makÿtaˆ.
These evil spirits are spirits that cannot

be seen. {If a person accidentally hurts

an evil spirit as, for example, by

accidentally stepping on it, the feet of

that person might become swollen

nagahubag, or suppurating sores gýyus
might come out on the body. For some,

the private parts develop these sores.

Evil spirits sometimes cause skin itches,

swelling of body parts, headache, body

pain and loss of appetite. The herbalist

uses herbal medicine to cure these

afflictions and sometimes alum crystals

or storax gum to smoke the patient.} syn

malãˆut (See dimunyu, Kinds of
Spirits for table.)

ˆispÿsu (see ˆispÿsu nga gataˆ (gataˆ 1a)) a

thick coconut milk extract
ˆispisyal (see ˆispisyal nga kasay (kasay

2a)) a special wedding ceremony
ˆisplikasyun n an explanation of an event or

situation ˆIntirisãdu si Sunya magpamatiˆ
sa hambay nang duktur kay nakakataˆu
ning maˆãyu nga ˆihimplu ˆang ˆiya
ˆisplikasyun. Sonia was interested to

listen to what the doctor said because his

explanation was really able to provide a

good example.

ˆispungha n a cleaning sponge, a powder
puff

ˆistãdi v Someone studies a particular lesson

at school.
nagˆistãdi Nang ˆulÿhi na, midyu

ginahadlukhadlýkan pa ˆaku kay
primÿru pa lang, hay nagˆistãdi ˆaku
nang liksyun. Later, I was still a little bit
afraid because that was still the
beginning, [so] I studied my lesson.

kaˆiˆistãdi abl ger someone’s being able
to study ˆAku nalulýˆuy ˆinaˆ sa ˆiya kay
nang nagaˆiskuyla ˆinaˆ siya sa hayskul,
hay naˆaˆabýtan ˆinaˆ siyay manga ˆalas
dyis nang gabˆi kaˆiˆistãdi. I really pitied
that one because, when that one was
studying in high school, that one was
frequently overtaken by ten o’clock at
night in being able to study.

pagˆistãdi ger someone’s studying Naˆÿsip
nãmun magˆasawa kung ˆanu ˆaraˆ ˆang
tubtuban ˆini niya nga pagˆistãdi. [It] was
thought by us, husband and wife, what,
perhaps, would be the result of this one’s
studying. cf ˆistudyu, ˆiskwÿla 3

ˆistadyum n a stadium where public events

are held Pagˆabut nãmun didtu sa
ˆistadyum, ˆabaw! Kadamuˆdãmuˆ gid
nga pagkatãwu; punuˆpýnuˆ gid! Upon

our arrival there at the stadium, oh!

There were very many people; surely it

was completely full!

ˆistambay 1 ger someone’s staying in a

given location Pagkatãpus ku sa
pagˆiskwÿla, hay ˆisa ˆaku ka simãna
ning ˆistambay sa bayay nang ˆãkun
ˆãmu. After I finished studying, I was

one week staying in the house of my

employer.
v Someone stays in a given location.
nagˆistambay Diraˆ naman kami

nagˆistambay ning tuyu ka gabˆi kag
nagbãlik diri sa Tyamban. We stayed
there for three nights and we returned
here in Tiamban.

nagaˆistambay Yãraˆ na sa banwa na
nagaˆistambay si Sýsan. Susan just
stays there in town.

maˆistambay Ginghambay ku kang
Mamay, kung maˆãriˆ, hay maˆistambay
ˆaku sa banwa kay Nãna Dilya. I told
Mother that, if possible, I would stay
there in town with Aunt Delia.

paˆistambay caus v Someone is allowed to
stay at a particular place by someone else.

ˆispaltu 660 ˆistambay
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Didtu sa hãli ni Mamay, hay hambay ni
Mamay, bayˆilang kay kadtuˆun ku si Pitra
kay ˆãkun hambayun nga ˆaku, hay
paˆistambayun didtu. There at the place
of Mother’s relative, Mother said never
mind because I should go there to Petra
and [she] should be told by me that, as for
me, [I] should be allowed to stay there.
cf dãyun 1, puyuˆ 2, tinir, ˆistar

2 ˆistambãyan n a loitering place where

people with little to do congregate ˆIni
ˆang ˆãmun bayay hay ˆistambãyan
nang manga sugaruy, bukun lang lyãki
kundiˆ hay babãyi man. As for our

house, this is the loitering place of

those gamblers, not only men but also

women.

ˆistampa n an idol or image
ˆistanti n a shelf
ˆistar v A person lives or stays in a particular

place as his or her normal residence.
nagˆistar Didtu sa Sãwang si Manung

Birting nagˆistar. Older Brother Berting
lived there in Sawang.

nagaˆistar Kita hay pubri lang nga yãri
diri sa býkid nagaˆistar. As for us, [we
are] just poor people who are living
here in the country. Nang ˆýnang
panahun nang buhiˆ pa ˆang tãtay ku, sa
Tablas kami nagaˆistar. A long time
ago when my father was still alive, we
lived in Tablas. Maghalin diri sa ˆãkun
ginaˆistaran, ˆadtu si Dulu hay gaˆistar
sa ˆikapitu nga býkid. From here in the
place where I live, that Dolo lives on the
seventh mountain.

maˆistar Kung didtu ka nakapangasãwa,
sigurãdu nga diraˆ ka nga lugar
maˆistar na ning pirmaminti kaˆibãhan
ˆang ˆÿmu pamilya. If you (i.e., anyone)
happen to take a spouse there (i.e., in a
given place), surely you will live in that
place along with your family.

makaˆistar Puydi ka makaˆistar ˆãbir
sanˆu basta gustu mu. You can stay
anytime provided you want to.

v A particular place is where someone
lives or stays.

ginaˆistaran ˆAng lugar nga
ginapangasawahan ni ˆInrÿku hay lugar
nang ginaˆistaran ni Plurintÿna kag
nang ˆiya ˆungaˆ. The place where

Enrico is courting is where Florentina
and her children live.

ˆistaran Diraˆ gid sa banwa ˆang gustu
nga ˆistaran nina Lýkas. There in town
is where Lucas and others want that
[they] will live. cf dãyun 1, puyuˆ 2,
tinir, ˆistambay 1

ˆistar ˆãpul n a star apple tree or fruit,
Chrysophyllum cainito (Linn.) {Green

to purple fruit shaped somewhat like an

apple. Eaten as a snack food.}

ˆisti n the east, the direction of sunrise ˆAng
ˆadlaw hay nagasubat sa ˆisti. As for the

sun, [it] rises in the east. (See nurti,
Directions for table.)

ˆistriktu adj Someone is strict in enforcing

or obeying rules and regulations. ˆAng
ˆãkun ˆãmu sa patahÿˆan hay ˆistriktu,
kaˆÿmun, labi na gid sa ˆiya ˆasãwa. My

boss in the dress shop is strict, [and]

jealous, especially of her husband.

ˆistru 1 n plastic string, used to tie up

packages ˆAng ginghigut ku sa kahun
hay ˆistru. What I used for tying up the

box was plastic string.

2 n a drinking straw, used to suck up a

liquid from a glass or bottle Nagagãmit
ˆaku ning ˆistru kung nagaˆinum ˆaku
ning Pipsi. I use a drinking straw when

I drink Pepsi.

pÿsiˆ nga ˆistru (pÿsiˆ 1c) idiom
handmade plastic rope

ˆistudyanti n a student enrolled in a place of

learning Nang kami nagbãlik sa
Rumblun ginsýgat kami nang manga
ˆistudyanti sa pantalan. When we

returned to Romblon the students
fetched us at the dock. cf ˆiskwÿla 1

ˆistudyu v Someone studies a particular

lesson at school.
nagˆistudyu Yaˆ gid sa ˆãkun buˆut;

nagˆistudyu gid ˆaku. I paid no attention
[to athletics]; I really studied.

nagaˆistudyu Maˆãyu gida galiˆ ˆang
nagaˆistudyu gid. For one who studies
hard it is really good.

v A lesson is studied by someone.
ginaˆistudyu Tanantanan hay ˆãkun gid

ginaˆistudyu na pãra ˆindiˆ ˆaku
mapahuyaˆ. All [my lessons] were
carefully studied by me so that I would

ˆistampa 661 ˆistudyu
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not be embarrassed [in class].
pagˆistudyu n someone’s studies ˆAng

ˆãkun pagˆistudyu midyu nabayaˆan ku
na. I only paid a little attention to my
studies. cf ˆistãdi, ˆiskwÿla 3

ˆisturya n a story, a conversation ˆAng
ˆãkun ˆisturya hay ˆang natabuˆ nang
naglÿgad nga býlan nang Disimbri. My

story is about what happened last month

of December. ˆAng pýnuˆ nang ˆisturya
nãmun kahãpun hay ˆadtu ˆang
nagpangawat ning kwarta. The main

topic of our conversation yesterday

was about that one who extensively

stole money.
v Someone, tells a story or talks about

something; two or more discuss some-
thing, have a conversation about some-
thing.

nagˆisturya Pagˆabut ku sa bayay nang
ˆãkun ˆãmu nga duktýra, hay nagˆisturya
na ˆaku nang ˆãkun manga trabãhu sa
syap. When I arrived at the house of my
female doctor employer, I talked about
my work there in the shop.

nagaˆisturya ˆAng manga magýyang ni
Samsun hãbang yãraˆ sa dãyan
nagaˆisturya ˆang magˆasawa parti
kay Samsun. The parents of Samson,
while they were there on the road, the
couple were discussing something
about Samson.

makaˆisturya ˆAku hay ˆindiˆ pa da
makaˆisturya niyan nang parti sa tiyad
ˆinaˆ, pÿru masayýran na lang ˆinaˆ
nindu sa ˆiba nga ˆadlaw. As for me, I
am not yet able to talk about that (i.e.,
about Roqueˆs condition) now, but that
will be found out by you some day.

maˆisturya Maˆisturya ˆaku nang ˆãkun
naˆagihan nang ˆungaˆ pa ˆaku hasta nga
magkaˆasãwa. I will tell a story about
my experiences when I was still a child
until I was able to take a spouse. Nÿta,
kari ˆãnay diri hu kay kita maˆisturya
ning maˆãyu. Nita, come right here
please because we will have a good
conversation.

ˆinisturyãhan, ˆisturyãhan agf recip v Two
or more talk to each other, tell stories to
each other.

nagˆinisturyãhan, nagˆisturyãhan

Nagˆinisturyãhan sinda. They told
stories to each other. Nagˆisturyãhan pa
da kami. We also talked to each other.

pagˆinisturyãhan ger the telling of stories
to each other by two or more ˆAng ˆiya
hambay sa magýyang, “Lýlu, maˆãyu
baya magˆinýman ˆãnay kita, ˆagud
malÿpay ˆang ˆãtun pagˆinisturyãhan.”
He said to the old man, “Grandfather,
maybe it is good that we will drink with
each other first, so that our telling stories
to each other will be delightful.”

v Something is told to someone by
someone else, is discussed or talked
about by two or more.

ginaˆisturya Pagkatãpus, ginaˆisturya
ninda kung sanˆu nga býlan kag pitsa ˆang
maˆãyu nga ˆinda ˆipakasay. Afterwards,
when the month and date [would be]
which would be good for them to have
their wedding ceremony performed is
talked about by them.

ˆisturyahan, ˆiˆisturya Wayaˆ na da
ˆisturyahan ni Nanay kay Tatay ˆang
ˆiya nasayýran. That which she knew
was not told by Mother to Father. ˆIgwa
ˆaku ning ˆiˆisturya sa ˆÿmu; ˆini hay
tungud sa kaˆayuhan nga ginghuman
nang Ginýˆu sa ˆãkun kabýhiˆ. There is
something that I will tell you; it is about
the benefits which were performed by
God in my life.

ˆÿsug 1 kaˆÿsug (var maˆÿsug) adj Someone is

bold, brave or courageous in charac-

ter; a parent is strict with a child. ˆAng
ˆãkun karanasan nang ˆaku maˆisut pa,
daw ˆindiˆ ku gid maˆintyindihan nga
ˆang ˆãkun manga magýyang masyãdu
nga kaˆÿmun kag kaˆÿsug sa ˆãmun nga
ˆinda manga ˆungaˆ. My experience

when I was yet small was that it seemed

as though [it] could not be understood

by me that, as for my parents, [they]

were very nonpermissive and strict
with us, their children. Nagdisidi ˆakuy
kadtu sa ˆinda; maˆÿsug na ˆang ˆãkun
buˆut kay magkasýgut na kami. I

decided to go to their place; my heart

was already courageous because we

were already engaged.
v Someone becomes bold, brave or

courageous in character; a parent

ˆisturya 662 ˆÿsug
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becomes strict with a child.
nagˆÿsug ˆAku hay nagˆÿsug ˆang buˆut nga

maˆiskuyla kaysa tanantanan nãmun
nga maghãli hay sigýru ˆaku lang baya
ˆang makaˆabut nang hayskul. As for
me, [my] heart became courageous to
go to school because of all of us siblings
maybe I would be the only one who
would be able to go to high school. cf
mantas, pugýsu

sýkaˆ nga maˆÿsug (sýkaˆ 1c) set expr
strong homemade vinegar

ˆÿsut 1a v The amount or size of something

becomes small, little, reduced.
nagaˆÿsut Kung ˆang ˆasu hay midyu

nagaˆÿsut na ˆang bunut hay nagaˆugdaw
na. When the smoke becomes somewhat
reduced, the coconut husks are already
becoming burned up.

magaˆÿsut Magaˆÿsut ˆang ˆÿmu kanˆun
kung tawˆan mu ˆang magýyang. [The
amount] of your cooked rice will
become small if you give it to the old
woman.

magˆÿsut Kung ˆÿmu sapayun, ˆÿmu
hugutun ˆang lÿlas para magˆÿsut sa
baˆbaˆ. When you weave the last part,
tighten the buri strips so that [it]
becomes small at the opening.

ˆisut n the smallness of someone or some-
thing

1b maˆisut (var kaˆisut, kiˆisut) adj Animate

or inanimate things or people are few; the

duration of an action or the amount of a

mass substance such as food, a liquid,

powder is little; a passageway is narrow;

a thing or person is small in size; a person

is young. Kung maˆisut lang ˆang ˆÿmu
lýgit, sa traysikul na lang ginakarga. If

your [sacks of] copra are only a few,

just load them in a motorized pedicab.

Kayuhun maˆãyu kag pagkatãpus butangan
ning maˆisut lang nga týbiˆ kag takyuban.
Mix well and afterwards put in a little
water and cover it. Maˆisut lang ˆang
pwirtãhan nga ginaˆagÿhan; ngãniˆ
ginatawag baya ˆadtu nga Pwirtu
Galyÿra. The passage entrance is very

narrow; so perhaps that is the reason it is

named Puerto Gallera. ˆAdtu gida nga
manga ˆungaˆ hay wayaˆ ning pakadtýˆan

kay nang sinda maˆisut pa ginakastÿgu
sinda ni Samsun. Those children had no

future because while they were still

young they were abused by Samson.

Bumuˆuy ning maskin ˆanu klãsi nang
butilya basta kaˆisut ning baˆbaˆ, kag
butangan ning pitrulyu. Get any kind of

empty bottle but the mouth [should be]

small, and put kerosene into it. Pagˆabut
ku diri sa San ˆAgustin ginagýtum na gid
ˆaku kay kaˆisut lang ˆãkun ginkãˆun sa
Lusÿna. When I arrived in San Agustin I

was already very hungry because only a

little was eaten by me in Lucena.
kaˆisutˆÿsut int adj very few, very little,

very narrow, very small, very young
Paˆunu si ˆIlbi makabyãhi ning malayuˆ
kay kaˆisutˆÿsut gãniˆ siya? How is it
possible for Elvie to travel far because
she is really very young? cf hÿnaˆ, kÿtid,
lakaˆ, lýya, pÿnu 1a, ˆintik

2 ˆisutˆÿsut v An action is accomplished

little by little by someone.
ginaˆisutˆÿsut ˆInaˆ nga kwarta, hay

ginaˆisutˆÿsut ku ˆinaˆ. As for that
money, that was [spent] little by little
by me.

3 maˆisut adv An event or state is about to
happen or exist, almost happens or

exists. Maˆisut lang si Kulas naˆulihi sa
bapur. Kulas was almost late for the

boat. ˆAng bayay ni Santa hay maˆisut
lang masýnug. The house of Santa was

almost to be burned. syn hãlus 1a cf

hãyus 1a, midyu 1b
4 paˆÿsut v The moon wanes. Malãˆin kunu

magpakasay kung paˆÿsut ˆang býlan. It

is bad, they say, to perform a wedding

ceremony when the moon wanes.
nagapaˆÿsut Malãˆin kunu magpakasay

kung nagapaˆÿsut ˆang býlan. It is bad,
they say, to perform a wedding ceremony
when the moon is waning. [Paˆÿsut and
nagapaˆÿsut have virtually the same
meaning.] (See Appendix 11, Shape of
the Moon.)

ˆÿsuy 1 v Something or someone is drug or

moved by someone without lifting.
gingˆÿsuy Gingˆÿsuy ku ˆang lamÿsa

pakadtu sa malapit sa dingding. The
table was drug by me taking it near the

ˆÿsut 663 ˆÿsuy
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wall.
ˆisýyan ˆIsýyan ˆang ˆÿmu ˆungaˆ sa tungaˆ

nang katri pãra ˆindiˆ mahýyug. Your
child should be moved to the center of
the bed so [he] will not fall off. cf ˆislug

2 v A statement, a charge, a complaint is
withdrawn.

gingˆÿsuy Gingˆÿsuy nina Pidru ˆang ˆinda
kÿha sa ˆinda kaˆãway. Their formal
complaint against their enemy was
withdrawn by Pedro and companion.

ˆitin n a muscle cramp, usually as the result

of heavy exercise

ˆitlug n the egg of a chicken manuk 1,

cockroach kuratsa 1, duck pãtu, house

lizard taguˆtuˆ, gecko tikiˆ, bird pispis.
Kung dãmuˆ na ˆang ˆÿmu ˆitlug nang
manuk kag wayaˆ da ˆini ning
nagabakay diri sa býkid, dayˆun mu ˆini
sa banwa. If there are many chicken

eggs of yours, and no one buys them

here in the country, they should be

brought to town by you. tuyu ka bilug
nga ˆitlug nang kuratsa three units of

cockroach eggs cf lusaˆ, talidtalid
balayan nang ˆitlug (balayan 1b) set
expr an eggshell

Parts of an Egg

baguy 1 eggshell

dawadawa yolk

langitlangit white

ˆitsa v Someone throws something away,

tosses or places something in a given

location. [nagˆitsa threw away, tossed,

placed something somewhere]
magˆitsa imper v Throw something away!

Toss something! Place something some-
where! Magˆitsa sa ˆidãyum nang tapãhan
ning ˆuga nga bunut! Toss the dry
coconut husks under the smoking rack!

v Something is cast, or placed onto some-
thing or in a given location.

ginaˆitsa Ginaˆitsa sa tapãhan ˆang
binuˆak nga niyug. The coconuts which
have been broken open are placed onto
the smoking rack.

ˆiˆitsa Pagˆabut sa may biˆbiˆ nang dãgat
ˆiˆitsa mu ˆang batu nga may higut nga
naylun. When reaching the beach edge
of the ocean, a stone which has a nylon

tying line [tied to it] should be cast by
you [into the ocean].

v the place where something is cast
ˆitsãhan Lãbut gid ˆang ˆitsãhan nang

bunut kag lãbut ˆang ˆitsãhan nang
binuˆuk nga niyug. The place where the
husks will be cast and the place where
the whole pieces [of husked coconuts]
will be cast are different.

ˆitsa, pagˆitsa ger someone’s placing,
throwing away, or tossing of something
Sÿgi ˆang ˆitsa hasta nga mapunuˆ ˆang
býhuˆ. Continue the tossing until the holes
become full. Pakuyub gihãpun ˆang ˆÿmu
pagˆitsa nang bunut pãra maˆapýtan nga
dãˆan. Your placing of the coconut husks
is upside down so that they will be kindled
at once.

ˆÿtu n a convict worm-gobi fish or engineer
fish, Pholidichthys leucotaenia (Bleeker)

{Elongated, naked body tapering pos-

teriorly. Inhabits coral and rocky reefs in

shallow waters.}

ˆitum (var kaˆitum, maˆitum) adj Some-

thing is black in color. Kung ˆang ˆisa ka
tãwu hay pakadtýˆun sa byãhi kag
nakasumpung siya ning ˆitum nga ˆuning,
ˆinaˆ kunu siya hay madidisgrasya. If a

person is about to go on a trip and he

happens to meet a black cat, that one,

they say, will surely have an accident.

May manga daw kabÿlug ˆini sinda nga
kaˆitum nga kulur. There are some of

those [strawberry top mollusks] that are

somewhat round in which [they are]

black colored. ˆAng ˆiya siki hay
kagamay nga ˆang kulur hay maˆitum.
Its feet (i.e., of a black-naped oriole) are

slim in which the color is black. cf

ˆayum1 ant putiˆ (See kulur 1, Colors
for table. See manuk 1, Kinds of
Chickens for table.)

ˆitun (var ˆimaw ˆitun) 1a dem adj this
event, person, place, thing or situation

near the speaker in place, prior

reference or time [ˆItun is followed by a

determiner and a noun or noun phrase it

modifies.] Kung panahun pa galiˆ nga
malapit na ˆang ginatawag nga
Kwarisma hay nagapamindÿta pa galiˆ
ˆitun ning lukay. When what is called

ˆitin 664 ˆitun
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the Lenten season is still near, that is

also the time that [the priest] blesses

these palm fronds. syn ˆini 1a cf ˆadtu
1b, ˆinaˆ 1b, ˆimaw 1a

1b dem pron this, this one, this place;
reference is to an event, person, place,

thing or situation near the speaker in

place, prior reference or time ˆInaˆ ˆang
manga magýyang nga nagahalin pa kung
diˆindÿˆin nga baranggay, maˆýliˆ lang
ˆitun sa banwa pãra kay makabinÿray nga
ginatawag. Those old people who come

from different villages, these will go to

town in order that [they] will be able to

participate in what is called the seven-fold

procession. syn ˆini 1b cf ˆadtu 1b, ˆimaw 1,

ˆinaˆ 1b
ˆimaw ˆitun (ˆimaw 2b) set expr This is
the reason or this is the time
something happens.

ˆiwag 1a n an artificial light source ˆIni ˆang
kandÿlaˆ puydi ˆini nga ˆiwag sa bayay
kung gabˆi pãra nga ˆindiˆ ka na
magbakay ning pitrulyu. It is possible

for this candle to be an artificial light in

the house when it is night so that you

will not buy kerosene. cf sÿlak 1a

Artificial Lights

baybag coconut frond torch

lamparilya kerosene lamp

murun 1 bottle torch

murun nga bamboo torch

kawãyan
(murun 1a)

ˆalãdin pressure lantern

1b ˆÿwag v Someone, something, a place is
illuminated by someone using an

artificial light.
ˆiniwãgan ˆÃkun ˆiniwãgan ˆang dãgat sa

ˆidãyum nang ˆabýhan patiˆ sa labãbu;
hay yaˆ na ning suyud. The sea water
was illuminated by me under the
fireplace as well as under the sink; [but]
there was nothing inside.

ˆiwãgun Kung gabˆi kung ˆÿmu ˆini sinda
ˆiwãgun, gapunaˆpunaˆ gid ˆini sinda.
During night if these [common bubble
mollusks] will be illuminated by you,
[you will see that] they go together in
groups. cf hãyag 1a, sÿga, silak 1b

2 pangÿwag ger someone’s gathering
aquatic invertebrates with an artificial
light ˆIni ˆang sÿhiˆ nga daminsuy hay
nagakýyap ˆini kung gabˆi kay ˆini nga
sÿhiˆ hay nabubuˆuy ˆini sa pangÿwag. This

common bubble mollusk comes out at

night because, as for this mollusk, it is

frequently gotten by gathering aquatic
invertebrates with an artificial light.

v Someone gathers aquatic invertebrates
with an artificial light at night.

nangÿwag [Nangÿwag consists of na- plus
pangÿwag.] Nangÿwag da ˆadtu ˆang ˆãmun
lýlu kay wayaˆ kami ning sýyaˆ. That
grandfather of ours gathered aquatic
invertebrates with an artificial light
because we did not have side-dish food.

ˆiwang n toilet paper, or anything used as

toilet paper

ˆiwi n a scorpion
ˆiwik n the squeal of a pig {Grunt of a pig:

bangguk, ˆiguk.}
v A pig squeals. [nagˆiwik squealed] (See

Appendix 24, Sounds of Animals and
Fowl.)

ˆiya 1a poss adj pron her, his, its person or

thing; a person or thing of hers, his, its;
her, his, its doing something. [Pre-noun

or pre-gerund possessive pronoun. For

post-noun or post-gerund possessive

pronoun, see niya 1a.] ˆAng ˆiya
trabãhu, hay pýru lang ning bakay. Her
work is always just buying. ˆAng ˆiya
pakpak may kulur ˆitum, patiˆ ˆang ˆiya
ˆÿkug. As for its wings they are black,

including its tail. cf niya 1a
1b poss cmt pron Someone or something is

hers, his, its. [Occurs in predicate position

with possessed item as sentence topic.]

1c gen pron Something done by her, him, it.
[Occurs in pre-verb position as a genitive

pronoun. For the pronoun occurring after

the verb, see niya.] ˆAng ˆiya natatãguˆ
nga kwarta, hay naˆuˆýbus lang niya ning
bakay ning buyung. As for the money that

was saved by her, [it] was used up by her

in buying medicine. Pag nakakÿtaˆ ˆang
pispis ning ˆisdaˆ nga nagalutaw sa dãgat,
ˆiya ginagulpi tukaˆ. Whenever the bird

saw a fish floating in the sea, [it] would be

quickly pecked at by it. cf niya 1b

ˆiwag 665 ˆiya
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1d sa ˆiya loc pron Someone does something

for her, him, it; from her, him, it; to her,
him, it; someone does something or is in a

particular place or state with her, him, it.
Naghambay ˆaku sa ˆiya nang pagbakay
ku sa ˆiya ning tubaˆ nga, “Pabakya ˆãbi
ˆaku ning tubaˆ.” I said to him upon my

buying coconut wine from him, “I

should be allowed to buy coconut wine.”

Wayaˆ nagkumpurmi ˆang ˆuning sa ˆiya
kay sayud nang ˆuning nga mas gustu
nang ˆiya ˆãmu ˆang ˆãyam. The cat did not

agree with him because it was known by

the cat that the dog was loved more [than

the cat] by his master.
sa ˆiya sarÿli refl loc pron Someone or

something does something to or within
himself, herself, itself; someone or
something is in a particular place or
state alone or within herself, himself,
itself. Kung nababatyagan nya sa ˆiya
sarÿli nga midyu malÿpung na ˆang ˆiya
ˆýyu, ˆinaˆ sya hay nagabãlik na sa ˆiya
bayay. When [it] was clearly noticed
within herself that her head was a little
bit dizzy, that one returned to her house.

paˆiyaˆÿya derv one by one, separate;

ˆinaˆ sa ˆiya (ˆinaˆ) set expr that one, to
that one; ˆiya ˆini (ˆini 1b) set expr by
this one, of this one; ˆini sa ˆiya (ˆini
1b) set expr this one, to this one, with
this one; ˆiya ˆinaˆ (ˆinaˆ) set expr by
that one, of that one; ˆiya ˆini (ˆini 1b)
set expr by this one, of this one

ˆiyugpamãkay (see bakay 1d) a resource
for buying

ˆiyugtãnum (see tanum 1c) a plant cutting
ˆiyut 1 v Someone has sexual intercourse

with someone else. [maˆiyut will have

sexual intercourse]

2 ˆiyut mu inj Your copulation! {An

offensive interjection malawˆay nga
hambayãnun spoken to someone to

indicate anger or extreme displeasure

with that person.}

ˆu1 coord conj one action, person, situation,

thing or another action, person, situation,

thing Ginasiruˆ ˆinaˆ ninda kung pakabilug
ˆang býlan ˆu pakamatay. They look to

see whether the moon is full or new. syn

kundiˆ man (kundiˆ 2)

ˆu2 inj Oh! Expresses dismay or fear. ˆU!
mahal nga suluguˆun nang hãriˆ nga tatay
ku; yãraˆ na ˆang kamut ku; ˆitaˆu mu sa
ˆãkun tatay. Oh! revered servant of the

king, my father; here are my hands; give

them to my father.

ˆýba v Someone disrobes, takes off an

article worn on the body.
nagˆýba Nakÿtaˆ niya nga nagˆýba ˆang

tatlu pãra malÿgus, kay didtu galiˆ nga
lugar hay paligusan nang tatlu nga
babãyi. [It] was seen by him that the
three disrobed to bathe because that
place was the bathing place of the three
ladies.

nakaˆýba Nang nakaˆýba na ˆaku nang
ˆãkun tÿsirt kag bra, ginbuyˆan ˆaku
hartbit nang duktur. When I was able
[with reluctance] to take off my
short-sleeved undershirt and brassiere,
my heartbeat was taken by the doctor.

v An article worn on the body is taken off
by someone.

ˆinýba Pagˆabut ku sa bayay ni Lukrisya,
ˆadtu ˆang bãruˆ ni Lukrisya nga ˆinýba,
ˆimaw ˆadtu ˆang ginpaspas ku sa ˆiya ka
pitu. Upon my arrival at the house of
Lucresia, that dress of Lucresia which
had been taken off, that was what was
used by me for lightly hitting her seven
times [during a ceremony for curing
sickness].

pagkaˆýba ti ger after or upon someone’s
taking off an article worn on the body
Pagkaˆýba ninda nang ˆinda suyˆub nga
pakpak ginkãmang ni Magbayýtu ˆang
pakpak ni Marya kag gintãguˆ. Upon
their taking off their attached wings, the
wings of Mary were carried in crawling
by Magbayoto and [they] were kept.

ˆýbad n the pulpy core of a banana stalk

ˆýban n white or gray hair, especially as a

result of age

ˆýbas n a sea grape tree or fruit {Edible

purple to whitish berries.}

ˆubay v Someone sleeps with someone else.
maˆubay Gustu gid ni ˆArnuld maˆubay

sa ˆiya ˆasãwa, gakãmang ˆinaˆ siya kung
tungang gabˆi. Arnold wanted that he
would sleep with his wife, [so] that one
crawled [into her room] when it was
midnight.

ˆiyugpamãkay 666 ˆubay
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v Someone is slept with by someone else.
maˆubayan Si Nilda wayaˆ kakatýyug

nagˆãga sa kababantay nga pãra siya
ˆindiˆ maˆubayan ni Dyýwil. Nelda was
not able to sleep until morning came in
being able to guard so that she would
not happen to be slept with by Joel. cf
týyug 1

ˆýbi 1a n a greater yam vine, Dioscorea
alata (Linn.)

1b n the tuberous root of a greater yam
Kung ˆang babãyi naman hay bagˆung
ˆungaˆ, ˆang ginabãwal naman ˆini nga
manga pagkãˆun hay ˆinaˆ ˆang manga
madayýnut, parÿhu nang gãbi, bunduˆ,
ˆýbi kag tagãbang. If a woman has just

given birth, the foods which are

forbidden are those which are slippery,

such as taro, yautia, greater yams and

jute. {Cultivated for its purple root

which is boiled and eaten as a starchy

food.} cf kuyut, lupÿsan, ˆýmag, ˆuraru
2 kulur ˆýbi adj A mark or object is purple

colored. ˆAng pispis nga mãya, ˆang ˆiya
tukaˆ hay kulur ˆýbi. As for a chestnut

manikin bird, its beak is purple colored.

(See kulur 1, Colors for table.)

ˆubirtaym v Someone works overtime.
nagaˆubirtaym Nagaˆubirtaym si Saryu;

nagakapatas siya sa nagapahuman ning
týbiˆ nga ginatawag nga NIA. Sario
works overtime; he works as foreman
of what is called the NIA in fixing the
water [system].

ˆubitwaryu n someone’s obituary
ˆubligãdu psudo v Someone is obliged to do

something. [ˆÝbligãdu is predicate, the

one obliged to do something is topic,

and that obliged to be done is a phrase

introduced by an optional modifying

ligature nga.] Kung ˆang byýdu nga
lyãki hay ˆang ˆiya naˆasãwa liwat hay
dalãga, ˆini hay ˆubligãdu gid siya nga
magpangasawa. If a widower is able to

take a young lady as a spouse a second

time, he is obliged to court [her].

ˆubligasyun n someone’s obligation to do

something Nagapãti ˆang manga tãwu
sa Pilipÿnas nga ˆang pagpangýngaˆ hay
ˆisa nga ˆubligasyun nga gintaˆu nang
Dyus. People in the Philippines believe

that having children is one obligation
given by God.

ˆubra v work cf trabãhu 1a
ˆubsirba v Something is experienced or

observed by someone.
gingˆubsirbahan Gingˆubsirbahan ku

kung maˆãyu ˆadtu ˆang buyung; nakÿtaˆ
ku nga maˆãyu kay nahuwasan siya ning
sagnat. [It] was observed by me
whether [or not] that medicine was
effective; I discovered that it is effective
because she was relieved of the fever.

naˆubsirbahan Naˆubsirbahan ni Pidru
sa ˆiban nga bayay nga ˆang týbiˆ hay
sÿgi lang ˆang ˆÿlig. [It] was able to be
observed by Pedro in some houses that,
as for the water, its flow is continuous.
cf karanasan, paˆunu 2b, tilaw 3, ˆagi 1,
ˆikspiryinsya

ˆubu n a cough
v Someone coughs.
nagˆinýbu ˆIndiˆ ˆaku ˆadtu kaˆatind kung

ˆaku hay nagˆinýbu kag pilawun ˆaku
ˆadtu. I will not be able to attend that
[meeting] if I keep on coughing and I
will be overcome with sleep by that.

ˆubud n a brown moray eel, Thyrsoidea
macrurus (Bleeker) {Uniformly brownish

with a conspicuous lateral line. Inhabits

muddy and rocky bottoms of coastal

waters and brackish swamps.}
n a blue ribbon eel, Rhinomuraena

ambonensis (Barbour) {Behind the
head it is bright yellow dorsally and
bright blue laterally and ventrally,
becoming bright yellow dorsally and
laterally and black ventrally toward
the tail. Lives in burrows in sandy and
silty bottoms of sheltered, inshore
calm water areas.}

ˆýbud (var ˆýbud nang niyug) n upper trunk
coconut pith ˆInaˆ ˆang ˆýbud nang niyug
kung ˆaku ˆinaˆ nagaˆýtan; ˆang ˆiba ˆinaˆ
nga Bisãyaˆ ginalaˆgaˆ sa týbiˆ. As for

upper trunk coconut pith, if I am the

one, [I] cook [it] in coconut milk extract;

some Bisayan people boil it in water. (See

Appendix 7, Parts of a Coconut Fruit.)

ˆubus n the base of something; the area
immediately below something Pag
maˆihýyug mu na tanan ˆang magýyang
nga niyug manãˆug ka naman ning

ˆýbi 667 ˆubus
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dahandãhan hasta ka makaˆabut sa
ˆubus. When all the mature coconuts are

able to be dropped by you, then you

should go down [the coconut palm]

carefully until you are able to reach the

base [of the tree]. cf buliˆ 1a, kibut 1a,

pýnuˆ2 1a, katapýsan nga dãyun (tãpus
5), tungud2 1

ˆýbus v Something is consumed, finished or

used up by someone; someone or some-

thing is killed by someone else. ˆIni ˆang
nÿtib nga manuk, kung nagaˆabut ˆang
pisti, nang manuk tanan nga ˆalãgaˆ mu
nga manuk ˆýbus gid ˆinaˆ ning kamãtay,
hasta ˆisiw. These local chickens, when

chicken disease comes, all your cared-for

chickens will be consumed by dying,

including young chicks.
naˆýbus ˆAng ˆãkun kwarta hay naˆýbus

kay nagmasakit ˆang ˆãkun Tatay kag
namatay. My money was used up
because my father got sick and died.
Kung wayaˆ ˆadtu naˆýbus ˆang ˆinda
tawýhan, sigýru wayaˆ da ˆadtu siya
nabuˆuy. If their associates had not
been killed, maybe that one would not
have been caught.

maˆýbus Kung ˆindiˆ maˆýbus bakay ˆang
ˆutanun nang ˆÿmu manga kalãpit, ˆÿmu
na ˆini ˆilÿbud sa ˆiban. If the vegetables
will not be consumed by being bought
by your neighbors, peddle them to
others. Nakatãngis siya kay ˆindiˆ niya
maˆýbus pýgu ˆang dãwa. He cried
because the pearl millet seed could not
be finished in being removed by him
[from under the hot sun]. cf damut,
hilamut, tungud2, tiˆtiˆ, ˆýrut

ˆudyung n the spear head of a spear panaˆ 1.

Kung nagtamwaˆ na ˆang ˆiya ˆýyu, ˆÿmu
na tuslukun nang ˆÿmu daya nga
ˆudyung nga matalÿwis ˆang ˆiya punta.
If the head of the small octopus comes

out, pierce it with the spear head which

is pointed at its tip.

ˆuga adj Something such as clothing, a plant,

soil, wood is dry. Maˆãyu kung nagatýnaˆ
na ning ˆuyanˆýyan kay bukun na ˆuga
ˆang dýtaˆ. It is good that intermittent rain

is beginning because [then] the soil is no

longer dry.

v Something becomes dry.
maˆuga Pakayaˆun mu na lang sa silãkan;

tapus huyatun mu na lang nga maˆuga.
[The coconuts] should just be placed by
you face up in a sunny place; then you
just wait until [they] become dry.

pagkaˆuga ger something’s drying Kung
maˆãyu ˆang pagkaˆuga ˆini nang buli
hay kaputiˆ nga siruˆun kag matÿbay
patiˆ. But if the drying of these buri
leaves is good they are white to look at
and also durable.

paˆuga caus v Someone dries something.
[nagpaˆuga dried something, i.e.,
caused it to dry]

ˆugãling1 adv Possibly or probably some-

thing will happen. Tawˆan ku ˆugãling
ˆikaw ning kwarta kung ˆaku makaswildu.
[You] will probably be given the money

by me if I am able to get my salary. cf

bãsiˆ kung (bãsiˆ 2), baya, daw, kabay pa,

kuntaˆ, sigýru, ˆãbi 2, ˆaraˆ
*ˆugãling2 (see kaˆugalÿngun)

ˆugãling kay coord conj A state or action is

desired or an action should be

performed but another state exists or

another action is performed. Gustu ku
gid ˆinaˆ maˆinum ning týbiˆ ˆugãling
kay wayaˆ da ˆaku may nakÿtaˆ nga týbiˆ
sa kaguyãngan. I really wanted to drink

water but I was not able to find water in

the forest. syn pÿru
*ˆugãliˆ n a custom, habit

kaˆugaliˆan customs, habits Kadamýˆan
diri sa ˆãtun hasta niyan, hay ginasunud
pa da ˆang manga sinaˆýna nga
kaˆugaliˆan nang manga magýyang sa
pagpakasay. Mostly here in our place up
to now, the old customs of the old people
in getting married are still being followed.

ˆugam n a white tongue coating which coats

the palate and tongue of a person with an

extended illness

ˆugat n a vein, blood vessel
ˆugdaw v Something becomes burned up

by fire; fire burns down.
nagaˆugdaw Kung ˆang ˆasu hay midyu

nagaˆÿsut na ˆang bunut hay nagaˆugdaw
na. When the smoke becomes somewhat
little, the coconut husks are already
becoming burned up.

magˆugdaw Pabayˆan na lang hasta nga

ˆýbus 668 ˆugdaw
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magˆugdaw ˆang kalãyu. The fire
should just be left alone until [it] burns
down. cf dabuk 2, sugaˆ1, sýnug

ˆugduk v Someone builds or erects
something.

nagˆugduk Didtu na kami nagˆugduk
ning bayay na ˆãmun gid sarÿli. Thatˆs
the time that we built our very own
house.

maˆugduk Nagsaylu kami sa Lýsud kay
sa ˆÐpil hay pinahalin na kami nang
tagˆÿya, kay maˆugduk sinda ning kãting
masyin sa marbul. We transferred to
Lusod because we were sent away from
Ipil by the owner because they were
going to build a marble factory for
marble.

magˆugduk Kung magˆugduk ning halÿgi
sa bagˆu nga bayay, dãpat padagãˆan
ˆãnay. When [you] erect the posts for a
new house, first [they] should have the
bloodletting ceremony performed for
[them].

paˆugduk caus. v Someone has something
built or erected by someone else.

nagpaˆugduk Nagpaˆugduk gid kami
sarÿli nga bayay ˆagud hay wayaˆ na
prublÿma. We had [our] own house
built so that there would be no more
problems.

pangugdýkan v Someone builds something
by permission.

nagapangugdýkan Sina Tãta Birting hay
nagapangugdýkan kay Tãta Pidil.
Uncle Berting and family are building
by permission at the place of Uncle
Fidel. cf bughaˆ, hÿmuˆ 2, human 2

ˆugud v Someone works on a particular

project.
magˆugud ˆÃbir mahugaˆ ˆang nagadutaˆ

hay sÿgi lang, kay kung ˆindiˆ kita
magˆugud sa dýtaˆ wayaˆ kita ning
kwarta nga ˆikakabakay kung ˆigwa kita
ning gustu nga bakyun. Even though
farming is hard work [we] just keep on,
because if we do not work on the land
we do not have money which can be
used to frequently buy [things] if there
are things we want to buy.

v Something is worked on by someone.
ˆinugdan Pa Tablas naman ngãniˆ ˆaku

masiruˆ naman ˆaku didtu nang ˆãkun

dýtaˆ nga ˆãmun gid ˆadtu ˆinugdan. I
will surely [go] again to Tablas to
inspect that land of mine which was
worked on by us.

ˆugut adj Someone is angry with someone

else or because of a particular situation.

Pagˆabut sa ˆinda bayay ˆugut sa ˆiya
manga ˆungaˆ kag sa ˆiya ˆasãwa. Upon

arriving at their house, he was angry
towards his children and towards his wife.

v Someone becomes annoyed or angry
with someone else or because of a
particular situation.

naˆugut Naˆugut ˆang ˆãkun tatay kay
wayaˆ siya ning kwarta. My father
became annoyed because he had no
money.

paˆýgut v Someone is provoked to annoy-
ance or anger by someone or by a
circumstance.

mapaˆýgut Kung wayaˆ siya suyaˆ nga
ˆitãhaw sa ˆiya, mapaˆýgut. If she has no
side dish to serve him, [he] will be
provoked to anger.

v Someone, a circumstance provokes
someone else to anger or annoyance.

gingpaˆugýtan Gingpaˆugýtan ni Rubin
ˆang ˆiya ˆasãwa kay wayaˆ siya kwarta.
His wife provoked Ruben to anger
because she has no money.

ginapaˆugýtan ˆAng ginapaˆugýtan ni
Linlin hay ˆang ˆiya kanãman kay nadýyaˆ.
What provokes Linlin to annoyance is
that with which he plays because it was
lost.

paˆugýtan Kung ˆindiˆ paˆutãngun,
paˆugýtan ˆang tagˆÿya nang tindãhan.
If [the drunk man] is not allowed to
incur a debt [in buying liquor], the
owner of the store will provoke [him]
to anger. cf hãngit, ˆaburÿdu, ˆÿnit ˆang
ˆýyu (ˆÿnit 2)

dãyab sa kaˆugut (dãyab 2) idiom Some-

one flames with anger; kayadkad sa
kaˆugut (kayadkad 2) idiom Someone

boils with anger
ˆuhãlis n a buttonhole, for fastening some-

thing with a button butýnis
ˆuhangˆuhang n a moron, a simpleton
ˆýhay n a mature rice panicle ready for

harvesting

ˆýhung n a variety of edible mushroom {Parts

ˆugduk 669 ˆýhung
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of a mushroom: cap pãyung 1b, stem siki
2.} cf ˆamamãkuy

ˆuhut n the straw of grain ˆIpilak ˆang ˆuhut.
The [rice] straw will be thrown away. cf

dagãmi
ˆýkaˆ n a wood depression or wood groove,

commonly made by a chisel tigib
ˆukra 1 n an okra plant or fruit, Abelmoschus

esculentus (Linn.) Moench Pag ˆumuyan
mapugas na ˆaku ning hantak, ˆukra kag
margýsu. When it rains I will plant sitaw
bean, okra and ampalaya seeds.

1a ˆýtan nga ˆukra n coconut-flavored
okra (See ˆýtan 1a, Coconut-Flavored
Vegetables for table. See Appendix
3, Kinds of Cultigens.)

ˆUktubri n October, a month of the

Gregorian Calendar (See Appendix 12,

Months of the Gregorian Calendar.)

ˆulÿhi 1a ti n the last time something

happens Tanan ˆinaˆ nga manga paryinti
nang namatyan hay nagakadtu ˆinaˆ kag
nagabisÿta sa namatay, kay ˆimaw na
ˆinaˆ ˆang ˆulÿhi ninda nga pagkÿtaˆ. All

the relatives of the one who died go

there and visit the one who died because

this is the last time for them to see

[him].
kaˆuliˆulihÿˆan int ti n the very last time

that something happens May bÿsis pa
nga natatabuˆ nga bukun pa pãriˆ ˆang
nagabindÿta sa ˆiya sa kaˆuliˆulihÿˆan
nya nga suyud sa simbãhan nang
Katuliku. There are times when it really
happens that it is not the priest who
blesses [a dead person] in his very last
time for going inside the Catholic
church.

1b kaˆulihÿˆan adj the last person or thing to

be in a particular state or to be involved

in a particular event Si Rÿta ˆang ˆãkun
kaˆulihÿˆan nga ˆungaˆ. Rita is my

last[-born] child. ˆAng kaˆulihÿˆan ku
nga tanum nga manga balinghuy, hay
dagkuˆ na. As for the last cassava plants

which I planted, they are already big.
n the end of an activity ˆAng sa kaˆulihÿˆan

hay ˆang ribultu ni Hisus nga ˆadtung
yadtu na sya sa kabãˆung nga nagahigdaˆ.
As for that at the end [of the procession],
[it] was an image of Jesus in which he was

there lying down in a coffin.

2a adj Someone or something is late. ˆAng
lyãki hay pirmi ˆulÿhi ˆang disisyun. As

for men, [their] decisions are always

late.
v Someone or something is late in doing

something.
naˆulihi Naˆulihi kita sa pagkãˆun. We

were late in eating.
maˆulihi Makadtu na ˆaku kay ˆalas dus

na, bãsiˆ kung maˆulihi ˆaku sa padãwi.
I will go now because it is already
twelve o’clock, in case I will be late for
the time fish bite.

2b v Someone or something goes behind
someone or something else.

naˆuˆulihi Pinalapitan si Milba nang ˆiya
nanay, kag hinambay nga, “Milba,
ˆayaw magˆunaˆuna; kalawˆay nga
siruˆun nga ˆang ˆÿmu nubyu hay
naˆuˆulihi.” Melba was approached by
her mother and she said, “Melba, don’t
go first because [that] is not good to
look at that your fiancé went behind.”

3 nang ˆulÿhi (var nang ˆulÿhi na) adv Later
or lately something happens. Nang ˆulÿhi
na nang ˆaku nagaˆidad katursi ˆanyus
ˆaku, hay ginpangasawa na. Later, when

I reached the age of fourteen years,

someone already courted [me]. Nang
ˆulÿhi na gid ˆindiˆ na ˆaku kakãˆun kay
ˆang ˆãkun panamsam hay mapaˆit.
Lately, I have no longer been able to eat

because the way I taste [things, they] are

bitter.

ˆulÿhi nga tinýbuˆ (tinýbuˆ) idiom a
future generation; ˆulÿhi nga tyimpu
(tyimpu 3) idiom the future; ˆulÿhi nga
ˆadlaw (ˆadlaw 4b) idiom someday

ˆýling 1 n a piece of charcoal or a charcoal
mark Butangan ning krus nga ˆýling
ˆang ˆagtang kag ˆang pulsu nang may
sakit. The forehead and wrists of the sick

one have charcoal cross marks put onto

[them]. {A piece of charcoal is included

in a herbal charm bag karminkarmin.}

2a v Someone makes charcoal.
nagaˆýling Pagkatãpus lýgit nang ˆãkun

tatay siya hay nagaˆýling kay kadãmuˆ
ˆang baguy. After my fatherˆs making
copra he makes charcoal because there

ˆuhut 670 ˆýling
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are many empty [coconut] shells.

2b ˆulingan n A charcoal-making place.

ˆAng nagabutang ning baguy sa býhuˆ
nang ˆulingan hay pýru pakuyub pãra
madaliˆ ˆapýtan ning kalãyu. As for

placing coconut shells in the hole of a

charcoal-making place, [they] are all

placed upside down so that [they] will

quickly catch fire.

ˆulÿpun n a slave (See býlig1 2, A Helper for

table.)

ˆýliˆ 1a imper v Go somewhere! Go back!

ˆÝliˆ kamu sa ˆindu bayay kag
magkatuyug kamu! You go back to

your house and you sleep!
v Someone goes or goes back somewhere.
nagˆýliˆ, ˆumýliˆ Pagˆabut nang ˆýras

manga ˆalas ˆunsi nang gabˆi, nagˆýliˆ
na da si Nÿna. About eleven o’clock at
night, Nena already went [home]. May
duha ka ˆýras ning bantay ˆang ˆiya
manga magýyang sa ˆiya nitsu bãgu
sinda ˆumýliˆ sa ˆinda bayay. His
parents guarded his tomb for two hours
before they went back to their house.

nagaˆýliˆ Pagkatãpus ninda ning plãnu sa
ˆinda kasay ˆang manga magýyang
nagaˆýliˆ na sa ˆinda bayay. After
arranging their wedding, the parents
then go back to their house. Diri lang
kamu magnanay; maˆýliˆ ˆaku sa
banwa. You, mother and son, just [stay]
here; I will go to town.

makaˆýliˆ Pwÿdi ka na makaˆýliˆ sa ˆindu
bayay pãra malimpyu mu ˆang ˆÿmu
ˆisdaˆ. It is alright that you will be able
to go back to your house now so that
your fish will be cleaned by you.

magˆýliˆ, paˆuliˆ Bãgu ka magˆýliˆ sa
Rumblun, tudluˆi ˆãnay ˆang ˆÿmu manga
kaˆibãhan! Before you go to Romblon,
your [working] associates must first be
taught [by you]!

magˆýliˆ inf to go or to go back somewhere
Kinuybãˆan ˆang tatay ni Lurit nakaˆÿsip
siya nga magˆýliˆ na lang. The father of
Loret felt nervous [so] he decided just to
go back [home].

v A place or person is where someone
goes or goes back.

ˆinýliˆ ˆInýliˆ ku si ˆAndris sa banwa
kahãpun. Andres is where I went in

town yesterday.
ˆýliˆ, pagˆýliˆ ger someone’s or something’s

going or going back somewhere Kung
kaˆisa nagashurtkat na lang ˆaku sa
bakýyud pagˆýliˆ ku sa bayay. Sometimes
I just take a shortcut over the mountain in
my going back to the house.

paˆýliˆ caus v Someone is sent or is sent
back (lit, is caused to go or is caused to
go back) somewhere by someone else.

ginpaˆýliˆ Nang nasayýran nang ˆãkun
panugãngan nga yadtu kami sa ˆinda
bayay, ginpaˆýliˆ kami magnanay sa
Sãwang. When my parents-in-law
found out that we were there at their
house, we, mother and children, were
sent back to Sawang. Mintras wayaˆ pa
ˆaku makapaˆýliˆ diri sa Rumblun, hay
nagpamidikal ˆãnay ˆaku. At a time
when I had not yet been able to be sent
back to Romblon, I was first given a
medical examination. Nagˆÿsip siya ning
maˆãyu nga paraˆan pãra ˆindiˆ na
kapaˆýliˆ si Marya. He thought of a
good idea so that Mary would no longer
be able to be sent back.

1b v Something is taken or taken back to a

person or place by someone.
ginˆýliˆ, ˆinýliˆ Ginˆýliˆ na ˆadtu ˆang

ˆãmun tatay sa banwa kay patay na. Our
father was then taken to town because
he was already dead. Binayãran ˆang
ˆinda gastus pagkasay; ˆinýliˆ ˆang
manga pabisti. The expenses for the
wedding were paid for [and] the
wedding wardrobe was taken back.

ginaˆulÿˆan Nagdyãgan siya nga matýlin pa
sa hãngin bÿsan kasanˆu man wayaˆ na
niya ginaˆulÿˆan ˆang ˆiya ginapangbuˆuy.
He ran faster than the wind even when the
many things gotten by him were no
longer taken back by him.

ˆuliˆi v Someone gets well or recovers from

an infirmity.
paˆuliˆi caus v Someone is allowed by

someone else to get well or recover from
an infirmity. Paˆuliˆi nindu si Narsÿsa kay
nagasakripisyu, kay ˆindu ginatiˆawan.
Narcisa should be allowed by you to
recover, because [she] is enduring hard-
ship, because [she] was fooled by you. cf
ˆãyu 2b

ˆulÿpun 671 ˆuliˆi
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ˆuma 1 n an upland field Kung ˆini ˆang ˆÿmu
ˆuma hay tãpus mu na ning duyuk pwÿdi
mu na nga tamnan basta nakikÿtaˆ mu
nga nagatýnaˆ na ning ˆuyanˆýyan. As

for your upland field, if [it] is finished

by you being cleaned, [it] can be planted

by you unless it can be seen by you that

[it] is beginning intermittent rain.

{Usually constructed in woodlot areas

kalatÿˆan (lãtiˆ 1b). Major crops grown:

cassava balinghuy, sweet potatoes

kamýti, taro gãbi, yautia bunduˆ, and

corn maˆis.} syn kaˆÿngin 1
2 miyugˆýma (var miyugpangýma) n an

upland farmer {An upland farmer tills

non-irrigated upland fields.} cf

miyugdutaˆ (dýtaˆ 3) See miyug-,
Words with Miyug- for table.)

ˆýmag n a wild greater yam vine or tuber,

probably Dioscerea divaricata {The

root is similar to the cultivated purple

greater yam ˆýbi, but is white in color;

boiled and eaten as a starchy food.} cf

kuyut, lupÿsan, ˆýbi, ˆuraru
ˆumãgad n a child-in-law Sa nabatiˆan ni Lýlu

sa ˆiya ˆumãgad, naˆintindihan na niya si
Saryu. From what Grandfather had heard

from his child-in-law, [the situation

involving] Sario was understood by him.
ˆumãgad nga babãyi n a daughter-in-law

ˆInasãwa nang tatay ˆang ˆiya ˆumãgad
nga babãyi. The father took his
daughter-in-law as his wife.

ˆumãgad nga lyãki n a son-in-law (See
Appendix 23, Social Relationships.)

ˆýmang n a hermit crab Kung gabˆi mu lang
ˆini makikÿtaˆ nga sÿhiˆ kay kung ˆadlaw
hay ginasubliˆ sinda nang ˆýmang.
Only when it is nighttime are these

[common bubble mollusks] able to be

seen by you because when it is daytime

they are replaced by hermit crabs.
ˆýmid v Someone becomes involved in a

particular activity.
naˆýmid Naˆýmid si ˆAndris sa

pagpangãwat. Andres became involved
in robbery.

ˆýna1 1a adj the first action, person, situation,

thing, time, unit of measurement Wayaˆ
ning swirti ˆining ˆãkun nanãhun sa
pagˆasãwa kay ˆang ˆiya ˆýna nga ˆasãwa

hay buratsu kag sugaruy. This con-

sanguine aunt of mine had no luck in

taking a spouse because her first husband

was a drunkard and gambler. syn pangˆisa
(ˆisa 4), pirst, primÿra 2a (See Appendix

22, Ordinal Numbers.)

1b naˆuna adj Someone is first in doing

something. [Naˆuna is predicate; the one

who is first is topic; and that first in

being done is expressed by a phrase,

introduced by an optional nga.] Naˆuna
pa gãniˆ sinda magbãyaˆ kay ˆindiˆ ninda
kãya ˆang liksyun, kay kahugaˆ ˆang
pradyik. They were first to quit because

they were not able to do the lesson

because the project was difficult.

1c adv First something is done, then some-

thing else is done. ˆÝna ginahungÿtan
nang nubyu ˆang nubya; tapus ˆang nubya
naman ˆang mahýngit sa nubyu. First the

bride has food put into [her] mouth by the

bridegroom; then the bride is the one who

will put food into the mouth of the

bridegroom. cf primÿra 2b
1d nang ˆýna, nang ˆuna (var nang ˆýna nga

panahun, nang ˆuna nga panahun,

nang ˆýna nga tyimpu) ti adv at first, in
the past, long ago ˆInang ˆãkun ˆasãwa,
nang ˆýna ˆinaˆ nang nagapangasawa pa
lang, maskin diˆin ka makadtu manunut
ˆitun. As for that husband of mine, at first,
when he was courting me, anywhere one

would go, this one would accompany

[me]. Nahuyaˆ lang ˆaku nang ˆuna nga
magpangasawa sa ˆiya kay kadãmuˆ ˆang
ˆãkun karÿbal sa ˆiya. I was shy at first to

court her because my rivals for her were

numerous. Nang ˆýna nga panahun,
bãgu magˆasãwa ˆang ˆisa nga babãyi,
hay ˆang ˆiban nga natatabuˆ hay ˆang
magýyang ninda ˆang nagadisisyun. In
the past, before a woman married, in

some instances the parents were the ones

who made the decision. ˆIni kunu hay
ginasunud nang ˆãtun manga magýyang
nang ˆýna pa nga tyimpu. This, they say,

was being followed by our old folks in
the past.

ˆadtu nang ˆýna adv At that time
something happened or a state existed.

ˆuma 672 ˆýna1
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ˆAdtu nang ˆýna, barãtu pa ˆadtu ˆang
manga balakyãnun. At that time,
purchase items were still cheap. syn
primÿra 2c

2 indef pron the first one, first thing
Pamãtiˆ kamu kung ˆanu nga hãyup ˆang
ˆýna nindu nga mabatiˆan nga maghýni
kung Bagˆung Týˆig, hambay ni Lýla.
You listen for which animal is the first

one that will be heard by you to call

when it is New Year’s Day, said

Grandmother. Kung yadtu ka na sa
ˆibãbaw ˆang ˆýna nga humanun mu hay
limpyuhan ˆang niyug. When you are

already at the top, the first thing that

should be done by you is to clean away

[the upper part of] the coconut palm. syn

primÿra 3
3 ti pron the first time Hay nahuyaˆ ˆaku kay

ˆýna pa lang nãkun nga pagˆatýbang sa
mÿyur. I was shy because it was the first
time of my facing the mayor. syn

primÿra 4
4 card num one o’clock or any minute

division of the following hour ˆala ˆýna
ˆimidya one-thirty o’clock cf wan, ˆisa
1a, ˆýnu (See Appendix 21, Cardinal

Numbers.)

5a v Someone is replaced by someone else

as first in doing something after them.
maˆunãhan Malÿgus ˆaku ning ˆãga pa

para maˆunãhan ku si Marta. I took a
bath in the early morning so that Martha
would be replaced by me as first.

5b ˆýna ning mata v Someone is seen first
by someone else.

naˆunãhan ning mata Naˆunãhan ku
ning mata si Dilya; gãniˆ nakapanãguˆ
ˆaku pãra wayaˆ niya ˆaku makÿtaˆ. Delia
was seen first by me; thatˆs why I was
able to hide so that I would not be seen
by her.

ˆýna nga býnga (see býnga) idiom first
fruits

ˆýna2 v A woman bears down in delivering a

baby; someonebears down in defecating.
nagaˆýna Kung nagakaˆuyu ˆang ˆungaˆ,

nagaˆýna siya kay ˆang ˆiya tãˆi hay
tubuy. When the child defecates, he
bears down because his excrement is
hard stools.

v A baby in being delivered, a stool in
being defecated is borne down on by
someone.

gingˆýna Gingˆýna ni Lãni ˆang ˆiya
ˆungaˆ ning maˆãyu; gãniˆ wayaˆ
magtuˆung. Her baby was borne down
on well by Lani; thatˆs why [the baby]
did not experience difficulty [in being
delivered].

ˆunatˆýnat v Someone stretches out the

body while lying down, stands tall.
makaˆunatˆýnat Pýyung ku kay

ˆAndris, “Sa supa pagkatuyug ˆagud
makaˆunatˆýnat ka. I said to Andres,
“Sleep on the sofa so that you will be able
to stretch out.”

ˆunaw v Nami root kuyut, thinly sliced, is
soaked in ocean water by someone to
remove poison in preparation for

cooking and eating.
ginˆunaw Kung nahawˆas mu na sa dãgat

ˆang kustal nga yadtu ˆang ˆÿmu kuyut
nga ginˆunaw, dayˆun mu naman ˆini sa
týbiˆ kag pabusãkan ˆagud ˆadtu ˆang
dãgat hay mabuˆuy. When the sack
which has your nami root is removed by
you from the ocean water which was
soaked to remove the poison, this
[nami root] should be taken by you to
[running] water and should be allowed
to have [the water] run over [it] so that
that sea water will be removed.

ˆuning n a cat ˆAng ˆuning, nagbãngun kag
nagpanlamˆus sa ˆiya pisngi. As for the

cat, it got up and washed its cheeks all

over with [its] paws. {Sound made by a

cat: ngiyaw ‘meow’.}

ˆunsa n a five hundred gram measure of

something ˆAng ˆisa ka ˆunsa nga
langsang hay kwatru pÿsus. One five
hundred gram measure of nails is four

pesos. {ˆUnsa is not equivalent to an

American ounce. The term is used

locally as half of a kilogram (i.e., five

hundred grams).} ˆAng ˆisa ka ˆunsa nga
langsang hay kwatru pÿsus. One

five-hundred gram measure of nails is

four pesos.
ˆunsas n two or more five hundred gram

measures of something Gingbakyan
ˆaku ni Nistur ning dyis ˆunsas nga
ˆisdaˆ. Nestor bought ten five-hundred

ˆýna2 673 ˆunsa
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gram measures of fish for me.

ˆunsi 1 card num adj eleven actions, people,

pieces of something, situations, things,

times, units of measurement ˆunsi buˆuk
nga niyug eleven whole pieces of coco-

nuts ˆAng ˆãkun bãbuy kung nagaˆuruk
hay yãraˆ sa napýyuˆ kundiˆ man hay
ˆunsi. If my pig gives birth to piglets there

are ten or maybe even eleven. {Numbers

eleven ˆunsi up to ninety-nine nubinta
ˆinuwÿbi are Spanish words. For a descrip-

tion of the use of Spanish numbers, see

entry ˆýnu. Numbers eleven ˆunsi up to

ninety-nine nubinta ˆinuwÿbi are Spanish

words. For a description of the use of

Spanish numbers, see entry ˆýnu.} (See

Appendix 21, Cardinal Numbers.)

2 card num Eleven are involved in an event

or state.

3 kaˆunsi adv An event occurs eleven
times.

4 pangˆunsi (var ˆikaˆunsi) ord num an

eleventh action, person, situation, thing,

time, unit of measurement (See Appendix

22, Ordinal Numbers.)

ˆunu 1a intg pro-v What does someone do;

what does someone do to or with

someone else or something?
nagˆunu Nagˆunu ka galiˆ Dyÿni sa

Batiˆãnuˆ? What did you do, Jennie, in
Batiano?

nagˆinýnu Nagˆinýnu ka diri nga wayaˆ
ka pa katãpus? What were you doing
here since you were not yet finished?

nagaˆunu Nagaˆunu kamu diri? What
are you doing here? [Following the
negative wayaˆ, this pro-verb with the
negative means ‘does not do anything’.]
Hambay nãmun, wayaˆ ˆinaˆ siya
gaˆunu. We said, that one did not do
anything.

magˆunu Magˆunu gid kita kung ˆindiˆ
sinda kasakay? What should we
possibly do if they cannot ride?

v What is done to or with someone or
something by someone else?

ginaˆunu Ginaˆunu mu ˆitun, Manang
Lulit? What is being done to this by
you, Older Sister Lolit? Ginaˆunu mu
pagbýhuˆ ˆang sayud? What is being
done by you to make holes in the

coconut wine collecting container?
ˆunhun ˆUnhun mu ˆang kãyuˆ nga týga,

Plurintÿna? What will be done with the
toga by you, Florentina?

1b kung ˆunu rel pro-v what someone does
kung nagaˆunu (var kung gaˆunu) ˆIlam

kung gaˆunu ˆadtu sinda didtu sa
kalatÿˆan. I do not know what those
ones are doing there in the forest. cf
kung paˆunu (paˆunu 2b)

kaninˆu derv Whose possession is some-

one or something?; kasanˆu derv When
did an event occur?; kaˆunu derv Some-

thing has an adverse effect on a person,

thing.; magkaˆunuˆýnu derv regardless
of the circumstances, even though;

naˆunu derv What is the situation?;

paˆunu derv How is it possible?; sanˆu,
saˆunu derv When will an event occur?;

sinˆu derv Who is the person involved in

an event or in a particular state?

ˆýnu card num adj one action, person, piece of

something, situation, thing, time, unit of

measurement Magtýnaˆ sa primÿru nga
lÿlas mabÿlang ka ning ˆisa hanggang
baynti ˆýnu lilas sa tigtagsa. Beginning

from the first buri strip you will count up

to twenty-one buri strips one by one.

traynta ˆýnu thirty-one {Spanish num-

bers, ˆýnu, dus, tris, kwatru, etc., are used

1) for abstract counting, and numbering

things if item is not mentioned; 2) for

measurement of the hours of day (See

Appendix 14 Hours of the Day.); 3) to

indicate money values, both pesos and

centavos; 4) counting by fives up to 95; 5)

sometimes for measurement of things or

length, size and weight of things if it is

designated by a Spanish word (See

Appendices 18, Linear Measurement.

See Appendix 19, Dry or Liquid Volume

Measurement.). All numbers from eleven

ˆunsi up to ninety-nine nubinta ˆinuwÿbi
are of Spanish origin.} syn ˆisa 1a cf wan,

ˆýna1 4 (See Appendix 21, Cardinal

Numbers.)

ˆunud n the contents of something; the flesh
of a fruit; the meat of a mollusk ˆunud
nang sÿhiˆ or coconut ˆunud nang niyug;

the tuber of a root crop Buˆakun ˆang
tirik; pagkatãpus, kutsarãhun ˆang

ˆunsi 674 ˆunud
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ˆunud. The sea urchin is broken open;

afterwards the meat is spooned out.

ˆunum 1 card num adj six actions, people,

pieces of something, situations, things,

times, units of measurement {For the

use of Romblomanon numbers, see ˆisa
1a.} syn sayis (See Appendix 21,

Cardinal Numbers.)

2 card num Six are involved in an event or

state.

3 kaˆunum n An event occurs six times.
4 pangˆunum (var ˆikaˆunum) ord num a

sixth action, person, situation, thing, time,

unit of measurement (See Appendix 22,

Ordinal Numbers.)

ˆýnur 1 n someone’s honor or reputation
syn dungug

2 n a degree of honors representing aca-

demic achievement Hambay ni Mÿsis
Bilyanwÿba sa ˆãkun hay ˆaku ngãniˆ
kunu maˆãriˆ, makabuˆuy ˆaku manga
sÿkund ˆýnur sa ˆãkun pagˆiskwÿla. Mrs.

Villanueva told me that it may be

possible for me, she said, that I would

get second honors in my studies.

ˆunˆun1 1 n a toilet hole where someone

squats to defecate

2 v Someone squats over a toilet hole in a

toilet for the purpose of defecating.

[nagunˆun squatted over a toilet hole]

ˆunˆun2 1a n a low womb Kung ˆang babãyi
hay may ˆunˆun ˆini siya hay ˆindiˆ pwÿdi
maghakwat ning mabugˆat. When a

woman has a low womb, as for her,

[she] is not allowed to carry heavy

things. {Is said to be a cause of low

abdominal pains or an inability for a

woman to become pregnant. A cure is

attempted by a herbalist ˆalbularyu by

pushing upward on the lower abdomen

just before the afflicted person goes to

bed at night.}

1b v A woman is afflicted with a low womb.
ginaˆunˆunan Kung ginaˆunˆunan ˆang

babayi, nagahambay ˆini sinda nga daw
may nagaluwas sa ˆinda ning pwirtu.
When women are afflicted with a low
womb, they say that it seems that there
is something coming out of their birth
canal.

ˆungaˆ 1a n a child, from the time of walking

until adolescence sultirÿtu, dalagÿta.

Maˆisturya ˆaku nang ˆãkun naˆagihan
nang ˆungaˆ pa ˆaku hasta nga
magkaˆasãwa. I will tell about my

experiences from when I was a child
until being able to take a spouse. {A

child from the time of birth until it walks

is referred to as ˆungaˆ nga lapsag ‘baby

child’; from walking until about 5 years

is specifically referred to as maˆisut nga
ˆungaˆ ‘small child’. From this age until

adolescence a child is referred to as

ˆungaˆ.} cf bãtaˆ 1a (See tãwu 1a, Life
Stages of People for table.)

1b n someone’s child; son, daughter,
offspring Nagsýlat sa ˆãkun ˆang ˆãkun
ˆungaˆ nga gapabakay ning gawn. My

daughter wrote me that [she] is letting

[me] buy a party dress. ˆIndiˆ gid si Nãna
Pitra gustu nga ˆaku ˆang mapangasãwa
nang ˆiya ˆungaˆ. Aunt Petra does not

like that I will become the spouse of her

son. Nagpamagˆasãwa ˆang ˆãmun
manga ˆungaˆ, nga wayaˆ sinda sa ˆãmun
pudir. Our children each took a spouse,

so they were not under our authority.
kaˆungaˆan pl n someone’s children Kung

wayaˆ syay suyaˆ ginapangnguyãban
nya ˆang ˆiya kaˆungaˆan hasta ˆasãwa.
If he has no side dish, his children were
scolded by him [and] also his wife. cf
bãtaˆ 1c (See Appendix 23, Social
Relationships.)

2 v A woman gives birth to a baby; a couple

have a baby by the mother giving birth.

Bãwal ˆang magkãˆun ning ˆýtan nga
langkaˆ nga may lakut nga lumbay kay ˆini
kunu hay nagapahubas ning gãtas nang
nanay nga bagˆung ˆungaˆ. It is forbidden

to eat coconut-flavored jackfruit which is

mixed with lumbay leaves because, they

say, these leaves cause the milk of the

mother who has newly given birth to dry

up.
nagˆungaˆ ˆUlÿhi na nang siyay nagˆungaˆ

na kay Dirãnu, hay didtu na kami
nagˆugduk ning bayay na ˆãmun gid
sarÿli sa Giˆub. Later, when she gave
birth to Derano, we built our own house
there.

nakaˆungaˆ Nakaˆungaˆ na siya sa ˆãmun

ˆunum 675 ˆungaˆ
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ˆikaduha nga ˆungaˆ kay Rini hay ˆimaw
da gihãpun ˆang sitwasyun nang ˆãmun
pagpangabuhiˆ. She was already able to
give birth to our second child Rene,
[but] the situation of our lifestyle was
still the same.

magˆungaˆ Ginabãwal da sa manga
nabdus nga kaˆýnun kay bãsiˆ kung siya
magˆungaˆ hay ˆindiˆ matawýhan. [It] is
forbidden for a pregnant woman to eat
this (i.e., a chicken which dies) because
when she gives birth [the baby] might
not be delivered.

v Someone is born by a woman; someone
is begotten by a couple.

ginˆungaˆ Ginˆungaˆ si Lusit sa býlan
nang Marsu. Lucit was born in the
month of March.

pagˆungaˆ ger a motherˆs giving birth; a
coupleˆs having a child Nasayangan ku
ˆang pagˆungaˆ nga kahugaˆ galiˆ. I
experienced that giving birth was really
difficult.

pagpangýngaˆ ger many women giving
birth; many people having children
Nagapãti ˆang manga tãwu sa Pilipÿnas
nga ˆang pagpangýngaˆ hay ˆisa nga
ˆubligasyun nga gintaˆu nang Dyus.
People in the Philippines believe that
having children is one obligation given
by God.

3 pinakaˆungaˆ n someone’s goddaughter,
godson; one reckoned as someone’s

child Siya hay pinakaˆungaˆ nang ˆiya
manÿnay. She is the goddaughter of her

godmother. ˆAng ˆãkun tratar kay Lÿsa hay
ˆãkun pinakaˆungaˆ. My treatment of Lisa

is one reckoned as my child. (See

Appendix 23, Social Relationships.)

4 patay nang gingˆungaˆ n stillbirth
ˆalÿlaˆ nga ˆungaˆ (ˆalÿlaˆ 3a) idiom an

adopted child
ˆungˆung v Someone drinks bottoms up from

a bottle.
nagaˆungˆung Si Naldu sÿgi ˆang taruˆtaruˆ

nga nagaˆungˆung didtu sa butilya nang
dyin nga ˆigwa pa ning suyud nga tungaˆ
sa butilya. As for Naldo, the drunken
bobbing of the head continued while [he]
was drinking bottoms up there from the
bottle of gin which still had a half bottle
[of liquid] inside.

ˆupa n rice bran, used as animal feed bahug 1.

Nagabuskad ning ˆamãkan nga banig si
Nanay pãra pangsãyud sa ˆupa. Mother

is unfolding a drying mat in order to catch

all the rice bran [she is winnowing].

ˆýpak 1a v Skin peels from the body of a

person.
nagaˆýpak Nagaˆýpak pa ngãniˆ ˆang

pãnit, tyad baya ˆini kang Nýnuˆ. The
skin still peels, maybe like this of Nono.

1b v A fruit or vegetable has skin peeled
from [it] by someone; an animal, bird or

fowl has hide skinned from [it] by

someone.
ginaˆupãkan Ginaˆupãkan ning pãnit

ˆang mansãnas bãgu kaˆýnun. An apple
has skin peeled from [it] before [it] will
be eaten.

Things That Are Peeled

bunduˆ yautia

gãbi taro

gýlay, ˆutanun vegetable

hinug nga kapãya ripe papaya

(kapãya 2c)
hinug nga langkaˆ ripe jackfruit

(langkaˆ 2c)
kamýti sweet potato

tuber

kapãya papaya (green)

kãrut carrot

kyabãsa 1b squash

langkaˆ jackfruit

mansãnas apple

patãtas 1b potatoes

pinya pineapple

prýtas fruit

puknit tree bark

sãging 1b banana

santuy sandor

ˆýpas n a banana stalk layer {Sometimes

cut into pieces and used as eating

receptacles at large gatherings.}

ˆupat 1 card num adj four actions, people,

pieces of something, situations, things,

times, units of measurement ˆIni hu ˆang
ˆupat ku nga ˆapu hay ˆungaˆ nang
ˆadtung ˆakun gingpabãhuy nga ˆungaˆ.
As for these four grandchildren of

mine, [they] are the children of that

child who was brought up by me.

ˆungˆung 676 ˆupat
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Paglÿgad nang ˆupat ka ˆýras, ˆisaylu
ˆang ˆisdaˆ nga ˆinasinan sa limpyu nga
butãngan nga ˆigwa ning takyub. After

four hours, transfer the salted fish into a

clean container which has a lid. {For the

use of Romblomanon numbers, see ˆisa
1a.} cf kwatru (See Appendix 21,

Cardinal Numbers.)

2 card num Four are involved in an event or

state.

3 kaˆupat n An event occurs four times.
Kaˆupat ku na ˆinaˆ naˆagihi. Four
times already I experienced that.

4 pangˆupat, ˆikaˆupat ord num a fourth
action, person, situation, thing, time,

unit of measurement Yadtu kami sa
ˆikaduha nga ˆiskalun; hay dãpat sa
ˆikaˆupat. We were there on the second

floor; it should have been [that we were]

on the fourth [floor]. ˆIning pangˆupat
nga ˆungaˆ ni Birtu hay nagapamatiˆ gid
maˆãyu sa ginahambay nang ˆiya lýlu.
This fourth child of Berto is listening

carefully to what is being said by his

grandfather. syn kwartu2 1, purt
ˆikaˆupat nga latiˆ (latiˆ 1d) idiom The

moon is in its fourth quarter. (See

Appendix 22, Ordinal Numbers.)

ˆupaw adj A forest is denuded of trees and

shrubs. Siruˆa nyan sa ˆiban nga lugar
nga ˆang ˆinda lãtiˆ hay ˆupaw na kundiˆ
maˆisut lang nga ˆuyan; sigurãdu gid nga
bahaˆ na ˆang ˆinda lugar. Look now in

other places in which their woodlots are

already denuded; therefore there is only

a little rain; surely their area will now be

flooded.

ˆupus n a cigar or cigarette butt Kadãmuˆ pa
gid ˆang nahuhuman sa batu nga marmul;
yãraˆ ˆang ginabutangan nang ˆupus nang
sigarilyu, ginabutangan ning býyak,
ginagãmit sa paglaminit. There are

certainly still things able to be made from

marble stone; some are cigarette butt
containers (i.e., ash trays), flower vases,

[and some] are used for laminating.

ˆuraru n an arrowroot plant or rhizome,
Maranta arundinacea (Linn.) {Rhizomes

are boiled and eaten as a starchy food.} cf

kuyut, lupÿsan, ˆýbi, ˆýmag

ˆýras 1a n an hour, consisting of sixty

minutes ˆAng ˆÿmu ˆini paglaˆgaˆ, ˆÿmu
gid pakayadkarun ning maˆãyu manga
subra tungaˆ sa ˆýras. As for your

boiling of these [buri leaves], let them

boil very well for over a half hour.

1b meas n a nonspecific or specific number

of hours; a time measurement May ˆisa
pa baya ˆadtu ka ˆýras nga ˆãmun
paghalin didtu, natãpus na da ˆang
bayli. About one hour after our going

there, the dance was finished.

1c n a period or schedule of time for

something to happen sirýˆan ning ˆýras:
rilu that for measuring time: a watch,

clock Kung sa ˆãkun lang gid ˆang ˆýras
nga maˆãyu nga ˆiyugkatuyug hay ˆalas
syÿti nang gabˆi. As for me, a good time
for sleeping is seven o’clock at night.

ˆAnung ˆýras na? What time is it?
maˆabut ˆang ˆýras adv The time will

come when something will happen.
Kung nahuman niya sa ˆasãwa nga ˆiya
lukýhun, maˆabut man ˆang ˆýras nga
huhumanun da ˆitun niya sa ˆãkun kung
ˆãkun siya ˆasawãhun. If [that] was able
to be done by him to his wife to whom
he acted dishonestly, the time will
surely come when this will also be
repeatedly done by him to me if he will
be taken by me as a spouse.

ˆýras na adv It is now time for something
to happen. [ˆÝras na is a minor sentence
type; that to be done, for which the time
has arrived, is expressed by a phrase or
clause preceded by nga or sa.] Kung
ˆýras na nga madãbuk sa sÿlung nang
tapãhan, dãpat hay ˆÿmu ˆãnay kutkutan
ˆang dýtaˆ sa sÿlung nang tapãhan.
When it is now time to build a fire
under the smoking rack, first you should
dig out the soil under the smoking rack.
ˆÝras na sa pagkatýyug. It is now time
for sleeping.

sa tãmaˆ nga ˆýras adv Something happens
at the right time. Kung kita magkãˆun
hay ˆang sa tãmaˆ nga ˆýras. If we eat, it
should be at the right time.

1d prep During a particular event or

situation, another event occurred or

another situation existed. ˆÝras nang
kasay ˆinanunsyu nang hãriˆ sa tanan

ˆupaw 677 ˆýras
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nga ˆang ˆiya pagatawˆan nang ˆiya
kurýna hay wayaˆ ning ˆiba kundiˆ si
Prinsipi ˆAdýnis. During the wedding

ceremony [it] was announced by the

king to everyone that the one who would

be given his crown by him would be no

other than Prince Adonis. cf hãbang,

mintras, sa 3a, samantãla 1a
ˆurasyun n an Angelus prayer recited by a

Catholic family at six o’clock in the

evening {Reciting this memorized

Spanish prayer is no longer commonly

practiced.}

ˆurdinaryu adj Something is ordinary in

quality or quantity. ˆAng ˆiya manga
magýyang hay bukun manggarãnun ˆisa
lang nga ˆurdinaryu nga pamilya;
wayaˆ siya nagdaˆug. As for her family,

[it] was not rich; it was just an ordinary
family; [so] she did not win.

ˆuriganu n an oregano plant, Coleus
amboinicus (Lour.) {Leaves are used as

a food flavoring and a source of herbal

medicine.}

ˆýrins adj Something is orange in color.

ˆAng kulur nang ˆinda balayan hay may
putiˆ, duyaw, ˆýrins kag ˆigwa ning
mabirdibirdi. As for the colors of their

empty shells, there are white, yellow,

orange and there are also light green.

(See kulur 1, Colors for table.)

saˆang nga ˆýrins (saˆang 1c) idiom an

orange spider conch mollusk
ˆýru n a treasure, as gold, money, ornaments

pagkutkut ning ˆýru digging for a

treasure
ˆuruk 1 n a piglet Nagtilaw ˆaku magbakay

ning ˆuruk sa banwa piru wayaˆ. I tried

to buy a piglet in town but there were

none.

2 v A mother pig gives birth to piglets.
nagaˆuruk ˆAng ˆãkun bãbuy kung

nagaˆuruk, hay yãraˆ sa napýyuˆ kundiˆ
man hay ˆunsi. If my pig gives birth,
there are ten or maybe eleven.

ˆurus n a sergeant major fish {There are

several species: black-spot Abudefduf
sordidus; seven-banded Abudefduf septem-
fasciatus (Cuvier); spot-finned Abudefduf
lorenzi; five-banded Abudefduf vaigiensis;

scissor-tailed Abudefduf sexfasciatus.
Commonly caught with a fishnet or spear;

marketed fresh.}

ˆurut adj Someone is exploitative or always

takes advantage of others. ˆAng tãwu nga
ˆurut hay mahugaˆ pyahan. A person who

is exploitative is difficult to be trusted.

ˆýrut v Something is completely used up or

completely consumed by someone.

ˆÝrut na ˆang kwarta ni Brinda.
Brendaˆs money is already completely
used up.

naˆýrut Wayaˆ si Salud nakakãˆun kay
naˆýrut na ˆang kanˆun. Salod was not
able to eat because the rice was
completely consumed [by someone
else]. cf damut, hilamut, tiˆtiˆ, ˆýbus

ˆusar v Someone uses something for a

particular purpose.
nagaˆusar Nang ˆýna bakyaˆ pa ˆang

ˆãmun sinÿlas bukun ˆismãgul, wayaˆ pa
nagaˆusar ning ˆismãgul. In the past our
slippers were wooden clogs, not rubber
slippers; [we] did not yet use rubber
slippers. cf gãmit 2, puyus 2

ˆusbud n a young sweet potato vine; a

young sweet potato leaf bud
ˆustyas n communion bread or wafer {Served

during holy communion kalãwat in

Christian churches.} syn tinãpay 1a
ˆýsu adj Something is in use, usable.

Ginagãmit ˆini nang ˆýna nga tingÿˆan
ning bugas nga bukun pa ˆýsu ˆang
plastik bag. This [basket] was used

before in buying rice, when plastic bags

were not yet in use.

ˆutaktu n an asparagus bean plant or pod
{Young pods are eaten as a vegetable.}

ˆýtan 1a n a coconut-flavored vegetable;

i.e., an unripe fruit or vegetable cooked

in coconut milk extract gataˆ 1. Bãwal
ˆang magkãˆun ning ˆýtan nga langkaˆ
nga may lakut nga lumbay kay ˆini kunu
hay nagapahubas ning gãtas nang
nanay nga bagˆung ˆungaˆ. It is

forbidden to eat coconut-flavored
jackfruit which is mixed with lumbay
leaves because, they say, these leaves

cause the milk of the mother who has

newly given birth to be reduced. (See

sumsýman 1, Some Kinds of Food

ˆurasyun 678 ˆýtan
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Delicacies for table. See Appendix 8,

Foods Made with Coconut.)

Coconut-Flavored Vegetables

ˆýtan nga gãbi coconut-flavored

(gãbi 3) taro leaves

ˆýtan nga kamýti coconut-flavored

(kamýti 2a) sweet potato

ˆýtan nga hantak coconut-flavored

(hantak 1b) sitaw beans

ˆýtan nga kapãya coconut-flavored

(kapãya 2a) papaya

ˆýtan nga kyabãsa coconut-flavored

(kyabãsa 2) squash

ˆýtan nga langkaˆ coconut-flavored

(langkaˆ 2b) jackfruit

ˆýtan nga lumbay coconut-flavored

(lumbay 1a) lumbay
ˆýtan nga margýsu coconut-flavored

(margýsu 1a) ampalaya
ˆýtan nga rÿma coconut-flavored

(rÿma 1b) breadfruit

ˆýtan nga singkwat coconut-flavored

(singkwat 1a) songe gourd

ˆýtan nga tabuˆ coconut-flavored

(tabuˆ2 1a) gourd

ˆýtan nga tayung coconut-flavored

(tayung 1a) eggplant

ˆýtan nga ˆýkra coconut-flavored

(ˆýkra 1a) okra

1b v A vegetable is cooked in coconut milk
extract gataˆ 1 by someone.

ˆutãnun ˆAng ˆutãnun buwas ni Nanay,
hay gãbi. That which will be cooked in
coconut milk extract by Mother
tomorrow is taro [leaves and rootstock].
cf gatˆan (gataˆ 2)

2 ˆutanun n a vegetable Ginalakut sa ˆýtan,
ˆãbir ˆanu lang nga manga ˆutanun nga
ginakãˆun nang manga tãwu. [These

mollusks] are mixed with all [kinds of]

vegetables which are eaten by people.

syn gýlay (See ˆýpak 1b, Things That
Are Peeled for table.)

ˆýtang 1a n a debt in either kind or money

May manga tãwu nga ginalipud ninda
sa ˆinda ˆasãwa nga sinda hay may
ˆýtang sa tindãhan nga ˆilimnãnun.
There are some people who keep

[secrets] from their wives in that they

have debts at the store which are [for]

alcoholic drinks.

1b pangýtang v Someone incurs a debt.
mangungýtang (from pangýtang + ma-

CV-) May tãwu nga kung maˆýbus na
ˆang ˆinda kwarta katatangway, bÿsan
týdu na ˆang kabayung mangungýtang
pa gid sa tindãhan ning ˆinýmun. There
are people who when their money is all
gone in being able to buy [liquor], in
spite of [their] drunkenness [they] still
incur debts at the store for intoxicating
drinks.

v Something is charged by someone who
defers payment on a debt.

ginapamagˆýtang Týdu ˆang kahãngit nang
ˆiya ˆasãwa kay wayaˆ kapuyuspuyus ˆang
ˆiya ginapamagˆýtang sa tindãhan. The
anger of his wife is great because, as for the
things continually being charged by him
at the store, [they] are not at all useful.

paˆýtang caus v Someone is allowed by
someone else to incur a debt.

pinaˆýtang Kung masayýran ni Mamay
nga ˆÿmu pinaˆýtang si Klãra ning
kwarta, nguyãban gid kita. If Mother
finds out that Clara was allowed by you
to incur a debt of money, we will be
scolded.

paˆutãngun Kung ˆindiˆ mu paˆutãngun
paˆugýtan ˆang tagˆÿya nang tindãhan. If
[the drunk man] is not allowed by you
to incur a debt [in buying liquor], the
owner of the store will be [the one]
towards whom he will be provoked to
anger.

ˆutru adv Something happens again. Kung
may nagadungguˆ nga ˆiba nga bapur,
ˆutru pirma naman, yãraˆ na ˆang manga
tyÿkir, ˆang manga taymkÿpir. If there is

another boat which will dock, [we] have

to sign again [so that it will be known

that] those checkers and timekeepers

were there.
v Someone or something is acted upon

again by someone.
ˆinutruhan Nang nakabãngun naman si

Prÿdi sa lýnang, ˆinutruhan naman ni
Karlus ning balibag sa lanas. When
Freddie was able to stand up in the mud,
he was cast again by Carlos [this time]
into a rice field. cf liwat 1, na naman

ˆýtang 679 ˆutru
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(na1 2)

ˆutsinta 1a card num adj eighty actions,

people, pieces of something, situations,

things, times, units of measurement

Ginkadtu ku sa Tablas ˆang kard ni
Gilbirt kag ˆang ˆiya diplýma; pasãdu da
siya kag ˆang ˆiya ˆabrids hay ˆutsinta. I

went to Tablas for the report card of

Gilbert and his diploma; he also passed

and his grade average was eighty
[percent]. {Numbers eleven ˆunsi up to

ninety-nine nubinta ˆinuwÿbi are Spanish

words. For a description of the use of

Spanish numbers, see entry ˆýnu.} (See

Appendix 21, Cardinal Numbers.)

1b ˆutsinta ˆýnu card num adj eighty-one
actions, people, pieces of something,

situations, things, times, units of measure-

ment (See Appendix 21, Cardinal

Numbers.)

1c ˆutsinta ˆidus card num eighty-two {For a

description of the use of numbers of

Spanish origin, see entry ˆýnu. For a

description of the function of the

conjunction ˆi- joining number combi-

nations, see entry ˆi-2.} (See Appendix 21,

Cardinal Numbers.)

ˆutsu card num adj eight actions, people,

pieces of something, situations, things,

times, units of measurement Nang
Pibrÿru ˆutsu, manga ˆalas ˆutsu nang
ˆãga, nakasãyud ˆaku nga si Lýsi hay
nagbatyag na. On February eight, at

about eight o’clock in the morning, I

found out that Lucy had already

labored in childbirth. {For a

description of the use of numbers of

Spanish origin, see entry ˆýnu. For the

use of Romblomanon numbers and

numbers of Spanish origin, see ˆisa
1a.} syn wayu 1 (See Appendix 21,

Cardinal Numbers.)

ˆýtud 1 v Something is cut into pieces or cut
off from a larger piece, as firewood,

lumber, rope, string, vine.
ˆinýtud ˆInýtud nang prinsÿsa ˆang ˆiya

kamut kag pinutus sa panyung burdãdu.
Her hands (i.e., of the princess) were cut
off by the princess and were wrapped in
an embroidered handkerchief.

ˆutýrun ˆAng ˆãkun ˆigabãyus sa ˆiya,

“ˆUtýrun ku ˆang ˆãkun kamut kag
putusun ku sa panyung burdãdu kay
ˆipadaya ku sa ˆiya.” My answer to him
was, “I will cut off my hands and put
them in an embroidered handkerchief
because [they] will be sent by me to
him.”

pagˆýtud ger someone’s cutting into
pieces or cutting off of something
ˆibaˆiba klãsi nang pagˆýtud different
ways of cutting {A generic term
referring to cutting with or across the
grain, lengthwise or crosswise. Any
suitable instrument is used, as an axe
wãsay, cutting bolo sundang, knife
sipuy, saw lagãriˆ 1.}

Different Ways of Cutting

dugkay stab

guyut 1b cut up, slice meat,

fish

hÿwaˆ (hiwaˆ 2) cut up, slice bread,

fruit, meat, a

vegetable

labuˆ slash, stab

tadtad cut into pieces

tugsuk pierce

tuktuk1 1 chop, cut into

pieces

tusluk pierce, punch,

spear

yuˆyuˆ kill by cutting the

neck

2 ˆutud n a cut-off object, cut off from

something else Plurintÿna! Plurintÿna!
ˆIdãwat mu sa ˆãkun ˆang ˆÿmu ˆutud nga
kamut. Florentina! Florentina! Give me

your cut-off hand.

ˆutug n the erection of a penis

ˆýtuk n the brain of a person or animal

ˆutut 1a n flatulence
1b v Someone breaks wind, i.e., releases

intestinal gas through the anus

ˆýtuy n a cow tick (See bitik, Kinds of
Parasitic Insects for table.)

ˆuway n a rattan palm; a generic term for

any of several varieties of the genus
Calamus; a rattan cane {Climbs onto

trees or grows horizontally on the

ground. Split into strips and used for

basket weaving, tying in general, or for
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tying nipa shingles. Canes are used for

making tables and chairs.}

ˆuyãbi n a uyabi cooking banana plant or

fruit, Musa sapientum {Commonly

eaten either boiled or fried.} (See

sãging 1a, Kinds of Bananas for table.

See Appendix 3, Kinds of Cultigens.)

ˆýyag 1a v Someone is overcome with
sexual passion for someone else.

ˆuyãgun Halimbãwaˆ, kung makari ˆãbi
ˆini nga ˆadlaw, kabuˆutbýˆut ˆinaˆ;
masunud naman nga ˆadlaw hay
ˆuyãgun na ˆadtu nga manga sundãlu.
For example, if [some] will come today,
they are very kind; the next day those
soldiers will be overcome with sexual
passion.

ˆuyãgan 1b v Someone will experience
sexual pleasure through sexual
stimulation. [ˆuyãgan will experience
sexual pleasure]

ˆuyãgik n the yelp of a dog
v A dog yelps. [nagaˆuyãgik is yelping]

{Other calls of a dog: lãgut growl, ˆayuk
bark.} (See Appendix 24, Sounds of
Animals and Fowl.)

ˆuyahun n the face of a person Lumuwas si
Milba, pÿru makikÿtaˆ mu gid sa ˆiya
hitsýra nga kalangkaglangkag gid ˆang
ˆiya ˆuyahun nga nagapamuya ˆang ˆiya
mata. Melba came outside, but you

could really see on her face that her face
was very sad and her eyes had became

red. syn hitsýra 1
ˆuyak 1a v Something leaks out of a

container.
maˆuyak Ginabutangan ning gýnut sa

suyud para ˆang humay ˆindiˆ maˆuyak.
[The basket] has a coconut-fiber sheet
put inside so that the unhusked rice will
not leak out.

1b v Something, as one’s effort or talent, is
expended by someone.

ginaˆuyak ˆAng pagpamanday hay dakuˆ
ˆang budlay nga ˆÿmu ginaˆuyak. As for
carpentry work, the effort which is
expended by you is much.

ˆuyan 1a n rain ˆIndiˆ na magbinatiˆãnan sa
suyud nang ˆiskwilahan ˆang manga
ˆiskwÿla kay ˆang labýnuk nang ˆuyan sa
bubung nga sim hay kakusugkýsug. The

students no longer hear one another

inside the school because the roar of the

rain on the tin roof is very strong.

1b v It rains.
nagaˆuyan Sÿgi lang gid ˆadtu ˆang ˆãkun

kinatýyug kay nagaˆuyan. My sleeping
kept on because [it] was raining.

ˆumuyan Dãpat gid magtÿpun kita ning
paywa pãra kung ˆumuyan, ˆigwa kita
ning gatung. It should be that we gather
[dry coconut] fronds so that if it will
rain we have fuel for cooking.

magˆuyan Nakapamãtiˆ kuntaˆ kita ning
mÿting kahãpun kung wayaˆ magˆuyan.
Probably we would have been able to
listen to the meeting yesterday if [it] had
not rained.

magˆinýyan Kung payut na ˆang
kaguyãngan, kung magˆinýyan ning
týdu, ˆimaw ˆinaˆ ˆang ginatunãˆan nang
pagpamahaˆ. When the forest is already
denuded, when [it] continually rains
heavily, thatˆs the time of the beginning
of continual flooding.

v Something is rained on.
ginaˆinuyãnan ˆAng ˆãmun bayay hay

ˆuyãnan silãkan kag ginlýmut na ˆang
halýblaks kay ginaˆinuyãnan. As for
our houses, they will be rained on [and]
will be shined on, and the hollow-block
brick walls have already become
covered with mildew because they are
always being rained on.

ˆuyanˆýyan ger intermittent raining
Kung ˆini ˆang ˆÿmu ˆuma hay tãpus mu
na ning duyuk pwÿdi mu na nga tamnan
basta nakikÿtaˆ mu nga nagatýnaˆ na
ning ˆuyanˆýyan. As for your upland
field, if [it] is finished by you being
cleaned, [it] can be planted by you
unless it can be seen by you that [it] is
beginning intermittent raining.

2 ˆuyãnun (var tigˆuyãnun, tinguyãnun) n
the rainy season Bukun na ˆuyãnun;
bukun na tigtatãnum ning tubu. It is not

yet the rainy season; it is not yet the

planting season for sugar cane.
v It becomes rainy season.
magtinguyãnun Kung ˆini hay

magtinguyãnun yãraˆ na nga ˆang
lãngaw dãmuˆ kag ˆang namuk. When [it]
becomes rainy season, it is now the time
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of many houseflies and mosquitoes.
pagtinguyãnun ti ger after or upon its

becoming rainy season Mabuˆuy ˆaku
ning kãhuy kay matÿpun ˆaku kay ˆagud
pagtinguyãnun hay wayaˆ ˆaku ning
prublÿma sa gatung. I will get fire-
wood so that upon becoming rainy
season I will have no problem with
cooking fuel.

ˆuyang 1 n a brook shrimp Kung nagapanihud
ka ning ˆuyang hay gakadtu ka sa sapaˆ
nga ˆigwa ning manga libtunglibtung nga
dãmuˆ ˆang batu kag ˆigwa ning týbiˆ nga
nagapundu. When you gather brook
shrimp with a colander shrimp scoop, you

go to a seasonal creek where there are

riverbed holes which have many stones,

and there is water which backs up. {About

5 cm to 10 cm long; found in pools and

along the edges of running water.} cf putut
1a

1a sarsa nga ˆuyang n shrimp salsa
{Made by placing cleaned brook shrimp

ˆuyang 1 in a mortar. Seasoned with

garlic bãwang, ginger luyˆa 2, hot

peppers katumbay 1c, and other spices

and then pounded. Young grated

coconut meat niyug nga sarsãhun
(niyug 2e) is added and the mixture is

pounded again. The mixture is wrapped

in young coconut fronds hanig, boiled

and eaten as a side-dish food suyaˆ 1
during mealtimes.}

ˆuyu n the spathe of a coconut inflorescence

{Covers the inflorescence before it

emerges; afterwards it hangs below the

inflorescence. Dried spathes are used as

fuel for cooking.} (See Appendix 6,

Stages of Coconut Fruits.)

ˆýyu1 1 n the head of a person or any living

being ˆAdtung babãyi hay gasakit ˆang
ˆýyu tungud sa kakuyangan nang
katuyugun. As for that woman, [her]

head aches because of lack of sleep.

2 ˆuyuhan n the head position where

someone lies down or reclines

Dumayãgan ˆang tatay ni Suylu sa
bayay sa nakÿtaˆ niya nga si Suylu hay
nagahigdaˆ, kag may kandÿlaˆ sa ˆiya
ˆuyuhan. The father of Zoilo ran to the

house where he saw that Zoilo was lying

down, and there was a candle at his

head position.

3 matugas ˆýyu adj Someone is hard
headed, i.e., stubborn. ˆInang ˆãkun
ˆungaˆ ˆipÿˆut nindu sa kabahuy nga
kaban, kay ˆisa siya nga matugas ˆýyu.
As for that child of mine, [he] should be

put by you into a big clothes trunk

because he is hard headed.

paˆÿnit sa ˆýyu, paˆÿnit ˆang ˆýyu (ˆÿnit 2)
idiom provokes to anger; saˆýyu derv
Something is memorized by someone.;

ˆÿnit sa ˆýyu, ˆÿnit ˆang ˆýyu (ˆÿnit 2)
idiom becomes angry

ˆýyu2 1 v Someone defecates, i.e., discharges

feces from the anus.
maˆýyu ˆInaˆ naman nga buyung ˆindiˆ ka

magsýka kundiˆ maˆýyu ka lang. As for
that medicine you will not vomit but you
will just defecate.

2 sýka maˆýyu n diarrhea ˆAng hinug nga
bugnay, pinya nga hinug, langkaˆ nga
hinug kag kabýgaw hay ˆindiˆ pwÿdi nga
kaˆýnun ning dungan kay bãsiˆ kunu
kung ˆabýtun ka ning sakit nga sýka
maˆýyu. As for ripe bignay fruit, ripe

pineapple, ripe jackfruit and pomelo,

that these will be eaten at the same time

is not expedient because they say you

might be overtaken with diarrhea
illness. syn bugrit, dayarya, kursu2 1

ˆýyud n a worm ˆAng ˆiya ginatukaˆ nga
pagkãˆun hay ˆang langawlangaw, lãwaˆ,
ˆýyud kag tibakya. As for that food which

it (i.e., a yellow-backed sunbird) eats by

pecking, [they] are moths, spiders, worms,
and grasshoppers.

ˆuyun 1a v Someone lies the head down on

a pillow or some other object. Nagˆuyun
si Karla sa ˆiya bag kay wayaˆ siya ning
ˆuyýnan. Carla lay [her] head down on

her bag because she had no pillow.

1b ˆuyýnan n a pillow ˆAng manga tinãbas,
hay ginatambitambi kag ginahuman
nga punda nang ˆuyýnan. As for

remnant cloths, [they] are all joined

together and made into a pillowcase for

a pillow.
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Appendices

Appendix 1: Kinds of Buildings

bayay 1 house

bayaybãyay 1a hut, shed, temporary shelter

bayaybãyay 2b playhouse

kamarin, bayay nga kinamarin house with two-pitch roof, perpendicular gables

lambun, bayay nga lambun upland field shelter

pinanuluk house with two-pitch roof, pitched gables

tyindãhan convenience store

Appendix 2: Parts of a House

bakãyan wall studs

balkun porch

banggirahan dish rack

bintãnaˆ 1 window opening

bubung 1a, bubýngan (bubung 1c) roof

bunyýgan floor joist

dingding 1 wall, walling

hagdan house steps

halÿgi 1 foundation post

kahabãˆan ceiling joist

kasilyas bathroom, toilet

kisami ceiling

kwartu1 bedroom

pagbu rafter

paningdÿngan outside floor joist, outside stringer

pãpag attic

pwirtãhan doorway (door opening)

sara nang bintãnaˆ (sara 1) window shutter

sara nang pwirtãhan (sara 1) door
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sayug floor (bamboo strips, planks, cement)

sÿlung 1 space underneath the house

sukug ceiling, floor sill

tagusayug bamboo strips under floor

ˆabýhan (ˆabu 1b) fireplace

ˆayugˆug eaves trough, downspout

Appendix 3: Kinds of Cultigens

balinghuy 1 cassava

bãwang garlic

bayuy, lakatan lacatan eating banana

butˆýhan, pãkuy butuan cooking banana

dãwa pearl millet

gãbi 1a taro

gãpas 1 cotton

hantak 1 long beans

humay 1 rice

kabýgaw, kulisung kabugaw

kahil green orange

kamýti 1 sweet potato

kapãya 1a papaya

katumbay 1a bell pepper, sweet pepper

katumbay 1b long red pepper

katumbay 1c chili pepper

kawãyan 1 bamboo

kintsay Chinese celery

lãnut 1 abaca banana

litsýgas lettuce

lukban pomelo

luyˆa 1 ginger

mani 1a peanut

mangga 1a mango

margýsu 1 ampalaya
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maˆis 1a corn

munggu 1a mung bean

mustãsa mustard

niyug 1 coconut

patãtas 1a potato

pinasagiˆ pinasagi eating banana

pinya 1a pineapple

pitsay Chinese cabbage

rabanus radish

sabˆa saba cooking banana

sãging 1a banana

sinutlãˆan sinutla-an eating banana

tabãkuˆ 1a tobacco

tayung 1 eggplant

tinduk tinduk eating banana

tubu sugarcane

tudlundãtuˆ tudlundatu eating banana

tundan latundan eating banana

ˆabukãdu avocado

ˆiliˆud ili-ud eating banana

ˆukra 1 okra

ˆuyãbi uyabi cooking banana

Appendix 4: Kinds of Coconut Palms

makapunuˆ soft-meat coconut palm

niyug 1 common coconut palm

pungˆuy nga niyug (niyug 1a) decayed coconut palm

sanggýtan (sanggut 3) wine-producing coconut palm

tambulãlid small-fruited coconut palm
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Appendix 5: Parts of a Coconut Palm

býyak 1a coconut inflorescence

gýnut coconut fiber sheet

hanig young coconut frond

niyug 2 coconut fruit

tubaˆ nang niyug (týbaˆ 1b) coconut sap

tubýˆan (týbuˆ 1b) coconut shoot

Appendix 6: Stages of Coconut Fruits

býyuk nang niyug (niyug 3) within its covering, ˆuyu

býkuy beginning coconut fruit

walig very young coconut

butung 1 young coconut

magýyang nga niyug (niyug 2d) mature coconut

pyanituˆan semi-mature coconut

lanus fully-mature coconut

laˆay very mature coconut

Appendix 7: Parts of a Coconut Fruit

baguy 1 hard shell of coconut

bunut 1 coconut husk

býwaˆ white ball of coconut fruit

gataˆ 1 coconut milk extract

kinãpaw2 young coconut meat

kinãyus (kãyus 2) grated coconut meat

latik coconut milk extract scum

lýgit 1a smoked coconut meat; copra

pãyuk thick coconut milk extract

sabaw nang niyug (sabaw 1) flavored liquid of a mature coconut

sãpay coconut meat residue in making coconut
milk extract

ˆikaduha nga gataˆ (gataˆ 1b) thin coconut milk extract

ˆýbud upper trunk coconut pith
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Appendix 8: Foods Made with Coconut

biku 1 sticky-rice delicacy

bukãyuˆ coconut sweet dessert

ginatˆan (gataˆ 2a) food cooked in coconut milk extract

linýgaw (lýgaw 2) coconut-flavored gruel

lurit nga ˆisdaˆ (ˆisdaˆ 1c) spicy coconut-flavored fish

pinãˆis (pãˆis 1b) snack roll

pusuˆ3 pusuˆ sticky-rice cake

sarsa 1 salsa

sýman sýman sticky-rice cake

ˆýtan 1a coconut-flavored vegetables

Appendix 9: Foods Cooked in Coconut Milk Extract

ginatˆan nga bãyuy (bãyuy 1a) dried fish cooked in coconut milk extract

ginatˆan nga balinghuy (balinghuy 1) cassava cooked in coconut milk extract

ginatˆan nga kugÿta (kugÿta 1a) octopus cooked in coconut milk extract

ginatˆan nga kuray (kuray2 1a) land crabs cooked in coconut milk extract

ginatˆan nga manuk (manuk 2a) chicken cooked in coconut milk extract

ginatˆan nga rÿma (rÿma 1a) breadfruit cooked in coconut milk extract

ginatˆan nga sãging (sãging 2b) bananas cooked in coconut milk extract

ginatˆan nga sÿhiˆ (sÿhiˆ 1a) mollusks cooked in coconut milk extract

ginatˆan nga ˆisdaˆ (ˆisdaˆ 1a) fish cooked in coconut milk extract

ginatˆan nga ˆunud nang gãbi (gãbi 2) taro root cooked in coconut milk extract

Appendix 10: Kinds of Rice and Taro

Rice Humay 1 Taro Gãbi 1a

bilÿbud binagakay

daliˆ binugsukan bãhiˆ

kalibud gastus

kamurus kinusuy

kinayangkang liniswi

mirakul linunga
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pinýngu tris marya

sabyay

wagwag

Appendix 11: Shape of the Moon

pabãhuy ˆang býlan (bãhuy 4) moon is waxing

kabilýgan (bÿlug2 2a) moon is full

paˆÿsut (ˆÿsut 4) moon is waning

kamatyãnan (matay 2a) new moon

latiˆ 1a, kwartu2 2 first quarter (waxing or waning)

ˆikaduha nga latiˆ (latiˆ 1b) second quarter (waxing or waning)

ˆikatuyu nga latiˆ (latiˆ 1c) third quarter (waxing or waning)

ˆikaˆupat nga latiˆ (latiˆ 1d) fourth quarter (waxing or waning)

Appendix 12: Months of the Gregorian Calendar

ˆInÿru January Hulyu July

Pibrÿru February ˆAgustu August

Marsu March Siptyimbri September

ˆAbril April ˆUktubri October

Mãyu May Nubyimbri November

Hunyu June Disyimbri December

Appendix 13: Major Time Segments

ˆadlaw 3b day (2:00 AM–5:00 PM)

ˆãga 1a morning (2 AM–NOON)

hãpun 1a afternoon (1:00 PM–5:00 PM)

gabˆi 1a night (6:00 PM–1:00 AM)

ˆadlaw 2b 24–HOUR DAY

simãna 1b week

býlan 2b month

týˆig 1b year
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Appendix 14: Hours of the Day

ˆalas dus nang ˆãga two o’clock in the morning

ˆalas tris nang ˆãga three o’clock in the morning

ˆalas kwatru nang ˆãga four o’clock in the morning

ˆalas singku nang ˆãga five o’clock in the morning

ˆalas saˆis nang ˆãga six o’clock in the morning

ˆalas siyÿti nang ˆãga seven o’clock in the morning

ˆalas ˆýtsu nang ˆãga eight o’clock in the morning

ˆalas nuwÿbi nang ˆãga nine o’clock in the morning

ˆalas dyis nang ˆãga ten o’clock in the morning

ˆalas ˆunsi nang ˆãga eleven o’clock in the morning

ˆalas dýsi nang ˆaga twelve o’clock in the morning (noon)

ˆala ˆýna nang hãpun one o’clock in the afternoon

ˆalas dus nang hãpun two o’clock in the afternoon

ˆalas tris nang hãpun three o’clock in the afternoon

ˆalas kwatru nang hãpun four o’clock in the afternoon

ˆalas singku nang hãpun five o’clock in the afternoon

ˆalas saˆis nang gabˆi six o’clock at night

ˆalas siyÿti nang gabˆi seven o’clock at night

ˆalas ˆýtsu nang gabˆi eight o’clock at night

ˆalas nuwÿbi nang gabˆi nine o’clock at night

ˆalas dyis nang gabˆi ten o’clock at night

ˆalas ˆunsi nang gabˆi eleven o’clock at night

ˆalas dýsi nang gabˆi twelve o’clock at night (midnight)

ˆala ˆýna nang gabˆi one o’clock at night (in the morning)

Appendix 15: Times of the Day

ˆãga 1a morning (2:00 AM–NOON)

ˆagaˆãga (ˆãga 1c), ˆãga pa (ˆãga 1c) early morning (2:00 AM–4:00 AM)

nagapamusÿˆag daybreak (5:00 AM–6:00 AM)

hãpun 1a afternoon (1:00 PM–5:00 PM)

hãpun na (hãpun 1c) late afternoon (3:00 PM–6:00 PM)
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hapunhãpun (hãpun 1d) evening twilight

gabˆi 1a night (6:00 PM–1:00 AM)

manayumsum early evening (around 6:00 PM)

midyu hanãgub na (hanãgub na 2) mid-late evening (9:00 PM–10:30 PM)

hanãgub na late evening

tungang gabˆi (gabˆi 3) midnight

Appendix 16: Times Relative to Now (Niyan)

kasanghãpun (hãpun 6) day before yesterday

kahãpun (hãpun 4) yesterday

kaˆÿna nang hãpun (hãpun 1b) this past afternoon

niyan nga ˆadlaw (ˆadlaw 4c) today

ˆari nga gabˆi (gabˆi 4) this evening

buwas (buwas 1) tomorrow

ˆisa nga buwas (buwas 2) day after tomorrow

Appendix 17: Days of the Week

Duminggu 1 Sunday Huwÿbis 1 Thursday

Lýnis Monday Byarnis 1 Friday

Martis Tuesday Sabadu 1a Saturday

Myirkulis Wednesday

Appendix 18: Linear Measurement

Measure Measuring Instruments Takýsan

dãngaw hand span fingers (thumb to middle finger)

dupa arms span two outstretched arms

kilumitru kilometer

mitrus 1 meter mitrýsan (mitrus 2)

mitrýsan nga
kãhuy (mitrus 2a)

tipmisyur

pulgadÿra

meter measuring instrument

meter stick

sewer’s tape measure

carpenter’s tape measure

pulgãda inch tipmisyur

pulgadÿra

sewer’s tape measure

carpenter’s tape measure

pyi foot
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Appendix 19: Dry or Liquid Volume Measurement

Volume Measurement Measuring Instrument Takýsan

bãsu 1b glassful basu 1a drinking glass

bul1 liter bowl bul1 one-liter bowl

butilya nang
dyin (butilya 2)

gin-bottle measure butilya nang dyin
(butilya 2)

gin bottle

galun 1b four-liter measure galun 1a four-liter measuring
bottle

gantas 1a ganta gantãngan
(gãntas 1b)

ganta measuring box

kaban2 cavan

kustal 2a twenty-five gantas kustal 1 twenty-five ganta sack

kutsãra 1b tablespoon measure kutsãra 1a tablespoon

kutsarÿta 1b teaspoon measure kutsarÿta 1a teaspoon

lãta 2b sixteen-liter measure lãta 2a sixteen-liter utility can

litru liter measure

midya galun
(galun 2b)

two-liter measure midya galun
(galun 2a)

two-liter measuring
bottle

plastik 2b one-liter measure plastik 2a one-liter measuring
can

tãsa 1b cupful tãsa 1a cup

tyýpa 1 half-liter measure tyupahan
(tyýpa 2)

half-liter measuring
can

Appendix 20: Groups of Animals, People and Things

balinghuyan (balinghuy 2) cassava plant grove

kabakãhan (bãka) herd of cattle

kabayabãsan (bayãbas 2) guava plant grove

kabuyãkan (býyak 4) bed of flowers

kahayýpan (hãyup 1b) group of animals

kalatÿˆan (lãti 1a) woodlot area

kanipãˆan nipa palm grove

kanyýgan (niyug 4) coconut palm grove

kapispisan (pispis) flock of birds

katawýhan (tãwu 1a) gathering of people

kaˆayãman (ˆayam) pack of dogs
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Appendix 21: Cardinal Numbers

wan, ˆisa 1a, ˆýna1 4, ˆýnu 1 singkwinta ˆýnu (singkwinta 1b) 51

tu, duha 1, dus 2 singkwinta dus (singkwinta 1c) 52

tri, tris 1, tuyu 1, tatlu 1 3 saysinta 1a 60

pur1, ˆupat 1, kwatru 4 saysinta ˆýnu (saysinta 1b) 61

lima, payb, singku 5 saysinta dus (saysinta 1c) 62

ˆunum 1, sayis, siks 6 sitinta 1a 70

pitu 1, sÿbin, syÿti 7 sitinta ˆýnu (sitinta 1b) 71

wayu 1, ˆutsu 8 sitinta dus (sitinta 1c) 72

syam 1, nuwÿbi 9 ˆutsinta 1a 80

napýyuˆ 1, dyis 10 ˆutsinta ˆýnu (ˆutsinta 1b) 81

ˆunsi 1 11 ˆutsinta ˆidus (ˆutsinta 1c) 82

dýsi 12 nubinta 1a 90

trÿsi 13 nubinta ˆýnu (nubinta 1b) 91

katursi 14 nubinta dus (nubinta 1c) 92

kinsi 15 ˆisa ka gatus, syin 100

disisayis 16 syintu ˆýnu 101

disisyÿti 17 duha ka gatus, dus syintus 200

disiˆutsu 18 dus syintus ˆýnu 201

disinuwÿbi 19 lima ka gatus, kinyintus 500

baynti 1a 20 ˆunum ka gatus, sayis syintus 600

baynti ˆýnu (baynti 1b) 21 napýyu ka gatus, ˆisa ka lÿbu, mil 1,000

baynti dus (baynti 1c) 22 mil ˆýnu 1,001

traynta 1a 30 mil kinyintus 1,500

traynta ˆýnu (traynta 1b) 31 dus mil, duha ka lÿbu 2,000

traynta ˆidus (traynta 1c) 32 syin mil, ˆisa ka gatus ka lÿbu 100,000

kwarinta 1a 40 dus syintus mil, duha ka gatus ka lÿbu 200,000

kwarinta ˆýnu (kwarinta 1b) 41 kinyintus mil, lima ka gatus ka lÿbu 500,000

kwarinta ˆidus (kwarinta 1c) 42 ˆisa ka milyun, ˆisa ka milyýnis 1,000,000

singkwinta 1a 50
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Appendix 22: Ordinal Numbers

pangˆisa (ˆisa 4), pirst, primÿra 2a, ˆipaˆisa, ˆýna1 1st

pangaduha, sigunda, sÿkund, ˆikaduha 2nd

pangatlu (tatlu 4), pangtuyu (týyu 4), tird, tirsÿra, ˆikatuyu (týyu 4), ˆikatlu (týyu 4) 3rd

kwartu1 1, pangupat (ˆupat 4), purt, ˆikaˆupat (ˆupat 4) 4th

panglima (lima 4), ˆikalima (lima 4) 5th

pangˆunum (ˆunum 4), ˆikaˆunum (ˆunum 4) 6th

pangpitu (pitu 4), ˆikapitu (pitu 4) 7th

pangwayu (wayu 4), ˆikawayu (wayu 4) 8th

pangsyam (syam 4), ˆikasyam (syam 4) 9th

pangnapýyu (napýyu 4), ˆikanapýyu (napýyu 4) 10th

pangˆunsi (ˆunsi 4), ˆikaˆunsi (ˆunsi 4) 11th

pangbaynti (baynti 4), ˆikabaynti (baynti 4) 20th

pangtraynta (traynta 4), ˆikatraynta (traynta 4) 30th

pangˆisa ka gatus 100th

panglima ka gatus 500th

pangˆisa ka lÿbu 1,000th

Appendix 23: Social Relationships

balãyi 1 co-parent-in-law

bayaw brother-in-law, sister-in-law

bilas man’s brother-in-law

byýda widow

byýdu widower

ginikãnan, magýyang (gýyang 2a) parent

gumangkun 1a niece, nephew

gumangkun sa pakaˆisa (gumangkun 1b) child of someone’s first cousin

gumangkun sa pakatigdýha (gumangkun 1c) child of someone’s second cousin

gumangkun sa pakatigtýyu (gumangkun 1d) child of someone’s third cousin

hãli brother, sister, co-lateral relative

halihun godbrother, godsister

kabatˆan (bãtaˆ 1c) children, sons, daughters
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kumadri 1a co-parent-in-law

kumãri 1a co-mother-in-law; female co-sponsor

kumpãri 1a co-father-in-law; male co-sponsor

kunyãda woman’s sister-in-law

laˆun nga dalãga (dalãga 1b) spinster, old maid

lýla 1a grandmother

lulãhun (lýla 2) aunt of someone’s parent

lýlu 1a grandfather

lulýhun (lýlu 2) uncle of someone’s parent

lyãki nga ˆungaˆ (lyãki 3) young son

magnanay (nanay 3) mother and child, wife and child

maguyang 1a older brother, older sister

maguyang sa duguˆ (maguyang 1a) older consanguine brother,
older consanguine sister

kamaguyãngan (maguyang 1b) oldest brother, oldest sister

manak stepchild

Manang 1a, 1b Older Sister, Older Female Friend

manÿnay 1, nÿnang 1a godmother

manÿnay sa bunyag (manÿnay 1a) godmother through baptism

manÿnay sa kasay (manÿnay 1b) godmother through marriage

manÿnuy 1, nÿnung 1a godfather

manÿnuy sa bunyag (manÿnuy 1a) godfather through baptism

manÿnuy sa kasay (manÿnuy 1b) godfather through marriage

manghud 1a younger brother, younger sister

kamanghýran (manghud 1a) youngest brother, youngest sister

manghud nga dalãga (dalãga 2) younger unmarried sister

nãna 1a, tÿya 1a, ˆanti 1b aunt

nanãhun (nãna 1b), tiyãhun (tiya 1b), ˆantÿhun
(ˆanti 1c), ˆanti sa dugu (ˆanti 1c)ˆ

consanguine aunt

nanay 1a, mama 1a mother

nanaynãnay (nanay 4) pretend mother

ˆikaduha nga nanay (nanay 2) stepmother

pakaˆisa first cousin
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pakatigdýha second cousin

pakatigtýyu third cousin

panugãngan parent-in-law

pinakaˆungaˆ (ˆungaˆ 3) goddaughter, godson; somebody
reckoned as one’s child

tãta 1a, tÿyu 1a, ˆangkulˆ 1b uncle

tatãhun (tãta 1b), tiyýhun (tÿyu 1b),
ˆangkýlun (ˆangkul 1c), ˆangkul sa
dugu (ˆangkul 1c)

consanguine uncle

tatay 1a father

tataytãtay (tatay 4) pretend father

ˆikaduha nga tatay (tatay 2) stepfather

ˆanak 1, pinakaˆungaˆ (ˆungaˆ 4) godchild

ˆanak sa bunyag (ˆanak 1a) godchild through baptism

ˆanak sa kasay (ˆanak 1b) godchild through marriage

ˆapu 1a grandchild

ˆapu sa gumangkun (ˆapu 1b) grandchild of one’s brother, sister

ˆapu sa pakaˆisa (ˆapu 1c) grandchild of one’s first cousin

ˆapu sa pakatigdýha (ˆapu 1d) grandchild of one’s second cousin

ˆapu sa pakatigtýyu (ˆapu 1e) grandchild of one’s third cousin

ˆÿlu 1a orphan

ˆÿlu muyumýyuˆ (ˆÿlu 1c) orphan without parents

ˆÿlu sa nanay (ˆÿlu 1d) motherless orphan

ˆÿlu sa tatay (ˆÿlu 1e) fatherless orphan

ˆumãgad daughter-in-law, son-in-law

ˆungaˆ (ˆungaˆ 1b) child, son, daughter

Appendix 24: Sounds of Animals and Fowl

bangguk, ˆÿguk grunt of pig

hýma moo of cow

kalaˆkalaˆ croak of frog

kãyas hiss of snake

kilyaw call of black-naped oriole

kura chatter of monkey
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kutak cackle of hen

kutuˆkutuˆ cluck of hen calling chicks

lãgut growl of dog

mihiˆ bleat of goat

ngiyaw, ˆingaw meow of cat

syaksyak peep of bird, chick

takriˆ call of kingfisher

tuyãˆuk crow of rooster

ˆayuk bark of dog

ˆÿliw warning call of chicken

ˆingaˆ low of carabao

ˆisak peep, cry of chick

ˆiwik squeal of pig

ˆuyãgik yelp of dog
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English—Romblomanon Index

This index is intended as an English finder’s list to allow the user to identify
Romblomanon words and phrases that have some semantic relationship to the
indexed English words or phrases. It is not intended as an English-to-
Romblomanon dictionary. It does not necessarily list English equivalents of
Romblomanon words. Equivalent English meanings are only found within the
Romblomanon dictionary entries. English citations in this index include meanings
with no equivalents in the Romblomanon words which follow them. In other cases
the meanings of the English words in the index only partially cover the meaning of
Romblomanon words following them. In some cases the index includes English
synonyms when these words have a common semantic component found in
Romblomanon. Romblomanon synonyms often follow English index citations but
it cannot be assumed where two or more Romblomanon words occur in a single
English citation that they are synonyms. This can only be determined by consulting
the description of the Romblomanon words within the dictionary.

A

a: common noun determiner ˆang
a while ago; a little while ago kaˆÿna
abaca banana plant lãnut 1
abaca fiber lãnut 2
abaca fiber rope pÿsiˆ 1b
abaca sack kustal 1d
abandons bãyaˆ; bÿlin
abdomen tiyan 1
abdomen, middle lower pusˆun
abdominal binder hagkus
ability ˆabilidad
abnormal, becomes ˆabnurmal
abode of God, angels, heaven lãngit 2
about baya; banda1 1c; tungud1 2
about a certain number of things bãli 1
about a location patÿyug
about a topic, a subject, someone

parti 2b
about doing sth paˆunu 1b
about to be married, couple kasay 4
about to happen hãlus 1a; ˆÿsut 3
above, goes bãbaw 1b
above position bãbaw 1a
abrasion gasgas
abrasive tayum
absence palta

absentee from school, work bulakbul
absorbs a liquid with cloth, sponge sýyup
abundant ˆabunda
abundant; becomes abundant dakuˆ 1b
abused kastÿgu
acacia tree ˆakasya
acceptable pwÿdi
accepted as true lãˆum 1a
accepts sth bãtun
accessories, personal gãmit 1c
accident, has disgrasya
accommodates sth ˆÿguˆ 2
accompanied; accompanied back ˆýliˆ 1b
accompanied by smb, sth ˆabay; ˆÿba 1a
accompanies smb hatud 1; nunut
accompanies sth hatud 1
accomplished firmly, tightly hugut
accomplished little by little ˆÿsut 2
accomplishes a task býhat; butingting;

hýkay 1b; tugpa
accomplishment of sth, prevents

hãrang 2
accomplishments risulta
accord between two, among many

kasunduˆ 1d
accords respect for smb rispÿtu
accumulated tatãguˆ
accumulated capital, investment of

kapital
accurate tãmaˆ 1a
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accusation bãsuy
accusation, formal kÿha
accuses smb bãsuy
accustomed, becomes suhung
accustomed to sth gamun 1; sanay
aches, the body sakit 2a
achievement; honors ˆýnur 2
achievement ribbon rÿbun
achieves one’s goals ˆabut 2; ˆasinsu
acid stomach, afflicted with bidliˆ
acknowledged, sth is kilãya 2c
acolyte sakristan
acquired by inheritance ˆãbut 1b
acquires a debt ˆýtang 1b
acquires income by earning kÿtaˆ 2b
acquires money kwarta 1b
acrimonious words týbuˆ 3
acrimoniously looks at smb siruˆ 1b
act, artistic ˆarti
action, a case for kãsu
action, favors a particular pabur
action, formal purmal
action is extensive masyãdu 1
action location pwistu 1b
action of person, thing, part of body

hýkay 1a
action, result of tubtub 1b
actions, imitates panalig
activated gãna
active ˆabtik; hýgud
activities hýkay 1b
activity is appropriate, fitting ˆãngay
activity is bad mãlas 1a
activity, joins in lakut 1; nunut; sãyu
activity, organized pradyik
acts appropriately buˆut 3
acts foolishly buˆang
acts in a particular manner hÿmuˆ 1;

human 1
acts in stage play sarswÿla 1b
acts with swagger yagang
actual; actuality týnay 1a
added as a meat complement lupus2 1b
added to hãluˆ; lusˆug
added together, numbers bilug2
additional one given as bonus paˆãman
address, public hambay 9
address term: Aunt ˆanti 1a; nãna 1a;

tÿya 1a
address term: Co-father-in-law

Kumpãri 1b
address term: Co-mother-in-law

Kumãri 1b
address term: Co-parent-in-law

Kumadri 1a
address term: Darling, Dear Darling; Dir
address term: Doctor Duktýra; Duktur
address term: Father tatay 1c
address term: Friend Mards; Maring;

Pards; Pari 1b
address term: Godfather nÿnung 1c
address term: Godmother nÿnang 1b
address term: Grandfather lýlu 1b
address term: Grandmother lýla 1b
address term: Honey Hãni
address term: Jesus Hisus
address term: Madam Mam
address term: Mayor mÿyur 1b
address term: Mother mama 1c; nanay 1c
address term: Older Sister, Older Female

Friend manang 1b
address term: Sir Sir
address term: Uncle ˆangkul 1a; tãta 1a;

tÿyu 1a
adds sth to sth else dýgang; sumpay
ade on stick, frozen ˆays kindi
adelfa ornamental shrub ˆadilpa
adequacy of sth ˆÿguˆ 3
adheres to sth saput
adhesive lapýyut
administers an astringent vapor medicine

týˆub
admired dakuˆ 3; pýri
admonishes; admonition ngýyab
adobo, chicken manuk 2c
adobo chicken, fish, meat, squid ˆadýbu
adobo cuttlefish, squid lýkus 1a
adobo, fish ˆisdaˆ 1g
adobo, meat karni 1d
adopted child ˆalÿlaˆ 3a; ˆampun
adopts smb ˆalÿlaˆ 3b
adored dakuˆ 3; halangdun
adored highly dunggan
adores God samba; simba 2
adores smb mahal; samba; simba 2
adornment: bracelet pulsÿras
adornment: earring ˆarÿtus
adornment for an area dikurasyun 1
adornment: jewelry ˆalãhas
adornment: necklace kulintas
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adornment: ring singsing
adorns sth dikurasyun 2
adultery, commits kãwat 1b
advanced in age gýyang 1
advancement in doing sth prugrÿsu
adverb ligature ning 3
adversary kuntra 2; ˆãway 2
adverse effect, sth has kaˆunu2
advice hambay 3; laygay;

rikumindasyun; sýguˆ; týgun1;
tudluˆ 2a

advises smb laygay; muyuˆ 1a; sýguˆ;
týgun1; tudluˆ 2a

adviser ˆadbaysir
affect; affected ˆimpluwinsiya
affected with mildew talikiˆ
affection dibusyun; gãna
affiliates with a group lakut 1; ˆabut 1b
affiliates with others in an activity

lakut 1; nunut; sãyu
affiliation between people rilasyun
affinal relative paryinti
affirmative; yes hýˆu
afflicted by menstruation rigla 1b
afflicted through being admired, a child

muyuˆ 4
afflicted with acid stomach bidliˆ
afflicted with diarrhea kursu2 2
afflicted with fever sagnat
afflicted with pain sakit 2b
afflicted with poison sickness kilkig 2b
afflicted with ringworm bunˆi
afflicted with starvation sickness sumuk
afflicted with the common cold sipˆun 1b
aforementioned hambay 10
afraid hadluk
afraid; becomes afraid pãhug
after dispwis; tãpus 1c; pagka- 1b
after a long time dýgay 1d; dýgay 1e
after sth happens, one year sukat 1a
after the happening of sth nang 3b
afterbirth pains panlÿwan
afternoon hãpun 1a
afternoon, late hãpun 1c
afternoon, this past hãpun 1b
afterwards dispwis; tãpus 1c
again liwat 1; na1 2; ˆutru
against smb, sth kuntra 1b
age of minor minur di ˆidad
age of smb ˆidad 1

age, over a designated lãpas
age, smb is old in ˆidad 3b
aggravates sýngun 1b
aggressive; becomes aggressive mantas
aglow hãyag 1c
agreeable ˆabyirtu 2
agreement ginkaˆisahan; hambay 8;

kuntrãta; sýgut 3
agreement; agrees týgut
agreement between two, among many

kasunduˆ 1d
agreement, conditional kundisyun
agreement is made kasunduˆ 1c
agreement, makes an trãtu
agreement, written sýlat 2b
agrees kasunduˆ 1b; kumpurmi; sýgut 1
agrees by nodding tanguˆ
agrees with a particular action, situation

pabur
agrees with smb, a teaching pãti
aguhu tree ˆaguhu
ahead of time dãˆan 2
aid, aids smb býlig1 1; tãbang
aid, public sirbis
aided by each other tuwang 2
aiding sirbisyu
aids smb by doing household work sirbi
ailment sakit 1
ailment: hemorrhoid ˆalmurãnas
ailment, spirit-induced sabid
aim distinasyun; týyuˆ1
air hãngin 1
air, breath, puff of huyup 1
airplane ˆiruplãnu
airplane lands landing 1a
airplane propeller ˆilisi
akapulku shrub palutsÿna
alasas pandan screw pine pangdan 1c
albino person bukay
albumen of an egg langitlangit
alcohol, isopropyl rãbing ˆalkuhul
alcoholic beverage: beer bir
alcoholic beverage: gin dyin
alcoholic beverage: shoctung syuktung
alcoholic beverage: wine bÿnu 1
alcoholic drink ˆãlak
alcoholic drink, buys tangway
alert ˆabtik
algae lýmut 1
algae, becomes covered with lýmut 2
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alibutbut shrub ˆalibutbut
alien dayýhan
alights dãpuˆ1; hýyun 1; tugpuˆ
alike parÿhu 1a
alipata mangrove tree ˆalipãtaˆ
all paN-2; tanan
all at once bahãyaˆ lang
all different sariˆsãriˆ
all, does or gets kýpu
all in same condition pýru 1b
all one kind, thing pulus 1; pýru 1b
all over paN-2
All Saints’ Day pyista 3; ˆadlaw 6
alleviates one’s self from a problem,

situation libri
allotment of time in contract tirminu
allows týgut
all-wood playing top kasingan
almost a particular time midyu 1b
almost happens hãlus 1a; ˆÿsut 3
almost of a particular quality, quantity

hãlus 1b
almost the extent of that stated hãyus
alms limus 1
aloe vera plant ˆalubÿra; sabÿla
alone ˆisa 2; ˆiya 1d; paˆiyaˆÿya
along the shore tãkas 1
already na1 1
also da; hasta 1b; pa1 2b; patiˆ
altar for church, house ˆaltar
alternate ˆÿlis 1a
although bÿsan 1a; bÿsan ˆanu 2; ˆãbir 1a;

maskin 1a
alum crystals used as medicine tãwas
aluminum metal ˆaluminum
always -in-3; pirmi 1a
amazed gulpi 2
amenable ˆabyirtu 2
American ˆAmirikãnu; Kanuˆ
amor-seco grass ˆamursÿkus
amount: gets zero in game sÿru 1b
amount, moderate tãmaˆ 4
amount, small mÿnus 1
amount, small, very tasãdu gid kaˆãyu
amounts to a particular price sãpit
ampalaya, coconut-flavored margýsu 1a
ampalaya vine, fruit margýsu 1
amphibian: frog pakaˆ
ample space luwag
amulet ˆantingˆanting; kinaˆagman 2

amulet: bullet panagang
anahaw palm tree ˆanãhaw
ancestor gýyang 2b
ancestral line linãhi
anchors a boat, ship dungguˆ 1
anchovy, cured gamus 1a
anchovy fish: bulinaw bulinaw
anchovy fish: dilag dilag
anchovy fish: hagungan hagungan
anchovy fish: Indian tabyus
anchovy fish: lambiyung lambÿyung 1
and ˆi-2; kag
and others kana; si 1b
angel ˆanghil 1
angel, guardian ˆanghil 1a
angel’s abode lãngit 2
Angelus prayer ˆurasyun
anger hãngit; ˆaburÿdu; ˆugut
anger, flames with dãyab 2
angry hãngit; ˆugut
angry, becomes duguˆ 2; hãngit; ˆaburÿdu;

ˆÿnit 2; ˆugut
angry, is very kayadkad 2
angry with each other hãngit
angry words týbuˆ 3
animal hãyup 1a
animal anus buliˆ 1c
animal: bat, large kabug
animal: bat, small kuyapnit
animal bites, herbal medicine for tambay
animal body lãwas 1a
animal brain ˆýtuk
animal, butchers, cut neck of ˆÿhaw 1
animal: carabao karabaw
animal, cared for ˆalÿlaˆ 2a; sãpat 2
animal carries, holds sth in mouth tãban
animal: cat ˆuning
animal cheek pisngi
animal chest dughan 1
animal claw kuku
animal: civet cat singgãyung
animal, crippled lupug 1a
animal: crocodile buˆãya
animal cry, call hýni
animal, dead patay 1a
animal disease, domestic pisti 1
animal: dog bangˆaw; ˆãyam
animal, domestic hãyup 2; ˆalÿla 2a
animal, drives away tãbug
animal ear talÿnga

alibutbut shrub 700 animal ear
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animal: earthworm lagu
animal edible organs suyud 3
animal excrement ˆÿput
animal eyelashes piluk
animal fat tambuk
animal fat, rendered mantÿka
animal feed bahug 1; bubud 1
animal feed container bahug 3
animal feed: rice bran ˆupa
animal feeds on vegetation sabsab
animal, female babãyi 1
animal, female, is pregnant nabdus 1a
animal, firstborn ˆãnay1 2
animal foot and leg, foot or leg siki 1
animal for breeding, selects ˆãyap
animal: goat kambing
animal head ˆýyu1 1
animal hears sth batiˆ 1a
animal heart pýsuˆ 1
animal hip balyýˆang
animal hoof kuku
animal horn sýngay
animal: horse kabãyuˆ
animal is skinned ˆýpak 1b
animal is tethered higut 2b
animal jaw sagˆang
animal knee týhud
animal leg siki 1
animal lies down luku
animal lips bibig 1a
animal liver ˆatay
animal lower leg batÿˆis
animal lung bãgaˆ
animal, male lyãki 1
animal mouth baˆbaˆ
animal nape of neck tangkýguˆ
animal neck lÿˆug
animal nest pýgad 1a
animal nose ˆilung
animal nose ring pangilung
animal: pig bãbuy 1a
animal: piglet ˆuruk 1
animal, plump býkud
animal: rat ˆambuˆ
animal rib gýsuk
animal, rides on sakay 1
animal shoulder ˆabãga
animal skin pãnit 1
animal, smb bathes dÿgus
animal, smb feeds bahug 2; bubud 2

animal sound: grunt of pig bangguk
animal sound: moo of cow hýma
animal sound: squeal of pig ˆiwik
animal spinal column tayudtud
animal squats hýyun 1
animal, sterile domestic matsýra
animal stomach syuksyuk
animal stomach food kãˆun 1e
animal: sow, barren bãbuy 1a
animal tail ˆÿkug
animal thigh pãˆa
animal throat pýwak
animal tongue dÿlaˆ
animal tooth ngÿpun 1
animal: turtle baˆu
animal udder sýsu 1
animal udder nipple ˆayýtung
animal vagina puyas
animal, white bukay
animal wild ˆilãhas
animal womb tiyan
animals, caretaker or herdsman of bakÿru
animals, mated pair ˆasãwa 4
ankle bukubýku
annatto plant ˆastyýtis
annatto pork dish karikari
announcement tawag 2
announcement; announces ˆabÿsu
announcer sãyud1 3
announces hambay 1
announces wedding, feast pasuga 1
annoyance ˆaburÿdu; ˆugut
annoyed, smb becomes kunsimisyun;

ˆaburÿdu; ˆugut
another ˆiba 1b; ˆisa 3
answer; answers smb bãyus
answers smb sabat1 2
ant subay
ant bites with pincers kagat 2
ant pincers kagat 1
ant, small black gýyum
ant, white ˆãnay4
anticipation; anticipates ˆãsa 1
antidote against evil sagang 1a
antique karãˆan
anunang tree ˆanýnang
anus of animal, person buliˆ 1c
anxious bayãka
any person, thing, kind of bÿsan ˆanu 2;

bãwat

animal: earthworm 701 any person, thing
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any amount, number pila 2
any time sanˆu 2
anyone ka1 2; kaninˆu 2; sinˆu 2b
anything bÿsan ˆanu 1
anyway sabãgay; tutal
anywhere bÿsan diˆin 2
apex of shell buliˆ 1a; kibut 1a
apitong tree ˆapÿtung
apparel bisti 1a; suksuk1 1a
apparent, clearly bistãdu
appearance hitsýra 2
appearance, bad lawˆay
appears guwaˆ
appears different, strange lãbut 1
applauded pýri
applause, claps in palakpak
apple fruit or tree mansãnas
applied by rubbing on hÿbuˆ
applies for sth prisintar 1
applies medicine, an ointment, paint,

perfume banyus
applies paint pintýra 1b
applies to surface palhit; panhuk
appointed to go distÿnu 2
apprehension kuybaˆ
approaches smb, sth, a place kadtu;

lãpit 1a
appropriate bãgay2; dãpat 1a; natural;

ˆãngay; pwÿdi; ˆãyu 1a
approval of sth, prevents hãrang 2
approximately a certain number of things

bãli 1
April ˆAbril
aquatic invertebrates, gathers with artificial

light ˆiwag 2
aquatic vine: kangkong kangkung
arc, turns in longitudinal hapnig
area, cogon grass kýgun 1b
area, dancing bayli 3
area denuded of trees ˆupaw
area, elevated tayud 1a
area, end of sth punta 1b
area, flat; becomes flat pantay 1a
area, grassy gýra 2b
area, hill or mountain býkid 1
area, interior of ˆilãya
area, level; becomes level pantay 1a
area, lowland pãtag
area, mangrove swamp katunggan
area, marshy subaˆ

area, muddy lýnang 1c
area of pond-field shrimp putut 1b
area of rank vegetation linghut 2
area of shade, shelter sÿlung 2b
area, perimeter of lÿbut 1b
area, planting tanum 1d
area, provincial prubinsya
area, sandy baybay 2b
area, seasonal-creek sapaˆ 2
area, shallow-ocean seaweed lýsay 1b
area, stony batu 2
area, stony seabed katangkuyan
area, table tÿbul 2
area, very cluttered, dirty mayagting
area, walking pãnaw 2
area, weedy gýna 2b
area, whole bÿlug1 1a
area, woodlot lãtiˆ 1b
argues; argument diskusyun
arid; becomes arid ˆuga
arises bãngun
arrives somewhere kadtu; sãpit
arm butkun
arm wrestling, engages in pãka2
armed guitarfish pating sudsud
armpit ˆÿluk
arms, carries in kýgus
arms hold tightly kupkup
arms-span measure dupa
aroma, pleasant humut 1a
around a location patÿyug
around, goes, places lÿbut 1a
arouses from sleep pýkaw
arranged as to position plastar
arranged closely, actions are ˆÿkit
arrangement; position of sth plastãda
arranges a covering on sth tampuy 2
arranges belongings, money hÿpid
arranges for an event plãnu
arranges in a layer luntud 2
arranges things ˆasikãsu; kamãda
arrests dakup
arrives kýtub 1; ˆabut 1a
arrives at a particular age ˆidad 2
arrogance; arrogant hambug
arrogant man suplãdu
arrogant woman suplãda
arrowroot plant or rhizome ˆuraru
art of dressmaking drismÿking
artery throb pulsu 1a

any amount, number 702 artery throb
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arthritic spider conch mollusk saˆang 1a
arthritis lubat
artificial light ˆiwag 1a
artificial light, gathers aquatic invertebrates

with ˆiwag 2
artificial light shines sÿga
artistic act, action ˆarti
as though daw
as well as hasta 1b; patiˆ
asafetida gum resin ˆinggu
ashamed to do sth huyaˆ 1
ashes, cold non-fireplace ˆagbun
ashes from fireplace ˆabu 1
ashes, hot, blown by wind ˆalipãyuk
asks a question pangutãna
asks for sth pangayuˆ
asks payment sukut 1
asks permission pamuhun
asparagus bean plant or pod ˆutaktu
asphalt ˆispaltu
asphalt roller pisun
assaults sexually; rapes gahãsaˆ
assembly ˆasimbli
assembly, school ˆiskwÿla 2
assent between two, among many

kasunduˆ 1d
assessment buhis
assigned distÿnu 2
assigned to work; work assignment týka
assistant býlig1 2; dyaganan
assisted by each other tuwang 2
associate tãwu 1b; ˆÿba 1b
associate companion for traveling ˆÿba 1c
associate with each other ˆÿba 2b
associated with ˆÿba 1a
associates, a group of barkãda
associates with a group, organization

lakut 1; ˆabut 1b
associates with others in an activity

lakut 1; nunut; sãyu
association between people rilasyun
assumed tangaˆtãngaˆ
assumes sth gãsi
assurance kasunduˆ 1a
astonished ngayag; tingãya
astringent vapor medicine, smb administers

týˆub
at a place may 2
at all galiˆ
at any time kasanˆu 2; sanˆu 2

at first ˆýna1 1d; primÿra 2c
at last naman
at once dãˆan 2; gulpi; niyan 1d; ˆinsigÿda
at smb, sth nasa; sa1 1
at that moment, time dãˆan 2; niyan 1d;

ˆýna1 1d
at the place of kay1
at the same time dungan
at the time sth happens, sth else also

happens tãmaˆ 3
at this time niyan 1c
athlete ˆatlit
athletic achievement ribbon rÿbun
athletic meet mit
attached suyˆub
attaches sth takud
attains a particular age ˆidad 2
attains sth attempted sãpit; ˆabut 2
attempt budlay 1
attempts to do sth tinguhaˆ
attends church simba 1a
attends to smb, sth ˆalãgaˆ 1; dipãra
attestation sumpaˆ 1
attests to the truthfulness of sth by

documentation dukumintu 2
attic of house pãpag
attire bisti 1a; suksuk1 1a
attire, wears bãruˆ 3; suksuk1 1b
attitude of smb tãrung
attracted to smb, sth hãngaˆ
attraction to smb, sth gãna; kursunãda
auger mollusk sungkudsungkud
August ˆAgustu
aunt ˆanti 1b
aunt, consanguine nãna 1b; tÿya 1b;

ˆanti 1c
aunt of smb’s parent lýla 2
Aunt, address, reference term nãna 1a;

tÿya 1a; ˆanti 1a
authentic; authenticity týnay 1a
authority on sth, smb regarded as pirpik;

prupisur 1b
authors a wedding ceremony kasay 2b
automobile kutsi
average of grades ˆabrids
average condition, quality, quantity

midyu 2; ˆurdinaryu
avocado fruit or plant ˆabukãdu
avocation hÿlig 2
avoided, should be kuntra 1a

arthritic spider conch 703 avoided, should be
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avoids event, situation likaw
awake, state of being ˆanimu 1
awakens pýkaw
award primyu
awarded a mortgage prinda
aware of sth sãyud1 1
awareness ˆanimu 1
awareness of, no ˆanung mãlay
away from smb, sth sa1 1
axe wãsay
axe handle pýyu
ayapana herb ˆalupãna

B

babble tabil
baby lapsag
baby, bald kalbu
baby bird, fish, gecko, house lizard, rat,

human pisuˆ 1
baby carabao, cat, cow, goat pÿtuˆ
baby chicken ˆisiw
baby comes out stillborn ˆãgas
baby dog tiyuˆ
baby experiences a difficult delivery

tuˆung
baby is delivered tãwu 2
baby, newborn tãwu 3
baby pig bãbuy 1; ˆuruk 1
baby’s abdominal binder hagkus
baby’s diaper hamu
baby’s dress bãruˆ 2a
baby’s soft spot on head bubun1
back and forth, rocks, sways, swings

hýbug
back, back and forth, smb goes tukad
back, carry on baba
back edge of bolo, knife bangkud
back, goes ˆatras
back is turned forward talikud 1a
back of knee lyuknan
back of smb, sth likud 1
back position, is in ˆatras
backs up by documentation dukumintu 2
backs up, water pundu
backwards, falls, goes baliskad 1a;

talikud 1b
backwards, leans sandig
bad character, appearance lawˆay

bad activity, situation mãlas 1a
bad; becomes bad; badness lãˆin
bad effect, sth has kaˆunu
bad luck mãlas 1b
bad smell, has bãhuˆ 2
bad spell sumpaˆ 2
bad spirit malãˆut
bad weather tyimpu 2a
bag sãku
bag, betel nut mayamˆan
bag, buri bag 3
bag, grocery bag 4
bag, herbal charm karminkarmin
bag, shoulder bag 1
bag, smb closes sara 2a
bag, smb opens ˆabri 1b
baggage carrier kargadur
bagubagu climbing vine baguˆbaguˆ
bail paid for prisoner pyansa
bait for fish, mollusks, octopus paˆun 1a
bait, sth is used as paˆun 1b
bakawan mangrove tree bakhaw
baker panadÿru
bakery panadirya; tinãpay 2
bakes sth lýtuˆ 1
baking ingredient: wheat flour ˆarÿna
bald baby, person kalbu
bald, man is buyug2
bald, sth is payut
balimbing tree balingbing
ball, coronation kurunasyun 2
ball, social bul2
balls on clothing sabuysabuy 1
balubo fruit or tree bayubu
bamban herb banban
bamboo kawãyan 1
bamboo, bayog byukãwi
bamboo blowgun sumpit 1a
bamboo calculated by the split strip

bitlag 1c
bamboo coconut wine collecting container

sãyud2 2
bamboo coconut wine transporting

container kawit 1
bamboo copra basket bangkat
bamboo, hard outer surface likud 2
bamboo inner surface tãˆi 2b; tiyan 2
bamboo, itchy hairs on gÿluk 1a
bamboo javelin sumbiling
bamboo, kawayan-china kawãyan tsÿna

avoids event, situation 704 bamboo, kawayan-china
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bamboo node buku
bamboo outrigger kãtig
bamboo pole and strip weaving, walling of

sikyat
bamboo shoot tambuˆ
bamboo, smb splits into strips bitlag 1a
bamboo, split strip bitlag 1b; patpat 1
bamboo stick lipak
bamboo strip, cleaned ˆinagýsan
bamboo sub-flooring strip tagusayug
bamboo support frame for fish trap

patpat 2
bamboo table langkãpi
bamboo, thin-walled bagãkay
bamboo, thorny ˆanunýˆu
bamboo, tiling tiling
bamboo torch, kerosene murun 1a
bamboo walling, crushed kawãyan 2
bamboo walling for house, split sadyap
bamboo walling, woven sawãliˆ
bamboo-shafted fish spear sayangsang 1
bamboo-tube lizard trap kuˆut
banana cooked in coconut milk extract

sãging 2b
banana, cooking: bininditu bininditu
banana, cooking: butuan butˆýhan;

pãkuy
banana, cooking: saba sabˆa
banana, cooking: uyabi ˆuyãbi
banana, eating: batabya batabya
banana, eating: dati datiˆ
banana, eating: ili-ud ˆiliˆud
banana, eating: lacatan bayuy; lakatan
banana, eating: latundan tundan
banana, eating: pinasagi pinasagiˆ
banana, eating: sinutla-an sinutlãˆan
banana, eating: tinduk tinduk
banana, eating: tudlundatu tudlundãtuˆ
banana fruit sãging 1b
banana fruit, double sãging 2a
banana fruit stem hamungãmay
banana heart pýsuˆ 2
banana leaf, dried lãmay1
banana leaf, wraps in putus 2
banana, morsel of pisnguy 1
banana mush tinumãkan 1c
banana plant sãging 1a
banana plant, abaca lãnut 1
banana plant sucker sãhaˆ
banana, ripe sãging 2c

banana stalk layer ˆýpas
banana stalk, pulpy core ˆýbad
banana, unripe cooking pyasabˆahan
bananas, hand of sãpad
bananas, stalk of býlig2
banawug plant banãwug
band of musicians banda2
band together in a cause, project ˆisa 7
band-fringed blenny fish tambasãkan
bandore stringed instrument bandurya
banging noise lagãbung
banished pilak
banjo bandyu
bank for money bangku
banner bandÿra
banner wrasse fish wilwil
banquet punsyýnan
banters diskusyun
baptism bunyag
baptism, godchild through ˆanak 1a
baptism, godfather through manÿnuy 1a;

nÿnung 1a
baptism, godmother through manÿnay 1a;

nÿnang 1a
baptismal gift pakumkum
baptized, female sponsor of one being

nÿnang 1a
baptizes smb bunyag
bar: crowbar barÿta 1a
bar, marble-splitting kunya
bar scale kÿlu 2b; rumãna
bar scale weight batukãti
bar, steel reinforcing kabilya
bar, window trangka
barber tupi 2
barbecue stick tuhugan 2
bare payut
bargained for tãwad
barges, string of kaskÿru
bark of dog ˆayuk
bark of tree pãnit 1
bark of tree is peeled off puknit
barked, plant or part of the body is pãnit 2
barred rail bird tikling
barred-halfbeak fish bayanban
barrel for storing wash water dram
barren baˆug; bawˆas
barren animal matsýra
barren sow bãbuy 1a
base of container buliˆ 1a; kibut 1a

bamboo node 705 base of container
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base of fingernail, hair, penis, post, tree,

wrist pýnuˆ2 1a
base of object kibut 1a; tãpus 5;

tungud2; ˆubus
baseball score gambling, ending game

ˆinding
basella rubra vine ˆalugbãti
bashful huyaˆ 1
basin for washing clothes laba 2;

planggãna
basin, wooden wash dýyang
basis for sth bãsi; dahilan
basket colander scoop for pond-field

shrimp putut 2b
basket, cord handle for higut 1b
basket for chicken kupitan
basket for clothes bangkwang
basket for copra bangkat
basket for harvested rice tabig
basket for hulled rice storage lÿbun
basket for picnic busluˆ
basket for shopping tampipiˆ
basket for unhulled rice storage bayýˆung
basket for winnowing rice nÿgu
basket material: buri strip lÿlas 1
basket, nest pugayan
basket, smb weaves lãya1
basket, woven baskit
basketball baskitbul 1
basketball game baskitbul 2a
basketball, smb plays baskitbul 2b
bat: large variety kabug
bat: small variety kuyapnit
batabya eating banana batabya
battalion of soldiers batalyun
bataw pod or vine batˆaw
bath soap habun 3
bathes lÿgus 1a; languy 1
bathes an animal dÿgus
bathing place lÿgus 2
bathroom kasilyas
battery batiri
bayog bamboo byukãwi
beach baybay 1a
beach, dry area baybay 1b
beach edge biˆbiˆ
beach pandan screw pine pangdan 1b
beak of bird or fowl tukaˆ 1
beaked leatherjacket fish saguksuk
bean, cacao kakaw

bean, coffee kapi 1a
bean horse mussel ˆabãhung
bean, lagaylay lagaylay
bean, lima patãniˆ 1b
bean, long hantak 1
bean, mung munggu 1b
bean, native green hantak 1a
bean plant or fruit bitsuylas
bean, sitaw hantak 1
beans, coconut-flavored sitaw hantak 1b
beard býngut
bears down in defecating, delivering a baby

ˆýna2
bears fruit býnga 1b
beat of heart hartbit
beat of heart or pulse pitik 1; tukar
beating clothes, wash paddle for

pandakdak
beats, heart or pulse tukar
beats rapidly, chest or heart kubaˆkubaˆ
beats smb býnay
beats with clothes paddle pandakdak 1b
beautified puni
beautiful, a girl or woman is gwãpa 1a
beautiful, makes gwãpa 1b
beautiful spirit woman ˆingkantãda
beauty gwãpa 1a
beauty culture byýti kultyur
because kay2 1; kung 2; tungud1 1
because; because of sa1 4a; tungud1 1
because...very sa1 4b
becomes maging
bed kãma; katri
bed cover kubrikãma
bed mattress kutsun
bed of flowers býyak 4
bedbug sýrut
bedroom kwartu1; suyud 1b; týyug 2
bedsheet; bedspread kubrikãma
bee honey dugus
bee: honeybee putyýkan
beer bir
before ˆadisir; bãgu 1
begets a child human 2
beginning coconut fruit býkuy
beginning of discussion pýnuˆ2 3
beginning of sth týnaˆ 2a
beginning of weaving taytay
begins sÿgi 1c; ˆabri 1d; týnaˆ 2b
begins to weave taytay

base of fingernail 706 begins to weave
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begotten, smb is ˆungaˆ 2
begotten, younger sibling is manghud 2
begrudging; becomes begrudging ˆÿmun
begs pangabay
beguiling, woman is pisikun
behaves appropriately buˆut 3
behaves foolishly buˆang
behaves in a particular way human 1
behaves toward smb in a particular way

tratar
behaves with swagger yagang
behind, smb, sth goes ˆulÿhi 2b
being, a created lalang 1b
being’s body lãwas 1a
belief lãˆum 1b
belief, believes in smb, sth pãti; týˆu
belief, fundamental prinsipyu
belief, taboo ˆanÿtu
believable týˆud
believed in lãˆum 1a; ˆãsa 2
bell pepper fruit or plant katumbay 1a
belongings bãgay1
belongings, gathers together, keeps, saves

hÿpid
beloved darling; dir; halangdun; mahal
beloved person, saint palanggaˆ
below, position dãyum1 2a
below sth, immediately ˆubus
belt for trousers, waist sinturun
belt loop sinturÿra
bench bangkuˆ; pungkuˆ 2
bench leg siki 1
beneficial puyus 1
benefit dance bayli 2a
benefit dance, holds, sponsors bayli 2b;

binipisyu
benefits from sth puyus 2
benefits smb, sth ˆãyu 1b
bequest mãna 1a
Bermuda grass Birmýda
beseeches pangabay; pangamýyuˆ
beside smb kay1
beside smb, sth sa1 1a
best primÿra 1; ˆãyu 1a
best man ˆãbay
bet of money; bets money pustaˆ
betel chew ingredient: betel leaf býyuˆ
betel chew ingredient: lime powder ˆãpug
betel nut masticatory mamaˆ
betel nut palm or fruit býnga 2

betel nut pouch, bag mayamˆan
betel pepper vine or leaf býyuˆ
betrayer traˆidur 1a
betrays smb, sth, a country traˆidur 1b
betrothed; becomes betrothed sýgut 2
betterment; betters ˆãyu 1b
betting piece in game patad
beverage: beer bir
beverage: coconut wine tubaˆ 1a
beverage: coffee kapi 1b
beverage: gin dyin
beverage, intoxicating ˆinum 2a
beverage: liquor ˆãlak
beverage: milk gãtas 1
beverage: orangeade kahilãda
beverage: shoctung liquor syuktung
beverage: sugarcane wine lambanug
beverage: wine bÿnu 1
beyond a designated age, time

measurement lãpas
beyond a time measurement lÿpas
Bible Bibliya
Bible chapter kapitulu
bicuspid teeth, bites with bangkil 2
bicuspid tooth bangkil 1; bangkil 1b
bicycle bisiklÿta 1
big; becomes big dagkuˆ 1; dakuˆ 1b
big, bigger, person, thing bãhuy 2a;

tãˆas 2a
big toe kumayagkuˆ
biga plant bÿgaˆ
big-eyed scad fish magudlung
bignay tree or fruit bugnay
bigoted sarãdu 2
bilge of boat, ship luwang
bili tree biliˆ
bill, one-peso pÿsu 2
binder, abdominal hagkus
bininditu cooking banana bininditu
binunga tree binýnga
bird pispis
bird alights dãpuˆ1; hýyun 1; tugpuˆ
bird, baby pisuˆ 1
bird, feeds baby týgun2
bird: barred rail tikling
bird beak tukaˆ 1
bird: black gaybird dalisyang
bird: black-naped oriole kulyaw
bird, bone of tuyˆan
bird: bramingkite, hawk banug

begotten, smb is 707 bird: bramingkite
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bird broods lumyum
bird carries, holds sth in beak tãban
bird chest dughan 1
bird: chestnut manikin mãya2 1
bird claw kuku
bird: coucal kýkuk
bird: dove, pigeon salampãti
bird, drives away tãbug
bird eats by pecking, pecks at sth tukaˆ 2;

tukub
bird egg ˆitlug
bird excrement ˆÿput
bird feathers buybuy 1
bird flaps wings kapay
bird flies lupad
bird flock pispis
bird flutters lisik
bird foot and leg; foot or leg siki 1
bird gizzard baliktýnun
bird: giant heron lapay
bird: Himalayan swiftlet salimbabãtang
bird is skinned ˆýpak 1b
bird: kingfisher tangkaliˆ
bird leg siki 1
bird neck lÿˆug
bird nest pýgad 1a
bird: olive-backed sunbird tamsi2
bird: parrot pikuy
bird, peeping sound of syaksyak
bird pin feathers sabuysabuy 1
bird: pitlagu pitlaguˆ
bird preens feathers siksik
bird: sal-ing salˆing
bird tail ˆÿkug
bird talon kuku
bird: tayataya tayaˆtãyaˆ
bird thigh pãˆa
bird: tree sparrow mãya2 2
bird, white bukay
bird wing pakpak
bird: yellow-backed sunbird tamsi2
birdcage hawla
birds congregate, stay together dãpuˆ1
birds, mated pair of ˆasãwa 4
bird’s-nest fern dãpuˆ2
birth canal pwirtu
birth certificate sirtipÿku
birthday birtdi; kinatãwu; kumpliˆanyu
Bisayan language Bisãyaˆ 2
Bisayan person Bisãyaˆ 1

Bisayan region Bisãyan
biscuit biskwit
bite medicine, herbal tambay
bites smb, sth kagat 2
bites smb, sth with canine or bicuspid teeth

bangkil 2
bites smb, sth with pincers kagat 2
biting comment týbuˆ 3
bitter paˆit
bitter words týbuˆ 3
black ant, small gýyum
black chicken ˆagtaˆ nga manuk
black color ˆitum
black devil ˆãgtaˆ
black gaybird dalisyang
black pepper paminta
Black Saturday Sabadu 2
black sticky rice tapuy
black sticky rice, cooked kalayu 2b
black sticky rice delicacy biku 1b
black substance buling 1a
black tankard Angaria mollusk bayukuˆ
blackboard pisãra
black-naped oriole kulyaw
black-naped oriole call kilyaw
blackout, smb observes blakˆawt
blacksmith panday 2a
blacksmith shop panday 2b
black-snout sergeant major fish ˆayamag
black-spot needlefish byanwag tangkaliˆ
black-tipped fusilier fish sulig mabýyus
black-tipped sardine fish tambangkyaw
blade, blade end duyut 1
blade of grass dãhun 1
blade of razor gilit
blade of scythe sanggut 1
blade shank of bolo, chisel, knife tugud
blade, sharpens bãˆid 1
blame, blames smb bãsuy
blanket hãbuy 1; kubrikãma
blanket, covers with býkut; hãbuy 2
blanket for carrying child on upper body

ˆabit 2
blather tabil
bleat of goat; goat bleats mihiˆ
bleeding from nose sunggu
bleeds duguˆ 1b
blemish dipiktu
blemish: mole lyunar; ˆayum2
blenny, band-fringed tambasãkan

bird broods 708 blenny, band-fringed
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blenny, eel pantat
blessed binditãdu 1
blessed palm frond lukay
blesses bindÿta; bugnaˆ
blessing bindisyun; grasya
blessing, charm dimindÿmin; panagang
blind, partially hayap
blind person buta
blindfold pÿkut 2a
blindfolds smb pÿkut 1
blindman’s buff game pÿkut 2b
blinked, the eye is pisuk 1
bloated; becomes bloated hãbuk
block, sth becomes a blukÿti 2
block of marble batu 1a; blukÿti 1
block of marble, becomes blukÿti 2
block sugar pinarak
blockade sagang 1a
blockaded sagang 1b
blocked, a sickness is sagang 1b
blocked, the mind becomes duyum 2
blocks approval, accomplishment of sth

hãrang 2
blocks smb from doing sth pugung
blocks the way hãrang 1
blood duguˆ 1a
blood meat dinugˆan 1a; duguˆ 2
blood meat, smb cooks dinugˆan 1b
blood pressure, high hayblad
blood, produces duguˆ 1b
blood vessel ˆugat
bloodletting ceremony, smb performs

dãgaˆ
bloody duguˆ 1c
blooms, a plant býyak 2; lãbug
blotch pintuk
blouse, modern blaws
blouse, traditional kimýna
blow is fended off sagang 1b
blow tube tayhup
blowfly langug
blowgun sumpit 1a
blowgun, shoots seeds with sumpit 1b
blows a vehicle horn busÿna 1b
blows a whistle pÿtu 1b
blows by, through ˆãgi
blows on a fire, musical instrument

huyup 2
blows the nose sunga
blows, the wind hãngin 2

blows up bumba1 1b
blue color ˆasul
blue ribbon eel ˆubud
blue soldierfish sugaˆ2
blue-and-gold fusilier fish buyaw1
blue-spotted grouper banãhan
blue-spotted snapper fish kanlay
blunt; becomes blunt dumpuy
blunt end half of coconut baguy 1a
blunt end of fruit, vegetable buliˆ 1a;

kibut 1a
board, facia, of building sanÿpa
board for chopping sth dapayan
board for ironing plantya 3
board for playing sungka sungkaˆ 1b
board for sign karatula
board member of provincial government

sangguniˆan panglalawÿgan
board, pressed lawanit
board, squared suliras
boar’s tusk bangkil 1
boat sakay 2
boat anchors, docks dungguˆ 1
boat cabin kamarýti
boat conductor kunduktur
boat, floating capacity of lutaw 2a
boat, one-sail outrigger batil; liplip
boat, outrigger paddle barýtu
boat, outrigger paddle, hull ribs of

ligasun
boat, paddle dyãpang
boat pier or port pantalan; pyir
boat pilot kapitan 1
boat sinks lýnud
boat, smb constructs or makes bughaˆ
boat, smb disembarks from salta
boat, smb paddles or rows bugsay 2
boat, smb rents ˆarkila
boat, smb rides on sakay 1
boat, two-sail outrigger binulˆanun
boat, two-sail outrigger, large pasãhi
boat with motor mutur; pambut
boat with pump mechanism mutur;

pambut
boat’s bamboo outrigger kãtig
boat’s bilge luwang
boat’s bow, prow pamãyung; prýwa
boat’s foresail puk
boat’s guyline harsya
boat’s hull balilig; kãha; kasku

blenny, eel 709 boat’s hull
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boat’s mainsail lãyag 1a
boat’s mast pãlu
boat’s paddle, oar bugsay 1; dyãpang
boat’s propeller ˆilisi
boat’s rudder timun
boat’s sail lãyag 1
boat’s stern pýpa
boats, string of kaskÿru
boat’s wire guyline harsya
bobbing of head, drunken taruˆtaruˆ
body aches sakit 2a
body chill pasma
body feathers, hair buybuy 1
body fluid sãgu
body freckle pikas
body hair buybuy 1
body is washed lÿgus 1d
body louse týma
body mole lyunar; ˆayum2
body odor, smb has unpleasant smell of

ˆanghit
body of person lãwas 1a; sarÿli 1a
body of living being, object lãwas 1a
body, one’s own kaˆugalÿngun 1a;

mu 1c; sarÿli 1a
body part lãwas 1b
body part: abdomen tiyan 1
body part: abdomen, middle lower pusˆun
body part: ankle bukubýku
body part: anus buliˆ 1c
body part: arm butkun
body part: armpit ˆÿluk
body part: back likud 1
body part: big toe, thumb kumayagkuˆ
body part: birth canal pwirtu
body part: bone tuyˆan
body part: brain ˆýtuk
body part: breast, woman’s sýsu 1
body part: buttocks buliˆ 1a
body part: cheek of person, animal pisngi
body part: chest dughan 1
body part: chin sýngad
body part: clitoris tinggil
body part: ear talÿnga
body part: elbow sÿku 1a
body part: eye mata 1a
body part: eyebrow kÿlay
body part: eyelashes piluk
body part: face hitsýra 1; ˆuyahun
body part: finger tudluˆ 1

body part: fingernail kuku
body part: foot and leg, foot or leg siki 1
body part: forehead ˆagtang
body part: gall bladder ˆapdu
body part: genitals parti 3
body part: glans penis býtuˆ 3; tuliˆ 3;

punta 2
body part: groin hÿtaˆ
body part: hand kamut
body part: head ˆýyu1 1
body part: heart pýsuˆ 1
body part: heel buˆuy 2
body part: hip balyýˆang
body part: index finger tudluˆ 1a
body part: intestine tãˆi 2a
body part: jaw sagˆang
body part: kidney kidni
body part: knee týhud
body part: knee back lyuknan
body part: labial lips bibig 1b
body part: lap gÿba 1
body pert: leg siki 1
body part: lips bibig 1a
body part: little finger kumayingking
body part: liver ˆatay
body part: lower leg batÿˆis
body part: lung bãgaˆ
body part: middle finger tudluˆ 1c
body part: mind ˆÿsip 1a
body part: mouth baˆbaˆ
body part: nape of neck tangkýguˆ
body part: neck lÿˆug
body part: nose ˆilung
body part: nostril býhuˆ 4
body part: palate of mouth ngayagngag
body part: palm pãyad
body part: penis býtuˆ 1; tuliˆ 1
body part: pupil of the eye kalimutaw 1;

tawutawu
body part: rib gýsuk
body part: ring finger tudluˆ 1b
body part: shoulder ˆabãga
body part: sole of foot lapalapa
body part: spinal column tayudtud
body part: stomach syuksyuk; tiyan 1
body part: tailbone ˆiludˆilud
body part: temple sintÿdu
body part: testicle lãsug 1
body part: thigh pãˆa
body part: throat pýwak

boat’s mainsail 710 body part: throat
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body part: thumb, big toe kumayagkuˆ
body part: toe tudluˆ
body part: tongue dÿlaˆ 1
body part: tooth ngÿpun 1
body part: vagina bilat 1; pukiˆ 1
body part: waist hãwak
body part: womb tiyan 1
body part: wrist pulsu 2
body scar paliˆ
body secretion, saliva lãway
body secretion, urine ˆÿhiˆ
body side of kÿlid
body welt infection labhag
body wound pilas 1a
body wrinkle sýpat
boil hubag
boil, secondary pisuˆ 2
boiled, food is laˆgaˆ
boiled in coconut milk extract gataˆ 2
boiled, sth is kayadkad 1b
boils down hubas 1
boils food laˆýya
boils, liquid kayadkad 1a
boils rice kalayu 1
boils sth laˆgaˆ
boils with anger kayadkad 2
boisterous tunug 2a
bold pugýsu
bold; becomes bold mantas; ˆÿsug
bolo, back edge of bangkud
bolo, blade shank of tugud
bolo, cutting sundang
bolo, digging suyut
bolo handle pýyu
bolo shank collar, metal pitayaˆ
bolo shank collar, woven rattan palis
bolo, sharpens bãˆid 1
bolo sheath tagub
bolt lock siradýra
bomb bumba1 1a
bombs sth bumba1 1b
bond paid for prisoner pyansa
bone of bird, fowl, person, reptile tuyˆan
bone of fish, eel bukug
bones of a cooked fish, smb removes

himay 1b
bonus above salary býnus
bonus paˆãman
boogie dance býgi
book libru

book chapter kapitulu
book for notes kwadirnu; nutbuk
book of prayers, novena nubÿna 1
book page pãnig 1a; pidãsu 1a
book, small librÿtu
book, smb closes sara 2a
book, smb opens ˆabri 1b
born, a baby is guwaˆ; tãwu 2
born dead ˆãgas
borne away by current, wave ˆãnud
borrows huyam
bosom: seat of emotions dughan 2
boss bahãyaˆ; ˆãmu 1
boss of work project kapatas 1
boss, works as kapatas 2
bottle butilya 1
bottle cap tansan
bottle for measuring, gin butilya 2
bottle, four-liter measuring galun 1a
bottle light lamparilya; murun 1
bottle stopper sungsung 1
bottle torch, kerosene murun 1
bottle torch wick pabÿlu 1
bottle, two-liter measuring galun 2a
bottom of object tãpus 5
bottom of ocean hunas 2
bottom of sack buliˆ 1a; kibut 1a
bottom sth, smb dãyum1 2a
bottom up kuyub
bottoms up, drinks ˆungˆung
boundary bawndiri
boundary marker duyýnan; muhun1
bow of boat, ship pamãyung; prýwa
bowl, coconut-shell payaˆ
bowl, liter bul1
bowl, serving hambãwan
bows down by kneeling luhud
bows the head dýhung
box kahun
box, cardboard kartun
box for matches puspuru 3
box for packing produce kãha
box for powder pulbÿra
box for storing clothes kaban1
box for trash basurahan
box, ganta measuring gantas 1b
boy lyãki 1
boy is handsome gwãpu
boy, young unmarried sultirÿtu
boyfriend nubyu

body part 711 boyfriend
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bracelet pulsÿras
bracelet fastener siradýra
brain ˆýtuk
brainless býruy; tuntu 1
brake, vehicle prÿnu2 1a
brakes a vehicle prÿnu2 1b
bramingkite banug
bran, rice ˆupa
branch of bush, plant, tree, main

sanga 1a
branch of bush, plant, tree, secondary

sanga 1b
branch of coconut stem byayýbay
brassiere bra
brave pugýsu
brave; becomes brave ˆÿsug
brazen; becomes brazen mantas
bread, communion tinãpay 1a; ˆustyas
bread loaf tinãpay 1
bread morsel pisnguy 1
breadfruit, coconut-flavored rÿma 1b
breadfruit cooked in coconut milk extract

rÿma 1a
breadfruit tree or fruit rÿma 1
breadth of sth lãpad 1
break in sth giltak 1a
breakdown, mechanical dipirinsya 1a
breakfast meal pamãhaw 1a
breakfast, prepared pamãhaw 1c
breakfast, smb eats pamãhaw 1c
breakfast time pamãhaw 1b
breaks down; collapses tumpag
breaks free pisik
breaks off bãliˆ; pisnguy 2; tiltil
breaks out in supporating sores gýyus 2
breaks, sth giltak 1a
breaks sth; breakdown siraˆ 2b
breaks sth into pieces býsag; býˆung;

tiltil
breaks wind ˆutut 1b
breast nipple ˆayýtung
breast of fowl pitsu
breast of woman sýsu 1
breast-feeds sýsu 2
breath of air huyup 1
breath, shortness of hãpuˆ
breathes, smb ginhãwa 2b
breathing difficulty hãpuˆ
breathing, smb’s ginhãwa 2a
brick, hollow-block halublak 2

bridal head flower ˆasahar
bride nubya
bride and groom, female sponsor of

nÿnang 1a
bride and groom, parents of balãyi 2
bridegroom nubyu; ˆãbuy
bridesmaid ˆãbay
bridge tulay
briefs, man’s brip; putuy
bright, shiny gilak; hãyag 1c
brightness sÿga
bringer of news sãyud1 3
brings halin 1b; daya 1b; hatud
brings a meeting together tawag 1b
brings by, through ˆãgi
brings smb sýgat
brings to completion tãpus 1a
brings to smb, a place lãpit 1b
brings up a child bãhuy 1a; dakuˆ 2
broad lãpad 2
broccoli plant inflorescence brukýli
broiled chicken manuk 2c
broiled chicken, meat, fish ˆÿhaw 2b
broiled fish ˆisdaˆ 1f
broiled meat karni 1e
broiled, meat is ˆÿhaw 2a
broken buˆak 1c; pusaˆ; siraˆ 2a
broken into pieces bãsag
broken off buˆak 1c
broken open buˆak 1c; latak
broken stick, handle of bolo pãka1
broken up, digested in stomach týnaw 1
broods, chicken, bird lumyum
brook, seasonal sapaˆ 1
brook shrimp ˆuyang 1
brook shrimp, colander basket scoop for

ˆayat
brook shrimp, smb gathers with colander

shrimp scoop sÿhud 1b
broom silhig 1
broom, sweeps with silhig 2
broth sabaw 1
broth, salty sabaw 1c
broth, sweet sabaw 1b
brother, male cousin of parent, uncle

ˆangkul 1c; tÿyu 1b
brother, older maguyang 1a
Brother, Older Manung
brother, oldest maguyang 1b
brother, younger manghud 1a

bracelet 712 brother, younger
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brother, youngest manghud 1b
brother-in-law bayaw; bilas
brother’s grandchild ˆapu 1b
brought along by waves humbak 1b
brought, brought back somewhere ˆýliˆ 1b
brought inside suyud 2b
brought out of an enclosure gawaˆ
brought to a particular location halin 1b
brought to another place ˆislug
brought to light by smb sayang
brought up, a child is ˆalÿlaˆ 2b
brought up higher, sth is ˆalsa
brought up on an angle hangad 2
brow of the eye kÿlay
brown carpet shark sudsud
brown color kãki
brown moray eel ˆubud
brown sugar in a block pinarak
brown-eared surgeonfish matapˆung
brown-stripe snapper fish dayangdang
brush for cleaning bras 1
brush for coconut wine collecting container

kuyagi
brushes a surface kuskus
brushes against sth kãmug; kawkaw
brushes fingernails, a surface, the teeth

bras 2
brushes lightly against hapýhap
brushes on paint pintýra 1b
brushes smb, sth with a finger kablit
bubble mollusk, common daminsuy
bubbles buyaˆ 1
bubbles, water buyaˆ 2
budget badyit
builder, house karpintÿru 1; panday
building: church simba 1b
building: cottage kãtids
building: granary kamãlig
building, hip roofed pinanuluk
building: hospital huspital
building: municipal munisipyu 2
building: school ˆiskul; ˆiskwÿla 4
building: upland field shelter lambun
building material: bamboo pole and strip

walling sikyat
building material: cement simintu 1
building material: crushed bamboo walling

tinadtad nga kawayan
building material: hollow-block bricks

halublak 2

building material: narra wood nãga 1a
building material: plywood playwud
building material: pressed-wood walling

lawanit
building material: roofing dugdug 1
building material: roofing, galvanized sim
building material: squared lumber suliras
building material: tree trunk ring banãkay
building material: walling dingding 1
building material: woven coconut frond

roofing and walling salirangdang 1
building, part of: bamboo sub-flooring strip

tagusayug
building, part of: ceiling kisami
building, part of: ceiling joist kahabãˆan
building, part of: ceiling or floor sill

sukug
building, part of: doorway pwirtãhan
building, part of: fascia board sanÿpa
building, part of: floor sayug
building, part of: floor joist bunyýgan
building, part of: foundation post halÿg 1
building, part of: outside floor joist,

stringer paningdÿngan
building, part of: rafter pagbu
building, part of: roof bubung 1a
building, part of: roof structure bubung 1c
building, part of: stud bakãyan
building, part of: wall dingding 1
building, part of: wall stud bakãyan
building, perpendicular gabled kinamarin
building, side of kÿlid
building with stone masun
builds a boat bughaˆ
builds a fire dabuk 1b
builds a garden gardin 2
builds a nest pýgad 1b
builds a wall around sth dingding 2
builds an upland field kaˆÿngin 2
builds sth hÿmuˆ 2; human 2; ˆugduk
bulb: garlic bãwang; pusuˆ2
bulb: onion sibýyas 1a
bulb: shallot sibýyas 1b
bulges buslu
bulging haplak
bulinaw anchovy fish bulinaw
bull bãka
bull mouth helmet mollusk budyung 1
bullet bãla
bullheaded ˆýyu1 3

brother, youngest 713 bullheaded
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bumped banggaˆ
bumps with elbow sikuy
bun tinãpay 1
bunch of things bugkus 1a; lãwug
bunch of vegetables pýnuˆ1 1a
bunches bugkus 1b
bund, pond field pilãpil
bundle, carries bagtung
bundle of clothing, fishnet rulyu 1a;

pyÿsa
bundle of dried tobacco leaves manýsu
bundle of sth bugkus 1a
bundled fish in coconut frond budbud 1
bundled package putus 2b
bundles bugkus 1b; bugkus 2
bundles, measurement of rulyu 1b
bundles smb, sth putus 2a
bundles sth bagtung
bundling material bugkus 3
bundling wire, metal ˆalambri
buri frond, mature buli 3
buri frond, unopened buli 2
buri handbag bag 3
buri leaf cutter banganan; lÿlas 2
buri leaf cutting guide ˆakayan
buri leaf section is coiled up lýkuˆ
buri leaf without the midrib lÿkid2 2
buri palm buli 1
buri rope pÿsiˆ 1a
buri starch buli 4
buri strip lÿlas 1
buri strip, dyed sabat2 1a
buri strips, dyed, weaves into mat

sabat2 2
burial lubung 2
burial grave lubung 1
burial place for smb, sth lýbung 2
burial vault nitsu; pantyun
buried by sth tambak 1
buries one’s self, smb, sth under sth

lýbung 1
burned by fire sýnug
burns down, up ˆugdaw
burns out pundi
burns sth, smb dabuk 2; sugaˆ1
bursts forth, sth under pressure lupuk
bursts into flame ˆãput 1b
bus, passenger bas
bush: main branch sanga 1a
bush: secondary branch sanga 1b

busily, works sãmuk 2b
business, begins ˆabri 1d
business card tarhÿta
business, money is used to invest in

patÿkang 1b
business, smb manages dumãya;

patÿkang 1a
business, work trabãhu 1
busy ˆabtik; habut
but kundiˆ 1b; pÿru; ˆugãling kay
but afterwards tãpus 1c
butcher, meat matansÿru
butchers an animal, fowl ˆÿhaw 1
butong tree bituˆun
butt of cigar, cigarette ˆupus
butterfly bilabila
butterfly fish ˆalibangbang
butterfly knife balisung
buttocks of person buliˆ 1a; kibut 1a
button butýnis; siradýra
buttonhole ˆuhãlis
butuan cooking banana butˆýhan; pãkuy
buyer, commercial bakay 1e
buyer of merchandise kustumir
buyer of produce, commercial nigusyanti
buyer, wholesale pakyaw 2
buying place bakay 1c
buying price bakay 1b; bãyad 1a

kantidad 1; prisyu
buying resource bakay 1d
buys bakay 1a; tingiˆ
buys alcoholic drink tangway
buys and sells nigusyu
buys back sth lukat
buys herbal medicine gãwad
by a particular measure unit -in-2
by and by gãling1; ˆulÿhi 3
by her, him, it, genitive pronoun niya 1b;

ˆiya 1c
by me, genitive pronoun ku 1b;

nãkun 1b; ta 1b; ˆãkun 1c
by means of sa1 3c
by one’s self ˆisa 2
by smb, sth nang 1b; ni 1b
by that, that one, that place ˆinaˆ 1b
by the bundle bugkus 1c
by the day ˆadlaw 4a
by the kilogram kÿlu 1a
by the month býlan 2c
by the page, piece pidãsu 1c

bumped 714 by the page, piece
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by the sackful kustal 2b
by the split strip bitlag 1c
by the utility can lãta 2c
by the whole piece, by the unit bÿlug1 1c;

buˆuk 1c
by them: genitive pronoun ninda 1b;

ˆinda 1c
by us (excl): genitive pronoun nãmun 1b;

ˆãmun 1c
by us (incl): genitive pronoun nãtun 1b;

ta 1b; ˆãtun 1c
by you (pl): genitive pronoun nindu 1b;

ˆindu 1c
by you (sg): genitive pronoun mu 1b;

nÿmu 1b; ˆÿmu 1c
bypass each other subyang

C

cabbage, Chinese pitsay
cabbage plant or head ripulyu
cabin of boat, ship kamarýti
cabinet, clothes kabinit
cabinet door sara 1
cabinet, kitchen kabinit
cacao tree or bean kakaw
cackle of hen kutak
cafe ristawran
cage for bird hawla
cake, rice bibingka
cake, steamed pýtu
cake, steamed cassava pýtu 1a
cake, steamed rice pýtu 1b
cake, suman sticky-rice sýman
calamansi fruit larangha 1b
calamansi juice larangha 2
calamansi tree larangha 1a
calculation kalkulasyun
calendar kalindaryu
calf of cow, carabao pÿtuˆ 1
call of animal, fowl hýni
call of chicken, warning ˆÿliw
call of black-naped oriole kilyaw
call of dog lãgut; ˆayuk; ˆuyãgik
call of hen: cluck kutuˆkutuˆ
call of kingfisher takriˆ
called a particular name hambay 2;

siling 2; tawag 1c
called on tãtap

calls a meeting tawag 1b
calls on smb dýˆaw
calls smb singgit
calls smb, the name of smb tawag 1a
calls smb to come, fetch sýgat
calm, a place is tawhay
calm, smb’s emotional state is panãtag
calm temperament lamig 2
calm weather; weather becomes calm

kalma
camera, click of pitik 1
camera shot tÿra 1
can, food lãta 1
can, metal utility lãta 2a
can, powdered milk lãta 3
can, tin lãta 1
can, trash basurahan
Canadian government, entity, person

Kanadyan
canal kanal
candidate for political office kandidãtu
candle kandÿlaˆ
candy dulsi 2
cane, rattan ˆuway
cane, walking sungkud
cane, whipping batýta
canine teeth, bites with bangkil 2
canine tooth bangkil 1; bangkil 1a
canned food dilãta
canned sardines sardÿnas; tinapa
cannon kanyun
cap, bottle tansan
cap, graduation kãyuˆ 1a
cap, mushroom pãyung 1b
capacity of boat, ship lutaw 2a
capital investment kapital
capsule, medicinal tablÿta
captive prÿsu 1a
captured, imprisoned prÿsu 1b
captures dakup
car kutsi
car, honk of horn busÿna 1a
carabao karabaw
carabao baby, calf pÿtuˆ 1
carabao gives birth pÿtuˆ 2
carabao, low of ˆingaˆ
carabao nose ring prÿnu1
carbon copy kupya 1
card, business tarhÿta
card, report kard

by the sackful 715 card, report
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cardboard box kartun
cardinal number: eight ˆutsu; wayu 1
cardinal number: eighteen disiˆutsu
cardinal number: eighty ˆutsinta 1a
cardinal number: eighty-one ˆutsinta 1b
cardinal number: eighty-two ˆutsinta 1c
cardinal number: eleven ˆunsi 1
cardinal number: fifteen kinsi
cardinal number: fifty singkwinta 1a
cardinal number: fifty-one singkwinta 1b
cardinal number: fifty-two singkwinta 1c
cardinal number: five lima 1; payb; singku
cardinal number: five hundred kinyintus
cardinal number: forty kwarinta 1a
cardinal number: forty-one kwarinta 1b
cardinal number: forty-two kwarinta 1c
cardinal number: four kwatru; pur1;

ˆupat 1
cardinal number: fourteen katursi
cardinal number: hundred gatus; syin
cardinal number: million milyun
cardinal number: nine nuwÿbi; syam 1
cardinal number: nineteen disinuwÿbi
cardinal number: ninety nubinta 1a
cardinal number: ninety-one nubinta 1b
cardinal number: ninety-two nubinta 1c
cardinal number: one ˆisa 1a; ˆýna1 4;

ˆýnu; wan
cardinal number: seven pitu 1; sÿbin; syÿti
cardinal number: seventeen disisyÿti
cardinal number: seventy sitinta 1a
cardinal number: seventy-one sitinta 1b
cardinal number: seventy-two sitinta 1c
cardinal number: six sayis; siks; ˆunum 1
cardinal number: sixteen disisayis
cardinal number: sixty saysinta 1a
cardinal number: sixty-one saysinta 1b
cardinal number: sixty-two saysinta 1c
cardinal number: ten dyis; napýyuˆ 1
cardinal number: thirteen trÿsi
cardinal number: thirty traynta 1a
cardinal number: thirty-one traynta 1b
cardinal number: thirty-two traynta 1c
cardinal number: thousand lÿbu; mil 1b
cardinal number: three tatlu 1; tri; tris;

tuyu 1
cardinal number: twelve dýsi
cardinal number: two duha 1; dus; tu
cardinal number: zero sÿru 1a
cards for playing cards barãha

cared for ˆatãman; dãhan 2
cared for, well tãhud
cared-for animal ˆalÿlaˆ 2a; sãpat 2
cared-for chicken manuk 1a
cared-for fowl ˆalÿlaˆ 2a
carefully does sth dãhan 1
carefully, done ˆãyu 2a
carefully examines tutuk
carefully looks at liˆliˆ
caregiver ˆalãgaˆ 2
careless bÿsan paˆunu
careless; carelessly ˆayangˆãyang
carelessly maskin paˆunu
cares for smb, sth ˆalãgaˆ 1; ˆaturgar;

dipãra; ˆintindi 2
cares for sth hãwid 2
caretaker bantay 1a
caretaker of animals bakÿru
caretaker, smb works as bantay 1b
cargo karga 1a
carol kãrul 1
caroling, smb goes kãrul 2
carpenter karpintÿru 1; panday 1
carpenter’s hammer martilyu
carpenter’s line marker pitik 2
carpenter’s metal tape measure pulgadÿra
carpenters, smb karpintÿru 2
carried away by natural force dagsaˆ
carried by two or more people bãyaw
carried by waves humbak 1b
carried, carried away by mouth, beak

tãban
carried lunch bãyun 1
carried off by current, wave ˆãnud
carried personal things daya 1a
carrier for baggage kargadur
carrier of news sãyud1 3
carrier of water ˆagwadur
carries a bundle bagtung
carries an umbrella pãyung 2
carries by hand bitbit
carries, carries away smb, sth daya 1b
carries in the arms kýgus
carries on pirmi 1b
carries on back baba
carries on head tusˆung
carries on shoulder pasˆan
carries on upper body ˆabit 1
carries sth hãkut
carries water sãyuk 1

cardboard box 716 carries water
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carrot plant or root kãrut
carry smb, two or more bãyaw
carrying blanket ˆabit 2
carton, cardboard kartun
case for investigation kãsu
case for investigation, files pablãtir
case, packing kãha
cashew tree or nut kasuy
cashier kahÿru
cassava cake, steamed pýtu 1a
cassava chips, dried lalip
cassava cooked in coconut milk extract

balinghuy 1a
cassava grove balinghuy 2
cassava mush tinumãkan 1;

tinumãkan 1a
cassava plant or root balinghuy 1
cassie flower tree ˆarýma
cast away balibag; týnud 1
cast away, out pilak
cast fishnet lãya3
casts sth somewhere ˆitsa
casual activity tiˆaw 2
casual; casually ˆayangˆãyang
casual traditional shirt pýlu barung
casually courts ˆasãwa 3b
cat ˆuning
cat baby: kitten pÿtuˆ 1
cat gives birth pÿtuˆ 2
cat, meow of ngiyaw; ˆingaw
cat washes face with paws lamˆus
cataract of eye katarãta
catches dakup
catches fish on a hook dãwi 1
catches fish with fishnet pýkut 2
catches fish with hook and line bunit 2
catches fish with multiple-hook fishing line

lambu 2
catches fish with spear gun panaˆ 2b
catches liquid, granular substance in

receptacle sãyud2 1
catches small octopus ˆamumuˆpuˆ 2
catches smb, sth sambat
catching fish in shallow water, nets are

used for pahubas
catching swordfish, used for byanwag 2
category of object klãsi 1a
Catholic church, Roman Rumãnu

Katuliku 1a
Catholic nun madri

Catholic person, Roman Rumãnu
Katuliku 1c

Catholic religion, Roman Rumãnu
Katuliku 1b

cattle bãka
caught by entanglement sãngit
caught in game sikyuˆ 1
cauliflower plant or inflorescence

kuliplãwir
cause of sth bãsi; dahilan; rasun 1
causes trouble sãmuk 1
caustically looks at smb siruˆ 1b
caution babalaˆ
cavan kaban2
cave kuyba
caves in tumpag
ceases doing sth dýyug
ceiba tree kãyu 1
ceiling joist of a building kahabãˆan
ceiling of a building kisami
ceiling sill of building sukug
celebrated silibrar
celebration: All Saint’s Day pyista 3
celebration: birthday birtdi; kinatãwu;

kumpliˆanyu
celebration: Christmas paskwa 1a
celebration: Holy Week simãna 2
celebration: John the Baptist Day San

Huwan
celebration: May Flowers Plýris di

Mãyu 1a
celebration of the Eucharist, mass mÿsa 1
celebration: party handaˆ 2
celery, Chinese kintsay
celestial object: comet kumÿta
celestial object: moon býlan 1
celestial object: star bitýˆun
cell phone silpun
cement simintu 1
cement sack kustal 1c
cement wall padir
cements sth simintu 2
cemetery kampusantu; lýbung 2b;

simintiryu
cemetery hut bayaybãyay 1e
centavo sintimus
center of object, surface, conversation,

story, time period tungaˆ 2b
cereal meal gãling2 2
ceremony, espousal ˆãras 2b

carrot plant or root 717 ceremony, espousal
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ceremony of bloodletting, smb performs

dãgaˆ
ceremony, wedding kasay 2a
certain, certainty týnay 1a; týˆud
certain, made certain sigurãdu
certain person, thing, place, time ˆisa 5
certainly ˆãbi ; gid; man; galiˆ; kuntaˆ;

naman; talaga
certainly sth happens syimpri
certificate, birth sirtipÿku
certificate, death bãhas
cha-cha dance tyatya
chafing tayum
chain, metal link kadÿna
chair bangkuˆ; pungkuˆ 2; silya
chair leg siki 1
chairman tyirman
chairperson of committee kumiti
challenges smb to fight pangakat
chambered nautilus mollusk lagang 1a
change, changes doing sth, a state ˆiba 2
change, money: twenty centavos pisÿtas
change of money from purchase

sinsilyu 3a
change of plan, idea lÿbag 1
change of position, changes position

salÿda
changes direction likuˆ
changes location of sth huwad
changes location, smb saylu
changes partners baylu
changes smb, sth for smb, sth else baylu
changes sth for sth else ˆÿlis 1b
channel for liquid: funnel ˆimbýdu
chapter of book kapitulu
character batãsan 1
character, bad lawˆay
character defamation siraˆ 3
characteristic, manly lyãki 2
characteristics batãsan 2
characteristics, imitates panalig
charcoal, makes ˆýling 2a
charcoal mark, piece ˆýling 1
charcoal-making place ˆýling 2b
charge against smb, formal kÿha
charge, i.e., a dependent sãkup 2
charge for consultation bãyad 2b
charges for an item for sale sukut 1
charm bag, herbal karminkarmin
charm bag item: asafetida gum resin

ˆinggu
charm bag item: charcoal piece ˆýling 1
charm bag item: dyugdyugay medicinal

resin dyugdugay 2
charm bag item: garlic bãwang
charm bag item: ginger root luyˆa 2
charm bag item: kusay rhizome kusuy
charm to ward off evil ˆantingˆanting;

dimindÿmin; panagang
charm to ward off evil, bring good luck

kinaˆagman 2
chases smb lãhay; lagud
chastisement parýsa; sÿlut
chastised kastÿgu
chatter of monkey kura
chayote vine or fruit sayýti
cheap rubber slippers ˆismãgul
cheaply, bought or sold barãtu
checkered design, pattern dama 3
checkered snapper fish bangãyaw
checkers game dama 1
checkers, plays game of dama 2
checks pulse beat pulsu 1b
checks sth liˆliˆ
cheek of person, animal pisngi
cheerful lÿpay 1
chef kusinÿru
chemise kamisun
cherished halangdun
chest beats rapidly kubaˆkubaˆ
chest of animal, person, bird dughan 1
chestnut manikin bird mãya2 1
chew, betel-nut mamaˆ
chewed paˆpaˆ
chick ˆisiw
chick, peep of ˆisak
chick, peeping sound of syaksyak
chicken manuk 1
chicken adobo manuk 2c; ˆadýbu
chicken basket kupitan
chicken beak tukaˆ 1
chicken, black ˆagtaˆ nga manuk
chicken bone tuyˆan
chicken, broiled ˆÿhaw 2b
chicken broods lumyum
chicken, cared-for manuk 1a
chicken cooked in coconut milk extract

manuk 2a
chicken, crow of tuyãˆuk
chicken disease: fowl pox pisti 1a

ceremony of bloodletting 718 chicken disease: fowl
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chicken eats by pecking, pecks at sth

tukaˆ 2; tukub
chicken egg ˆitlug
chicken feathers buybuy 1
chicken feed bubud 1
chicken, fighting cock’s spur buyang2
chicken, fried manuk 2b
chicken house bayaybãyay 1c; pultri
chicken louse, white dãpaw
chicken meat karni 1a
chicken, mother mungaˆ
chicken neck lÿˆug
chicken nest basket pugayan
chicken: pre-laying hen dumayãga
chicken roost hýyun 2
chicken, warning call of ˆÿliw
chicken, white bukay
chicken, wild manuk 1b
chickens congregate, stay together dãpuˆ1
chico fruit or plant kayumÿtu
child bãtaˆ 1c; ˆungaˆ 1a
child, adopted ˆalÿlaˆ 3a; ˆampun
child, firstborn ˆãnay1 2
child made sick through being admired

muyuˆ 4
child of first cousin gumangkun 1b
child of one’s child; grandchild ˆapu 1a
child of parent’s first cousin pakatigdýha
child of parent’s second cousin

pakatigtýyu
child of second cousin gumangkun 1c
child of smb ˆungaˆ 1b
child of third cousin gumangkun 1d
child, smb brings up bãhuy 1a; dãkuˆ 1d
child, smb trains patÿkang 1a
childbirth labor, labors in batyag2
childbirth, midwife who aids in

midwayp; paltÿra
child-in-law ˆumãgad
child-in-law, parents of kumadri 1b
childless baˆug; bawˆas
child-like person mangyan 2
children and father, husband tatay 3
chili fruit or plant katumbay 1c
chill, smb develops a pasma
chills and shaking disease tãkig
chimney of lamp týbu2
chin sýngad
China rose hibiscus gumamÿla
chinaware kubyirtus

Chinese cabbage pitsay
Chinese celery plant or stalk kintsay
chip of stone, wood pisnguy 1
chip, smb breaks off pisnguy 2
chipped marble marmul 2
chips, dried cassava, sweet potato lalip
chips of a hard substance gãling2 2
chisel tigib
chisel, blade shank of tugud
chisel handle pýyu
chisel shank collar, metal pitayaˆ
chisel shank collar, woven rattan palis
chisels marble sinsil
chiton mollusk tayukug
choice by election ˆiliksyun
choice morsel sumsýman 1
choice morsel, smb eats sumsýman 2
choked by food, water tyamˆuk
chooses pÿliˆ 1
chooses seed for propagation, animal for

breeding, mate for producing offspring

ˆãyap
chooses wrong way tãyang
chops off tabtab
chopped into pieces saksak; tadtad;

tuktuk1
chopped into pieces, chopped off ˆýtud 1
chopped fine pÿnu 1b
chopping board dapayan
chosen as lead player mãnu 2
chosen for a particular purpose, smb is

human 3
Christian saint santus 1
Christmas Eve Mass mÿsa 1b
Christmas greeting paskwa 1b
Christmas Mass, Pre- simba 3
Christmas season paskwa
chuckles kutuˆkýtuˆ
chunk of sth buˆak 1a
chunk of sth, cut-up hiwaˆ 1
chunk of unsawn marble rýbuls
chunks, small marble grãba
church simba 1b
church altar ˆaltar
church: Protestant Prutistanti
church: Roman Catholic Rumãnu

Katuliku 1a
cigar balakbak; tabãkuˆ 1b
cigar, cigarette butt ˆupus
cigarette sigarilyu 1a

chicken eats by 719 cigarette
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cigarette, smb smokes sigarilyu 1b
cinema sÿni 2
cinema production sÿni 1
circles around tÿyug
circumscribes sth with sth else lÿbut 1a
circumvent each other subyang
citizen of Canada Kanadyan
citizen of the Philippines Pilipÿnu 1
citizen of the United States ˆAmirikãnu
citrus fruit section gilis
civil marriage kasay 5
civilian sibilyan
civet cat singgãyung
civet cat, unpleasant odor of dÿris
clack of shoe lagãtuk
clam, fluted giant sayˆut
clam, ribbed sunset kagadkad
clammy; becomes clammy lamig 1
clamorous tunug 2a
claps in applause palakpak
clarifies klãru
clarification, clarify paliwãnag
class at school ends sara 2c
class of object klãsi 1a
class section based on grade level

siksyun
class subject sabdyik
classmate klasmit
clausal ligature nga 2
claw of animal, bird kuku
claw, seized by kumkum
claws; pincers sipit 1
claws used to hook sth sanggit
clay fish pot, medium kýyun 2
clay fish pot, small ˆanglit
clay jar, small tibud
clay pot kýyun 1
clay rice pot, big sugnãyan
clean limpyu
cleaned bamboo strip ˆinagýsan
cleaned with mop nusnus
cleaning brush bras 1
cleaning cloth trãpu
cleaning sponge pum; trãpu; ˆispungha
cleans a fish himay 1a; himbis 2
cleans a surface by brushing, sandpapering

kuskus
cleans a vegetable himay 2
cleans cooking utensils by washing

hugas 1a

cleans with broom silhig 2
cleansing agent: soap habun 1
clear mind hãwan 2b
clear report, situation klãru
clear, vision becomes hãwan 2a
clear, water is tinˆaw
cleared away, vegetation is pýkan
cleared growth hayas 1b
clearly visible bistãdu
clears an area, branches from a tree

hãwan 1
clears an area of vegetation duyuk;

hayas 1a
clever mayad 1
click of camera, empty gun pitik 1
click of tongue panaklaˆ
cliff pampang
climbing fern, nito nÿtuˆ
climbing footholds on tree tilhang
climbing vine, bagubagu baguˆbaguˆ
climbs coconut trees sãkaˆ 1a
climbs down panãˆug
climbs on top of sth tungtung 1a
climbs up sãkaˆ 1
clinic, medical klinika
clinking sound kãling 1a
clinks kãling 1b
clip fastener klip 1
clip, hair sipit 2a
clipped onto sth klip 2
clipped with hair clip sipit 2b
clips short smb’s hair kãpaw 1
clitoris of female tinggil
clock rilu
clogs, wooden bakyaˆ
close, closer gýˆud
close in space, time sýˆud
close relative tig-3
close relatives of engaged lady babãyi 2
close relatives of engaged man lyãki 4
close, the eyes pÿyung
closed, a doorway, a window opening,

faucet is sarãdu 1
closed, the eye is pisuk 1
closed, the eyes are pÿyung
closed-minded sarãdu 2
closes a bag, book, doorway, envelope,

grave, shirt front, trousers, umbrella,

window opening, sth with hinged

covering sara 2a

cigarette, smb smokes 720 closes a bag
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closes, a mouth, mollusk valve kÿpuˆ
closet, clothes ˆaparadur
cloth nuˆug; tÿla
cloth, cleaning trãpu
cloth, cut-out tabas 1b
cloth, drying; towel tuˆalya 1a
cloth, flour sack katsi
cloth, flower-designed býyak 3
cloth patch hakyup 1
cloth, remnant tãbas 2
cloth, smb cuts out tabas 1a
cloth, smb sews tahiˆ 1
cloth, smb unwraps býkad
cloth, table mantil
cloth structure: tent tulda
cloth, wipe-up pãhid 2
clothes basket bangkwang
clothes box, trunk kaban1
clothes cabinet kabinit
clothes closet ˆaparadur; sara 1
clothes iron plantya 1
clothes, paddle for beating pandakdak 1a
clothes, smb beats with clothes paddle

pandakdak 1b
clothes starch ˆarmidun 1a
clothes snap fastener kutsÿtis
clothes to be washed laba 3a
clothes, washed laba 3b
clothes, washes laba 1
clothes, work bãruˆ 2d
clothesline hayhay 2
clothesline, smb hangs sth on hayhay 1
clothes-washing basin, place laba 2
clothing bãruˆ 1; bisti 1; suksuk1 1a
clothing: baby’s dress bãruˆ 2a
clothing balls sabuysabuy 1
clothing: blouse blaws
clothing: brassiere bra
clothing bundle rulyu 1a; pyÿsa
clothing button siradýra
clothing buttonhole ˆuhãlis
clothing: casual traditional shirt pýlu

barung
clothing: chemise kamisun
clothing: dress bãruˆ 2
clothing: flower-designed býyak 3
clothing: full-slip kamisun
clothing: graduation gown týga
clothing: half-slip hapslip
clothing: hat kãyuˆ 1

clothing: house dress bãruˆ 2b
clothing: housecoat dastir
clothing, irons plantya 2
clothing: man’s shorts syurt
clothing: man’s underpants brip; putuy
clothing: Maria Clara gown býka

mangga
clothing, mends sursi
clothing: modern shirt pýlu syirt
clothing: mourning garment lýtu
clothing neckline lÿˆab
clothing: pajamas padyãma
clothing: party dress gawn
clothing: pocket bulsa 1
clothing: pullover shirt kamisÿta
clothing: raincoat kapýti
clothing sewer: seamstress, tailor

mananãhiˆ; mudista; sastri
clothing: shoe sapãtus 1a
clothing: short-sleeved undershirt tÿsirt
clothing: skirt palda; sãya
clothing: sleeveless undershirt pantyu
clothing, smb cuts out tabas 1a
clothing, smb sews tahiˆ 1
clothing, smb unbuttons, unties, unzips

ˆabri 1b
clothing, smb wears suksuk1 1b
clothing snags nihnih
clothing snap fastener kutsÿtis
clothing: socks, stockings midyas
clothing, starches ˆarmidun 1b
clothing: traditional blouse kimýna
clothing: traditional casual shirt pýlu

barung
clothing: traditional formal shirt barung

Tagãlug
clothing: trousers sayway 1
clothing: undershirt kamisÿta
clothing, wears suksuk1 1b
clothing: wedding dress; gown bãruˆ 2c;

bisti 3a
clothing: wedding wardrobe bisti 2
clothing, whole piece pidãsu 1a
clothing: woman’s panties panti
clothing, work bãruˆ 2d
clothing zipper siradýra
cloud pangãnud
cloudy, becomes kýnum
clown sweetlips fish bibigan
cluck of hen; hen clucks kutuˆkutuˆ

closes, a mouth 721 cluck of hen
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clump of plants pýnuˆ1 1a
cluster of bananas býlig2
clutches sth hãwid 1a
clutter of vegetation in coconut tree

linghut 1
cluttered area, very mayagting
cluttered area with grass, weeds gýna 2b
cluttered, becomes kãyat 1; syawãrang
coach, training praktis 2
coals, live, smoldering bãga
coarse consistency sapya
coastal sand, shallow bagunbun
coat for rain kapýti
coating on unbrushed teeth kiˆkiˆ
coating on tongue, white ˆugam
cob, corn maˆis 1b
cock, fighting buyangan 1a; tiksas
cockatiel wrasse fish sayay
cockerel suyug
cockfight býyang1 1a
cockfight event, special dirbi
cockfighting, gambles on býyang1 1b
cockle mollusk tiwistÿwis
cockpit buyangan 1b
cockroach kuratsa 1
cockroach egg litlug
cockscomb oyster kýyaˆ
coconut ball, white býwaˆ
coconut fiber sheet gýnut
coconut for making copra lýgit 2c
coconut frond, fish wrapped in budbud 1
coconut frond shingle, weaves

salirangdang 2
coconut frond shingle, woven

salirangdang 1
coconut frond torch baybag
coconut frond, wraps fish in budbud 2
coconut frond, young hanig
coconut fruit niyug 2
coconut fruit, beginning býkuy
coconut fruit for drying lýgit 2c
coconut fruit, fully mature lanus
coconut fruit, mature niyug 2d
coconut fruit, semimature pyanituˆan
coconut fruit stem tangãya
coconut fruit stem, branch of byayýbay
coconut fruit, very mature laˆay
coconut fruit, very young walig
coconut fruit, young butung 1
coconut grove niyug 4

coconut husk bunut 1
coconut husk fibers sabuysabuy
coconut husk floor polisher lampãsu 1
coconut husk fuel for cooking gatung 1a
coconut husk, polishes floor with lampãsu 2
coconut, husked niyug 2b
coconut meat niyug 2a
coconut meat, copra lýgit 1a
coconut meat, gouged-out lýgit 1c
coconut meat gouger lukad 2
coconut meat, grated kãyus 2
coconut meat grater kyakuran
coconut meat, grates kãyus 1
coconut meat is chopped saksak
coconut meat is gouged out lýgit 1b;

lukad 1
coconut meat residue in making coconut

milk extract sãpay
coconut meat, salsa niyug 2e
coconut meat, soft makapunuˆ
coconut meat, squeezed sãpay
coconut meat, young kinãpaw2
coconut milk extract gataˆ 1
coconut milk extract, breadfruit cooked in

rÿma 1a
coconut milk extract, cassava cooked in

balinghuy 1a
coconut milk extract, chicken cooked in

manuk 2a
coconut milk extract, cooking banana

cooked in sãging 2b
coconut milk extract curdles kurta
coconut milk extract, dried fish cooked in

bãyuy 1a
coconut milk extract, fish cooked in

ˆisdaˆ 1a
coconut milk extract, food cooked in

gataˆ 2; 2a
coconut milk extract, land crab cooked in

kuray2 1a
coconut milk extract, mollusk cooked in

sÿhiˆ 1a
coconut milk extract, octopus cooked in

kugÿta 1a
coconut milk extract scum latik
coconut milk extract, taro rootstock cooked

in gãbi 2
coconut milk extract, thick gataˆ 1a;

pãyuk
coconut milk extract, thin gataˆ 1b

clump of plants 722 coconut milk extract, thin
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coconut milk extract, vegetables cooked in

ˆýtan 1b
coconut mixture, spicy sarsa 1
coconut nut including meat bunut 3
coconut oil lãna 1a
coconut palm, common niyug 1
coconut palm, decayed niyug 1a
coconut palm foothold tilhang
coconut palm inflorescence, opened

tangãya 1b
coconut palm inflorescence spathe ˆuyu
coconut palm inflorescence tip, unopened,

smb cuts gýhud
coconut palm inflorescence, unopened

niyug 3
coconut palm, smb climbs sãkaˆ 1a
coconut palm, wine-producing sanggut 2
coconut, piece of pisnguy 1
coconut pith of upper trunk ˆýbud
coconut sap tubaˆ 1b
coconut shell baguy 1
coconut shell and meat bunut 3
coconut shell, blunt end of half of baguy 1a
coconut shell, stem end of baguy 1b
coconut stem, branch of byayýbay
coconut sweet dessert bukãyuˆ
coconut, whole buˆuk 1a
coconut wine tubaˆ 1a
coconut wine collecting container sãyud2 2
coconut wine collecting container brush

kuyagi
coconut wine collection scythe sanggut 1
coconut wine collector; smb becomes

coconut wine collector mananggÿti;
sanggut 2b

coconut wine, collects sanggut 2a
coconut wine coloring powder tangay 1
coconut wine coloring powder container

tangay 2
coconut wine gatherer climbs coconut

palms sãkaˆ 1a
coconut wine, sap used in making tubaˆ 1b
coconut wine sediment kuyãbaˆ
coconut wine strainer sãyaˆ 2b
coconut wine transporting container kawit 1
coconut wine transporting container handle

kawit 2
coconut-flavored ampalaya margýsu 1a
coconut-flavored breadfruit rÿma 1b
coconut-flavored corn buˆãlaw

coconut-flavored eggplant tayung 1a
coconut-flavored gourd tabuˆ2 1a
coconut-flavored gruel lýgaw 2
coconut-flavored jackfruit langkaˆ 2b
coconut-flavored lumbay lumbay 1a
coconut-flavored okra ˆukra 1a
coconut-flavored papaya kapãya 2a
coconut-flavored sitaw beans hantak 1b
coconut-flavored songe gourd singkwat 1a
coconut-flavored spicy fish ˆisdaˆ 1c
coconut-flavored squash kyabãsa 2
coconut-flavored sweet potato tuber

kamýti 2a
coconut-flavored taro leaves gãbi 3
coconut-flavored vegetable ˆýtan 1a
coconut-flavored vegetables, meat

complement for lupus2 1a
coconut-half piece niyug 2c
coconut-husking stick buynasan
coconut-shell bowl payaˆ
coconut-shell colander shrimp scoop sÿhud 2
coconut-shell dipper hýngut
Co-father-in-law Kumpãri 1b
co-father-in-law kumpãri 1a
co-fathers kumpãri 1c
coffee drink kapi 1b
coffee-flavored liquid sabaw 1a
coffee tree or bean kapi 1a
coffin kabãˆung
coffin, smb closes sara 2a
coffin, smb opens ˆabri 1b
cogon grass kýgun 1a
cogon grass area kýgun 1b
cogon grass comb husay 1b
cogon shoot sýni
cohabit buhiˆ1 1
coiled string, rope lýkun 1
coiled up lýkuˆ
coils sth onto sth else lýkun 2
coin sinsilyu 2
coin, gold gintuˆ
coin, peso pÿsu 1
coin, twenty centavos pisÿtas
colander basket brook-shrimp scoop ˆayat
colander basket pond-field shrimp scoop

putut 2b
colander coconut-shell shrimp scoop sÿhud 2
co-lateral relative hãli
cold, afflicted with sipˆun 1b
cold, common sipˆun 1a

coconut milk extract 723 cold, common
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cold non-fireplace ashes ˆagbun
cold, smb develops a pasma
cold, smb, sth becomes lamig 1
cold to touch hagkut
coliseum ˆistadyum
collapses tumpag
collar, upper garment kwilyu
collect in group, people, animate objects

pinsan
collected objects: a pile puntuk 1a
collected wealth manggad 1
collecting container for coconut wine

sãyud2 2
collection jar of money for the dead

garapun
collector of coconut wine mananggÿti;

sanggut 2b
collector of fares on boat, public vehicle

kunduktur
collects brook shrimp with colander shrimp

scoop sÿhud 1b
collects coconut wine sanggut 2a
collects mollusks sÿhiˆ 2
collects sth scattered punpun
college kãlids; kulihiyu
college, studies at ˆiskwÿla 3
color kulur
color: black ˆitum
color: blue ˆasul
color, bright, shiny, florescent in gilak
color: brown kãki
color, dark ˆayum1; kýtum
color: dark orange marun
color: dark yellow kapi 2
color, entirely a particular lýbus
color for tinting, dye tinaˆ 1a
color: gray ˆabu 2
color: green birdi
color, milky in gãtus 2
color of sth kulur
color: orange ˆýrins
color, pale pusˆaw
color: pink rýsa 1
color: purple ˆýbi 2
color: red puya
color: violet bayulit
color: white putiˆ
color: yellow duyaw 2
colored, light midyu 1a
colored, multi- kulur 1a

coloring kuluring
coloring medium: crayon krayýla
coloring powder for coconut wine

tangay 1
comb, cogon grass husay 1b
comb for combing out lice sýyud 1
comb, hair husay 1a
combined with hãluˆ
combs lice out of head sýyud 2
combs sth husay 2
combustible match head puspuru 2
combustible material, fire kindles

ˆãput 1a
combustible material flames dãyab 1;

ˆãput 1b
combustible material for kindling ˆãput 2
combustible material is burned sugaˆ1
Come! hamus
Come in! dãyun 2a
Come on! hala; sÿgi 1c
Come out! luwas 1b
come together pinsan
come together in a cause, project ˆisa 7
comes ˆabut 1a; ˆãpas
comes along after smb, sth sunud 1a
comes down tugbung; tumpag
comes down, airplane landing 1a
comes down from above panãˆug
comes from halin 1a
comes here kari
comes into an inheritance mãna 1b
comes into consciousness mangnu 2
comes into sth through inheritance

subliˆ 1
comes near smb, sth, a place lãpit 1a
comes off luras; paksiˆ 1; tangsuˆ
comes off, skin of person ˆýpak 1a
comes out by crawling gãtaw
comes out dead, baby ˆãgas
comes out from water tãkas 2
comes out from what holds it tangsuˆ
comes out of gum, tooth pusngil 2
comes out, smb guwaˆ
comes out, smb, sth halin 1a; luwas 1b
comes out, sth kýyap; tamwaˆ
comes somewhere karaˆ 1
comes to a decision disidi; ˆÿsip 2
comes to aid of smb tãbang
comes to an agreement trãtu 1
comes to completion, a session, class

cold non-fireplace ashes 724 comes to completion
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sara 2c
comes true tãmaˆ 1b; týˆud
comes upon sýgid 1b
comes upon by smb, sth ˆãbut 1a
comes upon smb, sth sumpung
comes upon sth ˆasirta; tundug
comet kumÿta
comforts libang
coming together of people pýlung
command; commands smb; commandment

sýguˆ
commander pýnuˆ3 1
commands group of people, organization,

territory pýnuˆ3 2
commemorated silibrar
commended pýri
commercial buyer bakay 1e
commercial cook kusinÿru
commercial merchant nigusyanti
commercial rice bugas 1e
commercially made cidar balakbak
commercially made vinegar sýkaˆ 1d
commercially prepared canned sardines

sardÿnas; tinapa
commits a sin salaˆ 1b
commits an error salaˆ 1a
commits adultery kãwat 1b
commits suicide bikti
committed to memory saˆýyu
committee; committee chairperson kumiti
commodious luwag
commodity, money for gastus 3
commodity, runs out of kuyãbus
common basta 2; simpli
common basket mollusk tagÿtis
common bubble mollusk daminsuy
common cap mollusk kýnus
common cold sipˆun 1a
common customer sýkiˆ
common gourd fruit or plant tabuˆ2 1
common housefly lãngaw
common keyhole limpet kawaˆkãwaˆ
common noun determiner: a, the ˆang
common octopus kugÿta 1
common Pacific nerite mollusk

nipaˆnipaˆ 1
communal water tank tangki
communicates by writing sýlat 2a
communicates with smb hambay 1
communication, letter sýlat 1

communication, oral tawag 2
communion bread, wafer tinãpay 1a;

ˆustyas
communion, receives, serves kalãwat
communion wine bÿnu 1a
Co-mother-in-law kumãri 1b
co-mother-in-law of a couple kumãri 1a
co-mothers kumãri 1c
companion ˆÿba 1b; tãwu 1b; tuwang 1
companion each other ˆÿba 2b
companion for traveling ˆÿba 1c
companioned by smb, sth ˆabay; ˆÿba 1a
companions, a group of barkãda
companions, including si 1b
companionship pagsinundãnan
compares the size bãhuy 2b
compares with smb, sth else parÿhu 1d
comparison: from, than kay2 3
comparison to, in kumpara
compassion lýˆuy 1b
compelled to do sth ˆahat
compelling kahinangyan
compete in intelligence mayad 2
competes in contest kandidãta 1b;

lãban 1
competes with smb pangakat
competition kuntra 3; lãban 1
competitor karÿbal; lãban 2
competitor in a contest, female

kandidãta 1a
complains; complaint riklãmu
complaint against smb salaˆ 2
complaint against smb, formal kÿha
complement in coconut-flavored

vegetables: meat lupus2 1a
complete bugˆus; kumplÿtu
completed; completes tãpus 1a
completely ˆãyu 3
completely a particular color lýbus
completely destroyed gubaˆ; wasak
completely different sariˆsãriˆ
completely done pulus 2
completely drains tiˆtiˆ
completely one thing, substance pýru 1b
completely spent, of saved money damut
completely used up, consumed hilamut;

ˆýrut
completely used up, of fruit or root crops

damut
completes kýpu

comes true 725 completes
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completes a task butingting
completion of sth tãpus 2
compliant ˆabyirtu 2
compliments smb muyuˆ 1b
components of a food dish lakut 2a
compressed pislit
compressor, a diver’s kumprÿsur
comradeship pagsinundãnan
conceals one’s self tãguˆ 1a
conceals sth lipud
conceited person suplãda; suplãdu
conceived, younger sibling is manghud 2
conception of sth kalimutaw 2
concern; becomes concerned lisud
concerned bayãka
concerning tungud1 2
concerns one’s self for smb, sth lãbut 2
conch horn budyung 2
conch mollusk, arthritic spider saˆang 1a
conch mollusk, Lister’s sikad
conch mollusk, orange spider saˆang 1c
conch mollusk, spider saˆang 1a, 1b, 1c
conch mollusk, tibia ˆayspik
conch mollusk, violet spider saˆang 1b
concurs kumpurmi; sýgut 1
condensed lapýyut
condiment: commercially made vinegar

sýkaˆ 1d
condiment food, seasoning sabyaˆ
condiment: hot vinegar sýkaˆ 1a
condiment: ketchup kitsap
condiment: lemon grass root tangyad
condiment: mild homemade vinegar

sýkaˆ 1b
condiment mortar ˆalmiris
condiment: salt ˆasin 1a
condiment: strong homemade vinegar

sýkaˆ 1c
condiment: vinegar sýkaˆ 1
condition is or becomes serious grãbi
condition, physical butang 4; ginhãwa 1
conditional agreement kundisyun
conditions one’s self for an activity

praktis 1
condones tiˆis
conductor of boat, vehicle kunduktur
conducts espousal ritual ˆãras 2a
conducts one’s self appropriately buˆut 3
conduit for water, canal kanal
cone shell mollusk dangguy

confectionary: coconut sweet dessert

bukãyuˆ
confectionary: iced fruit mixture

haluˆhãluˆ 1
confectionary: rice cake bibingka
confectionary: sticky rice delicacy biku 1
confectionary: suman sticky-rice cake

sýman
confidence in smb kumpyansa; týˆu
confined kulung
confined to prison prÿsu 1b
confirms sth by documentation

dukumintu 2
conflict gyÿra
congregate, people, things dãpuˆ1;

tÿpun 1a
congregating place for loitering

ˆistambay 2
congregation of people pýlung
congregation where people gather mÿting
congressman kungrisman
conjunction: and kag
connection between people, social

rilasyun
conquered by sleep pilaw 1a
Conrad’s false shell mollusk kuyãput
consanguine relationship: aunt nãna 1b;

tÿya 1b; ˆanti 1c
consanguine relationship: older brother,

sister maguyang 1a
consanguine relationship: uncle ˆangkul 1c;

tãta 1b; tÿyu 1b
consanguine relative partÿdu; paryinti
conscious, becomes mangnu 2
consciousness ˆanimu 1
consciousness, loses ginhãwa 3; himatay;

ˆanimu 2
consecrated binditãdu 1
consecrates bindÿta
consecration bindisyun; grasya
consent; consents týgut
consent day ˆadlaw 7b
consideration dumdum1; lãˆum 1b
considered; thought about ˆÿsip 1b
considered a fool lýku 1a
considered as bÿlang 2
considered in a particular way ˆãkuˆ
considered true lãˆum 1a
considers sth hunaˆhýnaˆ 1b; dumdum1;

handum 1

completes a task 726 considers sth
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consistency: becomes soft lãnay; yutaˆ
consistency: coarse, grainy, stringy sapya
consistency: hard, tough tãli
consistency: soft labu; yutaˆ
consistency: tender yutaˆ
consoles libang
constable pulis
construction item: nail langsang 1a
construction item: screw ruskas 1a
constructs a boat bughaˆ
constructs a wall around sth dingding 2
constructs an upland field kaˆÿngin 2
constructs buildings karpintÿru 2
constructs sth hÿmuˆ 2; human 2
consultation fee bãyad 2b
consumed ˆýbus
consumed by fire sýnug; ˆugdaw
consumed completely hilamut; ˆýrut
consumes a commodity gastus 2
contact with smb kuntak
contacts smb kuntak
contained with fence kuray1
container butang 2b; pÿˆut 2
container: bag, sack sãku
container: betel nut bag, pouch mayamˆan
container: box kahun
container: clay rice pot sugnãyan
container, coconut wine coloring powder

tangay 2
container, coconut wine, transporting

kawit 1
container, collecting coconut wine sãyud2 2
container, drinking water galun 3
container, feed bahug 3
container: half-liter measuring can tyýpa 2
container, lunch bãyun 2
container lid takyub 1
container mouth baˆbaˆ
container: purse, wallet kahÿta
container: small clay fish pot ˆanglit
container, smb, sth is put into pÿˆut 1
container: tin can lãta 1
container, uncooked rice bugas 2
container: wash basin planggãna
contaminated with dirt higkuˆ 2
contaminated with germs kãgaw 1b
contaminates tapun
contaminating substance higkuˆ 1
contemporaneous group of people tinýbuˆ
contends with bãtuˆ

contents of sth ˆunud
contest lãban 1
contest loser pirdi 1
contest; race karÿra 1
contest, singing kanta 2
contest winner daˆug 1a
contestant lãban 2
contestant, fellow karÿbal
contestant, female kandidãta 1a
contests for office dyãgan 3
contests with others in a competition

kandidãta 1b; lãban 1
contests with smb in intelligence

mayad 2
continually -in-3
Continue! continuous bãkas 1a
continues; is continued dãyun 2b;

gihãpun; pirmi 1b; sÿgi 1a
continuous; continuously sÿgi 1b
continuously -in-3
contract kuntrãta
contract time extension tirminu
contracted pakyaw 1
contributed ˆambag
contribution kuntribusyun
contrite pasinsya 1b
convenience store tyindãhan
convent kumbintu
conversation, beginning, theme, main topic

pýnuˆ2 3
conversation, begins ˆabri 1d
conversation, converses with smb ˆirgu;

ˆisturya
conversation or story, middle of tungaˆ 2b
conveyance: automobile kutsi
conveyance: bicycle bisiklÿta 1
conveyance: boat, ship sakay 2
conveyance: jeepney dyip
conveyance: passenger bus bas
conveyance: ship bapur
convict worm-gobi fish ˆÿtu
convinced, must, should be kumbinsi
cook kusinÿru
cook: baker panadÿru
cooked black sticky rice kalayu 2b
cooked by boiling, sth is kayadkad 1b
cooked corn meal kanˆun 2
cooked food lýtuˆ 2
cooked food, medicinal plaster in banana

leaf over live coals, týˆum 1b

consistency 727 cooked food, medicinal
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cooked, i.e., fried prÿtu 1a
cooked in banana leaf over live coals, sth is

týˆum 1a
cooked in blood duguˆ
cooked in coconut milk extract gataˆ 2
cooked in vinegar, fish is pangat 1a
cooked, partially hilaw 1b
cooked rice kalayu 2; kanˆun 1
cooked rice grains muhmuh
cooked vegetable leaves for pig feed

lãˆun
cooked white sticky rice kalayu 2a
cookie biskwit
cooking banana, bininditu bininditu
cooking banana, butuan butýhan; pãkuy
cooking banana cooked in coconut milk

extract sãging 2b
cooking banana, saba sabˆa
cooking banana, unripe pyasabˆahan
cooking banana, uyabi ˆuyãbi
cooking fuel dabuk 1a; gatung 1a
cooking oil lãna 1
cooking oil: coconut oil lãna 1a
cooking pot kaldÿru
cooking stove kusinilya
cooking utensil: frying pan kayãhaˆ
cooking utensil: frying spatula syansi
cooking utensil: large wok kãwaˆ
cooking utensils, smb washes hugas 1a
cooks a snack roll pãˆis 1
cooks: boil laˆgaˆ
cooks: fries, roasts in frying pan sãbag 1
cooks meat in blood dinugˆan 1b
cooks rice kalayu 1
cooks salsa sarsa 2
cooks: sautés gisa
cooks sth lýtuˆ 1
cool; smb, sth becomes cool lamig 1
coolheaded lamig 2
cooperates kuˆupirar
cooperation kuˆupirasyun
cooperative organization kuˆupirãtib
coordinator kuˆurdinÿtur
co-parent-in-law balãyi 1
Co-parent-in-law kumadri 1a
co-parents-in-law kumadri 1b
copes with sth kãya 2
copies smb’s actions, characteristics, traits

panalig
copies written, printed material kupya 2

copra lýgit 1a
copra basket bangkat
copra coconut lýgit 2b
copra, smb makes lýgit 2a
copra, smb smokes tapa 1a
cops and robbers game baril 4
copulation ˆiyut 1
copy of written, printed material kupya 1
coral rabbitfish myagbagu
coral trout fish banãhan
coral trout fish, painted salÿgan; sulig
cord pÿsiˆ
cord for tying higut 1a
cord handle on basket higut 1b
cord, two-ply tuplay
core of banana stalk, pulpy ˆýbad
coriander plant kulantru
cork for bottle sungsung 1
corks an opening sungsung 2
corn cob, kernels maˆis 1b
corn, coconut-flavored buˆãlaw
corn flour, roasted- bukbuk 1b
corn grinder galingan 1c
corn harvest tubas 1b
corn is of good quality tinggas
corn mush tinumãkan 1; tinumãkan 1b
corn plant maˆis 1a
corn season: first-crop panýˆig
corn shuck pãnit 1
corn, smb lets it be harvested tubas 1a
corn, unshucked ear of pusuˆ1
corner of sth kantu
cornfield maˆis 2
cornmeal maˆis 1c
cornmeal, cooked kanˆun 2
coronation kurunasyun 1
coronation ball, dance kurunasyun 1a
corpulent tambuk
correct tãmaˆ 1a
correct each other tumbuy 2
cost for consultation bãyad 2b
cost incurred gastus 1
cost of redeeming sth lukat
cost of sth mahay 1b
costly hugaˆ 2
costs a particular amount kantidad 2
cot for sleeping tihÿras
cottage kãtids
cotton fiber gãpas 2a
cotton plant gãpas

cooked, i.e., fried 728 cotton plant
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cotton swab gãpas 2b
coucal bird kýkuk
couch supa
cough; smb coughs ˆubu
councilor kunsihal 1
councilor of municipality kunsihal 1b;

sangguniˆan bãyan
councilor of village kagãwad;

kunsihal 1a
counsel hambay 3; rikumindasyun
counsel; counsels laygay; muyuˆ 1a;

týgun1; tudluˆ 2a
count bÿlang 1
counted as bÿlang 2
country nasyun
country: Philippines Pilipÿnas
countryside býkid 2
counts people, things bÿlang 1
couple about to be married kasay 4
couple, married ˆasãwa 1b
couple, newlywed kasay 3
coupon primyu
courage, lacking tãyaw1 1
courageous pugýsu
courageous; becomes courageous ˆÿsug
course of study kursu1
course of study, dropped from bagsak
course taught in school sabdyik
court bond for prisoner pyansa
court of justice kurti2
court sentence sintinsya
court witness tistÿgus
courts casually ˆasãwa 3b
courts smb ˆasãwa 3a; lýyag 2
cousin, first pakaˆisa
cousin, second pakatigdýha
cousin, third pakatigtýyu
covenant ginkaˆisahan; kasunduˆ 1a;

pangãkuˆ; sýgut 3
covenant, written sýlat 2b
cover for bed kubrikãma
cover for container takyub 1
cover for pillow punda
covered over by sth tambak 1
covered partially tabuˆtãbuˆ 1b
covered, sth is takyub 2
covered with algae, mildew, moss,

becomes lýmut 2
covered with foreign substance punuˆ
covering hamham 1; tampuy 1

covering: blanket hãbuy 1
covering of shell valve lupun
covering, temporary tãbun 1a
covering with hinges, smb closes sara 2a
covers eyes pÿkut
covers one’s self, smb, sth under sth

lýbung 1; tãbun 1b
covers with blanket hãbuy 2
covers with blanket, mat býkut
covertly sikrÿtu
coveted ˆapas
cow bãka
cow gives birth pÿtuˆ 2
cow, low of hýma
cow milk gãtas 1
cow, moo of hýma
cow neck wattle pãta2
cow nose ring prÿnu1
cow tick ˆýtuy
cowardly tãyaw1 1
cowpea balãtung
crab fat ˆaligi
crab, hermit ˆýmang
crab, land kuray2 1
crab, land, cooked in coconut milk extract

kuray2 1a
crab, small bãngiˆ 3
crack giltak 1a
crack; cracked slightly gunaˆ
cracked grain binlud 1a
cracker biskwit
cracks, sth giltak 1b
craft of dressmaking drismÿking
cramp in muscle ˆitin
cramp in stomach, severe syãpuˆ
crashing noise labýnuk; lagãbung
cravings, experiences pregnancy

panamkun
crawls kãmang
crawls backwards talikud 1b
crawls on top of sth tungtung 1a
crawls out gãtaw
crawls underneath suksuk2
crayon krayýla
crazy buˆang
crazy person gãgu 1
creak ˆÿgut
created being lalang 1b
creates a noise, sound tunug 1
creates sth, God lalang 1a

cotton swab 729 creates sth, God
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creature lalang 1b
creature, deep-sea lawudnun
creek, seasonal sapaˆ 1
crepe paper krip nga papil
cries tãngis
cripple lupug 1a
crippled, smb becomes lupug 1b
croak of a frog kalaˆkalaˆ
crocodile buˆãya
cross member extension of outrigger

duˆundýˆun
cross member of outrigger tarik
cross of Jesus krus 1a
crosses an area latun
crosses over an expanse tabuk
crosses river, stream latˆas
cross-eyed libat
crosswise krus 1b
crow of chicken, jungle fowl, rooster

tuyãˆuk
crowbar barÿta 1a
crowbar, digs, pries with barÿta 1b
crowd of people tãwu 1a
crowded with people, things punuˆ
crown kurýna
crowning of smb kurunasyun 1
crude oil krýdu
cruel pintas 1
crumbled by smb, a hand, instrument

gýmuk; tumuk
crumpled, sth is lunut
crushed, sth is ligis; lunut; pusaˆ
crushed bamboo walling kawãyan 2
crushed by smb, a hand, instrument

tumuk
crusher dust, marble bukbuk 1; ˆalpug
crusher for making marble dust, gravel

krãsir
crust, scaly scalp kagankan
crustacean bites with pincers kagat 2
crustacean pincers kagat 1; sipit 1
crusty nose mucus mungˆit
crusty scab kugan
cry of animal, fowl hýni
cry of chicken in danger ˆÿliw
cry of dog ˆuyãgik
cry, squeal of pig ˆiwik
crystal; crystal-like substance kristal
cube kwadrãdu
cucumber fruit or plant pipÿnu

culinary artist kusinÿru
cultigen tanum 1a
cultigen, smb plants tanum 1b
cultivates a garden gardin 2
culture, beauty byýti kultyur
culvert ˆimburnal
cup tãsa 1a
cup, porcelain tatsu
cupboard for dishes, food ˆaparadur
cupful measure tãsa 1b
curdles, milk, coconut milk extract kurta
cured anchovy gamus 1a
cured, anchovy fish is gamus 1b
cured by herbalist, skin irritation is sãpuˆ
cured of sickness huwas
cured sardines býru
cures fish by drying bãyuy 2
cures smb, sth ˆãyu 2b
current, electric kuryinti
current, ocean sulug
current, swept away by ˆãnud
curriculum vitae bayudãta
curse sumpaˆ 2
curtain kurtÿna
curved shape kulawut
cushion for sleeping ˆuyun 1b
custard flan dessert litsiplan
custom ˆugãliˆ
customer kustumir
customer, regular sýkiˆ
customer, sewing tahiˆ 2
customs batãsan 1
cut by stabbing, slashing labuˆ
cut down, vegetation is pýkan
cut into pieces tadtad; tuktuk1
cut into pieces, cut off ˆýtud 1
cut of knife, infection from dãlit
cut off tabtab
cut-off object ˆýtud 2
cut open latak
cut out, coconut meat is lýgit 1b; lukad 1
cut, the body is or becomes pilas 1b
cutlassfish liwit
cutlery: table fork tinidur
cutlery: table knife kutsilyu
cutlery: tablespoon kutsãra 1a
cutlery: teaspoon kutsarÿta 1a
cut-off object ˆýtud 2
cut-out cloth tabas 1b
cut-up piece of fish guyat 1a

creature 730 cut-up piece of fish
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cut-up piece of sth hiwaˆ 1
cuts an unopened buri frond buntay 2
cuts an unopened coconut palm

inflorescence tip panggýhud
cuts away vegetation from an area duyuk;

hayas 1a
cuts hair tupi 1
cuts metal, wood by sawing lagãriˆ 2
cuts neck of an animal, fowl ˆÿhaw 1;

yuˆyuˆ
cuts off outer part of sth kãpaw 2
cuts open to remove intestines hiliˆ
cuts out cloth, paper, clothing tabas 1a
cuts smb, sth by stabbing dugkay
cuts up fish guyut 1b
cuts up sth hiwaˆ 2
cuts with scissors gunting 2
cutter for buri leaf banganan; lÿlas 2
cutting bolo sundang
cutting instrument: butterfly knife

balisung
cutting instrument: scissors gunting 1
cutting machine for marble makina 3
cutting neck, killed by yuˆyuˆ
cutting of plant for reproduction

tanum 1c
cuttlefish lýkus
cuttlefish adobo ˆadýbu; lýkus 1a
cuttlefish fin palikpik
cuttlefish turns bluish when threatened

batukbãtuk
cyclical tyimpu 4
cylindrically rolled lÿkid2 1a; lýkut; piluˆ
cylindrically rolled object lÿkid2 1b
cylindrically rolled object is unrolled,

untied baskad

D

dalagang ma-anghut tree dalãgang
maˆanghut

dalinas tree yangÿlan
damage siraˆ 1
damages smb, sth pintas 2
damages sth; damage of sth siraˆ 2b
damselfish, three-spotted baguyan
dance, benefit bayli 2a
dance, benefit: holds, sponsors binipisyu;

bayli 2b

dance: boogie býgi
dance: cha-cha tyatya
dance, coronation kurunasyun 2
dance: folk dance puk dans
dance hall bayli 3
dance: kuratsa kuratsa
dance, modern bayli 1a; sãˆut 1a
dance show sãˆut 1b
dance style sãˆut 1a
dance: tango tanggu
dance: waltz bayli 1b
dancer of folk dance sãˆut 2
dances modern dance bayli 1c; sãˆut 1c
dances money-pinning dance býyang2
dancing area bayli 3
dandruff ˆalikˆik
dangerous dilikãdu
dangles kabit
dark; becomes dark duyum 1
dark color ˆayum1; kýtum
dark orange color marun
dark yellow color kapi 2
darling darling; dir
Darling, term of address Darling; Dir;

Hãni
date pitsa
dati eating banana datiˆ
daughter bãtaˆ 1c; ˆungaˆ 1b
daughter and father, husband tatay 3
daughter-in-law ˆumãgad
daughter-in-law, parents of kumadri 1b
day after tomorrow buwas 2
day: All Saints’ Day pyista 3; ˆadlaw 6
day before yesterday hãpun 6
day: Black Saturday Sabadu 2
day consisting of 24 hours ˆadlaw 2a
day; daytime ˆadlaw 3a
day: Easter Sunday Duminggu 3
day, election butasyun
day, feast pyista 1
day: Good Friday Byarnis 2
day: Holy Thursday Huwÿbis 2
day: John the Baptist Day San Huwan
day, measurement of time ˆadlaw 2b
day: New Year’s Day týˆig 3
day of week: Friday Byarnis 1
day of week: Monday Lýnis
day of week: Saturday Sabadu 1a
day of week: Sunday Duminggu 1
day of week: Thursday Huwÿbis 1

cut-up piece of sth 731 day of week: Thursday
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day of week: Tuesday Martis
day of week: Wednesday Myirkulis
day: Palm Sunday Duminggu 2
day, taboo ˆadlaw 7a
day, the whole hãpun 5
daybreak nagapamusÿˆag
daytime period, measurement ˆadlaw 3b
dead patay 1a
dead for ten days tãpus 3
dead person haning; patay 1a; wayaˆ 1d
dead person, night vigil for lãmay2
dead person, soul of kalag 1
dead person’s immediate relative tagˆÿya 1b
dead person’s body fluid sãgu
dead person’s soul, food offering for

kalag 2
deadly substance, poison kilkig 1
deaf bunguy 1
deals harshly with a child ˆÿsug
deals with smb in a particular way tratar
dealt with harshly higpit
dealt with in a particular way ˆãkuˆ;

trãtu 2
dealt with well tãhud; tãhud
dear in cost mahay 1a
Dear, address term Darling; Dir; Hãni
death certificate bãhas
death: commits suicide bikti
death notice ˆubitwaryu
debarked, a tree is puknit
debate; smb debates diskusyun
debates rasun 2
debones a cooked fish himay 1b
debt in kind or money ˆýtang 1a
debt payment extension tirmino
debt, repays ˆabýnu
debt slave ˆalÿlaˆ 1
decay siraˆ 2b
decayed lunut; siraˆ 2a
decayed coconut palm tree niyug 1a
decayed matter dýtaˆ 1a
decayed, vegetable matter is gabuk
deceased for ten days tãpus 3
deceased person haning; patay 1a;

wayaˆ 1d
deceit, deceitful týsu
deceiver traˆidur 1a
deceives a country, an organization, smb

traˆidur 1b
deceived lýku 1a

deceiver lýku 2
deceives smb tiˆaw 1
December Disimbri
decent disinti
decides to do sth disidi; ˆÿsip 2
decorated puni
decorated by embroidery burdãdu
decorates by embroidering burda 1b
decorates sth; decoration ˆãyu 1b
decorates; used for decorating

dikurasyun 2
decoration dikurasyun 1
decoration: embroidery burda 1a
decoration on body: tattoo pika
decorative design for mat sabat2 1b
decorator of cloth; embroiderer burda 2
decreases amount, number ˆÿban
deep dãyum1 2c
deep, body of water is tislub
deep inside sth dãyum 2a
deep riverbed hole libtunglibtung
deep sea; very deep sea lawud 1
deep sleep dãyum1 3
deeply, sleeps mýˆuk
deep-sea creature, plant, object lawudnun
deep-sea fish trap tabýnan 1
deep-sea fish trap funnel tube gãyaw
deep-sea fish trap, wire mesh tabýnan 1a
deep-sea fish trap, woven bamboo

tabýnan 1b
deep-sea fish trap, very býbu
defamation of character siraˆ 3
defames smb libak
defeated in contest, gambling pirdi 2b
defeats smb lýmaˆ
defecates kaˆuyu; ˆýyu2 1
defecation: diarrhea kursu2 1; ˆýyu2 2
defect dipiktu; siraˆ 1
deference; defers to smb rispÿtu
deficiency; becomes deficient kýliˆ
deficient kabus; kýliˆ
defies sabyaw
deformed mentally or physically, becomes

ˆabnurmal
degree, honors ˆýnur 2
degree, low in mÿnus 1
delay; delayed ˆawat
delay, without dãˆan 2
delectable parÿhu 3
delegate at a meeting diligãdu

day of week: Tuesday 732 delegate at a
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deliberates about sth dumdum1;
hunaˆhýnaˆ 1b

deliberation dumdum1
delicacy, black sticky biku 1b
delicacy, dessert dulsi 1
delicacy, food sumsýman 1
delicacy, salted fish balitsaw
delicacy, sticky rice biku 1
delicacy, white sticky biku 1a
delicious nãmit; parÿhu 3; timplãda
delicious smell of food ˆalisngaw 1b
delivered, a baby is tãwu 2
delivered to smb karaˆ 2
delivers a speech diskursu
delivers piglets ˆuruk 2
delivers sth to smb pãsa
delivery, baby experiences a difficult

tuˆung
delivery room dilibiri rum
demands payment sukut 1
demands sth pÿlit 1a
demon dimunyu; ˆispiritu 2; malãˆut;

santirmu; satanas; yãwaˆ 1
demonstrates sth kilãya 2b
denies falsely balÿbad
denominations of money, small sinsilyu 1
dentist dintista
denture pustÿsu
denuded of trees ˆupaw
denuded of what grows on it payut
departed soul kalag 1
departed soul food offering kalag 2
departs from a place larga
departs from smb, sth buyag 1a
depended upon lãˆum 1a
dependent sãkup 2
depends on dipindi; salig
depicts sth riplik
depleted nýgun 1; tikud
deposit of sth dipusitu 1a
deposits money, sth else dipusitu 1b
depressed; feels depressed; depression

langkag
depression, wood ˆýkaˆ
deprivation kýliˆ
deprived, becomes kýliˆ
deprived of milk hubas 2
depth of sth dãyum1 1
deranged buˆang
deranged person gãgu 1

descendant lãhiˆ
descends panãˆug
deserving of pity lýˆuy 1a
design: checkered, plaid dama 3
design for mat sabat2 1b
design on clothing: flowers býyak 3
designation of object klãsi 1a
desirable dãpat 1a
desire; desires smb lýyag 1
desire; desires sth gustu 1
desire for smb to do sth ˆintiris
desire, is overcome with patay 2
desired inordinately ˆapas
desired, smb is palanggaˆ 1
desires smb, sth ˆintirisãdu
desires to do sth ˆãyu 4
despised mÿnus 2; tÿmak 2
dessert dulsi 1
destination distÿnu 1
destroyed siraˆ 2a; pusaˆ
destroyed completely gubaˆ; wasak
destroys; destruction siraˆ 2b
destructive pintas 1
detaches paksiˆ 1; tangsuˆ
detainee prÿsu 1a
detects batyag1 1
determined disidÿdu
determined by the use of sth sunud 3
determines sth ˆintindi 1
determines to do sth disidi
devastating pintas 1
develops a chill pasma
develops suppurating sores gýyus 2
develops, transplanted vegetation

týbuˆ 1c
deviates from plan, idea lÿbag 1
devil dimunyu; ˆispiritu 2; satanas;

yãwaˆ 1
devil, black ˆãgtaˆ
devotion dibusyun
dew tunˆug
diagnosis, medical midikal
dialect of language hambay 6; linggwãhi
diaper for baby hamu
diarrhea bugrit; dayarya; kursu2 1;

ˆýyu2 2
did not wayaˆ 1c
dies bugtuˆ; dýyaˆ 2; haning; matay 1
difference dipirinsya 2
different, completely sariˆsãriˆ

deliberates about sth 733 different, completely
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different, object or taste is or becomes

lãbut 1
difficult týdu
difficult; becomes difficult; difficulty lãˆin;

hugaˆ 1
difficult delivery, baby experiences tuˆung
difficulty prublÿma
difficulty breathing, smb experiences hãpuˆ
digested in stomach týnaw 1
digging bolo suyut
diggings for marble blukÿti 3
digresses, a plan or idea lÿbag 1
digs marble from ground kwãri 1
digs out kutkut 2
digs with crowbar barÿta 1b
dike, pond field pilãpil
dilag anchovy fish dilag
dim; becomes dim duyum 1
din lingaw
diploma diplýma
dipped into liquid sawsaw
dipped out sýkad 1b; sanduk 1b
dipper, coconut-shell hýngut
dipper, general purpose sanduk 2
dipper ladle liwag 1a
dips up sth saybuk
direct quote, said by smb sabat1 1
direction hambay 3
direction; directs tudluˆ 2a
direction: east ˆisti
direction, near hampig
direction: north nurti
direction of, from, in the banda1 1b
direction: south salãtan
direction: west wisti 1
directions, various diˆin 2
directly to target, smb goes diritsu 2a
directs group of people, organization,

territory pýnuˆ3 2
dirt buling 1a
dirt; grime higkuˆ 1
dirty buling 1b; higkuˆ 2
dirty area, very mayagting
dirty habits, given to hapak
disappears duyaˆ
disastrous pintas 1
discarded balibag; týnud 1
discharge from ear tãyug
discharge, menstrual duguˆ 1a
discharges a service ngãgad

discharges; discharge of explosive lupuk
discharges fetus ˆýyu2 1
discipline, punishment sÿlut
disconnects tangsuˆ
discordant lÿbag 2a
discovered, sth is sýgid 1b
discovers how to do sth tuˆip
discovers sickness with egg kilÿbit
discovers sth sãyud1 1; tundug; tuˆun
discriminating pÿliˆ 2
discusses; discussion diskusyun; ˆirgu
discusses sth rasun 2; ˆisturya
disease, a pig is infected with white-rice

bugasbugas 2
disease: chills and shaking tãkig
disease of chicken, fowl pox pisti 1a
disease of domestic animal pisti 1
disease of pigs, white rice bugasbugas 1
disease: smallpox dalimãsuˆ
disease, venereal sakit 1a
disease-producing microorganism

kãgaw 1a
disembarks salta
disembowels a fish by opening along top

edge bislad
dish: annatto pork karikari
dish cupboard ˆaparadur
dish: fish salsa ˆisdaˆ 1e
dish: noodles pansit
dish rack banggirahan
dish: serving bowl hambãwan
dish: serving platter bandihãdu
dished out sýkad 1b; sanduk 1b
dished-out food sýkad 1a; sanduk 1a
dishwater lagmaw 1
dishwater pail lagmaw 2
disliked gustu 2; tÿmak 2
dislodged, becomes luras
dismissed from an activity paksiˆ 2
disobeys sabyaw
dispensary for medicine dispinsaryu
displays romantic interest dÿga
disposition batãsan 2
disquieted by smb, sth taranta
disregards tiˆis
disrobes ˆýba
disseminates a message, gossip, news

kãyat 2
dissent against smb salaˆ 2
distance distansya

different, object or 734 distance
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distance: kilometer kilumitru
distance of smb, sth from smb, sth else

layuˆ 2
distance, short tãwin 1
distant from shore, low tide lãpad 3
distant relationship; distant person, thing,

layuˆ 1a
distributed food sýkad 1a; sanduk 1a
distributes side-dish food suyaˆ 2
disturbed, action is sýya
disunited buyag 2
dita tree bitaˆ
ditch kanal; ˆimburnal
diver’s compressor kumprÿsur
dives for sth býsu
dives from the sky hugpaˆ
divided into pieces pidãsu 2; tadtad;

tungaˆ 3
divided into pieces by chopping, cutting

tuktuk1 1
divider between rooms partisyun 1a
divides into pieces tiltil
divides sth from sth else buyag 1b
divine punishment gãbaˆ
divines sickness with egg kilÿbit
division based on grade level siksyun
division line bawndiri
division marker for boundary duyýnan
dizzy lÿpung
do sth at the same time, together dungan
dock dungguˆ 2; pantalan; pyir
docks a boat, ship dungguˆ 1
doctor: dentist dintista
doctor, female medical duktýra
doctor, male medical duktur
document dukumintu 1
document: diploma diplýma
document: passport pasapurti
document, written land diklarasyun 2
documents papil 1b
documents sth dukumintu 2
dodgeball tãmaˆ 6
does all kýpu
does field work dýtaˆ 2
does foolish things lãngas 1b
does not have wayaˆ 1a
does sth býhat; hýkay 1b
does sth again liwat 2
does sth carefully dãhan 1
does sth excessively subra 2

does sth exclusively, zealously kaˆunu
does sth first ˆãnay1 1
does sth in a particular manner hÿmuˆ 1
does sth indecently, vulgarly bulgar
does sth late ˆulÿhi 2a
does sth next sunud 1b
does sth quickly gulpi 1b
does sth slowly ˆamatˆãmat; dãhan 1
does voluntary task tugpa
dog ˆãyam
dog, bark of ˆayuk
dog flea bitik
dog, growl of lãgut
dog, puppy tiyuˆ
dog, rabid bangˆaw
dog, yelp of ˆuyãgik
doll munÿka
domestic animal hãyup 2; ˆalÿlaˆ 2a
domestic animal: carabao karabaw
domestic animal: cat ˆuning
domestic animal: cow, bull, steer bãka
domestic animal disease pisti 1
domestic animal: dog ˆãyam
domestic animal: duck bÿbi; pãtu
domestic animal: fowl hãyup 2
domestic animal: goat kambing
domestic animal: horse kabãyuˆ
domestic animal is sterile matsýra
domestic animal: pig bãbuy
domestic helper, servant ˆãgaw
domestic helper, servant works as ˆãmu 2
Don, a title for an important man Dun
donax coquina mollusk parus
done by smb, that bitaˆ
done; complete kumplÿtu
done completely pulus 2
done extensively, intensively, vigorously

pwirti
done fine, small, on small scale pÿnu 1b
done firmly, tightly hugut
done in excess hustu 2
done little by little ˆÿsut 2
done next sunud 1a
done to smb tandug
done to smb, sth by smb else human 1
don’t bother bãli 2; bahãyaˆ na; bayˆilang
door for cabinet, clothes closet, doorway,

refrigerator sara 1
doorway pwirtãhan
doorway door sara 1

distance: kilometer 735 doorway door
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doorway opens ˆabri 1a
doorway, smb closes sara 2a
doorway, smb opens ˆabri 1b
dorab wolf herring fish balila
dots tumbuktumbuk
double banana fruit sãging 2a
doubtful diskumpyãdu
dove salampãti
downhill, goes lýsub
downspout ˆayugˆug
dozen dusÿna
drags sth gýyud
drains completely tiˆtiˆ
drawn, a gun is gãbut
draws a line baglis 2
dream; dreams sth damgu
drenches smb, driving rain sayuksuk
dress bãruˆ 2; bisti 1c
dress, baby’s bãruˆ 2a
dress, house bãruˆ 2b
dress, party bistÿda; gawn
dress, smb wears bãruˆ 3
dress, wedding bãruˆ 2c
dresses, craft of making drismÿking
dressing for hair pamada
dressmaking drismÿking
dressmaking shop syap
dried banana leaf lãmay1
dried cassava, sweet potato chips lalip
dried coconut meat: copra lýgit 1a
dried fish bãyuy 1
dried fish cooked in coconut milk

bãyuy 1a
dried imported shrimp pasãyan
dried leaf layaˆ
dried palm frond paywa 1
dried sardines tuyuˆ
dried tobacco leaf bundle manýsu
dried watermelon seeds pakwan 2
dries coconut meat to make copra lýgit 2a
dries fish for curing bãyuy 2
dries sth by pressure drying pintay
dries sth in the sun buyad
dries up hubas 1
dries with towel tuˆalya 1b
drift log, tree bãtang
drilled well bumba2
drink: coffee kapi 1b
drink: gin dyin
drink: milk gãtas 1

drink: orangeade kahilãda
drink: sugarcane wine lambanug
drink by sipping hÿgup
drink, intoxicating ˆinum 2a
drinking glass bãsu 1a
drinking, intemperate, immoderate kãgud 1b
drinking shed for drinking liquor

bayaybãyay 1d; ˆinum 2b
drinking straw ˆistru 2
drinking-water jar bangaˆ
drinking-water storage container galun 3
drinks a liquid ˆinum 1a
drinks bottoms up ˆungˆung
drip space of a house yard balisbis 2
drips týyuˆ2 1b; tamsak
driver of a vehicle draybir
drives a nail into sth langsang 1b
drives away animal, bird tãbug
drives; drives away býgaw
driving rain soaks smb sayuksuk
droops down kabit
droops the head yukyuk; yungyung
drop of liquid týyuˆ2 1a
dropped from course of study bagsak
drops; drops into tupaˆ
drops sth hýyug; lãrag
drops in on bisÿta 2; tãtap
drowned by water tyamˆuk
drowsy lÿpung
drug ˆÿsuy 1
drug, injected with ˆindyiksun
drugs, dispensary for selling dispinsaryu
drugstore butÿka
drum majorette madyurit 1
drum: tambourine tambur
drunk from liquor bayung
drunkard buratsu
drunken bobbing of head taruˆtaruˆ
dry; becomes dry; dries ˆuga
dry edge of beach ˆalÿhid; baybay 1b
dry leaf layaˆ
dry scalp; dandruff ˆalikˆik
dry season kwarisma 1; sÿlak 2
drying in sun, grain binlad
drying, smb cures fish by bãyuy 2
drying towel tuˆalya 1a
duck bÿbi; pãtu
duck egg ˆitlug
duck house pultri
dug out by prying sýkat2 1a

doorway opens 736 dug out by
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duhat tree or fruit lumbuy
dull; becomes dull dumpuy
dull obovaria mollusk kagadkad
duplicate of written, printed material

kupya 1
duplicates written, printed material

kupya 2
durable ligˆun; tÿbay
durian fruit or tree duryan
during a time period sa1 1b; sa1 3a
during an event, situation hãbang;

samantãlaˆ; ˆýras 1d
during each activity bãwat
during this time period niyan 1b
dusky rock-cod fish manÿlaˆ2
dust dapudapu
dust from crusher, marble bukbuk 1;

ˆalpug
duty, smb’s katungdãnan; ˆubligasyun
dweller pumulýyuˆ
dye tinaˆ 1a
dyed buri strip sabat2 1a
dyed buri strips, smb weaves into mat

sabat2 2
dyeing, sth is used for tinaˆ 1b
dynamite dilamÿta
dyugdyugay vine dyugdugay 1

E

each bãwat; kãda 1a
each; each one tagsa 1a
each one ˆisa 1b; ˆisa 1c
each other ˆisa 8
each other, acted on by giN-D-an
each other, two people help býlig1 1
each separate object, person bãwat 1b;

kãda 1a
each side buˆak 2b
ear discharge tãyug
ear of corn, unshucked pusuˆ1
ear of person, animal talÿnga
earlobe pýnuˆ2 1a
early dãˆan 2; timprãnu
early evening manayumsum
early morning ˆãga 1c
earnings ganansya
earns money kÿtaˆ 2b; kwarta 1b;

sýhuy 2

earring ˆarÿtus
earring fastener siradýra
earth dýtaˆ 1c; kalibýtan; lýnang 1a
earthquake lÿnug
earthworm lagu
earwax tuli
easily dãˆan 2
east direction ˆisti
Easter Sunday Duminggu 3
Easter week simãna 2
easy lupus1; daliˆ 1b
eat, something to kãˆun 1c
eat sth exclusively pulus 3
eaten tuyun
eaten raw kinÿlaw
eating banana, batabya batabya
eating banana, dati datiˆ
eating banana, ili-ud ˆiliˆud
eating banana, lacatan bayuy; lakatan
eating banana, latundan tundan
eating banana, pinasagi pinasagiˆ
eating banana, sinutla-an sinutlãˆan
eating banana, tinduk tinduk
eating banana, tudlundatu tudlundãtuˆ
eating event kãˆun 2
eating, food for kãˆun 1d
eating, intemperate, immoderate

kãgud 1b
eating place kãˆun 3
eating place: restaurant ristawran
eats a food delicacy sumsýman 2
eats an iced fruit mixture haluˆhãluˆ 2
eats between meals mirindar 1b
eats breakfast pamãhaw 2
eats by pecking tukaˆ 2; tukub
eats gluttonously lãmun
eats lightly mirindar 1b
eats noon meal ˆigmaˆ 1d
eats sth kãˆun 1a
eats supper ˆihãpun 1d
eats too much, a person who kãgud 1a
eaves trough ˆayugˆug
echo lãnug
eclipse of moon, sun ˆiskalipsi
edge, back, of bolo, knife bangkud
edge of beach baybay 1b; biˆbiˆ
edge of beach, object ˆalÿhid
edge of mat pÿliw
edge of sth kantu; tungud2
edge of water tãkas 1

duhat tree or fruit 737 edge of water
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edge, placed on lÿkid1
edge, scalloped gitinggiting
edge, table, strips bukyug
edible ocean sediment lãbud 1b
edible organ of animal suyud 3
edible variety of mushroom ˆýhung;

ˆamamãkuy
education ˆiskwÿla 5
eel kasÿli
eel blenny pantat
eel, blue ribbon ˆubud
eel bone bukug
eel, brown moray ˆubud
eel, snowflake moray ˆindung
effect of action, situation ˆipiktu
effect, sth has adverse kaˆunu2
effort budlay 1
effortless lupus1
egg, fish talidtalid
egg, fowl, insect, reptile ˆitlug
egg hatches butu
egg, head louse lusaˆ
egg omelet turtilya 1a
egg shell baguy 1
egg, unlaid fish bÿhud
egg white langitlangit
egg, whole buˆuk 1a
egg yolk dawadawa
eggplant, coconut-flavored tayung 1a
eggplant fruit or plant tayung 1
eggs, scrambled turtilya 1a
eggshell balayan 1b
eggshell mollusk dãkan
eight ˆutsu; wayu 1
eight people, things, events, states wayu 2
eight times wayu 3
eighteen disiˆutsu
eighth wayu 4
eighty ˆutsinta 1a
eighty-one ˆutsinta 1b
eighty-two ˆutsinta 1c
ejects ink, sea creature batukbãtuk
ejects spittle pilaˆ 1b
elastic strip lastiku 1
elbow sÿku
elder gýyang 2b
election ˆiliksyun
election day butasyun
election polling station prisintu 1
electric current kuryinti

electric meter kuntadur
electrically operated object, smb turns off

sara 2b
electrically operated object, smb turns on

ˆabri 1c
electronic device, battery for batiri
elementary school grade grid
elementary school grade level grãdu 2
elevated area tayud 1a
elevated, sth becomes kayaw
elevated, sth is ˆalsa
eleven ˆunsi 1
eleven people, things ˆunsi 2
eleven times ˆunsi 3
eleventh ˆunsi 4
eligibility kwalipikasyun
eliminated; dies dýyaˆ 2
embarrassed to do sth nahuyaˆ
embarrassment nahuyaˆ
embassy ˆimbasi
embers, tube for blowing on tayhup
embraced by smb ˆagýbay
embraces smb, sth kupkup
embroidered burdãdu
embroiderer burda 2
embroiders burda 1b
embroidery burda 1a
emerges from gum, tooth pusngil 2
emerging maging
emits a pleasant aroma humut 1b
emits smoke ˆasu 2
emotion pamãtiˆ
emotion: bosom, the seat of dughan 2
emotion: heart, the seat of buˆut 1a;

tagipusýˆun
emotional state: peaceful panãtag;

tawhay 1
employee trabahadur
employee, female ˆimpliyãda
employee, male ˆimpliyãdu
employer ˆãmu 1
employs sth ˆusar
empties a liquid completely tiˆtiˆ
empty basÿyu
empty house, object bakanti
encountered by smb, sth ˆãbut 1a
encounters sth ˆasirta
encounters trouble gulu
end area punta 1b
end of fruit or vegetable, blunt buliˆ 1a;

edge, placed on 738 end of fruit
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kibut 1a
end of sth tãpus 2; ˆulÿhi 1b
end of weaving is finished being woven

sapay
end point of object punta 1a
endeavor budlay 1
endeavors to do sth tilaw 1
ended; ends tãpus 1a
ending game, gambling ˆinding
ending place distÿnu 1
endowed with sth butang 3
ends, a session, school class sara 2c
ends at a place kýtub 1
ends in point talÿwis 1b
endure; enduring bãkas 1a
endures pirmi 1b; tãkud; tiˆis
endures hardship sakripisyu
endures pain sakit 2b
endures sth kãya 2
endures stomach pain hÿlab
enduring tÿbay
enemy ˆãway 2
energized gãna
enfolds smb, sth in arms kupkup
engaged in doing sth habut
engaged to be married; becomes engaged

sýgut 2
engaged man’s close relatives lyãki 4
engaged woman’s close relatives babãyi 2
engages in arm wrestling pãka2
engages in finger wrestling turnilyu
engages in making trouble sãmuk 1
engages in manual labor hurnal 2
engages in prostitution pýta 1b
engages in warfare gyÿra 2
engine makina 1
engineer fish ˆÿtu
English ˆIngglis
engulfs batlak
enjoys doing sth hÿlig 3
enough bastanti na; hustu 1; tãmaˆ 2
enrolls in course of study ˆinrul
entangled, becomes sãngit
enters sapduk; suyud 2a
enters large net, school of fish sýruy 1a
entertainment: movie sÿni 1
entertainment, program for paguwaˆ;

prugrãma
entices, woman who pisikun
entire bugˆus

entirely ˆãyu 3
entirely a particular color lýbus
entirely different sariˆsãriˆ
entirely done pulus 2
entirely one thing, substance pýru 1b
entrance ˆãgi 2
entreats pangabay
entreats; entreaty pangamýyuˆ
entrust sãlig
enumeration lista
envelope, smb closes sara 2a
envelope, smb opens ˆabri 1b
envious sÿna 1a
envious, becomes sÿlus
envious person sÿna 1b
epidemic disease of domestic animal

pisti 1
epileptic seizure, smb undergoes gutas
equal, becomes tupung
equal events, states parÿhu 1b
equipment gãmit 1a
equity hustisya
equivalent to, becomes tupung
eraser end of pencil pýnuˆ2 1a
erection of penis ˆutug
erects sth ˆugduk
error salaˆ 1a
erosion, exposed by kadkad
eruption of mouth corner tyutamatis
erupts, of volcano; eruption lupuk
erysipelas infection risipula
escapes buhiˆ2; pisik
escarpment pampang
especially lãluˆ; labi 1b
espousal objects ˆãras 1
espousal ritual ˆãras 2b
espousal ritual, priest performs ˆãras 2a
essential belief prinsipyu
established in mind, sth becomes

tanum 2
establishes a business, social group

týkud
esteemed dakuˆ 3
esteemed highly dunggan
estimate kalkulasyun
estranged buyag 2
ethnic group trÿbu
eucharistic bread ˆustyas
eucharistic wine bÿnu 1a
Eucharist celebration: mass mÿsa 1

end of sth 739 Eucharist celebration
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eulogized pýri
evacuates bakwit 1a
evacuation place bakwit 1b
evaporates hubas 1
even ˆãbir 1b; maskin 1b
even, becomes tupung
even for a particular time period

bÿsan 1b
even number numiru 2a
even though bÿsan 1a; bÿsan ˆanu 2;

basta 1d; ˆãbir 1a; maskin 1a
evening gabˆi 1a
evening, early manayumsum
evening, late hanãgub na 1
evening, mid-late hanãgub na 2
evening, this gabˆi 4; niyan 3
evening twilight hãpun 1d
event kapalãran; kasuyuˆan
event, eating kãˆun 2
event, formal purmal
event, happy lÿpay 2
event, humorous kabubuyaw
event, special cockfight dirbi
event, time of tyimpu 1
event to be held pagahiwãtun
even-tempered lamig 2
eventually ˆulÿhi 3
ever naman
every bãwat; kãda 1a
every morning ˆãga 1b
every year týˆig 2a
every year sth is done týˆig 2b
everyone kaninˆu 2; sinˆu 2b; tanan
everything tanan
evidences sth kÿtaˆ 1a
evil activity, situation mãlas 1a
evil; becomes evil lãˆin
evil person, soul of muytu; santirmu
evil pregnancy sickness sýhut
evil spell sumpaˆ 2
evil spirit dimunyu; ˆispiritu 2; malãˆut;

yãwaˆ 1
evil spirit, black ˆagtaˆ
evil spirit observer dyagˆun
eviscerates a fish by opening along top

edge bislad
exacting in enforcing or obeying rules,

regulations ˆistriktu
exactly hustu 1
exactly as stated ˆiksaktu

exactly at a given place mismu 1b
exactly right tãmaˆ 1a
exaggerates dakuˆ 1c; dakuˆ 3
exalted pýri
examination, medical midikal
examination of a school subject tist
examined by a doctor, smb allows herself,

himself to be kunsulta 2
examines carefully tutuk
examines smb, sth liˆliˆ; siruˆ 1a;

tanˆaw 1a
example halimbãwaˆ;  ˆihimplu;

ˆisplikasyun
example, for halimbãwaˆ; pananglit;

parÿhu 2
exasperated, smb becomes kunsimisyun
exasperation; becomes exasperated

ˆaburÿdu
excavates kutkut 2
excavation kutkut 1
except kundiˆ 1b; pwÿra
except for basta 1d; luwas 2
excess, done in hustu 2
excessive eating, drinking kãgud 1b
excessively subra 2
excessively fond of sth, becomes

kãgud 1c
excessively supplied, weighed down

kargãdu
exchanged for smb or sth else, smb or sth

is subliˆ 2
exchanges baylu
excluding luwas 2
exclusively does sth kaˆunu
exclusively eat one food pulus 3
excrement, bird, house lizard ˆÿput
excrement, hard tubuy
excrement, human tãˆi 1
excrement smell bangˆug
executes espousal ritual ˆãras 2a
exerts effort tinguhaˆ
exerts force against sth dugˆun
exerts strength kýsug 1b
exhausted; used up dýyaˆ 1a; tikud
exits kýyap; tãkas 2; tamwaˆ
exorbitant cost hugaˆ 2
exorbitantly subra 2
exorcizes an evil spirit bÿˆaw
expanse, passes over tabuk
expansive ocean lawud 1a

eulogized 740 expansive ocean
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expectancy, i.e., pregnancy nabdus 1a
expectant woman, i.e., pregnant

nabdus 1b
expectation; expects ˆãsa 1
expected event, situation natural
expecting a child, i.e., pregnant

nabdus 1a
expects sth gãsi
expedient pwÿdi
expelled pilak
expends money gastus 2
expense gastus 1; mahay 1
expense of sth mahay 1b
expensive hugaˆ 2; mahay 1a
experience karanasan; ˆikspiryinsya
experience, compete in mayad 2
experience, life saysay
experienced by smb dãngat; sayang;

ˆubsirba
experienced, smb is mayad 1
experiences a difficult delivery, baby

tuˆung
experiences a difficulty, problem

prublÿma
experiences an accident disgrasya
experiences breathing difficulty hãpuˆ
experiences cold hagkut
experiences difficulty, hardship hugaˆ 1
experiences loneliness, sadness langkag
experiences menstruation rigla 1b
experiences nervousness nirbyus
experiences pain sakit 2b
experiences pregnancy cravings

panamkun
experiences sexual pleasure ˆýyag 1b
experiences shortness of breath hãpuˆ
experiences sth ˆagi; tilaw 3
experiences symptoms of poisoning

ˆayungˆãyung
experiences trouble gulu
experiences, what smb paˆunu 2b
expert mayad 1; pirpik; tãˆas 2c
expert, more than smb else tãˆas 2c
expert, very tãˆas 2c
expires bugtuˆ; haning
expires, smb; dies dýyaˆ 2
explains paliwãnag
explanation paliwãnag; ˆisplikasyun
explodes; explosion lupuk
exploitative ˆurut 1

exploits sth kalit
explosive: bomb bumba1 1a
explosive device discharges lupuk
explosive powder for gun pulbura
exposed lutaw 1
exposed by erosion kadkad
exposure, protects sth from lipud
expression to negate effects of departed

soul muyuˆ 3
extended, stomach becomes hãbuk
extended, stomach is or becomes through

malnutrition buntikÿlun
extends length of sth sumpay
extends to taga-2
extension of time doing sth tirminu
extensive action masyãdu 1
extensive; becomes extensive dagkuˆ 1;

dakuˆ 1b
extensively dakuˆ 1a; paN-2
extensively done, happens pwirti
extent of sth hãbaˆ 1a
extra item subra 1a
extra one given as bonus paˆãman
extract, coconut milk gataˆ 1
extract, thick coconut milk gataˆ 1a;

pãyuk
extravagantly subra 2
extreme; becomes extreme dakuˆ 1b
extremely paka-
exudes guwaˆ
eye mata 1a
eye cataract katarãta
eye, foreign particle in pýling 1a
eye, gets foreign particle in pýling 1b
eye infection: pinkeye tagimata
eye is blinked, closed, winked pisuk 1
eye of needle býhuˆ 3
eye pupil kalimutaw 1; tawutawu
eye secretion due to infection mutaˆ 1b
eye secretion, eye is infected with

mutaˆ 1a
eye, sty in timustimus
eyebrow kÿlay
eyeglasses ˆantyýhus
eyelashes piluk
eyes are crossed libat
eyes closed pÿyung
eyes, covers pÿkut 1
eyes glare sÿga
eyes, opens mukyat

expectancy 741 eyes, opens
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F

fabric nuˆug; tÿla
fabric structure: tent tulda
face freckle pikas
face mask maskara
face of person hitsýra 1; ˆuyahun
face, person washes; cat washes with paws

lamˆus
face towel labakãra
face up, lies or is placed kayaˆ
face, woman makes up kulurÿti 1b
face wrinkle sýpat
faces smb, sth ˆatýbang 1a
facial hair: beard, mustache býngut 1
facial soap habun 3
factory, marble kãting masyin
faint sounding pÿnaw
faints ˆanimu 2; ginhãwa 3; gutas;

himatay
fair weather tyimpu 2b
faith týˆu
faith in smb kumpyansa
faith, smb’s religious rilihiyun
faith, Protestant Prutistanti
faith, Roman Catholic Rumãnu

Katuliku 1b
faithful in performing religious exercise,

smb is or becomes týtum
faithfulness dibusyun
fall down on top of each other dýmug
fall in line lihÿra
fall, lets bagsak
fallen leaves dayag
fallopian tubes, doctor ligates laygit
falls, a liquid týyuˆ2 1b
falls apart tumpag
falls backwards baliskad 1a
falls down hýyug; lãrag; tumba
falls; falls into tupaˆ
falls into debt ˆýtang 1b
falls over tapuk; tumba
false teeth pustÿsu
falsehood baliskad 1b; pinusung
falsehood, smb tells pinusung
falsely denies balÿbad
fame dungug; ˆýnur 1
familiar with, becomes suhung

family pamilya
family of dead person tagˆÿya 1b
family, including smb named si 1b
family lineage linãhi
family name ˆapilyÿdu
family, smb has pamilyãdu
famine food: beach pandan screw pine fruit

pangdan 1b
famine food: biga corms bÿgaˆ
famine food: buri flour buliˆ 4
famine food: butuan cooking banana pãkuy
famine food: limalima tuber limalÿma
famine food: nami root kuyut
famous kilãya 1; lakas1 1; pupular
fan kayab 1
fan, folding ˆabanÿku
fan scallop mollusk kayabkãyab
fan, woven kayab 1a
far out from shore; low tide lãpad 3
far place layuˆ 1b
fare plÿti 1b
fare, smb pays plÿti 1a
farm laborer, farmer dýtaˆ 3
farmer, upland ˆuma 2
fascia board of building sanÿpa
fashioned big dakuˆ 1d
fashioned round bÿlug2 1b
fashions hollow-block bricks halublak 1
fashions sth hÿmuˆ 2; human 2
fast; becomes fast bãkas 1b; týlin 1b
fast food kãˆun 1d
fast speed, tempo sãmuk 2a
fastened on suyˆub
fastened with clip klip 2
fastened with hair clip sipit 2b
fastener, fly bagu
fastener for bracelet, earring, necklace,

purse siradýra
fastener for clothing, snap kutsÿtis
fastener for hair: hair clip sipit 2a
fastener: clip klip
fastens onto by tying gãkut
fastens onto sth saput
fastens sth by tying gãpus
fastens to surface of sth kãput
fat of crab ˆaligi
fat of person, animal tambuk
fat, rendered animal mantÿka
father tatay 1a
Father, address term tatay 1c

fabric 742 Father, address term
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father and children, daughter, son tatay 3
father, pretend tatay 4
Father, reference term tatay 1b
Father, religious designation for priest

pãriˆ
fatherless orphan ˆÿlu 1e
fatigue; becomes fatigued budlay 2
fatty, becomes lãna 2
faucet, smb turns off sara 2b
faucet, smb turns on ˆabri 1c
faucet, water grÿpu
fault, mechanical dipirinsya 1a
favorable weather tyimpu 2b
favorite activity, object hÿlig 1
favors a particular action, situation

pabur
fear kuybaˆ
fearful; becomes fearful pãhug
feast punsyýnan
feast day pyista 1
feast to announce wedding pasuga 1
feast to announce wedding, smb holds

pasuga 2
feather, rooster’s long tail lawi
feathers, bird pin sabuy sabuy 1
feathers, body buybuy 1
feathers, preens siksik
February Pibrÿru
fed up bunguy 2
fee, consultation bãyad 2b
feeble lýya
feed, animal bahug 1; bubud 1
feed container bahug 3
feed, fowl bubud 1
feed trough bahug 3
feeds an animal bahug 2; bubud 2
feeds baby bird týgun2
feeds fowl bubud 2
feeds fuel into fire gatung 1b
feeds on vegetation, animal sabsab
feeds out fishnet hýyug; taktak
feeling batyag1 2; pamãtiˆ
feels batyag1 2
feels around for haphap
feels lightly hapýhap
feels lonely langkag
feels pregnancy cravings panamkun
feels pulse beat pulsu 1b
feels sad langkag
feels sorry for one’s self sýngun 1a

feels sorry for smb lýˆuy 1a
feels that sth happens, a state exists

mangnu 1
feet measure pyi
feet, smb stamps their lagumba
feet, smb washes hinaw
fellow human being ˆisigkatãwu
fellow student klasmit
fellowship pagsinundãnan
female babãyi 1
female animal is pregnant nabdus 1a
female animal’s vagina puyas
female clitoris tinggil
female contestant kandidãta 1a
female co-parent-in-law of a couple

kumãri 1a
female co-sponsor at baptism or marriage

kumãri 1a
female employee ˆimpliyãda
female fish vendor rigatunÿra
female friend kumãri 1b
Female Friend, Older manang 1a, 1b
female medical doctor duktýra
female paramour kãwat 3
female secretary of agency, firm,

organization sikritarya
female sponsor of bride and groom, of one

being baptized nÿnang 1a
female storekeeper tindÿra
female teacher maˆistra 1a
female who does laundry labandÿra
female worker ˆimpliyãda
female vagina pukiˆ 1
fence kuray1
fenced around, in kuray1
fencing wire, metal ˆalambri
fended off, a blow is sagang 1b
feminine purity babãyi 3; birhin
fern, bird’s-nest dãpuˆ2
fern handbag bag 2
fern, lukdu lukdu
fern, nito climbing nÿtuˆ
fern, pako paku
festival pyista 1
festive display: sky rocket kwÿtis
festive noise: firecracker lubintadur
fetches smb sýgat
fetches water sãyuk 1
fever sagnat
fever radiates heat ˆalisusu 1b

father and children 743 fever radiates heat
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few hÿnaˆ; lakaˆ; mÿnus 1; pila 3b;
ˆÿsut 1b

few, become lakaˆ
fiancé nubyu
fiancée nubya
fiancée’s close relatives babãyi 2
fiancé’s close relatives lyãki 4
fiber, abaca lãnut 2
fiber, cotton gãpas 2a
fiber sheet, coconut gýnut
fiber, synthetic for fishnet, rope kuralun
fibers buybuy 1; sabuysabuy 1
fictitious, a play, story is tumatu
field for rice humay 2; lanas
field of maize plants maˆis 2
field, smb constructs an upland kaˆÿngin 2
field, upland kaˆÿngin 1; ˆuma 1
field work, smb does dýtaˆ 2
fiesta pyista 1
fifteen kinsi
fifth lima 4
fifty singkwinta 1a
fifty centavos salapiˆ
fifty-one singkwinta 1b
fifty-two singkwinta 1c
fight: cockfight býyang1 1a
fighting cock buyangan 1a; tiksas
fighting cock’s spur buyang2
fights smb bãtuˆ; puyuk; ˆãway 1
file for wood, marble bayˆag 1
files a case against smb pablãtir
files a formal complaint kÿha
files a petition, request pitisyun
files wood, marble bayˆag 2
Filipino language Pilipÿnu 2
Filipino person Pilipÿnu 1
filled out; bulging haplak
filled with people, things punuˆ
filling for mattress, pillow: kapok kãyu 2
fills conveyance with marble dusˆay
fills mouth with food hýngit
fills sth with water býsak
filthy buling 1b
fin of fish, squid palikpik
final wedding-planning session sigir
finally dýgay 1e; naman
finance budget badyit
finances: money from sales binta
financial obligation tyawˆãnan
financial resources kãya 1a

finds aquatic invertebrates with artificial

light ˆiwag 1b
finds out kilãya 2a; sãyud1 1; tuˆun;

ˆintindi 1
finds out how to do sth tuˆip
finds pond-field shrimp putut 2a
finds smb kÿtaˆ 1a
finds sth kÿtaˆ 1a; tundug; ˆasirta
fine, chopped, ground pÿnu 1b
fine for wrongdoing multa
fine textured; becomes fine textured

pÿnu 1a; yutaˆ
finger kamuykamuy; tudluˆ 1
finger, index tudluˆ 1a
finger, little kumayingking
finger, middle tudluˆ 1c
finger ring singsing
finger, ring tudluˆ 1b
finger taps, touches kablit
finger wrestling, smb engages in turnilyu
fingernail kuku
fingernail manicurist manikyurista
fingernails, smb brushes bras 2
fingers, space between singiˆsingiˆ
finished kumplÿtu; tãpus 1a; ˆýbus
finished being woven sapay
finished completely hilamut; ˆýrut
finishes kýpu; tãpus 1a
finlet scad fish kalapatu
fire kalãyu
fire burns down ˆugdaw
fire flames ˆãput 1b
fire flares up dãyab 1
fire kindles combustible material ˆãput 1a
fire, match for starting puspuru 1
fire radiates heat ˆalisusu 1b
fire, smb blows on huyup 2
fire, smb builds dabuk 1b
fire, smb feeds fuel into gatung 1b
fire: smoldering live coals bãga
fire soul muytu; santirmu
fire stand sigˆang
fire, tube for blowing on tayhup
firearm ˆarmas
fire-banking piece of wood buhayun
firecracker lubintadur
firefish, zebra manangpukuk
firefly ˆaninÿput
fireplace ˆabu 1b
fireplace ashes ˆabu 1

few 744 fireplace ashes
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fire-spined fish lãya2
firewood kãhuy 1
firewood, a piece of partially burned

ˆayýtun
firewood: fuel for cooking gatung 1a
firm; stable; tight hugut; ˆãyu 1a
firmly done hugut
first ˆisa 4; ˆýna1 1a; pirst; primÿra 2a
first before sth else bãgu 2; ˆãnay1 1;

pa1 1; primÿra 2b
first cousin pakaˆisa
first cousin, child of gumangkun 1b
first cousin’s grandchild ˆapu 1c
first fruits býnga 1d
first in doing sth ˆýna1 1b
first one, thing ˆýna1 2; primÿra 3
first person quote nãkun 2
first place pirst
first quarter phase, moon is in kwartu2 2;

latiˆ 1a
first, smb is seen by smb else ˆýna1 5b
first sth is done ˆýna1 1c
first time ˆýna1 3; primÿra 4
first to play mãnu 1
first to play, smb is chosen to be mãnu 2
firstborn animal, child ˆãnay1 2
first-crop season panýˆig
fish ˆisdaˆ 1
fish adobo ˆadýbu; ˆisdaˆ 1g
fish are scooped up sÿhud 1a
fish, baby pisuˆ 1
fish bait paˆun 1a
fish bite, time dãwi 2
fish bone bukug
fish, broiled ˆÿhaw 2b; ˆisdaˆ 1f
fish cooked in coconut milk extract

ˆisdaˆ 1a
fish cooked in vinegar pangat 1b
fish delicacy, salted balitsaw
fish, dried bãyuy 1
fish, dried, cooked in coconut milk

bãyuy 1a
fish egg, unlaid bÿhud
fish eggs talidtalid
fish, female babãyi 1
fish fin palikpik
fish, five-string grouping of rulyu 2
fish, fried ˆisdaˆ 1d
fish hook and line bunit 1
fish is cooked in vinegar pangat 1a

fish is cured by drying bãyuy 2
fish is scaled himbis 2
fish is wrapped in a young coconut frond

budbud 2
fish jump around lisuk
fish line sinker tinggaˆ 2
fish, male lyãki 1
fish poison, herbal sambung
fish population ˆisdaˆ 2
fish pot, medium-sized kýyun 2
fish pot, small clay ˆanglit
fish, raw marinated ˆisdaˆ 1b
fish salsa dish ˆisdaˆ 1e
fish scales himbis 1
fish, school of lutaˆ 1a
fish scoop sibut 1
fish, scoops up sÿhud 1a
fish, slice of cut-up guyut 1a
fish, small, is gathered with fishnet scoop

sibut 2
fish, smb catches on a hook dãwi 1
fish, smb catches with hook and line

bunit 2
fish, smb cleans himay 1a
fish, smb cuts up, slices guyut 1b
fish, smb smokes tapa 1a
fish, smoked tapa 1b
fish spear sayangsang 1
fish spear, smb spears fish with

sayangsang 2
fish, spicy coconut-flavored ˆisdaˆ 1c
fish string sãgaˆ
fish swim in school lutaˆ 1b
fish tail ˆÿkug
fish trap, bamboo support frame for

patpat 2
fish trap, deep-sea tabýnan 1
fish trap funnel tube gãyaw
fish trap, shallow-sea tambak 2
fish trap, very deep-sea býbu
fish trap, wire mesh deep-sea tabýnan 1a
fish trap, woven bamboo deep-sea

tabýnan 1b
fish trap’s shoulder ˆabãga
fish vendor, female rigatunÿra
fish vendor, male rigatunÿru
fish wrapped in coconut frond budbud 1
fish: armed guitarfish pating sudsud
fish: band-fringed blenny tambasãkan
fish: banner wrasse wilwil

fire-spined fish 745 fish: banner wrasse
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fish: barred-halfbeak bayanban
fish: beaked leatherjacket saguksuk
fish: big-eyed scad magudlung
fish: black-snout sergeant major ˆayamag
fish: black-spot needlefish byanwag

tangkaliˆ
fish: black-tipped fusilier sulig mabýyus
fish: black-tipped sardine tambangkyaw
fish: blue soldierfish sugaˆ2
fish: blue-and-gold fusilier buyaw1
fish: blue-spotted grouper banãhan
fish: blue-spotted snapper kanlay
fish: brown carpet shark sudsud
fish: brown-eared surgeonfish matapˆung
fish: brown-stripe snapper dayangdang
fish: butterfly ˆalibangbang
fish: bulinaw anchovy bulinaw
fish: checkered snapper bangãyaw
fish: clown sweetlips bibigan
fish: cockatiel wrasse sayay
fish: convict worm-gobi ˆÿtu
fish: coral rabbitfish myagbagu
fish: coral trout banãhan
fish: cured anchovy gamus 1a
fish: cured sardines býru
fish: cutlassfish liwit
fish: dilag anchovy dilag
fish: dorab wolf herring balila
fish: dusky rock-cod manÿlaˆ2
fish: eel blenny pantat
fish: engineer ˆÿtu
fish: finlet scad kalapatu
fish: fire-spined lãya2
fish: flounder payad
fish: giant needlefish baluˆ
fish: goatfish ˆikˆik
fish: gold striped sardine lupuy
fish: golden rabbitfish or gold-spotted

rabbitfish mabyad
fish: graceful lizardfish tambud
fish: green puffer tikum
fish: grouper buyang1
fish: hagungan anchovy hagungan
fish: halibut payad
fish: hard-tailed scad kukhan
fish: hawkfish bantuy
fish: Indian anchovy tabyus
fish: Indian mackerel hagumãˆa
fish: lambiyung anchovy lambÿyung 1
fish: largehead hairtail liwit

fish: long-jawed halfbeak hamãlit
fish: long-nosed filefish saguksuk
fish: long-nosed wrasse ˆipusˆipus
fish: low-finned drummer ˆÿlak
fish: lunar-tailed grouper salÿgan; sulig
fish: lyretail wrasse malingyan
fish: mackerel scad tanduˆÿngan
fish: many-lined sweetlips panapsapan
fish: Maori snapper kanlay
fish: marbled cat shark tikiˆtÿkiˆ
fish: milkfish bangus
fish: mojarra latab
fish: moon wrasse malingyan
fish: mudfish haluˆan
fish: mullet bayãnak
fish: narrow-barred Spanish mackerel

malasugi
fish: narrow-lined puffer butÿti
fish: olive tang kýmay
fish: orange-dotted hair-toothed tang

ˆipÿngan
fish: ox-eyed scad hagumãˆa;

magudlung
fish: painted coral trout salÿgan; sulig
fish: panther ˆinid
fish: parrot busalug
fish: pearly spinecheek layrung
fish: polkadot grouper ˆinid
fish: pore-headed gudgeon tambayu
fish: queen triggerfish kayapkap
fish: rabbitfish mayagbagu
fish: rainbow runner balilÿtu; sÿluˆ
fish: red-flushed rock-cod manÿlaˆ2
fish: red-spot emperor bagutãyum
fish: red-toothed triggerfish kayapkap
fish: remora kimi
fish: saddleback grouper banãhan
fish: sailfin leaf bantuy nuˆugnuˆug
fish: sargassumfish lupuˆ
fish: scribbled rabbitfish danggit
fish: sergeant major ˆurus
fish: shark pating
fish: sharksucker kimi
fish: shoulder tang kýmay
fish: skinnyfish lapis
fish: slender fusilier sulig mabýyus
fish: slender queenfish lapis
fish: smooth flutemouth trumpÿta
fish: sole payad
fish: Spanish flag snapper bangãyaw

fish: barred-halfbeak 746 fish: Spanish flag snapper
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fish: spinecheek tuhung
fish: spiny porcupine tagihÿˆan
fish: spiny-eyed flathead sunug
fish: spotted triggerfish pakuy
fish: spotted sicklefish bayang
fish: spotted-fin bigeye parul
fish: starry puffer labus
fish: stingray pãgi
fish: stonefish bantuy gatasan
fish: streaked rabbitfish buyãwis
fish: swordfish byanwag 1
fish: three-spotted damselfish baguyan
fish: thumb-print emperor katambak
fish: tilapia tilapya 1
fish: trevally trakÿtuk
fish: triple-tailed wrasse bakwa
fish: tuna bangkulisan; tulÿngan
fish: unicorn suyãhan
fish: variegated lizardfish tambud
fish: vermiculate coral trout banãhan
fish: vermiculate rabbitfish danggit
fish: weever tambud liraw
fish: white sardine tapuyuk
fish: white-dotted rabbitfish buyãwis
fish: white-spotted boxfish lakpunlakpun
fish: white-spotted red snapper ˆahãˆan
fish: white-spotted shovel-nosed ray

pating sudsud
fish: wrasse lusaylusay
fish: yellow-banded threadfin bream

layrung
fish: yellow-fin surgeonfish matapˆung
fish: yellow-striped caesio sulig mabýyus
fish: zebra firefish manangpuyuk
fish-carrying pole sangyãyan 1a
fish-carrying poles of fish measurement

sangyãyan 1b
fisherman ˆisdaˆ 3
fisherman, hook and line bunit 4a
fisherman, lambiyung anchovy

lambÿyung 2
fishes with fishnet pýkut 2
fishes with multiple-hook fishing line

lambu 2
fishes with spear gun panaˆ 2b
fishhook tagaˆ
fishhook, catches fish on dãwi 1
fishhook fly tirilin
fishhook fly fastener bagu
fishhook is used to hook sth sanggit

fishing line holder for multiple-hook line

tagakan
fishing line, main bahãyan
fishing line, multiple-hook labay;

lambu 1
fishing line steel leader ˆasÿru 2
fishing, ocean dãgat 2
fishing place with hook and line bunit 3
fishlike creature, brown moray eel ˆubud
fishlike creature, eel kasÿli
fishlike creature, snowflake moray eel

ˆindung
fish line sinker tinggaˆ 2
fish tail ˆÿkug
fishnet pýkut 1
fishnet bundle rulyu 1a; pyÿsa
fishnet, cast lãya3
fishnet, feeds out from boat taktak
fishnet, fishes with pýkut 2
fishnet floater pataw
fishnet is used for catching fish in shallow

water pahubas
fishnet is woven, repair-woven hukut
fishnet, large sýruy 1b
fishnet, large-mesh linggiˆ
fishnet material: synthetic fiber kuralun
fishnet mesh mata 2
fishnet, nylon line pýkut 1a
fishnet, school of fish enters sýruy 1a
fishnet scoop sibut 1
fishnet sinker tinggaˆ 2
fishnet, small-mesh sãyap
fishnet, two-ply strand langgarÿti
fish-trap hook kahit
fish-trap rope buntýgun
fishwife rigatunÿra
fishy smell langsa
fist, punched with sýlung; sumbag
fit; fitting bãgay2
fitness kwalipikasyun
fits into, onto, through ˆÿguˆ 2
fitted onto sth sýkuy 2
fitting ˆãngay
five lima 1; payb; singku
five hundred kinyintus
five people, things, events lima 2
five times lima 3
five-string grouping of fish rulyu 2
fixed in mind, becomes tanum 2
fixes sth human 2

fish: spinecheek 747 fixes sth
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fixtures, house gãmit 1b
flag bandÿra
flame dãyab 1; kalãyu
flames, combustible material dãyab 1;

ˆãput 1b
flames with anger dãyab 2
flan dessert, custard litsiplan
flaps back and forth lýbag
flaps wings, bird kapay
flares up, fire dãyab 1
flashes ˆinggat 1b
flashes, lightning kilat 2; panglintiˆ
flashing light ˆinggat 1a
flashlight plaslayt
flashlight battery batiri
flat; becomes flat pantay 1a
flat, lays hapyaˆ
flat mountain peak tangkap
flat objects are joined tambi 1b
flat objects, joined tambi 1a
flat, smb’s nose is hungag
flattened by smb hipÿhip; pantay 1b
flatulence ˆutut 1a
flavor sabur 1a; timpla
flavored liquid sabaw 1
flavored liquid: coffee sabaw 1a
flavorful sabur 1b
flavoring: bulb of garlic pusuˆ2
flavoring: onion sibýyas 1a
flavoring: shallot sibýyas 1b
flavoring: soy sauce týyu
flavors food by marinating hýˆum
flaw dipiktu; gasgas; siraˆ 1
flea of dog bitik
flesh of fruit or tuber ˆunud
fleshy býkud
flick of index finger against thumb, of a

towel, a whip pitik 1
flicks away sth lãsik; sikwat
flies lupad
flies around, smb, sth tÿyug
flies by flapping wings kapay
flirtatious, a woman is gahirun; pisikun
floater, fishnet pataw
floating capacity of boat, ship lutaw 2a
floats on water surface lutaw 2b
flood bahaˆ 1a
floods bahaˆ 1b; batlak
floods behind obstruction pundu
floor is mopped nusnus

floor joist of building bunyýgan
floor joist of building, outside

paningdÿngan
floor mat banig
floor mattress kutsun
floor of building sayug
floor polisher, coconut-husk lampãsu 1
floor sill of building sukug
floor, smb brushes bras 2
floor, smb polishes lampãsu 2
floor; story of house ˆiskalun; týri
flops back and forth lýbag
flounder fish payad
flour bukbuk 1
flour, rice bukbuk 1a
flour, roasted-corn bukbuk 1b
flour sack katsi
flour, wheat ˆarÿna
flow of liquid dyãgan 1b; ˆÿlig
flower býyak 1a
flower bed býyak 4
flower for bride’s head ˆasahar
flower, fragrance of ˆalisngaw 1b
flower: gardenia rusal
flower nectar niktar
flower pot masitÿra
flower: rose rus
flower: sampaguita sampagÿta
flower stem ˆapungãngu
flower, unopened muyumýyu
flower vase býyak 5
flower-designed clothing býyak 3
flowering plant býyak 1b
flowers, a plant býyak 2
flowers, smb picks puˆpuˆ
fluid of dead person’s body sãgu
flung by smb ˆiksa
fluorescent gilak
flushes the mouth with water limugmug
fluted giant clam sayˆut
flutters, a bird, the heart, a pulse lisik
fly, insect langug
fly fastener for fishhook bagu
fly, fishhook tirilin
flying lizard tanduˆyãraw
focused, vision becomes hãwan 2a
foe ˆãway 2
folded piluˆ
folding fan ˆabanÿku
folk dance puk dans

fixtures, house 748 folk dance
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folk dance: kuratsa kuratsa 2
folk dance: tinikling tinikling
folk dancer sãˆut 2
following thing, time sunud 1c
follows; follows behind smb, sth

sunud 1a
follows in footsteps of smb panalig
follows smb, sth said, taught pãti;

sunud 2; týman
folly lýku 1b
fond of doing sth hÿlig 3
fond of smb lýyag
fond of sth, becomes excessively kãgud 1c
food: adobo made with chicken, cuttlefish,

fish, meat, squid ˆadýbu
food: annatto pork dish karikari
food: biscuit, cookie, cracker biskwit
food: blood meat dinugˆan 1a
food: bread, bun tinãpay 1
food: broiled fish ˆisdaˆ 1f
food: broiled meat karni 1e
food: candy dulsi 2
food, canned dilãta
food: cassava cooked in coconut milk

extract balinghuy 1a
food: chicken karni 1a
food: chicken cooked in coconut milk

extract manuk 2a
food, choked by tyamˆuk
food: coconut-flavored lumbay

lumbay 1a
food: coconut-flavored songe gourd

singkwat 1a
food condiment sabyaˆ
food condiment, pungent, hot kãhang
food consistency, hard, tough tãli
food consistency, soft labu
food, cooked lýtuˆ 2
food cooked in a banana leaf over live

coals týˆum 1b
food cooked in coconut milk extract

gataˆ 2a
food: cooked rice kalayu 2; kanˆun 1
food: cooked white sticky rice kalayu 2a;

kalayu 2b
food: cornmeal kanˆun 2; maˆis 1c
food cupboard ˆaparadur
food delicacy sumsýman 1
food delicacy, smb eats sumsýman 2
food, delicious smell of ˆalisngaw 1b

food, dessert dulsi 2
food dish ingredients lakut 2a
food, dished-out sýkad 1a; sanduk 1a
food: dried fish cooked in coconut milk

extract bãyuy 1a
food: dried imported shrimp pasãyan
food: dried sardines tuyuˆ
food eaten on Good Friday kulasyun
food: edible organs of animal suyud 3
food: eel kasÿli
food, famine kuyut
food: fish cooked in coconut milk extract

ˆisdaˆ 1a
food: fish salsa dish ˆisdaˆ 1e
food, flavor of sabur 1a
food for eating kãˆun 1d
food, fried prÿtu 1b
food: fried chicken manuk 2b
food: fried fish ˆisdaˆ 1d
food: ground meat karni 1c
food has sth stewed into it ˆaslum 1a
food: honey dugus
food: iced fruit mixture haluˆhãluˆ 1
food is boiled laˆgaˆ
food is completely consumed hilamut
food is cooked in a banana leaf over live

coals týˆum 1a
food is digested týnaw 1
food is dipped into liquid sawsaw
food is overcooked lataˆ
food is pressure dried pintay
food is sautéed gisa
food is tasty sabur 1b
food, junk pitsipitsi
food: land crab cooked in coconut milk

extract kuray2 1a
food: meat karni 1
food: mollusk meat sÿhiˆ 3
food: noodles pansit
food nutrient sustansya
food: octopus cooked in coconut milk

extract kugÿta 1a
food offering for departed soul kalag 2
food particles in teeth tinga
food: pork karni 1b
food: pork and liver stew minýdu
food prepared for eating kãˆun 1b;

tãhaw 1; priparasyun
food, pungent, hot kãhang
food ration rasyun 1a

folk dance: kuratsa 749 food ration
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food: raw marinated fish ˆisdaˆ 1b;
ˆisdaˆ 1b

food reserve risirba
food, reserved tagãna
food: rice meal bugas 1b
food: roast pork litsun
food, roasted sãbag 1b
food, root crop dýma; tanum 1f
food: salted meat kasãhus
food: salted shrimp dayuk 1
food: seafood stew tinýya
food seasoning sabyaˆ
food, side-dish suyaˆ 1
food, smb boils laˆýya
food, smb eats kãˆun 1a
food, smb liquefies sabaw 2
food, smb marinates hýˆum
food, smb preserves binipisyar
food, smb puts into mouth hýngit
food, smb serves riprisku; tãhaw 2
food, smb serves side-dish suyaˆ 2
food, smb stews laˆýya
food, smb washes hugas 1a
food: soup sýpas
food: sour stew ˆaslum 1b
food: spicy coconut-flavored fish ˆisdaˆ 1c
food: squid adobo lýkus 1a
food: stew kaldirÿta
food: vinegar fish dish pangat 1b
fooled lýku 1a
foolish; foolishness buˆang
foolish person bastus; gãgu 1; tuntu 1;

turpi 1
foolish, smb is bastus; býruy
foolish, sth is lýku 1c
foolish things, smb does lãngas 1b
foolishly bastus
foolishness lýku 1b
fools smb tiˆaw 1
foot and leg; foot or leg of animal, bird,

person siki 1
foot measurement pyi
foothold on tree tilhang
footprint danaˆ
foot’s heel buˆuy2
foot’s sole lapalapa
footsteps tÿkang 1a
footwear: non-rubber slippers tyinÿlas
footwear: shoe sapãtus 1a
footwear: wooden clogs bakyaˆ

for a time period sa1 1b
for each tig-1
for example halimbãwaˆ; pananglit;

parÿhu 2
for her, him, it: locative pronoun ˆiya 1d
for me: locative pronoun ˆãkun 1d
for sure galiˆ; gid; kuntaˆ; man; naman;

talaga; ˆabi
for the benefit of smb, sth pãra1 2
for the most part dãmuˆ 1b
for the purpose of sa1 3
for them: locative pronoun ˆinda 1d
for us (excl): locative pronoun ˆãmun 1d
for us (incl): locative pronoun ˆãtun 1d
for you (pl): locative pronoun ˆindu 1d
for you (sg): locative pronoun ˆÿmu 1d
forbearing pasinsya 1a
forbidden bãwal
forced to do sth pÿlit 1b; ˆahat
fords river, stream latˆas
foreboding kuybaˆ
forehead ˆagtang
foreign matter on teeth kiˆkiˆ
foreign particle in the eye pýling 1a
foreigner dayýhan
foreman of work project kapatas 1
foreman, smb works as kapatas 2
foresail of two-sail outrigger boat puk
forest kaguyãngan
forgets lÿmut
forgiven for wrongdoing patãwad
forgotten lipat
fork, table tinidur
form a single line lihÿra
formal action, event, situation purmal
formal complaint, charge kÿha
formal traditional shirt barung Tagãlug
former dãti
forsakes smb, sth bãyaˆ; bÿlin
fortunate swirti
fortune manggad 1
fortune, ill mãlas 1b
forty kwarinta 1a
forty-one kwarinta 1b
forty-two kwarinta 1c
forward movement prugrÿsu; ˆabanti
Found! bung
found, smb, sth is sýgid 1b; kÿta 1a
foundation post halÿgi 1
foundation post, sth is used as halÿgi 2

food: raw marinated 750 foundation post, sth
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four kwatru; pur1; ˆupat 1
four people, things ˆupat 2
four times ˆupat 3
four-liter measuring bottle galun 1a
fourteen katursi
fourth kwartu2 1; purt; ˆupat 4
fourth quarter phase, moon is in latiˆ 1d
fowl beak tukaˆ 1
fowl, bird pispis
fowl, bone of tuyˆan
fowl breast pitsu
fowl, butchers, cuts neck of ˆÿhaw 1
fowl, call, cry of hýni
fowl: chicken manuk 1
fowl: cockerel suyug
fowl, domestic hãyup 2
fowl, drives away tãbug
fowl: duck bÿbi; pãtu
fowl egg ˆitlug
fowl feed bubud 1
fowl gizzard baliktýnun
fowl is skinned ˆýpak 1b
fowl pin feathers sabuysabuy 1
fowl pox pisti 1a
fowl, smb feeds bubud 2
fowl tail ˆÿkug
fowl wing pakpak
fragile in texture; becomes fragile in

texture pÿnu 1a
fragrance of flower, food, perfume

ˆalisngaw 1b
fraud; fraudulent týsu
frayed sabuysabuy 2
freckle pikas
free bÿsan paˆunu
free, gets buhiˆ2
free of foreign matter limpyu
freeloader palamunun
freely maskin paˆunu
frees one’s self litÿra; pisik
fresh bagˆu 1a
fresh water tabˆang
freshwater snail susuˆ
frets libug
Friday Byarnis 1
fried prÿtu 1a; sãbag1 1a
fried chicken manuk 2b
fried fish ˆisdaˆ 1d
fried food prÿtu 1b
Friend, address term Mards; Maring;

Pards; Pari 1b
Friend, reference term kumãri 1b;

kampãri 1b; Pari 1a
Friend, Older Female manang 1a, 1b
Friend, Older Male manung
friends, a group of barkãda
friends, including si 1b
fright kuybaˆ
frightened hadluk; pãhug
frightened, becomes pãhug
frigidity, experiences hagkut
frisked, smb is haphap
frog pakaˆ
frog croaks kalaˆkalaˆ
from taga-1
from: comparison kay2 3
from her, him, it: locative pronoun

ˆiya 1d
from here, smb is yãri
from me: locative pronoun ˆãkun 1d
from the time of týnaˆ 1
from them: locative pronoun ˆinda 1d
from time to time kung ˆamat
from us (excl): locative pronoun

ˆãmun 1d
from us (incl): locative pronoun

ˆãtun 1d
from you (pl): locative pronoun ˆindu 1d
from you (sg): locative pronoun ˆÿmu 1d
frond leaflet dãhun 1
frond, mature buri buli 3
frond of palm paywa 1
frond of palm, blessed lukay
frond stalk of palm paywa 2
frond, unopened buntay 1
frond, unopened buri buli 2
frond, young coconut palm hanig
front of person, thing ˆatýbang 1b
front tooth ngÿpun 1b
fronts on smb, sth ˆatýbang 1a
froth buyaˆ 1
froths, the mouth buyaˆ 2
frowns kusmud
frozen ade ˆays kindi
fruit prýtas
fruit: ampalaya margýsu
fruit: apple mansãnas
fruit: avocado ˆabukãdu
fruit: balubo bayubu
fruit: banana sãging 1b

four 751 fruit: banana
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fruit, banana near plant stem hamungãnay
fruit: batabya eating banana batabya
fruit: beach pandan pangdan 1b
fruit: bell pepper katumbay 1a
fruit: betel nut býnga 2
fruit: bignay bugnay
fruit: breadfruit rÿma 1
fruit: butuan cooking banana butýhan;

pãkuy
fruit: calamansi larangha 1b
fruit, canned dilãta
fruit: chayote sayuti
fruit: chico kayumÿtu
fruit: chili pepper katumbay 1c
fruit: coconut niyug 2
fruit: coconut, beginning býkuy
fruit: coconut, fully-mature lanus
fruit: coconut, mature niyug 2d
fruit: coconut, semimature pyanituˆan
fruit: coconut, very mature laˆay
fruit: coconut, very young walig
fruit: coconut, young butung 1
fruit: common bean bitsuylas
fruit: common gourd tabuˆ2 1
fruit: cucumber pipÿnu
fruit: double banana bingkit 2a;

sãging 2a
fruit: duhat lumbuy
fruit: durian duryan
fruit: eggplant tayung 1
fruit, flesh of ˆunud
fruit: green-orange kahil kahil
fruit: guava bayãbas 1
fruit: ili-ud eating banana ˆiliˆud
fruit is chopped into pieces saksak
fruit is completely used up damut
fruit is gathered with fishnet scoop sibut 2
fruit is immature linghud
fruit is mature gýyang 1
fruit is overripe laˆas
fruit is peeled ˆýpak 1b
fruit: jackfruit, ripe langkaˆ 2c
fruit: jackfruit, unripe langkaˆ 2a
fruit: kabuyaw kabýgaw; kulisung
fruit: kamansi kamansi
fruit: kamias ˆÿbaˆ
fruit: katuray katýray
fruit: lacatan eating banana bayuy;

lakatan
fruit: lansones lansýnis

fruit: laputi lapýti
fruit: latundan eating banana tundan
fruit: long red pepper katumbay 1b
fruit: lumbay lumbay 1
fruit: mabulu mabulu
fruit: makabuhay makabýhay
fruit: makopa makýpa; margýpa
fruit: mandarin orange mandarin
fruit: mango mangga 1b
fruit: mango, ripe mangga 1c
fruit mixture, iced haluˆhãluˆ 1
fruit: native green bean hantak 1a
fruit of plant, tree, vine býnga 1a
fruit: okra ˆukra 1
fruit: paho pãhuˆ
fruit: papaya kapãya 1b
fruit: papaya, partially ripe bulihaw
fruit: papaya, ripe kapãya 2c
fruit: passion fruit pasyun prut
fruit peeling pãnit 1
fruit, picks puˆpuˆ
fruit: pinasagi eating banana pinasagiˆ
fruit: pineapple pinya 1b
fruit, plump býkud
fruit: pomegranate granãda
fruit: pomelo lukban
fruit: rambutan rambutan
fruit, ripe hinug
fruit: saba cooking banana sabˆa
fruit: santol santuy
fruit: sapodilla kayumÿtu
fruit scoop, fishnet sibut 1
fruit: sea grape ˆýbas
fruit section of citrus gilis
fruit: sinutla-an eating banana sinutlãˆan
fruit: sitaw bean hantak 1
fruit: soft-meat coconut makapunuˆ
fruit: songe gourd singkwat 1
fruit: soursop tyÿku
fruit: Spanish plum sarguylas
fruit: star apple ˆistar ˆãpul
fruit stem ˆapungãngu
fruit, stem end pýnuˆ2 1a
fruit, stem section pungãngu
fruit: sugar apple ˆãtis
fruit: sweet pepper katumbay 1a
fruit: tamarind sampãluk
fruit: tambis tambis
fruit: tinduk eating banana tinduk
fruit: tomato kamãtis

fruit, banana 752 fruit: tomato
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fruit, tree, plant, vine bears býnga 1b
fruit: tudlundatu eating banana

tudlundãtuˆ
fruit, unripe buyug1; hilaw 1a
fruit: unripe cooking banana pyasabˆahan
fruit: uyabi cooking banana ˆuyãbi
fruit: watermelon pakwan 1
fruit: wax gourd kanduy; kundul
frying pan kayãhaˆ
frying spatula syansi
frying-pan fried or roasted sãbag 1
fuel for cooking dabuk 1a; gatung 1a
fuel: gasoline gasulÿna
fuel: kerosene pitrulyu
fuel, smb feeds into fire gatung 1b
fuel tank tangki
fulfils responsibility of councilor

kunsihal 2
full punuˆ
full in eating busug
full moon bÿlug2 2a
full, moon is, becomes bÿlug2 2b
full slip kamisun
full-rounded býkud
fully mature coconut fruit lanus
functional pwÿdi; ˆýsu
functions as divider, that which

partisyun 1b
fundamental belief prinsipyu
funds, money kwarta 1a
funnel ˆimbýdu
funnel tube of fish trap gãyaw
funny lãngas 1a
funny happening kabubuyaw
furnishes smb with food ration rasyun 1b
furnishings gãmit 1a
furniture gãmit 1b
furniture: bamboo table langkãpi
furniture: bench, chair bangkuˆ
furniture: chair silya
furniture: pulpit pulpitu
furniture, rents ˆarkila
furniture: sofa supa
furniture: table lamÿsa; tÿbul 1
fused together bingkit
fusilier fish, black-tipped sulig mabýyus
fusilier fish, blue-and-gold buyaw1
fusilier fish, slender sulig magbýyus
future tyimpu 3
future happening kapalãran

G

gabigabi plant gabigabi
gabled building, perpendicular kamarin
gain býnga 1c; ganansya
gains smb’s attention by whistling

panihuy 1b
gall bladder ˆapdu
galvanized iron roofing material sim
gambler sugaruy
gambles on a cockfight býyang1 1b
gambling: ending game ˆinding
gambling; sth is used for gambling sugay
gambling winner daˆug 1a
game kãnam 1a
game home base sikyuˆ 2
game: blindman’s buff pÿkut 2b
game: basketball baskitbul 2a
game: checkers dama 1
game: cops and robbers baril 4
game: dodgeball tãmaˆ 6
game: finger wrestling, smb engages in

turnilyu
game: gambling: ending game ˆinding
game: hopscotch bakingkiˆ 1a;

bikaˆkaˆ 1a
game: kick-the-rubber-bands lastiku 2
game lead player mãnu 1a
game: marbles hýlin 1b
game: playing house bayaybãyay 2a
game: rubber bands taksiˆ
game: soccer sãkir
game: softball supbul 1a
game: sungka sungkaˆ 1a
game: syatu syãtuˆ 1
game: tag-the-can tutupung
game: topple-the-can tumba lãta
game: tops trumpu 1b
game: volleyball balibul
game score point puntus
game, smb gets zero score in sÿru 1b
game, smb is tagged in sikyu 1
game, smb plays a kãnam 1b
game: smb shoots seeds with blowgun

sumpit 1b
game, smb shouts Found! in bung
game wager piece patad
game winner daˆug 1a

fruit, tree 753 game winner
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ganta measurement gantas 1a
ganta measuring box gantas 1b
garbage linghut 1
garbage can, box basurahan
garbage pit pilãkan
garbage-burial place lýbung 2a
garden, smb makes gardin 2
garden, vegetable gardin 1
gardenia plant or flower rusal
garlic bulb bãwang; pusuˆ2
garlic plant bãwang
garlic section gilis
garment bãruˆ 1
garment collar kwilyu
garment: dress, gown bisti 1c
garment, mourning lýtu
garment neckline lÿˆab
garment: party dress bistÿda
garment pocket bulsa 1
garment waist hãwak
garment: wedding gown bisti 1d
gasoline gasulÿna
gasoline tank tangki
gather together, people, things dãpuˆ1;

pinsan; tÿpun 1a
gathered together, things are puntuk 1b
gathered up pýyut
gathered with fishnet scoop, fruit is

sibut 2
gatherer of coconut wine mananggÿti;

sanggut 2b
gatherer of coconut wine, becomes

mananggÿti
gathering mÿting
gathering of athletes mit
gathering place for loitering ˆistambay 2
gathering, school ˆiskwÿla 2
gathers aquatic invertebrates with artificial

light ˆiwag 2
gathers brook shrimp with colander shrimp

scoop sÿhud 1b
gathers coconut wine sanggut 2a
gathers flowers, fruit puˆpuˆ
gathers mollusks sÿhiˆ 2
gathers pond-field shrimp putut 2a
gathers sth tÿpun 1b
gathers together belongings, money bÿpid
gathers young coconuts butung 2
gazes around lingatlingat
gazes up hangad 1

gecko tikiˆ
gecko, baby pisuˆ 1
gecko egg ˆitlug
generation of people tinýbuˆ
generator nipple, kerosene lamp nÿpul
genitals parti 3
genitive personal noun determiner ni 1b;

nina 1b
genitive pronoun: by her, him, it niya 1b;

ˆiya 1c
genitive pronoun: by me ku 1b;

nãkun 1b; ta 1b; ˆãkun 1c
genitive pronoun: by them ninda 1b;

ˆinda 1c
genitive pronoun: by us (excl)

nãmun 1b; ˆãmun 1c
genitive pronoun: by us (incl) nãtun 1b;

ta 1b; ˆãtun 1c
genitive pronoun: by you (pl) nindu 1b;

ˆindu 1c
genitive pronoun: by you (sg) mu 1b;

nÿmu 1b; ˆÿmu 1c
gentle buˆut 1b; buˆut 2
genuine in determination disidÿdu
germ kãgaw 1a
germinates pusngil 1
germs, contaminated with kãgaw 1b
gets all kýpu
gets back sth bãwiˆ; sakar
gets by borrowing huyam
gets down on knees luhud
gets foreign particle in eye pýling 1b
gets free, released buhiˆ2
gets in touch with smb kuntak
gets married kasay 1; ˆasãwa 1c
gets money kwarta 1b
gets off boat, ship salta
gets out from confined area litÿra; pisik
gets out lice from head with louse comb

sýyud 2
gets ready ˆalistu 1b; handaˆ 1b; priparar
gets smb’s attention by whistling

panihuy 1b
gets snagged nihnih
gets sth as a whole buˆuy1 1b
gets sth from smb, sth buˆuy1 1a
gets up bãngun
gets wages kubra
gets water sãyuk 1
gets well ˆuliˆi

ganta measurement 754 gets well
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gets zero score in game sÿru 1b
ghost murex mollusk birhinbirhin
giant heron lapay
gift pasalýbung; rigãlu
gift, baptismal pakumkum
gift given to church: tithe ˆãlay
gifted with sth butang 3
giggles kutuˆkýtuˆ
gilun grass gÿlun
gin dyin
gin-bottle measure butilya 2
ginger, piece of pisnguy 1
ginger plant luyˆa 1
ginger rhizome or root luyˆa 2
girl babãyi 1
girl acting like boy: tomboy tumbuy 1
girl, beautiful gwãpa 1a
girl, young unmarried dalagÿta
girlfriend nubya
given a mortgage prinda
given as contribution ˆambag
given care ˆatãman; dãhan 2
given freedom to do sth hýnud
given; given over to smb karaˆ 2
given person, thing, place, time ˆisa 5
given responsibility for work týka
given sth butang 3
giver of care ˆalãgaˆ 2
gives taˆu
gives a food ration rasyun 1b
gives a pedicure pidikyur
gives alms; an offering limus 2
gives as inheritance subliˆ 1
gives assent kumpurmi; sýgut 1
gives birth, a carabao, cat, cow, goat

pÿtuˆ 2
gives birth to baby ˆungaˆ 2
gives birth to piglets ˆuruk 2
gives money change for purchase

sinsilyu 3b
gives notice of a happening ˆabÿsu
gives off heat waves ˆalisusu 1b
gives off smoke ˆasu 2
gives out food riprisku; tãhaw 2
gives payment for work done sýhuy 1b
gives sickness to smb, a soul lýˆuy 3
gives smb a kiss haruˆ
gives smb an astringent vapor medicine

týˆub
gives sth pãsa; taˆu

gives thanks salãmat
gizzard of fowl, bird baliktýnun
glances back lingig
glans penis býtuˆ 3; punta 2; tuliˆ 3
glare, the eyes sÿga
glass for drinking bãsu 1a
glass object ˆispÿhu
glasses for eyes ˆantyýhus
glassful bãsu 1b
glassware kubyirtus
gleaned, smb lets corn or rice be tubas 1a
gleans a crop ˆãni 1a
glistens kislap
glows, an artificial light hãyag 1a; sÿga
glutinous rice, black tapuy
glutinous rice, white mayagkit
glutton kãgud 1a
gluttonous daluk
gluttonously, smb eats lãmun
Go ahead! sÿgi 1c
Go back! ˆýliˆ 1a
go together in group punaˆ
goal distinasyun; týyuˆ1
goat kambing
goat bleats mihiˆ
goat gives birth pÿtuˆ 2
goat: kid pÿtuˆ 1
goatfish ˆikˆik
God Dyus 1; Makaˆãkuˆ
God creates sth lalang 1a
God, Lord Panginuˆung Dyus
godbrother halihun
godchild ˆanak 1
godchild through baptism ˆanak 1a
godchild through marriage ˆanak 1b
goddaughter ˆungaˆ 3
godfather manÿnuy 1; nÿnung 1a
Godfather nÿnung 1b; nÿnung 1c
godfather through baptism manÿnuy 1a
godfather through marriage manÿnuy 1b
godmother manÿnay 1; nÿnang 1a
Godmother nÿnang 1b
godmother through baptism manÿnay 1a
godmother through marriage manÿnay 1b
God’s abode lãngit 2
godsister halihun
godson ˆungaˆ 3
goes hamus; kadtu; pãnaw 1; tukad;

ˆãpas
goes above, on top of bãbaw 1b

gets zero score 755 goes above, on
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goes after smb lãhay; lagud
goes ahead sÿgi 1c
goes along a roadway karsãda 2
goes along with others in an activity

lakut 1; nunut; sãyu
goes around ˆãbug; lantýˆag; lÿbut 1a;

pãnaw 1; pasÿyu; sãbuˆ; turag
goes away from buyag 1a; halin 1a;

larga; laswa; lãyas
goes away from a confined place litÿra
goes back ˆatras; bãlik 1a; bwilta; ˆýliˆ 1a;

tukad
goes back and forth bãlik
goes back; goes up tukad
goes backwards baliskad 1a; talikud 1b
goes behind smb, sth ˆulÿhi 2b
goes by lÿpas 2; latun; lÿgad; ˆãgi
goes by way of shortcut laktud
goes caroling kãrul 2
goes directly to target diritsu 2a
goes down dãyum1 2b; panãˆug; tugbung
goes down, the moon, sun týnud 2
goes downhill lýsub
goes far away layuˆ 1c
goes from house to house bayay 4
goes home bayay 3
goes hook and line fishing bunit
goes in another direction lÿbag 1; likuˆ
goes in zigzag pattern ˆÿkis 2
goes inside dãyum1 2b; sapduk; suyud 2a
goes into large net, school of fish sýruy 1a
goes near smb, sth, a place lãpit 1a
goes net fishing pýkut 2
goes on top of tungtung 1a
goes out guwaˆ; luwas 1b; pãnaw 1;

tãkas 2; tamwaˆ
goes serenading harãna
goes somewhere byãhi 2; dãyu; kadtu;

karaˆ 1; ˆýliˆ 1a
goes spear fishing panaˆ 2b
goes through lusut; ˆãgi
goes to bed with smb ˆubay
goes to church simba 1a
goes to school ˆiskwÿla 3; ˆistãdi
goes to the bottom dãyum1 2b
goes to the open ocean lawud 2
goes to town banwa 2
goes toward speaker kari
goes under in a liquid lugdang
goes underneath suksuk2

goes up tukad
goes visiting pamasyar 1b
goes with smb, sth hatud; nunut
goes wrong way tãyang
goggles for water ˆantipãra
going uphill tayud 1a
gold bulãwan
gold coin, metal gintuˆ
gold is pure pýru 1a; týnay 1b
gold ringed cowrie mollusk sigay
gold striped sardine fish lupuy
gold treasure ˆýru
golden rabbitfish mabyad
gold-spotted rabbitfish mabyad
gone wayaˆ 1d
good ˆãyu 1a
Good afternoon! hãpun 3
good fortune; smb has good fortune

swirti
Good Friday Byarnis 2
Good Friday food kulasyun
good luck charm ˆantingˆanting;

kinaˆagman 2
good one, thing ˆãyu 1c
good quality of corn, rice tinggas
good weather tyimpu 2b
good-hearted buˆut 1b
goods for sale baligyaˆ 3
gossip balÿtaˆ 1
gossip, prone to hãbaˆ 3
gossips about smb kãyat 2; libak
gotten back sakar
gouged out coconut meat lýgit 1c
gouged out, coconut meat is lýgit 1b;

lukad 1
gouger, coconut meat lukad 2
gourd, coconut-flavored tabuˆ2 1a
gourd, common tabuˆ2 1
gourd, squash kyabãsa 2
gourd, songe singkwat 1
gourd, wax kanduy; kundul
government gubirmint; gubyirnu
government, Canadian Kanadyan
government councilor kunsihal 1
government court kurti2
government embassy ˆimbasi
government mayor mÿyur 1a
government representative: congressman

kungrisman
government senator sinadur

goes after smb 756 government senator
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government tax buhis
governor gubirnadur 1
governs group of people, organization,

territory pýnuˆ3 2
gown bisti 1c
gown, graduation týga
gown, Maria Clara býka mangga
gown, wedding bisti 1d
grabber of land langgab 1b
grabs land langgab 1a
grabs onto sth with claws sanggit
graceful lizardfish tambud
grade average ˆabrids
grade in elementary school grid
grade in school, passes to a higher pasãdu
grade, letter grÿding; grãdu 1; marka 2
grade level in elementary school grãdu 2
grade, percentage grÿding; grãdu 1
grades, report card indicating kard
graduate of an academic program

gradwit 1a
graduates from an academic program

gradwit 1b
graduation cap kãyuˆ 1a
graduation gown týga
grain becomes cracked binlud 1b
grain, cracked binlud 1a
grain in marble, wood sýpat
grain: mung beans munggu 1b
grain, sun-drying binlad
grain: unshucked ear of corn pusuˆ1
grains of rice, cooked muhmuh
grainy consistency sapya
grams, five hundred measure ˆunsa
granary kamãlig
grandchild ˆapu 1a
grandchild of first cousin ˆapu 1c
grandchild of second cousin ˆapu 1d
grandchild of sibling ˆapu 1b
grandchild of third cousin ˆapu 1e
grandfather lýlu 1a
Grandfather lýlu 1b
grandmother lýla 1a
Grandmother lýla 1b
granular solid is poured onto smb, sth

sabwag
granular substance leaks out ˆuyak
granular substance, smb catches in

receptacle sãyud2 1
grasps how to do sth ˆisip

grasps sth hãwid 1a
grass gýna 2a
grass, amor-seco ˆamursÿkus
grass, Bermuda Birmýda
grass blade dãhun 1
grass, cogon kýgun 1a
grass, gilun gÿlun
grass is crumpled gýmuk
grass, kugtung kugtung
grass, lemon tangyad
grass, pearl millet dãwa
grass, sorghum batad
grass, talahib bugang; tigbaw
grasshopper tibakya
grassy area gýna 2b
grated raska
grated coconut meat kãyus 2
grater for papaya kabilyýhan
grater of root crops ˆidˆÿran
grates coconut meat kãyus 1
grates sth raska
grave, burial place býhuˆ 4; lubung 1
grave condition, situation grãbi
grave, permanent marker for lapida
grave, temporary marker for tandaˆ
grave, smb closes sara 2a
grave, smb opens ˆabri 1b
gravel gãling2 2; grãba
gravel crusher for marble krãsir
gravel, marble grãba
gravely spoken to sukut 2
gravestone lapida
graveyard kampusantu; lýbung 2;

lýbung 2b; simintiryu
gray color ˆabu 2
gray hair ˆýban
grazes on vegetation, an animal sabsab
great; greater degree tãˆas 2b
greater amount dãmuˆ 1a
greater yam root ˆýbi 1b
greater yam vine ˆýbi 1a
Greedy! bãbuy 2
greedy for money; becomes greedy for

money kwarta 3
greedy for sth, becomes kãgud 1c
green bean, native hantak 1a
green color; becomes green birdi
green jackfruit langkaˆ 2a
green peas gisantis
green puffer fish tikum

government tax 757 green puffer fish
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green: unripe buyug1; hilaw 1a
green-orange kahil plant or fruit kahil
greens, sweet potato kamýti 1a
greeting: How are you? kumusta
greeting: Merry Christmas paskwa 1b
greeting: salute salýdu
greets smb muyuˆ 1c
grievance against smb salaˆ 2
grime higkuˆ 1
grinder galingan 1
grinder, coconut meat kyakuran
grinder, corn galingan 1c
grinder, meat galingan 1b
grinder, rice galingan 1a
grinds gãling2 1
grins slightly hÿyum
gripped by claw, hand, talon kumkum
groans dugudugu
grocery bag bag 4
groggy lÿpung
groin hÿtaˆ
groom and bride, female sponsor of

nÿnang 1a
groom and bride, parents of balãyi 2
groove, wood ˆýkaˆ
gropes for haphap
ground; earth dýtaˆ 1a
ground fine pÿnu 1b
ground corn maˆis 1c
ground meat karni 1c
ground quakes lÿnug
ground rice bugas 1b
ground substance gãling2 2
ground vapor ˆalisngaw 1a
group, are in, go together in punaˆ
group: herd of cattle bãka
group, member of mimbru
group of animals hãyup 1b
group of assembled people ˆasimbli
group of associates, companions, friends

barkãda
group of people living contemporaneously

tinýbuˆ
group of things lãwug
group: school of fish lutaˆ 1a
group: stalk of bananas býlig2
group, swims in lutaˆ 1b
group together dãpuˆ1; tÿpun 1a
group, whole bÿlug1 1a
grouper fish buyang1

grouper fish, lunar-tailed salÿgan; sulig
grouper fish, polkadot ˆinid
grove, cassava plants balinghuy 2
grove, coconut trees niyug 4
grove, guava plants bayãbas 2
grove, nipa palm trees nÿpaˆ 1b
growl of dog lãgut
grown up; becomes grown up dagkuˆ 1
grows, transplanted vegetation týbuˆ 1c
grows up bãhuy 1a
growth, new týbuˆ 1a
gruel, coconut-flavored lýgaw 2
gruel, rice lýgaw 1
grumbles riklãmu
grunt of pig bangguk; ˆÿguk
g-string bahag
guamachili tree kamatsili
guarantee kasunduˆ 1a; pangãkuˆ;

sumpaˆ 1
guarantees kasunduˆ 1b
guard bantay 1a; gwardya
guard, smb works as bantay 1b
guardian angel ˆanghil 1a
guards smb, sth bantay 1c
guava fruit or plant bayãbas 1
guava fruit, partially ripe lugkãnun
guava plant grove bayãbas 2
guest bisÿta 1
guffaws hayakhak
guidance hambay 3; rikumindasyun;

tudluˆ 2a
guide for cutting buri leaf ˆakayan
guideline tãning
guides tudluˆ 2a
guitar gitãra
guitar player gitarista
guitar, similar to: bandore bandurya
gum of teeth ngãyus
gum resin, asafetida ˆinggu
gum, storax kamangyan
gun ˆarmas; baril 1
gun bullet, shot bãla
gun holster tagub
gun pellet pirdigýnis
gun toy, ramrod for tãku 2
gun, smb shoots baril 2
gun, spear panaˆ 2a
gun without discharge, click of pitik 1
gun: wad shooter baril 3
gunpowder pulbura

green: unripe 758 gunpowder
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guyline of boat harsya

H

habits batãsan 1; ˆugãli
habits, given to dirty hapak
habits, smb is tidy in týbis
habitual in doing sth masyãdu 1
hacienda ˆasyinda
hacksaw lagãriˆ 1
haggled over, price is tãwad
hagungan anchovy fish hagungan
hagunuy vine hagýnuy
hails smb muyuˆ 1c
hair adornment: ribbon lãsu
hair base pýnuˆ2 1a
hair, body buybuy 1
hair clip klip 1; sipit 2a
hair comb husay 1a
hair, facial: beard, mustache býngut 1
hair, facial: sideburns ˆagigÿsing
hair fastener hirpin
hair, head buhuk
hair is clipped with hair clip sipit 2b
hair part pilýka 1
hair pomade pamada
hair, pubic sabut
hair shampoo syampu
hair, smb parts pilýka 2
hair, white ˆýban
haircut tupi 1
haircut: smb cuts hair short kãpaw 1
hairdresser tupi 2
hairpin hirpin; klip 1
hairs on plants, itchy gÿluk 1a
hairy fibers buybuy 1
half a leaf kuyhad 2
half of sth buˆak 1b; tungaˆ 1
half piece of coconut niyug 2c
half-slip hapslip
half-hearted salipapaw
half-liter measurement tyýpa 1
half-liter measuring can tyýpa 2
halibut fish payad
hall, dance bayli 3
hallowed binditãdu 1
hallowed palm frond lukay
hallows bindÿta
hamburger karni 1c

hammer, carpenter’s martilyu
hammer handle pýyu
hammer, sledge mãsu 1
hammered puypug
hammerhead shark, smooth pamingkýngan
hammering, nail used for langsang 1a
hammers with sledgehammer mãsu 2
hand kamut
hand, carries by bitbit
hand corn grinder galingan 1c
hand meat grinder galingan 1b
hand of bananas sãpad
hand palm pãyad
hand rice grinder galingan 1a
hand, seized by a kumkum
hand signal sinyas 1a
hand span dãngaw
handbag bag 1
handbag, buri bag 3
handbag, nito fern bag 2
handbag, smb closes sara 2a
handbag, smb opens ˆabri 1b
handcuffs pýsas
handkerchief panyuˆ
handle of axe, bolo, chisel, hammer, knife

pýyu
handle of basket, cord higut 1b
handle of bolo is broken pãka1
handle of coconut wine transporting

container kawit 2
handle of slingshot tiladur 2
handle of wok pãkaw
handled in a particular manner kãbig
hands clap in applause palakpak
hands over sth pãsa; taˆu
hands, smb shakes lãluˆ
hands, smb washes hinaw
hand-signals a message sinyas 1b
handsome boy, man gwãpu
hanger-on palamunun
hanging sth, hook for gansu
hangs down kabit
hangs down, the head yukyuk; yungyung
hangs sth bÿtin
hangs sth high sabˆung
hangs sth on a clothesline hayhay 1
happening ˆikspiryinsya; kapalãran;

kasuyuˆan; tabuˆ1 1
happening, announcement about ˆabÿsu
happening during life saysay

guyline of boat 759 happening during life
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happening, humorous kabubuyaw;
lãngas 1a

happening, plan or schedule for plãnu
happens extensively, intensively,

vigorously pwirti
happens for a little while dýgay 2
happens to smb tabuˆ1 1
happy; becomes happy; happily; happiness

lÿpay 1
happy event lÿpay 2
harbor dungguˆ 2; pantalan; pyÿsa; pyir
hard consistency tãli
hard excrement tubuy
hard headed ˆýyu1 3
hard heart of tree lýbas
hard luck mãlas 1b
hard of hearing bunguy 1; lýya
hard of hearing, becomes lýya
hard, substance is tugas
hard, tries tinguhaˆ
hard, works bugˆat 2
hard-shelled mollusk sÿhiˆ 1
hardship hugaˆ 1
hardship, endures sakripisyu
hard-tailed scad fish kukhan
harmful substance: poison kilkig 1
harmonica silundrun
harms smb, sth pintas 2
harsh higpit
harsh in enforcing rules, regulations

ˆistriktu
harsh with a child; becomes harsh with a

child ˆÿsug
harshly spoken to sukut 2
harvest basket for rice tabig
harvest knife yãtab
harvest of corn, rice tubas 1b
harvest season ˆãni 3
harvest sickle kãrit
harvested, lets sth be tubas 1a
harvester ˆãni 2
harvests a crop ˆãni 1a
harvests fruit puˆpuˆ
harvests young coconuts butung 2
has no longer, more wayaˆ 1a
has not yet wayaˆ 1c
has sth ˆigwa 1a; may 1a
hat kãyuˆ 1
hat: mortarboard kãyuˆ 1a
hat, puts on kãyuˆ 2

hat, sun saruk
hatch, eggs butu
hatches eggs lumyum
haughtiness hambug
haughty bãhuy 3; hambug
hauls; hauls out bira
hauls by dragging gýyud
hauls sth hãkut
hawili shrub or tree labnug
hawk banug
hawkfish bantuy
hayu lizard hayu
hazardous dilikãdu
he: predicate or topic pronoun siya
head, carries on tusˆung
head covering: hat kãyuˆ 1
head, drunken bobbing of taruˆtaruˆ
head flower for bride ˆasahar
head hair buhuk
head is bald buyug2
head louse, mature kýtu
head louse, undeveloped kayumad
head of animal, living being, person

ˆýyu1 1
head of cabbage ripulyu
head of match, combustible puspuru 2
head of municipal government: mayor

mÿyur 1a
head of people, territory pýnuˆ3 1
head of village kapitan 2
head position for lying, reclining ˆýyu1 2
head, smb bows, leans it against or on sth

dýhung
head, smb lies it down on sth ˆuyun 1a
head, smb nods muˆmuˆ; tanguˆ
head, smb or sth droops yukyuk;

yungyung
head, smb or sth shakes linguˆ
head, soft spot on baby’s bubun1 1
head, spear ˆudyung
head temple sintÿdu
head-louse egg lusaˆ
headstone for grave, tomb lapida
headstrong ˆýyu1 3
healed by herbalist, skin irritation is

sãpuˆ
health problem dipirinsya 1a
health problem, inflicted with

dipirinsya 1b
health, smb’s ginhãwa 1

happening, humorous 760 health, smb’s
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healthy, becomes ˆãyu 2b
heaped together puntuk 1b
hear, unable to bunguy 1
hearing, hard of lýya
hears sth banawbãnaw; batiˆ 1a
heart beat pitik 1
heart beats tukar
heart beats rapidly kubaˆkubaˆ
heart cockle mollusk pusuˆpýsuˆ
heart flutters lisik
heart of banana pýsuˆ 2
heart of person, animal pýsuˆ 1
heart of tree lýbas
heart: seat of emotion buˆut 1a;

tagipusýˆun
heartbeat hartbit; tukar
hearth ˆabu 1b
heat ˆÿnit 1b
heat, intense dangga
heat radiation, waves ˆalisusu 1a
heat, sth melts with týnaw 2
heated; becomes heated by fire ˆÿnit 1a
heated slowly lãˆub
heaven lãngit 2
heavenly santu 1
heavenly being: angel ˆanghil 1
heavily, it rains lãlung
heavy bugˆat 1b
Hebrew moon snail lagayan;

subrasubra 1b
Hebrew person Hudÿyu
hectare of land ˆiktarya
heel of foot, shoe buˆuy2
height of sth tãˆas 1
held back hãkup; hãwid 1b
held in mouth, beak tãban
held with hand, hands behind back baklid
help for smb, a cause býlig1 1;

kuntribusyun; limus 1
helped by each other býlig1 1; tuwang 2
helper býlig1 2
helper of priest: acolyte sakristan
helper; servant sirbidýra; suluguˆun;

ˆãgaw
helper, servant, works as ˆãmu 2
helper, voluntary dyaganan
helps smb býlig1 1; tãbang
helps smb by doing household work sirbi
hemmed in kulung
hemorrhoid ˆalmurãnas

hen, cackle of kutak
hen, cluck of kutuˆkutuˆ
hen, mother mungaˆ
hen, pre-laying dumayãga
henpecked husband ˆandir di sãya
her, of hers: possessive pronoun niya 1a;

ˆiya 1a
hers: possessive pronoun ˆiya 1b
herb: ayapana ˆalupãna
herb: bamban banban
herb: langkawas langkawas
herb: mahihiyain huyaˆhuyaˆ
herb: mugwort hilba
herb: sambung sambung
herb: sesame lunga
herbal bite medicine tambay
herbal charm bag karminkarmin
herbal medicine buyung 1
herbal medicine, smb buys gãwad
herbal medicine, practitioner of

ˆalbularyu; buyung 3
herbal medicine source: akapulku leaves

palutsÿna
herbal medicine source: aloe vera leaves

sabÿla
herbal medicine source: ayapana herb

ˆalupãna
herbal medicine source: dalagang ma-anghut

leaves dalãgang maˆanghut
herbal medicine source: dyugdyugay nut

dyugdyugay
herbal medicine source: garlic bãwang
herbal medicine source: hagunuy leaves

hagýnuy
herbal medicine source: hawili leaves, root

labnug
herbal medicine source: hilba buyna leaves

hilba buyna
herbal medicine source: kabuyaw juice

kulisung
herbal medicine source: kalingag bark

kalÿngag
herbal medicine source: kamantigi leaves

kamantÿgi
herbal medicine source: lagundi leaves

lagundi
herbal medicine source: malunggay bark,

root kamalunggay
herbal medicine source: manaba leaves

banaba

healthy, becomes 761 herbal medicine source
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herbal medicine source: oregano leaves

ˆuriganu
herbal medicine source: sambiri root

sambiri
herbal medicine source: sambung herb

sambung
herbal medicine source: sunting leaves

sunting
herbal medicine source: talampunay shrub

katsubung
herbal medicine source: tamarind leaves,

seeds sampãluk
herbal shrub: talinum talÿnung
herbalist ˆalbularyu; buyung 3
herbalist divines sickness with egg kilÿbit
herd of cattle bãka
herdsman bakÿru
here diri 1; yãri
Here! ˆu2
hermit crab ˆýmang
heron, giant lapay
hesitation pause kuwan
hex sumpaˆ 2
Hey! ˆaba
hibiscus China rose gumamÿla
hide is skinned ˆýpak 1b
hides sÿlung 2a; tãguˆ 1a
hides smb tãguˆ 1b
hides sth lipud; tãguˆ 1b
high blood pressure hayblad
high, higher degree tãˆas 2b
high temperature dangga
high tide; becomes high tide tãˆub
highest degree pinaka- 1
highest point of hill, mountain bakilid;

tayud 2
highlands býkid
highly honored dunggan
highway karsãda 1
hikes baktas
hilba buyna shrub hilba buyna
hill area býkid 1
hill, highest point of tayud 2
hill, hillside bakýyud 1b
hill, peak of ˆalipukpuk
Himalayan swiftlet bird salimbabãtang
hindered hãwid 1b; sýya; ˆawat
hindered in breathing hãpuˆ
hinders approval, accomplishment of sth

hãrang 2

hinders passage hãrang 1
hinders smb from doing sth pugung
hindrance ˆawat
hinged object, smb opens ˆabri 1b
hip, person’s, animal’s balyýˆang
hip roofed pinanuluk
his, of his: possessive pronoun niya 1a;

ˆiya 1b
hissing sound kãyas
hit by sth tãmaˆ 5
hit on face with open palm tampaˆ
hit on hard surface tingku
hit with open palm tampýyung
hits smb, sth býguy
hits with a stick pakang 2
hits with sth held bungkuy
hitting lightly, object is used for paspas
hitting stick pakang 1
hobby hÿlig 2
hold, sponsor a benefit dance bayli 2b;

binipisyu
holder for multiple-hook fishing line

tagakan
holding an event pagahiwãtun
holding, land dýtaˆ 1b
holds a benefit dance bayli 2b; binipisyu
holds a fiesta pyista 2
holds a wedding announcement feast

pasuga 2
holds an event býhat
holds an initial wedding-planning session

pamalãyi 2
holds child on upper body ˆabit 1
holds onto hãwid 1a
holds tightly kupkup
hole býhuˆ 1a
hole between cords of fishnet mata 2
hole, deep riverbed libtunglibtung
hole in ground kutkut 1
hole in floor for defecating ˆunˆun 1
hole, small buhus
hole, smb punches a býhuˆ 2
holey object gisiˆ
hollow-block brick halublak 2
hollow-block bricks, smb makes

halublak 1
holster, gun tagub
holy binditãdu 1; santu 1
holy communion, receives, serves kalãwat
Holy Infant Jesus santu 1a

herbal medicine source 762 Holy Infant Jesus
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Holy Thursday Huwÿbis 2
Holy Week simãna 2
home bayay 2
home base in game sikyuˆ 2
home of king: palace palasyu
home, smb goes bayay 3
home-grown, not imported nÿtib
homemade tobacco roll tabãkuˆ 1b
homemade vinegar, mild sýkaˆ 1b
homemade vinegar, strong sýkaˆ 1c
homosexual girl; tomboy tumbuy 1
honey dugus
Honey, address term Hãni
honeybee putyýkan
honeybee, small wild kabuyay
honk of motor vehicle horn busÿna 1a
honor of doing sth pribilihÿyu
honor, smb’s dungug; ˆýnur 1
honored highly dunggan
honors degree ˆýnur 2
hoof, animal’s kuku
hook and line bunit 1
hook and line fisherman bunit 4a
hook and line fisherman, smb becomes

bunit 4b
hook and line fishing place bunit 3
hook and line, smb catches fish with

bunit 2
hook fastener siradýra
hook, fish trap kahit
hook for catching fish tagaˆ
hook for hanging sth gansu
hook, smb catches fish on dãwi 1
hooked on sth, becomes nihnih
hooks sth sanggit
hope; sth is hoped for salig; ˆãsa 1
hope in smb kumpyansa
hopefully kuntaˆ; sigýru; ˆãbi 2
hopscotch game bakingkiˆ 1a; bikaˆkaˆ 1a
hopscotch place bakingkiˆ 2
hopscotch, smb plays bakingkiˆ 1b;

bikaˆkaˆ 1b
horn, conch budyung 2
horn of animal sýngay
horn of motor vehicle, honk of busÿna 1a
horn of motor vehicle, smb sounds

busÿna 1b
horse kabãyuˆ
horse saddle muntýra
horsepower balyus; di

horse’s hoof mollusk basaˆ2
hospital huspital
hot ˆÿnit 1a
hot, as of peppers, vinegar kãhang
hot ashes blown by wind ˆalipãyuk
hot vinegar sýkaˆ 1a
hour ˆýras 1a
hour, time measurement ˆýras 1b
house bayay 1
house altar ˆaltar
house attic pãpag
house, chicken bayaybãyay 1c; pultri
house dress bãruˆ 2b
house, inside a bayay 1d
house lizard taguˆtuˆ
house lizard, baby pisuˆ 1
house lizard egg ˆitlug
house lizard excrement ˆÿput
house, outside yard bayay 1c
house porch balkun
house, poultry pultri
house, smb owns bayay 4
house steps hagdan
house to house, smb goes from bayay 5
house, under a bayay 1b
house, upstairs of bayay 1a
house yard dyãˆag
house yard eaves drip space balisbis 2
housecoat dastir
housefly lãngaw
household bayay 2
household water source sãyuk 2
house-singing ritual for marriage

ˆalabãdu 1
house-singing ritual singers for marriage

ˆalabãdu 2
housing for nuns: convent kumbintu
How are you? kumusta
How is it possible? paˆunu 1a
How is sth? kung maˆunu 1a
how many, how much pila 1a; pila 1b
how sth is kung maˆunu 1b
how sth occurs paˆunu 1b
howling wind hagubhub
hugged by smb ˆagýbay
hull of boat, ship balilig; kãha; kasku
hull ribs of outrigger paddle boat ligasun
hulled rice bugas 1
hulled rice sack kustal 1b
hulled rice storage basket lÿbun

Holy Thursday 763 hulled rice storage
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human baby pisuˆ 1
human being, fellow ˆisigkatãwu
humorous happening kabubuyaw;

lãngas 1a
humorous things, smb does lãngas 1b
hums a song, tune hýgung
hundred gatus; syin
hunger gýtum
hungry gýtum
hungry, extremely daluk
hungry for money kwarta 3
hunts below for sth lãnaw
hunts for smb, sth rikÿsa; tanˆaw 1b
hurled by smb ˆiksa
hurries daliˆ 1a
hurts smb, sth pintas 2
hurts, the body sakit 2b
husband ˆasãwa 1a
husband and children, daughter, son

tatay 3
husband, becomes ˆasãwa 1c
husband, henpecked ˆandir di sãya
husk, coconut bunut 1
husked coconut niyug 2b
husked rice bugas 1
husking stick, coconut buynasan
husks a coconut bunut 2
hustles daliˆ 1a
hut bayaybãyay 1a; kãtids
hut, cemetery bayaybãyay 1e

I

I: predicate or topic pronoun ˆaku
I said: interjection nãkun 2; pýyung ku
ice candy ˆays kindi
iced fruit mixture haluˆhãluˆ 1
idea, no ˆanung mãlay
ideas in doing sth ˆidÿya; paraˆan
identity, personal pirsunalidad
idiot tuntu 1; turpi 1; ˆuhangˆuhang
idiotic býruy
idol ˆistampa
if basta 1a; kung 1a
if only kung 1a
ignorant person mangyan 2
ignored dýyaˆ 1b
ignores smb’s instruction sabyaw
ilang-ilang tree ˆilangˆÿlang

ili-ud eating banana fruit, plant ˆiliˆud
ill fortune mãlas 1b
illicit sexual intercourse; adultery kãwat 1b
ill-mannered barumbãdu
illness sakit 1
illness: arthritis lubat
illness: chill of the body pasma
illness: common cold sipˆun 1a
illness: diarrhea kursu2 2
illness, medically treats buyung 2
illness, spirit-induced sabid
ill-provided for lýˆuy 2
illuminated with artificial light hãyag 1b;

ˆiwag 1b
illustration halimbãwaˆ
image ˆistampa
image of cross of Jesus krus 1a
image of saint santus 2
image of sth, smb ribultu
imaginary, a play, story is tumatu
imagination kalimutaw 2
Imagine! hãmak
imagines sth gãsi
imbecile ˆuhangˆuhang
imitates actions, characteristics, traits

panalig
imitation D 2a
immature fruit linghud
immediate relative of dead person

tagˆÿya 1b
immediately bahãyaˆ lang; dãˆan 2;

diritsu 2b; gulpi 1a; ˆinsigÿda;
niyan 1d

imminently dýgay 1b
immoderate kãgud 1b
impaired, vision is hayap
impeded sýya
impeded in breathing hãpuˆ
imperfection on body: mole lyunar;

ˆayum2
implicated with sth, becomes ˆýmid
implores pangabay; pangamýyuˆ
importance of sth kwinta; puyus 1;

ˆimpurtansya
importance, sth is given labi 1a
important tãˆas 2c; ˆimpurtanti
imported shrimp, dried pasãyan
impossible ˆimpusibli
impoverished; becomes impoverished

kýliˆ

human baby 764 impoverished
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imprisoned prÿsu 1b
improvement; improves ˆãyu 1b
in a little while daliˆ 1b
in a short time lagat
in a time period sa1 1b
in addition to patiˆ
in any case tutal
in any way galiˆ
in back of smb, sth, smb goes ˆulÿhi 2b
in case bãsiˆ 2
in charge of taga-3
in charge, smb is dumãya
in good taste simpli
in, in front of smb, sth sa1 1
in lieu, place of ˆimbis
in order that kay2 2
in smb, sth nasa
in the direction of banda1 1b; hampig
in the past ˆýna1 1d; primÿra 2c
in use ˆýsu
inadequate kýyang; lýya
inadequate, becomes; inadequacy kýyang
inappropriate lawˆay
inappropriate speech santing
inattentive; inattentively ˆayangˆãyang
incensed hãngit; ˆugut
inch pulgãda
in-charge, one bahãyaˆ
incision to eviscerate, makes hiliˆ
inclement weather tyimpu 2a
inclination to do sth ˆintiris
included territory of municipality: village

sãkup 3
including hasta 1b; patiˆ
including companions si 1b
income kÿtaˆ 2a
income, meager lýya
income from working swildu
income, smb earns kÿtaˆ 2b
inconsequential tiˆaw 2
incrustation, scaly scalp kagankan
incrustation, teeth kiˆkiˆ
incubate, eggs butu
incubates eggs lumyum
incurred expense gastus 1
incurs debt ˆýtang 1b
indecency bulgar
index finger tudluˆ 1a
Indian anchovy fish tabyus
Indian mackerel fish hagumãˆa

Indian mulberry tree bangkýru
indicates siling 3
indication of sth palatandãˆan; tÿma 2
indignant hãngit; ˆugut
indigo plant tãgum
indiscretion bulgar
indispensable wages rimidyu 2
individual bÿlug1 1a
individuals bÿlug1 1b
indolence; indolent; becomes indolent

tãmad
industrious hýgud
inebriated bayung
inebriated person buratsu
inexperienced bagˆu 1b
infant lapsag
infant bird, fish, gecko, house lizard, rat,

human pisuˆ 1
Infant Jesus, Holy santu 1a
infected raised area: erysipelas risipula
infected welt on body labhag
infected with eye secretion mutaˆ 1a
infected with intestinal worms bÿtus 2
infected with watery skin infection, smb

becomes tubigtubig 1b
infected with white-rice disease, a pig

bugasbugas 2
infection from snakebite, peck of a bird,

cut of a knife dãlit
infection: measles tipdas
infection of eyes: pinkeye tagimata
infection of mouth corner tyutamatis
infection of skin: erysipelas risipula
infection: pimples punggud
infection: smallpox dalimãsuˆ
infection, watery skin tubigtubig 1a
infectious dãlit
infects tapun
inflammation of joints: arthritis lubat
inflammation: sty timustimus
inflated haplak
inflicted with a health problem

dipirinsya 1b
inflicted with soul sickness, smb becomes

muyuˆ 2
inflicts soul sickness lýˆuy 3
inflorescence, banana plant or heart

pýsuˆ 2
inflorescence, broccoli brukýli
inflorescence, cauliflower kuliplãwir

imprisoned 765 inflorescence, cauliflower
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inflorescence, coconut, opened tangãya 1b
inflorescence, coconut, unopened niyug 3
inflorescence plant býyak 1a
influence; influenced ˆimpluwinsiya
influenza sipˆun 1a
influenza, afflicted with sipˆun 1b
informant in court case tistÿgus
information sãyud1 2; tudluˆ 2a
information about a happening ˆabÿsu
informed about smb, sth kilãya 2a;

sãyud1 1
informs hambay 1; ˆabÿsu; tudluˆ 2a
infrequent bihÿraˆ
ingredient, betel chew: betel leaf býyuˆ
ingredients in a food dish lakut 2a
ingredients, smb mixes together lakut 2b
inhabitant pumulýyuˆ
inheritance; inherited trait mãna 1a
inherited ˆãbut 1b; subliˆ 1
inherits sth mãna 1b
initial wedding-planning session

pamalãyi 1
initial wedding-planning session, smb holds

pamalãyi 2
initial yield býnga 1d
initiates a meeting tawag 1b
initiates sth ˆabri 1d
injected; injection ˆindyiksun
injection of vaccine, vaccinates by bakýna
injured, the body is, becomes pilas 1b
injures smb, sth pintas 2
injury to reputation siraˆ 3
ink, cuttlefish, octopus, squid ˆãtaˆ 1a
ink is ejected by sea creature batukbãtuk
ink, squirts ˆãtaˆ 1b
inner covering of pillow sýput
inner surface of bamboo tãˆi 2b; tiyan 2
inner tube of tire ˆintiriyur
inner tube patch hakyup 1
inner tube, spare risirba
inordinately subra 2
inquires pangutãna
insect ˆalimbubýyug
insect: ant subay
insect: bedbug sýrut
insect bites, herbal medicine for tambay
insect: blowfly langug
insect: butterfly bilabila
insect: chicken louse, white dãpaw
insect: cockroach kuratsa 1

insect: cow tick ˆýtuy
insect: dog flea bitik
insect: earthworm lagu
insect egg ˆitlug
insect: firefly ˆaninÿput
insect: fly langug
insect: grasshopper tibakya
insect: head louse kýtu
insect: honeybee putyýkan
insect: honeybee, small wild kabuyay
insect: housefly lãngaw
insect: mosquito namuk
insect: moth langawlangaw
insect: scorpion ˆiwi
insect: spider lãwaˆ
insect: white ant ˆãnay4
insect: winged termite dagadaga
insect: worm ˆýyud
insect: yellow jacket wasp lapÿnig
insects congregate, stay together dãpuˆ1
inserts into a space dasuk 2
inside a house bayay 1d
inside a time period sãkup 1
inside, brought, put, worn suyud 2b
inside out baliskad 1a
inside three-dimensional space suyud 1a
inside two- or three-dimensional space

sãkup 1; siˆuk
insignificant condition tiˆaw 2
insists pÿlit 1a
inspection, medical midikal
inspects carefully tutuk
inspects sth, smb liˆliˆ; siruˆ 1a; tanˆaw 1a
instances tabuˆ1 1
instead; instead of ˆimbis
institution of learning: college kulihiyu
instruction hambay 3; laygay;
rikumindasyun; sýguˆ; týgun1; tudluˆ 2a
instructor, becomes an maˆistra 1b;

maˆistru 1b
instructor, female maˆistra 1a
instructor, male maˆistru 1a
instructor, training praktis 2
instructs laygay; muyuˆ 1a; sýguˆ; týgun1;

tudluˆ 2a
instrument: bar scale kÿlu 2b; rumãna
instrument: bolo, cutting sundang
instrument: bolo, digging suyut
instrument: butterfly knife balisung
instrument: crowbar barita 1b

inflorescence, coconut 766 instrument: crowbar
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instrument for measuring time: clock,

watch rilu
instrument for pounding salsa: salsa pestle

sarsa 3
instrument for prying out mollusk meat

sýkat 1b
instrument for spearing fish: spear gun

panaˆ 2a
instrument for vehicle: jack dyak 1
instrument for volume measurement

takus 2
instrument: harvest knife yãtab
instrument: harvest sickle kãrit
instrument is stuck into sth bugsuk
instrument: louse comb sýyud 1
instrument: meter measure mitrus 2
instrument, out of tune lÿbag 2a
instrument: pan scale kÿlu 2a
instrument, percussion pirkasyun
instrument: phonograph pýnu
instrument: radio radyu
instrument: scissors gunting
instrument, sharp duyut 3
instrument, smb strums stringed kayas
instrument, smb tunes bãgay3
instrument: spear panaˆ 1
instrumental music sunãta
insufficient kýyang; limitãdu
insufficient, becomes; insufficiency

kýyang
insult; insulted ˆinsultu
intelligence, compete in mayad 2
intelligent mayad 1
intemperate kãgud 1b
intemperate person kãgud 1a
intense; becomes intense dakuˆ 1b
intense heat dangga
intense; intensely D 1a; týdu
intensively done, happens pwirti
intention týyuˆ1
intercepts smb, sth hãrang 1; sambat;

sumpung
intercourse, sexual ˆiyut 1
interest in doing sth ˆintiris
interest in smb, sth gãna; kursunãda;

ˆintiris
interest on investment týbuˆ 2
interest on money týbuˆ 2
interest percentage pursintu
interested in doing sth gãna; ˆintiris

interested in smb, sth hãngaˆ; ˆintirisãdu
interests one’s self in smb, sth lãbut 2
interior of area, place ˆilãya
interior of house bayay 1d
interior of object dãyum1 2a; tungaˆ 2a
interjection: Come! hamus
interjection: Come in! dãyun 2a
interjection: Come on! hala; sÿgi 1c
interjection: Come out! luwas 1b
interjection: Found! bung
interjection: Go ahead! sÿgi 1c
interjection: Go back! ˆýliˆ 1a
interjection: Good afternoon! hãpun 3
interjection: Here! ˆu2
interjection: Hey! ˆaba
interjection: It doesn’t matter! bahãyaˆ na
interjection: Let’s go! mus; hala
interjection: Merry Christmas!

maligãyang pasku
interjection: My god! Dyus 2
interjection: Never mind! bahãyaˆ na;

bayˆilang
interjection: Oh! ˆaba; ˆay; taya
interjection: Pig! bãbuy 2
interjection: Please! ˆãbi 1; ˆãnay2
interjection: Wow! waw
interjection: Yes! hýˆu
interjection, offensive: You devil! yãwaˆ 2
interjection, offensive: You dolt! gãgu 2;

tuntu 2; turpi 2
interjection, offensive: Your ass! buliˆ 2;

kibut 2
interjection, offensive: Your copulation!

ˆiyut 2
interjection, offensive: Your penis!

býtuˆ 2; tuliˆ 2
interjection, offensive: Your excrement!

tãˆi 3
interjection, offensive: Your testicles!

lãsug 2
interjection, offensive: Your vagina!

bilat 2; pukiˆ 2
intermittent raining ˆuyan 1b
internment in grave lubung 2
interpretation of sth kahuyugan
interrogative greeting: How are you?

kumusta
interrogative pronoun: who? sinˆu 1a
interrupted, action is sýya
intertwining pusiˆpýsiˆ

instrument for measuring 767 intertwining
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intestinal gas released through the anus

ˆutut 1a
intestinal worm bÿtus 1
intestinal worms, infected with bÿtus 2
intestine tãˆi 2a
intimate apparel gãmit 1c
intimidates bantaˆ
into smb, sth sa1 1
intoxicated person buratsu
intoxicating beverage dyin; ˆinum 2a
introduces one’s self kilãya 2b
inundates bahaˆ 1b; batlak
inverts balikwaˆ
invested in business, money is

patÿkang 1b
investigates sth, smb liˆliˆ
investigation, a case for kãsu
investigation case, files an pablãtir
investment, capital kapital
involved in an accident disgrasya
involved in sth ˆagi; tilaw 3
involved in sth, becomes ˆýmid
involvement in sth karanasan
ipil-ipil tree san pidru
irate hãngit; ˆugut
iron for ironing clothes plantya 1
iron metal bãkal
ironing board plantya 3
irons clothes plantya 2
irresponsible lãngas 2
irritated, smb becomes kunsimisyun
irritates sýngun 1b
irritation katuy
irritation of skin is cured by herbalist

sãpuˆ
irus venus mollusk ˆirusˆirus
is not wayaˆ 1c; ˆindiˆ
Island of Romblon Rumblun 1b
island, small puyuˆ 1
isn’t it so? diˆ ba
isn’t that right? nu
isopropyl alcohol rãbing ˆalkuhul
Israelite Hudÿyu
it: predicate or topic pronoun siya
it is said kunu
itch; itchiness katuy
itchy, of plant hairs gÿluk 1b
itchy plant hairs gÿluk 1a
item for purchase bakay 2
item for sale tinda 2

item for sale, price of baligyaˆ 1
itemization lista
its, of its: possessive pronoun niya 1a;

ˆiya 1a; ˆiya 1b

J

jab of pain pitik 1
jabs into, through duyut 2
jabs with sharp instrument bunuˆ
jack, vehicle dyak 1
jackfruit, coconut-flavored langkaˆ 2b
jackfruit plant langkaˆ 1
jackfruit, ripe langkaˆ 2c
jackfruit, unripe langkaˆ 2a
jackknife, single-bladed sipuy
jacks up sth dyak 2
jail prÿsu 1c
jailed prÿsu 1b
jailed person prÿsu 1a
jailer wardin
January ˆInÿru
Japanese occupation money ˆimirdyinsi

nga kwarta
jar for drinking water bangaˆ
jar for storing wash water tadyaw
jar of collected money for the dead

garapun
jar, small clay tibud
javelin, bamboo sumbiling
javelin, metal-tipped bangkaw
jaw of person, animal sagˆang
jealous sÿna 1a; ˆÿmun
jealous, becomes sÿlus; ˆÿmun
jealous person sÿna 1b
jeepney, public passenger jeep dyip
jest lãngas 1c
Jesus Hisus
Jesus, Holy Infant santu 1a
Jew Hudÿyu
jewelry ˆalãhas
jewelry: bracelet pulsÿras
jewelry: earring ˆarÿtus
jewelry: necklace kulintas
jewelry: necklace pendant lãkit
jewelry: pearls pirlas
jewelry: ring singsing
jewelry, smb wears suksuk1 1b
jingles kãling 1b

intestinal gas released 768 jingles
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jingling sound kãling 1a
job assignment týka
job is contracted pakyaw 1
job position, rank pwistu 1a; rangku
John the Baptist Day San Huwan
joined together, flat objects are

tambi 1b
joins a course of study ˆinrul
joins a group or organization lakut 1;

ˆabut 1b
joins activities involving made-up Negrito-

like people ˆatiˆãti 2
joins in arm wrestling pãka2
joins in harvesting ˆãni 1b
joins others in an activity lakut 1; nunut;

sãyu
joist for ceiling of building kahabãˆan
joist for floor of building bunyýgan
joist for floor of building, outside

paningdÿngan
joke lãngas 1c
joker lýku 2
jokes with smb tiˆaw 1
jostled banggaˆ
journey byãhi 1
joy; joyful; becomes joyful; joyfully

lÿpay 1
joyful event lÿpay 2
judge huwis
juice dugaˆ
juice, calamansi larangha 2
juice, communion bÿnu 1a
juice on stick, frozen ˆays kindi
July Hulyu
jumbled, becomes kãyat 1
jumps around to escape lisik
jumps down or up luksu
June Hunyu
jungle fowl, crow of tuyãˆuk
junk food pitsipitsi
just lang
just about a particular time midyu 1b
just about happens ˆÿsut 3
just arrived halin 2
just does sth ˆãnay3
just happened bagˆu 2
justice hustisya
justice, court of kurti2
jute plant or leaves tagãbang
juts out budˆuy; buslu

K

kabuyaw tree or fruit kabýgaw; kulisung
kahil plant or fruit, green-orange kahil
kalasutsi tree kalatsutsi
kalingag tree kalÿngag
kamansi tree or fruit kamansi
kamantigi plant kamantÿgi
kamias plant or fruit ˆÿbaˆ
kangkong aquatic vine or leaves kangkung
kapok, filling for pillows, mattresses

kãyu 2
katuray tree or fruit katýray
kawayan-china bamboo kawãyan tsÿna
Keep going! bãkas 1a
keeper of prison: warden wardin
keeps at sth; keeps going sÿgi 1a
keeps belongings, money hÿpid
keeps on dãyun 2b; -in-3
keeps quiet hÿpus
keeps smb, sth in good condition

mantinir
keeps sth hãwid 3; tãguˆ 1b
kept for a particular purpose tagãna
kernel, corn maˆis 1b
kerosene pitrulyu
kerosene bamboo torch murun 1a
kerosene bottle torch murun 1
kerosene lamp lamparilya
ketchup kitsap
kettle kasirýla
kettle steam ˆalisngaw 1a
kicked by smb sÿpaˆ
kick-the-rubber-bands game sÿpaˆ lastiku 2
kid: baby goat pÿtuˆ 1
kidney kidni
killed ˆýbus
killed by cutting neck yuˆyuˆ
kills matay 1; patay 1b
kilogram kÿlu 1
kilogram, 1/10th of ˆunsa
kilometer kilumitru
kind; good hearted buˆut 1b; buˆut 2
kind of dance sãˆut 1a
kind of object klãsi 1a
kind or group of animal hãyup 1b
kindles a fire dabuk 1b
kindles combustible material, fire ˆãput 1a

jingling sound 769 kindles combustible material
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kindling ˆãput 2
king hãriˆ 1
kingdom hãriˆ 2
kingfisher bird tangkaliˆ
kingfisher, call of takriˆ
kisses haruˆ
kitchen kusÿna
kitchen cabinet kabinit
kitchen sink labãbu
kite buladur
kitten pÿtuˆ 1
knapsack bag 1
knee back lyuknan
knee of animal, person týhud
kneel luhud
knife, back edge of bangkud
knife, blade shank of tugud
knife, butterfly balisung
knife, cutting edge of duyut
knife handle pýyu
knife, harvest yãtab
knife shank collar, metal pitayaˆ
knife shank collar, woven rattan palis
knife sheath tagub
knife, single-bladed sipuy
knife, smb sharpens bãˆid 1
knife, table kutsilyu
knifes smb, sth dugkay
knocked over lýka; tumba
knocks on sth panuktuk
knowledge kinaˆagman 1
knowledge from formal study ˆiskwÿla 5
knowledge of, no ˆanung mãlay
knowledge to do sth ˆabilidad
knowledgeable; more knowledgeable

tãˆas 2c
known, well kilãya 1
knows how ˆantÿgu; ˆisip
knows smb kilãya 2a
knows sth kilãya 2a; sãyud1 1; ˆintindi 1
kugtung grass kugtung
kuratsa folk dance kuratsa 2
kusuy plant or rhizome kusuy
kutsay plant kutsay

L

labial lips, woman’s bibig 1b
labor ˆubra

laborer, manual hurnal 1; piyun
laborer, paid sýhuy 3
laborer’s wage hurnal 3
labors in childbirth batyag2
labors in field dýtaˆ 2
lacatan eating banana bayuy; lakatan
lace for shoe listun
lack; becomes lacking kýyang
lacking kabus; kýyang
lacking courage tãyaw1 1
lacking sustenance babaˆ 2; lýˆuy 2
ladder hagdan
ladle liwag 1a
ladle, sth is used for liwag 1b
lady babãyi 1
lady-in-waiting dãma
lagaylay vine or bean lagaylay
lagundi shrub lagundiˆ
laid down, smb is pãyaˆ
lake waves humbak 1a
lambiyung anchovy fish lambÿyung 1
lambiyung anchovy fisherman lambÿyung 2
laments; lamentation riklãmu
laminates sth laminit 1
lamp chimney týbu2
lamp, kerosene lamparilya
lamp mantle gãsa
lamp, pressure ˆalãdin
lamp wick pabÿlu 1
land crab kuray2 1
land crab cooked in coconut milk extract

kuray2 1a
land document diklarasyun 2
land, hectare of ˆiktarya
land holding dýtaˆ 1b
land holding, large ˆasyinda
land parcel, boundary of muhun1
land-grabber langgab 1b
land-grabber soul muytu; santirmu
land-grabs langgab 1a
landing field, airplane landing 1b
landlord ˆãmu 1
lands, airplane landing 1a
lands from flight, bird, chicken tugpuˆ
langkawas herb langkawas
language hambay 6
language: Bisayan Bisãyaˆ 2
language dialect linggwãhi
language: English ˆIngglis
language: Filipino Pilipÿnu 2

kindling 770 language: Filipino
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language: Romblomanon

Rumblumãnun 1b
language: Tagalog Tagãlug 1b
lansones tree or fruit lansýnis
lantern, pressure ˆalãdin
lantern, pressure, mantle gãsa
lantern wick pabÿlu 1
lap, smb sits on gÿba 2
lap, smb’s gÿba 1
laputi tree or fruit lapýti
lard mantÿka
large bat kabug
large fishnet sýruy 1b
large, larger, of person or thing tãˆas 2a
large, sth becomes, is dagkuˆ 1
largehead hairtail fish liwit
large-mesh fishnet linggiˆ
lashes of eyes piluk
lashes out duksuy
lasso for roping animals hÿkug 1b
last night gabˆi 2
last of siblings manghud 1b
last of sth tãpus 2
last part is finished being woven sapay
last person, thing ˆulÿhi 1b
last time sth happens ˆulÿhi 1a
last wedding-planning session sigir
last year’s rice bugas 1d
late afternoon hãpun 1c
late; becomes late hãpun 2
late doing sth ˆulÿhi 2a
late evening hanãgub na 1
late evening, mid- midyu hanãgub na
late in rising buyaw2
late; later gãling1
late, smb or sth is ˆulÿhi 2a
lately dýgay 1e; ˆulÿhi 3
later ˆulÿhi 3
later: one year after sth happens sukat 1a
later, soon dýgay 1c
latundan eating banana fruit or plant

tundan
laughable lãngas 1a
laughable happening kabubuyaw
laughable things, smb does lãngas 1b
laughs ngilit
laughs loudly hayakhak
laughs with a chuckle kutuˆkýtuˆ
launch, a lantya
laundry starch ˆarmidun 1a

laundry to be washed laba 3a
laundry woman labandÿra
lava rock býgaˆ
lawful ligal
layer of banana stalk ˆýpas
layer of sth luntud 1
layered pile, stack tumbaw
layers, smb places sth in luntud 2
lays flat hapyaˆ
laziness; lazy; becomes lazy tãmad
lead for welding tinggaˆ 1
lead player in a game mãnu 1a
lead player, smb is chosen as mãnu 1b
lead sinker for fish line tinggaˆ 2
leader in causing trouble pýnuˆ3 3
leader of group, organization, territory

lÿdir
leader of group, people, territory pýnuˆ3 1
leader: president prisidinti 1
leader, steel, of fishing line ˆasÿru 2
leader: vice-president prisidinti 2
leader, village kapitan 2
leads gýyud
leads group of people, organization,

territory pýnuˆ3 2
leaf dãhun 1
leaf, betel pepper býyuˆ
leaf bud, young sweet potato ˆusbud
leaf cutter for buri leaf banganan; lÿlas 2
leaf cutting guide, buri ˆakayan
leaf, dried banana lãmay1
leaf, dried, withered layaˆ
leaf, dry buri without midrib lÿkid2 2
leaf half kuyhad 2
leaf, jute tagãbang
leaf, lettuce litsýgas
leaf midrib kugung
leaf midrib, removes kuyhad 1
leaf section pãnig 1a
leaf section, smb strips down kÿsiˆ
leaf stem kagang; pakyang
leaf, whole dãhun 2
leafed telline mollusk balinsyãna
leaflet, frond dãhun 1
leaks out ˆuyak
leans kiwit
leans against sth; leans backwards sandig
leans head against, on sth dýhung
leans on sth dugˆun
lean-to sÿbi; suyambiˆ 1

language: Romblomanon 771 lean-to
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lean-to roof suyambiˆ 2
learning, smb’s kinaˆagman 1
learns sth tuˆun
learns to do sth tuˆip
leaves a confined place litÿra
leaves a place larga; lãyas; pãnaw 1
leaves alone, behind bãyaˆ
leaves behind smb lãyas
leaves behind smb, sth bÿlin; pãnaw 1
leaves fallen from tree dayag
leaves, kangkong kangkung
leaves, smb, sth bãyaˆ; bÿlin; buyag 1a;

halin 1a
leaves smb, sth alone, behind bãyaˆ
leaves, tobacco tabãkuˆ 1a
leaves, vegetable, cooked for pig feed

lãˆun
leftover cooked rice bãhaw
leftover item subra 1a
leftover piece ritãsu
leftover piece of cloth tabas 2
leftover sediment of coconut wine

kuyãbaˆ
leg, lower batÿˆis
leg of animal, bird, person siki 1
leg of bench, chair, table siki 1
leg of table tuku
leg portion of pig, upper pãta1
legacy mãna 1a
legal ligal
legal tender; money kwarta 1a
lemon grass tangyad
length of sth hãbaˆ 1a
lengthens sth sumpay
lengthwise hãbaˆ 1b
Lenten season kwarisma 2
lesser yam lupÿsan
lesson; studies ˆistudyu
lesson taught liksyun
let go from an activity, smb is paksiˆ 2
lets down with rope tuntun 2
Let’s go! hala; mus
lets smb do sth týgut
letter sýlat 1
letter carrier hatud 2
letter grade grÿding; grãdu 1; marka 2
letter, smb closes sara 2a
letter, smb opens ˆabri 1b
letter stamp silyu
lettuce plant or leaf litsýgas

level; becomes level pantay 1a
level ground area pãtag
level of grade in elementary school

grãdu 2
leveling roller for street pisun
levels pantay 1b
lice, rids the head of with louse comb

sýyud 2
lid, container takyub 1
lid, smb opens býkad
lie down, place to higdaˆ 2
lie, smb tells a pinusung
lie; untruth pinusung
lies balÿbad
lies down higdaˆ 1; lÿgid 1
lies down, an animal luku
lies down with body stretched out

ˆunatˆýnat
lies face up kayaˆ
lies the head down ˆuyun 1a
lies with smb ˆubay
life buhiˆ1 2a
life experience saysay
life gone by; past life buhiˆ1 2c
life preserver salbabÿda
life span, set tirminu
life; way of life býhay
lifted on an angle hangad 2
lifted up ˆalsa
lifted up, becomes kayaw
lifts up with a jack dyak 2
ligates the fallopian tubes laygit
ligature, adjective modifying nga 3b
ligature joining adjective and substantive

nga 1a
ligature joining indefinite pronoun or

substantive with verb phrase nga 1b
ligature joining two verbs nga 1c
ligature, pseudoverb modifying nga 3a
ligature, sentence modifying nga 2
light, artificial ˆiwag 1a
light, artificial reflected, shines sÿga
light, bottle torch murun 1
light, candle kandÿlaˆ
light colored midyu 1a
light flashing, sparkling ˆinggat 1a
light: flashlight plaslayt
light from sun sÿlak 1a
light: kerosene lamp lamparilya
light meal mirindar 1a; miryinda

lean-to roof 772 light meal
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light: pressure lamp ˆalãdin
light shines hãyag 1a
light sparkles kislap
light, wick tube for pabÿlu 2
lighthouse parýla
lightly hitting, object is used for paspas
lightly touches hapýhap
lightning kilat 1
lightning flashes panglintiˆ
lights a match saghid
lightweight gaˆan
like; for example parÿhu 2
like smb, sth else parÿhu 1c
like sth sýbung
like that; becomes like that tiyad ˆadtu;

tiyad ˆinaˆ
like this; becomes like this tiyad ˆini
likely bãsiˆ 2; daw; kuntaˆ; sigýru;

ˆugãling
likeness; image ˆistampa
likens sth to kumpara
likes doing sth hÿlig 3
likes smb lýyag 1
likes sth gustu 1
likes to do sth ˆãyu 4
lima bean patãniˆ 1b
lima bean vine patãniˆ 1a
limalima vine or tuber limalÿma
lime powder ˆãpug
limit in number of people, things

limitasyun
limited limita; limitãdu
limits of a land parcel: boundary muhun1
limpet, common keyhole kawaˆkãwaˆ
limpet mollusk ˆalpa; kapinan
line baglis; gýlis; kýrit; linya
line for catching fish, hook and bunit
line for catching fish, main bahãyan
line for catching fish, multiple-hook

labay; lambu 1
line for hanging clothes hayhay 2
line for plumbing vertical orientation

tuntun 1
line, form a lihÿra
line mark gýhit 1
line marker, carpenter’s pitik 2
line, nylon naylun 1a
line, nylon tying naylun 1b
line of progenitors linãhi
line, smb draws baglis 2

line spool puyunan
line used for tying higut 1a
lineage linãhi
linear measurement sýkuy 1a
linear measurement: arms span dupa
linear measurement: foot pyi
linear measurement: hand span dãngaw
linear measurement: inch pulgãda
linear measurement: kilometer kilumitru
linear measurement: meter mitrus 1
link chain, metal kadÿna
linking particle sa1 2
lipped cask mollusk bawangbawang
lips of a woman, labial bibig 1b
lips of animal, person bibig 1a
liquefies a food sabaw 2
liquid boils kayadkad 1a
liquid: calamansi juice larangha 2
liquid, catches in receptacle sãyud2 1
liquid, coffee-flavored sabaw 1a
liquid drips, falls, runs down týyuˆ2 1a
liquid, drop of týyuˆ2 1a
liquid, flavored sabaw 1
liquid, flow of ˆÿlig
liquid, food is dipped into sawsaw
liquid funnel ˆimbýdu
liquid is poured out bubuˆ
liquid: juice dugaˆ
liquid leaks out ˆuyak
liquid: nectar niktar
liquid, polluted lamˆaw
liquid poured onto it, sth has basya
liquid, purified by straining sãyaˆ 1b
liquid runs down balisbis 1
liquid: salty broth sabaw 1c
liquid, sediment from lãbud 1a
liquid, smb drinks ˆinum 1a
liquid, smb mixes kayu
liquid, smb spills ˆilwak
liquid splashes tapwak
liquid, stagnant lamˆaw
liquid, strained sãyaˆ 1b
liquid strainer sãyaˆ 2a
liquid: sweet broth sabaw 1b
liquor ˆinum 2a; ˆãlak
liquor, coconut wine tubaˆ 1a
liquor, shoctung syuktung
liquor, smb buys tangway
list lista
listens to sth batiˆ 1b

light: pressure lamp 773 listens to sth
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Lister’s conch mollusk sikad
liswi mollusk liswi
lit up hãyag 1b
lit up with artificial light ˆiwag 1b
liter litru
liter bowl bul1
liter measuring can, plastic plastik 2a
liter measuring shell baylýkan
little action; little substance lakaˆ
little by little, sth is accomplished D 1b;

ˆinutˆinut; ˆÿsut 2
little duration, amount of sth ˆÿsut 1b
little finger kumayingking
little in amount; becomes little in amount,

size ˆÿsut 1a
little in size ˆintik; ˆÿsut 1a
little of sth, very tasãdu gid kaˆãyu
little while ago, a kaˆÿna
little while, for a dýgay 2
live coals bãga
live together ˆÿba 2a; buhiˆ1 1
livelihood source buhiˆ1 2d
lively gãna
liver and pork stew minýdu
liver, animal’s, person’s ˆatay
lives, smb buhi1 1
lives somewhere dãyun 1; ˆistar; puyuˆ 2;

tinir
living being lalang 1b; sãpat 1
living wages rimidyu 2
lizard hayu
lizard, flying tanduˆyãraw
lizard, house taguˆtuˆ
lizard trap, bamboo-tube kuˆut
load karga 1a
loaded down excessively kargãdu
loads marble dusˆay
loads onto vehicle, ship karga 1b
loaf of bread tinãpay 1
loan of money lun
local; not imported nÿtib
located as to position plastar
locates somewhere sangˆat
location inside dãyum1 2a
location of an action pwistu 1b
location of sth plastãda; pwistu 1b
location, western wisti 1a
locative pronoun: for, from, to, with her,

him, it ˆiya 1d
locative pronoun: for, from, to, with me

ˆãkun 1d
locative pronoun: for, from, to, with them

ˆinda 1d
locative pronoun: for, from, to, with us

(excl) ˆãmun 1d
locative pronoun: for, from, to, with us

(incl) ˆãtun 1d
locative pronoun: for, from, to, with you

(pl) ˆindu 1c
locative pronoun: for, from, to, with you

(sg) ˆÿmu 1d
lock siradýra
lock, padlock kandãdu 1
locket lãkit
locks with padlock kandãdu 2
locomotive: car kutsi
locomotive: jeepney dyip
locomotive: passenger bus bas
locomotive: pedicab traysikul
locomotive: truck trak
log, drift bãtang
loincloth bahag
loitering place ˆistambay 2
lonely; smb feels lonely; loneliness

langkag
long afterwards dýgay 1d
long ago ˆýna1 1d
long beans hantak 1
long in measurement hãbaˆ 2; hagbaˆ
long lasting; durable ligˆun
long, longer; becomes long, longer

hãbaˆ 2
long red pepper fruit or plant katumbay 1b
long spined nerite mollusk nipaˆnipaˆ 2
long syatu stick tãku 1
long time before doing sth, smb takes

dýgay 1a
long time doing sth, smb takes lakas2
long time, smb stays dular
longitudinal arc, smb or sth turns in

hapnig
long-jawed halfbeak fish hamãlit
long-lasting tÿbay
long-nosed filefish saguksuk
long-nosed wrasse fish ˆipusˆipus
longsuffering pasinsya 1a
Look! siruˆa
looked after ˆatãman
looked for tanˆaw 1b
looked in on tãtap

Lister’s conch mollusk 774 looked in on
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looks after smb ˆalãgaˆ 1; ˆaturgar;
dipãra; ˆintindi 2

looks after sth dipãra; hãwid 2; hãwid 3;
ˆalãgaˆ 1; ˆaturgar; ˆintindi 2

looks around lãngaˆ; lingatlingat
looks at smb, sth kÿtaˆ 1b; paniˆid
looks at smb, sth, somewhere tanˆaw 1a
looks at sth siruˆ 1a
looks back lingig
looks below for sth lãnaw
looks carefully at liˆliˆ; tutuk
looks for small octopus ˆamumuˆpuˆ 2
looks for smb, sth kÿtaˆ 1b; rikÿsa;

sýgid 1a
looks for sth in its feathers siksik
looks in on smb bisÿta 2; siruˆ 1a
looks like hitsýra 2; sunud 4
looks out window bintãnaˆ 2
looks up hangad 1
loop, belt sinturÿra
loose, becomes hayugaˆ
loose stools bugrit; dayarya; kursu2 1;

ˆýyu2 2
loose weaving hayanghag
loosely spaced teeth hayanghag
loosely woven hayat; hayanghag
loosened, becomes bungkag
lopped off tabtab; ˆýtud 1
loquaciousness tabil
Lord Ginýˆu
Lord God Panginuˆung Dyus
loser pirdi 1
loses consciousness ˆanimu 2; ginhãwa 3;

himatay
loses money in gambling pirdi 2a
loses one’s way tãyang
lost dýyaˆ 1b
lost, becomes tãyang
lot in life butang 4
lot of smb swirti
lotion is rubbed on hÿbuˆ
loud; becomes loud; loudness kýsug 1a
loud; louder; loudly bãhuy 2a; tunug 2a
louse, body týma
louse comb sýyud 1
louse, mature head kýtu
louse, undeveloped head kayumad
louse, white chicken dãpaw
love each other, two people gustu 1
love, loves smb lýyag 1

love potion lumay
love song rumansa
loved one darling; dir
loved, smb is palanggaˆ
lover higugmaˆ 2
loves someone higugmaˆ 1; palanggaˆ
loves to gossip hãbaˆ 3
loving towards smb mahal
low babaˆ 1
low degree mÿnus 1
low in price barãtu
low of carabao ˆingaˆ
low of cow hýma
low, smb, sth goes babaˆ 1
low tide hunas 1
low tide is far out from shore lãpad 3
lower abdomen, middle part pusˆun
lower leg of animal, person batÿˆis
lowers with rope tuntun 2
low-finned drummer fish ˆÿlak
lowland area pãtag
loyal in performing religious exercise, smb

becomes týtum
loyalty dibusyun
lubigan plant or rhizome lubigan
luck, bad mãlas 1b
luck; smb has luck, is lucky swirti
lukdu fern lukdu
lumbay, coconut-flavored lumbay 1a
lumbay tree or fruit lumbay 1
lumber kãhuy 1
lumber, scrap slab of kinãpaw1
lumber, squared kãhuy 1a; suliras
lumber, whole piece pidãsu 1a
luminous hãyag 1c
lunar-tailed grouper fish salÿgan; sulig
lunch, carried bãyun 1
lunch container, pail bãyun 2
lunch; noon meal ˆigmaˆ 1a
lunch; noon meal, smb eats ˆigmaˆ 1d
lunch, prepared ˆigmaˆ 1c
lunchtime ˆigmaˆ 1b
lung bãgaˆ
lunges duksuy
lust, smb is overcome with patay 2
lying, head position for ˆýyu1 2
lying person pýsung
lymph node in neck, swollen lýgay
lyretail wrasse or moon wrasse fish

malingyan

looks after smb 775 lyretail wrasse or
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lyrics, song birsu

M

mabulu tree or fruit mabulu
macaroni pasta makarýni
machine engine makina 1
machine, marble factory cutting makina 3
machine, sewing makina 2
mackerel fish, narrow-barred Spanish

malasugi
mackerel fish, Indian hagumãˆa
mackerel scad fish tanduˆÿngan
maculated top mollusk samung
Madam, address term Mam
made a fool lýku 1a
made aware of sth tudluˆ 2b
made big, extensive dakuˆ 1d
made certain, sure sigurãdu
made into omelet, egg is turtilya 1b
made known by smb sayang; ˆagi 1
made round bÿlug2 1b
made sick through being admired, a child

is muyuˆ 4
made to do sth ˆahat
made-up Negrito-like people, smb

participates in activities involving

ˆatiˆãti 2
made-up Negrito-like person ˆatiˆãti 1
Madras harp snail subrasubra 1a
magical love potion lumay
magical prayers, small book of librÿtu
magistrate huwis
magnet batubalãniˆ
mahihiyain herb huyaˆhuyaˆ
mahogany tree, Philippine nãga 1
mail carrier hatud 2
main branch of bush, plant, tree sanga 1a
mainsail, sailboat lãyag 1a
maintainer of roadway kaminÿru 1a
maintainer of roadway, smb works as

kaminÿru 1b
maintains; maintenance mantinir
maize plant maˆis 1a
majorette, drum madyurit 1
makabuhay vine or fruit makabýhay
make-believe, a play or story is tumatu
make-believe spouse ˆasãwa 2a
makes a boat bughaˆ

makes a contract kuntrãta
makes a copy of sth kupya 2
makes a determination handum 1
makes a garden gardin 2
makes a hole býhuˆ 2
makes a line by drawing baglis 2
makes a mistake salaˆ 1a
makes a nest pýgad 1b
makes a noise, sound lingaw; tunug 1
makes a sacrifice sakripisyu
makes a snack roll pãˆis 1
makes an agreement kasunduˆ 1c;

kuntrãta; trãtu 1
makes beautiful gwãpa 1b
makes charcoal ˆýling 2a
makes clear klãru
makes copies of written, printed material

kupya 2
makes copra lýgit 2a
makes dizzy, drowzy lÿpung
makes flat, level pantay 1b
makes hollow-block bricks halublak 1
makes inquiry pangutãna
makes known ˆagi
makes love to smb higugmaˆ 1
makes puffed rice lubuk
makes ready for sth priparar
makes salsa sarsa 2
makes salted shrimp dayuk 2
makes smaller, amount, number ˆÿban
makes smooth hipÿhip
makes sth hÿmuˆ 2; human 2
makes sth clear klãru
makes sth longer sumpay
makes thatch shingles sibit 1a
makes trouble sãmuk 1
makes up sth ˆãyu 1b
makes up the face kulurÿti 1b
makes use of sth ˆusar
makes war gyÿra 2
makeup for woman’s face kulurÿti 1a
makopa fruit or tree makýpa; margýpa
malabatino tree kuyawyaw
male lyãki 1
male co-parent-in-law kumpãri 1a
male co-sponsor at baptism, marriage

kumpãri 1a
male cousin of one’s parent: uncle tãta 1b
male cousin of parent: Uncle tÿyu 1a
male employee ˆimpliyãdu

lyrics, 776 male employee
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Male Friend, Older Manung
male fish vendor rigatunÿru
male medical doctor duktur
male secretary of agency, firm, organization

sikritaryu
male semen litsi
male storekeeper tindÿru
male teacher maˆistru 1a
male worker ˆimpliyãdu
malevolent spirit malãˆut
malleable labu
malnutrition, smb’s stomach is or becomes

extended through buntikÿlun
malunggay tree kamalunggay
man lyãki 1
man is conceited, vain suplãdu
man is handsome gwãpu
man, married ˆasãwa 1b; Mistir
man, middle-aged ˆidad 3a
man, unmarried sultÿru
manaba tree banaba
manager of sth ˆingkargãdu
manages business dumãya; patÿkang 1a
manages business, body that manidsmint
manages organization dumãya
manages smb, sth daya 2; ˆaturgar
mandarin orange tree or fruit mandarin
mango fruit mangga 1b
mango fruit, ripe mangga 1c
mango tree mangga 1a
mangrove swamp katunggan
mangrove tree: alipata ˆalipãtaˆ
mangrove tree: bakawan bakhaw
mangrove tree: pagatpat pagatpat
mangrove tree: piyapi piyãpi 1
mangrove tree: tabigi tabÿgiˆ
Mangyan mangyan 1
manicure, fingernail manikyur
manicurist manikyurista
Manila Manÿlaˆ1
Manila copal tree ˆalmasiga
manliness lyãki 2
manner in which sth is done midyus
manner of life býhay; buhiˆ1 2b
manner of speaking hambay 5
man’s short trousers syurt
man’s trousers sayway 1
man’s underpants putuy
mantle, pressure lantern gãsa
manual labor, engages in hurnal 2

manual laborer hurnal 1; piyun
many dãmuˆ 1a; dýru; paN-2
many; becomes many dakuˆ 1b
many, very dãmuˆ 1a; pwirsãdu 1
many-colored kulur 1a
many-lined sweetlips fish panapsapan
Maori snapper fish kanlay
map cowrie mollusk mãpa
marble block batu 1a; blukÿti 1
marble block, sth becomes blukÿti 2
marble chips marmul 2
marble, chunk of unsawn rýbuls
marble crusher krãsir
marble dust ˆalpug; bukbuk 1
marble factory kãting masyin
marble factory cutter makina 3
marble file bayˆag 1
marble grain sýpat
marble gravel grãba
marble outside wall tile ˆaslar
marble quarrier blukitista
marble quarry blukÿti 3
marble slab, tile ˆislab
marble, smb chisels sinsil
marble, smb loads dusˆay
marble stone marmul 1
marble used for playing marbles hýlin 1a
marbled cat shark tikiˆtÿkiˆ
marbles, a game of hýlin 1b
marble-splitting bar kunya
March Marsu
marches as drum majorette madyurit 2
margin of area ˆalÿhid
Maria Clara gown býka mangga
marinated fish, raw ˆisdaˆ 1b
marinates food hýˆum
marine turtle pawÿkan
mark baglis 1; marka 1
mark, charcoal ˆýling 1
mark, line gýhit 1
mark signifying the cross of Jesus krus 1a
mark, X ˆÿkis 1a
marked as a cross krus 1b
marker, boundary duyýnan; muhun1
marker for grave, temporary tandaˆ
marker for grave, tomb permanent lapida
marker of line, carpenter’s pitik 2
market, public mirkãdu
marks one year sukat 1b
marks with a line baglis 2

Male Friend, Older 777 marks with a
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marks with X ˆÿkis 1b
marriage ˆasãwa 1c
marriage, civil kasay 5
marriage, godchild through ˆanak 1b
marriage, godfather through manÿnuy 1b;

nÿnang 1a
marriage, godmother through manÿnay 1b;

nÿnang 1a
marriage house-singing ritual ˆalabãdu 1
marriage house-singing ritual singers

ˆalabãdu 2
married, a couple about to be kasay 4
married, a couple are kasay 1
married couple, person ˆasãwa 1b
marries smb ˆasãwa 1c
marshy area subaˆ
mask, face maskara
masonry, stone masun
mass mÿsa 1
mass, midnight mÿsa 1a
Mass, pre-Christmas simba 3
massage therapist hÿlut 2
massaged into panhuk
massages hÿlut 1
massaging, sth is used for luslus
mast of boat pãlu
master ˆãmu 1
masticated lunut; paˆpaˆ
masticatory, betel nut mamaˆ
mat banig
mat, covers with býkut
mat design sabat2 1b
mat edge pÿliw
mat material, buri strip lÿlas 1
mat, smb weaves lãya1
match for starting a fire puspuru 1
match head, combustible puspuru 2
match, smb strikes saghid
matchbox puspuru 3
matched pair bãngiˆ 1
matched pair, smb has one of bãngiˆ 2
matchstick palÿtu
mate for producing offspring, smb selects

ˆãyap
mated pair of animals, birds ˆasãwa 4
material for clothing, cut-out tabas 1b
material for roofing dugdug 1
material for roofing, galvanized sim
material for stringing fish, fruit, meat,

vegetables sãgaˆ 2; tuhugan 1

material for wrapping bugkus 3
material: paper papil 1a
material, reading bãsa 2
materials matiryãlis
matter under discussion parti 2a
matter under discussion, main pýnuˆ2 3
mattress kutsun
mattress filling: kapok kãyu 2
mature gýyang
mature buri frond buli 3
mature coconut fruit niyug 2d
mature coconut fruit, very laˆay
mature fruit gýyang 1
mature rice panicle ˆýhay
mature; ripe hinug
matures, a person bãhuy 1a
mausoleum bayaybãyay 1e
May Mãyu
May Flowers novena Plýris di Mãyu 1b
May Flowers observance Plýris di

Mãyu 1a
may it be kabay pa
mayana shrub lapunãya
maybe bãsiˆ 2; baya; kabay pa; kuntaˆ;

sigýru; ˆaraˆ; ˆugãling
mayor mÿyur 1a
Mayor mÿyur 1b
mayor, smb becomes mÿyur 1c
mayor, vice- mÿyur 2
meager income lýya
meal: breakfast pamãhaw 1a
meal, cereal gãling 2
meal, light mirindar 1a; miryinda
meal: lunch ˆigmaˆ 1a
meal: supper ˆihãpun 1a
meandering road kurbãda
meaning of sth kahuyugan
means in doing sth midyus
means sth siling 3
measles tipdas
measure, one-liter plastik 2b
measured sýkat1; sýkuy 1c; takus 1
measurement, linear sýkuy 1a
measurement, linear: arms span dupa
measurement, linear: foot pyi
measurement, linear: hand span dãngaw
measurement, linear: inch pulgãda
measurement, linear: kilometer

kilumitru
measurement, linear: meter mitrus 1

marks with X 778 measurement, linear: meter
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measurement, objects: bunches of vegetables,

clumps of plants pýnuˆ1 1b
measurement, objects: bundles rulyu 1b
measurement, objects: dozens dusÿna
measurement, objects: fish-carrying poles

of fish sangyãyan 1b
measurement, objects: joined flat objects

tambi 1a
measurement, objects: number of classes,

kinds of sth, ways to do sth klãsi 1b
measurement, objects: number of pages,

pieces of clothing, paper, lumber

pidãsu 1b
measurement, objects: number of pages,

sheets, thin pieces, leaf sections

pãnig 1b
measurement, objects: strings of fish sãgaˆ
measurement, objects: wrapped packages

putus 1
measurement of time: clock, watch rilu
measurement of time: date pitsa
measurement, space: hectares ˆiktarya
measurement, time: day ˆadlaw 2b
measurement, time: daytime period

ˆadlaw 3b
measurement, time: hour ˆýras 1b
measurement, time: month býlan 2b
measurement, time: night gabˆi 1b
measurement, time: week simãna 1b
measurement, time: year týˆig 1b
measurement, volume: cavan kaban2
measurement, volume: cupful tãsa 1b
measurement, volume: four liters galun 1b
measurement, volume: ganta gantas 1a
measurement, volume: gin bottle butilya 2
measurement, volume: glassful bãsu 1b
measurement, volume: half liter tyýpa 1
measurement, volume: liter bul1;

plastik 2b; litru
measurement, volume: seventy-five liters

kaban2
measurement, volume: sixteen liters lãta 2b
measurement, volume: tablespoon

kutsãra 1b
measurement, volume: teaspoon

kutsarÿta 1b
measurement, volume: three-quarter liter

baylýkan
measurement, volume: two liters galun 2b
measurement, weight: five hundred grams

ˆunsa
measurement, weight: kilogram kÿlu 1
measurement, weight: pound libra
measuring bottle, four-liter galun 1a
measuring bottle, two-liter galun 2a
measuring box, ganta gantas 1b
measuring can, half-liter tyýpa 2
measuring can, one-liter plastic plastik 2a
measuring can, sixteen-liter lãta 2a
measuring instrument, bar scale rumãna
measuring instrument, meter mitrus 2
measuring instrument, volume takus 2
measuring shell, three-quarter liter

baylýkan
measuring stick or string, temporary

sýkuy 1b
measuring tape of carpenter pulgadÿra
measuring tape of seamstress, tailor

tipmisyur
meat karni 1
meat adobo karni 1d; ˆadýbu
meat and vegetable stew kaldirÿta
meat, blood duguˆ 2; dinugˆan 1a
meat, broiled ˆÿhaw 2b; karni 1e
meat butcher matansÿru
meat, canned dilãta
meat: chicken karni 1a
meat complement in coconut-flavored

vegetables lupus2 1a
meat cooked in blood dinugˆan 1a
meat grinder galingan 1b
meat, ground karni 1c
meat is broiled over coals ˆÿhaw 2a
meat is pressure dried pintay
meat of coconut niyug 2a; ˆunud
meat of coconut, gouged out lýgit 1c
meat of coconut, salsa niyug 2e
meat of coconut, squeezed sãpay
meat of mollusk sÿhiˆ 3; ˆunud
meat of mollusk, instrument for prying out

sýkat 1b
meat of young coconut kinãpaw2
meat: pork bãbuy 1; karni 1b
meat, salted kasãhus
meat, smb smokes tapa 1a
mechanical problem dipirinsya 1a
medical clinic klinika
medical dispensary dispinsaryu
medical doctor, female duktýra
medical doctor, male duktur

measurement, objects: bunches 779 medical doctor, male
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medical examination midikal
medical person: nurse nars
medical plaster ˆimplastu
medical plaster cooked in a banana leaf

over live coals týˆum 1b
medical prescription risÿta 1a
medical remedy for problem, doctor

prescribes risÿta 1b
medically treats an illness buyung 2
medicinal capsule, tablet tablÿta
medicinal resin, dyugdyugay dyugdugay 2
medicine buyung 1
medicine: alum crystals tãwas
medicine, applies banyus
medicine, doctor prescribes risÿta 1b
medicine, herbal bite tambay
medicine, pharmaceutical midisÿna
medicine, smb administers an astringent

vapor týˆub
medicine, smb buys herbal gãwad
Mediterranean Sea purple sea snail dãmil
Mediterranean worm mollusk lukublukub
medium amount tãmaˆ 4
medium quality, quantity ˆurdinaryu
meet, where athletes compete mit
meeting mÿting; pýlung
meeting, calls a tawag 1b
meeting delegate diligãdu
meeting of people pýlung
meets smb, sth sumpung
melts with heat týnaw 2
member of an organization mimbru
member of government council kunsihal 1
memorial tãpus 4
memorized saˆýyu
mends clothing sursi
menstruation, smb undergoes rigla 1b
menstrual discharge duguˆ 1a
menstrual napkin hamham 1a; tampuy 1a
menstrual period rigla 1a
mental resources kãya 1a
mentally abnormal, smb becomes

ˆabnurmal
mentioned previously hambay 10
mentions sth hambay 1; sambit 1a
meow of cat ˆingaw; ngiyaw
merchandise tinda 2
merchandise price bãyad 1a
merchandises salable items nigusyu
merchant nigusyanti

merchant: female fish vendor rigatunÿra
merchant: male fish vendor rigatunÿru
mercy lýˆuy 1b
Merry Christmas! maligãyang pasku;

paskwa 1b
mesh, a fishnet mata 2
message balÿtaˆ 1; sãyud1 2
messenger sãyud1 3
messy, becomes kãyat 1
metal: aluminum ˆaluminum
metal: gold bulãwan; gintuˆ
metal: iron bãkal
metal link chain kadÿna
metal mollusk probe duyrug 1
metal rust tuktuk2
metal saw lagãriˆ 1
metal shank collar of bolo, chisel, knife

pitayaˆ
metal: silver pÿlak
metal, smb saws lagãriˆ 2
metal: steel ˆasÿru 1
metal tape measure, carpenter’s pulgadÿra
metal utility can lãta 2a
metal wire ˆalambri
meter mitrus 1
meter measuring instrument mitrus 2
meter stick mitrus 2a
meter to measure water, electricity

kuntadur
method sth is done kahimtãngan;

midyus; ˆidÿya; ˆagi 2
meticulous in enforcing, obeying rules,

regulations ˆistriktu
microorganism kãgaw 1a
microorganisms, contaminated with

kãgaw 1b
microphone maykrupun
middle finger tudluˆ 1c
middle of lower abdomen pusˆun
middle of sth tungaˆ 2b
middle-aged man, woman ˆidad 3a
midget nãnu
mid–late evening hanãgub na 2
midnight gabˆi 3
midnight mass mÿsa 1a
midrib, leaf kugung
midrib, leaf, removes kuyhad 1
midwife midwayp; paltÿra
might be bãsi 2; kabay pa; ˆaraˆ
might, should kung 3

medical examination 780 might, should
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Mighty One Makaˆãkuˆ
mild homemade vinegar sýkaˆ 1b
mildew lýmut 1
mildew, sth becomes covered with lýmut 2
mildewed talikiˆ
mildly midyu 1a
milk gãtas 1
milk can for powdered milk lãta 3
milk curdles kurta
milk nourishment, deprived of hubas 2
milkfish bangus
milky colored gãtas 2
mill, rice galingan 2b
milled rice, new bugas 1c
milled rice, old bugas 1d
milling place for rice galingan 2a
million milyun
mills gãling2 1
mind, blocked duyum 2
mind, clear hãwan 2b
mind of person ˆÿsip 1a
mind, peaceful hilway
mind smb’s hunaˆhýnaˆ 1a
mine, possessive pronoun ku 1a; ˆãkun 1b
miniature D 2a
miniature person, doll munÿka
minor age, of minur di ˆidad
minute minýtus
mirror ˆispÿhu
miscarriage, stillbirth ˆungaˆ 4
mischief-maker buguy
miserly kurÿput; ˆawaˆ
Miss Mis
miss each other subyang
missed lakbang
Missus Mÿsis
mistake; mistaken salaˆ 1a
Mister Mistir
mistress; paramour kãwat 3
miters mollusk mitramitra
mixed into hãluˆ; lusˆug
mixed into it as stew ˆaslum 1a
mixed up in sth, becomes ˆýmid
mixes a liquid kayu
mixes an ingredient into sth lakut 2b
mixture, iced fruit haluˆhãluˆ 1
moaning sound hãgung
moans dugudugu
model; example ˆihimplu
moderate amount tãmaˆ 4; ˆurdinaryu

moderate quality ˆurdinaryu
moderately D 2b
modern blouse blaws
modern dance bayli 1a; sãˆut 1a
modern dance, fast býgi
modern dance, smb dances bayli 1c;

sãˆut 1c
modern dance: waltz bayli 1b
modern shirt pýlu syirt
modifying ligature nga 1; ning 2a
mojarra fish latab
molar tooth bagˆang
mole lyunar; ˆayum2
mollusk: arthritic spider conch saˆang 1a
mollusk: auger sungkudsungkud
mollusk bait paˆun 1a
mollusk: bean horse mussel ˆabãhung
mollusk: black tankard Angaria bayukuˆ
mollusk: bull mouth helmet budyung 1
mollusk: chambered nautilus lagang 1a
mollusk: chiton tayukug
mollusk: cockle tiwistÿwis
mollusk: cockscomb oyster kýyaˆ
mollusk: common basket tagÿtis
mollusk: common bubble daminsuy
mollusk: common cap kýnus
mollusk: common keyhole limpet

kawaˆkãwaˆ
mollusk: common Pacific nerite

nipaˆnipaˆ 1
mollusk: cone shell dangguy
mollusk: Conrad’s false shell kuyãput
mollusk cooked in coconut milk extract

sÿhiˆ 1a
mollusk: cuttlefish lýkus
mollusk: donax coquina parus
mollusk: dull obovaria kagadkad
mollusk: eggshell dãkan
mollusk: fan scallop kayabkãyab
mollusk, female babãyi 1
mollusk: fluted giant clam sayˆut
mollusk: freshwater snail susuˆ1
mollusk: ghost murex birhinbirhin
mollusk: gold ringed cowrie sigay
mollusk: hard-shelled sÿhiˆ 1
mollusk: heart cockle pusuˆpýsuˆ
mollusk: Hebrew moon snail

subrasubra 1b
mollusk: horse’s hoof basaˆ2
mollusk: irus venus ˆirusˆirus

Mighty One 781 mollusk: irus venus
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mollusk: leafed telline balinsyãnaˆ
mollusk: limpet ˆalpa; kapinan
mollusk: lipped cask bawangbawang
mollusk: Lister’s conch sikad
mollusk: liswi liswi
mollusk: long spined nerite nipaˆnipaˆ 2
mollusk: maculated top samung
mollusk: Madras harp snail subrasubra 1a
mollusk, male lyãki 1
mollusk: map cowrie mãpa
mollusk meat sÿhiˆ 3; ˆunud
mollusk meat, instrument for prying out

sýkat 1b
mollusk: Mediterranean worm lukublukub
mollusk: miters mitramitra
mollusk: ocean quahog tuway
mollusk: old lady tibursyu
mollusk: olive laklak
mollusk opens mouth nganga
mollusk: orange spider conch saˆang 1c
mollusk: paper nautilus lagang 1b
mollusk: pearl oyster kapis
mollusk: pitted murex tamˆÿsan
mollusk probe, metal duyrug 1
mollusk probe, smb stabs with duyrug 2
mollusk: ribbed sunset clam kagadkad
mollusk: rotten amber snail subrasubra 1c
mollusk: ruby triton býngut 2
mollusk: rude pen barungbarung
mollusk: scallop-like bittersweet bugˆãtan
mollusk shell balayan 1a; sÿhiˆ 4
mollusk, shell valve covering of univalve

lupun
mollusk: shoe sapãtus 2
mollusk: spiny myrtea talinghýgaˆ
mollusk: spurred star kambingkambing
mollusk: strawberry-top buyatuk
mollusk: tibia conch ˆayspik
mollusk: trumpet trumpit nga sÿhiˆ
mollusk: unequal arc lÿtub
mollusk valve closes kÿpuˆ
mollusk: vase bagyýhan
mollusk: violet spider conch saˆang 1b
mollusk: volutes binga; pigˆuyan
mollusk: wing oyster wasaywasay
mollusk: zigzag venus ˆigutˆigut
mollusks, smb gathers sÿhiˆ 2
Monday Lýnis
monetary bank bangku
monetary loan lun

monetary penalty for wrongdoing multa
monetary value kwinta; puyus 1
money kwarta 1a
money accumulation, investment of kapital
money bet pustaˆ
money, budget badyit
money change for purchase, smb returns

sinsilyu 3a
money debt ˆýtang 1a
money deposit dipusitu 1a
money, deposits dipusitu 1b
money during Japanese occupation

kwarta 4
money, earns kÿtaˆ 2b
money for spending gastus 3; kwarta 2
money for the dead, collection jar of

garapun
money for working sýhuy 2
money from sales binta
money hungry; smb becomes money hungry

kwarta 3
money interest týbuˆ 2
money is completely spent damut
money is used to invest in a business

patÿkang 1b
money, keeps, saves hÿpid
money, loan of lun
money manager trisurÿru
money obligation tyawˆãnan
money offering limus 1
money onto newlyweds’ clothing, smb pins

sabˆit
money paid for sth purchased bãyad 1b
money received kÿtaˆ 2a
money resources kãya 1a
money, runs out of kuyãbus
money, sales binta
money savings tÿpun 1c
money, spending bakay 2; gastus 3;

kwarta 2
money tithe given to church ˆãlay
money treasure ˆýru
money winnings daˆug 2
money: coins sinsilyu 2
money: denominations sinsilyu 1
money: espousal object ˆãras 1
money: gold coin gintuˆ
money: salary bonus býnus
money denomination: centavo sintimus
money denomination: fifty centavos salapiˆ

mollusk: leafed telline 782 money denomination: fifty
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money denomination: peso pÿsu 1
money denomination: twenty centavos

pisÿtas
money-pinning dance, smb dances býyang2
monkey, chatter of kura
monosodium glutamate seasoning bitsin
monsoon, southwest habãgat
month býlan 2a
month: April ˆAbril
month: August ˆAgustu
month: December Disimbri
month: February Pibrÿru
month: January ˆInÿru
month: July Hulyu
month: June Hunyu
month: March Marsu
month: May Mãyu
month: November Nubyimbri
month: October ˆUktubri
month: September Siptyimbri
monthly býlan 2c
moo of cow hýma
moon býlan 1
moon eclipse ˆiskalipsi
moon, full bÿlug2 2a
moon is, becomes full bÿlug2 2b
moon is in first quarter phase kwartu2 2;

latiˆ 1a
moon is in fourth quarter phase latiˆ 1d
moon is in second quarter phase latiˆ 1b
moon is in third quarter phase latiˆ 1c
moon is new matay 2b
moon, new matay 2a
moon rises subat
moon sets týnud 2
moon shines sÿga
moon wanes ˆÿsut 4
moon waxes bãhuy 4
moon wrasse fish malingyan
moors a boat, ship dungguˆ 1
mopes sýngun 1a
mopped nusnus
moral character batãsan 1
moray eel, brown ˆubud
moray eel, snowflake ˆindung
more extensively masyãdu 3
more of the quality, quantity of smb, sth

mas
more than subra 1b
more-or-less a certain number of things

bãli 1
morning ˆãga 1a
morning comes ˆãga 1e
morning, early ˆãga 1c
morning, every ˆãga 1b
morning, overtaken by ˆãga 1f
morning star bulalãkaw
morning, this coming ˆãga 1e
morning, this past ˆãga 1d
moron ˆuhangˆuhang
morsel, choice sumsýman 1
morsel of banana, bread, sweet potato

pisnguy 1
morsel, smb breaks off pisnguy 2
mortar for crushing condiments ˆalmiris
mortar for pounding bayu 2; lusung
mortar, pestle for bayu 1
mortarboard kãyuˆ 1a
mortgage, is given prinda
mortgaged prindãdu
mosquito namuk
mosquito net muskitÿru
moss lýmut 1
moss, becomes covered with lýmut 2
most; mostly dãmuˆ 1b
most often pirmi 1a
moth langawlangaw
mother mama 1a; nanay 1a
Mother, address term mama 1c
mother and children, daughter, son nanay 3
mother hen mungaˆ
mother, pretend nanay 4
Mother, reference term mama 1b;

nanay 1b; nanay 1c
motherless orphan ˆÿlu 1d
motion forward ˆabanti
motive for sth bãsi
motor makina 1
motor vehicle horn, honk of busÿna 1a
motorboat mutur; pambut
motorboat, large lantya
motorcycle with sidecar, commercial

traysikul 1
mountain area býkid 1
mountain; mountainside bakýyud 1
mountain peak bakilid; ˆalipukpuk
mountain peak, flat, rounded tangkap
mountain slope bakilid
mountain’s highest point tayud 2
mourning garment lýtu

money denomination: peso 783 mourning garment
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mouth closes kÿpuˆ
mouth corner eruption tyutamatis
mouth froths buyaˆ 2
mouth, mollusk opens nganga
mouth of animal, container, living being,

person, fish trap funnel tube baˆbaˆ
mouth organ silundrun
mouth palate ngayagngag
mouth, rinses limugmug
moved ˆislug
moved aside wãhing
moved to a particular location halin 1b
moved without lifting ˆÿsuy 1
movement of person, thing, part of body

hýkay 1a
movement of smb, sth salÿda
moves, a person, thing, part of the body

hýkay 1a
moves by crawling kãmang
moves fast, quickly týlin 1b
moves, moves away from laswa
moves, smb saylu
moves smb, sth hakwat; hýkay 1a;

hýyag; salÿda
moves the bowels kaˆuyu
moves the head from side to side linguˆ
moves toward smb, sth, a place lãpit 1a
moves up to a higher grade pasãdu
movie sÿni 1
movie theater sÿni 2
movie, video pabÿta
moving, smb’s ˆandar
much dãmuˆ 1a; dakuˆ 1a
much, very pwirsãdu 1
much, very much dãmuˆ 1a
mucus, crusty nose mungˆit
mud lýnang 1a
muddy area lýnang 1c
muddy; becomes muddy lýnang 1b
mudfish haluˆan
mugwort herb hilba
mulberry tree, Indian bangkýru
mullet fish bayãnak
multicolored kulur 1a
multiple-hook fishing line labay; lambu 1
multiple-hook fishing line, fishes with

lambu 2
multiple-hook fishing line holder tagakan
mumbles kutibkutib
mumps bayýˆuk

mung bean munggu 1b
mung bean plant munggu 1a
municipal building munisipyu 1b
municipal councilor kunsihal 1b;

sangguniˆan bãyan
municipal court kurti2
municipal mayor mÿyur 1a
municipal vice-mayor mÿyur 2
municipality munisipyu 1
municipality, territory of sãkup 3
murder matay 1
murky water lubug2
murmurs kutibkutib
muscle cramp ˆitin
mush, banana tinumãkan 1c
mush, banana, cassava, corn tinumãkan 1
mush, cassava tinumãkan 1a
mush, corn tinumãkan 1b
mushroom cap pãyung 1b
mushroom stem siki 2
mushroom, variety of edible ˆamamãkuy;

ˆýhung
mushy lunut
music, recorded instrumental sunãta
musical instrument is out of tune lÿbag 2a
musical instrument, smb blows on

huyup 2
musical instrument, smb strums a kayas
musical instrument, smb tunes a

musical instrument: bandore bandurya
musical instrument: banjo bandyu
musical instrument: guitar gitãra
musical instrument: harmonica silundrun
musical instrument: percussion pirkasyun
musical instrument: piano pyãnu 1
musical instrument: tambourine tambur
musical instrument: trumpet trumpit
musical instrument: ukulele yýki
musical instrument’s steel string ˆasÿru 3;

kwirdas
musical tune týnu
musician musikÿru
musicians, band of banda2
mussel, bean horse ˆabãhung
must do sth ˆubligãdu
mustache býngut 1
mustard plant mustãsa
musters strength kýsug 1b
my, of mine, possessive pronoun ku 1a;

nãkun 1a; ˆãkun 1a

mouth closes 784 my, of mine
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My god! Dyus 2

N

nail langsang 1a
nail, smb pounds into sth langsang 1b
nailed playing top langsang 2
nails something langsang 1b
name by which smb, sth is called tawag 1c
name, is called by siling 2
name of female: Rosa rýsa 2
name of smb pangãyan
name of smb is called tawag 1a
name, surname ˆapilyÿdu
name symbol: X ˆÿkis 1a
named hambay 2
nami root is pressure dried pintay
nami root is soaked to remove poison

ˆunaw
nami vine or root kuyut
nap, takes a short pisuk 2
nape of neck tangkýguˆ
napkin for menstruation hamham 1a;

tampuy 1a
narra wood nãga 1a
narrates diskursu
narrates a poem tulaˆ 2
narrates sth balÿtaˆ 2; siling 1
narrow; becomes narrow pÿnu 1a
narrow in width kÿtid; ˆintik
narrow passageway ˆÿsut 1b
narrow-barred Spanish mackerel fish

malasugi
narrow-lined puffer fish butÿti
narrow-minded sarãdu 2
nation nasyun
native green bean hantak 1a
native of Canada Kanadyan
native of Romblon Rumblumãnun 1a
native of the Philippines Pilipÿnu 1
native of the United States, American

ˆAmirikãnu
natural simpli
natural event: lightning kilat 1
natural event, situation natural
nature batãsan 2
near banda1 1a; hampig; tungud2
near a place, smb, sth may 2
near; nearby; nearest lãpit 1a

near; nearer gýˆud
nearly a particular time midyu 1b
nearly the extent of that stated hãyus
neat, smb is týbis
neat work pulÿdu 1a
neatly worked on pulÿdu 1b
necessary dãpat 1a; kahinangyan
neck lymph node, swollen lýgay
neck of animal, bird, chicken, person lÿˆug
neck wattle of cow, pig, water buffalo pãta2
necklace kulintas
necklace fastener siradýra
necklace pendant lãkit
neckline of a garment lÿˆab
nectar niktar
needed wages for living rimidyu 2
needle dãyum2
needle injection ˆindyiksun
needle, smb threads bunang 2
needlefish, black-spot byanwag tangkaliˆ
needlefish, giant baluˆ
needle’s eye býhuˆ 3
needs smb, sth kahinangyan
needy person pubri
negative bukun
negative imperative, not ˆayaw
neglected lakbang
neglected person subra 1a
neglects bãyaˆ
Negrito person ˆÃti
Negrito-like person, made up ˆatiˆãti 1
neighbor ˆisigkatãwu; lãpit 2
nephew gumangkun 1a
nervous, becomes nirbyus
nervousness, experiences nirbyus
nest basket pugayan
nest of animal, bird pýgad 1a
net, fish pýkut 2
net for catching swordfish byanwang 2
net, mosquito muskitÿru
net scoop for small fish, squid, fruit sibut 1
never mind bãli 2
Never mind! bahãyaˆ na; bayˆilang
nevertheless basta 1b
new bagˆu 1a
new growth týbuˆ 1a
new growth, sends out taybus
new milled rice bugas 1c
new moon matay 2a
new, the moon is matay 2b

My god! 785 new, the moon
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New Year’s Day týˆig 3
newborn baby tãwu 3
newcomer halin 2
newly arrived halin 2
newlywed couple kasay 3
news balÿtaˆ 1; sãyud1 2
next na1 2
next thing, time sunud 1c
next to smb in an activity lakut1; nunut;

sãyu
nice ˆãyu 1a
nicest primÿra 1; ˆãyu 1a
nicked; becomes nicked bingaw
niece gumangkun 1a
night gabˆi 1a
night attire: pajamas padyãma
night, it becomes gabˆi 1c
night, last gabˆi 2
night, smb is overtaken by gabˆi 5
night vigil for dead person lãmay2
nine nuwÿbi; syam 1
nine involved in event, state syam 2
nine times syam 3
nineteen disinuwÿbi
ninety nubinta 1a
ninety-one nubinta 1b
ninety-two nubinta 1c
ninth syam 4
nipa palm grove nÿpaˆ 1b
nipa palm tree nÿpaˆ 1a
nipa thatch pãwud
nipple for generator of kerosene lamp

nÿpul
nipple of breast, udder ˆayýtung
nito climbing fern nÿtuˆ
nito fern handbag bag 2
no knowledge or idea about sth ˆanung

mãlay
no longer bukun na; gihãpun; ˆindiˆ; na1 2
no longer has wayaˆ 1a
no matter where bÿsan diˆin 2
no matter who sinˆu 2a
no more wayaˆ 1d
no person, thing, there is wayaˆ 1b
no value bãli 3
no water at all týbiˆ
nobody wayaˆ 2
node of bamboo, sugar cane buku
nods in agreement tanguˆ
nods the head muˆmuˆ; tanguˆ

noise hýni; tunug 1
noise, banging, crashing lagãbung
noise, loud kýsug 1a
noise; noisy lingaw
noise, sharp crashing labýnuk; lagãbung
noisy; noisier; noisily tunug 2a
noncombatant sibilyan
noncompliant; becomes noncompliant

ˆÿmun
nonnutritious food pitsipitsi
nonpermissive; become nonpermissive

ˆÿmun
noodles pansit
noon meal ˆigmaˆ 1a
north direction nurti
nose, smb blows sunga
nose is flat hungag
nose mucus, crusty mungˆit
nose of animal, person ˆilung
nose ring for animal pangilung
nose ring for carabao, cow prÿnu1
nosebleed sunggu
nostril býhuˆ 5
not bukun
not at all D 1b; paN-2
not long afterwards dýgay 1c
not; negative imperative ˆayaw
not under any circumstances baya
notched; becomes notched bingaw
notebook kwadirnu; nutbuk
nothing wayaˆ 2
notice of a happening ˆabÿsu
notice of death ˆubitwaryu
notices batyag1 1; bistu; mangnu 1
noun determiner, personal si 1a
November Nubyimbri
novena, May Flowers Plýris di Mãyu 1b
novena prayer nubÿna 2
novena prayer book nubÿna 1
now dãˆan 2; na1 1; niyan 1a
now and then tabuˆ1 2
now is the time for sth to happen ˆýras 1c
nudges with elbow sikuy
number nambir; numiru 1
number: eight ˆutsu; wayu 1
number: eighteen disiˆutsu
number: eighty ˆutsinta 1a
number: eighty-one ˆutsinta 1b
number: eighty-two ˆutsinta 1c
number: eleven ˆunsi 1

New Year’s Day 786 number: eleven
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number, even numiru 2a
number, few in mÿnus 1
number: fifteen kinsi
number: fifty singkwinta 1a
number: fifty-one singkwinta 1b
number: fifty-two singkwinta 1c
number: five lima 1; payb; singku
number: five hundred kinyintus
number: forty kwarinta
number: four kwatru; pur1; ˆupat 1
number: fourteen katursi
number: hundred gatus; syin
number: million milyun
number: nine nuwÿbi; syam 1
number: nineteen disinuwÿbi
number: ninety nubinta 1a
number: ninety-one nubinta 1b
number: ninety-two nubinta 1c
number, odd numiru 2b
number of signal for typhoon signal

nambir
number: one ˆisa 1a; ˆýna1 4; ˆýnu; wan
number: seven pitu 1; sÿbin; syÿti
number: seventeen disisyÿti
number: seventy sitinta 1a
number: seventy-one sitinta 1b
number: seventy-two sitinta 1c
number: six sayis; siks; ˆunum 1
number: sixteen disisayis
number: sixty saysinta 1a
number: sixty-one saysinta 1b
number: sixty-two saysinta 1c
number: ten dyis; napýyuˆ 1
number: thirteen trÿsi
number: thirty traynta 1a
number: thirty-one traynta 1b
number: thirty-two traynta 1c
number: thousand lÿbu; mil 1b
number: three tatlu 1; tri; tris; tuyu 1
number: twelve dýsi
number: two duha 1; dus; tu
number: zero sÿru 1a
numbers, added together bilug2
numbers of fish ˆisdaˆ 2
numerous dýru
numerous; more or very numerous

dãmuˆ 1a
nun, Catholic madri
nun’s residence: convent kumbintu
nurse nars

nurtured, an animal, child, plant, sick

person, tree is ˆalÿlaˆ 2b
nurtured child bãhuy 1c
nurtures a child bãhuy 1a; dakuˆ 2
nut, cashew kasuy
nut, including meat of coconut bunut 3
nut, pili pÿli
nutrient, food sustansya
nylon line fishnet pýkut 1a
nylon line, rope naylun 1a
nylon tying line naylun 1b

O

oar, boat’s bugsay 1
oath sumpaˆ 1
obese tambuk
obeys sunud 2; týman
obituary ˆubitwaryu
object butang 1a
object, cut-off ˆýtud 2
object, deep-sea lawudnun
object, flat pantay 1a
object, middle of tungaˆ 2b
object, old dãˆan 1
object, plastic plastik 1
object, short tãwin 1
object, side of kÿlid
object, smooth dyãnuˆ
object or taste is or becomes different

lãbut 1
objective distinasyun
objects, espousal ˆãras 1
objects; objection riklãmu
objects in a pile puntuk 1a
objects, joined flat tambi 1a
obligation, financial tyawˆãnan
obligation, smb’s katungdãnan
obligation to do sth ˆubligasyun
obligatory kahinangyan
obliged to do sth ˆubligãdu
obscene speech santing
observance tãpus 4
observance, May Flowers Plýris di

Mãyu 1a
observed mata 1b; purba; ˆubsirba
observed by celebration silibrar
observer of evil spirits dyagˆun
observes paniˆid

number, even 787 observes
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observes a particular situation kÿtaˆ 1a
observes smb, sth tanˆaw 1a
obsolete lumaˆ
obstinate ˆýyu1 ; 3
obstruction sagang 1a
obstruction; obstructed ˆawat
occasion, eating kãˆun 2
occasional tabuˆ1 2; tyimpu 4
occasionally ˆisa 6b; kung ˆamat; kung

minsan
occupation: baker panadÿru
occupation: blacksmith panday 2a
occupation: carpenter panday 1
occupation: farmer dýtaˆ 3
occupation: guard, caretaker, tenant

bantay 1b
occupation money kwarta 4
occupation: postman hatud 2
occupation; profession ˆimplÿyu
occupied habut
occurs to smb, a happening tabuˆ1 1
ocean dãgat 1a
ocean beach baybay 1a
ocean beach water line biˆbiˆ
ocean current sulug
ocean, deep lawud 1
ocean, expansive, open lawud 1a
ocean fishing dãgat 2
ocean: high tide tãˆub
ocean: low tide hunas 1
ocean quahog mollusk tuway
ocean sand baybay 2a
ocean sediment eaten by sea creatures

lãbud 1b
ocean tilapia fish tilapya 1a
ocean water dãgat 1b
ocean waves humbak 1a
o’clock ˆalas
October ˆUktubri
octopus bait paˆun 1a
octopus, common kugÿta 1
octopus cooked in coconut milk extract

kugÿta 1a
octopus, small variety ˆamumuˆpuˆ 1
octopus turns bluish when threatened

batukbãtuk
odd number numiru 2b
odor bãhuˆ 1
odor: rancid; becomes rancid ˆanta
odor, smb has underarm ˆanghuy

odor: smb has unpleasant smell of body

odor ˆanghit
odor: smells fishy langsa
odor: smells of urine pangsu
odor, unpleasant, of a civet cat dÿris
of course sth happens syimpri
of no account bãli 3
of smb, sth nang 1a
of that, that one, that place ˆinaˆ 1b
of value ˆimpurtanti
off tune lÿbag 2a
off tune, sings lÿbag 2b
offence; becomes offended ˆaburÿdu
offence; offended ˆinsultu
offends sýngun 1b
offensive interjection: You devil! yãwaˆ 2
offensive interjection: You dolt! gãgu 2;

tuntu 2; turpi 2
offensive interjection: Your ass! buliˆ 2;

kibut 2
offensive interjection: Your copulation!

ˆiyut 2
offensive interjection: Your excrement!

tãˆi 3
offensive interjection: Your penis!

býtuˆ 2; tuliˆ 2
offensive interjection: Your testicles!

lãsug 2
offensive interjection: Your vagina!

bilat 2; pukiˆ 2
offensive speech santing
offered as a contribution ˆambag
offered to smb prisintar 2
offering of food for departed soul kalag 2
offering of money limus 1
offers money limus 2
offers sth taˆu
officer, police pulis
offspring bãtaˆ 1c; lãhiˆ
offspring child ˆungaˆ 1b
often pirmi 1a
Oh! taya; ˆaba; ˆa; ˆay
oil, cooking lãna 1
oil, cooking, coconut oil lãna 1a
oil, crude krýdu
oily, becomes lãna 2
ointment, applies banyus; palhit
ointment is rubbed on hÿbuˆ
Okay! sÿgi 1c
okra, coconut-flavored ˆukra 1a

observes a particular 788 okra, coconut-flavored
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okra fruit or plant ˆukra 1
old dãti
old; becomes old gýyang 1
old in age, smb is ˆidad 3b
old lady mollusk tibursyu
old maid dalãga 1b; laˆun
old milled rice bugas 1d
old object: antique karãˆan
old rice laˆun
old, sth is dãˆan 1; lumaˆ
Older Brother; Older Male Friend

Manung
older brother, sister maguyang 1a
Older Female Friend manang 1a;

manang 1b
Older Sister manang 1a; manang 1b
oldest brother, sister maguyang 1b
oleander ornamental shrub ˆadilpa
olive mollusk laklak
olive tang fish kýmay
olive-backed sunbird tamsi2
omelet, egg turtilya 1a
omen simbulu
on a par with ˆãngay
on a point in time sa1 1b
on a small scale, done pÿnu 1b
on each side buˆak 2b
on occasion ˆisa 6b; kung ˆamat; kung

minsan
on, onto smb, sth sa1 1
on smb, sth nasa
on top, go bãbaw 1b
on top of bãbaw 1a
one ˆisa 1a; ˆýna1 4; ˆýnu; wan
one by one ˆisa 1d; tagsa 1b; paˆiyaˆÿya
one by one; slowly ˆinut
one day ˆadlaw 5
one half buˆak 2a
one hundred coconuts representative

palilyu
one in charge ˆingkargãdu
one in charge of group, organization,

territory lÿdir
one in charge of letting sth be drunk

ˆinum 1b
one: indefinite pronoun ka1 2
one each of two matched pairs bãngiˆ 2
one kind or thing, all are pulus 1
one of a matched pair bãngiˆ 1
one of a pair buˆak 1b; buˆak 2a

one side buˆak 2a
one thing butang 1b
one thousand mil 1a
one unspecified day, month, week, year

ˆisa 5
one year later sukat 1a
once ˆisa 6a
once in a while ˆisa 6b; kung ˆamat; kung

minsan; tabuˆ1 2
once more liwat 1
one-liter measure plastik 2b
one-liter measuring can plastik 2a
oneness ˆisa 7
one-peso bill pÿsu 2
one’s self sarÿli 1b; mismu 1a
one-sail outrigger boat batil; liplip
onion plant or bulb sibýyas 1a
only ˆisa 2; lang; pirmi 1a
only eat one food pulus 3
onto smb, sth sa1 1a
open closet, window ˆabyirtu 1
open sea lawud 1
open sea, goes to lawud 2
opened by breaking, cutting latak
opened coconut inflorescence tangãya 1b
opened mature buri frond buli 3
opened up, sth closed, folded, rolled up is

pÿtad
opening býhuˆ 1a
opening between cords of fishnet mata 2
opening plug sungsung 1
opening, window bintãnaˆ 1
opens buskad 1a
opens a fish along top edge bislad
opens a lid býkad
opens book, doorway, bag, clothing,

envelope, grave, umbrella, window

opening, sth hinged ˆabri 1b
opens, doorway, window opening

ˆabri 1a
opens mouth, mollusk nganga
opens the eyes mukyat
operates, a machine dyãgan 2
opinion lãˆum 1b
opponent kuntra 2
or kundiˆ 2; ˆu1
orange color ˆýrins
orange: dark marun
orange tree or fruit, mandarin mandarin
orange spider conch mollusk saˆang 1c

okra fruit or plant 789 orange spider conch
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orangeade drink kahilãda
orange-dotted hair-toothed tang fish

ˆipÿngan
orderly arrangement ˆãyu 1b
orderly arrangement, makes kamãda
orderly, smb is týbis
ordinal number derivative ˆika-1
ordinal number: eighth wayu 4
ordinal number: eleventh ˆunsi 4
ordinal number: fifth lima 4
ordinal number: first ˆisa 4; ˆýna1 1a;

pirst; primÿra 2a
ordinal number: fourth kwartu2 1; purt;

ˆupat 4
ordinal number: hundredth gatus
ordinal number: millionth milyun
ordinal number: ninth syam 4
ordinal number: second duha 4; sÿkund;

sigunda
ordinal number: seventh pitu 4
ordinal number: sixth ˆunum 4
ordinal number: tenth napýyuˆ 4
ordinal number: third tatlu 4; tird;

tirsÿra; tuyu 4
ordinal number: thirtieth traynta 4
ordinal number: thousandth lÿbu; mil 1b
ordinary basta 2
ordinary quality, quantity ˆurdinaryu
ordinary wedding ceremony kasay 2a
oregano plant ˆuriganu
organ, internal: stomach syuksyuk
organization, chairman of tyirman
organization, cooperative kuˆupirãtib
organization, member of mimbru
organization position, rank pwistu 1a;

rangku
organized activity pradyik
organizer kuˆurdinÿtur
organizes a business, social group týkud
organs of animal, edible suyud 3
orientation of sth plastãda
oriented as to position plastar
ornament dikurasyun 1
ornament, ring stone tampuk
ornamental flowering plant býyak 1b
ornamental shrub: adelfa ˆadilpa
ornamental shrub: oleander ˆadilpa
ornamental tree: aguhu ˆaguhu
ornaments, treasure of ˆýru
orphan ˆÿlu 1a

orphan, becomes ˆÿlu 1b
orphan without father ˆÿlu 1e
orphan without mother ˆÿlu 1d
orphan without parents ˆÿlu 1c
other ˆiba 1b; ˆisa 3
other half buˆak 2a
other side buˆak 2a
others ˆiba 1a
others included si 1b
others; with the addition of kana
our (excl), of ours: possessive pronoun

nãmun 1a; ˆãmun 1a
our (incl), of ours: possessive pronoun

nãtun 1a; ta 1a; ˆãtun 1a
ours (excl): possessive pronoun

ˆãmun 1b
ours (incl): possessive pronoun ˆãtun 1b
out of order siraˆ 2a
out of patience bunguy 2
out of tune, an instrument, voice is lÿbag 2a
out of tune, sings lÿbag 2b
outcome of action, situation ˆipiktu;

tubtub 1b
outer part of sth, removes kãpaw 2
outer surface of bamboo likud 2
outmoded, sth is lumaˆ
output býnga 1c
outrigger boat, large two-sail pasãhi
outrigger boat, one-sail batil; liplip
outrigger boat, two-sail binulˆanun
outrigger cross member tarik
outrigger cross-member extension

duˆundýˆun
outrigger motor boat mutur; pambut
outrigger of boat, bamboo kãtig
outrigger paddle boat barýtu
outrigger paddle boat, hull ribs ligasun
outside luwas 1a
outside edge of sth lÿbut 1b
outside floor joist of building

paningdÿngan
outside ground area of house bayay 1c
outside stringer of building

paningdÿngan
outside wall tile, marble ˆaslar
outsider dayýhan
outsmarts, outwits smb lýmaˆ
over a certain amount, number subra 1b
over a designated age, time measurement

lãpas

orangeade drink 790 over a designated
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over a time measurement lÿpas
over and over ˆimaw 3
overcast with clouds, becomes kýnum
overcome by laziness tãmad
overcome with apprehension, fear kuybaˆ
overcome with sexual passion ˆýyag 1a
overcome with sleep pilaw 1a
overcooked; becomes overcooked lataˆ
overdoes dakuˆ 1c
overdone hustu 2
overeats, a person who kãgud 1a
overflows bahaˆ 1b
overhears sth batiˆ 1a
overindulging kãgud 1b
overlapped tabuˆtãbuˆ 1b
overlapped, flat objects are tambi 2
overlooks tiˆis
overpriced hugaˆ 2
overripe fruit laˆas
overseer of work project kapatas 1
overseer, works as kapatas 2
oversees; oversight dumãya
overtaken ˆabut 1a
overtaken by industriousness hýgud
overtaken by morning ˆãga 1f
overtaken by night gabˆi 5
overtaken by smb, sth ˆãbut 1a
overtime, works ˆubirtaym
overtired budlay 2
owner, property tagˆÿya 1a
owns a house bayay 3
ox-eyed scad fish hagumãˆa; magudlung
oyster, cockscomb kýyaˆ
oyster, pearl kapis

P

pace, fast sãmuk 2a
pace, slow hÿnay
paces around sãbuˆ
pack of dogs ˆãyam
package of sth bugkus 1a
package, wrapped putus 1; putus 2b
packing case kãha
pact ginkaˆisahan; kuntrãta; sýgut 3
pact, written sýlat 2b
pad hamham 1
paddle boat dyãpang
paddle, boat bugsay 1

paddle boat, outrigger barýtu
paddle for beating clothes pandakdak 1a
paddles a boat bugsay 2
padlock kandãdu 1
padlocks sth kandãdu 2
pagatpat mangrove tree pagatpat
page of book pãnig 1a; pidãsu 1a
paho tree or fruit pãhuˆ
paid helper sirbidýra; suluguˆun
paid worker sýhuy 3
pail, lunch bãyun 2
pail, slop lagmaw 2
pail, water baldi
pain in joints, arthritis lubat
pain in the stomach, suffers hÿlab
pain, jab of pitik 1
pain, moans in dugudugu
pain: severe stomach cramps syãpuˆ
painful, part of the body becomes

sakit 2b
painful, the stomach is hÿlab
pains, afterbirth panlÿwan
pains, the body sakit 2a; sakit 2b
paint pintýra 1a
paint, applies banyus; palhit
painted coral trout fish salÿgan; sulig
paints pintýra 1b
pair by pair parispãris
pair, matched bãngiˆ 1
pair, mated ˆasãwa 4
pair, one each of a matched bãngiˆ 2a
pair, one of a buˆak 1b; buˆak 2a
pair, one of a matched bãngiˆ 1
pajamas padyãma
pako fern paku
palace palasyu
palate of mouth ngayagngag
palawan plant gaylang
pale color pusˆaw
palm, betel nut býnga 2
palm, buri buli 1
palm, coconut young frond hanig
palm frond paywa 1
palm frond, blessed lukay
palm frond stalk paywa 2
palm frond stalk base pýnuˆ2 1a
palm fronds, fuel for cooking gatung 1a
palm grove, nipa nipaˆ 1b
palm leaves are ready for stripping in

making shingles sasa 1b

over a time 791 palm leaves
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palm leaves are stripped off for making

shingles sasa 1a
palm leaves stripped off for shingles sasa 1c
palm of hand pãyad
palm, rattan ˆuway
Palm Sunday Duminggu 2
palm thatch, coconut sinibit (sibit 1b)
palm thatch, nipa pãwud
palm tree, anahaw ˆanãhaw
palm tree, coconut niyug 1
palm tree, nipa nÿpaˆ 1a
palm tree, unopened frond of buntay 1
pan, frying kayãhaˆ
pan scale kÿlu 2a
pandan screw pine pangdan 1a
pandan screw pine, alasas pangdan 1c
pandan screw pine, beach pangdan 1b
panicked by smb, sth taranta
panicle, mature rice ˆýhay
panther fish ˆinid
panties, woman’s panti
pants, clothing sayway 1
papaya, coconut-flavored kapãya 2a
papaya fruit kapãya 1b
papaya grater kabilyýhan
papaya: partially ripe fruit bulihaw
papaya plant kapãya 1a
papaya: ripe fruit kapãya 2c
papaya salsa kapãya 2b
paper papil 1a
paper clip klip 1a
paper, crepe krip nga papil
paper for bathroom use ˆiwang
paper for sanding lÿha
paper is crumpled gýmuk; lunut
paper nautilus mollusk lagang 1b
paper, sheet of pãnig 1a
paper, smb cuts out tabas 1a
paper, toilet ˆiwang
paper: whole piece pidãsu 1a
paper, wraps in putus 2
parade; smb parades parãda
paradise lãngit 2
parallel events, states parÿhu 1b
paramount belief prinsipyu
paramour, female kãwat 3
parcel of food, ration rasyun 1a
pardoned for wrongdoing patãwad
parent gýyang 2a; ginikãnan
parent of one’s child-in-law balãyi 1;

kumadri 1b
parent-in-law panugãngan
parentless orphan ˆÿlu 1c
parent’s aunt lýla 2
parent’s brother, male cousin: uncle

ˆangkul 1b
parent’s father: grandfather lýlu 1a
parent’s female cousin ˆanti 1a
parent’s male cousin ˆangkul 1a
parent’s mother: grandmother lýla 1a
parents of bride and groom balãyi 2
parent’s sister, female cousin: aunt ˆanti 1b
parent’s uncle lýlu 2
parrot pikuy
parrot fish busalug
part of sth parti 1a
part, smb’s partÿda; parti 1b
part of the body lãwas 1b
partakes of breakfast pamãhaw 2
partially blind hayap
partially burned firewood, a piece of

ˆayýtun
partially cooked, ripe hilaw 1b
partially ripe guava fruit, standing rice

lugkãnun
partially ripe papaya fruit bulihaw
participant in sports ˆatlit
participates in activities involving made-up

Negrito-like people ˆatiˆãti 2
participates in an activity lakut 1; nunut;

sãyu
participates in arm wrestling pãka2
participates in finger wrestling turnilyu
participates in seven-fold procession

binÿray
participates in stage play sarswÿla 1b
particle in the eye, foreign pýling 1a
particles of food in teeth tinga
particularly lãluˆ; labi 1b
partition between rooms partisyun 1a
partner tuwang 1
partner, changes baylu
parts the hair pilýka 2
party handaˆ 2; lÿpay 2
party dress bistÿda; gawn
passageway pwirtãhan; ˆãgi 2
passageway is blockaded sagang 1b
passageway is narrow ˆÿsut 1b
passenger karga 1a
passenger bus bas

palm leaves 792 passenger bus
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passes across, by, through sth, scattered

objects latun
passes along a roadway karsãda 2
passes away dýyaˆ 2; haning; matay 1
passes by latun; lÿgad; lÿpas 2; ˆãgi
passes one year sukat 1b
passes out food riprisku; tãhaw 2
passes over an expanse tabuk
passes over river, stream latˆas
passes, smb, sth, time, event, state lÿgad
passes sth to smb pãsa
passes through an object lusut
passes through a place ˆãgi
passes to a higher grade pasãdu
passion fruit or vine pasyun prut
passion, smb is overcome with sexual

ˆýyag 1a
passport pasapurti
past afternoon hãpun 1b
past life buhiˆ1 2c
pasta, macaroni makarýni
patch on cloth, inner tube hakyup 1
patches cloth, inner tube hakyup 2
patches clothing sursi
patient in a situation pasinsya 1a
patient of dentist, doctor pasyinti
patron saint santus 1a
pattern: checkered, plaid dama 3
pattern, embroidery burda 1a
pattern for mat, decorative sabat2 1b
pattern: scallops gitinggiting
pattern, smb cuts out tabas 1a
pattern: striped bãtuk
pattern: wavy humbak 2
pattern: zigzag ˆÿkis 2
pauper pubri
payapa tree nunuk
payment amounts to sãpit
payment for schooling, tuition twisyun
payment for sth purchased bãyad 1b
payment for sth, service rendered bãyad 2a
payment for work sýhuy 1a
payment for work, receives kubra
pays a debt ˆabýnu
pays a visit dýˆaw
pays a visit to a place human 4
pays attention to smb, sth ˆintindi 2;

lãbut 2
pays fare plÿti 1a
pays for sth, a service bãyad 2a

pays homage to God, smb samba;
simba 2

pays no attention to smb’s instruction

sabyaw
pays smb for work done sýhuy 1b
peaceful mind, thoughts hilway
peaceful, place, state tawhay 1
peaceful, smb’s emotional state is

panãtag
peak of hill, mountain ˆalipukpuk
peak of mountain, flat, rounded tangkap
peanut mani 1b
peanut plant mani 1a
pearl pirlas
pearl millet grass, seed dãwa
pearl oyster kapis
pearly spinecheek fish layrung
peas, green gisantis
peck of a bird, infection from dãlit
pecks at sth, pecks in eating tukaˆ 2
pecks in eating tukub
peddles sth for sale lÿbud
pedicab traysikul 1
pedicab, rides on traysikul 2
pedicure pidikyur
peeled, fruit, vegetable pãnit 2; ˆýpak 1b
peeled off, bark of tree is puknit
peeling, fruit pãnit 1
peels, skin of person ˆýpak 1a
peep of chick ˆisak
peeping sound of bird, baby chick

syaksyak
peers around lingatlingat
pellet, gun pirdigýnis
pelts down, rain býnuk
pelts smb, sth býguy
pen for pigs bayaybãyay 1b; tangkãyan
penalty sintinsya
penalty for wrongdoing; fine multa
pencil lãpis
pencil, eraser end pýnuˆ2 1a
pendant for necklace lãkit
penis býtuˆ 1; tuliˆ 1
penis base pýnuˆ2 1a
penis erection ˆutug
penis, glans tuliˆ 3; býtuˆ 3
penis tip punta 2
penitentiary prÿsu 1c
penned in kulung
pension for retirement supurta

passes across, by 793 pension for retirement
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people, a congregation of pýlung
people, a crowd of tãwu 1a
people, an assembly ˆasimbli
people are few hÿnaˆ; ˆÿsut 1b
people are numerous dãmuˆ 1a
people as a whole publiku
people congregate, stay together dãpuˆ1
people gather tÿpun 1a
pepper, bell or sweet katumbay 1a
pepper, black paminta
pepper, chili katumbay 1c
pepper, long red: fruit or plant

katumbay 1b
pepper plant katumbay 1
perceived dãngat
percentage grade ˆabrids; grÿding;

grãdu 1; marka 2
percentage of interest pursintu
perchance ˆaraˆ
percussion instrument pirkasyun
percussion instrument: tambourine tambur
performance risulta
performance for entertainment paguwaˆ;

prugrãma
performance, stage kulukyu; sarswÿla 1a
performed intensely týdu
performed little by little ˆÿsut 2
performed next sunud 1a
performs a bloodletting ceremony dãgaˆ
performs a service ngãgad
performs a task butingting; hýkay 1b
performs as drum majorette madyurit 2
performs espousal ritual ˆãras 2a
performs exclusively, zealously kaˆunu
performs in a particular way human 1
performs manual labor hurnal 2
performs slowly ˆamatˆãmat
performs voluntary task tugpa
perfume humut 2
perfume, applies banyus
perfume, fragrance of ˆalisngaw 1b
perhaps ˆaraˆ; bãsiˆ 2; baya; kuntaˆ;

sigýru; ˆugaling; kabay pa
perimeter of sth lÿbut 1b
period of menstruation rigla 1a
periodic tyimpu 4
permissible pwÿdi
permission, asks pamuhun
permission; permits týgut
permissive day ˆadlaw 7b

perpendicular-gabled building kamarin
persevering pasinsya 1a
persists pirmi 1b
person tãwu 1a
person, American Kanuˆ
person, baby lapsag
person, bald kalbu
person, beloved palannga’
person, Bisayan Bisãyaˆ 1
person, blind buta
person, bone of tuyˆan
person, Canadian Kanadyan
person, crippled lupug 1a
person, dead haning; patay 1a; wayaˆ 1d
person, distant, far layuˆ 1a
person, each separate bãwat 1b
person, envious sÿna 1b
person, foolish bastus
person, front of ˆatýbang 1b
person hears sth batiˆ1a
person in charge: chairman tyirman
person, intemperate kãgud 1a
person, lying pýsung
person, Mangyan Mangyan 1
person, married ˆasãwa 1b
person, middle-aged ˆidad 3a
person, neglected subra 1a
person, Negrito ˆÃti
person, plump býkud
person, poor pubri
person, Protestant Prutistanti
person, rich manggad 2a
person, Roman Catholic Rumãnu

Katuliku 1c
person, Romblomanon Rumblumãnun 1a
person, small, young ˆÿsut 1b
person squats hýyun 1
person, stunted nãnu
person, stupid býray; gãgu 1; tuntu 1;

turpi 1
person, Tagalog Tagãlug 1a
person, tall and straight lãyug
person, twin kãpid
person washes face lamˆus
person, white bukay
person, white spirit ˆingkantu
person who gambles sugaruy
person, young bãtaˆ 1a
personal apparel gãmit 1c
personal name, common female: Rosa

people, a congregation of 794 personal name
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rýsa 2
personal noun determiner si 1a
personal pronoun: who? sinˆu 1a
personal things, carried daya 1a
personality pirsunalidad
person’s body kaˆugalÿngun 1a; lãwas 1a;

sarÿli 1a
perspiration ganˆut
persuaded pÿlit 1b
persuaded, must, should be kumbinsi
perturbation kuybaˆ; lisud
perturbed, smb becomes lisud
peso pÿsu 1
peso: one-peso bill pÿsu 2
pestle for mortar bayu 1
pestle for pounding salsa sarsa 3
pestle, smb pounds with bayu 2
pestle, smb tamps with dasuk 1
pet bird, cat, dog, monkey ˆalÿlaˆ 2a
petition, smb files pitisyun
petitions for sth prisintar 1
petroleum: kerosene pitrulyu
pharmaceutical medicine buyung 1;

midisÿna
pharmacy butÿka
phase of moon: first quarter kwartu2 2;

latiˆ 1a
phase of moon: fourth quarter latiˆ 1d
phase of moon: full bÿlug2 2a
phase of moon: new matay 2a
phase of moon: second quarter latiˆ 1b
phase of moon: third quarter latiˆ 1c
phase of moon: wanes ˆÿsut 4
phase of moon: waxes bãhuy 4
Philippine currency: centavo sintimus
Philippine currency: fifty centavos salapiˆ
Philippine currency: one-peso bill pÿsu 2
Philippine currency: peso pÿsu 1
Philippine currency: twenty centavos pisÿtas
Philippine mahogony tree nãga 1
Philippines Pilipÿnas
phonograph pýnu
photograph litrãtu
photographer litratista
physical characteristic: short and regular

mãya1
physical condition ginhãwa 1
physical resources kãya 1a
physically abnormal, becomes ˆabnurmal
piano pyãnu 1

piano, plays pyãnu 2
picked as lead player mãnu 2
picked out for a particular purpose

human 3
picked up pýyut
picks flowers or fruit puˆpuˆ
picks off body hair, feathers, hairy fibers

buybuy 2
picks out pÿliˆ 1
picks up punpun
picnic basket busluˆ
picture image of sth, smb ribultu
picture taken with camera litrãtu; tÿra 1
pictures, photographer who takes

litratista
piece, a half buˆak 1b
piece of cardboard kartun
piece of charcoal ˆýling 1
piece of cloth, remnant tabas 2
piece of clothing pidãsu 1a
piece of coconut, half niyug 2c
piece of cut-up fish guyut 1a
piece of ginger, coconut pisnguy 1
piece of paper, lumber, whole pidãsu 1a
piece of partially burned firewood

ˆayýtun
piece of split bamboo bitlag 1b; patpat 1
piece of sth, remnant ritãsu
piece of sth, thin pãnig 1a
piece of sth, smb breaks off pisnguy 2
piece used for wagering in game patad
piece, whole bÿlug1 1a; buˆuk 1a; pidãsu 1b
pieces of sth, cut-up hiwaˆ 1
pieces, sth is cut into tadtad; tuktuk1;

ˆýtud 1
pieces, sth is divided into tungaˆ 3;

pidãsu 2
pieces, whole bÿlug1 1b; buˆuk 1b
pier dungguˆ 2; pantalan; pyir
pierces sth duyut 2; tugsuk
pig bãbuy 1
Pig! bãbuy 2
pig, barren bãbuy 1a
pig feed: cooked vegetable leaves lãˆun
pig, grunt of bangguk; ˆÿguk
pig is infected with white-rice disease

bugasbugas 2
pig neck wattle pãta2
pig, squeal of ˆiwik
pig, upper leg portion pãta1

personal noun determiner 795 pig, upper leg
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pig, wild bãbuy 1b; tayýnun
pigeon salampãti
pigeon pea shrub kadyus
piglet bãbuy 2; ˆuruk 1
piglets, sow gives birth to ˆuruk 2
pigpen bayaybãyay 1b; tangkãyan
pile, layered tumbaw
pile of collected objects puntuk 1a
piled together puntuk 1b
piled vegetation hayas 1b
pilfers kýpit
pili nut or tree pÿli
pillow ˆuyun 1b
pillow covering, inner sýput
pillow filling: kapok kãyu 2
pillowcase punda
pilot of boat, ship kapitan 1
pimples punggud
pin feathers sabuysabuy 1
pin, hair hirpin
pin, safety pakut
pinasagi eating banana, fruit or plant

pinasagiˆ
pincers, an ant, crustacean bites smb, sth

with kagat 2
pincers kagat 1; sipit 1
pinches kýnit; kurut
pine tree, alasas pandan screw pangdan 1c
pine tree, beach pandan screw pangdan 1b
pine tree, pandan screw pangdan 1a
pineapple fruit pinya 1b
pineapple plant pinya 1a
pink color rýsa 1
pinkeye tagimata
pinned down ligis
pinned with hair clip sipit 2b
pins money onto newlyweds’ clothing sabˆit
pipe, water bãru; týbu1; ˆayugˆug
pit, garbage pilãkan
pitch roofed building kinamarin
pith of coconut tree upper trunk ˆýbud
pitiable lýˆuy 1a
pities smb lýˆuy 1a
pitlagu bird pitlaguˆ
pitted murex mollusk tamˆÿsan
pitugu plant pitýgu
pity lýˆuy 1b
piyapi mangrove swamp piyãpi 2
piyapi mangrove tree piyãpi 1
place lugar

place: bakery panadirya
place: coconut grove niyug 4
place: cornfield maˆis 2
place, evacuation bakwit 1b
place, far layuˆ 1b
place for baking bread, pastries tinãpay 2
place for bathing lÿgus 2
place for betting pustaˆ
place for burying garbage lýbung 2a
place for buying sth bakay 1c
place for cooking: kitchen kusÿna
place for eating kãˆun 3
place for fishing with hook and line bunit 3
place for getting marble, stones kwãri 2
place for getting sth buˆuy 1a
place for making charcoal ˆýling 2b
place for making copra lýgit 2a
place for milling rice galingan 2a
place for playing: playground kãnam 2
place for polling prisintu 1
place for putting things butang 2b
place for sitting pungkuˆ 2
place for sleeping higdaˆ 2; týyug 2
place for sleeping: bed kãma; katri
place for sleeping: bedroom kwartu1;

suyud 1b; týyug 2
place for sth butang 2b
place for swimming languy 2
place for tables tÿbul 2
place for tethered animals higut 2b
place for unloading diskarga
place for washing clothes laba 2
place: gathering of athletes mit
place, hopscotch bakingkiˆ 2
place, interior of ˆilãya
place, loitering ˆistambay 2
place: lowland area pãtag
place: movie theater sÿni 2
place, muddy lýnang 1c
place nearby smb, sth tungud2
place: nipa palm grove nÿpaˆ 1b
place of dead: cemetery kampusantu
place of dead: grave lubung 1
place of dead: graveyard lýbung 2
place of learning: college kãlids
place of sth, an action pwistu 1b
place of stones batu 2
place of work trabãhu 2
place of worship: church simba 1b
place, outside luwas 1a

pig, wild 796 place, outside
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place, peaceful tawhay 1
place: piyapi mangrove swamp piyãpi 2
place: planting area tanum 1d
place: police station prisintu 2
place: rice field lanas
place, sandy baybay 2b
place: shade, shelter sÿlung 2b
place, shallow-ocean seaweed lýsay 1b
place: shed for drinking liquor

bayaybãyay 1d; ˆinum 2b
place: small island puyuˆ 1
place, sunny sÿlak 1c
place, this diri 1
place to sit pungkuˆ 2
place, underneath sÿlung 1
place, very cluttered, dirty mayagting
place: walking area pãnaw 2
place, western wisti 1a
place where birds alight hýyun 1
place where God and angels live: heaven

lãngit 2
place where king reigns hãriˆ 2
place where people gather mÿting
place where smb dies matay 1
place where sth is cast away, thrown; smb

banished pilak
placed aside wãhing
placed crosswise krus 1b
placed face up kayaˆ
placed in a row karakãra
placed into sth pÿˆut 1
placed on edge lÿkid1
placed on top of tungtung 1b
placed together, things are puntuk 1b
placement of smb, sth butang 2d
placenta ˆinunlan
places a covering on sth tampuy 2
places fuel into fire gatung 1b
places in a layer luntud 2
places on vehicle to carry baggage

kargadur
places sth butang 2a
places sth around sth else lÿbut 1a
places sth face up kayaˆ
places sth somewhere sangˆat; ˆitsa
places things in orderly arrangement

kamãda
places upside down kuyub
places, various diˆin 2
plaid design, pattern dama 3

plan bãlak; distinasyun; plãnu; tãning
plane surface, middle of tungaˆ 2b
plank siding tabla
planning session for wedding, final sigir
planning session for wedding, initial

pamalãyi 1
plans for an event plãnu
plans sth bãlak; plãnu
plant: abaca banana lãnut 1
plant: aloe vera sabÿla; ˆalubÿra
plant: amor-seco grass ˆamursÿkus
plant: annatto ˆastyýtis
plant: arrowroot ˆuraru
plant: asparagus bean ˆutaktu
plant at end of runner hýpiˆ
plant: avocado ˆabukãdu
plant: bamboo kawãyan 1
plant: banana sãging 1a
plant: banawug banãwug
plant bark pãnit 1
plant: batabya eating banana batabya
plant: bell pepper katumbay 1a
plant: biga bÿgaˆ
plant: bird’s-nest fern dãpuˆ2
plant blooms býyuk 2; lãbug
plant: butuan cooking banana butˆýhan;

pãkuy
plant: cabbage ripulyu
plant: carrot kãrut
plant: cassava balinghuy 1
plant: cauliflower kuliplãwir
plant: chico kayumÿtu
plant: chili katumbay 1c
plant: Chinese celery kintsay
plant: common bean bitsuylas
plant: common gourd tabuˆ2 1
plant: coriander kulantru
plant: cotton gãpas
plant: cucumber pipÿnu
plant, cultivated tanum 1a
plant cutting for reproduction tanum 1c
plant, dead patay 1a
plant, deep-sea lawudnun
plant: eggplant tayung 1
plant, flowering býyak 1b
plant fruit býnga 1a
plant: gabigabi gabigabi
plant: gardenia rusal
plant: garlic bãwang
plant: ginger luyˆa 1

place, peaceful 797 plant: ginger
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plant: grass, weed gýna 2a
plant: green-orange kahil kahil
plant: guava bayãbas
plant hairs, itchy gÿluk 1a
plant: ili-ud eating banana ˆiliˆud
plant: indigo tãgum
plant inflorescence býyak 1a
plant: jackfruit langkaˆ 1
plant: jute tagãbang
plant: kamantigi kamantÿgi
plant: kamias ˆÿbaˆ
plant: kusuy kusuy
plant: kutsay kutsay
plant: lacatan eating banana bayuy;

lakatan
plant: latundan eating banana tundan
plant, leaf of dãhun 1
plant: lemon grass tangyad
plant: lettuce litsýgas
plant: long red pepper katumbay 1b
plant: lubigan lubigan
plant, main branch sanga 1a
plant: maize maˆis 1a
plant: mung bean munggu 1a
plant: mustard mustãsa
plant: okra ˆukra 1
plant: onion sibýyas 1a
plant: oregano ˆuriganu
plant: palawan gaylang
plant: papaya kapãya 1a
plant: peanut mani 1a
plant: pinasagi eating banana pinasagiˆ
plant: pineapple pinya 1a
plant: pitugu pitýgu
plant: pearl millet grass dãwa
plant: pepper katumbay 1
plant: potato patãtas 1a
plant: radish rabanus
plant: rice humay 1
plant, rice seedling sagudsud
plant root gamut
plant: rose rus
plant runner lagway
plant: saba cooking banana sabˆa
plant: sambiri sambiri
plant: sapodilla kayumÿtu
plant, secondary branch sanga 1b
plant seedling similya
plant: shallot sibýyas 1b
plant shoot týbuˆ 1a

plant: sinutla-an eating banana sinutlãˆan
plant: spiny bamboo kawãyan 1a
plant spray poison hiluˆ
plant sucker sãhaˆ
plant: sugarcane tubu
plant: sunflower san plãwir
plant: sweet pepper katumbay 1a
plant: sweet potato kamýti 1
plant: tagbak herbaceous bayungbung
plant: talahib grass tigbaw
plant: taro gãbi 1a
plant: tinduk eating banana tinduk
plant tip punta 1a
plant: tobacco tabãkuˆ 1a
plant: tomato kamãtis
plant: tudlundatu eating banana

tudlundãtuˆ
plant: tumeric duyaw 1
plant: uyabi cooking banana ˆuyãbi
plant vine and roots gakud
plant, wild soft-stemmed tanum 1a
plant with roots, tubers pýnuˆ2 1b
plant: yautia bunduˆ
plantation ˆasyinda
planting area tanum 1d
planting season tanum 1e
plants a cultigen tanum 1b
plants a kiss haruˆ
plants a seed pugas
plants, clump of pýnuˆ1 1a
plants seeds for seedlings saguˆsuˆ
plaster, medicinal ˆimplastu
plastic grocery bag bag 4
plastic measuring can, one-liter plastik 2a
plastic object plastik 1
plastic rope pÿsiˆ 1c
plastic sack kustal 1e
plastic string ˆistru 1
plate, eating pinggan
platform for program, show ˆintablãdu
platter, serving bandihãdu
play father tatay 4
play mother nanay 4
play performed on stage kulukyu;

sarswÿla 1a
play spouse ˆasãwa 2a
play, sth used for kãnam 1a
player, guitar gitarista
player, musical instrument musikÿru
playground kãnam 2

plant: grass, weed 798 playground
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playhouse bayaybãyay 2b
playing card barãha
playing marble hýlin 1a
playing top trumpu 1a
playing top, all-wood kasingan
playing top, nailed langsang 2
playing-house game bayaybãyay 2a
plays a game kãnam 1b
plays a game of syatu syãtuˆ 3
plays a piano pyãnu 2
plays a stringed instrument kayas
plays basketball baskitbul 2b
plays checkers dama 2
plays game of rubber bands taksiˆ
plays hopscotch bakingkiˆ 1b; bikaˆkaˆ 1b
plays marriage, smb with whom smb

ˆasãwa 2b
plays softball supbul 1b
plays volleyball balibul
plaza plãsa
pleads pangabay
pleasant aroma humut
Please! ˆãbi 1; ˆãnay2
pleasure, smb experiences sexual ˆýyag 1b
pledge kasunduˆ 1a; pangãkuˆ
plentiful dakuˆ 1b; ˆabunda
plentiful; becomes plentiful dakuˆ 1b
pliable labu
plucks body hair, feathers, hairy fibers

buybuy 2
plug for opening sungsung 1
plugs an opening sungsung 2
plumb line tuntun 1
plump animal, fruit, person býkud
plunges down from sky hugpaˆ
plunges under water for sth býsu
plural ka-an2 1
plural genitive personal noun determiner

nina 1b
plural indicator manga1
plural possessive personal noun determiner

nina 1a
plywood playwud
pocket of garment bulsa 1
pockets sth secretly bulsa 2
pod: asparagus bean ˆutaktu
pod: bataw batˆaw
pod: cowpea balãtung
pod: pigeon pea kadyus
poem tulaˆ 1

poem, smb recites tulaˆ 2
point, game score puntus
point of cutting instrument duyut 1
point, sharpens tasa
pointed talÿwis 1b
pointed end of object punta 1a;

talÿwis 1a
pointed out, smb is tudluˆ 2b
points out sth paliwãnag
poison hiluˆ; kilkig 1
poison from snakebite, peck of bird, cut of

knife dãlit
poison is removed from nami root by

soaking ˆunaw
poison sickness kilkig 2a
poison sickness, smb is afflicted with

kilkig 2b
poisoning, smb experiences symptoms of

ˆayungˆãyung
poisonous dãlit; hiluˆ
poked into a space pýgaˆ
pokes into, through duyut 2
pokes with elbow sÿku 1b
pokes with mollusk probe duyrug 2
pokes with sharp instrument bunuˆ
pole for carrying fish sangyãyan
police station prisintu 2
policeman pulis
policeman, village tãnud
policeman’s whistle pÿtu 1a
polisher for floor, coconut-husk lampãsu 1
polishes floor with coconut husk lampãsu 2
political candidate kandidãtu
polkadot grouper fish ˆinid
polling station prisintu 1
polluted, water is, becomes lamˆaw
pomade, hair pamãda
pomegranate shrub or fruit granãda
pomelo tree or fruit lukban
pond-field dike pilãpil
pond-field shrimp area putut 1b
pond-field shrimp, colander basket scoop

for putut 2b
pond-field shrimp, small putut 1a
pond-field shrimp, smb gathers putut 2a
pool of water: a shallow spring bubun2
poor babaˆ 2
poor; lacking sustenance lýˆuy 2
poor person pubri
poor quality hÿnaˆ; mÿnus 1

playhouse 799 poor quality
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pops, of corn when roasted gãtiˆ
populace publiku
popular bantug; lakas1 1; pupular
popularity lakas1 1
population of fish ˆisdaˆ 2
porcelain cup tatsu
porch of house balkun
pore-headed gudgeon fish tambayu
pork bãbuy 1; karni 1b
pork and liver stew minýdu
pork dish: annatto karikari
pork roast litsun
port dungguˆ 2; pantalan; pyir
portion of cut-up fish guyut 1a
portion of sth parti 1a
portion, smb has parti 1c
portion, smb’s partÿda; parti 1b
portrays sth riplik
position sitwasyun
position: above, on top bãbaw 1a
position: back ˆatras
position: below dãyum1 2a
position: crosswise krus 1b
position in job, organization pwistu 1a;

rangku
position: inside dãyum1 2a
position, location of sth plastãda
position of smb, sth butang 2c
position: underneath dãyum1 2a
positioned plastar
positioned on edge lÿkid1
possession, inherited mãna 1a
possession, one’s own kaˆugalÿngun 1b;

sarÿli 1c
possessions bãgay1
possessive pronoun: her, his, its, of hers,

his, its niya 1a; ˆiya 1a
possessive pronoun: my, of mine ku 1a;

nãkun 1a; ˆãkun 1a
possessive pronoun: our (excl), of ours

nãmun 1a; ˆãmun 1a
possessive pronoun: our (incl), of ours

nãtun 1a; ta 1a; ˆãtun 1a
possessive pronoun: their, of theirs

ninda 1a; ˆinda 1a
possessive pronoun: your (pl), of yours

nindu 1a; ˆindu 1a
possessive pronoun: your (sg), of yours

mu 1a; nÿmu 1a; ˆÿmu 1a
possessive determiner nang 1b

possessive personal noun determiner

ni 1a; nina 1a
possessive predicate pronoun: hers, his, its

ˆiya 1b
possessive predicate pronoun: mine

ˆãkun 1b
possessive predicate pronoun: ours (excl)

ˆãmun 1b
possessive predicate pronoun: ours (incl)

ˆãtun 1b
possessive predicate pronoun: theirs

ˆinda 1b
possessive predicate pronoun: yours (pl)

ˆindu
possessive predicate pronoun: yours (sg)

ˆÿmu 1b
possible pwÿdi
possibly bãsiˆ 2; baya; kuntaˆ; sigýru;

ˆaraˆ; ˆugãling; kabay pa
post base pýnuˆ2 1a
post, foundation halÿgi 2
post office busun
post, support tuku
postage stamp silyu
posthole digger barÿna
postman hatud 2
pot, big clay rice sugnãyan
pot, clay kýyun 1
pot, cooking kaldÿru
pot, flower masitÿra
pot, medium-sized fish kýyun 2
pot, small clay fish pot ˆanglit
potato plant patãtas 1a
potato tuber patãtas 1b
potion, magical love lumay
pouch, betel nut mayamˆan
poultry house bayaybãyay 1c; pultri
pound measurement libra
pounded puypug
pounded rice bugas 1a
pounding instrument: salsa pestle sarsa 3
pounding mortar lusung
pounds a nail into sth langsang 1b
pounds with pestle bayu 2; dasuk 1
pounds with sledgehammer mãsu 2
pours a granular substance sabwag
pours a liquid basya; bubuˆ
pours cement simintu 2
pours down hard, rain býnuk
pouts sýngun 1a

pops, of corn 800 pouts
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powder bukbuk 1
powder box pulbÿra
powder for gun pulbura
powder, lime ˆãpug
powder puff ˆispungha
powder to color coconut wine tangay 1
powdered milk gãtas 1
powdered-milk can lãta 3
power measurement: horsepower balyus; di
practice in doing sth patakaran
practices an activity praktis 1
practitioner of herbal medicine ˆalbularyu;

buyung 3
praised pýri
praises smb muyuˆ 1b
prattle tabil
prayer dasay
prayer, Angelus ˆurasyun
prayer book, novena nubÿna 1
prayer; prays pangamýyuˆ
prayers, small book of magical librÿtu
prays a novena prayer nubÿna 2
prays to God dasay
pre-Christmas mass simba 3
precious, loved one is mahal
precious object, person mutyaˆ
precipice pampang
precipitates ˆuyan 1b
precipitation ˆuyan 1a
precisely as stated ˆiksaktu
precisely at a given place mismu 1b
predicate pronoun: he, she, it siya
predicate pronoun: I ˆaku
predicate pronoun: they sinda
predicate pronoun: you (pl) kamu
predicate pronoun: you (sg) ˆikaw
predicate pronoun: we (excl) kami
predicate pronoun: we (incl) kita 1a
preens feathers siksik
prefers a particular action, situation gustu 1;

pabur
pregnancy nabdus 1a
pregnancy cravings, smb experiences

panamkun
pregnancy: smb prevents by ligating

fallopian tubes laygit
pregnancy sickness sýhut
pregnant; is, becomes pregnant nabdus 1a
pregnant woman nabdus 1b
pre-laying hen dumayãga

premise on which sth is based bãsi
premna odorata tree ˆargaw
prepared ˆalistu 1a; handaˆ 1a
prepared breakfast pamãhaw 1c
prepared food kãˆun 1b; priparasyun;

tãhaw 1
prepared for sth priparãdu
prepared lunch, a ˆigmaˆ 1c
prepared supper, a ˆihãpun 1c
prepared things priparasyun
prepares handaˆ 1b; ˆalistu 1b; ˆasikãsu
prepares fish for eating by cleaning

himay 1a
prepares rice by washing kilis 1
prepares sth for use priparar
prepares vegetable for cooking, eating

himay 2
prescribes medical remedy, medicine

risÿta 1b
prescription for medicine risÿta 1a
present given to smb pasalýbung; rigãlu
present-day bagˆu 1a
presented to smb prisintar 2
preserved by curing, anchovy fish is

gamus 1b
preserves food binipisyar
president prisidinti 1
pressed pýgaˆ
pressed down on pislit
pressed-board walling lawanit
presses hard kurut
pressure lantern ˆalãdin
pressure lantern mantle gãsa
pressured to do sth pÿlit 1b; ˆahat
pressure-dried, food is pintay
prestige ˆýnur 1
presumed tangaˆtãngaˆ
pretend D 2a
pretend father tatay 4
pretend mother nanay 4
pretend spouse ˆasãwa 2a
pretends marriage, smb with whom smb

ˆasãwa 2b
prevented hãwid 1b
prevented a sickness sagang 1b
prevented from escaping hãkup
prevented from milk nourishment hubas 2
prevents accomplishment, approval of sth

hãrang 2
prevents passage hãrang 1

powder 801 prevents passage
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prevents smb from doing sth pugung
previous dãti
previously mentioned hambay 10
price for redemption lukat
price, low, cheap barãtu
price of item for sale baligyaˆ 1; bãyad 1a
price of service bãyad 1a
price of sth bakay 1b; kantidad 1; prisyu
price rate or scale tarÿpa
priceless object mutyaˆ
prickly body part from tiredness, being

asleep binhud
prickly heat bungang ˆadlaw
pride hambug
pried out sýkat2 1a
pries out marble from ground kwãri 1
pries with a crowbar barÿta 1b
priest pãriˆ
priest’s helper: acolyte sakristan
primary belief prinsipyu
primary school, smb studies at ˆiskwÿla 3
prince prinsipi
princess dãma; prinsÿsa
prison prÿsu 1c
prison warden wardin
prisoner prÿsu 1a
prisoner’s bail pyansa
private parts parti 3
privilege of doing sth pribilihÿyu
prize primyu
prize ribbon rÿbun
probably bãsiˆ 2; daw; kuntaˆ; sigýru;

ˆugãling1
probe, metal mollusk duyrug 1
problem prublÿma
problem, mechanical dipirinsya 1a
procedures ˆidÿya
proceeds dãyun 2b; sÿgi 1a
processes things ˆasikãsu
procession, seven-fold binÿray
procession, seven-fold, smb participates in

binÿray
proclaims a message, gossip, news kãyat 2
produce: fruit prýtas
produce packing case kãha
produce: vegetable gýlay
produces fruit býnga 1b
produces light, a candle, torch, lamp

hãyag 1a
produces lightning kilat 2

produces smoke ˆasu 2
profession ˆimplÿyu
Professor, reference term prupisur 1a
professor, smb regarded as or serves as

prupisur 1b
profit ganansya
profit on investment týbuˆ 2
profits from sth puyus 2
program, dance sãˆut 1b
program, entertainment paguwaˆ; prugrãma
progress in doing sth prugrÿsu
project pradyik
promise hambay 8; kasunduˆ 1a;

pangãkuˆ
promise between two ginkaˆisahan;

sýgut 3
promise between two, written sýlat 2b
promises kasunduˆ 1b
promoted from an academic program

gradwit 1b
prone to gossip hãbaˆ 3
prone to thievery hãbaˆ 4
prop: window bar trangka
propeller of boat, ship, airplane ˆilisi
proper disinti
property manager ˆingkargãdu
property owner tagˆÿya 1a
property: source of livelihood buhiˆ1 2d
prosperous tubug
prospers ˆasinsu
prostitute pýta 1a
prostitute, a woman works as pýta 1b
prostrates itself, an animal luku
prostrates one’s self lÿgid 1
protection from rain: umbrella pãyung 1a
protective covering hamham 1
protector gwardya
protects sth from exposure lipud
protest against smb salaˆ 2
Protestant church, faith, person Prutistanti
protests; protestation riklãmu
protrudes budˆuy; buslu
protruding tooth saypaˆ
proud bãhuy 3; hambug
provided that basta 1a; kung 1a
provided with sth butang 3
provides a covering tampuy 2
provides a food ration rasyun 1b
provides help, alms limus 2
provides side-dish food suyaˆ 2

prevents smb from 802 provides side-dish food
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provides sth taˆu
Province of Romblon Rumblun 1a
provincial area prubinsya
provincial government board member

sangguniˆan panglalawÿgan
provincial governor gubirnadur 1
provincial vice-governor gubirnadur 2
provocation; provoked to anger; becomes

provoked to anger ˆugut
provokes to anger ˆÿnit 2
prow of boat, ship prýwa
prying instrument for shell meat sýkat2 1b
pubic hair sabut
public publiku
public address hambay 9
public market mirkãdu
public service sirbis
puff of air huyup 1
puffed rice, smb makes lubuk
puffed up bãhuy 3
puffed up man suplãdu
puffed up woman suplãda
puffer fish: green tikum
puffer fish: narrow-lined butÿti
puffer fish: starry labus
pulled along ˆÿsuy 1
pulled from what holds it wasiˆ
pulled out, a nail, plant, post, tooth is gãbut
pullover shirt kamisÿta
pulls back and forth bira
pulls; pulls open; pulls out bira
pulls together kuˆupirar
pulls weeds gýna 1
pulpit pulpitu
pulpy core of banana stalk ˆýbad
pulse beat pitik 1; pulsu 1a; tukar
pulse beat is slow hãbaˆ 2
pulse beat, smb checks pulsu 1b
pulse flutters lisik
pulse of artery pulsu 1a
pulse of heart hartbit
pulverized by smb, a hand, instrument

tumuk
pumpboat mutur; pambut
punched with fist sýlung; sumbag
punched with sharp instrument tusluk
punches a hole býhuˆ 2
puncture, sth is used to tugsuk
punctured with sharp instrument tusluk
pungent food, food condiment kãhang

punished kastÿgu; parýsa
punishment parýsa; sÿlut; sintinsya
punishment, divine gãbaˆ
pupil of eye kalimutaw 1; tawutawu
puppy tiyuˆ
purchase change of money sinsilyu 3
purchase item bakay 2
purchase price bakay 1b
purchase resource bakay 1d
purchases alcoholic drink tangway
purchases herbal medicine gãwad
purchases sth bakay 1a; tingiˆ
pure limpyu; pýru 1a; týnay 1b
pure; holy santu 1
pure, water is tinˆaw
purified by straining sãyaˆ 1a
purity of woman babãyi 3; birhin
purlin, roof brakÿlan
purple color ˆýbi 2
purpose distinasyun; rasun 1; týyuˆ1
purposeless bãli 3
purse kahÿta
purse fastener siradýra
pursues smb lãhay; lagud
pus nãnaˆ
pus from ear tãyug
pushed over lýka; tumba
pushed; pushed away tuyud
pushes against sth dugˆun
pushes in defecating, delivering baby ˆýna2
pushes into a space dasuk 2
pussy sore gýyus 1
pussy sores, develops gýyus 2
pusu sticky-rice cake pusuˆ3
put a hole in sth, a sharp object is used to

tugsuk
put aside wãhing
put away, aside; saved tagãna; tatãguˆ
put closely together, actions are ˆÿkit
put down, smb is pãyaˆ
put in a row, things are karakãra
put in as a meat complement lupus2 1b
put in prison prÿsu 1b
put in trust of smb karaˆ 2
put inside suyud 2b
put into sth lusˆug; pÿˆut 1
put on top of tungtung 1b
put through by stringing, a line is týhug
put to memory saˆýyu
put together, numbers are bilug2

provides sth 803 put together, numbers
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put together, similar things are lakut 2b
puts a patch on cloth, inner tube hakyup 2
puts away sth tãguˆ 1b; tÿpun 1b
puts covering on one’s self, itself tãbun 1b
puts covering on sth tãbun 1b; takyub 2;

tampuy 2
puts down butang 2a; sangˆat
puts food into the mouth hýngit
puts foot on sth tÿmak 1
puts fuel into fire gatung 1b
puts in grave lýbung 1
puts in order ˆãyu 1b; ˆasikãsu
puts in pocket bulsa 2
puts into a container pÿˆut 1
puts money down on bet pustaˆ
puts money in bank dipusitu 1b
puts on a blanket hãbuy 2
puts on a hat kãyuˆ 2
puts on a wedding announcement feast

pasuga 2
puts on clothing, jewelry suksuk1 1b
puts on roofing material dugdug 2
puts on the brake prÿnu2 1b
puts out fishnet from boat taktak
puts out sth on a clothesline hayhay 1
puts someplace butang 2a; sangˆat; ˆitsa
puts to death patay 1b
puts trust in smb, a teaching pãti
puts up sth ˆugduk
puts up with kãya 2; tiˆis
puts upside down kuyub

Q

quakes, the ground lÿnug
qualification kwalipikasyun
quality of corn, rice is good tinggas
quality, poor in hÿnaˆ; mÿnus 1
quarrels bãtuˆ; ˆãway 1
quarrier, marble blukitista
quarries stone kwãri 1
quarry for getting stone kwãri 2
quarry, marble blukÿti 3
queen triggerfish kayapkap
question ba
question, smb asks pangutana
quick ˆabtik; bãkas 1b; daliˆ 1b; týlin 1b
quick speed, tempo sãmuk 2a
quickly gulpi 1a; týlin 1b

quickly does sth gulpi 1b
quickly, works sãmuk 2b
quiet; calm kalma
quiet, smb remains hÿpus

R

rabbitfish mayagbagu
rabbitfish, golden or gold-spotted mabyad
rabbitfish, scribbled danggit
rabbitfish, streaked, white-dotted buyãwis
rabbitfish, vermiculate danggit
rabid dog bangˆaw
race karÿra 1
race, smb runs karÿra 1
racetrack karÿra 2
rack, dish banggirahan
rack, smoking tapa 2
radiates heat, a fever, fire ˆalisusu 1b
radiation of heat ˆalisusu 1a
radio radyu
radio battery batiri
radish rabanus
rafter, building pagbu
ragged; frayed sabuysabuy 2
rails against duksuy
rain pelts down býnuk
rain soaks smb, driving sayuksuk
rain sprinkles tilitili
rain tree ˆakasya
rain with strong wind baskug 1a
rainbow bayangaw
rainbow runner fish balilÿtu; sÿluˆ
raincoat kapýti
raindrop týyuˆ2 1a
rainfall ˆuyan 1a
rains ˆuyan 1b
rains heavily lãlung
rains intermittently ˆuyan 1b
rains lightly tilitili
rainy season; becomes rainy season ˆuyan 2
raised, a child is ˆalÿlaˆ 2b
raised child bãhuy 1c
raised infected area: erysipelas risipula
raised on an angle hangad 2
raised up ˆalsa
raises a child bãhuy 1a; dakuˆ 2
raises up kayaw
raises with jack dyak 2

put together, similar 804 raises with jack
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rambutan tree or fruit rambutan
ramrod for toy gun tãku 2
rancid, odor or taste is, becomes ˆanta
rank in job, organization pwistu 1a;

rangku
rank vegetation linghut 1
rank vegetation area linghut 2
ransoms lukat
rapes gahãsaˆ
rapid bãkas 1b
rare bihÿraˆ
rascal buguy
rat ˆambuˆ
rat, baby pisuˆ 1
rate of price or services tarÿpa
rather ˆimbis
rather than kay2 3
ration in number of things limitasyun
ration of food rasyun 1a
rational mind hãwan 2b
rationed in number, amount limita
rattan clothes basket, woven bangkwang
rattan palm, cane ˆuway
rattan shank collar, woven palis
rattan species huwag
rattled by smb, sth taranta
ravenous daluk
ravenously, smb eats lãmun
raw marinated fish ˆisdaˆ 1b
raw, sth is eaten kinÿlaw
raw; uncooked hilaw 1a
razor blade gilit
reaches a goal, somewhere kadtu; kýtub 1;

sãpit; ˆabut 1a
reaches a particular age ˆidad 2
reaches an agreement trãtu 1
reaches to taga-2
readied food, things priparasyun
readied for sth priparãdu
readies ˆalistu 1b; handaˆ 1b
reading material bãsa 2; libru
reading material: book libru
reading material: small book librÿtu
reads sth bãsa 1
ready ˆalistu 1a; handaˆ 1a
real estate dýtaˆ 1b
realizes sth attempted ˆabut 2
really galiˆ; gid; kuntaˆ; man; naman;

talaga; ˆãbi
rear bãhuy 1a

reared animal, fowl ˆalÿlaˆ 2b
reared child bãhuy 1c; ˆalÿlaˆ 2b
reason for sth dahilan; rasun 1
reason, that’s the ˆimaw 2a
reason, this is the diri 2; ˆimaw 2b
received by inheritance ˆãbut 1b
receives holy communion kalãwat
receives sth bãtun
receives wages kubra
recently kaˆÿna; ˆulÿhi 3
receptacle butang 2b; pÿˆut 2
recess for students risis
recites a novena prayer nubÿna 2
recites a poem tulaˆ 2
reckless bÿsan paˆunu
reckoned as bÿlang 2; pinaka- 2
reckoned as one’s child, smb is ˆungaˆ 3
reclaims by buying back lukat
reclamation price lukat
reclining, head position for ˆýyu1 2
recognized, sth is kilãya 2c
recognizes smb, sth kilãya 2a
recommendation rikumindasyun
recorded music sunãta
recorder of workers’ time taymkÿpir;

tyÿkir
recovers from sickness ˆuliˆi
recovers sth bãwiˆ
red color puya
red snapper, white-spotted ˆahãˆan
redeems sth lukat
redemption price lukat
red-flushed rock-cod fish manÿlaˆ2
red-toothed triggerfish kayapkap
red-spot emperor fish bagutãyum
reduced, becomes ˆÿsut 1a
reduces amount, number ˆÿban
reference term: Aunt nãna 1a; tÿya 1a
reference term: Co-father-in-law

kumpãri 1b
reference term: Co-mother-in-law

kumãri 1b
reference term: Co-parent-in-law

kumadri 1a
reference term: Doctor Duktýra; Duktur
reference term: Father tatay 1b
reference term: Friend Pari 1a
reference term: Godfather nÿnung 1b
reference term: Godmother nÿnang 1b
reference term: Grandfather lýlu 1b

rambutan tree or 805 reference term: Grandfather
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reference term: Grandmother lýla 1b
reference term: Mayor mÿyur 1b
reference term: Miss Mis
reference term: Missus Mÿsis
reference term: Mister Mistir
reference term: Mother mama 2; nanay 1b
reference term of endearment: Darling

Darling
reference term of endearment: Dir Dir
reference term: Older Brother, Older Male

Friend Manung
reference term: Older Sister, Older Female

Friend manang 1a
reference term: Professor prupisur 1a
reference term: Uncle tãta 1a; tÿyu 1a
referent determiner nang 2; ning 1a
refined sugar ˆasýkar
reflects sth riplik
refrigerator pridyidir; ripridyirÿtur
refrigerator door sara 1
regarded as pinaka- 2
regarded in a particular manner kãbig
regardless ˆãbir 1a; maskin 1a
regardless of how many, how much

pila 1c
regardless of the circumstances

magkaˆunuˆýnu
regardless of the place bÿsan diˆin 1
regret nýgun 2
regretful pasinsya 1b
regular customer sýkiˆ
regular size mãya1
regularly -in-3
regulation in doing sth patakaran
reinforcing bar, steel kabilya
relapse, smb suffers from bughat
relates sth balÿtaˆ 2; diskursu; hambay 1;

siling 1
relationship: affinal, consanguine relative

paryinti
relationship: ancestor gýyang 2b
relationship: aunt ˆanti 1b
relationship: aunt of smb’s parent lýla 2
relationship between bride’s and groom’s

parents kumadri 1b
relationship between bride’s father and

groom’s father kumpãri 1c
relationship between bride’s mother and

groom’s mother kumãri 1c
relationship between people rilasyun

relationship: brother, sister, co-lateral

relative hãli
relationship: brother-in-law bilas
relationship: child of first cousin

gumangkun 1b
relationship: child of second cousin

gumangkun 1c
relationship: child of third cousin

gumangkun 1d
relationship: consanguine aunt nãna 1b
relationship: consanguine relative partÿdu
relationship: daughter-in-law, son-in-law

ˆumãgad
relationship, distant layuˆ 1a
relationship: elder gýyang 2b
relationship: fatherless orphan ˆÿlu 1e
relationship: first cousin pakaˆisa
relationship: godbrother halihun
relationship: godchild ˆanak 1; ˆungaˆ 3
relationship: godchild through baptism

ˆanak 1a
relationship: godchild through marriage

ˆanak 1b
relationship: godchild, smb reckoned as

ˆungaˆ 3
relationship: godsister halihun
relationship: grandchild ˆapu 1a
relationship: grandchild of first cousin

ˆapu 1c
relationship: grandchild of second cousin

ˆapu 1d
relationship: grandchild of sibling ˆapu 1b
relationship: grandchild of third cousin

ˆapu 1e
relationship: grandfather lýlu 1a
relationship: grandmother lýla 1a
relationship: mother mama 1; nanay 1a
relationship: motherless orphan ˆÿlu 1d
relationship: niece, nephew

gumangkun 1a
relationship: older brother, sister

maguyang 1a
relationship: older sister, older female

friend manang 1a
relationship: orphan ˆÿlu 1a
relationship: orphan without parents ˆÿlu 1c
relationship: parent gýyang 2a; ginikãnan
relationship: parent-in-law panugãngan
relationship: second cousin pakatigdýha
relationship: stepchild manak

reference term: Grandmother 806 relationship: stepchild
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relationship: stepmother nanay 2
relationship: third cousin pakatigtýyu
relationship: uncle ˆangkul 1b
relationship: uncle of smb’s parent lýlu 2
relationship: wife of a husband’s brother

kunyãda
relationship: younger sibling manghud 1a
relationship: younger unmarried sister

dalãga 2
relationship: widow: widower byýda; byýdu
relative, co-lateral hãli
relative, consanguine partÿdu
relative of dead person, immediate

tagˆÿya 1b
relative, smb’s paryinti
relatives, close tig-3
relatives of engaged woman, close babãyi 2
relatives of engaged man, close lyãki 4
relaxes pahýway
relay station, telegraphic wayrlis
released, gets buhiˆ2
releases intestinal gas through the anus

ˆutut 1b
reliance on smb kumpyansa
relied on ˆãsa 2
relieved of sickness huwas
relieves sickness by exorcism bÿˆaw
religion rilihiyun
religion: Bible bibliya
religion: communion wine bÿnu 1a
religion: Easter Sunday Duminggu 3
religion: Lord Ginýˆu
religion: Palm Sunday Duminggu 2
religion, Roman Catholic Rumãnu

Katuliku 1b
religious artifact: altar ˆaltar
religious designation: priest pãriˆ
religious object: eucharistic bread ˆustyas
reluctant to do sth huyaˆ 1
remains a long time dular; lakas2
remains in a place tinir; ˆistambay 1
remains quiet hÿpus
remedy for problem rimidyu 1
remedy for medical problem, doctor

prescribes risÿta 1b
remembers, smb dumdum1; handum 1
remembrance handum 2; tãpus 4
remembrance: All Saints’ Day ˆadlaw 6
remnant ritãsu
remnant, cloth tabas 2

remonstrate with each other tumbuy 2
remora fish kimi
remorse nýgun 2
remorseful pasinsya 1b
remoteness of smb, sth from smb, sth else

layuˆ 2
removed by natural force dagsaˆ
removed from over fire hãˆun
removed from what holds it wasiˆ
removes bones of cooked fish himay 1a
removes from under hot sun pýgu
removes husk from coconut bunut 2
removes leaf midrib kuyhad 1
removes leaf section kÿsiˆ
removes load diskarga
removes outer part of sth kãpaw 2
removes fish scales himay 1a; himbis 2
removes sth attached around sth else

husluˆ
removes sth from a place hakwat
removes sth from another object laswa
removes sth from smb, sth buˆuy1 1a;

hakwat
removes sth worn on body ˆýba
removes stitches tastas
removes the bones of cooked fish

himay 1b
removes vegetation from an area duyuk;

hayas 1a
removes weeds by pulling gýna 1
remunerates smb for work done sýhuy 1b
remuneration for work sýhuy 1a
rendered animal fat mantÿka
renders a service ngãgad
renown dungug; ˆýnur 1
renowned pupular
rental cottage kãtids
rents plÿti 1a; ˆarkila
repair; repairs sth ˆãyu 1b
repairer of shoes sapatÿru
repairs clothing sursi
repair-woven, a fishnet is hukut
repast; snack mirindar 1a; miryinda
repays a debt ˆabýnu
repeats sth liwat 2
replaced as first, smb is ˆýna1 5a
replaced, smb, sth is, for smb, sth else

subliˆ 2
replacement ˆÿlis 1a
replaces sth ˆÿlis 1b

relationship: stepmother 807 replaces sth
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replica of Jesus’ cross krus 1a
replies to smb sabat1 2
report card kard
report, clear klãru
report of a witness diklarasyun 1
representative at a meeting diligãdu
representative of one hundred coconuts

palilyu
reprimand; reprimands ngýyab
reproach bãsuy
reproductive organ: testicle lãsug 1
reprove each other tumbuy 2
reptile bone tuyˆan
reptile: crocodile buˆãya
reptile egg ˆitlug
reptile: gecko tikiˆ
reptile: lizard hayu
reptile: marine turtle pawÿkan
reptile scales himbis 1
reptile: snake sawa
Republic of the Philippines Pilipÿnas
reputation dungug; ˆýnur 1
request, files a pitisyun
requests a document prisintar 1
requests permission to do sth pamuhun;

prisintar 1
requests sth pangayuˆ
required, sth is; smb requires smb, sth

kahinangyan
required to do sth ˆubligãdu
requirement to do sth ˆubligasyun
rescues one’s self from a problem, situation

libri
rescues smb, sth sambat
resembles hitsýra 2; sýbung; sunud 4
reserve object risirba
reserved food tagãna
reserved for a particular purpose tagãna
reserves sth for special occasion hãwid 3
residence of nuns: convent kumbintu
resident pumulýyuˆ
resides somewhere dãyun 1; ˆistar; puyuˆ 2;

tinir
residue of coconut meat in making coconut

milk extract sãpay
resin, asafetida gum ˆinggu
resin, dyugdyugay medicinal

dyugdugay 2
resolute disidÿdu
resolutely examines tutuk

resolves to do sth disidi; ˆÿsip 2
resource for buying bakay 1d
resource, used as a kãya 1b
resources, financial, physical, mental

kãya 1a
respect; respects rispÿtu
respect term: Aunt ˆanti 1a
respect term: Father tatay 1b
respect term: Friend Pari 1a
respect term: Godfather nÿnung 1b
respect term: Godmother nÿnang 1b
respect term: Mother mama 2; nanay 1b
respect term: Older Brother, Older Male

Friend Manung
respect term: Older Sister; Older Female

Friend manang 1a; manang 1b
respect term: Uncle ˆangkul 1a
respectable disinti
responds bãyus; sabat1 2
response bãyus
responsibility, smb’s katungdãnan;

ˆubligasyun
responsibility, work týka
responsible for taga-3
responsible, one bahãyaˆ
restaurant ristawran
restrained hãwid 1b; ˆawat
restrained by tethering higut 2b
restrained from escaping hãkup
restraining an animal, a rope is used for

hÿkug
restraining instrument: handcuffs pýsas
restraint ˆawat
restricted, becomes kýliˆ
restricted by entanglement sãngit
restricted in number, amount limita;

limitãdu
restriction in number of people, things

kýliˆ; limitasyun
rests pahýway
result of action, situation býnga 1c;

tubtub 1b; ˆipiktu
retail store tinda 3
retired from employment ritirãdu
retirement pension supurta
retreats bwilta
retribution parýsa
retrieved sakar
retrieves sth bãwiˆ
return on investment ganansya

replica of Jesus’ 808 return on investment
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returns bãlik; bwilta
returns money change for purchase

sinsilyu 4
revealed by smb sayang
reveals sth kÿtaˆ 1a
revered dakuˆ 3; mahal
revered highly dunggan
reveres God samba; simba 2
reveres smb samba; simba 2; mahal
reward primyu
rhetorical question: isn’t it so? diˆ ba; nu
rhizome: arrowroot ˆuraru
rhizome: ginger luyˆa 2
rhizome: kusuy kusuy
rhizome: lubigan lubigan
rhizome: tumeric duyaw 1
rib, animal’s, person’s gýsuk
rib, umbrella kãsaw 2
ribbed sunset clam kagadkad
ribbon lãsu
ribbon for achievement rÿbun
rice basket, harvesting tabig
rice, black sticky tapuy
rice bran ˆupa
rice cake bibingka
rice cake, steamed pýtu 1b
rice cake, sticky, pusu pusuˆ3
rice cake, sticky, suman sýman
rice, commercial bugas 1e
rice, cooked kalayu 2; kanˆun 1
rice, cooked black sticky kalayu 2b
rice, cooked leftover bãhaw
rice, cooked white sticky kalayu 2a
rice delicacy biku 1
rice delicacy, black sticky biku 1b
rice delicacy, white sticky biku 1a
rice field humay 2; lanas
rice flour bukbuk 1a
rice grains, cooked muhmuh
rice grinder galingan 1a
rice gruel lýgaw 1
rice harvest tubas 1b
rice harvester ˆãni 2
rice, hulled bugas 1
rice is of good quality tinggas
rice, makes puffed lubuk
rice meal bugas 1b
rice mill galingan 2b
rice, newly milled bugas 1c
rice, old milled bugas 1d

rice panicle, mature ˆýhay
rice, partially ripe standing lugkãnun
rice plant humay 1
rice pot, big clay sugnãyan
rice, pounded bugas 1a
rice sack kustal 1a; kustal 1b
rice season: first crop panýˆig
rice season: second crop panagˆãraw
rice seedling sagudsud
rice shoot, secondary sãhaˆ
rice, smb cooks kalayu 1
rice, smb lets it be harvested tubas 1a
rice, smb treads out gÿˆuk
rice, smb washes for cooking kilis 1
rice, storage basket for hulled lÿbun
rice, storage basket for unhulled bayýˆung
rice, storage sack for hulled kustal 1b
rice, storage sack for unhulled kustal 1a
rice stubble dagãmi
rice, undercooked butanug
rice, unhulled humay 1
rice wash water kilis 2
rice, white sticky mayagkit
rice winnowing basket nÿgu
rice-mill place galingan 2a
rich tubug
rich person manggad 2a
rich, smb becomes manggad 2b
rides a bicycle bisiklÿta 2
rides down tugbung
rides on pedicab traysikul 2
rides on sth sakay 1
ridge strip, roof bubung 1b
ridiculous lýku 1c
rids the head of lice with louse comb

sýyud 2
rifle ˆarmas
right dãpat 1a; tãmaˆ 1a
right at a given place mismu 1b
right here, there hu
right time, at the ˆýras 1c
righteous santu 1
righteous person santus 1
ring, especially for finger singsing
ring: espousal object ˆãras 1
ring finger tudluˆ 1b
ring for animal’s nose pangilung
ring for carabao’s, cow’s nose prÿnu1
ring of tree trunk banãkay
ring stone tampuk

returns 809 ring stone
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ringleader in causing trouble pýnuˆ3 3
ringworm bunˆi
rinse off banlaw
rinses the mouth limugmug
ripe banana sãging 2c
ripe; becomes ripe hinug
ripe jackfruit langkaˆ 2c
ripe mango fruit mangga 1c
ripe papaya fruit kapãya 2c
ripe papaya fruit, partially bulihaw
ripe, partially hilaw 1b
rises above horizon, of sun, moon, star

subat
rises late buyaw2
risky dilikãdu
ritual, espousal ˆãras 2b
ritual of marriage house-singing ˆalabãdu 1
ritual, priest performs espousal ˆãras 2a
ritual singers of marriage house-singing

ˆalabãdu 2
ritualistic action, event, situation purmal
ritually pins money onto newlyweds’

clothing sabˆit
rival karÿbal; lãban 2
rivalry kuntra 3
river subaˆ
river sand baybay 2a
riverbed hole, deep libtunglibtung
road dãyan
road, winding kurbãda
roadway karsãda 1
roadway maintenance worker

kaminÿru 1a
roadway maintenance worker, smb works

as kaminÿru 1b
roadway, passes along karsãda 2
roams around ˆãbug; lantýˆag; pamasyar 1b;

pasÿyu; sãbuˆ; tÿyug; turag
roams around, smb who pamasyar 1a
roast pork litsun
roasted food sãbag 1b
roasted in frying pan sãbag1 1a
roasted-corn flour bukbuk 1b
roasts puffed rice lubuk
robber kãwat 2
robs sth from smb buˆuy1 1a; kãwat 1a
robust dãsig
rock batu 1
rock chips gãling2 2
rock: lava býgaˆ

rock: marble marmul 1
rock, small smooth bantÿling
rock: soft shale ˆanapug
rocket, sky kwÿtis
rocks back and forth hýbug
rogue buguy
roll of tobacco tabãkuˆ 1b
rolled cylindrically lÿkid2 1a; lýkut; piluˆ
rolled cylindrically, object is lÿkid2 1b
rolled into coil lýkuˆ
roller for leveling street pisun
rolls away; rolls down; rolls over lÿgid 2
Roman Catholic Church Rumãnu

Katuliku 1a
Roman Catholic liturgy: mass mÿsa 1
Roman Catholic nun madri
Roman Catholic person Rumãnu

Katuliku 1c
Roman Catholic priest pãriˆ
romantic interest, smb shows dÿga;

kursunãda
Romblomanon language Rumblumãnun 1b
Romblomanon person Rumblumãnun 1a
Romblon Island Rumblun 1b
Romblon Province Rumblun 1a
Romblon Town Rumblun 1c
roof, hipped pinanuluk
roof, lean-to suyambiˆ 2
roof of building bubung 1a
roof, pitched kinamarin
roof purlin brakÿlan
roof ridge strip bubung 1b
roof structure bubung 1c
roof wattle kãsaw 1
roofing material dugdug 1
roofing material: coconut thatch sinibit

(sibit 1b)
roofing material: cogon grass kugun 1a
roofing material: galvanized iron sim
roofing material: nipa thatch pãwud
roofing material, smb puts on dugdug 2
roofing material: woven coconut frond

sarilandang 1
room lugar
room: bathroom kasilyas
room: bedroom kwartu1; suyud 1b
room: delivery room dilibiri rum
room: kitchen kusÿna
room to accommodate smb, sth, an action

lugar

ringleader in causing 810 room to accommodate
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roomy luwag
roost, chicken hýyun 2
rooster, crow of tuyãˆuk
rooster, young suyug
rooster’s long tail feather lawi
root: carrot kãrut
root: cassava balinghuy 1
root crop dýma
root crop food tanum 1f
root crop, tuber of ˆunud
root crops are completely used up damut
root: ginger luyˆa 2
root: greater yam ˆýbi 1b
root: lemon grass tangyad
root: nami kuyut
root, plant or tree gamut
root: radish rabanus
root: singkamas singkamas
root: taro gãbi 1b
root-crop grater ˆidˆÿran
roots and vine gakud
roots, plant with pýnuˆ2 1b
rope pÿsiˆ
rope, abaca fiber pÿsiˆ 1b
rope, buri pÿsiˆ 1a
rope, coiled lýkun 1
rope for fish trap buntýgun
rope for tying higut 1a
rope guyline, boat harsya
rope, nylon naylun 1a
rope, plastic pÿsiˆ 1c
rope, synthetic fiber kuralun
rope used for roping animal hÿkug 1b
rose, hibiscus China gumamÿla
rose plant or flower rus
rotates tÿlik
rotten lunut; siraˆ 2a
rotten amber snail subrasubra 1c
rotten coconut palm tree niyug 1a
roughly manga banda
round; becomes round bÿlug2 1a
round, sth is fashioned bÿlug2 1b
rounded mountain peak tangkap
roundwood guhad
rouses from sleep pýkaw
row, things are placed in a karakãra
rows a boat bugsay 2
royalty: king hãriˆ 1
royalty: prince prinsipi
royalty: princess prinsÿsa

rubbed into panhuk
rubbed on hÿbuˆ; panhuk
rubber band lastiku 1
rubber bands game taksiˆ
rubber slippers, cheap ˆismãgul
rubber strip lastiku 1
rubber used in making shoes gýma
rubbing alcohol rãbing ˆalkuhul
rubs pãhid 1
rubs down hÿlut 1
rubs hard with instrument kiskis
rubs on palhit
ruby triton mollusk býngut 2
rudder of boat, ship timun
rude barumbãdu
rude pen mollusk barungbarung
ruffian buguy
rule in doing sth patakaran
rump, animal’s buliˆ 1a; kibut 1a
run over ligis
rung, ladder halintang
runner plant hýpiˆ
runner, plant lagway
running, of machine ˆandar
running water, smb has týbiˆ 2
runs, a machine dyãgan 2
runs a race karÿra 1
runs after smb lãhay; lagud
runs away from smb, sth, a place lãyas
runs down, a liquid balisbis 1; týyuˆ2 1b
runs down smb libak
runs for office dyãgan 3
runs into trouble gulu
runs out of money kuyãbus
runs, smb dyãgan 1a
runs somewhere, a vehicle byãhi 2
runs water into sth býsak
runway landing 1b
rural area býkid 2
rush of a typhoon, wind dyãgan 1b
rust on metal tuktuk2
rusty colored marun

S

saba cooking banana fruit or plant sabˆa
sack sãku
sack, about twenty-five gantas kustal 1
sack, abaca kustal 1d

roomy 811 sack, abaca
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sack, cement kustal 1c
sack, flour katsi
sack, hulled rice kustal 1b
sack, plastic kustal 1e
sack, unhulled rice kustal 1a
sackful of sth, twenty-five ganta kustal 2a
sacred santu 1
sacrifices effort, time, money sakripisyu
sacrifices to do sth ˆintiris
sad; feels sad; sadness langkag
saddle, horse muntýra
saddleback grouper fish banãhan
safety pin pakut
said by smb hambay 1; sabat1 1
said in whisper hutik
sail of sailboat lãyag 1
sailboat, one-sail outrigger liplip
sailboat, two-sail outrigger binulˆanun
sailfin leaf fish bantuy nuˆugnuˆug
saint santus 1
saint, beloved palanggaˆ
saint, patron santus 1a
saint’s image santus 2; ribultu
salary sýhuy 1a; swildu
salary bonus býnus
salary of laborer hurnal 3
salary, smb receives kubra
sale item baligyaˆ 3; tinda 2
sale item, price for bãyad 1a
sales money binta
sal-ing bird salˆing
saliva lãway
salsa sarsa 1
salsa coconut meat niyug 2e
salsa fish dish ˆisdaˆ 1e
salsa, papaya kapãya 2b
salsa pestle sarsa 3
salsa, shrimp ˆuyang 1a
salsa, smb makes sarsa 2
salt ˆasin 1a
salted ˆasin 1b
salted fish delicacy balitsaw
salted meat kasãhus
salted shrimp dayuk 1; dayuk 2
salts sth ˆasin 1b
salty ˆasin 1c
salty broth sabaw 1c
salute salýdu
salutes muyuˆ 1c
sambiri plant sambiri

sambung herb sambung
same, two are the parÿhu 1a
same as parÿhu 1c
same as, becomes the tupung
sampaguita shrub or flower sampagÿta
samples the taste of sth tilaw 2
sanctified palm frond lukay
sand dýtaˆ 1a
sand, ocean, river baybay 2a
sand, shallow coastal bagunbun
sandpaper lÿha
sandpapers a surface kuskus
sandy place baybay 2b
santol tree or fruit santuy
sap, tree taguk
sap used in making coconut wine tubaˆ 1b
sapodilla fruit or plant kayumÿtu
sardines, canned sardÿnas; tinapa
sardines, cured býru
sardines, dried tuyuˆ
sardine fish, black-tipped tambangkyaw
sardine fish, gold striped lupuy
sardine fish, white tapuyuk
sargassumfish lupuˆ
sash sas
Satan satanas
satiated, satisfied in eating busug
satisfied with kumpurmi
Saturday Sabadu 1a
Saturday arrives Sabadu 1b
Saturday, Black Sabadu 2
saucer platÿtu
saunters around ˆãbug; lantýˆag; sãbuˆ;

turag
sautés gisa
saved up tatãguˆ
saves belongings, money hÿpid
saves one’s self from a problem, situation

libri
saves smb tãguˆ 1b
saves sth tãguˆ 1b; tÿpun 1b
savings tÿpun 1c
savory nãmit; timplãda
saw for sawing metal, wood lagãriˆ 1
saw tooth ngÿpun 2
saws metal, wood lagãriˆ 2
saying hambay 7; sabat1 1b; sambit 1b;

tawag 2
says casually sambit 1
says sth hambay 1; sambit 1b; siling 1

sack, cement 812 says sth
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scab, crusty kugan
scad fish, big-eyed magudlung
scad fish, finlet kalapatu
scad fish, mackerel tanduˆÿngan
scad fish, ox-eyed hagumãˆa; magudlung
scale for weighing kÿlu 2
scale for weighing: bar scale kÿlu 2b;

rumãna
scale for weighing: pan scale kÿlus 2a
scale of price tarÿpa
scale, sth is weighed on pisar
scale weight batukãti
scales a fish himay 1a; himbis 2
scales of reptile, fish himbis 1
scallop pattern gitinggiting
scallop-like bittersweet mollusk

bugˆãtan
scaly scalp incrustration kagankan
scamper up sãkaˆ 1
scanty income lýya
scar on body paliˆ
scarce bihÿraˆ; kýliˆ
scarce, becomes kýliˆ
scared hadluk
scares away animal, bird tãbug
scares off býgaw
scattered, things become syawãrang
schedule plãnu; tãning
schedules an event plãnu
scholastic achievement ribbon rÿbun
school ˆiskul; ˆiskwÿla 4
school assembly ˆiskwÿla 2
school class ends sara 2c
school, fish swim in a lutaˆ 1b
school for teaching sewing, tailoring

patahÿˆan
school lesson liksyun
school mate klasmit
school of fish lutaˆ 1a
school of fish enters large fishnet sýruy 1a
school of higher learning: college kulihiyu
school recess risis
school report card kard
school, sewing tahiˆ 3
school, smb studies at ˆistãdi
school subject sabdyik
school truant bulakbul
schoolroom blackboard pisãra
scissors gunting 1
scissors, smb cuts with gunting 2

scold each other tumbuy 2
scolds smb ngýyab
scoop, coconut shell, for shrimp sÿhud 2
scoop, colander basket, for brook shrimp

ˆayat
scoop colander basket for pond-field

shrimp putut 2b
scoop, fishnet sibut 1
scoop for small fish, squid, fruit, net

sibut 1
scoop, general purpose sanduk 2
scoop ladle liwag 1a
scoop, squid sibut 1
scooped out sýkad 1b; sanduk 1b
scooped up with fishnet scoop, small fish,

squid are sibut 2
scoops up fish, brook shrimp sÿhud 1a
scoops up sth saybuk
score point in game bÿlang 1; puntus
score, smb gets zero sÿru 1b
scorned mÿnus 2
scorpion ˆiwi
scrambled, egg is turtilya 1b
scrambled eggs turtilya 1a
scrap of cloth tãbas 2
scrap slab of lumber kinãpaw1
scraped by being grated raska
scraped out, coconut meat is lýgit 1b;

lukad 1
scraps with smb puyuk
scratched, sth is gasgas
scratches sth kurut
screw ruskas 1a
screws sth onto sth else ruskas 1b
scribbled rabbitfish danggit
scrubs kuskus
sculptures marble with chisel sinsil
scum from coconut milk extract latik
scythe blade sanggut 1
scythe for coconut wine collection

sanggut 1
sea dãgat 1a
sea creature: common octopus kugÿta 1
sea creature ejects ink batukbãtuk
sea creature tentacle gãway
sea cucumber balat
sea cucumber, smb smokes tapa 1a
sea cucumber variety bangkulungan
sea, deep, open lawud 1
sea grape tree or fruit ˆýbas

scab, crusty 813 sea grape tree
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sea horse dumdum2
sea snail, Mediterranean Sea purple dãmil
sea urchin tirik
sea water dãgat 1b
seabed dýtaˆ 1a; hunas 2
seabed area, stony katangkuyan
seafood is eaten raw kÿlaw
seafood stew tinýya
seamstress mananãhiˆ; mudista; sastri
searched for tanˆaw 1b
searches all around for smb, sth lãngaˆ
searches below lãnaw
searches for kÿtaˆ 1b; rikÿsa; sýgid 1a
searches for small octopus ˆamumuˆpuˆ 2
searches its feathers for sth siksik
seashell balayan 1a; sÿhiˆ 4
seaside sand bagunbun
season tig-2
season: Christmas paskwa 1a
season: dry kwarisma 1; sÿlak 2
season: first-crop panýˆig
season for rain; becomes season for rain

ˆuyan 2
season: harvesting ˆãni 3
season: Lent kwarisma 2
season of event panahun
season: planting tanum 1e
season: second-crop panagˆãraw
seasonal tabuˆ1 2; tyimpu 4
seasonal creek sapaˆ 1
seasonal-creek area sapaˆ 2
seasoning: chili pepper katumbay 1c
seasoning: Chinese celery kintsay
seasoning condiment sabyaˆ
seasoning: kabuyaw juice kulisung
seasoning: long red pepper katumbay 1b
seasoning: monosodium glutamate bitsin
seasoning: soy sauce týyu
seat pungkuˆ 2
seat of affection: heart tagipusýˆun
seat of emotion: bosom dughan 2
seat of emotion: heart buˆut 1a
seat of trousers, shorts buliˆ 1b; kibut 1b
seaweed area, shallow-ocean lýsay 1b
seaweed, shallow-ocean lýsay 1a
second duha 4; sÿkund; sigunda
second cousin pakatigdýha
second cousin, child of gumangkun 1c
second cousin’s grandchild ˆapu 1d
second floor of house bayay 1a

second place sÿkund
second quarter phase, moon is in latiˆ 1b
second time liwat 1; ˆutru
second time, for the na1 2
secondary boil, wart pisuˆ 2
secondary branch of bush, plant, tree

sanga 1b
secondary rice shoot sãhaˆ
secondary school, smb studies at ˆiskwÿla 3
second-crop season panagˆãraw
secret; secretly sikrÿtu
secretary, female, of agency, firm,

organization sikritarya
secretary, male, of agency, firm,

organization sikritaryu
secretion of body: crusty nose mucus

mungˆit
secretion of body: ear discharge tãyug
secretion of body: pus nãnaˆ
secretion of body: saliva lãway
secretion of body: semen litsi
secretion of body: spittle pilaˆ 1a
secretion of body: tears lýhaˆ
secretion of body: urine ˆÿhiˆ
secretion of eye due to infection mutaˆ 1b
secretion of eye, eye is infected with

mutaˆ 1a
secretly puts sth in pocket bulsa
section based on grade level siksyun
section of citrus fruit, garlic gilis
section of sth parti 1a
secure ˆãyu 1a
secure, a doorway, a window opening,

faucet is sarãdu 1
secured with clip klip 2
secures sth by tying gãpus
sediment, coconut-wine kuyãbaˆ
sediment from liquid lãbud 1a
sediment, ocean, eaten by sea creatures

lãbud 1b
seed býsuy
seed corn maˆis 1b
seed: cowpea balãtung
seed for propagation, smb selects ˆãyap
seed for seedlings saguˆsuˆ
seed: lima bean patãniˆ 1b
seed: mung bean munggu 1b
seed: peanut mani 1b
seed: pearl millet dãwa
seed: sesame lunga

sea horse 814 seed: sesame
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seed sprouts pusngil 1
seed: tuba týba
seedling similya
seedling, rice sagudsud
seeds, dried watermelon pakwan 2
seeds sth pugas
seeks kÿtaˆ 1b; sýgid 1a
seems as though daw
seems different, strange lãbut 2
seen mata 1b; purba; sayang; ˆubsirba
seen clearly bistãdu
seen first ˆýna1 5b
sees batyag1 1; bistu; kÿtaˆ 1a
segment of sth parti 1a
seized by claw, hand, talon kumkum
seizure, smb undergoes epileptic gutas
selected for a particular purpose human 3
selection by election ˆiliksyun
selective pÿliˆ 2
selects pÿliˆ 1
selects seed, breeding animal, mate for

producing offspring ˆãyap
self mismu 1a; sarÿli 1b
selfish ˆawaˆ
seller of fish, female rigatunÿra
seller of fish, male rigatunÿru
selling price baligyaˆ 1; bãyad 1a;

kantidad 1; prisyu
sells baligyaˆ 2; tinda 1
sells door to door lÿbud
semen litsi
semicooled; semiripe hilaw 1b
semimature coconut fruit pyanituˆan
semiripe guava, standing rice lugkãnun
senator sinadur
sends daya 1b; halin 1a; ˆýliˆ 1a
sends a telegram tiligrãma 2
sends away halin 1a; lãyas
sends back ˆýliˆ 1a
sends out luwas 1b
sends out new growth taybus
senseless lawˆay
senses sth batyag1 2; mangnu 1
sent on assignment distÿnu 2
sentence pronounced by court sintinsya
separate paˆiyaˆÿya
separated from buyag 2
separated into pieces pidãsu 2; tungaˆ 3
separately; one by one tagsa 1b
separates from each other buyag 1a

separates from smb, sth, a place buyag 1a;
laswa

separates people, things buyag 1b
separation distansya
separation of smb, sth from smb, sth else

layuˆ 2
September Siptyimbri
serenade manyanÿta
serenades harãna
sergeant major fish ˆurus
serious; becomes serious grãbi
servant ˆãgaw; sirbidýra; suluguˆun
servant, works as ˆãmu 2
serves as pinaka- 2
serves as divider, that which partisyun 1b
serves by doing household work sirbi
serves food riprisku; tãhaw 2
serves holy communion kalãwat
serves side-dish food suyaˆ 2
service, pays for bãyad 2a
service, price for bãyad 1a
service, public sirbis
service, renders ngãgad
serving sirbisyu
serving bowl hambãwan
serving platter bandihãdu
sesame herb or seeds lunga
set ablaze sýnug
set aside for a particular purpose tagãna
set life span tirminu
sets aside sth hãwid 3
sets down sth with rope tuntun 2
sets fire to sth sugaˆ1
sets, the moon, sun týnud 2
sets the price of sth sukut 1
sets up a business, social group týkud
settled in mind, smb becomes tanum 2
settles on a perch hýyun 1
seven pitu 1; sÿbin; syÿti
seven people, things pitu 2
seven times pitu 3
seven-fold procession binÿray
seven-fold procession, smb participates in

binÿray
seventeen disisyÿti
seventh pitu 4
seventy sitinta 1a
seventy-one sitinta 1b
seventy-two sitinta 1c
several pila 3a

seed sprouts 815 several
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severe higpit; lãˆin
severe, sth becomes; severity lãˆin
severe stomach cramps syãpuˆ
severed tabtab
sewer of clothing burda 2; mananãhiˆ;

sastri
sewer of clothing, female mudista
sewer’s tape measure tipmisyur
sewing cloth nuˆug; tÿla
sewing customer tahiˆ 2
sewing machine makina 2
sewing needle dãyum2
sewing school, shop patahÿˆan
sewing thimble didal
sewing thread bunang 1
sewn together, flat objects are tambi 2
sews clothing tahiˆ 1
sexual intercourse ˆiyut 1
sexual intercourse: adultery kãwat 1b
sexual passion, overcome with ˆýyag 1a
sexual pleasure, smb experiences ˆýyag 1b
sexual relations with smb, smb has

higugmaˆ 1
shade area sÿlung 2b
shadow ˆanÿnu
shaken by smb, sth taranta
shakes hands with smb lamãnu
shakes the head linguˆ
shakes with fear, sickness, weakness kýrug
shaking and chills disease tãkig
shale rock, soft ˆanapug
shallot plant or bulb sibýyas 1b
shallow bãbaw 1c
shallow coastal sand bagunbun
shallow shore pÿliw
shallow-ocean seaweed lýsay 1a
shallow-ocean seaweed area lýsay 1b
shallow-sea fish trap tambak 2
shame huyaˆ 1
shampoo, hair syampu
shank collar of bolo, chisel, knife, metal

pitayaˆ
shank collar of woven rattan palis
shank on blade of bolo, chisel, knife tugud
shape: cube, square kwadrãdu
shape: curved kulawut
shape of sth kurti1
shape: round bÿlug2 1a
shapes sth kurti1
share, smb has a parti 1c

share, smb’s partÿda; parti 1b
shark pating
shark, brown carpet sudsud
shark, marbled cat tikiˆtÿkiˆ
shark, smooth hammerhead pamingkýngan
sharksucker fish kimi
sharp duyut 3
sharp crashing noise labýnuk; lagãbung
sharp edged; sharp pointed tayum
sharp in doing sth ˆabtik
sharp tongue týbuˆ 3
sharpens blade bãˆid 1
sharpens point of sth tasa
sharply looks at smb siruˆ 1b
shattered completely gubaˆ; wasak
she: predicate or topic pronoun siya
sheath of bolo, knife, sword tagub
shed bayaybãyay 1a
shed for drinking liquor bayaybãyay 1d;

ˆinum 2b
shed lean-to sÿbi; suyambiˆ 1
shed skin of snake lunu 1b
sheds light on sth, the sun sÿlak 1b
sheds skin, snake lunu 1a
sheet of coconut fiber gýnut
sheet of flour sack cloth katsa
sheet of paper pãnig 1a
shelf ˆistanti
shell: back covering of sea creature baguy 1
shell, blunt end half of coconut baguy 1a
shell bowl, coconut- payaˆ
shell, coconut baguy 1
shell dipper, coconut- hýngut
shell, egg baguy 1
shell for measuring, three-quarter liter

baylýkan
shell, hard coconut, with meat bunut 3
shell, mollusk balayan 1a; sÿhiˆ 4
shell, stem end half of coconut baguy 1b
shell valve covering lupun
shellfish: hermit crab ˆýmang
shellfish: small crab bãngiˆ 3
shelter area sÿlung 2b
shelter, chicken bayaybãyay 1c; pultri
shelter, drinking bayaybãyay 1d
shelter from elements bayaybãyay 1a
shelter, pig bayaybãyay 1b; tangkãyan
shelter, temporary bayaybãyay 1a
shelter, upland field lambun
shelters smb, sth tãguˆ 1b

severe 816 shelters smb, sth
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shies away from event, situation likaw
shines, an artificial, reflected light

hãyag 1a; sÿga
shines floor with coconut husk floor

polisher lampãsu 2
shines, heavenly body sÿga
shines on sth, the sun sÿlak 1b
shingle, nipa thatch pãwad
shingle, woven coconut frond

salirangdang 1
shingles, palm leaves are ready for stripping

in making sasa 1b
shingles, palm leaves are stripped off for

making sasa 1a
shingles, stripped off palm leaves for sasa 1c
shiny gilak; hãyag 1c
ship bapur; sakay 2
ship bilge luwang
ship bow, prow pamãyung; prýwa
ship cabin kamarýti
ship docks dungguˆ 1
ship, floating capacity of lutaw 2a
ship hull balilig; kãha; kasku
ship, passenger, load karga 1a
ship pier, port pantalan; pyir
ship pilot kapitan 1
ship propeller ˆilisi
ship rudder timun
ship sinks lýnud
ship, smb disembarks from salta
ship, smb loads sth onto karga 1b
ship, smb rides on sakay 1
ship stern pýpa
shirt, modern pýlu syirt
shirt, pullover kamisÿta
shirt, traditional casual pýlu barung
shirt, traditional formal barung Tagãlug
shivers kýrug
shocked gulpi 2
shoctung liquor syuktung
shoe sapãtus 1a
shoe, clack of lagãtuk
shoe mollusk sapãtus 2
shoelace listun
shoemaker sapatÿru
shoe’s heel buˆuy2
shoes: wooden clogs bakyaˆ
shoot, bamboo tambuˆ
shoot, cogon grass sýni
shoot of new growth týbuˆ 1a

shoot, secondary rice sãhaˆ
shoot with coconut fruit týbuˆ 1b
shoots forth new growth taybus
shoots seeds with blowgun sumpit 1b
shoots up, transplanted vegetation týbuˆ 1c
shoots with gun baril 2; tÿra 2
shop for blacksmithing panday 2b
shop for making things syap
shop for selling tinda 3
shop for sewing tahiˆ 3
shop for sewing, tailoring patahÿˆan
shopper kustumir
shopping basket tampipiˆ
shore edge of beach biˆbiˆ
shore of ocean baybay 1a
shore, shallow pÿliw
shoreline tãkas 1
short pungkuk
short and regular size mãya1
short and thin, smb is tamsi1
short; becomes short tagˆud
short, clips hair kãpaw
short object, distance tãwin 1
short syatu stick gãtu
short time daliˆ 1c
short time, in a dýgay 1b; lagat
short while, for a dýgay 2
shortage kýliˆ
shortcut, smb takes laktud
shortened body limb pungkuy
shortly lagat
shortness of breath hãpuˆ
shorts, man’s syurt
shorts seat buliˆ 1b; kibut 1b
short-sleeved undershirt tÿsirt
shot for gun bãla; pirdigýnis
shot of gun tÿra 2
shot with camera tÿra 1
should; might kung 3
shoulder bag bag 1
shoulder of person, animal, covered fish

trap ˆabãga
shoulder, smb carries sth on pasˆan
shoulder tang fish kýmay
shout of smb; smb shouts singgit
shovel pãla
show, dance sãˆut 1b
show, video pabÿta
showers; rain tilitili
shown sth, smb is tudluˆ 2b

shies away from 817 shown sth, smb
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shows romantic interest dÿga
shows sth kÿtaˆ 1a
shows that sth happens, exists kilãya 2b
shrimp are scooped up sÿhud 1a
shrimp, brook ˆuyang 1
shrimp, brook, colander basket scoop for

ˆayat
shrimp, dried imported pasãyan
shrimp, pond-field, colander basket scoop

for putut 1a
shrimp salsa ˆuyang 1a
shrimp, salted dayuk 1
shrimp scoop, coconut-shell sÿhud 2
shrub: adelfa ˆadilpa
shrub: akapulku palutsÿna
shrub: alibutbut ˆalibutbut
shrub: bagubagu baguˆbaguˆ
shrub: hawili labnug
shrub: hilba buyna hilba buyna
shrub: lagundi lagundiˆ
shrub: mayana lapunãya
shrub: oleander ˆadilpa
shrub: pigeon pea kadyus
shrub: pomegranate granãda
shrub: sampaguita sampagÿta
shrub: sunting sunting
shrub: talampunay katsubung
shrub: talinum talÿnung
shrub: tambalisa tambalÿsa
shrub: tigaw tÿgaw
shrub: tuba týba
shuck of Indian corn pãnit 1
shucked, Indian corn is pãnit 2
shuns an event, situation likaw
shutter, window sara 1
shy huyaˆ 1
sibling is begotten, younger manghud 2
sibling, older maguyang 1a
sibling, oldest maguyang 1b
sibling, smb’s hãli
sibling, younger manghud 1a
sibling, youngest manghud 1b
sibukaw tree sibýkaw
sick person for treatment pasyinti
sick, smb becomes through influence of

departed soul muyuˆ 2
sick, smb, sth becomes sakit 2b
sick with fever sagnat
sickened with poison sickness kilkig 2b
sickle, harvest kãrit

sickness sakit 1a
sickness: afflicted with acid stomach bidliˆ
sickness caused by poison kilkig 2a
sickness: chills and shaking tãkig
sickness, evil pregnancy sýhut
sickness: inflicted with a health problem

dipirinsya 1b
sickness: infected with intestinal worms

bÿtus 2
sickness is prevented sagang 1b
sickness: measles tipdas
sickness: mumps bayýˆuk
sickness: prickly heat bungang ˆadlaw
sickness: ringworm bunˆi
sickness: smallpox dalimãsuˆ
sickness, smb divines with egg kilÿbit
sickness, smb is relieved of huwas
sickness, smb medically treats buyung 2
sickness, smb recovers from ˆuliˆi
sickness, smb relieves, by exorcism bÿˆaw
sickness, soul muyuˆ 2
sickness, spirit-induced sabid
sickness, starvation sumuk
side of body, building, object kÿlid
side, on each buˆak 2b
sideburns ˆagigÿsing
side-dish food suyaˆ 1
side-dish food, smb serves suyaˆ 2
sideline hÿlig 2
siding for wall, plank tabla
seizes dakup
sightless person buta
sign simbulu; sinyãlis; tÿma 2
sign of sth palatandãˆan
sign of the cross of Jesus krus 1a
signal simbulu; sinyãlis; tÿma 2
signal given by hand sinyas 1a
signal number for typhoon signal nambir
signals a message by hand sinyas 1b
signboard karatula
significance ˆimpurtansya
significant ˆimpurtanti
signifies siling 3
signs up for course of study ˆinrul
silent, smb remains hÿpus
silly laugh, giggle kutuˆkýtuˆ
silver metal pÿlak
silverware kubyirtus
similar in looks hitsýra 4; sunud 4
similar, things are parÿhu 1a

shows romantic interest 818 similar, things are
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similar to ˆãngay; parÿhu 1c; sýbung
simple simpli
simple-minded býruy
simple-minded person mangyan 2; tuntu 1;

turpi 1; ˆuhangˆuhang
simply does sth ˆãnay3
simultaneously dungan
sin, smb commits salaˆ 1b
since kay2 1; kung 2; týnaˆ 1
sincere disidÿdu
singers at marriage house-singing ritual

ˆalabãdu 2
singers serenade manyanÿta
singing contest kanta 2
singing ritual in house for marriage

ˆalabãdu 1
singkamas vine or root singkamas
single-bladed jackknife sipuy
single-handed paˆiyaˆÿya
sings a song kanta 1
sings carols kãrul 2
sings out of tune lÿbag 2b
sings to smb harãna; manyanÿta
sink, kitchen labãbu
sinker, fish line tinggaˆ 2
sinks, a boat, ship lýnud
sinks in liquid lugdang
sinutla-an eating banana sinutlãˆan
sips sth hÿgup
Sir Sir
sister, Catholic madri
sister, older maguyang 1a
Sister, Older Manang 1a, 1b
sister, oldest maguyang 1b
sister or female cousin of parent, aunt

ˆanti 1c; tÿya 1b
sister, younger manghud 1a
sister, younger unmarried dalãga 2
sister, youngest manghud 1b
sister-in-law bayaw
sister-in-law: wife of husband’s brother

kunyãda
sister’s grandchild ˆapu 1b
sitaw bean hantak 1
sitaw beans, coconut-flavored hantak 1b
sits pungkuˆ 1
sits at table at benefit dance tÿbul 3
sits on lap gÿba 2
situation butang 4; sitwasyun
situation, bad mãlas 1a

situation, clear klãru
situation, formal purmal
situation is, becomes serious grãbi
situation, result of tubtub 1b
situation, smb favors a particular pabur
situation, smb’s kahimtãngan
six sayis; siks; ˆunum 1
six people, things ˆunum 2
six times ˆunum 3
sixteen disisayis
sixteen-liter measurement lãta 2b
sixth ˆunum 4
sixty saysinta 1a
sixty-one saysinta 1b
sixty-two saysinta 1c
size, short and regular in mãya1
size, small in mÿnus 1; ˆintik
size, smb compares bãhuy 2b
size, sth’s dagkuˆ 2
size, tall in tãˆas 2a
skill ˆabilidad
skin infection: erysipelas risipula
skin infection, smb becomes infected with

watery tubigtubig 1b
skin infection, watery tubigtubig 1a
skin irritation is cured by herbalist sãpuˆ
skin of fruit, person pãnit 1
skin of person peels ˆýpak 1a
skin, snake sheds lunu 1a
skin, snakeˆs shed lunu 1b
skinned, animal, bird, fowl is ˆýpak 1b
skinny gamay
skinny; becomes skinny nÿwang
skinnyfish lapis
skipped over sth lakbang
skirt palda; sãya
sky lãngit 1
sky rocket kwÿtis
slab of scrap lumber kinãpaw1
slab of stone ˆislab
slack, sth becomes hayugaˆ
slack weaving hayanghag
slanders smb libak
slants against sth sandig
slap tampýyung
slapped on face tampaˆ
slashed labuˆ
slashing neck, sth is killed by yuˆyuˆ
slaughters patay 1b
slave ˆalÿlaˆ 1; ˆulÿpun

similar to 819 slave
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sledgehammer mãsu 1
sledgehammer, smb pounds with mãsu 2
sleep, deep dãyum1 3
sleep; sleeps týyug 1a
sleep, sound týdu
sleeping attire: pajamas padyãma
sleeping cot tihÿras
sleeping mattress kutsun
sleeping place higdaˆ 2; týyug 2
sleeping place: bed kãma; katri
sleeping place: bedroom kwartu1; týyug 2
sleeping room suyud 1b
sleeps higdaˆ 1a
sleeps soundly mýˆuk
sleeps with smb ˆubay
sleepy lÿpung; pilaw 1b
sleepy, nods head in becoming muˆmuˆ
sleepy, very pilaw 1b
sleepy, yawns because huyˆab
sleeveless undershirt pantyu
slender gamay; nipis
slender; becomes slender nÿwang
slender fusilier fish sulig mabýyus
slender queenfish lapis
slender-tube pasta, macaroni makarýni
slice of fish guyut 1a
slice of sth hiwaˆ 1
sliced into pieces tuktuk1 1
slices fish guyut 1b
slices sth hiwaˆ 2
slick; becomes slick dayýnut
slight crack; slightly cracked gunaˆ
slight income lýya
slightly midyu 1a
slim gamay; nipis
slim; becomes slim nÿwang
slingshot tiladur 1
slingshot handle tiladur 2
slip-cutting reproduction tanum 1c
slip, full kamisun
slip, half- hapslip
slippers, cheap rubber ˆismãgul
slippers, non-rubber tyinÿlas
slippers: wooden clogs bakyaˆ
slippery; becomes slippery dayýnut
slippery with mud; becomes slippery with

mud lýnang 1b
slop pail lagmaw 2
sloping bakilid
sloshes back and forth tabuˆtãbuˆ 1a

sloth; slothful; becomes slothful tãmad
slovenly ˆayangˆãyang
slow in doing sth hÿnaˆ
slow pace, tempo hÿnay
slow; slower hãbaˆ 2
slow, smb becomes lýya
slowly does sth ˆamatˆãmat; dãhan 1
slowly heated lãˆub
slowly; one by one ˆinut
slumber; slumbers týyug 1a
slurps a liquid sýyup
small amount, size mÿnus 1
small amount, size; smallness in amount, size;

becomes small in amount, size ˆÿsut 1a
small amount, very tasãdu gid kaˆãyu
small; becomes small pÿnu 1a
small book librÿtu
small clay fish pot ˆanglit
small clay jar tibud
small hole buhus
small in size ˆintik
small island puyuˆ 1
small octopus ˆamumuˆpuˆ 1
small person, thing ˆÿsut 1b
small, sth is done pÿnu 1b
small stick gangat
small white undeveloped head louse

kayumad
small-mesh fishnet sãyap
small-minded sarãdu 2
smallpox dalimãsuˆ
smashes sth into pieces buˆung
smell bãhuˆ 1
smell of excrement bangˆug
smell, pleasant humut 1a
smell, sth has a bad bãhuˆ 2
smell: unpleasant odor of a civet cat dÿris
smells fishy langsa
smells nice humut 1b
smells of body odor ˆanghit
smells of urine pangsu
smiles broadly ngilit
smiles slightly hÿyum
smitten with desire patay 2
smoke ˆasu 1
smoked fish tapa 1b
smokes a cigarette sigarilyu 1b
smokes copra, fish, meat, sea cucumber

tapa 1a
smokes, sth ˆasu 2

sledgehammer 820 smokes, sth
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smoking, cigar for balakbak
smoking, cigarette for sigarilyu 1a
smoking rack for copra, fish, meats tapa 2
smoking rack wall, walling dingding 1
smoldering coals bãga
smooth flutemouth fish trumpÿta
smooth hammerhead shark pamingkýngan
smooth object, surface dyãnuˆ
smooth stone bantÿling
smooths clothing: irons plantya 2
smooths out hipÿhip
snack mirindar 1a; miryinda
snack roll, smb makes; sth is made into

pãˆis 1
snacks, someone mirindar 1b
snagged, becomes nihnih
snail, fresh-water susuˆ
snail, Hebrew moon guldin subrasubra;

lagayan; subrasubra 1b
snail, Madras harp subrasubra 1a
snail, Mediterranean Sea purple dãmil
snail, rotten amber subrasubra 1c
snake sawa
snake, hissing sound of kãyas
snake sheds skin lunu 1a
snakebite infection: poison dãlit
snap fastener for clothing kutsÿtis
snap of index finger against thumb, of

towel, whip pitik 1
snapper fish, blue-spotted kanlay
snapper fish, brown-stripe dayangdang
snapper fish, checkered bangãyaw
snapper fish, Maori kanlay
snapper fish, Spanish flag bangãyaw
snapper fish, white-spotted red ˆahãˆan
snowflake moray eel ˆindung
so gãniˆ; kundiˆ 1a
so long as basta 1a; kung 1a
so that ˆagud; kay2 2; pãra1 1
soaked by perspiration ganˆut
soaked to remove poison, nami root is ˆunaw
soaks smb, driving rain sayuksuk
soaks sth hýˆum
soap habun 1
soap for body habun 3
soap for hair syampu
soap forms suds buyaˆ 2
soaps up habun 2
soccer game sãkir
social ball bul2

socks midyas
sofa supa
soft at room temperature, sth becomes lãnay
soft in consistency labu; yutaˆ
soft shale rock ˆanapug
soft spot on baby’s head bubun1
soft, sth becomes yutaˆ
softball supbul 1a
softball, smb plays supbul 1b
softly touches hapýhap
soft-meat coconut palm tree or fruit

makapunuˆ
soft-stemmed plant, wild tanum 1a
soil dýtaˆ 1a
soiled buling 1b; higkuˆ 2
solder for welding tinggaˆ 1
soldier fish, blue sugaˆ2
soldiers, a battalion of batalyun
sole fish payad
sole of foot lapalapa
solid, is or becomes bilug1
solid, substance is tugas
solution for problem rimidyu 1
some yãraˆ 2; ˆiba 1a; ˆiba 1b; ˆisa 3
some of you (pl) ˆindu 1e
some, there are may 1b
some time ago ˆýna1 1d
someday ˆadlaw 4b
someone else ˆiba 1a
someone’s own possession kaˆugalÿngun 1b;

sarÿli 1c
something bÿsan ˆanu 1
something else ˆiba 1a
sometimes ˆisa 6b; kung ˆamat; kung

minsan
somewhat D 2b; midyu 1a
son bãtaˆ 1c; ˆungaˆ 1b
son and father; son and husband tatay 3
son, young lyãki 3
song kanta 1
song: carol kãrul 1
song, humorous kabubuyaw; lãngas 1a
song of love rumansa
song tune týnu
song, smb hums a hýgung
song words, lyrics birsu
songe gourd, coconut-flavored singkwat 1a
songe gourd vine or fruit singkwat 1
son-in-law ˆumãgad
son-in-law, parents of kumadri 1b

smoking, cigar for 821 son-in-law, parents of
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soon dýgay 1b; daliˆ 1b; lagat; niyan 2
soot ˆãgiw
sorceress; becomes a sorceress ˆaswang
sore in corner of mouth tyutamatis
sore scab, crusty kugan
sore, suppurating gýyus 1
sores, smb develops suppurating gýyus 2
sorghum grass batad
sorrow nýgun 2
sorrow; becomes sorrowful lisud
sorry pasinsya 1b
soul ˆispiritu 1
soul emitting fire muytu; santirmu
soul mate tuwang 1
soul of dead person kalag 1
soul of dead person, food offering for

kalag 2
soul of evil person muytu; santirmu
soul sickness, departed soul inflicts lýˆuy 3
soul sickness, smb becomes inflicted with

muyuˆ 2
sound hýni; tunug 1; ˆãyu 1a
sound: banging, crashing lagãbung
sound: clack of shoe lagãtuk
sound: click of tongue panaklaˆ
sound: echo lãnug
sound, faint pÿnaw
sound: hiss kãyas
sound: howl of wind hagubhub
sound: jingle of chain, coins kãling 1a
sound: moan hãgung
sound: swish of sth moving fast hagãnas
sound of animal: bark of dog ˆayuk
sound of animal: bleat of goat mihiˆ
sound of animal: growl of dog lãgut
sound of animal: grunt of pig bangguk;

ˆÿguk
sound of animal: low of carabao ˆingaˆ
sound of animal: meow of cat ˆingaw
sound of animal: moo of cow hýma
sound of fowl: cackle of hen kutak
sound of fowl: crow of chicken, jungle

fowl, rooster tuyãˆuk
sound of fowl: peeping of baby chick, bird

syaksyak
sound of frog: croak kalaˆkalaˆ
sound of snake: hiss kãyas
sound sleep dãyum1 3
sound, sleep is týdu
soundly, sleeps mýˆuk

sounds a vehicle horn busÿna 1b
soup sýpas
sour ˆaslum 2
sour stew ˆaslum 1b
source of household water sãyuk 2
source of livelihood buhiˆ1 2d
source of water pýnuˆ2 2
source of water: spring tuburan
soursop tree or fruit tyÿku
south direction salãtan
southwest monsoon wind habãgat
souvenir handum 2
sovereign territory nasyun
sow, barren bãbuy 1a
soy sauce týyu
space between fingers, toes singiˆsingiˆ
space, people, things are close in sýˆud
space, inside three-dimensional sãkup 1;

suyud 1a; siˆuk
space, inside two-dimensional sãkup 1;

siˆuk
space to accommodate smb, sth, an action

lugar
space underneath sÿlung 1
spaced closely together, actions are ˆÿkit
spaced loosely, teeth are hayanghag
spacious luwag
span of life, set tirminu
Spanish flag snapper fish bangãyaw
Spanish mackerel fish, narrow-barred

malasugi
Spanish plum tree or fruit sarguylas
spare inner tube, tire risirba
sparkles ˆinggat 1b; kislap
sparkling light ˆinggat 1a
sparrow bird, tree mãya2 2
spathe of coconut inflorescence ˆuyu
spatters tamsak
spatula used for frying syansi
speaker, smb, sth comes to kari
speaks a language hambay 1
speaks indistinctly; murmurs kutibkutib
spear panaˆ 1
spear, bamboo shafted fish sayangsang 1
spear fishing, smb goes panaˆ 2b
spear gun panaˆ 2a
spear gun, smb spears sth with panaˆ 2c
spear head ˆudyung
spear is stuck into sth bugsuk
spear, mollusk duyrug 1

soon 822 spear, mollusk
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spears fish with fish spear sayangsang 2
spears sth with mollusk probe duyrug 2
spears sth with sharp instrument tusluk
spears sth with spear tÿra 2
spears sth with spear gun panaˆ 2c
special breakfast pamãhaw 1c
special cockfight event dirbi
special wedding ceremony kasay 2a
specialist pirpik
specialist, smb regarded as prupisur 1b
specialized, more specialized, smb is tãˆas 2c
specialty, i.e., profession ˆimplÿyu
species of rattan huwag
speech býsis; diskursu
speech, obscene, offensive santing
speed týlin 1a
speed, fast sãmuk 2a
speed, slow hÿnaˆ
speed, smb’s dyãgan 1a
spending money gastus 3; kwarta 2
spends a long time before doing sth

dýgay 1a
spends money gastus 2
spent, money is completely damut
spicy coconut mixture sarsa 1
spicy coconut mixture is cooked sarsa 2
spicy coconut-flavored fish ˆisdaˆ 1c
spider lãwaˆ
spider conch mollusk saˆang 1a, 1b, 1c
spider web bayay 5
spied mata 1b; purba
spills a liquid ˆilwak
spills out through leakage ˆuyak
spinal column of animal, person tayudtud
spindly gamay; nÿwang
spindly, becomes nÿwang
spinecheek fish tuhung
spines tunuk
spinning top trumpu 1a
spinning top, all-wood kasingan
spinning top string kamãgu
spinning tops, game of trumpu 1b
spins tÿlik
spinster dalãga 1b
spiny amaranth weed kulÿtus
spiny bamboo kawãyan 1a
spiny myrtea mollusk talinghýgaˆ
spiny porcupine fish tagihÿˆan
spiny-eyed flathead fish sunug
spirit ˆispiritu 1

spirit, evil malãˆut; ˆispiritu 2
spirit woman, beautiful ˆingkantãda
spirit-person, white ˆingkantu
spirit-induced sickness sabid
spirits, observer of evil dyagˆun
spits pilaˆ 1b
spittle pilaˆ 1a
splashes tamsak; tapwak
splattered with foreign substance punuˆ
split apart buˆak 1c
split off buˆak 1c
split-bamboo strip bitlag 1b; patpat 1
split-bamboo house walling sadyap
splits bamboo into strips bitlag 1a
splits wood busˆak
spoke of wheel rãyus
spoken gravely to sukut 2
spoken in a whisper hutik
sponge, cleaning pum; trãpu; ˆispungha
sponge, wipe-up pãhid 2
sponger palamunun
sponges up a liquid sýyup
sponsor, marriage manÿnay 1b; manÿnuy 1b;

nÿnang 1a; nÿnung 1a
sponsors a benefit dance bayli 2b; binipisyu
sponsors a fiesta pyista 2
spool for line, string, thread, twine lýkun 3;

puyunan
spoon kutsãra 1a; kutsãrita 1a
sports participant ˆatlit
spot pintuk
spots tumbuktumbuk
spotted sicklefish bayang
spotted triggerfish pakuy
spotted-fin bigeye fish parul
spouse ˆasãwa 1a
spouse, play ˆasãwa 2a
spouse, smb becomes a ˆasãwa 1c
sprays tapwak
spreads around gossip, a message, news

kãyat 2
spring of water tuburan
spring pool of water, shallow bubun2
sprinkles tamsak
sprinkles rain tilitili
sprouts pusngil 1
spur, fighting cock’s buyang2
spurred star mollusk kambingkambing
squandered nýgun 1
square kwadrãdu

spears fish with 823 square
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square in center of town plãsa
squared lumber kãhuy 1a; suliras
squash, coconut-flavored kyabãsa 2
squash gourd kyabãsa 1b
squash vine kyabãsa 1a
squats over toilet hole ˆunˆun 2
squats, person or animal hýyun 1
squeak; squeaks lagãˆit; ˆÿgut
squeal of pig ˆiwik
squeezed pýgaˆ; pislit
squeezed coconut meat sãpay
squeezes out gãtaw
squid panus
squid adobo ˆadýbu; lýkus 1a
squid fin palikpik
squid is gathered with fishnet scoop sibut 2
squid scoop sibut 1
squid turns bluish when threatened

batukbãtuk
squirts ink, cuttlefish, octopus, squid ˆãtaˆ 1b
stabbed labuˆ
stable tÿbay; ˆãyu 1a
stabs smb, sth dugkay
stabs with mollusk probe duyrug 2
stabs with sharp instrument bunuˆ
stack of things in layers tumbaw
stadium ˆistadyum
stage for program, show ˆintablãdu
stage play kulukyu; sarswÿla 1a
stage play, smb participates in sarswÿla 1b
stagnant, water is, becomes lamˆaw
stairway step halintang
stalk: bananas býlig2
stalk: Chinese celery kintsay
stalk layer, banana ˆýpas
stalk, mature rice ˆýhay
stalk of banana, pulpy core of ˆýbad
stalk: palm frond paywa 2
stalk: sugarcane tubu
stamp, postage silyu
stamps the feet lagumba
stand for pot over fire sigˆang
stands; stands up tindug
stands tall ˆunatˆýnat
star bitýˆun
star apple fruit or tree ˆistar ˆãpul
star rises subat
star shines sÿga
star shining in early morning bulalãkaw
starch, buri buli 4

starch, clothes ˆarmidun 1a
starches clothing ˆarmidun 1b
starry puffer fish labus
start of weaving; starts to weave taytay
startled gulpi 2; ngayag; tingãya
starts sth týnaˆ 2b; ˆabri 1d
starvation sickness sumuk
starved gýtum
state, solid bilug1
statement: written document dukumintu 1
station for relaying telegrams wayrlis
station, police prisintu 2
station, polling prisintu 1
statue, religious ribultu; santus 2
stay together, two or more ˆÿba 2a; dãpuˆ1
stays a long time dular
stays somewhere dãyun 1; puyuˆ 2; tinir;

ˆistambay 1; ˆistar
stealing, smb is prone to hãbaˆ 4
steals kãwat 1a
steals small amount kýpit
steals sth from smb buˆuy1 1a
steam from kettle ˆalisngaw 1a; ˆalisusu 1a
steamed cake pýtu
steamed cassava cake pýtu 1a
steamed rice cake pýtu 1b
steel ˆasÿru 1
steel leader of fishing line ˆasÿru 2
steel reinforcing bar kabilya
steel string of musical instrument ˆasÿru 3;

kwirdas
steep bakilid
steer bãka
stem, banana fruit hamungãnay
stem, coconut fruit tangãya
stem end of coconut shell baguy 1b
stem end of fruit, vegetable pýnu2 1a
stem, flower, fruit, vegetable

ˆapungãngu
stem, leaf kagang; pakyang
stem, mushroom siki 2
stem section, fruit or vegetable pungãngu
stem, sweet potato plant kamýti 1b
stench bãhuˆ 1
stench, sth emits bãhuˆ 2
step, stairway halintang
stepchild manak
stepfather tatay 2
stepladder hagdan
stepmother nanay 2

square in center 824 stepmother
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steps going to door of house hagdan
steps in doing sth ˆidÿya; paraˆan
steps in walking, smb takes tÿkang 1b
steps on sth tÿmak 1
sterile, animal is matsýra
sterile, man or woman is baˆug; bawˆas
stern of boat, ship pýpa
stew, meat and vegetable kaldirÿta
stew, pork and liver minýdu
stew, seafood tinýya
stew, sour ˆaslum 1b
stewed into ˆaslum 1a
stews food laˆýya
stick kãhuy 1
stick, bamboo lipak
stick for barbecuing tuhugan 2
stick for hitting smb, sth pakang 1
stick for husking coconuts buynasan
stick for playing syatu syãtuˆ 2
stick for temporary measuring sýkuy 1b
stick for whipping batýta; lipak
stick is broken pãka1
stick, long syatu tãku 1
stick, match palÿtu
stick, meter mitrus 2a
stick of bamboo lipak
stick of dynamite dilamÿta
stick, short syatu gãtu
stick, small gangat
stick, smb hits with pakang 1b
sticks into a space dasuk 2
sticks onto sth saput
sticks out budˆuy; buslu
sticks out, tooth that saypaˆ
sticks to surface of sth kãput
sticky lapýyut
sticky rice, black tapuy
sticky rice, cooked black kalayu 2b
sticky rice, cooked white kalayu 2a
sticky rice delicacy biku 1
sticky rice delicacy, black rice biku 1b
sticky rice delicacy, white rice biku 1a
sticky rice, white mayagkit
sticky-rice cake, pusu pusuˆ3
sticky-rice cake, suman sýman
still gihãpun; pa1 2a
stillbirth ˆungaˆ 4
stillborn, baby comes out ˆãgas
stingray fish pãgi
stings of insects, herbal medicine for

tambay
stingy kurÿput; ˆawaˆ
stirred into hãluˆ
stirs a liquid kayu
stitches in clothing, smb removes tastas
stocked up tatãguˆ
stockings midyas
stomach syuksyuk; tiyan 1
stomach becomes bloated hãbuk
stomach becomes extended through

malnutrition buntikÿlun
stomach cramps, severe syãpuˆ
stomach food of butchered animal kãˆun 1e
stomach pain, smb suffers hÿlab
stomach, smb is afflicted with acid bidliˆ
stone batu 1
stone chip pisnguy 1
stone for ring tampuk
stone: marble batu 1a; marmul 1
stone: marble block blukÿti 1
stone masonry masun
stone, smooth bantÿling
stone wall mýru
stone: whetstone bãˆid 2
stonefish bantuy gatasan
stony area batu 2
stony seabed area katangkuyan
stood on edge lÿkid1
stood; stood up tindug
stools of human tãˆi 1
stools of human, hard tubay
stopper for bottle sungsung 1
stops doing sth bãyaˆ; dýyug; pãra2
stops up an opening sungsung 2
storage barrel for wash water dram
storage basket for hulled rice lÿbun
storage basket for unhulled rice bayýˆung
storage building for grain kamãlig
storage container for drinking water galun 3
storage jar for wash water tadyaw
storage sack for hulled rice kustal 1b
storage sack for unhulled rice kustal 1a
storage shed lean-to sÿbi; suyambiˆ 1
storax gum kamangyan
store, convenience tyindãhan
store for selling tinda 3
storekeeper, female tindÿra
storekeeper, male tindÿru
storm baskug 1a
storm: a flood bahaˆ 1a

steps going to 825 storm: a flood
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storm: it thunders dayugdug
storm: lightning flashes lintiˆ
storm: typhoon bagyu
stormy baskug 1b
stormy weather tyimpu 2a
story ˆisturya
story, humorous kabubuyaw; lãngas 1a
story, i.e., floor of house ˆiskalun; týri
story, smb begins a ˆabri 1d
stove for cooking kusinilya
straight diritsu 1; tadlung
straight and tall person, thing lãyug
straight line, things are placed in karakãra
straight to the target, smb goes diritsu 2a
strained sãyaˆ 1a
strained liquid sãyaˆ 1b
strainer, coconut wine sãyaˆ 2b
strainer, liquid sãyaˆ 2a
strains in defecating, delivering a baby ˆýna2
strange, object or taste is, becomes lãbut;

lãbut 1
straw, drinking ˆistru 2
straw of grain ˆuhut
straw of rice dagãmi
strawberry-top mollusk buyatuk
streaked rabbitfish buyãwis
stream subaˆ
street roller pisun
strength kýsug 1a
stretches out the body ˆunatˆýnat
strewn around, becomes syawãrang
strict higpit
strict in enforcing, obeying rules,

regulations ˆistriktu
strict with child; becomes strict with child

ˆÿsug
strictly as stated ˆiksaktu
strides luksu; parag
strikes a match saghid
strikes out at duksuy
strikes with fist sumbag
strikes with sth held bungkuy
string pÿsiˆ
string, coiled lýkun 1
string for temporary measuring sýkuy 1b
string for tying higut 1a
string of barges, boats tied together kaskÿru
string of fish sãgaˆ 1
string of fish: a five-string grouping rulyu 2
string of musical instrument, steel ˆasÿru 3;

kwirdas
string, plastic ˆistru 1
string, spinning top kamãgu
stringed instrument: bandore bandurya
stringed instrument: banjo bandyu
stringed instrument: guitar gitãra
stringed instrument, smb strums a kayas
stringed instrument: ukulele yýki
stringer of building, outside

paningdÿngan
stringing material for fish, fruit, meat,

vegetables sãgaˆ 2; tuhugan 1
stringy consistency sapya
strip, buri lÿlas 1
strip, dyed buri sabat2 1a
strip for roof ridge bubung 1b
strip for table edge bukyug
strip of bamboo, cleaned ˆinagýsan
strip of bamboo for sub-flooring

tagusayug
strip of elastic, rubber lastiku 1
strip of split bamboo bitlag 1b; patpat 1
stripe gýlis
striped pattern bãtuk
stripped of trees ˆupaw
stripped off, bark of tree is puknit
stripped off for making shingles, palm

leaves are sasa 1a
stripped off palm leaves for shingles sasa 1c
stripping in making shingles, palm leaves

are ready for sasa 1b
strips down a section of sth kÿsiˆ
strips off a leaf midrib kuyhad 1
strips, smb splits bamboo into bitlag 1a
strolls baktas
strong dãsig; kýsug 1a
strong, becomes kýsug 1a
strong fibered ligˆun
strong homemade vinegar sýkaˆ 1c
strong, of person, of emotion týdu
strong wind with rain baskug 1a
struck by sth tãmaˆ 5
struck on hard surface tingkuˆ
struck with fist sýlung
structure, roof bubung 1c
strums a stringed instrument kayas
strung through týhug
stubble, rice dagãmi
stubborn ˆýyu1 3
stubby; becomes stubby tagˆud

storm: it thunders 826 stubby; becomes stubby
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stubby body limb pungkuy
stuck into sth, instrument is bugsuk
stuck together bingkit
stud, wall bakãyan
student ˆiskwÿla 1; ˆistudyanti
student, classmate klasmit
students’ recess risis
studies a lesson ˆistudyu
studies at school ˆiskwÿla 3; ˆistãdi
study, a course of kursu1
stuffing for mattress, pillow: kapok kãyu 2
stunted person nãnu
stupid, a person is býruy; buˆang; lýya
stupid, a person becomes lýya
stupid person gãgu 1; tuntu 1; turpi 1
stupid, sth is lýku 1c
stupidity buˆang; lýku 1b
sty in eye timustimus
style of dance sãˆut 1a
sub-flooring strip of bamboo tagusayug
subject matter taught at school liksyun
subject of discussion parti 2a; tÿma 1
subject of discussion, main pýnuˆ2 3
subject taught in school sabdyik
submerges in liquid lugdang
submitted to smb prisintar 2
substance, black buling 1a
substance, crystal-like kristal
substance, hard tugas
substitute ˆÿlis 1a
substitute word for forgotten word, phrase

kuwan
succeeds; successful ˆasinsu
success risulta
successive actions or states D 1b
such as parÿhu 2
sucker, plant sãhaˆ
sucks from woman’s breast sýsu 2
sucks in a liquid sýyup
sucks out sth supsup
suddenly bahãyaˆ lang; gulpi 1a
suds buyaˆ 1
suds, soap or water forms buyaˆ 2
suffers a blow with fist sýlung
suffers a difficulty, problem prublÿma
suffers a relapse bughat
suffers pain sakit 2b
suffers stomach pain hÿlab
suffers with common cold sipˆun 1b
suffers with diarrhea kursu2 2

suffers with starvation sickness sumuk
sufficiency of sth ˆÿguˆ 3
sufficient bastanti na; hustu 1; tãmaˆ 2
sugar apple tree or fruit ˆãtis
sugar in block pinarak
sugar, refined ˆasýkar
sugarcane node buku
sugarcane plant or stalk tubu
sugarcane wine lambanug
suggestion rikumindasyun
suicide, smb commits bikti
suitability kwalipikasyun
suitable bãgay2; natural
suitcase malÿta
suitor higugmaˆ 2
sulks sýngun 1a
suma vine, woody ˆalbutra
suman sticky-rice cake sýman
sun ˆadlaw 1
sun eclipse ˆiskalipsi
sun hat saruk
sun rises subat
sun sets týnud 2
sun shines sÿga
sun shines on sth sÿlak 1b
sunbird, yellow-, olive-backed tamsi2
Sunday Duminggu 1
sun-dries sth buyad
sun-drying grain binlad
sunflower plant san plãwir
sungka board sungkaˆ 1b
sungka game sungkaˆ 1a
sunlight sÿlak 1a
sunny place sÿlak 1c
sunting shrub sunting
superficial D 2a; salipapaw
superseded by smb as first ˆýna1 5a
supervises; supervision dumãya
supervising teacher ˆadbaysir
supervisor ˆãmu 1
supper meal ˆihãpun 1a
supper, prepared special ˆihãpun 1c
supper, smb eats ˆihãpun 1d
suppertime ˆihãpun 1b
supplicate; supplication pangamýyuˆ
supplied excessively kargãdu
supplies gãmit 1a
supplies smb with food ration rasyun 1b
support for pot over fire sigˆang
support frame for fish trap, bamboo patpat 2

stubby body limb 827 support frame for
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support post tuku
supposed ˆÿsip 1b
supposes sth gãsi
supposing kung 3
suppurating sore gýyus 1
suppurating sores, smb develops gýyus 2
suppuration pus nãnaˆ
Supreme being: God Dyus 1
sure týˆud
sure; made sure sigurãdu
surely galiˆ; gid; kuntaˆ; man; naman;

talaga; ˆãbi
surely sth occurs CV- 1; ka3 1; syimpri
surface of sth, interior tungaˆ 2a
surface, smooth dyãnuˆ
surface, sth sticks to kãput
surface, wavy humbak 2
surgeonfish, brown-eared, yellow-fin

matapˆung
surname ˆapilyÿdu
surprised ngayag; tingãya
survives tãkud
suspends sth bÿtin
sustains smb, sth mantinir
swab, cotton gãpas 2b
swaggers in walking yagang
swallowed, sth is tuyun
swamp, mangrove katunggan
swamp, piyapi mangrove piyãpi 2
sways back and forth hýbug; tabuˆtãbuˆ 1a
sweat ganˆut
sweeps with broom silhig 2
sweet broth sabaw 1b
sweet, coconut dessert bukãyuˆ
sweet, dessert dulsi 1
sweet liquid, nectar niktar
sweet pepper plant or fruit katumbay 1a
sweet potato chips, dried lalip
sweet potato greens kamýti 1a
sweet potato, morsel of pisnguy 1
sweet potato plant kamýti 1
sweet potato plant stem kamýti 1b
sweet potato tuber kamýti 2
sweet potato tuber, coconut-flavored

kamýti 2a
sweet potato young leaf bud or vine ˆusbud
sweet smell of flower, perfume ˆalisngaw 1b
sweet; sweetness tamˆis
sweetlips fish, clown bibigan
sweetlips fish, many-lined panapsapan

swelling at anus: hemorrhoid ˆalmurãnas
swelling of the body hubag
swept along by waves humbak 1b
swept away by current, wave ˆãnud
swidden kaˆÿngin 1; ˆuma 1
swidden farmer ˆuma 2
swidden shelter lambun
swidden, smb constructs kaˆÿngin 2
swift; becomes swift týlin 1b
swift speed, tempo sãmuk 2a
swiftly, smb works sãmuk 2b
swiftness týlin 1a
swim in school, fish lutaˆ 1b
swimming place languy 2
swims languy 1
swims on water surface lutaw 2b
swings back and forth hýbug
swishing sound of sth moving fast

hagãnas
swollen, becomes bãhuy 1a; hubag
swollen neck lymph node lýgay
swoons ˆanimu 2; gutas
swoops down hugpaˆ; tugpuˆ
sword ˆispãda
sword sheath tagub
swordfish byanwag 1
swordfish, used for catching byuanwag 2
syatu game syãtuˆ 1
syatu stick for playing syatu syãtuˆ 2
syatu stick, long tãku 1
syatu stick, short gãtu
symbol simbulu; sinyãlis
symbol: X ˆÿkis 1a
sympathy lýˆuy 1b
synonymous events, states parÿhu 1b
synthetic fiber for fishnet, rope kuralun

T

tabigi mangrove tree tabÿgiˆ
table lamÿsa; tÿbul 1
table area tÿbul 2
table at benefit dance, smb sits at tÿbul 3
table, bamboo langkãpi
table fork tinidur
table knife kutsilyu
table leg siki 1; tuku
table top sayug
tablecloth mantil

support post 828 tablecloth
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table-edge strip bukyug
tablespoon kutsãra 1a
tablespoon measurement kutsãra 1b
tablet, medicinal tablÿta
tableware kubyirtus
taboo bãwal
taboo belief ˆanÿtu
taboo day ˆadlaw 7a
Tagalog language Tagãlug 1b
Tagalog person Tagãlug 1a
tagbak herbaceous plant bayungbung
tagged in game sikyuˆ 1
tag-the-can game tutupung
tail feather of rooster lawi
tail of animal ˆÿkug
tail of bird, chicken, fish, squid buliˆ 1a;

kibut 1a
tailbone of person ˆiludˆilud
tailor mananãhiˆ; sastri
tailoring or sewing school, shop patahÿˆan
tailors clothing tahiˆ 1
tainted, odor or taste is, becomes ˆanta
taken along by waves humbak 1b
taken as spouse ˆasãwa 1c
taken away, out from what holds it wasiˆ
taken back sakar
taken back, statement, charge, complaint is

ˆÿsuy 2
taken by fear kuybaˆ
taken by natural force dagsaˆ
taken for granted tangaˆtãngaˆ
taken off from fire hãˆun
taken out by prying sýkat2 1a
taken to a particular location halin 1b
taken to another place ˆislug
taken somewhere; taken back ˆýliˆ 1b
taken up, sth is pýyut
taken with desire patay 2
takes a bath lÿgus 1a
takes a long time before doing sth dýgay 1a
takes a long time doing sth lakas2
takes a pedicab traysikul 2
takes a short nap pisuk 2
takes a shortcut laktud
takes a trip byãhi 2
takes a walk pamasyar 1b
takes advantage of others ˆurut 1
takes advantage of sth kalit
takes away halin 1b
takes away from under hot sun pýgu

takes care of smb daya 2; dipãra;
ˆalãgaˆ 1; ˆaturgar;

takes care of sth daya 2; dipãra;
hãwid 2; ˆalãgaˆ 1; ˆaturgar;

takes forty winks pisuk 2
takes off a load diskarga
takes off sth attached around sth else

husluˆ
takes off sth worn on body ˆýba
takes pictures, photographer who litratista
takes shelter sÿlung 2a; tãguˆ 1a
takes smb for adoption ˆalÿlaˆ 3b
takes smb, sth someplace daya 1b; halin 1b;

hatud
takes sth bãtun; buˆuy1 1a
takes the life of smb, sth patay 1b
takes to the air lupad
talahib grass bugang; tigbaw
talampunay shrub katsubung
talinum herbal shrub talÿnung
talisay tree talÿsay
talisman ˆantingˆanting; kinaˆagman 2
talisman: bullet panagang
talk to each other, two or more ˆisturya
talked gravely to smb sukut 2
talks back insolently sabat1 2
talks over with smb kunsulta 1
talks to smb hambay 1; ˆirgu
tall and straight person, thing lãyug
tall; becomes tall tãˆas 2a
talon, bird’s kuku
talon, seized by a kumkum
tamarind tree or fruit sampãluk
tambalisa shrub tambalÿsa
tambis tree or fruit tambis
tambourine tambur
tamps sth dasuk 1
tango dance tanggu
tank, fuel tangki
tank, water, communal tangki
tap of shoe on hard surface lagãtuk
tape measure, carpenter’s pulgadÿra
tape measure, sewer’s tipmisyur
taps smb, sth with finger kablit
target, smb goes straight to diritsu 2a
taro leaves, coconut-flavored gãbi 3
taro plant gãbi 1a
taro rootstock gãbi 1b
taro rootstock cooked in coconut milk

extract gãbi 2

table-edge strip 829 taro rootstock cooked
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task, smb accomplishes butingting;

hýkay 1b; tugpaˆ
taste: bitter paˆit
taste: delicious parÿhu 3
taste of food sabur 1a
taste of object is or becomes different

lãbut 1
taste of sth timpla
taste: rancid; becomes rancid ˆanta
taste: salty ˆasin 1c
taste: sour ˆaslum 2
taste: sweet tamˆis
tasteful simpli; timplãda
tastes sth tilaw 2
tasty nãmit; parÿhu 3; sabur 1b
tattoo pika
tattered object gisiˆ
taxes buhis
tayataya bird tayaˆtãyaˆ
teacher, female maˆistra 1a
teacher, male maˆistru 1a
teacher, smb becomes maˆistra 1b;

maˆistru 1b
teacher, supervising ˆadbaysir
teaches gamun 2; tudluˆ 2a
teaching tudluˆ 2a
team mate ˆÿba 1b
teamed up with smb ˆÿba 1a
tear from eye lýhaˆ; týyuˆ2 1a
teases smb tiˆaw 1
teaspoon kutsarÿta 1a
teaspoon measurement kutsarÿta 1b
teeth, false pustÿsu
teeth gum ngãyus
teeth incrustation kiˆkiˆ
teeth, loosely spaced hayanghag
teeth, smb brushes bras 2
telegram tiligrãma 1
telegraphic relay station wayrlis
telephone tilipunu
telephone: cell phone silpun
tells lie balÿbad; pinusung
tells sth balÿtaˆ 2; hambay 1; siling 1
tells story ˆisturya; ˆirgu
temperature, cool lamig 2
temperature, cool, cold, clammy lamig 1
temperature, high dangga
temple of head sintÿdu
tempo, fast sãmuk 2a
tempo, slow hÿnay

temporary covering tãbun 1a
temporary grave marker tandaˆ
temporary measuring stick, string sýkuy 1b
temporary shelter bayaybãyay 1a
tempted tintar
ten dyis; napýyuˆ 1
ten people, things, actions, states napýyuˆ 2
ten times napýyuˆ 3
tenant, smb works as bantay 1b
tended animal ˆalÿlaˆ 2a; sãpat 2
tended chicken manuk 1a
tended forest lãtiˆ 1a
tender; becomes tender yutaˆ
tender of store, male tindÿru
tender of store, female tindÿra
tends to steal hãbaˆ 4
tent tulda
tentacle of sea creature gãway
tentacles hold tightly kupkup
tenth napýyuˆ 4
tenth day of being deceased tãpus 3
terminates a session, school class sara 2c
termite, winged dagadaga
territory of municipality, village sãkup 3
territory, sovereign nasyun
test of school subject tist
tested, tempted tintar
testicle, male’s lãsug 1
testimony diklarasyun 1
tethered higut 2b
than: comparison kay2 3
thanks salãmat
that done bisyu
that, of an event, person, place, thing,

situation ˆadtu 1a
that, that one, that place ˆadtu 1b; ˆimaw 1;

ˆinaˆ
thatch, coconut palm sibit 1b
thatch, cogon grass kýgun 1a
thatch grass comb husay 1b
thatch, nipa palm pãwud
thatches a roof dugdug 2
that’s the reason gãniˆ; ˆimaw 2a
that’s the time ˆimaw 2a
the: common noun determiner ˆang
theater, movie sÿni 2
their, of theirs: possessive pronoun ninda 1a;

ˆinda 1a
theirs: possessive pronoun ˆinda 1b
theme of discussion pýnuˆ2 3; tÿma 1

task, smb accomplishes 830 theme of discussion
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then dãˆan 2; naman; niyan 1d; tãpus 1b
therapist, massage hÿlut 2
there didtu; diraˆ; yãraˆ 1; yadtu
there is, are some may 1b
there is no person, thing wayaˆ 1b
there is sth ˆigwa 1b
therefore gãniˆ
these, of events, people, places, things,

situations ˆini 1a; ˆitun 1a
these places diri 1; ˆini 1b; ˆitun 1b
these, these ones ˆini 1b; ˆitun 1b
they: predicate or topic pronoun sinda
they say kunu
thick dakmuy
thick coconut milk extract gataˆ 1a; pãyuk
thickness nahut
thief kãwat 2
thievery, prone to hãbaˆ 4
thigh of person, animal pãˆa
thimble didal
thin and short, smb is tamsi1
thin coconut milk extract gataˆ 1b
thin piece of sth pãnig 1a
thin, smb is, becomes nÿwang
thin, sth is gamay; nipis; nÿwang
thing bãgay1; butang 1a
thing, front of ˆatýbang 1b
thing that lives sãpat 1
thing, the first primÿra 3
thing, one butang 1b
things carried, personal daya 1a
things in bunch lãwug
thinking dumdum1
thinks about sth dumdum1; handum 1;

hunaˆhýnaˆ 1b
thinks sth gãsi
thin-walled bamboo bagãkay
third tatlu 4; tird; tirsÿra; tuyu 4
third cousin pakatigtýyu
third cousin, child of gumangkun 1d
third cousin’s grandchild ˆapu 1e
third quarter phase, moon is in latiˆ 1c
thirteen trÿsi
thirtieth traynta 4
thirty traynta 1a
thirty are involved in event, state traynta 2
thirty times traynta 3
thirty-one traynta 1b
thirty-two traynta 1c
this coming morning ˆãga 1e

this coming time period sa1 2a
this is the reason, time diri 2; ˆimaw 2b
this, of an event, person, place, thing,

situation ˆini 1a; ˆitun 1a
this past afternoon hãpun 1b
this past morning ˆãga 1d
this place diri 1; ˆini 1b; ˆitun 1b
this; this one ˆini 1b; ˆitun 1b
thorns tunuk
thorny bamboo ˆanunýˆu
thoroughly accomplished D 1b; paN-2
those, of events, people, places, things,

situations ˆadtu 1a
those; those ones; those places ˆadtu 1b;

ˆimaw 1; ˆinaˆ
thought about ˆÿsip 1b
thought, sth is gãsi; ˆÿsip 1b
thoughts, peaceful hilway
thoughts, smb’s dumdum1; hunaˆhýnaˆ 1a;

lãˆum 1b; ˆÿsip 1a
thousand, a lÿbu
thousand, one mil 1a
thousand; thousandth mil 1b
thrashes around to escape lisik
thrashes rice by treading out gÿˆuk
thrashes smb býnay
thread, sewing bunang 1
thread, spool for lýkun 3; puyunan
thread, two-ply tuplay
threaded through týhug
threads a needle bunang 2
threatens bantaˆ
three tatlu 1; tri; tris; tuyu 1
three people, things, actions, states tatlu 2;

tuyu 2
three times tatlu 3; tuyu 3
three-dimensional space, smb goes inside

suyud 2a
throat of person, animal pýwak
throb of artery pulsu 1a
throw of spear tÿra 2
thrown away balibag; týnud 1
thrown away, out pilak
thrown by smb balibag; ˆiksa
throws sth at smb, sth býguy
throws sth by flicking lãsik
throws; throws away ˆitsa
thud labýnuk
thumb kumayagkuˆ
thumb-print emperor fish katambak

then 831 thumb-print emperor fish
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thunder; thunders dayugdug
Thursday Huwÿbis 1
Thursday, Holy Huwÿbis 2
tibia conch mollusk ˆayspik
tick on cow ˆýtuy
tidal flats hunas 2
tide, high tãˆub
tide, low hunas 1
tidies an area hãwan 1
tidy, smb is týbis
tied onto sth, tying material is higut 2a
tied up higut 2b
ties in bundle bugkus 2
ties sth to sth else gãkut; gãpus
ties up sth gãpus
tigaw shrub tÿgaw
tight hugut
tightly done hugut
tightly, holds kupkup
tilapia fish tilapya 1
tilapia fish, ocean tilapya 1a
tile for outside wall, marble ˆaslar
tile of marble ˆislab
tiling bamboo tiling
tiller of soil dýtaˆ 3
tills soil ˆugud
tilts kiwit
timber, unsquared guhad
time: afternoon hãpun 1
time: All Saints Day pyista 3
time allotment or extension for doing sth

tirminu
time: any time sanˆu 2
time: April ˆAbril
time: August ˆAgustu
time: Black Saturday Sabadu 2
time: breakfast time pamãhaw 1b
time: Christmas season paskwa
time, close in sýˆud
time comes when sth happens ˆýras 1c
time: day ˆadlaw 2a
time: day after tomorrow buwas 2
time: day before yesterday hãpun 6
time: daybreak nagapamusÿˆag
time: daytime ˆadlaw 3a
time: December Disimbri
time: early evening manayumsum
time: evening twilight hãpun 1d
time: February Pibrÿru
time, fiesta pyista 1

time: first-crop season panýˆig
time fish bite dãwi 2
time for a particular happening tig-2
time for sth to happen, state to exist ˆÿguˆ 1;

ˆýras 1c
time: Friday Byarnis 1
time, future tyimpu 3
time: Gregorian calendar kalindaryu
time: Holy Week simãna 2
time: hour ˆýras 1a
time: January ˆInÿru
time: July Hulyu
time: June hýni; Hunyu
time: last night gabˆi 2; kagabˆi
time: late afternoon hãpun 1c
time: late evening hanãgub na 1
time: lunchtime ˆigmaˆ 1b
time: March Marsu
time: May Mãyu
time measurement, beyond a designated

lãpas; lÿpas 1
time measuring instrument: clock, watch

rilu
time: mid-late evening hanãgub na 2
time: midnight gabˆi 3
time: minute minýtus
time: Monday Lýnis
time: month býlan 2a; býlan 2b
time: morning ˆãga 1a
time: New Year’s Day týˆig 3
time, next sunud 1c
time: night gabˆi 1a
time: November Nubyimbri
time: October ˆUktubri
time of event panahun; tyimpu 1
time period, during this niyan 1b
time period, inside of sãkup 1
time period, middle of tungaˆ 2b
time: rainy season ˆuyan 2
time: Saturday Sabadu 1a
time: second-crop season panagˆãraw
time: September Siptyimbri
time, short daliˆ 1b
time: Sunday Duminggu 1
time: supper time ˆihãpun 1b
time, that’s the ˆimaw 2a
time, the first primÿra 4; ˆýna3
time: the whole day hãpun 5
time, this is the diri 2; ˆimaw 2b
time: this past afternoon hãpun 1b

thunder; thunders 832 time: this past
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time: Thursday Huwÿbis 1
time to catch fish dãwi 2
time: today niyan 1a
time: tomorrow buwas 1
time: tonight niyan 3
time: Tuesday Martis
time unit bÿlug1 1a
time, up to a specific hanggang
time: Wednesday Myirkulis
time: week simãna 1b
time when sth happens bÿsis 1a
time: year ˆanyu; týˆig 1a
time: yesterday hãpun 4
timekeeper taymkÿpir; tyÿkir
times, a number of bÿsis 1b
tin can lãta 1
tinduk eating banana fruit or plant

tinduk
tinikling folk dance tinikling
tint kuluring
tinting color tinaˆ 1a
tinting, dye is used for tinaˆ 1b
tiny amount of sth tasãdu gid kaˆãyu
tiny; becomes tiny pÿnu 1a
tip of hill, mountain ˆalipukpuk
tip of object punta 1a; talÿwis 1a
tire inner tube ˆintiriyur
tire, spare risirba
tire, vehicle gulung
tired; becomes tired; tiredness budlay 2
tithe given to church ˆãlay
title given an important man: Don Dun
to a place; to smb kay1
to her, him, it, herself, himself, itself:

locative pronoun ˆiya 1d
to me: locative pronoun ˆãkun 1d
to that, that one, that place ˆinaˆ 1b
to the benefit of smb, sth pãra1 2
to them: locative pronoun ˆinda 1d
to, towards pa2 1a
to us (excl): locative pronoun ˆãmun 1d
to us (incl): locative pronoun ˆãtun 1d
to you (pl): locative pronoun ˆindu 1d
to you (sg): locative pronoun ˆÿmu 1d
to, with a thing, done sa1 1a
tobacco leaf bundle, dried manýsu
tobacco plant or leaves tabãkuˆ 1a
tobacco roll tabãkuˆ 1b
today ˆadlaw 4c; niyan 1a
toe, big kumayagkuˆ

toe, excluding big toe kamuykamuy;
tudluˆ 1

toe, little kumayingking
toenail kuku
toenail manicurist manikyurista
toes, space between singiˆsingiˆ
together, added bilug2
together, gather pinsan
together in group, people, animate objects

are dãpuˆ1; pinsan; punaˆ
together in group, people, animate objects

go punaˆ
together, occur dungan
together, put bilug2
together with others in an activity lakut 1;

nunut; sãyu
toil trabãhu 1
toilet kasilyas
toilet hole ˆunˆun 1
toilet hole, smb squats over ˆunˆun 2
toilet paper ˆiwang
toilet soap habun 3
told, sth is balÿtaˆ 2; salaysay; ˆisturya
tolerant pasinsya 1a
tomato plant or fruit kamãtis
tomb for burying dead býhuˆ 4; nitsu;

pantyun
tomboy tumbuy 1
tombstone lapida
tomorrow buwas 1
tomorrow, day after buwas 2
tongue dÿlaˆ 1
tongue, click of panaklaˆ
tongue coating, white ˆugam
tonight gabˆi 4; niyan 3
too many, much subra 1c
too much, sth is done hustu 2
tool: axe wãsay
tool: carpenter’s hammer martilyu
tool: carpenter’s line marker pitik 2
tool: chisel tigib
tool: crowbar barÿta 1a
tool: cutting bolo sundang
tool: digging bolo suyut
tool: gouger for coconut meat lukad 2
tool: marble-splitting bar kunya
tool: posthole digger barÿna
tool: saw for metal, wood lagãriˆ 1
tool: shovel pãla
tool: sledgehammer mãsu 1

time: Thursday 833 tool: sledgehammer
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tool: wood, marble file bayˆag 1
tooth, bicuspid bangkil 1b
tooth, canine bangkil 1a
tooth, canine or bicuspid bangkil 1
tooth comes out tangsuˆ
tooth emerges from gum pusngil 2
tooth food particles tinga
tooth, front ngÿpun 1b
tooth, molar bagˆang
tooth of animal, person ngÿpun 1
tooth of boar bangkil 1
tooth of saw ngÿpun 2
tooth that protrudes saypaˆ
top, all-wood spinning kasingan
top, nailed spinning langsang 2
top of sth bãbaw 1a
top, playing trumpu 1a
top string for spinning top kamãgu
topic of discussion parti 2a; pýnuˆ2 3;

tÿma 1
topic pronoun: he, she, it siya
topic pronoun: I ˆaku
topic pronoun: they sinda
topic pronoun: you (pl) kamu
topic pronoun: you (sg) ka; ˆikaw
topic pronoun: we (excl) kami
topic pronoun: we (incl) kita 1a
topples down tumba
topples over hýyug; lýka; tapuk; tumba
topple-the-can, a game of tumba lãta
tops, game of trumpu 1b
torch, bottle murun 1
torch, coconut frond baybag
torch, kerosene bamboo murun 1a
torch wick pabÿlu 1
torn object gisiˆ
tortured kastÿgu
tosses sth ˆiksa; ˆitsa
totally done pulus 2
totally one thing, substance pýru 1b
touches lightly hapýhap
touches smb, sth with finger kablit
touches smb, sth with hand kawkaw
touches sth kãmug
touches with elbow sikuy
tough consistency tãli
tough, substance is tugas
tourist turista
towards hampig; kay1; pa2 1a; sa1 1
towel tuˆalya 1a

towel, face labakãra
towel, snap of pitik 1
towel-dries tuˆalya 1b
town banwa 1; baranggay
Town of Romblon Rumblun 1c
town, small baryu
town, smb goes to banwa 2
town square plãsa
tows sth gýyud
toy: blowgun sumpit 1a
toy: doll munÿka
toy gun ramrod tãku 2
toy: playing top trumpu 1a
toy: slingshot tiladur 1
toy whistle pÿtu 1a
toy: yo-yo yýyuˆ
track for racing karÿra 2
tracks, animal, human danaˆ
traditional blouse kimýna
traditional casual shirt pýlu barung
traditional formal shirt barung Tagãlug
trail dãyan
trainer praktis 2
trains gamun 2
trains child patÿkang 1a
trains for an activity praktis 1
trait, inherited mãna 1a
traitor traˆidur 1a
traits, imitates panalig
tramps around ˆãbug; lantýˆag; turag
tranquil; becomes tranquil kalma
tranquil mind, thoughts hilway
tranquil place, state tawhay
tranquil, smb’s emotional state is

panãtag
transferred ˆislug
transfers sth huwad
transfers to a place saylu
transplant seedling similya
transplants seedling tanum 1b
transported by natural force dagsaˆ
transporting container for coconut wine

kawit 1
trap, deep-sea fish tabýnan 1
trap, deep-sea fish, woven bamboo

tabýnan 1b
trap, lizard, bamboo-tube pãkuy
trap, shallow-water fish tambak 2
trap, very deep-sea fish býbu
trap, wire mesh, for deep-sea fish

tool: wood, marble 834 trap, wire mesh
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tabýnan 1a
trash linghut 1
trash can, box basurahan
trash pit pilãkan
travel, suitcase for malÿta
traveling companion ˆÿba 1c
traveling uphill tayud 1b
travels along roadway karsãda 2
travels downhill lýsub
travels to far place layuˆ 1c
travels to open ocean lawud 2
travels somewhere byãhi 2; dãyu; hamus;

kadtu; karaˆ 1
traverses an area latun; tabuk
treads out rice gÿˆuk
treasure manggad 1
treasure of gold, money, ornaments ˆýru
treasurer trisurÿru
treated harshly higpit
treated in a particular manner kãbig;

tratar; trãtu 2; ˆãkuˆ
treated well tãhud
treats an illness with medicine buyung 2
treats foolishly bastus
treats in a particular manner tratar
tree kãhuy 1
tree: acacia ˆakasya
tree: aguhu ˆaguhu
tree: alasas pandan screw pine

pangdan 1c
tree: alipata mangrove ˆalipãtaˆ
tree: anunang ˆanýnang
tree: anahaw palm ˆanãhaw
tree: apitong ˆapÿtung
tree: apple mansãnas
tree: bakawan mangrove bakhaw
tree: balimbing balingbing
tree: balubo bayubu
tree bark pãnit 1
tree bark, peels off puknit
tree base pýnuˆ2 1a
tree: beach pandan screw pine

pangdan 1b
tree: bignay bugnay
tree: bili biliˆ
tree: binunga binýnga
tree: breadfruit rÿma 1
tree: buri palm buli 1
tree: butong bituˆun
tree: cacao kakaw

tree: calamansi larangha 1a
tree: cashew kasuy
tree: cassie flower ˆarýma
tree: ceiba kãyu 1
tree: coconut palm niyug 1
tree: coffee kapi 1a
tree, cultivated tanum 1a
tree: dalgang ma-anghut dalãgang

maˆanghut
tree: dalinas yangÿlan
tree: decayed coconut palm niyug 1a
tree: dita bitaˆ
tree, drift bãtang
tree: duhat lumbuy
tree: durian duryan
tree foothold tilhang
tree fruit býnga 1a
tree: guamachili kamatsili
tree: hawili labnug
tree heart lýbas
tree: ilang-ilang ˆilangˆÿlang
tree: Indian mulberry bangkýru
tree: ipil-ipil san pidru
tree: kabuyaw kabýgaw; kulisung
tree: kalasutsi kalatsutsi
tree: kalingag kalÿngag
tree: kamansi kamansi
tree: katuray katýray
tree: lansones lansýnis
tree: laputi lapýti
tree: lumbay lumbay 1
tree: mabulu mabulu
tree, main branch sanga 1a
tree: makopa makýpa; margýpa
tree: malabatino kuyawyaw
tree: malunggay kamalunggay
tree: manaba banaba
tree: mandarin orange mandarin
tree: mango mangga 1a
tree: Manila copal ˆalmasiga
tree: nipa palm nÿpaˆ 1a
tree: pagatpat mangrove pagatpat
tree: paho pãhuˆ
tree: pandan screw pine pangdan 1a
tree: payapa nunuk
tree: Philippine mahogany nãga 1
tree: pili pÿli
tree: piyapi mangrove piyãpi 1
tree, plants a tanum 1b
tree: pomelo lukban

trash 835 tree: pomelo
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tree: premna odorata ˆargaw
tree: rain ˆakasya
tree: rambutan rambutan
tree root gamut
tree: santol santuy
tree sap taguk
tree: sea grape ˆýbas
tree, secondary branch sanga 1b
tree: sibukaw sibýkaw
tree, smb trims back hãwan 1
tree: soft-meat coconut palm makapunuˆ
tree: soursop tyÿku
tree: Spanish plum sarguylas
tree sparrow bird mãya2 2
tree: star apple ˆistar ˆãpul
tree: sugar apple ˆãtis
tree sways back and forth tabuˆtãbuˆ 1a
tree: tabigi mangrove tabÿgiˆ
tree: talisay talÿsay
tree: tamarind sampãluk
tree: tambis tambis
tree trunk lãwas 1a
tree trunk ring banãkay
tree, wine-producing coconut palm

sanggut 2
tree: yakal yakal
treed area; woodlot lãtiˆ 1a
trees: a forest kaguyãngan
trees, denuded of ˆupaw
trembles kýrug
trench ˆimburnal
trevally fish trakÿtuk
tribe trÿbu
tricked lýku 1a
trickery; tricky týsu
trickle down balisbis 1
tricks; betrays traˆidur 1b
trickster lýku 2
tried; tempted tintar
tries for office dyãgan 3
tries hard tinguhaˆ; ˆintiris
tries to do sth hiN-; tilaw 1
trims a tree hãwan 1
trims short smb’s hair kãpaw 1
trip byãhi 1
triple-tailed wrasse fish bakwa
trivial salipapaw
trouble prublÿma
trouble, experiences gulu
trouble, makes sãmuk

trough, feed bahug 3
trousers sayway 1
trousers belt sinturun
trousers, man’s short syurt
trousers seat buliˆ 1b; kibut 1b
truant from school, work bulakbul
truck trak
truck: honk of horn busÿna 1a
true in performing religious exercise; smb

becomes true týtum
true; truth týnay 1a; týˆud
truly talaga
truly does sth ˆãnay3
trumpet trumpit
trumpet mollusk trumpit nga sÿhiˆ
trunk, clothes kaban1
trunk, tree lãwas 1a
trust in smb kumpyansa; pyar; týˆu
trusted lãˆum 1a; ˆãsa 2
trusts in God salig
trusts in smb, sth pyar; salig; týˆu
trusts smb, a teaching pãti
truth týnay 1a; týˆud
tub, wooden wash dýyang
tuba shrub, seed týba
tube for blowing on embers, fire tayhup
tube for wick of kerosene light pabÿlu 2
tuber: greater yam ˆýbi 1b
tuber: lesser yam lupÿsan
tuber: limalima limalÿma
tuber: potato patãtas 1b
tuber: root crop ˆunud
tuber: sweet potato kamýti 2
tuber: sweet potato, coconut-flavored

kamýti 2a
tuber: sweet potato, red-skinned, yellow

meat manÿlaˆ3
tuber: wild yam ˆýmag
tuber: yautia bunduˆ
tubers, plant with pýnuˆ2 1b
tudlundatu eating banana fruit or plant

tudlundãtuˆ
Tuesday Martis
tuition for schooling twisyun
tumbles down hýyug; lãrag; tumba
tumbles over tapuk; tumba
tumeric plant or rhizome duyaw 1
tuna fish bangkulisan; tulÿngan
tune, smb hums a hýgung
tune, smb whistles a panihuy 1a

tree: premna odorata 836 tune, smb whistles a
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tune, song týnu
tunes an instrument bãgay3
turns in a circle tÿyug
turns in a longitudinal arc hapnig
turns off sth operated by electricity, water,

faucet sara 2b
turns on axis tÿlik
turns on sth operated by electricity, water,

faucet ˆabri 1c
turns out tãmaˆ 1b; týˆud
turns over balikwaˆ; hapnig
turns the back talikud 1a
turns to change direction likuˆ
turns upside down hapnig
turtle baˆu
turtle, marine pawÿkan
tusk, boar’s bangkil 1
twelve dýsi
twentieth baynti 4
twenty baynti 1a
twenty centavos pisÿtas
twenty times baynti 3
twenty-five ganta sackful of sth

kustal 2a
twenty-one baynti 1b
twenty-two baynti 1c
twice duha 3
twig gangat
twilight, evening hãpun 1d
twin person kãpid
twine for tying higut 1a
twine spool puyunan
twinkles kislap
twisting road kurbãda
twisting together pusiˆpýsiˆ
twists back and forth lýbag
two duha 1; dus; tu
two people, things duha 2
two times duha 3
two-liter measuring bottle galun 2a
two-ply strand fishnet langgarÿti
two-ply, thread, cord tuplay
two-sail outrigger boat binulˆanun
two-sail outrigger boat, foresail of puk
two-sail outrigger boat, large pasãhi
tying line, cord higut 1a
tying line, nylon naylun 1b
tying material is tied onto sth higut 2a
tying up an animal, rope is used for hÿkug
typhoon bagyu

typhoon rushes dyãgan 1b
typhoon signal number signal nambir

U

udder nipple of animal ˆayýtung
udder of animal sýsu 1
ukulele yýki
umbilical cord pýsud
umbrella pãyung 1a
umbrella rib kãsaw 2
umbrella, smb carries pãyung 2
umbrella, smb closes sara 2a
umbrella, smb opens ˆabri 1b
unaccustomed bagˆu 1b
unadulterated pýru 1a; týnay 1b
unadulterated, water is tinˆaw
uncertain diskumpyãdu
uncivilized person mangyan 2
uncle ˆangkul 1b; ˆangkul 1c
Uncle tãta 1a
uncle, consanguine tãta 1b; ˆangkul 1c
uncle of smb’s parent lýlu 2
Uncle, parent’s brother, male cousin tÿyu 1a
Uncle, respect, address term ˆangkul 1a
unclean buling 1b
uncluttered limpyu
uncluttered mind hãwan 2b
uncompromising disinti
unconscious, becomes himatay; ˆanimu 2;

ginhãwa 3
uncontaminated pýru 1a; týnay 1b
unconvinced diskumpyãdu
uncooked hilaw 1a
uncooked, sth is eaten kinÿlaw
uncooked-rice, container bugas 2
uncouth barumbãdu
uncovered lutaw 1
uncultured barumbãdu
uncultured person mangyan 2
undecided diskumpyãdu
under a house bayay 1b
under obligation to do sth ˆubligãdu
underarm odor, smb gets ˆanghuy
undercooked rice butanug
undergoes a difficulty, problem prublÿma
undergoes a medical examination midikal
undergoes an epileptic seizure gutas
undergoes menstruation rigla 1b

tune, song 837 undergoes menstruation
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underneath space sÿlung 1
underneath, sth goes suksuk2
underneath sth, position dãyum1 1
undernourished lýˆuy 2
undernourishment, smb’s stomach is or

becomes extended through buntikÿlun
underpants, undershorts, man’s brip; putuy
underpants, woman’s panti
undershirt kamisÿta
undershirt, short-sleeved tÿsirt
undershirt, sleeveless pantyu
underside dãyum1 2a
understanding kinaˆagman 1
understanding, conditional kundisyun
understands how to do sth ˆisip
understands smb, sth ˆintindi 1
undertaking pradyik
undesirable bãwal
undeveloped head louse kayumad
undisciplined lãngas 2
undoubtedly galiˆ; gid; kuntaˆ; man;

naman; talaga; ˆãbi ;
unearthed lutaw 1
unequal arc mollusk lÿtub
unfolded pÿtad
unfolds buskad 1a
unfolds paper býkad
unfurled pÿtad
ungrudgingly maskin paˆunu
unhulled rice humay 1
unhulled rice sack kustal 1a
unhulled rice, smb treads out gÿˆuk
unicorn fish suyãhan
unimportant tiˆaw 2
unit, by the bÿlug1 1c; buˆuk 1c
unit of measure bÿlug1 1a
unit of measure, whole bÿlug1 1a;

buˆuk 1a
unite; unity ˆisa 7
unites baskad
units, whole piece measures bÿlug1 1b;

buˆuk 1b
univalve mollusk, shell valve covering of

lupun
university, smb studies at ˆiskwÿla 3
unlaid fish egg bÿhud
unlawful bãwal
unlawful acquirer of land langgab 1b
unless pwÿra
unloads sth diskarga

unmarked limpyu
unmarried boy sultirÿtu
unmarried, live together ˆÿba 2a
unmarried man sultÿru
unmarried sister, younger dalãga 2
unmarried woman; becomes an unmarried

woman dalãga 1a
unmarried young girl dalagÿta
unmatched pair bãngiˆ 2
unnamed person, thing, place ˆisa 5
unobstructed, vision becomes hãwan 2a
unopened buri frond buli 2
unopened coconut inflorescence niyug 3
unopened flower muyumýyu
unopened frond buntay 1
unpleasant odor of civet cat dÿris
unpleasant smell of body odor, smb has

ˆanghit
unpolluted pýru 1a; týnay 1b
unproductive bawˆas
unproductive, of a sterile animal

matsýra
unreasonable kuntra 1a
unrefined oil krýdu
unremitting action D 1b
unripe buyug1; hilaw 1a
unripe cooking banana pyasabˆahan
unripe jackfruit langkaˆ 2a
unripe, of fruit linghud
unrolled pÿtad
unrolls baskad
unruly lãngas 2
unsheathed, a bolo, sword is gãbut
unshucked ear of corn pusuˆ1
unskilled in doing sth hÿnaˆ
unsoiled limpyu
unsquared timber guhad
unstuck, becomes luras
untamed animal ˆilãhas
untamed; becomes untamed ˆila
untied, becomes bungkag
until hanggang; hasta 1a; kýtub 2;

mintras; samantãlaˆ; sanˆu 1b;
tubtub 1a

until sth occurred kasanˆu 1b
until sth will occur sanˆu 1b
untruth baliskad 1b; pinusung
untruth, smb tells pinusung
unusable siraˆ 2a
unusual bihÿraˆ

underneath space 838 unusual
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unwavering disidÿdu
unwise kuntra 1a
unwraps cloth býkad
up to a specific time hanggang
upland farmer ˆuma 2
upland field kaˆÿngin 1; ˆuma 1
upland field shelter lambun
upland field, smb constructs an

kaˆÿngin 2
uplands tayud 1a
upon the happening of sth nang 3b
upper body, smb carries child on ˆabit 1
upper garment collar kwilyu
upper leg portion, pig’s pãta1
upside down kuyub
upside down, smb, sth turns hapnig
upstairs of a house bayay 1a
urchin, sea tirik
urged pÿlit 1b
urine ˆÿhiˆ
urine, smells of pangsu
usable; used ˆýsu
use of sth puyus 1
used as a resource kãya 1b
used for a particular purpose dãpat 1b
used for doing sth hÿmuˆ 1
used to determine sth sunud 3
used to sth gamun 1; sanay
used up ˆýbus; dýyaˆ 1a; tikud
used up completely hilamut; ˆýrut
used up completely, of fruit, root crops

damut
useful puyus 1
useless bãli 3; lawˆay
uses a commodity gastus 2
uses sth gãmit 2; puyus 2; ˆusar
usually pirmi 1a
utensil: coconut-shell bowl payaˆ
utensil: cooking pot kaldÿru
utensil: drinking glass bãsu 1a
utensil: fish pot kýyun 2; ˆanglit
utensil: frying pan kayãhaˆ
utensil: kettle kasirýla
utensil: ladle liwag 1a
utensil: rice pot sugnãyan
utensil: spatula luwag; siyansi
utensil: wok kãwaˆ
utensils, washes hugas 1a
utility can lãta 2a
uyabi cooking banana fruit or plant ˆuyãbi

V

vacant bakanti
vaccinates by injection bakýna
vaccination bakýna
vagina, animal’s puyas
vagina, female’s bilat 1; pukiˆ 1
vain man suplãdu
vain woman suplãda
valiant pugýsu
valuable ˆimpurtanti; puyus 1
value of sth kwinta; puyus 1; ˆimpurtansya
valve covering of shell lupun
vanishes duyaˆ
vapor rising from ground ˆalisngaw 1a
variation; varies doing sth; varies a state

ˆiba 2
variegated lizardfish tambud
varies, plan or idea lÿbag 1
variety of bamboo tiling
variety of mushroom ˆamamãkuy; ˆýhung
variety of sea cucumber bangkulungan
variety of small octopus ˆamumuˆpuˆ 1
various ˆiba 1b
various directions, places diˆin 2
vase mollusk bagyýhan
vase of flowers býyak 5
vault for dead person nitsu; pantyun
vegetable gýlay; ˆýtan 2
vegetable and meat stew kaldirÿta
vegetable garden gardin 1
vegetable is chopped into pieces saksak
vegetable is cooked in coconut milk extract

ˆýtan 1b
vegetable is peeled ˆýpak 1b
vegetable leaves cooked for pig feed lãˆun
vegetable matter is decayed gabuk
vegetable, ripe hinug
vegetable, smb cleans a himay 2
vegetable stem ˆapungãngu
vegetable, stem end pýnuˆ2 1a
vegetable, stem section pungãngu
vegetable: ampalaya margýsu 1
vegetable: asparagus bean ˆutaktu
vegetable: basella rubra vine ˆalugbãti
vegetable: bataw pods batˆaw
vegetable: bean bitsuylas
vegetable: bell pepper katumbay 1a

unwavering 839 vegetable: bell pepper
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vegetable: broccoli brukýli
vegetable: cabbage ripulyu
vegetable: carrot kãrut
vegetable: cassava balinghuy 1
vegetable: cauliflower kuliplãwir
vegetable: chayote sayýti
vegetable: Chinese cabbage pitsay
vegetable: common bean bitsuylas
vegetable: common gourd tabuˆ2 1
vegetable: cowpea balãtung
vegetable: cucumber pipÿnu
vegetable: eggplant tayung 1
vegetable: green papaya kapãya 1b
vegetable: green peas gisantis
vegetable: jackfruit, unripe langkaˆ 2a
vegetable: kamansi kamansi
vegetable: katuray flower, fruit katýray
vegetable: lagaylay bean lagaylay
vegetable: lima bean patãniˆ 1b
vegetable: malunggay flowers, fruit, leaves

kamalunggay
vegetable: mung bean munggu 1b
vegetable: mustard mustãsa
vegetable: native green bean hantak 1a
vegetable: okra ˆukra 1
vegetable: onion sibýyas 1a
vegetable: pigeon pea kadyus
vegetable: potato patãtas 1b
vegetable: radish rabanus
vegetable: shallot sibýyas 1b
vegetable: sitaw bean hantak 1
vegetable: songe gourd singkwat 1
vegetable: spiny amaranth weed kulÿtus
vegetable: squash kyabãsa 1b
vegetable: sweet pepper katumbay 1a
vegetable: sweet potato greens kamýti 1a
vegetable: talinum herbal shrub talÿnung
vegetable: tomato kamãtis
vegetable: tugi yam lupÿsan
vegetable: wax gourd kanduy; kundul
vegetable: yautia bunduˆ
vegetable greens: ampalaya margýsu 1
vegetable greens: Chinese cabbage pitsay
vegetable greens: jute tagãbang
vegetable greens: kangkong kangkung
vegetable greens: spiny amaranth weed

kulÿtis
vegetable greens: talinum talÿnung
vegetable greens: sweet potato greens

kamýti 1a

vegetables, bunch of pýnuˆ1 1a
vegetables, coconut-flavored ˆýtan 1a
vegetables, coconut-flavored, meat

complement in lupas2 1a
vegetation, animal feeds on sabsab
vegetation, cleared hayas 1b
vegetation, rank linghut 1
vegetative clutter in coconut tree linghut 1
vehicle sakay 2
vehicle brake prÿnu2 1a
vehicle conductor kunduktur
vehicle driver draybir
vehicle, gasoline for gasulÿna
vehicle passenger, load karga 1a
vehicle, smb loads sth onto karga 1b
vehicle, smb rents ˆarkila
vehicle, smb rides on sakay 1
vehicle tire inner tube ˆintiriyur
vehicle tire, wheel gulung
vehicle: automobile, car kutsi
vehicle: jeepney dyip
vehicle: passenger bus bas
vehicle: pedicab traysikul
vehicle: truck trak
vein ˆugat
venerated highly dunggan
venerates God, smb samba; simba 2
venereal disease sakit 1a
venture pradyik
venus mollusk, irus ˆirusˆirus
venus mollusk, zigzag ˆigutˆigut
verifies by documentation dukumintu 2
vermiculate coral trout fish banãhan
vermiculate rabbitfish danggit
vertical plumb line tuntun 1
very D 1a; paka-; pwirsãdu 2; subra 1b;

ˆãyu 3
very much, many pwirsãdu 1
vice-governor gubirnadur 2
vice-mayor mÿyur 2
vice-president prisidinti 2
video show pabÿta
viewed mata 1b; purba
views paniˆid
views behind lingig
vigil at night for dead person lãmay2
vigorously done, happens pwirti
vilification siraˆ 3
village banwa 1; baranggay; baryu
village councilor kagãwad; kunsihal 1a

vegetable: broccoli 840 village councilor
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village leader kapitan 2
village policeman tãnud
village, territory of sãkup 3
vine and roots gakud
vine fruit býnga 1a
vine: ampalaya margýsu 1
vine: bagubagu baguˆbaguˆ
vine: basella rubra ˆalugbãti
vine: bataw batˆaw
vine: betel pepper býyuˆ
vine: chayote sayýti
vine: cowpea balãtung
vine: dyugdyugay dyugdugay 1
vine: greater yam ˆýbi 1a
vine: hagunuy hagýnuy
vine: kangkong kangkung
vine: lagaylay lagaylay
vine: lesser yam lupÿsan
vine: lima bean patãniˆ 1a
vine: limalima limalÿma
vine: makabuhay makabýhay
vine: nami kuyut
vine: native green bean hantak 1a
vine: passion fruit pasyun prut
vine: singkamas singkamas
vine: sitaw hantak 1
vine: songe gourd singkwat 1
vine: squash kyabãsa 1a
vine: sweet potato, red-skinned, yellow

flesh manÿlaˆ3
vine: watermelon pakwan 1
vine: wax gourd kanduy; kundul
vine: wild yam ˆýmag
vine: woody suma ˆalbutra
vine: young sweet potato ˆusbud
vinegar sýkaˆ 1
vinegar, commercially-made sýkaˆ 1d
vinegar fish dish pangat 1b
vinegar, hot sýkaˆ 1a
vinegar, mild homemade sýkaˆ 1b
vinegar, strong homemade sýkaˆ 1c
violates sexually; rapes gahãsaˆ
violet color bayulit
violet spider conch mollusk saˆang 1b
virgin birhin
virginity babãyi 3; birhin
visage hitsýra 2
viscous lapýyut
visible, clearly bistãdu
vision becomes clear hãwan 2a

vision is impaired hayap
visited tãtap
visitor bisÿta 1
visits bisÿta 2; dýˆaw; pamasyar 1b
visits a place human 4
visits smb, one who pamasyar 1a
voice býsis
voice, faint sounding pÿnaw
voice is out of tune tÿbag 2a
volcano bulkan
volcano erupts lupuk
volleyball balibul
volume measurement: cavan kaban2
volume measurement: cupful tãsa 1b
volume measurement: four-liter galun 1b
volume measurement: ganta gantas 1a
volume measurement: gin-bottle butilya 2
volume measurement: glassful bãsu 1b
volume measurement: half-liter tyýpa 1
volume measurement: liter litru
volume measurement: one-liter can

plastik 2b
volume measurement: sixteen-liter can

lãta 2b
volume measurement: tablespoon

kutsãra 1b
volume measurement: teaspoon

kutsarÿta 1b
volume measurement: twenty-five ganta

sackful kustal 2b
volume measuring instrument takus 2
voluntary helper dyaganan
voluntary task, smb accomplishes tugpa
volutes mollusk binga; pigˆuyan
vomit sýka 1a
vomits sýka 1b
vote; votes býtu
voting place prisintu 1
vow pangãkuˆ; sumpaˆ 1
vulgarity bulgar

W

wad shooter baril 3; sumpit
wades into water lýnguy
wafer, communion tinãpay 1a; ˆustyas
wage sýhuy 1a; swildu
wage, laborer’s hurnal 3
wager, money pustaˆ

village leader 841 wager, money
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wager piece in game patad
wagers money pustaˆ
wagers on cockfight býyang1 1b
wages kÿtaˆ 2a
wages, bonus býnus
wages, indispensable rimidyu 2
wages, smb receives kubra
wages war gyÿra 2
waist belt sinturun
waist of garment, of person hãwak
waits for smb, sth bantay 1c; huyat
wake for dead person at night lãmay2
wakes up bãtiˆ; mangnu 2; pýkaw
walking area pãnaw 2
walking cane sungkud
walking, smb takes steps in tÿkang 1b
walks baktas
walks around lÿbut 1a; pãnaw 1; pasÿyu;

tÿyug
walks down tugbung
walks fast parag
walks from, in, to a place pãnaw 1
walks up sãkaˆ 1
walks with swagger yagang
wall dingding 1
wall, cement padir
wall, outside, marble tile for ˆaslar
wall, plank siding for tabla
wall, stone mýru
wall stud bakãyan
wallet kahÿta
walling dingding 1
walling, bamboo pole and strip weaving

sikyat
walling: crushed bamboo kawãyan 2
walling: plank siding tabla
walling: pressed board lawanit
walling: split bamboo sadyap
walling: woven bamboo sawãliˆ
walling: woven coconut frond shingle

salirangdang 1
walls in sth dingding 2
waltz dance bayli 1b
wanders around tÿyug
wanes, moon ˆÿsut 4
want; wants sth gustu 1
wanted inordinately ˆapas
wants smb to do sth lýyag 1
wants to do sth ˆãyu 4
war gyÿra 1a

ward sãkup 2
warden of prison wardin
wardrobe, wedding bisti 1b
warm; warmed; becomes warmed by fire,

hot water ˆÿnit 1a
warmed slowly over fire lãˆub
warning babalaˆ
warning call of chicken ˆÿliw
wart kayunggu
wart, secondary pisuˆ 2
wash basin planggãna
wash cloth sponge for wiping up pãhid 2
wash paddle for beating clothes

pandakdak 1a
wash tub, wooden dýyang
wash water from rice kilis 2
washed away by current, wave ˆãnud
washed clothes laba 3b
washed out by erosion kadkad
washed utensils hugas 1b
washer woman labandÿra
washes a vegetable for cooking, eating

himay 2
washes an animal dÿgus
washes clothes laba 1
washes cooking utensils hugas 1a
washes face, a person, cat lamˆus
washes feet, hands hinaw
washes rice for cooking kilis 1
washes the body lÿgus 1b
washes with soap habun 2
washstand labãbu
wash-water storage barrel dram
wash-water storage jar tadyaw
wasp, yellow jacket lapÿnig
wasted nýgun 1
watch for measuring time rilu
watches paniˆid
watches over smb, sth ˆaturgar; bantay 1c
watches smb tanˆaw 1a; ˆintindi 2
watches sth hãwid 2; siruˆ 1a; tanˆaw 1a;

ˆintindi 2
watchman bantay 1a
watchman, smb works as bantay 1b
water týbiˆ
water backs up pundu
water boils kayadkad 1a
water bubbles buyaˆ 2
water buffalo neck wattle pãta2
water carrier ˆagwadur

wager piece in 842 water carrier
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water carrying can lãta 2a
water, choked by tyamˆuk
water conduit: canal kanal
water: dishwater lagmaw 1
water: drilled well bumba2
water faucet grÿpu
water: flood bahaˆ 1a
water forms suds buyaˆ 2
water, fresh tabˆang
water from ocean dãgat 1b
water goggles ˆantipãra
water is, becomes murky lubug2
water is, becomes stagnant lamˆaw
water is clear tinˆaw
water is deep, body of tislub
water is pure pýru 1a; týnay 1b
water jar for drinking bangaˆ
water line of beach biˆbiˆ
water meter kuntadur
water pail baldi
water pipe bãru; týbu1; ˆayugˆug
water, polluted lamˆaw
water: rice wash water kilis 2
water, shallow spring pool bubun2
water sloshes back and forth tabuˆtãbuˆ 1a
water, smb fetches sãyuk 1
water, smb has running týbiˆ 2
water, smb turns off sara 2b
water, smb turns on ˆabri 1c
water source pýnuˆ2 2
water source for household water sãyuk 2
water spring tuburan
water, stagnant lamˆaw
water, sth is filled with býsak
water storage barrel for washing dram
water storage container for drinking galun 3
water storage jar for washing tadyaw
water surface, sth floats, swims on lutaw 2b
water tank, communal tangki
water, well balˆung
waterfall busay
waterless, becomes hubas 1
watermelon seeds, dried pakwan 2
watermelon vine or fruit pakwan 1
water’s edge tãkas 1
watery skin infection tubigtubig 1a
watery skin infection, smb becomes

infected with tubigtubig 1b
watery, the earth, a vegetable is týbiˆ 1
wattle, neck of cow, pig, water buffalo

pãta2
wattle tied to roof purlins kãsaw 1
wave, lake or ocean humbak 1a
wave, swept away by ˆãnud
waves, carried by humbak 1b
wavy pattern; surface humbak 2
wax gourd vine or fruit kanduy; kundul
wax in ear tuli
waxing moon bãhuy 4
way dãyan
way of cooking sth lýtuˆ 1
way of life býhay; buhiˆ1 2b
way of putting down butang 2a
way of speaking hambay 5
way of thinking tãrung
way sth is done kahimtãngan; midyus;

ˆagi 2
way to do sth paraˆan; klãsi 1a; ˆidÿya
we (excl): predicate or topic pronoun kami
we (incl): predicate or topic pronoun

kita 1a
we two: topic pronoun kita 1b
weak, of a natural condition, event hÿnaˆ
weak, smb, sth becomes lýya
wealthy tubug
wealthy, becomes manggad 2b
wealthy person manggad 2a
weapon: bamboo javelin sumbiling
weapon: bomb bumba1 1a
weapon: cannon kanyun
weapon: gun baril 1
weapon: javelin bangkaw
weapon: slingshot tilandur 1
weapon: spear panaˆ 1
weapon: sword ˆispãda
weapon used in fighting ˆarmas
wears a dress, attire bãruˆ 3
wears a hat kãyuˆ 2
wears clothing, jewelry suksuk1 1b
wears shoes sapãtus 1b
wears trousers sayway 2
weary; becomes weary; weariness budlay 2
weather, bad tyimpu 2a
weather, calm kalma
weather, good tyimpu 2b
weave, begins to taytay
weaves coconut frond shingle

salirangdang 2
weaves dyed buri strips into mat sabat2 2
weaves sth lãya1

water carrying can 843 weaves sth
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weaving is loose, slack hayanghag
web, spider bayay 5
wedding ceremony kasay 2a
wedding dress bãruˆ 2c
wedding gown bisti 1d
wedding ring, espousal object ˆãras 1
wedding wardrobe bisti 1b
wedding-announcement feast pasuga 1
wedding-planning session, final sigir
wedding-planning session, initial

pamalãyi 1
Wednesday Myirkulis
weed gýna 2a
weed: spiny amaranth kulÿtis
weeds, smb pulls gýna 1
weedy area gýna 2b
week simãna 1a
week: time measurement simãna 1b
weeps tãngis
weever fish tambud liraw
weigh scale kÿlu 2
weigh scale, sth is weighed on pisar
weighed down excessively kargãdu
weighing instrument: bar scale kÿlus 2b;

rumãna
weighing instrument: pan scale kÿlus 2a
weight: five hundred grams ˆunsa
weight for bar scale batukãti
weight: kilogram kÿlu 1
weight of smb, sth bugˆat 1a
weighty bugˆat 1b
welding solder tinggaˆ 1
well, becomes ˆãyu 2b
well, deep balˆung
well, done ˆãyu 2a
well, drilled bumba2
well known bantug; kilãya 1; lakas1 1;

pupular
well, treated tãhud
welt infection on body labhag
western direction wisti 1
western location wisti 1a
wet basaˆ1
wet by dipping into liquid sawsaw
wet by perspiration ganˆut
wets by splashing tapwak
wets sth basaˆ1
whale balyÿna
wharf dungguˆ 2; pantalan; pyÿsa; pyir
what action, state or thing is ˆanu 2

what can be done? paˆunu 2a
what does smb do? ˆunu 1
what is a particular action, state? ˆanu 1
what is done; what smb experiences

paˆunu 2b
what is the situation? naˆunu 1a
what someone does ˆunu 1b
what the situation is naˆunu 1b
whatever bÿsan ˆanu 2
whatever amount, number pila 2
whatever happens magkaˆunuˆýnu
whatever place bÿsan diˆin 1
wheat flour ˆarÿna
wheel spoke rãyus
wheel, vehicle gulung
when basta 1b; hay1 1a; kung 1b; nang 3a;

pag
when? kasanˆu 1a; sanˆu 1a
when sth happens, sth else also happens

tãmaˆ 3
when sth occurred kasanˆu 1b
when sth will occur sanˆu 1b
whenever kãda 1b; pag
where? diˆin 1a
where smb, sth comes from diˆin 1c
where smb, sth goes, is taken from, to

diˆin 1c
where smb, sth is located diˆin 1c
where sth happens, a state exists diˆin 1b
whetstone bãˆid 2
while hãbang; mintras; samantãlaˆ
whip, snap of pitik 1
whipping cane, stick batýta
whipping stick lipak
whips smb býnay
whirlwind buhãwi
whispered hutik
whistle pÿtu 1a
whistles a tune panihuy 1a
whistles at smb to gain attention

panihuy 1b
whistles through fingers pÿtu 1b
white animal, bird, chicken, person bukay
white ant ˆãnay4
white; becomes white putiˆ
white chicken louse dãpaw
white coconut ball býwaˆ
white hair ˆýban
white of egg langitlangit
white onion sibýyas 1a

weaving is loose 844 white onion
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white sardine fish tapuyuk
white spirit-person ˆingkantu
white sticky rice mayagkit
white sticky rice, cooked kalayu 2a
white sticky rice delicacy biku 1a
white tongue coating ˆugam
white-dotted rabbitfish buyãwis
white-rice disease of pigs bugasbugas 1
white-spotted boxfish lakpunlakpun
white-spotted red snapper fish ˆahãˆan
white-spotted shovel-nosed ray fish pating

sudsud
who? sinˆu 1a
who smb is sinˆu 1b
whole bugˆus
whole area, group, thing bÿlug1 1a
whole day hãpun 5
whole leaf dãhun 2
whole piece, by the bÿlug1 1c; buˆuk 1c
whole piece of clothing, paper, lumber

pidãsu 1a
whole piece, unit bÿlug1 1a; buˆuk 1a
whole pieces bÿlug1 1b; buˆuk 1b
wholesale buyer pakyaw 2
whose? kaninˆu 1a
whose sth is kaninˆu 1b
why? bãsiˆ 1a; ministir
why sth happens bãsiˆ 1b
wick of bottle torch, lamp, lantern pabÿlu 1
wick tube of kerosene light pabÿlu 2
wide lãpad 2
wide, smb’s nose is hangag
widow byýda
widower byýdu
width of sth býka; lãpad 1
wife ˆasãwa 1a
wife and children, daughter, son nanay 3
wife of a husband’s brother: sister-in-law

kunyãda
wife, smb becomes ˆasãwa 1c
wild animal tayýnun; ˆila; ˆilãhas
wild bird or chicken tayýnun; ˆila
wild chicken manuk 1b
wild duck pãtu
wild honeybee, small kabuyay
wild pig bãbuy 1b; tayýnun
wild yam vine or tuber ˆýmag
will do sth ma-1 1; sÿgi 2b
will not ˆindiˆ
willing ˆabyirtu 2

wills sth to smb subliˆ 1
wind hãngin 1
wind blows hãngin 2
wind howls hagubhub
wind rushes dyãgan 1b
wind, southwest monsoon habãgat
winding, of a road kurbãda
window bar trangka
window curtain kurtÿna
window opening bintãnaˆ 1
window opening opens ˆabri 1a
window opening, smb closes sara 2a
window opening, smb opens ˆabri 1b
window shutter sara 1
window, smb looks out bintãnaˆ 2
winds sth onto sth else lýkun 2
wine bÿnu 1
wine, coconut tubaˆ 1a
wine, communion bÿnu 1a
wine, eucharistic bÿnu 1a
wine, sugarcane lambanug
wine-producing coconut palm sanggut 2
wing, bird’s, fowl’s pakpak
wing oyster mollusk wasaywasay
winged termite dagadaga
wings, bird flaps kapay
winked, the eye is pisuk 1
winks at smb kiluˆ
winner daˆug 1a
winnings daˆug 2
winnowing basket, rice nÿgu
wins in contest, game, gambling daˆug 1b
wipes off hipÿhip
wipes up liquid with cloth sýyup
wipe-up cloth, sponge pãhid 2
wire guyline, boat’s harsya
wire mesh deep-sea fish trap tabýnan 1a
wire, metal ˆalambri
wishes to do sth ˆãyu 4
witch; becomes a witch ˆaswang
with her, him, it: locative pronoun

ˆiya 1d
with me: locative pronoun ˆãkun 1d
with regards to doing sth paˆunu 1b
with sth, done sa1 1
with them: locative pronoun ˆinda 1d
with us (excl): locative pronoun ˆãmun 1d
with us (incl): locative pronoun ˆãtun 1d
with you (pl): locative pronoun ˆindu 1d
with you (sg): locative pronoun ˆÿmu 1d

white sardine fish 845 with you (sg)
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withdrawn, statement, charge, complaint is

ˆÿsuy 2
withered leaf layaˆ
withholds sth from exposure lipud
within herself, himself, itself: locative

pronoun ˆiya 1d
without care, reservation bÿsan paˆunu
without delay, restraint dãˆan 2; gulpi 1a;

ˆinsigÿda
without hesitation bayãhaˆ lang
without reservation maskin paˆunu
without stopping sÿgi 1b
witness in court case tistÿgus
wok handle pãkaw
wok, large kãwaˆ
woman babãyi 1
woman, beautiful gwãpa 1a
woman, beautiful spirit ˆingkantãda
woman, conceited, vain suplãda
woman, flirtatious gahirun; pisikun
woman: lady-in-waiting; princess dãma
woman, laundry labandÿra
woman, married Mÿsis; ˆasãwa 1b
woman, middle-aged ˆidad 3a
woman of the night: prostitute pýta
woman, pregnant nabdus 1b
woman: spinster dalãga 1b
woman storekeeper tindÿra
woman, unmarried dalãga 1a; Mis
woman’s facial makeup kulurÿti 1a
woman’s menstrual period rigla 1a
woman’s mourning garment lýtu
woman’s panties panti
woman’s skirt palda; sãya
woman’s trousers sayway 1
womb tiyan 1
womb, low ˆunˆun2
wonder, I baya
wood chip pisnguy 1
wood depression, groove ˆýkaˆ
wood file bayˆag 1
wood: fire-banking piece buhayun
wood: foundation post halÿgi 2
wood grain sýpat
wood, narra nãga 1a
wood: Philippine mahogany nãga 1
wood: plywood playwud
wood: roundwood guhad
wood saw lagãriˆ 1
wood siding for wall: plank tabla

wood, smb saws lagãriˆ 2
wood, smb splits busˆak
wood-burning fireplace ˆabu 1b
wooden clogs bakyaˆ
wooden wash tub dýyang
woodlot lãtiˆ 1a
woodlot area lãtiˆ 1b
woody suma vine ˆalbutra
woos casually ˆasãwa 3b
woos smb ˆasãwa 3a; lýyag 2
words hambay 4
words, obscene, offensive santing
words, song birsu
work trabãhu 1; ˆubra
work absentee bulakbul
work assignment týka
work clothes bãruˆ 2d
work is contracted pakyaw 1
work payment sýhay 1a
worked on gãmit 2
worked on neatly pulÿdu 1b
worker hurnal 1
worker: employee trabahadur
worker, female ˆimpliyãda
worker, male ˆimpliyãdu
worker, paid sýhuy 3
worker’s wage hurnal 3
working in public service sirbisyu
workplace trabãhu 2
works as a blacksmith panday 2
works as a caretaker, guard, tenant,

watchman bantay 1b
works as a carpenter karpintÿru 2
works as a councilor kunsihal 2
works as a domestic helper, servant ˆãmu 2
works as a foreman kapatas 2
works as a harvester ˆãni 2
works at doing sth tilaw 1
works at manual labor hurnal 2
works busily, quickly sãmuk 2b
works for money sýhuy 2
works hard to do sth ˆintiris
works in field dýtaˆ 2
works in roadway maintenance

kaminÿru 1b
works on project ˆugud
works overtime ˆubirtaym
works slowly ˆamatˆãmat
works together with smb kuˆupirar
world dýtaˆ 1c; kalibýtan

withdrawn, statement, charge 846 world
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worm ˆýyud
worm, intestinal bÿtus 1
worn, frayed sabuysabuy 2
worn inside a place suyud 2b
worn; worn area gasgas
worn-out, sth is gisiˆ; lumaˆ
worried bayãka
worries libug
worry; becomes worried lisud
worships God, smb samba; simba 2
worth of sth kwinta; puyus 1
wound into coil lýkuˆ
wound on body pilas 1a
wounded, the body is, becomes pilas 1b
woven bamboo deep-sea fish trap

tabýnan 1b
woven bamboo pole and strip walling

sikyat
woven bamboo walling sawãliˆ
woven basket baskit
woven coconut frond shingle

salirangdang 1
woven fan kayab 1a
woven, finished being sapay
woven, fishnet is hukut
woven loosely hayat
woven rattan clothes basket bangkwang
woven rattan shank collar palis
woven shopping basket tampipiˆ
woven together, flat objects are tambi 2
Wow! waw
wrapped in coconut frond, fish budbud 1
wrapped package putus 1; putus 2b
wrapping material bugkus 3
wraps fish in coconut frond budbud 2
wraps smb, sth in covering putus 2a
wrasse fish lusaylusay
wrasse fish, banner wilwil
wrasse fish, cockatiel sayay
wrasse fish, long-nosed ˆipusˆipus
wrasse fish, lyretail or moon malingyan
wrasse fish, trippe-tailed bakwa
wrathful hãngit; ˆugut
wrathful, becomes ˆÿnit 2
wrecked completely gubaˆ; wasak
wrestles down dýmug
wrestling, engages in finger turnilyu
wrestling, smb engages in arm pãka2
wrinkled grass, paper gýmuk
wrinkle in face, body sýpat

wrist pulsu 2
wrist base pýnuˆ2 1a
writes sth sýlat 2a
writing area: blackboard pisãra
writing instrument: pencil lãpis
written agreement sýlat 2b
written documents papil 1b
written land document diklarasyun 2
written statement, document dukumintu 1
wrong; wrongdoing salaˆ 1a
wrongdoing fine multa

X

X mark ˆÿkis 1a

Y

yakal tree yakal
yam, greater ˆýbi 1a, 1b
yam, lesser lupÿsan
yam, wild greater ˆýmag
yard area of house bayay 1c; dyãˆag;

luwas 1a
yautia plant or tuber bunduˆ
yawns huyˆab
year ˆanyu; týˆig 1a
year of secondary school system, college yir
yearly týˆig 2a
yearly, sth is done týˆig 2b
yearning, smb is overcome with patay 2
years: measurement týˆig 1b
yellow color duyaw 2
yellow color, dark kapi 2
yellow jacket wasp lapÿnig
yellow-backed sunbird tamsi2
yellow-banded threadfin bream fish

layrung
yellow-fin surgeonfish matapˆung
yellow-striped caesio fish sulig mabýyus
yelp of dog ˆuyãgik
yes hýˆu
yesterday hãpun 4
yesterday, day before hãpun 6
yet basta 1b; pa1 2a
yield býnga 1c
yields fruit býnga 1b
yolk of egg dawadawa
you (pl): predicate or topic pronoun kamu

worm 847 you (pl): predicate
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you (sg): predicate pronoun ˆikaw
you (sg): topic pronoun ka1 1; ˆikaw
young bãtaˆ 1b; minur di ˆidad
young child ˆungaˆ 1a
young coconut frond hanig
young coconut fruit butung 1
young coconut fruit, very walig
young coconut meat kinãpaw2
young person bãtaˆ 1a; ˆÿsut 1b
young plant týbuˆ 1a
young rooster suyug
young son lyãki 3
young sweet potato leaf bud or vine ˆusbud
young unmarried boy sultirÿtu
young unmarried girl dalagÿta
younger sibling manghud 1a
younger sibling is begotten manghud 2
younger unmarried sister dalãga 2
youngest siblings manghud 1b

your body mu 1c
your (pl), of yours (pl): possessive pronoun

nindu 1a; ˆindu 1a
your (sg), of yours (sg): possessive

pronoun mu 1a; nÿmu 1a; ˆÿmu 1a
yours (pl): possessive pronoun ˆindu 1b
yours (sg): possessive pronoun ˆÿmu 1b
yourself mu 1c
yo-yo yýyuˆ

Z

zealously does sth kaˆunu
zebra firefish manangpuyuk
zero sÿru 1a
zigzag pattern, smb, sth goes in ˆÿkis 2
zigzag venus mollusk ˆigutˆigut
zipper siradýra

you (sg): predicate 848 zipper
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